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Lord Hutchison of. Montrose. 
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Mr. "Butler. 
Major· Cadogan. 
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Sir Samuel Hoare. 
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Sir Akbar Hydari. 
Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 
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Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
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BRITISH I:YDIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 

His Highness The Aga Khan. Begum Shah Nawaz. 
Sir C. P. fu:.naswami Aiyar. Sir A. P. Patro. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir -.Hubert Carr. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. Sir Phiroze Seth;na. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar. Sir N. N. Sircar. 
Mr. M. R. Jayakar. Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
l\Ir. N. M. J%hi. Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.:M.G., M.P., · Sir MALCOLM 
IfAu,EY, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., aud Sir FINDLA:rER STEWART, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., 

are called in and examined. ' 
Chairman. result of this long series of delibt:rations 

and discussions. 5613. Sir Samuel Hoare, · you are 
Secretary of State for India. You are Marquess of Salisbury. 
accompanied to-day by Sir Malcolm . 5615. Sir Samuel Hoare, the difficulty, 
Hailey, who is Governor of the United of course, in the system of the White 
Provinces, and by Sir Findlater Stewart, Paper, is that there is not one syst.em 
who is Permanent Under-Secreta.l-y of of administration necessarily, I mean, 
the India Office. I imagine that in the but there is the Government, and. then 
main it will best forward the course of there are· the special responsibilitiP.s of 
business if your examination is c::uTie<r the ·Governor, and there is the Reserved 
on upon Command Paper 4268 of 1933, Services of the Governor General,_ and 
which embodies the proposals for Indian . my first question to you would be what 
Constitutional Reforms, and is knoWn sbifl' do you contemplate must be pro
as the White ~aper 'f-(Sir 8l,muel vided for the Governor and the GovU"nor 
Hoare.) Yes, please. · · General to ·carry · out the . special 

5614. Have you any statement. which responsibilities and the Reserved Depart
you desire to make 11,t this. stage !-The ments Y~we· .contemplate; taking the 
only observation I. should like' t-"~ make, ·Provincial Governor first, that he should 
my Lord Chaii'n'lan; before I· deal 1\i.th _· lu .. ve whatever staff he require~. It is 
the questions _is to state .that the·. White. very difficult to state in explicit t.ermtJ 
Paper is the result of_· a long series ·of what that staff should be, for this 

reason, that one Province differs from discm<sions and investigations beginning 
indeed with enquiries before the "\V ar, another · Province, and that in one 

Province the Governor may require more going ·on · with enquiries connected with h staff than he requires in another, but, 
t e Government of India Act, then again generally speaking, it is implicit in our 
connected with . the enquiries made by proposals that the Governor should have 
the Statutory Commission, .. and con-
nected with a!L the investigation;; that "\\·hat staff he requireS. 
have taken -place since then at 5616. Would they be in the nature 
successive Round Table Conferences and of personal staff, or would they be drawn 
at successive Inquiries that have taken from the Indian Civil Service ?---The 
place as a result of those Inquiries. kind of staff I have in mind is a staff 
1\foreover, in addition to that it is ihe drawn from the Indian CiVil Service, 
result of almost ineessant correspondence no doubt supplemented by :t personal 
between the Government here ani! the A.D.C., or someone of that kind. 
Government of India, and between the · 5617. But you do eontemplat<', in the 
Government here and the Government case of each Governor, and even more 
of I nrlia and the Provincial G-overn- in the ca..qe of the Governor Genet·al, a 
mcnts. I make this observation in order certain staff to carry out the obliga
. th11t it should he quite clea.r that the tions of his special responsibilities ?-Yes. 
White Pape1: has not been prepat·ed with- 5618. You will remember that it has 
out , careful thought, but that it is the been a matter of discussion amongst us 
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1rhether there ought to be in the Govern- in a Constitution Act exactly how these 
ments, in addition to the ordinary re- Provincial Governments will work. In no 
~ponsible Ministers, a nominated case, except the case of . the Irish Free 
lfinister, and I think it would he useful State Constitution, has it been definitely 
to the Committee if we knew how th~ stuted how a Government should work. 
Government regard that proposal f Of It has been left to grow up organic3ny, 
wurse it has special reference to law and we felt that it might be that in cer
~nd order, but in our discussiom it has tain Provinces there would be a Prime 
not been confined to law and order !- l\lini~ter at once; in other Pro·ffilces 
lJight I be clear before I answer that there might not. As far as we are con
question as to what kind of nominated e<>rn£:d, we look forward to a timll when 
J.J inister Lord Salisbury has in mind 7 procedure will conform with the proce
Dm~s he have in mind an officicl who i3 dure in this country, but we do not think 
not responsible to the Legislature, or 3 we:: can preseribe it at the outset. 
nominated Minister who is responsible to 5623. You mention on the third ~jue of 
the Legislature f page, 55 "the person who, in iii3 judg-

5619. I meant a nominated · :Mir.ister ment is likely to command the 1argest fol
,., ho is not responsible to the Legisla.- lowing in the Legislature." Tbt comes 
ture, that is to say, who is inde-· wry near a .Prime Minister t-It .Jaes. 
pt>ndent of the Legislature !-The Gov-
~mment have very fully considered 5024. _And it is contemplated th~t the 
that proposal, and we'" have eome. to Government should be formed of persons 
the -conclusion that it would be a mis- in whom this person who is li:tdy to 
tnke to have a Minister of that kincl for cornmand the largest following 1ms con
more than one reason. We think, first of f!,.Ie~tee !-Yes. 
aU, it would concentrate upon that 5625. He will, to some extent, l1elp to 
lljnister all the criticism of the Assembly ; select his colleagues 7-:-Yes. 
he would be reglrded as the represent&- 5626. Will the . responsibility of the 
tive of an alien power. Secondly, we do Government be joint !-My answ(;r to thaL 
~enuinely believe that it is most im- quesuon is very much the ansv;c.r I have 
portant. to stimulate the feeling of respon- just given about the Prime lfini-;ter. W c 
~ibility in the Government, and in the sho.uld like to see the responsibility joint. 
Agc;:pmbly, and we feel the exist.ence of a At the same time we do not think we can 
lfinist<>r of that kind would really under- prescribe it. Joint responsibility never 
»1ine the basis of responsibility which is had l:.t>en prescribed in any ·Com;titntion 
the basis of our proposals so far as they, Ad in the British Empire, except in the 
11n• concerned with the Provincial ~ of the Irish Free State. Mor~ver, 
Governments. • we do see difficulties in India that had 

5620. Do yon not think that the diffi- better not be ignored, namely, tire !act 
eulties about law and order which have that the Governor has got to consider the 
emerged in our discussions make any representation of minorities in forming 
difference in the answer which yon have his G'lvernment, and in the cnse of the 
Jll:tde !-No, I do not. · Governor-General he has also got to con..._ 

5621. Even in Bengal !-No, subject to sider the rep;esentation of the ~tates. 
the other provisions in the White Paper Th:t! makes It. mo~e than evel" t"hffimlit 
un<Jer which we give implicit powers to for us ~o .~r~nbe m so ~y words that 
auy Governor to intervene in the event ~esp~mSibility IS t:o be collective. We h~pe 
of grave menace tg order or tranquillity. :t will, be c~llective, bnt we do .not ~ 

any good will be done by statmg, m so 
5G22. That brings me to the question . man\"" words that it is to be collective. 

of the formation of the re~ponsible w • • • • • 

Government. I do not quite understand 5627. Of course, if mmonhes are repre-
frc,m, I think it is paragraph 66 or 67, scn~e~, .does_ t~ ~ecretary ?f. State !""~~ 
l\'hether it is contemplated -.~that there ~ohbcat mmon~es .o~ religious mmon
shonld be a Prime Minister in the local . ties f-I ~an mn;tontie~ as we.always ~e
gcn·rnments, and a Prime 1\Iiniste:r in fine them m d~~ WI~ _India~ a~~ 
the Central Government f-We have felt n:tmeJy, the pnnmpal religious mmonbes. 
that these kinds of things must grow up, 5628. The only difficulty I see about 
and that we cannot prescribe in detail that (and I put the question) is -what 

A2 
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will happen if one particular Minister 
loses the confidence of the Legislature. 
Of. c:ourse, under our system the Govern
lut::nt all moves together 7-It is very 
Ciifficult to say exactly what would hap
pen. It would depend so much upon the 
jmportance of the :Minister and .how much 
support he had amongst his own col
len;.,"'lles. I can imagine the Go~ernment 
mddng it a case of want of confitlence. 

. 5629. That would apply to. tl1e whole 
Qov<.'rnment, of course-the want of con
fi•lence ?-The wliole Government. I can 
also imagine that if the Government had 
not any very great opinion of the ~Iinister, 
they might make the :Minister resign, 
but I think that that essentially is a 
case that -can only be dealt with when 
it arises. 

5630. 'Vhat will be the method, . as it 
wt>re, by which · the Assembly would 
~gnify its want of confidence i.ri a par
ticular Minister 7 In our system it is 
S(lmetimes done by moving the reduction 
of his vote, but that is not aHoweJ, I 
un;~erstand, in this White Paper '?-We 
felt that there it was better to preclude 
a vote of that~ kind for this reason : We 
tlid not desire a whole series of votes for 
the reductions of Minister~' salaries con
stantly. going on in· the Provincial 
Assemblies. We contemplated, . there
fore, that if the Assembly wished to show 
its · want . of confidence in a. paTticula.r 
Minister it would either withhold ~upply 
from the Government, or it would put 
do"T.. a vote of censure, or anyhow some 
sueh resolution, as would. be treated as 
a ·vote of confidence by the Government .. 

. 5631. I do not want to press you un
du1y, Sir Samuel, but a vote of r,on
:fit]ence would apply to the whole Govern-
ment 7-Yes. · 

5632. And if a Government is joint 
then that is reasonable, but supposing 
the Government consists of a ll!Imber of 
different Ministers who do not altogether 
agree with each other, how will that be 
worked {}Ut 7-I am afraid it must be 
decided when the case arises. I d() not 
see how else it can be decided. If tho 
Assembly ·feels strongly about it, the 
Assembly could put down Pither a 
general vote of want of confidence or 
could put down a vote expres::-ing its 
want of confidence in a particula-r 
Minister, and the Government would 
then have to decide whether it wouiJ 

treat it as a collective vote o£ want of 
confidence upon itself or ns a. vote 
directed against a particular Minister, 
whom they could sacrifice if they 
wished to. 

5633. It seems to me very difficalt to ' 
work a system of that kind unless there 
was a Prime Minister who could make a 
decision 7-I think that may very well 
be so and I think we shall see m many 

cases, perhaps in all cases, there wiH be 
a Prime Minister. 

5634. Or is it the Governor whom the 
Secretary of State expoots to make 'the 
decision 7-I think it must depend. In • 
the case where there is a Prime 
Minister the Prime Minister no douLt 
would take the first decision upo1! a 
case of that kind. In a case where 

·there is no accredited head of the 
Gov:Crnment, I should think thPn the 
responsibility might fall upon the 
Governor. • 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I do not want 
to ask any more questions on that :t:ar-
tieulat section. · 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] May I inter
pose a question . with 'Lord Sal~:obury'.s 
leave f 

'Marquess of Salisbury.] Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

5635. I wish the Secretary of State 
would apply Lord Salisbury's que=~tion to 
the particular c!ase of Law and Order. 
'Is it contemplated that Law and Order 
should be the joint responsibility of the 
Government or that it -might be tl'eated 
as the personal responsibility · of one 
Minister alone f-We should hope, and 
we should do everything in our power, 
to ],ring it about that the responsibility 
should be joint. The Simon Commis::;ion 
laid great stress upon the need of mak
ing responsibility as collective as pos;,;ible. 
It is not because we do not wish collec
tive responsibility to exist that we } .. ave 
not prescribed it, but. it is because we 
feel that it is a matter of organic growth 
rather than of prescription in a particu
lat• statute. 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

5636. Then in respect of Law and 
Order, you would expect it to be joint 
at the outset ?-I should hope that 
everything would be joint. 



5637. You have told the Committee,· 
huve you not, that you expect all this 
to grow, but Law and Order is an urgent 
matter. There is not much time for 
growing. We want to know what is 
going to happen at once 7-Yes, certainly; 
our desire would be that the responsibi!ity 
ihould be collective primarily no doubt 
upon the shoulders of the Minister, but 
ultimately upon the Government as a 
whole. 

5638. That brings us to Law and Order. 
1 believe the Government are going to 
furnish us with statistics as to terrorism. 
Is that so 7-We certainly can· if the 
C0mmittee wishes. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] r:L:he Secretary 
of State may not have been present when 
the question arose previously. · · 

Chairman.] My noble friend is~ think
ing of the occasion on which a witness 
Ut!dertook to ,supply us with those 
at a tistics. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] The · witness 
may be in a position to do so, or he may 
not. It was the European Association 
lVitness. 

lVitness.] I see ; but if Lord Sali&bury 
would tell us exactly· what he woultl hke, 
we would try to provide it; 

5639. Apparently the matter has just 
hePn handed in. I ao not know whether 
that deals with anything like anare.hical 
o<mspiracy as well as the ordinary ont
l1!ges 7-I do not think I have this· note 
df which Lord Salisbury speaks.' 

5640. I will not press the lnatter.' Per
haps the Secretary of State will make 
a note of it. I· think the Committee 
e.ught to be taken into the confidence of 
the Government, if l may say so, ·as to 
the exact' condition of things in Bengal 
and elsewhere than Bengal, so far as it 
exists elsewhere v~I am not quite clear ; 
I. am only too anxious tO do what Lord' 
Salisbury· asks, but I am ·not quite clear 
exactly what he wants. · ·' · ·: .· 

5641. I want a picture of ·what 
terrorism amounts to in Bengal.· That 
would include, of course, · the politioal 
outrages and' it would include also . any
thu1g like evidence of an organised 
anarchical effort. Because, after all, if 
-n·e are going to deal with Law and 
Orner we must know ·what the 'st,~bje~t
matter is Y-Yes. You· · restrict ·it to 
political · movements, not· to c?mm.Un.al 

movements f Do you bring in Coinmill.1ist: 
movements in addition to political move-~ 
ments against the British Enipil•e T 

5642. I meant certainly primarily the . 
political movement y_.we will certainly 
see what we can do to provide the Com
mittee with what they ask. 

5643. I do not want to revert to an 
incident which took . place , earlier in 
our Proceedings, but, of course, it is 
very important that the Committee should 
know how the responsible Police authori
ties of the Bengal regard the Terrori~t 
condition (I.D.d any political conspiracy. 
There has been a certain amount of dis
cussion in the Committee, but there has 
been no evidence laid before the Com
mittee on that head, as to how the Bengal 
Police regard it 7-I have, of course, bee~ 
in constant communication with the. 
Governor of Bengal upon all these _very 
important issues, and I know that. th~_ 
Governor has been in very. close- touch. 
'\Vith his. Inspector-Gener~l of Police. 
"'hen, therefore, I say that in my view 
Law and Order should not be reserved as 
such, even in Bengal, it is not without 
full consultation with the Governor, who 
is, perhaps, more closely interested. in 
the administration of the Police th~:~.n any
body else:·.· 

5644. I~ .s~ of that, of course, and· 
1 am not . gomg to press .the . Secretary 
of State to an answer, but I . think it. 
would really .be proper, if !.may venture 
to give my opinion, that we should have; 
a Witness before us representir.g the: 
Police in Bengal, or . knowing txactly_ 
what their attitude of mind is towards 
this particular subject, and if the. Se!'Ie
tary of State says he would rather li.o_t 
au~wer at this moment,· I will nQL press 
the question Y-I think the answer I 
would make now is thai I should very 
much. deplore serving officials giving evi
dence before the Committee at all, and, 
if the Committee decided that they should 
give evidence, 1 should still say tha: it is 
very fifficult to pick out one particular, 
sm:v:ing' officer who may hold ophjons 
upon a particular issue, · Q.nd not to give 
other serving officers who may not agree 
with him the opportunity of rebutting 
bis evidence. · 

5645. I shall not pursue it, because I 
said I would not. ·but I hope the Secre
tary of State w1ll think about it a little .. 
Then as regards the C.I~D., wotild the 
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Se('retary of State. like to say anything of the White Paper, under paragraph 71 
in evidence in respect of them alon~ 7- a Governor could deal with the 8peci111. 
Would Lord Salisbtuy make his question Intelligence Branch in whatever way he 
a little bit more explicit 'f I am not quite thought fit. 
sure what it is that he wis~es to as~ me. 5650. And you think that the power 

· 5646. There are two questions which conferred by that paragraph would be 
arise. The first qnestion is : Is the C.I.D. stJiicient for hirp. to withdraw the Sp"cial 
to be reserved from the authority of the B1·anch from the jurisdiction of the 
rEsponsible Governor in each Province 7 rt}sponsible Minister, and even withdra-w, 
A further question is : Shall the C.I.D. I suppose, the whole C.I.D. .from the 
be an All-India Service under the responsible Minister, if he thought fit ?
Governor-General alone !-There is the Yes ; and, if I may make this additioll 
further question, if I might put it to fi.i my answer, we felt that it is Letter 
Lord Salisbury, before I answer his two to deal with a state of affairs of that kind 
questions : What exactly is it t.i".&t he in general terms rather than in uplicii 
means by the C.I.D. ' The C.I.D. in the tC'nns, for this reason. First c..f ali, we 
minds of many people is the Secret. In- do not want to make a distinction in the 
telligence Branch. As a matter oi fact, Constitution Act between one Province 
the C.I.D. in Inqia is a much bigger and another. Rightly or wrongly, we 
organisation than that, and ' the branch felt that it is better to give all Governors 
ticnling with Terrorism is the small special these gmeral powers, knowing d the 
Intelligence Branch. Does Lord Sah!>bury same time that it may be necessary, 
mean the C.I.D. generally, that is to say, }Jerhaps only in one Province, ever to pui 
the big organisation in direct touch witn iht>m into operation, but we have felt that 
the ordinary Police administration, · aud it is better to deal with general power1 
"With, the day to day Police admmistra- oi this kind, rather than to make ex:plicit 
tion~ or does he mean the small special provision for a particular contingency ill 
organisation dea:Iing with Terrorism 7 a particular Province. 
~-5647. We .should all be· very muc.h 5651. The Governor, of course, using. 

guided by the views of the Secrelary of that power, might find that it wus not 
~late in that matter, but I think I had sufficient to have the Special llrancb of 
in my mind the special-reference to the the C.I.D. under his authority. lie might 
TetTorist organisation '1-The diffieulty want to have agents· to carry it· out 
with the big C.I.D. organisation- is that within his jurisdiction, or the Governor
it is so much tied up with the ordinn.ry General, of course, in his own ease. Doeto 
day. to day eriminal work of the Police, the Secretary of State consider that para
that, administratively, it·. would seem graph 71 would cover all that, if It was 
al=nost impossible to segregate it froro the neeessary 'f-:Y es. 
Police administration generally. With 
rerard to. the Special Intelligenc.e 
Branch,. that is to say, the organisatbu 
dealing with Terrorism in Bengal, there, 
I think, a segregation may, adminis
tratively; be les.s difficult, and on tl.Jat 
account we have in the White PapPr pro
posals given the Governors implicit 
pcwers, though not explicit powers, Rt a 
time of emergency to make speciai. pro
vi~ion for an organisation of that kind. 

5648. You say you have given him 
power or you would give him power 'I
WE' have under the White Paper given 
him implicit powers to take action when 
he thinks fit. · 

5649. I am not quite sure that the 
Committee ·knows what you mean by 
implicit powers 'f-If Lord Salisl,ury 
~nld look at paragraph 71, on page 56, 

. Sir Austen ChamberlaitJ. 

5652. Lord Salisbtuy invited me to put 
a question, if I felt inclinP-tl. The 
Terrorist conspiracy has shown its~lf, tu 
some extent, in other places than Bc>ng?.l, 
La.s it not 'f-Yes. 

5653. It might, though we hope it will 
not, at any time develop in other places 'I 
--Yes. 

5654. Do you think it is sufficiePt t.o 
rely upon the powers of individual Hov
ernors acting in their discretion itt suclt 
circumstances as those, or would it not 
be better that the powers should be 
vested in the Governor-General fot the 
whole country, and that that Special 
Branch which may reqnire action il& dif~ 
fcrent Provinces should be ·under his 



.authority in his discretion acting through 
the Governor f-I do not think there i-; 
very much difference between tne pro
po:oal in the White Paper and lh~ pro
po:..al just suggested by Sir .• 1usten 
Chamberlain. The Governor jn every 
case would be acting as the Agent of the 
Guvernor-General, and subject to his 
directions. 

5655. The suggestion that I have made 
would make the special organiHation, 
wherever it was required, a ~:;erv\ce re
served to the Governor-General, · and 
would meet your point, that we must 110t 
legislate invidiously against a particular 
Pr()vince f-1 think that Sir Austen's sug
gestion is a matter for consideration. I 
would, however, ask him to keep in mind 
the fact that Law . and Order is n Pro
vinc·ial subject, and it may be found 
bf'tter, from the administrative point of 
view, to keep it more directly under the 
Provincial administration. But, in actual 
practice, the Governor, as I have just 
said, will be acting as. the Agent of the 
Governor-General. 

7 

would be .acting as the Agent :of the 
Governor-General_ 7-In the Con~titutional 
sense, yes. The chain of responsibility 
i., the Governor,. the Governor-.General, · 
the Secretary of State, and Parliament. 

5660. I find it a little difficult.· to 
f::llow in th.at way. I am only asking to 
clear it up so that one need not come 
b~ck~ to it, just to · see what is meant 
by it. Do you mean because he is under 
thP. direction and · superintenden~e of 
the Governor-General under the Aet ! 
He would be, of course. . Is · that · the 
reason f-Yes. There must be the chain 
of responsibility, and. the . chain of 
reF>ponsibility must pass through· the 
Governor-General to the Imperial Padia-

ment and the Secretary of State. 

5661. I only wanted to get qui.te clear' -
as to what was meant by it. Suppose; 
for example, he had the special ·re-· 
sponsibility-the Governor of Bengal, we 
";n say. He h.as a special responsibility 
etJtrusted to him. He wishes the:1 in his 
discretion to act ; lie takes . action accord
bgly. He · is actirig on . his own d!s.:. 
cre1 ion, is he not, or do you thirik he 

Marquess of Salisbury. would have to consult the Governor.:. 
5656. The Secretary of State says that General f That is what I· am anxious 

Lnw and Order is a Provincial subject, to ascertain from you 7-I ~hink it would 
but, unfortunately, the criminals do not depend very . much upon the circum
always recognise that f-I do not think, sttnces, I ·think in ·nine cas~s out of 
Lord Salisbury, that affects it, though . ten a convention would grow up unde~ 
the division of subjects in a Constitution which he would not consult the Govenlor
Act is to those subjects which ah,mld he General, but technically · · and Con
administered Provincially and thi)He which stitutionally the Governor-Genera.! woul~ 
should be administered Centrally. give him directions. 

f:657. Perhaps, I was too brief, but it 
is clear that a conspiracy, and even a 
uime might extend over the borders 
of more than one Province f-That, of 
course, is perfectly true. None the Jess, 
if you take the example of tte United 
Kingdom, most of the Police :.ulministra
tion is under local authorities. 

5658. Subject to the Home SP-~?.retary ! 
-Subject, as Lord Salisbury kuowo, t{} 
the Home Secretary to a very limited 
.degree. 

Marquess of Reading. 

5659. May I ask you this, Secretary 
of State : You said just now that the 
Governor ·would be acting a8 the .Agent 
of the Governor-General ; do yoa mean 
that whenever the Governor i~ a.Cting 
()n his own ·special responsibility, he 

Sir John Wardlaw-MilM. 

5662. May I just . ask a question to 
clear that up 7 The Secretary o.f State 
refers to the special responsibilities o:a 
page· 23, paragraph .47, in whith case it 
is there stated that the Governor-General 
"\\>ill act on his entire responsibility, and 
that the Governors are to be backed witk 
special responsibilities . acting . llS his . 
Agent. Is th.at what he refers to .f-.:. 
Yl·F:. \ The actual paragrap;h in which this 
is .brought out is paragraph 72. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

5663. Which should, of course, be read 
with paragraph 43 in the Introductimt 
on page 22 f~ Yes, in paragraph 43 .()f 
the Introduction. Paragraph 43 is e~-
pJanatory of the position. · 



Marquess of Salisbury. 

~664. If I may repeat what has alrendy 
been discussed in the Committee, though 
I think it has not been discuss~d, when 
we . have been taking evidence, wl1ich 
makes, of course, a great difference, in 
connection with this subject-what pro
posal is in the mind of the Govt'rnment 
with regard to giving access to var1.ous 
oftcials, leading officials, in each Govern
ment to the Governor, or in the case of 
the Governor-General, and I ·refer very 
particularly to the Inspector-General of 
Police. Do the Government con
template that · the lnspector-Gentml of 
Poli~ would have the right of access to 
the Governor of his own motion f-\Ve 
have re:Y fully consid~red the various 

:. a.lte:n\abves, and I think we should all 
a~d.mit that there is a good (leal · to be 
&aid for either course. At the same time, 
we have come down upon the liew ex
pl:essed in paragraph 69, under whjch the 
Governor would be given general power~ 
of arrangiD.g to see any officials that he 
wished, at any time that he wished, ~rnd 
I believe in actual practice a Guvernor 
who is effectively carrying out his duties 
and who is interested in the administra
tion· of his Province, will ~ce the 
Provincial officials very frequently ; and, 
in. the · case of the Inspector-General of 
Police, it is open to the Governor, under 
pazagraph 69, to make· any ar1·angement 
th&t he likes with him. · 

5665. Of course, the difficulty h th3.t we 
cio not understand how a Governor ean 
exercise his special responsibilities unless 
he is kept always au fait with what is 
going on !-We should hope he would be 
kept au fait with what is going on, both 
by his own staff and also by givin·,. -direc
ticns that whatever papers we~e im
portant in the · administration · should be 
brought to him, and· he should have nn 
opportunity of studying them. I con
template that the Governor would be 

. ~ollowing very closely what was happen
Ing, and that . he would have at his dis
posal both the staff and the reports to 
oheck what was happening outside, and 
!<» realise wh~n a situation was devdop
mg under which he might have to inter
_ve.nt> under his . special responsibilities. 
Upon the whole, we have thought that 
that was a better course than thl~ .eourse 
of stating explicitly m ·a. Constitution 
Act that such-and-such officials have Uie 
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right of acces.s. We felt, tightly or 
wrongly, that if we had made a. state
ment of that kind in explicit tenns, the 
result of it would be, first of all, to 
undermine the responsibility of tlu! Gov
ernment, and, secondly, to give the im
pression that there was suspicion between 
the Governor on the one hand, and his 
administration on the other. On that 
account, it seemed to us much "iser in 
the interests of sound administration and 
in the interests of peace and concord 
bdween the two sides of the GoHrvmcnt, 
to give the Governor the fullest possible 
powers, but to let him exercise them in 
the way that he thinks best in the cir
cumstances. ' 

5666. Has it not occurred to the Secre
tary of State that it. is much more in
vidious for the Governor to send for the 
Inspector-General at a particular moment 
than if he saw him regularly f-I am con
templating that he would se3 him 
regularly." 

5667. You mean. under this Clause he 
would be able to say : " I will see the 
Inspector-General once a week " ,_Yea. 

Lord Eustac(J Percy. 

5668. Has the Secretary of State ever 
considered the possibility of giving cer· 
tain officials who have a· more (•r less 
independent or statutory status, such as 
the Inspector-General of Police, the 
Advocate-General, and the Accountant
General, the· right of access both to the 
Cabinet and to the Governor in order to 
a-void this invidious appearance Y-I am 
not sure how far :we have considered tl1e 
right of access to the Cabinet. I think 
there again, subject to further con
sideration, ·I would say that it is better 
to leave it in general terms. After all, 
we arl:f dealing not with a small uniform 
country, but with a great Continent, 
and I believe myself that procedure is 
going to differ very much from one Pro
vince to another, and that it is therefor& 
better not to be too explicit in matters 
QI this kind, but to ensure the Governor 
having the fullest possible powers for 
dealing with his special responsibilities 
but leaving him a certain latittll!.:~ ru; t~ 
how he app~ies them. . 

Sir .A. P. Patro.] May I add, with the 
Noble Lord's permission, that nt present 
the Heads of Departments, especially the 
Inspector-General of Police, i::; alway~ 



invited to be present at Cablnet meet
ings, and to give his advice iu matters 
relating to the carrying out of law 
and order in the Provinces. I am sure 
my friend, Sir Ramaswami Aiyar will 
also support me, that, in connecti<..n with 
this Mopla liebellion the Inspector
General was invited to advise the Cabinet 
as to the procedure to be adopted. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I appreciate 
the reasons which affected the Secretary 
of State in the answer he gave, but, if 
Parliament is giving up this trem~c.dcr11s 
authority, it is necessary to reassure us 
that there will be ·proper liaison between 
the principal officials and the GovArnor. 

Sir Ramaswami .Aiyar.] As my name 
-was mentioned by Sir A. P. Patro, it 
may be as 'Yell ~to mention that, 
although now and then the ln!)-pector
Oeneral was present at meetingq of tho 
Cnbinet, yet his Excellency, Lord 
Willingdon, always made· it clear that the 
Inspector-General • should· consult the 
}!ember first, and, with his penuisbion, 
attend the Cabinet. 

Sir .A. P. Patro. 

5669. Yes, that is so !-If . I may add 
this observation to the answer I have 
given to Lord · Salisbury, I quite rculise 
the need not only for reassuring public 
opinion here, but for reassuring 11. great 
iicrvice like the Police in India, but l 
still think it is · better to deal with tbe 
question in. the general way in ·wbirh we. 
have dealt with it in the Whita Paper, 
aupplementing, however, the clauses of 
the Constitution Act · by whatever is 
thought fit in the ;circumstances to insert 
in the Instructions. -I think the 
Governor's Instruction~ are the proper 
T~hicle really for giving him a le!id as to 
ltow we ~ope he will ~xercise these par~ 
ticular responsibilities, ·'"'and I would 
re#nd . Lord "Salisburi. ·. ~hat ·::;pecial 
sanction is to be given to these · Instruc
tions by making them subject to ft. vote 
of both Houses of Parliament. · · .. 

Lord Salisbury. " · · · • · 

5670. So .if they are modified tha~ ~~ 
come before Parliament again !-~ ~ es. 

.. 
Marquess of Read~g. . 

5671. That means, as I understand it, 
Secretary of State,. that in the Constitu
tion Act in some form or other (it may 
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be.- in an Appendix, or whatever you 
think Tight) there will be a provision 
dealing with these· Letters of ln.."'truc
tions Y-Yes, certainly. 

5672. It does not "mean, does it, that 
whenever a Governor or Governor-General 
is going to India, or to a Province, his 
Letters of Instruction would then have 
to be submitted to ·Parliament· Y · You 
did not mean that, did you t-It would 
be the standing Instructions both to the 
Governor-General and to the Governor. 

5673. I am drawing the distinction as 
I thought between what is in the ~ct of 
Parliament, or in one of the Appendices 
to the· Act of Parliament, as . defining 
what is to be in the Letters of lnst"rue
tion. That is general. The question I 
wanted to put was, Is it suggestecl that 
under this practice it would be necessary 
for Letters · of Instruction issued to a 
particular Governor or a· . Governor• 
General after the Constitution Act is 
passed, to be submitted to Parliament!
As Lord :a,eading knows, the Letters. of 
Instruction are standing lnstru~tions. . 
· 5674. Yes !-And, as' far as I know;. 
they have not been varied J:rince the 
Government of ·India. Act. These In
structions I haVe gone QU: for 12 years. . 

· 5675. They are ·not . under Act ·of 
~arliam~nt. at all, are they· !-No, but .I 
am making that statement in ·orller · to 
show that they axe not in actual practice 
varied from year to. year,. but it is . our 
intention that Instructions in the· future 
should. have . .. Parliamentarv .sai1ction 
behind -them for this reason, ·.that we arc 
making them the vehicle. of so mally im:
portant developments. . . , . . .. 

5676. I only want to get this clea\·. .. I 
am not challenging for a moment that 
view: All I wanted. to be ·clear wa.-; this·; 
I' quite follow that that would· be neces
sary in the Constitution,· that you wish 
ro ·get . certain. instructions whicl1. would · 
have to form part of the Letters of In ... 
struction. All that would be. dealt . :wj.th 
by thJ. ~\ct .of Parliamei).t;.,pu,t w\lat i~ no~ 
c_lear to me, and why I am asking . the 
question,. . is _when ~ Governor or. a 
,GoYernor-General is abou~ to .Proceed to 
India to, .take up a position t9 . whi~h he 
bas· been appointed is it suggested that 
the t..etter . of. Insttuction ~ppoin~ing 
him would , then · haye .. to. come .b~for~ 
Parliament" for_. approval!-:£ see Lor~l 
Reading's point. . ·. · ·· · 
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5677. The reason I am puttihg it, Secre
tary of State, is because, for the first 
timP, I think, you are making Letter3 
of Instruction which hitherh,. haYe bt>en 
from the King, and which will continue 
to be from the King, much mom :mbject 
to Act of Parliament than has hitherto 
been the case. That is why I wa.3 ask
ing 7-I am assuming that untlPr the 
·white Paper proposals a Resolution of 
both Houses would give sanction to the 
standing Instructions, and those ~tanding 
Instruct~ons without further alteration 
would be issued to a Governor whc·n hP 
was going to India. 

5678. May I put one final question on 
itJ and then, as far as I am con.~erned, 
I have :finished ? That would not l"lean, 
would it, that you would have to con· 
form in each case to particular LPtters 
of Instruction as passed by Act of 
Parliament ? It would mean that you 
must at least include and comply with 
those, but it would not mean that you 
could not vary them, would it, hecaus~ 
certainly, in my experience, r have 
known the Letters of Instruction YarieLl 
before without their having to be sub
mitted to Parliament, of course. It was 
done by letters from the King ?-I had 
better refresh my memory on that point. 
I did not think that Governors' Instruc
tions had been varied. I am dealin5 with 
the Provincial Governors. 

Marquess of Reading.] I do not want 
to press the point. Would you mind 
having it examined so that they we may 
be clear about that ? l\fy impression was 
certainly that hitherto there has been 
elasticity in the Instructions whirh have 
been issued, and all I wanted to see wa~ 
that that should be continued. I 
remember, in my own case particularly, 
definite alterations were made iri. the 
Letters of Instruction without ~\..ct of 
Parliament in order to meet new condi
tions. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapm.] May I 
remind Lord Reading that when he was 
the Viceroy it was discovered that bv 
chance a clause giving him the H-oy~l 
Prerogative of Clemency was omitted, and 
I had to draw the attention of the India 
Office to it at that time, and the~ Instru
ment 9f Instruction was varied. It arose 
in a very important case which passed 
through me to your Lordship. 

Marquess of Reading. 

5679. Yes ?-i will certainly look into 
Lord Reading's point, hut I think it i~ 
sufiicicnt for this examination this morn
ing for me to say that the main !lirec
tions in the In::;tructions we intend, under 
the 'Vhite Paper, to have the SUJlction 
of both Houses of Parliament. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] ~lay I a::;k, 
to make that clear : In paragraph 64 
there is opportunity given for Pani~nnent 
not only to approve of the original Instru
ment of Instructions, hut to make ,., pre
sPntations as to any amendment, a,l<litiou 
or omission ? 

Marquess of Salisbury.] That is at the 
time it is first submitted to Parlirunent, 
I take it ? 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] 13 that at 
the time it is first submitted, or at sub
sequent stages ? 

Marquess of Salisbury.] It doc'3 no~ 
mean that Parliament is suddeu1y to 
come down proprio motn and say : "w~ 
want the Instructions altered.'' Of 
course Parliament can do anythin?, but 
that is not the intention, is it ? 

Chairman. 

5680. I think it is for the Secrelary of 
State to consider whether he should put 
in some Memorandum at the ellfl of hi~ 
examination to clear up these point11 
which have been raised, if that is big 
view ?-Certainly, my Lord Chainnan, a" 
long as 've are clear that the important 
things will be in the Instruction::;, and 
the important things will have the 
sanction of Parliament behind them. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5681. l\Iav I add one word for tlw 
Secretarv of State's consideration ? He· 
has used several times in answer to my 
noble friend the words "standing in
structions," so I gather they '"ll be 
uniform always-not any special instru~ 
tions to the Governor of Bengal different 
from those to anv other Goven.or. He 
mentioned that, did he not ? " Stand 
ing " would mean that they wel"e a 
uniform thing issued to every Governor 
of every Province when he went out ,_ 
Yes. · 

5682. I wonder if the Secretary of 
State ·will consider whether that JS 
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sufficient f-Yes. Lord Salisbury will 
also bear in mind that the Secretary of 
State, outside the instructions, very often 
~ves directions to a particular Governor. 

5683. Yes. I am sure the Secretary 
of State will forgive me saying that is a 
protection to the Secretary of State, bat 
it is not altogether a protection to 
Parliament ?-Except to this extent, that 
the Secretary of State is respon-sible to 
Parliament. If he is giving his direc
iions badly, as a rule there are plenty of 
eritics who make it known. · 

Marquess of Salisbury.] If Pnrliament 
knows anything about it. 

Major Attlee. 

5684. Could I ask the Secretary of 
State whether it is the intention that 
Constitutional progress in the Provinces 
of India should be effected by varying 
from time to time the instructions given 
to Governors ; whether that is done by 
Parliament or the Secretary of State is 
another matter ; but whether that is the 
intention of using that as a vehicle for 
alteration 7-Yes ; I certainiy con
template development taking place · on 
ihose lines. I think . in actual practice 
what will happen will be what has hap
pened in many other parts of the British 
Empire, namely, that instructions and 
future Acts of Parliament represent an 
actual fltate · of affairs that has been 
treated. .-

Sir Austen Chamberlain, 

5685. Would the Secretary of State put 
forward ·the fact that the instructions 
would be subject to the assent of Parlia
ment as a guarantee for Parliament or 

. a safeguard for Parliament on which 
Parliament could rely !-Yes. 

5686. The answer which he has juat 
given would seem to imply that after 
1hose instructions have been approved 
by Parliament they might be varied 
without the authority of Parliameut ?-.. 
No ; if I gave that impression it was 
n~t what I intended. Supposing Parlia
ment was ready to alter the instructions 
in the future,· Parliament, I a~sume, 
would take into :t(;eount the· develop-
ments of a period of years, but tM 
sanction of Parliament would b.e equally 
necessary. 

At'chbishop of Canterbury. 

56.87. Does not No. 72 e.IOlltemplate no$ 
only that there will be the instrument of 
instructions which cannot be varied with
out the authority of Parliament,· bu' 
also provisions for special directions to 
the Governor by the Governor-Gen<:'ral 
or by the Secretary of State, provided 
thev are not incont'istcnt with· these 
instructions ?-That is oo. · 

5688. So it leav.es ·there, provided it be 
not inconsi~tent with the instructions, a. 
certain liberty with the Secretary of 
State to give directions as circumstance• 
may arise ~-Yes, that is l"lO ; and that 
latitude would enable the Secretary of 
State ·or the Governor-General to ·gin 
directions t.o. a particular Governor Le 
exercise his powers in this or that way. 

5689; Provided it be not inconsisten1 
with ihc instructions to which Parlia
ment has given its assent ~-~es. 

· l\Iarquess of Salisbury,· 
. . 

5690. I do riot know whether yoll. 
could ~ay a model form. of instruction11 
before the Committee so that we shoulcl 

. know and Parliament should know 
exactly what was really intcncled f~ 
Y er. ; w£' have no doubt Lord Salisbury 
will remember a draft· in paragraph 73 
which is no·t intended to be exha-qstive. · 

5691. No-it. says, "int~r alia'' 7-
But it is intended to he an illustration o~ 
the kind of instructions we have in 
mind. . 

5692. I think if that could be develop· 
ed so that we should know, not neces
s.arily the final form which the Secr~
tary of State would adopt, but the s;1rt 
of thing he is contemplating, it. would 
be helpful 7-I am, reminded that our 
reason for not inserting greater de~ail 
into the instructions in paragraph 73 
was that we felt that we had better wait 

· until the Committee had got further, 
with its deliberations and until we knew 
what ~ip.rther instructions the Comu.itte& 
wished to have inserted. · . .. 

5693. Of course, the Secretary of Stat. 
must choose his time when he thiuk:!' fit 
to do it ?-But I would ·certainly agre& 
with Lord Salisbury that at some time · 
or other (perhaps when our minds n:e 
a little clearer as· to- what. we want 1:& 

the instructi'Ons); such a draft should 
be ppt .befQre the Committee. 
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5694. We have· discussed ::;omething 
about the special responsibilities of the 
Governor and how the Governor is to 
kn-ow the occasions when he ought to use 
his special responsibilities, and thi:~ 
brings me to the further question of how . 
the Governor will act under his special 
responsibilities if his directions are not 

· carried out. Of course, we are ass·i.lffiing 
that he is at issue with his 1\Iinistei'S, 
otherwise the ease would not arise. No 
doubt the ordinary case will be that he 
will not be nt is::me with his )Iinisters, 
but the special responsibilities are there 
when he is at is::me with his l\Iinistm·s, 
or with one of them, and in that case, 

·when hP finds it necessary to exercise his 
special responsibilities, how will he see 
that his order is carried out ¥-'-Con
stitutionally his_ orders will have to be 
carried out. His order will be the only 
e:ffectiV'e order. .A:ny official, theref,)re, 
will have to carry out his order. When 
it comes to a political situation it might, 
I suppose, be suggested-perhaps it is 
suggested in Lord Salisbury's question
that the officials would refuse . to ~any 
(>ut the Governor's order.. . 

5695. We will not say,'' refu:;e. '!_ , We 
will 'say '' neglect to carry them ouk'' 
I. will say '·' refuse " if you like, l;y -·all 
mean.S f-If it were simply a case of 
neglecting to carry out the .. GovemGr 's 
order he would have to insist tbat it .was 
carried out. If, on the other hand,. they 
refused to carry .out his order (a con
tingency that I should have thought wus 
very unlikely, in view of the fact that 
in all these difficult times now, ,fo~ many 
years under the greatest proro~ation 
very often, ·under the greatest· poEti·~al 
pressure very often, .the Service.:;,· both 
Indian and' British, have (larried out 
their instructions), r would say that in 
!l contingency in . which the Services 
refused to carcy_' out the Governor's in
structions, then a state of emerge~cy had 
arisen and the breakdown clause in the 
Constitution w.ould have to come into 
8peration,. and he ·would have to lake 
over the government himself. ·. I think 
it is very unlikely that ·that· state of 
affairs would arise, if for no. other 
reason than that for years to COIL.e 1h(~ 
Governor will have the Secretary of 

·State's services and the· _other· superior 
services on which to depend ; but when 
I say that, I do not in the least 'intend 
to suggest that the other serviees, mainly 
Indian services, are in the leas.t likely 

to refuse to· carry out the Governor's 
orders. 

5696. No, but when you are providing 
a safeguard, of .eourse, you must contem-· 
plate the cases when the safeguard is 
required. Let us suppose (I hope ev~ry
body here Fill realise I am not saying 
this by way of desiring_ to he iu . the 
least bit neglectful of reasonable feelings 
and susceptibilities, but we must put. 
the case as it might arise) there was a 
Communal difficulty and the particular 
Minister, because of his Communal con-. 
victions, was unwilling to car1·y OU1i nu 
order of the Governor under his ::;pecinl 
responsibilities, what the Comnutttlc, I· 
am sure, would want to k.no'v is, ho'T 
would he proceed to enforce his will ! 
All the subordinate officials would be in 
the hands of the Minister. Their career;; 
would be dependent upon his ·will, and 
so forth,· and how would he r.ct if he 
found that what he directed was not 
carried out 7 Of oourse, the Secretary 
of State said he might suspend the Con
stitution, but he cannot do that every 
time there is a breach of the rule of 
special· responsibility f~The Governor 
would give his order ; I believe the 
Governor's order would be carried out. 
In the event o:f communal h·ouble, 1 
suppose it might be argued that official3-
might, refuse to carry out their orders 
under present conditions. They . never 
have done so ; I do not believe they will 
do so. ·• 

5697. But, surely, the answer, "·They, 
never have done sd;' 1 is no sufHcient 
reply when we are substituting for the 
present Government responsible Minis
te:cs. After all, the respOJl3ibla .Ministers 
are lar!rely and must be largely affected 
by-the oviews of their electors and their 
constituents ·?-It is not · a completP. 
reply, I quite admit ; at the 8ame time. 
it is a presumption,. anyhow, judged upoa 
our past experience, tl;tat they will carry 
out the Governor's orders. . ·.. . . . . 

· 5698. But I mean, if th<Jy will can·y 
out the Governor's orders, why have the 
rules of special responsibility at all ¥
For the simple reason that the Govern~r 

·could not intervene unless be had thli 
.field of special responsibility. 

5699. I should have thought he conlcl 
always intervene. He could. ~~y to. the 
l\Iinister that he wished certam thu.gs 
io be done ?......:..Certainly, he c~onld; if he 
had no ministerial responsibility, but the 
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whole basis of our scheme is that there 
·should be ministerial responsibility, and 
the Governor should only iut~rvene in 
llis own special field of responsibility. 

5700. I must not press tht:! Secretary 
of State too far, but, at any rate, the 
Secretary of State does not contemplate 
a case where a responsible Mini::;ter 
would decline to carry out toe w!shes 
of the Governor f-Yes, I do ; I con
template that case, and I c?ontempl~t3 
that the Governor then would gn·c 
instructions to officials ove~ the head 
ttf his Minister. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

5701. Would he not dismiss his 
Minister f-Certainly, I should think so, 
almost inevitably. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I understand 
Lord Salisbury's fear to be that if the 
Minister rf'm~tined in office, the Services 
would look to him as their Chief, and 
be afraid to obey the Governor's in
»tructions ! 

Marquess of Salisbury.] That is· right. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

5702. \Vould not the Governor's. re
medy be to dismiss that Minister and 
a.ppoint another who would carry out 
his instructions ,_I should think i'O. 

I hope the contingency will not happen 
very often, but supposing it did, I can 
imagine that is what would happeu. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5703. We all hope, of cour~e, that the 
contingency will not happen ; it is only 
if it does happen 7-Yes. Lord' 
Salisbury must, however, remetobex· that. 
the Senior Officers in the administrativn 
will not be dependent for their careers 
upon a Minister of that kind at all or 
upon a Government that is ho~iile to the 
Governor. • 

5704. All the subordinate officials, the 
local Police, and others, will laTgely de
pend upon the Minister, for instance !
Yes ; at the same time, in a wntingency 
of that kind, judging from t'xperience 
here, I would have said that the lower 
officials in the Services would fullow 
their senior officials. 

5705. The District Magistrates, for in
stance ; they would be directly under 
the responsible Minister Y-No; they 

would be recruited. under the Secretary 
of ·state and Parliament .... 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst.] J\fay I 
put a question, with Lord Salisbury's 
approval 7 

l\farquess .of Salisbury.] If you please~ 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 

5706. Would the Governor .. have the 
right to disrtliss a Minister ?-Yes, in 
the exercise of his special responsibili
ties. 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst.] Is that 
included in your draft 7 

Lord Eustad'e Percy. 

5707. Supposing it is not under hi3 
special responsibilities Y It i::; inherent 
in the tenure of the Minist~r, under 
paragraph 66, to hold office during the 
Governor's pleasure 7-Yes. At the 
same· time, that is a phrase that hat. 

··grown up . around Constitutional mean
ings and! would imply that the· Governo1· 
would not . intervene, but, npart from 
that, there is the fact that iu his field 
of special responsibilities th13 Govemor 
can intervene in any way he thinks fit. 
to see that those special responsibilities 
are carried out. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5708. Supposing the Minister was dis
missed and supposing that the conven
tion which the Secretary of State hopes 
for had already grown up, and there 
was joint responsibility, and, thereupon, 
the rest of the Government said : '' Oh, 
no, of course, we stand in with our 
colleague ; we· shall all resign, " what 
would the Governor do then ~--He would 
have to look for another Ministry. 
. 5709. Who would not have :t majority 
m the Chamber Y-Who might not have 
a majority in the Chamber. -

5710. Well, what then ?-lie miooht 
have t~ have an election. c. · 

571i. He might dissolve Parliament ! 
-Yes. 

5712. That is not always e.ffectiw, as 
we know 7-What would Lord Halisburv 
suggest 7 What· further power would 
he suggest that he should have f ~ 

5713. My object is to O'et from the 
Secretary of State a complcle picture of 
what really is going to be done under 
the White Paper and when he produces, 



as he has done with the greate:-;t candour, 
these proposals for special responsihi
lity ; which mean what is to be done 
in the case of a crisis, then I am onlv 
asking how the crisis could he worked 
out, and I am suggesting to him that if 
the Minister resigned or wa::; tlismissed, 
his colleagues might resigu and the 
Governor might be left 'in the position 
of not being able to get a O•lYernrucnt 
at all ?-If he could not find a Gowrn
ment at all, then a case of a breakdown 
of the Constitution would l1a\·e ari:;en, 
and he then has to resume full powers. 
I do not myself believe that that situa
tion is ever likely to arise, p:1rticular!y 
in view of the Constitution of the Pro
vincial Assemblies. I think it is most 
likely that the Governor won!d be ~ble 
to find an alternative Ministry. 

5714. It really depen.ds upon how far 
the thing had developed on the lines 
which the Secretary of State anticipates. 
If a Parliamentary system with joint res
ponsibility had grown up after the 

. model of the British Constitution, which 
is what I understand to be ihe ohjcd, 
it almost certainly would happen. Un
less the Minister had acted against the 

· wishes of his colleagues, thPy would all 
stand by him ?-Yes. At the :::arne time, 
Lord Salisbury should remember the 
Constitution of the Indian Assemblies. 
My own conjecture would be that a 
situation of this kind might arise h1 a 
case of communal discrimination ; I 
think that is the kind of state of affairs 
that might lead to a crisis in several of 
the Provinces. In that c:1se, it scews 
to me to be reasonable to expect th:1t 
the Governor would not he eatirdv 
isolated, but that he would have behind 
him a big body of opinion, hott1 in the 
Assembly and in the Province outside. 
I think it would be very rarely LL!tt the 
Governor would find him~elf entirely 
isolated, with not sufficient support in 
the Assembly or in the Province to form 
an alternative Go.vernment. 

5715. The Secretary of State will 
remember that in his evidenw~ Sir John 
Thompson suggested that they ::night be 
a government Qf officials, htlt h~ knows 
that that is rea1lv not :1Jlowed untler 
the White Paper~ They must all he 
lfembers of Parliament, must they not ? 
-Supposing the Governor c;:cnr~ot finrl 
an alternative Ministry, Hnd the Consti
tution has been brought trJ rr stand,;till, 
then a breakdown would arise and the 
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Governor would carry on with oi'ilcials 
or anybody else that he wished. 

. 5716. I meant, short of a breakclown, 
1t would not be open to him when the 
Gover~ment resigned to till the offices 
with officials ?-No. 

5717. Therefore, he would he driven 
t,o suspend the Constitution, in that 
case ?-If he could not find an alter
native Government. 

5718. That would be :1 Yerv sh-on,.,. 
• 0 

measure to take, and wou!d only be 
taken very occasionally ?-A very strong 
measure, and I sh,ould hope 1·arely, if 
ever, exercised. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury.] 0£ course, that 
is a matter of opinion. 

:l\larquess of Reading.] May I suggest 
that something of the kiuJ. has actually 
taken place ; the Secretary of State will 
he aware of it. It occurred in my time, 
and I think also in Lord lrw in's time, 
in which there was a diffienltv in Ctm

stituting Ministries in the p;1rticular 
Provinces for the purpo~e of administer
ing the transferred suhjeets, and there 
was a breakdown in that sense, but as 
they had not a majority, no l\lini_,;;try had 
a majority, in the end I think it was by 
order of the Governor-GenHal, if I 
remember right ; then the Governor 
·would take control and <lid administer, 
and administered for f'OWe time. In my 
time, I remember it happened in two 
Provinces ; one, I think, was in the 
Central Provinces, and ~he other wDs in 
Bengal ; and in Lord Irwin's time, I 
think it happened also. It certainlY' did 
in those two Provinc:es in my ·time. 
There was no difficulty. If I may say 
so quite frankly, the only real difficulty 
we found was that there was no expan
sion of the development; because it was 
felt that dealing with it in that way, 
the Governor did not care to go into 
any matter, but just contented hims·e]f 
with administering to tb3 best of his 
ability. 

Marquess of Zetland.] He had the 
nucleus of an Executive Council at that 
time OZ 

:Marquess of Readinq.] Certainly) it was 
so, I agree ; but still the Governor had 
to act. 

L-ord Irwin.] Of course, with re>fPrPnce 
to what Lord Zetland ltas just said, in 
the same way in the futnre if this ex
treme situation developed, he would also 
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have the personnel oi the several De
partments ; they would l'emain and, 
presuiaably, from them he Inight select 
persons to help him, if he . so thought 
fit. 

Marquess of Zetland.] Yes. 
1Vitness.] Perhaps, I might review m 

a sentence or two the kind of way in 
which I think the Governor will exercise 
his special responsibilities. I imagine 
that the Governor will keep in v~ry 
close touch with what i~ happ('nin~ over' 
the whole field of Provincial nclministra
tion. He will have at his Jispos:tl the 
officials to advise him, hut what is mu(~h 
more important, I am contemplating 
that he will keep in very d'lSP- touch 
with his Ministers and that there will 
not be this gulf between them, one sido 
going one way and the other side the 
other ; but that the Governor will be 
keeping in very .close touch with them, 
and he will know some tirrtC in ndvance 
'Before a situation aris~s fu which it 
might be necessary for him to exercise 
his special responsihiliti~::s ; and1 I 
believe, in that case, if the Governor is 
a sensible ·person and if the Ministers 
are sensible persons--and we have, after 
all, to assume a certain measure of 
commonsense in any propo~al th:tt we 
make-- what the . Governor would then 
do would be to talk ovt~r the situation 
with the approp~iate Miuister and, if 
necessary, with the Cnhinet, :md to get 
the Cabinet to so act as to pn•vcnt that 
situation arising at :tiL I b~lieve my
self that in ninety-nine cases out· of 
one hundred, as a result of that kind of 
consultation and co-operation, the situa
tion will not arise at nil under which 
the Governor would hav1! to intervene. 
If the situation does arise, theu the . 
Governor will have to take what action 
he thinks fit. He will have to give his 
direction to the Civil Sei·vic.e ; he will 
have to give his direction, if necessary, 
to the 1\Iinistry, and if there !s then a 
cleavage, it may lead to the :Minister's 
resignation or dismissal. It may lead 
eventually to the Government resignin(J', 
to an electiiQJil taking place, antl eve~
tually to a breakdown of the constitu
tion altogether, and to the re:mmption 
by the Governor of full powers ; but,· 
I believe myself that tb.:tt ·kind of eon
tin~ency is very unlikely to happen. 
If It does happen, we have given both 
the Governor-General and the Governor 
full powers to deal with it ; but we rely 

very much upo~ a system of co-operation 
growing up between the Governor and 
his Ministers, under which the Mini~ters 
of the:r own initiative "'ill take such 
action as to make it unnecessary for the 
Governor to intervene uncle!' his special. · 
responsibilities at all. 

Sir .Austen' Oha·mberlain. 

5719. Secretary of State, the Go,reruor 
under the new system will have im
mense responsibilities, will he not ?-
Ye's. . , · 

5720. It is c.o:rrullon ground to us. I 
think, that he must be in a position to 
keep himself fully informed of what is 

· going on, because in certain contingen
cies he himse~ might become }Jersonally 
respo·nsible for action ?-Yes. · 

5721. And unless he knows nnd is 
fully informed as to what is going on 
from day to day, those contingencies 
may come upon him by surpri.:;e and find 
him unprepared ; · that is common 
ground· ?-Yes. 

5722. In those circumstances, can you 
develop at all the answer yon gave to 
Lord Salisbury, that the Governor' was 
to. have ··whatever staff he required. I 
do . not visualise . the machinery thi·ough 
":h1eh t~e _Governor is going to keep 
himself mfo,rmed ?-:-G~nerally speakin.g, 
I feel that he must have a definitely 
more expert staff than he has got ·at 
present, and I would suggest that you 
should put that question to ~i.r Malcolm 
Hailey, who will deal with it from his . 
own practical e:x:perienc.e. I would also 
S'Iggest that it is very difficult to specify 
exactly what staff any Governor should 
have, for this reason : I should he sur
prised if Sit Malcolm Hailey £lin 110t sll.y 
that a Governor in one Provine~ would 
want a larger staff than he wants in 
another Province. That lJein.,. so it is 
very difficult for me to say ~or; than 
that the Govemor would have whateve:rt 
staff i\:reqnired for that Province and 
under he White Paper we retni~ the 
power for ensuring that he should have 
an adequate staff; but. I wou!d suggest 
!hat ~ir M3;lcolm should now develop 
It a httle b1t further from his .own · 
practical experience. 

5723. If you please, do so, Sir Malcolm f 
-(Sir Malcolm H.ailey.) I do feel the 
distinction will undoubtedly have to be 
drawn between the Presidencies and the 
other Provinces, because you have 



coming to the Presidencie::; iu the past, 
at all events, Governors who have not 
previously been acquainted ·with InJia. 
The personal staff of Governors •tt 
present consists of a Private Secretary, 
and in the Presidencies a l\Iilita ry 
Secretary, ·who deals mostly with soeial 
affairs. ]n the other Provinces ~'ou 
have a Private Secretary who is gene
rally a Military Officer, nnd vlmost 
entirelv deals with socinl affairs. I feel 
sure that in the Presidt•JWiPs in the 
future you \~11 have to have a 
Governor's Secretary, who will have to 
be a senior civilian practically of the 
same class, or the same stantlin:;, as 
officers who are now appoi,1ted Exetu
tive Councillors, or l\Iember-;; of the 
Board of Hevenue. \Vithont :;;1ich an 
officer the Governor would be uuabl,""l, 
:1t all events in the first in.;;tauce, to 
keep himself in touch and iully in
formed of administrative matters. In 
the other ProYinces it is pos::;ible that 
you need not have an officer quite so 
senior, but he >;hould, at all event.;;, be 
of a ·senior Collector's or Commis
sioner's rank, because one n:.nst anti
cipate that when the Governor i~ a•.:vay 
on tour there will need to he somebody 
who can consult on his behalf with 
ihe Ministers, not in any definite and 
formal manner, but in case thr! Ministers 
wish anything to be brought ~pecially to 
the Governor's notice. Also I nssum~ 
that he will have to see variom Yisitors 
officially, and other,;vise, on the fiover
nol 's behalf. It is therefore necessary 
that he should be a man of expe1·ienc!.'. 
If it, further than that, becomes incum
bent on the Governor to take over any 
special branch of work in exereise of 
his special responsibilities, it is clf·ar 
that he will need additional as;;istance. 
Take, for instance, the ·::pecial hraneh 
in Bengal. At. present that is entirely 
in charge of one Deputy Secretary. It 
is clear that the Governor if he hacl to 
take over that branch in an emergency 
would need a secretariat omeer of hi'S 
own in charge of it. Ordin[lrily, I rlo 
not think that he would n~ed mnch 
further addition· to his establi3hr..ttmt 
other than clerical, but it might be in 
other Province;; that on speC'hl 0Cca
sions, for instance, we will assume that 
a famine was on· or there \~·~s a great 
deal of internal trouble of a communal 
nature, he might have to add to his 
secretariat staff. There would be more 
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people to see, and more work falii!JP-' 
directly on him. He mig·ht, tilPrefon~, 
have to add an assistant to !1 i,; SPc1 c
tary. I as::,urne that in the futJm~ he 
wonld have his own &lcretariat cstaLJi . .;h
m('nt. Now most uf his work pa::;.;e-; <di 
to the Government secretai·ia.t. Thcv 
keep most of his papers for him, an;l 
correspondence is conducte,l largvly 
through them, say, personal couespoJJd
enee with tht:J Vieeroy. Clearly in the 
future, as he has a .;;pccial .'l.nd indi
vidual position, he would have to lut\·e 
his own clerical staff, hut that i;; a 
matter easily arranged awl would not 
necessarily involve anything vrry :rnuch 
in addition to what he has at present. 
Quite clearly if he has to eorre:·;pontl 
with the Governor Gen(·ral on the 
action of his :Ministers that could not 
go in to the General Secretariat. Tl1at 
is the kind of staff that pers·~nally, I 
think, would suit the ocea.,;ion or the 
needs of the new Com;titutio11. Pro
vision is made in paragraph (};j <•f the 
proposals for his personal ancl 8.ecre
tarial staff which woulcl lJe fixed hy 
Order in Council. That would not in 
itself apparently apply to any speci:1l 
staff that he might have to engagP on 
occasions, aud he would have to fincl 
that through the power;; giveQ llim in 
paragraph 98. But it is j11st possible 
that that point that I have rai~ed in 
regard to paragraph 65 might l~CPd to 
be looked at on the matter of drafting 
afterwards. It is, however, ouly ~l 
minor point. 

5724. What is the part of paragraph 
98 to whirh you are particularly n
ferring us ~ Is it. sub-par<J.graph (2) ? 
-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes, it is sub
parRe,OTaph (2). (Sir JJ!alcolm Hailey.) 
Sub-paragraph (2). There again it is 
just possible that the wocdin:; of that 
might need to be altered in onlPt" to 
make it clear what " personal or ~cere
tarial staff " meant ; but that i.;; only 
a matter of drafting. 

5725. Secretary of Statz, I 1ril1 <·o:ne 
to another subject. It is provide.} h,v 
the White Paper that Mi.ni,ter.; JJ!ilst 
be or become within six moHths, I thin~" 
it i;;, Members of the Legi.-latnrt>. ILw· 
you considered whether it might not 1J" 
convenient, at any rate, at t 1• is sb.~·e 
of development of the Consti tnl inn t·1 
enable the Governor tn arpr.i.Tit :t 
:\Iinister with the good will of hi<J 
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colleagues who had not obtained a seat 
in the Legislature ; who would have no 
right to vote, but to whom might be 
accorded the right of ,;peeeh in the 
Legislative Chamber 7-(Sir Samuel 
Iloare.) My difficulty is the clifficulty. 
of the Cabinet's respon.:;ibility, and 
I do not quite see how such a Mini::;ter 
would fit into a Cabinet of Y.-hich all 
the other Ministers were re:o;pon~ible to 
the Legislature. I wouM hll.n~ thought 
it was better to give the Governor, as 
we have given the Governor,• power to 
make an appointment for :m tmergency. 
Under the 'Vhite Paper proposals a 
Minister has to be a Member of one or 
other House only after a period. We 
had in mind an emergenry in which it 
might be necessary for the Governor to 
make an emergency appointment. When 
the emergency comes to un enil I would 
have .thought that, looking at the whole 
picture, there was more to bo gained by 
making the Cabinet' as responsible as 
possible, and that if it was a cr.tse of . 
a Minister who either did not wish to 
face an election, or. was not likely to 
be returned in an election, then I 
shottld have thought anyhow· in PJ'o
vinces where there is a Second Cham ... 
her, that the Governor might have, 
with the approval it mily be of his 
Cabinet, nominated him ns a 1\Iember 
of the Second Chamber. I agree the 
difficulty is where there is no Second 
Chamber. 

5726. Exactly, but would you a.tldres<> 
your mind to that point "' If there were 
a Second Chamber in everv Province I 
do not think I should feel the difficulty, 
but here under our own Constitution it 
is found convenient (it is indeed statu
torily necessary) that certaiu J\Iembers 
of the Government should be ~tppointcd 
from a non-elected House, nnd should 
not submit themselves to election, and 
yet that does not interfere with the 
common responsibility- of the Cabinet 
to the Legislature "/--I would admit 
that there is a great deal to be said 
for Sir Austen Chamberlain's sugges
tion. The trouble is the difficulty it 
may make with the Government ns a 
whole, and, in my own mind, setting 
one ag-ainst ·the other, I have thought 
that it is bette~ not to have a l\fmister 
of this kind, the more so, n>; I think it 
is in those Province3 in which there is 
to be a S<>cond Chamber, or in which 
we cnntemplate a Second Chamber, that 
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Sir ·Austen would most wish to see a 
minister of that kind. 

5727. Mny I try and make my meazi
ing a little clearer 'l I am not con
templating that this power would ·be., 
used to introduce into the Government 
a discordant element, but that it might 
be agreeable to the elec!ed . :Miuiste~s 
that there should be one among the1r 
number who had not obtained· a seat, 
and who, perhaps, might find it d!.fficult 
or inconvenient to obtain one. Our own 
constitution provides for that !-Let me 
clear upon this point : Does Sir Aul-:ten 
contemplate that a :Minister of this kind 
should be appointed on the advice of 
the Provincial Ministry, or at the dis
-cretion o~ the Governor ~ 

5728. What was in my mind was that 
it might be found practically desirable to 
have a man as Minister who, for. some 
reason or another, did not c,htain an 
elective seat in a. single Chamber P.ro
vince ; that that might be equally tlesired 
by the Ministers and tho Goveruor, hut 
that · under the · White Paper, even 
though they wished it, it was not per- · 
mitted ~-Then I do ,understanrl, do· I 
not, Sir Austen to mean. that an . 
appointment of this kind would be made 
on the adviee of the Ministers Y 

5729. To the extent to which · the 
advice of the Ministers is governed by 
the chuice of the Ministers ?-I see 
what vou. mean. I think in ray. own 
mind i would say at onc.e it . would · 
make a great difference to ·my_ point _ 
of view whether an appointment of· 
that kind was made on the advice of 
the 1\Iinisters. or at the 3ole di::;·cretion 
of the Governor, and I shoulrl like to 
think of the suggestion further. 

5730. Thank you. P~rlw.ps at a· later· 
stage you would think it over in that 
form and tell me whether you would 
be inclined to favour it or not "/-Yes. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

5731. Would the Secretary of State 
agree, in view of. what has been ~aid 
that that constitutes prima (clcie, apart 
from other considerations; a very strong 
-l'eason for having Second Ch<tmbers. in 
all Provinces "/-I wouhl not like to 
draw a general . conclusion from an 
argument of that kind. There arc otl!.e11 
considerations about Second Chambe:r:s 
that enter into the ·question anyhow
in some of the Provinces. 



Sir Austen · Ohambe,·lain.] That was 
the. point, your Grace, that I was just 
coming. to. 
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eonsider the matter) to consider "he
ther that is not a convenience that 
ought to be at the dispo~al of ~u 
Indian Government !-Y e3, I wIll 

Lord Eustace Percy. certainly consiJer the point further, 
· · 5732. I do not quite understand the and, if I may, I would suggest to the 
connection in the Secretary of State's Indian Delegates, perhaps they T;~uld 
mind between the fact of a non-elected give their minds to it also, a&Sum1ng, 
Minister and the question of 1·esponsi- · ·as I think Sir Austen has assum.ecl, 
·bility. Under the French Constitution, that an appointment of ~hat bnd 
for instance Ministers arc specific~:~.lly would be made on the ndvtee of the 
declared to 'be individually ancl col- Ministers. 
lectively responsible, but communally, 5734. Ye~ I am quite re~cly to put 
both· the :Minister of War and the my question on that assumption f--Yes. 
1\Iinister of Marine are not. Members of. . 5735. Secretary of StatP, muy I now 
either branch of the ~egtslature_, ,ap.d ask you to state as briefly as you can 
that does not affect the1r respons1bihty what are the reasons beyond the ques
to the Legislature in any 'vay Y-1 won!d tion of expense, that have deterred Y«?U 
have thought that we have to keep m from pr.oposing a Second Chambt>r m 
mind the general procedure that has all Provinces f-Apart from expeuse I 
grown up in the British Empir~ and should put the reasons, l think, in tJ:e 
thE: _:views th!Lt p·eople genernlly. ~n. !he following order : First of .an, the1·e 1s 
Bntlsh Emp_u:e hold of respons1bl1I~y, public opinion to be taken mto accoun~, 
and the position of members. I qmte and it is a fact (I do not say that It 
admit that _if we had no ba.ek7roun~ to -should be a final reason for any de~i
th~se questions Lord Eustace s sug~es- sion that we may take) that certam 
tion might carry a g_rea~ den.l of wetgllt Provinces appear to be defiuitely again~t 

· with me, but, lo.oking at ~h~. whole Second Chambers. Recondly, thei'e IS 

hi~t«?:ry· ?f collectiv~ .r.espomab1l1ty ~lid the question of finding personne~ fo! all 
}fimsterial respons1b1hty, as we thmk these· various Assembheo;. Ind1a 1s a 
of' ~t _here, a~d as I bel!eve a g_reat 1'!a~y V:ery big Continent geographicalf.v, ~ut, 
pohbcally-mmded. ID:_dl8ns thmk . ot It, without any disparagcme11t to Indian 
~ cannot help thmkmg that that docs political talent anywhere, I would Eay 
mtroduce an ele~ent that 'vould seem that in the eomparatively early ~hapte~s 
new to many Indians, aucl to· many of of Constitutional development m India 
us, and. ~hat .might c~e~te a _goo

1
d Ileal . it is difficult to find men \Vho have the 

of susp1c1on m the MIDlstry 1tsc.af, and ability and the leisure to fill a g-reat 
in. the Assembly itself, ancl might make many Councils and Assemblies. 'Ihirdly, 
it 'more difficult for the. Conl-:l.titution to I would say (here again, I hope, wi~h
work. I do not put 1t h1gher than out any offence to any of the Ind1an 
t~at. . delegates) that ·communal quest~ons 

Sir .Austen Chamberlai·n.] You see complicate the problem. 'Vhen one has 
Secretary of State, that, as far as got a decision about communal fJues-
1 am concerned, I am only tions by the First Chamh~rs, one ~oes 
sug-gesting that there should be not want to haV'e the ad~~cl comphea
oren to Indian~ that which is open to tions of communal tlccrswns by the 
any Prime Minister :forming a Gov- Second Chambers as well. Thnt may 
errment in this country. sound to be rather a cowar<llv rc.>ason 

l-ord Eustace Percy:] - Or in any for me to give, btit it mu:;t be taken 
Dominion ! • into account that mo~e .than ~nc of 

the Provinces in India 1s loolnng at 
the question of Secontl Chambers ,·ery ' 
much through eommunal. spectaC"lcs, 
and that is a consideratum that has : 

Sir Austen CkamhcrlaitJ. 
5733. For my . purpose it is snfficiP-nt 

fo~ me to say in this tount:ry, and in 
. the Mother of Parli31Uents, it is possible 
foy; the Prime Minister to secure the 
services of a man in this country 
without that man havin,.,. to m1dergo 
f'lc.>ction, and. I want the, Secreta.rv of 
Slate, if he will (he has promised to 

·got to be taken into account. 
5736_ Would you agree that if ;rou ' 

found it possible to overcolu~ those dt!li- • 
culties the existence of a S!~eond Cham- 1 

her in every cass would go some way 
to allay doubts that are felt about the-
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institution of the new Constitution. 
In much older countries where Consti
tutions have been workin~ for a long 
time, the Second Chamber frequently 
gives a stability and balance to the 
Constitution which is recognised ns very 
valuable, and does not it ~eem to you 
strange that in makin;5 this new· ex
periment in surroundings unaccustomed 
to it, you should omit a safeguard of 
that kind ?-I think Sir Austen must 
remember that the constitution is 
somewhat different under u Federal 
Government ; that in the .case of a 
Federal Government there are the two 
Chambers at the Federal centre, and 
these Governments are not the kind of 
sovereign Governments in which the case 
for Second Chambers is vJmost un
answerable. But when Sir Austen 
presses me further I would .certainly 
say, as a Conservative, I would much 
prefer to se.e Second Chmnl>ers ; but 
I would also say (and I would a~k the 
Indian delegates to take this point into 
account) that in my opinion public 
opinion here would be ile.finitely more 
reassured if there were l::leeond Cham
bers. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

5737. Some public opinion 7-I must 
perhaps restrict that general statement 
within the limits that the representa
tives of the Labour Party would desire 
to apply to it. · 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
5738. That is all 1 want to ask on 

that subject. I turn now to J. .. aw and 
Order-that thorny s11bject. One argu
ment for transferring Law and . Order 
is the hope that it will bring a sense 
of responsibility to Mini.:;ters, and, . 
through them, to the Legislature and 
the people. Is ·that not so 7-Yes. 

an Act of Parliament. I want to see 
collective responsibility. 

5740. The difficulty, as I understand, 
arises in your mind frorn the communal 
Q.ifferences that exist there Y-Y cs, to a 
certain point, and also because I. 
believe these things develop better by 
growth, and with a certain- latitude, 
than if you try to specify them at the 
beginning in·. Acts of Parliament. 

57 41. I will try· to put my fear into 
words : That the Minister, who, } pre
sume, would be called the Home 
Minister in a provincial government, 
entrusted with Law and Order, would 
be apt to become a pariah among his 
colleagues, or a scapegoat Y--I would· 
hope not. Sir Austen, I think, will 
agree with me when I say that, t'Yen 
amongst the Ministers who may not 
appear at the beginning -to agree, about 
everything, a C'ommon feeling doe-;· grow 
up in the.· course of the lifetime of a 
Cabinet, and Cabinets do cl~ng together 
a great deal more definitely and clo~ely. 
than people outside often l'ealise. 

57 42. Great anxiety has been ex-
pressed by some of our Witnesses, and I 
think has ·been indicated by some Mem,-· 
hers of this Committee, about the pre
servation of- the discipline of the Police 
when Law and Order is transferred. 
I am speaking of the Witnesses who 
accept the principle 'of the tr~sfer. of 
Law and Order, but are particularly 
anxious that the Chief of · Police should 
be protected against interference in the 
daily administration of i;he Force, inter
ference with discipline and the ordi
·nary }><>stings and promotio~ 
Have you any protection to suggest 
against an abuse of that kind Y-If Sir 
Austen Chamberlain would look at page 
24 of the Introduction to the White 

5739. Can you realise that hope,· if 
it is possible that Law and Order should 
be the personal responsibility of. one 
:\finister only, and not the collective 
responsibility of the Cabinet 7-No. I 
should very much hope that it would be 
the collective responsibility of the 
Cabinet. What I ventured to say at 
the beginning O·f my evidence to-day 
was not intended to imply that I am 
not strongly in favour of collective 
responsibility, but that l thon.r5ht it was 
very difficult to prescribe it in so ntany 
words in the conditions of India, in 

Ll06RO 

.Paper, and the second paragraph, 47, he 
will see .that we do · very much contem
plate the necessity of giving the Gover,. 
nor the power to prevent that kind of 
interference in the daily administration 
of the \. 'Police that would break the 
morale of the Police ; but here again, we 
felt, rightly or wrongly, that it is wiser 
to proceed by giving the Governor-Gene
ral powers rather than by giving him 
explicit powers that ,might, indeed, . be 
inadequate ; it is always a. danger of 
stating things explicitly ; and might, or 
perhaps would, create suspicion between 

·him and his Government,. and make his 
a2 
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with the Minister who is likely to com
~and the largest following;. What. is 
the objection to the Governor callmg 
upon this leading man, the propo_f;ed 
chief Minister; and asking him to form 
a Ministry and to form a Govermo,on1t 
.and to submit .a list of names to him for 

· his approval as is done in England)
I imagine, in practice; that is sometimes 
.what will happen, but again I think ihat 
is the best way to start, leaving latitude 

·in the matter and keeping_ in mind the 
fact that the Governor has a special res
ponsibility which distinguishes his P?~i
tion from the position of the Sovereign 
ih this country, namely, that he is ea!led 
upon to see that minorities are J:enre
sented in the government. 

. 5770. A Minister might select a mem
ber of a minority in order to get ~the 
support of the minority group t-I 
think very likely. 

of course as being necessary in order 
to keep the Governor fully informed of 
all the proceedings of th~ Cabinet, {md. 
it has been proposed in various quar-

. ters that that Cabinet Secretary should 
have a definite access to the Governor 
for that purpose. I. think most of u~ 
~ow feel that there really would. be very 
ht.tle room for an otli.~inl of that t~pe. 
He would not have enough to do, autl l 
think most Governors would be perfect~ 
ly prepared to accept from their Cabi
nets their own summary of proceediu!?S,_ 
and that it would be quite unnece.:;s:ry 
to have a separate official for that :p_ur
pose. 

5775. Coming to the question of 
special responsibiliti~s, Sir Samuel, take 
(a), t:Qe first. one, the prevention of iiny 
grave menace to the peace or tranqnil
lity of a -Province~. Do you suggest 
this should be limited to crimes of 
violence 7--(Sir ·sam-ii~l · Ho'a-re. )' No. 
As the Committee wil~::e~, we have left 
it in general terms of this kind. We 

5771. Are you in favour of. the sug
gestion made in the Simon Report .that 
there might also be appo1utt•tl c(•rtB-in 
under-secretaries ?-I should ·not like to 

. give an opinion upon an administr3£ive . 
point of that kind. Here again I wo.:Uld 
rather leave latitude. I think it will 

· vary from ProVince to Province.' · - -

think that ~.it is. csafer to leave it in 
general terms of this kind, and ·_the 
more you try. to define it .mpre exactly, 
~he greater the difficulties _in which I"Ol.Jr 
mvolve yourselves. Here, again, .it is 
the old issue between stating a thing in 
detail explicitly or stating it in more 
general terms. We have chosen the al
ternative of .stating. it in more gen~ral 

5772. The same Report,. ' yo~ will 
remember, was of the opinion that that 
might ease the communal tension by lip
pointing an under-secretary of a differ-

. ent community from that of the Minis
ter ?~I do not think one wants to tie 
the Provincial Governments_ up too much. 

·nor again does one want to involve tliem 
, in avoidable ~xpenditure. I 'wo~ld 
rather let them judge of the merits of 

·the thing in the Province itself. 
5773. Something was · said. early on 

about" the Governor's secretarv. Would 
·that be an official whom the Simon ~e
port calls a Secretary to the Cabinet 'f-
No. . . -

!577·1. Would you be in favour · of 
hsvin~ that Secretary of the Cabinet as 
:Wt11l to keep the Governor informed if 
he was not present at everything tjlst 

· happened 7-I . think I. would like Sir 
~alcolm. Hailey ~o d~al with this ques
~Ion. My own view ~s that at ·any r_ate 
In some of· the Provmees · the Cabinet 

_ wtmld not need a whole-time official for 
: work of. that -kind. If they need·. a 
""whQle-time official by all means let· tl\em 
. have on~. c (Sir Malcolm Hailetf.) · It 
r:Was ptit forward in ~he Simon . neport, 

terms. - .. 
5776. I think it was Sir · Tej· Sapru 

who suggested an additional form of 
words, saying '' arising 01Il of. the acti
vities of any person or perspns or asso
ciation. tending to crimes of violence.~' 
But you would object to . that, would 
you "1-. Yes ; I greatly prefer the words 
as t.hey are now. I think the more you 
try to define them further, the more von 
will hP driven into setting out a Io{ of 
ex11li,,it reservations of various kinds, 
and in the end from the point of view 
<!f Tn4ian public opinion the re~e~va
tlon w1ll look more formidable than it 
d?es now, w~ereas ~rom the. ,point · o:f 
vieW _of admm1strative efficiency. ·and 
ensurmg the Governor the power of in
tervP.ning· at proper times, you mig-ht 
iind that your definition has· tied .. his 
hands jus.t 'in. the. very way in whi9h I~u 
do not Wish to tie his hands. -· · · 

5777. What I am thinking about is· 
certain legislation such as land legisla
tion and other subjE'ets ·which have been 

' . 
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manuals do contain a vast amount of 
rules of minor importance, as well as 
some of those of the first importance. It 
will be necessary, first of all, on such a 
proposal as Sir Austen suggested, to 
schedule the rule.s which would be con
sidered Governor's rules, separate them 
off from the rest of the manual. That 
could be . done, because we have done 
something very much of the same kind 
with regard to rules under the Prisons 
Act. Under that. suggestion, therefore, 
you would have Governor's rules which 
would only be made with the sanction 'of 

. the Governor, and the remaining adminis
trative rules which would be made in 
the ordinary course · by the. Inspector
General, with the general approval of 
the Government. It would not be . im- · 
possible to separate the two, if you 
thought fit. • . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I am grate
ful for that answer ; it is important. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

5748. You said, Sir Malcolm, that rules 
could be made which would be called 
Governor's rules, which would require the 
special sanction of the Governor before 
they were made. That, of course, would 
apply to any alteration in the rules ,_ 
Yes, certainly. I have only given . the 
words " Governor's rules," just for the 
purpoE:e of the question ; it might ~e 
possible to find a better name for them ; 
but there would be two classes of rules. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

5749. One question on another subject. 
Turning to the Courts, and desiring, as 
you have already expressed your desire, 
to protect the administration of justice 
and also to protect Ministers against' 
pressure for patronage, have you con
sidered making appointments in the 
Magistracy depend, and the Courts de
pend, upon the High Court, instead of 
directly upon a Minister '-(Sir Samuel 
H orrre.) Yes ; we have considered a pro
posal of that kind, and there is ,a good 
deal to be said for it. One of the diffi-' 
culties is the difficulty, at any rate, in. 
the lower judicial ranks, of the amal
gamation of the judicial and the adminis
trative functions of the Government ; the 

. separation of the two is a question that 
has verv often · been di<;cussed and for 
which there is a great deal t? be said. 

At the same· time, there is . the adminis
trative difficulty a~d. there is tP,e,:difficul£)
of expense. In . tb~. lo.wer ranks of ·the 
judicial administration·· there ·are ·officials 
who are doing hotli. administrative and 
judicial w.ork, .B:nd. qne ~as go~ ·to ke~~ 
that fact m ,IDJ.nd. Keepmg that fact ·.m 
'mind~ we. did not feel .that, we could' gil 
further than we . have ·gone in the . Whit~ 
Paper ; hut I would certainly be the la.St 
person to suggest ·~hat there .is not, a 
field for · discussion and . difference· of 
opinion upon questions of 'this kind' .. ·1 
think it might be worth while hearing 
Sir Malcolm's view upon the point.:. ( S'ir 

. lJ!alcolm Hailey:) . Sir Austen was de~
ing with the Magistracy. One can' ~:i
clude, for the lllO~ent, all questions con
nected with the civil judiciary, the distri~t 
judges,. subordinate judges and . munsifs, . 
and confine oneself entirely, to tlie' Magi~
tracy. . .The . Magist:i:M.:f are purely 
criminal,· our . judiciary, bas;· of .course, 
these two definite sides 'i ·the civil side. 
running through district judges, subordi
nate judges and munsif~?' ~ t~ei~ · appoint-· 
ment, control,·· etc., . fonns a somewhat· 
different question, which I have no doubt, 
will be subsequently raised in .the' Select 
Committee--- .. ·:. · .~ .. 

5750. May I at ,this'.' point interrupt 
you. to say that your difficulty arj.ses,_ not 
in regard to those · classes you have 
named, but to the 'other classes which 
you are coming to ,_Yes. I am p"lrtting 
aside for the mom.ent all questions con
nected with the administration ·of civil 
law and am orily concernea at the moment 
with the administration of the criminal 
law. The great mass of criminal . worlr 
is done, in the first instance, hy magi:r 
trates, both · stipendiary and honorary. 
The. magistrate, in most cases, 'is an 
Executive Officer to whom is given 1:11agis- · 

. terial functions, sometimes also, revenue 
functions. He is under the control, for 
administrative purposes, of the District 
l\fag-istrate, though, of course, 'for purely 
judicial• purposes, questions of t·evision, 
appeal, 'and so forth, his. work goes to 
the High Court. Now the present system 
is that' these magistrates .are appointed 
by the Local Government ; they are Pro
vincial Service Officers ; their method· of 
appointment at present is, either. by 
~ompetitive examin3:tion ox: uy nomm~
hon, after. consultatiOn: w1th a Pnbhc 
Service Commission. Under the White 
Paper prop?sals if t'be: .appointme~t 
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were by the local Government, that 
would preswnably be a ministerial 
function. The diillculty of providing 
that they should be appointed by and 
come under the entire administration 
of the High Court, as indeed do the 
establishment carrying out the civil law, 
is their combination of functions. You 
would have to separate their functions 
entirely before it would be possible to 
bring the criminal magistracy entirely 
under the High Court, that is to say, 
instead of· the local Government appoint
ing them being in charge of their dis
cipline, transferring them, and the like, 
as at present, because they have these 
mixed functions, you would have to 
have a separate body of men carrying 
out magisterial work entirely and there
fore entirely under the High Court. 
There would be a very considerable 
addition of expense. Of course, also, 
controversial questions do arise, upon 
which ·very differing opinions have been 
held, as to how far it would be to the 
real interests of the Executive to separate 
,Executive and Judicial criminal func
tions. If I might say so, I think that is 
one of the questions which the Govern
ment of the future will have to solve. 
There would be in the proposals as they 
stand, power for the Governments of 
the future to solve that question. 
They would have to solve it both on 
the financial and on the administra
tive side. They would have to make 
up their minds whether the extra 
expenditure involved would be too much. 
They would also have to make up their 
min(1s whether it would be possible to 
ensure the general peace of the country 
as well under a syi'tem by which a11 the 
magistracy is br~Pght u~der the High 
Court as under a system in which the 
subordinate ma.gistra~y is directed by the 
District :\Iagistrate. That is to say, it is 
he who would direct them, whether orders 
are to be issued under the preventive 
sections if communal trouble was aris
ing, and it is he also who assigns par
ticular work to them ; distributes the 
class of cases tl1ey are to trv. Those 
are hvo competing s:vstems, the ·merits of 
which would have to be worked out bv 
the Government;; in the future. · 

Marquess of Z etlan d. 

5751. On that point, may I ask Sir 
1\Ialcolm Hailey, supposing the Execu-

tive and Judicial functions were sepa
ratetl, what would be the position of the 
Di::;trict Magistrate ?-The 1 1Gtrict ~Iagis
trate then on his magi::;tcrial siue-I 
mean, in the exercise of his powers unJer 
the preventive sections or tile di::;trilm
tio:n of work to his subordinate ma~is
trates-would necessarily come under the 
High Court. 

5752. I see ; but you still have one 
officer at the head of the uistrict who 
would remain the District 1-Iagi~,tratc ?
Yes. 

5753. But he would be under two 
different authorities ?-He wou.\l. 

5754. Under the Government, anJ as 
far as his magisterial work -was con
cerned, tmder the High Conrt ?-Yes, 
that is one of your great difficulties about 
complete separation. 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 

5755. In Article 69 authority is given 
to the Governor after consultation with 
his ~Iinisters to make at his diseretion 
any rules requisite for the dispo~al of 
Government business. Would he still be 
able to' do as he pleases if after con,.;ulta
tion with his 1\Iinisters he found himself 
in conflict with them ?-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) I did not quite catch that. 

5756. Would he be able to give direc
tions for the administration and di"posal 
of Government business if, after consul
tation with his :\Iinisters, as is prescribed 
in this rule, he found himself in dired 
conflict with all his ::\Iini;:;ters ?-Yes. 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst.] That is 
what I wanted to know. 

Earl of Derby. 

5757. Sir :\Ialeolm Hailey, I f'hould 
like to ask you one question. You men
tioned that there should be a Gowrnor's 
Secretary. "\Vho ·would appoint that Pcc
retary ~-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The 
Governor. 

5758. And it would be onlv for the life
time of that governorship ?_::_Yes, it would 
be a personal appointment just as is his 
private secretary at present. 

5759. From the Indian Civil Service ?
I contemplate that he would almost 
alwavs be taken from the Indi:m Civil 
Sen-ice, but there would nothin6 to 
prevent him taking any other officer of 
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gov~rnment ot, indeed, an officer from 
outs1de government, if he thought it 
better to do so ; but I think it might be 
taken for granted that as that officer is 
there to supply him. with the local know
ledge he does not possess himself it would 
be inevitable that he should' 

1 
take him 

from one of our Indian Services. 
5760. And that secretary would be re~

ponsible to ~e Governor and to nobody 
else f-Yes, purely. 

Major Cadogan. 
5761. Would not his pay be subject 

to the Vote of the Legislature f-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) No. That is already 
provided for in Article 98. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

5762. Article ~6 (b) 7-96 (b) and 98 
(t1) give you that, · · · 

Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 
5763. There is one question I would· 

like to clear my mind on and that is this : 

proposal which has ~een made by p~<fic 
N anak. Chand to divide the Punja,b ·so 
as ~ allow !J>:e Muh~adan part of .the 

.PunJB:b to JOm up W1th the North West 
Fr~ntier an~ the oi!her part with. the 
Umted Pr?~ces. Do you agree with 
that 7-Th.i.s lS a very old proposal that 
.has . been made now, as to whether· the 
PuhJab should be divided,. taking off the 
mor~ • predominantly Hindu tracts and 
leavmg th~ part of the Province that·.is 
mo:e defi!l1tely Muslim. As Sir Malcolm 
~ailey will no doubt say, this is a ques~ 
bon tha~ has been discussed over and 
over agam. We discussed. it at the First 
Round Table Conference, and, although 
~here may be good arguments to be made 
lll favour of it, ~me yery strong ai-gument 
to be made agamst it is. that it has got 
very few friends, and we carne to . the 
con~lusio.n. that whatever might. be ita 
D?-er1ts or 1ts ~emerits, it ~as not a . ques
~on of practical politics at the present 
tmte. . . . . . 

5!66. Do ·you favour, or contemplat~, 
settmg up ·a Boundaries Commission as 
recommended by the Simon Commission.'! 
-A Bounda~es Co~mission for·· what'! 

5767. The Simon Commission recoxri
. men de~ ~he setting up of a· Boundari~s 
Comnnss10n (they say it is an urgeni 
matter) to investigate the main cases. in 
which Provincial readjustments might ·he 

A Governor has on going out 1i.is lnstru- · 
ment of Instructions which are passed by 
the two Houses of Parliament, just the 
same as the Constitution Act will be, but 
under his special responsibilities ·the 
Governor is under directions by the 
Governor-General. It says so in para
graph 47 of the Introduction to the White 

·Paper, in which it savs at the top of . 
. page 24 : " an item relating to the execu
tic;m of order~ passed. by the Governor
General." In running his Province, if 
and when a breakdown or a taking oyer 
of Law and Order by a Governor comes 
about, that Governor would be, to some 
extent, under the orders of the Governor
General. To what extent is the 
Governor-General thereby under orderS 
from the Secretary of State at home 7 
-Constitutionally he is directly nnder 
the orders of the Secretary of State. 

called for 7-1 would very much hope 
that we should not have a Boundaries 
~ommission.' ! ; would not . like to pre-
Judge' the declSlon at all now, ·but I do. 
not want these constiti1tional questions to 
get confused in a maze of disputes about 
frontier delimitations. We have dealt 

; with the two most urgent questions ·of 
. ~:ovincial re~istribut.ion by dealing ·with 
. Smd and · Onssa, and I ver.y much hope 
we are not going- to get into an endless 

. dispute about the boundaries of every 
other Province in India. .. \. 

5768. With regard to the appointment 
·of a Governor, is it contemplated in 
fnturf. ·.,sending a distinguished gentleman 
from England or oontinuing the practice 
of Civil Servant Governors 7-We wiSh 

5764. Arising- from that, a Secretary 
. of State could give directions to the 
Governor as to how he would carry 
out certain arrangements under· his 
taking over Law and Order '-Constitu
tionally, yes. 

Mr. Cocks. 

5765. Sir Samuel Hoare, as far as 
Article 61 is concerned, you know the 

to keep our hands absolutely free. . . · 
5769. we }lave . had some·. discussioi:ts 

about the collective responsibility : of 
.Ministers, and it is mentioned in so ma~y 
,words in Article: 67. I understand t_h~t 
the proposal· is that the GOvernor shall 
choose the Ministers after eonsultatio:a . . . 
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with the Minister who is likely to com
:roand the largest following~ What is 
the objection to the Governor calling 
upon this leading man, the propo_:-;ed 
chief Minister, and asking him to .form 
a Ministry and to form a Governrn_cnt 
and to submit a list of names to him for 
his approval as is done in England ·y
I imagine, in practice, that is sometimes 
what will happen, but again I think \hat 
is the best way to start, leaving latitude 
in the matter and keeping in mind the 
fact that the Governor has a special res
ponsibility which distinguishes his pgsi
tion from the position of the Sovereign 
i:h this country, namely, that he is called 
upon to see that minorities are l:epre
sented in the government. 

5770. A :Minister might select a mem
ber of a minority in order to get "the 
support of the minority group 1-I 
think very likely. 

5771. Are you in favour of the sug
gestion made in the Simon Report that 
there might also be appoiuf.t··l cc•rta-in 
under-secretaries ,_I should ·not like to 
give an opinion upon an administrati ,-e 
point of that kind. Here again I wo)lld 
rather leave latitude. I think it will 
vary from Province to Province. - · 

5772. The same Report, you will 
re:ffiember, was of the opinion that that 
m1~h~ ease the communal tension by a~p
pomtmg an under-secretary of a differ
ent community from that of the Minis
ter ?~I do not think one wants to tie 
the Provincial Governments up too much 
nor again does one want to involve them 
in avoidable expenditure. I ' would 
rather let them judge of the merits of 
the thing in the Province itself. 

5773. Something was said earlv on 
about the Governor's secretarv. Would 
that be an official whom the Simon :R.e
port calls a Secretary to the Cabinet 1-
No. 

!'57H. Would you be in favour of 
havin~ that Secretary of the Cabinet as 
weJI to keep the Governor informed if 
he wa:; not present at evervthin"' that 
happened ?-I think I wouid like ·sir 
J,~alcolm Hailey to deal with this ques
tion. l\Iy own view is that at anv rate 
in some of the Provinces the c·abinet 

. wnnld not need a whole-time official for 

. work of that kind. If they need· a 
whole-time official hv all means let t.kem 
have 0ne. (Sir Ma7~olm Haileu.) - It 

· was put forward in the Simon Heport, 

of course as being necessary in order 
to keep the Governor fully informed of 
all the proceedings of th:l Cubin<'t aud 
it has been proposed in various :Juar
ters that that Cabinet Secretary should 
have a definite access to the Goveruor 
for that purpose. I think most of us 
~ow feel that there really would be very 
llttle room for an otlio!ial of that type. 
He would not have enow,.h to do and I 
think most Governors w;uld be perfeet~ 
ly prepared to accept from their Cabi
nets their. own summary of proceeJiugs, 
and that 1t would be quite unnece.s-ary 
to have a separate official for that p_ur
pose. 

5775. Coming to the question of 
special responsibilities, Sir Samuel, t~ke 
(a), the first one, the prevention of nny 
grave menace to the peace or tranqnil
lit! of a Provin_ce: Do you suggest 
th1s should be hm1ted to crimes of 
violence ?-(Sir SCimu'Jl Hoare.) No. 
As the Committee will-s:'e!~, we have ll'ft 
it in general terms of this kind. '\Ve 
think that it is safer to leave it in 
general terms of this kind, and the 
more you try to define it more exactly, 
~he greater the difficulties in which l'OlJ, 

mvolve yourselves. Here. again, it is 
the old issue between stating a thin,.;. in 
detai I explicitly or stating it in ~ore 
general terms. We have chosen tbe al
ternative of stating it m more gen~ral 
terms. 

5776. I think it was Sir Tej Sapru 
who suggested an additional form of 
words, saying '' arising out of the acti
vities of any person or persons or as,;o
ciation. tending to crimes of violE:nce." 
But ~-ou would object to that, would 
you 7-Yes ; I greatly prefer the words 
as they are now. I think the more vou 
try to define them further, the more ~·ou 
will hE> driven into setting out a lot of 
expli<'it reservations of various kinrls, 
and in the end from the point of view 
of T11.-lian public opinion the reserva
tion will look more formidable than it 
does now, whereas from the paint · of 
vie\\' of administrative efficiency and 
ensuring the Governor the power of in
tervPning at proper times, you might 
find that vour definition has tiecl his 
hands ju"t 'in the very way in which :you 
do not wish to tie his hands . 

5777. What I am thinking about is 
certain legislation such as lancl legi§la
tion and other suhjeds which have been 
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mentioned, whicb somebody might_ ~ee 
as constituting a grave menace. the 
Governor migut often step in and I!re
vent the Miruster who was in charge of 
that from proceeding with it ?-I th_ink 
that if I may say so, is exactly the kind 
of case that must be judged upon its 
own merits. It may well be that neither 
land nor social legislation of any kind 
ha~ any likelihood of creating the kind 
of situation in which the Governor is 
expected to interve:Q.e. On the c,tiler 
hand, you might have extreme forms of 
legislation of that kind that were likely 
to plunge the Province into revolutiq~ 

5 77t3. It seeiDJ:; to me that if it were 
not usetl with the very greatest ~is
cretion it would be cutting almost at t~e 
root of respons~ble government !-There 
is no intention whatever of doing ~y 
sueh thing, and we assume that tpe 

. Governor would be a sensible person and 
we assume also that he -would wish the 
Cabinet to remain responsible over _the 
Jield of responsibility, and that he wuuld 
only interven,e in the last resort, and 
there is no intention whatever. under 
any one of these safeguards of prev~nt-

ing the introduction of legitimate SO!;ial 
·and et~onomic legislation. 

5779. Under D, the prevention of c~m
mercial discrimination, is not t:eally 
saf~guarded sufficiently by parB.oOTa_phs 
12'.2 ·and 123 f-No, because paragraphs 
12'.? ru1d 123 deal with the :field of legis
lation. The equally important field of 
administration has got to be dealt w!th, 

·and we deal with it under 70. 
5780. That does not refer to legi§la

tion ~tt all, I take it ?-It is administra
tion that is mainly in mind. 

5781. The protection of the. rights of 
any Indian State. What is . exactly 
meant by that, beyond the Fed~ral 
rights which are safeguarded by _the 
Constitution f-I am quite ready to 
answer a question of that kind, bu~ · it 
does seem to me that it raises a lot of 
these questions with· the States and _the 
Governor-General rather than the :•tues
tions of · the Provinces. I am in the 
hands of the Committee~ I would add 
this to my answer. There is a point 
here that does directly concern the· ~ro
vinces. The kind of case we had in 
mind was the need for · intervention, 

. supposing, within a Province; a • ml)ve
ment was growing up such as the kind 
of movement of w,hi~h :we haye had ex-

&:ffiples, in whic_h large bodies of a_ par:
tlcular commuruty, or a particUlar mode 
of . thought, march in from the Provmce 
into a ~eighbourmg State and' ·stir ·up 
trouble m ·the State. In· cases of that 
kind we felt there ought to be power to 
pre\'cnt such· a movement of that kind, 
endangering the stability of an · Indian 
-Stat~. · 

5782_. The last one ·is, securing the 
exeeutwn of orders lawfully issued by 
the Governor-General ; · docs that mean 
an~ thing more than the orders issued by 
the Oovcrnor-General in- the discharge 
of his special responsibilities f-Yes ; 
it includes the order!; under the field of 
SJiedal responsibilities and also orders 
under the ~,ederal field as well If ~Ir. · 
Cocks will look at paragraphs· 125 · ~nd 

.12G, he will see it is intended to ·~eai 
with the contingencies covered in those 
paragraphs, too.~ · 

5783. In ·No. 73,, dealing With the 
Instrument of Instructions1 you men
tionerl twice directions from the Gov-

. ern or-General or "' from one ·of Our 
Principal Secretaries of ·State.',. .1. ollly 
want to ask you this : Is if in· ·y~lir 
Illind, or intenued; that more. and moro 
the Secretary of State. should depend 
upon · the - discretion of . the · q~v
ernor:..General \'-I do not. think,. consti
tutionally, anybody .could adrilit · that. · 
The Governor-General has got to. be 
responsible tO· somebody, whatever his 
powers are, ·and he must, therefore, b'e 

··responsible to Parliament through a 
Minister. I can quite imagine· that in 
the course of Indian developmentS, 
Indian opinion, through the Gover-Qor
General, will more and m~1re earry 

·weight in Whitehall and \V estminst~r1 
bu.t one cannot say more than that. · 

- 5784. There is . one point, a,nd I am 
rather interested to know what it. exact
ly means. In par~o-raph 95 you s~y : 

· '' A recommendation of the Governor 
wili be required for any proposal. in the 
·Provincial Legislature for the imposi
tion· U. taxation, for the appropriation 
of public revenues,'' etc. In paragraph. 
45, in the footnote, you say that if ju~tly 
represents the Constitutional ·principle 
embodied in Standing. Order 66 · of · the 
House of Commons. I- want· tcr . ·know 

.. whether, in paragraph 95, ·that is. ·mc~mt 
to .be .lllerely a formal thing, as it is- in 

.the House of Commons.-that is·to say, 
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no Private Member can initiate taxation, 
but it is really the Government who does 
!hat. In paragraph 95, do you mean it 
Is to be a formal thing on the part of 
the Governor, representing the views of 
the l\linistry, or does it mean that the 
l\~inistry cannot propose any taxu.tion 
Without the consent of the Governor 1-
N o. This does not mean any more than 
the procedure here. It means tha!:, no 
Private l\Iember can introduce a P-ro
po~al for a financial ~rant. lt mc:m:-:- no 
more than that. The 'Governor would 
be acting here upon the advice of ·his 
l\l!nisters. 

Lord Snell. 

5785. l\ly Lord Chairman, most of the 
questions I desired to ask have been 
covered, but if I might ask Sir l\lalcolm 
Hailey to clear up one point of doubt, 
I understood him to say, in regarlf to 
the possible· need for a Secretariat by 
the Governor, that such appointments 
would be made from the Indian Civil 
Service. I wanted to ask wheth-er it is 
his view that such appointments sb.u.uiJ 
be restricted to British members of -the 
Indian Civil Service ?-(Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) Oh, no, Sir, I did.not implv 
that in any 'Way. ·when we speak of 
the Indian Civil Service, we always 
speak of it as combining both Indians 
and Europeans. 'V e draw no disfric
tion. In the ca~e of our S•!cretariat, at 
present, 'vhen we appoint a Secretqry, 
be may be an Indian or a Eurorean, 
naturally. 

.l\lajor Attlee. 

5786. With regard to the See:ond 
Chamber, the point in the Se1·ond 
Chamber is th-at it should be a body ,,;itb 
a high qualification and generally con
servative. Is that not so ?-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) It should represent the more 
conseryative elements in the Prov.inr1~. 

5787. And it has equal powers v..::ith 
the Lower House ?-Under the P!'esent 
proposals in the 'White Paper, the two 
Federal Chambers have equal powers ; 
substantially, the powers are equal. 

~ 5788 .. And if they differ, they go :nto 
joint Session ?-Yes. 

5780. That will almost certainlY 
ensnre a Conservative predominance i~ 
those Councils, will it not ?-Xo, I should 
not ~ay that. 

5790. In the joint Legislature, thal is 
to say. You would have a predomi
nantly Conservative Upper House 7:-I 
should he very much surprised if, in ~ny 
of these Provincial Assemblies, you l_1ad 
voting by solid blocks of that kind, 
when you take into account the di.lier
ences, communal and otherwise, in ·the 
Provinces. 

5791. On a question of a difference o.f 
economic interest, the tendency woulrl be 
tb:-tt tbe richer people will have a pre
dominating power, where thNe i~ a 
8crond Chamber f-I suppose, gcnerf!.llY 
speaking, that mighl be true, but _an 
accurate answer would have to denencl 
on the constitution of the Chamber: · It 
depends entirely how you form the 
Second Chamber. 

5792. I am taking it as indicated m 
the 'Vhite Paper : certain nominees and 
a high property qualification for a c_on
siderable proportion, as set out iu the 
Appendix '?-Yes, the Appendix on p~ge 
92. 

5793. You will find the qualificati•m3 
set out rather later, I think, on page 
113 : '' High property qualifications ; 
service in distinguished public office:~.'' 
That essentially means money and _!lq:e 
really, broadly speaking ?-If you lDok 
at the Appendix on page 92, you ,_,·ill 
see the ~uggestions that we make for 
Bengal :md the United Provinces and 
Bihar. 

579-:1. Quite. A further point on 
Second Chamber~. Js it contempbted 
that where there are Second Cham!Jers, 
the Ministers shoulll re drawn f:r;om 
either House ?-Yes . 

5795. 'Yill they have the right of 
speaking in both Houses ?-Yes, we eon
template they should. 

5796_ That is not specifically statell in 
the \Vhite Paper, is it ?-w·e have put 
it in for the Federal Chamber ; we may 
not have put it in for the Provi11cial 
8econd Chambers. 

5797. I think not ?-No. I am in
clined to think-! do not put it high.:r 
than that-that it IS a good p1an that 
they should. 

5798. Otherwise, you would have a 
verv small Government Bench- in one or 
o1 h.er House ?-Yes, as sometimes 

' happens in other countries. 
5799_ You have not laid it down, as 

you say, with reganl to the number of 
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Ministers, but is it not a far.t that th_e_re 
is rather a paucity of loaves and fishes 
at the present moment in the Pro
vin<'es f- -l' es. At the same time you 
have got to consider also the very im
portant aspects of expense, and the 
danger of adding to the ove1·head char:ges 
of a~1y of these Governments. 

5800. The basket is small, but the 
question is as to its working. One ~ur
tll<'r question. You were asked "._ith 
l'<'gard to having appointments made by 
the II igh Court iustead of Ministers _7-
Yei!. 

5801. Is there any reason to think 
that those would necessarily oe be~ter 
made by the judiciary than !>Y 
1\lini.~ten; 1-(Sir Jlalcolt,~ Hailey.)_ I 
think, Sir, that the present procedl].re, . 

by which the Provincial Governments al
ways take the advice of a. Public . tier
vice Commission before making i•ol'IliAa
tion, would, probably, be followed by 
th<, High CoUl't also. In that case, ·I 
think the · class of man that you got 
would be very much the same in. b~th 
cases. If I might say so, the real q~es
tion at issue is one of cont.rol, rat)ler 
tLan of original· recruitment.· 

5802. The only point is if the Se(l:.;e
tary of State woUld study . th~ experi
ence in this country of the R1Jpcintme.Ats 
made by judges, lie would find a remark
able correspondence· in those appoint~d 
with th-e nomenclature of the judiciary 
of the last fifty years 7-(Sir Sa~uel 
:Hoare.) We will 'keep _Majo1· ..:\ttlt~e'~ 
point in mind when we consider this 
questi?n further .. 

(After a short adjournment.) 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] I understa~d General has a special responsibilit.)" .for 
we are limiting our questions this after- maintaining. the .financial credit and 
noon to the Provinces ' stability of· India. There is no ~:r~ch 

Chairman.] If you please. powet' in the case of the Provinces. 
Mr. Morgan Jones.] And you desire 5805. Anyhow they ~re aiike in this,. 

any questions on finance relating to -the may I take it, Sir Sa.muel, that a,t anY 
Provinces to be postponed. ' given moment when the Provincial ~s

sembly is discussing a Bill it is p':}ssible 
for the ; Governor to intervene at any 
stage when he may think :fit, and or_der 
the Bill to . be withdrawn, or to lie 
amended in a way which he may desire'1 f 
-If it trenches' upon the :fiel~ of spe~ial 
responsibilities, 

Chairman. 

5806. Yes, but do I understand th.B.t, 
subject to that limitation, the Pro~n
cial Assembly will be free to legislate 
as it thinks fit, subject to the ultimate 
veto of the Governor 7-~es, and. s_ub
ject also to its legislating ''in the Pro
vincial field and keeping out of tlie 
Federal field. 

. 5803, Any questions r<::lating to 
:finance which can better be dealt with 
after the Secretary of State ha:; given 
his evidence on Sir Malcolm's Memo
randum ?-(Sir Samuel. Hoare.)· · It 
would help very much when we come to 
our discussion on finance, which is' an 
ext:emely in'tricate and ~omplicated 
subJect, if any Members· who felt in
clined could give· me detailed noti.ce of
any questions that they intend to raise ; 
otherwise it is such a complicated ques· 
t~ol!- that there might be delay in 'my 
g1vmg an answer. 

Mr. !lforgan Jones. 

5804. I want to ask one or two· ques
tions only on this part of the subj~ct. 
Am I right in assuming that, generally 
speaking, the powers of the Go>erno~ in 

5807. Yes, I quite appreciate that. 
• . The :field of limitation, in respect of. the 

Pro,·inces, is very ·narrow, I believe ,_ 
No, I ~hould say it_was very wide. 

. 580& Perhaps we. both mean the same 
. thing ; we may be using the words i!J, !J. 
different way. I mean· that the number 

·the Province will be similar to those of 
the Governor-General 7-Yes, with these 
two exceptions ; first of all, tb~ Gov

.: ern or-General has got his power for his 
,Reserved Departments. In the Mse of 
tbe Provinces there are no Reserv~~a De-
partments:. .Secondly, the Guver'Iior--

.of subjects in relation to which· the 
Governor mav intervene is very nar
row ?-Yes, I see ; it is the Iim:ted field 
set out in the list of special responsibi
lities. ' 1. 

· !lFs09. ·Do I und~rstand, Sir · Sani.uei; 
that it is regardt'd as· a desirable thirig 
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for the Governor to possess powers to 

. intervene . at a stage. . of . that sort ' 
Would not you take the view · that · it 

·.would be far niore · desirable, if he 
. should be endowed with powers at ·_all, 
·-that he should have the right to veto the 
introduction of the Bill rather than that 
he should- have the right to intervene~ at 
any particular stage of the Bill 7-I~ is 
very difficult to make an exact definition. 
It ii'! sa difficult to" contemplate ev~ry 
kind of situation. The position would 
be as 1\Ir. Morgan Jones with his Parlia-

. mental')· experience . will see, that a 
Bill mlly be introduced perfectly ha!Dl

. less in form, ·and then ·during the ·course 
of the discussions a very danger.!)us 
amcnrlment may be intro4uced ~nd 

. added to tbc Bill which would give ~ise 
- tv · ~p·ave unrest. It is :that kind of 
contingency that we have in mind. 

SS10. I see. Will Sir Samuel be 
good enough to look at paragraph ·1~2 t 
I ask for informatio_n only. What pre-
. ciseJy is intended by paragraph, 122 1--
I am quite ready to answer this ques-

-tion, but I would S"\_lggest that we mig:tt 
deal with the questione· 'of commer<;:ial 
discrimination niore sJ>ecifically, but, if 

·Mr. Morgan Jones would like _to ask the 
question, I w~ .answer it~ . 

6811. I appreciated before I asked _the 
. questi_on 'that it might 'properly belong 
. to another portion of our discussion, put 
·it dol's deal with the question. of legis-
lative power, but, if you prefer itJ I 

· am quite ready to leave it Y-Whicheyer 
you like. Commercial _discrimination is 

·one o£ the bigger issues, and I thought 
·it might be better to. deal'. with t_hat 
·rather more specifically. I do not m~nd 
as far as I am concerned. 

3 , Lo!d E~~ace Per~!!· . .. 
· 5813. Secretary of State, could you tell 
the Committee .. quite brieOy on what 
g''3Itf'ral ground:; the Government deciderl 
not to accept what I think was the rc
comn!endation of the Statutory Commis
sion, that the High Courts ·of the ~ro-
vinces should be federalised and placed 
under the Central Government 7-Here 
again, I was rather· assuming· that · ~ve 
should go more specifically into q~es
tions connected with the Judicature, }J_ut 
to give an answer in a single . sentence 

· to Lord Eustace, my answer would be 
that it is our general aesire to give as 
full. autonomy to the Provincial G:ov· 
ernments as we can. The Provincial 

· Governments are concerned with the 
Courts from various points of view, :for 
instanee, from the administrative point 
of view, and from the financial point of 

. view, and .we thought it was difficult to 
go upon our general line of Provinc;Jiul 
autonomy, and take this body of work 
ont of the Provinces and give it to the 
Federal Government. 

5~14. In view of tb-e fact that it 
raises the whoio question of the Jqdi-

. cature; I think I had better reserve any 
questions on that, supject. to my L~~d 
Chairman's directions. The only ot_he:r 
question I wanted to ask was this : The 
list of special responsibilities of the 
Governor, taken together with Proposal 

· 73, _creates, does it not, this . situation, 
'that it is only in matters coming under 
one of the spee1al responsibilities that 
the Governor can under his Instrumerii 
of Instructions act contrary to the ad-
vice of a Minister 7-Yes. · ' 

Chairman;] Mr. Morgan J one~ -~ill . 
know better than I do what he is lead
mg up to. 

5815. Wh-at will be the position of _the 
Governor's Instructions if they are n~:en
tioned in the Act, and are subsequel!ti.Y 
approved by both Houses of Parliam(!nt. 
'Viii that give the Instrument of In
structions a legal validity 7-It wo_uld 

Mr. Mof'gan Jones. give the Instrument of Instructions a 
_ _ 5812. I simply asked as a matter of· Constitutional validity within, I assume, 
interpretation of the clause,. and I am the Terms of the Constitution Act. 
quite prepared to leave it to. anot}ler 5816. It would be merely a CoU:stita-· 
stage, if it is more convenient ·to Sir tional_ validity. Supposing the Go"\"-

:·samuel '-:-:-1 think it is a question that ernor did order some executive action 
is really better discussed in ~onnection . without the consent of his. Minister.; 
_with the Gove~or-General 's powers. I . supposing it were known that his 

·think it might. be better discussed ~ore Minister dissociated himself from .that 
. specifically. . action, and supposing a case were brou;ht 

~Ir.'' Mof'gan Jones.] It applies to . into the Courts to declare that action of 
.both Assemblies,. both Federal . and tbe Governor invalid on the ground U1at 

·ProvinciaJ, t~ quite" a~ee.. . . I it did not 'properly come under his 
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1pecial responsi~ilities, ~ C?uld the ~V
ernor's J.ru;truct10ns be mvoked as · a 
legal document 1-My answer would be 
no such action so far as 1 can see co_ulcl 
arise. The Governor's decision is the 
la::;t word. 
- [)~l'i. At any rate it is the lntcn~ion 
of the uovernwent that the lnstruct19n::; 
should be so worded as to ~aku ~ :t:e
cour:::>e tu them in the Courts liDJJOSblb~e 1 
--Certainly, but, much moN import,;mt 
than tll.J.t, wlu:ther the queE>tlon ar~_e!::i 
out of the Instructions, or whether it 
does not, the last wotd would be ~be 
Guvemor's, and it could not be cl.!.al
leuo-(·d in a Court of Law. 

~ . 
5~18. That is, at any rate, the mten-

Pl;lllj~~ wol;ll~ be in the·· closest· touch 
w_1th ·hl~ Mini~ters, and that is. just _t}le 
kt~d of quest10n tha~ he would· discuEs 
With t~e appropl'iate . Ministe .. ·, bnd 
upon which I should think the- Mmister 
w.oul~ attach a ~ood de~I oJ weight. to 
h1s VIew. That. lS the . way i expect it 
to work. ' · 

5822. But constitutionally, under the 
Act ~nd the Vv~hite Paper, the Govem
or. will have no constitutional power 
'Ylth regard to such · appt•intmcnt:.i ~E:x
cept that they will run iu his n:une ':._ 
Yes, except wi~hin the field of his special 
r,espons!bilities. · 

Sir John. Wardlaw-Milne. 
tion of the Governor.· What ~ the 
po:sition with regard .to appointment~ 7 5823 .. I want. to ask the Sn~~etary of· 
-Appomtments do not, a::; a gene~al St t 
rule, cOiue within the Governor's spe~1al ~ e one question arising out <•f so:t:ne-

thmg tl1at he answet·ed b~for;3. When 
reo.l,J0nsi1Jilities Y-Ye1;3. he was asked about the possibility - of 
· 5t:!l9. He could not, for lnstaJ.!.<,:e, the · Inspector-General of Polic·3 . iuid 

argue that the mere appointment of ~me Di:S~rict Inspectors-General of Police 
or two Polite OfiiGers const~tuted · a havmg direct access to the t.h>\·err;or
grave menace to law and order,· but i.:i General and the Governor re:spectively 
the Governor then to have no powe1~ to he said be thought it would be better 
overrule his Mmister in the. · ease of that it should rest in :;he · Governor's 
appOJDtments ( Otht~r tha_n, of . COU~se, . discretiOJl. to make rules llS to the COll
SeC!'etary of State's app•lmtm~nts wh~ch duct of business, and tharafot·e Bs · ·to 
are _1Jrov1ded fur) in tlle Pollee sen: ICe whom. he should see. llns it occurred 
or the Magistracy '/-No, under t_be tQ· him that it might be very diill(mlt" ·for 
White Paper we do not give any spe(,~Jal Go"Vernors in. ~iJ.l;erent ·parts of Indi<\_ to· 
powers otller than general powers . for lay down dltlerm(J' rt'les on this sub
safeguarding the interests a.ad the Il1?;ht:; ject ? Has it occ~rred to th•3 Guvel;n
of the serviCe::;, and for carrying out _the me.t"It that, although· the cow1itions 
s~ecml responsibility. might be different in the Provinces there 
. 5::!:.!0. So, in fact., all the appoint- n.iight g1·ow· up merely, for C'i:amule, a ·. 
mf'nb in the J udieial and Ex~cutive practice that the Governot• diol n(;t lay 
tiervices, except the Secretary of t::)te.~e 's it down that a Di..,trict · Inspector~ 
services, would be in . the hands of _the Ptmeral of Police ::;hould have · direct 
1\f!uisters, and the Governor, while be ac_c~ss to him, and, that having become 
would be consulted, would be unabl~ to .· the custom, it might be ditlieult f••r ·the 
make any appointment except the· ap- Governo: in one particular Pro·dnce, · al
pointment recommetJdcd to him by the thong~ 1t was necE>ssary, to m11ko an 
Minister Y-The Governor .mder the effec~Ive new rule Y-I should not be 
\Vhite Paper proposals would in~er\""ene ·. afraid of a variety· of procedure. I 
if be thought nis field of special resp_on- b~se that statement upon the impl't'•~
si1Jilitie3 was being endangered. Ho· has swn th~t has been t;na<le upon me· v~ry 
general powers for inte1·vention iu, tp_at often by m): talks w1th p;-ople wh\J C<?me 
case. . from ~he drfferent Provmcei, anJ. the 

5821. Take a thing right outside the· one t.lung that ~as ~pres~ed itse~ very. 
ql;Pstion of Law and Order Y-·Take the much on ~y m!fid !-:: tl1at ~rlult 1s.v~ry 
appointment of the Head of the Irriga- much re.qmred m Of!-e Provmce may. not 
tion Service, or the Canal Department. be reqmred at all . m another Pro\·ln~e. 
'l'he Governor would have no 1·eal say il;l 5824. I think that will be understood 
th'e appoinb:uent of a very important by. Indian Ministers 7-As Sir l\IaleoJm 
official of. that _l;.ind el-I would have . reminds me, there is very great differ~ 
tliought myself that the Go\""ernor of _t~e · en:ce of practice at present. · · 
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that that· would be a. great cbnge for 
the better. 

·5836. Then might I go on to Proposal 
83, the disqualifications under the exist
ing rules and regulations ; I understand 
that persons.convicted of various serious 
offences are under :disqualification, but 
there is nothing said about that in Pro..: 
posal 84 ?-I think Proposal 84 may well 
be further considered. We have been in 
some· doubts about it for this reason : We 
have found in our inquiries that, judged 
by the experience of other countries, and 
even· the experience of Governments · in 
the British Empire, disqualifications of 
this kind very often ·are not much good. 
I would like the Committee and the 
Indian Delegates· to look in greater de
tail into these questions. It may be neces
sary to _vut these disqualifications into the 

. Act. At the same time, if they will study 
the .experience of other countries, they 
will find that objectionable people have 
none the less effected entry into these 
variQus Assemblies. 

cerned with the prerogative of thQ 
Crown. 

5839. So far as instructions of authority 
relating to treaties with the Stat~~~ are 
concerned, that Will not be interfered 
with by the new legislation in respect of 
any States not in the Federation ?-No. 
We are keeping questions of paramountcy 
completely out of the Act altogether, for 
the reason that we regard them as direct . 
relations between the Crown and the 
States and not within the purview of the 
Federal Governments at all. . 

5840. So it would be fair and elP-ar to 
say that any matters of that kind would 
not become questions of debate in Parlia
ment on Instruments of Instruction. 
They have not been in the past, and 
there would be no change Y-lt is not 
contemplated that there woUld be any 
change in the procedure. · The relations 
remain Crown . relations just ·as they 
are at present. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5841 But I· understood the question 
Sir Joseph Nall. was whether the matter in the States 

583'7. Would ~ir Samuel say why he · might be matters of discussion in the 
prefers, or why it is proposed; to .rely on Assembly, was it not f-No; it was 
Instrinnents of Instruction approved by whether they would be· included in the 
Parliament rather than · to include the Governor's instructions, and as such 
matter of such Instructions in the Act ?- would be ' susceptible to discussion m 
For several reasons. First of all, there is Parliament. · 
an element of greater flexibility in In- 5842. I apologise ?-As a matter of 
'strnctions, and I think what everybody fact, as far as I know, there is nothing 
wants to avoid, if we can avoid it, is to Constitutionally to debar Parliament from 
have new Constitution Acts whenever any discussjng any questions of paramountcy ; 
modification is made in the Constitution. but we do not contemplate that this new 
My own view would l>e that, whilst procedure with instructions should vary 
Parliament can maintain its sovereign that position. 
power in so· far .as it gives sanction to Sir .Joseph. Nall. 
the Instructions, it does enable it to have 
a greater flexibility in dealing with 5843. But whilst, -at /the present time, 
questions of this kind than it would have there is nothing to debar discussion in 
if it was necessary always to have a new Parliament on those matters, in fact 'the 
Constitution Act. That is our main explicit vote of Parliament is not neces-· 
reason. sary for the giving of any instructions f 

5838. Will the Governor-General and ·-I would not like to· say that. I would 
the Governors, as Agents of the Crown, ~~ave t~ought that ~~:r:Iiament ~ou!d, if 
derive any other authority except that It so wished, have cnbCised the :secretary 
which they get from the Act and the of . State and the Gove~~ent for any 
Instruments of Instruction ?-So far as action that they took Withm that fielcl, 
the Federal Constitution goes, my •and any advice that they g~ve to !he · 
answer is no. When of course it comes Crown, but that would be qmte outSide 
to the wider field of paramo~tey, then the Federal Constitution. . 
other issues arise, and also, as Sir Mal- 5844. I pass to · another matter. 
colm Hailey reminds me, questions con- Several witnesses raised apprehensions' 
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regarding the absence from the White 
Paper proposals of provision for official 
languages. Has the India Office any pro
posals to make on that, or were there 
any reasons why such a provision was 
omitted 7-I think that is a point to be 
.eonsidered. My own view would be that 

· it is safe to leave things as they are in 
the White Paper, for this reason : That 
with the great diversity of languages in 
India, and the fact that so many educated 
Indians use English as one of their main 
•whicles of communication, · we may rest 
assured that English will remain the 
()ffi.cial language, but, by all means let 
the Committee and the Delegates con~ider 
the point whether they would like to 
emphasise that fact in the proposals. 

5845. I suppose it is fair to say that 
l!ome of the languages in India are just 
as foreign in other parts of India as 
English might be to any part of India t 
-I suppose that would be so. 

5846. And, therefore, it is not t·eally a 
fair presentation of the case to describe 
English or EngJ.ish offi.Clials as bei.pg 
aliens. Are they any more alien than 
1ome parts of India are to other part~ t 
-I think that must be a matter of in
dividual opinion. 

Major Cadogan. 

584?. 1\fy Lord Chairman, the Secre
tary of State has already answered all 
the questions I desired to put to him. 
except one, if I may put that to him. 
Am I right in assuming that there is 
nothing in the suggested Constitution 
that would qualify the transfer of Law 
and Order to a responsible Minister in 
the North-West Frontier Province '1-No; 
there is the provision of the special res
ponsibilities of the Governor for Law 
and Order ; further than that, there is 
paragraph 47 of the Introdulction, in.· 
which it is set out that it is intended 
to draw the attention of the Governors 
to their responsibilities for the mainten
ance of peace and tranquillity, and so on. 
Those clauses would! cover every Governor 
in every Province. 

5848. May I draw your attention to a 
~entence on page 323 of the. First Volume 
()f the Statutory Commission, to this 
effect : " The question of Law and. Order, 
which in other parts of British-India is 
a domestic and internal matter, in the 
North-'Vest Frontier Province is closely 
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'r~lated 1? the subjects of .foreigri anA 
diplomatic policy and of Imperial . de
fence." May I also remind the Secretary 
of State that the Commission laitl great· 
stress upon ~e supreme importance of 
close co-operation between the Police in 
the districts! . the Fron~er Const&.bulat·y 
and the Political Agencies,. and would it . 
not be rather ~difficult to secure that ·eo
operation, if Law and 0l'!d:er in the 
North-West Frontier Province were 
handed over to· a responsible Minister ,_ 
If Major Crulogan would look at page 55 
of the Proposals, he will see that we do 
contemplate that the Governor-General 
should treat those kind of questions ('X

ceptionally-Paragraph 70 (h). ..And 
Major Cadogan will also remember that 
we keep the tribal tract::~ din•etl v under 
the Governor-Geheral. I think· that is 
a matter bearing upon tha question he 
has asked me, which is ·a c)UI!stiou ha:;ed, 
as I understand! it, mainly upon the needs 
of Indian defence; · 
· 5849. Upon t_!J..e necessity of keeping the 

administrative :districts and the otherS 
one for the purposes of Law .and Order f 
-Yes. My answer would be that, first 
of .all, the tribal tracts are kept directlt 
under the Governor-General, and it may 
well be that, in the interests of Jn.d[an 
.defence, .. he . may have to take special 
action outside the tribal tracts. But 
here agai,n I would say-'it was a mistake, 
admitting the whole time .the necessities 
of Indian ·defence, to ma.ke a. big dis
tinction of principle between the North
West Frontier . Province and the other 
Provinces. By all means, let us make 
quite sure of everything that is con~ 
nected with defence, but after that, I 
think the Committee will find, upon fur
ther consideration, that there are many 
objections against isolating one Province 
from the rest, and applying to it totally 
different treatment. • 

5850. I quite see that. I am sorry to 
press the Secretary of State, but I think 
this is a matter of great importance. I 
would\ Ji1re to draw his attention to 
another 'pigsage in the Statutory C?m• 
mission Report, page 322, Volume I, 
where it says : "If difficulties arose, they 
would involve a reference to the Governoo: 
ment of India, and smooth and rapid 
working which is so essential in an area 
constantly exposed to the danger· of 
tribal raids, and to outbreakS of passion 

il 
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and violence; might be impeded." Would Lord Bankeillour. 
that be a · very great danger on the 
J"rontier 7-I think it would be, certainly, 5854. Secretary of State, I think yotr 
a great danger . then, just as it is a great said this morning that the Instrument 
danger now,. but 1 do not really see how o:e Instructions would be is>3ued by the; 
the ~nger is going to be increased under Government subject to ParliamcntaQ', 
our proposals. The Governor of the vote. I confess I do not quite see how, 
North-West Frpntier Province will hold that is covered by paragraph 6-1: 7-1 do, 
two positions; he will be Governor of the riot quite follow Lord Rankeillonr'a 
Province and he will also be Agent to point. . 
the Governor-General for the tribal tracts, 5855. A positive Parlianwnta.ry vote 
and communication will be just as close would appear, under paragrnph 64, not 
about the tribal tracts with the Governor- to be required for this 7-\Vhat we have 
General, Ullder the White Paper pro- principally in mind is that the Instruc-. 

tions should be laid on t.hc T a.ble of. 
posals, as it is to-day. both Houses, and there shoulu be an 
· 5851. He does not now have to refer opportunity for both or either Housa 
any action he takes to a responsible to vote upon them, if they wish. 
ltfinister f-Nor would he, under the 5856. But even if they did ~0 vote, 
White Paper. So far as the tribal tracts would that have a binding effect 7 It 
are concerned, he is the Agent of the only says • • make repreaentations '' 7-. 
Crown. There is no intermediate inter- Yes. The reason that it is put h1 that 
vention of any Minister or any Gover- form is this, that with Instructiona, con.-: 
nor. stitutionally, we have to be very eure~ 

5852. There is only one other small ful not to"impinge upon the prerogative· 
point I want to raise with the Secretary of the Crown ; that is the reason fox: 
of State. In reply to Major Attlee on using those words. 
the 'subject of the composition of Second 5857. And you think, as a matter of 
Chambe~, I suppose w~t Y:OU have in- fact, that any representation that was. 
your. mmd for the qualification for the made would be given effect to 7-Cer
Second Chamber is experience, more than tainly, that is what we contempbte. 
anY!hlng else; you want m~n ?f ex- 5858. What would be the opportunity /f 

· penence, I mean,. when you said It was -It would be easy enough in the Hous0 
to be a conservative element, · you really of Lords but in the House of Com
do not require i~ to be so much of a mons it ~ould probably come under 
conservative element as that the Second exempted busin-ess, and only entered. 
Chamber should, be composed of men who upon after eleven at night !-No, I 
}lave had' experience of men and affairs. should contemplate a very important 
That is really what is at t}le back of your question like this being _given_ a much. 
mind, I presume Y-I think any Second greater opportunity for du;cusswn. ~hE> 
.Chamber, in the nature of things, is Secretary of ·state would have to put 
pretty certain to be a more conser-Vative the Instructions down ~nd woul.d have 
body than the First Chamber. I do not to give the House of Commons tune. 
mean that in any party sense at all, but 5859. Would it not be possible to put : 
th~ e·ssence of having a Second Chamber '• Shall not take effect until such oppor
is that you wish to have a steadying tunity has been given and taken ad
body for revisory or other purposes. I vanta(J'e of" f-That is very much a 
do not think I would res!rict my reason questi~n of draft~n;5, and I . would not 
to the reason of expenence. I would like to give an opm10n npou It here and 
say I would try to get into the Second now but I would again like to repeat . to 
Chamber interest's that may not be so Lord Rankeillour that jn :my clraftmg 
effectively represented in the First we have got to be very careful not to 
Chamber. • impinge upon the prerogatiYe c.f the 

5853. Perhaps you will agree with me Crown. . 
that men of experience are more likely 5860. I think the Chief Whip 111 ~he 
to be conservative than those who have House of Commons would always WISh 
bad no experience '-I expect you and it to be taken after eleve~, would he not, 
I would- agree, but I am not quite sure probably as a matter ?f tlme 7-~ should 
that our friends on the right wo-uld. have thought not With a questiOn of 
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immense importance like this, at the be
ginning of a great Constitutional. 
chapter. I would have thoughL empha
tically not. 
· 5861. Then, of course, there may be 
amendments, and they would be subject 
to the same rule 7-Yes. 

5862. Now there was one point raised 
first by Lord Eustace Percy, and then by 
Sir Reginald Craddock. I confess I do 
not think it is quite clear now, though I 
dare say it may be covered somewhere 
else, that is directions given by the 
Governor-General. Paragraph 72 cer
tainly appears to contemplate tJmt tl.lot-e 
directions will be given when the 

·Governor is taking action for the dis
charge of special responsibility or special 
discretion. In other words, that the 
initiative will have to come fr0m tbe 
Governor. Is it covered :mywhere else, 
that until he has taken such action, the 
Governor-General may dirl".lCt him to 
take such action. In other words, he 
may tell him that a situation· has arisE-n 
in which he must make use of his specis.l 
powers 7-If -it is not cleal', we must 
make it clear. . 

5863. You agree that it should be 
made clear 7-I agree that it should be 
.made clear. 

5864. Now wit.h regard to the possible 
dismissal of Ministers, you said some
thing which appeared to me to imply 
that it was only when the easd of special 
responsibility had arisen thnt u Gover
nor could, in practice, whatever the Con
stitutional theory would be, dismiss his 
Minister ; it would have to be in dis
charge of his special responsibility 7-
Yes, I think that would be my view, 
generally, subject of course to the nor- · 
mal powers of the head of a Government 
in relation to his Minister'!. 

5865. But in the case of two of the 
Australian States, withi-n the last few 
years Ministers have beP.n dismissed by 
the Governors on other grou.uds. Would 
there not be an equal power in India 'I
I Bhould like to consider that point 
further. 

5866. If I remember right, th~ Prime 
Minister of New South 'Vales was dis
missed because he gave orders that the 
lawful debts were not to be paid ; I 
think that was so 7-In a ca.se of that 
kind, the Indian Governor would be able 
to take action under his special respon
sibilities. 

LlOORO 

. Sir Joseph -Nall.] Not in the P~ovince. 

Lord Bankeillour. 
5867. In the Province 7-Yes. 
5868. I do not want to press it, if you 

have not the matter before you, but I do. 
not see on' the face of it that it is · so. 
Now in the case of paragraph 69, it says: 
" The Governor will whenever he· thinks 
fit preside at meetings of his Council of 
Ministers..'' I suppose it is possible 
that you might find a Governor wllo was 
inclined to take the line of least resis
tance. Might it not be oetter to put i.t 
in this ::f;orm : ''shall ordinarily preside,,'' 
in order that he may get completely 1n 
touch with the work that is going on f
I would ·myself prefer to leave . a lati· 
tude, and one· has to assume that 'the 
Governors will be people who are pre
pared to take their duties very seriously, 
and I would much rather leave it to 
the judgment of a Governor whether he 
presides or whether he does not. · ' 

5869. I will not say in India particu.:. 
larly, but taking the Colonies, I Wlll 
not take the Dominions even, but now 
and then Governors have been appointed 
by the Colonial Office who do no more 
tban they are actually required to do, 
have they not Y-I could not answel' for 
the Colonial Office ; one Departm<.'nt jg 
quite· enough to have on one's hands at · 
one time. · 

5870. But we do get some general. 
knowledge, I think, whether we are in a 
Department or not 7-We get some 
general knowledge, and each of. ns. is at 
liberty to interpret it r:..s he WlBhes. 
Lord Rankeillour's view on this po.int 
w.ould be just as good as mine. 

5871. Thank you very much. Now 
with regard to th~ question of pa:ticul~:r 
·safeguards and w1th regard parhcularty 
to the question of Bengal, I t.l1ln.k. you 
said that it would be rather mv1d10us, 
and it has been said in evidence, to make 
an exception of one Provincd. Is that 
not so l-rYes. ·. -

5872 And the same question might 
arise in another Province possibly 7~ 
Yes. 

5873. Now I would ask you to look at 
paragraph 71. That app~ru.·s .to C?n
template a slowly developmg ~ntuahon 
in which the Governor will t_ake tho 
advice of his Ministers, n.nd so on, be
fore he acts, but, as a matter of fact, 
1n Bengal, the situation is normal, th, 
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situdati?n of terrorism, and .;;o on, it is 
en ernie,. and, therefore, the questi,):l 
would anse from the very first ; it would 
be there all the time ?-It is verv djffi_ 
cult ~o say whether it will be th.erc all 
the time, or whether it will not be there 
all the ~ime, but I tjuite agre~ it is 
.an exceptional danger :md it has hecn 
endemic in Bengal now .f.or many yean. 

5874. What I mean 1s this : If the 
White Paper were passed ns it stood 
now, the special branch would come 
under the first Bengal 1Iini:>try ~-The 
Governor and :the Governor-Genernl 
would have to decide at the time. 

5875. But that seems to me a little in
~onsis~ent ~vith the process of a devclop
~ng sltuahdn apparently contemplated 
m paragraph 71 .?-No, I <lo not think 
so ; I do not qmte see why. 

5876. Because there, after considerinO' 
such advice as has been given him Ly hi~ 
:Ministers, and so on, that seems to con
template some time passinO' 1-Tf that be 

• • 0 . 

so, It IS a question of dr:.tftiuO", but we 
were certainly contemplatinoo that if in 
Bengal or in any other Pro;iHCtl there 
was a situation in which it was neces
s~ry for the Governor to take excep
tional powers, we should n::lt have to 
wait. 

5877. Would it be possible (I do not 
see it in the White Paper) for tl1e Gov
ernor-General from the very first to 
give orders in Bengal, and it mir;ht be 
in other Provinces that th,~ Go\Ternor 
should exercise his special responsibili-
ties from the first ?-Yes. · 

5878. That does not appear on the 
face of it at present 1-I wolllrl sa~·. 
without entering into an argoumcnt it is 
implicit in a good many provisio'ns of 
the White Paper. 

5879. You remember that the Police 
in their evidence said th:tt the initiation 
o~ ~he Co~stitution would he n :Tt>ry 
cnbcal perwd, and the .M;;;t electwns, 
particularly ?-Yes. 

5880. That rather t>mphnsises the 
point I am trying to mak~ doe;; it not, 
not only, perhaps, in Ben~J.l1--Ye3, and 
I would say to Lord Ran.1i:eil!our that if 
there is a situation that cs.ll.; for the 
exercise of any of these special Tespon
sibilities, we do not contt~mplate that 
there would be delay in applylllg it. 

5881. And in the end the Central 
Government would have to he the judge 

of that '-No, not the Central Govern
ment ; the Governor-Geucral r.nd Par· 
liament. 

5882. I beg your pardon ; I meant the 
Governor-General and his starr 7---Yes. 

5883. Now there was a point rai~eJ 
by Lord Salisbury : Snppcsing there 
were official disobedience on the part e>r 
officials and the Governor a:;sumes }. is 
special responsibilities, he would he 
ahle to dismiss an officer, presumably ' 
-Yes. 

5884. Could the officer challenue that 
dismissal 1-In the case, of cou"'rs.,, of 
the Secretary of State's :•ervic<'s, there 
is the Parliamentary guaranr~e h<'re, but 
the Secretarv of State wou1d have to 
take responsibility for !1. dismissal of 
that kind with his Council or whatnvcr 
may be the body that advi:;cs him under 
the new Constitution. 

5885. And those who were not in that 
category, would they have any nppeal 
or redress under those circumstances '!
Sir Malcolm tells me that they w;mltl be 
able to memorialise the Governor ; but, 
presumably, the Governor having- giv~n 
the decision, the memorial wonl(l :Jot 
have very great effect. 

5886. That would be the C;nd of that f 
-Yes. 

5887. Is there any proce1lure in tba 
Indian penal corle for an~· summary 
trial for recalcitrant ofli::Jer-; '-~o 

Lord Rankeillour.] Now I nm nfr<lid I 
must come back to one or two questions 
on the Provincial List. On one or two 
of them, I have had a little friendly 
controversy with Mr. ZafrnlLt Khan. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] On that, would 
it not be best if we coul•l hnve ,, note 
from somebodv who has had t•l nt1 -r.·ith 
it as to what ·is the presPnt position, so 
that we can compare the position at 
present, with that which i.; proposed. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

5888. I 'quite agree with that, unt I 
want to ask not on merits at all, but ' .. 
what is the effect of certain prov1-.;10n~. 
For example, on page 1.17, Xo. 50: y_ou 
find Police is an exclusiVely Provm•~i."ll 
subject. That, surely, imulies, except :-;o 
far as it is contrary to the ('ol1c of 
Criminal procedure, that t:he Provil}cial 
Government would make laws entirely 



transferring the basis of organisation, 
and discipline of the Police. Is th '.l.t 
the effect of the construction '-I nm 
going to ask Sir Malcolm to c!eal ·with 
this point, because he will deal with it. 
from his own administrative experience. 
(Sir lJ!alcolm Hailey.) The effect of this 
would be that the Police Act whic~h is 
now a General Act for n.ll India, would 
become liable to local legi.'>la tion. That 
legislation could only affect the orga
nisation of the Police and its a.dmini:>tra
tion. It does not affect any powers 
that the Police possess under the Crimi
nal Procedure Code. 

5889. No, but it would nffect thP 
organisation !-Yes. 

5890. And consequently their disci
pline !-Their discipline ; yes. 

5891. That point was rni~ed I think by 
the European Association or by the 
Police themselves-! do not know which 
---()n the question of the possibility of 
the creation of a Federal Police FoTce. 
The inclusion of Police in the purely 
Provincial list would prevent that, would 
it not !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I have 
never been able to see myself how you 
could fit a Federal Police into ~:n Indian 
system in which the Provinces are auto
nomous, and in which the States are 
sovereign. I have n,ever seen, ~nd I 
cannot now see, how you could fit that· 
kind of Service into the kind of scheme 
that we are contemplating for India,_ 
and if there was to be ~my central orga-

-nisation I do not see how it could be 
Federal. I think then, almost inevita~
Jy, it would have to be under the Gov
ernor-General. I do · not argue the 
merits, or the disadvantugec; of an 
arrangement of that kind now, but if 
there is to be an arrangement I do not 
see bow it can be Federal. 

5892. I took the word from the. state
ments of some of the witnesses, but, an~·
how, if the Police is to be a prfrely Pro
vincial subject as far as legislation goes 
(I am not talking about merita) the 
effect of this No. 50 on page 117 would 
be to prevent it, would it not 7 -To pre
vent its becoming what f 

5893. To prevent its being creat1~d at 
all-a Federal Police ?-It woulc! j)l'e
vent its being Federal, yes. 

5894. It would prevent any },cderal 
Police being appointed~ '1-YcF. 
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5895. I only wanted to get it o~ eon·. 
struction, not on merits. cz~:..YeR. , · 

5896. I· come back to what 1 b~vQ 
r~sed before, . but it has never bee~\ 
qu1te cleared up : t;hat. is, the con,stitlitr. 
tion and organisation of a.U tbe Court~
within a Province. . That is No. 28 on 
page 116. That would mea1;1 that the_ 
Courts could be set up Uhder such con
ditions as regards. the personnel a,s the. 
Provincial Legislature might prescribe, ! 
-Yes, subject to the fact that th~ highe:r 
appointments are made by the Crown. 

5897. I am talking of the subordiuat'! 
ones f-Yes. - , 

5898. Not to go to anything more ex
tra~agant it might be made a rule that. 
nobody should be made a subo1·dina.t& 
judge who bad not gradu!lted at a.. 
particular university. 'rhat is a possi
'bility 7-I would say, off-hand, withou,if 
expressing a considered opinion upon & 

case of that kind, that it woul(l. certniply; 
raise the whole issue of discriminatio;n 
and that the Governor \Vould be .judi
tied in intervening. 

5899. But it would not be racinl di~t-: 
crimination '1-No, but thP. tliscrintin&
tion contemplated in. the White Pape:r 
is ,not restricted to racial questions. 

5900. Not altogether, but it.could pre
scribe C"Onditions and qualiftCatious fot' 
the subordinate judges 7-Y'es, I thin!(, 
that is so. 

5901. And no higher authority cou.ld:. 
interfere because this is .1. purely Pr~ 
vincial subject 7-But to take yonr owll 
case : I cannot conceive a case of that, 
kind in which appointments were re
stricted to a particular university not 
raising' all sorts of other issue::;, first and 
foremost amongst them, the minorities. 
issue. , . 

5902. I only gave one case, but still 
it does put the qualifications, be thev 
what they may, under the discretion of. 
the Provincial Legislature t-Yes, that 
is s~ l 

5903. No. 30. on page 117, except wit~ 
regard to the Federal and c.onc~rr~n~ 
powers, would allow the Provmcutl 
Legislature to change the jurisdiction of 
the Courts within the Province 7-(SJl" 
Malcolm Hailey.) Yes, within their own 
list of subjects, within their nwn seopt~ <>! 
legislation. · 

5904. That is to say, on points witbit\ 
their own list of subjects they could gh~ 
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a ·final jurisdiction to a subordinate 
eourt or transfer a High Court jurisdic
tion in respect of some of those subjects 
to a subordinate court f-Yes, they could 
do so, subject to any powers ihut n 
High Court has under :r~ettcrs Patent. 

' 5905. With regard to these particu]al' 
eubjects that is not clear that they' 
could not override the Letters Patent 
with regard to these partieul;l.r sub
jects f-Letters Patent, I think I am 

· right in saying, confer powe•·s that ar~ 
outside the Indian Statute entirely but 
are- derived from prerogative. 

5906. Do not you want n qualifiention 
here !-That might have to be done. 
But these lists here have not been fin~.Jly 
considered as yet. They ure pnt in, as 
has. been explained, largei~, <ts illustra- . 
tive, and it is quite clear that a g."lod deal 
o~; very technical examination will havA 
to be made to these lists to see if any 
point arises such as that to whl.eh Lo:rd 
Rankeillour has called n.ttcntion. 

Lord Rankeillour.] I WM not really 
wishing to go into merita, lmt only on' 
eonstruction. That is all I wish. to ask. 

Marquess of Z etla1ul. 

5907 .. Sir Samuel, would it be open lo 
a Governor under Proposal 69 to make 
a· rule for the disposal. of lmsincss in 
these :terms : " It shall be the duty of 
every Secretary to Governm.ent to sub
mit to the Governor any matter which 
conies within his purview affecting the 
Governor's special responsihii.ities '' f
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. -
. 5908. Might I go so far ns to ask y~u 

whether you ·would rega1:d that Hs a 
reasonable rule of business 7-It is 
very difficult to give a general answer 
to a question of that kind. 

5909. Then I will not ask you ?-I 
think one must leave it to a Governor 
in his Province to make the arrange-. 
ments that will ensure his h~ving proper 
powers and will, at the same time, en
sure the greatest amount «''f •!o-opcration 
between himself and his ~Iini:3ters, lind 
r would rather not say, therpfor~, that 
I approve or disapprove of a particu
lar form of words, as I sbould like to 
leave it ()pen to the Governor on th~ 
spot. 

5910. Still on the sub.iect of the 
Governor's special re<monRihilitie.::;, I 
think there is a good deal in what J 

. . 
think was at the back of Sh• Reginald 
Craddock's mind, namely, thnt there 
will be a greater danger tcally of the:· 
Governor refraining from acting in the 
discharge of his special responsil1ilities 
than of his stepping in nnd interfering! 
with the business of government too 
often. . With that feeling in my mind~· 
I would like to ask you whether you . 
have considered whether the 8pecial· 
responsibilities which are allotted to the 
Governor under 70 (b) :md 70 (d), that 
is to say, the protection of minorities· 
and the prevention of eommet·cial dis
crimination, might not be equally well· 
safeguarded if these mattm·s were ]eft 
to the Courts T-No, I thiu).t very de-. 
cidedly not. I think that to leave these 
questions to the Courts would be quite 
inadequate. First of all, I think that 
in the fi.e!d of administration there wm 
be acts committed or threatened, 01 

there may be acts !lomr.aitted or 
threatenerl, that would not be susce{lti-. 
ble to a legal decision. Seconcllv, I 
think that in any case it wonltl take R 

long time and it might be much ('Xpense 
to get ·a legal decision, a.ncl I think on 
that account it· i~ quite essential thnt 
the Governor should have these rower~ 
in addition to any powers that a citizrn 
may have from recourse to the Court;:r. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5911. You say '' in addition '' f
Yes. 

5912. Will there be :ill the powers 
with the Courts as well 7--Yes, certain
ly, and it would be open to anyone to 
challenge the validity of ::m Act on the 
ground that it impinged upon, '-te will 
say, the field of commercis.l di;:;crimina
tion. 

:Marquess of Z etlaml. 
• 

5913. There is only one very f'mall 
point in connection ~ith 70 (al. Would 
tl1e Secn•tarv of ·State tell the Com
mittee· what .is the distindion which he 
draws in his mind between the peace of 
a Provin<'e aml the tranqnillif:v of a 
Province '-The reason we have nut 
this phrase in is mainly historical. For 
some reason or anothet', peace and 
trariauillity have always been bracketed·. 
tog-ethel' in Indian Constituti•nu~l Acts. 

Sir Te} Bahadur Sapru.] Not onlv in 
India but "irt English law, too. You h<we 



borrowed it from English law. There are 
old statutes where this phrnse c.eeurred, 
., peace and tranquillity." It is a very 
well understood phrase. . . 

; :Marquess of Z etlanrl. 

' 5914. There is only one other qu£.s
lion. That is in connection with the 
situation which might nri.<~e under Pro
posal 71 which has alreatly ·been dis
cussed this morning, namely, the situa
tion in which the Gown·nor decifled 
that he must take over the administra
tion of a particular part of. the Depart
ment of Law and Order. Let us call 
lt the C. I. D. for the sake of l~xample. I 
()n}y want to be clear in m.v own mind 
as to what the procedure will be in tlJose 
circumstances. Ordinarily, of course, 
all cases come up to the Mini.5ter in 
charge of a Department throu~n the Sec
tetary to Government concerned with 
that Department. Supposing the parti
lmlar part of that Depat·tment is taken 
away from the purview of the :Minister 
fmd placed· under the direct control of 
the Governor, will the Secretary to the 
Department bring his cases, so far as 
they concern that particular pat't of the 
Department direct to the Governor, or 
would he submit them through the 
lrinister 7-It must depenli upou the 
actual situation. Presumahly, if he is 
forced to take this actio-a, the Governor 
~ at variance with the Minister. lf 
the Governor is at variance with the 
Minister, obviou>;l:V he wonld be free to 
instruct any official to bring !:iim the re
ports direct and not through the 
lfinister, or, if he wished, l1e could 
create a special officer or Department to 
deal with the situation. 

Marquess of Readin:J. 

5915. There are one or two matters 
I wanted to clear up. Witll regard to 
the Letters of Instruction, would you 
tell me whether I am correct in thus 
stating- the views which yon have ex
pressed f I am only doing it to see that 
. there is, as I think, nothing· between 
us about it. As I g-athe-r, Letters of 
Instruction are really Iettera from the 
King !-Yes.· 
, · 5916. In the present ease what you 
~re prcposing, as you have e:xphined, 
is to have certain_ matters. pr<lscribed 
which are to be in the Letters . of 

Instruction, and which matter!! will bl 
laid before : Parliament y......;.. Yes. ·• . : . 

5917. But that does not. interfere iu 
any way, does it, with. your power · as · 
Secretary of S(ate, ifyon wish, to add 
to ·a particular Letter of Instntction to · 
a Governor, or to a Governor-General, 
provided you do not put anything in· it 
which is inconsistent with the. standing 
Instruction which has been 'before Par• 
liament. That is right, is it not f-Yes, 
that is so. 
. 5918. Of course, that leaves it open 
to you to add anything which you think 
may be tequired without having to go to 
Parliament T~Yes. , · 

5919. ·And, consequently,. when . ·you 
are ~ssuing Letters of Im-5truction, · · or, 
rather, when Letters of Jnstruction artt 
issued to a Governor-General or to · a 
Governor,· what you would look to first 
would be to. see that you h~we in those · 
Letters of Instruction all those matters 
which have been prescribed and placed 
before Parliament, and then such other 
matters as you may think necessary . .to ... 
insert, but you would not lla-ve . to place 
that Letter of Instructioi1 before Par
liament, would you 7-I woulrl · have 
thought . the subsequent instntctions 
would go as directions from the Sem·e· 
tary. of State either_ to the Governor~ 
General or to the individual Governors.~ 

5920. That is what I thought 7-Bd 
'they would, of course, have to be within 
the letter and the spirit of the standin$' 
Instructions. , · . · 

5921. Certainly. You woul<l have to 
inciude all those matters which Parlia
ment has said should be in the Letter of · 

' Instructions 7-Yes. 
5922. In addition you may put in 

whatever yon desire, which _i~ no~ iJ?,;; 
consistent. That· is the po:nt10n, 1s 1t 
not ?-Yes, I think sub3tantia1Jy it i~. 

5923.\t think there is only one other 
matter hat I want to put to you. You 
were asked by one or two Membe1·;; of 
the Committee about the danger that. 
mi.,.ht arise in the event o:f a Governor · 
refraining from. taking actiCill nnd · tak
ing the easier course. In .such a c~.se a9 . 
that there would be no diffieulty 111 the 
Governor-General prescribing the courc;e 
which should ·be taken, woulrl there '1-
None. . · .. : .. . . . · , , · · 

5924: That would be for the Gove_rnor· 
General to take ·if he tho•ight'jt·. righ,t ~ 
-Yes. · · 
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• '5925. Then the Governor would have 
to conform to those orders f-Y es. 

. Archbishop of Ca'!fe.,bum. 
59,26. J; Qnly want to ask one or two 

questions to · make a lew points clear, 
Mr. Secretary of State. It hKs been 
obvious from the discussion that great 
i.J;nportance now attaches to I1·opJsal 69, 
as a. means of meeting may rlifficnlties 

. which have hitherto been .,xpressed. I 
think you have made it clear that under 
J?roposal 69 it will be open to any Gov
ernor to give instructions, or t<J make 
Tules; that, · say, the Inspector.=General 
of Police should have diroct access to 
!i.ini. I think you made it clear that that 
would be permissible under Proposal 
69. t-,:y es. 
- 5927. Would it also be permissible to 
make a rule that a similar · 1·ight of 
access should be given by Em to the 
Cabinet-to the Ministry as a whole 7 
That would come under Propo:ml 6$l 1-
.A. similar right of access of the Inspec-

,tor-General to the Cabinet 7 

5928. Yes; that was suggested J-I 
$Uppose it could be done, but I would 
have thought that if thin~s were work
ing well the Cabinet would have in the 
Inspector-General when they wishP-tl to 
have him in, and if thing~ were 11ot 
working well I am not sure that the de
mand of a right of access would do very · 
much good with the Cabinet. l have 
not considered explicitly Hi::; Grat:!e 's 
point, but my present view wonl<t be 
that it is included if it is needed. 

5929. Whether wise ur not !-Yes. 
5930. Would Proposal 69 al:;CI Clon

ceivably make possible to rula by the 
Governor insisting that in cerbin Pro
vinces, or in certain circ:1msta.nces, the 
.Special Intelligence Department of the 
C. I. D. should be placed excluslvely in hi.;; 
control, apart altogether ~rom hi~ acting 
in view of his special responsibilities • 
l merely want to know, would it be possi
. ble for him under this rule to tr~at tha.t 
as a rule for the conduct of Gcvernment 
business 7-No, I cannot 'See that it f':tn 
be. brought in under Proposal 69, n para
graph which deals with the eondu~t of 
business. If action had to be tabn nn 
the lines suggested by Hi3 Grace it 
would have. to be taken under ~roposal 
70, namely, under the ~xercise of the 
Governor's special respon~ibilit.ies. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] I jus\ 
wanted to be clear about that. 'Vitb. 
regard to the veq importuut mnttez 
which Lord Readill!r and others have 
dealt . with, of the Instructil·us to theo 
Governors, I think you made it quite
clear that your view is totally agains\ 
making any discriminnticn. in . t1& 
Letters of Instruction between one Jlro
vince and another~ You ha·vc made that 
quite clear. ' 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5931. Did you go as far as that, Mr. 
Secretary of State 7-1 was just ·wonder .. 
ing exactly what were th., implication~ 
of His Grace's question. It is perfectlJI 
true to say that I do not wi::>h to see a 
discrimination upon broa;J issues ol 
policy between on& Province lt.nd an
other. I think I would like to eonside"C 
a little bit further the question of de
tails in the Instructions as between nne 
Province and another. 1 do not think l 
contemplate differences. In any cuse theJ 
will only be questions nf detail apar\
from the case of the Go\~'~l'nor of th~t 
North-West Frontier Provine~! who, 
owing to his responsibility both for th~ 
Province and for the tribal tracts, "'ould 
have included in his Instructione t~ome 
kind of special paragraphs. · 

·Archbishop of Cat~terbury. 

5932. I think it has also been fruit- . 
fully brought out to-day that there map 
be a very useful distincti•)n between the
Instrument of Instructions tn the Gov
ernors which it would be desirable to 
make as uniform as possible, and which 
would receive the special sanction of 
Parliament, and the other instructions 
which would be given by the Secretnt-y or 
State, or by the Govemor-General. 
Would not the cases of special Provinces 
like the North-West Frontier Province, 
or it even might be Bengal, be recognised 
not in the Instrument of Instruction~ 
but in these quite different InstructionS. 
issued by the Secretary of State or the 
Governor-General either ori.,oinally when 
the Governor took up his office, or at any 
subsequent stage that seemed to them to 
make it desirable Y-That is the way in 
which we contemplate things will work 
out under the White Paper. 

5933. Just one question with regard t~> 
the question of the Courts. Am I righ• 
in thinking (forgive my ignorance) that 



the Magistrates have . eonsider.able 
judicial as well a.s executive functions in 
criminal cases in the Provinces 7-( Sir 
:Malcolm Hailey.) Yes, that is so. 

5934.. Supposing the M~trates were 
all appointed, as has beet\ suggested1 by 
the Hig~ Court, and not by the Provincial 
Legislature, would not there be risk of 
very serious and awkward confusion be
tween Executive and Judicial functions 7 
-The general tenor o~ my pre\'ious. 
lUlswer W11$ that you cou.¥1 not bring 
your Magistrates entirely under the con
trol and recruitment of the High C'ou:rl 
until you had separated their functions. 
It would be impossible to do so at 
present. 

l!a.rquess of Reading.] May I ask one 
question which arose, 1 think, from a slip 
in the question. It is not intended that 
the Magistrate should be appointed by 
the Provincial Legislature, is it f 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] No, by the. Local 
Government. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] I beg your 
pnrdon ; by the :Ministers. . . 

Marquess of Reading.] I thought it 
waa a slip. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

5935. A question about Second Cham
bers. If I ,remember rightly, the Associ
ated Chambers of Commerce gave us to 

. understand that quite recently there has 
been a considerable change of Provincial 
ouinion, leading them to be ·more in 
favour of Second Chambers than at one 
time th£-y had been. Can the Secretary 
of State give us any information about 
that 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think on 
the whole it would be fair to say that in 
eertain Provinces the feeling in favour 
of Second Chambers has somewhat grown, 
but it would also be fair to say that the 
opposition to Seco,nd Chambers in other 
Provinces .appears to be pretty strong. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

5936. My question really only has refer
ence to this much debated question of 
tmra.,"Taph 64, the Instrument of Instrnc
tions. Sir Joseph NalE put a question 
and my Noble Friend, Lord Rankeillour,. 
did also as to the comparative merits with 
the actual putting of' provisions into the 

Constitution Act. I believe the SeC:. 
rctary o~ · State is going to ·look into
this question of the Instrument of In
structions with a view of laying before 
us a model one. I wonder whether he 
would recollect that· the Instrument of 
Instructions will be in a. very different 
position. from- an ordinary Bill, because 
the difficulty of alllending it by the two 
Houses of Parliament will; he very C<JI\7 
siderable. In the fi.r$t. plac~ as xn]' 
hnnomahle friend point out, there is n() 
obligation upon the Government to take 
any notice of· the sUggestions which are 
made in: . either House of Parliament, 
w herea.s, in a Bill, of course, they have 
to take notice. Then .again, supposing 
thP. two Houses do not .agree in the
suggestions which they make, I do not 
know whether the Secretary of State 
has considered what would happen then. 
Of course,. I only point these things out 
because I . want him, when he is looking 
into the matter, to think of them. An 
Instrument of Iristructions in the· con .... 
ditions put in the White Paper can 
never occupy exactly the same· p~sition 
as a Bill ; it is very different in all its 
incidents, and, therefore, it would not 
be the same protection to anybody wh() 
was anxious about what the conditions 
were to be when the Governor would 
act. It would not be. quite satisfactory 
to tell him : " We will not put it into 
the Constitution Act ; we will put it into 
the Instrument of Instructions" because 
that is not subject to the action of 
Parliament in the same way f-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I think Lord Salisbury's 
criticism would be valid if we were rely
ing exclusively upon the Instrument of 
Instructions. We are not. . The sub
stantial· powers will be in the Act itsel!. 
Tbe Instrument of Instructions will be· 
u~ed, · as it always has· been used. in the 
past, for directing the way in. which 
thosCI powers should be exercised. As to 
his 1 Parliamentary point, as to what 
would happen if both Houses do not 
a..,"Tee, exactly the same qu.estion . arises: 
with an amending Act, mth th1s one 
difference, that an amending Act would 
come under the Parliament Act ; Instruc
tions would not ; but, in any case, I will 
ct>rtainiY at some stage in · our .discus
sions put in some draft InstructiOns at 
greater 'k~th, and !lord Salisbury C&.J1 
rest assured that we have very fully con
sidered the kind of difficulties- that he 
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lJ,as just reached, and,. naturally, we will 
take note of anything that he says upon 
the subject. 

Sir C. P. Ramaswami .Aiyar. 

. Marquess of Salisbury.] I will not . 
press the matter further now. 

5939. :Mr. Secretary of State, you are 
aware that under the :Montagu-Chelms:
ford scheme there were certain differences 
that manifested themselves in the 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I hope. before 
'\\·e leave that point, that Lord Salisbury 
will realise that if he put into the Act 
of · Parliament the Governor's Instruc-
tions as we have. them before us in the 
'White Paper, they would not add to 
the safeguards, but what· they would do 
would be to give statutory effect to the 
obligation of the Governor to act in 
accordance with the advice of his 
Ministers. 

Jl,farquess · of Salisbury.] All that will 
hnve to be very carefully looked into. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

5937. There is one question as to Pro
posal No. 70 (e), which corresponds to 
80 (.f), about the Governor-General's and 
the · Governor's special responsibility in 
regard. to protecting the rights of In
dian States. If you will permit me, I 
will not take that up now, but when we 
tnke up the question of the responsibility 
of the Governor-General, because they 
are both worded in identical terms. 
Would that be convenient !-Yes, eer
ta.inly. 

5938. The only other question is this : 
If you will kindly turn to paragraph 102 
about the procedure in the Leg-islature, 
and compare that provision with para
granh 52, you will observe that there is 
D(lthing correspondin~ to 52 (b) (1) in 
paragTaph 102. Is that omission deli
berate or is it for any reason f With 
rE.g-ard to the procedure in the Federal 
L<'g-islature, you have specially provided 
against any discussion or asking- of ques
tions on matters connected with an In
dian State. save with the prior consPnt 
of the Governor-General. 1\Iv onlv 
point is that such a provision has not 
bf•en made in the corresnondin!! 'J)ara
grllnh regarding Provincial Legislation ! 
-. There is a reason, Sir Akbar. · but I 
think I would. prefer not to deal . with it 
lo-da:v. but to deal With it under the 
Federal point. . I can then give vou the 
reason why we have drawn a distinction. 

,_:Sir· Akbar Hydari.] Thank you. 

matter of joint consultation of the Gov
ernor with the :Members of his Cabinet 7 
-:-Yes. 

5940. You are also aware that under 
that · scheme in certain Provinces the con· 

· vention or the practice developed of 
having somebodi analogous to a Prim~ 
:Minister, and other Provinces did not 
dE:velop it f-Yes. 

5941. Would you agree with me in 
saying that on the whole the scheme 

. worked best and most in consonance with 
the ideas of the framers of the Constitu
tion in those Provinces where a Prime 
Minister came into existence and the 
jcint consultation was most fully exer;. 
cised f-I think I would prefer not to 
generalise over the whole field of Indian 
administration ; but I would say this, 
that we certainly contemplate under the · 
'Vhite Paper proposals that the normal 
development would be a development 
with a Chief Minister and a Govern
ment working very closely in touch with 
the Governor in so far as the field of 
his special responsibilities is concerned. 

5942. Would it be expedient, or would 
it not, to mak~ it more explicit in the 
Instrument of Instructions that the ideal 
to be aimed at in so far as conditions 

· and circumstances allow, is to bring into · 
existence the practice of joint consulta
tion and to form a Ministry with a 
Prime lfinister ?-I think we might cer
tainly consider Sir Akbar Hydari's sug
gestion ; it is not in any way at variance 
with the general basis of the scheme. 

5943. The only reason why I put it te 
you is this, that it would seem to be 
appropriate in the Instrument of In
structions and it would be a stimulus to 
Provinces and to Gov'ernors to pursue a 
line which on the whole is admitted to 
be not only safe, but advisable. f-Yes, I 
think that is a suggestion we might well 
consider. 

. 1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan. . -
5944. My Lord Chairman. I have some 

Questions · to · put to Sir Samuel Hoare on .the Provinces. · Sir Samuel Hoare has 
said· that the suggestion put forward 
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with regard to a nominated Minister re- nothing more behind the proposal _ t"'-
sponsible to the Legislature may- be con- that. .LIAU. 

mdered by Members of the Indian Dele-
gation. I presume he meant that we .. Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] If_ the Secretary 
would give our views during the discus- o.r State -will excuse me, I am not so_ 
sion that followed, not that we should much upon the point -of reduction of 
try to develop it by questions and salaries. That is provided for in para
&n.swers f-That was my hope. grap~ _68, at _Page 55, that the salary of 

5945. Very well then ; I shall ask you - a Minister will not be subject to varia
questions . on that. With regard to the tion during . his term of office, and I 
proposal in paragraph 90 (h) (2), at agree that that may be so, and it would 
page 63, that the salaries of the !-Iinisters put an end to almost all that kind- of 
wall be non-voteable, I have followed resolution to which the Secretary of State 
"'·hat the Secretary of State has stated haF referred. What I want to understand 
already that it is not considered desir- is the distinction sought to be drawn that 
able t() have frequent attempts made to during the discussion of the annual Bud
oust a l\finister through stopping his get the White Paper leaves it open tO 
Mlary and that one of the methods of the Chamber to refuse supplies -to the 
onstin~ him would be stopping the supply Minister for his Department, but stops 
for hts Department. May I put it· to them from saying : " We do- not want 
him that in voting upon the salary of this Minister, therefore; we shall take 
the :Minister, it would be only on the out his salary from the Vote also." What 
occasion of a discussion of the BudO'et i'3 the distinction 'I The· · reduction of-· 
-once in a -year, and that would also o b~ salary I can understand. Once a Minis .. 
the period when the supply for his De- ter is appointed, you either get rid of him 
partmcnt came up. What is the distinc- by a vote of non:.confidence or go on 
tion sought to be drawn, that the Legis- paying him the salary at which he was 
lat_ure should be ·tiLt liberty to refuse appointed ; but if you permit that non
anpplies to the 1\Iinister, but must not confidence may be expressed in a Minister 
l't'fnse his salary, if they want to express when the Budget is being discussed by 
their want of confidence in the !-Iinis- refusing supplies for him, why are· you 
ter. Why should they not have the usual not prepared to admit that want of con
way of refusing to vote his salary f-we fidence in him may not be expressed by 
had in mind the lessons of ex-perience refusing his salary. · . 
both in India and here. What im~ Lord Eustace Percy.] Is not the re
pressed me was this, that whereas under fusa~ of a sala!Y a reduction of salary f 
our procedure the vote of the reduction 
of the salary of a Minister is in the Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] It is, and- once 
nature of a formality, behind which is in a year. 
bunched a want of confidence in the Witness.] I was not contemplating that 
Government, in the case of, anyhow, a vote of this kind would be restricted 
several of the Provincial Assemblies in _ b a single occasion in the year, and the 
India, it has been frequently used as a difference between us may be due to our 
~eans of withdrawing from the Minister, different conception of Parliamentary 
:not a token sum of £5, or something of procedure. I think I would like to 
that kind. as is the ease in the Par- consider - Mr. Zafrulla Khan's point 
lirunent of Great Britain, but the whole further, always with the assumption that 
ef his salary or a large part of his 'I want \tb avoid these factious votes. · 
salary. And it has also seemed to me 5946. There we are agreed. My point 
to be true that a good manv · rather M rather this. I understand · an item 
factious resolutions of this kind have being non-votable in this sense. The 
'bf'en moved in Indian Assemblies. We Budget is put forward ; you discuss all 
were anxious to avoid a repetition of the items there ; then items that are 
those kind of attacks, and to get the non-votable will not be submitted to the 
Procedure back to what- it really is in vote of the Legislature, they . will not' 
principle here, if not in form, namely, have the' tright of sa~ngo ~ u We ~hall 
that a vote for the reduction of_ a :Min- not gt:mt you this," -and other items shall 
ister's salary is really a vote of want of be submitted ·.to: their vote. That will. 
•imfidencE~ in . the Government. There is happen only when , other items of ., th& 
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Budget are put forward. On certain 
other items there may be supplementary 
grants during the year ; but with regard 
to all Ministers' salaries, it would come 
up only on the Budget T-I should like to 
look into this point further. So far as 
our procedure in the House of Commons 
is concerned, I think I am right in say
ing that there would Le several oppor
tunities of moving a resolution of that 
kind ; for instance, with our Appropria
tion Bills and Consolidated Fund Bills, 
and so on, but I think Mr. Zafmlla 
Khan and I are agreed as to what we 
want to avoid, and I will look into the 
point further as to what we want to 
obtain at the same time in the way of 
legitimate opportunities for criticism. 

5947. Then on par3.oo-raph G9, at page 
55, which is the next paragraph in order 
r~lating to the mles of business, during 
the preliminary discussion, I made a 
Sl:ggestion that the power there proposed 
to be given to the Governol' should be 
limited by the proviso that these rules 
should be confined to rules which are de
signed to enable him to discharge his 
special responsibilities ; and I have a 
slight recollection, I will not be sure of 
it, that it was held that that was the 
idea. I do not know whether my recol
lection is correct ?-I think there were 
two objects intended by this proviso : 
Fjrst of all, that the Governor should 
see that business is not so arran(J'ed as 
to prejudice his special responsibilities, 
l.nt, I think, certainly also, the Governor 
ought to have the chance of seeing that 
rnles of business are not so arranged that 
he cannot follow generally what is hap
pening in the Gov~rnment. Under our 
proposals, at any rate in the earlier 
stages of the Constitutional chan(J'es we 

I 
. 0 , 

an contemp atmg the Governor followin"' 
very closely what is happening, and I 
would like to keep in mind that second 
need as well as the first. 

5948. I would wish to put forward this 
suggestion for your consideration when 
you are coming to a final decision on 
these matters : that, so far as rules which 
are designed to enable the Governor to 
discharge his special responsibilities are 
covcerned, he should have the power to 
make them at his discretion after con
sultation with the Ministers, and that the 
rest of the rules of business should be 
made by the Governor on the advice of 

his :Ministers !-Yes. The trouble is 
that it is so difficult to say beforehand 
what is going to impinge upon the field 
of special responsibilities, and what is not 
going to impinge upon it. 

5949. I am not asking you to say now I 
-No. What I will certainly say is that 
I will take account of what 1\Ir. Zafrul.la 
Khan has said, and we will see how far 
it is possible to embody some kind of 
suggestions as that in rules of procedure 
that must obviously be uniform. 

5950. 'Vith reference to paragraph 70p 
I have only one question to put with 
regard to Clause (a). Would not terror
i:om, or any kind of revolutionary 
movement, be regarded during even ita 
initial stage as a grave menace to the 
peace and tranquillity of a Province, or 
of a particular area 1-Yes, I think that 
woulrl he the case. 

5951. And therefore this power would 
enable the Government to deal with tha 
movements of that kind even during 
their very early stages 1-Yes. 

5952. ·with reference to (f) of para
graph 70, may I ask the Secretary of 
State (it really comes under paragraph 
106 at page 66, but it is referred to hera 
also under the special powers ; they ar& 
related) would he be prepared to con
sider the suggestion that a list of ex
cludPd areas, or partially excluded areas, 
may be drawn up when the Constitution 
is about to be put into force as a sort of 
Appendix, and that, later on, it should 
be possible to modify that list wherever 
local variations may make it necessary, 
but that no further additions should be 
made to that list, so that no areas that 
have been included within the ambit of 
tLe Constitution should, at a later stage, 
be excluded from the ambit of the Con
stitution 7-:My answer would be Yes. 
We have n'ways contemplated a list of 
this kind, and we have contemplated 
some kind of procedure that has got t~ 
be specified for enabling areas to be 
taken out of the totally excluded list, and 
to enable partially e:vcluded areas to be 
takPn out of the partiallv excluded list. 
It is not the intention under this proviso 
to add to the list of excluded areas at all. 
Ir.deed, almost th<> only area that we 
contemplate as a totally excluded area i3 
the hill trac.t area in Assam and the 
tribal tracts on the frontier. Apart 
from that, the areas will be partially ex
cluded, and certainy there must be some 



kind of machinery in due course for 
withdrawing those areas from one or 
other list when the time has come for 
their safe withdrawal 

5953. Now, if I may draw your atten
tion to page 57, par~OTaph 74, provision 
is made for Second Chambers in certain 
provinces 7-Yes. 

5954. I am sure, Secretary of State, 
you are aware of the strength of opinion 
in Bengal in opposition to the proposal 
that a Second Chamber should be set up 
there, and, more particularly, that the 
Legislative Council there has passed a 
Resolution expressing their disapproval 
of such a proposal 7-I do not think I 
would go quite so far as Mr: Zafrulla 
Khan suggests. The Resolution did not 
appear to me to express so strong a 
feeling as he suggests. I would aecept 
the fact that there is a difference of 
opinion in Bengal on the subject, but 
I would not accept the fact that thl} 
opposition to the Second Chamber is as 
great as he implies. 

5955. With reference to sub-paragraph 
(b) of that paragraph 74, the proposal 
is that where the Legislature consists of 
one Chamber provision should be made 
in the Constitution Act enabling the 
Provincial Legislature " to present an 
Address to His Majesty praying that .the 
Legislature may be reconstituted ~th 
two Chambers, and that the composition 
of and method of election to, the Upper 
Chamber may be determined by Order 
in Council." I suggest to hitn that he 
might consider a case like this : If 
the Resolution not only prayed for the 
establishment of a 'second Chamber, but 
also laid down the composition and 
method of election, and, supposing the 
Resolution was made conditional upon 
that and dependent upon it 7-I have 
the feeling- (I do not wan~ to expres~ a 
final opinion upon this pomt) that With 
any Institutions as important as S~cond 
Chambers, Parliament here would WlS~ to 
have a say of some kind and to be 1n a 
position to judge whether they thought 
they were fairly constituted or not. 

5956. I do not want to carry the matter 
very far, but this kind of provision may 
ba~e the effect of deterring a Lo~er 
Chamber from· passing a Resolution 
which would permit of a Second Chamber 

· and leave the composition and method 

of election to be decided by the Secretary 
of State here !-I think we might con
sider. Mr .. Zafrulla Khan's point. .Per
haps he will also consider the · point I 
have just mentioned, namely, the interest 
of Parliament in the question. ·(Mr. 
Zafrulla Khan.) Certainly. With regard 
to paragraph 78 and others following, 
do I understand the Lord Chairman to 
say that we should not raise ·questions 
with regard to franchise 7 . Would· that 
observation apply to questions· relating 
to the eomposition of the Legislatures, 
and so on, because, if so, I will not put 
any questions on it 7 

Chairman.] I think Mr. Zafrulla will 
understand the general purpose which I 
ihad in making · the suggestion I made. 
He knows where •he is leading, and I am 
quite . prepared that he should judge 
whether a particular question should be 
put at this stage. If it is going to deal 
with the question of the franchise or 
technical matters of the ballot and things 
of that kind, I should hope he would 
reserve it. 

Mr. Zaftulla Khan. 

5957. I will reserve it until when I put 
questions on all those questions gene
rally. I wish to draw attention ~ para
graph. 85 on page 59 ,_Yes. 

5958. One is familiar With a similar 
provision here. I should like to under
stand better than I do at present what 
it is exactly designed to meet, because 
I explained, or endeavoured to ~xJ?lain, 
during the course of the prehmmary 
discussions that, as it is, the validity of 
elections in India, is rather overchalleng
ed than otherwise. I do not think a 
matter of . that kind is likely to slip 
through and this would raise a good 
many questions '-I am informed that 
No. 85 is to a great extent dependent 
on 84 (f) ; 84 (!) introduces a new .pro
vision that judging· from expenence 
her~ \~nd e~ewhere, we think ~ug~t to ~e 
included in the new Constitution m 
India, and if 84 (f) is includ~ in the 
constitutional scheme,_ then I thmk some 
proviso like· No. 85 is in.e~table: 

5959. Would it be possible m th!l't 
case to confine. it to 84 (/) '-We ~ill 
look into that point. It is a ?raft~ng 
p~int, and I would like to look mto 1t., 



· · 5960. There is · only one suggestion l question is this, or rather the subject 
wish to make to the Secretary of State is : In the new Provincial Assemblies 
on paragraph 86 ; I do not want to go there · will be no official bloc--<>fficial 
into details at present, but there is a members ; the business of the Govern
feeling in India (it has been mentioned ment will be conducted by the Govern
to me on several occasions) that the ment Bench; naturally, there cannot be 
question of the privileges of the Chair a . very large number of Ministers, and 
and the members of the Legislature may in different Provinces Governors and 
be considered further than they have those whom they might consult might 
been considered in paragraph 86. This eonsider it desirable to have, say, Assist
no doubt secures freedom of speech to ant Ministers or Parliamentary Secre
the members, but the members, and more taries, and so on, of different types. 
particularly the Chair, have expressed There may not be uniformity in this 
a desire that there ought to be some matter. I do hope that the Constitution 
further privileges added, especially some Act will not negative that kind of 
powers vested ill the Chair to control arrangement 7-We ·have not prescribed 
members ~d to maintain discipline, and either the number of Ministers or the 
so on. .As I have said,· I do not want to number of under-secretaries or, indeed, 
go i.pto the details, but the ·Secretary of whether there should be under-secre
State_ might ask somebody who might be . taries, or whether there should not be 
conversant with the details of that under-secretaries. We feel that those are 
matter to. ·look into it !~We· accept essentially questions that have -to be 
f~ly the rmportance of pnvileges of that decided by the Provinces themselves and 
kind. We have felt, however, that they · in accordance with their own conditions. 
were esset?-tially priylleges t!l be defined 5963. I merely wanted to know that 
by the -Fe~eral LegiSlature. Itself. How- the Act did not negative that kind of 
eyer, we will l~ok further mto the que&- arrangement in the Provinces 7-No it 
tion and we will consult, say, the Lord would not ' 
Chancellor and the Speaker to see · 
whether from their experience they can Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] There was 
make any useful suggestions. power to appoint Council Secretaries 

5961. Thank you very much. . If power and such Council Secretaries were a p
is left to the Federal Legislature to deal pointed at one time in the Provinces. 
With the matter and perhaps in a smaller 
yvay to the Legislative .Assemblies them
selves, perhaps that would meet the case. 
With regard to the suggestion for Second 
Chambers for all Provinces I do llot want 
to pursue that in detail, but I am sure 
.the Secretary of State is aware that in 
some Provinces at least a Second Cham
ber, so far as the type of member was 
concerned, would be a m_ere duplication 
of the Lower Chamber. I have particu
larly in view the case of the Punjab '?
It was because of that, my Lord Chair
man, that I was very careful to tell the 
Committee that there were these di:ffer
enees of opinion and that there were these 
different conditions to be considered Pro
vince by Province. 

5962. One last question, Secretary of 
State ; that is a question to which refer
ence has already been made. I merely 
wanted to be sure that the Constitution 
'Act will leave room for that. I am not 
making any specific suggestions, but the 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

5964~ Sir Samuel Hoare, would you 
kindly look at paragraph 70 (b) page 
55 '?-The paragraph relates to the safe
guarding of the legitimate interests of 
minorities. I want to ask you whether 
His Majesty's Government have come to 
any definite conclusion regarding the re
commendation of the First Round Table 
Conference . concerning their representa
tion in the public services. The Sub
Committee made a recommendation in 
para,aoraph 4 (2) but the White Paper 
itself contains no reference at all to the 
matter, to which all minorities attach 
very great importance ,_I would prefer, 
if it is equally convenient, Dr. Shafa 
'At Hamad Khan, to ask that question, 
if he will put it to me, when we come to 
deal with the Service questions generally. 

5965. Then would you kindly turn to 
page 37, Fundamental Rights, in the list 
of Fundamental Rights-! am referring 



to the second sentence " His Majesty's 
Government see serious objections to 
giving statutory expression to any large 
range of declarations of this character, 
but they are satisfied that certain pro
visions of this kind, such, for instance, 
as the respect due to personal liberty 
and rights of property and the eligibility 
of all for public office, regardless of 
differences of caste, religion, etc., can 
appropriately, and should, find a place 
in the Constitution Act"· Now the 
Landlords' Deputation which waited upon 
this Committee laid great stress upon 
the necessity of protecting the rights of 
property. Have His Majesty's Govern
ment framed any formula for the pur
pose of protecting the rights of the 
landlords in the new Constitution ?-I am 
afraid the more we have gone into this 
question of fundamental rights, the more 
difficult we have found it to be. It is 
so extraordinarily difficult to put in any
thing sufficiently explicit to make it 
susceptible of a legal decision, and with
out a legal decision the fundamental 
right is really only the expression of a 
pious opinion. As to the specific ques-
tion that Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan 
has asked me about the landlords, I think 
we must consider the whole of that ques
tion in connection, say, with the franchise, 
Second Chamber, and so on, and if we 
are to deal with it, it is much more 
effectively dealt with in that way than 
it is by putting in some phrase about 
the rights of property as a fundamental 
right in such a way as to make it almost 
impossible to get a decision from the 
Courts of Law upon it, or, if you are
going to get a decision, to make it so 
confused an issue that litigation may go 
on for year after year about it. I have 
myself, at the former Rou1,1d Table Con
ferences, expressed the view that one or 
two of these general rights might, per
haps, be expressed in the Royal Procla
mation that would inaugurate the new 

· Constitution, but over and above .that, 
I do see gi'eat practical difficulties in 
having a long list of them. It is not a 
question of principle at all ; it is a ques
tion of practicability. 

5966. My point, Sir Samuel, was quite 
different. I think on that page the pro
mise is distinctly held out that a clause 
to that effect will actually be embodied 

in the Constitution it~elf, so far as righ~ 
of property are concerned, not dealing 
with other rights at all !-Yes ; we have· 
thought about it before. We have not 
got any clause drafted. · : 

5967. But I hope a clause, as drafted; 
will be placed before the Committee for. 
its view or discussion later on in . due 
course ?-W c could certainly think abou~ 
it, and, if Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan 
would send us in any suggestions, we 
should welcome them. · 

5968. Our difficulty is that there is,) 
will not say either a legitimate or an 
Unreasonable apprehension, but there iS, 
apprehension l¥llong ce.rtain landlor~~ 
not only in my own Provmce, but also m 
other Provinces, and they feel that this 
right must be safeguarded. in. explicit and 
precise language, in order that they may 
be protected in future ; and, as they 
supply an element ·of stabili~y in the 
Constitution, I feel that something ough~ 
to be done for a class of that character. 
I am very glad, therefore, .·to hear tha~ 
the Secretary of State is willing to pre-. 
sent a draft ?-I would not dispute Dr. 
Shafa'at Ahmad Khan's . contention at 
all. It is merely ·a question of how best 
legitimate interests can be safeguarded. 
No doubt it might be a good thing to 
pave a clause somewhere saying that there 
can be no expropriation of. property 
without · compensation ; but over and 
above that I think one wants to consider 
the question in greater· detail from the 
angle as to whether a general proposition: 
of that kind really will give the kind of 
safeguards that this or that interest may 
feel entitled to. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

5969. I hope the Secretary of State, 
before doing that, will consider the pro-
cess fnvolved in the American Constitu
tion ?-I had that very much in mind 
when I spoke just now of the ~eat 
delays in getting a decision upon pomts 
of thi!\_l,kind. 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

5970. I think His Majesty's Govern· 
ment do attach importance to the need 
for consulting the recognised constitu
tional procedure in. the Legislature beforct 
a Second Chamber is established later 



en !_:_Yes, and we. have· so done, any
how iii certain cases. 

5971. Not in Bengal, if· I may say 
so 'l-In Bengal there was a rather long 
,U.story about the particular resolution, 
and I would rather not get into a con
troversy about it to-day. It did not 
seem to me to express a very clear view 
either one way or the other. 

5972. It was passed by a majority 'I
I know ; but there was · some mystery 
about it, into which I would rather not 
go to-day. 

5973. But I suppose His Majesty's 
Government will really consult the local 
Legislative Counc$ before they make 
a definite proposal for establishing a 
Second Chamber in any Province 7-
Yes ; we have done that, I think, in 
every Province, except in Bombay, and 
we did not do it in Bombay because we 
were told that the feeling in Bombay was 
very definitely against the . proposal, and 
there was no point in asking the Legis
lature to pass a resolution upon the 
subject. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. 

.597 4. I should like to know from the 
Secretary of State whether, under the 
seheme, it is contemplated tha.t · the Pro
vincial Legislatures will not be com
petent to discuss any acts done by the 
Governors, or any measures taken ~y 
them in the exercise of their spec1al 
respoiisibilities ?-My answer would be 
that they would have no right. The 
responsibility, after all, i~ the respo_n
sibility of the Governor, and the Legis
latures are not responsible for the action 
that he takes. Whether or not he would 
give them an opportunity of discussion 
is a question that mtJ,st be decided at the 
time. 

5975. But, according to the Constitu
tional proposals, it will depend entirely 
then upon the Governor in each case 
\vhether to allow any discussions or not, 
and would that be very practicable to 
decide f-To me it seems it was the only 
possible course. In any case it is the 
Governor who is responsible and not the 
Legislature. 

5976. You practieally mean that they 
Will not be ·able to · discuss any , such 
acts· of the Governor 1-I think it is 

very difficult to say ·in advance what 
will happen. The discretion will rest 
with the Governor. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

5977. There is no proposal in the 
White Paper prohibiting the Governor, 
if he so chooses, from submitting his act 
to the criticism of the Legislature Y
None. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

5978. Then is it contemplated that the 
Governor, · befare taking any ;action, 
should consult ·the Legislature or the 
Minister f-I would draw a distinction 
between the Ministers and the Legisla
ture. I am hoping that there would be 
a great deal of previous consultation 
between the Governor and the Ministers ; · 
and I am hoping that, as a result of 
that consultation, these powers will very 
seldom be exercised. The Governor 
would, I presume, call the attention to 
the Minister or the Government to some 
case that is likely to lead to an infringe
ment of 'his special responsibilities, and 
I would have thought that if things were 
working well, the Ministers and the 
Government would welcome the oppor
tunity of removing the cause of the 
trouble, and that the Governors there
fore would never have to intervene ; and 
the action taken, for example, discrimina
tion a~ainst a minority, would be 
stopped in the first instance not by the 
Governor but b:v the Minister and by 
the Ministry itself. 
· 5979. Then would the Secretary of 
State consider that it may not be prae-

·ticable to insert in the Instrument of 
Instructions some clause which would 
give a lead to the Governor to that 
effect '/-We are certainly ~ontemplat
ing that phrases should be inserted in the 
Instructions directing the Governor to 
work the two sides of the administra
tion in the closest possible co-operation; 
and it is just that kind of phrase that 
I would have thought :would have met 
Sir Abdur Rahim's point. 

5980. By "the two sides of the Gov
ernment", I think the Secretary of 
State means the special responsibilities 
and the re~ponsibilities of the Minis
ters of the Governments !-Yes. 



Chairmatt.] Forgive me, Sir Abdur. 
I am under pledge to the Seeretary of 
State to adjourn sharp at :five o'clock, 
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as he has an .engage~ent. I .. shall. pro
pose to call him again when we meet 
at ten-thirty on Thursday. 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw.) , 
. . 

Ordered, That this Committee be adjourned to Thursd~cy next--10-30 o'cloek. 

13th July 1933. 

Present: 

The :MARQUESS of LINLITHGOW in. the Chair. 
Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Lord Chancellor. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marq ness of Zetland. 
Marquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. 
Earl Peel. 
Viscount Burnham. 
Lord Ker (Marquess of Lothian). 
Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montros·e .. 

Major Attlee. 
Mr. Butler, 
Major Cadogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain.·· 
:Mr.·Cpcks. · 
Sir ·Reginald Craddock. 
:Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare . 

. Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph Nall. · 
Lord Eustace Percy .. 
Miss Pickford. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

The following Indian Delegates were also pr~sent :~ 

INDIAN . STATES REPRESENTATIVES. . 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama . Chari. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 
f:ir Akbar llydari. 

"'Hir ?lfir.r.R M. Ismail. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
Sir P. Pattani. 
Mr. Y. Thomba.re. 

BRITISH INDIAN R.EPRESENTATIVES •. 

His Highnese The .Aga Khan. 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami .Aiyar. 
Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger. 
Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] My Lord ChaiX
ma:P. I understand that the Appendix to 
Mr. ~orandum 29, being a Memorandum 
on Lnw and Order by 1fr. T. Gavin 
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Begum Shah N awaz. 
Sir .A: P. Patro. 
Sir Abdui' Rahim. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
:Qr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
SaTdar Buta Singh. 
Sir N. N. Sircar. . 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
:Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

Jonel'l, was not printed in our Min~tes 
. of' Evidence of the 4th of July. I think 
it would be desirable to print this, if you 
will agree 'I 

D 
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Chairman. Certainly. It is ·as :follows :-

.- -APPE~TDIX TO MEMORANDUM. 29- SUBMITTED BY THE EUROPEAN 
. ASSOCIATION. 

/ 

MEMORANDUM ON · LAW AND King Emperor. The. principal duties of 
ORDER. . the District Magistrates, although by no 

means all their duties, ate the collection 
of revenue and the maintenance of law 
and order. They are looked! upon by the 

(Chairman of the United Pf'O'Vinces masses as the arbiter of the fate of the 
Branch of the Euf'opean .Association.) people under their control, within the 

· laws laid down by the "Sirkar," are the 
The problem is one which has to be recipients of the grievances of all the 

decided upon with due consideration of classes, and are personally acquainted 
the past history, traditions and tempera- with all the men of importance within 
ment of the peoples of India, and of the their districts. 
method! in which India is governed The District Magistrates have direct 
t.o-day. · access to the Governors, who, on occ.a-
.. When the·. secular Government weakens sions, visit the districts· and are in close 
or . abdicates, the instinct of the masses touch with all that is going on, in the 
of rural India is not towards self-gov~- Provinces. Much of the information 
ing institutions, but a shifting of their about the Provinces is obtained by the 
loyalty towards that class o:rerace whom Governors by personal contact and D.O. 
they think will be strong enough to correspondence, and the Inspector-General 
govern India justly, and protect them of Police and other heads of Departments 
from aggression and, m,isrule. The ideal are· constantly in touch with the 
of government of the_people by the people GovernorS. 
for the people· has no appeal in the hearts · h "d • · 
of the masses of rural India. The Hindu If the responsibility for t ose a 'ID.lnlS-

trative functions are transferred to 
social system makes that impossible. Ministers responsible to the Legislatures, 

The methods of administration adopted the real day-to-day government of rural 
by the British to govern rural India have India will rest with the Ministers and not 
been, and still are, similar in many re- the Governors, and the Ministers will be 
spoots to those utilisedi by· the great subject ·to the direct influence and 
Akbar and the other Moghul Emperors intrigues of the Legislatures. It is true 
who followed him. . It is 1!0-day a bene- that the 'Vhite Paper provides that the 
volent autooracy, sustained by services Ministers will act with the cooourrence 
very largely Indian, but stiffened in the of the Govermrs, but . the executive will 
senior executive appointments by recruits not have direct access to the Governors" 
from England, who in the ultimate are their representations will be dealt with 
responsible to the British Parliament, but by the Ministers. The personal touch of 
who in the details of administration are the Governors with the administration, 
unfettered and are judged by results. so valuable in the day-t()-day government 
Since the introduction of the Montagu- of India to-day, will be gone. No safe
-Chelmsford Reforms, they have been guards either in the Act or in the instru
greatly influenced by the criticism in the ment of instructions' to the Governors ean 
Legislatures, but have been unfettered prevent this. Where the power rests, 
in the details of their administration, there will be the initiative and1 control. 
and sustained by the support of the Dual control, by making the Governors 
Governors of the Provinces. also responsible, by influence without the 
' The . day-tO-day administrators of real power to control, will be a~ entirely 
British India are the District Magistrates illusory safeguard. · 
who, with the Superintendents of Police Agrarian discontent, which often in
and a mere handful of assistants control volves the prompt remission of revenue, 
areas as large and populous as British ('Ommunal disturbances, brenchl'S of the 
counties. They are looked upon as the law, and dacoities (that i::~ pillage and 
local representatives of the " Sirkar," · mmiler in the villages by ;;an~:;; of out
that is, in the minds of the p~ople, the laws) have to be dealt with by the police, 
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under th~ control of the District. Magis
trates. Any failure to _rhcck sueh dis
turbance has. to be. dealt with immediately 
by the Governor, by the tra!lsfer snd re
placement of. any officer incapable or 
dealmg. with the situation, or by the 
transfer of additional staff vnd r•nlice to 
the affected area. Frequently, disturb
ances occur i~ a district owing to weak 
government in ··an adjoining district, 
which has to receive the prompt atten
tion of the Governor. . 

:Personal touch of 1,he administrators 
with the peoplt> is the basiil of the 
peaceful government of India. Once that 
pE>rsonnl touch is lost, or the arlminhtra
tion beCOmPi! )a:t in any Wa.V at aJl, de
moralisation will spread rapidly. J.£t it 
be thought for one moment that the 
District Magistrate will. not receive sup-. 
port in his administrative acts, then the 
demoralisation will become general and 
the police force, both in personnel and 
arms, will be inadequate to deal with the 
situation. ·The adlninistration is upheld 
by prestige and personal touch, a delicate 
organisation which cannot, and must not, 
be tampered with. 

To hand over this unique organisation 
to Ministers who will be subject to the 
vagaries of Legislature, is certain to lead 
to deterioration, which will undermine 
the foundations of the good government 
of India and will be the abandonment 
of the responsibilities of the British 
nat.ion towards the rural millions of 
Indlia. 

It is proposed in the White Paper to 
hand over this administration, which I 
have endeavoured to describe, to Minis
ters individually responsible to a Legis
lature, who will hold office at the pleasure 
of that Legislature, and will be subject, 
not only to the criticism, but to the 
powerful intrigue of any group in the 
Legislature, concerning any act of ad
ministration. They may even be subject· 
to the intrigue of their fellow ].finisters 
for there is no provision in the Whit~ 
~p~per for collective. x:esponsibility, which 
gives so much stability to the British 
Cabinet. 

Even if collective - responsibility is 
adopted in principle, in times of stress 
there will be intrigues in the Legis~ 
latures against the Cabinet, and pres
sure brought to bear on Ministers to 
placate th~ Le~l~tw~.EJ JJr dealing un-
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wbely with administrators,, who may have 
done nothing more than carry out their 
duty,. unpopular though it ~ay be ,with 
ce~ se~twns of ~e people~ In my ex
penence m the LegiSlatures, both in . the 
United Provinces Council· and Central · 
Assembly, I have seeri that there is 
nothing which arouses excitement in the. 
Legislature to a white heat as a com
munal disturbance,· and the. adininis
trators come in for severe, and usnally 
unreasoned, criticism from . one com
munity or the other. 

If the ·administration is to remain 
strong, and free from interference from 
the Legislatures, there must be a fixed 
Executive selected by the Governor, pre
ferably from the Legislatures, for.· the
period of the life of th~ Legislatures 
responsible for the day to day adminis
tration to the Governor only, the Execu
tive Head of the State. The Legislatures 
by the making of laws, criticism,. ,and 
the voting of supplies, will · control . the 
policy of the administration and will have 
as much power as it is advisable for any 
Legislature to have in a country like 
India, composed · of such heterogeneous 
peoples. It is as much power as the 
Legislatures have in most of the countries 
~f Europe and America. The separation 
of the executive and.Legislative functions 
is the only method by which India can 
progress in safety. The Cabinet system 
of Government is totally unsuited to 
Indian conditions. . 

If a fixed Executive is decided upon, 
the control of the Legislatures over the 
policy of the Executive can be enhanced 
by giving the Legislature power to re
move a Minister, and impeach him by 
a vqte of censure of two-thirds majority 

· of both Houses, in which case, the' 
Governor will select another Minister 
who has the con:fid€mce of the Legisla
ture. The balance of power between the 
Legislature and the Governor can be dis
cussed \ ~d settled by constitutional 
Lawyers ; there are ample and varied 
examples in existing constitutions with 
a fixed Executive. · 

In the Centre the White Paper, very 
rightly, proposes to separate the Exec~-· 
tive functions of the Reserve Bank, Rail
ways and Ports by ·establishing exec~?ve 
Boards in order to prevent pohbcal 
interfe~ence in the day to day adminis
tration. As it is the first duty of a 

J)2 
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Government to maintain law and order, 
it is surely more important tohan any
thing else that the Executive functions 
of the administration ·of 'law and order 
should ~ separated from the Legis
lature. 

This · is no new theory, it has been 
. adopted in various ways in Amerir.a, Ger
many and France. In England it is a 
convention; in spite of the right of the 
·Legislature to interfere. But the English 
Constitution is not a written · COnstitu-
tion, it has been evolved from centuries 
C>f experience; It is futile to · imagine 
that the same conventions will be· adopted 
in India where the conditions and tem
perament ·of the people are totally 
different, and! where administrative 
methods are uniaU:e and totally different 

· to anything in Europe. Are we g-oing to 
graft a British unwritten ·Constitution 
C>n to India, .in a rigid written form, 
with ·the slender hope that Brith::h con
ventions will be adopted and practised 7 

It must be remembered that the. Indian 
L~slatures do, and will, function quite 
differently from the British Parliament. 
There will be no two party, or even three 
party system, the Legislatures will be 
split .into small groups largely on eom
munal and racial li.nes, an~ it will be 
difficult for any group of Minister3 to 
hold togPther a strong party for any 
length of time. Intrigue:i on rcro;;onal 
lines are common to-dny, and will be 
worse in the· proposed new Constitution. 

The faet of the matter is, that a purely 
democratic form o~ go'f'ernment on the 
British. model is impracticable in Inclia. 
Communal electorates are nf'cessn··v. 'hnt 
are contrary to all democratic principles, 

'and we are apparently to ltave eorrununal 
representation in the Cabinet also. 

In considering the adoption of the 
British methods of government in the 
'Provinces of India, as suggc~ted in fhe 
White Paper. the temper:unent of the 
peoples of India must not he overlooked. 
The parliamentary methorl of Govern
ment on the British model havP not been 
adopted in any countrv outside Grf'at 

·Britain and the Dominions. In many 
countries parliamentary institutions ar 
being abandoned. 

Some countries cannot of themselve 
evolve' any stable form of government 
China is a case in point, not because the 

Chinaman is in way inferior indi
vidually, but because they are not 
homogeneous, and since the destruction 
of the Imperial autocratic power, have 

. been unabJ~> to unite. It takes centuries 
to evolve homogeneity. It took centuries 
to evolve a united :nation in Great 
Britain, Gennany and France. India is 
far from being homogeneous, and there
fore the British Raj, or some other strong 
outside power, must remain to keep 
Ind~ia united. The British Raj will not 
be able to remain if the foundation of 
the good administration of the Rural 
masses is undermined and destroyed. 

The divisions of the peoples of India 
are not only numerous but profound. 
They have no natural love of political 
liberty, they like and expect to be ruled 
by a class. They have no natural re
spect for Law and Order which cannot 
be maintained if the ruling class are not 
strong enough to enforce it, as was evi
dent during the civil disobedience move
ment, to which there was no effective 
opposition among the pPople. Corrup
tion, if not discovered Rnd punished '?Y 
the ruling class, is nn offence easily 

· t·oniloned. ThE' people are emotional and 
easily led astray. 

Lord Balfour, in his introduction to 
the new edition of Bagehot 's English 
Constitution, says : 

" Constitutions are easily copied, 
temperaments are not ; and if it 
should happen that the borrowed 
constitution and the native tempera
ment fail to correspond, the misfit 
may have serious results. It matters 
little what other gifts a people may 
possess, if they are wanting in those 
which from this point of view are 
most important. If, for example, 
they have no capacity for grading 
their loyalties as well as for being 
moved by them ; if they have no 
natural indination to liberty, and 
no natutal respect for law, if they 
lack good humour and tolerate foul 
play ; if'they know not how to eom
promise and when ; if they have not 
that distrust of extreme conclusions, 
which is sometimes mis-described a'3 
want of logic ; if corruption does not 
repel them ; and if their divisions 
tend to be too profound, the suc
cessfUl working of British institu
tions may be difficult or impossible," 
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· I have endeavoured to describe th~a 
traditions and the temperament . of the 
peoples of India, · and the existing 
government of India, with no object of 
retarding political advance, or w1th the 
object of continuing the. government of 
India from 'Vhitehall, but with tli.e 
object of giving India a form of govern
ment which will ensure stability and con
tinuity of administration, ana which 
should enlist the co-operation of politic
ally minded India in the future govern
ment of India. The policy of the in
ternal government of India should be 
controlled by India, so long as there is 
no attempt at a breakaway from the 
British Empire, and the power of Great 
Britain remains to keep India united, 
to uphold the rights of the existing· 
Indinn States, to prevent racial discrimi
nation, and to ensure that the rural 
millions are well and justly governed. 
This, in my opinio14- is in the best in
terc5ts of India herself, and can only be 
attained by maintaining a direct chain of 
responsibility for the administrative 
government from the District Magis
trates to the Viceroy, the representative 
of the King Emperor. · 

The administrators can be Indian, .but 
they must not be subject to interference 
in their administrative functions from 
the Legislatures. After all, what politic
ally mind·ed India really wants, is not 
so much rlemocratic Govc!'nment as 
government of India by Indians. This 
can be given full scope of development 
through the Legislatures, on the legisla
tive side of government. The Executive 
sirle of government must remain in the 
ultimate the responsibility of the· Britisli 
Nation until Sllch time as India becomes 
homogeneous and really a united nation. 

The national spirit · in India is only 
beginuing -to develop. India is not yet 
a .1\ation. · 

The Army a.x"td the police are loyai to 
the Sirkar, not to any institution. 
Undermine that loyalty, Dd the govern
men~ of India will collapse. An Ac~ of 
Parilament n;tay lay 'the foundations of 
destroying" that loyalty, but no Ac;t, of 
Parliament can. sudderuy_ transfer that 
loyalty to an institutiop.. 

Rural India requires personal govern
. ment. The District ·Magistrates have on 
many occasions had. to call upon the 
Army · for support, and since the Army 
is to be responsible to the ·Viceroy, it ia 
only logical· that the Magistrates and the 
police should be responsible fo_r .. theit 
actions in the maintenance of law and 
order to the same ultimate authority. 

This proposal does not J;D.ean ·going 
back, but going forward on lines adapted 
to the tra<iitions and temperament of the 
peoples of ·India. · · 

I am . in agreement that the Act should 
provide · for the transfer. of Responsi
bilitY in the Cenh·al Government because 
the Executive functions of the· Army and 
Foreign affairs are to . be reserved for the 
Viceroy, but Federation should nqt be 
foreed · through until the Provincial 
States . are established and working 
smoothly. It is a platitude to say_ that 
the foundations must be built before the 
roof can be put on. The Constituent 
States will 'be the foundation of the 
Federal Government.· The proposal that 
I make regarding law and order I believe 
is ruore likel,y to ensure the smooth work
in~ of the Constituent States thaD. any 
other form of government, and thereby 
the att..'linment of Federation accelerated. 

The Right Ron. Sir SAlmEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.:M.G., 1\I.P., Sir MA.LcoLK 
liA.n.EY, G.C.S.I., K.C.S.I., and Sir FI!rnLATER STE·WART, K.C.B., K.C.S.I., C.S.I., 

are further examined 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

5!>81. The Secretary of State, in 
answer to a question of mine, a!'l!'>ured us 
that he was considering whether you 
shoul<l not put in some phrases reouir
ing close co-operation between the Gov
ernor and the Ministers. Then another 
question• I should like to a!'>k him in this 
connection is this : Whether it is not 

eomuii- necessary. if it can be provided, 
that there should be close co-operation 
beh\·Pen the Gnvernor and the Legisla,. 
ture also. I find it is provided ·that the 
noVPl'J'lOT will, whe'leVer he likes, addreSS 
tlu• T egislature. The difficulty I am feel
in<? is that if there is disagreement, as 
mav sometimes · hapnen, .between the 
Oovprnor and the Ministers regarding the 
exercise of any special responsibility of 



the Governor, the· Minister has got 
either to agree with the Governor or to 
resign. Is not· that the position Y-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I did not quite follow 
Sir Abdur Rahim's question, 1 am afraid. 
· 5982. I mean, if any question arises 

a8 to the necessity of exercising his 
special responsibility by the Governor, 
and if the Ministry or the MilUster con
cerned is. unable to accept the view, then 
either the Minister must get the support 
of the Legislature as regards his action 
or must resign. Would that not be the· 
position-7-No, I do not _ think those 
would be the only two _ alternatives. I 
think there is the third possibility of 
the Ministry and the Legislature accept
ing · th~ Governor's decision, and the 
Ministry continuing in office. I think it 
would depend very much· upon what im· 
porta.nce the Ministry attached to ~e 
particular case. 
. 5983. we can well suppose that the 

. question of the exercise of any of the 
special responsibilities will only arise in 
important matters. The difficulty which 
I am experiencing is that if the Minis
ters ~ave to carry the Legislature with 
them as regards that matter they will 
have to consult the Legislature. Is that 
not so ?-Again I am not quite clear as 
to the exact ease that Sir Abdur Rahim 
iS contemplating. If he is contemplat
ing a case in which the Minister desires 
to obtain the support of the Legislature, 
then it seems to me that there is no 
need for the intervention of the Gov
ernor. It is a question between the 
Ministry _ and the Legislature, and I 
do not see upon what ground the Gov
ernor could~ or should, intervene. 
. 5984 .. That iS the difficulty, really, that 

I am feeling, that _ if the Ministry can
not get the support of the Legislature 
for the· action proposed by the Governor, 
then, in that ease, the Minister will 
be forced to resign 7-Yes, I think in 
certain cases that IUight happen. 
- 5985. May I draw your attention, Sir 

Sainuel, to proposal · 67 of the White 
Paper, page 55 7 I take it that it is 
contemplated' that the person who com
mands the largest following in the Leg
islature must - have · that following in 
both·. the Houses combined 7-lt is very 
difficult to· make a precise definition, but 
9uite· ob~o~sly we ·contemplate the Mem
ber of one or the other Chambers who 

has got the -largest body of Parliamentary 
support. 

5986. Both Houses combined, I take it 7 . 
-Certainly; that goes without saying. It 
would not be much good, assuming that· 
a. man had the greatest Parliamentary 
support when he had a certain· amount 
of support in one Chamber and had 
very litne in the other. · · . 

5987. Yes, that is exactly what I 
wanted_ to clear up. Then who will have 
the distribution of the Portfolios 7 · Is it 
the person with the largest following, o:r 
the Governor f-In theory, the Governor_; 
but in a case of this kind we wish to 
leave the situation elastic. 1 think as 
Parliamentary practice develops more 
"and more, I would imagine, it will de
velop on British lines, but for the time 
being, we wish to leave the position as 
elastic as possible. 

5988. That is to say, you do not want 
to specify the authority who will distri.:. 
bute the Portfolios at present 7-Con
stitutionally, the appointments originate 
in the Governor, but exactly how far the 
Minister who has the greatest following 
in the Assemblies will intervene in the 
position must be a matter of develop
ment, and must depend upon the sit~ 
tion in the particular Province. 

. · 5989. Then, -as regards Proposal 70, 
that is the paragraph relating to special 
responsibility, I wish to draw your par
ticular attention to heads (a), {b), (c) 
and (d). There the question is not so 
much of information as to what is hap
pening, but a queation of opinion whe
ther the occasion has, arisen when any 
of these powers has to be exercised '?
yes. It is more than a case of opinion 
in (c), I think. . There the rights of the 
Services are, to a great extent, explicit, 
if you accept the general definition o~ 
the rights of the Services upon which 
the proposals of the White Paper are 
based. 

5990. 1\Iay I clear this ·up Y Public 
Services there include all Services ·to 
which appointments are made by the 
Secretarv ·of State or the Governor4 

General ~'?-No ; (c) goes further ··than 
that ; it is all the Public Services. 

5991. The procedure then would be, I 
suppose, that the matter wouldo go, in 
the first place, to the· Public Services 



Com.mission and then to the Governor. 
Is that the idea Y-It is very difficult to 
make a general answer to a question of 
that kind. I can quite imagine that 
certain cases would go to the Public Ser~ 
vices Commission, but I would not like 
to say that all the cases would go to the 
Puhlic Services Commission. I can also 
imagine that in quite a large number of 
cases. there would not be any need for 
the cases to go beyond consultation 
between the Governor and his Ministers. 
I am relying upon these provisions being 
worked in an atmosphere of common 
Rense, and I believe myself that in many · 
cases all that will be necessary will be for 
the Governor to call the attention of his 
.Ministry, or of one of his Ministers, to a 
particular infringement, or to what he 
thinks is going to be an in!ringement, 
and I believe . that action will then be 
taken that will render it unnecessary for 
the Governor to intervene on his own 
initiative over the heads of his Ministers 
or his Ministry. -

5992. Then do I understand that you 
do not propose to define the spheres of 
the Public Services Commissions or the 
Governors or the Ministers in •this 
rPspect 7-We have set out the rights in 
one of the Appendices. 

5993. Appendix VII, I think, page 
120 f-Yes. 

59D4. That is relating to persons ap
pointed by the Secretary of State in 
Council. Then page 121, Part II, relates 
to persons appointed by other authorities. 
I mean, there is no definition of 
the spheres of jurisdiction there, is 
there 7-I am quite ready to give general 
answers about the relations of the Pro
vincial Governor to the Services, but I 
would, myself, prefer to deal with the 
details connected with the Services in a 
more- explicit discussion. I am quite· 
ready one day next week to take up the 
whole chapter of the Services, and to 
deal in detail with the Appendices and 
with the conditions generally. I would 
suggest that it would be better to do it 
thPn rather than to interpolate a rather 
technical discussion of this kind into a 
field of discussion that is really of a. 
wider and more Constitutional character. 

Chairman.] I feel siD-e that the Com-· 
mittee and the Delegates will accept that 
suggestion. 

· Sir Abdur Rahim·. 

5995. yes '; I' will not p;ress you furth~~. 
upon that. As . regards the. Second 
Chamber, I wish to· clear up one thing. 
I think the Secretary · of State has 
already told us that there may · be. diin7 . 

culty in obtaining the proper persomi.~l 
for both the Houses in some Provinces~ 
sufficient personnel. I . think you told us 
that on the last occasion Y-Yes.· · · 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. · 

5996. May I just get the Secr~tazy . of: 
State's answer quite clear. in my mind: Y 
I und~rstood at the. time the original 
answer was given, it applied to the Pro
vinces in which the White Paper did not . 
propose a Second Chamber, but he had 
no doubt about the power. to get the 
right men in those Provinces in which a 
Second Chamber is proposed 7-Yes, that. 
is my view. . · .. 

·sir Joseph N all. 
' . 

5997. Does that apply to the Presi-
dency of Bombay ?-In the case of Bom-· 
bay, there are other considerations to 
take into account.- I think, myself, that 
t4e argument . that I used about the per
sonnel and the difficulty of obtaining suffi
cient personnel at the outset for two 
Chambers, would not apply to Bombay .. 

Sir .Abdur · Rahim. 
·-

5998. May I suggest that- there may 
be · other Provinces . or Presidencies like 
that ; take, for instance, the Punjab. I 
am not suggesting that there should be, 
as a matter of fact. My own view is 
that it would not be advisable to have 
a Second Chamber anywhere, but what 
I am suggesting is, is there any really 
good ground for differentiating between 
one Province and_ another and tO say. 
that there is more material in one Pro:.. · 
vince than in another y_:_I did not base· 
lr!Y argument principally upon the ques- ~ 
bon or- personnel. at all. In answer to 
Sir Austen Chamberlain, I was giving 
him a number of reasons that have got 

· to be taken into acco11nt when we con
sider the question of Second Chambers, 
and I think everyone in this ~m, most 
of all the Indian Delegates, .can judge· 
for themselves as to. ~he personnel. ques-· 
tion: My oWn. personal view is ~hat_ ~n, 
certain of the. Provinces, at any rate m 
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with the Simon Commission recommend
ed Second Chambers in both those cases. 

the early chapters of the Constitutional 
changes, it might be a cause of difficulty, 
and it certainly would be a cause of 
expense to provide the personnel for two Sir Abdur Rahi·m. 
Chambers. I do not put · the argument 
higher than that. ti003. May I draw the attention of th'l 

5999. I think one question was put by Sccr~tary of State to proposal 75, re
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan in this con- gardmg the Governor's power to dissolve 

a :Provmcial Legislature at his discretion : 
nection, whether it is intended by the May I take it that before he takes any 
8ecretary of State to obtain opinion as 
regards the advisability of instituting a such step, he will consult the Ministers Y 
Second Chamber, for instance, in· Ben- ......_Here again we feel we must leave the 
gal, where there has been a majority, of position elastic .. We · believe that in 
t t I b I

. . . actual practice it will work very much 
a any ra e, one, e 1eve 1t was, agamst th lin f C · · · 
the institution of a Second Chamber Y- . upon e es 0 onstlt~tiOn~ practice 
I h d b · · here, · but we do feel; m Vlew of the 

ave one my est to collect .opmwn .. fact that th G h this fi ld f 
from all the ProVinces, whether• it be 'al e ~v~~n.?r as e o 
through the channel f R 1 t' · speCI responsibilltles, that we must 

· o eso u IOns m leave a c rt · t f 1 t' 't 
.the . Council, . or . whether .. it be through . e run amoun o . e as ICI Y· 
other channels~ My own view about 6004. Now, Proposal 88, page. 60 : 
Bengal is that there are special condi- These are the special powers of the 
tions there that make it peculiarly neces- Governor, that is to say withholding 
sa:ry to consider people's · anxieties and assent from any Bill, or reserving a Bill 
to give them what reassurance we can for consideration . of the Governor-Gen
with a view.· to remove their anxieties, eral, and. remitting a Bill to . the Legis.:. 
and, that being so, it seemed to· me, Jatu~e w1~h a message requesting their 
taking one consideration into account consideration. Is that general or 'is it 
with another, that it was wiser to have only in exercise of his special responsi
a Second Chamber in Bengal. hility ?-Here again, the answer I gave 
. 6000. I do not want t~ press the Se~e- !o Sir Abdur R.ahim's previous. question . 

tary of State, unless he himself desires ~s equal!y applicable. W~ believe that 
to elaborate that any further regarding m practice these ~owers will ten_d to de
Bengal. I leave it entirely to. him ?- velop upon the lmes upon which they 
I do not think there is any need for me have developed he~e, but ~e. feel that we 
to elaborate it further. I think the must leave certam elasticity for the 

·kind of anxieties that are felt with samc.reason that ~ gave iJl·answer to the 
reference to at anv rate the immediate q~eshon that he Just asked .me. ' . ' -
f~ture hi Bengal, are probably in the 6005 .. As it stands, it is not confined 
mmds of every Member of the. Committee to the question of special responsibility 7 
and every Indian Delegate. · · -No. · 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

. 6001. Would you say the same thing 
with regard to the United Provinces and 
Bihar 7-I would not say the anrleties 
'vere the same. Sir Malcolm Hailey re
minds me that in the case of the united 
Provinces, the Council passed a Resolu
tion · in favour of a Second Chamber. 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

6002. Yes 7-They also passed a Reso
lution in favour of a Second Chamber by 
a very big majority, as far as I ean 
remember, in Bihar and Orissa. Further 
than that, if my memorv is correct, I 
think the Provincial Cominittees that sat 

6006. I want to know from the SE!cre
tary of State whether he has compared, 
as regards Proposal103, regarding Ordin
ances-whether the terms of the proposal 
are not really wider than Section 72 of 
the Government of India Act. I ntean, 
apart from the question that under that 
section it is only the Governor-General 
who can pass Ordinances and not any 
Provincial Governor, I think at a pre
vious stage the Secretary of State gave 

·us the J"eason why he has conferred these 
powers on the Governors of the Province:; 
also, but I want to know from him 
whether he has considered that the circum
stances in which the ·Governor can issue 
Ordinances, cover really a. wider field 
than even the present Government of 
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India Act 7-tt is difficult to make a gen~ 
eral answer t.o a question of that kino, 
for this reason : Under the Government 
of India Act there is no such field as 
the field of special responsibilities, and 
the existence of that field must make a 

· difference in the way in which you ex
press the power of the Governors to i~~u.e 
ordinances. 

()007. I thlnk w1der tlw Act, if I l'e
member correctly, it is in ('ases of emer
gency 7-:-Yes. As soon as it is admitted 
that there must be tt. field of. special 
responsibility thcu you must obviously 
give the Governor the power for carry
ing out those responsibilities, . otherwi 3e 
the list of special responsibilities is 
~;imply a paper list with no sanction 
behind it. We have felt as a result of 
that fact our previous discussions in 
the Hound Tab]~ Conferences that some
t bing in the nature of an ordinance
making power and a legislat:on-making 
power wa.~ quite essential if these safe
guards were to be morl:' than paper safe-
guards. · 

Sir llari Bingh Gour. 

6008. Speaking . on the broad Consti
tutional ic;sue relating to the Provinces, 
will thl:' St>cretary of Sttt.te be pleased to 
·stat£' that his proposals do amount to the 
grant of Provincial autonomy in all. the 
Pl'Ovinccs ?-Just repeat that question, 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. I am not quite 
sure that I followed it. . 

6009. Taking up first the. broad Consti
tutional issue, do I understand the Secre
tary of State to say that there would be 
Provincial autonomy in all the Provinces 
under .the scheme of the White Paper 'l-
1res. · 

6010. Is it, or is not a fact, that 
the ultimate control in the Provinces 
rests in the Governor '/-Constitutionally, 
yes,. but that does not mean that in 
actual praetice there is not a great field 
of rcsponsibilicy for his :Ministry. · 

6011. I started by saying that I was at 
the present moment concerned with the 
Constitutional issue and not with how 
it will w01·k in practice, to· which I shall 
come presently 7-I do not quite see the 
implication that Sir Hari Singh Gour 
wishes to 'draw ·from my answer. It 
would be equally true to say that consti
tutionally ultimate power · rests with the 
Crown in England. 

6012. So' far as Provincial autonomy 
is concerned the finality in the matter 
of deciding questions of policy .and. action 
in the . Provmces would :linally. rest with 
the' Governor of the .Province Y-:-No, I 
would not at all give a general affirma
tive to a question of that kind. We ~e 
contemplating that in ~he field. o~ .respon
sibility . the Provincial Government. will 
he responsible. · · 
. 6013. 'Vould the Secretary of $tite. be 

pleased to state with reference to the 
paragraphs we .have . under .discussi~n, 
namely, paragraphs 61 to 109, any. matter 
in which · the decision. of .. the Minister 
would be final f-All the matters .that are 
not trenched upon by the field of special 
responsibility--a very wide field. . . 

6014. Would the Minister in- those cases 
be able ·to give a . final decision, without 
any control or without any power of 
revision by the Governor 7-Certn.mly, if 
they did not trench upon the. field o.f. th~ 
special responsibilities. 

6015. Of which the Governor woUld be 
the sole judge Y-Yes. 

6016. And the- Governor in this matter 
would be guided by and would be subject 
to the directions, ~upervision and control 
of the Governor-General f-Yes, constitu
tionally, that is the state of affairs. . . . 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6017. Might I interpose, not by way of 
criticism : The Secretary of State very . 
often uses· the word " Constitutionally." 
He does not mean that to be a$ dis
tinguished from actually and practically f 
-No, not at all, but I do want to make 
the distinction when one of the Com
mittee, or the Delegafes, is making an 

· argument • based very much _ upon con
stitutional theory, that there is often a 
difference between the constitutional 
theory and the constitutional practice. 

l\Sir Hari Sin!J..h Gour~ 

6018 .. I am coming to the constitu-
. tiona! practice in a moment. I started 

frrst by saying, Let us go into the co~s~
tutional theory. We shall find how 1t IS 
modified by eonstitutioi:J.al practice,· ·and, 
I venture to submit, so far as the White 
Paper is concerned, there will. be no dis
sonance between . constitutional theory 
and eonstitutional practice, and .. I hope 
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to show you that. ReSlJmJng my ques
tion : As the Governor is subject to the 
supervision, direction and control of the 
Govern01'-General, the Governor-General 
is subject likewise to the direction, sup"er
vision and control of the Secretarv of 
State 7-Yel:f, certainly. "' 

6019: And on top there is the shadowy 
control by· Parliament !-I do not know 
that I would take responsibility for the 
epithet. . In fact, I do not think J should. 

6020. So far therefore as the Provincial 
autonomy is concerned, spealring on the' 
subject of constitutional theory apart 

· from practice, the ultimate powar <ioes 
rest, and continues to rest, with Parlia
ment, . the Secreta.I'l of State, the 
Governor-General and the Governor f-

. In the field. of special responsibilities. 
6021. But have I not started by saying 

that there_ is no field so far as these para
graphs are concerned where the Govei·
nor's power ends, and where the 
Minister's responsibility is final and con
'elusive. !,__Sir: Hari Sizl:gh (}our can have 
his view ; I have mine. I regard the 
field . ..of . special responsibiliti<"oil as a 
definite field .. 

.. 6022. WJio is to be the judge of what 
i~ in the field of special responsibility ! 
-It is. not any good my going on ail.swer
ing the · same question time after time. 
I have already said the ultimate. respon":' 
sibility is · with the Governor and the 
Governor-General. 

· · 6023. And they are the . sole judges f
I have already answered it twice. · 

6024. Taking the question froru theocy 
to practice, how would the practice differ 
from the theory in the actual working 
of the Provincial Constitution t-W <'uld 
Sir Hari Singh Gour make his question 
a bit more precise f · 

6025. My question is : What . is the 
difference . in the White Paper that 
divides constitutional theory from con
stitutional practice f-I would suggest 
that we are· really getting into a 
metaphysical discussion. If Sir. Ha.ri 
Singh Gour would make his questions 
precise, I wol;lld give precise answers to 
them. 

6026. The question I asked was that 
in practice the Governer would · be 
guided - by the constitutional . theory 
which is really his sheet anchor, and, in 
guiding the proceedings of the Provmcial 

Government, he Win be guided by what 
are his inherent rights of ultimate controf 
in the Provinces 7-I am afraid, my Lord 
Chairman, that Sir Hari Singh Gour and 
~ take. very divergent views of t~e way 
m wh1ch these proposals are going to· 
work. He assumes that the theory will 
be .applied in a strictly legal and in
elastic manner ; that is to say, that on 
the one hand there will be a Governor 
pushing to the full and to the last letter 
of the contract every one of thcee special 
responsibilities ; working in a watertight 
compartment apart from his Mini~~ry. I 
do not assume that state of affairs at all. 
I ·assume the Governor and his Ministry 
normally working in close relations with 
each other and in friendly relations with 
each other, and I do not believe this ex
treme kind of dyarchy is actually going 
to arise in practice. . · 

6027. As regards the large question of 
services, apart from the technical ques
tions which we will reserve for future 
consideration, if there is to be a Pro
vincial autonomy does not it follow that 
the services should equally be pro
vincialised 7-As practical men, we have 
to take into account the conditions as 
they are. One of the basic conditions of 
our proposals (we believe it is a proposal 
as much in the interests of India as in · 
the interests of the services themselves) 
is that the contracts with the services 
should be kept and that India should 
have the great advantage of a highly 
efficient Civil Service, particularly in the 
early and difficult years of its develop
ment. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Is the . Seere
tary of State aware of what the Lee 
Commission decided on the question of 
the transferred field 7 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Had not we better 
discuss that when the services are under 
discussion 7 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] I am not deal
ing with the details of the quel'!tion ; I 
am only dealing with the broad question. 

Mr: Zafrulla Khan.] Why not deal 
with the broad question also when the 
services are under discussion 7 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

6028. I am quite prepared to do t.hat. 
Is the Secretary of State prepared that , 
we should take up this question· when 
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we are dealing with the services !-It is. 
whatever the Committee likes. I believe 
that would be the more convenient course. 

6029. I should like to know something 
about the powers and functions of the 
Governor's secretary: What will be his 
position vis-a-vis the Ministry and the 
Legislature ?-He will not have nny con
stitutional position in face of the :\Iin
istry and Assembly at all. He will be 
the personal representative of the 
Governor. 

6030. He will be something like a 
Deputy Governor, do I understand it 7-
No. 

6031. Will he be the mouthpiece of 
the Governor 7-1 should think very 
often. 

Mr. M. R. Jayakar. 

6032. Is there ·any proposal in the 
White Paper about the Governor'~ Eecre
tary 7-No ; the only proposal is that 
the Governor is to have what staff he 
requires. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

6033. Referring to the question of Law 
and Order in the Provinces, it has been 
suggested that two proposals have been 

·made, and one of them appears to have 
been acceded to subject to further con
sideration by the Secretary of State, and 
the other was replied to by Sir Malcolm 
Hailey, that it is proposed to separR.tc 
the rules into the Governor's rules and 
the other rules. Taking the first ques
tion about the reservation of the Special 
Branch and taking it out of the control' 
of the Ministry, what is the object that 
the Secretary of State has in view ? 
Does be think that the reservation of the 
Special Branch by the Governor wonld be 
conducive to the improvement of the 
present state of Law and Orde ... • in the 
Provinces ?-It is impossible to give a 
general .answer ~o a question of that 
kind·. What was in my ·mind ·was that 
in the event of a grave ernergency, or 
in the event of conditions that. made 
it' clear to the Governor that a particular 
course of action of this kind was neces
sary, the Governor should hR.Yc the 
necessary powers to take that action, 
and we have given . him implici.t powers 
to that effect un.der the provisions of 
the White Paper. · 

6034. Yes, thank you. But is it 
necessary to go beyond the. terms of the 
White Paper . in arming the Governor 
with any special control o\Ter the Special 
Branch of the Police ?-That is·. very 
much. a question for subsequent discus
sion. 'Ve have under .the proposals ·of 
the White Paper· gone upon the general 
line of giving general powers of this 
kind, to ·be applied where they are 
necessary. · The other 'alternative that 
has been suggested to us in a good deal · 
of the evidence and in the course of our 
discussions is to make those powe1·s more 
explicit. That seems to me to ·be -essen
tially a question for the Committee ·to 
consider. 

6035. I see there is an underlying 
current of thought in several questions· 
addressed to the Secretary of t:>tate ori 
the last occasion to the effect that · unless 
some special ·provision 1s ·made in the 
Constitution Act for the safeguarding of 
Law and Order, it is likely to · be· en
dangered if under the Ministry. ··Is that 
the view that the Secretary of State 
takes Y-I could. not· possibly base an 
answer upon t.!J.e impression that cer
tain questions have made upon a. par
ticular member of the Committee or 
upon a particular Indian Delegate. I 
could not. give an answer unless I. were 
asked a precise question. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The precise 
question I wish to ask is this : In answer 
to a question that was put to the Secre
tary ·of State the other day-it was a. 
question regarding the Special Branch of 
the Police ; I think it is a question--· 

Chairman.] Could you put your point 
specifically without regard to a. question 

. that has already been nsked Y 

Sir Hari Singh Gour •. 

6036. Yes, my Lord. The question I 
wish to. put is this : What does the Sec
retary of State think of the pre!'e:J;vation 
-of Law l~d Order under the present .. sys
tem , of Government since, we will say, 
1905 down to date Y Does he, generally 
speaking, think that the present Govern
ment have been able to bring it under 
control in the Provinces where there have 
been periodic recrudescences of terrorist 
crimes and general ·menace to. the peace· 
and liberty of the people ?-I thmk they 
have done ~onderfully well in view 'of 
the difficulties. 
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6037. And does he not ,think that the . Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Minister of the future, when anued with 6044. What has happened since "the lie-
that responsibility, will do even better port of the Simon Commission ·to alter 
than the present Government f-I always the view. which now finds its place in 
go on hoping that there will be an im- . the White Paper f-,Vhat has happened 
provement everywhere in the wodd. is that we have never stopped having In-

6038. Then why not trust the Minister quiries about Constitutional questions for 
to deal with the question of Law and any· day or any month. since the Statutory 
Order 7-That was the basis' of my argu- Commission issued its Report. 
ment the day before yestetday, when 6045. Is not the Secretary of State 

. I said that we had made proposals in aware that in places where the Second 
the White Paper for the transfe1• of Chambers are proposed to be establishe~ 
Law and Order. the anxieties felt are mainly concerned 
. 6039. But why reserve anything at with the preservation of what is known 
all .which would be useful to him in as "vested interests" f-No, I woultl not 
preserving Law and Order-any branch accept that conclusion at all. 
of the · Police which may be necessary 6046. Would not the establishment of a 
for the purpose 7-Because we believe Second Chamber. brini in the pri~ciple 
there may be certain circumstances that that Members who represent the few 
may. necessitate exceptional action. will control. the p~licy of th~se who repre-

6040. Dealing with the. question of sent the many 7-I do not think so. 
bicameral legislation, the question of 
bicamer3.I legislation in the Provinces has 
been the subject of inquiry from 1928 
when the Simon Commission went into 
that question f-· I ·am quite prepared to 
accept that statement. · 

6041. And that the Simon Commission 
. made no recommendation for the estab
lishment of bicameral legislation in the 
Provinces f-If my memory i:; correet, 
there were two views about Second 
Chambers then, just as there are two 
views about Second Chambers now. 

6042. What I ~ meaning is, that the 
Simon Commission made no recommenda
tion f-Yes, it is so ; they ina<le no 
definite recommendation. Is that so f 

Viscount Burnham.] They said t}J.ey 
could not come to any unanimous de
cision. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
6043. Therefore, I say they made~ 

recommendation. That is the point I am 
making f-That would. be a correct in
ference to draw, no doubt. 

Viscount Burnham.] They could have 
made a recommendation, but it would 
not have been unanimous. 

'Sir Hari Singh Gour.] But they made 
no recommendation ; that is the point 
I am making. 

Sir- Austen OhambeTlain.] That point 
has been clear for some time and was 
stated the other day. 

· Marquess of Lothian. 

6047. Secretary of State1 . may I just 
ask one question to clear that up. As 
I understand, the Electorate ·for the 
Second Chamber, "Iinder the " .. hite Paper 
proposals, is tpe same as for tho Lowe..
House. If you look at the Appendix on 
page 92 of the · White Paper : '' 17 
directly elected from constituencies for 
which only Muslim voters will be qun.li
fied. 34 directly elected from gcnr.ral· 
constituencies for which all qnnlified 
voters other than Muslims will be f'n
titled to vote "· Is that not correct 7-
I do not think I could say that that was 
exactly accurate. I have alway<; con
templated that the elected members of 
the Second Chambers would he elected 

upon a higher franchise. 
Marquess of Lothian.] The White 

Paper does not specify that. 

Major Attlee. 
6048.' May I point out that Appendix 

V on Page 113 says it . is intended that 
the franchise shall be based on high 
property qualifications 7-It would, how
ever, be fair to add that this queHtjon 
was considered at the First Rounll Table 
Conference at some length, an(l Second 
Chambers were proposed for three Pro
vinces, and there was a great mensure 
of support for those proposals Rt the 
First Round Table Conference. I did not 
say it unanimous ; I said there waa a 
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large body of support behind the pro- the Second Chambers in three · or more 
posals. Provinces in future. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

6049. In any . case, Under the scheme 
of the White Paper, the Second Chamber 
would contain an element of nominated 
members !-Yes. 

6050. And that again was condemned 
by the Simon Commission, that the 
nominated bloc, fOr reasons given by 
them, should go !-I do not sec how that 
ean be so. We have just heard that the 
Simon Commission made no recommenda
tions for Second Chambers .at all. 

6051. I was dealing with the general 
question of keeping no official bloc in the 
Legislature f-There is IJ.O intention to 
keep an official bloc ·in either' Chamber. 

6052. I thought that in Bengal 10 mem
bers were to be nominated by the 
Governor at his discretion !--It docs 11ot 
in the least follow that those .members 
would be in an o~cial bloc. I- <lo not 
contemplate that they would be in nn 
official bloc at all. 

Mr. Butler.] There is a specific provi
sion which says that serving oftlrials 
would not be eligible for nominatilln. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
6053. They will be nominated ml'm

bers !-It does not follow thnt nominated 
members form all official bloc. If it d:d, 
every English gentleman who was Cl.'eated 
a Peer, would immediately become a 
member of an official bloc. That is 11ot 
the case. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

6057. Mr. ·secretary of State, you told 
us the other day . that you would 
endeavour to submit .a draft of tho In
strument. of Instructions to the Com
mittee. :May we know if it is possible 
to have that draft ready in time for the 
Indian Delegates as well to see the r-nme 

· and express their opinion · upon it !
The diffic~ty with anything in the 
nature of ·a final draft is due• to the fact 
that our discussions are not ended, and it 
may well· be that the Committee will 
desire · things to be inserted in the !n
structio:rs or omitted from the Instruc
tions, about which I do not know now. 
We have put in the White Paper our 
suggestions for the Instructions ; if we 
can amplify them in any way, as a rc!'mlt 
of these discussions, I will ~ee if we ('On 
do so, but we cannot possibly put in a 
draft of the final opinions of the Com-· 
mittee until the Committee has endcrl itg 
deliberations. 

6058. That means that we sha!J not 
know the contents of it ; we shall 110t he 
'tble to give our opinion upon it Was 
any Instrument of fustructions in the 
past placed before Parliament !-No. 

6059. The White Paper states that the 
Instrument of Instructions will assume 
a position of great importance as ~n 
ancillary to the Constitutional Act. Yon 
say it will be placed before the two 
Houses !-Yes. 

6060. Which will give . it the 
elaborateness of a Parliamentary stntute, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6054. The Government has liberty 
nominate a non-official !-Certainly·. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

to yet in answer to Lord Eustace Percy, yon 
said the other da v that it will llave no 
leg-al validity !-No, I <lo not think I 
said that, di~ I f I should like vou t.o 
refer me to the queStion, and. the answer 
I gave, because I do not remember what 6055. I understand that the Secretary 

of State is now dealing with the Cc·n
stitutional practice, apart from the prac
tice as we find it now occurring in the 
Legislative Assembly elsewhere '--No. 

6056. Is the Secretary of State nware 
that official whips are issued to n'Jmi!l
ated members in the Legislative 
Assembly !-I do not know whether that 
is so, or not. I do not see its appli.~a
tion to the particular question we are 
considering, n~ely, the constitution of 

I s~i4! · 
6061. Never mind. 1.fay we t:~ke it 

thrn that the· Instrnment of Instructions 
will have leg-al wtlidity f-It J.as sanction, 
to this extent, that nothing- can be in
serted in the Instruetions that is not 
within the framework of tbe Act. The 
Instructions cannot go ontsi.ie the Act. 
The A e.t, th~refore, has full legal validity, 
and the Instructions must be withi.Q. that 
fraiD.ework, 
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6062. Then there are mo:te · thar. rcP.om
mendatory !-They are the interpretatiol! 
that · the Government and Pa.rli:tment 
place upon the provisions . in the .Act. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6063. But they are more than ~·~~c·m
mendatory; they are mandatory, some
times Y-They · are mandatory ; but I 
understood Sir Phiroze Sethna's question 

. to deal with the definitely l~gal aspect, 
. as to whether they were statutory, or 
not. They are certainly manda~ory. 

Mr. Zafrtdla Khan.] If I mi'Sh!: inter
vene for oii.e moment, I think, so far as 
I ·can follow Lord Eustace Percy"£ qtles
tions on this, they had this trend : Sup
posing the Instrument of Instructions 

· gives certain directions to the Goveruor, 
so far as the ·Governor is concerned, no 
doubt they are · mandatory in tL~ sense 
that he is charged by His ;Majesty to do 
certain things and to take care that · ('er
tain things · are done in a certain 
manner, but Lord Eustace · Percy'F~ ques:.. 
tion · was whether in· the ·event of the 
Governor failing to -carry out hir:~, a suit 
could be based upon· the In;;trnnumt of 
Instructions, and then the a8peet would 
be· this : Those are directions CrOU\ His 
1\Iajesty to the Governor. T}lcy are not 
a Statute in . the sense tha~ tt-.ey pro
vide iights and liabilities for the subject 
on which he could base a snit. If I 
might venture to put forward an opinion 
with the greatest deference, I think it 
would be this : The GoverntJr wo"!Ild be 
bound to carry them out, and his respon
sibility with regard to them would be 
to His ~fajesty or- to the s~cretary of 
State, and so on ·; but I ifo not think 
with ·regard to the civil rights and 
liabilities of the subject, either between 
subject and subject or betwPen subject 
and the State, the C~urts could take cog
nisance of it. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6064. May I put it in this wav : Could 
the subject plead the Instructions in a 
Court of Law f-My answer woulcl be, no. 

Sir .Phiroze Sethna. 

6065. Then there is no legal ~alidity f
There is the legal validity {)f the Act 
upon which the Instructions are based. 

Marquess of Beading_~· 

6066. Secretary of State, yo\! would 
agree, would you not, that the I.etter of 
Instructions, apart altogether· from an 
Act of Parliament-that is the Letter 
of Instructions issued by -the . King to 
the Governor-General or th~ GoYernor is 
in that sense, that is, in the proper 
sense of the term, maudatory !
Certainly. 

6067. He must obey. it; 'itis not a. mere 
recommendation . !-Certainly . 

6068. It is a definite instruction, and· 
it is called a Letter of In<Jtru~tionq, for 
that reason .. If I followed it eo-rrectly, 
just to try to clear the strict' legal point, 
your observation is that the Letter of In
structions will always be the Letter from 
His ltiajesty y_:_ Yes. 

6069. And will, consequently, . always 
remain in the same category a~ formal 
Instructions by His Majestt, hut certain 
things will be prescribed by Act of. Par-·, 
liament which will. be the . view of Par
liament as to what~' should be included 
in the Letter of Instructions. That is 
right,· is it not f-Yes, I thiuk it lS 

substantially so._ 
6070. And that, of course} must de

pend-! mean, what is to be put in the 
Letter of Instructions can never tran
scend in that sphere what is already in 
the Act of Parliament 7-That is so. 

6071. The Letter of Instru<'tious musi; 
really conform with the obligations im
posed by the Act of Parliament, and 
then, when the Letter of In6t.metions is 
. issued by the King it will, of course,. 
carry out what is said in that form with 
any other Instructions not inconr,istent 
with what the. Secretary of Stato wonJd 
advise the King should be isauetl. That 
is the true position, is it not ?-Yes, that 
is, generally speaking, the case. 

:1\farquess of Salisbury.] Perhaps, Lord 
Reading would indicate-n'l man can d\l 
it· better than himself-to the Committee 
if there was a lawsuit which turned upon 
the Act of Parliament, couM it be 
pleaded as a valid explanation of tbo Act 
of Parliament that certain things were 
contained in the Instrument of Instruc
ti!)ns f 

Marquess of Reading. 

6072. No, I should say not, because 
the Letter of Instructions, the Instruc-
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tions of the King, are not pa.rt _ of the 
Act of Parliament. What I do suggE'~t 
is that the subject would equally have 
his rights, because if the Letter of In
structions must not tran::wend :my mat~ 
ters provided what is already in the Act 
of· Parliament, then he has got his rights 
under the Act of Parliament for a breach 
of the Statutory rights conferred upon 
him, and that is what I understand is 
the Secretary of State's view '-Yes, that 
is, generally, the position ; s.nd if I may 
give a concrete instance in answer to 
Lord Salisbury's question : Suppr>sing a 
subject wished to obtain retltess upon the 
ground of discrimination agai?st a 
minority, he would not base h1s case 
upon the Instructions, which would be 
the Instructions to tell the Governo~ how 
to apply the particular provisiun.s in the 
Act, but he would base. it upon the clause 
connected with the special responsibili
ties of the Governor, which would l1ave 
statutory effect. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru •. 

6073. May I put it to Sir Samuel, 
that it would be extremely dangerous for 
anyone, without an actu11.l suit nrising, 
to commit himself to any particulu.r view ; 
that a Court of Law mig-ht take a view 
which we do not imagine to be possible 
now ; and, in point of faet, the Instru
ment of Instructions has played a ·very 
great part in the development of the 
Constitutions in the Dominions. ThP-re 
are cases in which Instrmnen ts of In
struction have been referred to. There-
fore, I say it would be very daugerons 
for anyone to assume what view the 
Courts of Law might take, until you 
have the concrete facts 7-Yes, except to 
this extent, that here the cnse docs 
semewhat differ from the kind of cases. 
that Sir Tej has in mini!., does it not, 
from the fact that there is this list of 
special responsibilities in tho body of the 
Act. I would have thoughi.-I speak with 
great deference in the presenee of big 
lawyers such as we have :;ot here to-tlay
that in a ca.se of that kind both the 
Court and the complainant would base 
their case upon the provisions in the 
Act, rather than upon s.nything outside 
the Act. 

Sir Tej Bahadur &apru.] But I did not 
exclude the Instrument c,f Instructions 
altogether-that is the point. The point 
I am makinO' is that the Instrwnents of 
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Instruction which you are providing are 
statutory ID.struments · of Ii1strnct;on. 
There is no reference to the · Instrument 
of Instructions in anv one of · the · 
Dominion Constitutions,. and that is a 
point we went into last year with. you; 
that we want the Instrument of Jnstruc- · 
tions not to be merely a convl'n.tional 
document, but to provide' a statutory 
basis. ' 

Marquess of Reading.j May we_ just 
get this clear, Sir Tej 7 Although letters 
of instructions may possibly be rcfetren 
to by a Court in Law 1J.i tryu:tg to con~ 
strue what is intended, it does not affect 
the. position. No right~ Bre founded 
upon it by the ._.,ubject, that is, . uo 
rights which· can be dt>alt with by a 
Court of Law. I think we always have 
to beat in mind, if I may make this 
last observation, and apologise for having 
taken time-we also hav~ to . remember 
that hitherto Letters ·of Instructions h"lve 
neverv been the subject of Acts ·of Par
liament. They are introrlucecl for this 
purpose · because of · certain diffieulties, 
into which I do not enter with the Sec
retary of State, and, of coursE', there are 
certain matters relating. to it which may 
be said never to have Ull.JU considered 
·by. a Court of Law, but we do think we 
have to keep this qui~e clear, if I· mny 
respectfully suggest it to the Committee, 
and I think it follows from what the 
Secretary o_f State ha.c:~ said, that we 
have to be very caref,.U that . -in this 
Committee -.Ae do not do ar;ything which 
will interfere with the prP-rogatiYe rights 
of the Sovereign. The Sovereign i!:SU(~S 
his Letters of Instruction:3 to his Gov~ 
ernor-General or his GoYerno~·, and~ of 
course, on the advice of the Minister 
who is responsible to Parliament ; tl1at 
Minister, naturally, does not ;;o beyond 
the tights which are in the Act . of Jlar
liament. I think that helps to keep the 
whole thing perfectly· clca,r in . our own 
minds. 

Viscbt.nt Burnham.] i\Iay I n·~k Lord 
Reading this question,· to dear my own 
mind 7 Would it be true to s:ty tl1at in 
future in Courts of T..~aw the Acts of 
Parliament have to be l"e3!1 and trc~ted 
in the light of the Instructions 7 

:Marquess . of Reading.] No, .~ost cer
tainly not. The Act of Parhament-I 
speak in the presence of the Lord Chan
cellor and other lawyers-would have to 



be· eonstrued by the ·words of the Act pointed out, by the Statute. The Letter 
of Parliament, including everything in of Instructions is the thing . whieb. is 
the Act of Parliament, and, consequently, issued· to him, and which tells him to 
it may be that there may be reference carry them out. I remember when I 
to the provisions in the Act of Parlia- . went out as Governor-General a Letter of 
ment which has definitely enacted that Instructons was given to me from the 
certain things must be in the Letter of King. It was . not an Act of Parlia
Instructions; but, beyond that, no. ment; but what I was getting was a 

Lord Eustace Percy.] :Might I, in order Letter of Instructions from the Sovereign 
to clear my mind on this point ask Lord whose position I was to take in India, 
Reading: Do I understand Lord Read- subject, of course, to all the checks of 
ing thinks it would be impossible for a Parliament, ete., telling me what it was 
subject to impugn in the Courts an Order that it was intended I should do, and 
by which he had suffered (an Order issued drawing · attention to certain specific 
by the Governor) on the ground that it things, but it goe·s no further. You could 
was not issued on the advic11 of bis not, for example, as Governor-General, or 
:Ministers 'I · ' . Governor, say : " I will tui'n to my Letter 

Marquess· of Reading.] No ; I have ·of Instructions to see what I have to do." 
never said that, or anything approach- . They may help the Governor and the 
ing it. - · Governor-General, and they do, but I 

Lord -Eustace Percy.] That would be suppose it wouldi be no exaggeration to 
entirely on the · basis of the Letters · of say that nine out of ten things would 
Instruction. only come under the very general words 

of the Letter of Instructions, such as 
Marquess of Reading.] . What I have Lord Eustace Percy has just pointed out ; 

been trying to point out is that, i'l my for example, that in certain eases he 
view, a subject would have no right· of must follow the advice of Ministers save 
action on the Letters of Instruction. in instances which are given in the 

Lord ·Eustace Percy.] Why not f Statute, but the question put brings out 
Marquess of Reading.] Because it is quite clearly the point that' was made, 

the . King's Prerogative to issue that that is, that the rights of the subject and 
Letter of Instructions ; it is not part of the rights to be construed by the Court 

· the Act· of Parliament. It is a confusion are the rights which are prescribed 
between two things. For the first time within the Statute itself, and cannot 
an Act. of Parliament is to prescribe cer- travel outside. I think the Lor<l Chan
tain things which must be• included in eellor will agree with that. It is not 
the Letter ·of Instructions. That is a difficult at all to a lawyer. 
right, and, if they are not included in Lord Chancellor.] I quite ~DTee witli 
the Letter then, whatever rights there what the- Noble :Marquess has saidL · If 
are of objecting, will be there ; but once you translate it into very simple legal 
the Letter of Instructions is issued the language there is an Act of Parliament 
Letter of Instructions in itself cannot· which every subject is entitled to take 
give a right to a subject to bring any advantage of. There are certain instruc
action in a Court of law. He must tions to the· Governor. He ha.S to do A, 
turn to his statutory rights. B, C, D and E. Supposin~ he fails to · 

Lord Eustace Percy.] The Clause in do A, B, C, D and E, no subject can 
the Statute ·saying that certain things · flue him in his private capacity, and no 
including the action of the Governor on f;ubject can rely upon his failure to do 
the advice of his . Ministers, were to be it in any suit that he bas against any 
included in the Letter of Instructions other subject. 
would give a basis to the subject. Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

:Marquess of Reading.] On the Statute, 6074. In a word, the Letters o! Instruc-
but not on the Letter of lnstructions. If tion create a moral as distinct from a 
no Letter of Instructions was is~:ued that legal obligation ?-No, I do not ·think so. 
position · would' be exactly the same The Act creates the rights. . The Instruc
because the Governor remains liable ; he tions interpret . the way in which the 
remains under the obligations to do the Governor is to apply his duties towards 

. things, as the Secretary of State has those rights. 
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Sir Austen Chamberlain..] :May I say . 6079. If the recommendation is carri~d 
that my layman's mind has not yet got out, Sir . Malcolm Hailey suggested that 
quite clearly before it the actual condi- the officer chosen would be drawn . from 
tion of affairs as portrayed by Lord the Indian Civil Service Y-(Sir Malcolm 
Reading and! the Lord Chancellor, but Hailey.) Not neces'sarily. 
perhaps we might come back to that in . 6080. He mayr be even outside any of 
discussion and continue at this ·stage the the Indian Services Y-Ye's. .. 
examination of the witn.e'ss for whicbl · · 
very little time remains. 6081. According to the White Paper a. 

Governor may exercise his rights under 
Sir Phiroze Sethn.a. the headings of special responsibility, Is

he expected to take the opinion of the-
60!5. As a result of the discussion that Governor-General in that connection or 

has Just ta~en pl~e, I. hope,. Mr. Sec:e- is he to act on his own Y-(Sir sa:nuet 
tary, Y.ou w1ll cons1<;ter .1t adVIsable to m- ·Hoare.) Sometimes it would happen in 
clu.de m the Co;tsbtubon Act as many one way, · sometimes in the other. I 
pomts as possible, and leave . very few· should not like to be rigid about it. I 
to t~e Instrument of _Ins.tructwns Y-Is can imagine that in a -case of great im
that m the form of a question Y portance he certainly would consult the 

G076. It is a suggestion Y-Or is it (Governor-General. I can imagine in cases 
merely in the form of a pious opinion Y of lesser ·importance he would act upon 

his own initiative: 6077. It is a suggestion ?-If it is put 
to me as a question, and my silence is 
taken to imply assent, I think I had 
better make a reservation. I would point 
out to Sir Phiroze Sethna the danger 
of applying too rigidly the kind of line 
that he has just suggested. I myself 
rega~d the Instrument of Instructions as 
a very valuable vehicle for future de
velopment. They have this advantage 
over an Act of Parliament that they are 
somewhat more elastic and flexible, and, 
whilst I quite agree with him that all the 
important rights and issues should be in 
the Act of Parliament, I think he will 
find, upon further thought, that the In
stnlment of Instructions> may provide a 
very useful vehicle for instructions in the 
future as to the interpretation of these 
constitutional rights. 

6078. I will not pursue the point 
further, as we will take it up when v.e 
discuss the question later. Sir Malcolm 
Hailey rather suggested the appointment 
in the different Provinces of a Secretary 
to the Governor. May I know if he is to 
be in substitution for the Private Secre
tary and Military Secretary in the Presi
dencies and Private Secretary in the 
Provinces, or in substitution of the.se 
officers Y-We purposely do not make any 
dlistinction. We believe it very well may · 
vary from Province to Province, and all 
we do under the White Paper is to give 
the Governor power to have what staff is 
thought necessary for carrying out his 
duties. 

Ll06RO 

6082. If there is a difference of opinion 
between the Governor-General and tM 
(Governor what is to happen Y-The 
Governor-General has the last word. 

6083. ·In paragraph 70, sub-parar 
graph (i), it is proposed that the ad. 
ministration of the Sukkur Barra~e be 
made a special responsibility ?-· What iS 
in our mind in making that proposal is 
this : Very large sums of money have 
been spent upon the Sukkur Barrage. A 
large tdlebt has been undertaken to get 
the Sukkur Barrage started, and the 
Sukkur Barrage, in o:ur view, owing to 
its great importance, .is of more than 
purely Provincial interest, both on 
account of its size and on account of the 
large sums of money that have been. sunk 
in it. That being so, and, in view also 
of the fact that for · some years to come 
Sind will be a deficiency Province, we felt 

· that the Governor-General and the 
Federal Government have a somewhat ex
ceptional interest in a great work of this 
kind. .. 

6084. Under Proposal 74 you prescribe 
a time\ ~imit of 10 years, after which 
alone a Provinee with one · Chamber can 
ask for a Secondi .Chamber, or vice versa. 
Is it necessary to prescribe such a long 
time limit Y-I am inclined to think that 
upon the whole it is better, when great 
Constitutional changes take plaee, not to 
:have the roots dug up too quickly. Th~t 
is the reason why, under our· provisions, 
we do not contemplate, except in orie 

~ 
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_or two min<;>r _exceptions, alterations in 
-the· franchise, or alteratiQnS of this kind. 
·we think, speaking generally, it is much 
better that there should be a period in 
"Which no changes of this kind do take 
place. · . ' 
-, air Phiroze Sethna.t In Proposal 77. 
you provide for a member of the Council 
of: Ministers in one House to have the 
·right to speak in the other, but not to 
'vote. . As far as I ·see I think there is 
~no · similar reference in regard to the 
.Central Legislature. 
· Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar.] There is. 

. ment, it may be for a few days or a 
few weeks ; he goes into the Government 
and he comes out of it. 

6089. It is a suggestion for you to con
sider. You invited the Delegates to mlik:e 
suggestions f-I quite agree. I would 
always consider suggestions. Offhand, I 
do not see how it would work. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar. 

6090. Sir Samuel Hoare, I desire to 
pursue a little farther this question of 
the transfer of Law and Order and special 
responsibilities in respect of a grave 

· menace to peace and tranquillity. I take 
• it, Sir Samuel, that the whole of the 

. 6085. I stand corrected. As regards W~te Pap~r accepts ~he pri?~iple a~d 
·the appointment of an outside man as po .. .Icy,_ wh1ch the Prune . ~.mster laid 
Minister, the White Paper gives the down m 1930, that ~es~ons1bihty f01; the 
;right to the Governor to make. such· an government of India m the Provmc:.-s 
appointment, provided he can find a and .. the Centre should be ~la~ed· on 
seat .within a specified time. I think .Leg:tSl~tures, Central and Pro~nCial, so 
Sir Austen Chamberlain put to you a ~he pnmary purpose of the '~~e. Paper 
,question to which you replied, and I IS . ~he transfer of resp~~s1bihty to 
:think it follows from the 'Vhite Paper 1\fin~ters under re~pons1bihty to ~he 
:that where there are two Chambers, and ~g~slature. I take It. that that pol~cy 
-'because the Governor has the ri""ht to 1s ·the accepted policy of the White 
:pominate some in the. Upper .Ho;se, he Paper f~Y~, ce:f:ainly it is one of the 
•.could appoint such a person in the Upper bases. o~ the White Pa~er. I ~ould nut 
';House, and he would have the right to say 1t IS the only basiS. It Is one cf 
:speak in the Lower ,House. · May I them. . . 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. ' 

S1lggest your following the present .ex- 6091. I take it that the new defined 
·ample where a Governor can appoint an category of special responsibilities is one 
.expert during the passage of if. Bill to be of responsibilities, not to the . Legislature, 
a. member · whilst the Bill . is under but to Parliament, to the Governor
' consideration. Will you consider the General, or to the Secretary of State, as 
possibility of · a Governor appointing the case may b~ ?-Yes. 
:one ?r. two men at ~he very most in a 6092. Therefore, to the extent to which 
!rovmce where there 1s no U~p~r House, . you constitute special responsibilities: 
,so that he may ~et as .. a . MlDlSter, _and there is a deduction from responsibility 
, that such appolll:tme:nt .1s. to continue to the Legislatures in India f-Yes ; that 
. only so ~ong as he IS a Mm1~ter ?-I am has always been assumed from the very 
,not qmte clear about this proposal. earliest discussions we have had par
:W?-at ~~actly would_ be the position of ticularly the discussions upon whi~h the 
~this MiniSter 7 . . Prime Minister's statement 'Was based, 
· 6086. He would be nominated ?-Yes, namely, that the transfer of responsibility 
. I q-qite see he would he nominated. To _carried ·with jt the necessity of also 
.whom wouldl he be responsible f · · having safeguards. 

6087. To the Legislature f-If he is re- · 6093. Quite ?-And the safeguards are 
. sponsible to the. Legislature then he be- uow set out in this field of special re
:comes for all ordinary purposes a Mem-. sponsibilities and in other provisions of 
. her of the Government. the White Paper. 

6088. Yes, be~ause he h going to be · 6094. I am merely asking you to con
t appointed a Minister ?-But is not this sider whether the provision of safeguards 
:a difficult plan tQ work-a plan in which is the same thing as the provisio!l of a 
··you impose somebody· upon a ·Govern- deduction from responsibility. What I 
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~am saying-~ ihat'it iS n~t a case -of ~e- .-.You- ca.nnot say ~~d .exactly what 
guards· being provided, but it is a case of -~ happen, I could not possibly say 
a deduction from .the quantum of re- .e~ther Yes or No. to a-question of tlat 

. sponsibility in your SP_eeial responsibility. k}nd. . It. must really · depend ·on the 
Is that so f-In my new, the two things tuati 
~e one and the same ; it is the way we 

51 
on. - · · · · · .. 

mterpret the safeguards. . 610L What I am ~eally putting ~ you, 
6095. I only wanted to make that clear 811' Samuel Hoare, IS this : Where it is 

for this purpose, namely, that in regard a ques?~n of grave menace to peace and 
_to safeguards as to Law and Order the tranquillity and the Governor is ~unable 
special respo~!Jilities defined in para- to obtain a resP<>nsible Minister to 
graph 70 relating to the preventiOn of shoulder responsibility, either by an alter-
· grave menace to tl:e peace and tranquillity native Ministry or even by a dissolution, 
of any part of the Province, so far as is it not a case virtually of a deadlock 
. that is concerned, you will a.,_,"Tee that or a breakdown in the Constitution f 
the conditions in which the Governor will 6102. I should not like tO give a gene
exercise that power will be those in which ral answer to that question, either. 
he has failed to convince his Ministers Speaking generally, I want to see the 
about taking that action themselves ; Governor working as closely as possible 
that they refuse to take the action which• with his Ministry. If his Ministry will 
he has suggested to them f-I should not work with him, or a particular Minis
think that might be the ease. ter will not take action in order to avoid 

6096. It is only in· such a ease that }:;is a special responsibility being· infringed, 
intervention will come f-I would always· then, under the White Paper, we leave 
hope that a crisis would not arise and the Governor very free to t}Lke what 
th~t. he would be able to persuade .his_ action h~ ~ ~t.. The longer he can 
1tiiniSters to take the action that he work Wlth his Ministry, the lon.:,uer he 
thought was necessary. - ean work with the Legislature, the better 

C091. I quite agree. Even in such a- !o~ !'lverybody ~ncerned. 
eas~, in answer to the noble Lord, Lord 6103. I am putting it to you because 
Sahshur_y, you pointed out that it may you have, amongst the special responsi
be poss1~l~ for the Governor to obtain -- bilities, put down the responsibility that 
other ~mu;i:ers who would be prepar(d in the_ event of a breakdown of the Con
to shoulder the responsibility for the stitution (that is, in the event of a 
other measures which he thinks essential breakdown of the Constitution; to . use the 
for the prevention of disturbances f-I words of the First Round Table Confer-. 
think y~ry often he would find it possible ence, on account of the difficulties which 
to ohtam an alternative government. the Legislatures or the Executives make 

CO!JS • .And therefore so lon(J' as he can in preserving the Constitution and work
pursue that method he wouu"' not pursue ing along constitutional lines) the Gov .. 
the method of acting on his ~cial re- ernor or the Governor-General, as the 
sp_or:sibility f-So long as he can get ease ma~ ~ will immediately suspend 
MrnLSters and the L€gislature to avoid the Constitution and assume the re~n· 
any question of the infringement of his sibility for the ·Administration. 'What I 
special responsibilities obviously he will am saying is that, when you have got ~t 
not intervene. . ' provision, and in all eases where a MllllS-

. . try fails to grapple with cases of grave. 
6099. Therefore, I take 1t,. SU' Samuel, menacEi to peaee and tranquillity, would 

tluit where ~he Go':ei?Ior fails to secure not it Le a case of breakdown, and is it 
an alternative Minis~, ~e can also not therefore unnecessary to have a clause 
proc~d by way of dissolution to find t · ·him special- responsibility to pre
out If he can g~ an alternative Minis- v~nfv~ve menace to peace and tran
try f-Yes, he might take that course. qUillity f-No, I woU!d not at .all agree 

6100. Therefore, all .these alternatives with- that point .of .VIew. I think th~re 
are present to him, and only in the are many intermediate stages be~ore .• 
event of his being unable to- pursue those breakdown eomes about, and I think lt 
alternatives would he think it necEssary may well be that ~y one . or other . of 
to act on his own special responsibility f those means : finding an alternative 
~00 d 
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Minister, 1lnding an alternative Ministry, ceed by persuading the Ministry, :finding 
possibly by having a dissolution, the an alternative Ministry and having, a 
Governor may reach a situation in which dissolution, and if all these things fail 
the breakdown clause will not come into to take place and ·a breakdown occurs, 
operation. where does the grave menace to peace 

6104. Quite 7-I regard the breakdown and tranquillity arise t-There niay be an 
clause as the final and ultimate · sanction, emergency of a much more sudden 
and I think there ought to be many of character which would not permit of all 
these other 'stages before the breakdown these stages, and in any case I feel clear 
'actually takes place. in my own mind that you must leave 

6105. I agree. ~h~fore, I take it, the Governor's hands free, and the more 
Sir Samuel, that you will begin by pe~ you try to tie him up with definitions; so 
suading the Ministry,·· and if you are much the worse it will be for everybody. 
runable to find an alternative Ministry, I feel myself that the line of wise de
and to have a. dissolution, and if there velopment is to give the Governor General 
is a breakdown, the breakdown clause powers of the kind we put in the White 
operates. What is the necessity for this Paper and to leave it to his commonsense 
elause for providing for dealing with a and to the commonsense of his Ministers 
grave menace to peace and tranquillity and the Legislature as to how those 
by the exercise of 'special responsibility f ·powers are applied. · 
-It seems to me quite essential. Chairman.] We shall resume the e:x:
: 6106. In whatway 7 If this is the pro.;. amination of the Secretary of State and 
cess bv which the Governor has to pro- his Officers at 10-30 t()-morrow. 

(The Witnesses ar~ directed to withdraw.) 

14th July 1933. 
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:Marquess of Salisbury. 
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)Iarquess of Reading. 
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Sir Hubert Carr. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
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Sir Hari Singh Gour. . 
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Begum Shah Nawaz. 
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Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. ' 
Sir N; N. Sircar. . 
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'Ihe Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, ~t., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM:. 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sll' FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E.;: 
C.S.I., at'e again called in and furtherexamined as follows:-

~Ir. Rangaswami Iyenger. 
6375. Sir Samuel, you told us yester

day that despite the methods of adjust
:iD~ the relation between the Minist~rs 
and the Governor in respect of spem.al 
responsibilities which are involved in per
suasion, or in the formation of new 
Ministries, or dissolution and a resump
tion on breakdowns, you still wanted a 
power to override and act in case of 
grave menace on the Minister's refusal 
to act. You thought that provision was 
an additional provision which was also 
necessary. What I am asking you is 
that if apart from persuasion you reach 
a stage in which you override the Minis
ters, would not you, on the one hand 
precipitate what I may call a breakdown, 
or, on the other, weaken responsibility 7 
On the one hand by insisting on carry
ing out your special responsibilities with
·out seeking the constitutional methods 
that I spoke of, you would, in fact, b~ 
compelling Ministers who failed to realise· 
their responsibilities in the face· of a 
grave ytenace to insist upon their resi~
nation, or, on the other, to feel that m 
all cases of grave menace to peace and 
order it is not their job 7 The responsi
bility is that of the Governor in all 

·cases, and in that sense would you . not 
weaken the responsibility of Ministers f 
-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) No, I do not 
.agree with. that point of view. I 
.thought I had made that clear yester
day. I want to avoid the breakdown. 
. I want these preliminary 'steps to be 
-possible to avoid what is, after all, a 
-very serious calamity riainelyt ~he ·break-
-down ·of a Constitution 

6376. If then without a breakdown the 
Governor constantly interferes whenever 
a grave menace happens, would not that 
lead to the practice of Ministers thinking 
that in cases of grave menace it is the 
Governor's responsibility 7-No, 1 do not 
think so. I think it is an essential 
feature of a scheme of responsibility with 
safeguards. 

6377. Then I want to go, in regard to 
·this · multiplicity of safeguards, to two 
matters both in regard to legislation and 
:finance. Let us take clauses 88 and 89 
of the White Paper. They [ay down 
what I would call the negative power of 
interference of the Governor in the case 
of legislation which he considers · obje&
tiGnable, or in which he thinks the Legis
lature, or the Ministry, may have to 
reconsider their position, and, I take if, 
you expect in the normal course of 
Constitutional development this reserved 
power of the Governor will develop upon 
the same lines as in the Dominions. I 
tuke it that is so. Clauses · 88 and 89 
provide for the powers of reservation ana 
a return of Bills, and the veto of Bills 
passed by the Legislature f-Yes, I think 

• certainly the development will follow th~ 
line \Jf development in other parts of the 
British Empire, but the special con._ 
ditions in India must always be kept in . 
mind. ·· 

6378. I . take it that, apart from· this 
negative po_wer .over legislation which -you 
want to vest in. the Goveroor you . want 
to vest in him the affirmative· power for 
lecnslation in respect :of special responsi.-

• bilities urider Clause 93 f-Yes. 
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6379. What I am saying .is .that as. far cies at all. It is dealing with the gene
as this affirmative power is concerned ral field of responsibilities. 
which follows the present procedure, when 6384. The special responsibility, so far 
the Governor bas that power you still as grave inenace is concerned, for in
want, under Clauses 103 and 104 an- stance, is a matter only of emergencies f 
other power of making ordinances in -Yes, but I think ~Mr. Iyenger's ques
emergencies ,_yes. . tion was a much wider one than that. 

6380. I an1 asking you -whether the. It was dealing with the special responsi-
affirmative power of making ordinances ' bilities altogether. , 
is only to be exercised in . emergencies : 6385. That is true. · What I am asking, 
and when the Legislature fails, and th~t : Sir Samuel, is whether you will not con-
therefore when that power is · in hiS ' sider taking, for instance, Clauses 92 
possession as it is to-day, whether t~~ .•. · 8Jl.d...93 and 103 and 104 together-wbe
powe:r: of ordinance-making should oe ther you are not providing for what I 
added in addition for the same. emer- may call a multiplicity of safeguards all 
gencies .and for the same special responsi- ·of which are, except one or two absolu
bilities f...o..-Yes, I think cer:tainl! he must tely superfluous, and whether this multi
have the power of· carrymg~ mto effect plication of safeguards will not 
the duties that have been un.pos~d o'!l. really sap responsibility f-:No, I do 
him. He must, therefore, have m his not think so at all. It is no good giving 
~ower' the means of. issuing s?m~ Execu- the Governor nine safeguards if the 
tive Order of a mder. descnpbon than tenth is the only one be wants. It 
au individual or~er to .a pa.rticula~ official means that if you are going to have safe!
to ensure that his ·duties are ca.rrred out'. guards, the safeguards really must give 
; 6381. That is true, but the power of him full and . effective powers, and they 
making . ordin'ances under . Clauses 103 must, therefore, cover the whole field 
and 104 is the power of legislating 7- of contingencies in which be might have 
Yes, and I can conceive of . cases in to intervene. 
which something more permanent. than. 6386. That. is quite true. Take, for 
a. . temporary Order would be· essen bal. instance,·. Clause 104. There Ministers 
: 6382; .But would· it not be possible to can apply for a temporary ordinance in 
use ·· the power under Clause 93 for emergencies, and put them before the 
exactly the same purpose f-I ·think Mr. Legislature for approval when the Legis::
lyenger is thinking of two issues : One lature is in Session. Similarly, the 
issue is contemplated under Clause 103 Governor General can make a temporary 
in ·which the Governor would act on his ordinance if the Le~islature is not in 
()WD disCretion in order .to carry out his Session,- and then, when the Legislature 
special responsibilities. · The other ease is in Session, bring that ordinance before 
is quite a · different kind of case con- the Legislature for confirmation, and, . if 
templated in Clause 104, namely, the it refuses, eertify and carry on like that f 
case in whieh the Legislature is not sit- -The Governor mi.~ht adopt either of 
ting, and in which almost every Govern: . those two· courses .. Under onr proposals 
ment, as far as I know, in every part he might issue an ordinance, and ·not 
of the world ba.S found it necessary to bring it before the Legislature. If, on 
have some means of issuing Executive the . other hand, he thought there was 
Orders of an emergency character. likely to be substantial support for it in 
· 6383. That is so. What I am saying. !he I~~sla!ure, he ~ght wish .to g-ive 
iS that under Clause 103 the Governor It Legislative sanction, and give the 
has not at the request of Ministers, but !~e~islatnre the opportunity of embodying 
ir,dependently in respect of . his Sl)eeial It m the Statute law. 
responsibilities, the · power ·of issuing 6387. Would not it be right to make it 
()rdinanc~. Under Clause 93 _he has obligatory on him to bring it before the 
the po~('r it! emergencies of putting a Legislature. Why do you want to give 
projected Bill before the Lecislatnre, and, him the power to enact these laws to 
!f ·it refus{'s, to enact it. himself.- That have, if I may say so. effect for a whole 

, Is,Clause 92; .I am. sorry f-But the two year 7-We are contemplating there may 
~ontingencies contemplated are different. be cases in which the Governor has got 
'Clanse 92 · i~ _119t de~ing ~th. emergen-, to act quickly. In: that case it 'might b'e 



impossible for him. to. take an ordinance 
for discussion to . the Legislature. 

Sir Austen- Chamberlain.]. May I ask 
a question to get this clear in my . own 
mind! . 
· Mr. Ran.qaswami Iyenger.] Yes. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Am I right · 
in thinking that Clauses 93 and 94 deal 
with a case where a GoYernor finds it 
necessary to act upon his own responsi~ 
bility, but that Clause 104 ~onteJ?I?lates 
hi.; acting by request of his Mirusters 
when there is an emergency Y 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger. 

6388. That is Clau;~e 104. I am re~ 
ferring to Clause 103 also Y-Sir Austen 
is quite right abont Clause 104. With 
Clsmse 103 the Governor is entitled to 
aet at his own discretion in the field of 
his own special responsibilities. 

at once ;- secondly,-' the contlngen:cy. i:Dt 
which he thinks there ·is time , and .if 
he so desires, to consult the·. Legislakre: 
an~ to obtain Legislative· support for his~ 
action from the Couneil. · .. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6390. That is exactly what I said '~
Perhaps I did not follow youf question.· 

6391.· That is exactly what I said l--: 
Anyhow that is our position. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6392. Would it only be the issue of 
time which determines him Y-No. 

6393. It will only be a question of· 
whether he has got more time or less 
time Y-No; he will have: to take other 
things into consideration. ·Certainly ] 
would not restrict it in any way to time~: 
The Governor must have· full discretion· 
a!i! ·to which line he adopts. Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] I beg your 

pr.rdon. I thought the reference was to 
Clam;e 104. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger.] What I 
wnnted to ask was that in the field of 
spPcial reRponsibilities the Governor has, 
in the :first p!ace, the power of securing 
eff£'ctive legislation on his own sole 
authority when the Legislature refuses, 
in emerg-Pncies, and in ordinary cases, 
under Clause 103 he may also enact 
mNtsures without even giving the oppor
tunity to the Legislature to discuss it. 
I am asking whether it is not a super
fluity of safeguards. 

Mr. Rangaswami 1yenger.] I willleav~ 
. _it at that. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] May I sug
gest whrther it is not the case that 
Clauses 92 and 93 deal with cases which 
will have neeessarily to go before the 
Leg·islature Y I am not expressing any 
opinion. I am only suggesting to Sir 
Semmel Hoare whether the true explana
tion is that Clauses 92 and 93 deal with 
cnsc>s of legislation which must· neces
sarily involve going before the Leg_isla
ture, whereas Clause 103 deals with cases 
of emergency where the Governor has 
got to take action promptly withollt re
feren('c to the Legislature. 

Sir Hari Singh Gonr. 

6389. What about Clause 104 ,_I do 
not think it goes quitG as far as that, 
but our intention is definitely to meet 
tlJ<' two contingencies : first,· the contin
gency in which the Governor has to act 

Dr. B. R. A.mbedkar. 

6394. I have not. followed it. I ·think 
even under Proposals 92 and 93, althougli 
the · Legislature may be in Session, the 
Governor will not be bound to put hia 
ler.islation · before the . Legislature if h~ 
so thinks '-That is perfectly true .. Th" 
Governor has full discretion. · 

6395. The Governor has full discre:. 
tion Y:--Whether for ordinances or for 
legislation, on his own initiative. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger. 

6396. May I ·suggest to you that you 
mav 1·e-examine these clauses and put in 

· only the minimum of safeguards that 
are compatible with your requirements ~ 
-We .feel that is very much what -re 
have done. , . 
. 6397. I am sorry I must differ. T~en 

I shall \',only refer, to one oth~r pmnt. 
Will vou kindly ·take Clause 96 m regard 
to Finance ; I am referring only to the 
constitutional aspect of it. not the finan
cial part of it. The clause . says that 
" the statement of proposals for appro
priation. will be so arranged as (a) to ~is
tinoouish between those proposals which 
will. and those which will not; ~e~ ~ub
mitted to the Vote of t~e Le~~~tu;e,_ 
and amongst the·- latter to distmgu1sh 
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those which are in . the nature of stand
ing . charges" . and the rest. " (b) :to 
specify separately those additional pro
posals (if any); whethe~ under the vot
able or non-votable Heads, which the 
Governor regards as necessary for the · 
fulfilment of any of his ' special responsi
bilities.' '' If the matters under special 
responsibilities are . non-votable, why 
should we put in this clauSe about specific 
proposals, whether under votable or non
votable Heads f Is that a necessary 
clause t If it is, I want to ask you 
~-hether it is not now the case that 
proposals tinder non-votable Heads or 
under votable Heads will, under no cir
cumstances, come under any of the 
special responsibilities · which the 
Governors now possess, and. they will not 
be able either to reserve them or to 
restore them if they are rejected by the 
Legislature 'f-· I do not quite follow the 
question. Could Mr. Iyenger put it a 
little more· concretely f 

6398. Yes. The present state of things 
is that in the Provincial Legislature ex-· 
penditure is to be. under two heads, vot
able and non-votable. In regard to non
votable Heads the Council has no dis
cretion. In regard to votable Heads . the 
Governor can restore them if the Legis
lature ·rejects them, if he considers it 
essential to the discharge of his responsi
bilities. Under this clause I take it that 
expenditure which_ is votable, but. which 
}muld come under special responsibility, 
will auto~atically become non-votable t 
-I think Mr. Iyenger really mistakes 
our conception . of the field of special 
responsibilities. We do not conceive of 
.the field of special responsibilities as a 
1i.~ld covered by separate departments 
mth separate votes. The special re
·sponsibilities are rather duties imposed 
upon the Governor that cover the whole 
ti~ld of government. · 
. 6399. That is . trne 'f-It is, therefore 
practically . impossible . to distinguish fu 
a budget between the two fields. What 
we wish to do is to enable the Governor 
to see that there is enough money· voted 
t~ ensure such duties as are imposed upon 
hun, such as the salaries of the services, 
the service of debt and so on · but there 
is no dyarchy in the provincial field. 
· 6400. No f...:_It is that. which distin
guishes, the position in the· future from . . . . 

tho J?Osition that Mr. Iy~er has just 
d.escnbed, ~am.ely, the posit~on of tO-day. 

~Ol. That is ~rue, but the ·salaries of 
services !IDd vanous other things which 
are special responsibilities are made by 
S~tute non:votable. What are the other 
~~ relatmg to his special responsi
bilities w~ch would be votable and which 
would_ ~t~ by reason of his special re
~ponsibilibes, become non-votable t That 
lS a category that I am not able to de-

. teet !-Supposing an emergency arose 
and. the Governor, in the exercise of his 
duties, !tad to engage extra Police or 
had ~o mvolve himself in additional ex
penditure to meet the situation that 
would be -a case in point. ' 

6402. I know ; but it ean be put before 
the House, and if it refuses it can be 
rest?red. That can be put before the 
Legislature and ·if the Legislature re
fuses it, it e:an be restored f-Yes · that 
is certainly so. At the same ti~e I 
wish again at present to remind .you that 
the answer I gave just now covers this 
Q1lestion as well, namely, that we must 
contemplate a situation in· which the 
Governor may have, ,'in the interests of 
everybody concerned-the interests of 
the ~ovince, of course, in particular
to act very quickly. ' 

Sir Tej BahadWI' Sapru. 

6403. May I put a question to clear 
up this point 7-Yes. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] You con
template that · special responsibilities 
may include an item which under the 
present Constitution is votable . 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger.] That is 
the point. 

Marquess of Reading.] Will you re
peat the question 7 

Sir Tej Bahaaur Sapru. 

6404. I was asking Sir Samuel w he
ther the· White Paper eontcmplates that 
special responsibilities nf the Governor 
may. include an item which under the 
present Constitution is votable 7-No, 
.that is not so. We do not include any 
Item at all. What we do is : We 
give the· G:overnor general powers to get 
enough money to carry out his special 
responsib_ility. · · · · 
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Mr. M. B. J ayaker. · 

6405. With respect to all itemr; w~i<·h 
under the present Con:3titution a1·e 
votable by the Legislature,. may I as~ 
Sir Samuel whether the special responsi
bility will include an item in t~e b.udg~t 
which under the present Constitution. JS 

a votable item f-No, the field of special 
responsibilities is a field that pervades 
the general field of administrntion. 
There will, it is true, be certain items 
that will be non-votable, such as the 
salaries of officials ; but supposing the 
Governor found that not enough money 
had been set aside for a votable bead 
and there was not enough money for 
him to meet an emergency, then he 
would have the power of making an 
addition ·to the budget f•)r the purpose 
of providing the money for those pur
poses. It would be votable in that 
case. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

6406. Would it be ::::ubjccted to a 
Supplementary Vote 7-I could not 
possibly go into details of Parliamentary 
procedure as to how it E"houlll be done 
in a particular Council. I am going to 
ask Sir Malcolm, if I may, to put what 
I have said in perhaps more eoncrE"te 
terms, from his own administrative 
experience. 

:Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger. 

6407. :May I then put one question f
I would like Sir Malcolm to explain. 
(Sir Malcolm Hailey., Section 96 of the 
White Paper is only a description of 
the arrangement of a budget ; it docs 
not, in itself, lay down anything as t•J 
what should be votable or what sh<iold 
be non-votable. It only says how a 
budget is to be arranged, and nothing 
more. If a Governor desires, in the 
exercise of his speeial responsibilities, 
to see extra expenditure incurred, whe
ther under the votable or the non-. 
votable Heads, that is to say, for 
example, if he desires to see additional 
expenditur~ on a non-vobble Head 
such . as pay of the. sel·vices, or addi
tional expenditure on :t. vot:t~ll<! He:v1 · 
such as. the Police Force, then l1e will 
l1ave those put in the budget nnd 
shown separately under the Jlrovisions 
of sub-section (b) of ~roposal 96 .. That 
·does not alter the fact that ~h~~- are 

votable ·or non-votable~ bu.t if the appro .. 
priations he . has · asked.. for are not 
voted by the Legislature, then, under the 
provisions of Proposal99, he can secure 
that they stand as appropriations, which 
is equivalent· to our present procedure 
of certification. That is the explana
tion of that. 

6408. I follow that. May I ask Sir 
Samuel and Sir Malcolm to follow the 
second. paragraph of Clause 99. "At 
the conclusion. of the budget proceed .. 
ings the Governor will D:Ut~enticate by 
his signature all approprmt10us ''-tha~ 
is the first clause. IIi the seeoncl para
graph it says : '' In the appropri~tions 
so authenticated the Governor '\\"ill . be 
empowered to include any additional 
amounts which he regards as necessary 
for the discharge of a.ny of his '"pecial 
responsibiliti~s ''-there is a separ~te 
provision for the clas~ of case which, 
has been so clearly described by SU. 
Samuel and by .Sir Ya1colm-'' so, 
however, that the total :tmount authen':' 
ticated under· any head is not in excess 
of the amount originally laid before the 
Legislature under that head in the 
statement of proposals for appropria
tion." I want to know what thE"se 
additional amounts are, i:C they are not 
·the amounts which Sir 1\Ialcolm ha$ 
just described to us 7-These amountss 
cannot exceed the original runount for 
which he has asked in the Budget. 
There may be a variation" in the 
amounts, but the total ·Cnnnot exceed 
the amount put do\\--n origmally in th~ 
Budget ; that is to say, he cnnnot when 
the Budget is concluded put· in· addi
tional amounts for his own purpm~es. 

Mr. Rangaswami. Iyenger.] But what 
is the need for alterin:~ the Budget 
after it is passed by the Legislature f 

Sir A. P. Patro. 

6409." Suppose an item has been cut 
down by the Legislatu1·e, nnd :1. ~urplus 
grant has been asked for, 100,000 rupees, 
therr 'he can only rest'Jre to the extent 
he originally asked for in the Budget 
and no more f-That is "0. 

~- Ra_ngaswami Iyenger. 

. 6410. In other words, if he has put 
down certain amounts for the exercise 
of. his special responsibL.i1ies, they, by 
that ve,ry fact, become non-\·otable ~d 
~he Qouncil. cannot tonch ,them 7-..(Su 
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Samuel· Hoare.) No, that· is not so at 
a.It . (Sir 'Malcolm ·1Ia,£ey;.) They be
come votable, but if the Council touches 
them, he can restore them. ' · 
·. Sir Jo~eph Nail.] :May I suggest that 
the procedure is very elearly indi<:ated 

· in para~aph 39 of thP. Introduction Y 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

6411. I take it, Sir Ramuel,- that you 
-are aware that the Governor':3 Instru
ment of Instructions has been used in 
many Dominion • Constitntions :for the 
purpose · of securing Constitutional 
advance within certain limits by vary
ing them from time to· time 7-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes, · that i:-t so. 

6412~ Can I take it· that it h tha in
tention of His Majesty's Gonrnm(rat 
to leave for. . simila.r purposes en•mgh 
~cope and latitude in· the Con::;titution 
Act f-Provided · always that the In
stru.ctions have the sa.nction behind 
them of -the two Houses of Parliament. 

6413. I · mean, · subject to Proposal 
64 ?-Yes. 

6414. I am speaking, subject to Pro
posal 64 ?-Yes, t:hat is the c::tse. 
· Sir Tej Baharlur Sapru.] Sir Samuel, 
I propose to ask you just a few genernl 
questions, and then to rE>fer to von cPr
tairi sections which I want to clear Ttp. 
You have bet>n explaining to us tiurjng 
the last t'hree days the Constitution for 
the Provinces : Am. I right in nsf'nming 
that you look upon that Constitution as 
a par~ of .an integral wl:.ole iueluding the 
Conshtutwn of the CP.ntre 1 

6415. Yes ; I have nlweys said so and 
I maintain that position. . ' 

. . 6416~ This Part of -the White Paper, 
the Part of the White P:.tper which 
deals with. the Provinces, has a direct 
relation to the Centre 1-Yeg. The two 
have been worked out certainly as parts 
of a comprehensive wh0le. 

6417. I want to be still more. clea1· 
about. it, bec.ause that is a· matter of 
v~ry great imp_o~tance from our point of 
VIew. Supposmg Part I o.f the White 
Paper which deals· with the Cmtre were 
to be !ake~ out altogethe1· or dropped f 
I can unagme Part IT, wh!eb deals with 
the PJ:ovinces, .. requiring- Yery material 
alterat•on · un<ler those cirenmstn.nccs f
I. wo11ld not like to say· how n.uch altera
.tion·it would or woui.l tiot involve until 

I had looked very carefully into it. It 
would certainly be true to say that some . 
alterat.ion would be nece::;sary. 

6418. Now, coming to the c1uestion of 
the nominated Minister, which was put 
to you by Sir Austen Chamberl~;tin the 
other day, have you sati;;fied yourself as 
to whether Indian opinion here or 
Indian opinion in India will favour the 
inclusion of such a nominated 1\Iini:;
ter 7-No ; I have not had an oppor
tunity of consulting either the Delegates 
here or opinion in India upon the pro
posal.. It was something in th~ nature 
of a new proposal. Hitherto, I think, 
we had contemplated that a nomination 
of that kind would, or would not, be 
made at the discretion ,,f the Governor. 
I ·do not think we had contemplah:d 
the contingency of a nominati,,n ht-ing· 
made upon the advice of his ~[iniaters, 
and I should welcome any opinion that 
Delegates he_r.e woul<l give me on the 
subject. . 

Sir Tej Bahodur Sapru.] I do not 
want to iiltenupt the eros~-examinntion, 
but. I may say that I am definitely op
posed to it, as I think jt \YiU dl'stroy 
the growth ·of Party syste111 in Inil.ia, 
quite apart from other rc!l.~ons. 

Sir Austen. Chamberlain.] I hope '\VI!' 
may have an opportunity of discussing 
that. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Yes. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I will not 

interrupt now. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6419. Now with regard to Second 
Chambers. Putting it at the lowest, is 
it or is it not correct that so far as 
Indian opinion is concerned, it is not 
overwhelmingly in favour of Second 
l;hambers in thP Provinces 'r--l should 
think that would be the case ; l;ut I 
think it would be equally true to say 
that opinion was not 'lVet·whelmingly 
against the proposal .. 
- '6420. Take, for instance, the t,hree 
Provinces . in respect of which the re
commendation is that there should be 
Second . Chambers, and i{ you look to 
the numbe-rs which are pr\lvidcd for the 
Recond Chambers· for E>aeh one of those 
Provinces-, are you satisfied that you 
conld get an adequat.~ nnmbel" of men · 
of the type wh'J ordinn t•ily go into the 



Second Chamber and exercise the func
tion of. a revising hody-the Unite!\ 
ProYinc(•.;, Bih&.r and Bengal ,_I tbink 
certainly with Bengal. What tloes Sir 
Malcolm say about· the • UnitPd Pro-

. -vinces ' 
6421. Sixty in the United Provinces,· 

and, I believe, the number of men in 
Bengal is 65 '-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) I 
think I should rather reg.-et it, if I had 
to say that a ·Province of 49,000,003 
people with five Univet'"itica in it nnd a 
long record of political work could not 
provide 60 fitting representatives for 
an Upper Chamber. 

6422. I am not referring to the 
Universities. I am talking of the 
Zamindars from whom vou will recruit. 
Cn.n you say, from your experience of 
the United Provinces that yon can have 
60 men belonging to that body who can 
effectively perform the f•1nction of a re-
vising body ,_I will -110t admit in the 
flrl'-f' p11H'e th<tt it i!' entirely Zamin:lars 
from whom we should recruit. 'fht- pru
posals for the Constitution of tb-3 8P-elll•cl 
Chamber have not been tlcfiuitP.lv h:id 
down in the White Pa!Jer, hut such }Jro
posals as there are, give you not only a 
high franchise but a ~uggl~srion th:.1t you 
should take representatives from men of 
experiPnce and position in various classes 
of societ.''' and I contemplate that the 
result of those proposah will be that 
you will take not only Z~:tmindars but 
men of p0sition in the commlwcial world, 
and men who have been officials, who 
have Rerved in the ,judicature or have 
secured rositions in the local bocies. It 
ought not to be difficult to find 60 fitting 
men from among those elas~es. 

642:t Then coming to ROme sections, 
will you kindly turn to Proposal 65, 
where you say : " The Go>ernot '~ f:El.lary 
will be fixed by the Constitution Af't, and 
all other payments in t'espect of. his 
personal allowances, or the salaries ltntl 
nllowances of his personal. nnd secre
tarial staff, will be fixed by . Order-in
Council ''. You know that. there is a. 
{n'eat difference in the s·dnries of 
Governors in various Provinces. · Is it 
intended to maintain the present scale 
everywhere, or to revise the scale of 
salaries f-(Sir Samuel lloarl!.)· I think 
we ~hould greatly prefer to keep :our 
hands· free and to consider the situation 
nt the time, no doubt Provin('e bi Pro-
vince. · · 

6424. For instance,· the Govern~;. of 
Assam ·gets the ·lowest ~alary ; then the 
Governor of the Central · Provinc~s gets 
a slightly higher salary ; then the 
Governor of the Presidencies and the 
Governor of the Uliited Provinc~s ·get 
one scale of · salary ; the Governor of 
Bihar and of the Punjab get a smaller 
-salary. What is your anticipation t
To be quite frank, I have not got one 
at the moment. 

· 6425. But I hope yoa will go into t:his 
question ?-Certainly \,-~ shall have tu at 
some time. 

6426. I will not trouble you with N 0.. 
67, because Mr. Jayakar has already 11ut 
to you that question. Coming to Section 
70, which deals with the· safeguards : 
Am I ·right in assuming that your 
scheme is this, that the entire E'phere 
of the administration · is ·to be divided 
into two parts, one being within the 
control of the Minister and the other 
being within· the control or the Govt•rn
or, nnd it was only when any f•DE' of· 
tho::P contin~encies ar1sr!s, . which are 
mentioned here, that tl1e Governor will 
be· required to exercise these functions Y 
-No, there are not two distinct fields. 
You cannot say, if you look at the list 
of the sp~cial responsibilities, in No. 70, 
that they cover separate· Depat•tments 
of Government ; they are duties .extend
ing over many :fields of Government, but 
the Governor can only intervene ·in the 
ca!!e in which those duties nre en.:. 
dangered. 

6427. Take, for. instance, · Lan~l Rev~ 
nue, Forests or . Excise : , The.re are no 
safeguards provided !.here. Tbe Gov
ernor could under n0 circu-c!:;;tances 

· intervene in regard to those matters ; . 
he could intervene only b rega1·d to 
penee and tranquillity of the Provinc.e f 
-I can ·conceive--it may, he very un
likely, but there might he 'a great rrner:
gency arjsing over some ver.v dangerous 
action taken,_ say,. with J ... aud Revenue, 
and in that case, if thP.re wao:; a grave 
menace to the stability of the Province 
then the Governor could intervene· ; but 
there is no question · whate''(':J: ril his 
intervening in the normal administration 
of Departments of ~hat ~ird. 

· .. 6428.· He ean oniv·mteorvene in regard 
to Land Revenue, Forests and Exei'3e, if 
th~ action of the Legislature · or the 



Minister endangered any one of the 
J,"esponsibilities lf-Yes, certainly. 

6429. But· not otherwise f-Not other
wise. 

Mr. M. B. Jq.yaker .. 

6430. I just want to l\sk one question. 
Is it the conception of Proposal 70 that 
the special responsibility o.f the Govern- . 
or covers the whole fiehl of admini>5tra-

. tion, if the- contingencies mentioned in 
that clause arise 7...:....0nly if the con
tingencies mentioned in the flause arise. 

6431. But· they cover the whole field 
of administration 7-I think that is 
inherent in any scheme of safeguards. 

questions put to me seem to suggest 
that the questioner views the H'overnor 
of the White Paper ~eheme .'ls haYing 
little or no contact with his Ministry 
in the affairs of his Government until 
he discovers that their proposals or 
their actions have compromisecl, or are 
about to compromise, his ability to 
discharge tho responsibilities imposed 
upon him personally l1y the Constitu
tion Act ; whereupo.Il the Gove.rnol'! 
suddenly intervenes in the affairs o:l 
some Department, overrules the Minis
ter (or, perhaps, th6 collec!;!ve Ministry, 
·if they agree with their colleagues), 
is faced by resignation:'~ or, }lerhaps, 
himself resorts to di::;:m.i.ssals, and pro-

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. ceeds by a regular process, from over
ruling, through dismissal or resignation 

6432. Take, for instance, thE' Cousti- and dissolution, to the ultimn.te dtlbacle 
tution of the Revenue Courts, their of a breakdown of the Co11•;titutiou and 
powers and· functions in the t;"nited the as~umption of all powers into his 
Provinces, and things of that kind, own hands. In . fact, jf I uGderstood 
would it be open to the local I..~t>gislature Mr. Iyenger correctly yesterday, he 
to modify or alter them Y-Yef.. , actually suggested that tr.ere .was really 

6433. Supposing. the L'lgis!ature passed no necil for the limitation of the 
any law regulating tha relations of the responsibility of Ministm·s in the shape 
landlords and the tenant.s, would the of the Governor's special responsibilities, 
Governor step in on the ground that he since the failure of :Ministers t.., deal 
apprehended. very ser~ous danger ?-It adequately with, for example, a grave 
would have to come w1thin one or other menace to peace, would inevitably con
of these fields of special responsibility. ~titute a breakdown of the Constitu-

. He could not go outside the list set out tion, the Governor woulll always be 
here. able in the last resort to conduct 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

~34. May I, just to clear up that 
pomt, ask a supplemental'Y question 7 
It if:! not, is it, intended that the 
Governor's power of veto should be 
limited by his special responsibility ?-
No ; there is no provision to thiit c.fft.ct. 
I wonder wheth~r it would make the 
position clearer to the Committee·-! 
made some notes la~t niooht upon the 
general position of the Governor and 
his special responsibilities- -if I read 
these notes out. They :u-e quite short,· 
my Lord Chairman. . 

Chairman. 

6435. If you please ,_I sho-ald like 
to say that the impression )eft upon 
my mind by some of the questions put 
to me yesterday and the d:ty before is 
that they we:re prompted by a concep
tion of the purpose and effect of tile 
-proposals relatilig to tb.e Governor's 
·special responsibilities · ". hif~h differs a 
good deal from my own. Somo of the 

matters in his own way through the 
'' breakdown provision.'' This is not 
at. all my conception of the purpose and 
effect of the White Pap~r scheme, and 
I venture to urge upon the Committee 
and Delegates a close study of para
graphs 23 to 44 of the Introduction, 
and particularly of pam!;raphs 26 and 
42. · The point I wish to emphasise is 
that the " special respon:;ibilities " 
enumerated in paragraph 70 of the 
White Paper are not spei!ial subjects 
(this is the important point) which are 
kept out frcm the purview of Ministers, 
and reserved for the . control of the 
Governor. I should describe th£~m mther 
as signpos.ts or labels indicating to the 
Governor, . and incidentally to his 
Ministers, certain purpose::~ the fulfil
ment of which the Gove1nor is directed 
to secure, if necessary, by refusing to 
be guided by his Mini:>ters' advice 
whenever he considers that the a•lviee 
tendered :to him would ·be inimical · to 
the ful:filmeiJ.t of any of these· purposes ; 
and, if necessary, again, by eaJling· to 
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his aid his '' special powers '' properly 
s:;o-called in relation t.o legislation and 
:finance. We are all agreed that the respon
sible Government which is to re~ult 
from these discussions is to be acco~
panied by safeguards. One obvi_o:us 
means of providing a comprehe~iyc 
safeguard would be to say that _the 
Governor is to be free to make his own 
judgment as to the requiiements ~ ~f 
'' good government '', the test in ~11 
matters as to whether he will or will 
not be guided by his Ministers' · advl~e, 
and, of course, to arm the Goverp.!Jr 
with the necessary powers to make _his 
judgment effective. But, although, su~h 
a plan might result in fact in responsible 
government it would hardly bear _t!lc 
stamp of responsible government, on tp.e 
face of it. The difficulty arises w!tc_n 
you try to limit your safeguarding pro
visions with the object (to the extent t~ 
which you do limit and define) of leav_ing 
the rest of the field free for the exer .. 
cise of Ministerial responsibility. ~~e 
device of limitation by division of s:JJ,b
jects or Departments is dead under 9:ur 
scheme for the Provinces. The plan of 
the White Paper is to limit by carefully 
defined purposes : and the basic assump
tions which I make for the working of 
this plan are, firstly, that there will be 
no necessary conflict between a Gov
ernor and his Ministers and Legislat_ure 
as to the desirability of securing . the 
purposes we have specified, and, seco]l_d
Jy, that the Governor who is and ~ust 
be in form the Executive (that is, .. the 
Crown's deputy, for the purpose of 
administering the Government) will 
work throughout in the closest touch 
with the Ministers whom he appoints ln 
order that he may pass on to. them the 
responsibility for the Government to 
the fullest extent which is compatible · 
with the fulfilment of his own defuted 
responsibilities to the Crown and Par
liament ; and thirdly, when occasion 
docs arise for implementing his own 
responsibilities, the Governor's powers 
for this purpose must be clear and 
effective and unquestionable and that 
he must be free to use them in the way 
that seems to him best suited to the 
particular situation with which he --is 
called upon to deal. -

6436. Thank you. Before I pass on 
to another Clause of the White Paper I 
should like to clear up one or two more 
points under Clause 70. Take, for -in-

stance, a case like this : The United 
Provinces · Legislative Council or · :As• 
sembly proposes to pass legislation c_ou
ferring upon • the-· tenants. at will, _ or 
n~m-occnpancy tenants, full occupa!LCl 
rights. Would it be open to the Go_v ... 
ernor under one of these Clauses to in
t~rfere !-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) lt 
would not be open to him to interfere 
on the administrative side under Clause 
70 unless any action contemplated ~by 
Ministers in that regard was likely_ to 
give rise to any grave menace to peace, 
or it might be to impinge on the lE;!g_i.
timate intere~ts of minorities, thou_gh, 
personally, I think it would be some
what difficult to bring either of the t~vo 
classes, who would be brought into c_on
fl.ict by such legislation; under that 
clause.· His j>ower of refusing ass_ent 
would riot be affected by anyth·ing jn. 
Clause 70, that is to say, it would pot 
by Clause 70 itself be confined to main
taining his special responsibilities. _ In 
the terms of the Constitution at all 
events his /ower of refusing assent. is 
not fettere by any prescription that he 
can only exercise it m pursuance of his 
special responsibilities. · • 

6437. Sir Malcolm, would you co.n
sider this case f ~ am not talking_ of 
anv . administrative action on the part 
of· the Government, but of Legislative 
action. Supposing the United Pro
vinces Legislative Council passed an 
Act. conferring upon the tenants fuJ,l 
occupancy rights, and the Zamindars_ in. 
your Province objected to that, woU).d 
the Governor in a case like that be ius
tilled in interfering merely because the 
.Zamindars are opposed to the extension 
of th-e rights of the tenants t-· Yoa m~a_~ 
would he be justified in refusY1g ~ 
assent to legislation ! 

6438. That is different. · Interfering 
urider any one of these Clause 70 SJib
clauses, could the Governor then say : 
" Government is going to lose the 
support~ of the Zamindars. It is gojng 
to create dissatisfaction among them 
which may ultimately lead to the ais
turbance of peace and tranquillity . on 
the part of the Zamindars, therefor~ I 
am justified in interfering there" .7-I 
think that must remain for the judgment 
and conscience of. the Governor of the 
·time how far he judges of the circ~
stances that are likely to arise . out of 
such proposals, and how far he is will-" 
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j.ng to press his own. interpretation of 
..sub-clause (a) of Clause· 70. - . 

Marquess of Sali~bury. 
6439. I unci.erstand Clause 70 has no 

·bearing whatever on the Iegislatiye 
powe1· of the Governor. Constitut~on
ally he is quite free to withhold JP,s 
consent to legisb.tion without any refer
ence to Clause 70 whatever. Is not that 
so !-Constitutionally, that is so. -· 

Dr. B. B • .Ambeakar. 
6440. I want to pursue this point_ a · 

stag~ further. You· said that would .de
pend on the circumstances of the case. 
That was not the question of Sir ~ej 
~apru. The question is, is this Cla:.use 
.wide enough to give the power to inter
.vene Rnd s!ly : '' No, this will interfere 
with peace and tranquillity, and I }rill 
not .allow you to introduce this legi~la
t.i')n '' 7-The Clause i3 merely wj~e 
en01-igh to allllw the Governor to t!lke 
action if he is convinced that it will 
'lead to a grave menace to the ·· peaco 
,and tranquillity of the Province, ~ot 
merely that he thinks such- legislation is 
undesirable in the interests of one class 
-or another. . · 
: 644L If he comes to that conclusion 
this clause . is wide enough for him· to 
·say : '' I will not allow you to procet:d 
-with such legislation " ,_I can oP:Iy 
say we have had in the United Provinceiiil 
wfthin the last two years the menace of 
very grave trouble indeed arising out 
of the agrarian situation, and dealing 
-with the rental question. There wa~ a 
stage then when, in my opinion, this 
clause would undoubtedly have applied, 
·hut it would have applie~ because there 
was threatening of actual risings of 
tenants in certain parts of the ProviJ!ce. 
.I would not have held that it woultl 
.havo applied if it had been merely ~he 
.case that one cia~ or other would ha¥e 
been prejudicially affected by the Le&-is
.Jatnre. 

Mr. M. B. Jayaker. 

6442. Supposing in the Provin~~al 
Legislature a Bill is introduced for the 
pu~ose of .. allowing the depressed class
es people to enter certain public 
'temples, and it causes commotion in the 
,Orthodox Hindu community who 
threaten to create a disturbance, will it · . .. - . . . -

~ziable the Governor of the Province to 
mterfere on the ground that· he is do in..,. 
so for the prevention of a grave menac~ 
to t~e peace and tranquillity of ·the 
Provmce and stop the Bill '-.Not 

·unless the grave menace is in his mind 
a visible one and imminent. 

6443. He will be the sole judooe of 
that 7-Yes. c 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6444. Did you say a " visible " 
one 7-· I may not have chosen the word-3 
very well, but I think a Governor would 
say to himself : '' If it is only , likely 
that at some very distant date some 
trouble may arise, or if I have oni:f a 
vague fear that this may cause trouble '' 
then I do not think that in his con~ 
science he could say that that cla·u~e 
a~plied, but if he saw, as he very lfCll 
nnght see, that as soon as this leooi:.la.
tion was brough·t forward excite~~nt 
was. rising ; people .were actually re
sortmg almost at the time to violence-
if from that he drew the conclu3ion 
that a:; soon .as any action was taken 
. under such a BilJ there would - be 
violence and a grave menace to tran
·qnillity, then under this clause he woUicl 
have undoubtedly not only the right h·11t 
tbt- ohligation of interfering. · 

6445. 'Vhatever adjective von-. use 
thert- is no word like " visible " - or 
" imminent " to be found in the cl:lusa 
in thP. White Paper 7-No, and that is 
why I withdrew those words. I tried 
to amend them afterwards. 

6446. I am not criticising your choi~e 
of adjectives. Please do not think that 
for a moment, but' there is no adjective 
of any kind. It is quite clear '' The 
prevention of any grave menace to the 
peace or tranquillity of the Provin<'e or 
any part thereof '' '?-Yes, and I was 
aware that those words were not very 
well chosen. I was trying to get into 
the attitude of mind of a Governor who 
was faced with a trouble of that kind • 

6447. We are very much obliged to 
you, but what ·you really mean is that 
these words ought to be amended 7-~ro, 
I do not. 

Lord Irwin. 

6448. What Sir :Malcolm meant, I 
should have thought, was that the· inter~ 
pretation of these words in a good many 
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cases of administration would btJ a 
'matter of discretion of the Governor. 
He was trying to inter!Jret how _the 
'Governor's mind wo1·ked Y-ThJ.t is so. 
I was trying to get into the mind of the 
Governor when· he was looking nt _th~ 
circuu,_l:Jtanccs and tl.e worJs ·•f th'l .Act. 

Marquess of Beading. 
64-19. I understood ::>ir Mah;~,Jnt to be 

drawing the distiu,·t.it•!l h~twl·cn a 
GCivernor considering for ·he purpose of 
e:xerci~:ng his po"'\\ers under the spe~ial 

.reo;pon.sibility and the ca.se where he 
thinks '' in the inmw1ia~e : uta~·e r.s far 
-a~ I can see there 15 grave menace ,; in 
. which, according to him, he woul.l be 
bound to tlct. But he D•:l.V' think tLat in 
a year or .two's time, in consequence of 
-develor,ment, and so on, or some con
siderable time ahead, there may b~ a 

.grave menace in which case, I und~r-
t- tood bir 1\falcolm to say, putting thogo 
fucta merely for th~ purpose of bringing 
out his point, he iid not ~hink _in the 
lntter case he would be justified in inter
fering at that moment. Is that ri~ht, 
Sir Malcolm 7-Yes, :hat "·as generally 

_my meaning. 

Marques.rs of Zetland.] It must nlways 
depend on the juugm·~r~t .. f th€' Gr .. v
eJ nor. He has complete power tm~_er 

. this clause. 
Marquess of Beading.] Compkte. 

Sir Austen Chamberlaiu. 

'Lord Rankeillour.] Yes, I- thini. that 
answers it., 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6452. I understand Clause 94: · would 
be one of the clau5es which w~uld be -in
cluded. That -would be· one- of the 
things which he might be · guided bL 
according to Sir Malcolm's canons 1-
If we are to draw a distinction between 
administration and legislation, · ClS:use 
70 does apply in terms to administration. 
The clauses which apply to legislation 
are Clauses 88 and 89, in which _the 
Governor's power o:f refusing assent is 
not ·fettered by any special condit_ion 
laid down in the Constitution, and Clause _ 
94: in which it is laid down that the 
Governor can intervene on the introduc
tion of a Bill, or on any amendment' of 
a Bill, but, in this respect, his power of 
intervention is limited to the discha1·ge 

·of his special responsibilities. 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

! : 6453. But it is not suggested, is. it, 
that in Clause 88 the Governor would be 

.limited by. the provisions of Cla.use '{Q f 
-No~ 

6454:. You mentioned Clause 88 then f 
-Because, as the Secretary of State Sa.id 
yesterd,ay, in answer to a question, tJlat 
is a general power, and- i.3 not limited 
to the exercise of special responsib~i
ties. 

6450. Your view, Sir l\faleol•u, is t~at Mr. Zafni!lll Khan~ 
tL€' Governor must use his discretion in 6455 .. If Mr. Iyenger will permit me 
the light of the particular cu·cumsbn~ces an intervention, may I put this to _f?ir 
when they arise T- -1 \!S. Malcolm Hailey. . That is the interpre-

()451. And that it is impvssible to lay . tation to: be · put up~>n this. cla1:1~e. 
down any precise rule ueforehand 7- Would Su 1\falcolm Hailey consider th1s, 
Certainly. ~ ·- that whatever measm·e was before the 

Lord Rankeillour.] On the face of this Ca?ine~, wh-ether a m~a:ure «?f propo_sed 
clause it refers to administration onlv. ·leg1slabon, or of adiD;IDistrahon, or any 
Does Sir Malcolm interpret the wcrd o~her measure of P_?hcy, and any ~ec
H administration " as in(!luding tee . hon of the population of the Provm~e 
supervision of legislation before ·it Is was ~pposed to that measure, the_n all 
I .assed bv lhe .isscmblj t that .they have to do to attract the mter-

• ventwn of the Governor would be to 
Lord Eustace Percy.] Clause 94:. start an a!ritation and to threaten 
Lord Rankeillour.] Is that -co-vered by ·violence, a~d, if they know that the 

the word " administration " f It does Governor bas a power of intervention· 
not seem to imply anything to do lljth in such cases,- the surest way of start
administration. We are talking of in(J' an agitation would be to say that if 
Clause 70. That is what 1 wanted to vo;_ carry agitation to a certain pomt 

·know. ~the Governor will interfere. .would 
· Lord Eu~tace Percy.] Clau.se 94. it not be putting a premium on agitat~on 
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to give to the Governor power to inter
vene outside law and order' under this 
Clause 7-I think, if I may say so, y~mr 
interpretation puts a certain limitation 
on the good sense of the Governor. . 1 
think the Governor would be able to dis
criminate' between a factious agitati~n 
used for the purpose of putting press1JXe 
'on him, and a real agitation which might 
lead to a menace to peace and t~~-
quillity. · · 

6456. Unless an agitation is . gent~ine 
· in the sense that it continues from day 
to day, and · goes on . increasing. :4'1 
volume, the Governor will not intervene. 
·supposing it is with the object_ of 
putting pressure on t~e ~overnor, how 
1,8 he to get out of this dlf'ficulty t_hat 
the agitation goes on growing in volume 
every day, because he has not interfered •. 
Would not the · mere fact that he · has 
power of intervention outside law !~d 
order, in order to prevent legislation, tell 
the people that one means of ·obtaining 
the redress and stopping this policy was 
to go on , putting greater and ~eater 
pressure on the Governor, otherw1se he 
would not exercise . his tliscretion __ in 
their favour '_;_I imagine that is_ a 
method by which you put pressure on 
Governments in any ·country, and Gov
ernments always have to decide whetJter 
they will yield to pressure or not. ; In 
this case yori: -are. not merely puttmg 
pressure on the Governor, but you would 
be putting pressure, as a matter. of 
fact, not merely on the Governor, put 
on the Governor and his _Ministers, ~nd 
the .:Ministers would then have to deci~e 
on their policy with the Governor. 

' ' ' 

Marquess of Lothian. 

6457. In the exercise of this responsi
bility will not the Governor have to con
sider just as much whether to inter~ere 
and overrule his Ministers will not lead 
to a greater men9;ce to peace 3!1d trat~
quillity than to yield to a factrous l!gt
tation outside ?-That is one of tP.e 
many difficult circumstance~ whi~h-. I 
ibink the Governor would have to aecule 
on. I would have thought, spcakit>.g 

_ with general and not special knowledge, 
that- in the kind of case :m~ested by 
Mr; Zafrulla Khan, the Ministers would 
really be fighting that kind of factions 
agitation. The Minister3 presnm11bly 
would not at all wish the Gove.mor to 
intervene over their heads, au,1 it wo_uld 

be very much to the interests of the 
Ministers to snpprer;s it. I would have 
thought the main brunt would tave 
-fallen upon the :Ministers. 

Marquess of Beading.] May I make a 
suggestion : That in the pr•Bent 4ay, 
and certainly f9r the lal!t t('n years, 
since the Reforms, not to go hack fur
ther than that, the Governor-General 
has always had this ;responsibility upon 
;him during the whole of that t.ime and 
-has had to exercise it. All this kmd.. of· 
:question comes up to the Governor
General who has then -to make up "his 
mind as tc.• whether or not it is a fac
·tious opposition. Really what he deter
mines for himself is : Is it a gt_cat 
menace, in which case, he ma~jt inter
. vene. Of course, there are diff£-rences. 
·We are talking about l'~l3pons!hle 
Ministers, but it does not alter the fact 
that ·the kind of responsibility which is 
here put upon the Governor is exactly 
the same kind of respomiLility "Whi,~h 
has been upon the Govcrnor-GeLeral 

-both under the Act of 1919 and aldo in 
the direction in which he has always 
been expected to administer hi:'J Ofl:ice, 
and has administered it. n~ has al-

: ways been responsible to interfere if 
'there was grave menace to peace t.l}.d 
. tranquillity. _ 

Chairman.] I silggest to the Com
mittee and the DeleJ"a.tes that if ~his. 
matter requires further ~lueidation, it 
may probably be dealt with during _t~e 
discussions which are to follow the eVI
dence given by the Secretary o! State. 

Sir Tej Bahadur SapnJ. 
6458. Very well. I will pass on to 

other clauses. Will yoa kmdly l'lok. at 
clauses (b) and (c) 7 There you l1ave · 
the words : " legitimate interest of _the 
minority and legitimate interest of _the 
Services ''· Do yon mean by the words 
"legitimate interest'' anything more 
than those interests which have bE:en 
guaranteed to them by the Constitutiqn 'I 
-In the case of the minorities, I think 
you must use a geneml term ; I do n0t 
see how yon can very well specify_ it 
more definitely. In tbe ease of the 
Services we can come in greater d~tail 
to that iater, but we dtJ feel that t_h_•.!re 
is something necessary over and aoo'e 
the written words in rules nnd contra~ts. 
The other case that we have in min~ is 
the case of a hostile Government, t]lat 
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without actually breaking any of _the morning upon which we have' had a good 
rules, yet makes it q11ite impos::ible, in deal of previous discussion, and it is a 
one way or another, for the Servicelt to question, I think,·- in which · there ·is 
carry out their duties. certainly justification for. differences . of 

6459. Now. will you. kindly turn to opinion. Sir Tej has taken the view 
clauses 92 and 93. Clauses 92 anrl 93 that the Governor's action of this kind 
provide a special procedure, which ar~ 'to should not only be distinct ;from ordinary 
be known as Governor's Acts Y-Y~~· legislative action, but should appear to 

6460. I take it that ·tmder these two be distinct. . 
clauses, 92 and 93, whP.n the Goverp_or 6463. Yes Y-Sir Tej is afraid that if 
deeides to have a Governor's Act pH~s- this action of the Governor appears as 
ed, he must first go to the Legislative the act of the Legislature, the responsi
Assembly. I draw attention to ~he bility of the Legislature will be blurre~ 
words that he " will be empowered at and, possibly, the responsibility of the 
his discretion "· I do not understand ·Executive, and the general position of 
them to mean in the context that ·the the Chamber and the Legislative organs 
Goyernor may dispense with the ne~es- in the Provinces ·will be undep:nined. 
sity of going to the Legislatiye That is one. ·point of view. , The other 
Assembly and o:ff-han4 pass an Act qf hil 
lds own ; that is to say, if Ji.e d.~sires to point of view is that it is worth w e 
have an Act like that passed, then· he giving the Governor the: opp?rtunity · ~n 
must follow a cert~in procedurP. J- carry the Legislat~e With him, an~ 1t 
The two kinds of Governor's action that is .worth ris~g something o~ this _danger: 
we contemplated here was, one, ·by of blurring. responsibility in order t~t, 
Ordinance to meet situations of a tran- .. if possible, the Govel"I!-or should carry the 
sitory character, antl, two, more per~ Legislatur,e :With him. On that ~count,_ 
mlinent Acts to meet a JUOr\3 petma-. we, taking -_that _'\jew, hav~, made pro
nent situation. In the case of 'the OrJi- posals under which it is possible fo:t:_ the 
nances, he . would be· entitled to aet how Governor to carry the Legislatu~e ~th 
he wishes ; in the ca~e of a Governor's him by introducing.~ Act of this kind, 
Act, I assume that he would go to the and, if possible, get!ing _ the . support ?f 
Council, in the first instance. the Legislature. · If, of. course, he fails 

Sir Tej Bahaclur Sapr~.] That is how to get that support, he must have J>O'W~r 
I interpret it. to enact the legislation himself,· but 1t 

1\Iarquess of . Reading.] , He ~ust. is really an issue for the· Commit~e t~ 
consider between the danger that Sir TeJ 

· - foJ•csoes of blurring responsibility, a~d 
Sir Tcj Bahadur Sapru. ·the advantage that we see in our pro-

G4Gl. Yes. Do you think that this posals of giving the Governor an pppor
provision is likely to interfere with the tunity of trying to take the Leg~slature. 
responsibility ·of the Ministers. and with with him.·. 
tl1e loyalty of the Legislature to the 
:Ministers or to their Party Leaders ,_ 
It · s£>ems . to me to be inherent in any 
systeni in which the Governor's powers 
are to be effective of the · pu:q>oses, 
namely, that he ·should be able to carry 
them into effect by a temporary measure 
like an ordinance or by a more per
manent measure like ap. Act. 

-6462. If you are giving the Governor 
the power to pass ordinances, why can
not you give the Governor the power to 
pass his special Acts; if he may take his 
courage in his own hand and pass an 
Aet, instead of blurring his responsibility 
with that of th3 Ministers ?-This is a 
question· that Sir Tej raises again this 

Ll06RO 

Archbishop, of Canterbur:y. 

6464. One word, Secretary 'of State. 
Contemplating the ·case when. the Gover
nor has approac~ed , ife ~giSlature and 
hopes to. carry 1t ; With hi.m. for so!lle 

f il - t · action special ~ill and he a s, lS n? any . 
that he \then takes prejudiced beca~se 
he has openly failed to carry the Le~
lature with him 7:-No, his powers are m 
no way infringed. . • . . 

6465: His -powers will not· be,. but h~s 
. t' will he very much the worse If 

hos~:~ formally approached ·the Legisla-

t e d the Lelrislature has, rPfused to ure an c • t- b . him any 'sanction Would 1t no . ~ g1ve . _ · .. I' -
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better for him that he should take ·the Opposition who wants to turn ·out the 
responsibility' from the first in his own Prime · Minister of the· day, and the 
hands "'-It is, as I say, a question to Leader of the Opposition says : "Yes, 
which there is no'perfect, answer~ Upon I am ready to pilot your Bill". That 
the whole, I take the view that it· is would ·introduce an element of great 
better that the Governor should try to ·demoralisation in the whole Governmen* 
take the Legislature with ·him. · and in the whole Council. The Governor 

l\farquess-of Salisbury:] · Migh-t I jmt has got no official representative of his 
a question just on the. mechanical diffi- who will fight for that Bill. The Leader 
c:ulty of how it is going to work, if Sir of the_ Opposition will simply turn out 
Tej· will allow me for a· moment f t~e 1\Iini~te! of the da! and say: "-~~, 
- Sir Tej Bahadur .Sapru.] Certainly,~ I- am willmg to obl~g~ you, .and IDCI• 
mv -LOrd. . · - · · /'. dentally, to put myself m the lme of. the 

"· - ' · Prime Minister"· It introduces an ele-
··· M_arduess ___ ~f. s_alisbury.'' inent ·of great demoralisation in ·whole 

- "l Council 'f-1\Iy Lord Chairman, I have 
, ,6466. Ex hypo~hesi, the -Governor is never· regarded a question of this kind 
not working with his Ministers, because, as a question of principle. It is really 
otherwise the simpler plan would be for one of tho~e qu{!stions in which every 
the 1\IiPisters to introduce the Bill, so justifiable criticism can be made against 
e:~;. hypothesi, he is not working with his either course. Upon the whole, I have 
Ministers: Then . who·· is going to intro- thouO"ht it- was better to - give- the 
duce the' Bill and· who· is going to defend Gove~or this chance to carry the Legis
it a:rld explain. it in the Legislature'~-"'- , lature with him. None the less. I am 
He sends_ a message. . The --governor is quite conscious of the kind of difficulties 
entitled to send a me8sage to the Legis- that. Sir Tej has suggested, and it is a 
lature =asking for legislation. ease of weighing up the objections to 

... :: :ii .. , . 'i .• , ' . . . each of these two courses. 
-- .. - -··Sir ~Austen ·-.c-,ambirZain. 

- -M67. ·92 (b.) deals- :with the Message ; 
1lllder:92 (a) ·he present~ ·or causes to be 
pre8eri.ted,-_ a 'Bill with._ a· message. Then 
how ·is · the Bill to be contained · in the 
m~ssage 'f~Yes. . ' . ' 

Lord Irwin. 

-6470. :May I ask the Secretary of 
State one question !-Is it not the case 
that those who considered this plan be
fore it was eoncluded in the White 

· · · ·'. Marquess of Salisbury. Paper, were consciou~ of. ~ the~e diff:i.-
. culties but were BJ1Xlous, if possible, to 

6468. No o~e- kno~s · better than the devise' some . machinery · by which the 
S~crefary ?I State that .YoU d~ not merely general . public opinion might be tak~n 
se~d a Bill .and lay It on_ the !able; into greater· account than is possible m 
so?lebOO.!· must .1>? th~re to ',explain and . the case of ordinances. · I am sure Lord 
?efen~ Its proVIsiOns, and so on. W!to Reading, and I myself, certainly, co~d 
1s gomg to· do all that.. under those Cir-. quote cases in whieh we found great m-· 
cumsta11:ces !-_ The ·Governor would have convenience in an analogous situation in 
to find. ~~me~ody . who w?uld . take the which; having made a Bill the subject of 
responsibility of mtroducm~ 1t. If h.e a reconilmindation to the Assembly, it 
could. not find ~nybody, obVIously, cadt.t was not thereafter possible to take any 
qu~sh?,. he . ~ould · ~~~~ ~o act motu aceount of any suggestions for a co~-
p~opr~o~- on h~ o~- ~ti~tlve. promise made by the popular element m 

· · •- · the Assembly, without tearing the whole 
· '.·· '· ' Sir Tej Bahadur: Sapru. thing up and beginning again at the 

6469. ~rs~i~g that very line,; b~ause beginning, for . which there was very 
J: was coming to it, the Prime _ :Minister often not time. This plan, which I am 
o:J;.J~e. Governor· is definitely opposed to quite sure the Secretary of State is fully 
the policy 'oi .. the Governor's Conference consciou!'; of the difficulties of, was de
upon a . proposed , Bill._ .. The __ Governor vised with a view of tryin~ to get pub lie 
then -~ approaches the Leader of the opinion and the view of the Governor 
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and the Governor-General, as the case 
may be, together ¥-Lord Irwin has ex
pressed very exactly the views that -did · 
lead us both in the Round Table Con
ference and subsequently to make this 
proposal. It· was · · exactly with that 
object in mind that we· made :these pro-· 
posals. · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6471. Sir Samuel, may I put it to you 
like this : There is the danger . at the 
commencement of this . procedure con
templated by section 92 of undermining 
the authority of the Government of .the 
day and .bringing it into . conflict with its 
own Legislature. On the other hand, 
there is the danger of . the. Governor's 
authority being undermined if the Legis
lature refuses to listen to his advice and 
to pass that. Act"; and the third. point 
is, that any machinery . that you may 
devise for a Bill like that to go through, 
1t is bound to be imperfect in _the absence 
of an official bloc. Now 'taking these 
three points into consideration, would 
you please tell us whether, you · would 
take the matter further into considera
tion. I do not want anything more than 
that Y-1 think, certainly in a question 
of this kind in which I have said at the 
very beginning it is just the kind of 
fiUestion upon which there are legitimate 
differences of opinion, obviously we must 
take into account the very strong 
objections that Sir Tej has made, and 
that were re-echoed, to some extent, by 
His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
but· I would ask Sir Tej at tha same time 
to consider the other side of it, too. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I have been 
considering it. · 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] 1\Iay I just 
say before you leave that subject, I see 
the advantage of the Governor carrying 
the Legislature with him, if he can; but 
I cannot see that you have provided any 
machinery by which _he could carry the 
Legislature with him. . That is really the 
point of the Noble Marquess who· sits 
next to me. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] 1\Iight I, 
with great diffidence . and with· respect, 
ask the Secretary of· $tate,· in view of 
this. discussion this . morning,: to . ask 

Ll06RO 

. whether 1 . 1 haying regard to ·the other, 
safeguards, and having .. regl:ird to all 
these difficulties which are mentioned to~ 
day,· 92 (a)· is r:really .necessary-! seei.tl
special point .in- 92 ( b )+but whether 
92 (a) is xeally necessary •. l think if he 
could tell. US later on . . his I considered 
judgment in · that matter, it w~Uld . l,le 
very helpful to us all. . · - . · '· c 

Lord Eustace .Percy.] .· I:h: considering 
that, I hope the Secretary-: of ·-State will 
also consider that the .. III.er~ presentation 
of a message, even . u· the .. Bill goes . no 
further, _might. be·veey :.~usefUl ~ the 
Assembly, .supposi~g'·~~~ - Q-ci,r.~?r;· ·-w~s; 
contemplatmg a 1hssolubon on t_he.,< J.ssue.~. 

Sir· Austen Ckamberldin~] 'B'qt ~he·.·i~· 
not obliged to serid a Bill it{ order. to 
find an opportunity 9f sendfug 8, message:~ 

Lord E~stace. P~~cy.] . But_:· .. whether 
any special provision i~ .. necessary . to: 
enable him to put the inessage · iD. the 
concrete term.s. of a Bill, is a. matte:t for 
consideration. . . · · ... 

Sir Tej Bahadur S~pru.] Now···niay 
I ask you to consider this further· p<;>ip.t 
in this connection : Supposing the Gov~ 
ernor's Act has been .passed under the 
procedure contemplated. by . Clause~ . 9~ 
and 93; ·and a few. ln~nt~s · later· ,. the 
Legislature wants to · repeal • that Act~ 
would it· be open to the Legislatiue to· dO: 
so, and, if so, subject to what conditions:' 
Who could repeal it 7 · ' i 

1\Iarquess . of 8 a lis bury.] ·The Govern:..: 
Qr could stop it, I suppose. . .. 

Witness.] , It would be ·a . questi~n 
really whether it was a Governor's . Act 
or whether it was. an Act of the Council
Supp-osing the Governor introduced· it··as 
a Gove:r:nor's Act and in the course· of' 
the .discussions it -.was found that it ·had' 
the support of a majority· in the Council,. 
it would then become ari Act of the
COlmcil,· and, as such~ would be just like 
any oth~r Act ... lf, on the other hand, 
it remained a Governor's Act, and . th«:' 
Legislature subsequently passed an 
amending or repealing Act, then the 
amending Act would have no . validity 
against the Governor's Act. . 

6472.· But ·ao. you deny that it is ol?en 
to the Legisl~ture to pass .an amending 
Act amending the. Governors. Act 7-~f 
you recognize. that, _then ~ -~ould _submit· 

/ 'I •• • ' 

- .]'2 
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. tltat it might introduce the element of . one of the questions that we have con ... 
deadlock between the Governor and the sidered at some length in the past, 
Legislature f..-A Bill of that kind could namely, whether it is necessary for the 
only be introduced with the previous Provincial Governor to have an ordin· 
..sanction of the. Governor. ance-making power in addition to the 

· '6473. Is there anything to that effect ordinance-making power of the Governor
:1n the White Paper Y-yes ; PropClsals General. We have taken the view that, 
: 119 and 120. . · aPrs a~ co~s1equAencte .of the hintroductfion of 

oVInc1a u onomy, t e trans erenee 
Lor~ Rank~illour.] .He could· 

~top an amending Act under 94. 

· r~ " . /Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

also of Law and Order to the field of Pro
vincial _subjects, the Provincial Govern
ors should have these powers. It is 

'' o47iL I suggest 'uuit has nothing to 
·do· with this, ~f yo~ will look. into it.. 
I think there is an oinissian Y-1 think_ 
No. 120 covers it. · 

6474. But the ~onsent to the introduc
tion has nothing to do' with it f-(Sir 
.llfalcolm Hailey.) "The introduction in 
a Provincial Legislature of legislation on 
these latter subjects will require the con
faent of the Governor of the. Provirice 
given in· liis discretion "· That is the 
last sentence of No. 120. '. . . . 

· Marquess of Reading.] That is the 
same. as .you have had· hithert_o. 

Sir T,e}. Bah~dur Sapru.: 
. . . . ' . ~ . . . 

6475. Does it cover Nos. 92 and 93 Y
(Sir Samvel Ho,are.) I am -informed it 
is covered~ It was intended to- cover it. 
· 1.Iarquess of Reading.] Does ·not· it 

stand in the same. position of principle 
as an ordinance; just· in the same way y.....:. 
I think, apart from details of this 
kind, the main question is whether the 
Governor should have these powers or 
should not. As I say, I incline there to 
one View, but I quite realize there are 
these differences of opinion. We had 
better, in view. of the differences of 
opinion that have been expressed, look 
at ·the question again. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. · 
. ' ( 

6475.A. I will not trouble you any 
further·· with regard to that. With- re
gard to No. 103, I have only one qu.es._ 
tion · to ask : Ordinances to be passed . 
under No. 103 relate strictly to matters 
coming under· _the Governor's special-
responsibilities· f-Yes. , _ . ' . . 
·--6476. Could not the Governor easily 

. obtain ' the em.ergency . ordinances from 
the:··.Governor-General f-This again is 

again one ot those questions upon which 
differences of , opinion have been ex
pressed, but we do definitely take the 
view that With Law and Order a Provin
cial subject, the Provincial • Governor 
ought to have this ordinance-making 
power, al:ways, ·of course, remembering 
that ultimately he · is responsible to the 
Governor-General and j:lltimately to the 
Secretary . of State and to Parliament. . 

6477. Assuming Provincial autonomy, 
such as it is, the ultimate responsibility 

1 
for the maintenance of Law and Order 
remains with the Governor-General. 
He has the control of the Army Y-That 
is so. 

6478. Therefore, the .integrity of Pro
vincial autonomy would not be affected 
if you were to confine this power of 
ordinance-making to the · -Governor
General, which would be decided in a 
few hours by the Governor-General at 
the. instance of the Governor ?-I have 
always- taken the view that it is more 
in conformity with at any rate my con
ception of Provincial autonomy 'that the 
Provincial Governors should have these 
powers. 

1\Ir. M. R. Jayaker. 

6479. May I put one question to clear 
this matter up '?-Yes, please. 

6480. I flnd that the scheme of the 
White Paper is that when the Governor 
acts in the :field of special responsibility 
he is subject to the general supervision 
and control of the Governor-Gen~ral Y
Yes. 

6481. Is it the case · that when R 

Governor passes an ordinance under 
paragraph . 103, . operative in his own 
Province has the· Governor-General 
power t~ interfere with that ~rdinance t 



..._Yes ; I ·should say the Governor
General could stop· the Governor from 
issuing the ordinance, but what I imagine 
would happen would be this : I can 
imagine that in situations of great 
gravity the Governor-General would take 
a very close part in what was happening 
within the field of a Provincial Govern
or's special responsibilities in a parti
cular Province. But I can also imagine 
that normally there would grow up a 
convention between the Governor-Gene
ral and the Governor under which it 
would be understood that the Governor. 
would act. upon his own initiative with
in that convention. That is the kind of 
way in which I see the thing happen
ing in practice. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

6482. :May I put this point, following 
up what Mr. Jayaker has said (the 
Secretary of State will · .know) : It 
seems to me very desirable that 'there 
should be some reference to the Governor
General before the. Governor of a Pro
vince takes the very grave responsibility 
of issuing an ordinance of this kind. 
It might very conceivably provoke a good 
deal of difficulty in the Province with 
regard to which the Governor-General 
might ultimately, having regard to his 
position and ultimate force, be obliged. 
to intervene, and yet he himself never 
he consulted about it beforehand. What 
I want to know is, whether it is possible 
to insert in No. 103-" after consultation 
11·ith the Governor-General" Y~I think 
that would he a mistake. I think one 
must here again allow an element of 
latitude. In the case of a grave situa
tion, I cannot believe that the Governor
General would not be fully informed of 
what wa.s happening and would not 
make his voice and, if l(,ecessary~ his 
decision, heard. But, as I said just now, 
I think there may be other cases within 
a working convention that may require 
urgent treatment in which it would be 
better for the Governor to act at once 
on his own initiative. After all, those 
of us who are anxious to make Provincial 
autonomy as effective as ·possible. do 
attach some importance to making. it. 
appear to be the Governor in the Pro
vince who. is acting, even though the 
Gowrnor-General constitutionally may be 
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behind ·him. I believe myself .that- there 
is a good deal to: be said in favou:r.:of ·S. 
course of action that d<>eS . . give . the 
Governor this power and doeS: make it 
appear in the Province · that iL is.. he
who is acting. 

. . ' 
-Earl Peel. 

j ... .-

6183. You draw a distinctimi between 
the first ordinance and the renewal of 
the ordinance. You , suggest that a. con-:· 
vention should grow up anyhow as giv
ing some independence to a. Governor as 
enacting the ordinance, but as regards 
the renewal of it, it seems to me a differ
ent situation arises. That is far more· 
serious, and ·· if that is to be done it 
has .to be 'put · before Padiament · and 
if- it were to ,be put before Parliament 
it would ·go through the Governor-Generat 
and in . that· case the Governor-General 
ought to have more authority, or ex~rciSe 
his authority · more in the renewal .Case 
than in the primary case, ought he 1;1.ot 1 
Of course, 1t would be more important: 
if it had to be renewed. You would· 
draw a distinction, · therefore, · · betweeJ;l 
the convention in the first · case and 'in 
the renewal case Y-1 should imagine that 
both situations . would be covered. by ~ 
convention. I cannot imagine for a 
moment that in the ease of a renewal of' 
ordinances in which Parliament ha8 to , 
give its sanction, .. the Governor-General' 
would not be playing a very importa~t 
part. After . all, the case for the renewal 
of the ordinances would have to come · 
through the Governor-General as Lord 
Peel has just suggested. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] :Mr. Secre-. 
tary of State, the Governor has a geo
graphically defined responsibility Y-Yes. 

6484. He must thiflk of his Province Y 
-Yes. 

6485. And his responsibility is for his 
Province ; but the introduction of an 
ordinance in: a Province might affect the 
genera\ : condition throughout· British 
India f---" Yes, that is certainly so. 

6486. I think if it were use.ful (only 
it would not be useful) I could find in 
my memory cases where a Governor wou~d. 
have wished to act in respect of his par-. 
ticular Province but was restrained from. 
doing so for a time at any rate by the." 
Governor-General in the larger interestS: 
of India as a whole. Ought not that: 
case to. be provided fol' not merely by it 



convention but by some definite reference 
to the Governor-General 7-It certainly 
is provided for. The Governor-General 
has · full powers to giv-e what directions 
he thinks fit to the ProviD.cial Governors. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

6487. Yes, but in the case in point the 
Provincial Governor who has to act in an 
emergency is under no obligation to let 
the Governor-General know what he is 

·doing ?-I am assuming that each of them 
knows fully what the other is doing. 

Marquess of Reading~ 

6488. Secretary of State, it has hap
pened again and again, and Lord Irwiu 
certainly will have had experience of it, 
that applications have been made by 

. a- Governor to . the Governor-General 
under the present system where the 
Gove1nor. has no power · of issuing 
ordinances, to issue an ordinance when 
the Governor-General has taken the view 
that the time had not arrived, and would 
not grant it. I have · had such cases 

. tiiD.e and again and I am sure Lord Irwin 
]las. It has happened .to me. May I 
put to the Secretary of State for con
sideration-:-after all, it is a very diffi
cult matter-is not it desirable that it 
should be made quite clear that the 
Governor should never issue an oriimance 
without having consulted the Governor
General. A convention growing up may 

. lead to all kinds of difficulties. What I 
suggest to ,the Secretary of State is that, 
as he has pointed out to us, the Governor-

. General is ultimately responsible for all 
India, and he has to take everything into 
account. The Governor has only to deal 
With ·his Province, and it would lead to 
a very difficult situation. What I am 
suggesting is tlutt you might possibly 
have difficulties arising between the 
Governor and the Go-.ernor-General if 
the Governor issued an ordinance with
out having- consulted the Governor
General and ha,ing- had his assent, be.o 
cause he is under the supervision, direc
tion, and control of the Governor
General. Th~refore, what I do suggest to 
Sir Samuel for his consideration is as to 
whether it should not be prescribed in 
this way, that it would be after con
sultation with the Governor-General. 
Whatever form it is I do not mind, hut 
the important thing is that you should 

avoid getting into a possible conflict. 
The Governor pressed with the position 
in the Province, the Governor-General 
having the ultimate responsibility and 
seeing what the position is in all India, 

·you shouJd make quite clear at the first 
that there should not arise a eonilict be
tween the Governor and the Governor
General on this point. Would you con
sider that, Secretary of State ?-I ~ 
quite ready to consider the suggestions 
that have been made, always keeping 
in mind my desire to make Provincial 
autonomy as effective as possible. I 
think, speaking offhand, it might be 
possible to meet the views of some of the 
Members of the Committee in the in
structions to the Provincial Governors, 
but, be that as it may, I am quite ready 
to look into the question again, in view 
of the discussion, and to see whether we 
can reconcile the two points of view. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] PursuiD.g 
this matter a little further, if you are 
to agree to ·the Governor obtaining the 
previous consent of the Governor-General 
before he issues an ordinance, why not 
leave the matter entirely in the hands 
of the Governor-General who may provide 
by his Indian ordinance for a grave situa
tion travelling to neighbouring Pro
vinces ? It is conceivable that the 
Governor of the United Provinces may 
take one· view and the Governor of Bihar 
may take another view. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] That is surely 
provided for already ; that surely would 
be possible. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6489. In a case like that the Governor
General will be the sole authority to pro
vide for the entire situation in the two 
Provinces ?-As Sir Tej knows, we have 
had a lot of discussion about this and 
there was a verv strong view expressed 
at the last Rol~d Table Conference in 
favour of the Provincial Governor having 
these powers, assuming that there was an 
ordillance~making power at all. 

6490. Not by me ?-No, I would not say 
that at alL Sir Tej has always been 
perfectly consistent in his view. 

6491. I will pass to the next Proposal
No. 104. As reg-ards No. 104, would you 
kindly tell us whether the procedure laid 
down in that paragraph is supposed to 
correspond as nearly as po:.;sihle to the 
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English procedure of Order in Council 
and, if so, ·will yon kindly explain that Y 
I am only wanting information on that 
paiticular point ?--Speaking generally 
and without tying myself down to details, 
my answer would be Yes. 'Ve have an 
Aet of Parliament which I think is called 
the Emergency PowPrs Act. 

u-102. Yes, I know it ?-Under which it 
is po,.,;sible for a Cabinet to advise the 
issue of Orde-rs in Council, with the pro
viso that those Orders in Council have to 
be sanctioned by Purliament within a 
given time. 

G493. That is all I wanted to know in 
regard to that !-Yes. 

6404. Tlwre was one question that I 
would like to put to Sir Malcolm Hailey. 
That is only that I am anxious that the 
position with regard to that should be 
clearly explained to the Committee. That 
is with regard to the judicial system. 
'fake, for instance, the United Provinces, 
of which Sir Malcolm Hailey is Governor, 
and with whirh he is quite familiar : So 
far ns the civil side of the administration 
is concerned, will you kindly tell the Com
mittee what exactlv is the measure of 
control which the High Court exercises 
over the civil administration of justice 7 
-(Sir .J!alcolm Hailey.) Sir Tej, no 
doubt, is not referring strictly to judicial 
control as contained in the Codes, but 
purely to administrative control. 

G495. Administrative control Y-The 
High Court recommends to the Local 
Government the appointments of the 
supPrior civil judicial officers. With re
gard to the r<'eruitment of the inferior 
judicial offirers, the High Court also 
makf>s its recommendations to the Local 
GoveJ·nnH'nt and those recommendations 
are pradirally invariably accepted by it. 

G4!16. Is it or is it not a fact, Sir 
~falrolm, that ·so far as the lowest grade 
in the United Provinces and in every 
other Provinres is concPrned, whom :we 
call l\rnnsifs, they are rPrommended solely 
by the High Court '--Solely. 

6497. And upon their satisfying such · 
t{'ds as the High Court has preseribed ,_ 
That is tl1e case in the United Provinces. 
In somP ProvincPs the lowest grade of 
Civil .Judges is actually apnointed under 
local legislature hv the High Court itself. 
It is the High Court,· therefore. which 
lav::; down in· eff(•ct the qualiiications re
quired for recruitment to the judiciary, 

just· as the High Court in itself controls 
the qualiiications of .. advocates and legal 
representatives. The High Court recom
mends to the Local Government the trans
fers and postings of the higher officers 
of the Civil Judiciary. 

6~98: ~ Includin~ t~e District Judges Y
IncJudmg the D1stnct .Judges, and itself 
posts, transfers and gives leave· to the 
lower ~ivil ~udiciary, that is to say, the 
subordmate Judges and the Munsifs. 

6499. Has that system, to your know
ledge, worked well, on the whole Y-Yes, 
it has "' worked so well that .where the 
nominal power of recruitment and the 
like rests with the Local Government 
which acts on the recommendation of 
the High. Court, I have recommended. 
that we should have a convention that 
the I..ocal Government should invariably 
and without any question accept · the 
opinion of the High Court, so that it 
practically amounts to complete control 
of the High Court. We ·consider that 
those are matters which are really best 
left in the hands of t.he High Court. : 

Chairman.] May I remind you that the 
arrangement· is that the · Judicature; 
Federal, High and · Supreme ,Courts, 
should be dealt with after Federation Y 
When you opened with this question t 
imagined you were about to relate it in 
some special way to the matter of the 
Provinces which is that before the Com
mitfee and Delegates at this· moment. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6500. ThPre are two more questions l 
can put and then I can conclude my 
examination'. 'Vith regard to the Minis
terial side Sir Malcolm, you will agree 
that the Chief Justice bas got the power 

. to 2ppoint the Ministerial staff of the 
High Court under the Statute as well as 
101der the LettPrs Patent !~Under the 
Letters Patent. · 

:Marquess of Readin!j.] 4Joes not the 
whole of this question . arise under the 
judicatUre ? I only suggest it bPcause it 
is 01wning up E'xactly the point which we 
shall have . to go into. 

Sir Te.i Bahadur Sapru.] Very well, 
That is all that I want to put to you. 

Sir H. G1~dney. 

6501. SE:'Cretary of State, in ~·our reply 
to Lord Salisbury on pa~e ;l of the EYi
dence of the 11th day-the questions are 
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5623 and 5627-you stated that the 
Cabinet would be formed from those per
sons who command the largest following .. 
Further on, you said the Government has 
got to consider minorities. In ans-wer to 
Question 5627, you elaborated the points 
-and said : " I mean minoritie~ as we 
always define them· in dealing with Indian 
affair'S, namely, the principal religious 
minorities." Could you tell me what you 
mean by the principal religious 
minorities D?-I think Sir Henry Gidney 
knows as well as I do what I mean. I 
mean the minorities in the sense in which 
we have always discussed them at all the 
discussions at the Round· Table Con
ferences. 

6502.. Have we ever discussed them 
from a religious point of view "1-It may 
be that " religious minorities " was not 
a· very cat·efully selected epithet ; what I 
mean is the minorities in the sense we 
have always discussed them. 

6503. In reply to Sir Austen Chamber
lain,- . which: Sir 1\Ialcolm Hailey 
elaborated, he_ said that the Governors of 
the Presidencies should have .an officer of 
the rank of a Counsellor, or that he should 
be of the status of a Counsellor. Would 
not that be imtroducing the appointment. 
of . a non-elected Minister, in a way '?
(Slr lllalcolm Hailey.) No, Sir; he is a 
personal officer attached to the Governer. 

mitted the introduction of a dual . office 
to be held by the Governor, namely, that 
of a Governor and · as · Agent to ·the 
Governor-General. · If you can intro
duce it in the North-West Frontier so 
f~r as peace · and· tranquillity is con
cerned,_ would it not be as easily intro
duced mto Bengal, so far as the Terrorist 
and the other movements are concerned ! 
-I do not myself ·see any relation what
ever between the two. I have always 
assumed at every discussion we have bad · 
that there· was a unanimous _ feeling 
amongst everybody in every Conference 
that the tribal tracts were in special 
relation to the rest of the Provinces,. 
and the North-West Frontier Province, 
and that special treatment had to be 
applied to them. 

6507. Wc;mld _that ~ot ·equally appl~· ~o 
the Terronsts m Bengal Y-I have just 
given the answer ; in _my view, not at 
all. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

6508. Before you leave that p<>int, ma'y' 
I put one question to the Secretary of 
State. . Did yon mea.n by . your last 
ans~er to exclude consi~eration of any· 
sp001al. arrangement m respect of 
Terrorists· or subversive movements '?
Not at _all •. Mv ans-wer was directed to 
the question··of Sir Henry Gidney that 
seemed __tQ imply that there was 'some 
similarit:Y 'between Bengal, in which 
there IS . no geograpbical distinction 
between one class of people and another; 
and the tribal tracts in which there is a · 
definite distinction between · the people 
living in the tribal tracts and the people 
living in the other districts. . 

6504. What would be his duties Y-I 
am afraid that I could only say that his 
duties would be partly those now taken 
by R Private Secretary, but also, on a 
soruew hat larger scale, . those that will 
a1-ise owing to the exercise · of the in-· 
dividual powers of the Governor. He 
would be in charge · of the Governor's 
Secretariat, and ·he would be · the in
fot'Irlnl representative of the Governor in 
discussions with visitors and on occasions, Sir Henry. Gidney. 
no doubt, with Ministers. · 6509. ~n page 37 of the White Paper 

6505. In ~ply to Major Cadogan, Introductwn, paragraph 75, regarding 
Secretary of ~tate, you differentiated in fundamental. rights, in which you say· 
respect of the North-Western Frontier that there are serious objections to 
tribal areas. Could vou tell the Com- giving a statutory expression to any 
mittee whether the tribal area is better · · larg'e _range of declarations and then 
than the other part of· the North-West continue it by saying that .so~e of these 

. Frontier "1-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) That f d 1 · 
is a geographical question ; I should have un amenta nghts might find place in 
thought anybody, could have found the a pronouncei?ent by the Sovereign, will 

that carry wtth it a statutory position f 
answer by looking at the map. I could -· No. It is just .because of that that I 
not say off-hand. . . said that certain of . these rights that are 
· 6506. I ask that question because in not susceptible of judicial decision can 

that Province you have pr~ctically ad- so far as I can see, if they are ~ find 



expression anywhere, only find expression 
in that kind of channel. 

G510. Arising out of the discussion 
that Sir Tej introduced, and the great 
difficulties that you yourself admitted 
which a Governor will be faced with in 
certain contingencies, do you, or do you 
not, think that, complicated as these 
is~ues are, and difficult as it ~I be for 
the Governor to exercise the special res
ponsibilities without raising a storm of 
opposition, this is likely to whittle the 
value of the operation of the safeguards 
of the minorities, for instance 7-I do not 
understand the question entirely. 

6511. I think, Secretary of State, that 
in your mind you show that· ther~ would 
be a great deal of difficulty that the 
Governor would have to face if he de
cided in certain matters against the wish 
of his Minister. I take it that" the pro
tection of the minorities would be one 
of the matters most closely connected 
with the administration of the Governor; 
so far as the Minister is .concerned. Do 
you not think that if he did want to 
operate his own view in a certain line 
for a minority, and it was against the 
wishes of the Minister, that would render 
his position a little difficult, if he forced 
the operation of that ?-What would be 
Sir Henry G~dney's alternative 7 That 
there should be no protection of the 
minorities at all ? 
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6515. May I remind you '-The Gov
ernor-General would act under his para-
mountcy powers 7 , 

6516. Last time V:·hen. you spoke' on 
thi'5 ·question of the protection of the 
rights of the Indian States, you gave 
an instance, namely, certain bodies of• 
men may like to· enter an Indian State 
for some political· agitation, and you 
said in, that case the Governor would 
have a right 7-I lmow, and the- answer 
I· have . just given is the answer that 
covers that case, the reciprocal case,. 
namely, that the Viceroy would inter
vene under his paramountcy powers. 

. . . 
6517. So the paramountcy powers will 

cover an incident of this kind ,_Yes. 
6518. My next question . is as . ~egards 

paragraph 79 : "A member of a Pro.
vincial Legislative Assembly will be re.~ 
quired to be at least 25 years' of age 
and a British subject or a subject of an 
Indian State." Does this 'paragraph 
give a right to any British ·subject or .. a. 
subject of an Indian State to be a can:" 
didate for the membership of a Pro;. 
vincial Legislature '-Yes. · 

6519. May I ask you whether you 
would on the· gromid of-reciprocity als() 
see that any British-Indian subject would 
get the right to be a .candidate for any 
Legisla:ture that may exist in any Indian 
State, and . how do you propose to d() 
that ?-I do not propose to do it. 6512. No. I want to carry it a little 

further than that. If in that case the 6520. May I ask you why ?-Because 
Govemor found that he could not in- we have alwavs assumed in all the discus
terfere, would it be possible to allow an sions we hav~ that we do not intend tO: 
appeal to the Governor-General 7-An interfere ·in the internal Government or 
appeal from whom 7 administration of the Indian States. 

6513. From the community. or the .in- 6521." May I ask you then whether this 
te:ests concerned 7-T~ere 1s not. any- right which you are giving to the sub
tlung to stop them sendmg a Memonal to . jects of the Indian States is only a one
the Governor-General. sided right 7-Mr .. Joshi .can put what 

Mr. N. III. Joshi. 

6514 Mr. Recretary of State, I want 
to ask a question about the special res
ponsibility of the Governor as regards 
the protection of the rights of any 
Indian State. I want to ask you 
whether you eonsider it to be necessary 
that the. interests of British Provinces 
should he similarly protected against any 
action that may take place in an Indian 
State, and how . do you propose to do 
that ?-I was just t_rying to contemplate 
the kind of case Mr. Joshi had in mind. 

comment he likes upon it. 
6522. May I ask you another question 

on the same point 7 As thi3 clause gives 
the r,ight to any British &ubject, includ
ing 'British subjects domicilncl in the 
Dominions, such as South Africa, when 
a South African will get a right to be
come a candidate for the mem1Jersb.ip or 
an Indian Legislature when Indians in·. 
South Africa will not get that right, do 
you propose that the Indian Legislature. 
may have some right to . Cjualify this 
right of the British subjects in Ruch, 
cases f-I would not· imagin·~ that a 
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_South African candidate would ha't'e 
very much chance of election under those 
conditions. 

6523. A South African candidate may 
have a chance of election by a Euro
pean constituency Y-The right is surely 
with the electors. If they wish to elect 
him, that is their affair. I should have_ 
thought it was very unlikely. 

6524. N ow1 as regards the Provincial 
Upper Chambers, may I tldk you l10w you 
visualise . the representation of labour 
in the Provincial Upper Chamber~ ?-
Had we not better take ~hat question up 
with the Franchise ques~ivns f 

6525. Very well. ·May 1 nsk you a 
question on the- Provincial list of sub
jects on page 118 f Item 69 is Health 
Insurance and Invalid and Olcl-Age 
Pensions. May I ask you _why_ this 
item of Health Insurance and· In valid 
and Old-Age Pensions :is made purely 
Provincial, when the oth(lr items, 'Vel
fare of Labfmr, are made concun·ent 
jurisdiction ' In the third list, en 
page 119, you will find W"elfnre of 
Labour and other matters connected 
with Labour Legislation ure made mat
ters of concurrent jurisdiction. Mn~r 
I ask you why you have made HPalth 
Insurance and Invalid and Old-Age Pen
sions, _these two items, -only Provincial 
jurisdiction f-This list is the t·csult of 
very long discussions both nt .the Round 
Table Conferences and particularly -at 
the last Round Table Conference, nnd 
since then as a result of a great deal of 
correspondence which we have hail with 
the Government of India. I do not c~ven 
now say that it is final or that it should 
not be amended in one direction or 
another, but I· think it is very d1_fficult 
in a discussion of this kind about the 
Constitutional powers of the Provinecs 
to go in detail into one particuh:::- item 
in a list of this 'kind. :Mr. Joslli inust 
believe me when I say it i:~ e,;;~cmtially a 
question for the Constitutional and Jeg'll 
experts. I think myself tha~ we had 
either much better have a specifi.1 tliz
cussion upon the list, or, wh8J r.onld he 
much better, would be if !.IenJlcrs of the 
Committee and Indian Del~g-ates w!w 
are interested 1n the list ns n whoh, or 
in particular items in the list. wo•1ld 
have a talk with the Constitntional ~x
pert here about it. 

6526. And if I get an oppt.rbnity of 
talking to ~he 1\Iembers of tl1e C0mnJittee 

and the Constitutional expert:J, I ::;hall 
be quite satisfied. Then I wnnt to nsk 
you one question : In reply to Sir 
Abdur Rahim, you stated that tLe Gov
ernor will have discretion to c~llow or not 
to allow discussion of matters in which 
he takes action on his own special 
responsibilityY-Which question are you 
referring to, Mr. Joshi T 

6527. On the last page of your First 
Day's Evidence. On page G76 the ques
tion was asked and your reply is -on · 
pnge 677 7-Yes. 

6528. The question which.. I want to 
ask you is this : In view l)f t1te fact 
that the Governors are given these very 
wide special powers, do yon not think 
that the smallest protection which the 
people will have against the nrbitrary 
use of such powers is free discussion 
of the Acts of the Governo!", and, there
fore, in this matter the discussio'1 shouM 
not be left to the Governor Y-No. I 
gave my answer three •lays ago. I nm 
not prepared to alter it. 

6529. May I ask you .-me t]uestion : 
'Vhether you would be prepared to give 
a list to this Committee of the l!se of 
the powers by the Governor-General and 
bv the Governors of Provinces in dis
aliowing free discussion Pither by J>re
venting legislation being brought bef,)re 
the Legislatures, by disallowing Hcsolu
tions, by disallowing :1djournment 
motions, since the new Constitution was 
brought into existence f-I think it 
would be quite impossible to mnke such 
a list, and the whole object of almost 
everything I have said to-<lay. and two 
days ago was meant to imply t-hat it was 
quite impossible to specify all the eon
ceivable conditions in which a Governor 
miO.ht have to intervene. That does 
not mean that the Govern0r is constnnt-

·ly going to intervene, but it does mean 
that it is quite impossible to specify the 
exact occasions. · 

6530. Do not you think the Joint 
Select Committee will gP.t :::n oppor
tunity to know what use has been macle 
so far of the powers wliich tlte Governor
General and the Governors l'os~nss ?
I should have thought that i-: a matter 
of history. 

6531. If it is a matter of history do 
not you think we should learn somethjng
from history '-That is a very wide 
question. 



Lord Irwin. 

6532. Is all that information not avail
able to Mr. Joshi, :Mr. Secretary of 
State 7-I should think so, certainly. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] The information is 
not only available to me, Lut I have 
some experience as a :Member of the 
Legislature for the past 12 years, and, 
after having got that ~xperience, I lim 
asking whether such a nowt:r ~;hould be 
given. • • 

Chairman.] Would you put your next 
question, .Mr. Joshi 7 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] I have no mor-e 
questions. 

Dr. B. R. .A..mbedka.r. 
6533. I want to know whether the 

Secretary of State desires me to reserve 
any questions upon Second Chambers 
for the Provinces ?-I would anggest, so 
far as the Constitution of the Second 
Chaml,ers goes (the membership), per
haps it would be ~Jetter to take that 
with the franchis(" generally~ 

6534. This frs.nchise question ought 
to be excluded at this stage Y-Wha.t
ever the Committee thinks, I should 
have thought it came he~tt•r into tl1e 
franchise. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] I will not ask 
any questions of the Secrctn.ry of State. 

Chairman.] I think the Secretary of 
State's suggestion is a practicaJ one. I 
hope you will not put q-qestiona at this 
stage. 

Dr. B. R . .A..mbedkar. 
653.5. I was going to ::tsk the composi

tion of the Second Chamhet·. ·would it 
be better to reserYe it '-Yes, I think 
perhaps that would be bette1·. 

6536. You said in the cour8e of a reply 
to a quPstion put last time, th·1t you 
eontemplated that in the Provinces the 
Ministers could be drawn ft·om citbpr 
Chamber, both the Lower and the 
Upper '-Yes. 

6537. You remember that in the 
SPcond Chambers, as sugg~;HteJ in tl1e 
White Paper, there are to be 10 nomi
nated Members ?-Yes. 

6538. Is it the proposal that these 10 
nominatNl Members who will sit in the 
Upper Chnmber will also be eligible for 
being l\Iinisters ?-Yes, I would not 
draw any distinction between _them and 
the others. 

6539. The. nominated Members would 
be eligible for being Ministe1·s T-Yes 
certainly ; that is how I conceive it t~ 
be. 

6540. In the present Gove1·nm:mt of 
India Act there is a disti.nct provision 
that any . member who is a nominated . 
member of the Provincial. Legislatlire is 
not eligible for being a l\Iinister ?-I 
take it from Dr. Ambedkar that is so. 

6541. I stand subject to correction, but 
I believe that is the p~·gition 7--Yes. 

6512. So you are· really introducing 
the very important change by allCJwing 
nominated members in the Upper Cham
bers to be Ministers in the new Govern
ment 7-It is, of course, a very tii.ffer
ent kind of Government. 

6543. I am not going into the reasons, 
but I am only stating the facta 7-.,-Yes. 
I think there is a great deal to be said 
for giving the Governor a free t>l1oice, 
always assuming, Dr. Ambeclkar, · that 
the Cabinet is collectively. responsible; 
and there would be no intention of im
posing a .M~nister against the wish of 
the Cabinet in a case of this kind. 

Dr. B. R . .A..mbedkar.] That would lead 
me to ask a question with· rega1·d to the 
composition..:.__ · 

Mr. ZafruUa Khim~ 

6544. If Dr. Ambedka:r will forgive 
me, perhaps the Secretary of State 
means against the wish of the person 
commanding the largest infiuenee, but 
the- Cabinet will not be Mmposed until 
everybody is in it. That would be the 
nominated and the elected portion.also ? 
I am assuming that the r~sponsihle Gov
ernment, whether you Jall it the Cabi
net, or whether you take the Prime 
Minister as the exponent of its views, 
desires to have a Minister of this kind, 
and amongst the nominatP.d members of 
the Second Chamber such a .Minister. is 
forthc.oming, and he is ~hen appointed 
to be· a Minister just · like the Qthet' 
Ministers. 

6545~· So you visuali"!e that the 
Governor sends for the per;;on who com
mands, in his opinion, th~ largest (ilUp
port in the Legislature (I ·will hot say 
the Chamb~r because we are discussing 
the case of two Chambers) ~md p1·oceeds 
in consultation with him to .5elect. the 
Ministers, and when that process ii'l more 
or. less complete then this Cabinet ex
press a desire to the Gon:rno>:" tiJ havJ 



included among them somebod:v . from 
,among the nominated members. Th~t 
,,vould be more or lesa the process f.-I 
wo~~ not restrict the situation to that 
pos1tusn. . , . 

. , ·s~ Austen ·Cha;.,.berlain. 

. 6546. If it were the case (a very un-' 
hkely one perhaps, but a possible one)" 
that one of the nominated IAembers 'l';as 
th_e. J>E:rson most likely to command , a 
maJortty,. you would begin '\vith hun?-
You would begin with him. . 

. 65~7. In . .(act, you ~ould dra\V Jlt) dis
twcbon between him :~.nd anv · other 
~ember of either of the Housos 7-That 
lS so. . .. 

. Jr.t;r. Rangaswami. Iyenger. 

· 6548. If I may .quote from the Federal 
Structure Sub-Committee's · RejJorf 
page 16 -: 11 The Governor-<leneral 's In~ 
s~rument of Instructions will then c1irect 
h1m to appoint as his 1\Iinistei;s those 
persons who command the eonfirlence ·of 
the Legislature, and the • Governor-· 

. ~enera~; in . complying with' this uirec
t~on;- Will, of course, follow the conven
tion firmly established in constitutional 
practice throughout the_ Briti:;b Com
mon-wealth of inviting one Minister to 
fo~m 21. ~over~ment ~nd requesting him 
to ~ub:nut a hst of h1s proposed eollea
gnec; ''. That was the position when 
we discussed .it in the Ronn;l T:'tf.>t:! Con-
ference f-I think I made my own views 
elear ye~terday and the day before, as 
~o my VIews of collective responsibility 
1n the .Governments. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
6549. Is Sir·Samuel right in conceding 

that the present Government of India 
Act makes a distinction between oltcted 
and nominated members for appoint
ment as Ministers f-It was new to me 
but t tQok it from Dr. Ambcdkar. ' 

Dr. B. R. Ambedk~.] I useJ it in 
the sense that it must be an elected mem
ber within six months. 

Sir Te:i Bahadttr Sapru.] So far as I 
can see. the Government of India Act 
makes no distinction · between elected 
and nominated members for the J.lUrpose 
of appointment as .Minis!ers. Tho Fiee
tion which deals .with that matter is Sec
tion 52 .. 

Dr. B. R. Ambe~kar.] He has to gtt 
himself elected. 

Sir Tej ·Bakadur Sapnc. 

65?0. I thought Dr. Ambedkar put a 
to Sll Samuel, and. sugge~t•!cl that the 
Government of India Act mak(lS t.l clis
tinetion between elected and nominated 
members in the matter of hein .... :Minis
ters f.,-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 

0
lt only 

does so to the extent of laying down that 
a Minister shall not hold offiee fur a 
longer period than six montl.s tml(•ss he 
becomes an elected memhe~. 

6551. But. if · there is a noml
~ated . member there &tlreac.ly, there 
~-s not~ung ~o. prevent you from a.r-point
mg hun Mm1ster f-That is so. 
~52. And that has.been done 7-Yes. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] The law, as 

I understand it, is this : It. i~ open to 
the Governor to appoint d.ny ont£ider a 
Minister, provided that outsider gets 
elected to the Legislative Coundl within 
a period .of six months. Similarly, it is 
open to the Governor to appoint a 
Minister, frQm the block of nominated 
members who are already there.· The 
Act does. not make any distinctiQn . 

· Mr. Za.frulla Khan. 

6553. Once a nominated member is 
· appointed, does he continue to . be a 
nominated member all the time, or must 
he seek election f-(Sir Sam1J.el Roa,·e.) 
No, I thought that was quite clear. A 
nominated member is ti·eated just like 
anyone else. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] He cannot cou
tinue to be a Minister aft"r Rix months 
unless he gets elected. 

Sir Austen Chamberla·in. 

6554. There is no question, is there, of 
seeking an election. The quali:ft,~ntiou is 
that he should be or become within six 
months a member of the Legislatur~ 9-
That is it. (Sir Malcolm H~lile.tJ.i An 
elected member. 

Sir Hari Singh Gou·r. 

6555. He must be an dected member f 
_:_(Sir Samuel Hoare.) We are talking 
about two things, and this is not ret:lly 
one of the very important cletaUs. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

6556. I want to make it quite eh•ar 
that the Secretary of State unrlPrstood 
my question, and that his &mnver was 
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direct~d to my question. I was not for approval." 1!aragraph 67 says that 
speakmg myself of the pre:;ent system, he shall make "h1s best' ende~t~·ours to 
but of the new system contemplated by · · seleet his Ministers in the following 
the White Paper, and my suggestion manner "-which I regaJ.·d · M . 1t · ··con· 
there is that the qualification for a siderable. departure from the recommen· 
Minister is that he should be or becom(' dation of the Provincial Constitution 
within .six months a memher of the Committee r~r do not think there is any . 
Legislature ?-Yes, that i3 the proposal departure at all. The Committee said 
in the White Paper. ordinarily, and this is, I imagine, what 

will ordinarily happen •. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

6557. May I ask a supplP.mentary qnPs
tion on that ? It is not dear tQ us what 
the Secretary of State's reply was to 
the procedure point outlinetl by 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. He rather indil:ated 
that the procedure would he that this 
nominated member would only become a 
Member of the Cabinet if he w:ts asked 
for by the Prime Minister or by the per
son who wished to form the Govern· 
ment. As I understand it, th'3 Se<'re
tary of State· says that that· is m;t the 
case, that there is no·. qufls~ion of · hh 
being- specially asked for after the Cabi· 
net is formed, but that he may in fact 
be proposed as a Member of the Cabi
net from the very beginning g-~He will 
be treated just like any· other 1\fember · 
of one or other Chan;tber. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
6558. 1\Iay I read the section '7-Does 

it really very much matter ,,·hat the 
position is now 7 

6559. It matters · becan:;e I want to. 
ask what the exact position is. Section· 
52, sub-section 2 is : J' No Minister Ehall 
hold office for a longer pariod ti1an six 
months unless he is or become'> an elected 
Member of the Local Legisl:.ttnre." All 
I wanted to suggest was th:1.t the Act 
does not contemplate the continued 
holding of a nomina ted member as a 
Minister, which would be i:he case if the 
suggestion in ·the White Pape1· were 
adopted, that a nominated :1\Iember of 
the Second Cham her would be entitled to 
be a Minister. With . re:-;ped · to the 
appointment of the 1\Iini;;tr:.r, I wnnt to 
draw your attention to the recommenda
tion of the sub-committee on . Provincial 
Constitution. They said : " The Sub
Committee is of the opinio11 that in the· 
discharge of that function the Governor 
should ordinarily summon the Member 
posse~sing the largest following in the 
Legislature and invite him to ~uggest
the 1\Iinisters and submit their names 

6560. You do not think it ·would be 
necessary, in the· interest,s of fosterin(J' 
collective responsibility, to !mpose a~ 
obligation upon the Govcnwr that l..e 
should follow a particular course in the 
formation of the Ministry 1'-The Round 
Table Committee that Dr. .A.mbcdkar 
quotes did not think so. : 

6561. I thought tliat was the thing '-:-
. You· ha_ve just read a quotation fro:cJ · 
them saying '' ordinarily ~' they thought . 
so. 

6562. Or that they shoQld Jo · it-n0t 
" best endeavour " ?-It is n question 
of words. · 

6563. The next question I want to ask 
i::; on the question of tb,is . ordinu.nce 
power of the·:Ministers uri.de1• Proposll. 
104. What I 'Want to know js . this : 
Why is it' necessary to make a provision . 
of this sort in the Constitution itself ?· 
Would not it be possible for a <i\Iinistry 
in a Provineial Legislature to· have· an 
Emergency .A:ct passed hy ·the Legisla-· 
ture it~elf similar, £or instance; to that: 
oi 1920 in this country,·_ and to 'derive its 
powers · from the · Acts passed by the 
Legislature ? I · am talking about' 
No. 104 : Would not it be pos3ible for 
the Provincial Ministry to have' nn ·Act 
passed by the Provincial Legislature 
giving them the ·necessary powers to
act in a specified emergency ?-f should 
have- thought .this was ·essentially a 
power that· · every government must 
possesst namely, of taking emergency 
action when the Legislature is not ~itting 
and particularly necessary in :-~. country 
like India where there are great .Jis
tances and where it niay take some time 
to get the Legislature sitting~·. 

6564. I suggest the Provincial 
Ministry can get an Act passed from the 
Provincial Legislature defining_ the emer· 
gencies in which they may be called upon 
to act, and· the Legislatur~ · may give 
them the powers. · Why is it necessary to 
make a provision of this sort in the Con-·~ 
stitution itself ?-Because I l'ega.rd :.t as 
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an essential power that ll. Oov~rnment of expense, and one was puolic opinion. 
should have, and as we are' dealing witlt I wanted to ask whether much considera
the whole :fie~d of the Constitution it is · ·tion ought to be given to that in view of 
the kind of power that ought to be in· · the fact that Second Chambers are· con
serted in the Constitutiorl Act. sidered to afford a valuable safeguard for 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] It is a power minorities, and since minorities were not 
that is intended to be given to a re- able to settle a safeguard for themselves 
sponsible Ministry and it is, in the · and had to appeal to ffis Majesty's 
nature ·of things, that the rc::;ponsible Government, and' got a safeguard in the 
Ministry should draw its powers, whether shape of a communal award, whether it is 
emergency or otherwise, from the Legis- fair now in this valuable safeguard of 
lature to which it is rE!$ponsible.· · ·· Second Chambers to give much value to 

Lord Eustace Percy.] May J· remind public opinioll: 7-1 t~ o~e has got to 
Dr. Ambedkar· that th~ Act of 1920 in take both po~ts of VIew lflto. ~count, 
this country~ .only regularized a power namely, ~he mt.erest~ of. mmonties. and 
wliich Ministers frequently exercised in also the general .fee~g .m a ProVl~ce, 
the past without )egisJQ.tion. t . : It has and one has g?t to. weig.h t~e one agamst 
always been the practice in th:is country, the other. ·It IS thiS weighing of the two 
that, subject to a subsequent Parlia- .. that has .led us to suggest that the~e 
mentary indemnity, a Ministry can issue ~hould be three. Second Chambers; b~t It 
an Emergency Order. 1s open to any Member of the ·O,ommittee 

· · or any Delegate to say that we had not 
Dr~ B. R. Am~edkar.] That . is · a11· ~ given too much attention to one side or 

ask. other of the problem, or that we have 
either suggested too many or too few . 

. Archbishop of. Canterbury. · 6567. May I suggest, in furtherance of 
6565., If I may just impleme1;1t what that, that for instance, in the Punjab 

Dr . .Am,bedkar saidl, in view of the quite we are told that there is very strong 
special. character of 104, it is not really public opinion against a Second Cham
. a Safeguard, but is a matter of the pro- her, and yet the European community is 
cedure of Parliament; is it necessary to given one .representative in a House of 
use the word "ordinance " which has in 175 Members, which is to be the sole 
other parts of' the Constitution a some- Chamber of that Province. Would the 
what different significance, and would it Secretary of State, perhaps, . consider 
not be better to. use the term " emer- that if public opinion was considered! suffi
gency order" 7-I have more than once cent to justify one Chamber there, any
asked -the · advice of · .. my Indian and how the minority such as the European 
British friends for a better word than com~unitv should have at least three 
"ordinance" for· all these powers, seats ,_f am afraid Sir Hubert Carr now 
whether under 104 or 103. If anybody is getting dangerously near the Govern
could :find a better word, we ·are n~t ment's communal decision. The_ difficulty 
wedded to any particular word. . in the kind of case that he has just sng-

Archbishop of Canterbury.] Ordinance · gested in a. Province in which, it may be, 
i~ such a special safeguard, tha.t it seems European. mterests are not so stro~g ns 
a pity to .introduce it in a paragraph for ~hey are m ~orne of the ot;her Provmces 
a proposal which deals with ordinary Js to make It 3;nY. b~tter m ~he Second 
procedure ' Chamber than It IS m the Fn·at Cham-

. . her. After all, if one ke<?.ps to the gene-
. Ch~u·man.] Per~aps. that. Is a matter rallines of the Government's communal 

we Inight resume m discussiOn. decision, it is difficult to contemplate a. 
Archbis:&op of Canterbury.] Yes. situation in which the Europ(;an repre-

Sir Hubert Carr. 
- sentation would be substantially very 

6566. I ·wish to refer to Second Cham- · 
hers again.· In answer· to question 5735, 
the Secretai'Y of State gave three reasons 
which occurred to him with regard to the 
deci:.ion as to having Second Chambers in 
the Provinces -over and above the question 

much bigger in the Second ChamlJer 
than it is in the first. 

6568. 1\Iay I turn to another subject, 
and that is the question of Forests. I 
do n'ot know whether there is . any 
arrangement whereby some check could 
be kept on the Provincial control of 
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.Forests. The danger that ·appears to me 
is that Forests is a Department where 
the~e is often a great deal of unpopu
larity with the public, because of the 
checks put on hill cultivation, forest cul
tivation and fuel, and it seems to me that 
unless there is some check on the Pro
vincial control of th~ ~"orests, the Catch
ment Area of some rivers which affect 
another Province might be very seriously 
affected. I am desirous of knowing 
whether there is any Provision which I 
have not discovered for keeping some 
check on that condition f..:_Sir Hubert 
has in mind a situation · in · which the 
water supply of one Province is injured 
by the depletion of forests in - another 
Province Y-Is that it f 

6569. That is it f-I think that is a 
point we must take into account. I ani 
not clear off-hand whether it is covered 
in the White Paper, or not. 

Sir Hubert Carr.] Might I just add, 
with regard not only to water supplies, 
but deforestation. has led to such ruinous 
floods lower down that it is a matter 
·which might deserve your attention. 

1\Iarquess of Salisbury. 

6570. Is there no Federal authority in 
eases of that kind under the White 
Paper ?-I should like to look into the 
specific case again ; I am not quite clear 
whether it is covered, or whether it is 
not. 

Sir . .A. P. Patro. 

matter of practical . knowledge, that the 
rules that are made by the Governor are; 
fu-st, what are known as the Business 
Rules, second, what are. known· as the 
Secretariat Rules.· These rules are so 
inconvenient through the · transfer ·of 
Departments., that oftentimes -friction 
arose. · Therefore~ if these rules are made 
not by the Governor at his discretion or· 
in mere consultation, would it not be in 
harmony. with the working of the Cabinet 
and of the relations of the Governor with 
his :Ministers, that these Business Rules 
shou)d be prepared not merely in con
sultation and at his discretion but in 
agreement with the Ministers ?-I. would 
hope . myself · that. in .actual practice 
almost invariably they would . be · made 
with the agreement of .. the ·Ministers. 
Obviou~ly, it is tremendously to the 
advantage both of · the Government · and 
the :Ministers that they agree upon their 
rules of business. · One must, however, 
contemplate . a situation in, which the 
:Ministry might insist upon rules of busi
ness that would enOla.nger the Governor's 
special responsibilities. ·. It is on that 
account that whilst our· desire and our 
intention is that there should be the 
closest· co-operation between the Governor 
and the Ministers, we feel that the ulti .. 
mate decision must be at the discretion 
of the Governor. 

6572. In regard · to the discharge of 
special responsibilities, there are variouS 
other provisions which secure to him the 
right of action, and in these rules, if any 
such provision has been made that he 
should be the sole authority in making 

6571. In reg!lrd to Proposal 69, it is the rules, then it will lead tO practical. 
an analogy with Section 49, paragraph 2, difficulties in the working of the Cabinet, 
of the present Act. Under the present as we find to-day f-I should hope it 
Act the Governor has the sole power of wouldl not lead to any more difficulty ; 
making rules for the transaction of busi- it is so much to the adva.Ii.t?ge of both 
ness with the :Ministers as well as with sides to work together in a "ease of this 
his CounseUors. Now, under the new kind. ·· 
scheme, it is provided that he will be 6573. Then the next part of this pro
authorised, after consultation with his posal is for the transmission to· himself 
1\Iinisters, to make at his deseretion any of al~ S:uch information as he may direct. 
rules which he regards as requisite to Does that contemplate. that the Governor 
regulate the disposal of particular . busi- will have a special Seeretaiiat of his own 
ness and the procedure to be observed in addition to · his Private • Seereta.ry 'f
in the conduct of that business, and of No. The position is just as Sir :Malcolm 
the transmission to himself of. all such Hailey and I .stated it, namely, that the 
information as he may direct. Now this Governor ·would have what staff he r.e
is intended to bring the Ministers and quires, and Sir Malcolm yesterday gave 
the Governor in the closest relationship. a general kind of estimate of the sort of 
At present we have experience, as a staff that was contemplated. 
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657 4. Is it then in regard to the pro
posals in 92 and 103 relating to the 
Governor's acts and ordinances, that . I 
understand you are going further to con
sider the powers of the Governor 7 ]J{ 
view of the discussion that has been held 
here, do I understand that those matters 
will be further considered 7-I would like 
-Sir A. P. Patro to put a more precise 
question thJll that. That is a very 
general question. , 

6575. In regard to the Governor's Act, 
it has been said that the consultation 
with the Legislature leads. to difficulties f 
-Yes. In: that case,· I said .I would 
certainly take into account the views 
which have. been expressed this morni.Dg. 

6576. Then similarly, with regard to: 
the power of ordinances and the dis.;, 
charge ·of special responsibilities, wheth!'lr 
he should issue an ordinance without con
sulting . t~e Governor-General . : In regard 
to that· matter_ also, I suppose further 
con::.ideration will ·be given f-Yes. · ·As 
far as. I. am concerned, the position is as 
I . stated it. a. few. minu~es ago. 
: 6~77. Then the other :question is wit~. 

regard·· to the'· financial powers of · the 
Governor, P:roposal100. "The provisions 
of paragraphs 95 to 99, inclusive, will 
apply with the necessary modifications, 
to proposals for the appropriation of 
Revenue to meet expenditure not included 
in the annual estimates which · it may 
become necessary_ to i..rj.cur dunng the 
course of the financial year." Now with 
:regard to. the mod'ificatio.ns of these pro-. 
posals, is it meant that these modi:fica-

. tions will be in the devolution rules or 
the financial rules or will they be in-

corporated in the Constitution Act 7-
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The meaning of 
paragraph 100 is that if you have a 
supplementary Budget, the procedure will 
be the same as in the general annual 
Budget in regard to the demand of appro
priation and the like. 

6578. But the modified rules, as you 
say, will be the financial rules that will be 
included in the devolution rules 7-I do 
not think we contemplate devolution 
rules. 

Sir .A. P. Patro.] You have got anyhow 
a financial Department in the Provinces Y 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6579. There will be no occasion for de
volution rules Y-No ; the White Paper 
itself says nothing as to a Finance · De
partment. It does not lay down, as the 
present devolution rules do, .that there 
must be a Finance Department, and it may 
have to ' be . considered subsequently 
whether some mention of a Finance De
partment may not have to be introduced 
into the 'Vhite Paper. 

1 
Sir .A. P. Patro. 

6580. That is what I wanted to know, 
whether it is not contemplated: that the 
formation of a· Finance Department in 
a Province is not absolutely necessary Y
y es · it is certainly a point that I th~k 
the '·secretary of State has mentioned 
before in the discussion, but it will have 
to be considered as to how far special 
provision will have to be· made in the 
Statute for a Finance Department. · 

(After a short adjournment.) 

~ir N. N. Sirca-J.. 

6581. J\Iy Lord Chairman, may I ask 
the attention of the ·· Secretary of State 
to certain possible · but very specific 
dangers which have· been ~ indicated by 
~uestions of Lord. Salisbury and some · 
other MemberS of the Committee~ If he 
kindly refers to Questions 5700 ana: 5704, 
the S~cretary of State will find that. 
Question 5700 deals with the situation. 
when ·the responsible Mi.ziister has de-· 
clined to carry out the wishes of the 
Governor, and Question 5704, Lord Salis
bury's question, points out. the fact thaf 

the local Police and others will depend 
very lar.,.ely upon the Minister. If he 
will real' one more question, I shall put 
my questions on these three questions. 
In Question No. 56657 the dan~e! of t_he 
Governor not being kept fam1ha! w1~h 
the events happening in his Province lS 

pointed ·out. Bearing these three ques
tions in mind, may I ask the Secretary 
of State whether it is . not the correct 
position. that so far as. the supe:ior 
officers are concerned, their pay, pensiOn, 
promotion, postmg, even. a vote of 
censure on their conduct, .are all beyond 
the competence . of the Minister 7-( Sir 
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Samue.l Ho.are.) Broadl:Y' speaking,·· that; 
is . the case. 

6582. Having regard to Proposal 
No. 69, which enables the Governor to 
require that information of certain kinds 
will be transmitted to him, do you 
think that the Governor woul~ have any . 
difficulty whatsoever in getting very full 
and accurate information of events 
.happening in the Province 7-My definite 
view is that he would not, that under 
69, he can obtain whatever information 
he requires. · 

· 6583. May I have your opinion as to 
whether the Governor's position under 
the White Paper scheme proposa~s, i$ not 
something like this : Taking a purely 
theoretical point of view, his. powers are 
limited but when an emergency or when a 
case of special responsibility does arise, 
be can take whatever action he thinks 
fit. Is that the theory Y-Yes. ' 

6584. And of what constitutes an 
occasion of a special res.ponsiblility the 
White Paper makes it perfectly clear that 
he will be the sole judge. That is so, is 
it Y-Yes. 

6585. I Rm asking a specific question, 
because some questions were put to you, 
Secretary of State, as regards the Intelli
gence branch of the C. I. D., and so on. 
Supposing the White Paper proposals. re
main as they are, and you do not intro-. 
duce Rpecific provisions about mther the 
Intelligence hraneh or the ·O.I.D., under 
the proposals. will there be the slightest 
difficulty in the Governor taking charge 
either of tli.e Intelligence branch or of the 
C.I.D., or of the C.I.D. plus the section 
of the Police, whatever may be neces.sary, 
for meeting a situation which has arisen 7 
-It is certainly our intention that the 
Governor sbouldJ have full powers in thos.e 
respects.. We think that · under the 
'Vhite Paper propos.als., be has been given 
those powers; If, when it comes to 
drafting final proposals, it is. found that 
be has not got those powers, obvious.ly, 
if the policy is maintained as set out now 
in the White Paper, a further definition 
will have to be given to make it quite 
clear that he has. got those powers.. 

6586. In your opinion, under the White 
Paper proposals, will there be, any 
difficulty in this : For instance, the 
Governor, having regard to an emergency 
situation, says. : " I take over officers., A, 
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B and· C ; two divisions of·· Police ;·one· 
Inspector-General," ·.and· so on. ''I ~ake 
them over and attach them to my special 
Department relating to· special responsi•. 
bility." Will there be ·.either Constitu• 
tional · or administrative difficulty t-So 
far as I know, there should· not be, but 
our definite intention · is thaL ·· the 
Governor should have what. powers are 
required and, if it is . found in drafting ' 
that he has. not got those powers. under 
the proposals. as they are now, there must 
be a change in the drafting of the pro .. · 
posals. ·· 

6587. May I be permitted to ask Sir 
Malcolm · Hailey if ·. there· · will be 8llY 
administrative difficuLty in the way. of 
the sugges.tion that . I have ·made Y . I am 
not asking on the Constitutional aspect f 
-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) No. · If ·the 
Governor took over that . special . branch, 
he would give his orders through, · no 
doubt, his own. Secretary. to the lns.pector
General of Police, who would convey them 
to· the s.pecial· branch in exactly the same. 
way as he would convey orders from the 
local Government had the 'Governor no.t 
exercis.ed his special responsibilities. · -.· · 

6588. I think a previous. ans.wer covers 
this., but may I ask you specifically·: 
Under the White Paper ·proposal there 
will be nothing to prevent the Governor, 
if .he thinks necess.ary, from saying th!l-t 
Police information relating to certam 
kinds. of crimes. should be acces.sible only 
to certain. ind[viduals. 7-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) That is so. 

6589. I draw your attention to a ques
tion put by Sir Austen Chamberlain; 
Question No. 5746. There Sir Aus.ten 
points out that it is undesirable to have 
recourse more often than is necessary to 

·special responsibility and breakdown 
clauses. I am quite sure that the Secre
tary of State fully agrees with that view 7 
-Yes., entirely. 

6590. If . that is. so, what I am asking 
you is~ t:his : Under the White Paper 
scheme ·w'bich defines. the powers. of the 
Governor in connection with special re
sponsibilities in very wide ~~~age, is. ~t 
not more suitable than proVIdmg specl· 
fically that the Governor will have charge 
of the special branch in this. way : That 
if the Governor has confide:Q.ce in the 
Minister or if the Minister is. willing to 
abide by ~eces.sary c~nventi?ns, h~ may 
not bring mto operahon this. soobon of 

G 



1pecial responsibility at all Is that not 
the better policy, rather than specifying 
section 7 4 as part of reserving the special 
responsibility of the Govet:nor !-That has 
been our view in making almost all the 
proposals of this kind in the White 
Paper. 'Ve wish to assume that these 
were exceptional powers and that the 
best· \vay to deal with them was to give 
the Governors general powers rather than 
to set out in explicit detail a list of the 
actual wavs in which he was to carry 
them in effect. That is really the general 
-reason tha.t has prompted us to take the 
line we have. . 

6591:. You were asked certain. questions 
about breakdowns, for instance, begin
ning at Question 5718. I will ask you 
one question about it. There have been 
previous instances of breakdowns uudf>r 
the present Constitution, for instance, 
in Bengal in 1924 and 1025 f-Yes. 

· 6592. It was pointed out by one o.f 
. the Members of the Committee that 

when those breakdowns took place, there 
was the nuC'Ieu~ of the }~xecutive 
Council-the Executive Member was 
there 7-Yes. 

6593. We know that he will not be 
there. when a. breakdown takeil plal}e 
under the proposed Constitution f·-Yes. 

6594. But remembering that the officer 
of the . Superior Service, the Secreta1·iaJ 
!taff and practically every officer of every 
Department will be available to the 
Govemor, do you really think there wi11 
be any difficulty in the King's adminis
tration being carried on if there is a 
breakdown T-N o, I do not think there 
should be. 

6595. I want to ask you one c1uestion 
which has· not yet been answererl, about 
the Second Chamber. You may J'e
member that Dr. Shafa '.at. Ahmad Khan 
asked you whether or not there was a 
resolution in the Beugal Legislative 
Council against the- instiL11tion of Second 
Chambers, and you gave certain answers. 
What I am asking you is thi;; : If you 
take the Resolutions of the Bc~ooal 
Council as an index, is it n(1t the :r:ct 
that on the 2nd August, 1932, this 
Council by a Majority of 47 to 52 the 
majority includiing 8 :Muhammadans 
passed a Resolution against an~- com~ 
munal or separate .Muha1nmada·n elec
torate. Would you say that that re
presents the true state of feeling in 

Bengal, having regard to your other in
formation that there is no demand for 
communal electoral reprt>8f'ntntio'l for 
Muhammadans! · 

Dr .. Shafa'at .Ahmad Khan.] What waa 
·the proportion of those Mnhsmnmdani 
who voted for a separnt~ electorate Y 

Sir N. N. Sircar.] The Resolution that 
was passed was against commuual repre
sentation! 

Mr. Zaft·ulla Kh~n.] My Lord Chair
man, are we to· go .into thesC! qucstion:J 
at this stage in connec~tion with the Pro
vincial Govern~ents ! 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

6596. If I may put my '1Uestion in thi>J 
way : Arc any of these resolutions, 
having regard to your other information, 
reliable as a safe guide for action !
I think we have got to pay great 
attention. of course, 'to the opinion of 
a Provincial Legislature, but I do not 
think we can necessarily bind oursch·es 
to taking that as the ~xclusive or ~ole 
opinion that we ha¥e to take IUto 
account. Moreover, in the particular 
case of the voting upiJn the Bengal 
Second (.,"bamber, I am inclined to think 
fro-m the information that ha;; come to 
me, that there was a good deal of mis
understanding in the voting to this 
extent that, at any rate, one of the 
communities was very nervon~ of the 
communal decision affecting the First 
Chamber being reversecl in the s~cond 
Chamber. Now, quite obviously, a. 
question of that kincl can only be 
answered intelligently when it js 1nown 
how the Second Chamher is going to 
be constituted, and witbm~t making any 
criticism of the Bengal Chamber or any 
of its Members, there is thia fact that 
at the time the resolntion was passed 
I do not think they knew the kind of 
way in which it wa:i contemplated the 
Second Chambers should be formctl. 

6597. The last question is this : May 
I ask you generally, now that you.r 
attention has been drawn in your exami
nation by so many .membf'r3 of the 
Committee to the possible dangers of 
the transfer of I.aw and Order, nre you 
still definitely of opinion that those 
dangers 1u·e amply safegunrdt•,J by the 
provisions made in the White Paper !
Yes, I think so. I would never be too 
definite in giving an ·mswer uf that 
kind until I have heard the further 
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discussions of the Committee.; but, so 
far as the Goverpment are concerned, 
we have done our utmost, assuming that 
Law and Order is going to be trans
ferred, to ensure that the transference 
f,hould take pl:we in the safedt po;;:;ible 
conditions. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

6598. May I, with your permission, 
my Lord Chairman, put one rtuestion 
arising out of the last question hut one 
put by Sir N. N. Sircur' Sir ·Samuel, 
may I assume that a resolution passed 
in the local legislature with 1·egard to 
the setting up one way or the othE'r of 
a second chamber, would not he of any 
very great value unless the legislature 
knew more or less the kind of second 
chamber that was to be t:et up 7-Yes, 
I would certainly say that, and that· 
was rPally the object of my giving the 
answer I gave just now. 

6599. I put this question with refer
ence to what I suggested myself the 
other day to you, that in considering 
this matter further you might look at 
this aspect, ;which was suggested by 
me, that if a resolution was }Jassed by 
a local legislature, asking for the 
setting up of a seconll chamber of a 
certain kind and type specified by thf'm, 
something might be done towards re
cognising the conditions that they might 
lay down. It rather emphasise.;; the 
point I put to you yesterduy, that if 
they were asked merely to ·limit them
sel ve.s to the setting up of a second 
chamber and did not know what the 
type of it was to be, it would not be 
of very great help, and they would, 
possibly, be rather chary of comru.itting 
themselves to that position 7,---I think 
we must keep in mind l\Ir. Zafruna· 
Khan's contention. I think it is 'ery 
germane to the point ItS to whether ::~. 
resolution· was anywhere passed or not 
with full knowledge or the conditions 
behind it. · 

Chairman.] That concludes the Section 
which we have ca.l1ed the " Provinces." 
The next Section is the '' Federation,'' 
paragraphs 1 to 60. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6600. May I begin with the Proposal 
in paragraph 4, that is to say, the ad
hesion of the number of States which 
will make federation possible. · This is 
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a· very 'small question really,· hat 'there.· 
is a difference of language bttween Pr~' . 
posal 4 and paragraph, 12 of the Intro..-: 
duction, because Proposal 4 speaks· of a: 
desire to accede of· 50 per cent.~, ·which'. 
is held on the wording of "Proposal 4 tc>., 
be sufficient, whereas in tlie Introduction . 
what is spoken of ia that the· ·.Instru..: 
nient of Accession should· be formulated . 
and aecepted. I only . wish to know 
which is the right one f-We ·certainly 
mean that the Instruruent of AecesE:ion 
should be formulated anJ. nccepted. 

6601. I thought ·that was the answer. 
Then I go on to the tirst substantial. 
question which I have to put :· Who- is 
to decide whether the terms of~ the In
strument of Accession are ndeq,)ate 7~ 
The Government. . 

6602; Which Gov~rnnient ?-The 
British Government in the first instance. 
Lord Salisbury will rP.ml~mber · that we· 
have suggested that provi8ion must be 
made in the future for the Federation 
itself having some say in the conditions 
in which any new State ·wlluld accede. 

6603. I was going on to that next, but 
I wanted to get it quite clear that at. 
the outset it is the Secretary of State 
who decides whether the terms are suffi
cient Y-Yes. 

6604. .Then may I 'go on to the second· 
question : Hereafter when a State not 
hitherto having acceded proposes to 
accede, :who will decide whether the 
terms are adequate Y-·We have made no 
explicit proposal as to n particular 
period of time in the ProprJsa.ls, bu~ . 
quite obviously we shall have to make 
the Proposals explicit in &.ny Bill. Our 
con(lept~on of the state of affairs is 
that the Crown must b•~ the judge in 
the initial stages, but that after that 
the Federation itself should have a say 
in the decision in· some way or anotherr 

6605. The Secretary . of State means,. 
that is to say, the Federal Government,. 
not th~ Viceroy acting in his discretion f 
-No~; \I think Lord Salisbury will :fin~ 
that the Federal Government have a 
very direct interest, looking to the 
future, in questions of that kind. It 
might, for instance, he said that the 
entry of a particular State in the future 
was prejudicing the rights of· existing 
members of the Federation, and I hold 
that in some way or other thP. view of 
the Federal Government and the Federal 
Legislature ought to have an in:fluell'Ce~ 

G2 
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wha~ever form it may take, in the deci
sion which is then taken; 

· 6606. I am v~ry much obiiged ; · but -
that is ·rather nn imnmtant ~tlls\t'ei'. 
What kind , of influe;ee f · Doe~ the 
Secretary of· State contemplate a vote 
of the Federal Legislature 7-No, I haye 
not gone so · far as to work out the 
details. This, · after all, is a situation 
not iri the immediate fntnre but in the 
so:riuiwhat distant future. 
· · 6607. Surely not ; it might begin in 
two or three months after },edei;ntion 
had started 7-No, I am not assuni:ng 
tha't ·; I am assuming that there ruust 
be a period ·during which the decision 
is with the Crown. 
· · 6608. A period even aft~r Federation . 
and. the Central Government have 
started 7-Yes, I think there must be 
a~· period of some kind. · . . . . 

·- .6609. You · ·mean that after the 
Central LeO'islature and Constitution· 
are in working order there might be an 
interval, :say, of :five year:; ~e.fore a!ly 
other State was allowed to JOin ?-No, 
not at all ; but the decision _should for 
:a period rest with the Fam(~ ·authority 
:that gave the decision f01 .. the entry of 
the States in· the initinl chapter. 

~ 6610.· ;r beg your pardon ; I ought t() 
have understood that. -;.Yon mean that 
the same authority, the Secretary of 
State still will control it ?-l!,or that 
period, the chief reason ~n my min~ 
beinO' that one wants a perw:I of stabi
lity 

0

for the initial chapter, and that 
therefore there had better be as few 
changes as possible in the first period of 
years. .. 

6611. But at any rate there l:ill be, 
or may be, an interval between the 
starting of the Central Con:>titntion and 
the full number of State adhesions 7-
What does Lord Sa.li~burv mean 
exactly by '' the full numbe'!' -,' 1 

6612. You begin, say, with 50 per 
cent. or a little over 50 per cent. ; tht:-re 
must be a certain periofl of years before 
anything like 100 per eent. join ?-It is 
very difficult to make :w estimate or 
prophecy at all. I have had g:ven me 
from the best possible sources very 
different views in answer to a ·question 
of that kind. One vie\V which is very 
strongly held is that if 50 or 51 per 
cent. of the more important States join 
th~ Federation, the greatu part (Jf the 

other, States : will join without. much. 
delay.. That is a view whieh is verY: 
strongly held. 

6613. But at any rato we must pro
vide for the cases in which there would 
be an interval. The Secretury of State 
is, of course, aware that a great deal 
of attention has been· paid to the inter
vening period, when only a relatively 
small number of States will have 
joined f-certainly. · 

6G14. The adhesion of the States is 
contemplated, as I understand, ns a 
standardising factor in the new Legis-
lature !-Certainly. · 

6615~ Therefore · in tlte r..bsence • of 
anything like a full hdhesion of the· 
States the balance· of power would, as 
it were, be not final in the Legil:llature f 
-I am not quite sure that I understand 
what Lord· Salisbury means by '' not 
final " f ' 

6616. It is clear, without going into 
the communal question, that it might be 
that the States which joined gave an 
undue power and majority to one par
ticular religious connection in the Cen
tral Legislature. When I say " un
due '', I mean undue having regard to 
what is contemplated as the complete 
establishment 7-I wonltl not my~elf 
have thought that conunnual interests 
of that kind would enter so prominently 
into the question ; but if Lord Salisbury 
means by his questiou that in the interim 
period there ought to he interim 
11.rrangement~ made for , the PrincN;' 
vote having effective power behind it, 
then I agree with him ; I think that on 
the whole arrangements of some kind 
ought to be made. 

6617. The Secretary of State hns nry 
much shortened what I wanted to 1-•ut, 
and I am obliged to him. Have the 
Government and the Secret;try of State 
tho11ght what form that interim arrange
ment ought to take Y-,Ve have had 
before us a number of alternatives. I 
cannot say that we nre_ .altogether 
satisfied with any of them, but some of 
them seem to us to be more efrective 
than others. For instance, it has been 
suggested that the Viceroy might by 
nomination fill up the vacant seats in 
the i11terim period ; secondly, it has beeu 
suggested that however many States 
may accede in the interim pe1·iod, their 
voting strength would cc.unt as effec
tively as· if there were 100 per cent. re-
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has been suggested that the acceding 
States should themselves he empowered 
to appoint additional representatives in 
the interim period. Of . these three 
alternatives, I see great objection to the 
first, namely, the Viceroy nominating 
members to fill up the vacant. places ; 
it seems to me that nomination of that 
kind would ·not really be States repre
sentation at all, and I think it would 
be open to very gra>e misreyresenta
tion in India. where a ghod many people 
would think that we weee trying by that 
means to create an official bloc. The 
second alternative, namely, tlwt the 
votes of the Princes who accede shot.:ld 
}Je given weightage, namely, that one 
vote should count mot·e than one in a 
division, I al~o dislike ; it seems to me 
to be somewhat contrHy tJ my own 
ideas as to voting in :tssPmhlies ; and 
I therefore incline to the third of the 
proposals, namely, tbat the acceding 
States should be allowed to app:;int, at 
any rate for a period, some additional 
members in order to ensure that· their 
voting strength would l)e effective. 

6618. Of course, if there were an un
due predominance among~t the acceding 
States of a particular wny of thinking, 
that would intensify that, would it 
not Y-It would not corrl·ct it, I quite 
agree ; but then Lord Salisbury is con
templating a situation that I am not 
contemplating. Here the . States·. rz
presentatives · can give a much better 
view than I can, but I t1o not myself 
believe that they will· select tht>ir .re
presentatives upon a CiJmntunal basis ; 
I think they will thir!k nmch .more 
prominently of their own distinctive 
interests. 

6619. I only gave the toxrununal ques
tion as an example, but thtre Jnight be 
a difference between in!and States aud 
maritime States. There are nwny 
differences, economic as well as reli
gious ; but, however, ! take the hint of 
the Secretary of State : he has r:::ug
gested that the Del·~g.-ttcs representing 
the States are better judges of this 
than he is, and I ha•l better perhaps 
leave the further points to them ?-It 
must be remembered that -we are 
assuming not a . mere 50 per cent. of 
all the States, but 50 per cent. c~f the 
important States. Welt, perh'·'P='~ if I 
use the word '' important,'' it im.pl:es 
that the other States. are. not _important, 
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but I mean 50 per cent. of the States 
who have a right to sep:uate representa
tion in the Second Chamb~r ; and ,l 
would have thought that, assuming that 
that nu:mber a-ccedes, if will be a pretty 
representative b&dy, and I think if they 

· appoint additional • ¥~mher:3 they· are 
not likely to weight ona interl~st at the 
expense of another. · · · · 

Archbishop· of Canterbury, .. 

6G20. In order to save rPpetition later, 
would Lord Salisbury allow me to put 
a question : · you said that the States 
already on the· Council ti1ight have the 
right of nominating additional !-Iembers 
so as to secure their full votiug inlluencB 
in the Chamber Y-I; did n0i say " their 
fu11 voting influence.'' I do .not think 
it .m~cessarily follows that tile additional 

·Members should represt!nt the full 100 
·per cent. · 

6621. No, I follow that, but :my que3-
. tion is a very simple one : you speak' of 
a period during whic}_l this arrangeL'lent 
would be possible.: That would not, I 
suppose, be a period of year~, but· until 

. a larger number of States had come in? 
-Yes. · · · 

6622. Would it not be a little difficalt 
if certain Members had been introduced 

· upon y~mr plan, 'and then as soon as one 
or two more .States cam~ in they should 
have to go out 9-I think not unly'would 
it be a little difficult,' hut' it ·would be 
very diffici1lt ; but all the::ld proposals 
are very ·difficult, arid the alterrJati>es 
seem to me to. be more_ difficult~ still. 
The alternative is an aiternative undel'! 
which the voting strength ~,{ the Princes 
is comparatively weak. Both from their 

· point of view and from other points o:f 
view,· we should like to avoid that con-
tingency if we can. · 

Marquess of Reading.] Will the Secre
tary of State amplify that a little, if 
Lord Salisbury will allov me to ask him 
to do so no.w, and then we n~ed not 
come ·.:,back to this If . 

Chairman.] By· all means. 

Marquess of Reading. 

6623. I only want to know this : sup
posing you have 51 per cent. of the 
States joining, and then they get a 
weightage, and afterwards· other States 
jpin, have you in mind what is to Lap
pen then Y Suppose, fox: .example, ycu 
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have representation which would alllount 
to 80 per cent. of the full reprcsenta

. tion of the Princes by th.J weightage 
·which is . suggested ; if. you get an 
accession of 20 per cent., have you any-
thing in mind as to what is to happen 
then '-There . would have to be an' 
adjustment. We should come to some 
general decision that by this ·mean~ the 
voting power of the States would be 
brought up to X percentage of tl1eir 
100 per cent., and it woultl 1·emain at 
that, whether new States came in or 
whether· they did not,.-1mti1 suffici,·nt 
States came in to get it above that per-
centage. · 

Viscount Burnham. 

~ 6624. May I ask the Secretary of 
· State whether the .system of weightage 
in favour of the bigger States which hn 
proposes does not ensure a still greater 

. and perhaps more unfair pretlominance 
of the bigger States over the l.'imallPr 

'States 7-I do not know what IJOrd 
:Burnham means by ': weightao-e in 
:favour of the bigger States." b · 

6625. Increasing the represr.ntation1 
as I und'erstand the Secretat·y of State 

. to suggest, of those States which enteJ• 

. im!Dediately into accession ; they ue 
go~g· to have extra representation f

. It Is not to ~e assumed that the .f;maller 
·States will not come in at once . . . 

6626. I thought that it wns assumed 
that this was to supply the place of such 
States, presumably the ~~maller States 
as do not come in 7-I know, but I d~ 

· not know why Lord Hurnhnm says 
· " presumaoly the smaller States " · I 
· do not agree. ' 

6627. I was only judgin~ a little by 
the representation of States which I see 
opposite me here. They are mostly the 

· bigger States f-The States can speak 
· for thE'mselves on questions of this kiiUl ; 

I am not assuming that it will be 
· eitlter the bigg~r States or the smaller 

States which will come in first. I think 
there will be some •)f i>oth. 

Mr. Y. T'hombare. 

6628. I think the smaller Stnt"r. will 
· not be behind the larger StatiB in join-
.ing the Federation 7-Here is the re

. presentative of the small~r State of 
'- Sangli, who says that they will be 
- anxious to come in hehinJ the bigger 
· States at once. 

Mr .. J. C. ·C. Davidson.] When 
M~ Thombare uses the word " behind " 
d'oes he mean in point of time f ' 

Mr. Y. Thombare. 

6?29. I mean that they will not . lag 
behind the_ larger States in joininao the 
Federation; they will not delay Y-if the 
smaller States _think that the bigger 
States are gettmg an undue influence 
~n the Federal Centre, then the remedy 
lS for the smaller States to accede in 
g1eater numbers, and vice versa, tha 
other way round. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
6630.- I was not thinking merely of the 

interests of the States, ·but of the in
terests of the Assembly, who will vote 
altogether, of course f-Yes, it is just 
bee.ause of that feeling, which is equally 
in my own mind, that I am suggesting 
these various methods of giving weigh
tage until all the Princes accede. 

Marquess, of Readin,q. 

6631. That would apply in both 
Houses, I suppose 7-Yes, it would have 
to. 

Sir .A. P. Patro. 

6632. Is there any precedent for such 
· a weightage as is suggested in the White 
Paper t-There is not any precedent for 
this kind of Federation anywhere in the 
world. 

Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar. 
6633. Does this system of weigbtage 

apply only when the Princes do not 
come up to the limit fixed in the White 
Paper, namely, 50 per cent. Y-No, it is 
between the 50 per cent. and 100 per 
cent. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6634. Now may I take Proposal No. 
11 t That is the · proposal which estab
lishes the Reserved Departments. The 
question which I want to put to the 
Secretary Qf State, and the question 
which we have discussed, is, bow far in 
point of fact will the Legislature be 
able to influence the decisions of the 
Viceroy in respect of the Reserved De
partments ?-I think I had better put 
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my auswer into as concrete terms as I 
cu~. ~ ima~ine tha~ the Department 
v.-hxch Is partxcularly m Lord Salisbury's 
mind is the Department of Defence f 

6635. That is so '/-For the Depart-
. ment of Defence, the Governor General 

will be solely and exclusively responsible ; 
there will be no divided responsibility 
of any kind. Assuming this sole and 
exclusive responsibility, the Governor
General will no doubt wish to carry with 
him as far as he can the Federal Gov
ernment and the Federal Legislature. 
Obviously, it will he greatly to the ad
vant~e of the Governor-General to have 
public opinion behind him, expressed both 
through the Government and through the 
Legislature. That being so, we are 
anxious that he should take every pos
sible opportunity of carrying- his Minis
terA with him. of consulting them. so far 
ns he ean. about his general line of 
policy, and of obtaining from them, 
if he can, their support for anv pro
posals, financial or otherwise, that he 
may think it his duty to make. Simi
larly with the Le!rlslature, under the 
prt>sent state of affairs, the Legislature 
has no power for voting defence .ex
pt>nditure, but is given an opportunity 
of discussing- defence expenditure. 
Tlm.t opportunity we should continue to 
give to the Legislature. The further 
qUf~stion then arises : What influence 
would public opinion exercise upon the 
Governor-General ; what influence would 
it not exercise 11pon the Governor
GPneral : would it exercise more in
flnpnce tl1an it does now, or the samP. 
kind of influPnce, or less influence f It 
is very diffic>ult to ~ive Rn Pxp11P.it answer 
to a oueRtion of that kind. It mav be 
a.rg11ed that with the institution of ·a 
T('!o,ponsihle GovE>rnment At thP- FPdPral 
Centre and of a reF~nonsible Leg-islature, 
the prPRSllTe of nuhlic oninion will bP
eome stronl!er and stronger. Already, it 
is VPl'V strong ; Rome wonlO sav that it 

· would hel'omP stron!?'Pr. On the other 
h:md. T mvself am inclined to think thAt. 
even if it lNtv bPP.ome stronP"er. it will. 
on the whol(>. hel'ome friendlier. J 
bPlie\·e mvself thnt. in thP nnhtrl'l of 
thinD"s. thPre will he sPverR.l 1\finisters. 
nrrhans all of thPm. in thP Frderal 
1\finistrv. who will hP vPrv directlv in
terestecl in kPPninQ' deff'nce in India 
upon an effective basis. I believe myself 

tl!at· their liUJ>P?rt will be extreme! 
u~eful_ to t~e ~ lceroy when it comes t~ 
any ~scuss10n ln the Federal Assembly 
I . believe myself that,· in the discussion~ 
of the Federal Assembly,. there will be 
found to be . perhaps more support fo~ 
the defence proposals of the . Viceroy · 
than coul~ be found for them now in a 
comparabv~ly irresponsible Assembly. 
:My own VIew, therefore, is . that . the 
p~essure of public opinion in' the future 
w11l no~ develop upon the lines of em· 
baz:rassi~g the Viceroy in his duties ; .I 
bebeve. 1t may. even · strengthen him 
Supposing, however, that the Federai 
Government and the Federal Legis• 
lature were opposed to . his policy 
his responsibility is sole and we . ar~ 
giving him full powers t~ carry it into 
effect. · · 

6636. Let us take' the. case which the 
Secretary of State has last put 'Let us 
suppose that the proposals of the· Gov• 
ern or-General were criticised in. the 
Legislature ; · they · would h~ve pow~r1 
I understan~, of not o~ly d1scussllig 1t, 
but of passmg Resolutions· upon the· 
subject ?-They could not have a· Re· 
solution about a . money vote. _ 

6631. But they could pass a Resolu· 
tion. : " That in the opinion of · this 
House, it is inexpedient ", and &o forth, 
to spend so much money on the'. de
fences ?-So they can now, I suppose. 

1\Ir .. Rangaswami lyenger.] They have 
done 1t. · · · ·.. · · 

. Marquess of 8 alisvury. 

6638. It does not make ·it an; bett~r 
that they. have done it. I .am asking 
w~ether they can do it '/-Lord Salisbury 
w1ll see · that it does not make it any 
better, but it does not make it any 
worse. 

. 6639. Let u8 suppose they did that, and 
let us suppose the ·Government voted 
with the majority in favour of the Re· · 
solutio:rl,, . criticising the Governor· 
Gmeral's defence policy, would not that 
put the Governor-General in a · very 
difficult position f-I do not think it 

-would any more than now when the Le
gi~'lature might pass a si!nilar Resolution. 

6640. The Government would be voting 
against it ?-To · that extent, it might 
make the difference of opinion· · more 
serious. ' · 
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600~ That is all I sugge~ted to the Sec
retary of State, that it was more serious 
·for· him. I understand the Secretary of 
State ~ees to that. It, would be more 

. serious for him, if his Government voted 
against him 7-Yes, I think it would be ; 
but, on the other hand, Lord Salisb'!lry 
·:nmst keep in mind the alternative, 
n1:mely, when the . Legis~ature · may be 
inclined to be against hun and when he 
may have the support of the Government 

· which would be of very great value to 
him in the Legislature. . 
. 6642. You think that the . case is likely 
when the Legislature would be against 
him, but the Government in his favour 7 
~Yes, I can believe that possibl~. 

6643. Then the Government would be 
in a minority in the Chamber then 7-It 
mio-ht be for that one purpose. · · 

0 . • 

· 6644. It is not usual to have the Gov
ernment in a .minority; at least we 
have bad it in this country, but it does 
not work very well ?-I ,own it is very 
much better to have a majority, if. you 
can have · one. · 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] When the res
ponsible Government is mentioned, it is 
the· Government of the Transferred Sub

·jeets, but Defence is a Reserved Sub-
. jeet~ · .. · ·· . · 

Harquess of Salisbury.] There will be 
ur:der the White Paper only one Govern-

. mcnt in the Central Legislature repre
senting, we presume, the majority there, 
but the Secretary of State contemplates 
a ease when the majority will vote 
against the Government. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

6645. May I ask the Secretary 1o:l: 
State, as a supplementary question, 
whether he contemplates what I think 
Lord Salisbury is contemplating, namely! 
a Government . which remains in · office 
but refuses to introduce the Army Esti
mates into the Legislature ? Because 
the situation that Lord Salishm·y con
ceives can only happen in that event ?
I think that is so. A Government can · 
not refuse to provide the funds for 
Defence. . · 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

· 6646. As I understand, the Governor
General himself would then (I forget the 

eJ>.act words) insert in the Estimates the 
sums of money required for his Defence 
Services 7-Yes. · 

6647. That I understand to be the 
system Y-Y es. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I do not 
understand quite what my noble friend's 
interruption was for '7 

Lord Eustace Percy.] My only point 
is that you would have to begin your 
supposition rather further back. · You 
would have to assume that the Finance 
Minister refused to include the • neces
sary Army expenditure in his Budget, 
and, clearly, there . would be a very 
serious dillerence of opinion between the 
Governor-General and his Ministers before 
it ever came into the Legislative Assemb-
ly, in that event. · 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6648. It might" even be the case which 
my noble friend bas put. Of oourse, I 
aln ·assuming, which is not a very rash 
assumption, that there is not very much 
money to go roJllld, because it happens 
to be the case notoriously at this moment. 
Therefore, let us assume that the 
Finances are bard · up, and, thereupon, 
the Minister representing the majority, 
and anxious· for the money for -very 
g1;eat domestic purposes, differs from the 
Governor-General as to the Defence ex
penditure, and let us assume that there
upon the majority of the Chamber passes 
a Resolution criticising the Defence ex
ptmditure which the Finance · Minister 
votes for. Would not the Governor
General be in a very difficult position, 
in those circumstances f-He might cer
tainly be in a ·difficult position, but his 
powers would be unimpaired. The 
Secretary of State and Parliament here 
would be behind him, and he could see 
that sufficient funds were forthcoming. 
· 6649. But the Secretary of State said 
to us what I thought was so very true 
just now, that there would be a very 
strong motive on the part of the Gov
el nor..:General, if be could, to keep on 
good terms with public opinion in these 
matters ?-Yes, I think that is obvious, 
but I do not suggest by that that the 
Governor-General should fail to carry 
out one of his prim'lt'y duties, namely, 
to ensure that there are sufficient funds 
for the Defence of India. 
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6650. You do not suggest it, but you 
would not think it at all extravagant 
that the Governor-General would go as 
faz as he could to meet this feeling f-
So he does now. . 

6651. He worud have a strong tempta
tion even to go a little further· than per
haps he ought to !-I do not think 80. 

What I suggest to th~ Seeretary 'of State 
is that it is very important, from the 
Governor's point of view as well as from 
the Governor-General's point of view 
that the Governor-General should be able 
to act quite independently in respect of 
hiH special responsibilities !-I am · not 
quite clear what Lord Salisbury means, 
by acting· independently. · .. 

Marquess of Zetlana. 6657. I:ri · this case again; . he might 
·have to act under his special -res!'onsi-

6G52· May I ask a question, with Lord bilities in the face of a hostile majority 
Salisbury's permission f I have forgotten of the Central Assembly J-yes,. certain
for the moment-is the Army expendi-
ture votable !-No. ly. 

6658. · And that might . be formidable, 
6653. Then surely this question· could not merely in respect of his own juris-

not arise. It is non-votable. rudion, but it might interfere very much 
:Marquess of Salisbury.] I know it is. with the jurisdiction of the Governors. 

I thought I had made it clear by asking We have already ascertained that the 
questions of the Secretary of State Governors would be subject to the Gov
\\hether it would not be possible, never- ernor-General in this respect. Let me 
theless, for the Legislature to pass a put a case of this kind : Toot in a p~
Resolution criticising the policy which . titular Province there was a case m 
led to it. · which the Governor thought it right to 

Viscount Burnham.] And the money 
for the Civil expenditure f . 

::\farquess of Zetland.] But we were 
talking about the Army Expenditure. 

Viscount Burnham.] I mean, for the 
Civil expenditure of the Army. 

Tritness.] l:nder the White.Paper pro
posals, it is not. 

6654. Then an alteration is made f-
y es, there are a great many. . 

:Marquess of Zetland.] Under the White 
Paper, it is not. 

::\farquess of Salisbury. 

6655. I have said quite enough. I am 
quite sure that the majority of. the 
Assembly. would have great influence 
o'er the Go>ernor-General in respect of 
these reserred Departments !-Lord 
Salisbury is trying to make me say that I 
think the Governor-General will surrender 
to undue pressure from the Legislature. 
I do not think that at all. 

6656. I am certainly not going to press 
thP Secretary of State. I only wanted 
t.) get it quite clear. Let me pass for a 
moment to the analogous subject of the 
special responsibilities of the Governor
General. '"" e have ascertained, I think, 
this morning bow close the responsibility 
of the Governor-General is, in this matter, 
with the responsibility of the Governor. 

exercise his special responsibility ; there
unon there. ·is an agitlition whicili springs 
up in the Centre to urge the Governor
General to refuse his consent to the Gov-

. ernor's action, and, ia defer~nce to that 
agitation, · a majority of the . C'entral 
Chamber-votes that the ·Governor-Gene~l 
should not exercise his special responsi
bHity in this matter. Do you not think 

·that that would embarrass both the Gov
ernor-General and the Governor f-<My 

· &!1swer is just the same as the answe~ I 
gRve just now, namely : I am assummg 

· that ·the Governor in the Province, and 
· the Governor-General will carry out these 
I'Psponsibilities · as we intend they should 
be carried out, .without surrendering. to 
ptessure of that kind. · 

Lord Irwin. 

6659. May I, with Lord Salisbury's 
p<:rmission, put one question to the 
Secretary of State on that! Worud- it 
not be the fact in such a case as Lord 
SrJi~bury has suggested of pressure being 
put upon the Governor-General to inter
f<>re with the exercise by the Governor 
of his special responsibility. that it would 
be open to the Governor-General to re
fuse to permit ·such a discussion being 
ht-ld in the Central Legislature. if he 
thought it was against the public in
terest, as indeed, he occasionally has to 
do at' present !-Yes, that certainly .is 
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so, and Lord Irwin will see the provision 
1\'e have made for it under' paragraph 52 

.. 011 page 51, particularly (b) (2). 

.. Marquess of Salisbury. 

6660. I will take you, if I may, to a 
v~ry much less di.ffi.eult matter merely 
for the purpose of explanation. There is 
a curious phrase in paragraph 33 of the 
Introduction-it begins at the bottom of 
page 17. There are certain discretionary 
powers there of the · Governor-General. 
At the top of page is it is said : "In 
this . category of • discretionary powers ' 
the precise range of which it will be im
possible exhaustively to foresee until the 
drtt.fting of the Constitution Act has 
re~ched completion, Jlis :Majesty's Gov
ernment anticipate that· the following 
matters will be included.'' There is a 
sort of dubitative air abo:ut that para
graph ; I am sure it can be easily ex
plained, if the Secretary of State will 
e::\plain what is contemplated, why there . 
should be a doubt about the matter f
It simply is a drafting point. We are 
not quite .sure whether we have made 
the list entirely exhaustive ; there is 

. nothing further in our minds. 

6661. I am not going to pre.ss a draft-
. ing point for a moment,· but there will 
be no doubt. for example, as to the 
pflwer to withhold the assent from · Bills 
or to reserve them for the signification 
of His Majesty's ·Pleasure 7-No, cer
tainly not. We regard those four cate
gories (a) to (d) as certainly coming 
within the discretionary powers of the 
Governor-General. We have put in the 
words in the previous paragraph, in case 
the list is not exhaustive. 

6662. Thank you very much ; I only 
wanted to clear that up. Now I am not 

· g<>ing over the ground which has been 
already covered about the Provinces. I 
suppose the answer of the Secretary of 
State about a Prime Minister or not 
would be the same as it was in the case 
of the Governor ,_yes. 

6663. There is one little question under 
Proposal 38, the financial power of the 

. Council of State. The Secretary of 
State will remember that the Witnesses 
who appeared on behalf of the C_ha~ber 

· oi Princes desired that the Counc1l of 
. State should have equal powers with the 

Assembly in financial matters. I do not 

know whether the Secretary of State has 
any observation to make upon that ; . I 
do not think he has had the opportun1ty 
of saying anything upon that yet f-Our 
proposals ~~:re based upon the general 

· plan that the powers should be substan
tially equal. \V e arrived at thi~ view 
because we were· impressed by the con
siderations that were urged upon all three 
Round Table Conferences by the repre
sentative of the Princes, who· made a 
great point, owing to the fact that their 
representation will be stronger in the 
Second Chamber, that the Chambers 
should be substantially co-equal in powers. 
We have tried, generally speaking, to 
carry that into effect. At the same time, 
when we come to finance, there is 
the practical difficulty in procedure of 
introducing grants for supply, and so on, 
in both Chambers, and we, therefore, 
suCI'gest under our proposals that the 
gr:Uts should be introduced in the Lower 
House, and they can, if need be. be taken 
to the Upper House to give the Upper 
House an opportunity of voting upon 
them · but · we did see grave practical 
dHncuities in a system under which money 
grants · could be introduced, perhaps, 
simultaneously in the two Houses. 

6664. Does the Secretary of State say 
that the two Chambers will be, except 
for the case of initiating money grants, 
in exactly the same position 7-Yes, the 
two Houses. all other respects, with this 
one reservation : In the case of supply, 
th<> Government must put it before the 
Upper House. It is the Govcmme!lt that 
takes the initiative. 

6665. But the Upper Honse will be 
able to vote on supply '-Yes, in th•)Se 
conditions. 

Marquess of Re.1ding. 

6666. :May I ask one question f Seerc
tarv of State. would it in~ouwnicnce you. 
to tell us what you have in mind by file 
term "Money Bills" !--But in a single 
~~ ~n~~ n~ i~ re~ ~~ 
we have got principally in mind. In w.?:'Id 
not like to be tied down to a deumtlon 
exactly . 

6667. Of course, there :ou:;;t be a limit 
upon the term " Money Bill;;," beeause 
of what vou have jnst !"nid about Supply f 
-Yes ; "that is essentially u matter for 
accurate draftsmanship iatcr on. 
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Lord Bankeillot~r. 

6668. You do not propo.;;e to take the 
definition of a " Money Bill ~• here ,_I 
should like to look into that fu::rther, 
before I can give an an.:wcr. 

that ·we assume that Ortlinances will 
be for temporary purpose5. .At the same 
time, if -the emergency contiuucs it is 
possible for the Governor-Generttl to re
new the Ordinances. . In that case he 
has to get a resolutiOJl of Parliament ; 
bnt it is based upon th.e conception that 

:Marquess of Salisbury. Ordinances are temporary measures to 
6669. I am not, of com~ gving to meet a particular situation. 

ask you again in respect of Proposal 42. 6675. The result of that is that if the 
I suppose your answen with regard to Governor-General saw that legislation. was 
the Governor-General will l:oUO\V C~\ctly absolutely essential he would h:lve to net 
the same line as on the Governor '1-Yes. under Proposal 42 ; h~ could not ~t 

6670. That is, as to the GoYcrnor- under Proposal 53 !-He would ihen have 
General's Acts !-Yes. to act by means of Governor-General's 

6671. Similarly, wiLh rega.rtl to the legislation. . 
Ordinance paragrapbd,. paragraphs '53 · 6676. Supposing it wc-r.l held by the 
and 54 !-Yes. May I ncld this E~ntence Committee-though I have, of coun:e, no 
to the answer I have just given to Lord · reason to assume it-that this proeees of 
Salisbury ! In the ca.'>e of the HoVI~rno!- submitting a Bill to the l.JCgislature an•l 
General, the po~tio.n will be easi~r .m forcing it through was objectionable, then 
one respect than 1t ts for the Pt·onnctal the Ordinances power by itself would not 
Governor, for this reason : The Go\·ernor- be sufficient, because it is limited to six • 
General will have the three Counsellors months f-I think that might be St) •. 

for hi.'\ Reserved Departments, ~nd those 6677. In that ease tht>re would be a 
Counsellors e~, .of PO~r::t~,. 1.nt.r?dl!'~e rather strong argument for removing the 
~easures of this ki~d upon hts m1hahvc ·six months' limit f-Yes, or rctnining 
m the Federal Legislature. · the proposals which we J.ave made f'-"'r 

6672. Then you would be •:~.thcr in- permanent legislation. 
clined to give a different an-;wer ~n the }farquess of Salisbury.j Lwss assMJl
ease of the Governor-General than tn the ing that that was the hypt>thesis. Thank 
ease of the Governor, won~d you !-No, you very-much. I think those :ue all the 
the same answer, but :tddmg to that questions which I have to put. 
answer the faet that t~e aetunl proce-
dure is easier for the GovernO!." GenerBl 
than it is for the Governor owing to the 
Governor-General having three Ct)un.,el
lors whom he can instruet to introduce 
his measures in the Federal Legis.lat·m~. 

6673. Although that would deal with 
that particular point, there woul.l still 
remain all Sir Tej Sapru'~ objections n.c; 
to the difficulty of ha\'in~ submitted a 
Bill to the Assembly :md it being re
jected, everybody would he in n Yer.y 
difficult position ,_Yes, I think those 
objections would substantially ri'main. 
At the same time, the m2.in objel'fion that 
was urged by Sir Austen Chambel'lain this 
morning. namely. that thel'e wouM be 
no machinery under whi~h the Pmvjnc·ial 
Governor could carry out those duties, 
does not apply to th~ case of the 
Governor-General. 

6674. That is quite true. Then as t·e
gards the Ordinances po,n:r und~r Pro
posal No. 53, may I ask wh:v the power 
is limited to six months !--The rc:tson is 

Archbi.Shf>p of· Can~erbur!J· 
6678. I will trouble you uith nuly r.ne 

or two very general questions and rme 
of detail. Is it in ord~r to :.ay a '1mrd 
about the inauguratbn of the lo,edero~.l 
scheme at this stage, npart · from its 
constitution f-1 do not mind at all. 

Chairman. 

6679. That will come ~ater -1-I Fhould 
have thouO'ht, my Lord Chairman, sub· 
ject to what you say, thPt it did co~e 
into t4is general ehaptcr of our Jis-

. ' \ CUSSions. I 

Archbishop of Canter!mry.J It .i:; a very 
simple question. 

Chairman.] If you pl.:!ase. 

Archbishop of Cant'!rbury. 

6680. You contemplate, ·before the 
Federal Constitution NID~3 into being, 
the accession of the necessary number of 
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States and also su:ffiele.llt .:inanciul pro
vision and the coming iit~o · c.xh;fcnce of 

· the autonomous Provinces. I Sllppose 
you would consider that that condition 
had been satisfied wheri rho autonomous 
Provinces had been create1 f You clo 
not contemplate their being, as has been 
suggested, for some time under a period 
of probation 'f-I have never heeu nl.llc t•l 
see myself, apart . from the controversy 
whieh has rather. rangeJ I'ound this sub
ject, how a per1.od of probation really 
helps you very much. It ii £:•) difficult 

· to say what is meant by a period of pro
bation, and whether you are (.) .apply the 
same tests to all the Provincrs anll r;o 

. on. It· has always seemed to me that 
when you come to analyse it it i3 pJ~at-

. tically impossible. · 
- / 

to make an exclusion 'I'Jominatio·~l ; l1ut it 
is exactly that kind of tlepnrtment tlat 
we have in mind. 

lir. Morgall J'Jilt!.'f. 

6684. May I ask whrth.:!r . it does in 
point of fact invol\'~ nny ecclesiastical 
services for civilians who lmvo no l't:>la
tion at all to the Servicr!s 7-It ii! dilfi
cult for me offhand to give an answer to 
that question. I will Jook into it. 

6685. I will ask it wht:n my turn comrs f 
-Generally speaking~ subjcc~ to a few 
quite minor exception:>~ the· ans\r-e-r is 
that it is intended tha: this Drpartm•'IIt 
should be a Department for •J.,~ Services 
and for the Army . 

6681. So that we may :tssnm ~ thn1 wl1ht Archbishop of Car•terbm·y. 
is contemplated in the 'Vhit.e . Paper · is • 
that so far as this prer.·mdition of the 6686. I may 'take it :hat the very Isst 
setting up of the Feder'll Constitaiion is thing intended by tha Goverum~nt is 
concerned it is sufficient that the auton·J· any interference on the part of th•J Gov
mous Provinces should he i.a being. Y- ernor-General with th~ iute-:.·nal affairs of 
With the other conditions. • any religious community in Indiit. f-,Ve 

6682. Then one que::;tion on detai.l, ha~e. already got ~~ci.ent pr?bl~ms with 
which is a small matter, but I thir.k it . ~ehgt?us co~unitles m India to make 
is very important that it ~hould be on .It qmte ce;tam that we do not want to 
record ; it may remove a grent many mis- a~d to therr ·.number, your Grace . 
. understandings : Will yon be .so good as 6687. I think that may · be ~al.:en for 
to define as far as vou ean the· exact granted. Only one more question. You 
range and scope c.f what is called will forgive my ignorance ; it ll~RY be 
Ecclesiastical Affairs ::ti . .:.& Re.sel'V'ed De- shared by some wh~ have no.i; .had .the 
partment ?-Yes. What'- we intend to advantage of Indian. adnnru:;trahon. 

· mean by the reservation o·[ the ·Ecclesias- Are there any powers now in the po~!'lcs
tieal Department is the reservation vf the sion of the Viceroy analogou~ to those 
existing department, namely, the · ade- which are given in t~e Reserved. J??~art
quate provision of religious ministra~ions ments and the Special R.esponsibihtws f 
for the Army and .the ::>en-ices. 'Ve do -Yes, at present the VIceroy has full 
IJ.Ot contemplate any furtl1er ('Xtemions powers Over the whole field. 
of ·the Ecclesiastical Depmtment. That, 6688. Yes, they are absolute ; but in 
speaking generally, is thb kind uf de- c .. rtain matters which would come under 
partment that we have in mind. Reserved Departments or Special Respon- . 

6683. So that in pou1t of fr.ct, tl!ougli sibil~ties has he not to. bring tlu:_m 
for good reasons a Res::-rn~d Depnrtmeut, nommally before the Legtsl~tnre Y-~o. 
it is a very small matter : it affects only He ha~, of. cour~e, to carry his ~xccutlve 
religious ·provision prar~tku.ily to the C?uncil With him, bu~ then J;IB Gra~e 
troops, the Services, and in n few cn~es will . remembe-r that his Council _are. ~~~ 
Europeans in certain places '!-yes. In- nommated and are most of them offieu1. :!. 

cleed it is of such defuuteiJ limited scope 6689. In spite of that would you say 
that I have often wonderetl •i'iiethPr it that in your view the Central Govern
is necessary to exclude i:; by name at :i!l ment as constituted by these proposals 
-whether it did not 1·ealiy come by iin- was as strong as, or perhaps even 
plication within the neld (•f the Services stronger than, the existing Central Gov
and the field of defenc!'! ; but upon the ernment ?-I do not think I conlcl give 
whole I am convinceJ that it i-; better an answer to a question of that kind ; 
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so many considerations enter into. it,. and. 
indeed so many factors. From one point 
of view, it might be urged that the Gov
ernment was becoming weaker because 
tQ a certain extent it was le:;s . highly 
centralised under one single authority ; on 
the other hand it might be urged that it 
l1ad become stronger because it would · 
very likely obtain behind it grentet• sup
port of public opinion, and it would be 
brought perhaps into closer sympathy 
with the elected Assembly. It is very 
difficult to weigh up one consider!ition of 
that kind against another. :\fy own 
view, however, is that the kind uf Gov
ernment that we are contemplating under 
the White Paper '"'ill be a strong and 
effective Government. I think I would 
prefer .not to go further than that. 

.. 6690. But .. -assillning the · creatitin of 
autonomous and more or less responsible 
Provinces, in . the face of· them t.lie · exist- . 
ing Government, · strong ·as ·it may. Le 
now, would be much: weaker ·· thnn · it is ; 
now ,_I think that is a factor which;_has 
got to be taken into ·account. . Obviously· 
with the institution. of autonomomr Pro- • 
vinces the scope of· the ·Central Govern- . 
ment will be considerably narrowed,. and 
in addition to that there will . be ~ the 
further fact that the Central. Government 
will be faced with these presumably strong 
representative Governments. and ARsem
blies in the Provinces, presumably also 
with a good deal of public opinion behind 
them. · · · · 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] Thank yl)u. 
That is all I wish to ask yo~ 

(The Witn~s.qes are directed to tt'ithdr:au•.) 

Ordered : That the Committee be adjourned to Tuesday, 18th July, 10.30 o'clock •. 

18th July 1933. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS of LINLITHGOW. in the Chair. 

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Lord Chan<·~llor. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
Marquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. 
:Earl Peel. 
Viscount Burnham. 
Lord Ker (Marquess of Lothian). 
Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of :Montrose. 

, 

' Major Attlee. 
Mr. Butler.
Major Cagogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
1.fr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph Nail. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford. 

The following Indian Delegates were also present :

INDIAN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 
Sir Akbar HydarL 
Sir Mirza M.. Ismail. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
Sir P: Pattani. 
Mr. Y. Thcimbare. 

., . 
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. -BRITISH INDIAN 

His Highness the Aga Khan. 
:Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Mr. A. H. GhllZllavi. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger~ 
Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 
Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

RE:P:RESENTA.TIVES. 

B~ Shah Nawa~ 
· Sir A. P. Patro. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Tej Bahatlur Sapm. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa' at Ahmad Kha.n. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir N. N. Sircar. 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan . 

. The- Right Hon. Sir SA.llUEL HoARE, Bt. G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM 
H~, G.C.S.I.~ G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLA.TER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E. C.S.L 

. are further examined. · ' ' 

Marquess of Reading. dirst instance, of the Governor of Madras. 
· 6690. Secretary of State, I have a very The only reasop of my calling your atten
few matters upon which I want to ask ?on to this is for the purpose of show
you que·stions, but will you direct your mg that there has been no difficulty in 
mind to paragraph 103, only . because of dealing with matters of that • character 
its relation to the Governor-General Y-I ihitherto, notwithstanding that the 
am drawing the distinction between the Governor has not had the power to issue 
powers of ordinance in paragraphs 103 an Ordinance. The point I am trying to 
and 104, pages 64 and 65, and especially make to you is that where the necessity 
now in reference to the powers of the has . arisen, the Governor-General has 
Governor-General. I just want to draw issued the Ordinance for the Governor's 
your attention to those matters. Hitherto, Province and the Governor has not 
the practice and the law has been that suffered by that ; he has been able to 
when an Ordinance had to be issued, it get the benefit of the Ordinance with
was is·suedl by the Governor-General ; out issuing it himself. That has been 
there ;was no power in the Governor to the law, and the practice, up to the pre
issue , it. That is the law at present. sent moment, and is still the law and 
That is right, is it not Y-Yes. practice. That is right, is it not Y-Yes. 

6691. What has happened is that 6693. Now what I want to ask you to 
when a Governor required an Ordinance, oonsi~er in relation to this matter, and 
he communicated with · the Governor- certainly I am not pressing you for a 
General, and if the Governor-General final opinion at the moment, is, do you . 
thought right, the Governor-General issued see any real advantage to be gained by 
the Ordinance in accordance with the giving the power to the Governor to issue 
desire of the Governor, varying it as the an Ordinance, even though it may be 
Governor-General thought necessary, only after consultation with the Govern
which would then take. effect in the or-General ?-I just want to put one or 
.Governor's Province ?-Yes. two matters to you for your considera-

6692. J have in mind, for example, tion. If the Governor requires an 
only as an instance when there was the . Ordinance, it would be open to him to 
rebellion in Malabar. I think Sir Mal- apply to the Governor-General as he has 
colm Hailey and Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru done hitherto, would it not ?-Yes. 
were both then in the Viceroy's Execu- 6694. If the Governor issues an Ordin
tive Council ; I was Viceroy ; and then ~nee on his own initiative, even though 
Ordinances had to be issued proclaim- 1t may be after consultation with the 
ing martial law in different parts with Governor-General, that places him, as I 
certain conditions which were attached sugg~st to you, in more direct opposition 
to it. That was done by the Governor- to his Legislature a001 to his Ministers 
General at the request, of course, in the than if the Ordinance is issued by the 
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Governor-Genefal for application to the another, I think it is better that the 
Province. Does not that follow 7-1 am · Provincial Governor should have this 
not sure that I would agree with that de- power. 
duction. I would have thought, if it 6698. Subject, of cour&e; to the Govern• 
were true, it would be equally true to or-General !-Yes ; · that always . i! 
say that a more acute difference would assumed. 
arise if the difference was a prominent 6699. And subject to consultation With 
difference between the Governor-General the Governor-General 7-Yes, certainly. 
outside and the Province, the Provin(e 00 An f 
being responsible for its own Law and 67 • d with the consequence, o 
Order. I would have thoJight it wou1d ·course, that whatever is done by him 

must be known to be under the direction 
have made the cleavage of opinion more or with the assent of the Governor-Gen-
marked. eral. That follows, does it not 7-I did 

6695. You always have to bear in mind, deal at some length with all the!e points 
do you not, that the Governor-General is the other day, and I would prefer not to 
ultimately the person responsible, so that add anything to what I said then. I 
whatever happens, be is responsible 7-It did give answers to flmost all these 
would be known that the Governor could points the other day. . 
not issue the Ordinance without the 6701. That means that I am putting 
assent of the Governor-General, or, that this to you because of what you said 
if he did, it would be in the Gov~rnor- the other day 7-yes ; I am perfectly 
General's power to order him to cancel ready to answer any quE)stion Lord Read
it 7-Yes. I am afraid I really have not ing asks me ; but this was a question we 
got anything to add to what I said the did discuss at very great length when 
other day, namely, that I do not think we were dealing with the Provinces. I told 
this is a great question of principle, but \him that it is a ground upon which there 
it is a question upon which there are is a justification for legitimate difference 
legitimate differences of opinion. Upon of opinion. Upon the whole, I take one 
the whole, I have come to the view that view. Apparently, on the whole, be 
Law and Order being a Provincial sub- takes a different view. 
ject, it was more appropriate for the Pro-
vincial Governor to be given an Ordin- · 6702. I prefaced the observation by · 

k. saying to· the Secretary of State that 
ance ma ·mg power. what I wanted him to do was to consider 

6696. I do not want to keep up the these points, becauSe I understood from 
argument at this stage, because we get him that he was going to consider the .. 
no further in it. All I want to direct whole matter. My sole purpose was to 
attention to is these points, so that they get definitely to him and definitely to 
may be considered when the matter comes the Committee the points for their con
up again for the decision of the Com- sideration. I do not want to press it. 
mittee "!-Certainly. further than I have already done, but 

6697. The point being as I have I do want to get .into the minds of 
followed it-I do not know whether I am . Members of the Comrruttee that there are 
quite correct-! rather understood that those matters t? be co~sidered. How
there was an objection on behalf of the ever, there we will leave .1t. Now, there 
Indian Delegates to the power of the was one o~her ma~ter which I wanted to 
Governor to issue an Ordinance under call attention to siiDply for the purpose 
paragraph 103 f-I should be very much of trying to understand it. I ga~hered 
surprised if there were not differences of from th~ S~cretary of State tha~ In re
opinion amongst the Indian Delegates ~ard.to par~ooraph 4 on page 39,In deal
upon this point, just as there are m With the numbers of Rulers of States 
ainon!!'St the British 1\Iembers of the who would have acceded to the Fedet:a
Comr::ittee. It is one of those cases in tion he was considering the question of . 
which I think there is a field for le!!iti- introducing some system by whcih there .. 
mate differences, and it is obviou·siy a wo:uld be weightage. You remember the 
matter, as Lord Reading suggests, that pomt f-Yes. 
we must take · into 'close consideration. 6703. What I want to call your atten
Upon the whole, weighing one thing with tion to is that you said something like 
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SO ·per cent.' of the total amourit; but, inducemerit,''at 'any rate, =t~ the Princes 
whatever -it ·was, you said that· there to get the''full-number of States into tlie 
would be a weightage which would bring Feder41 . ~h~ber, and into the Federal 
up the -votes of the Princes; not to the Government. On the whole, therefore, I 
full percentage but to something less than think that some weightage would be 
that. I am not sure ihat · 80 per cent. l!"easonable, but a weightage not up to 
was actually mentioned,. although it did the 100 per cent. I am, however, fully 
arise in the course of the· discussion. I aware of the great difficulties and com· 
only want to ask you one question upon plexities of this question. What I want 
that, because ·I understood you were con- to do is to make some kind of reasonable 
sidering it . and were going to put it arrangement that I hope will last only . 
before us at a later stage. Why do you for ·a short time, because I am assuming 
draw a distinction between the 100 seats the 100 per cent. of P1·incP.s will come in 
and the 80 , per cent. f That is what' without undue delay under circumstances 
puzzles me. There are ·100 seat~, for in which ·the Princes will feel that they 
exB.m.ple, in the Upper Chamber of tl:e have got a fair deal, and in which 

· 250. Supposing only 50 of the Princes British India will also feel that the 
join then only 50 of those seats in the Princes have got a not unreasonable 
Upper Chamber would be allotted to the · arrangement. 
P~ces, , and then there would be 50 _for 'Marque~s of Reading.] That is all I 
which there would be no representation. want to put. 
I understood you to say that you were 
considering that, and . you were _ consider-. 
ing the weightage of these Princes which. 
would bring it up· to something like 80 
per cent. All I wanted to know from 
you (I just want to understand) is why 
do you stop at the 80 per cent. of the 
full numbers. Is there anything in your 
mind· with regard to it f-I have never 
menti_oned "any percentage. I never 
mentioned 80 per. cent. the other day. 
What I did say was that . it seemed to 
me they ought to- have some weightage, 
but not up to the full amount of the 
100 per cent. 

6704. That is right f-The problem is 
this : From the State's point of view, and 
from other points of view as well, it is 
important that the State vote should 
have adequate strength behind it. More
over, it seems to me to be more likely 
for the other Princes to accede who have 
not acceded at once if they see that their 
vote in the Chamber is already carrying 
adequate weight. When, however. Lord 
Reading asks me why, that being so, 
we do not suggest giving the vote its full 
weightage at once, my answer is that 
I think that is going too far. I think 
what one wants to i!o is to ensure that 
the Princes who accede will have an 
adequate vote for making their point of 
view felt, and for ensuring that they are 
not swamped by a great majo~ity. of 
votes against them. But I do not thmk 
it would be necessary to give the fU:l 
weightage. I should like to leave some 

Marquess of Lothian. 

·6705. Secretary of State, I think it is 
a characteristic of all Federations that 
there should be i.llternal free trade. I 
notice that in Appendix VI, which puts 
forward the exclusively Federal powers, 
No. 34 gives exclusively to the Fed
eration "the regulation of the import 
and export of commodities across the 
customs frontiers of the Federation. in
cluding the imposition and administration 
of- duties thereon." In the exclusively 
Provincial there is no power to put pro
vincial duties on. Could you tell us what 
your view is about some limitation being 
placed on the States, placing customs 
duties as against the rest of India. I 
do not include in that States which are 
already 1 putting on customs dutie3, 
because some special arrangement may be 
made about them, but do you think it 
would be important that States acceding 
to the Federation should surrender the 
power of adding to existing customs 
duties or imposing new tariffs ?-I cer
tainly agree with Lord Lothian that there 
should be this internal free trade under 
the Federation, whether it be between 
one Province and another, or whether· 
it be between one Indian State and 
another. Lord Lothian will, how
ever, remember that there are treaties 
with certain of the States that do 
affect the question of internal free 
trade. What, however, I can say to him 
is this, that it would be our desire that 



there should be this free trade, and that 
in the Instruments of Accession we 
should have constantly to keep this point 
in mind. Whether there may or may 
not he exceptions in particular cases must 
depend on the treaties with the States, 
and also upon the further fact whether 
in particular conditions it is worth hav
ing a particular State in the Federation 
at all. I am not thinking of any actual 
case. I am · thinking rather of an 
imaginary case, but suppose the ca:se in 
which a State under its existing treaties 
could impose quties upon imports from 
British India, and the State offered to 
join the Federation, and we came to the 
conclu:;ion that the entry of a State in 
conditions of that kind would really 
impinge upon the system of Federa
tion ; that, I imagine, would be a case 
in which we would refu~c the npplica
tion of the State in those conditions ; 
but, speaking generally, we should ~i~h 
to see as wide an arc:1. of free trLtde 
\vithin India as we couU p;)::;sib)y 
obtain. 

6706. And that should take the form 
through- the Treaties of Accession,- or 
through the Constitution, that no in
fringements should he m~de in the 
future. You may havt! to make sqme 
exceptions under the existing Treat~es, 
but it should be a ·principle that _the 
alteration of tariffs, or the addition CJf 
fresh tariffs, should be impossible ,_ 
It appears to me to L~~ clitTicult_ to 
generalise. Our desire i:i the same, but 
I would prefer not to give an expli~it 
ans\Yer to a question 'lf that ki,~d, 
having regard to the complexities of 
these various Treaties of Ac(~e<ssion, put 
our general desire would be to cap·y 
out whnt I feel quite sure Lord Lothian 
himself wishes. 

6707. :May I turn to Proposal 41, and 
the equivalent one un<ler the Governor's 
Provinces which deals with the Jomt 
Session f-Yes. 

6708. It provides that the Governor
General may authorise 11 ,Joint Session 
at any time after three months. I ha~e 
always felt that there were very grave 
objections. to the immediate or frcqu._ent 
use of the Joint Session It)l' two 
reasons : . One is that where th€re --is 
quite clearly a majority in a Joint Ses
sion, and it becomes clear that the 
mattPr will be referred to the Joint Ses
sion: nt an early date it nullifies and 
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destr(lys the Debates in both the other 
~ous:-s. Every body is considering w}lat 
1s gowg to happen wheu the Joint Ses:
sion takes place. That is, I think . a 
grave danger to the authority and' "tLe 
prestige of both the Houses. The 
second is, in my view at any rate, -the 
main function of the Second Chan:ihcr 
is revif:ion an~ delay, and the J~int Ses:. 

· sion may nullify delay almost altogether. 
I am wondering if the Secretary - of 
St:lte. could give us the reasons why he 
has adopted the method of ·-an e~ly 
Joint Session in preference to the prin
ciple which is embodied in the Parlia~ 
ment Act which is that there should be 
a power of delay, say, for two or thre" 
Sessions after wh·ich the will of thO 
Low<'r House prevails. It does give to 
the Second Chamber the very forn~id
able powers of revision and delay J-. 
The assumption here is that the two 
Chambers have · substantially equal 
powers. I do not think there is any:. 
thing irrevocable in the three months. 
I would like to hear suggestions ·about 
it. No doubt there is a great deaf in 
the argument Lord Lothian has j_ust 
urged. At the same time th-ere is some .. 
thing in the other argument that the 
sooner you can get a dispute settled 
between the two Houses . the better. t 
think this is essentially a question upon 
which we ·should like to_· gather the 
opinions of ·the Committee. · · 

Marquess of ·Lothian.] May I now 
turn to another point i \Ve can tlis~ 
cuss these thing~ later. · I want to turn 
now to the provisions uutler Propo~als 
28, 31 and 32 for casual vacancies. The 
question which 1·eally arises thcreis, how 
far the Princes are to 'have the. pow~r 
to c;end and withdraw members of .. the 
T..-gislatnre absolute!/ at their· .will_. .J 
im:1gine that under the ordinru::y Lc~is
lature there is a definite writ' .· of u-p
pointmcnt which confers upon the ~em~ 
her membership of the .Legislature fo.r 
the duration of the Parliament, and ill 
the ordinary course there are only t4.ree 
ways irl which that membership can. be 
terminated : one is by death ; the ot]ler 
is by resignation ; and the other is by 
making infrir:gements o~ the disqualifi· 
cations which are· mentioned in Propo
sal 34. It has always seemed to me,· if 
the Legislature is to function properlyt 
it is important that the members shoJJ.ld 
be members for the duration of th¢ 
Parliament. 

,;..' 
. . 
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• Chairman.] Lord Lothian will per-
haps have in mmd that the Committee 
thought it ·well to reserve Proposals 26 
to 37 and that they should be dealt with 
&long with the Franchise and the Le;is
lature. 
· Marquess of Lothian.] If that is so I 
will ask that question later. That ia 
all I want to ask now. . 

Marquess of Z etland. 
6709. My Lord Chairman, I am do~bt

ful myself of the wisdom of the proce
dure which is proposed for secm:htg 
what are called the Governor-General's 
Acts, but if Sir Samuel Hoare thinks 
that he has covered that question SlJffi
ciently when dealing with the kindred 
ca5e of Governor's Acts in the ~ro
vinces, I will not pursue that here. I 

. understand you thought you had really 
covered that ground f-I thought I had, 
but I may be wt·ong. 

6710. I will not pursue iha.t. Th.ere 
. i~ only one question I want to ask t~e 

Secretary of State, apart ft·om th~t, 
and that is this ; ·To what extent will 
the powers of 'the Federal Legislature 
in connection with curt·en~y Jegisla(i~n 
be restricted by the power.:; which i! is 
proposed to give to t11e Reserve Bank f 
The Reserve Bank is to be entrusted 
with the management or curren·~y and 
exchange. Would that · prevent _t~e 
Federal Legislature from introdue!ng, 
say, a Rupee Ratio Bill f--T would nre
fer, if· Lord Zetland would agree, to 
deal with qnestions of this kind w"tten 
we .come to discuss tl:e details of the 
Reserve Rank. There is a Committee 
nt present sitting, and I should h9pe 
the Committee will end ih deliberations 
in the course of quite the next few davs. 
I was assuming that when we came· to 
thf! question of finance, tl1e subject of 
the Re?erve Bank woula probably pJ!tY 
-a pronnneni part, :md tltat is one of the 
questions that I feel sure, from mY -ex
perience of the past, will un<loub.tedly 
be ra~,:;P.d. 

· Marquess of Zetland.] ·very well. I 
bave .no more que::.tions,. 

Loxd Ratnkeillour. 

6711. Secretary of State, wit:il regard 
to your consideration of questions - of 
jQ!nt sessions a!ld the lih, I trust you 
will not commit yourself to anyth,.ing 

that might prejudice your po~it.ion witb 
regnrd t•) Constitutional Ueform in this 
country ?-That is one ·of my constrmt 
troubles. I have ahvays to be looki~1g 
out of two sides of my head at one~. · 

6712. Quite. The chiaf rnlcr in 
India· in his relation to the aceeding 
States will have. a dual personality, 'Y.ill 
he not : as V1ceroy and as Govcl·nor-
General !-Yes. · · 

6713. It would be fair to say, with
out any vuJgar implication, that he will 
}lave to lead a double life ?-We -all 
have to do that. . · 

6714. I trust not, in the common say
ing, in the usual sense of the term. In 
his relation to the extent of the powers 
that they surrender, the proportiouc; of 
his divisible personal:ty will be differ
ent ?-I do not quito follow that ana-
tomical metaphor. · · 

6715. I mean to say, if a State ~ur
rE::ndcrs a small extent of its powers, he 
might be one-fourth a Governor-Genetal 
ttnd three-fourths a Viceroy. U the 
State surrendcr~d half its powers he 
would be half a Viceroy and half a 
Governor-General. If the State did not 
accede he would be a totalitarian 
Viceroy ?-I should like to hear the end 
of Lord Rankcillonr 's questions before 
I . attempt to deal with that one. 

6716. At any rate, his relations, in 
one case as Vicet·oy, would be larget' 
and take a greater scope than in ~.n
other, according to the terms of ac~es
sion Y-You menn aft~r the acce::3sio_n f 

6717. Yes ?-Yes, that would be so. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
t>71S. Is that answi-r <1uite coiTeet, 

~ecretary of State ? The powers t}tat 
remain are the powers of paramountcy 7 
-Yes, that is perfectly true, but I 
think, unl('ss I misunderstood Lord 
Rankeillour, what he meant was this : 
One State might surrender such restrJct
ed powers to the Federation that the 
Prince's relations would be almost ·ex
clusively in the future with the Viceroy 
in the field of paramountcy. 

Lord Ranketllour. 

6719. Yes '!-Whereas, another State 
mjght surrender wider powers t\) the 
Federal Government, and to that ex
t~nt the Prince's relations would. be 
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more extensive with the Federal Gov- the Crown will see, b~fore it allo~s an1 ernmeut than in the ca3e of the other Elt_a~e to concede, th·at it concede::~ the 
Prince and more restricted to that ·ex- mm1mum quantum of it~ powers to th& 
tent in the field of paramountcy. Have · Federation 7-,--Certainly. .· , . · 
I made my point clear f . . . 6724: So that the variation will bES> 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Yes, I very ·little between different States so· 
understand the point, but I cannot see . fu. as the amount of power that the:y 
that m practice it will really work ~t concede is concerned Y-Certainly. 
so. . 6725. _\Vith regard to the other ques-

hon wh1ch wns put by Lord Eustace 
Percy, is it not that there are certain 
powers in what will bP. in future . -the·. 
.r:eder~l field_ which are at present ex~r
eised m Ind1an States by virtue of.' 
pnramountcy which, l10wever, could not 
be transferred to Federation responsible 
to a Legislature, without the Cro'vn 
trnnsferring that portion with the con
sent of tile State, and to that e.xtent it 
will be the transfer of really certai:u 
paramountcy. powers und not purely 
State powers Y-Th1·ough the Crown t 

Lord Eustace Percy. 
G720. Surely, in· fact, what the SttLte 

can con~ede to the :Federation are -the 
power::; which are at present moment 
independent of paramountcy, or limited 
paramuuntcy. 'l'he State cannot cun
cede to the· Federation any part of _the 
parauwuntcy of the Crown over the 
f:\tate ~~--That is perfectly true, but in 
pt actice the surrender of powers to the 
l•'ederal Government must to that extent 
limit the application of paramount~y. 
I quite ngrec that over and above every
thing is the paramount field, but surely 
that i::; the case. · 

G721. I do not se~ how a State, by s.ur
rcn<lering independent powers which it 
has to the Federation--powers which, 
thcrefure, must be limitations on the 
paramonntcy of the Crown--can af(ect 
the scope of the paramountcy of t~10 
Crown, but it is a que;;tion of abstruse 
constitutional la,v, into which I do u.0t 
think I can follow you ~-I am not sj.lre 
whether my answer is tcehnically cor
n·ct or not, but whether it is or not1: 
do not quite see its application to the8e 
constitutional questions. -

Marquess of Reading. 
G7~2. The position exists now, docs it 

not 1-Yes, certainly. 
Marquess of Reading.} There is the 

difference between what the Vicerov 
dl'f'Si as the representative of the King
Emperor and what he doe3 as Governor.: 
Grn<>ral. · 

Lord Rankeillour.] I do not want to 
put it further than thi3. Different 
~tates will give over different power:::, 
and to the extent to which they vary 
Ute relations of the chief ruler, whether 
a<; Vief'roy or as Governor-General, wjll 
he different. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 
G7:23. Is it not th::tt the d;ff..:re:uce will 

he witldn very narrow limits because 
Ll06RO 

6726. Through . the Crown f-Y t'S ; 
that is so. -

· Mr. M. · R. J ayaker. 

072:7. Does the Secretary of. State in
clude in the word '' paramountcy '' ~11 
those powers of the State which are npt 
transferred to the Fedel·al iield, .or does. 
le put a n1ore limited interpretatb~ 9~ 
the word "paramountcy " f Have -I 
made my question clear !-.Just rep~at 
it, will you, . please. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] Do you includ& 
in the word '' paramountcy '' &11 th_ose 
powers of Indian States which they. 
possess at the present moment whi~h 
are not transferred to the li'ederal field 
and to the Federal Government f - · 

Rao Bahadur. Sir Krishnam,J Chart.] 
Do you mean the powers 0f the Iudi~ 
States or the powers over the Indian 
States 7 · ) · 

Mr. 1.!. R. Jayaker.] The power:11 of 
the Indian States. 

Rao B~hadur Sir Krishnama Chari.] 
Which the Indian States exP.rci::se .. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. · 

6728. Yes. Have I made ruy •.Jue!tion 
clear Y-This is a very technicnl field, 
and I think I would .like to consider my 
answer to Mr. Jayaker's t}Ue3tion. l 
will take note of· it, antl I will eit]le-r. 
give the Committee or send my ausw.Q 

n2 
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Chairman. when .I have thought it. over, but off
hand, in these very technical legal &rid 
Const_itutional questions, I would prefer .673L I would suggest. that the Com
to thmk about the answer. · · Inlttee ~nd the Dele~at10n should · re
. Sir Hari Singh Gour.] In connection ~ervc th1s m_atter until w~ see ~hat _the 
·with what fell from Sir Akba1• llydari ..... ecrc1tary of Stat~ puts mto h1s c_o_n
to which the Secretary of State eithe; Sl4le~ed nns~er _wh1c~ he has nnderta:tten 
upressly or impliedly gave his &.ssent to give. "e w1ll ret~r t? th!:l.t later t
Sir Akbar Hydari said that with re.,.ard I can answer that qu(Jstlon lll . a sen
to the domain of paramountcy, whe; the t~nce. The Govemor-<;J~neral-m-Colllli
P:own transfers its paramount pow.er ell, under present conditions. 
w1th the consent of the States, a certain 
result would follow. Does the Secretary 
of State imply that the Crown cannot 
transfer any of its paramou.ut powers 
except wi~h the assent of the Stat£·s -, 
. Sir .Akba1' Hydari.] To the Fed~ra-

tion. · . 
: Sir !fari Singh Gout.] To anyb~dy. 

· The right of the Crown to tran:;fer the 
po~er is unconditional :tnd · unqualified. 

Witness~] It may be unqualified, but, 
at the same tim~, there has never been 
ll..ny question of the Crown acting in that 
way under these },ederal proposals with-
~ut th·e agreement of the State. · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

~ '6729. My Lord Chairman~ may I, to 
-elear up one point, put one que-:;tion- on 
this to Sir Samuel Hoare Y Sir Samuel, 
is it not the position that to the extent 
to ·which certain powers are surrendered 
or ilelegated by the Indian States · to 
th~ J'eileration, to that extent para
mountcy · ceases Y Supposing :m Indian 
.State federates in regard to 40 subj~cts 
out of ·19, then I take it that the Crown 
will not be able to exercise any po~~r 
of paramountcy over those 40 subjects, 
il1e complete powers having been trans
f~rred to the Federation '--That is so ; 
til<> tran~fH has been made with· the con
Ecnt of the Crown and the States con
cerned. 

Sir C. P~ Ramas·wami .Aiyar. 

6730. May I just put one question f 
Is it not a fact that at the prese-nt 
ru?mt:nt the . relations of the Viceroy 
with an, Tnd~:1n State cover practically_ 
~:~ll the relations that appertain to the 
Stnte's relations outside itself "I In 
other words, does not the Viceroy exer
t>ise the totality of what you would call 
the forei~1 relations of a State at the 
present m01ncnt 7 

Lord Bankeillour, 

"6732. 1\Iight I just call your ·attention 
to No. 23 of the Introduction ~ · It 
reads : "Although the Reserved De
partments will be administered by the 
Governor-General on his sole responsi
b_ility, it would be impossible in_ pr~c
tlec for · the Governor-General to con
duct the affairs of these Depai"tment~ in 
isolation from the other activities of 
llis Government." Would it not 1·e~y 
be in prac_tice the same with regard. to 
State affairs Y Could the Oovcrnor
General, as Governor-General, keep · to 
his position as to ~tate affairs and pot 
take counsel with his Gonrnment in 
his capacity as Viceroy occasionally ' 
-I think, certainly so ; 1 think be 
could. 

6733. But there would be a number 
of things in which a State had ~iven its 
powers over in which, obviously, the 
Governor-General as the head of the 
Federation and his GovE::rnment would 
be concerned, but, :mrely, they might be 
impinged upon by things that "~ere 
happening in the States at the :>arne 
time, which would necessarily havo to 
be taken account of 'f--The Viceroy 
must be the sole judge. 

6734. But in practice, wouln it not 
be exceedingly difficult not to take his 
Government into consultation in those 
matters Y-The Government, it will be 
remembered, will be composed of re
presentatives both· of British~ India a~d 
the . Indian States. 

6735. But, perhaps, I migltt a5k you 
to look at the bottom of page 15 ; it 
says there : " It may be, howev~r, t}1at 
measures are proposed by the F cder~l 
Government, acting within hs Constitu
tional rights in relation to a lfedP,ral 
subject, or in relation to :1. subject ~0t 
diredly affecting the State5 :lt all, 
which, if pursued to a conclusion, w0_uld 
'ilffeet prejudicially rights ;)f a. State in 
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relation to which that State h1.d trans- possible 7-I cannot picture to myself the 
ferred no jurisdiction. Or, again, case upon which a situation of that khl•l 
polieies might be proposed or events is going to arise. 
al"io;e iu a l.)rovince which would tend to 6741. PresSure in discussion upon the 
pre:juclice the rights of a nei.,.hbourm"' Governor-General which impinges upon 
~tute." \Yould it not in pra~tice ha-; the domain of the Viceroy t-But discus
p£:n that the proceedings of a State in sion of that kind is barred from the Le
its independent eapacity would 1·~act . 
upon the Indian Lf'gblature and G_ov- gislature. 
<>rument, and that, ther~fore, they would 6742. Is it absolutely barred !-Subject 
lmve to t~ke account of them t-NQ, I to one exception. If L01·d Salisbury will 
do not thmk necessarily so. There, as look at page 51, paragraph 52, he will 
Lord Rankeillour said at the beginning see that discussion of that kind is barred. 
<,f his questions, is the Viceroy in his v.rithout the Viceroy's previous sr.nction. 
two capacities : the Viceroy in his Lord Rankeillour.] I was just coming· 
relation tu the States in the field of to paragraph 52-that is parag1·nph 52 
paramountey, and Governor-G•3nt~rnl of (b) (i), a little way down page 51,. in. 
the Inrli:m Federation. He must judge. matters connected with any Indian State,. 
Spenking, however, generally, we hay~ apparently, the discussion is barred, but 
alwa~·l' assumed that the Federal Gov- supposing the matter was just as· much 
Nnment anrl the Federal Legislature connected· with British-India as a whol& 
would not intPrfere in the field of para- or with one Province, would the discus• 
mountey at all. · sion then be barred f Does this mean 

6736. But questions might arise, for matters solely connected with an Indian 
in..:tance, questions of extradition, pos- State f If some Frontier que'>Liou or 
sibly, which might excite keen feeling some question of smuggling of arms c:une 
in British-India. ·would not that react on that affected the Province as· much 
un the Lrgislature and the Govern- as the State, would discussion be barred f 
ment 1-It is ,·ery difficult to deal With 
hypothetical ('ases of tb·at kind. · · 

6737. There have been occasionally 
tlrnsti~ intt•rventions by the para.mo11Ut 
power in the case of indiridual States, 
uu<i that al~o might excite considerable 
feeling in British-India f--It is con
eeiYable that it might, but, Rpeaking 
gem•rally, the clearer the distinction 
bdwl:r.n the field of paramountcy and 
the fit'ld of Federal Government, the 
ht'ftt·r, I bclievt>, it "rill be for every
body. 

6738. Rut do yon not think it is 
pos~iulc that this sort of thing might 
iwppPn : It might be intimated to the 
C'rt'wmor-Oeneral that things would 
go ensier in the Legislature if the 
Vieproy took a differE:nt line with re
~~l'd to som(' pnrticular Htate !-Then 
he mu!;t U!'e his discretion. 

G739. But whether he uses his discre
tion rightl? or not, there · undoubterlly 
won ld anrl eoultf bt" pressure, •!ven to 
th,. point of the resignation of the Gov
<'rnnlf'nt ~-I do not think so. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6740. '"'fl1v ilo<'s the Secretarv of State 
say he does 'not think so f It is obvtou::.ly 

Viscount Burnham. 

6743. Take the recent case of Kashmit! 
-What about it there 7 

67 44. The excitement that there was on 
the part of the · Muslim population, 
whether justified or not I am not enter
ing upon, but the excitement there was 
in British-India in the disturbsmces in 
Kashmir !-The movement of British 
subjects into Kashmir, that would be a 
question, I assume, for discussion, and 
intervention, if necessary, b11t I tlo ~ot 
see the other side of the picture. 

Lord Ran'keillour. 

6745. What I mean is, if it \Vas con· 
nected with any Indian State, would the 
Speaker have to rule ·that out, how· 

. ever much the matter may equally be 
connecW with the Federation or with 
a Province t-It would have h depe11d 
upon the Rules of Business. The Rules 
of Business would have to make it qUJte 
clear that, on the one hand, the internal 
affairs of the States could not be dill
cussed, and, on the other hand, the in· 
terests of British-India or of a particn
lar Province of British-India could be 
discussed. 
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· . 6746. It. would be very difficu1t not, 
perhaps, to dwell upon the bad Govern
ment in the State that had allowed these 
things to happen, would it not !-I do 
not think so. · 

6747~ Would it not be very difficult for 
the Speaker to draw the line Y-It is 
just the same problem that we have t() 
face now. 
· 6748. And it is very difficult for the 
Speaker to have to draw the line 7-It 

1nay be difficult, but I do not think it is 
insurmountable. · 

Earl of Derby.] He does it. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

6753. May I interpose a question f 
Does that mean, Secretary of State, that 
you would be willing later to give some 
guidance to the Committee and the Dele
gates upon that point ,_Yes, but with 
this reservation, that I think it will be 
very difficult to make a cut anrl drieJ 
selection from the list of Federal powers 
which we regard as Federal and upo~ 
which we hope the Princes will accede · 
~ut there must always be some variet; 
m the Instruments of Accession, and in 
actual practice the only test will have to 
be whether the conditions are reasonable 
or not reasonable, and whether the State 

Lord Rankeillour. concerned is real!y surrendering r. sufii-
. ciently effective part of its powers 

6749. It would be far more compli- for the purpose of the Federation. But 
cated in this matter. Do you not think, I think, certainly, at some period in our 
speaking generally, there is a· danger, discussions, I could give within those 
as in Germany, that there .would be limitations a general picture of the kind 
a steady attempt at encroachment by the of powers that we should expeer. the 
Federal Government on the positions of majority of them to surrender. 
the Indian States '?-I think in the future 
there is likely to be a much greater en- . Sir ·Austen Chamberlain.] I only asked 
croachment if ·the Government co.utinuea at this point, Lord R::mkeillour, because 
in which the representatives of the States I had intended to put some questions, 
do not ·take a part. and if the Secretary of State. is going to 

6750. You recognise there is a danger ; give us a considered opinion later, I do 
and in Germany it has been pursued to not want to put my questions to-day. 
a great length 7-There is a danger in 
every course, but the danger is, I think. 
greater, looking to the future, for the 
States left outside in an isolated posi
tion, and with the constant risk of en
croachment from British-India without 
themselves being represented in tbe All
India Government or in the All-India 
Legislature. 

6751. I quite see that, but there is a 
danger. Now I think you said th'lt there 
was no example of the kind of J<'eder&
tion that is now contemplated. I sup
po~e you meant of States coming in with 
different powers-greater or less powers 7 
-I did not mean only that, but I did 
mean generally that the conditions in 
India are very different from the condi
tions in any other Federation in the 
world. 

6752. I suppose it is not po.:;3ible at 
this stage to say what miniinum powers 
the Government of India would require 
before acceding to Federation-the pro
posals for any particular State V-I could 
not say it this morning. 

Lord Rankeillou·r. 

6754. Quite. Once the Instrument of 
Accession has been executed, can it be 
changed by treaty 7-0nly with the con
sent of the parties concerned. 

6755. 'Vithout any amendment oi the 
Constitution Act, it could be changt.;d by 
treaty '-Could Lord Rankeillour give me 
a specific case f 

6756. What I was thinking of was if 
the surrender of some power, or the fact 
that some power not surrendered, worked 
inconveniently, could that power ba sur
rendered or withdrawn by mutual consent 
later 7-Certainly. 

6757. Then is that what is contemplated 
by the words " or otherwise," at the 
beginning of Section 3 on page 38 ?
This is one of the very few va.~e words 
in the White Paper, and I think we have 
got to make it more explicit. 

6758. You rather contemplate some sub-
sequent transaction of the nature sug
gested, do you ,_I will look into this 
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point, I think, with my advisers, and see 
if we can make a more explicit proposal. 

C759. I suppose the Legislature would 
have something to say to any change of 
the Instmment of Accession or any sub
se'}ucnt transaction of this kind '-Not to 
the Instrument of Accession, in the first 
instance. 

G'iGO. No, but afterwards 7-Yes, I 
think, certainly, it would have to. 

G/01. Now may I ask you just one 
qrcstiou again about the Instrument of 
Instructions, ahout the Parliamentary 
poFition i I do not want to go over it 
again, hut could it not be brought in by 
a positive Prayei, just like the Proclama
tion f It is in No. 9, the draft about 
bcin~ laid on the table of both Houses of 
Parliam('nt. I am talking about the 
Governor-General's Instructions. Could 
that not be done by the process in 4 (b) 
about the Proelamation, so as to make 
sure thut Parliament has a definite op
portunity of expressing its opinion f 
Conld not that be assimilated '-I would 
he~'itate to give an answer about Pro
cedure to Lord Rankeillour. I would, 
however, have thought that there was a 
difference, really, if not in Procedure, hut 
anyhow in fact, between a Proclamation 

in proposal 9 with regard to the Govern:. 
or-General's Instrument of Instructions 
it is desirable that opportunity should be 
made of amendment or of discussion, 
therefore the range and object· of the 
two procedures ·is quite different 7-'-l 
think it is a question 'of procedure. My 
own view is that the procedure we pro
pose is more appropriate to the circum-' 
stances. 

· i.Iarquess of Salisbury. 

6763. The Secretary of State will re- -
member will be not, that he has been most 
kind as to say that he will lay before 
us a model in some :form of an Instru
ment of Instructions '-What I said was 
that it was quite impossible for me to 
lay any such model before the Committee 
until I know what the Committee wish 
put into the Instructions. ·what I 
will do, and what I said I will do, is to 
put in to the Committee a Memor~ndum 
about this procedure by Instructions 
dealing with certain of the points .and 
criticisms that · have been raised in our 
discussions. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] We shall b() 
very much obliged. 

brir.ging a great Constitution Act into Sir .Auste·ii Chamberlain. 
operation and the Governor's Instructions, 
and I would have thought the Procedure 6764. Is not the real distinction be
Uwt we propose is reallr-the more suit.., tween the two c~es that the ~ddress to 
able. 'Ve do not in any way propose it the· Cr_own to brmg ~he Act m~o fore~ · 
in order that the Instructions should be . can anse on only a smgle occasiOn, and 
'[HJc:c;ed through ·without full dis~t;.ssion is· fin~l, whereas the consid~ration o.f In· 
and the approval of Parliament, but we struchons may occur at mter.vals : In 
do think it is a more appropriate kind other words, that the Instructions may 
of Proredure need to be varied from time to time ?-

Lord Rani~eillour.] I understrod that That is exactly the x:eason tha~ made u~ 
the reason of the framing of No. 9 in the prefer. the proposals m .the White Paper. 
wav that it is framed was to make sure 
thtit there was no possible impingement 
upon the prerog-ative of the Crown. The 
same rnd would be obtained, :md that 
would be snfeguarde-d, by adopting . the 
procedure of 4 (7J), would it nQt ' I do 
not want to press it now. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

6762. :May I suggest about thit-!, surely 
the procedure by Address is a proce.-Iure 
praying that such and such a thing ba 
done, not contemplating any sort · of 
amendment to the purpose fo:r which the 
prayer is issued. · ·That is 4 (b) , whereas 

Lord Rankeillour.-

6765. What I wanted to secure was thai 
the word " representation" was not to 
be narrowly. interpreted as a barren or 
futile r~p):-esentation 7-We have no such 
intention. · 

6766. As. long as that is corrected: 
About the transitory provisions--!-We 
are coming to them later, . 

Lord Rankeillour.] Very -well. There 
is only one other thing : I think I raisecl 
it mvsclf · that. is about discrimination, 
I su.;.CI'ested thatjhere_ might be. s. qualifh 
catio~t for cert.airi appointments (it was 
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then provincial, but the same thing what is proposeq. Is that so f-I did not 
applies. here)· which woUld, . in fact, be understand the que"stion. 
'discrimination, for instance, · that ~ome~ 6770. Does the Chamber of Princes as 
body had t~ be edu~a~d at a p~rhcular it exists to.-day from time to time make 
nniversity, or the like, and I thmk you · representations on any matter or act of 

. Said that. was really covered by the vro.- the Government of India whi.eh is 
:visions as to discrimination. I confess ·deemed to affect all or anyof the StR.tes t 
I cannot find where that is-it is the -I do not think that is the state of 
:question of an. appointm~nt ~hich ~e- affairs. 
pended on a certain qualification. whi~ 677L What does the Chamber of 
might not be, on the face of It, dis- Princes do to-day 7-The Chamber of 
criminatory. Princes discusses questions that concern 

Chairman. 

· · 6767. Could that be looked into and 
dealt with later, Secretary of State, if 
you have . difficulty in finding it now t
We have put it down, as you know, my 
Lord Chairman, for a later chapter. I 
·do not inind.. 

Lord Ba-nkeillour. 

the States members of the Chamber, and 
from time to time it takes Rel:lo)utions 
to the Viceroy. Perhaps the representa
tives of the Princes will con·ect me in 
my answer. I do not recall any case in 
which the Chamber of Princes hiM inter
vened in a question under discussion. by 
the Assembly. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Never. 

Sir Joseph NalZ. 
· 6768. I ~ it really arises, or is 6772. Is it a fact that the matters for 
illustrated, by a note on page 70 as to which the Chamber of Princes was in
~he ·registration of medical prac~titioners. stituted will now be the business uf the 
I do not know how that has been dealt proposed Federal Legislature 7-No, one 
with '7-I would much rather deal '\\ith a certainly could not give an affinnative 
question of 'that kind, with the questic;m nn~wer to a question of that kind. . 
of discrimination generally. · 6773. Is it contemplated that the 

Lord Ba-nkeillour.] Very well, then I Chamber of Princes will still separately 
will not press it. exist 7-We do not deal with it in our 
· Major Cadogan.] I have only one ques- proposals at aU. I think that is very 
tion to ask, if it has not been asked be- much a question for the Princes them
fore, on paragraph · 29 · on page 44. I selves as to whether they reqnirc an 
understand that, as far as the representa- · organisation of their own outside the 
tion of British India is concerned, there Federation or not. It does not come into 
will ·be a maximum of 250 constituencies the Federation. 
returning members to the Assembly. 

Chairma-n. J I think we had better hold 
io our arrangement to leave paragraphs 
26 to 37 to be dealt with under Fran
chise .. 

1\Iajor Cadogan.] I beg your pardon. 
I have no questions. 

Sir Joseph N all. 

6769. I understand the Secretary of 
State to say it is the fact that matters 
which it is proposed will be dealt with by 
the Federation, in so far as they arc 
dealt with by the Government of India 
to-day, the Council of Princes considers, 
or from time to time makes representa
tions on those subjects, if all or any of 
~e . States · are immediately concerned in 
!:: • : -: .~ . ::. .., . ' 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 

6774. Surelv the Chamber of Princes 
has no Con;titu;tional provision at aU, 
has it 7-No ; Lord Hardinge is quite 
correct. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6775. No, and no legislative powers f
And no legislative powers. 

Si, Joseph Nall. 

6776. I wanted to know whether the 
matters for which it was instituted will 
bP transferred. to the Federal Lf>gislature. 
The answer is No. I ask in that case : 
Will that Chamber. continue to_ deal.witl:\ 
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matters with which it was· formerly 
dealing f-"\Ve do not include any pro
posal about the Chamber in the White 
Paper proposals at all. 

Lord Irwin.] Would it help Sir Joseph 
Nall if the Secretary of State supplied 
the Committee with a copy of the Con
stitution under which the Chamber of 
Princes work which shows exactly what 
their functions are f They are advisory, 
but what they work for is there laid 
down, and is a charter of their work. 

f'ir Joseph Nall.] I" am much obliged. 
1 have seen it. Is that Chamber to con
tinue, or is it not f 

/ 

Sir .Akbar Hydari. 

6777. Are there any questions other 
than those which will be transferred t() 
the Federal field, for instance, questions 
which would remain under paramountcy, 
and which would still remain to be n. 
matter of discussion between the Indian 
States and the Viceroy, and for which 
the States which have acceded might find 
the Chamber more suital.Me f-I think that 
may be so. 

6778. I am suggesting that the useful
ness of the Chamber, whatever it is, will 
not come to an end merely because cer
tain subjects have been transferred from 
the paramoun tey of the Crown to the 
FedPral Government !-That is so. 

Sir Joseph Nall. 

6779. I do not want a discussic.n on 
this. I ha"'e merelv asked for the Secre
tary of State's vieWs so far as they are 
available. It is proposed is it not, that 
the States will appoint member:; to both 
Houses of the Federal Legislature 7-
Yes. 

6780. And that both Houses will have 
equal powers in tlte field of finance what
ever those powers may be !-Substantially 
so. 

6781. Arising- from Lord Lothian's ques. 
tion, as both Houses would have equal 
powers in the field of finance, powers of 
delay would entirely frustr~t.e the 
sch('roe. Is that so !-That is one of the 
reasons that prompted us to adopt th~ 
proposal of a Joint Session. 

Sir Jo8rph Nall.] ·Is it conceivable th1t 
if botl, Houses are to have equal powers, 
especially in the field of fimi.nce, any 

powers of delay eould. ·be giveu to one 
House over the other f 

Mr. Rangaswa~i Iyengar. 

- 6782. Is not the procedure with regard 
to money bills of a special kind ·so as 
to expedite the passage of supply Y-Mr. 
Iyengar is· quite correct. . Delay is quite 
impossible in the ·case of a· budget. 

Sir Joseph ,ValL. 

6783. Does the White Paper :(~Crpetuate 
or alter the existing fiscal· convention f
No, it· leaves the position substantially 
as it is now. · 

Sir Reginald 'Craddock. . 

6784. I would like to ask the Secretary 
of State just one or two question!3 which 
arise in practical administration. . I have 
myself experience of eases in w~ieh ~here 
is a dispute between two Provmces, and · 
also between a Province and a State.·· In 
the event of such disputes would. the 
Federal Government exercise any autho
rity at all about the question in 
dispute f It may arise, for e:;ample, about 
the smuggling of drugs over· the border 
from a State into a Province, or even 
sometimes from a ProviiJee into another
Province in which representations· have 
apparently produced no results. Does the 
Federai Government exercise· any sort of 
influ{mce over matters of those disputes f 
-I am quite ready to take up this. ques
tion with Sir Reginald Craddock, but you 
will observe that you have in the agenda 
put down as one of the. subhcacls " ad
ministrative relations between the units." 
This is essentially oneJ of those questions. 

6785. Yes ; I have looked through 
those, and I did not see anything that 
bore on this point. hut I will keep it 
over till then '-That is one of the 
questions I expected to be raised under 
th~t subhead. I will fleal with it then. 

Sir; Reginald Craddock.] I have no 
other' qnel'!tions. 

Mr. Davidson. 

6786; Secretary of State, there have 
been one or two questions arising on the 
subject of the States accession to Fede
ration. Is it your view that all States, 
whether larg-e or small, will be UPalt 
with individually on the. basis of their 
Treaty rights f-Yes,. certainly. 
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Lord Eustace Percy. 

6787. Secretary of State, 'vhen a ques
tion was put by Lord Salisbury last time 
you seemed to agree that it was poss~ble 
that one of · the Goyetnor-General 's 
Ministers would vote against the Govern
or-General in ·a discussion in the Cham
ber. Is that, in fact, coneeiv~ble 1-I 
do not recall ,"any answer ·I gave that 
seemed to imply that. 

6788. Lord Salisbury raised the p~int 
· (I think I am correct) o! what would 

happen supposing the :Minister of 
.Finance voted for a Resolution JJroposed 
in the Chamber to the effect that the 
expenditure on the Army was too high, 
and you accepted the . assumption. Do 
you think, in fact---?-Just let me 
stop, Lord Eustace.- "What wa.s his ease . 
that he gave me 'I 
. 6789. The case, I think, pnt by Lord 
Salisbury was that a Resolution was 
proposed in the Chamber to the effect 
that the cost of the Army was too· 
high '1-Yes. 

6790. And that the respon~:~ihle Minis
terS' voted for the Resoluti.on ?-.Yes .. 

6791. Do you think that, ir1 fact, it is 
conceivable that the responsible Mjnis-

• ters should vote against the policy of 
one of the Reserved Departments, and 
yet remain Ministers '1-No ; in fact, 
speaking as. a politician of some ex
-perience, I would say it would seem to 
.me to be impossible. 
· Lord Eustace Percy.] On the analogy 
of the present dyarch~cal svstem in the 
Prov-inces 'has there ever be(m a case, so 
far· as you know,. where one ·of the 
Ministers of ·the . Transferred Dr.part-' 
ments has voted in favo'..rr of a ho~tilc 
Resolution moved in respect of one of 
the Reserved Departments Y 

Sir A. P. Patro. 

6792. There are manv cases 7-,Vh&.t 
would Sir Malcolm Hailey sav abnut 
that 7 (Sir lJ!alcolm Hm?ey.) I believe 
there have been snch rases. U:o::naily 
the Convention is that when there is 
a Resolution which in a pron01mced 
form attacks the reserved half the 
Minister does refrain . from voting on 
it. That is. the usual cvnvcntion, -lmt 
T believe there have been cases in which 
the :Ministers have voted in a -way that 
substantively _di.~ amount t•l a vote 

against a Reserved Department. That 
is by a convention alway~ av:oia(~d •. 1 
think that is the expericuce of practi .. 
cally everyone here. · 

Sir Tej Bakadur Sapru.] That is so. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

6793. Would I be cor.:ect in saying 
that, in practice, the scheme at the 
Centre under the White Paper will not 
work unless the responsible 1\lini&ters 
do, in fact, support the policy of the 
Government, as a whole, both the lte
served and the Transferred Depart
ments !-I, do not think ·r could go 
quite as far as to make an affirmative 
answer to a very · general Cjuestion of 
that kind. 

:Marquess of Salisbury.] Ex hypothesi, 
the Ministers are not responsible for 
this particular thing. That ic:; the dis
tinction which Lord Percy has not 
appreciated. 

Lord Eustace Percy.-
• 

6794. I perfectly appreciate that cli_s-
tinction. I also appreciatt} that 1n 
English history Ministers were held "!e
sponsible by Parliament for atlts "hu·h 
were certainly within the Prerob&tive 
of the Crown, and that is how the 
doctrine 0 £ responsibility actually arose. 
May I put a concrete ease. Under the 
White Paper the whole fmancial I'ro-

. posals of the Government have to be 
laid before the Chambe1· in one budget. 
I think that is so, is it not ~ A state
ment has to be la:d before the Chamber 7 
-(Sir Sa1nuel Hoare.) Yes. 

6795. That must be laid by the Ie
sponsible :finanee Minister ?-Yes. 

6796. Is it conceiva Lie that. the re
sponsible financE! Minister should. dis
claim responsibility for any oi the items 
in that budget '1-I woula hope not, nnd 
I- would certainly say that if the Gov
ernment ~as_ in pronounced opposition 
to the Governor-General n crisis would.' 
have arisen, and the variou;; stages that 
we have. discussed would thPn come into 
operation. I cannot mysrlf imagine a 
situation continuing in which the 
Governor-General is: in pron01mced 
opposition to his Ministry, :mrl his Mini!3-
try in. pronounced· oppo:;ltiori to the 
Governor-General. · · 
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Marquess of Salisbury. 

6797. It is clear that one or the 
other would have to give way, is it not r: 
-I think it is. 

6798. Surely it would be the Governor. 
General Y-I would say not. 

Marquess of Z etland. 

6799. Surely it would be open to the 
Minister when he laid the statement he
fore the Chamber to :o;ay that hP.. ac
cepted no responsibility for the expendi
ture on the Anny. That would be 
merely stating the facts 7-It is 1ecau'>e 
of that that I refused to give a general 
answer, yes or no, to Lord Eustace's 
very general question. I woul.J restrict 
myself to saying that wlwn there is 
pronounced opposition (I lay particular 
emphasis on the words '' pronounced 
oppos;tion ") between the Government 
and the Governor-General, then those 
stages that we discussed the other day 
come into operation. 

. Lord Eustace Percy. 

GSOO. I nm anxious to ~et what is the 
assumption. Just now tm-d Sali,;bury 
said, and I think you indicatetl agree
ment, that one or other· would have to 
give way, whereas on T.~ord Zetland 's 
assumption neither siJe would have to 
give way, and the question really is 
whether the system will work on a purely 
dyarchical principle; or whethN·, in fact, 
the Councillors and the Mini.:;ter':l will 
have to be in substantial agreement in 
presenting the _budget to the Legisla
ture f-I do not think { have anything 
to add to what I ha"Ve just nnswered. 
It is a question very mueh of dPgree. 
If the disagreement is not on a big 
scale between the Governor-General and 
one of his 1\Iinisters, or tJ1e Ministry 
colJectivelv, then a crisis mav not arise 
at all. There may be expedients for 
~etting over it without a <lirect breach 
between them. If, on the other hand, 
the crisis js a serious one, then we f~el 
we have made provision for meeting it 
in the. Wh;te Paper proposala.-

Lord Eustace Percy.] While I do not 
want to press you, I clo want to ask 
you to consider the fact tha.t the 
Finance Minister in presenting- the 
Budget will be presenting the Budget 
for taxation, about one l1aU of which 

at I_east ~ be required for the Army. 
Is It conceivable that the }l.nance 
Minister can disclaim 1·espou~ibility for 
one half of his propo~als for taxation 
on the ground that they are intended 
to meet an object for which he. has no 
responsibility: _ . _ . 

Marquess of Zetland.] They are not 
votable. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] They may not be 
votable, but- the taxation is. · 

TVitness.] I think I have made my 
general position clear. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

6801. Ju~t for oue moment continuing 
on the same subject, Sir Samnel'Hoa-re, 
should I be right in a:>snmi.ng that, 
although you hope the Government wouid 
be in sufficient harmonv with . the 
Governor-General, to defend his acts· if 
occasion arose, you do not feel that 
under the Constitution they can be held 
responsible for subjects which are 
strictly reserved to the Governor
General's discretion !-~o. The field 
of responsibility is clearly marked out 
between the two sides of Government. 
. 6802. tt would therefore be possihle, 

and quite proper,. for a Minister or a 
Government to say that they had no 
responsibility for that part d th(~ .Bud
get which embodied _the militarv ex. 
pense ?-Certainly; and . in any cuse 
there is going to be no voting on it.· 

6803. And the crisis wouM arise if the 
Government obstructed, the. Governor~ 
G_e~eral in the execution of his respomi
b~hty, rather than if they, merely 
differed frcm him or explained that they 
were not responsible 7-Yes, . that would 
be so. .. -· . 

6804. And if they became obstructive, 
then the various safeguard;; of which 
you have spoken would come into r:lay 
in such order and in such form as the 
Governor.:.General thought requisite at 
the Fine Y-Yes. 

, 6805. Now I want to turn to quite ~ 
different subject : to revert for a mo
ment to the_ powers of the Governor
General to legi!'llate or to issn~ ordi:. 
nances, but for the purpo~e of raising · 
a point which I think has ·not been dis
cussed ,_yes.' 

· 6806. As I understand it, if the Gov
ernor-General legislates or issUl~~ mi 
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.ordinance, that legislation or ordino.nce 
is only variable or revocable. by the 
Governor-General· himself y--. Yes. ~ · 

6807. If he chooses to legislate there 
is no check on his authority~ npnrt from 
the general control of the Secretary of 
State, except his power in"his discretion 
to reserve the law for His 1\Iajesty 's 
assent or th<a power reserved by Pl'o
posal 40 to His Majesty in Council to 
disallow any law within 12. months Y
Yes. 
' 6808. If he acts by ordinance and re
quires his ordinance for any p~riod 
beyond siX month . .;, qnite a 
different system is introduced. by the 
White Pape1·. The e:dension · of the 
ordinance beyond . the period of six 
months must tlien be approved by an 
Address from both · Houses of this 
Parliament 7-:Y es. · 
· 6809. Does it not seem to yon . para-
doxical that an ordinance whieh is tem
porary should reqUire . the a:iscnt of 
Parliament, whilst that Parliamentary 
assent is not thought neeess~tr.v to b-3 
expressed when· he pass~ !egislation 
which may be permanent 7 In other 
words, why do you reqaire the R.ssent 
of Parliament. to a Governor-General's 
ordinance when yon do not feel it 
necessary in respect of his legislation '
I think Sir Austen has drawn attention 

· to what may appear to be nn tlilomaly. 
I do not think I have got a verv good 
answer to his question. . · 

6810. Thank you. I will leave it at 
that. Of course, if the Sec1·etary of 
State wants to add anythiti6 :Utclr con
sideration, I shall be very glad to hear 
that, and perhaps you, my Lord Chair
man, will allow that at another sitting. 
For the moment I do not want to put 
any further questions. 

Earl of Derby. 

6811. I would like to a:;k two aues
tions clearing up points \vhich have been 
asked before. I quite understand that 
the question of the Army is a non
votable question, but, at the same time, 
the money to pav for it is votable. Is 
not that so ' The taxation necessary 
to find the money is votable ?-Yes ; 
you mean the taxes are votable 'I 

6812. The taxes are votable 'f-Yes. 
6813. Supposing the . Assembly said : 

'' We will not put on the taxation that 

is necessary to find the money to pay 
for the Army,'' what is the vroct>dure 
then Y-The Viceroy then has powers 
under Proposal 53 of adding such taxa
tion as he thinks necessary. 
·· · 6814. The only other question that I 
want to ask is about the two Houses. 
n is a different procedure from ours,_ 
Yes. 

6815. In this country the llouse o£ 
Lords has no power to amend or in any 
~ay interfere with a lfoney Bill !~·That 
IS SO. 

· 6816. In the new Constitution the 
Upper Honse will have that power. It 
will have similar powers to those of the 
Lower House 'f-:Y es. 

6817. What will happen, then, in the 
ease of the . Upper House· amending we. 
will say, in the first instance, 11. Money 
Bill coming from the Lower House, 
which amendment the Lower House 
refuses to accept 'f-Th~n you have a 
joint session. 

6818. And that must be, according to 
your present proposal, within !5ix months 
of that happening T-In the: ca;;e of the 
Budget, it can be done at ouce. In 
other cases we contemplate that there 
would be a period of delay. 

6819. You say it can be clone at once. 
That must be with the consent of the 

· two Houses 7-No, the Governor-General 
can order it. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.l It is 
Clause 41. 

Earl of Derby.] Thank you. 

. Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

6820. In relation to the Federation of 
Princes, is it contemplate<l tlu~t those 
Princes who do not federate may come 
into the Federation at a later date on 
the same terms as th"OSe w·ho originally 
federate !-It is very fliffieult to say 
'' on the same terms '' l1ecause I am 
not quite clear what Lord Hutchison 
means by the " same term:~." If he 
means that they will come upon indi
vidual Treaties of Accession just as the 
other Princes have entered hy individual 
Treaties of Accession, my answer is Yes. 

6821. The reason I asked that ques
tion was tha.t if the terms are ~;oing to 
be the same it would ha,n~ a tendency, 
would it not to allow th.~ P1·ince:;; to re
main out ~til they saw how th~crt 
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a rising scale very well in practice. 
What you e:un do is, you c;J,n hnve your 
Instruments of Accession ~nd the .. 
Viceroy must .iudge with future acces
siGns if the terms are reasonable. 

682:.!. Do you contemplate the Princes 
of States which federate sitting in the 
Chamber of Princes 7-Do l contemplate 
what? · · 

G823. 'Vould the Princes who agree 
to federate continue to sit in the Cham
ber of Princes 7-I myself do not 
know whether the Chamber of Princes 
will go on or whether it will not go on. 
That is very much a matter for the 
Princes themselves. We have not in
eluded anything .about the Chambe.l' of 
Princes in our scheme. 

Mr. F. S. Cocks. 

G824. Regarding the I nstrmnents of 
Acc{·~sion of the Indian States is it in
tended to make every effort that there 
should be a common uniform agreed list 
of subjects transferred ?-Yes, certainly. 

< 
6825. Will States' Representatives be 

entitled to vote on Federal matters 
which Their Highnesses have not trans
ferred '-This is an aspect of the ques
tion we discussed at- ~om~ length the 
otMr day, namely, the in-and-out idea 
o! voting, and I have really nothing to 
add to what I said then, namely, that 
I believe you must allow it to be dealt 
with by Convention. I believe in actual 
practice the States will neither wish to 
interverw in the internal British Indian 
affairs nor will. they so intel'\'Eme. At 
the same time, it is very di..filcult to make 
a cut-aid-dried definition, saying when 
they can vote and when they cannot 
votr>, and the particula-r difficulty is the. 
difficulty of votes of want of confidence 
in the Government, and vote:~ which, 
although they may not be nctual.ly votes 
of want of confidence, yet would under
mine the existence of a Government in 
which the Princes· thems.el \'es are directly 
represented. 
· 6826. Outside ·those tw,l classes of 
questions you think\. Con vent ion should 
be recognised that Indian States should 
Iiot vote upon purely British Indian 
matters 7-I think that is what is going. 
to happen. 
· 6827. Under Proposal 12 I ·understand 
that those three Counsellors for the Re-

served Departments will be ex-officio 
members ,of the Legislature with the 
right to speak but not to vote '1-~Yes. 

6828. Will they. be.· members of tlie 
Cabinet or of the Ministry-of the Gov
ernment !-Constitutionally they will be 
responsible to · the · . Governor-General, 
whereas the Ministry constitutionally 
will be responsible to the Legislature. 
There is, therefore, . that distinction 
between the two kinds of 1\.[iuisters. I 
believe, in actual practiee, they will co.. 
operate closely together and there will 
not . be this gulf . between · the two 
branches of G.overnment ; but consti
tutionally their responsibilities will be 
quite distinct. · 

6829. Will they sit together at Cabinet 
meetings ?-It will rest nt the discre
tion . . of the Governor-GeuerRJ. I 
imagine in actu~l . practiee they will 
tend more and more to sit togcth~r, but 
that does not in any way impinge upon 
their actual responsibility .and . upon the 
discretion · of the Govemor-General t() 
conduet his business as he wishes. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker .. 

6830. Will the Instrument Clf Instruc
tions to the Governor-Gene1·al contain: 
any indication that he ought to make 
the two halves sit together ?-I should. 
certainly hope that the Instrument of 
Instructions would include :paragraphs 
drawing the attention of the Governor
General to the great advantag~ of 
working the two sides of Government 
in as close and sympathetic co-oiJ<lra
tion as is possible. 

Mr. F. S •. Cocks. 

6831. In view of the · statement on 
page 13 of the White Paper, that the 
Gove.rnor-Gene~al should encourage joint 
deliberation between himself, his Coun
sellors and his Ministers ou various 
questions, particularly Defence, would it 
not i}>''e advisable to set np a Cabinet 
Committee on Defence whicl1 the- Coun
sellors should attend and which would 
discuss the Army Estimates and work 
out ::t joint policy with regard to the 
Indianisation of the Army ?--I do not 
think here we can possihly go into such 
questions as whether Cabinet Committres 
are to be set up for a parti(>,ular pur
pose or not. Our dPsire is, anrl we do 
state it in the ·white Paper proposals,. 
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that the Government should 'be consulted the Governor-General." Does that mean 
about Defence e:ipenditurc before the that the Gonrnor-General wilL be able 
Budget is introduced. That ugoain doe3 to interfere with a transferred Depart .. 
not impinge upon the Governor-General'~; ment on the ground that it is affecting 
exclusive responsibility, but that is the one of the Reserved Departments 7-
way in whieh we hope the Government y es. 
will ~ctually be carried on, assmnin~ a 6835. Under 39, the Governo~-General 
certam amount of commonsem:c and h · th 
goodwill on both sides. . avmg e power to withhold his assent, 

IS that confined to measures which he. 
6832. Under Proposal '17 tho GovcJ'Il- considered would be a menace to peaee 

or-General is to be entirely nt l1i.; dis- and order, or can. he refuse to accept 
· cretion to appoint a Financial Advisor. a Bill. merely because he, personally, 

Is this appointment contrmplatcd a~ a does not like it ?-This is. the usual 
practical certainty or mere~y a::: a pos.= Constitutional power that is inherent 
Ribility f-May we leave this qaesti•m here in the Crown. 
until we come to deal with :finnuce f 
It is one of the important q11e:3tions in 6836.· Wil.l he ·have to· get the consent 
that field. . . of the Secretary of State ?-It does not 

]rfr. F. 8. Cocks.] Very well. There necessarily follow that he would have 
are one or two questions I would like to to get the pre,ious assent of the Secre
ask the Secret~ of ~tate· on Proposal tary of State, but he acts at his discre-
18. If these questions have not been asked tion, and that means he acts under 
I would liKe to ask them now. Unde:f responsibility to the Secretary of State. 
1~ (c), the safeguarding of the legiti- 6837. Under 40:. "Any Act assented 
mate· interests. of the minorities, .do you to by the Governor-General will within· 
not think that that might he more closely 12 months ·be subject to disallowance. by 
defined ? ·There was a suggestion, if I His Majesty in Council." As a matter 
may· return to the suggestion of Dr. of practice, any measure to which the 

' Ambedkar, which. he put forward at a Governor-General has given his assent, 
previous meeting, which was· the addi- has already been assented to by the 
tion of· the words, "in .the matter of British Cabinet also,· has it not 7-No. 
adequate provision for education, . entry I am not assuming that every proposal 
into public services · and representation in the Indian Federal ·Legislature comes 
on public bodies." · : · up to the Cabinet here ; I cannot im&ooi.ne 

Marquess ~f Salisbury.] What para- any state of affairs like that at alL 
graph 7 6838. I was wondering if that was the 

],Ir F 8 Cocks] 18 (c), page 41. case, why the Governor-General should 
· · · · have the power to alter his decision in 

Witne.ss.] I have given a number of . 12 months, or when a new Government 
answers to similar questions. My view cernes in. This clause has been previous
is that it would be a mistake to make lv in the Constitutions of the other 
these definitions more explicit. The more Dominions, but has been abrogated by 

· explicit we make them, the more we shall the Statute of Westminster, has it not f 
add more and more conditions to them, -I think that is the case, but I could 
and even at the end of it we may find not give an informed answer. I think 
thnt the definition is really inadequate it· is so. 
for a. particular situation that may arise. 6839. If that is the case, is there any 

6833. What exactlv does "commercial special reason why it should be 7-I 
discrimination " mea:ri: in paragraph (e) 7 should have thought it was rather a good 
Is it a discrimination between one in- reason for putting it in, if it has been 
dustry and another '/- Are we not going put into all these ~her British Empire 
to deal with that later on 7 It is one of Constitutions in the past. 
the sub-heads; the Committee &oooreed to 6840. Under 52 (b) (iii), does this 
take it as a sub-head. mean that the Governor-General can 

6834. Under (g) : "any matter whieh prevent any question being ~ked, or _any 
affects the administration of any Depart- debate taking place on for~1gn affarrs f 
ment under the direction a.r:td control of -Yes. 
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68-U. Do you not consider that that is 
a rather stiff limitation of the rights of 
self-expression on the part of Indian 
Members of Parliament !-I think a pro
vision of this kind is essential, but the 
two fields of responsibility are to be 
preserved. !;o doubt, there will be, I 
hope, a lot of eommo~ _sense app~ed.. to 
the way in which proVIsiOns of thiS kmd 
are actually carried into effect. For 
instance - the Governor-General can, no 
doubt deal in his Instructions about 
busin~,;:.s with the way in which they 
shoulJ be dealt with, but somewhere or 
other there must be a provision in the 
Constitution Act under which the Gov
ernor-Gmf'ral will be able to prevent 
deLates that will do injury to the activi
ties of the Departments for which. he 
himsl.'lf is responsible. 

as. in other parts of the Empire, ·as the 
Governments develop, so powers of that 
.kind fall into desuetude, not because the 
powers are unnecessary, but because the 
Ministries themselves carry those powers 
into effect, and I. hope and believe . that 
that is what is going to happen in India. 
In course of time, other Acts of Parlia
ment will be necessary, necessary more 
to recognise a state of affairs that is in 
exist~nce than to . make actually new 
changes. That is the way I hope and 
believe the .kind of Constitution that we 
are discussing is· going to work in the 
case of India. .. 

Sir Tej Ba1&adur Sapru. 

6S-1:!. Secret.'lry of State, there is o~e 
question which I think comes under this 
Section. You know that at the Round 
Table Conference on the 1st December, 
1931, the Prime Minister said that these 
saft'!!"lUtrds were for the purpose of a 
peri~d of transition, and he said that : 
" In such statutory safeguards as may b.e 
made for meeting the needs of the transi
tional period it will be a primary con
cern of His Majesty's Government· to 
see that the reserved powers are so 
framed and exercised as not to prejudice 
the advance of India through the new 
constitution to full responsibility for her 
own '"'Overnm..'nt." What I want to ask 
you fs this : Does this . proposed Con
"titution anYWhere contam the seed of 
~owth of development ~~ which !ndia 
e:m pass out of the transl~.I?:r;tal period to 
the period of full respons1b1lity, but must 
every alteration of the future, how~~er 
sli!:;'bt, ba>e to come before the Bnhsh 
P~rliament !-1 should have thought ~e 
whole basis of thl.'se proposals was a b8SlS 
of develt)nment. Wl1at I imagine, anyhow 
wbat I hope wjll happen, will be th~t 
the two !;ides of the Government will 
v.-o1·k rloselv and sympathetically toge
ther, that yrar by year th~ Governor
General and the Gm·ernor w1ll have less 
and. less rNtson to int~rvene in the field 
of hi;;; special responsibilities, owing to 
the fact that the :\Iinistries themselves 
will be ensuring that the rights conte~
plat~d in the field of special respo?-st
bilities are safeguarded, and that, JUSt 

6843. May I add one question : Have 
yon made that statement, Sir Samuel, 
with reference to special responsibility 
tJr also with reference to Reserved Sub
jects, because I can understand his special 
responsibilities falling into desuetude · at 
some time or other, but can the provi
sions with regard to Reserved Depart
ments so fall into desuetude when there 
is a statutory provision by ~et of Par
liament !-:Mv general answer covers 
both those fieids of development, although 
in actual practice the developm~nt will 
be upon different lines. IIi the case of 
the Reserved Departments, taking in 
particular by far the most important 
case the case of Indian Defence, I have 
alw~ys thought that the problem of 
Indian Defence depends, to a great ~.x
tent, upon the Indianisation of In~an 
Defence, and there we are emb?-rk:IDg 
.upon a programme of gradual Indiarusa
tion. As the Defence of India ~cco~es 
Indianised, so the particular justificatiOn 
for the resrevation of a Defence Depa;rt
men twill more and more cease to exist, 
and the solution, therefore, of the re
servation of Defence, subject always !o 
the riO'hts of the Princes under thet.r 
Treati~, will depend, to a gre~t ~xt~nt, 

~ t"''e proO'ress of the Indianlsation upon 1. t> 

of Defence. 
6w. But it ean only .be effect~d ~! 

an Act of Parliament ultimately t-Ulu-
mately, certAinly. 

Major Cadogan. 

6845. It cannot become transferred by 
eonvention or by desuetude t-~o, that 



is exactly what I said to · Sir Tej-only 
by Act of Parliament. · 

Lord Eustace Pe~cy. 

6846. Might I ask you upon that pure 
question of fact, is it intentional that 
there is no provision in the White Paper 
requiring that a Counsellor of the 
Governor-General shall not be a Member 
of the Legislature Y-I think we have 
left it completely open. . 

6847. You have left it completely open,. 
deliberately 7-Y-es. 

Mr. · Rangaswami l§enger. 

6848. Therefore, would it ~e possible, 
even under your White Paper scheme, 
for a Member of the Legislature, who 
commands the confidence of the Legisla
ture, to be in practice in charge of the 
Defence in due course ?-Just com-' . . plete the end of your question agam, 
Mr. Iyenger. 

· 6849. And, therefore, according to 
your '~te P!lper,. there. could be no 
Constitutional unpediment ll1 t~e "!lay o~ 
the Governor-General appomtlng a 
Member of his Council for the Rese:ved 
Departments, a Me~ber _of the Legisla
ture commanding the. confidence of the 
Lecislature ill due course Y-We have 
ler't the ~boice absolutely free to the 
Governor-General. He can take any
body he 'likes ; he can tale the best man 
that he can :find. 

Mr. ZafFulla Khan. 

· 6Ss0. S~pposing . he d?es take · an 
elected Member of the Legislature, would 
it not follow that . the . moment that 
Member was appointed a Counsellor, he 
~ould cease to be an electe~ Men:ber of 
the Legislature 'I May · I, ~ this con
nection, draw your attention to pa~a
graph 25 on page 43, of the White 
Paper '1-'I think Mr. Zafrulla Khan is 
quite correct ; I think that is so. 

Lord Eustace Percy . . 
. 685L Why '?-He w~uld • become an 
official, and, being an official, he would 
vacate his seat. 

Mr. Rangaswami· Iyenger. 

_ 6852. Therefore, an . Act of Parl~ent 
will certainly . be necessary for reg1ster-

ing any progress in regard to putting 
Defence under the control of the Legis
lature '1-Yes ; I do not think there has 
ever been any question about that. That 
was the answer I gave to Sir Tej just 
now. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] You made 
your position quite clear, in your answer. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

6853. Broadly speaking, the position 
is that the exercise of powers under the 
Act may be varied as circumstances alter, 
but the Act itself can only be varied by 
the same autho:Jjty which passes it '?
Exactly. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] Just- on this 
que.stion of fact, I want to get this clear. 
Proposal 25, so far 8.$ I read it, does 
not say that a Member" of the Legisla
ture who is appointed a Counsellor shall 
thereby vacate his seat. 

Lord Irwin.] Surely, it is hard ·to 
imagine an elected Member being denied 
the right of voting '? 

Lord Eustace Percy.] But under Sec
tion 25 the emphasis, surely in that 
second paragraph is on ·the words " ex 
officio." He is ex officio, an additional 
Member of the Chamber, even if he is 
not of the ordinary Chamber. It does 
not say he shall not be a full Member of 
the Chamber, if he is a Member of the 
Chamber. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Paragraph 34 
(a). 

Lord Eustace Percy.] Yes, that is 
relevai).t. Is 34 (a) intended to exclude 
a Counsellor '1 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6854. Does the Secretary of State 
adhere to his answer-I presume he does, 
as the White Paper suggests, that an 
elected Member cannot .be one of the 
Counsellors '1-Y es ; he would have to 
resign his seat. 

Sir .Akbar Hydari.] Paragraph 34 
(a). 

Archbishop. of Canterbury. 

6855. He would resign his seat, and 
then resume· a different position as a 
:Member ·without voting ,_Yes. 



Marquess. of Re~ding ... 

6856. That follows, does it not, from 
34 (a), and then applying the last para
graph of 25 7-Yes, that is so. · 

Mr. Cocks. 

G857. I have only one more question to 
ask the Secretary of State, and it is. this. 
'Vill not the ~ntral Government as ·con
tNnplated by the White Paper, be an 
exceedingly conservative body, using the 
word in its general sense, of course. 
\Vill not its weakness be a tendency to 
resist change, rather than an. inclination 
to headlong progress ?-That is a very 
wide question, but I think . Mr. Cocks 
should remember that the Federal Gov
ernment bas a limited and defined sphere 
of activity. It is a Federal Gove:r;nment, 
and it will deal with the Federal' sub
jects set ·out in one of the Appendices, 

. or some such subjects. I do not think 
the kind of considerations that he has got 
in mind will really enter very much into 
the activities of .a Government of that 
kin~ . 

Lord Snell.] My Lord Chairman, my 
qm•stions have been covered. · 

Major .Attlee. 

6858. Secretary of State, I want to ask 
you one or two questions to· try and get 

·a picture of what the Central· Govern
ment is going to be like. You say that 
the range of subjects is fairly small at 
the Centre T-Yes. 

6859. Does it not come down to this 
that you h~ve Foreign Affairs and De
fence reserved and your railways are 
going to be under a Railway Board T. 
The subjects with which they will .have 
to do are really confined to what we 
should call Board of Trade Exchequer, 
and Attorney-General subjects, practic
ally, a very narrow range of subjects ?
Major Attlee will see the range of sub
jects in Appendix VI. 

6860. That is a rough summary 7-
But, speaking generally, I would say the 
field would be a limited field. 

6861. For the purpose of dealing with 
that, you are going to have two Houses 
with 635 Members altogether. Is not a 
great number of your }!fembers going to 
!have extremely little to do with the very 
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large body at the . Centre with sueh · a 
small range of subjects 7-Major Attlee 
is s.aying very ·much what I myself have 
said at former discuss.ions. I have al
ways thought that if we were writing 
upon a clean sheet of paper, and we were . 
creating an ideal kind. of Federal · Con-

. stitution in India, we should follow very 
much the line. that Major ~ttlee's ques
tion has just suggested, namely, we· should 
have .a small and, poss.ibly, a rather 
technical expert body in the Centre, ·deal
ing with this limited number of Federal 
questions, and ·in the realm of theory, 
there is almost an unanswerable argument . 
to be made for a Government of that 
kind. The trouble we have found js that 
there is a series of . practical difficulties, 
that, so far, ·we have found almost in
surmountable in .the way · of forming a 
GoYernment of that kind. Le me. sug
gest to Major Attlee one or two of them. 
Perhaps, the two most prominent. are, 

. first of all, ·the .desire of a • substantial 
number of Pri:rtces ~·that their_ ~epresenta
tives should take. a 'direct '-part" in:: the 
Central· Govetnment. ' That ·fa·ct in·· itself, 
has so far made it very difficult~ for:•lis 
to Jreep. the numbers ;of thel:· Legisl~ture 
lower th_an.the .numbers· that·'we··:piopQse 
in the White Paper. Secondly, · there is 
the fact· that hitherto, I think almost · 
without exception, the·· representative of 
British-India have been in favour of: 
bigger Chambers, :such as.· those that I 
have suggested, and have. attached very 
great importance · to : those· Chambers 

·having ~~; more popular foundation than 
would be possible in the kind of . Ch~
ber that I at one time contemplat~.d. 
That, my Lord Chairman, 'is the problem~ 
Upon · the ·grounds of merit, there is· a. 
great deal· to , · be ·said for a small 
Chamber and a small Government deal
in C1' with a limited · number of Federar 
subjects. Upon the grounds of publi~ 
policy there are two· facts that have· got 
to be ~akeii into consideration. ·First of 
all, the satisfaction of a sufficient nmp.ber 
of Princes that they will · be taking a 
direct part in the Government · of an 
All-India Federation, and, secondly, the 
very strong public opinion in British 
India itself. · · 

Mr. Y. Thombare.] ADd besides this, 
there is · aa-ain the consideration that the · 

0 • 

Central body will have to deal With a 
I 



!:~evenue ·of nearly 78 erores, an: expen
, diture_ of. nearly. 71 .. crores, ·which repre
senta ne¢y, · half ·of the Revenue and 

· ~ the :. expenditure, for the whole· of 
:India. . : : •. . . - . . 
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swamped with the Indian States 7-It 
cannot b~ swamped beyond the percent
age that is .contemplated for the per
manent state of affairs, that is to say, 
30 per eent. · · 

~ Chairina». 686?·. Is not. it unfair and an injustice 
to l3nhsh India 7-I conceive the Secre-

.. 
-t : ' 
~> 686?- I shall have to. interrupt Major tary of State's view. to be this : You 
. .Attiee now . in order to inform the Com- have got to persuade the States that when 

._ mitt~e · ·that the ' Secretary: of ·state i:n they come in to the extent of 50 per cent. · 
_·obedience to a command, must. leave us they shall not be left in 'a rather weak 
:at this moment, ~·quarter to one. The position pending the time when the other 

·Secretary of State; has . suggested to me States see fit to come in. There is bound 
:~.at .the· Committee and the Delegation to be some kind of lag in a 'matter of 
might choose to continue the examination this sort. Every State does not make 

: of·Sir' 1\..faJcolm ·Hailey and Sir Findlater up its mind at the same time, and, as 
, St~wart: -on: the: m_ore tec:hnical interpre- I conceive the Secretary of State's ten
-t~t10n · of the White Paper, perhaps, in tative suggestion, it is, that you sho~ld 
hiS absence. I ·understand that he will · make some kind of interim weightaO'e in 

.. return _here at about a quarter to three. order to cover this lag period. He o does 
Is that correct, Sir Samuel !-'-I will come not intend in the least' that the British 

·back as soon as I can ; -I shall assume Indian side of either House should be 
· about then. · . ' swamped. 
. 6863. We m-q.~t release· then at this 6867. British India has elected repre
moment the Secretary of State '?-I think, sentatives and Indian States are . only 
I!IY Lord Chairman, Sir Findlater Stewart nominees !>f the. Princes. Are you :r;tot 
~d . Sir Ma;Jcolm Hailey could deal with therefore mcreasmg the unrepresent!l~ve 
-~ great many of these q-qestions on the . -ch~acter of both ~ouses by g:~vmg 
:mterpretation of the White Paper in my weigh~age to the _Indl~ St~tes !-I do 

:absence. Any questions of policy, I not think you. are .m~reasmg It beyondi the 
could. resume: when I come back. ~xtent to .which 1t IS contemplated that 

(
Th ·s · ~ · · . . · · It shall enst when the full scheme comes 
.. e f}cretary of State w~thilrew.) into force. If you are saying that the 

.: Sir. . A. P. Patro. 

6864. Sir · Malcolm or Sir Findlater 
~11 you kindly te~ me, is it meant that 
~n order ~? f~ the condition reqUired 
~ . t~ ;~te Pap_er, that weight will be 

·g1Ven m both Houses to the ·states who 
·have: already "joined the Federation 7 It 
is said that weightage will be given to 
-theStates who have already joined in the 
·Federation. Is it meant that· in order 
tq ~ulfil 'the_ con?itio?- required in the 
White Pap~r weightage will- be given in 
both _ Houses to the · States who have 
jo~ed the Federation, or is it laid down 
-~ ~e ~~e ~aper ~hat you are going 
to gwe wetghtage to the Indian States f 
-. _ (S~ Findlat~r.Stew_art~) The weight
age the Secretary of State has been 
talking about 'to-day will only ari8e when 
the 51 per cent: which is. laid down as a 
condition of · Federa.tion · is in being; . · 

6865. Is it not" unfair· to British India 
that the Federal Assembly should be 

representation of the Princes by nomi
nation is \Ulfair or wrong, that is a 
different question, but that is a question 
of policy that perhaps I had better not 
go into. 
· 6868. I am not going into the right of 
the Princes to nominate but by acceding 
to t~e principle of weightage are you 
not increasing: the unrepresentative 
character of these two assemblies f-{Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) I think it would be 
true to say that if a wrong has been 
done it has been done by laying down 
those proportions of 125 out of 375 in the 
Lower Assembly. The wrong is not in
creas~d by giving ari ad hoc weightage 
penCfu:g the arrival of the full percentage 

·of Pnnees. 
6869. A wrong has been done_ to British 

India by allowing this kind of repre
sentation-nomination by the Princes · 
and ad'ded to · that you give the~ 
weigh_tage in order to destroy any kind ·of 
representative character in the Assembly 7 
-(Sir Findlater Stewart.) Of course, the 
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Secretary of State would not admit that 
a wrong had been done. He would not 
admit your primary proposition. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan..] Your submission 
is that this is weightage upon weightage f 

Sir A. P. Patro.] More than ·that. It 
is crushing the British Indian by dump- · 
ing in the representation of the Indian 
States. 

Sir Akbar IIydari.] You would want 
the Indian States to come in without 
giving them any voice T 

Sir A. P. Patro.] 'Ve know what the 
Indian States are, and therefore we know 
the danger of having nominees of an un
representative character in this· Assembly. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

6870. No. 44 gives the Governor
General power in his discretion, ''in any 
case in which he considers that a Bill" 
introduced, or proposed for 'introduction, 
or any clause thereof, or any amendment 
to a Bill moved or proposed, would affect 
the discharge of his ' special respon
sibility' for the prevention of any grave 
menace to the peace or tranquillity of 
India, to direct that the Bill, clause or 
amendment shall not be further proceooed 
with." That, I und'erstand, is ·only in 
the case of his special responsibility for 
the peace or tranquillity of India being 
threatened. Does any such power exist 
for him in the case of his other special 
responsibilities being threatened f-No, I 
think not. 

6871. For instance, (b) : ~' The safe
guarding of the financial stability and 
credit of the Federation " 7-No ; it is 
limited to the special responsibility for 
grave menace to peace and tranquillity. 
(Sir lllalcolm Hailey.) r· think I could 
g-ive Sir· Hubert the reason for that. It 
is a practical repetition of Section 67 
( 2 a) of the existing Act which only 
refers to the safety and tranquillity . o:f 
British India, and it has heen repeated 
almost in terms. 

6872. It is not considered necessary to 
give the Governor-General that power to 
prrvent his responsibilities being 
threah'ned other than peace an·a, tran
quillity '-(Sir Findlater Stewart.) No. 
He rould, of course, refuse his assent to 
the Bill as passed by the House. 

6373. But he cannot stop the discus
:::ion 7-No. 

Ll06RO 
. t, .. _ 

Dr. B.· R. Ambedkar.]' !'would like to 
reserve my' questions for . the_ Secretary Qf . 
State , because · they· are _·. questions ,of . 
policy. .·, . · . :. . , 

Mr. N. ]f. Joshi .. 

6874. May I. ~k a _'questio~· allout the 
initiation ·of Money: Bills , in,· th~ Lower 
Chamber only 'f . I want to. know . the 
exact interpretation- of the word "_initia
tion." I will give an example. If there . 
is a Bill for increasing the rate of Income 
Tax and it is defeated by the Lowe1· 
Chamber, can 'it be taken to the Upper 
Chamber 7-Yes. 
· 6875. My question was if a Bill is in
troduced into the Lower . Chamber in
creasing the rate of Income Ta::r:, which 
is a Money Bill, and if the whole Bill is 
defeated, can it be taken to the . Upper 
Chamber 7-The intention is that he . 
should then be able to take it to · the 
Upper Chamber. · · 

6876. May I ask you . what is . the 
advantage of the pr&posal that the Money 
Bills shall be initiated.. in the . Lower 
Chamber 7 There is W'joint sesaion ?-It 
is to enable discussion to •-- take· place in 
two Chambers before the joint session 
takes place. · . . ~ ·· 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Is it a; ·q_u.estion 
of tax being struck out · .... in' the·· LOwer 
Chamber and restored -in.· the 1lJpper 
Chamber f · · .. · :_ :•; ·· i 

Mr. N. M .. Joshi.]· The ·question ·•.is 
whether a Money Bill consisting ot.:the 
increase of the Income Tax once defea~ 
by the Lower Chamber, could be 'taken 
up to the Upper Chamber 7 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Not. if the 
whole Bill had been defeated!. . · 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] The Bill is for the 
rate of Income Tax being increased. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain~ 

6877. Will Sir Findlater Stewart con
sider what the answer to that question 
is ? Is it really in the affirmative that 
if a Bill proposing to raise Income Tax 
were introduced as it must be in the 
Lower Chamber, and were rejected there, 
it would be possible for it to be · then 
reintroduced into the Upper Chamber! 
Is that compatible with the initiative · 
being with the Lower ·Chamber in matters 
of finance ?-If you look at Proposal 42; 
suppose it were a. Money Bill, a taxation 

. 12 
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llill ·= ;u:Poi:i' .the passing df which depended 
·the Governor-General's power of 'linimcing 
his Army expenditure (that is the kind 
of case in point), in ord'er to enable the 
Governor-General to fulfil the responsi
bilities imposed ·upon· him for the Re
servedJJ~artments, he WI11 be ~powered 
·at his . · discretion " (a) to present, or 
·cause to be presented, a Bill to either 
Chamber," and to declare by a Message 
·that it is essential and then have it 
passed. We should have to use this. 
Supposing it were thrown out in the 
Lower Chamber, I think . the intention 
was to enable him to introduce it· in the 
lJpper Chamber as a preliminary to a 
·joint discussion by both Chambers. I 
·admit the point is not very clear in the 
White Paper. 

. . 
Sir Tej Bahatlur Sapru • . 

687K · Is not that a very special pro
cedure applying to the Governor
General's Acts 7 Would. not· that be an 
:abuse of.the· power under that Proposal 
·No. 42 f These ar~" the special Acts of 
the Governor-General · and! you have pro
vided a · special procedure !-Yes. 
· .6879. To take· a Money Bill which has 
been rejected by the Lower House to the 
Upper House would I submit ·be an abuse 
of: this·procedure f-The governing words 
in Proposal 42 are ".to fulfil his special 
responsibiliti~s." · . . 

68.80. A ·Money Bill is not necessarily 
a sp~cial responsibility f~N ot necessary ; 
·but. I propounded a case where the 
secnring of the money was essential for 
the purpose of carrying on his Army 
finance. . 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6881. This would be an exception to 
lfoney Bills being initiated in the Lower 
Chamber f-Y es. 

6882. The case might arise that by 
order. of the Governor-General 'it would 
be initiated in the Upper Chamber?
Yes, or repeated in the Upper Chamber. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

•6883. Does that answer 1\Ir. Joshi's 
-.question, which I understood to be this · 
Supposing a l\Ioney Bill d'ealinoo with In~ 
come Tax:, having nothing too do with 
Defence, were defeated in the Lower 
.Chamber, could that 1\Ioney Bill be taken 

to the Second Chamber and reintroduced 
there 7-Not unless it fell · withlli the 
special responsibility. 

Mr. M. R. J q,yaker. 

68M. Is it not a fact that when a Bill 
is introduced for levying taxation it is 
not common to mention the purpose for 
which the money is to be utilised ?-I will 
take that, but I have no doubt it is so. 

Viscount Burnham. 

. 6885. Is it not covered by Clause 39 
of the proposals at . the bottom of page 
46, dealing with the power of the Govern
or-General who would be "empowered 
at his discretion, but subject tQ the pro
visions of the Constitution Act,'' andi so 
ori, " Before taking any of these courses 
it · will be open to the Governor-General 
to remit a Bill to the Chambers with a 
Message requesting its reconsideration 
'in whole or in part, together with such 
amendments, if any, as he may recom
mend.'' 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] May I make my 
question clear I definitely did not men
tion the budget because, if the money 
Bill at the time of· the Budget is voted 
down by the Lower Chamber, there will 
be a breakdown of the Constitution. I 
·shall not therefore deal with that case. 
I· am dealing with ·a Money Bill which is 
brought before the Lower · Chamber 
separately from the Appropriation Bill. 
I shall give up the first .example which 
I gave about Income Tax, but suppose 
there was a Bill to raise import duties 
on wheat not for the purpose of getting 
money .but to stop the importation of 
wheat. If such a Bill is brought before 
the Lower Chamber, and is defeated, 
what is the object of the framers of the 
White Paper whether that Bill shall be 
initiated! in the Upper Chamber again 
or not ?-I do not think it would be 
initiated in the Upper Chamber subject 
to Proposal 42. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6886. The Money Bill will be intro
duced into the Lower House by the 
Finance Member, or by the Finance 
Minister. The Governor-General's Acts 
may not be supported by the responsible 
Minister, and that is the reason really 
for having a provision of that character, 
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and the Governor-General's Acts will be 
introduced into whichever Cha.mhc.r you 
like by one of ·the three Counsellors ¥
That is true. It may be.' 

6887. Therefore the. procedure contem
plated by Proposal 42' would not appa
rently apply to the ease put to you by 
Mr. Joshi ¥-:-1. am afraid I was concen.:.. 
trating on the special responsibility side 
of the thing, and I wanted! to ma,ke clear 
that there was provision in the Act. 

. Mr. JJI. R. Jayaker. 
' 

6888. With reference to Proposal 42, 
is it your interpretation that . the pro
visions of Proposal 42 apply only to the 
Governor-Ge11eral's Acts, or does. it apply· 
to other Acts which involve the exercise 
of. his special . responsibilities whether 
they are the Governor-General's Acts or 
the Legislature's Acts ¥-Proposal 42 
applies to Governor-General's Actsl It is 
devoted entirely to them. 

6889. Only Governor-General's Acts Y
Yes. 

Sir .Austen Cham"berlain. 

6890. The original question, I under
stand, related purely to a taxing· Bill ?
Yes. 

6891. And the answer ·that we received 
from Sir Findlater Stewart was that if 
the taxing Bill affected the Governor
General's responsibilities, he could re
introduce it into the Upper Ohamber ?
Yes. 

68!)2. IIow would a taxing Bill affect 
the Governor-Gene:ral 's responsibilities ? 
It is the appropriation of money, is it 
not, which affects his responsibilities, and 
that is dealt with under Proposal 50 ?
What I had! in mind was· this : Various 
passages in this White Paper secure that 
the Governor-General gets the right .. to 
take out money for defence purposes, 
shall we say, but that is all contingent 
on the money being there, and it may be 
necessary to pass a Taxation Bill in 
order to get the money there so that he 
may take it out. It is no good giving 
him the . power to. take it out if it is 
not there, and it may be necessary, there
fort>, to enable him to discharge his 
responsibilities for having an efficient 
well equipped Army; in. effect,. to give 
him power to· tax so ~~at the ;Exchequer 

m~y be full, and that. is what I had m: 
mmd wh~n I, . 111ade the . :first .answer to · 
the questlo~. '. · ,. ~· · • ~, · · ( 

~893. I understand his pov;e~ .to. app~o
pnate, and I . understand . .his . power. to: 
tax. Wh?-t I do not und!erstand.. is the 
reason for giv~ng him power to iritroduce 
a taxing Bill into the Second Ch.amber 
i:£ the . :first . Chamber has already .re
Jected 1t. I thought. the initiative in· 
taxing was to rest with the First Cham .. 
her. Am I right m that ?-That ·ts quite 
true normally, brit this is a question that 
has been discussed iii. another connection 
before. In fact, it has been· discusSed 
in connection with Proposal 42. I can 
conceive that a Governor-General wish-. 
ing to. tax for the. purposes of the Army, 
and having .had his ·proposal's rejected in. 
the Low~r Chamber, might possibly be 
strengthened · in public opinion by the 

. agreement of the Upper Chamber, and I 
think in the past, if I· am mistaken,· the 1 

consent of the Council. of State to :fi.n·an
cial measures has often proved of. some.' 
use in the existing Constitution .. 

Sir Akbar Hydar(; '· .. 
,. 

6894. Would it not be like this, · Sir· 
Findiater, that even Without bringing in 
the · Governor-General -the Money Bill 
would have been brought · in · · by . the 
Federal Government as a scheme of entire 
taxation-part of the way in which they 
could make the budget balance ? The 
Lower Chamber somehow or other, by a 
very narrow majority, has thrown out 
tha.t Money Bill. It is still open, is it 
not, under your White Paper, that the 
Bill should be carried to . the Upper 
House, and, if it is passed there, then 
the difference of opinion between . the 
two Houses would be resolved by a Join~ 
·Session 7-Yes. 

Marquess of Lothian. 

6895. May I call attention to Proposal 
48 which is .relevant to· this, and ask 
exaetlv ·what it means Y It reads : " The 
dema:ri'ds as laid before the Assembly will 
thereafter be laid before the Council of 
State." Does that mean whatever altera-. 
tions · a're . made by the . Assembly the 
original ... Bill shall be laid . before. . the 
Coun,cil of, State Y-It. means that these 
demands will be .laid ,before· the Council 
of State. It . does . not mean ·.that the 
GoU::ncil ~f ~tate" shalLvo~e on all of: t~em, 
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. b,ut, . it a particular portion of the de
·m&nds · as laid before the Lower House 
has been· thrown out, and ·if the Federal 
·Government want to go on with it they 
c·an put that part of, it (the rejected 
part' and only that part) before the 

·upper House. · .. . . · ... · 
· 6896. In · which case, if the Upper 

'House. sustains them, . the . matter is 
settled. by a Joint Session t-Yes. - -· . . . 

Lord Irwin. 

6897. Have we not been discussing 
really two points f-Y ~s, this is a 
different ·one. 

·· • LOrd Irwin.] There was a point out of 
which this conversation arose, put by Mr. 
Joshi, as to-what would happen i_f an In
come Tax Bill was rejected by the Lower 
House, and' then a further point as to 

·.the'-range of the Governor:-General's pos-
sible ·action under paragraph 42, his 

: special ·responsibilities. As 't'egards the 
· tirst, I . should have thought that, pr~ 
· sumably, the. Income Tax law will have 

been introduced by the responsible 
Finance Member, and the Government 
will have been defeated in the usual 

. fashion~ and. it will be for the Finance 

. Member· and his Ministry to decide what 

. action they Will take upon that ; if they 
sha}J · demand a vote of confidence, or 
what they ·shall do. If the connection 
between the Bill and his special respon
sibilities is sufficiently close, the 
Governor-General could proceed undet 
par3.of7laph 4a 

.Lord Eustact Percy. 

\ 6898. On the first point, under para
graph 48 it could still be reintroduced 
into the Upper House 'f-Paragraph 48 is 
.a third pomt. · It is appropriation. 

Lord Ranke'£1lour. 

6899. I think. the demands under para
graph 48 are appropriations ; they are 
not ·demands for taxes f-No. 
· 6900~ It does not say under paragraph 

48 or 47 that a Resolution .for a new tax 
may not be introduced in the Upper 
Chamber. It may say so somewhere else, 
but it does not say so in either of those 
paragraphs !-Paragraphs 47 and 48 have 

· no :relevance to. legislation at all. 
· 690L The procedure before legislation 

· is grants and . supply f-The:re is, not in 

India any .Appropriation Bill. (Sir Mal· 
colm Hailey.) If you had a balanced 
budget your demands for grants would 
be voted within the budget, and they 
would be under no necessity then of in· 
troducing any legislation at all either to 
implement the budget, or to secure fresh 
money . 

. 6902. No confirming Bill of any kind f 
-No. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6903. Is that really intended t That is 
quite different from the procedure in 
England f.-That is the procedure we have 
adopted hitherto, and there is nothing in 
the White Paper which would make us 
alter that p:rocediure. On a balanced 
budget there is no need for legislation. ; 
all that is .required are votes of supply. 

.Mr •. Ranga3wami lyenger. 

6904. As a matter of fact~ there are 
annual Finance Bills now introduced in 
the Legislative Assembly by which cer
tain measures of taxation are expresslY. 
put down as rumual in order to enable 
the Assembly to discuss the budget f
That was convention orily, and it is no 
doubt very convenient, but it is not 
necessary to repeat a convention as a 
Constitutional requirement. 

(After a shorl Adjournment.) 

Sir 11. ·Gidney. 

- 6905. My Lord Chairman, I would like 
to ask a few questions. Sir Findlater, 
would you tell me, in the event of a 
vote of no confidence being carried in 
the Lower Federal Chamber, the. Ministry 
resigning, and the Governor-General not 
able_ to . form a Ministry, would that in
dicate that both Houses, the Upper and 
the Lower Houses, would have to dis· 
solve f -(Sir Findlater Stewart.) It 
would, of course, be for the Governo~
General to decide whether it was a case 
for dissolving both Chambers or either 
of them. 

6906. Could you dissolve one and not 
the other with. a joint Ministry f-1 think 
you could. There is no obligation to dis
solve both. 

6907. But if there is a joint Ministry, 
how could you dissolve one and retain 
the Minister of one House and not of 
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retain them as Ministers. 

6908. In paragraph 12, on page 40, 
of the White Paper, it_ states that the 
Governor-General is to be given three 
Councillors. ·would it be acceptable :ii to 
one of these· Councillors was given the 
Portfolio of Protection, safeguarding the 
rights of minorities f 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] My Lord 
Chairman, I am sure Sir Henry will for
give me, but is not that a question of 
policy, which must be reserved until the 
Secretary of State is in the Chair 7 

Sir Ilenry Gidney.] Very well, if that 
is so. In another part, in paragraph 24, 
on page 43, it is stated that the Upper 
llouse will have a life of seven years, and 
the Lower House a life of five years. Is 
there any reason why there should be 
this difference in the lives of the Houses, 
especially in view of the fact that there 
will be a joint :Ministry 7 -

Chairman.] I think these questions of 
policy had better be 1·eserved until. the 
Secretary of State resumes the Chair. 

Sir Henry Gidney.] Then I will not 
ask any more questions ; I will reserve 
them for the Secretary of State. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. · 

6909. I have a certain number of ques
tions relating to policy to put to the 
Secretary of State, which I will reserve, 
but I am quite Willing to ask technical 
questions of Sir 1\Ialcolm Hailey and. Sir 
Findlater Stewart, just to explain them. 
I am not going to raise any question of 
poli<'y just now. Will you kindly turn 
to Proposal 12 f There you say : " In 
the administration of these Reserved De
partmE'nts, the Governor-General will be 
assisted b:v not more than three Coun
sellors who will be appointed by the 
Governor-General, and whose salaries and 
conditions of service will be prescribed 
by Order in Cmmcil." The first question 
that I wish to put to you is : In the 
sE'lection of these Counsellors, the choice 
of thP- Governor-General will be absolutely 
unrestricted. Is. that not so f-Yes. 

G910. He is not bound to take any man 
holding an appointment undet the Crown 
in India or in England T-No. 

6911. He may t-He may. 
6912. And he may select all of them 

or any of them, or two of them, from 

among the Memb~rs of_ the ·LegiSlature :f. 
;Yes.---·:. -.: :·_:: ... : .,·_. -" 

_u913. Then you. say :'"Those salaries
a~d conditions of service will be- pres:---~ 
cnbed by Order · in Council."- Do yon. 
propose to give the Indiiui -LegislatUre. 
any voice in the fixing ·of the salarie8 -of 
these three ·Counsellors f-I Understand 
not. They are to be : fixed by ·order iii 
Council on the· advice of the :Governor
General-by Order . in Council issued by 
the Crown here. ' · 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
. - -. 

6914. ·That must be constitution8.lly .on 
the advice of the Secretary of State 7:
Yes.· 

Sir Tej Bahadur ~· SaprU. 
6915. · Can you kindiy · tell 1lS whether 

you have any proposals as to. the scale 
of sataries of . these .. _Counsellors 7. ·Will. 
they be the same as those of: the Members 
of the Executive Councp., or somet~g. 
less f--:-.We hav~ not consi~~red_ that_ .at 
all. . . . ,' . .- ... -: .. 

6916. If you will kindly turn- to para.; 
graph 25, t,here .. you . ~ay .. ;. " A.' Member 
of the Council of Ministers will have the 
right to speak, but ~~t ,to vote, in the 
Chamber of which he is not :a .Member. 
A Counsellor will be ex-officio. an: addi..: 
tiona! Member· of both Chambers for all 
purposes, except· the · · right of 'Voting."· 
. I suppose this iS ~bject ~ the explana~ 

tion given in the morning,' ·that if a· 
Counsellor is . appoip~d from among th-e' 
Members o~ the Legislative Assembly, he 
will become an official, and, therefore, 
w111 cease to exercise hiS right .of -yoting .Y 
-Yes. · . 

6917: Now will you come to Proposal' 
34 (a), a.nd will you kindly tell us---: 

Chairman.] You remember we agreed 
to reserve Nos. 26 to 37. · · · 

Sir Tej Bakadur' Sapru.] ·I am only 
putting one q11:estio11 which comes in here 
with . regard to that. ' · 

Chairman.] · Very well. . i .. 
Sir Tej Bahadur B(.'l.pru. · 

6918. I am.· n~t rai~ing a.ny question, 
with regar:d .to those matters .which your: 
Lordship wanted t«;> be reserved. "-(a) In 
the case o£ electe~ l\fembers or .of Mem,~ 
hers. nominated by the. Governor-General, 
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the holdin~ of any office of profit under without any of the usual reasons for a 
the· Crown~ other than that ~f Minister."- Second Chamber, that is to say in a 
Will this rule or the principle of this rule Federation representing the Federal

1
Units 

apply to th~Sf! lent officers who are se~g o~ a _differe~t composition 7-My own 
in the Indian States-that is to say, will Yiew _Is that It is inherent in the kind of 
it _be open _ to .~he Indian States _ to. proposals that we have made in the White 
nominate British or Indian lent officers 7. ·Paper that J;here should be two Chambers. 
7l.think the .Secretary or' State would If, however, we had advanced on the 
like -to conSider that matter further. alternative line, namely, of having a small 

Sir Tej Bahaduf' Bapr~.] ·Very well, I ('Xperf; body to deal with the limited num- -
will reserve. that. Now will you 'kindly' her 0~ Federal subjects,· then I agree, 
tun:i to 1)aragraph 36 : " Subject to the· assummg . the representation was reason
rriles'·aiid" Standing Orde·rs affecting the· able· ,betwee11 ' t.he Indian States and 
Cliamber, there will be freedom of speech Brit~sh -India, t1te .case. for a Second 
in both Chambers of the Federal Legis- Ch~b~r would b~_ much lt:ss strong. 
lature." - ·· · ~ -·- · l 6923-. Do· you conceive in the Indian 

. . . .. Cent!al Legislature the develop:rnent of a 
''(The Secretary of State resumes the .. Parhamentary system of Government with 

·' · · ' TV it ness Cha,ir;) Parties,. and . the l\finU!try, dependent 
_ .Sir Tej ·Bahadur Sapru: . upon th':. vote of the. House) from .day to 

day f-"Yes,. up _to a point, remembering 
.... 6PJ_9. May ;r dispose of this question always the conditions that differentiate 

that :I was· just· commencing .: Do you see. the ·state of affairs . in India from the 
~y · objection t~ the Indian. Legislature · state of affairs here, namely the fact 
or the Provllicial Legislature in future that the Indian States will hav~ an effec
PilSsing _legislation to define their own tive , r~resentation in the .Government 
privileges 7-I myself should say not. __ . and in the Legislature, and also that the 

6920. _You see ·no objection Y-No. · representation of minorities has to be 
assured .. -'-

. ·Major · Attlee. 

.692L Mr. Secretary. of State, when we 
broke. off, I was ·asking you the reasons 
for the~ size of the Legislature, and you 
gave me various reasons. I now want ·to· 
ask::· as to why you think it necessary to 
have two Chambers or two· Houses· at the 
Centre 7-( Sir SamueZ Hoar e.) · I· think 
there are . mainly two reasons in our 
minds : One : We feel that if the Federal 
Legislature is created upon the lines of 
the White- Paper, a Second Chamber is 
almost ineVitable. We feel that the more. 
-conservative elements, rightly or wrongly~ 
ooth here and in India, will expect to 
nave the protection of a Second Chamber ; 
-and, secondly, we think that the Indian 
·states would almost certainly insist upon 
-a ·second Chamber, if the First Chamber 
is constituted in the kind of way in which 
it is coostituted in the White Paper. _ 

6922. But as those two Chambers are to 
have equal powers, and in the event of 
their disagreeing,' are ·to have · a joint 
Session, does not it really tltrn upon the 
question of . the : composition of the 
Chamber-that, in_ effect, what you are 
dojng is. really, . merely giving -a certain 
eonservative , loading. to your -Chamber . ·-

6924. But your conception is of some
~hing that is going to develop, and your 
Idea of its future development is definitely 
on the strictly Parliamentary line- that 
is to say, on the British model. Is that 
so f.-Assuming that we have the kind of 
Chambers at the Federal Centre that are 
contemplated in the White Paper. If we 
had· advanced on the other line, namely, 
the line of the small e;q>ert body at the 
Centre, then· I think the development 
would not be upon British Parliamentary 
lines at all. 

6925. That is the point I wanted to get 
out, that youl:" composition of the two 
Chambers is conditioned by your idea of 
the· kind of Constitution vou want to see· 
at the ·Centre. The. provision which you 
have. made for representation and your 
two Chambers, one of them diTectly 
elected, is conditioned by the fact that 
you have a conception of the Parlia
mentary · model being instituted in the 
Central Government ?-No. I think I 
would- begin the other way round and 
say, assuming_ t11e' kind of Constitution 
that we propose for the two Federal 
Centres, then I think development will be 
more' on the lines of the British Parlia-
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mentary practice than it would be if the· 
body was a small expert body. 

6926. Is that · the reason why, for 
instance, you have directly elected Mem
bers at the Centre, because of the need 
for working on a Parliamentary model ?-

. No, much more, because in a question of 
that kind we have felt it necessary to 
take into account the very strong opinion 
expressed on the subject in British Indi.a. 
I would say myself-indeed, I have never 
made any secret of my views at any of 
our former discussions, that if ·we had 
been working on a clean sheet, the kind 
of expert body, not constituted upon a 
basis of direet election, would seem to me 
to Le much more suitable to the due per
formance of the Federal functions than 
two Chambers, one of them elected by 
direct election, constituted much more 
upon the lines of British Parliamentary· 
institutions here. · . · .. 

6927. But a system of indirect election 
docs not imply,· does it; an expert body 
at the Centre ?-No, perhaps it does 
necessarily do so, but it seemed to me 
to be very much a feature of the alterna
tive kind of Centre. May I explain 
myself a little bit further Y I think you 
can do one of two things : You can set 
up what you regard as the ideal organs 
for performing the Federal duties, and you 
can clo that without taking into account 
issues of political expediency at all. On 
the other hand, you can go upon the line 
of trying to make effective Chambers in 
the Centre, but of trying to carry with 
you big bodies of political · opinion in 
India. In all our former discussions 
upon the question of direct or indirect 
election, I have always argued deliberately 
in favour of indirect election, but I have 
never been able yet to see how to sur-· 
mount the Vf>rv formidable obstacle in . 
the way of indi~cct election that is shown 
by the very deflnite feeling in favour of 
direct election in British-India. 

l\fujor Cadogan.] What were . the 
reasons given, · Secretary of State, for. 
that predilection in favour of direct. 
election Y 

Sir Hari ·Singh Gour.] They· have 
been given by the Simon Commission. . 

Major' Caclogan. 

6928. We realise there was that very 
strong feeling in favour of direct. elec-. 
tion, but what were the reasons for. it Y-

I th~nk the Indian· Delegates will be able 
to . g1ve ~ answ~ to that question much 
b~tter than . I c~. I would say-they· 
"\\j.l~ co~ect me, if I am misinterpreting 
the1r · VIews-:-- . · . · 

Sir Austen 'Chamberlain.] ' My Lord 
Chairman, 1 am. : ori.ly anxious · to know . 
when is the proper time to discuss· or · 
examine questions; I had supposed that 
the kind · of issne · · which ·is now being · 
raised was reserved . for discussion when 
we came to· the franchise. · I do Jiot in 
the · least wish· to· interfere with' the 
liberty of the other Members, but 'if ·thls · 
is the proper time. to . take it.' and . D:ot. 
on the franehise i~sue1 then I hope that 
some of us who have been under a mis
apprehension ·may.· have an opportunity 
of putting some further questions to the 
Secretary o~ ·State. ~ ;would · .. only like 
to have ·:gUidance; my Lord .Chairman· 
(this is very important), as to what. is 
the hcst time, according to the programme 
that you have submitted. to us, for us to 
diseuss it. .. , , . 

. . . . Major · Attlee'. 
6929. · Might I say on that, that when 

you. laid that down, I indicated that 
there were · certain franchise matters· 
which could not be separated from. the 
kind of Constitution you . want at the 
Centre. While I did not want to pursue 
the · matter of the· method of , election, 
and so . forth, I think .. it is impossible 
when you are considering what kind of.· 
Constitution to have at the Centre not 
to· consider the method of election, 
because it goes to the whole root of the 
matte·r y....:.... I would have thought that 
probRbly the wisest course was to deal 
with the · kind of issues that Major 
Attlee is ·raising rather in a general 
manner and · with their background of 
the bigger Constitutional issues. By 
that I n1ean, that Major Attlee has raised 
this very important issue as to \\"hat kind 
of organs are most suited to the Federal 
duties at the Centre. There the issue is 
a simpl\1 one between the ideal kind of 
arrangement that we should create, if 
we had to. consider nobody else's feelings, 
and the other kind of Centre .organs that 
we should create, if we w:ished, to take 
into account public opinion in India. . . 

Sir Aw;ten Chamberlain. 
6930. I · beg the Secretary of State's 

pardon, · but I think · there ·is a third. 
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alternative -which 1 am very anxious to 
discuss with )ou, -W'hich .is germane .. to· 
this issue, if: this. is the proper time to 
raise it~ All I submit, my Lord Chair,. 
man, is-I do not want in the least to 
hamper· ·Major .Attlee-that you 'Will be 
good enough to give me anothtr oppor- · 
tunity, since this ~sue is raised now of 
putting solfi.e questions to the Secretary 
of State 7-I· do not at all disagree with 
Sir .Austen. I did not wish in any, way 
to exclude the further alternative as to 

·whether in our scheme- it is possible to 
substitute one form of election for 
another. 

. • . --- Earl Pe~l. 

. ~931. · I ~ intervEfuing . ·.here, because 
with .reference _ to -the question asked by 
l\fR.jor _ Cadogan, I remember very clearly 
in previous c;Iiscussions there was ·a very-' 
strong opinioq_ expressed- that British,., 
India · having already the _ Central 
.Assembly' directly· elected, they did not; 
want to have, as it were, that Assembly 
to be abolished and nothing else . to take 
its place in the Federal Government, and 
was it not \"ery largely feelings of that 
kind that- prompted the · representatives 
of British-India to press :very strongly_ 
for a directly. representative Chamber as 
one of the Chambers at least in the Cen
tral ·Government 7-I should think that 
was one of the reasons. 
. · :Major Cad;ga~;] I understand we can 
raise this question when these proposals 
for the franchise are discussed before the 
Committee 7 

Chairman.] That is so. It seems to me 
that a hard and fast rule cannot be laid 
down, and with ·the general intention 
before us, I can only leave it to the 
judgment of individual Members of the 
Committee.: -
. Sir Au.<~ten- Chamberlain.] The poirit I 

want to put is not a point of detail ; it 
is really a fundamental point in the 
Constitution. 
. Chairman.] I ~uggest Sir Austen 
should put it at the Pnd of this Section. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Thank you. 

~Iajor Cadogan.] 1\Iy Lord Chairman, 
you, no doubt, 1;ightly pnllea me up· 
when I was ~ing to ask a question on 
the Constitution of the Assembly. My 
question was concerned with the very 
question that 1\Iajor Attlee raised ju;t 

now, so I hope I shall have the · oppor· . 
tunity of x:aising it on another occasion •. 

Chairman.] Certainly. · 

. Arehbishop of Canterbury.] Is there 
not a clear distinction between the broad 
Constitutional issue~, though they in
volve the franchise and details as to the 
franchise itself 7 That is the proper 
thiug . to reserve, but these Constitu
tional questions, even if they involve the 
franenise, ·are pertinent to this matter. 

• ! 

' Major Attlee. 

6932. The further point that I wish 
to raise is this, that given the ideal of 
a Pa~liamentary system at the Centre,
is it really possible to conceive our Party 
Government, when one portion of the 
Assembly is drawn ~-from the directly 
elected person:;;, and · the other consists. 
of. nominees of States 'f Does not the 
Parliamentary system depend for its 
validity on the contact between the 1\Iem
ber ·and his constituents 'f-I ani not sure 
that I would go so far as to say, yes, 
to Major Attlee's · second question. I 
am inclined . to think, although I ·admit 
it i~· very dangerous to make any kind of 
prophecy, that political development in 
India will not be · in two distinctive lines 
With ·British-India, on the one hand, and 
with Indian States, on the otlw.r. I 
believe ·that there will be a tendency of 
grtinping for the purposes of political 
questions between Provinces and States· 
very likely contigUous to them. If that 
is· the ·case, I can see a much greater 
cohesion between the 1\Iinisters from 
British-India and the 1\Iinisters frOm. the 
Indian States than there could be if 
there was an impossible gulf between the· 
two. 

1\Ir . . ltl. R. Jayaker . 

6933. Then you do contemplate State 
members in the Central Legislature en
tering the political Parties of India !-I 
would not go so far as to say that. I 
am assuming a future development in 
which, I believe, the questions at issue 
will be auestions that will not divide 
British-India, on the one hand, and the 
Indian States, on the. other, but they 
really will be All-India questions that 
will affeet groups of States and groups 
of _Provinces, very likely, in much the 
same way. 
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6934. What I was going to ask you 
was, does your scheme envisage the possi
bility, however distant . it may be, of 
State Members entering political Parties 
in India. There is nothing in the scheme 
of the White Paper preventing it !
There i<~ nothing iu the. scheme~of the 
White Paper preventing it. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 
6935. We can visualise it . from the 

other parts of the White Paper !-There 
is nothing in the White P:J.;>er preventing 
it, and I would not like to express nn 
opinion at all as to how th11se <levelop
ments will take place, ex~ept to say that 
! believe more and more individual 
Indian States will find that their in- · 
terests are very much the same, a~, per
haps, Provinces that adjoin th~m, · and· 
that, if so, the cleavage of •lpinion will 
he much more regional than hetween 
British-India, on the one h9.ud, and the· 
Indian States on the other. · · . · · 

. Major Attlee. 
6936. Arising out of that, if you have· 

· your Parties, either parti~~ as are formed' 
in the Chamber,· or partie:;; that lia.ve · 
their roots in the country-if you · have 
the Second Chamber, is th~re not a 
danger, if you are going to havd Parties 
of which States are to be constituent 
parts, that, in. effect, a large State might 
influence those whom ~·on say have . 
interests aro~nd it; and that,· in effect., 
you will have a State Party with the 
persons supported· by the mon.~y fror:t 
the State forming a bloc in your Legisla
ture !-I should not like to be drawn 
into a further prophecy ni>on points of 
that kind. I feel that even \Vhat t have 
said may be open to ce:rt2..in inisrr.pril
sentations. I would much rather .]eave 
the future free, and to leave it free 
with my own belief that, a:; I say, divi
!-lions an• g0in~ to be much more t•egional 
than they are going to he between one 
type of Minister and anothl'r type of 
:Minister. 

6937. You see, Secretary of StntP., the 
point I want to make is that we slwuld 
not fc.rm a Legislature on a pnrtil!ulal'l 
basis which would.' only fit a. quite im
possible Constitutional situati<m, The 
next point I would lib to it:;k ·~·ot~ is 
with regard to the positiol). of Ministers. 
1 ou are, in effect, going to have 1\ 
dyarchy in the ·Centre. On p.ttg•3 l 3 ·you 

say that Ministers .~nd .the ndvisera of 
the Rese?-"Ved Departments , are going to . 
be kept m the closest contact and with
out blurring, the.· line . that shall divide1· · 

the two. Is not that preci.hely what was 
tried in the Provincial dyarchy, and dill 
not the Simon Commission, at :ill event~, 
as we see on page 213 of Volume I, de:. 
cide that it was qwte im.possibl~ to pre
vent that line being blurred '-There is 
a very real distinction _l.h~tw-ceu the two, 
and I think it woUld be better if I asked 
Sir Malcolm Hailey to answer this ques• 
tion from his own experience in ihe field 
of Provincial "admini.:;trntion. (Sir 
lJialcolm Hailey.) Our clifficulty arising 
from the existence of dyarchy in the 
Provinces was due to the fact that we 
were really, in ·effect, on bot!J. ~ide~ 
dealing . with one common field of ad
ministration, that ·is to· :say, tL~t 
everything that was «lone · on . the 
transferred side was .liable to affet·!: us 
on the reserved· side,, and vice ,·ersa, · 
and it was because you hall tVI·o divet"fle 
authorities dealing wifh the s.une field· 
that the difficultiel of dyurchy 'arose. 

But, ~in the contemplated Federal Go'\"'.,. · 
ernment, you will have a t•omplete .fi\!ld 
under: the Ministers and an entirely , 
separated field in. the -Re.-,et·vci ·Depart-. 
ments ; that is to say, .that :Defence is, 
in effect, a self-contained subject ,whieh 
impinges very Jittle on th\l, ordirlary sub
jects of' Chil ~dmirustration, . mid .. the 
same with·· external affair;;. 'rhtJy have 
their relations, of course, hut their t·ela.· 
tions are in no way as clo:ie as wer9 the 
relations between the resP-l.,·cd "ilh! and 
the transferred side in a. locru· Govern
ment. 

6938, 1\.Iay I suggest to you.- th~t the 
all-important - thing that hrings them 
together, and which is the vital thiu~ i:1. · 
a Pro\Tincial Constitution, is the fact 
that both sides depend upon the· Fame 
purse ; that wh~re yott had rel'!eJ."Ved Ser-. 
vices and had the fitst ~~!:lim up':ln the 
purse there was• a tendeu~y ·to ·attack 
those in the interests of the transferr~a 
side. :Will you not have precisely the 
same thing at the Centre · with the 
criticism you already llave on · t.be 
Army· directed from the unreservl'(l 
side !-You may have ~tttac·k. at the 
time of the division of money, but you 
will not have a blurring uf allmini:;
tration. 

6939. Is it possible to separate entirely 
1\.Iilitary·administration from; let us say; 
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that o~ the Rail~ay~ f-I think they only duced. We assume also thnt thert> 
eome mto relation m the 1ime of mobili- should be a debate upon Defence at 
sation, and the like. ·. · · .·: . · : . sdtne. period o~ the year. The t.pportu-

"' 6.940. Can Foreign . Policy be kept nities. for forming public opinion ·will, 
enbr~ly separate .from T~1·ifi'::~~ .»nd have . therefore, be just as great in one sense 
nothmg to do with each 6thllr f-.-(Sir· : as they are now ; indeed, they ,..,-m be 
Samuel. Hoare.) The. ans:w~r . to .M~jor·. greater_ if- the .Governor · tak«.>s· . the 
Attlee 1s. th.at, no ~oub~,, it can be. : At . Ministers into ·his confidence before he 
the s~e trme, there 1s a , ge,n~:fal .field . introduces his Budget. 
tha~ .1s fairly easily_.-defiricd of· !ot~ig_n . 
pohhcs, and there 1s: anpth~r · general Archb1shop of Cantervury. 
:fi~ld of Tariff ins~itutions!; . We have . , 6945. May I just intervene on that 
got very mu~h the same pos1hon to-(~a:r.. point t I suppose ·accordi:a..J' to 52 (b) · 
Under the Fiscal Autonomy Convenhrm h . b d' ' · " · ' as Majo ·Attie k · · d t ; t ,_ t ere may e Iscussions on these foreign 
vene h ~e . fi . n

1
o'fs, ~~ 0 ~101 .m teh_r:-. relations provided the Governor-Genera] 

et _ m sea ques .10ns w 1en e . gives· his consent f-Yes . · · · 
Governor-General and the_ !~dian Legi_s- . . · · . ~- . 
lature are agr~ed, but, it. may ~vcJI .• lJe: 6946_~ It would be muc~ be.tter 1f that 
t~at there are cases . that, whilst 'pr~ma- we_t~ P-.;tt t~: o~h~r. '!ay ;~und. IPll-trad. 
rily fiscal questions, are ultimatelv o~ pu~tmg prohibiting, 1t . shou1d be 
questions of foreign ·and Imperia~!:. '" subJect ~o the. consent oi t~~ Governor
politics. In that case, ~he Imperial Gov... General, d1scus~1on ma~· be, ~·n~ !:lo on .. 
ernment, obviously, ·has !!.locus standi . J!o"!ever, that Is a detail. f-:-:-I t~mk that _ 
and has to make its voice heard. In IS a ~atter of argument. . 
actual practice, I think. we hav~ ·been' Archbishop of Canterbury.] Yes. It is 
a.~le_ to respect botli si~les of' the posi. prov~ded there that discus~:~i~m is possib~e 
tion-; and we have been nhle to ,~ork the provided that the Governor-Genct·al m 
arrangement fairly s~l,ti8faeto:]y.' I do his discretion feels .that it would be 
not foresee substantially ~reater diffieul- opportune to have It. 
ties in the future than might arise .r.ow. · 

'6941. Do I take it .that there will be 
any ·opportunity'' of discus'::!i,)n by . the 
Central Legislature of li"orci~n .• \ffitirs. 7:. 
-Yes, within· the terms (Jf the Rules of 
Business that are laid down. 

6942. Because does · not amo'l.nt you 
spend on your Defence Jargely <1epend 
upon your Foreign policv Y-Not ve1'Y 
much in India. • · 

6943. I sl!ppos~ you have the que~tion 
of Army expenditure· P.omi~ up ; the 
Army Vote has got to be defen«led. Has 
that not got to be defended with ll view 
tq· the external relations o-!: India.· If-But· 
then I do not quite see to what con
cl~sion Major Attlee i~ leading up. It 
pomts, surely, to keeprng both th~ De
partments in the Reserved ride. 

6944. My question is really as to how 
far you are going to g_et- nn . informed 
public opinion in the Cent~al J .. egislature 
on Foreign Affairs, and on the Army, 
where they are strictly Reserved, be
cause, if you do not, I see a trouble over 
your Indian Budget with regard fiJ 
money wanted ·for Defen(:e ?-'V e have 
assumed. that. the Viceroy ~hould discuss 
expenditure upon Deferice with his 
Ministers before the Bud~et is intro-' 

Marquess· of Salisbury. 

6947. But the point of ~.lajor .Attlee's 
questions, was, I understand, that if, ~ts 
is conceded, the :Legislature dis~us~es 
Foreign policy and De.f~nr.e and the 
money which is required for those Ser
vices, then there will be the ~arne risk 
of blurring between the two Reserved 
and the Transferred Services, as · hbs 
been found unworkable under the pre
sent Constitution f-I do-not know -whe-· 
ther that in ~fajor Attlee 's view,. or 
whether it is not. It is I!Ot rny . new 
at all. 

Major .Attlee. 
6948. The. point that. we hail di"'cussed 

this morning on that was : . Wh:tt s]w.uld 
be the aititude 'of the :Ministers 7 Yon 
may be optimistic and say that the 
Ministers will agree with the Gov(~rnor
General. . Perhaps, they wil! qot. · The 
Joint Select Committee's view. our pre
decessors on the Mont:'Uj'1-Che1m~;ford 
Reforms on a similar state of things, was 
that the Mem hers · ryf the Executive 
CounCil and the Ministers could dis
approve of each ot~ers p~oposals,. and 
need· not ·support their e_ollca~<es, eith~r 
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~y voice or by vote. Is t~at going r o 
happen in the Central Legtslnture f Is 
that going to be the rel:J.tiouslllp of 
::\Iinisters on the one hand, 8.1Jd l'eprc
sentatives of thP. Reserved Departm~ntf:, 
on the other !-I should hope not. That 
i" getting back _very muc.l}.. to a se~ie:J <?f 
questions we d1seussed th1::~ morurng,, 1S 
it not, when I thought we had Jealt w1th 
those questions at some length this morn
ing, as to what should happen in the 
event of the Governor-General not tak
ing a Minister or his Mini~ters with him, 
I have got nothing further to add to what 
I ~aid this morning. 

(1949 I am not really on what "ill 
hnpp•~n. I am trying to look at the 
thing, as a whole, and imagiuo th·~ Con
stitution working. I wanted to be 
£iuite clear as to how it differetl in any 
way from a dyarchy that ~e saw workir:g 
in the Provinces. l do not see nny very 
great differen<'e !-Sir 1.Ialcolru Hailey 
has just made what I thoug-ht was a com
pl<·te answer to. ~hat, but it is a. matter 
of opinion how much imp•.ll'tnn<.'d JOil 
attach to it. 

6950. One further question, and that is 
with ·regard to the Resen·ed subjects. 
You said that you could only conceive of 
the Army and Defence l,eiug. eventually 
a transferred subject wht:m you have 
<'omplete Indianisation. · Will there be 
nny expr£>ss provision for Inrlianisation 
in the Constitution !-No, it docs not 
come into the Constitution It~ nU. 

G951. It has not been Cltnsidel·ed as to 
whether there should be any defiuit.e pro
Yision f-It does not appear to me to be 
susc£>ptible of Constitutional definition. 
What we have contemplated is that we 
might refer to it in the Instructions to 
t!Je Governor-General. May I . just 
amplify that, Major Attie!~ 7 The renson 
of my answer is not that I am nn!?~'mpa
thetie to a programme of Indianisntion, 
hnt that no one in the world, su far as 
I ean see, ean effectively .lefine how long 
a procf:'ss of fh~t kind i,;; ~ing to take. 
It must depend upon the ncttml results 
from year to year. After sll, the only 
test is the safetv of Indi.a. vnd it nm~L 
be judged as the experiment proceeds 
how quickly you can proceed with it with
out f>ndangering the security of India. 

6952. Could you provide for some l.:ind 
of nnnual report showing the progress 
made '-That is a matter of d~~tniled 
administration that . we could consider. 

6953. Of course, this is· a ·point on 
which Indian opinion 'is veey insi:stcut t 
-Yes. · · · · ; 

. 6954. Would . you .· s~y .. that . Jt1oreign 
Affairs must remain Reserved as lung as 
Defence is a Reserved snbjeet, or is there 
any possibility of its being transf,~rred 
->ooner f-1 should not like to give an 
answer, I . think, to a question of that 
kind ; I had not _contemplated tl1e ques
tion at all. It is so diUi:mlt to say how 
the developments will take place, how 
long Indianisati:m takes, for instance, 
and .. so on. 

· 6955. You could not su.v what are the 
conditions which. must be fulfilled beiore 
the control of Foreign Affairs could be 
transferred !-I think it is \·ery difficult. 
I will think over the questiun, that I cer
tainly could not give an answer now. 

Marquess of Salisbur!J.l · I hope the 
. Secretary of State will not think· 1hat 
any large body of opinion 'w.ill ]>ress him 
to define when Foreign Ai!airli can be 
entrusted· entirely to., the Federal Legis
lature. I do not know whether :Mujor 
Attlee intended to suggest it. - · 

l\Iajor .Attlee.] · 'I do· not say that the 
Secretary of State must not ussume that 
everybody thinks he is going too far. 
That is all I say. 

Sir . .Austen Chamberlain.] I only want 
to add to the observations which have 
pass~d between Lord Sali~bury and 
l\Iajor Attlee, that in any future which 

. I can conceive, the foreign rel:.l.tions of 
India will involve· this country, nnrl t.his 
country must have a say in its own 
affairs. 
. Witness.] Apart from any question of 
difference of opinion, I think Major · 
Attlee will find,. when he thinks over the 
question further, ·that it is extraordi
narily difficult "to as~gn dates &lid to 
define conditions here and now. We are 
basing our proposals upon a found'l.tion 
of organic growth, and it is extraordi
narily difficult to place times nml sea
sons ',and to define exactly when such
and-such a thing will or can happen. 

Major .Attlee.] Yes. · I only want to 
see the shoot which grows in the 
Spring. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

• 6956. Sir Samuel Hoare; would I be 
ri.,.ht if I suggested that these ·white 
P;per proposals arise, in the :first pla.ce, 
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Jnade by British '·:Ministers !-·-I think, filment of those pledge.:~ '1-Yes;. cer-
certainly, promises and pledg.~g, ,,-hE·thl'r tainly., · ·· · 
explicit o:w,o· iinplicit, enter a great tlc&.l Lord Ranke,"llour.1 'Ari-:;ing out of that, 
into these proposals ; · but thet'e . nrp I think l must just ask this : Has tht>re 
other ~considerations that • enter mto · been any pledge given by Parliament ex;; 

·these proposais ·as well, i\ud ·I ' would cept that contained in the Act ·of 1919 Y 
be prepared t.6 defend a grent many of Mr. Rangaswami Iye~;rer:.] The Whit~ 
these proposals. upon• their morits, quite Paper Resolution. . . . 

·apart from any past obligations. • - · Witness.l I have always thought about 
· 6951. When the pledges were m~de, all these pledges that their strength is 
were these other considaratious cited at much more moral and implicit than it is 
the time f-1 do not know :lo-t all about specific. I do not m.ean by that that 
that. . they ought not to be carried out in the · 

Mr. M~rgan Jones.] Might I ask if, full spirit in which they were made, but 
when for instance, the Duke of Con- my difficulty wh-en ram asked to define 
naught spoke on. behalf ·of tbe Dtitish my .relations to a particular pledge i5 
Government, there were any conditions this, that almost always that particular 
cited and spoken of lndi.a receiving pledge is in general terms. The pledges 
Home Rule or Dominion Horne. Rule on that Mr. ].!organ Jones is now quoting 

· the same terms as other Domi.nions f are .in general terms. I belieVil that ill 
. Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Had we the White Paper proposals, we are 

not better h~ve IDs. Royal Highness's acting fully within the spirit (If all those 
_ e;xa(,lt words, if an:y qu.estion i:s to be past pledges, and that we are inter
. based upon them 7 preting those ,pledges in the best possi-

ble way in the circumstances with :which 
Mr. Morgan1ones.] I have cited them we are faced. · · 

·already twice, Sir Austen. . · · .Mr. Morgan Jones.] I have just put 
Sir Auste~ · ·. Chiimberla·in.) · l· think my hand upon the quotation which I · 

we ought to have_ them· aga.tn._. wanted from the Duke of Connaught ; I 
will read it : ''For years, it may be for 

·;_Mr. Morgan Jone<J.. generations, patriotic and loyal Indians 
695S. jam 1?9rry I cannot put' my baJ?-d have dreamed of Swarnj for their 

on' that actual quotation, and so r. wJ!I Motherland: To-day yoa l1ave the 
not press that. one, my Lord. I wil1 beginnings· of Swaraj (self -governm('nt) 
take another which I can eite. Speak-. within my Empire, and w~dest scope and 
ing at ·the last meeting of the F~rst ample opportunity ~or progres'3 to the 
Round· Table· Conference, the Prime liberty which my other Dominions en
Minister used these words: "What have joy." That is- the quotation whith .I 
we been· · doing ! Pledge after referred to. 
pledge has been given to India that the Sir Austen Chamberlain.J That shows 
British Raj was ther.e not for pel"J!e~~al the importance of having the exact 
domination. Why did we put facdth«.>s words, if I may say so. 
for education at your disposhl 7 Wily Mr. Morgan Jones.] I quite ngree; and 
did we put in your han~~ the. tex~-bo_oks perhaps Sir Austen will point out to me 
from.which·we draw pohbcal msp1ra.t10n, in what sens~ l have departed from the 
if we meant that the people of India spirit of those words 'f 
should for ever be silent and negative Sir Austen Chamberlain.l No ; I will 
subordinates to our rule f Why have not argue. I am qnite :~atis:fied U1at 1\Ir. 
our Queens and our Kingi giYc~n . yon :Morgan. Jones has given 11s the exact 
pledges ! Why have our Viceroys words. I can only say I could not re.:. 
given you pledges ! Wby has onr Par- cognise them iri his parapht"as~,. but that 
liament given you pledges 'f" aml that may have been my fault. 
succeeds a whole page, if not nParly 
two pages, elaborating the point as to 
the repeated pledges· +.hat have l·~er: 
made b:v Ministers on behalf of Parha
ment. Now the question "I want to ask 
Sir Samuel is this : Do you advance 

Mr. JJ!organ Jone.'J. 

6959. I agree. Now the n·JXt point, 
Sir Samuel, is this : Am I tight OJ' 11m I 
wrong in suggesting that the::;e proposals 
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fall short of what is generally understood 
to be implied by the words -~·Dominion 
Self-gove:r;nment " !-I should f!:ly r;er
tainly, if you, take the Statut~ of West
minster as the test of Dominion Self-
gove,rnment. ' · · · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
G960. But, Sir Samuel, mny I ask you 

one question at this stage 1 Take the 
Dominions as they were up to the date 
when the Statute of W c:>tminster WM 
passed :what would be you1~ reply7-My · 
reply would be that the conditions in 
India differ in certain dcfbite ,.·cspects 
from the conditions in any of t.he 
Dominions, notably in the field of De
fence, and on that any Constitutional 
Aet must take account of these differ
ences of conditions. 'Vhat we nre try
ing to do in the· White Paper is to take 
ncconnt of these d.itfer(mcas of condi
tions and to give India. a very wide 
opportunity for future development. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

G961. My Lord Chairman, '~ith refer
ence to what Sir Tej Bahaclur Sapru ha.s 
said, may I inquire whether the Statute 
of 'V estminster created !ln<l conferred a 
new status upon the Dominions, and di,l 
not merely recognise thP-ir existing 
status, as was stated by the Balfour Com-

-mittee f-That may or may not he so. In 
any case, it does not affect the answer 
that I have just given. 

:Mr. Morgan Jones. 

· ' 69~4. I am m_erely. on. th~ p-o~t· at . the 
moment . as '· to 'whether the r pledge has 
be.en made.. I am not concerned 'now· so 

-much with whethel," ' it' is 'to _i be1. · imple
mented. May I repeat IPY;' point, my 
Lord ·Chairman : · As tO whether Sir. 
Samuel would ·regard these' White Paper 
proposals as .being a fulfilment. of the 
pledge of Dominion Home Rule Y-I have 
given my answer to. that question .. · There 
is no point in my; repeating my, answer. 

~ • ~ c • ' I : t , • • j I ; 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.. · ·· 
' 6965. May I ask one question Y · Does 

the Secretary of State believe that the 
. White Paper proposals will develDp India 
for Dominion status unless . ~y are re
garded · as ·transitional proposals Y-I 
think . they have_ in them :t~ seeds of 
growth~, , 1 · • .. 

6966 .. Into , Dominion · · status ?-Cer
tainly, assuming that' the distinctive coa

. ditions . that separate· India from the re5t 
of ~e Dominions are eventually removed. 

. : l ' 

.. .Sir '.Austen. c~;-be~iai~~. n :. 

6967. May I interpolate · a question f 
.Has any time been set in· any Ministe:J,ial 

· pledge within which. the full ideal must 
be realised !-Not so far as I know·;' and 
I ~hould be very mu~ surprised- if any 
}fmister. had. made any Such . statemerit, 

· for the obvious reason that we are deaJing 
with ·uncertain factors, :arid nobody op. 
earth can say here an~ now when: the 
pre~edent conditions for . such, .a state Qf, 
affrurs will have been satisfied,: , ·. , 
- ~. M. R. Jayaker.] Yet the bo~rd in
terpretation of these. pledges must neces
sarily mean that_ the ideal will be reached 
within . a reasonable . period and not. in 
eternity. , · · · ' . , 

6962. The point which I was leading to 
was this, Sir Samuel. These- public 
declarations to which I have just referred 
were made by responsible people, all of 
them. Do you not regard it as of prime 
importance that the Government should 
not in any way lay itself open to the S:U: .Austen Ohamberla"in.: 
charge of failing to observe its ·under- 6968 . .AB I: ~derstand the pledge it is· 
takings so publicly expressed f-Cer- merely that we shall' do nothing incon
tainly ; and I claim that . we are in no · sistent with that, and shall at· such· times, 
way open to a charge of that kind. and 1 ill·- such measure as we cbnsider 

6963. But I thought you just told me. . right, advance towards that goal. Would 
Sir Samuel, that these White Paper pro- the Secretary of State agree with' that f 
posals do in fact fall short of Dominion - Y e$, with this one addition : and in 
Home Rule Y-I did not understand from . the meanwhile remove wherever we are 
Mr. Morgan Jones that the Duke of Con- .able the obstacles that stand in. the way 
naug-ht's pledge was in the year 1933 that of future advance. · · 
India was to receive Dominion status, Sir- Austen Chamberlain.] I accept that. 
according to the interpretation of the ~ Viscount Burnham.] Is it not laid down 
Statute of Westminster. in the Preamble to the Act of 1919 that 
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"the action· :of Parli~ent ••.. must be 
guided by tlie co-operation received from 
t~ose on whom new opportunities of ser
VIce will be conferred, and by the e.x.tent 
to which it is found that confidence can 
b~ . :rep,?_sed in- their sense of responsi- · 
bility. . Is not that a condition 7 . . . .. .. . . 

Mr. Rangasw~mi Iyenger. · 

announcement, and I . am . willing to 
quote that..· . 

:Marqlless of Reading.] If that is to 
be inquired into you must take into 
account that there was a debate on the 
term used, and the Prime Minister defi
nitely . stated, and wrote a letter to Mr. 
Baldwm, that the. use of the term 
" Dominion status " did not involve any 
~h~ge of policy. You must take. that 
.mto account •. 

6969. May I take it that those Minis
ters who made these p;ronouncements did 
not look upon it either as a dream or as 
a means of putting- off to some &deter-· 
minate future this definite. ideal of .. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Dominion. status y..:_I. should think it is _6971. I should ~e to take it along 
certainly ISO. With what Lord Irwm, who was the Vice-

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

. 6970~ Is it pertinent t~ ask whether 
there is any uniform Dominion Constitu
tion at all f-,Theoo is no uniform Con
stitution. : Obviously one · Constitution 
differs from another. When it comes to 
a questiot;t of status I think I would not 
be prepB:I"ed ~o e.x.pres~ an opinion. 
. Archbishop of Canterbury.] But status 
~s one thing-. a ·very vague term, speak
Ing generally, of position, but something 
quite different . from ·any· partieular form 
of Constitution. It does not follow that 
because· India . may • not have the· same 
Constitution as other Domlliions it neces
sarily· is to be debarred from· that general 
position which is called status. : 

.M:arquess of Salisbury.] Dominion 
status, you mean 7 

Arch~ishop of Can~erb~ry.] Yes. 
- Marques's of SaliSbury.] No one·would 
say the White Paper bad any resemblance 
to Dominion status, of course. 

Mr. Rangaswami lyenger.] That is 
true. · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] That is true. 
Lord Rankeillour.] Are not the words 

of the Preamble that have been quoted 
" with a view to the progressive realisa
tion: of responsible government in British 
India· as an integral part of the Empire." 
That doe·s not imply necessarily Dominion 

roy at the time, stated and declared· to 
, us, and I am · going ·to quote it. The 
· whole trouble arose because of that inter
pretation which was put by Sir Malcolm 
Hailey. at. that time in the Legislative 
Assembly. ·That is the beginning of the 
whole trouble 7-=-Could not we now get 
back to the proposals actually in the 
White Paper 7 . . . 

Lord irwin.] As my name has been 
·taken in vain, it might be wo.rth while 
to interject that . my much discussed 
Declaration dealt entirely with the realm 
of ultimate. purpose. It made no com
mitments · whatever ·as to date, as I 
was careful to·point out to Sir Tej Sapru. 

. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I never sug
gested that you or anyone committed 
himself to a date. That is a ~atter of 
argument as to what you mean by making 
those Declarations, but, . for heaven's 
sake, I say, do not try .to whittle down 
that Declaration as was attempted to be 
done in the Legislative Assembly. That 
has. been the beginning of all the trouble 
in. India, and if at this ·stage we are 

.told that the Declaration only means 
;responsible government and nothing more 
speaking for myself. I have nothing 
more to do with this Constitution. 

Lord Rankeillour.] Those were the 
words of the Viceroy. They can be over
ruled by Parliament. 
. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] We attach 
much more importance to the Declara-

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] May I point tions of the Sovereign and the 
out to· you, Sir Samuel, that the inter- Sovereign's representatives, and we re
pretation suggeste4 by Lord Rankeillour fuse to be drawn into these hairsplitting 
just now was put by Sir Malcolm Hailey distinctions between the Viceroy and the 
in the Legislative Assembly, and was e.x.·, Parliament. We take our stand ·on the 
pressly repudiated by Lord Irwin in his Declaration of the King. 

status! · · · 
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Mr. Morgan Jones.] My question con
c~rned the purpose rather than the date. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

6972. Let there be no mistake. We do 
~ot admi! any pledge except a condi
tional pleoge f-I should hope we will not 
get into a long controversy over terms. 
What I am interested in are the pro
posals actually in the White Paper. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

6973. I quite ~OTee, only it is import
ant that we should be quite clear that 
we are playing fair (if I may use the 
expression without offence) by the Indian 
people by carrying out as far as we can 
within the limits of 'time pled!!eS we 

6975. ln4JSID.uch . as the States quite 
properly feel that they would like to. see 
the. :whol~ J?icture before they take & 

deciSion, IS 1t . not equally . fair that the 
other parts of India should like to know 
what their picture would be like vis-a-vis 
the States f-I should think British 
India will know pretty well the picture 
when the Act is passed. . 

6976. They will not kD.ow how niany 
States are coming in· by & certain date 
I mean f-Yes, they will ; they know that 
the. Federation will n~t take any effect 
unbl X number of Pnnces accede. · 

6977. They will know the· minim~ 
n~ber but they will not know how many 
will acutally come in beyond the 50 per 
cent f-I would have thought that should 
not affect _their view very much. . . . . 

h ad 
. , 0 

ave m e. That IS the whole question' s· T . ah 
-:I ~1onestly believe we are playing fair, lr eJ B adtur Sapru., 
vnthm the framework of our proposals 6978~ Would it not y..:_Just tell me, Sho 

. "\. 

there are seeds of growth that if the Tej, what is in your mind. I . do not 
Constitution is reasonably worked' on both follow the point. . · . · 
sides, will lead to very great develop- . 6979. Supposhtg w~ wait for abOut a 
ment in the future. year or two, and find that the · I-ndian· 

6974. I wil~ not press that any further. States are not ready to come in, or you 
On the question of the accession of the cannot get 51 per cent. of the Indian 
States might I ask you this question as States to come in, the position will be 
to ~vheth~r. you have considered settlng fhat we shall have gone back to the re
a time hmit by which time the States commendations (more or less, I do not 
must indicate their accession or other- say precisely) of the Simon Commission. 
wise ~-We have often considered that W: e shall have to h!l've only Provincial 
proposal, an~ we have always turnedl it autonomy and nothin~ more l!nles~,. of 
down for this very obvious reason. We course, you then entertam any propoSition 
cannot compel the States to come in if . wi~h. regard .to. ch~ge of opinion. at the 
they do not wish to come in, nor can we. BntiSb . Ind1an cen;re .t:-But, Sir Tej, 
compe~ them to agree to Instruments of Mr. M?rgan Jo:r;tes po~t was a some-· 
Accesswn before they wish to agree to what di~erent pomt, and 1t seems to me 
the Instruments of Accession, and it has your difficulty wo~d b~ ~qually ·great 
S<'Pmed to me that the worst possible whether you have a time limit or whether· 
policy would be to appear to be putting you do. not. How m~ch b~tt.er off· will 
a J?istDl at their heads when the whole you be 1£ you have a tl~I!-e b~It,_ and you 
has1s of our proposals is founded upon the fi.nd at the end of ~hat time limit a suffi
id_;a of free consent and free agreement. c!ent n~mber .of Pnnces have not accc:~ed. 
" hen I say that, it does not mean that 'You will ~~ m exactly t~e same P.ostbon 
we are not anxious that they should as the pos1bon you have JUSt descnoed. 
accede at the earliest possible date. We 6980: Nc:l I think then we shalla5k 
n re anx~ous that. they should accede at you to alter the . character of the C~ritre, 
the earhest possible .date, and we will irrespective of the Indian Princes, 
t~y to do our best to smooth over the because we have never waived that claim 7 
dtffieulties and to make their accessmn -Here of course, we are getting on to 
at a reasonably quick date. Further a rath~r wider issue, but I have always 
than that, I feel we cannot go, and, said myself, and I believe my view has 
further than that, I think that it would represented the view of the Government 
be very unwise, in the interests of those generally, that if there was a _long .and 
who wish to see ~ Federation to go. · indefinite period of delay obVIously we 
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· should: have to consult together again in 
'"View ·of the then existmg circumstances. 
.: 6981. You have no doubt said that, and 

·.in the White Paper there is that state
,- ment ·I -~ecognise that f-Yes.-

Mr. Zafrulla Khan •. 

6982. May I make one suggestion, or 
.' put · ·one iquestion to the . Secretary of 
State;··_ arising · out of the last matter 

~ referred to. . we fully recognise that the 
States<. must come in of their free con

: sent. -We also recognise that it is. no 
·use trying to put any kind of pressure 
upon them to come in. We also recog

·. nise,' if the . period continues to be in
' definite during which we do not know 
; whether they are coming in or not, a new 
'situation is- then created which we must 

· face,:. but could the Secretary of ·State 
give· us some idea as to how long he would 

·,;be' prepared to wait for the coming, ·or 
' not coming' in, of the States, and what 
;: sort of period, roughly, would · convince 
him that it is not worth while waiting 
now under these circumstances, and we 

· must face the new situation 7-I have 
, always. hesitated ; to make any estimate 
, Qf ye::~,l's. If I prophesy too short a time 
: everybady will say what a very foolish 

peJ:son ·! was. _If I am cautions, and I 
give. a more distant figure, then a great 
.m.any people. will say : " You are post
.. pon~g ·· these _things indefinitely ; it is 
_quite obvious you do not want to take 

. action:' I cannot go further than 'say 
· that as far as we are concerned we wi11 
remove every possible obstacle that we can 
remove, and we will do our utmost, 

· assuming Parliament endorses these or 
: any other proposals, to see that the~e 
· __ proposals . are · put into effec.t at ·the 
_earliest possible date. 
. ·- Mr. . Zafrulla · Khan.] I cannot press 
:you. ~urther. _ 

·: : . • · Mr. lilorgan Jones. 
'. · 69S3. Turning now to the question of 
the Legislature itself, as I understand it, 
the White Paper will expect the 
_Governor-General himself to appoint the 
· :Min~ster . who will carry the greate5t 
majority in the House ?-Yes. 

6984. Does not Sir Samuel think that 
from . the very outset it will be 
better that the Governor-General should 
.~nvite_ that _leading personage himself to 

accept the responsibility of appointing 
his colleagues in the Cabinet as the case 
may be 'I-I would rather leave it . to 
practice and usage. I am not biased 
against the kjnd of kfuvelopment that Mr. 
Morgan Jones foresees at all. 
· 6985. But if such a man were invited 

tO' form his own administration, having 
regard to the fact that he would depend 
upon a majority in the Legislature, he 
would be more likely, would he not, to 
appoint representatives of the minority 
groups who would be prepared to co
operate with him and to work successfully 
with him than if Ministers were chosen 
by the Governor-General for him 'f-1 
think that may be so, and I think that 
may well be the line of development, but 
with so many uncertain factors, par-. 
ticularly with the uncertain factor 
arising from the need of seeing that the 
Princes are adequately repre<>ented and 
that the minorities are adequately repre
sented in the Government, I would rather 
leave the picture a free and open picture, 
without trying to 'dJefine the situation too 
rigidly. 

6986. But you would contemplate, 
would you, that any Ministry formed 
should ipso facto be representative of the 
Princes and minority groups as well 7-
Yes. · 

6987. Will not that mean a somewhat 
'heterogeneous kind of Ministry 'f-It is 
inherent in the whole system of All-India 
Federation. 

6988. I wonder if you recall the occa
sion when I think Sir Tej Bahad:ur Sapru 
was discussing the question as to .whether 
a Ministry should resign or not when a 
question relating 'specifically to the Pro
vinces was before the Legislature, and 
the problem was as to whether a Minis
try should resign, seeing that it had been 
defeated on a purely provincial . problem 
by. an aggregation of votes from the 
States and the Provinces. You remember 
the point f-I think the point was upon 
an exclusively British-India problem 
rather than an Indian problem. 

6989. That is what I meant by Pro
vinces 'f-Yes. 

6990. Do you remember the suggestion 
which I ventured to make, that, instead 
of the Minister being called upon to re
sign upon a defeat of that sort, the 
Princes should not be expected to vote 
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upon purely British-India questions, and 
that, since the Princes had not voted the 
Ministry should not be expected td re
sign T-Here again I think it is one of 
those difficult questions, the solution of 
which must be left to usage. That was 
why I said this morning that I preferred 
to leave questions of this kind to conven
tion, rather than to definition and statu-
tory enactment. · . 

6991. Do you think it is a wise provi
sion that the Governor-General should 
when he thinks fit preside over the meet
ings of the Ministry ?-Yes, I do for more 
reasons than one.· I think the reason to 
which I attach the greatest importance is 
that I do look to the Governor-General 
to bring together the two sides of the 
:Ministry, namely, the Counsellors re
sponsible for his Reserved! Departments 
and the :Ministers who are collectively 
responsible to the Legislature, and I 
believe the Governor-General will provide 
the most effective bridge between the two 
sides of the Government. · 

6992. But for the purpose of developing 
the idea of collective responsibility would 
not it · be desirable that the Governor
General should absent himself from those 
Ministries and leave thosd proh1Pm3 to be 
decided by his Ministers, reservinoo to 
himself, of course, the powers whicho are 
reserved f-We have left the Governor 
General free to pre<;idc or not as he thinks 
:fit, and I think that is really the wise 
course. I would imagine myself that, at 
any rate in the early days of the con
stitution, and I daresay for some years 
to come, the Governor-General and the 
Governors will normally preside at their 
Cabinet meetings and that by doing so, 
as I said just now, they will make a 
bridge between the two sides of Govern
ment. That seems to me to be a·· very 
important duty imposed on them, particu
larly in the early days of the constitution. 
How the constitution will develop later, 
wbetlu~r it will develop upon our lines, in 
whic? it is the Prime :Minister only. who 
presides, or not, I should not like here 
and now to say ; but what I will say is 
that we put no obstacle in the way of 
development taking place on those lines 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

6993. Is there anything- in the . White 
Paper to prevent the Ministers meeti.Dg 
together themselves llll<l evolving tlieir 
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own. policy and then going to ,the .Gay
ernor:Ge:t;~eral ?-Obviously .under'·· -the 
Constitution we do not control . the· in
fo~al acts of the ·Ministers.·~ .They' are 
at liberty to meet together .. and ~disc1lsa 
things as they like. · · · · · ·.. ··"' 

Mr. Morga~ ~ o~eS-.:. -~:., ·,·. 
6994. I take it, since·_ thls :M~~ky:-ean 

be representative of. the States and- the 
. other parts of· British India as: well. ,-it 
is possible for one of the Staies 2repre
sentatives to become Prime . MinisterJ. of 
All India ?-Yes. · 

69~5. I ·would like .to ask o~~ ·:·~~es~f~~ 
in regard to what I might call a• border 

· problem. Suppose there is· a Sta~first 
of all, let us assume. a State ·which has 
acceded, _which is contiguous with a part 

·of British India, and there happens--.to 
be on that border, shall ·we say,. 'a· fac
tory whose employees are in· the territory 

·of the_ State and in the· territory: •of 
British India.· Am ' I making :.myself 
clear 7-Yes. · · ·. . : ;, ,;._ ... :. . ,,_ 

6996. Under· this Constitution 'will'-' it 
be possible for the Central Legislatti.re'to 
('lllbark upon legislation dealing with·)he 
well-being of the · inhabitants .. , and 
workers ·in that factory who live 'iri··the 
States territory 7-What dociJ Mr; M<>r
gan Jones mean by their well.;being'f • :, 

6997. Suppose health. Iegislaiioli;'~.:or • 
labour . legislation, . or education '7.-...;onty 
to the extent that the State has·: surren
dered the appropriate powers. to _.:the 
Federal Government. · - ·. · · ·· ~-~ :~, 

. . . . .-, -·~-· 

1\Ir. Morgan Jones.] _Shall ,we _suppose 
one that has not surrendered them being 
contiguous, then do · you .contemplate 
that the body of people working in: .the 

. same factory_ shall be subject to· two ·se~s 
of laws just because one set happened to 
be living in the unacceded territory and 
the others in the British India territory· t 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] Is your suppos;d 
factory ~ituate in Briti~h India .or in 
the States t : · ·. "'. . ~ . 

Mr. -af organ Jones. · · · ; 
~ -~ ... . .. . . 

6998. I will suppose for. the moment it 
i;; in British India f-If it is iri British 
India it will obviously be . subject · to 
British' India factory legislation. , · · 

6999. But the laws which ~vern .the 
working hours of the men will. apply. to 
the men working in British India, but 

J~ 



'not to the men working ~n the other -side 
of the Border. !....:..No, as far ·as I under
·stand the position, a factory in British 
:India would, in all respects, be subject 
"to British India factory legislation. 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] I .think I follow~ 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] That is so. 

Mr. M. R. Jayakar. 

7000. May I follow that point a little 
further t Supposing British Indian legis
lation requires maternity benefits to be 
given to the working women will that 
apply to those operatives who are resi
dent in the Indian States, although work
ing in a factory situated in British 
India 'f_:_Only so far as I understand the 
position; if the States have transferred 

-snch powers to the Federal Government. 
The whole basis ·of our Federal scheme is 
that· we do not interfere in the internal 
management of the States except to the 
extent that they have surrendered powers 
to the Federal Government. 
· 700L Therefore, the · case will be like 

this:. AssUm.ing the State has not sur
rendered that· power to the Federal Gov
ernment you will come across this 
anomaly, that" a section of the operatives 
resident in British: India will have ma
ternity benefits accorded to them, while 

· aitother section resident in an Indian 
State will have no such benefits, although 
all the operatives work in the same fac
tory f-I do not see how you can expect 
not to have anomalies in the kind of con
ditions that we are contemplating. 
Whether an actual cage of that kind is 
likely to arise or not I do not know. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

. · 7002. May I put a case of a different 
sort from that I put a moment ago-one 
which appeals to us on these benches more 
particularly : the right to withhold his 
labour, the 'right .to strike, to put it more 
bluntly. In British India that may be 
safeguarded ; in the State it mav not '? 
-My answer is the same. The· whole 
basis of. this Federation is that we do not 
intervene in the internal affairs of the 
~tates, -except to . the · extent that tho~e 
mternal affairs· are affected -either · by 
paramountcy or- by the transfer of the 
powers to the Federal Government. That 
is the whole .basis of this . scheme. 

7003. you do . not interfere in the 
State ; I quite follow that. But if you 
look at page 15 of the Introduction I may 
perhaps ·explain how my question arises. 
It is paragraph 28 : " It may be, how
eYer, that measures are proposed by the 
Federal G<;nernment, actina- within its 
constitutional rights in ° relation to a 
·Federal subject, or in relation to a sub
:it:ct not directly affectina- the States at 
all, which, if pursued t~ a conclusion 
would affect prejudicially rights of a Sht~ 
in relation to which that State had trans
f~rred. no jurisdiction... Or, again, poli
e1es m1ght be proposed or events arise in 
a Province which would tend to prejudice 
the rights of a neighbouring State." 
The point I had in mind ·was this : 
V'f ould those particular words imply that 
smce the State would argue that leoois
lation to provide the right to strike wo~ld 
prejudicially affect their interests, there
f(•re, the Federal Legislature may be 
forbidden by the Governor-General from 
embarking upon it ?-I do not think we 
were ·contemplating a case of that kind 
at all. · · 
- 7004. But it would be possible 7-We 
an not contemplating the constant inter
vention of the Governor-General in the 
field of social legislation on the ground 
that· a particular act of social reform 
might react badly in a particular State. 
That is not the kind of contina-encv we 
are eontemplating. o • 

. Mr. J!orlJan Jones.] I am much obliged 
for that answer. . 

Marquess of Reading. 

7005. May I ask one question on what 
vou have said, Secretary of State 'I If 
~ubj~cts of an Indian State are working 
In a factory in British India subject to 
the British-Indian law, would th~v not. 
whilst they are workina- in the fitcto"'· 
b b

. ,.... ~." 

e su Ject to the British-Indian law ?-
Yes ; I am informed . that they would. 

l\fr. !forgan Jones.] May I return to 
tb~ observation of Lord Reading ; I do 
not think be quite met my point. 

Marque~s of Reading.] 1\Iay.I say I was 
n0t attempting to meet the point '? What 
I was trying- to clo was to clear som~ 
confusion which had arisen ·durina- the 
discussions by getting tha!· point ~lear ; 
that was all. · 
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· Mr. Morgan Jones. 

7006. 1 ask Sir Samuel Hoare, though 
it is true that the same legislation will 
apply to employees either from the States 
or from British India, in so far as work 
inside a factory is concerned, when a 
strike takes place their domicile is in 
the States or in British India, and, there
fore, must not two sets of laws neces
sarily apply Y-1 would not like to get 
into a legal argument on this point ; I 
would have thought only one set of laws 
would apply in the factory. 

7007. Yes, inside the factory, inside the 
lmilding f-Yes. 

7008. But suppose men were on strike, 
and, shall we say, picketing their fellows 
iH the States, or picketing their fellows 
in British India. The law may permit 
it within British India ; the law may not 
permit it within the State f-I think one 
(•annot help anomalies of that kind in 
vny Federation, and I think one might 
equally find anomalies of a different kind, 
but, none the less anomalies between one 
Province and another. 

7009. I will not press that further. 
One more question, and I hope this is not 
contentious. Will Sir Samuel Hoare 
please explain to me, as I indicated I 
would ask him to do to-day, what is 
involved bv these ecclesiastical matters in 
rrl:ierve ,_:t think it might be a good 
thing, my Lord Cbairman, if I followed 
the course I adopted at the last Round 
Table Conference, and put in a short 
:Kote as to what we contemplate to be 
included under the term, " The Eccle
siastical Department.'' Short, however, 
of putting in this Note, I would say, 
generally speaking, in answer to Mr. 
~forgan Jones, that we contemplate a. 
Department that will provide adequately 
for the spiritual ministrations of the 
Armv and the British Services. Over 
and above this provision, there are, '!ll~er 
existin(J' conditions, certain chaplamc1es 
r.nd c:rtain branches of expenditure, 
not at all big branches. of expenditure, 
nor numerous chaplains, whose duties, it 
might be urged, are p~ncipally for. ~he 
British population outside the Br1hsh 
Armv and the British Services. Obvi
ot:sl_: we could not suddenly bring to an 
£led • :Oinistrations of that kind, but we 
should aim our policy at restrict~g the 
Ecclesiastical DP-partment speciflca.lly • 

to· the British Services· and ·the British 
Army, and in. a space of time, we should 
reach that positio~ In the meanwhile 
there would be some of these quite small 
expenses that might go on for a period 
of time, but they would be expenses that. 
would be coming to on end. 

7010. But they . would fall upon public 
funds of India f-As they do now. 

7011. How much . is involved, can you 
tell me '~Quite a few thousands a. yea.r, 
it would be, and a diminishing ~lini: . 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. · 

7012. 30 lakhs Y-But it is not 30 la.khs, 
in answer to Mr. Morgan Jones' question, 
Mr. Morgan Jones was asking the ques
tion how much of this expenditure 'is not 
exclusively for the Army and the British 
Sl!rvices. My . answer is that it is a very 
small sum. , 

Sir N. N. Sir car. 
7013. The · Secretary of State · was 

asked to consider the· case of, a factory 
provision in India . and men and women 
being residents of a neighbouring State 
and certain so-called perPlexities and 
anomalies were pointed out . to . ~· 
May I ask him whether those perplexl
tit•s and .anomalies do not exist now to
day if the facts given by 1\Ir. Morgan 
Jones are assumed 7 Are we not in 
exactly the same position Y-1 should 
think ·in exactly the· same. position. 

7014. May I take it that the Secretary 
of State will agree that, as regards ~he 
perplexities and anomalies, Federation 
<Jl' no Federation has nothing to do with 
it t-lf Federation has anything to· do 
with it, I would have thought that. 
Federation would help to remove ra~~ 
than to intensify anomalies of that kirid 
by bringing people together. 

Earl of Derby. 

7015. :,Does not that anomaly oecur 
almost every day on the Frontiers of the 
European Continent '-Everywhere. 

Dr., B. R . .Ambedkar. 

7016. Arising out of the questions t~at 
were put by .}lr. Morgan Jones regarding 
the pledges, you stated that lio respon
sible statesman in this country has bound 
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hjml:lelt . to time and pace. Is that so ,_ 
Yes. ·.· · -

7017. But· I think there is a general 
,·~eement that the ultimate . goal of 
India's . Constitution . is · to be Dominion 
stntus 7-It has. constantly been so stated. 

·7018. So that on the question of the 
· ~l.tim~t<:, goal, there is really no dispute 7 
-::-;:That, wo~d be .so, yes. 
. ~-:-7019 .. ,Now what I want to ask you is 
this :; In, :view of that, weuld you be pre
pared to put this in the Preamble to the 
(JQverilinent of India Act, that the ulti
ml;lte goal of India's Constitution would 
be·. Dominion status, leaving . the question 

10f;;,~ the.: time and . the pace to . be 
drte~ed by. circumstances as ·they 
arise .7-I· do not .think here and now I 
l'mulc;llike. to give a pledge as to what is 
.m- is .not put in the Preamble ·of an Act · 
·of~ Parliament. I, myself,. am preJudiced 
~ains(Preambles of Acts of Parliament, 
for reasons· good or bad, and I would 
rri,lher ··say_ neither: yes nor no to Dr. 
..t\mbedkar's · question. It is a point that 
·ought.'to be considered by the Committee. 
l woul~ not regard it as a question of· 
p1inciple, one way or the other ; I think 
it ·is: essenti{illy a matter for discussion. 
Vp~>n · the face of it. I· ·am against these 
grneral declaration in Preambles. 
:_. 7020. I want t~ say this, that this is 
.not 1;1. point in ·dispute now, and, in view 
<.•t ,the fact that it. would have a re
_s;ssuring .effect on the Indian people, it 
would, b~ .desirable to have this embodied 
iu·. the· Preamble to the Government of 
Indi~ .Act 7---We. must take note of what 
Dr. Ambedkar has said upon the point. 

7021. Now th~ next question that I 
p'~"opose to ask you is with regard to the 
date ·of the Federation ; that in view of 
-c«~rtain uncertain elements connected with 
tll~ entry of the Princes into the Federa
tion, it was not desirable to give a date 
for the :iria.uguration · of the Federation. 
N9W: the point that I propose to put to 

.Y<:_-U ·is, this : What would you say to a 
:pr~posa.l like this-! am making it as my 
.own ::-Supposing- you started ·the Federa
ticn without waiting for the Princes, and 
:had a ;nominated bloc apnointed by the 
.Vicerov or the Governor-General, it may 
l::c from officials or non-officials, it may be 

, partly from offi<'ials and partly from non
·officia.ls, , and . then inau~rate your 
• Federation, and then, as the Princes come 
;ip,, ... el,iminate the nominated bloc to 

. . 

make !oom for such Princes as begin to 
come m 7 Have you any objection to a 
proposal of this sort '1-Yes I have 
several objections . to it. I Uunk that, 
:perhaps, the strongest that occurs to me o.ff
hnnd is that it is a completely new one. 
Hue for the last three years we have 
been considering no other kind of Federa~ 
tjon than an All-India Federation with 
the Princes adequately represented' in it . 

J022. 9uite true, but let me pursue 
thts pomt 7--::May I just finish my 
answer 'I Secondly, I would say, even 
apart from that every formidable objec
tion, an objection that would mean that 
we should have to start .all ·our· discus
Slons over again, there is the further 
objection that I do not see what is to 
happen supposing when you had got 
Y•·Ur nominated bloc, the Princes then do 
not come into the Federation at all. 
~ 7023. I will p~t my next question. 

1 ou want the Pnnces' representation as 
& stablishing element 7-No; more than 
that, Dr. Ambedkar ; I would not 
rE:strict myself to that at all. I want 
the Princes' accession for a number of 
reasons. I believe, quite apart from 
the stabilising effect of the Prince::;' 

representation, they can bring into the 
Gove~ment of India many very valu
able · m:Huences. 

7024. But my point is this. I am not 
n.aking this suggestion as a permanent 
part of the Constitution. I am making 
the suggestion for the transitional period 
until the Princes come in. I am only 
trying to get over the difficulty that 
:vou would say wouid arise if the Princes 
a~ not make up their minds to come in 
a stated period. I am only trying· to 
get over the difficulty as to date 7-I 
quite see that. None the less, with 
the best will in the world, I do see •the 
very formidable objections that I have 
jnst mentioned to a transitional plan of 
this kind. 

Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan.] In 
. any case, if I might interject, had that 
not better be brought out when you meet 
again, in the event of such a contingency 
arising. It has been promised that 
when a contingency arises we meet 
again. I think a suggestion · of that 
nnture ·would be more appropriate then 
rather than now. 

Sir A. P. Patro.] You will not be there 
when it comes. 
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Witness.] I have always thought that 
it is really a great mistake, particularly 
for those who are really interested in 
setting-up an All-India Federation, tO 
concentrate upon setting up some kind 
of provisional government upon the 
assumption either that Federation is 
never coming into existence, or that 
Federation is only coming into existence 
in the very indefinite future. I believe 
myself that Members of the Committee 
and Indian Delegates who make pro
posal!'! of that kind, although they do not 
w1sh the result of their proposals to be 
it• the least what it will be, are really 
putting Federation further and further 
ir:to the distance. I only go on repeat
ing my own opinion, and I must rely 
upou my British and Indian friends to 
f:ce that time after time it is not mis
represented by our enemies outside. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] May I pursue 
this a little further. Do you think 
Federation is more important, or respon
sibility is more important ' 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7025. Or neither ?-I do not see the 
point of Dr. Ambedkar's question. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

7026. 1\Iy point is this : If you are not 
preparPd to consider any alternative for 
a transitional period the conclusion is 
that there can be no responsihility unless 
thPre ii; Federation ?-Really now Dr. 
Ambeclkar is raising issues that we have 
been discussing for three years. For 
thrPe :vears we have assumed in 
every discussion we have had that these 
proposals are based upon a foundation 
of All-India Federation, and I am 
not prepared to-day, after three years of 

D·r. B. B.· Ambe(lkcu:.J 1. :'!oul.~ J,ike .. ~0. 
ask . a question or two about fin.anciaJ 

. safeguards. · · . .. .' I ·-; .: ·:: " 
.Archbishop of Canterbury.] :I , thiBlt 

that clearly comes within . .fi.n~ce .. : . '>i 
---:. 

Dr. B. R. · Jmbedkar; : . ·.·. ·, · 

7027. I want to ask a question· or two 
about defence. You remember that ·- the 
Sub-Committee on Defence iri its . report 
rt·commended that there . should • be ' :4 
Military Council. t do not :find any pr~• 
posal in the White Paper dealing :·with 
that 7-For the very good reason ·that 
we do not think that is a Constitutional 
proposal. It is an administrative · P!~ 
posal. - · · ·.--: ; :_ •; 

7028. .Are you going to have it -'~I 
have always . myself been in favour · · of 
h"ving in India something in the ·nature 
of the Committee of Imperial· Defenee 
here. I believe in actual practice it" Will 
be found to be necessary. tt is. veey im
portant to bring not only the ·: Defence 
Ministers, and the Defence 'officials,' .·:in 
touch . with Defence problems;. but now 
that Defence covers so very '~ide a. ~~ld 
of the life of a nation we have found here 
it is of great value to have a Committee of 
some kind in which the appropriate Minis
tel'S can be had in for specific discussiQns, 
Eond ther~ is a strong body, not only· of 
civil opinion, but also of military opiriion 
in India that is in favour of the develop
ment of some such Committee :as· .'this, 
but essentially it _ is. an · administrative 
question rather than a question that call. 
be dealt with in an Act of Parliaillent · · 

Marquess of Salisbury. .-. '· ., . 
7029. It would · be a purely· advisory 

body, I suppose 7-Yes, as the Committe~ 
of Imperial Defence is here. ·. · -' · 

these discussions, to reopen this question. · Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, • . :. '· ·. '· 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] It is true. I 7030. Perhaps Si.i- Malcolm Hailey 

do not want to pursue the matter. . I am would be prepared to say· is not there 
only suggesting an alternative for your somethi:hg of that kind now f · There Used 
C'onsideration. I have two more ques- to be something of that kind in: the time 
tion~ to ask, but I do not know whether of Lord Chelmsford. I attended 'some of 
they will be within the ambit of the topic the meetings 7-I went into· this:_ in· some · 
WP arc discussing. One is in relation to detail 'with the gentleman who probably . 
the qualifications of .candidates for the knows more about the Committee of 
F<'deral Upper Chamber. . Imperial Defence than.· anybody· elsE>o, 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] I think namely, Sir Maurice Hankey, and he and 
Hiat would more properly c'ome under I both agreed that there was a line of 
franchise, would it not f very useful development to be followed 
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-in lndia very much in the kind of way 
that we followed it here,' namely, a very 
elastic body with certain memhers that 
practically always attend ; other members 
.had in for specific diseussions, and the 
body always being as the Committe_e of· 
Imperial Defence .is here, an adv1sory 
and not an executive body. 

.. . 

. · • . Sir C. P • . Ramaswami A:iyar. 

7031. Are there not tlie beginnings of 
such a system now f-I think so. I think 
from the discussions I have had the Com
.mander-in-Chief and the senior officers in 
future· . ·would find such a body very 
usefuL· ~- ·· 

·r 
' Sir Tej Bahadur Saprtl.. 

. · · 7032. My impression is that at the time 
. of Lord Chelmsford there wa;; such a 
body, and Sir Malcolm Hailey used to go 
in as Finance Member f-(Sir Mo.lcolm 
Hailey.) That was mainly for t:.onsider
ing cases in connection with Wazi.ristan, 

. and the Chief of the General Staff and 
· various other officers used to comt! in and 
discuss it with various officers of the 
Executive Council. 
. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] That is my 

impression. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

7033. With regard to the reserved sub
jects, you do not propose to make that 

·part. of the budget votable f-8ir Samuel 
Hoare.) That is so. 

7034. That is opposed to the theory of 
Reserved Departments as it exists now 
under the Governnient of India Act f-

·. It is based upon all our previous discus
sions, and I thought, although there was a 
good deal of. discussion at the · .Round 
Table Conferences about certain features 
of Defence, there was a very general 
agreemf'nt upon the point that the monies 

. should not be votable . 
. 7035. Do you see any very great danger 

if the . J...egislative Assembly vote upon 
it, and the Viceroy had the power to 
certify. if he found any drastiC! cut was 
made f-J think it is better in a matter 
of this kind, in which the responsibility 
of . the Viceroy is clear and unquestioned, 
that whilst opportunities should be given 
.for discussion, the necessary expenditure 
&~ou~d be· non-votable. 

Dr.· B. R. Ambedkar.] The next ques-' 
tion is with regard to the appointment 
of the commander-in-chief. I dJ not find 
any specific proposals dealing with that 
in the White Paper. Section 19 of the 
Government of India Act mere!v ~:;tate~ 
that the commander-in-chief. shall be 
appointed by His Majesty by Warrant 
under the Royal Sign Manual. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7036. It is a· curious accident that in 
the present Government of India Act 
there is no reference to the appointment 
of the commander-in-chief. All ii. does 
is to provide. that if the commander-in
chief is a Member of the Executive 
Council he shall take precedence over the 
other Members of the Executive Council f 
-Whether there are provisions in the 
White Paper or not, it is intended to 
continue the appointment of a com
mander-in-chief. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar . 

7037. Section 19 (l) of the present 
Government of India Act say~:~ : "The 
Commander-in-Chief of His Maj\lsty's 
forces in India is appointed by His 
Majesty by warrant under the Royal Sign 
Manual." ?-Yes ; that would probably 
go on in much the same way. 

Lord Irwin. 

. 7038. Is not the matter referred to in 
Proposal 6 at the foot of page 39 of the 
White Paper ?-Yes, paragr1!-ph 6, page 
39. 

·Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

7039. Paragraph 6 does not S11Y bow his 
appointment is going to be madt-on 
whose advice ?-By the Crown. 

7040. On whose advice f-The appoint
ment is made by the Government here . 

Sir Austeu Chamberlain. 

7041. By His Majesty acting on the 
advice of l\Iinisters at home f-Yes. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

7042. I looked up the other day the 
Debates. in the . Legis1ative Assembly 
dated the 17th February, 1921, _ and Sir 
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Godfrey Fell described the circt!mstances 
under which the Commander-in-Chief was 
appointed in these terms : " The appoint
ment of the Commander-in-Chief is made 
by llis :Majesty the King on the· advice 
of the Cabinet, and the Cabinet natur. 
ally turns to the -chief of the Imperial 
General Staff, the highest military 
authority in the British Emp1re, for 
advice." So the position is that the 
Commander-in-Chief under the present 
law or practice is appointP-d by th~ 
Cabinet on the advice of the Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff t-He is not 
appointed by the Cabinet ; he is 
nppointed by the Crown, on the advice of 
the Prime Minister, or whatever it may 
be-the Secretary of State for India 
here. 

7043. The point I want to put to you 
is this : Do you think this practice is 
consistent with the new sort of Govern
ment we are contemplating, considering 
that Ddcn~t> is to be largely a responsi
bility of lhe Indian peopl<> and the 
Indian L.>gislatures f-I think it is quite 

inevitable with Defence a. reserved De
partment. 

7044. But it is also going to be a 
responsibility of the Indian people and 
the Indian Legislatures. How is the 
appointment of an important officer who 
is going to be ~ charge of a v~ry import
ant Department under the new Govern
ment, who is appointed not on the advice 
of the Secretary . of State, not on the 
advice of the Governor-General, but on 
the advice of the Cabinet in 'consulta
tion with the Chief of the Imperial Gen
eral Staff, · ·compatible with a G(•vern;. 
ment whose Defence will be a responsi
bility of the Indian people f-8urely, if 
Defence is a Reserved Department the 
Government to whom those reserved De
partments are responsible shOuld make 
the appointment. 

7045. I can understand the Viceroy 
making this appoi,ntment ; I can under
stand the Secretary of State making the 
appointment f-That. is what it comes 
to. 

(The Winte~ses are irected to tvithdraw.) 

Ordered, That this Committee be adjourned to Thursday next, 10.30 a.m. 

20th July 1933. 

Present : 

The MARQUESS of LTh"'LITHGOW in the Chair. 

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Lord Chancellor. 
:\Iarquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
]\[arquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. 
Earl Peel. 
Lord Ker (~Iar~uess of Lothian). 
Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lo~d Hntrhi£on of Montrose. 
Major Attlee. 

Mr. Butler ... 
1\f ajor Cadogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

.,1\Ir. Cocks. 
'Sir Reginald Craddock. 
:Mr. Davidson. 
1\Ir. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
1\Ir. Morgan Jones. 
Sir J osepb N all. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
1\Iiss Pickford. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
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The· following Indian Delegates were also present :-
,. 

INDIA..~ STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 
Sir Akbar Hydari. · 
Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
Sir P. Pattani. 
Mr. Y. Thombare. . 

BRITISH INDUN RE.PRESENTATIVES. 

His Highness the Aga Khan. 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. · 
:Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. 'Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. . 
Mr ~ Rangaswami Iyenger. 
Mr. M. R. Jayak:er •. 
Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

Begum Shah Nawaz. 
Sir A. P. Patro. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa 'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir N. N. Sircar. 
Sir Purshotamdas Thak:urdas. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

. 
The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HOARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., · M.P., sr; -M~co'LM 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., C.S.I., and 

Sir JoHN HE1>t""RY KERR, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., are further examined. 

Chairman. 

7046. Sir John Kerr, you arc late of 
the Indian Civil Service, now retired. 
I think· the last office which you held in 
India was that of Governor of A&:~am !
(Sir John Kerr.) Yes. 

7047. Secretary of State, I _think you 
might wish to describe the circumstances 
in which you have asked Sir John Kerr 
to attend with you to-day !-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) My Lord Chairman, I have 
brought with me to-day Sir .John Kerr 
particularly to deal with the more de
tailed questions about the Franchise. It 
spemed to me that, first of all, with his 
administrative experience, and, secondly, 
with his experience on the Franchise 
Committee he could deal with a number 
of questions. that I feel sure will be a~ ked, 
namely, as to whether administratively 
the kind of scheme contemplated in the 
White Paper is practicable. I would 
therefore suggest to the ·Committee and 
the delegates that _he should <leal with 
I}Uestions of that· kind. When, however, 
questions of more general policy arise 
then I can deal with them. 
· - "'1'148. I think, Sir John Kerr,. that you 

-· __.__f'Jlairman of what is called 

the Lothian Committee on the frnnchise ! 
-.(Sir John Kerr.) Yes. 

7049. Do you hold any official position. 
at this moment 7-No, none at all. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7050. Secretary of State, I think you 
do ·not follow in the White Paper abso
lutely the Lothian Report, but in its 
main outlines you do 7-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) That is generally so. 

7051. In particular for the Federal 
representation you, in the White Paper, 
have selected direct election for the Cen
tral Assembly !-Yes. 

7052. Of course, I need not remind you 
that there have been a great deal of 
questions about that. Do you look upon 
that as an open question, whether it 
Ehould be direct or indirect 7-It is diffi
cult to say exactly what is an open 
question. I would certainly say it is a 
question upon which there is bound to be 
a difference of opinion. There always has 
been a difference of opinion. The whole 
history of the question shows how at one 
time there has been the chief support for 
one alternative and at another time for 
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the other. We have had many discus- Yes. _We,have had a roll of this kind for 
sions about it at the E.ound Table Con- the last 14 years ·since the Montagu
ferenees, and Sir John Kerr will tell you Chelmsford. reforms came into operation. 
that his Committee considered the issues There is a responsible officer in every 
in some detail, and, as a result of all district or sub-division of a district whose 
these discussions we have come to the duty it is to provide the roll' on the basis· 
view that we do · not see a practicable of the Land Registers which I have inen.O: · 
way by which we can surmount the very tioned, · and the . candidates and their 
forruidable obstacles to indirect election. supporters do, . in ·a great many cnses, 
• 7053. I will assume for the moment, at take a great · amount of trouble to see 
any rate, that the direct repres\!ntation that only those people who are entered 
so far as the White Paper is concerned ori the roll who are entitled to be entered 
holds the field f-Certainly ; I am here to according to ·the qualification. 
defend the proposals of the WhiLe P:lper: 7058. I do not· want to· take up uh.-

7054. Then I would ask eitl1er you or necessary. time, but· may I pat · this 
Sir John whether you have considered the question 7 Are you satisfied that·. under 
full arrangements for the marshalling of those arrangements no injustice · will be 
this large body of £'lectors 7 Do you pro- done 7-Ycs, I am. . ' · · 
vide anything which correspond3, for ex- · 7059. As regards the ·polling dJstrict::~, 
ample to revising Barristers in India 7- the constituencies are very large, are 
(Sir John Kerr.) The question of re- they not 7-The Pror..ncial constituencie& 
vising the roll was not specially before are not very large. 
us. It was more the initial preparation 7060. I am speaking of the · con
of the roll that we were concerned ·with, stituencies for the Central Assembly 7-
and in everv Province we satisfied our- Yes, they are very .large indeefl. · · 
selves by discussion with the local Gov- Marquess of Salisbury.] About. 1,700 
ernments u.nd the local Provincisl Com- square miles, I think, on the av~rage. 
mittees appointed by the Provincial 
Legislative Councils that it would be Lord Hardinge of Penshurst.] 3,500. 
practicable to prepare a Voterd' P..oll for Marquess of Salisbury.] More than· 
the electorate which we suggested for that f -
~tdoption. :Marquess of Zetland.] Much more. 

7055. You are aware that the prepara- Lord Hardinge of Penshurst.] 3,500. 
tion of the roll is a very complicatell Marquess of Salisbury.]· I am told the 
matter in England 7-I do not know that average is 3,500 square miles. 
it is any more complicated in India. 

7056. No, I do not imagine that it is, · Marquess ·of . Zetland.] With Lord 
but I want to know whether you can Salisbury's permission may I call atten
make corresponding provisions in India. tion to what the }"ranchise Coinmittee 
when you are dealing with this Jargl! themselves said about that f 
body of electors f-The roll whic~ we sug- Marquess of Salisbury.] My noble 
gest is based as to 90 per cent. of the friend knows it much better than I do. 
voters on a property qualification, and I shall be very. glad of. his help. · . · 
in the rural areas the property is entirely Marquess of Zetland.] The Franchise 
land. We have in every pror.11ce in 
India no elaborate land registrntion Committee say': ' "The · constituencies 

under .. our· proposals, while varying 
system which provides a most convenient greatly in size, will, in the country dis
hnsis for the preparation of a roll of 
this kind hased on the land bela by the tricts, average between 5,000 and 10,000 

· square 'miles in area." ·I may say that 
voters. some of the, constituencies · will be 

7057. Of course, in. England there ·are enormously .larger than 10,000 square 
registration agents employed under the miles. . 
modern system by the · Government and ] M bl 
Party agents to watch the registration Marquess of Salisbury. -y no e 

friend will help me very much if he will 
11gents~ and revising Barristers to see that tell me how. large they will run to f 
no injustice is done. Have you considered 
anything of that kind. for proper pre- Marquess o£ Zetldnd.] In the Punjab I 
cautions that the Register is right f- think the general constituencies Will run 
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to· over 17,000 square. _miles on the 
average. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7061. I think that is the mistake I 
made. I should have said 17,000 and not 
1,700. They are very, .very large. Have 
you considered how many polling districts 
will be necessary to deal with these 
enormous constituencies f-We endeavour 
. to arrange that nobody shall have to 
walk more than 10 miles to the poll. 
That is what we aim at. 
:- 7062. You · think they will walk 10 
miles to the poll. They would not in 
England f-In India they have to. They 
have ,to walk to their markets a~ n rule 
once · a week. Eight or ten • miles ia 
nothing to them. 

7063. Do you really think the1·o will be 
an adequate representation of the people 
~ they have to walk 10 miles to the 
po~l ?-There is under the existing 
arrangement. There have been ~>leetions 
during the last_14 years in which there 
have been very good attendance.:; on the 
whole at the elections, and the per
centage of voters who have actually voted 
has increased, I think, at every el_e<'tion. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] What was the 
figu:r6; at· the last election f 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

7064. Fifty-five to 60 per eent. f
Forly-six per cent. in the year 1926, and 
it has now, I think, gone up to wen over 
50 per cent .. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

....... 7065. There has been an election since 
1926, has there not f-Yes. 

Mr. Isaac Foot.] Fifty per cent. xis 
about the ordinary poll in London for a 
Parliamentary election, and less than 
that for Council elections. 

Marquess of Salisbu·r?l· 

· 70?6. Upon which Exchequer will the 
expenses of these elections fall f-It falls 
at. present entirely on the Provincial 
Governments. 

7067. Have you ahy estimate of how 
much a General Election for the Centre 
will cost ?-I do not think we have an 
estimate for the Centre alone, but in 

Appendix VI of the Franchiew; Com
mittee's Report there are a considerable . 
number of calculations as to the prooable 
cost of these elections. Of course, c.nder 
the Lothian scheme the main cost will be 

. in respect of the Provincial C01.mcils. · 
7068. Can you give the Committee any 

figures 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I !lm in
formed that the additional cost for the 
election of the Federal Legislature-

7069. The additional cost ?--That is 
over and above · the present Cf)St of · an 
election for the Indian Central Legisla
ture ; the additional cost is 12 ln.khs. 

7070. Perhaps I ought to address this 
to the S,ecretary of State. Yoa are 
aware that the almost universal rule of 
these representative systems is that the 
franchise is gradually extend~d 7-Yes, 
that has been so here, anyhow. 

7071. So we must anticipate that the 
Indian franchise will be extended ?
I should think that will be a reasonable 
anticipation. · 

Marquess of Salisbury.] In fact, one 
of our colleagues 0 n the. Delegation--1\Ir. 
J oshi-indicated at an early stage that 
he looked forward at an earh- date to 
having an extension in the franchise. He 
will correct me if I am wrong. 

Mr. Joshi.] You are quite right, my 
Lord. 

Mr. M. R. Jayker. 

7072. Have the Government contem
plated how they will deal with an extend
ed franchise on these lines with the vast 
masses of India 7-We have felt that it 
was our duty to make what we consider 
reasonable and manageable proposals fo-r 
a period of time. After that everybody 
is equally entitled to make what p-rophecy 
he likes. Our proposals are based upon 
what we consider to be manageable for a 
period of time. After that the question 
must be considered upon its own merits. 

7073. Is not that a very short-sighted 
policy T After all, we are providing a 
Constitution, I suppose, for a very long 
period T-What other policy could any-
body adopt T · 

7074. Will the Secretary of State reflect 
that for the Central body it is, I think, 
2 per cent. only of the population, or 
between 2 and 3 per cent. of the popula
tion who are enfranchised, and that 
amounts to something like 8,000,000 
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electors. Supposing that franehise ha'! . 
to be extended, as the Secretary of State 
has agreed is very likely to be the t'ase, 
how will this framework which we are 
creating work, when you consider thnt the 
population under adult franchise, if it 
came to adult franchise in British India 
alone, would be 130,000,000 t-(Sir John 
Kerr.) May I answer that t Under the 
Lothian scheme the Provincial electorate 
will number 36,000,000. The Lothian 
Committee was satisfied that the staff 

. existed which could manage an eleclorate 
of that size. If the Federal elcetorate 
is increased from 8,000,000 to 36,000,000 
very little addition to the present staff 
would be necessary to manage the 
.Pederal Election in addition to the Pro· 
vincial Elections on that scale, and, 
generally speaking, I would say that I 
do not think there is any rea,;on to 
anticipate that there wia he more difll· 
£•ulty in India of handling enlarged elec
torates from time to time ; there should 
Le no more difllculty in India than there 
has lwen in England. The sort of t-:taff 
whi(·h handles these electorates is n. staff 
which can be increased without any 
HC'riC'us difficulty. There will be a ~~r
tnin amount of expense, of course, but 
uo sPrions expen::;e and no serious d@
£·ulty in having an enlarged staff to 
meet an inerea,:;ed electorate as ti,me 
gops on. 

7075. Did not the Lothian Committee 
itself find that it would be impraeilc
ahle to deal with more than 20 per c~nt. 
of the p{lpulation t-Yes, I think so, 
f"eJ'La i nl y. 

7076. How does that fit in with your 
answer to me, thnt it does not mitter 
how much you enlarge it, it wo\tld al
w:tys work ?-The present electorate ln 
th(> Provinces is only seven millio~s~ 
Frmn ;;;even millions tl) a hundred and 
tl.irty millions at one jump is obvio~sly 
a Yery Ia rge ~t('p forward. 

Marqu<>ss. of Sali-bbut·~t.] If it is :oio~e 
thnn 20 per cent., according to y~ur 
own r<'port it would become i.mpractic
itblf'. 

~f nrquess of Loth,:an.] I think y~u 
have. misunderstood the question. The 
Franc·hi~e Committee never said it would 
be impossil,Je to poll more than 20 per 
cent. of the population. That is the 
(JUestiou Lord Salisbury asked. · · 

Marquess - of · Salisbut'y.] . I must not 
take up time by pursuing it. · I . ~list 
look up the passage. 

Sir .Attsten Ohan•berlain.] I hope 
Lord Ralisbury, in his ~nxiety to . faci
litate business,· will not cut his ques
tions down too mueh. These :<U"e · very 
important questions. Since we have had 
the Secretary of State present we haye 
proba~ly done more -useful work tl;lan 
at any previous time. · 

Marquess of. Salisbury. 

707'7. The Committee will realise how 
a~1xious I . a~ to be as •tscful . as ~s
sl ble. . Th·ls 1s the pa.ssage which I 
referred to. It is on page 17 of 
Lord Lothian 's Committee's Report : 
" },ina,ly, aftt-r discussiug :.:implified 
poll~g methods with official~ in Pvery 
Provmce, we are faced bv the fact. 
that, without a single excepHo.:1, ev_ei, 
one of the Provincial Hovernments and 
of the Provincial Committees has . not 
only declared that adult franchise· is ad
-ministratively impracticable to·day, J:>:Ut 
has plac:ed ·the ma.ximum of administra
tive practi<·ahility at some figure below 
20 per <;ent. of the total popul.1tion, ~or.,. 
r(>spondmg to very much less than :qalf 
of the adult population." 'fhat was 
the passage in my mind, &.nd I put ·it 
to Sir John that that shows that there 
i~ ~ertainly a li~t, 1!-nd a very ddil}i.te 
hm1t, beyond which 1t would be im:Q:Os
sible to poll vast masHes of the c~lecto. 
tate Y-I think we are thinking of the 
conditions as they exist· at present. 
The present electorate, as I Sitid, is on]y 
7,000,000, and to jump from 7,ooo;oo<1 
to 130,000,000 straight off ·was, in our 
judgment, impracticable. But we did 
llOt mean to imply that you COUld not 
work up to adult su.ffra.,..e • of 
130,000,000 gradua~ly. o ' . 

7078. So you really contemplate that 
it would be possible to P•>il 130,000,000 f 
-Not .immediately-in the future. · 

' . -
7079; I do not mean the ·dim and dis

tant future, but in some reasonable 
period of time. . Of com·se, no one can 
say what will happen th1;ee .!J.undred 'or 
four hundred years hence, hut I inean 
''Tithin a reasonable period ·of time 7-
Vv P. thought it would be impossible to 
poll more · than · this 36,000,000 that 
WE' proposed without an inordinate ·m-
creuse of .the stafL - · · . 
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· 7080. Do you not think · tbat the . 
natural conclusion from that .is that if 
you have this ,.:.st populatjon, t..ne-fifth 
of the ·human rnce altogether, and you 
are prop\lsing to create a 8ystem under 
which they . shall have an electeu As-

12,000,000 an.d 15,000,000 literate in 
India, and the electorate for tb~ l•,ede
ral Legislature will number only sumP 
7,ooo,ouo under the Loth1an · proposal~ ; 
so- that, the proportion of the il11t~rat~s 

. for the Federal Legislature will nut be 
large. . . semhly, it is very unwise to begin by 

allopting a system of dil·ect eleCtion, 
which, presumably, cunnot work · t:x:cept 
with n Rmall number 7-I do not think 
we mcsmt to say that at all. 'VI:i.'lt 'Ye 

. did say was that for various reasons 1"8 
preferred the direct system to the in
direct sy!Stem, and that we l'lust im
pLS:e on the grotmds of immediate prac
ticability some limits on tho electorate. 

7081. I wilt not . go any further into 
tbat ; other :Members of the Committee 
will pursue it, no doubt, and will draw 
their own conclusions from what you 
lave said. May I ask. yon about the 
ballot 'I I !mow that the Lothian Com
mittee considered the question of the 

. ballot very carPfully, . did they not 7-
Yl's. · · ·- · ·. 

. '7082. Do you think it wvuld be easy 
to work the · ballot with the· euormuus 
prt>porti(ln of· illiterates which there are 
in the Plectorate 7-,Vc recommended a 
special !!lystem of voting which is called 
the coloured box system. It has been 
in ·force ·in parts of India: for a great 
manv years in municipal elections. The 
Southborough Committee which framed 
t11e franehise in 1920 for the Montugu
CheJrnsford Report, referred to that 
svstem with approval ns very suitable 
for recordh1g -the vote3 of an iUiter~te 
population. It has been worked in 
CE'vlori where the electorate numbers 65 
1')er cPnt. of the pf)pulation and it has 
been workell there with remaT'ka.ble suc
eess. · 'V t> took Pvirlencc on that point, 
and it is recorded in our Proceedings. 

7083. But you are aware, · Sir John, 
that there are much fE::wer electorates 
in Ceylon than there wiil be under this 
system 7-0f course, Ceylon i<J a much 
smaller place in every way, in popula
tion and area, and all the rest of tt. 
·. 7084. But the proportion of illi~erat~s 
is much smaller in CeyliJn than 1t w1ll 
be here 7-Yes, that is so; 50 per cent., 
I think it iS. 

7085. And how many i1Htc!'nt•1~ will 
there be undel" the White Paper J•ro
posals for the Central As:-;cmhly l -Fol' 
the Central Assembly.· thete neNl not 
..necessarily be any. There n.re between 

'i 086. And on the Provincial Legi~b
ture Y-On the Provincial Legislattp"e, 
it will be considerable. The male cle~to
rate under the Lothian scheme, und_er 
the Wh1te Paper schem£>, will number 
about 30,000,000 so that ab1>ut half. of 
these will be illiterate. 

7087. You say half of the Provincial 
electorate 7-Half of the Provincial elec
torate will be illiterate. 

7088. Have you satisfied· your~elf 
th:1t thi~ coloured box l.llethod of deter
mining the vot~s is likel] to give a well 
considered judgment on a &et of politi
cal issues !-There is no difficulty nt all 
in getting the illiterate voter:.i t\l under-

. stand a· mechanical method of putting 
the1r paper into a box of a purti::ul~r 
folour. . · 

7089. Will they understand from the 
.Particular colour the sort of politi~al 
questions which are submitted to 
them !-They understand they are vot
ing. for A or B, whoever it is, and they 
know in a general way !lt present that 
A is a landlord and stands ior the land-

. lords' point of view, and that B is ver
haps the vakil from Hea.d,tnarters who 
has taken up the cause of the tcnuiJ.ts. 
There is not the slightest tlifficnlty in 
getting any illiterate cultiva~o:r in India 
to understand that and to vote accord
ingly. 

7090. And you think that those will 
be the only simple issuo~ that will be 
submitted to the elector.;, that they are 
to vote for the landlord or the vnkil 7-
I do not say those will he the only ones, 
but in the Provinces, for the Provincial 
Councils, that will be the roost impor
tant one. 

7091. And for· the Central Assembly, 
too f-No. The Central .A~sembly ~vill 
have very different questions to. deal 
with~ but the electorate tht:Jre will be 
very ~uch smaller. 
· 7092. Then, as regards th~ p~lli.YJg, 

yl!\1 have got to deal with a la~a n~m
ber of women, hav9 you not 9-Yes. 

7093. It is rather difficult to E>xpl'oss 
it prope:dy. It bas been suggested to 
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you that there would be b"Teat cliffic~ty 
in administering the law against per
sonation in the case of thd women 7-
y es ; there is some trouble about that 
undoubtedly. · · 

7094. By the usual practice in Indi>1, 
the women are not generllliy known by 
sight f-No. . . 

7095. Is that so f-That is so, of 
course, in the towns, and the women of 
the upper classes, but with regard. to 
the village women, the sort of women 
who will get the vote for the Provin~ial 
electorate, th-ere will in most cases be 
very little practical diffimtlty in id·c.n-
tifying th('m. · 

7096. I should have thought it would 
have been a very difficult thing with a 
veiled woman, I must say 7-You will 
have to take the husband's wot·d f.or it, 
in most Cases, but the JlPlg"hbOUl'S, anll 
people of that kind, would be well aw11:rc 
of any attempt to defraud the publi<?· , 

Lord Harilinge of Penshur~t • ... 
7097. But a man may have more than 

one wife f-He may ; t.heu only one 
wife's name will be on the roll. 

7098. The wrong wife might vote ; if 
she is put down as the wife of So-and
So, the wrong wife might yoto f--Y(Iu 
would have to put down tho name · in 
that case, and you would have then to 
trust to the husband or relaf.ive whfl 
brought her that she was the 1·ig)1t 
woman. 

Marquess of SaZi.sbury. 

7099. Altogether, it is clea:.o that the 
system such as we know it in Engla~d 
will work with great di..fftculty in 
India f-No, I would not say tl1at: I 

· think in these village pollin~ · bootJ:!s, 
there are lots of people all around, ~ud 
there is no great difficmlty in prevent
ing personation either of men or women. 
They do not do things in n Jmrry at 
these places ; it is all done in a v~cy 
leisurely sort of fashion, nun there is 
plenty of time for people to h.lok 
around. 

7100. Of course, I have no experience 
of India, but I have C(lnsidet·nble -ex
perience, not a greater cxperi.cn<•e th~n 
most of my friends, of the di:fficul~ies 
of electing Members of Parlitt.ment in 
England, and I know it ics ~l yrry diffi
cult and elaborate proces:;. I suggest 
to you that these crude meth·-.cls of ~he 

colou:e4 ·, box ":hich . was practicable 'in 
Provmc1al elections, IS nllt likely to pro
duce very accurate res;:alts in India Y-1 
have only voted at one · election 'in 
England, but I mnst say it did not. strike 
me that the method~ advpt~J were_ y~cy 
elaborate. Th~ Par1sh Clerk was .. ju 
charge, and he had a · few . :people· · of 
that kind to assist him, :wd tho whole 
thing seemed to be goiug very ~mooth
ly. 'rhat was in the country, of cou:t:~e. 

7101. The whole thing h surrounded 
by agents of the . proper kir.:.cl.. I have 
one further question to 1n:t to the Sec-· 
retary of State. The Central .As1:1emllly 
represents ~ little more than 2. per cent. 
of the population-bet\V'!~n 2 and 3 pel' 
cent., I think f.:_(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
Yes, almost 3 per. cent. - · 

7102. And the Council of S~v.te, be.ing 
elected indirectly, wul reprl·~~nt about 
14 per cent. of the porJula.ti•in. Y-Lord 
Salisbury· will remember that ~he Coun
cil o~ ~tate is el~eted indirec~ly by t~e 
Provmc1al Councils. . . : · : 

7103. That is why thP.y will represent 
·14 per cent. indirectly oi' the I'eople !-
Yes. · ., 

7104. Perhaps I had hettet• put it a 
little more clearly : The ultimate voters 
for the Legislative Council will be·· 14 
per cent. of the populatiollJ The ulti
mate voters for the Assembly will ·· be 
only 2 or 3 per cent. of the populatioJi f 
-Yes, always rememberinao that· the 

. election for, the Council ol' State is not 
only indirect but it is also an elect1on 
by units, namely, by the }.{embers : in 
the Provincial Councils. . . 

7105. But it does· not alter that 
numerical point, which I put to the 
Secre.tary of ~tate f--;-No, I do not ~ay 
that It alters It, but 1t does not seem to 
me to be very relevant to it. . -

7106. So the Council of .State is really 
the more democratic of the two Y-Lord 
Salisbury can draw what dedu~tions~ he 
likes about it. I should not draw that 
deduction from it. · · · ··.· 

j \ 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger • . 

7107. I desire to put to the Secretary 
of State this question': · In· claiming 
that because Members of the Provincial 
Legislative Council elect represent:tth;es 
to the Upper House of ·the Federal 
U>gislature, is it not the cas•-3 that ·the 
primary voter, the 14 per cent. of, whom 
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my ~rd Salisburjr refers to, does not 
cast any vote for any memb\!r of the 
Second Chamber as such, but he. o!l.Jy 
elects the Members -of the Pr•Jvincial 
Council on Provincial issues 11nd for 
Provincial purposes, and that the PN
vincial Legislature is treated ag 6.n 
electoral unit for getting Memb~~rt~ ·to 
the Second Chamber Y · That the pri
mary elector is not really intei.'l;!ste.t in 
the election to the Council of State !
That is so. For the purpose _ of the 
Council of State, the Provincial As
!'lPmhly become~ an elector_al college. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

1108. May I put another question 
arising out of the question just put to 
and. answered by the Secrctm'Y - of 
State' Is it contemplated th~t Mem
bers of the Provincial _Council e1ect}!1g 
for the Second Chamber in the Cen
tral Legislature will act upon ·any man
date "given t(} them by the elact,,rates as 
to the person for whom they sho_uld 
vote 'f-I should have· thought not, but 
I do not think one can · say exactly h~w 
it will happen in every Provinee. 

7109. But under the Constitution as 
framed, they are not expected to act 
upon any mandate given to ·them '-No. 
They -are an electoral college free to 
make what selection they like. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

mo~ would there be any tlifferenc~·m 
the class of parties for which the Pro
vincial Legislature electors will cast 
their votes and the parties w hie h will 
be in ·the Central Assembly f - "\Viii 
there be any difference in parties ·f-It 
is very difficult to prophesy. I would 
have thought myself that whethei there 
are differences of parties or not," there 
will be differences of questions. 

be any real issues of the 1Uf!t!tions 
which are distinctly in the Pri>villcial 
Legislature and distinctly in the· Cen
tral Legislature which will guitlo them Y 
-I thmk it is very difficult f:.Jr m~J to 
·give an opinion in answer to n ques
tion of that kind, and ·I do • uot think 
any .opinion I gave would be any bettt·r 
than anybody else's opinion. I wt•uM 
restrict myself to saying that there will 
be different questions with which ihe 
two Legislatures will be dealing, and, 
secondly, that the primary vnt,Jr !n the 
village will not be nominating in any 
way the representative for the Council 
of State. The Provincial Coun<d will, 
as I said just now, be an electoral col
lege for that purpose, and 1ww cxa«tlY 
it will carry out its duties aurt what 
kind of- people it will el.Jct, I th1nk 
must depend upon the circumc;tauce3 at 
the time in the particular ProYince. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
71l2. May I take the- Se<"retary of 

State to paragraph 19 of t!lo Wl].ite 
Paper, page 11 Y I understand tP,at 
when the White Paper ·was written !10 
arrangements had been come to as_ to 
the alloca:tion of the seats amongst the 
Princes ?-No final arrangement. · 

7113. Is the Secretary of State a~le 
to add anything to that in£ormati::n, 
since the White Paper was l-'rinted. !
No. I do not think the situdion has 
substantially changed. I have always 
felt. that it was for this Committee to 
settle, first of all, upon· the size of _the 
Federal Legislature,. anti~ secou~ly, 
upon the percentage of seats to be al~o
cated between British India and the 
Indian States ; and that further than 
that, it was for the Princes themselves 
to say how they thought that perce_n
tage of se~ts should be alloca:.t~d 
between them. 

7114. But will not there be any pro
vision in the Bill which the. Govemmr:nt 
intend to follow on this Committee as 
to the allocation of seats amongst _t~e 
States ?-I think very likely, ultim~te
ly, there will have to be an ~ppcndix 
showing how the grouping will t.!l_ke 
place. 

- 7111. ~ut ·will it- not be ju:;t ex!lctly 
as it was stated by Sir John Kel'r, that 
the village elector will cast hi;.; vote -to 
see whether this is a man who re
presents the ryot and comes from _the 
ryot class, or. whether he is a man who 
is a vakil who has got the ryots' in
terests at heart. That will be tlt!Y sort 
of consideration -on which he will cast 
his vote for the Provincial Leg·islahjre. 
Will it' not be that when he come;; to 
cast his vote for the Central Lc~;sla
ture there -will -be the same ~~onsid~ra
tions· and: n{)tMng else ! There will ~o~ 

. 7115. How can there be an allocation 
of seats as ·between the Stat,~s untif it 
be known. how many States are- going 
to join ?-I do. not think the one is de
pendent on the other,. but what is a 
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necessary and precedent condition is 
that the States should know what is to 
be the size of the Legislatures ay.d 
what is to be their percentage of seats. 

7116. I understand from what _t}le 
Secretary of State has just said that 
these seats are to be allocated by ;tn 
arrangement amongs~ the Princes _f
Yes. 

7117. If there are only 50 per c~~t. 
of the Princes in the Federation, ~ow 
are the whole body of the Prince::; to 
determine how the seats shall he nl~qt
ted f-1 am contemplating that t}le 
allocation would be made upon _the 
assumption that . all the Prince::~ w~te 
coming in. 

7118. Therefore, only the Princes 
who come in will be called upon ·to 
decide how the seats are to be allo
cated f-No, certainly not. We nre J!ow 
in the process of negotiating with the 
Princes about the allocation, :md _the 
basis of that negotiation is that _the 
Princes are all coming in and all the 
Prinees, big, small and of medium f~ze 1 
are interested in these discussions. 

Sir Austen Ohamberlai·n. 

7119. In other words, as I und~r
stand the scheme, the schem~ which you 
contemplate will he a complete F-eheme 
making room for the entry of nll t!J,e 
the Princes f-Yes: 

7120. But I think you indicated the 
other day that you contemplated havJ~g 
some provisional arrangement to tide 
over the time between the entry of _the 
minimum of Princes who may come in 
at once and the arrival o[ the others 
who may come in only gradna1ly ~JDd 
much later f-Yes. 

'Marquess of SaU'Ibury. 

7121. Let us put a case. The figures 
sre quite unimportant, but supposing 50 
per cent. only of the Princes come in, 
how are you going to get the other 50 
per cent. to take their share in deter
mining how the seats are to be al~o
cated ?-Because the allocation an-:m_ge
ment would b.ave been made precedent 
to that situation. 

7122. The Secretary of State would be 
prepared, no doubt. to make a •·omplete 
scheme ~vering 100 per cent. of the 
Prinr.es f-Yes. 

L106RO 

7123~ But supposing 50 per cent. of 
them will not join you in t'!lat discus· 
sion, how will you be placed ,_,Ve shall 
be pl~ced with the other 50 per eent. 
coming in according to the groups in 
the groupin~ system that we have mane 
for the whole 100 per cent. 

Sir Austen .Chamberlain. 

7124. Did you not say the other day 
that you would in that case contemplate 
some weightftge, some addition, to the 
representation of the seats coming in, EO 

that those . Princes who did come in 
might have a reasonable proportion of· 
the Legislature f-Yes. · 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7125. your plan, as I understand ( Ol" 

I ought to say the plan you prefer of 
three ·plans), was to• add to the i'epre
sentation of the Princes .oth·eady in the 
Assembly a proportion of the other 
Princes' representation on the san~e pro
portion as those already admitted. Is 
that so f-I d0r not know what Lord 
Salisbury means by saying '' upon the· 
same proportion as those already ad
mitted.'' 

7126. I understand· one of the States 
which came. in would have, say, 10 seats t 
-I see what Lord Salisbury means. l 
think very likely it would work out on 
those lines. 

7127. There is only one other question 
I want to put as regards the Provincia~ 
distribution, that is to say, 1he distri
bution of seats in the Provinec::;. He is 
aware, of course, that there is a great. 
deal of difference o·f opinion on that. I 
am not going into the difference of 
opinion, as to whether the Communities 
are properly represented in Bengal under 
the Poona Pact. I am not . going into 
it; but I am going to put thid question 
to the Secretary of State : Whether he 
has any s,tatement at all to make upon 
that subje-ct ?-Upon the Communal de
cision of the Government 1 

7128. In· the case of Bengal, I a!ll 
speaking especially 7-No. I have notJt .. 
ing to add to the Memorandm.l that I 
circulated to the Committee and· Dele
gates on the 26th May upon the Gov
ernment's Communal decision. The Gov
f:'nuncnt made it quite clear thfLt they 
regarded their decision as final and they 

!t 
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were only prepared to accept a variation 
if it was clear to them that the varia
tion had been agreed by the aecreditetl 
leaders of the various Communities ; 
and, as a Member of the Goven1mentJ 
I am· not prepared to add anything fur-

ther to that statement of Govcrnm~nt 
policy. 

· Cha·irman..] Secretary of State, do you 
desire to hand in the Memorandum to 
which you have just referreJ. 7---Yes, the 
Memorandum is as follows :- -

MEMORANDUM.-- COMMUNAL AWARD. 

I think it may be· useful to my col
leagues on· the Joint Select Committee 
who have not been familiar wilh tho cle-
velopments leading up to the White 
Paper, if I give for their infonna tion a 
very brief account explaining the scope 
of ·what is known as the "Communal 
Award," the history of its origin, and 
why it stands, so far as the Government 
is concerned, on a different fo,>ting from 

- the other proposals in the White Paper. 
2. Both the :f:iist and second sessions 

of the Round! Table Conference found 
progress much impeded th1·ough the 
failure among the Indian delegates to 
reach mutual agreement both on the 
number. of seats which the various great 
communitie~ in India were to secme in 
the Legislature and on the method of 
election to those seats. The main if:'SllC 
as regards election was whether separate 
electorates were to be maintaineJ. or the 
system of joint electorates with l'cserve·l 
seats employed. (For an expbnatiou of 
these terms see paragraphs 149 and 150 
of Vol. I of the Statutory Comnns~ion'a 
Report.) Repeated failure, after many 
attempts, to reach agreement on these 
problems had not only left thi::; vital gap 
m the Constitution as so far outlined, 
but was preventing some of the minority 
eommunities from. proceeding any fn'r
ther with discussion of other aspects of 
the Constitution which had a communal 
bearing until they knew where thev 
stood as regards their represt,ntntion in 
the Legislatures. 

3. Accordingly, in order to remove 
this obstacle to progress, the Govern
ment were very reluctantly compelJ~d to 
give a decision on these point:; which 
was more or less of the nature of an 
arbitral award. The Government undt>r
took to incorporate the -provisionf'! of 
the award in their proposals to Parlia
ment. This award covered the composi
tion of the Prov~ncial Lcgislahrcs and 
the method of election to them. It was 
found impossible to isolate the m(>re 
purely communal questions involved 

·from such matters as the number of 
seats for special interests, anrl the size 
of the Legislatures. On such points, 
howeYer, the GovP.rnruent Jmd hacl the 
benefit o.f the advice of the Indian 
Franchise (Lothian) Committee. The 
award was issued on the 16th Augilst, 
1932, and presented to Parliament as 
Cmd. 4147. 

4. Subject to an alteration in respect 
of the Depressed Classes cxplnined 
further below, the provisions of the 
Award are reproducea on pag•'l:3 91 and 
93 of the White Paper (those regarding 
election on page · 91 being ~\ slightly 
abridged version). 

5. The announcement prefaced to the 
Award contained the following very im
portant passage :-

Paragraph 4. " His · :Majesty's 
Government wish it to be most 
clearly understood that they them
selves can be no parties to any 
negotiations which may be initiated 
with a view to the revision of their 
decision, and will not be prepared 
to give consideration to nny repre
sentation aimed at securiJlg the 

· modification of it which is not sup
ported by all the parties affected. 
But they are most desirous to close 
no door to an agreed settlement 
should such happily be fodhcnming. 
If, therefore, before a new Govern
ment of India Act has passed iJJt•l 
law, they are satisfied that the com
munities who are concerned· are 
mutually agreed upon a. practicable 
alternative scheme, either in respeet 
of any one or more ,>f the c ~overn
or 's Provinces or in respect of th1~ 
whole of British India, th.-y will· be 
prepared to recommend to Par lia
ment that that alternativH should 
be substituted for the provisiun~ 
now outlined.'' 

6. Since the Award there h~·B been one 
important modification in respt>ct of thP 
representation of the Depressecl Classes: 
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the history of '\\hich is shortly a~ 
follows :-

On the issue of the Award :.\Ir. Ga~dhi 
expressed his i~tenti~m ~o fas~ ttgamst 
it in view of h1s obJection t-.~ tho p;o
visions made regarding repl'PS\ln~atw.n 
of the Depressed Classc:;, which, ~- ~1s 
view would have produced an arhli(nal 
splitting of the Hindu eommunity .. In 
published correspondence tha Pr1me 
Minister gave the reasons why the 
Governtnent were unable to take the 
same view but ~Ir. Gandhi remained 
unconvinced and began his fast. Ne~o
tiations now began, unde1· Mr. G~ndht's 
auspices, between the represei.ll,at!ves of 
Caste llinllus and representaltves of the 
Depressed Classes led by Dr • .Ambedkar. 
As a result an agree~eut waR 1·each~d, 
now known as the Poona Pact, by wLH:h 
the numbers of the Depresse.i Cb:;s Seats 
in each province were increa5ed above 
that recommended by the Communal 
Award while a different :-;ystl3m of elE-c
tion w~s substituted. The total number. 
of IIindu seats (known technically as 
" general " seats) for Caste Hindus ancl 
Depressed Classes taken tflgether re
mained the same under the Poouu Pact 
Rs under the original Communal A~\·!lrd. 
The Government accepted the proviSions 
of this Pact in modification of their 
Communal Award as being a mutually 
agreed practicable alternutive under the 
provisions of paragraph 4 qu0ted above! 
and on this being announced :Mr. Gandhi 
broke off his fast. The Whit.e Paper 
proposals on pages 91 and 93 incorporate 
the terms of the Poona Pact. 

7. The position of the GoYernment, 
therefore, as regards the proposals of the 
White Paper which cove1· the composi
tion of Provincial Legislatur~s and the 
method .of election thereto• is that they 
themselves are specifically pledged not 
to recommend to Parliamfont any varia
tion of these proposals except such as 
may be mutually agreed npon by the 
communities concerned, and they 1ue also 
pledged as a Government not t,> parti
cipate in any negotiations for the P'lr
pose of reaching such a change. The 
Government interpret this pledge as 
covering the provisions of the Poona 
Pact which they have themselves ac
cepted in the circumstances txplained 
above. 

"This does not cover Franchise. 
Ll06TIO 

. 8. The original Communal Award w.as 
concerned only with the Provincial 
Legislatures owing to the fact ihat cor
responding provisions , for the Centre 
could not very well be settled pending a. 
decision on the numbers to be a:::signed . 
in the Federal Legislature to British 
India and British Indian States respect
ively. The proposals in Appendices I 
and II of the White Paper, which should 
be read with paragraph 18 of the Intro
duction to the White Paper, now con
tain the Government's propusal::; on this 
subject. . These proposals ~To in effect 
supplementary to the original Communal 
Award. Xhe Government have, however, 
not given in respect to them a specific 
pledg-e similar to that containt-d iu })ara
graph 4 of the original announcement 
cJuoted .above. While, therefore, they are 
not anxious to see a fresh investigation 
de novo into these propo:~:tls for alloca
tion between the communitie'3 of seats in 
the Central Legislature, th•~y do not con
sider these proposals to stand, as re
gards their own attitude, in exactly the 
same position as the Provincial Com
munal Award, but they see the gravest 
objection to any change on two points, 
viz., the allocation of one-third of the 
British India seats in the Federal I..~egis
lature to Muslims, and the percentages 
of the seats allocated tu British II:dia. 
and the States respectively.• 

9. To summarise, it will be clear from 
the above that the Communal Award 
has 1·eference only to the composition of 
the Legislatures, and is not. concerned 
with the whole of the manifold points 
in the Constitution which· have a com
munal aspect (e.g., special responsi~ 
bilities of Governors and Gonrnor
General, relations• between Centre and 
Provinces, Fundamental rights, etc.), 
and. also that in respect of the matters 
provided for in the Communal A ward, 
the Government have clearly· defined 
their position and the eonclitions upon 
which alons they would think it justifi~ 
able . to~,_ depart f1·om it. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. · ' 
7129. May I try to get clear what is 

in your mind with regard to the alloca
tion of seats to the Princes ?-Yes. 

. *To prevent misapprehension, it may 
be explained that of the ten Governor
General's nominees in the Upper Chamber, 
it is intended . that six should be from 
British India and four from the St.'l.tes. 

X2-
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W{130. I understand yon 'nre negotiat
ihg· with them ·a. schem.~ on the busis 
tliafl all the Princes come in 1-Y cs. 
0 l ~ . . . 1 ~ • 

r: 'n31. It is a conditiou of the entry 
ip.~o force of the new Constitution that 
~f · ~~~st 51 per cent. ~:hall have come 
1~ :Jf--:Yes. 
l 7132;. Assuming what in your opinion 
i8' ~extremely unlikely, 41.3 you have told 
us more than once, that that 51 Jler cent. 
a~d 'no more come in nt the first, you 
wohld then propose· to take n certain 
percentage of the seats that were re
servedi for those who had not come in 
~nd use them in ""SOme way to- incr mu;;e 
te'mpora.rily the represent:1tiou of those 
wlto. ]lave come in Y-Y ~::~. 
:'~1~~., That is your policy, and at the 
present time the negotiation:; with the 
Pttn<;es al:)out the complete scheme are 
:ribi fi)lisli.ed and you can· ndd nothin(J' to 
!,~~t is in the White PapE-r on that ~ub
JeCt 7-That is so. W o have throughout 

. fel\ that this was essentially a que:;tion 
for the· Princes to settle among-st them
s"tl,ves. Ind.eed,. at our form(;r discus
sr~ns that IS the line that the Princes 
tfifni~elves have taken. 'Ihev have 
a~ed (at . least, one IJt" twc: of the 
!~~e_rs amongst them ha\e added) that 
~f.itheY: .cannot settle upon a system of 
all.ocahon then they will look to us to 
~ak~ a judicial settlement, but tl::ere 
1su~ve!Ything to be· gained, if ·,•;e can 
~chte~e the end, by getting a Fettle
ment by agreement amongst the PrincEs 
t!.heJ!lselves, rather than fot· the British 
Go't'ernment or this Comwittee to have 
to' intervene with a sett.lement from out
side ; a.nd I am not at all without hop~ 
that '.twe shall reach a settlement of this 
Jl:i~d by agr~ement. • 
1 ( '7i34. That you will reach a s~ttle
ment ?-That we will reach a scftle
rdent. I· : . . 
1

, ,7135. I think you will recognise, Secre-
ta,:zy of State, that the Committee would 
Ii'ke to have that settlement before them 
when considering their Report ?-I think 
that may be so. At the same time I 
~~ve always taken the view that pro
l"ided the allocation is a r<·asonablc one 
(an4_,I think we must assnroe that it is, 
b!cause, after all, we want to t;et in as 
~~Y 1~ta~es a~ '!e can, whatever may 
fi.e .. tb~Ir- SIZe) 1t Is not really a matter 
Qi( ... :pnmary concern to His :Majesty's 
Government as to what the details. are. 

7136. If I may say so, I am very much 
disposed to agree, but it does not lessen 
my desire to s.ee the scheme before this 
Committee closes its labours 7-I take 
note of what Sir Austen says. 

1fr. J. C. C. Davidson. 

7137. Is not one of the difficulties in 
this very complicated matter that the 
allocation cannot be finally settled until 
the Princes do know what the ~ize of · 
each of the Chambers is to be amd what 
percentage has been settled for their 
representation ?-Certainly. 

7138. Therefore, no final scheme would 
be available 7-Those are two conJ.ition8 
without which it is impossible anyhow to 
get a final allocation. 'l.'he Princes must 
know how many ~eats they are to have 
in each of the Chambers. · 

Mr. J. C. C. Davidson.] What I mean 
is that untJl our Report is available the 
actual scheme cannot be finally settled . 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

7139. It is rather like building a 
house : the carpenter waits fol" the 
plumber, the plumber waits for the brick
layers, so nothing get finally finished ?
I think Sir Aus.ten will agree that the 
Prim•es must know what IS :o be the sizf' 
of the Chambers, and what is to be their 
representation. · 

7140. I agree. I turn to another sub
ject, Secretary of State. Yon and I, 
Secretary of State, haYe sat for many 
years in the House of Commons for 
borough constituencies 7-Ye:i. 

7141. Is there any sort of average Gf 
population in a federal constituency 
under your scheme ?-I atlmit there is 
an enormous disparity, :mel. that i~ one 
of the formidable argumenta that have 
been urged against a system of direct 
election. It is a case of putting the 
arguments for and against and coming 
to a decision upon them. 

7142. Between what limits would that 
disp&rity exist roughly ?-Takiug a 
borough constituency here, then '!~ 
should take an urban constitnency m 
India. 

71.43. Very well 7-Sir Au&ten will 
find that it is not so much the nllDlbers 
that are the difficulty as the geogra
phical size of the constituency. If you 
take the numbers for the Federal 



Assembly you would find tLn.t the num
bers woul~ not differ materially between 
the voters in a g<l!Od many urban con
stituencies here and the voters for the 
Federal Legislature. The trouble comes 
in with the geographical size of the 
constituencies. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] I agree. 

:Major Cadogan. 

7144. And lack of communications 7-
y es, to add to the difficulty. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

7145. You and I, as I tiay, Secretary 
of State, represent dosely-inhab:ted 
borough constituencies. [ suppose yo.t 
can walk across you~ constituency from 
side to side and end to end of it in an 
hour f-Yes ; I should think even in 
half-an-hour. 

7146. I thought you ~oulcl, hut I diu 
not quite dare to press you to that pace. 
In an English county tlonstitnency evi
dently the communi~ations !lre much 
longer but they are manageable by an 
individual, are they n.ot 7-·Yo:'i. 

7147. How do you imnginP. that an 
Indian candidate, with R constituency 
with an area of 17,000 square miles, will 
get into touch with the electorate 1 I 
take 17,000 as having be<'n thP. size given 
for some of the areas in the Punjab 7-
I think it is going to be extra,lrdinarily 
difficult. · 

7148. Would it be going too far to 
r-:ay that it would be quit~ impossible 7-
I think myself it would b~ qnit1! impos
~ihle for a member in a eonstituen~y of 
that size to have the same kind of 
personal contact that th~~ member for 
an agricultural co.nstituen,~y in England 
has with his constitueuts. I think one 
must frankly admit the fact that it 
would mean very little contact at all 
between the member and a great many 
of his constituents. 

7149. In fact, would it b,~ too much to 
say that he would be really as remote 
from a great number of constituents as 
if he were elected at seCt>nrl l1and hy an 
indirect system of election ?-I Ehould 
rather like to hear Sir John Kerr's ·dew 
upon a question of that kind, hnt before 
[ a!ik him to give a more detHiled lLnswer 
I would remind Sir Austen that mal"y 
of these eonstituencies in India are 
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of· a very great: extent, and already, in 
the nature of things, there is mucht1ess 
close contact between the n1embe.lj an.tl 
his constituents than the1·e i~ helQ. 
Would you amplify that; Sir John 1-(S'h
John Kerr.) I would say, Sir, thatr,t~ 
system is, as Sir Austen Cha.mbdrl~i(l. 
has remarked, entirely diffc~ent in; Ind~
from anything we can conce1ve of m tllJs 
..country. Of course, we hJLve thes.e lll,elllf
bers already for the Central Leg1sla.tu111 
in India, and the· pr~sent constitu~neies 
are very much large than any ·con<sti;
tuency will be under the White Pap~r 
scheme, because the numbet• of el~ct~~ 
seats is very much smaller. The, way 
that they maintain contact at presen~,r~!i 
by going to the headquttrtet•s of sub.. 
divisions or big market towns, poli~~ 
stations, and places of that kind, ,and 
having a talk with their main supporters 
in that locality. There is nothin'g, ot 
very little, in . the way of thl~ m'uirih.ry 
pu'blic meeting that takes ph .. ~~-:;~11 
England, and that system, I imagfn'e', 
will be continued the mot•e responsil~ilit~ 
becomes developed in India. 11 ° 

. -l.p.j",l) 

Marquess of Z etland. w. :r 
i. fif ,r, 

7150. May I interpose one , qu~ti9,1;1 
there Y I do not quite understand if: th~ 
argument of the· Secretary of State :e.n-<l 
Sir John Kerr is this : That because a 
bad system ·exists now in India,' t~t\ie
fore, it is necessary that it shoul<l; ~ b'e 
perpetuated ?-(Sir Samuel HolireJ, 
That of course, is making a comment upon 
what I have said, and Lord! Zetland , can 
make what comment he likes, but let hiin 
face not only the question of these 
anomalies~ but let him face the full issue• 
I admit all these anomalies. I · pave 
made, as my colleagues amongst., 'the 
Indian Delegates will remember, .ve!i' 
mqch the same kind of speech at 

1
, ;th~ 

Round Table Conferences that ·1 S.ii
Austen Chamberlain has been ma,~Ml:~ 
now. 

'
0 

' • •,ri t1 t 
\ \ Sir .Austen Chamberlain. , , :1 r,,~t 

7151. Have I been making a speech')lj 1 ~ 
Perhaps I should say that I ~ave,r;rll~! 
pressed very much the same v1ews, .tP:a,l 
Sir Austen is suggesting in the ques~Hi*~ 
that he has just asked me. The dlfficiilt1, 
is to find an alternative, and so r i'(iat 
we have found very grave obstacles lR; tb'tl 
way of alternatives. . · '~~~ ,·~J.i<I.f 

. . r'l) 
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7152. Let me try to understand how 
the proposed system will work before I 
come to the alternatives. I gather from 
Sir John Kerr that in fact· the present 
practice is and the future practice must 
be that the contact of the Member with 
. the mass of his constituents must be in
direct, that he meets <?nly a few of his 
leading supporters and he leaves to them 
the instruction and education and per
suasion of the mass of the voters 7-(Sir 
John Kerr.) I would say he meets a large 
number of his supporters-not only a few 
of his leading supporters-nothing like 
the whole thing. I do not say be has 
any public meetings ~ttended by a latge 
proportion of the com;tituents who. live in 
that locality. 

. ~53. Public meetings are only a part 
()£ the machinery· here. A very large 
part of. the influence which a candidate 
obtains is probably obtained by personal 
visits to his electors at their homes. There 
would be nothing of that kind '1-Visits 
to their houses would not be practicable, 
except in t.ije case of a few, but they 
would if they were urgently interested in 
a matter like tariffs, which a lot of them 
are at present, I know, come and arrange 
to see their Member somewhere, and 
urge their views upon him. 

· · 7154. If they had a sufficiently strong 
view upon a subject, they would seek 
their Member out 7-Yes. 

7155. But if they were indifferent, 
even though great issues were at stake, 
the candidate would · have very great 
difficulty in reaching them ?-Consider-
able difficulty, yes. · 

7156. Have you made any calculation 
of what the cost of an election to the 
candidate ·will be in one of the great 
constituencies ?-In the same Appendix 
in the Franchise Committee's Report, 
there is an estimate of the cost to the 
-cand~date. We made inqmnes about 
thi~, wherever we went, nnd, of com·se, 
the figures are very rough. It· is not 
necessary in India at present and there 
is no maximum as there is in this country 
on the _expenditure of a candidate, and, 
consequently, the returns are not 
altogether trustworthy ; but from such 
information as we could get, we take it 
that the cost of a general election to 
parties and candidates will be about 
1 cror~, or £750,()(){). _· 

7157. I want to get at the expenses of 
an individual can-didate. The case I put 
is that an issue has arisen on which a 
candidate d'esires at the General Elec
tion to take the opinion of the electors : 
He comes into the field a new man ; 
before he can do that, he has got to say : 
" Can I afford the cost of standing " f 
What will the cost be to him 7-The cost 
varie.s enonnously. Sir Malcolm Hailey 
has Jus.t told me that in his Province the 
cost varies from 8 annas to 35,000 rupees. 
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 8 annas is the 
lowest I have ever heard of. That was 
a Congress candidate. Thirty-five 
thousand rupees is the largest sum any 
of my fliends have told me they have 
spent on an election, and I believe in 
other Provinces it has gone up to very 
much more. 1 

Si~ Tej Bahadur Sapru.] In my own 
Provmce I have known in my profes
s!onal capacity men spending something 
like 50,000 to 60,000 rupees, but that is 
only in a few cases-just two or three 
cases, I remember. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7158. ·Unless the candidate i~ so popu
lar that his election makes itself the ex
pense will be prohibitive to any but a 
rich man ¥-(Sir John Kerr.) I wouM 
not put it so categorically as that. I 
think in a great many cases there is very 
little interest taken at present in the 
elections to the Federal Council. In the 
Backward Provinces in which I have 
served it is often very difficult to get a 
man to go to the Central Legislature at 
all ; they are much more interested in 
Provincial affairs than in the sort of 
things. that are discussed in the Central 
Legislatp.re, and that accounts for the 
present fairly general lack of interest in 
the Federal elections. If in the future 
the Federal Legislature has to deal with 
matters which touch the rural population 
more closely, then I anticipate that 
there will be more interest taken in the 
eJections, and the cost to the candidates 
and the parties will, presumably, go up. 

7159. Is there any Corrupt Practices 
Act in India 'f-Yes. 

7160. But no maximum to the expendi
ture ¥-No maximum has yet been pre
sclibed. The Government has power to 
prescribe a maximum, but it has never 
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felt itself in a position to lay down what ;.. that they should state to the Committee 
that maximum ought to be. how . they . actually operate . these large 

7161. 1\Iy difficulty, Secretary of Stat~, con:>htuenc1es a!ld wh~t their. vi~w is of 
if I may put my point to you now, IS their contact . With their constituents 7 
to se~ how a syst~ll:l of the ~d described, Sir Austen Chamberlain.] At the 
and m the. con:htwns des~nbed, can be moment, I am supposed to be examining . 
really considered to be m any way the Secretary of State and I ca.Iinot · 
re~rescntative. C~n you say anything to examine the Delegates: .They will, no 
reheve my anxiety ~m that score. A doubt, find: their own way of putting 
candidate bound to env1sage a very large their view. . 
expense if there is a hotly contested elec
tion ; a candidate unable by reason of the 
size of the constituency to get into touch 
with the electors whom he hopes to in
fluence : and a voter voting for a man 
whom he doer,; not know, a name or a 
ticket. That is the picture as I see it 
painted by you and Sir John Kerr. Ha~e 
you anything to say upon that 7-(Slr 
Samuel Iloare.) Taking Sir Austen's last 
point first, the· point that he made about 
the voter not knowing for whom he was 
voting. I do not know whether he had 
in minJ. the illiterate voter in that case. 

7162. I mean any of the voters whom 
the candidate cannot reach, and who are 
dependent upon second-hand information 
about him 7-Yes ; there are, of course, as 
Sir Austen knows (I do not want to press 
this point unfairly) with the big constitu- · 
cncies here, caf;es in which there is much· 
less contact with the Member than there 
used to be. To take my own case, with 
a very small compact constituency, there 
must be a great many of my,constituents 
who have never had any personal con
tact with me. But I agree, the kind of 

• conditions that we have assumed for a 
representative system of this kind, in 
many direetions do not apply with these 
enormously great constituencies. But, 
Sir AustPn will rem('mber that that is 
so now. The differmce that our pro.,. 
posals make is a difference of degree ; it 
is not a proposal for a new system ; and 
for better or worse, a system of repre
-sentative government has been in exist
ence in India now for many years, in 
which there can be very little of the per
sonal contact between the. Member and 
bis constituents that we have here. 

Marquess of Lothian.] My Lord Chair
man, I do not know whether I should· 
be out of order, but we have in this 
Room a considerable number of gentle
men who have aetuallv had electoral ex- ' 
perience under these· conditions to-day, 
and would it be possible at some time . 

l\Ir. Rangaswami Iyenger.] I am going 
to tell my experience as a man who has 
canvassed 10,000 square miles. 

Sardar Buta Singh.] And it is the same 
in my experience. We have got the 
greatest possible contact with every con
~;tituency in the Punjab. 

Witness.] Sir John Kerr wishes to add 
a word. to my last answer. (Sir John 
Kerr.) • With reference to one point that 
was mentioned by Sir Austen Chamber· 
lain, these 7,000,000 people who it is 
proposed should constitute the electors 
under . the . White Paper scheme, have 
already taken part in four General 
Elections · for the Provincial Councils. 
They have already a considerable ~ow• 
ledge of public affairs, and a still 
greater knowledge of the public men who 
will be appealing for their support at 
future elections. It will not be a case 
(I am · talking now only about the 
Federal elections) of people voting for 
candidates of . whom they have never 
heard, and on issues which they do not 
know anything about. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7163. But a great part' of the issues 
which Sir J ohu Kerr has spoken of as 
being those which interest the electors 
most, will ha"\Te been transferred under 
this scheme to the Provincial Assembly. 
The issues which will remain to the 
Federal Assembly will be, in the main, 
issues of high policy, far more remote 
from the daily experience of the electors, 
and\ tf..e electors, therefore, will need a 
measure of instruction and guidance to be 
obtained by the -discussion of these ques
tions by the different candidates, far 
greater than they will require for the 
settlement of their local affairs, and, yet 
by reason of the size of the constituencies, 
that kind of education and information 
will be almost impossible, or so it seems 
to me '-The point I wished to make was 
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that the 7,000,000 electors will know some- Is there any inherent obstacle, apart from 
· thing about the people who are appealing that, to having the Provincial Legisla
. for their support ; they will not be voting tures elect the Lower House of the 

for entirely unknown men. Federal Assembly 7-No, I should not say 
7164. The Lothian Committee observes.' that there .is ~my inheren~ obstacle to a 

that the Federal Legislature will d~al . system of eJecb?n o~ that kind. .After all, 
with the major aspects of commercial, we ~e proposmg It as the method of 
indus,trial and financial policy. How is election for . the Upper House of the 
the political education of this great mass Federal Legislature. 
of voters to be conducted 7-(Sir Samuel ~~8. For these major issues upon 
Hoare.) I suppose the Press would play which the Lothian Committee reports, do 
a fairly large part. you not think. you would get more suitable 

7165. I suppose our safeguard! in this men ~rom election ~y. an informed Assem~ 
country in regard to the Press is that bly, hke the Provmcial Assembly, r~ther 

· if one of us is abused in one paper, one than from so vast an e!ector~te, so Wld~ly 
is· probably defended in another ; but cap scattered as that proVIded ~ the ~Ite 
you count upon the same diversity of ~aper s~heme 7-I dX> not think my ~n~ 
judgment in the Press of India Y-We Is sufficiently sure t? enable me _to giVe 
l1ave got a good many representative ~ answer to a question of t~at kind. It 

. Indian gentlemen here, some · (1f them IS so much a matter of surnuse. 
· connected with the Press ; I do not know 
· what their answer would be to that Lord Eustace Percy. 

qu_estion. What would Mr. Iyenger say 7169. I was wondering whether you 
to that 7 • could put that question in a somewhat 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger.] I certainly different form, Sir Austen, if it would 
think that our Press will deal with ques- not be inconvenient to the Secretary, of 

. _tions connected with the large issues that State 7 l\Iay I ask the Secretary of State 
arise in regard to the Fed'eral Legisla- what are the practical objections to hav
ture in a manner more becoming and in ing no direct election to either of the 
a much more sober way than the kind of. Federal Chambers ?-The practical objec
thing . that I have found in certain tions, I think, are two-fold. I think, first 
journals of this country. of all, there is the objection that I do 

not think anybody can ignore that 
· Sir Austen Chamberlain. political public opinion in Inclia has got 

7166. Secretary of State, I will not used to a system of direct election and, 
so far as I can gather, is very strongly 

press you any further. I will not press against the substitution of indirect elec
any further the difficulties which I feel in · 
regard to the system of election to the hon for direct election. That is the firsJ; 

objection that we had in our minds. The 
Lower Chamoer of the Federal Assembly second objection is of a different charac
in the White Paper. My purpose in put- ter. It is our diffi<'ulty in finding a 
ting the questions to you was to give you suitable alternative. We have felt that 
an opportunity of answering my doubts. there were objections against the Pro

.But I pass to an observation of yours vincial Councils electing both Federal 
that we must consider the difficulty of Chambers from the same electoral back-
the alternatives. The first alternative 
that would occur to one would be election ground. Next, when we came to the 
to the. Lower House of the Federal As- other altE-rnatives, many of us were very 
sembly by the Provincial Leg)slatures. much attracted to various systems of 

group voting in the constituencies. Sir 
What are the obstacles to the adoption John Kerr will be able to tell you that 
of that plan f-You would then have the Lord Lothian's Committee went very care
Provincial ·Councils electing for both fully, and I believe also very sympathetic
Federal • Chambers. Would you make 
any distinction between their votin~ y ally, into these proposals for group 

~ voting, and they did come to the con-
7167. May I pass over that objection elusion, for reasons that Sir John Kerr 

for a moment, which would . be met if and Lord Lothian can give you, that 
tbe method of election to the Upper · these group systems would not work. My 
House or Council of State was altered. answer, therefore, to Sir Austen and to 



Lord Eustace Percy, is that the· objee
tions are, first of all, the objection of 
public opinion in British Indlia, and, 
secondly, the fact that so far we have not 
been able to find a practicable alter
native. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I recognise 
the force of the objection about public 
opinion. I do not think it is wholly con:
clusive because it is based on a past 
v•hich is very different from the future 
which is contemplated by the White 
Paper. 

Major Cadogan.] Might I add, you 
concede the principle of direct election. 
It is not as if we were denying the prin
(·iple of direct election to India. They 

· ha,'e got it in the Provinces. Is not 
that so! 
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for a Federal Legislature constituted 
upon that kind of basis. My trouble has 
been that I have found very few people 
to support me. _ 

717 4. Would you agree with ·me that 
one argument in favour of that ·.scheme 
would be that it would help to · defeat 
centrifugal forces in India, and tend to 
bind the . Federation more closely to
gether !-Yes, and that is one of the 
arguments that I have ventured myself 
to use in the past. 

Sir. Austen· Chamberlain.] I. should 
like to have all the other arguments, but 
I will not press you· for them now. 

Lord Irwin. 

7175. Might I ask one ques.tion of Sir 
J ohzi Kerr, or the Secretary of State. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. On the que.stion ~o :Whic.h. Sir Aust~n 
· addressed hio; earlier mqrunes, as between 

7170. I now want to turn to the Council direct and indirect election · what im
of S.tate. One of your objections to the portance, if any, would the' Secretaey of 
eleehon of the Lower House by the Pro- State or Sir John Kerr attach to an 
vincial Assemblies is that already under argument that is frequently used. that 
your scheme they are the Electoral College if you have indirect election it would be 
for the Upper House !-Yes. likely to tend to have the· effect of . 

7171. Your Upper House will consist of dividing Provincial, Councils rather on · 
two classes, apart from the nominated the lines of All-India issues, and would 
men : of men wlio owe their seats to elec- therefore militate against what ought to 
tion, andl of men who owe their seats to be, I .suppose, 'the deSire. of all who wish 
nomination by the Princes !-Yes, and so, to see the thing work, namely, the free 
of course, will the Lower House. growth of political parties · in the 

7172. HavP you ever considered whether ~ro~ees suited to· the .different cond'i
the Upper House might not well be com- hons m the several Provmces; that y~u 
posed of representatives, not of Legis- would rathe~ tend to get. th~ All-Inc3!a 
Jatures but of Government · in other atmosphere mto the Provme1al Councils 
words; that the British-Indi; representa- rat~er than. its own atmosphe;e c;lividing 
tion in the Upper House should be put on on. Its own mterests !-I ,,m melu!ed ~o 
-y,·hat is mutatis mutandis the same foot- thmk that an argument of th.at kind IS 
ing as the States representation !-Not ~ather ~ou~le edged. A~te~ :tll, );ou m.ay 
only have we considered a proposal . of All-lndtamse the Prov1nct~ . C~mn<lils, 
that kind, but, as my Indian friends will but yol! may equally .Prov•nct1'.h!:>e the · 
remember, I mvself have been at various All-~n~!a. Centre. Seetng. both thos~ 
times greatly attracted by it. There again possibthhes I do not !h!11k ~ myself 
my difficulty has been the difficulty of could express a very definite vte\V · <me 
public opinion and the fact that ·(I quite way .or the other. 
admit, as Sir Austen Chamberlain has 1, ', • 
just Raid) in different conditions India Sir Austen Clzam?Jerlain •. 
has got used to a different kind of system. 7176. Of course, the objection, what-

7173. 1\fay I ask you whether, if you ever it is, applies to lhe methc,d of clec
could persuade Indian opinion, you would . tion proposed for the Connril of Rtate 't 
not still favour the' composition of an -yes. 
Upper House on that basis !-Yes, I 
still hold the view that I have often ex Mr. Butler. 

pressed, dniizig the last. two years, that 7177. May I ask Sir John Kerr a qnes-
1 think there is a great deal to be sa.id· tibn f With referel1ce to the new 110Uing 
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methods proposed by the Fraucbi::;e Com
mittee do not you consider that these '\\ill 
materially help to poll the extra num
bers proposed 7-(Sir Jolm Ker·r.) Cer
tainly. Most Local Governments 
assented to the practicability of. our 
scheme, because they realised that this 
simplified polling method wou!d Yery 
greatly facilitate the carrying out of the 
elections. 

· 7178. Is it not true to say tlHlt this 
. method is an improvement upon methods 

which have prevailed hitherto 7 -It is an 
improvement in every Tespect, I think, 
and it is generally admitted to be w 
both in the matter of sect"ecy and i11 the 
matter ;of getting the votes recorded 
accurately. 

7179. Would it not be !rue to S37 

when you were Vice-Chairman of th~ 
Franchise Committee yo'!l saw this 
method in operation and foun.d it to be 
very successful 7-Yes; I have t:et>n it 
not only .as Depnty-Chah-m:1n of the 
Franchise Committee, but also previous-
ly in municipal elections. · · ' 

7180. Would it not also he true to s'ay 
that on your recent tour in India, be
sides your previous experienec, you had 
the advantage of hearing the evi.Jene£> 
of District Officers who bad themselves 
worked the scheme 7-:Y es. 

7181. And that those District Officers 
considered that this scheme would work'? 
-Yes. It was one of the few thiHgs that 
people were practically unanimous about 
-the certain success of this Cl)lourcd b•lx 
system of polling. 

Lord Hardinge of Penhurst. 

7182. I am going to ask the Sec~etary 
of State, if he will allow me, a question 
of p1ineiple. J n England we have had 
for many generations a sy-:;tem of proper- . 
ty qualifications. Little by littte these 
property qualifications have heen re
duced until we have now ._,bed them alto
gether. Why then introcluce into India 
a system we have abandom~1l for our
selves 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think 
for two reasons : Politi.t.a.lly I sbould 
be against a great revolutionary change 
like the introduction of ndult sn.f'frage 

· suddenly into India. .A.dministrntively 
1 do not think it would work. ' 

7183. Has that been Rcriously eon
sidered ?-Yes. In our di.:;cnssions we · 
have several times had proposals for 
adult suffrage urged by one nr other 

member of the Round Table Conf.ercnce.3, 
and, indeed, Lord Lothian~s Committee 
went into the question, and they came to 
the view that, quite apart from political 
merits, you simply could not 'vork a sys
tem of that kind in the present con-
ditions. · 

7184. Could that not be worked by in
direct elections where a voter would 
represent 20 adults, say, ber.a.use then it 
appears to me that everybod! would hnve 
a. chance 9~ _voting 7-That i~ just the 
kind of alternative to which I was 
alluding in an answer to Sir Austen 
Chamberlain. We consi•ler~d a numof."l' 
of these alternatives, ani the Lothian 
Committee considered them in greater 
detail, and we have not been able to :find 
a practical alternative ; . that is the 
trouble. I would like Sir John Kerr or 
the Marquess of Lothian to amplify what 
I have said upon the practicability of 
any of these alternativ2a. W ou]d you 
say a word, Sir John Kerr, about the 
punchayets 7 (Sir Joh·n Kerr.) Origin
al1y three Local Government~ we1·e more 
or less in favour of trying an indirtct 
system of election by group9 in the 
villages. The first place we went to wr.s 
Lucknow where Sir l\Ialcolr.1 Hailey dis
cussed the matter with us nt con!=iider
able length, and he put one of his officers, 
who had made a considerable study of 
the subject on to work out the Sl.'heme. 
We left Lucknow in great hopes that a 
scheme would be evolved which ,.,re could 
recommend. I may say that I personally, 
before I went to India, was vory strongly 
in favour of this group Hystem of elec
tion. Then we went to Bihar, 2-nd in 
Bihar, owing to various t~dminbtrative 
difficulties in working an enlarged cl~cto
rate on the direct system, tl:.e Lol~al Gov· 
ernment, or the majority of them, were 
keen on some form of indirect election. 
Then we got to Bengal, and we found tb e 
local Provincial Committee desirous of 
sweeping away all direct voting nnd 
substituting an indirect .:;y:;tem in its 
place. They had not thought it out verJ 
much, but that was their f~eling at the 
time. After that, all the other Pro,incf.s 
we came across wer~ un~1.nimously 
opposed to any form of .iudii.'t'ct election. 
They had thought the sub.ie·~~ out -well, 
and their practical difficulties seemed to 
us extremely strong. Perhaps I might 
mention briefly what th~y were. First 
of all, there are the admi.nistrativ~ diffi
culties of splitting up villages into groups. 
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I will stick to the case of villages ·at 
present because in towns tl;e difficmlties 
are entirely otherwise, but the towns only 
account for about 5 per cent. of the 
total electorate that mat~ers. In th) 
village you have either to form your 
groups according to caste, or not nccord
ing to caste. If you form them on q, 
caste basis you do go a eon;,;~(~erahl~ way 
towards perpetuating the caste system 
in public affairs, and the !arge. majority 
of Indian public men feel strongly that 
that would be a fatal mi'3tak~. Then, 
if you discard the caste basis, you have 
got to go on some sort of geogrnphie.:tl 
basis. You have to take the people 
living in a particufar l.<t:1e, or in n par
ticular hamlet, or something of that 
kind, and we found on loectl enquiry in a 
considerable numLer of villagea that 
these people really have no community of 
interest which enables them to join to
gether and elect "- mukhi Ol' mouthpiece, 
as thcy call it. You cannot ~et 20 ltlcn, 
or 10 men of the upper castes and 10 
men of the lower castes to nnite on the 
person who shall represent them ut the 
election. Then we were told, before we 
made our enquiries, that we were to 
assume that the commun.'l.l distribution 
of seats was to continue--the Tiindu, 
Muhammadan, and other sruaU,lr com
munities were to recei\·e separate repre
sentation. "\\""e found there that there 
were very considerahl•l difficulties in 
forming communal groups. }'~specially 
in Upper India in the non-1\Iuhamuwdnn 
Provinces, you will vet·~· likely find in a 
Yillage perhaps only hai f a dozen or a 
dozen .Muhammadans. All the rest D.rc 
llindus. Those ~Iuhammadaus 8J'e not 
sufficiently numerous to form jnto a 
~roup. If you join them on to the 
.Muhammadans in some other -rillag-e 
there again you run np ag-ainst the diffi
cultv of community of interest. The 
mcmbcrs of the group may not know one 
anothcr by sight, and it seemed to be 
absolutely hopeless to fonn any groups 
at all. These were the main pradical 
difficulties of the group system which Jc:d . 
the majority of Local Govermfl<'nts h1 
India to oppose it from the ontscf. When 
we got back to Lucknow we fonnll that 
Sir ~Ialcolm Hailey's Gove;_·nmen7; had 
come to very much the <;a~ne concinsion 
as the other Local Governments. They 
lu~d hrPn trying e:-:peri~ents "\lith this 
group system, and they had found that it 
broke down, or, at any rat~, d.id not 

work very successfully owing to the diffi
culties that I have mentioned. One 
trouble, quite apart from th.-, rliffienlty 
of forming groups, that we found was 
the introduction o:( party feelings (p'>li
tical feelings) in the vilhtgc~ which 
would ~lave made the group elections 
very difficult to work. If the group sys
tem is going to be to any C<'nsiderahle 
administrative advantage, it has got to 
be easily worked in a friendly spirit. The 
majority of the groups have got to meet 
together and :find out, withou~; <lifficulty, 
somebody who will act as their month
piece. Nowadays Indian villages are in 
many cases so torn by internal factions, 
or perhaps by agrarian '}llestitms, ques
tions of landlord and tenant, and the 
like that the group t>lectious would in
evitably. have become highly contest~d. 
It would not hav'e been possible to carry 
them out on a simple system. You would 
have had to have· a register of votP.rs, 
you would have had to have ftl'range
ments fot voting by ballot, for counting 
the votes, and all the rest of it. The elf'e
tions carried out. on that system wodd 
almost certainly arouse n grt>at deal of 
feeling. There would be Dppeals 
against the result of thl) elections, 
and somebody else wou~.J h1:1.Ye. f:o go 
back to the village and ]"!.old a fresh 
election, .and all that kind of thing. 
We found official opinion in India for 
that reason almost unanimous that adult 
suffrage from the administrative point of 
view would be preferable to the gronp 
system ; I mean, lookin~ nt it purely 
from the point of view of the runount of 
work and worry that it would entail. 
Then apart from that, we found that 
Indian public opinion, ns I say, tempo
rarily in Bengal, . was una.nil!lOllSly 
opposed to elections being· curied 

· out on any system of that Jdnd. 
Indian public opinion look::; hack to 
the old days of the :\lintl)-~[orley 
constitution, when this inrlired election 
was the main way of choo!>in~ membt>rs 
of the Legislature throu~h local boclies. 
The local bodies, District Boards and 
Local Boards and municipalities used 
to select Delegates, an.l those Dele
gates went· to Headqu;nt~rs an<l cl10se 
a Member for'·' the Legislature. The 

:>"I'Tlount of friction and intrigue to wl.ich 
that system gave rise is :·1lmost incredible 
except to those who like myself have 
worked a system of that !dnd. It all 
boiled down to this, that the Delegates 
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were instrneted to vote for Mr. A. They 
voted for Mr. B., and when they _,.ame 
back very unpl~asant stories were put 
about for the reason of their P.hnnge of 
view. It was felt for those reasons that 
the group system in the tillage<~ of India 
would not form u sound ba.~is for the 
election; that the secondary· elections 
would have to be by ballot, :mt.l it would 
be impossible for the group dec:tors to 
make certain that their mouthpiece had 
voted in the way that he was expected 
to do. For that reason, lncliaa J)ublic 
opinion was . in the end almost 
unanimously against any so1:t of group 
system. We felt as a Committee that 
these were very definite clisaclvanhtges 
and drawbacks and that even if those 
disadvantages and drawbacks W4;re not aa 
strong as they seemed to us, it would be 

· impossible to force a system of tl!is kind 
on a eountry where practically nobody, 
either official or non-offirial, was in 
favour of it. Those were the re:J.sqns, 
my- Lord Chairman, why tht• Committee 
decided not to recommend the group 
system for adoption. 

Lord Hardinge of Pe·nhurst. 

. 7185. Thank you very m-:tch. I am very 
much obliged to the Secretary of State 
and to Sir John Kerr for the full ex
planations they have given. of the ob
jections to the group syst~m. I would 
just like to ask one more .:J.Ucstion. There 
are now 7,000,000 voters, ~nd I under
stand the Lothian Rep,wt liropo;;cs to 
raise this figure to 36,000,000. Of those 
36,000,000 how many will be women f
(Sir John Kerr.) About 6,000,000. 

7186. There are 63,000,00CJ wom(~ll of 
-adult age in India, are there not 7 h 
that not a very small numbt1r---6,000,000 
out of 63,000,000 '-About 10 peT' cent. 
adult women. 

7187. Is that based on literacy f-~o; 
there are various qualifications for the 
'women proposed in the White Pnper; the 
:first is that all women who hnve the pro
perty qualification in thejr own 1-ight 
shall be entitled to the vote, and we 
estimate that about 2.000,000 women will 
-get it in that way. Then ~t is proposed 
that women who are the Wl'Vf.S of voters 
·for the present . Provincial . Councils 
should also hltve fhe vote. We f"Stimate 
that they Will come to il.hout 4,0"00,000. 
ThPn it is proposed that t'he women who 
hold the educational qualili•!ation 
presel-i'bed for men should also have the 

vote, and in that way we get up to 1.1. 
total of something about 6,000,000. 

7188. Do you think the women of 
India will be satisfied with only 0~000,000 
votes '-1 think the womM in IncFa who 
are capable of taking ~ part in publie 
affairs will press for 10omething more. 
But, of course, the illiterate womon, and 
so on, will not feel at all strougly, on9 
way or the other. 

Lord Hardinge of Penhurst.] As 
long as we do not have &!1 agitation in 
India, such as we had in this country 20 
or 30 years ago, the Suff.ragctt-J move
ment, that is satisfa~tory. 

Earl of Derby. 

7189. I should only like to :t:;k Sir John 
one question. He has given very good 
reasons why there should be direct vot
ing in India. In answer to a •1UestiC;u he 
said that the present system worke·l well. 
He thought that with the inc1·ea~:~ed elec
torate it would still work well. \Vhf'!l 
asked another question : S'l!_)po:n there 
was a manhood suffrage, wonld the pre
sent system work 'his answer was : Not 
directly, not if it was put in force im
mediately. I think I am correct in that 1 
-I said, I think, that it would be im
practicable to adopt a<!r1!t s1~ffrag~ 
immediately. . 

7190. But I want to know: Eventuully, 
do vou think it will be po;;;;ibl~, if the-re 
was manhood suffrage, fur the present 
system still to work, to co\"e:r that man
hood suffraO'eT.:_I could not ~ay. It will 
be a greatb many years, I. think~ hefo!e 
manhood suffrage comes mt.J VlOW m 
India and what the conditio:cs wi:l l-e 
then, '1 should not like to- sny. 

7191. You say, it would work np to, 
ronghly, 20 per cent. oi t~~ popu;1ation? 
-That is what the Commu:tee ~:ud. The
Committee said that it would he im
practicable to provide for more than 2() 
pe}" cc·nt. 

7192. Therefore, after 20 per C('nt., 
another system would have to be arlopt
ed ,_If it was going to be adopted nt 
the present time, that is so. 

7193. But do you think, if i~ cmr.e 
~adually, the present ::;ystet~ mtght be 
elastic enough to cover nwre thiln the 
20 per cent. f-It is very l1!1rcl to ~ay. 
It will not come for another generation, 
in my opinion. 



Lord Hutchison of Jfontrou. 

7194. With regard to the dist:lllee;3 that · 
individuals will have to go to the polling 
station, what is the avet'ag-e distance in 
a widely dispersed or thi.nV-populat~d 
area-what is the average distan\~e of a 
polli11g station, from the villuge~ ?- · 
Between five and seven mi.le'l, not right 
out in the jungle, where there is no 
population at all, but in the ordinary 
cultivated area. 

7195. So from the point of view (Jf the 
practicability of recording the vote, they 
would not have an undue distance to go 1 
-~o, not at all .. 

7196. Then as regards •·l·~ction ('X

penses, would the Governor-tfeneral have 
power to make rules and regulations as 
to the amount to be spent hy a. particu
lar candidate 7-(Sir Samt,el lloa·re.) 
He has at present. W c nre not con
templating that the Governor-General 
under the Federal Gov~rnmcnt wodd 
make a decision of this kind ; \'le think 
it is essentially a matter for the Fderal 
Government itself. 

7197. In other words, to tho Assmnhly 
itself 7-To the Federal Govccnrnent aud 
the Federal Legislature. 

7198. At the present moment; the 
Governor-General-in-Council has puwers 
to make rules 7-Yes. (Sir John Kerr.) 
And the Governor-in-Council in the Pro
vinces. 

7190. In relation to the rt'prcsP.!lta
tion of the Princes in the Upper House, 
would it be within their competence t.o 
change a representative in:;i(h~ the lif.~ of 
a U.gislature 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) .I 
have never been able to s~e how you 
could prescribe in an Act of Par!i:u>J.ent 
that they should not do so. I hope· they 
will not do so, and I believe myself that 
if they accede to the Fetleration, the.\· 
are most unlikely to do so. I do not f.€e, 
lwwever, how you can deal with it by a 
section in an Act of Parliament. After 
all, if you put a section into an Act of 
Parliament, it would be very easy for a 
Prince to get round it, if h~J so wi:'lhf)d. 
For instance, he could inf>ist upon his 
representative resigning, nnd there would 
be plenty of ways of getting r01md it. 
That all makes me think that it is bet
ter not to attempt to put anythi.ng into 
an Act of Parliament. That does not 

mean that we should wish M c;~pec.t 
Princes to withdraw their repre'Jenta.-

tives .. W:e d? not ; 'Ye ~lOp•l thoir: repre
sentatives will remam Lhere dnrmo- the 
lifetime of the Legislature, bnt ":'e do 
D;Ot ~eel that we can ~ako sny pres~rip
tion 1n an Act of ]?arliament agaiflst it. 

Mr. M. M. Joshi. 
7200. May I ask a' !'lupphmentar:r 

question on this ' Is it !lOt J)O.i:>ible to 
put something in the Treaty of Accession 
as regards the change of representative3 
of the States ?-I see grave diffieultil.}s in 
the way of putting it eith(l'' into a 
treaty or into an Act of Parliament. 

Mr. Cocks. 
7201. You know, of co11rse, that tht> 

Lothian Committee states or expresses 
the opinion that if a system of rcspon~i
ble Government is to work satisfr..ctorily, 
it will only be because the people feel 
that the Legislatures t•eprcsmt them. 
Are you aware that th~ Indian Trade 
Union Federation passed a Hesolution 
stating that under this scheme thue is 
no prospect of the Indian masse3 and the 
working classes ever seenring an ad~
quate and effective voice in the control 
in the Legislatures and admini:;trt1tion 
of the CQuntry 7-I take it from 
1\Ir. Cocks that such a. Resolutio'1 has 
been passed~ 
· 7202. But are you further aware that 

they have given evidence now bdor~ the 
Sub-Committee that when !hey said that~ 
they were not at all referring to safe
guards but were referring to th·~ fran
chise anrl composition of the Chamber, 
and it would still stand as their opinion 
if all the safeguards were ~wept a\vay 7 
-I take it that that is their opinion ; it 
is not mine. 

7203. We have been to!d t.hat adult 
~ufirage is impracticable for administra
tive reasons. Could you state what tl](:: 
ob.iections are to the propol;al that a(h:lt 
suffrage might be brouglit in in the cities 
with a· pqpulation of 100,000 ancl over to 
start with Y-I should not see any justifi~ 
cation for making a distinction hntween 
urban and rural constituencies. We 

·make no such distinction here. 

· Major Attlee. 

7204. May I interpose a question here Y 
You said we did not do it, but in the 
past, as a matter of fact, the urban 
Jahonrers and the rural labourers ·were 
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enfranchised at different times Y-That is 
perfectly true, · but I should be .. opposed 
to a provision that gave an advantage 
to an urban voter and did not give it to 
the rural voter. One of the main objects. 
of our franchise proposals is to make an 
attempt to readjust the balance between 
rural and urban India. Rightly, or 
wrongly, we feel that the scales at 
present are over-weighted in favour of 
urban areas. One of the best aspects of 
our proposals is that we do attempt to 
readjust that balance. 

Mr •. Cocks. 

. 7205. The suggestion is not that they 
should have more seats in the towns than 
in the country, but that the electorate 
should be extended in the towns Y-:-I 
should have thought there were grave 
objections to ·that. One that occurs to 
me, upon the spu:t of the moment, is the 
inter-cpange of population between rural 
and industrial India. I am informed 
that there are great migrations of ·rural 
labour into the towns, and Yiee v~rsa 
That would seem to me at once to raise 
a very grave practicable objection to the 
kind of proposal which Mr. Cocks has 
made. 

7206. The Round Table Conference, the 
Franchise Committee, in considering the 
question of . property qualification, sug
gested that that qualification should 
be used in its widest terms and include 
not merely ownership of property, but 
receipt of wages. A suggestion has been 
made that there should be a wage earn
ing qualification. Have you anything to 
say upon that point Y-I am going to ask 
Sir John Kerr to deal with this question 
of detail. (Sir Jolwn Kerr.) The Fran
chise Committee went into that question 
of making wages a basis of the Franchise, 
and they found that there were very 
great "difficulties ip. the way. 

Sir Tej_ Bahadur Sapru. 

7207. What page ?-Page 41, para
graph 85. The basis of any wage census 
in India must be the agricultural wage, 
and the 8.ocrricultural wage is, more often 
than not, paid in kind rather than in 
money. It would be practicably impos
sible to take a wage of that kind as the 
basis of _ a franchise system. There are 
variations in prices ; variations in the 
nature of the produce that the labourer 

receives at different seasons of the year, 
and all sorts of complications. of that 
kind. You would have to have an 
enormous staff, and there would be an 
enormous number of appeals and objec
iions to. any electoral system based 
upon matters of that kind. Of 
course, in the towns, where you have 
industrial labour paid in cash, the diffi
culties would be less serious, but even 
there, the vast majority of employers do 
not keep books or registers which would 
form a sound basis for · working the 
system. It was for those reasons that 
the Franchise Committee decided not to 
recommen_d the adoption of wages as the 
basis for the Franchise. 

7208. You are aware that Major Milner, 
a Member of the Commission, in a Note 
at the end, said that · he considered the 
difficulties in the way of the wage earning 
qualification had been over-stated by the 
majority of the Commission '1-Yes. I 
have had many arguments with Major 
Milner about it, and I am very sorry I 
was not able to convince him that he was 
wrong. 

7209: I am in£onned that it is the 
opinion of organised Labour in India that 
under this proposed system it will be 
nbsolutely impossible for a single Labour 
Member to be elected a Member of the 
Federal Council of State. If that is so, 
do you think that should not be remedied 
in some way Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) We 
do not propose that there should be the 
special representation of interests in the 
Council of State. I am not quite clear 
whether that is the point which Mr. 
Cocks is dealing with, or whether it is a 
different point. 

:\Ir. Cocks.] There are two points. 
First of all, there is the property quali
fieation for the Membership of the Council 
of State, which it is sug-gested would bar 
out any representative of Labour. 
Secondly, there are special seats reserved 
for Europeans and Indian Christians by 
means of special electoral colleges. 
Could not the same thing be done for 
Trade Unions ? 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] 1\Iy Lord Chair
man, Mr. Cocks is no doubt aware that 
membership of a local Legislature itself 
will be one of the qualifications, but there 
will be a large group ·of the Depressed 
Class representatives in the local Legis
latures, certainly drawn from the 
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Labouring classes : that each of them will 
be eligible for election to the Upper 
House· on account of being a Member of 
the local Legislatures and most of them 
would be able to form a group to elect 
a rPpresentative from amon(J' themselves 
'f h 

0 

' 1 t cy so choose, to the Upper House. . I 
hope he has that in mind, and is putting 
that question, subject to these considera
tions being there already. 

1\fr. Cocks. 
7210. I agree with that, but the White 

Paper suggests a property qualification, 
and .does not say what a property quali
.ficatwn should be, but if it is a high 
one they would be barred then ?-We 
~ere assuming that Labour representa
tives would be elected in the kind of way 
suggested by Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

a matter of discussion, but I think look
ing to the future, there must c~me a • 
period · when the Federal Government 
and when the ]'ederal Legislature should 

· be free to decide upon amendme~ts. 
7214. Then that would be after another 

Act of Parliament, you mean ?-No, 
·because in this Act of Parliament we 
would say : H For X . number of years 
there can be no alteration of the fran
chise." I am assuming that after· X 
number of years the ]'ederal Le!!i.slature 
should be able to deal with the question. 

7215. That is a most important admis
sion of the Secretary of State, because 
that means that a very important part 
of the basis of this Constitution. is to be 
alterable without the consent of Parlia
ment ?~I think it is a matter for further 
discussion, in a matter like .the fran
chise which, in my view, is very much 
a matter of Indian internal · politics, 
whether after a period, whatever that 
period may be, there ought not to be 
some latitude left with the Federal 
Govei"'lment and the Federal Legislature 
to make alterations. 

7211. Seeing that the Round Table 
Conference says there was general agree
me!lt that adult suffrage was a goal 
whiCh would ultimately be attained, is 
there any objection to inserting in the 
new Constitution a provision for the 
periodical revision of the electorate in 
that way in a period of time ?-I would 
have thought the wiRer course was for 
us to insert in the Constitution Act a Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 
definite period during which no franchise 7216. So far as· Federal franchise is 
alterations could take place at all. I . concerned ?-So far as Federal franchise 
think that is necessary . in the interests is concerned. 
of stability. I think after that period 
thoRe quf'stions are essentially questions 
for the Federal Government and for the 
Fed!'ral Legislature, and I would rather 
leave the subsequent period in their 
hands. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7212. After the expiry of that period 
whirh you have in view, will you allow 
the Federal Government and the Federal 
Legislature to amend the franchise to . . ' mcrf'ase 1t or to broaden it ?-That was 
t11e intention of my answer. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7213. Secretary of State, do I under
stand that the franchise as fixed in the 
Art. ·will be alterable . by the Federal 
J..,eg1slature without the consent of Par
liam~n.t ?-Not under .·the White Paper 
provJswns, but 1 have always assumed 
that there must come a period when 
the FE'deral Legislature can make amend
ment<>. 'When that period should be is 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

7217. Have you made up your mind 
that that power, if it is given, should 
rest with the Federal and not with the 
Provincial Legislatures ? I am· thinking 
of the American precedent by whilch the 
franchise for the Federal Legislature is 
fixed by the· States, and not by the 
Federation ?-I think it is a matter of 
discussion. My only suggestion to the 
Committee is that there must come a 
period when the Legislatures in India 
must, or anyhow should in my view, leave 
a latitrlile given to them to make altera
tions. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

7218. May one assume that so far as 
Provincial franchise is concerned, that is 
to say, franchise qualifying people to 
become voters for elections to the Pro
vincial Assemblies, when that period 
comes which you have in view the matter 



will be left in the hands 'Of the Pro
"Yinces themselves if some such scheme is 
evolved f-1 should think that is inevit
abl~. · 

· Ma~quess of Salisbury. 

7219. The Secretary of State is aware 
·that ·under paragraph 110 it is said to 
b~ outside the competence of the Federal 
and Provincial Legislature to make any 
law affecting the Constitution Act " ex
cept, in the case of the last mentioned 
Act, in so far as that Act itself provides 
~therwise." So, I suppose, there will be 
a · special provisi>On : The Secretary of 
State contemplates that this ·matter will 
be exempted !-There would certainly 
have to be a. special provision (supposing 
it was agreed to have a provision of 
tliis kind) that these proposals would 
remain intact for -X number of years. 
After X number of years provision would 
be made· on certain lines for powers of 
amendment whether by the Federal 
Government, or whether by the Provin
cial Governments. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7220. Does that npply to franchise 
only or to the division of seats among 
various· communities f-In the communal 
decision w~ do ·make provision. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Ten years. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

· 7221. There was a possibility of change 
after ten years by His Majesty's Govern
ment f-This is ~he provision in the com
munal decision : " Provision will be made 
in the Constitution itself to empower a 
revision of ·those Fed«>ral ·arrangements 
and the other _ similar arrangements 
mentioned below after 10 years with the 
assent of the communities affected for 
the ascertainment of which suitable 
means will be devised." 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

the eommunal decision stands it means 
this : Assuming, for the sake of argu~ 
ment, one Party has got more than it 
ought to have it must assent to that 
being given away before there can be 
any change at any time. You have got 
to get the assent of somebody who has 
got more than they ought to have f-If 
·sir N. Sircar makes that hypothesis it 
is so. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7224. Pursuing this very line .of thought 
which you have been pursuing just now, 
is it your intention that you will in the 
Constitution Act indicate the nature of 
the subjects which may be modified or 
amended after a certain time by the 
Indian I.egislature 1-Sir Tej raises the 
very big and important issue of con· 
stituent powers. 

7225. Constituent powers 7-That i~ 
a question which we must consider in 
detail. 

7226. :May I remind you that this ques
tion was raised at the time of the third 
Round Table Conference f-Yes. 

72'1:7. And also I raised it at the time 
of the second Round Table Conference, 
and the Indian view was that you must 
indicate in the ConstitutiO'll Act itself 
the limits within which the Indian Legis
lature may go in amending the Constitu
tion, and the conditions under which it 
may do so ?-The trouble, of course, has 
been· that so far we have found very little 
agreement upon the question. Sir Tej 
will remember that we have discussed 
this question, and my memory of it goe.c; 
to show that there was very little RoOTee
ment upon it. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] It was not 
discussed at great length ; only one morn
ing, and very casually. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Will Sir Tej 
tell me what the point is f I heard the 
Secretary of State's answer. 

7222. It is to be done only with the ...... 
assent of the communities affected f-Yes ; 
otherwise Sir Austen is right in saying 
that my suggestion refers only to the 
franchise. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
7228. The point is that there must be 

some subjects which must be left for 
amendment to the India;n Legislature 
after a certain period of time, and the 
conditions under which those amendments 
mia-ht be made should be incorporated in Sir N. N. Sircar. 

· 7223. I was going to ask the Secre
tary of State, if he will permit me :. As 

0 -

the Constitution Act itself. It is a ques-
tion of policy. We suggest there may be 
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classification of subjeets which might be 
left to the discretion of the Indian Legis
lature for amendment laying down the 
conditions under which those amend
ments may be made. There are si:J?~ar 
provisions to be found. in other Cons~Itu
tions. The South Afncan Act provided 
that, so far as native affairs were con
rerned, they were not to be touched for 
ten years, and things of that kind. I 
am followin"" that analogy. I am re
qm•sting sir Samuel to conside: this 
fJUestion, and see whether he can g1ve us 
a lis! of subjects which he i:'l prepn.red to 
recommend for amendment undPr certain 
<'nntlitiom; bv the Indian Legislature 9-
We have co~sidered the question at some 
}png-th. If Members of the Committee 
and the DelPgation would look at page 64 
of tlw Report of the ~l'hird SPr-:sion of the 
Confermee, they will find a l\fpmorandum 
on this snhject. We really have got very 
little further than the position in that 
Memorandum. Our difficulty has been 
that when we have c.ome to eonsider thf) 
kind of question to which these amending 
powers mig-ht be applied, we have found 
considerahle disagreement amongst sec
tions of Indian opinion itself. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

7229. Might I ask whether what the 
Secretary of State has said about possibJe 
amPnding power would apply to Appendix 
I of the White Paper, "Compositibn of 
and method of Plection to the British 
Indian side of the Federal Counril of 
State" f-That is one of the QUPstions, 
as I l1ave said earlier this morning, that 
we have had in mind. It is a matter for 
•liscussion, whether within the powers oi 
the Constitution Act some kind of power 
of amPnoment should not be given after 
n pc>riod of years. 

7230. That will not apply to any con
ditions of the Instruments under the In
stnlments of Arression from the States 7 
- No ; it could not. 

Sir Austen. Chamberlain. 

72:31. Is it the intention of the Secre
tan· of State at some time during our 
pr~<'<"c>ding-s to make proposa!s of. th~t 
kind to us ?-Certainlv ; I thmk 1t 1s 
(tUite e:-sential that iri' anv Constitution 
Act, som<'whc>re or other, there should be 
prm'i!;;ion for {~onstituent powers. 

LlO~RO 

Dr. B. B. .Ambedk11r. 

7232. I may draw attention to similar 
provisions in the present . Government of 
India Act. 'There are certain sec.tions 
mentioned in an appendix 7-It is I think · 
following the lines of every Constitution 
Act and following the lines of the Gov
Pl'nment of India Act itself. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7233. Would it include a power to ad
just the . relative representation of the 
Rtates and British India 7-No, not· at 
nil. I was not contemplating that kind 
of possibility at all.· · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7234. Nor have we suggested anything 
of the kind 7-No, it has never been sug
gested. All that has been . suggested is 
that after a period of years some altera
tion of the details of tbe franchise should 
he allowed. and tl1at I think is essentially 
a subject for discussion. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

-7235. I understand the Secretary of 
State is good enough to say that he will 
make some kind of communication to 
the -Committee as to the sort of limits 
that he contemplates '1-Yes, and I _think, 
if Lord Salisbury would read the· note 
upon constituent powers that was ~ssued 
last winter--

7236. I have . read it as- well as. I can 
at the moment, but I have not been able 
to appreciate it fully 7-If Lord Salisbury 
'rill iook at it again, always keeping in 
·mind the fact that this is one· of the 
questions which we have to consider and 

· for which we have eventually to make 
. some kind· of provision in the Constitu
tion Act, I think he will·fully appreciate 
it. . 

Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar.] It is the Fifth 
Schedule~ to the Government of India 
Act : "The provisions of this Act which 
may he repealed or altered by the Indian 
Legislature." 

:Major C. R. Attlee.] May I interpose 
a question arising out. ?f 1\fr. ~ocks '::; 
qn<'stion as t? the proVIsiOD; for mcrease 
of the francl11Se after a penod _ of years : 
in the Simon Report it was stated : " This 
j, a matter as to which the British Par
liament cannot remain indifferent. If a 

,. 
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neW' I Act'· of' Parliamei1t' iS . to confer matter that properly . belongs to . the 
·powers of· self-go"Veinment- on the _provi.Ji- Indian· Legislatures themselves. . 
cial councils, it should ·at th~ same ·tir.te Witness.] I suggest to Major Atdee · 
provide means _for seeuring- that. tb~e that if ·would be_ possible; really, to re
cotmcils will in time rest nn~wider popular· co:ricile the two· points of view: You give 
support than they can at-.present, so that latitude to the Federal and the Provin
the transferred powers may· not remain cial · Legislatures, but you can, at the 
in the hands of an oligarchy." That is same time, retain the power ·in Parlia
paragraph 10 on page 94 of the second ment to legislate if it is satisfied that the 
volume of the Simon Commission Report. Federal Legislatures and the Provincial 
lJo I understand' the Secretary of State Legislatures are ·not · carrying ont their 
rlifl'e·rs from~. that __ -yiew 7-1 .. am. not f · 1 aRsumilig ·that" changes of this _Kind are duties 8.11' Y· · 
Jik~ly"_ to re~tnct the franchise. My view . :Major C. R . .Attlee.] That i~ not _the 
rather.:Js ~hat" this is essentially the kind same thing as letting the Councils know 
ofj>royiSion· m·'which the Iridian Legis- that, unless they do progress, Parliariient, 
latures'·.theril.selves are most directly con- under this Act, is bound to take action. 
ce;rried/and' it is a question for the Com- You are leaving it perfectly vague. . 

. mittee ~o cons_ider, whether upon the kind Archbishop of ·canterbury.] _Would 
ot lines .. ~ that· : I have suggested there Major Attlee give us the reference to 
should~ilot be latitUde given to 'them· to the Simon Commi!'lsion Report. 
m.Blk€(alterations"a:fter a perio~ .. It is an. Lord Irwin.] Page 94, paragraph 109 
is~ue !~ally· b_e~e~ .defining those pow.ers of the second volume. 
in the ·.:Act ·;or_ ms1sting upon a repealmg d d G tl 
or .. al:riendin,;. Constitution Act in the Chairman.] My Lor s an en emen, 

Fo f it is my sad duty to inform the Com· 
future. I mcline rather to the first o mittee and the Indian Delegates that 
tltnAA: two -alternatives. · -~ : · Lord Burnham died suddenly last night. 

·:M'a.jor .. , 0. ,. ·R .. : ·.Attlee.] .. That • is This is not· the ·moment to recall his dis
diametrically. the· o-pposite point of ·view tin!!Uished career or to refer to the great 
from the SiiDon Commission. ·. They took · se~ces in many fields, both in ~his 
the ·same~ point of view ·as Sir N. N. country and throughout the Empue, 
Sirear;'that it -is~·-very unlikely that privi- which he rendered, hut I may be allowed 
leged classes :will surrender the.ir powers to express the . profound. sense of loss 
to ·i;dmebod:t. else unless there 1s express which. we in this Comm1ttee :feel, both 

. provision. an~ 'held that the Commons was 1\fembers and 1 am sure, Delegates. at 
bound ·to · mal::e provision for future Lord Burnhain's death, which deprives 
extenSions' in· ·the franchise. us of a valued colleague and so many of 
'io;~ E~sta-ce Percy.] I should like to us of a true and trusted friend. Out of 

kiltl~~.~hatJne '_~imon_" Commission . di~. respect for the memory of the noble Lo:d, 
. mean . becauRe; .their ;report seems to md1- I think that the Committee would des1re 

cate sthat; -:While :Parliament cannot re- to adjourn now. · 
malli' ·i.nd.iff~rEmt~,' P.a:i-liament must dele- Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] My Lord 
gak ::P~wers. tp, tJ;e Indian Legislatures Chairman, I would like respectively to 
to- alt~r the"'franchise. That seems to me associate ourselves with the tribute you 
to. ~-the -.clear meaning . of- the passage. have paid and with the sense of ~orrow 
M~jor (J~ R . .Attle~.] I~ the noble Lord you have expressed. · 

wi.ll:re;ad f:n~her. on he. Will. fi~d that pr?- Mr. Zafrul7a Khan.] , :My Lord Chair
vision :was .-made that if Withm a cerbun man, 50 would I wish to associate myself 
tun. ~-.erlens_ion had not taken place. tnen m"th what has fallen from you at the loss 

. . k ti• d Silt dd Parliament._ should __ ta e ac .on .an - the commnnity has suffered at the su en 
up .a, c0mmission .tf'. see_ that It did. death of Viscount Bur'nham. 

-Lord. Eustace Percy.] I· do not se~ Sir .Akbar Hydari.] My Lord Chair-
'ho-w that is opposed to the Secret~ry OL ml'ln so would the Indian States. 
State's view.' h Si~ Hubert Gidne~1.] My Lord Ch~ir-.-M. · ··--. a . ..., .Attlee.] Becam~ t. e f ty 

aJOr . .n. . d •t man. may I on behalf ~- my com!'llunt1 "' 
SecT,t..;~ of State does not eonSI e_r 1 lf rer"1v mth h.--
~ ,- '"' • b t a aRsociate mys'e very Rm .- , )C! 8 m~tter for Parliament, u 1~ 
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t"Xpression of sorrow and to say how much with everything th&t has fallt'n from your 
we appreciated Lord. Burnham as- a true Lordship on the lamentable death. of. our 
friend of India. friend, Lord Burnham. . 

. Sir Hari. Biflgh Gour.] As one who Begum Shah Nauaz.] ·• May I. be-· 
worked with Lord Burnham on the allowed to associate myself with the ex· 
Simon Commission and knows his work pression of sorrow and loss, and to pay 
anrl value, may I beg to associate myself · a tribute to Lord Burnhm;n 7 

(After a short adjou.mmmf.) 

l\Ir. F. S. Cocks. 

7237. I have only ·one more question to 
af;k the Secretary of State. Secretary 
(,f State, taking into consideration the 
Yit•w that adult suffrage is the ultimate 
goal, is it in your mind. that after a 
pt>riod of :vea rs the Indian Legislature 
may have the power of extending the 
Franchise but not of restricting the 
Plectorate '7-I do not think in my mind 
I had drawn anv distinction between the 
powers of the ·Federal Legislature. I 
think I felt mV!elf that if it is to be 
<1ecided by the v Committee, and by Par
liament, to g-ive these powers of altera
tion to the Federal Government and the 
Legislature after a period of time, then 
it is probably wiser to give that power 
without saying it shall be restricted one 
wav or the other, but I would not like 
to ·prejudge th~ issue. It is a part of 
the more general question as to how 
futnre alterations in the Franchise should, 
or ~hould not, hf> made. 

Lord Snen. 

7238. Re<'retarv of State, I thought 
that in >'ome wo~ds you used this mom
in!!', yon were opposed to adult sillfrB?e, 
or to a great extension of the fran~se 
on political principles. Am I ~ot nght 
in assumin ... that you oppose 1t at the 
prPs<'nt ti~"'e merely as a ques?on of 
r>ol'itieal expediency and 'practice f-I 
ito not wi~h to prpjud)!e the future at all. 
I am. howev<'r, <'On'\"'ineed that in the 
presPnt circumstances it would be •. a 
political mistake. The change that 1t 
would in'\"'ol'\"'e would he too great, and 
11nministrntivPlV it could not be worked. 

7239. ~\11 th~t I wanted to get from 
t11e RPeret.nrv of State was that he had 
not anv fi~ conclusion in his mind as 
to the ;1ltimat<.> eonditions f-No, I think 
thr ultimate e.onditions must he junged 
wlu•n tlH'Y arisfl. 
J,lOARO 

Major .Attlee. 

7240. This morning Lord SaliSburY" was · 
asking you some questions about the diffi- : 
culties of conducting elections, and he 
referred to personation ·and registration,' 
and so forth •. Would it not be .YOUr. ex.:. · 
perience that with the large constituen.:. : 
cies which we have in this· country now, ' 
those are ·not matters of any . real im~ 
portance ~ compared with the -r.ast 'f~ .. 
I would certainly say, yes,. and I ~~lieve .. 
that it will be found in practice now that 
in a great many constituencies eandid<-ites 
do not bother about personation .ag~n~ . 
at all. · - . 

,f. '- . : ~ • • 

7241. The next point I want 19. take · 
you. on is with regard to the direct ele~
tion to the Federal Assembly. I do not 
want ~ go over the ground which Sir , 
Austen Chamberlain has already trodden, : 
but the point I want to get is ~ to , ~e.: 
reality of representation. Take, for m:- . 
stance, the provision for the representa
tion of Madras, Madras non-Muhamma- .
dan general constituencies. You are to , 
have, I think it is, 19 seats of which 
four ar~ to he reserved for the Depressed 
Classes ; that means, thE>refore, );hat ~o~ 
will have four member constituencies. 
In effect it means that the lfadra.c; Presi-' · 
dency 'of between 40.000,000 · aiul 
50,000,000 population will be diyided up 
into four constituencies rrturnmg fo~r 
or five members. That is inevitable~ IS 

it not 7-(Sir John Kerr.) 16 constitu-
encies, is i~. not t 

7242. ·N~ ; but, surely, if you are goilig ·· 
to have four reserved seats .for. the n~ 
pressed Classes, it involvf'::~ multiple eo~- .. 
stitueneies, does' it not ! ThereforE', lt 
would probably be a matter of fom seated 
constituencies !-I do not know what the 
arrangements are proposed for that ; we , 
have not gone into that at aU, but t~en 

. ht not be so manv ll!'l four multlple 
m~ . u-
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constituencies ; we might divide the con
stituencies into two. 
: 7243. Two multiple . constituencies ,_ 
;Eight multiple constituencies, but, as I 
say, we have ·not gone into ·that at a.ll. 
I do not think . the local Gevernment 
have gone into that either. (Sir Samuel 

· Hoare.) Perhaps. Major Attlee forgets 
·that under our proposals we contemplate 

a further Inquiry, presumably on the 
spot, actually to delimit the constituen-
eies. · · · 

7244. Yes. I am merely tuking :what 
really must be· the effect. Tllc e1Icct :s · 
that· there must be multiple consti~uen
cies if you are going to have reservation 
of seats. It follows from that your r.:-n
stituencies must be very large in area,_ 
.Yes.. . . · _ 

7245. And it follows, too, -almost in
evitably, from· the . composition of the 
Madras constituencies that at least one 
of those constituencies will contain three 
line.IJ'Uistic groups, Malayalam, Tamil, and 
Kanarese f.,-Yes. 

7246. Is it possible, really, to look 
·upon that as a proper form of represen
tation for members, t() represent at) enor
mous heterogeneous area like. that 7-I 

· think it is open to a great deal of criti
cism. My difficulty has been to .:find 
a better plan. 

Sir .A. P. Patro. 

. 7247. That .will depend upon the all()
cation Committee, how the ·se!ts are 
to be reserved 7-Yes. In · any · case 
though, I cannot myself envisage any 
scheme that does not mean -very big con
stituencies. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

7248. Does the Secretary of. State en
visage a· system which would always 
involve each constituency having more 
than one member ¥-No. 

Marquess of Lothian.] .This only arises 
out of the Poona pact. This problem 
which Major Attlee is mentioning arises 
exclusively _out of the Poona Pact. 

Major .Attlee.] I am dealing with the 
proposal in the White Paper where it 
is definitely laid down. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Major Attlee 
would help us very much, if he would 
say that again. 

Major .Attlee.] There are 19. general 
ronstituencies, and four seats are to be 
reserved seats for the Depressed Classes, 
and under the reservation of seats, you 
must have multiple constituencies or 
there can be no reservation. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7249. Under those· circumstances, how 
large will these constituencies be 7-(Sir 
John Kerr.) If I may say so, there are 
to be 19 general seats in l\Iadras accord
ing to page 90 of the White Paper, and 
four of those general seats will be- re
served for the Depressed Classes. I am 
not sure, as I say, what the arrange
ments are ~oing to be, but I think the 
idea. was that these seats reserved for 
the Depressed Classes should be in areas 
in which the Depressed Classes are of 
real importance. They will not be 
scattered all over the Province. · 

Major Attlee. 

. 7250. But if you look at the Madras 
returns, I think you will see that on 
any population basis at• all, if you are 
to give a large number of the Depressed 
Clas~es a fair show, you must have a 
good many constituencies, because al
though there are fewer Depressed 
Classes as you go north, yet in all the 
southern districts they form a pretty 
big element '!-Yes, that is so. 

7251. Therefore, unless you are taking 
it purely on a community basis, and are 
g-oing to make up for the Depressed 
Classes having no :representation in one 
area by giving it to them in a p-eater 
measure in another, you must ~::xtend 
your reserved seats constituencies over a 
fairly wide area in the Madras Presi
dehey '!-Yes. 

llfajor .Attlee.] The point ~ere ic:; 
another instance of the extreme difficulty 
of direct election at the Centre. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7252. It is not sug-gested, is it, that 
one or two of these constituencies should 
have the privilege of returning repre
sentatives of the Scheduled Cla!'lses and 
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the other Scheduled Classes would be 
disfranchised Y-No, it would not be one 
or two, but it probably would be the 
whole 19. 

7253. How would the Scheduled Classes 
in the remaining number be represented 
at all ?-They would vote in the ordinary 
constituencies. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
tiJink what is not clear to Lord Salisbury 
is the exact manner in which it is pro
posed to deal with the Depressed Classes. 
'l'he proposal is to pick out, we will say, 
for the purpose of an example, three or 
four areas of the country in which there 
is a substantial number of the Depressed 
Classes and regard those areas as the 
channel through which the Depressed 
Classes are represented. They will, there
fore, form the three or four Depressed 
Classes constituencies, but, in P.oing that, 
we are not disfranchising the other 
voters in the same area. They will be 
voting for their own member in their 
own way. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7254. Then do I understand, following 
that up, that if he is not in one of the 
selected constituencies, the representation 
of a member of the Depressed . Classes 
cannot be one of his own class or caste, 
but will be such influence as he may have 
on the selection of a man of another 
caste, and, that equally in those constitu
encies which are reserved for the De
pressed Classes, those electors who do not 
belong to those classes will have their 
representation confined to representatives 
from among those classes 7-No; the 
othPr classes will be in the general con
stituency. 

7255: What is meant by the general 
constituency ?-The general constituency 
is not a special constituency. 

7256. Is it meant that, taking 19 
general seats for :Madras of which four 
are reserved to the Depressed Classes 
there will be one area in which the De
pressed Classes are in a majority, which 
will be made into a constituency return
ing four representatives of those classes, 
and that the rest of the area of Madras 
will be one constituency . returning 15 
members f-(Sir John Kerr.) No, Sir, I 
do not think that is the intention. The 
general idea is that if you have fifteen 

general eonstituencies _in Madras, and 
four constituencies in which only the .. De
pressed Classes will vote, and only mem~ 
bers of the Depressed Classes will be 
eligible to be elected, that is 15 general 
constituencies, which means, in effect, 
caste Hindu constituencies. 

Major A.Ulee. 

7257. I do not think you meant to say 
that. You are now ·describing special 
constituencies of the Depressed Classes f 
-Yes, I made a mistake, 1 beg. you! 
pardon ; not special, but general seats. 

Earl Peel. 

7258. Is it not fair to say that these 
seats specially reserved for the Dep~essed 
Classes is a special advantage · fo:r; these 
classes ? If you did not · reserve them 
they might. not get representati<>J?- atf ~ 
in the Uentre 7 So far from beiJig dis
franchised, they get a. special ad :vantage . 'I 
-(Sir Samuel Boare.} That 1s so .. I 
think Sir Findlater Stewart could amplify 
the answers which Sir John Kerr and I 
have just given. (Sir Findlater Stewart.> 
Out of 19 general ,seats, as I u~derst~nd 
it, 11 would be ordinary constltuenCle~, 
in which any Depressed . .qJass vo~er quail
fled could vote. They. vote like any
bod~ else; and, indeed,· if one · were 
lucky enough, they co~d stand ·and get 
elected, though it might not be very 
likely. In addition to these ll, wh~t we 
call ordinary constituencies, there will be 
four plural constituencies-four double
member constituencies. In. each <?f the~e. 
double-member constituenclc;JS, · which will 
be selected because the Depressed Class 
men are rather thicker there, a Depressed 
Class man must be returned as on.e of the. 
two. That is, you will have f.our c~nc~~-. 
trated Depressed Class const1tuenc1es m 
which a Depressed ClB;Ss man ~ust be re
turned. You will have 11 ordinary con
stituencies in which a Depre~sed Class. 
man may ~, vote, if he is qualified, and, 
indeed, in which he may be elected .. 

·chairman. , 
7259. Is it the intention that persons 

not members of the depressed . c~asses 
should be allowed to vote ~or a cand1date 

. of the depressed classes if they so de-. 
sired 7-Yes, after he has been selected. 
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. by a primary electio~. The l'oona ·Pact 
was · to this effect : I think there was a 
primary election by which foUr depressed 
class men were selected ; these four de
pressed class men then· go to the polls 
·in the ordinary- election, and the whole 
of the Constituencies, the plural member 
constituencies, then select the depressed 
class man from amongst these four. 

. ,., . . Marquess of Zetland. 
. 7260. May I ask one supplementary 

question f With regard to . those four 
constituencies which will return Depress

- ed Class representatives, will they over
· lap. territorially more than four of the 

... general · constituencies f-I do not think 
it has been worked out, but I think they 

, will. be chosen not to overlap. The whole 
. area of Madras will be divided up into 
15 areas ; 11 of these, as I see it, will 
be of the ordinary .kincL 

Dr. B. B. .Ambeclkar. 

7261. Fifteen will be general f-I make 
·11·ordina.ry, making 19 in all ;·n single 

· members and four double members. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 
. ' 

.· 7262. May I put on~ questi~n to Sir 
: Findlater Stewart to clear up one aspect 
. of it. f ,J merely want to understand it. 
:. Supposing a panel of four is chosen and 
. then they. . proceed to contest this par

ticular constituency reserved for them 
amongst themselves. One knows if a 
contest comes forward, everybody will 
vote who can vote in a general constitu
ency, but supposing three of them say : 

'· -"We io not ·wish to contest this elec
'. tion," would "it be possible for them to 

withdraw before the election takes place f 
-It is an interpretation· of the Poona 
Pact. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) What does 
Dr. Ambedkar say •f · 

Dr. B. B. .Ambeclkar.] That is the 
· · ·view, that it- is not obligatory upon all 

four ·of them to contest. 
Sir N. N. Sircar.] That is the view, 

but that is not the language used. 
_}Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] Another aspect 

is, are the Depressed Classes in any of 
. these particular constituencies bound to 
put forwartl four candidates Y Supposing 

·they. put forward only one, will the tel'IIli 

of the Pact be ~om plied with 1 What 
does His Majesty's Government under
stand the Pact to mean in that respect f 

Sir A. P. Patro.] The purpose of pre
liminary election will be defeated. ·what 
is mt>ant by preliminary election is elect
ing four people for a seat f · ' · 

Sir N. N. Sircar.} Dr. Ambedkar will 
vouch that I am putting the interpret&-

' tion which w-as understood at the time of 
the making of the Poona. Pact. H was 
understood that the Depressed Classes 
should have the liberty, instead of (.>lect
ing four, to elect one only. In that case, 
automatically the one got through. _ . 

Dr. B. B • .Ambedkar.] That is quite 
right. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] If they put for
ward four, one could withdraw . 

Dr. B. R . .Ambeclkar.] Yes. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7263. So in that case, the Depi·essed 
Classes will select the man they like and 
he will go through, necessarily f-Yes. 

Sir .A. P. Patro.] Without any con
test, because it is only a single candidate 
that has been put forward for that com
munity, and he will be elected along with 
the other candidate who stands · :for a 
general election. 

Sir .Austen ChambeTlairf. 

7264. Let me assume that one of these 
two-member constituencies is presented 
by one nominee of the Depressed Classes 
and three other candidates, the three 
other candidates come out at the 1ead 
of the poll, and the nominee of th~ De
pressed Classes comes out at the bottom 
of the poll. That is the hypothesis-it 
is an extreme one. I understand that 
the Returning Officer would declare that 
the man at the top of the poll wa~ 
elected and the man at the bottom of 
the poll was elected f-(Sir Findlater 
Stewart.) Yes, that is so. 

7265. And inasmuch as there are only 
four Depressed Class representatives to be 
chosen in that form, and if the De
pressed Classes choose to nominat~ four, 
they must occupy a seat in each of these 
four double-member constituencies, why 
are they not returned direct instead of 
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going through a form of election \vhieb 
is a farce f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Sir 
.Austen is now raising a very big ques
tion, and the whole question of separate 
eicctorates, an i:ssue particularly in its 
application to the Depre~:~sed Ciasscs that 
has created almost mor~ controvertiy than 
uuything in India. This was the result 
of a Pact, accepted as we under~:~toc.1l it, 
Ly the accredited leaders of Hinduism 
and the Depressed Classes. This was the 
plan upon which they agreed. As they 
ure agreeJ to the plan, and we felt it 
wa:; within the tenn:s of our communal 
decision, we accepted it ; but if he J>Uts 
the que:stion : Why not separ&te elec
torates f he will find that although 
theo1·etically he may have a good case for 
it, it will stir up a most eno1"!no~ 
amount of controversy. · 

:Major Attlee.] I think Sir Austen haa 
confused two number fours. There hap
P('JI to be four Depressed Cla.sse~:~' Eeats 
in the )[adras Presidency, but the pro
vision for representing the Depressed 
Clas:;es is that in each constituency they 
•hould choose a panel of four and should 
go forward for the election of other 
candidates. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] It is not that 
they should choose four for the four re
served seats, but four for each of the 
reserved seats f 

Major Attlee.] Yes. 

Sir .Au.<~ten Chamberlain.] I am much 
obliged to :Major Attlee. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I do not want to 
ercatP nny further controversy, but I 
rather understood it in a slightly different 
f!(>ns~ from what Sir Findlater Stewart 
h& explained. I under~truttl it in this 
way : 15 general seats to be filletl in the
ordinary way ; that four constituencies, 
which may coincide with four of the 15 
to be selected which will return only a De. 
pressed Class member, and thnt De· 
pressed Class member to be returned on 
this basis : that a panel of four is first 
to be selected by the DepresseJ Classes' 
electors within in each constituency, and 
then thoie four are to contest among 
them!';t'lYes for the seat, and at the final 
election each qualified voter. would l"ote. 
Is not that rather the case f I thought 
it was not going to be a double member 
in regard to some constituencies. · 

Major .A.Ule,, 

7266. I think :M~. zat:Nll~ K.lia1\ '..nu~t 
be 'vrong, because the probab~ity ,i:s . thp_t 
there will be no . ~uch ele~tors · ·on · the 
franchi'ie as at present, beca~se · they._'a~e 
elected by·. the other . ca,ste~ 1-:--(~~r 
SanmeZ Hoare.) My, LOril. Chau~n,,I 
think Major Attlee has ra4;ed. this··qu~s
tion mainly for _· the. ·: ·purpqs~- -"of 
emphasising the siie ,'of the constituenCieS. 
.A detailed discussion , has arisen out of 
that general question, ·a.nd .. I ~ inclined 
io think that the best ·plan woUld be; for me to put in a ·Note as to how these, De
pressed Classes' constituencies will · !eally 
be wo1·ked. ·It is rather · a complicated 
Hnd technical affair, as we have- seen: ~in 
our discussions' and I , think t~t , wj.U' 
probably be the best plan.- ' · ,_, ' --~ ' .; 

Chairman.] We shall be ,obliged ·'it•you 
will do that. · '· :·. '·· -~ · ,._, *' 

•.. - .. #' ~r 

Major A.ttlee. · 

7267. I am afraid I started an extra
ordinary· hare ; it was not the one I was 
hunting. The point I w~ted to: get at 
was with regard to the. reality. of. .. J"epre
sentation. The Secretary of. State. gave 
me a reply yesterday when 1 was asking 
about the prospects of forming parties, 
and he suggested that those parties would 
be much more regional than they are 
going to · be · between> --one: . type 'i: and 
another. If they ·are going to_ be· more 
regional, the divisions of parties,~ is· not 
that a reason for having •the ··representa
tion through the Councils rather than' by 
direct election, if -those .. ·ate · to-;:-. b~-' the 
uivisions f......,! am finding myself in a great 
difficulty in .answering. •questions:· ot this 
kind because I have,s&- often myael$ -made 
the argument that.' is in Majo:r Atflee's 
own mind. · But I have alWa.ys come: back 
to the very difticult obstacles in the.':way, 
if one does not adopt _a plan. of till.& ·kind. 

. I think 1 would agree with .the vie.\V ·'that 
he has just expresse<\_:in ·his. _question. 

7268. The ne.rl . p~in,t 1-: take mll ba 
with, regard_ to. the _issues:atj;he C~ntre. 
Would 'it not be true· to say_ tha.t,--,apart 
from finance, and so on, the Lef,~la.tion 
passed . at the Centre. will ~!Jlost probably 
have to be implemented in the ProVinces f 
That is to say,· anything '·like ··social 
legislation. - and labour~: legislatf-&_....i..the 
actual carrying out will be iii 'tlie·:pro. 
vinces for the most part f___;;lt-'waulil._eer
tainly. be true to say that the machinery, 
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for the most part, and, indeed, almost Witnes~.] I would myself put the 
entirely, will be the Pro~cial macb\n~ry. answer m a rather different way. I 

would say myself from the infonnation 
7269. And,· therefore, would it not be that is available to me, that the contact 

useful that the people who will have tu between the member and his constituents 
have the respollsibilit-y of allmin~tering is closer in the Provinces thar. it is at 
these Acts, should be as closely connected . the Centre. 
with t~e Centre as possi~le ' Otherwl~e Major Attlee.] There is a further point 
..,.ou ... ~n have people Wlth no respons1- · 
.•. . .. . .w . • • w1th regard to what has been suggeslcd, 
~ihty for carrym~ out these Acb, pass- that is the question that the issues at 
mg ~them cheerf~lly at the Centre, and the Centre might be different from the 
leavmg ~e Provmces to beS.: the bru~t issues in the Provincial Legislature. Will 

. of carrymg them o~t !-I thw.k t~~e·~~ not it be extremely difficult in these ·very 
a goo~ deal to ~e sald m favour of ·· aJ .1 . large constituencies to get any i:;sue 
Attlee s suggestion. . other than a very simple one put across ! 

7270. There are· o;tly two. P?mts mth I put that because I think probably Mr. 
regard to th~ quesbon of md1rect elec- Rangaswami Iyenger had a Vt)ry simple 
tion~ The!e 1s Just ~other one : A~ the issue, namely, that of nationalism, to 
~re.sent time . there 1s a compara.t~vely put across but it is not such a simple 
limited franchise at the Centre 7-:Y es. matter in every case. 
: 7271. Although we may be legislating Mr. Rangaswami lyenger.] 1\Iay · I 

for a certain time, one would suggest that 4eny that it was only very simple issues T ·· 
lSOme time or. other that franchist! might 
be extended at the Centre ,_ Y.es. 

7272 •. If you got at all far in that, 
would not your constituencies · for the 
Centre become quite unworkablu hy ren .. :·;on 
of the number of electors, or alternatively, 
your Federal Assembly become quite un
workable by the large number of members 
you would have to have sitting in it ' 
Therefore, is it not the fact that this 
proviSion for .the Centre does not Jeally 
allow, at' .all events, for group.-; of the 
franchise '-:-I think it is very tlifficu1t in 
practice to avoid the kind of c!ilernmJ 
that Major Attlee has suggested. 

7273 •. What I am trying to get at is1 

that granted the difficulties of the other 
members, I am trying to weigh thE" 
difficulties that exist already 7-Yes, I 
see. 

7274. Now one further point llaS been 
put forward, and that is that Intlia has 
become accustomed to a system of diru~t 
election, and it has worked ?---Yes. 

Major Attlee.] But has it not g"enerally 
been said by observers that the connection 
between those elected to the Centre and 
the electors is extremely slight ' 

Mr. Rangaswami lyenger.] No, not to 
my knowledge. 

Major Attlee.] If that is the ease, I can 
only say that it has been said to me by 
persolli elected to the Central J..egB
lature. 

:Major Attlee. 

7275. The franchise for the A.s~m11bly 
is such .that only the well-to -do classes 
will be represented at the Centre. Is 
not that so, almost certainly 7--The 
franchise under the present system or 
under the White Paper ' 

7276. Under the system propose.} you 
are going to have a limited franchise, 
that is to say, a franchise confined on 
the whole to the better off c!as&~s, a con
stituency that will cost a very :;rcat deal 

· of money to fight ,_Yes. 
7277. Therefore it is practically certain 

from all experience that only the 
wealthier cTasses will manage to get jnto 
that Assembly ?-Or the classes S'lpported 
by big organisations. 

7278. Except for a few special seats 
here and there gi~n to Depresswl Classes, 
and so forth. Broadly speaking, the 
make up of the Centre will be what you 
cnH Conservative or well-to-do 't-It will 
certainly be constituted upon a definite1s 
higher franchise than the Lower Chamber 
under our proposals. 

7279. One of the Central nnb.kcts is 
Labour laws, is it not ?-Yes. 

7280. Do you think there will be 
adequate representation at the Centre for 
dea1ing with technical matters of L~tbour 
legislation when the Labour representa
tives will be very very slightly repre
sented there at all ?-Major Attlce will 
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remember that we made provision for ten 
special Labour seats in the Lower House, 
page 90 of the White Paper. 

7281. There will be an inconsiderable 
f.raction in the Houile, and th<•y are un
llkcly to find any other persons coming 
from that class f-There are also 19 mem
bers of the Depressed Classes ; presumably 
drawn from the labouring classes. Major 
Attlee should also remember that, speak
ing generally, Labour legislation i::; con
current, both the Centre and the Pro
vinces having powers of legislation. 

i.lajor Attlee.] But it has, I think, 
Lt•cn brought out in evidence that it 
would be undesirable to hav~ separate 
La!Jour codes in adjacent areas on most 
subjects. 

Mr. Morgan Jone$, 

. 7282. I have only one question, follow
mg up the point which 1\fajO.i.' Attlee 
put to Sir Samuel. He quite rightly 
pointed out that thPre. are 19 Depressed 
Classes representatives, and a certain 
number, 10 Labour special, but there 
are also eight Europeans, are there not, 
and 11 Commerce anti Industry f-Yes. 

7:!S3. What is the special case for so 
rdatively large a representation for the 
Eurorwan section as compared with the 
:-perial representation of La~our ?
That is a very difficult ~enrral quest:on 
~o answer. We felt t.hat the ·European 
mterests were so great in India that 
'~·e must give them adequ:~ te repres£"nta
tl0n. 

72~4. But they would he mainiy com-· 
mrrc~al, ~ould not they '-Yes. 

7285. Coll?-merce and Indu;;;b y also 
hns 11 special seats Y-ThuRO would not 
nll he European. 

to say that one or other of thesG groups 
ought to be bigger or f;maller, and it 
was really one of the most diflicult de
cisions we have had to make, and I 
imagine it was one of the most difficult 
·recommendations that Lord Lothian's 
Committee had to consider. Upon the 
whole we feel that w~ have held the 
balance fairly between these Yarious in
terests. Perhaps e~thcr Lord Lothian 
or Sir John Kerr, would ndd a word 
from their own experience of the actual 

enquiry in India on these matte1·s. \V' ould 
you say a word, Sir John 7-(Sir John 
Kerr.) The great difficulty is-take the 
case of the Europeans, for instance ; there 
are eight altogether. · 

Sir Hari. Singh Gour. 

7290. Fourteen, because see the foot
note '-I will take the European Ecats 
pure and simple, they number eight. 
That is eight seats in eight p1·ovinces, 
One seat to each province in which the 
Europeans· are of any importance. . What 
we felt was that you cannot cut them uqwn 
below one, very well. 

Mr. ]4organ Jones. 

7291. How do you cut down 'the 
labour, how do you allocate· the Labour 
special, 10 ; one to each Pro,•ince !
Labour is not a community like the 
Europeans. ' 

7292. But it has very· vital ·interests. 7 
-Organised industrial labour is not to. 
be found in all the Provinces. The 
Labour seats are . distributed according 
to the importance of organised Jabnur ·in 
the various Provinces. There is · only 
one in the whole of Madras, although 
1\Iadras is the most populous place in 
India. 7286. No, I quite appreciate that, but 

anyway ~he:y do represont Commerce, · 
whether It IS European c,r Indian ?
Will you repeat that 'f 

7287. I am sorry : It is true that 
Commerce and Industry is not specially 
;eser':ed for European ?\!embers. Tha·t 
Is qmte true Y-Yes. 

7:1%. But they do represent Com
merce whether it is European or India ? 
-Yes. 

7289. Therefore it may he ::t<:sumed 
that they will look afte.r the interests 

of E~ropeans and Indians from the point 
of view of commerce f-It is very easy 

7293. I am not making suggestions 
about European representation, although 
I have my own views about that,. hut I· 
am ~omparing the Labour representation 
with it !lS being, in my opinion, an un
just balitnce. Sir · Samuel said, in his 
opinion, these representatives wili safe
guard and watch the interests of Labottr 
in the Lower Chamber, as ·I understand · 
it. When these Bills go into the Upper 
Chamber, and are there discussed, who 
is to look after Labour there 7-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) It is perfectly possible 
that the Councils, amongst the Members 
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of the Second Chamber whom they elect., namely, the Upper House the representa
will elect Labour representatives. Labour tives of the Governments, and the Lower 
representatives ·are not disqualitit•d from llouse the representatives of the .Assem
being elected to the Second Chamber. blies. That would mean that the Ccn
They have their chance just like any- tral Legislature would be wholly l'f.Jpre
body else. · . . sentative of Provincial opinion ' It 
. 7294. Just as much chance as I have would tend, would it not, to mean that 

of election to the House of Lords 7-I run the Centre would be a combination, pos
not sure whether that is so, when one sibly conilicting, of Provinces, and not 
takes into account the number .of de- a body representing the nati0n as a 
pressed classes representatives in the whole ?-I suppose that would be so, but 
Provincial Councils. (Sir John Kerr.) I am inclined. to think that in nny cuse 
In Madras, for example, there are 30 the 1·eprcsentation ·will he to a consider
depressed class representatives, and six able extent Provincial. 
Labour. That is 36 Members in a Coun- 7298. It will certainly in tho Upper 
cil of 215 who will be able to unite nnd House ?-I should have thought in the 
get a Labour Member sent to. the Coun- Lower House also with Prov'.ncial con
cil of State, if they so desire. stituencies. I think the Provineial atino-

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Or.more than one. sphere will be pretty strong~ 
Two, I think. 7299. It will. May I take it a stage 

further by way of comparison f-Yes. · 
:Ur_ • Morgan Jones. 7300. Let us take the analogy in Great 

· 7295. To secure one representative 7- Britain of the London County Council, 
Possibly one representative ; perhaps which represents the capital City, and 
more than one. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) It a very large number of vot.dr'l. Sup
might be one, two, three or four. posing the National Legislature were 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] I see that point. wholly composed of people elected by the 
Ma1·quess of· Lothian.] Secretary of London County Council, the great City 

State, referring to Sir Austen Chambei'- Corporations of the North and County 
lain's general thesis, would I be right Com1eils, would not it have the inevitable 
in saying that the almost· universal prin- effect of wholly blurring the line of cle
ciple upon which Federal Governments mareation between those two powers, and 
have been constructed in the past has having one of two effects, either that the 
been that the Upper House has represen- London l'ounty Council election wou1d 
ted the units and the Lower Honse the turn wholly on national issues, or that 
nation, that is to say, the Upper House the National Government would be 
has been elected largely by the Provin- .:whoUy controlled by the County Councilt
cial Legislatures, or by the ProvinP,es or and by the London County Council Y-I 

. States voting as a unit, and the Lower know that that argument is often used, 
House has represented direct constituen- and it is a very strong argument, and I 
cies, and therefore represented the nation. would not like to say that it does not 
I thipk that is universally the case. impress me. At the same time, I do 

think it can be pushed too far. If I 
. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Is that true take now my own experience on the Lon

of the Commonwealth of Australia ! · don County Council (and here perhaps 
:Marquess of Lothian. Lord Peel, with his even greater ex-

perience would confirm me or contradict 
_ 7296. I think so ,_I would accept the me) I am inclined to think that if a great 
view of a great Constitutional expert like body like the London County Council bad 
Lord Lothian on a matter of that kind, to nominate representatives for one or 
I cannot say offhand myself whether it other Central Chamber in England, they 
is so or not. would take the election on its own merits 

7297. I think you will find that that to a great extent anyhow, andt that con
is; I will not say absolutely withont ex- siderations other than purely London 
ception, . but certainly the general rule. munieipal considerations would enter into 
1\fay I follow a little further whnt would the election. But that is just a matter of 
be the effect of making the Central IJegis- opinion. What would Lord ·Peel -think 
lature wholly representative of the units, about it 7 
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Lord Peel.] I should very largely agree 
with the Secretary of State, because 
when these men are elected, andl if they 
were gathering together to form an Elec
toral College, I should think two things. 
One is that they would regard themselves 
as an Electoral College for that purpose, 
and, secondly, having been elected a 
great many times on the London County 
Council, I think they would elect me for 
my views on municipal subjects and they 
would not bother me very much with 
national and Imperial subjects, and, 
therefore, I should be pretty free to exer
cise my view as an electoral unit of that 

. County Council. 
Lord l!.:ustace Percy.] Supposing the 

burning question of national politics was 
how much grants in aid the Local Autho
J·itics were going to get from the Exch&
quer which is going to be the situation 
at the beginning of the Constitution, do 
you then think that you would be left 
wholly free by the London County Coun
cil to exercise an independent ju~oment 
on that matter. . 

Earl Peel.] I was wondering whether 
the units in India would be more dis
interested, possibly, in that matter. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I have not seen 
any signs of it. 

~Iarquess of Lothian. 

7301. What I am driving at is this. I 
think the system is a sound one when 
applied to the Upper House, but when 
you go on to say that the whole of the 
legislative apparatus, and tl1erefore the 
Ministry, at the Centre is wholly elected 
and controlled by the Provincial Legis
l~tures and the Provincial Governments, 
either the Provincial point of view will 
become completely predominant and over
rule the national point of view, or the 
Provincial elections will turn upon and 
be hopelessly bluned by national ·con
siderations f-I still think Lord Lothian 
is stating t~e case too high, but I do not 
want to gLVe an answer which implies 
that I disagree with his general fear 
that this kind of thing may happen, 
supposing we adopted these lines of elec
tion. I think there is a risk. 

l.Iarquess of Lothian.] I ·ani gi,~g 
what seem to me to be vel'y powerful 
arguments for the proposals in the White 
Paper. You 'Will understand that. :May 

I . turn to the seeond question of tlie 
poss1bility of contact between the con· 
btituents and the membel'S in the Central 
Assembly 1-l do not propose to raise the 
question on the personal side, because. 1 
am sure the lndlan Delegates will deal 
with that much better than 1 can ; but 
it has been suggested by Major Attlte 
that, supposing you b~ain with the pro
posals of the White Paper, you are 
launching a system which will not be able 
to carry to its logical conclusion undtr 
any circumstances the adult franchise. 
Have you studied the condltions· m 
America, where, if l may read a section 
from the ]'rancbise Committee's. Report, 
the area of the United l:)tates is three 
million square niiles, of which a thud 
consists of thinly-populatedl mountaill 
territory. '£he population is 122 millions. 
'l'he number of members of the House oi 
Representatives is 435, or one for every 
6,!168 square miles and 282,000 of the 
population. That is one page 166, para
graph 403. That is the basis for the 
Lower House. ln the case of the Senate 
the number is ~U and two members are 
elected by each !:)tate voting .as a single 
constituency, of which the largest ·is ~ew 
York, with an area of 49,000 square miles 
and a population of 12j million. There
fore, I venture to .~suggest· that, as a 
matter of logic and leaving out of acc<?tint 
the conditions in India to-day, which at 
this moment _clearly are not comparable, 
there is nothing inherently impossible in 
developing a system with very large con
stituencies containing very large numbers 
of voters, because it has worked in 
practice in the largest democracy in the 
world. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Are we going 
to discuss how it has worked f 

Marquess of Lothian.] May I answer 
Sir Austen Chamberlain Y ·. 

Witness.] ·I think that is so, but it 
must obviously depend on means of com
munication · and all the other methods 
actually available at the time. · 

:Marquess of Lothian.] That is, exactly 
why the proposals of the ,,Vhite .Paper 
are for a much narrower basis, but I was 
dealing with the valid argument put for~ 
ward by both· Sir Austen Chamberlain 
and :Major Attlee, that you .are starling 
a system which cannot possibly be ex
tended beyond its present basis, and I 
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think there is no dispute that the ·ex
perience of the United States shows that 
it is not inherently impossible. · 
. Marquess of Salisbury.] I see my noble 
. friend calls them n::.tronomic numbers. 

Marquess of Lothian.] So they are. 
:Marquess of Salisbury.] It. is :unusual 

to use astronomic numbers when you are 
dealing . with terrestial matters. 

Major C. R. Attlee. 

7302. We have no proof that if the 
population of the United States went up 
to that of India that system would work 'l 
-'Ve have also to take into account the 
fact that the population of India in
creases very quickly, and at the present 
rate, in 30 or 40 years' time, it will be 
immensely greater than it is now ; but 
all these questions are really questions for 
the future. I .am sure of that. 

. • Marquess of Lothian. 

7303~ I do not 'Want to discuss the 
women's franchise in detail, but there is 
a point of some importance I think to be· 
brought out at this moment. According 
to the White Paper,.14 per cent. of tte 
population of ?:l per cent. of the adult 
males; would. be enfranchised : that is 
about . 35,000,000 people. You estimate 
that one-seventh of those will be 
women, according to the White Paper. 
Is not that correct, Secretary of State OJ-
Yes. ·. 

7304. That is to say, your proposals are 
based on the assumption that there will 
be about 5,000,000 women voters OJ-Yes. 
. 7305. Of those, 2,000,000 will be pro
perty-owing women ?-Yes. 

7306. The number who will be en
franchiseed on the educational qualifica
tion will be very. small Y-Yes. · 

7307. Much less than 100,000 ?-Yes 
7308. That is to say, your own pro

jJOsals are based on the assumption that 
3,000,000 women will be on the roll in 
respect of the wives' qualification 7-Yes, 
roughly that is so. 

7300. The tot~ number of women who 
will be enfranchised on the wives' quali
fication, if th~y are all put on the ·roll, 
is only just over 4,000,000 7-Yes. 

7310. You would therefore expect, on 
·your calculations, that 3,000,000 out of 

the 4,000,000 wives will in fact apply for 
the vote "l-Yes, if not in the first elec
tion, in the subsequent elections. 

7311. On that assumption you think it 
is administratively possible to poll 
3,000,000 women· voters as wiv~ OJ-I 
myself think it might be . difficult at the 
first election. 

7312. But your own proposal con
templates that they will do so, because 
you say it will be one-seventh ?-It is so 
difficult to say, really, bow many women 
will or will not vote at the first election. 
It is very difficult to say how many will 
apply at the 1irst election. We hav6 
based our estimates upon what we think 
is a fair figure, and we have also based 
our proposals upon what we believe to be 
manageable, at any rate,. at the first 
election. 

7313. That is exactly what I want to 
-get at because you have said that one
seventh of the electorate would be 
women, which means that 5,000,000 
women would be on the roll, of whom 
3,000,000 would be wives who had made 
their own application. That is the ba~is 
of your proposal ?-Yes .. 

7314. Therefore, you are contemplating 
that it is administratively feasible to 
have 3,000,000 wives on the roll 1-(Sir 
John Kerr.) On application. 

7315. On application f-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) Yes. 

7316. Would it be saying too much to 
say that it could hardly be administra
tively impracticable to put 4,000,000 
wives on the roll if you admit that it is 
administratively practicable to put 
3,000,000 on ?-Our difficulty in dealing 
with the question of the ~omen's vote has 
rea Uy been twofold. First of all, we have 
found the greatest possible objections 
urged, I think in almost every Province 
in India, against a differential education 
qualification for women. Secondly, we 
have had very strongly expressed views 
that it would be well to move cautiously 
and that there may be considerable 
trouble, anyhow, in certain Provinces in 
attempting ourselves, at any rate for the 
fii'8t election, to put the wives. on the 
registers. Social conditions being what 
they are, it has been impressed upon ua 
that it wouLd; be wiser, at any rate at the 
start, to leave it to the women actually 
to apply. Those in a. sentence or two 
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are the two main reasons why we make 
these proposals, first of all, for removing 
·what was originally proposed by the 
T.othian Committee, namely, a differential 
educational qualification for women as 
distinct from men, and, secondly, by say
ing that, at any rate at the start, the 
wives should get on the register by 
application. 

7317. Would I be correct in drawing 
this inference, Secretary of State, that 
unle":'ls three million wives out of four 
millions do in effect app.ly and get on the 
registf'r, the number of women voters will 
be much less than one in seven, which is 
what you say ?-Then, quite obviously, 
Lord Lothian must compare that figure 
with the number of men who actually 
vote. 

7318. They have not got to apply to 
be put on the roll 7-No ; but if he is 
taking the percentage of the women who 
actually vote, he must then take the 
percentage of the people who vote. 

7319. No, I am talking of_ the number 
of people who have the rig.ht to vote 7--;I 
would still say that the right to vote IS 
one in seven. The right . is there to 
apply or not, as they ·wish. 

7320. It is only one in seven on the 
assumption that three million apply Y
The woman's right is exactly the same for 
the purpose of applying to vote as it is 
as to whether she registers her vote or 
not, it seems to me. 

7321. No, because the men are put on 
the roll without having to apply and the 
women are only put on if they do apply. 
Your calculations that the proposals in
volve on the roll one-seventh of the total 
electorate being women are based on the 
a.<>sumption that out of . f?ur millio~ 
women who are wives of ex1stmg council 
votPrs, three million will apply to be put 
on the roll. If that. does not come true 
the proportion of women will be mm h 
l<'ss than one in seven. If it is true, I 
am wondering whether the ad!ministrative 
arguments against application ha.v~ n?t 
be<'n over-estimated by the authonbes m 
India, because it only means a million 
more-four million instead of three 
million ,_It is not only a matter of num
bf'rs, it is a matter of social conditions, 
and we have received some grave warn
ings from one or two Provinces that, at 
an\' rate for the first eleC'tion, if we sent 

round people inquiring into details in 
families with a view to putting women 
on the register, there might be consider-
able trouble. · 

Mr, M. R. Jayaker. 

7322. Does the Secretary of State agree 
with the view taken by many people in 
India, especially women, that i£ the 
necessity of applying is strictly insisted 
on the three million women voters would 
be seriously reduced 7-We have not ·got 
any accurate estimate upon which we can 
base our view. · Certain Provinces think 
that a very large number of women would 
apply. Others think that the proportion 
would1 be much smaller. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru." 

7323. Could Sir Samuel Hoare give us 
an idea as to what view has been put 
forward by the various women's organisa- -
tions in regard io this requirement about 
application. 1\Iy impression is that they 
are very much opposed. to it 7-I think 
that is so. I think the women's o·rgan
isations, as they would be 'expected to be, 
are opposed to the principle of· applica-
tion. · 

1\Ir. M. R. Jayaker. 

7324. And some· of them have serious 
apprehensions that if this requirement 
of application is insisted on the . three 
million number will be seriously reduced 7 
-I think~ we may take it that that is the 
case. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

7325. May we take it it is the men~s 
organisations who have advised this 
extreme caution 7-No, it is the Pro
vincial _Governments mainly. 

Begum Shah N awaz. 

732G. Is there a single woman in the 
Provincial Governments '-No, I do not 
think there is. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Would it not be 
that if you left it for application then 
the proportion of women voters who actu
ally went to the poll would be murh 
grEater than the proportion that ~t would 
be if you automatically brought m every 
woman voter and! left her to vote or not. 
In oth€'r words, would it not be that the 
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mere fact that a person applied to vote tion which was put by Lord Lothian.. I
meant that that· vote would - be ·really understand taht . the wife of a qualifted_ 
used.efiectively and therefore the propor· voter for the Federal Legislature is auto·. 
tion~ that would exist between those who matically entitled to a vote . for the Pro
actually· went· to the poll if you insisted vincial Legislature provided -she applies
upon application was a much greater one to be put on the Roll '7 Is that so ~
than in the other ca,se and therefore the · (Sir Jolin Kerr.) That is the intention of 
ultimate number voting was practically the White Paper, yes. 
the same f-Have I made myself clear '7 7330. What happened in the ease where 

· ; · · Begum Shah Nau;az. p~lyandry is in existence 7 Can aUthe 
· · . WIVes of a man apply to be put on the 

73'0. May .. I suggest then that thts Register !-No. . . 
should ipply equally .to ~oth men and Sir Hari Singh. Gotw.] It is not a ease 
w?men '7-We are. domg It, the Begum of polyandry it is a case of polygamy. -
will remember,. With the men for the ' 
educational qualification. Sir John· Kerr Marquess of Zetland. 
reminds ·me ··that iri Ceylon it was ex· . . 
pected that not many women would 7331. No, It IS a case of polyandry~-
apply.-. In actual practice, very. large W~ propose th.a~ n<!t more than one w1fe 
number's did apply. . . . . . . should be qualified m respeet of her hu. 

. ; "l : ·. ,. ,. - . . 

· Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
~ . .~ :-- ~ . 
. 7328. If - you put a 'VOter on the list 

without any action Qn his part, you have 
no means of- knowing whether he takes 
enough interest to go to the poll, or not ; 
but if the , voter has . applied to be put 
on the list, you may be pretty certain 
that _he is going to use his vote, may you 
not '1-I would have thought so. 

Sir Austen Ckamberla.in.l That I under
stand to be Sir Akbar Hydari's question. 

Sir Akbar· Hydari.] 'Yes. 
Sir Austen Ch.amberlain.l If I found 

my name was omitted from the Register 
and· took the trouble to get it put on, 
it is a pretty clear indication that I 
meant to use my vote. ' 

)Iarquess of Lothian.] Are you i?
favour of making the condition of appli
cation apply to the men, as well as to 
the women 7 

Sir Austen Cham'ber7a_in.] I am not re
ferring to the condition ; I am talking 
about the results. When you are con
sidering the numher of women who vote, 
if there are 3,000,000 women who ha•e 
applied for their names to be put nnon 
the list. the larger proportion of that 
3,000,000 Will vote than of 3,000,~00 IDf'D 

who have not applied to have their naiPe!'! 
put on the list. 

(!'he Sec-retary of State withdrmvs.l 

_ Marquess of Z etland. 

7329. -Sir John Kerr. the fJUe!'\tion that 
I am m doubt about ariRes out of a ques-

band's vote . 
7332. Now I want to pass just for a 

moment to the question of group election • 
I took the responsibility for placing the 
possibility of group election before the 
First Round! Table Conference, where I 
thoug!ht it · met with a · considerable 
measure of support. I admit I did 1!10 

largely as a result of the arguments. in 
favour of it whicll you yourself put l:e· 
fore me, and you quite understand, there
fore~ that when the master abandons the 
position, the position of the pupil is a . 
rather difficult one. But tbe question I 
want to ask you is this : You were the 
Chairman, were· you not, of a Committee 
which considered that question '-Yes. 

7333. Where there other Members of 
that Committee who had h~d long ~td
ministrative experience in India ?-Yes, 
several. · 

7334. When you considered\ that ques.
tion. were not all these possible objections 
to the system present to your minds when 
vou eame t() vour conclusion in favour 
~f it '?-No, th~y were not. My mind was 
verv much changed by my visit to India,, 
when I · found that the conditions of 
things in the villages had changed to a 
ver:v considerable extent sinee I had done 
wo~k in the villages myself. about 
15 vears or more a~o. The eon
flitio~s then were, I think, favourable to 
working- the system on more or less 
pntriarchRl lines. I should have gone 
into a village in those days and got the 
people into rough and reacty group's an.d. 
said "Who is going to reprffient tb11 
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group, and who is going to represent that 
group ", and they would have told me very 
quiekly what was going to happen. But 
nowadays, what with political agitation 
in the villages, the fact that. in a great 
many villages there is- an agent of the 
tody which is called Congress, I am not 
saying anything against them-they have 
got their agents in most of the village8 
in northl:'rn India, at any rate, :md they 
l1nYe made an enormous difference in the 
Yilla"'e outlook. All tho:;e thin~s havo 
c](,ne"' away with that sort of friendl.v 
!'pirit which existed, ·and --v.·hich to my 
Jilind in l 0:27 and 1928, I think it was, 
mttde it justifiablE:' to put forward this 
~·oup system proposal. Another point, 
or COUri'l.', Wal'l the very unexpected 
Htrong opposition with w~ich the group 
~.vdem proposal met both f~om non
official gent1emen and from officrals, both 
European and Indian, particularly Indian 
officials whom I trusted very greatly, 
whose opinion I would take in a matter 
of this kind before that of most Euro
pean officers, and they were, I think, 
almost unanimously against this group 
i•lea of the Royal Empire SMidy. 

7335. Of course. what you have told 
ne naturally will have great influence 
upon my mind. I am now a little iu
cJined to change my own mind on that 
qnPstion after hearing what you l1ave 
!"tlid. Then just to return to the fran
c-j·,ise for the Central Legislature once 
1:10re fm- a moment, I do not want to 
go over the whole ground, hrcause it 
was ,·cry fully <·on•red hy Sir Austen 
Chamberlain and others, but I thought 
T understood you to say in answer to a 
question, that at the present time very 
little interest is taken in the elections 
for the Central Leg-islature. Was I cor- · 
r<>et '-Comparatively little. 

7336. Does not that sul!ge~t to your 
mind that the present system is, there
fore, not a very suitable one, that it. is 
s~mewhat artificial '-No, Sir. I thmk 
it is th11t the subjects that are di!"cussed 
in the Central LE'gislature are not such 
ac: appeal very much to the ordin~ry 
nrovincial votPr. The one exception 
is that of tariffs. The rural voter is 
he!!innin!! t.n find now that the imposi
tion of tariffs and the grant of bounties, 
nnil so on. is makin~ a considerable 
differPnce to him in Te!!ard to somE" of the 
n('l'r~siPe-. of Iif('. The question of build-

il;:g· iron bridges, for instance, is ·a· _very · 
in.portant one in Assam, and the Dis• · 
trict Boards in Assam had to cUrtail 
their bridge-building programme because~ · 
of the serious rise in the price of . iron.- · 
Nuw 15 years ago, there was not a man; • 
I should think, in Assam who knew what 
a tariff was or understood it in the very ·· 
least. Now, it is very <'ommon knowledge · 
i11 the 'Villages what· tariffs are, .and what 
tJ,P. effects of tariffs are. I:ri that wav, 
I anticipate that' the interest in the 
affairR of the Central Legislature will 
grow as the Provincial people begin to ·· 
Ff'f how it aff('{'t!:; them in their dailv 
life. but at present the effect is not very 
brge and is confined to a few subjects, . 
like tariffs. 

7337. -Just one or two questions about 
tlte size of the!':e constituencies ; I merely 
want to verify my own figures ; I am not 
sure that I am quite correct. Accord
it~g- to the proposals of the White Pa1>~>r, 
there will be. I think, in Madras eight 
Muslim constituencies for the Federal
Legislature ,_Yes. 

7338. Will those eight constituencies 
l"over the whole of the Madras Presi
ilt>nev ,_I think so, yes. Of course,· the 
c•t.nstituencies have not vet been de
Hmited in nny way ; I do ~ot think any
boov ha~· considered that really. but they 
will undoubtedlv cover the whole Prt-
sinencv unless in any district there were 
t'<'TV few ::!\Iuhammadan~. 

7339. If that is so, as far as I· can 
rn:.ke out, the averag-e size of 8. Muslim 
constituencv in Madras would bP. .· very 
nearly 18,000 square miles ?-17,784. 

Sir J o~eph Nan.] Is that the average ' 

Marquess of Zetland. 

7340. That is the average size 7-Yes. 

7341. Of eourse, some might be even 
larger than that '-Yes .. 

7342. Rnt the average size will be very 
nearly 18,000 · square miles f-Yes. 

1\farquess of Zetlsnd.] Now turn to the 
Punjab. 

1\fr. Zafrulla Khan. · 

7343. U Lord Zetland will ·excuse the 
interruption. could Sir John inform the 
Committee how many geReral constitu
encies there are at present in Madras ! 
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It ls smal!er than eight, is it not !-Yes, 
sntaller than eight. · . 

7344. Arid do they not cover 'the whole 
of the Madras Presidency at present 'f--: 
Y es, I presume so~ 

Marquess of Zetland. 

7345. Might we turn to the Punjab for 
a moment Y I understand there are to be 
sL~ general constituencies and also six 
constituencies for the Sikhs _'f-Yes ; 
that is page 90 of the White Paper. 

7346. In the case of the general con
stituencies, surely, they will be. spread 
over the British part of the PunJab, but 
I imagine the same would apply to· the 
Sikh constituencies ,_Yes. Sir Malcolm 

.Hailey says they will be. _ . 
7347. What will be the average size of 

those constituencies 7-(Sir Malcolm 
Ilailey.). We can give you the average 
size of the general constituencies and of 
the Muslim constituencies ; I do not 
think we have worked out for the moment 
the average size of the Sikh constit~
encies. It would not take long to do 1t. 
(Sir John Kerr.)_ 16,000 square miles. 

-Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

7348.- May I interpose a question f . I 
am so puzzled about this. Would S1r 
:Malcolm explain if the six Sikh and the 
so many "'eneral constituencies are to be 
spread o:er the whole of the Punjab f 
Would the whole Puniab be divided into 
SIX districts for the Sikhs, and in the 
same .. way, l.nto a proportionate n~b~r 
of districts for the other members, or will 
there be special geographical cons!itu
encies returning the Sikh representatives, 
as was explained to us in the case of t~e 
Uailras Depressed Classes 'f-( Su 
Malcolm Ha~"ley.) No, Sir; the system 
is at present, and it will no doubt be 
followed in the future, that for these 
major commnnitie!'l the electorate extends 
ov~r the whole . Province, • divided, of 
course, into constituencies. It is only 
p:o·oposed in· the case of some . of the 
smaller communities. that we murh~ on 
occasion for the sake of convemenrP 
tnke special ·constituencies, surh, for 
instance, as might be _done in. the ca.se 
of the Anglo-Indians, or Ind1a.n. Cl·ms
tians, but for the major com~umh~s and 
for the general constituencies. they 
would extend over the whole Province 

divided into constituencies. U you take 
the Punjab, to which you were referring, 
there ·would be three of these major 
communities,· and the Muslims would 
have 14 constituencies extending over the 
'whole Province; the Sikhs would have 
~ix constituencies extending over the 
·whole Province, though I may say that 
there are districts in the Punjab where 
there are so few Sikhs that the numbers 
in those distri-cts would not make any 
difference to the constituency. Then the 
genrral . constituencies would also extend 
O\"er the whole Province, and in the case 
of the Punjab, they would only be six. 
That is to say, there are 28 districts in 
the Punjab-; and you would group them 
roughly together for the purposes of con
venience of v~ting. You might take it, 
v0ry roughly speaking, that there would 
Le two districts for each Muslim con
stituency. It would not eome out quite 
to four districts for each seat, and for 
eath general constituency. but it would 
C•Jme, roughly, on an anrage, to about 
fpur district&-between four and live. 
The areas given by that, would mean 
that each Muslim constituency in the 
Punjab would comprise 7,000 square 

· n.iles with an average total population of 
953,000 and a voting population- of 
27,000. Each general constituency would 
comprise 16,500 square miles wit~ an 
aYerage total population of 1,100,000 and 
a voting strength of 32,000. I am, of 
ct">nrse, givinoo averages only, as we have 
not yet mad; up the constituencies. I 
eould give you similar figures for any 
other Province. 

7349. And each Sikh constituency in 
thr Punjab T-Each Sikh constituency in 
the Pun.iab would be in area 16,500 
srmare miles~ 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 
7350. These areas will not be eo

t!'nninous in any way. Will they all be 
<lifTerently delimited '1-Yes, that is done 
at present. It is made up in different 
b~oeh of districts, if I may express it in 
tliat wav. Different blocks of. districts 
are made up into one constituency for 
purposes of conTenience ; that is done 
at -present. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
7351. But thev are generally neigh

homing districts. '1-They are neighbour
ing districts. 
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Marquess of Zetland.] The effect" of 
your replies to my questions is that there 
will be a very large number of con
stiturncies which will be at least from 
16,000 to 17,000 square miles in area. 
Have you realised that an area of that 
extent is rather more than twice the size 
of Wales and Monmouth, and do you 
realise that Wales and Monmouth send 
35 mem hers to the House of Commons 
in this country 7 

~Jr. Morgan Jones.] Too few. 

s<.>parate part of the register -kept . !or 
Muhammadans. · . - , · _ · · · 

Mr.' Zafrulla Khan.] There are eepa-· 
rate registers altogether.-

! • 

Lord Rank~ill~ur: 
7356. At present is there any distinC-· 

tive mark for the Depressed . Classes, o:r· 
a separate . register. for them 7-(Si.l'' 
Malcolm Hailey.) Not at present.- _ ·; 

7357. But there will-,h~ve to be in th~ 
future 7-Yes. 

Marquess of Zetland. 7358. Before the Sub-Committee ye~ 
7352. Do you still really think that terday on which I was sitting it was 

constituencies of that immense geographi- given in evidence that there are different 
ral nrNl. are a practical proposition if views as to whom the Depressed Classes 
rrpresentative Government is to be real Y ·are ; where they begin and where they 
-(Rir John Kerr.) As the Secretary end. Would that make a practical diffi .. 
of Stn.te said, what is the alternative 7 culty 7-(Sir John Kerr.) That has 

7353. The alternative is the alternative ·been decided, · I think, in the White 
J:•roposed by the Simon Commission, -Paper. (Sir Malcol-m Hat.1:ey.) · It is 
"'hi<>h is set out in the Second Report now scheduled. - - · · 
of the Simon Commission. l\fight I just 7359. I have seen the Schedule ; but 
nad only a !cw lines from the Report 7 would that . Schedule _- be ge~erall7 
On pn~c 116 of the Second Volume of accepted t-(S1r John Kerr.) Yes.· · · 
tl1e Rrport of the · Simon Commission, 7360. The registration · offic~rs . -w~uld 
yon will find these words : "Representa- have to follow that Schedule f-Yes. · 
tiYe im:titutions were dPviged as a means - · · · 
of g-etting over the difficulty created by 7361. And they would naturally know 
tl1c expanding size of States, and it ·to which caste he belonged ; there would 
appc::m; to us to be in strict accordance b<' no difficulty about that f-No difficul-
both with the theory of representation ty at all. 
a11d with the requirements of common 7362. Then another point I want to 
srnf'e to Ray that, when the total area to nsk is this : Is it proposed . to have the 
be provided for is so huge that direct elections for the general seats and the 
plr<>fion would involve eithrr impossibly C()mmunal seats On the same day and in 
large constituencies, or an impossibly the same polling booths 7-As a rule 
JPmlero't'> As,.:emhly, the solution is to be they are held on_ two diffierent days. 
fnunrl through 'E!ection by the Elected' 7363. They would have to be held on 
-which is all that indirect election two different days 7-They are, as a 
n:enn~.'' In other. words. election by matter of convenience, already held. on 
n·..,n:hrr!'l of the Provincial Legislatures. two different days in nearly ali Pro-
That i'> the alternative. vir.ces. · · · 

Lord Rankeillonr. . 

735!. On~ or two questions, Sir john 
Kerr, on detail rather. Who at present 
r1 rpnrrs the r<'gister. eop-esponding to 
the onrst>ers in thic; countrv in t}w first 
in.~tPn<>e ?-GPneraJJy; an o'fficer who is 
c:.~l!rd a Deputy :Magistrate. 

73.r"i!'i. When the register is pr~pared, is 
it mflrked in some- way .to ;:;how to which 
co!T'munities. the vari~us voters belong ' 
-T think there. would be a separate part 
of the rrgistcr kept for Hindus and a 

LlOGRO 

7364. Otherwise the strain on the pre
siding officer would be heavy f-Not only 
that, but;. it is just as . well to keep ~he 
communities apart at election times. -. 

7365. With regard to the special consti .. 
tnencies, you would have to take · the 
word_ of the officials in- some cases ; for 
instance, in- the case o£ the ·Chamber of 
Commerce, that the . list properly re
presented the members ; you could not 
check that, could you- '-You· are talking 
now about the lists of the 'Chambers of 
Commerce 7 
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• 7366. l~gave that as -an instance, but 7374. And you havl" got a special 
there might, possibly, be other. instances. J'f)k-rister for that 7-We have got a 
It · really arose out of • something Bpecial staff for it. 
emanating · fro~q. the Sub-Committee. 7375. Are you dependent upon the 
B seemed to me that the membership Z:~mindars for information '-No. The 
:fluctuated ; that · you might become a chaukidari tax is a tax that is . put on 
member very easily, and a member might by the village punchayets under the 
gH off at short notice, and so on. You supervision of the sub-divisional au tho
·would have to take the word of the rities. 
officials in- a case like that, that it was a 7376. Have you then no test of rent at 
proper list· of their membera !-Yes. In all in Bengal "/-Apart from the Record 
tLo case of the ~chambers of . Commerce 
there is always a printed and published of Rights, there is none. 
list. 7377. But a part of the franchise is 

7367. There. would be no revision of bnsed, is it not, on the rent that a man 
that list !-It would be . revised every pl!ys 7-Y~s, at present; we have got 

· ·· road cess returns .of course for them. year •.. 
. 7368. There would be no other autho- . 7378. The information about the· rents 

rity to· check it ?-:-No. . ·is given by the Zamindars f~Yes. 
7369.· I think it was given in eVidence 7379. So that you are at a disad-

iby the Polic~ witnesses that the· first· elec- vantage as compared with those Pro
.t!6ns werfl}·. likely to. be.- extremely difficult vinces where the. records . are ma.Uitained 
from the point of view· of· order. Do annually ?-Yes ; but it is not proposed 
you agree with that 7 Do you think they to make t.he rents the basis in the future. 
w.:ill .be difficult f-I thinlr in some places The chaukidari tai is going · to be the 
very likely they will ·be~ so.. . · basis.· · · 

- 7380. I say· it 'wilJ take the place of · 
· !"" 7.370. That ·is an add!tional ·reason, -1 the rent qu.alification !_:The chaukidari 
think you h~vejust said, for having the 
,communities v.oting on diffeJ."ent ciays,,- . tax will, ·yes. · _ 
r· quite R,.,ooree. · · · · - - . · . · . 7381. T~en as regards the Pohce, the 

; _ · · · · . · _ . 1clea I. think was that about 1,000 votes 
MaJor Cado_qa.J?.] The que~twns I desue ·-could be recorded in a day at one pollin~ 

to ~ut are questw?s of pohcy, my• Lord station 7-Not exactly that. It is 1,000 
Chairman, so I will reserve them. votes by one pair of clerks, and you 

would have three or four pairs of clerks 
at each polling station as a rule. Sir ,Reginald Craddock. 

· 737L M v -Lord Chairman, I had one or 
two questions to ask the Secretary of 
State, which· I will reserve, but I have 
a3ew questions to ask· Sir John Kerr. 
Jn Bengal, Sir John Kerr, you have not 
a regular Land Record staff, have. you f 

. __ .:_No ; not in the same sense as in other 
·Provinces ; but we have now co~nleted 
the Record of Rights for the whole Pro-
·~nce. · 
; . t372. But that IS never kept up
'to~date '?:-No ; . .it is not kept up-to-
date ; but it is very useful .for the pur
pose- of- reference . on occasion of this 

-lcind. -: · · 
:- :7373: But' it · do~s n~t· .give . you the 
mtmes_ ··and· holdings~. .and· everytring 
'WLich_ is'·c~iinged, SQ you have to have 
~· . indf'pendent a~ency .7-In Bengal it. 
ls propose9 to make the chaukidari tax 
'Uiit basis ·of~ the· fran·chise. ' · · .. -

7382. Then you would want a good 
many police at each polling station ?
Yes .. 

7383.~ How many did you agree there 
should be f Was it about five '?-We 
hnve got an estimate of that in the Re
port. The U. P. estimated that the 
Police could deal with 25,000,000 electors, 
voting on one day. 

7384. That would take up a very large 
proportion, of course '?-Yes ; but para
w·aph 27, on page 15, of the ~ranchiSe 
Committee Report d~scloses the mforma
tion that we obtained in the U. P. "As 
a rule one subordinate officer and four 
constables are necessary .for each polling 
station.'' 

7385. It was put t~ me at .one time ~y 
-some· critic of this Report. that With 
36.000,000 votes_ to -be recorded and 1,0_00 
for each polling station; it .would .reqUJ.re 
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36,000 polling stations. If you multiply 
that by fi>e, that would be 180,000, 
which would take up the entire Police 
}'orcc of the country. But I gather that 
your calculations are based on a consi
derable modification of the numbers you 
have calculated for the U. P. 7-Yes. 
w· e went into the question, and got these 
abstract figures, and then we went into 
the question of t}le actual Police Force . 
available, and we carne to the conclusion 
that the Police could be distributed in 
web a way as to provide the necessary 
·protection to the polling stations. 
· 7386. Still, you said that 2~,000,000 
could be dealt with in what time 7-In 
(me day. · • 

7387. That would be 1,000 at each 
polling station f-Yes, that would be 
25,000 polling stations in that case. 

Mr. Butler. 

7388. Is it not true . to say that if you 
increase the number of clerks you can . 
increase the number to each polling 
station above the 1,000 7-Tbat iS& what 
"'ould happen in actual practice, but, as 
a matter of mathematical theory, if you 
toke 1,000 registered electors per polling 
stn.tion per day, then the police force of· 
the country is sufficient to deal "with 
2;\000,000 !'lectors as a maximum per 
day. In many places, of course, .. you 
would have much more than the 1,000 
electors. 

Sir Rrgiuald Craddock. 

7:1S9. You could not £or tbnt purpose 
reclnce the nnmber of polling stations 
without making the distance to be 
travelled rather great. Supposing -you 
reduce the number of polling- stations 

. and added more clerks with the view of 
ernromising the number of police ·re
quireil. you would be pulied up very 
cften by requiring the distance to the 
pollin_go station to be greater J-In 
sparsely pon,Ilated area~ you would not 
~ven get 1,000 a day, but you would have 
to have the police there all the same. 
This is the average for tl1e .whole of 
India. . . . . . . . t . 

7390. I was putting to yon that r,n 
eJection for a proviPce wiH take up a 
grel'lt nnmher of police f-Yes. 

· · 7:191. In your experience of elections 
so fnr, can. you tell me whether th(·re 
Ll06RO 

is· ~ny serious. risk of .the :M:idnapore. ex
perience being repeated, in which, yo11 
may remember perhaps, that Midnapore 
returned an illiterate sweeper n~ their 
member Y-So did Chittagong, and so 4id 
Labore, I believe. · 

Sir Reginald CraddocL] Is that likely 
to be repeated at all. 7. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khmi.J What is the point 
of the question 7 . 

Sir Reginald Craddock : I am asking 
Sir J obn Kerr whether he thinks that 
the kind of thing which broug4t about 
the election of an illiterate sweeper fQr, 
Midnapore is likely to recur ngain under 
the new constituencies f . . : 

._ Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] It is .bound to 
recur where the depressed -classes come 
in. 

Sir . Reginald Craddock.] I do itot 
object to the sweeper, but the· way in· 
which he was returned~ ' ·' • 

/ . 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan:.· 

7392: What was ihe. w~y ?-I do ntit 
remember the Midnapore man, .L:ut .. the.· 
Chittagong man was a very intellig¢t 
one. .·· : 

Sir Reginald C~addock.] He ·mis re
turned h.v the fact that t'Yo -candi,!att!s 
were put up, that. i~ my information. 
One was a cobbler and one was ·a 
sweeper, and I do not think many voter:.;. 
wanted to vote for these candidates, nnd · 
so, at the last moment, the cobbler was 
induced to res~gn, and the sweeper was 
declared elected without anybody having 
had to vote for the sweeper. · · 

1\fr. Zafrulla Khan.] What is the objec-
tion 7 I still cannot foJlow. · 

1\fr. Rangaswami Iyenger.] I dare say 
there are many cobblers in this country . 

Sir Tej Bahadur Saptu. 

7393. Is not that the ultiiJiate aim o:f 
democracy Y-It i~ a question of pclicy 
for the ·secretary of StatP.. . , . . . 

Miss Pickford. _. 

7394. ·Is· it" not the case .that 1arge as. 
the. constituencies are undl'r the 'Vhite 
Paper Proposals they will be smaller 
both for the "Provincial Councils nnd 
for the Federal Assembly ·than they are 
under · the existipg Constitution 7-Yes. 

:u:2. 



Miss Pickford. •·• -7S95.., Because- the .Fed.el"nl . .Ass?m~Jy 
.are to have more seats,_ and the Provm- 7400. It wa:~ an administrative argu
!.eial.Councils will also have more 9-Yes. . ment that I wanted to bring ~mt !-It~ 
· · 7396.· Therefore it would be fair to very hard to say. I t~ink Jn an or<l:t· 
:say that ·the ·difficulties which exist to· . nary village, if an Enghshma? comes.ID 
day will be less and not greater unde~ the instinct of the wo::nen IS to h1de 

·.the White Paper pro-poB~l:~ ~--To so~e their faces and shuffle away in corners, 
extent, yes. In the P.rovmcta1 Councils and so forth, but what the condition:~ 
-the reduction will be very marked.· In are actually when they are le_ft to them· 
·the :Central Legislature the constitu- selves I really should not like to ~ay, 
encies will still be very large. . . but ceremonial purd:1h, ns yon · m1ght 

7 1397. Arising out of the question that call it, is more observed in towns and 
was asked by :Major Attlee that it wo~ld ·villages where there are well·to-do people 
·'be impossible to enlarg~ the f!anch1se than in the ordinary ru:;tie _village· 
·for the FederalAssembly because of the where there is nobody very much nbov& 
·siZe· of the constituencies, 'vould it be the cultivating class. 
fair to say that the diflicnlties are more 7401. The. question l wanted to lead 
~geographical, and owing to the difficult):. . 'llp to was this : Do you think tha~ a 
of communications, and it would be no ·large number of women would gQ TeJcd 
more difficult for a candidate to get. in to the polling . booths in the country 

. touch with 100 electors in a village than districts t-Y es ; I think they would 
~with. io. ·.By increasing the- number of hide their faces from the poliing office_rs. 
electors Within a large constituency you · 7402. But they woulrl be prcparnd to 

· do not really increase the difficultie~ of · remove the veil if there was a woman 
the carldidate t-lf you increa.~e the 1 clerk in the polling station t-I shoulcl 
number of electors ten-fold, I imagine ·think so, certainly; if there was only a 
:that it! would make a . considerable woman clerk. · 
·difference, · but in ·a ·· ~~~on:;tituency of ·· 7403. But if there was a separate eo~ 

· ~15,.QOO sqttare .. tniles it would not matter ~:partment with a woman '!lerk then that 
very much whether yollr electorate was . administrative difficulty coulll be over

-25,00(}-or:45,000 as far WJ contact \Vas come t-:Yes, I think so. 
:COJ!.cerned. -:. : ' 7404. And that in the towns would 
.· 739ft ·If :you have to go to a number · vou agree that the evidenee giv~n before 
.of_ villages it. does n.ot make very much the .Franchise Committee showed that 
:difference wliether · yo11 have to try to it would be possible to provide separate 
·get in touch ·with 10, 20 or 30 voters f- pollin(p stations for women in the large 
<No, ·I ·should think .not. . towns0 f-Yes, I think the evidence 
r · 7399~ ·May I assume from the answer showed that. 
· th'at the Secretary of State gave about 7405~ Th-erefore, that admini.strntive 
the literacy qltalification fl)r women, that difficulty could be got over in the large 
the . proposal made by the Franchise Com- towns 7_ yes, in the lartic towns. 

-mittee to enfranchise all l!terute women, 
has not been adopted, not for ad- Mr. Morgan' Jones. 

·ministrat\ve difficulties, but because o-1! .740(>.· Would :Miss Pickrurd allow me 
·the· objection to a differential qualifica- to ask whether this diffieulty was present 
tion f-I think the Secretary of State 1 · b 
had better answer that qu~stion. I am at all in Ceylon and, if so, Ia:i 1t een 

f · · · h h d' · overcome 7-In Ceylon the! have a mt:..ch 
n.ot. am.diar Wit t e recent Iscussions larrrer staff of women avmlable to assist 
on the subject. · ~ · 1 d" d 
· Miss Pickford.] 1 have another ques. at the polls than. there is in n ta an 
tion arising out. of that. I had better they get over the difficulty in that 
reserve that., Could Sir John Kerr tell way. -
the Committee from hi.q e:rperiencP-, is it . · Sir Tej Bahaaur Sapru.] There is prae
the ·fMt that strict purd~th ·is not very tically: no purdah in Ceylon al.Mng .the 
largely observed in the villages. It is · Hindus. 
more a cnstQm in the towns. 
· · Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I think the Begnm 
Shah can. answer that better. That is 
eorrect. 

7407. Is 
Ceylon to 

·Chairman. 
purdah an institution · in 
any great extent ?~nly 

. ' 
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among the Muhammadan,:; I think in 
Ceylon. I am not very familiar with 
it. I 

Mr. !J!r. R. Jayaker.] The sam~ is the 
case in India. l'here :tre manv districts 
where there is no purdah at all. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Bombay and 
Madras. 

Begum Shah~ Nawaz. 
7408. Would Sir John tell us what 

would be the percentagiJ of purdah 
among the women of India T How 
many women a1·e in purdah f Have you 
ever con"'idercd that question f--It 
diffen very -much in different Pro
vinces, and I should not like to give 
a mathematical answer to questions of 
that kind. _ _ . 

; . 

Beguni. ShalLNawaz.] There is~ "very 
little purdah among the Hindu com
munity ; purdah-is more or less confined 
to the upper classes' - ·nmtmgst- (:the~ 
Muslims, is it not; _and··mal:itly ·to ;th~ 
upper classes among the' : Sikh i zamin.j 
dars ? There are 5o- million Musliin.:i1in.. 
the whole of India; 40 million adults:;-.' 
there are more-·men than women; ·-The
number of women. would be' roughly 17' 
million. · Out of that, 90 . per cept. 
happens to be agricultural ·populati-on 
.~tnd most of the women who live in 
these villages go and work in the-fields 
with their own men~ out of :, those ,17> 
million. Therefore,. out of 1,65,(1!)0,000 
women there could not l1e moce ,than 

.12,000,000 or .13,000,000' women in pur• 
dah. · -

(The Witnesses ara directe& to' withdraw.) 
' .. . , -

Ordered, That this Comin.ittee be adjourned to 10-30 il..m. to~n:i.orrow., 

21st July 1933. 

Present:' 

'J'he MARQUESS of LL~LITHGOW in the Ch:i.i.r. 

Lord ArchbishQp of Canterbury. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
1\Ia rquess of Reading. 
Earl Peel. 
Lord Ker (Marquess ~f Lothian), 
Lord Hardinge of Penshnrst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord llutchison of Montrose. 
Major Attlee. 

Mr.· ·Butler. . • 
Major Cadogan. -

.Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. . _ 
Sir Reginald Craddock. -
Mr. Davidf:on. 
Mr. Isaae Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoat·e. 
Mr. Morgan Jonea. 
·Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford-. · 
Sir ·John Wardlaw-Milne. 

'l'he following Indian Dele gates were also present :-

INDIAN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnn:mtl. Chari. ~ 
Nawah Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. · 
Sir Akbar Hydari~ -

· Rir Mirza M. Ismail. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
Sir P: Pattani. '· .. • 
Mr. Y. Thombare.-
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BRITISH INDIA.N HEPP.ESENTATIVES. 

Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Mr. A. H. Ghnznavi. 
Lt.-Col. Si1· H. Gidney. 
Sir Ilari Singh Gour. 
1\lr. Rangaswami Iyenger. 
Mr. l\I. R. J ayaker. 
Mr. H. l\I. Joshi. 
Begum Shah N awaz. 

.• 

Sir A. P. Patro. 
Sir Abdnr Rahim. 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Air Phirozl' Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahma.J Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir N. N. Sircar. 
Sir Pnrshotamdas Thakurdc.s. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The Right Hon. Sir SAl\Il;'"EL tlOARE, nt. G.B.E., C.l\I.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., • G.C.I.E., Sir "INDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C .. I.E., 
C.S.I., and Sir JOHN HENRY KERR, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., are further exammed. 

Marquess of Lothian. 

7409. I have only one question to ask 
you, Secreta1·y of State, as you left in 
the middle of my questions. It i:1 on 
the question of the reaso11 why you pro
pose that the wives :;honld only have 
the vote on application Lo be put on the 
roll. A.s I understand it, it is not the 
technical difficulty of placing the names 
on the roll, so far as numbP-rs an• con
cerned, because the husbands are al
ready on the roll, and it is dearly easy, 
other things being equal, tJ put the 
wives on '-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) No, I 
would not altogether ngree with that 
deduction. We are informed that, at 
any rate in certain Provinces, it now 
creates great difficulty ; !.!.usban;Js will 
resent particulars being asked about 
their wives. 

7410. The real objectio11 is that certain 
husbm1ds will obj<:ct to having their 
wives put on 1-That is one of two ob
jections, the other being the nun1bers. 

7411. You proYicle for '),001),0110 wo
men voters, and, if all the wives are put 
on, it might rr.ise it to 6,000,000. Is 
the difference between 5,000,000 :md 
6,000,000 a decisiv~ admini3tratin~ ob
jection ?-The general view of the Pro
vincial Governments is that the machiue 
will be severelv strained d the first 
election with th~ full numbers suggested 
b-v Lord Lothian's Committee. \Ve 
have, therefore, been impressed by the 
proposals that have been made that 
would leaYe the scheme intact, but 
would enable less pressure to be put 
upon it for the first election or two. 

7412. l\fay I just ask one other ques
tion : Do you thin1< it would be po:::sible 

for vou to circulate to thi.;; Committee 
in the Autumn a statement of the area, 
population, and the numbar of eon
stituencies in Canada and A ustrali:l. for 
the purposes of compari.son, becau,.;c I'lY 

investigations lead me to the conclusinn 
that the average size of the Canadiar1 
constituencies is 9,000 square miles, and 
jn Australia is 30 square miles for the 
Lower House, and 60,000 square miles 
for the Upper House. 'Ve ha·l better 
g<'t the artual figures clearly befor~ us 
in the Autumn. Could you ll•l th:::t 9-
I. suggest, my Lord Chairman, th.it 
the proper course woulrl be for yon, if 
you would, to ask the Dominion;; Office 
to send particulars of that kind. 

Chairman.] Very well. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7413. 1\Iay I just put nne tpestion to 
clear up a point made by Lord Lothian 7 
What is the nature of the objedion 
which has been suggested to yon about 
husbands, about giving details a hout 
their wives in India ? Has it been sug
gested to you that they will object ttl 
giving the names ?-It is sugge.;.;tcd that 
in certain cases they will object to 
giving any particulars at all. 

7414. I am very doubtfHl as to whPPh~r 
that is so, or not 1-Perhaps, Sir l\Ial
colm Hailey will put the case. 

7415. 1\Iay . I put before you the 
Indian point of view ? So far a:'l, "'llV, 
the Orthodox Hindus among the villages 
are concerned, there is a sort o£ pre
judice in mentioning the name of the 
wife, but that prejudice doe~ not obtain 
among the 1\r uhammadan.:;. If a hus
band is unwilling to give the name of 



the wife, there are other members "of the 
family who can give it. The real ,)b
jection, to my mind, is ihut the women 
of India really have set'iOU:$ objection 
to giving information to any official, 
and I suggest to you that the position 
being that women must apply it is 
1·ea1Jy going to result ~u a very ~:~ub- . 
stantial reduction in the 1·epresentation 
of women 7-We have had cases to the 
contrary in some number brought to 
our attention, cases of 'male electors 
refusing to gh·e the names of tJuir 
wives, and again cases in which it has 
been found parficularl:;- difficult to per
!made either the worr•cn or their male 
relatives to give their nauw~ to tho 
persons preparing the rolls. Perhaps 
Sir :Malcolm, from his experience, would 
add a word to my answer. 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] I venture to 
submit that in the North-West Frontier 
Province it would not be free from 
danger for an officer to go nnd make 
such inquiries. · 

Begum Shah Nawaz.] May I nsk Sir 
llaleolm Hailey a question f Is it the 
fact that except in the Punjab and the 
North-West Frontier Provtnc:/3, :Muslim 
women hold property in almost an the 
other Provinces, and their names arf! 
already on the registers f 

Sir H ari Singh Gour. 

7416. May I .add to what Begum Shah 
Nawaz has said that for n municipal 
franchise where there is adult'rranchise, 
as in many urban municipalities, the 
names of women are .'llrea.dv horne on 

the <>lectoral roll 7-(Sir llfalcolm Hailey.) 
What I should say to the Committee is 
the result of our experiences in the 
United Provinres in making n. test elec
toral roll on the new franchi,.:;e in certain 
selected areas. They were so selectcrl as 
to b£> more or less illustrative ,f what 
we might expect to find when we came 
to rrepare the full electuritl roll after
wards. 'Ve found that in the towns 
there was po grea.t diificulty, nnd that 
particularlv was the case amon•,. the 
workjng-classcs and ;;;uclt clasRes 3~ the 
Scheduled Classes. In tht1 villages · 
rPsnlts differed, one very enthusiastic 
offif'er going personally (hu wns an 
Indian officer}, did maml~c to get 
the names of a number of women on his 
roll, but there were other r,a,~es in "·hicb 
the Agents employed, men of the 

Revenue Accountant .. type, , village 
Accountant type, were driven ·orit 'of tli~ 
yilla~e, and 1 got m~y· com'plaints, that{ 
If this course of thmgs was to be ··pur_.· 
sued there would be very' seriohs du.nger' 
to them. So that 'there ' wa::i positive 
evidence of the .real diftl.culty. in dL·aw-' 
ing up. a roll, _at all events, in the local' 
areas.· I am quite · convinced' of the' 
truth of Mr. Zafrulla Khan's observa.;:. 
tion about the North-West Frontiet' 
Pr~ince. · ···I 

· . • .•. , .•• _ ·! • •• i · · ·: I 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan,; . . 

7417.· Quite ?--There are certain parts~ 
of the N ort'!I \Vest parts of.· the Punjab· 
where· I think the same conditions would
apply as in the North W~t ·Frontier· 
Province. They are, of : course, .·almost 
purely · 1\fuhammadans. There would he 
very ·little difficulty, ! think~ i:n the :ease· 
of the Sikh population, ' )>ecause tb;&' 
women· there have been, voting in :what .we' 
know as the Gurdwara Elections .. · I have1 

my own experience, of · COUJ.'SC1 ·and I wi~h' 
purely to speak of the results of. that: 
experience which is confined tQ. the 
Punjab and the United Provinces. lt am 
sure there would be, for· the , first eleo
tion, at all events, until people know how 
very harmless was the nature. of our iri-. 
quiri~, very . considerable . difficulty in 
many of our . local constituencies. Th~\ 
difficulty would apply to .. all the fairly 
well placed agricultural classe$ ; it would· 
not apply in the same sense to the Sche-. 
duled Castes ; but I want to make, if T 
may, one general observation to .the 
Committee. The preparation of a roll of 
this extent can only· be carried through 
as part of our ordinary official proced'ure. 
That,.· is ·to say, the vast· bulk of .om: 
electors will be from the . rural areas. 
Now in the greater part of India we ha.ve 
a Land Registration system, .which gives 
you the names of all persons owning or 
cultivating land. All that we· do is to get· 

. our Revenue Agency to work and they 
make an · extract from those Registers, 
whieh giyes you a Roll that is practically 
complete 'in itself.. No inquiries are really. 
necessary for that purpose ; it can · b(; 
prepared by the village Accountant Staff. · 
under the supervision of what we . know 
as the Tehsildar with very fair complete
ness without any inquiry at all, being 
checked in the . village, but that is · in · 

·itself a comparatively simple· operatiOI!l, 
and it i.s owing to the existenc~ of . these · 
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records 
1
that 'we are enabled to prepare would · not normally . apply.· I would, 

what .. is ·in effect a very . accurate Roll, therefore, suggest for the consideration 
without any 'great disturbance of our of the Secretary of State and the 
ordinary. official work, and at no very authorities ·that there should be these 
great. cost: If we are . to make an two systems applied side by side : thnt 
elaoorate system , of. inquiries in the where it is possible either from Revenue 
Villages,· then the . burden of preparing . Registers or otherwise to get the names 
the Roll will be immensely increased. It of the women or where it is possible 
Will occupy the 'time of men wh~ are really by inquiries to get those names without 
i'~uired. in urgent. work connected with · any trouble, then that method should be 
the viJlage I"Ccords and· the collection of. resorted to side by side with the method 
Land Revenue, and of their supervisin:! of application. To resort suddenly to 
staff. That is ·one reason. why the Local application or to insist upon it, as a 
Governments. have found so much obJec- sine qua non of entry on the Register, 
tion in. the proposal to add a very large would lead to difficulties even in a Pro
number. of women whose names can only vince like :Madras where there is no 
be ·. ascertained as a result. of p·ersonal seclusion of the Purdah system in force. 
inquiry, . i~ the·. first . instance. · I think 
we, many . of. us, contempl~ted that. 
when matters settled down and people 
understood the meaning of the vote, the . 
d,ifficulty might . not occur afterwards ; 
a,nd I think I am right in saying that our 
objections . applied really to the initial 
procedure of the_ First .Roll. . · , · : 

,- . Dr. B. R. 'Ambedkar. . 
.· 7418. Do I understand that he ·would 
not require any · applicati'on at the· 
Second Election 1-As the Secretary of 
State has said,· l would leave that largely 
to circumstances. If it· were found that 
the· Second Roll ; could be undertaken 
withpti.t any· very great· difficulty, I think 
you may be · quite · sure that the · Local 
Governments would do their very best. 
to make the change and prepare a Roll 
of women. without the Application 
procedure. , ·· 

.Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar.] :My LOrd 
Chairman, I can speak with some little 
experience of the election because I was: 
m. charge. of a legislative election for 
the Legislative Chamber in :Madras. I 

· may say that speaking for the South of 
India, while there is no Purdah system 
in force to the same extent as there 
is in the North, and while, moreover, 
it must be recognised that there is some 
prejudice on the part of the husband 
to give the name of the wife, and on the 
part of the . wife to give the name. of 
the . husband, nevertheless, there will 
be very little difficulty in compiling a· 
Recister. so far as that part of the 

M ~ • ~ • 

countrv is concerned. At the snme ttme, · 
there will be considerable . difficulty in 

• exactirl.?," applications from women ; they 

· Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
. 7419. May I inquire if these objections 
are not · present, and also overcome at 
the · time of the census enumeration 'l
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think, my Lord 
Chairman, obviously, we ought· to take 
into a<"count such a suggestion as has 
heen ·made hy Sir C. P. Ramaswrmi 
Aiyar. At the same time, the C0mmittee 
and the ·Delegates shouM know that 
the· view that he has just e:xpn '~ed is 
not, so far as I can remember, the view 
that has been expressed by the Govern
ment of Madras. The Government of 
Madras have very definitely .taken the 
view .that for ·the First Election or two, 
the women's vote should be upon appli-
cation. -

. Mr; Jl. R. Jaya1cer. 

7420. Can the Secretary of State say 
what is· the view of the Bombay Govern
ment ·and the Central Provinces Govern
ment in this behalf ?-The same j I think 
also on a~pEcation. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

7421. Would the applic::.tion from the 
husband that his wife's name might be 
recorded, suffice 'l-It would be the appli
cation of the voter. 

7422. That is to say, of the wife f-Of 
the wife, yes. . 

·Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] But would you 
not substitute the husband's application 
on his wife's behalf f-That is a point we 
ought to consider. 
· 7423. Has this application to be by 

letter or in person !-we have not formed 



any definite view about it. We would 
make it as easy ·as possible ; we should 
eet-tainly do that. 

7424. It will ease the situation~ to some 
extent, if you allow the husband to apply 
on behalf of his wife. I am only making 
a suggestion for your consideration Y-1 
think that is a suggestion which we ought 
certainly to take into serious account. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

7 425. In view of the discussion which 
has proceeded upon the subject, would 
the Secretary of State be pleased to give 
an undertaking to the · Committee that h'8 
will re-examine the whole question,- and 
see if a via media cannot be found with 
the view · to bringing upon the Register 
as many women as can be brought without 
detriment to the objection which has been 
raised, and in Provinces . where such 
objection is not of primary importance, 
I. serious effort should be made to bring 
women on the Electoral Roll f_:_I should 
think that not only I, but all Members 
of the Committee, would wish to keep an 
open mind upon the suggestions that· have 
been made this rooming ; some of them 
may prove to be very valuable. I have 
put hefore the Committee the reasons 
that have prompted us to. make the pro
posals in the White Puper. I still think 
they are the• best, but in a matter of this 
kind, obviously, one must take into · 
account suggestions that are made, as. 
they have been made this morning. 

~-d' ·but I. hope tlie Secretary .• of 
State remembers that the· application of 
nearly all these women will have · to ·be 
personally, becalis~ the· gref!.t ·body ·of 
them are illiterate. ; . so, if the application· 
is to be by the woman herself~ :she will 
have to attend to _apply !-Yes, an~ it was. 
keeping that· kind ' of fact in inind ·that 
made me take. particular ·n:ote · of what 
Mr. J ayaker . said as to the possibi.lity :of_ 
the· husband applying. . ·. · · · ·' 

Chairman.] I suggest thit the Com-:· 
mittee might .. wish . to pass ta other 
matters. now. It seems· to me: that the 
Secretary of State ·.· has in mind, and 
I mn suie the . whole Committee will befl.r. 
it in mind when the time cQmes., , 

I. 

, ·. LOrd Rankes"llo'IM'. . · · : · 

7427; Se~retary~' of. State, does .it n~t 
fo~ow from what. has just . pa.Ssed, that if 
you once depart from the property quali-. 
:fication the task .. of compiling .the roll, 
whether for, men . or ·for women~ will be · 
v~ry ·much ·more difficult !....:.. Ye~.·, : ·. · · 

7 428. And the estimates of . cost ·have 
been basea on the property . qualification: 
heing taken f...:...No"; the ·estimates of cost 
have been based upon thtf whole ··sCheme. . ' . . ·. . 

7429. But under the asslpliption that· 
the roll was compiled on ·the present 
basis of·· the existing Land Registers !
Taking into account the. other· qualifica-
tions as well · · 

Sir Te.j Bahadur Sapru.] ·May I make Major .Cndogan. . . :' . 
. a sug-ge~tion to Sir Samuel Hoare and 7430. My Lord ·chai.rriuui., the Secre-. 

the Committee, that perhaps it would be tary of State has. be.en so .patient that ·1 .. 
best to leave a latitude to the Local Gov-
emmPnt to do as occa:ion requires or as hesitate· to· return to a. subject on which 
the situation in the Province requires. he has already answered so· many ques
What I am suggesting is, you need not tions, bnt I want to ask· one question on· 

the· comparative merits of direct and in
bnve a hard and fast .rule insisting upon· direct election. You have admitted that 
application everywhete and under all 
circumstances. I should leave it to the there are most fonnidable . o~Jections .. to 

· both, but yon will alsQ ·admit ,that res-
Govrrnor of the Province to decide, ponsibility is. the. very 'essence of your 
according to the situation, and accQrding ) 
to tbe need of his own Province. . . scheme l at . the Centre· (a sine qua non 

and rseponsibility_ means not only respon.:, 
BeA"UJD Shah Nawaz.] May I be pe~- sibility of th~ Executive to the. Legisla-: 

mitted to say that we strongly object· to ture, but the responsibility of a· Member 
this '-We want the British Government to his constituents. In view. of the re~ 
to give their decision_ upon ~his q11:estion: markable figures that Sir ·M8.IcolrD. Hailey. 

·Marquess of Salisbury. 

~ 1426. I am very. diffident to say 
anything upon the matter of this 

read out, I think ·in ;response to Lord 
Zetland's request, on the s~e of. the con
stituencies,. ID.ight .I draw. your attention 
to a: .passage ' which bas . ' not .Yet been 
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quoted i~ the Simon Commission _Report 
c,n page 117 of· Volume II-" Under the 
plan which we propose the, representa
tive at the' Centre will know that his 
actions will be subject to the criticism of 
a body of provincial legislators and· the 
result will, we believe, be the creation of 
an enhanced sense of responsibility in the 
member". Do you agree with that being 
one of the advantages of indirect elec
tion f~ Yes, I should certainly say it was 
one of the advantages of indirect elec-
tion. . · 

7 431. The other question 1 want to ask 
(I ho~ I sh~ll ~ot be encroaching upon 
a question which 1s taboo) is that I would 
remind the Secretary of· State that ·a 
feature of·. the Simon Commission pro
posal for indirect election upon which 
they laid very great stress and emphasis 
(I do not know if the Round Table Con
ference considered it) . was ·the fact. that . 
we ·proposed the . use by· the Provincial 
Councils· of proportional representation, 
and one of the advantages of this, it wa"l 
pointed out, was that you would obviate 
the separate communal ·representation in 
the Assembly. Do not you think that 
can also be put into the balance i::n 
favour of indirect election f-So much do 
we think. that tha~ we are adopting. pro
portional representation from the Coun
cils as the m('thod of representation in 
the Second Chamber~ · 

··Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7 432. May I put one question to the 
Secretary of State on the same passage, 
the words immediately preceding those 
read by Major Cadogan f The Simon 
Commission say : " All the evidence goes 
to show: that at present thP actions of a 
member in the Assembly are not, and in 
the nature of things c:mnot · be, subject 

. to any real control on the part of his 
constituents." Do you see any reason to 
differ from that statement T-I do not 
think that I should feel competent either 
to accept it or .reject it. . I have found 
that a great many of our Indian col
leagues take a different view. One has 
got to take the opinion into accomit of 
men who are actually sitting for some of 
these very large . eonstituencies. 

:Miss Pickford. 

7433. May I ask the Secretary of State 
one or . two . questions ·as. to the women, 

which have n~t ~.een touched upon. May 
I assume from h1s answer to Lord Lothian 
Y:esterday that the · r~ason why _the 
hteracy qualification for women recom
mended by the Franchise Committee has 
not been incorporated in the 'Vhite 
Paper is objections to a differential 
qualification rather than administrative 
objections f-It is more than a sin(J'le 
reason: Fii.-st of all, we have found o it 
difficult to defend an educational quali
fication that is . different for the two 
sexes. A very formidable argument can 
be_ urged · against differentiation upon 
grounds of .. theory, but, over and above 
that objection,·. there is the administra
tiv~ objection. We did find that it was 
the view of . the· Provincial Governments 
that conditions . very much varied. For 
instance, they might . have educational 
particulars of· a certain kind about women 
in _one province, and they had not them 
in another, and so on, a number of other 
more detailed administrative difficultie!F 
that no doubt Sir John Kerr and Sir 
:Malcolm Hailey could describe at greater 
length. It was, therefore, those two 
reasons that prompted us to make the 
proposed change in the Lothian recom

. mend a tions. 
7434. Would .it be fair to assume that 

the administrative objections cannot be 
very great. in view of the fact that 1\Iadras 
is willing to have a literacy· qualification 
for both men and women, and that in 
Bomhay and the Punjab a literacy quali
fication is recommended for the scheduled 
classes '?-So ·far as I can remember off
hand 1\Iadras preferred a literacy quali
fication because they had particulars about 
literacy available, and they did not have 
so readily available particulars about 
other educational qualifications; So was 
it also in Bombay. Bombay, so far as I 
can remember, took the view that their 
available data was data connected with 
matriculation, and they f~und it difficult 
to apply other tests. I think those two 
examples show the difficulties of applying 
a qualification of this kind when in one 
province the educational particulars that 
you have got deal with literacy ; in 
another province they deal with matricu
lation. (Sir John Kerr.) That is correct. 

7435. I think it is the caS(>, is it not, 
that the matriculation qualification will 
be kept as well for those who do not 
belong to t~e scheduled castes '-(Sir 
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John Kerr.) Tbe dilliculty about appli
cation is, I think, that it will throw 
a very serious obstacle in the way 
of tbe preparation of these electoral 
rolls. As Sir l\Ialcolm Hailey has just 
said, the information about the men 
is available in the Registers, and you 
can get several hundred men's names into 
the roll in a day, but, if you are going 
to have these applications alleging 
literacy, and you are going to have ob
jections saying that they are not properly 
authenticated~ then you are going to have 
disputes and appeals, ·and things of that 
kind, it is going to delay the preparation 
of the initial roll very greatly, and what 
the Local Governments feel, I think, is 
that this would put an unbearable strain 
upon the administrative machine to have· 
to go into those comparatively small 
questions regarding individuals at a time 
when their whole energies will be strained 
in grtting the ron ready. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 
• 7436. May I ask a Rupplementary ques

tion ? In Madras the . qualification is : 
"Literacy (i.e., ability to read and write 
in any language) certified by. vill~t?C 
officers in certificates to be countersigned 
b~r the Tahsildars, or alternatively,. the 
holding of the Elementary School Certi
ficate issued by the headmaster of a school 
recog-nised bv the Government." Simi
larly in Bombay. On page 105 of the 
White Paper it says : "Haying passed 
the <'Xnmination for tl1e matriculation or 
the school leaving certificate, or an exami
nation accepted by the Local Government 
as the equivalent thereof." In Bombay. 
and the Central Provinces by setting up 
the standard of matriculation you keep out 
a large number of useful voters, and you 
give preferPnce, or place a premium on 
urhan voters and keep out the rural 
voters. On the other hand, in Bombay, 
you have what is known as the ver
nacular upper primary examination, and, 
similarly, in the Central Provinces, ·you 
have got upper primary examinations. 
Local Governments should not find .a.nv 
difficulty in recognising these two as ~ 
shndard for women as it is so in :Madras. 
whC're von have said that litPracv certified 
by the. Tillage officers' certificat~ is quite 
sufficient, or,· alternatively, the head
master of a recog11iscd school. I do not 
s~, administratively . or otherwise, any 

difficulty in placing a similar standard of 
qualification in regard ·to \Vomen in 
Bombay · Presidency 'and in the Central 
Provinces .?-:-I ·would ·say in regard to 
that, Madras is admittedly the most ad
vanced province in India in· regard to all 
sorts of electoral · arrangemen~ · They 
have had this system of elections to local 
bodies in force for many years, and it is· 
on that system that they propose to base 
the franchise for the Councils. They are 
therefore in a very much better position 
than any other province to make arrange':" 
ments for the women, because they ~re 
already on the electoral roll for local 
bodies under the qualifications which have 
just been read out. · · 

7437. May I suggest that there is. a 
recognized st8.n.dard of vernacular edu
cation such as is shown .by the vernacular· 
Upper Primary Examination in Bombay 
and · the Central Provinces f Why not 
accept that as in Madras f-7As far as I 
remember, Bombay said that their· edu
cational records were not such as could 
be readily applied to the . preparation of 
an electoral roll. The educational records 
have not been prepared. with that object 
in view. In future, for future genera
tions of girls or women it will be a com
pnratively simple matter to adapt your 
educational registers· and returns for 
electoral . purposes, but in Provinces 
where that has not been done hitherto 
there will be very considerable difficulty 
in doirig it for the first election. 

7 438. ·Would there be . any difficulty· in 
asking the Governments of Bombay and 
the Central Provinces to reconsider this 
question, because I have had information 
from the Ministers ·of Education · in 
Bombay and the Central Provin.ces that 
there is a real standard of vernacular 
primary education available in all 
schools ?-The question is whether the 
records are available in time to be used 
for the first election. 

-7439. J understand that the records 
are avail&ble both in the Directors' office 
as well as in the pffice of the Inspector 
of Schools ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) We 
can only take the view of the · Govern
ment of Bombay expressed to us after a· 
long series of communications. and ques-
tions. · · 

7440. May I submit that ·this will help· 
only to bring · in . the urban · city voters,· 



an~ you' ·will ~elude all the rural- popu
lation;. the agnc~tural population, and 
labourmg population comin(J' in· to the 
electoral rolls. ·Your rolls ;.ill hereafter 

. be limited only to women .in the · cities 
and towns where there ·are educated·· 
people ; 'but in the rural areas of these 
two Provin~es ;y-ou will not get any 
women commg mto the roll f_:_ (Sir John 
Kerr.) One of the arguments used by the 
Government of Bombay was that if the 
educational qualification was reduced 
below . the matriculation, standard · it 
wo~d ~crease the ~rban-rural disparity 
wh~ch ~s already serious in. Bombay and 
which tt has not been possible to rectify 
to the same extent as in .other Provinces, 
because more women in the towns would 
conform to wJ:iat has been called the 
Upper Primary_ standard than in ·the 
C?~ntry. ~ere · are not schools in the 
villages With records to the same, extent 
as there . are. in the . tOwn,s. . : ' . . ' 

. ' ~-

Begum Shah N awaz: · 

7 441. If .the quali:fica tion of literacy 
only were accepted, would not that solve 
the problem ?-Apparently not in .Bom
bay, because in Bombay the educational 
facilities in th~ towns are · very much 
greater than they are in the villages. 

Be~ Shah Nawaz.] Is not it a fact 
that in most of these villages, whether in 
::r.Iu&lim families or in Hindu . families,. 

· the women learn to read from books in 
their own homes f 

Sir . .A. P •. Patro. 

.7442.-Would it not be better to apply 
the literacy standard !-(Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) I think I would rather take the 
word of the Begum Sahiha for that. I 
have seen something of the girls in the· 
towns and villages, but I am not likely 
to be as good an authority. on the subject 
as she is. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
7 444: Did they not tell you where the 

sh~e. pmches '!hen you were making in
quines '1-I think I am correct in saying 
we proposed a more liberal franchise in 
the case of women than any local govern
ment was prepar.ed to accept when ·we 
were in India. 

. Begum Shah Nawaz. 

· 7 445~ Are there any women in these 
local goven1ments, or are there only men 
in the local governments '1-(Sir Jialco'm 
Ha·i!ey.). One of the weaknesses of our 
local . government system is that it con
tains ·no ladies at present. · 

~!iss Pickford,. 

7 446. :May I draw the attention of the 
Secretary of State to page 12 of the 
White Paper proposals, in 'which· it is 
pointed out that the ratio of men to 
women voters will remain a.os at present 
in the neighbourhood of 2 men to one 
woman; and where it is stated that His 
Majesty's Government fully apprecia1e 
the importance of a large women's elec-. 
torate for the Federal Assembly 'I May I 
take it from that that His · Majesty's 
Government are still open to suggestions 
for increasing the women's franchise· for · 
the Federal Assembly '1-( Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) I did not quite catch the end of 
the question. 
. 7447. Does llis Majesty's Government 

fully appreciate the importance o£ a large 
women's - electorate for the· Federal 
Assembly '1-Yes. 
. 7 44S. May we assume froni that that 
His Maj~sty's Government and tpe Secre
tary of State are still open to practical· 
suggestions for increasing the women's 
electorate !-I am nervous upon admini
strative grounds ~f itn increase in the :first 
election. · I · am· most anxious that, sup
posing · proposals of this kind are em
bodied in an Act, the :first elections 
f>hould work smoothly and I have to take 

B Sh 
into account the warnings that have come 

egum ah Nawaz. f I bink Pr · · 1 G . . . rom t ·every ovmCia overn-
-.7443. May I ask if the Franchise Com- ment against straining the machine too 

mittee did · not take into consideration severely at the :first election. 
~ thes~ endless .a:i:fficulties. when they. 7449. Would you agree that to leave 
went· out to Iridia Y-(Sir John Kerr.) . the ratio at 20 to one is contrary to the 
We took ·them into con@.deration as ·far terms of reference embodied in the 
as we could, but it is the local 'Govern~ Prime 1finister's letter to the Franchise 
ment who· knows."where· the shoe pinches. . Conlmittee, to pay special attention to 
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the women's vote and to d~nish tqi.s 
grave disparity which now ~x~sts-.2-No, 
J do not think I would admit that.. I 
w~uld say, first of al!, speci8;l attentiOn 
bas been given to thiS questiOn, and I 
would say, secondly, that we must keep 
in mind the fact that :under ~ur pro-

. posals we are assuring nme special seats 
for women at the Federal Centre. That 
will go some way at ·any rate ~o less~n 
the disparity of the figures . which Mtss 
Pickford bas just quoted, and I would 
add this further observation, too, to my 
answer : It must be remembered that, 
apart from these questions of percentages, 
we are increasing the women's vote for 
the Fed'eral Centre I think almost ten
fold. 

Begum Shah Nawaz. 

. 7 450. 'What about the ratio-the pro
portion f-I said particularly, "apart 
from the percentage." 

, .Mr. M. ·R.·Jayaker; 

. 7453. 1\fay I know, Sir Samuel Hoare, 
whether after the evidence of the Indian 
Women's Organisation, about" ·which my 
Lord · Chairman is not in a position to 
state anything, if· the Committee ··have 
the benefit of hearing that . ~vidence, you· · 
will reconsider the position of the 
Women's Vote once more in the light of 
the evidence the Indian: women give, if 
they give evidence at all 7-I really canr
not differentiate this case from any other 
case. Here we. are in a process of dis-
cussion about the White Paper proposals, 
and, obviously, it woqldl not be true to 
say that ·our 'minds are rigidly elosed 
against any suggestions .. We are here to 
receive suggestions ·and, to consider them. 

Miss Pickford. . 
7 454. Without, of course,. calliDg in . 

question the Communal Award, may I call 
the Secretary of State's attention to the 
distribution of seats for the women, ,both 
in the Provincial Councils .and in the 
Federal Assembly. I note that Bengal, 
with a population of 50,000,000, Las five 
seats reserved for women iri the Pro
vincial Council, and one in ·the Federal 
Assembly, and that Bombay, with a popu
lation, without Sind, of 18,000,000, has 
six eeats in the Provineial Council and 
two. in the Fed:eral Assembly. May I ask • 
on what principle that was suggested ?
Miss Pickford is really raising the Gov
ernment's communal decision. The com
munal question, of course, as she knows, 
does enter into the question of these. 
women's seats very definitely. 

7 451. May I call the Secretary of 
State's attention to page 94, ·the last 
few lines of the third paragraph ' What 
he bas said in reply to Miss Pickford's 
questions : Does it mean that they ~e 
not going to consider further the question 
of lessening this disparity in the p:o
portion of one to 20 7-I am not qwte 
sure what the Begum's question means. 
Obviously, neither with thi~ questio:r;t nor 
with any other in the Wh1te Pap.er has 
the last word been. said. We are here 
to consider these questions just as we 
are here to consider every one of the 
proposals in the White Paper. This• 
proposal does not differ in any way from 
the other proposals we have included Begum Shah Nawaz. 

in the White Paper. 7455. Are we barred from the Com-
7452. But almost the promise is given . niunal question 'f-It is very diffi~ult to 

in these last few lines on page 94, that say either yes or no to ~hat question. I 
further consideration of the above . think I would say that you cannot leave 
arrangements may be necessary.: . It the Communal question out of account. 
means that women in India. understood t 
from this that it was the intention of His If you leave it out of account, you mus 

invaliaate your general communal deci
:Majesty's Government further to consider sion in l Province ~y the lPnd of repr~ 
this question and try to lessen the dis- sentation that was giVen t() the women m 
parity in proportion of 1 to 20 ¥-Those the special seats. · 
are just the kind of questions we are con- _ .. 

· sidering this morning. · I have given my · 
views for the proposals in the White 
Paper, and I have been takh;tg ·note of 
all these other sugg-~stions that have been 
.made in one direction or another during 
our discus&i.on. · 

Miss Pickfordt 

7456. That would hardly apply, would 
it in the ·Federal .Assembly, whereby 

' ' 1\Iad.ras and ·Bombay· have two women s 
seats andl Bengal has one 7-:-I . can only 
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say with these special seats, we took an 
_immenge amonnt of trouble in balancing 
the various claims, and, putting one thing, 
with another, we thought this was. a fair 
plan. · . ·· 

:Miss Pickford.} Then the smaller 
Provinces, Assam, North-West Frontier 
Province, Sind and Orissa, are left with
out iuiy representation for the W<?me~ at 
·the Centre at all. Would it be possible 
to consider a scheme whereby· the smaller 
Provinces could be represented at alter
nate elections rather than to deny them 
for ever any representation at the C'entre •. 

~egum Shah N a"waz: 
7457. And alSo ,the women of the two 

new Provinces, Orissa and Sind, must 
have their representations at the Centre 7 
~I can see co_nsiderable difficulty. in .the 
. way of altering these .figures, but, off
hand, I would say that I would . take .into 
account the suggestion Miss Pickford! . has . 
made, and think it over. · · 

Miss Pickford.] Thank you. 

Marquess of Z etland. 

7 45g., My . Lord Chairman, may I jlist. 
ask one question--:it is only for informa
tion. I lUll· not quite ··sure-would a 
·woman be ·entitled to stand for a general 
constituency T-Yes. · · · . . 

been checked, so far as we have been 
able to do so." 

7 461. l'tiy question is this : In the 
arrangement for seats for the Provinces, 
coming to Bengal, we know there is no 
allocation for Hindus, as such, but they 
come under the word "general", which 
in Bengal practically means Hindus. Is 
that not so 7-Yes. · 

7462. Now using the word general in 
that -sense, in the serise in which it is Used 
in the White Paper, that, I understand, 
as meaning everyone, except Muslims, 
Indian Chri&tians and Anglo-Indians and 
Europeans. Is this fact correct. The 
proportion of the total population of all 
ages is 54.9 for Muslims, and 44.8 for 
the general constituencies f-Yes. 

7463. If you· come to adults, if you 
take,,ages Qver 20, is it correct that the 
proportion of Muslims tQ Hindus is 51.7 
as against 48 7-Yes. · 

7464. I do not know if your _office has 
bad time. to- check it, but in the census 
of 1931; I have got it here, Yolume V, 
Part I,_ page 121,_ while the age groups 
are given in a summarised .form, does 
it appear that betweep. the ages of zero 
nnd 10, th~re is a predominance of 
Muslims over Hindus to the extent of 55 · 
per cent., and the:re are· 3,000,000 and a 
little more of Muhammadans between the 
ages of zer~ ·and 10. Y~u have not 
checked that 7-No. We have not been 
able to check these figures in detail. 

~ . 

Ohairman.] With the courtesy of Sir 
Akbar· Hydari, whose turn it is now, 
I am going to ask Sir Nripendra Sircar 
to put some questions. Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I have. not the 

slightest objection to any questions that 
Sir· N. N. Sircar. · · Sir Nripendra Sircar ·wishes to ask the 

' h' h Secretary of State on these points, and to 
7 459. My Lord Chairman. I t mk t e press them in whatever detail he desires, 

Secretary of State bas been informed that · il 
I sent certain figures to the India_ Office but I do hope that if there is a sun ar 
to be checked, to :find out whether my attempt on this side, · subsequently, to 
:fi!!Ul'es were ~ht or wrong 7 Is that not meet-those points and to raise tho~e 
s; '?-Yes ·,· we have had some· :figlires 5ent points, the Committee and . you~elf :V1ll 

not complain that undue trme 1s bemg 
to us by Sir Nripendra Sircar. taken up over. the consideration of these 

Sir. N.· N. Sircar.] I understand that · matters. 
some .of the :figui-es have been checked (I Ohairman.] That is quite understood. 
am making. no grievance or . complain~ 
about it),. and others · have not bee? 
checked in the office. 

Marquess of_ Z etland.J Could we be 
informed to what these figures refer ! 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

7 460. I am putting_ that in. my qu.estion 
now ;_I. am informed that :figures have 

. Sir N. N. Sircar. · ·• · 

7465 Now,.is it co~ect that th~ total 
~umbe; of s~ats for the Bengal Legis
lature is. ~Q (I am talking of the Low~r 
House), and ·out -of it -31 seats cannot be 
touched either by H'mdus or .by Muslims, 
25 for Europeans, 4 Anglo-Indians and 2 
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for Indian Christians. Is that . not so t 
-Yes. , 

7 466. And I think you will agree that 
31 seats out of 2.:50 are taken up by . 
Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Indian 
Chri&tians, who between themselves, th6 
three together form less than i per cent. 
of the population and take up 31 seats. 
] am not complaining at all, but is it the 
fact T-Put numerically, it is the fact, 
but Sir Nripendra Sircar has just ad
n;;tted it is not principally the numerical 
fact that we have taken into account. 

7467. No. I have made it perfectly 
clear that I am not complaining about 
it ; I only want to get the facts put in 
a very short form before the Committee. 
Is it the fact that if the 199 ordinary 
seats, those of the seats which are to be 
divided between the general and the 
J\f uslims, are divided according to the 
ratio of the adult population which I. 
hnve quoted to you, that then the result 
would be 103 Muslims seats and 96 general· 
seats Y-If they were divided in aCcord
ance with the adult . population figure,·. 
did you say t . 

7 4G8. Yes t--.-103 and 96 ; I ih.hik thai! · 
is so. 
· 7469. If they are divided· according to 
the total population ratio, which your 
officers have agreed is 54.9 to 48, then 
there should be 109 Muslim seats · and 
flO general seats t-Yes. 

7470. 'What has been awarded is 'll9 
plus such seats as they can get out of 
the 20 special seats. What has been 

·awarded to the Muslims is 119 seats plus 
mch seats as they can get out of the 20 
l"pccial seats ?-Yes ... 

7471. l\Iay I draw your attention to the 
Volume which you have been kind enough 
to distribute to Members of the Com
mittee and the Delegates, '' Despatches 
from Provincial Governments in India 
containing proposals for Constitutional 
Reform." I am drawing your attention 
to page 59 of Commarid 3712 ?-What I 
am not quite dear about is, it is the 
opinions of the Provincial Governments, 
on what 'l · 

7472. On the Statutory Commission. 
If you would be so good as to look further 
. on page 59, I am putting it as shortly 
as possible, the European Members of the 
Renp-al Government say · this : " After 
careful consideration of rival !!Schemes, 

they have come· to tlie conclusion that 
~epresen~timi on the basis of population 
IS the ~all'est method of . distributing the 
seats m . the general constituencies 
between the Muhammadans and non
Muhammadans, and they · consider that 
any weightage which is to be given to th~ 
non-Muhammadans in respect of wealth, 
education or position, should be allowed 
for in the special and not in the general 
C?~stituencies.'' If this opinion had been 
followed, what was considered to be fair 
by the European Members of the Ben(J'al 
Government, then the 20 · special se~ts 
w~uld _be left to take their own course, 
bemg hable to be captured by the Hindus, 
but the other 199 seats would be divided 
according to the . population basis. I 
want to know, have you followed that 
principle in the communal decision t-I 
am not going to argue about the com
mu:r;t~l dec~ion at alJ.· I have made my 
position qmte clear m the Memorandum. 
We did not Wish to ·make the decision · 
it was forced upon us by all the con:. ·· 
munities in India ; we did . it with great . 
reluctance. we took into account of 

. . ' 
co:nr~' the Report. of the Statutory Com-
m~ssiOn.,; we took mto account every con
ceivable ·other kind of investigation and 
we had in every case the very full reports 
from the Provincial 'Governments. 

7473 .. ~Y I take"'Up that p.oint be;fore 
the Committee ? Is it not the· fact that 
you have been forced. to make the' decision 
because the parties could not agree m 
spite of their endeavours to settle the 
dispute ?-Yes. · · 

7474. And is it not the fact that when 
from the Delhi Consultative Committee 
the telegram was sent to the Government 
!<> come to a decision in the Proceedin~s, 
It was made. perfectly clear, p~:iticularly 
by the !Iushm Members, that there is no 
. question ?f. arbitration, no question of 
award, and. the . ~att~. will be open to 
challenge, If the deCISIOn. went against 
any particular party. Was not that the 
positio:p. ?-I am ~ot sure whether any 
eo~uruty ever sa1d !JI~Y, will accept the 
deciSion ~r not whe11 It was given. What 
I am qmte sure about is that the com
munities failed to . agree amongst them
selves, and they then made it clear that 
the. Government must give a decision • 
That decision we have given. 
· ·7475. I quite a,o-ree there·; I will not 
pursue ·that ·point.· .. There .. has. been .a 
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Government decision-that I realll!e- is so far. as the Government is concern. 
but would it be correct to _say, that so ed. ·what is the difier~nce, if you ·· .nre 
far as this Committee is concerned, it pleased to answer 1t-if not ·you wiJI· 
is quite open to them to inquire whether · not, so far as the Joint Com:Ui"ttee and 
an injustice has been done to a com· Parliament are concerned, because - in 
munity in Bengal f-I could not in any the one case you had to come to· a 
way restrict the activities of the Com- .decision because parties failed to ngree, 
mittee. I shall take no part in those and~ .in another case, you came to a 
discussions at all, nor will any :Member decision because parties substantially 
of the Government. agree~ 7-I tl!.ink that is essentially ·a 

7476. Do I understand your posit\9n queshon ·that the Committee must 
to be this : you were compelled · to a decide. My own view is that it iioes 
decision. When I say you, Sir Samuel, differ substantially from the other ques
I mean the British Govemment. The .tions in the, White Paper, first of all, 
British Government was, compelled ·."to because the Government has said ·its 
give a decision, because :the par!;ies last word upon these proposals ; second
could not agree, and in that <lecis~on ~y, my ?wn view, for. what it id wo~th, 
they stated : " This is our .final de~i- IS that if we reopen It here this Com
sion, so far as we are concerned. }Ve mittee will never come to ;,n end imd 
cannot allow the Conferences to be held there will never be any Constitutional 
up, because you are fighting between proposals for India at alt · · 
yourselves 7 ''-Yes. · · · 7 481. May I deal with that bocoey 

. 7477. Having d~ne that,· you ba.ye that this Committee will nevc·r com:" ·t~ 
carried out your undertaking and put an end 7 ·If I put up th·is proposition 
that decision as part of the· Vl4ite for you for your consideration perhaps 

, Paper proposal~ 7-Yes. . you will ·change. your an-swer. I -am 
7478. When it has become a part of limiting myself to Bengal .. So far · as 

the White Paper proposals, th~se Wl~i.te the Bengal proposals are concerned, as 
P11.per proposals, whether they are _t~e they are to be found on page 03 of the 
result of complete agreement bctw~en White. Pap~r proposals, supposing :the 

·parties · or substantial· agremnl'nt Committee Is not asked to disturb any 
between parties, or beeause yl)u had' to of the questions decided, for insta~cc, 
come to some decision because they hope- what YI)U say i;S the. principal questi~nf 
lessly failed to agree, for tho purp~ses whether there IS gomg to be a spe~Ia 
of this Committee and for the purpf!ses electorate for certain communiti ~s : the 
of Parliament do they not stand on _the number of seats given to LahoRr, -the 
same footing. '!'hey are proposals, number of seats given to the Univer
every word of them being a proposal in sities, to landholders, to Europeans,- to 
the .White Paper 7-They arc propo~als Anglo-Indians, to Christian:;, and· 
that d~ffer in this respect from thd other various other things which are decii{ed. 
proposals in the White 'Pape!', namely, One party appeals to the Joint Com
that upon those proposals the Goverp.- mittee in this way. It say~ : " K_e~p 
ment have said their last word. all of them. We do not want to dis-

7179. I quite appreciate that. !'o far turb anything ; but thete io no reason 
as the Government is concerned, this ·why, while you are dividing the ordi
is the last word. They cannot sa_I : nary seats between the Hindu~ t!Ud 
u We are going back upon. the deci- M:uhammadans, you would no~ spare !ive 
sion." I am not looking at the Govern- mmutes of your time to work ont the 
ment point of view.. I am looking at proper quotas "· 7-My ~ view . ·is· 
the point of view of a party . who. i~ th~t if the Committee wishe;; to re-o~n 
applying for .justice to the Joint Cnm- thts aspect of the problem thcv wm re
mittee and to Parliament. This eOJn- .open the whQle· of the. communal qlies
munal dec~sion is part and par.~el .,f the tion,. and that is quite impossible . 1n 
White Paper ·proposals, _like others 7-I practice to re-open the questions nn the 
have just drawn attention to the, fact Jines suggested by Sir N. N. Sircnr •. · 
in which it differs from the other nx:o- 7482. Will you be pleased to state 
posaJs. · , - ":hy it is. impossible, if the other q~cs-

7480. I cannot argue further with hons are not open, and ~f you do not go 
you, Sir Samuel Hoare.· The difference into the question of the number of 



Labour seats that are wanted 7-I am 
pretty sure-! do not know whether the 
Indian Delegates will support me in this 
view-if we said that · the · communal 
po$ition was open for discussion --~ve 
should either talk ·about .nothing ~lse 
for the rest of our deliberatiuns here,· !_)r 
three out of four of ·the India!l . D~!e
gates would say that th.ey could n..>t go 
on discussing anything at all until the 
communal decision had been given once 
again. 
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portion of· the population or any other 
consideration would justify 7-1 · sho\tid 
not adn'l.it that conclusion at ull;: • · 

7486. I wili ·not' argue. with 'you, Sir' 
Samuel. Hoare, but . I. thought · th,at 
followed from your last an;;;wer~ .w!len 
you said, according to the prvpo:rtion of, 
population, tuking even the. total 'pop:Jl-:
lation, not the. adult 'pdpulatiori, there 
_should be 90 generaJ. · seats and ' J-09 
Muslim seats Y-It was a· conside1·ation: 
to be taken into account. I do not !?8.1 
it wits the only considcratioi1. · We l).~d 
to take many considerations into · _ a,c.: 
count and that was not the only one .1Ve 
took · into account. · 

. 7483. May I point out to Sir _Samuel 
that in spite of that (I am not sj1g-: 
gesting the whole of the commw~_al 
award should be re-opened and tp~t __ 
th-ese matters should be di'3cu.ssed t•nd- 7487. May I point out that. evei.'Y C!)_n-
less1y before the Committee and that sideration which has been shown .. in the 
their time should be taken up) as-· a other. cases has been denied. to the 
matter of fact you are actually examin- Hindus y, Take, for instance, . the-re-. 
ing witnesses on these questions, are y~>u presentation of European seats. I ~am. 
not ?-To some extent we a-.:e. :My O'\\'"D • 
view would have been that it wouid not suggestmg, ·as :Mr. · Ghuznavi p~s 
have been better not even to. go to t_h_at. · done in his note, that this is th.e wiq~st 

weightage known in the. world,. and so 
extent, but there were certain distin- on. l am accepting tha~ their positi9n 
guished Indian gentlemen over here, in commerce and industry may ·. just_.ify· 
and I think there was a good deaf to 
be said for letting them come and make 31 seats. The Government of Ben_.gal· 
their case, even though .. it .i.s nccepJ!'ld suggested something. sho~d be done _for 
anyhow by the Government that the the Hindu community, Never m~4 :: 
communal dec'ision is not, at any l~ate let that go ; ·you. have 'not taken.· tP,.at 

into consideration at all. Have· you, in 
so far as they are concerned, open for connection with the· Hindu ratio.·, taken· 
(liscussion. · any . items. into consideration, · ex~E>.P.t 

74S4. I quite appreciate the Govern- population·?..:_! am not prepared ,to '_go
ment position, as I have said more than into the detailed reasons. 'that h!lVQ 
once, but there would be no sense -·in made us give this decision : It was 
inviting witnesses to come here for ·the made quite clear, when the communi
purpose of agreeing if it haa he~n ties themselves failed to ag.ree, t]l_at 
settled already that this question is not the Government was to· be given a free 
to be. gone into at all ?-I am giv}~g hand to take what 'decision·-it thought 
my v1ew as the Secretary of State for fair. · It was "always assumed that t~e 
India. What view the Committee take decision would ·then pass to . us, l:!nd 
ultimately about it is for the Com- we must be left completely free ·to t~~e: 
mittee to decide. I will give the Coin- what decision we· thought fair. I think 
mittee what advice I can upon the sub- every member of the two e8rlv. Round 
ject, and my advice will be against 1:e- Table Conferences 'accepted· that · de~i~ 
()pening the question ; but it is for sion. We did not want to give · t4is 
them to decide whether thev will ta.ke decision. All I can say is that th_e,e 
that advice or not. • · was no Pilrt of the commt~:nal decisi~n. 

that causE\!,1 us greater anxt~ty or oy_er 
_ 7 485.' I shall ask you one more ql!~S- which- we- took more . meticulous care 
tlon about the ratio, and I then come than tlie question of ·Bengal. },or d~ys 
to another que·stion. Having rega.rcl · ·to an~ weeks . we investigated every nsp_~ct 
the figures which· you have been of the problem; and ·after this very l;mg 
good enough to admit (I am not goi~g investigation, in which we were in ·<'con
to repeat the figures of percentages and stant touch with the Governor and . th1~ 
so on over again) there is no doubt' on Government of Bengal and th~.' Goveni-. 
those figures that one Communitv has ment of India, we came to the view t.hat 
got sixteen seats more than their pro- our decision was a fair one. 
Ll06HO 
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·~ 748~::~}48.~; I get som~ fach befor~ the 
Committee. · I. am not pnt~ing any ai~
ment; I·only want to put somP. f;\cts so 
tb·at ' .the . -Committee can get . them 
in . . a. ' $hort" _ ' compass. _ · · The ·' tl~in
munai· decision is dated the 17th Angust, 
1932 7~August 16th, ' · : · · · 
. · __ 748~; -~n rD.-j copy it is the 17th; One 

<day ·:'does-; not ·matter. · Under this· 
award or decision the net result of that 
was, as regards the depresse!l · cla!'s~s, 
that !hey ~ould. vote in the gen~ral c_on
s.ti~_uenc!es,. and . their, number of S•3ats 
,'\¥otild be ·1~, and the arra!lgeruent wo~ld 

_ C9~e .!o an_ -~nd, a.~t~! 20 years. To p~t 
it very shortly that was the tlecision 1-
Yes~- _ .. ·. ; · ·-. · · 
: :7i9o.· Tlie: oth~r· date . IS .. the 18th 
.Au~rist,_:. '1932.' ·That 'is the ·aate on 
which Mahatma- "Gandhi wrote his letter 
to' the ·PrimE! ·Minister~(! am' quoting 
tp~ i words).-:t~eatenin~ ·_a faaJ :~~d 
saymg . :· 0 ThiS. fast will · cease If · t~e 

· British• Goverttment will • revise their 
.a,e~isi~ri. ~lid withdraw their scheme·. of 
i.epresentation·. for· the· depressed cl~s
es."''·Mahatma" Gandhi -wrote this 
letter .~to··· the Prime· 1\tiinister threaten-

·-ipg· a ··fa~i · · and - these consequen~es. 
·noes that date· agree' with your informa
tjon 7~T have not· got the. dates h~:re. 

-I: take it. the dates are _aceu1·ate. 
;,, 149i. 'Will· the· Secretary of· State ac
~ept this .• courl'!e ? May I put all th~se 
.(la.tes· in' my questions, and, if ther~ is 
·any :mistake it _ ·can subsequently pe 
··pointed 'out either by communication or 
. by some 'other means f..,-yes. 

_ 7492. ,I am-giving th~ dates.,,, On _the 
18th August that letter was wi."1tten. l>Y 
Mahatma Ghandi to the Prime :Minister, 
On _:the 8th September, 1932, the Pri.me 
Minister·· wrote back to -Mahatma 

' Gandhi pointing out that the Prime 
_:Minister's scheme, that is to say, .tJ!e 
. communal decision, had not separa~ed 
the ' depressed classes from the Hi11du 
·community.- The· point is th~ flate ; on 
the 8th September the P1·ime }fini~ter 
tried · to reason with Maha.tma Gandhi 
th~t nothing wrong had been done. ·on 
tlie 15th September, 1932, Pandit Madan 
_·Mohan· 1yfalaviya issued a notification 
in' some of the newspapers calling a 
Conference :to be held at DeJhi on the 
17th ·and 18th September. Th-~ iuvita
'tion ·as it appeared in the Press was 
stated to be 11 To a few friend-;." 
'That is the 18th September, 1932. ·on 

the 16th September, 1932# another· 'nn-; 
nouncement · was made by the s~:rp.e! 
gentleman, . Pandit Madan J\[ol_ut.n 
Malaviya in the· Press that the velme 
hnd : been changeci from Delhi ·· 'to 
Bombay, and, on the 20th - September, 
·l!)il~~ the fast which later on w·as de!i
eribed as the fast unto death, bcgB;n • 
On the: 24th September the cun<litio11 of. 
Mahatma Gandhi was announced to t,e 
very serious, and on the 25th Septem
ber, 1932, the pact was signed. 1'h_ese 
nre _the date!:' I am giving to you. You 
can subsequently either correct them or 
accept . them f-:.Y es. 

_ 7493. In. my next questi(•ll I ~m 
giving you some other dates, an<l I ~i.ll 
not press for an answer !f you aro p.~t 
prepared with an answer just now, put 
I am only indicating ruy case brf)a5l.l! 
because: I ·shall call witness~s on t-h_ese 
points to prove these fads. The P.a:ct 
was signed at Poona on the 25th Sept\)m
ber, 1932. In this pact there nre IO;}D! 
signatories. I .do not want to 1·cad put 
all the names. There is no signatyry 
representing the Bengal Hindus, and 
the . very next day, on the 26th Scpte1~-. 
her, 1932, at Delhi, at 11 o'clock, _the. 
Home Member announced the acceP.t
ance of the pact by His )Iajesty '~ Qov
ernment, and he said : " His Majesty's 
Gov«'rnment has learned with gr_eat 
satisfaction that an agreement has b~en 
teached between the lfoaders of . the 
d~J?ressed classe~ and the rest of ·the 
Hmdu commumty." Th·at wa.<J the 
very next day it was annollnced in _the 
Assembly. These are the dates if you 
will kindly check them. May I t~lte 
it, judging by those, as alo;o by y~ur 
answers which you were pleased to g1ve 
yesterday, that. the <!overnment hE-re 
was under the IIDpressh•n th1t an agree
ment had been reached between ~he 
le~ders of the depressed classes and the 
rest of the Hindu community f T~_at 
must have been your impression !-I 
will B.nswer your question when y~u 
have finished it. 
· 7494. I have finished this qucsti(Jn f
The Government, rightly or wrongly, 
have, under the terms of p:tragraph 4 
of their original Commrma.l Award 
accepted the Poona Pact a.s nn A}l
India agreement between the parties 
concerned, that is to say, between the 
depressed classes and ~ther Hindus. 
Everyone in publie lne in India must 
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have known that the negotill,tions ft:Opl . · Sir :Hari_Singh,:Gout:.] ; !I~, di~., - .. 
which the Poona Pact emergad. were_~~ . _Sir Tej .Bahaaur .Bapm.] ·· 'th~r~--:W~-: 
progress, and it was to . be p~~eilmn~d j some s?rt of/ ceremony_· hel~":: ~-; l~ft, 
that any interested parties would t~~e Poona Immediately. after ;_the l:ilgnmg_ ~f, 
steps to secure that. thair views · ~ere the Pact; all_ this bappene4: ·after·~" l., 
not overlooked. It i-; .perh!:!-pS left. Probably,. :Mr __ Jayaker __ was:~ere, 
not without significance (anrl I wo~ld and he will be able .to make a ·statem:en.t,., 
draw the attention of .th\3 Committe~ t<? · ] I · · t tit · 
this fact) that no protest from Bental . Mr. M.-R; Jayaker. .was .:PP ere~ 

· when 'Sir Rabindranath •ra5'll=~~-.ehlled_; seems to have come for n considera le p -- · · -
time after the announcement of · the I was not prese:z;tt in· oona.:- .': ;. '.':.-.-:: 
Pact. Indeed, during, the course of the ·,' ; 

discussions we received <Jcorcs of tele- ' · · · · ··· : · . 
grams in favour of the Pact ; not' a 7496; Is Sir sam.uel IIoru~e; ·a,!are 

Sir N. N. Sirear .. 

telegram against it, and, amongst those . that · _Sir . Rabindranatb _ Tagore · -~~ ~
l'.i(lOrcs of telegrams, I rem•.•mber _off- Brahmin Y-1' take it . from· .. f;;ir: ~ri-. 
lland a telegram ..from n very distin- pendra Sircar that that is .so. · . TI.te iu
guished Hindu: in Bengal, Sir Rabi.~dra- disputable fact, _how~ver, Is . .that_, .:._f~r 
••ath Tagore. I do not know whnn pro- roany weeks. we receiVed almost eo-qp~·: 
tt!sts first began to be made in Bengal, less telegrams and. _letters · Ironi }ndul. 
and I cannot trace that any reprcsenta- urging -th.c acceptance ~f t:tie·_Pact. tt.nd 
tions were made to Ilia .Majesty's Gov- I:ot n singie protest against ,~t. : ~ .. , 
ernment until something like th,ree . 7497• I will not gO_ into minnte·d~t~s,. 
months after their acceptanc~ of t}le because I am . waiting fo-r evidence_ to: 
Poona Pact. The Government expr~sS"·· be called upon this point, but have_ y~m· 
es no opinion on the merits of the P,a.ct scrutinised .those ielegrams t, .-Wl:lc~her 
in relation to Bengal. 'fhey would,_ of f · · --., 
course, be perfectly ready to· accept a~y they were-· all coming ' rom; · -co~e_ss.
modification in respect of Beng_al people '/-They. were. all coming. f~~m 
reac~hed by mutual agreement beb'l"~en Hindus, and I would not. for a mom~p.t 
the parties concerned,. but th•J Gl)v~rn- accept the suggestiot.t .• that ~b-ey. CSJJ.l8 
ment, as a Government, is -prcc]mlcd by exclusively from Congress llml!-ug, _,,~"-· 
the terms of its original communal - 7498. As regards . the· suffl.cient -,:P_ro
awnr~, from itself taking part in a~y test not having been made. at or ab!l~t' 
negotiations towards that end. the tiine·· and. telegrams. ·coming' fi:~m 

some people, may I 'put. this sitoatio:rt~o 
Mr. M. R. J ayaker. ·you, that when· Mahatma Gandhi utte:r-

7495. What was the nature of the ed that threat,_ it .was· -not. a. ques~ion. 
telegram sent by Sir Rahindrauath merely of a large section of. the Hin9,~: 
Tagore t Did he approve of the Paet t being ground down. Is it not rigW;_ to: 
--Urging the Government to sccept the. say that. that was the positim1 .als.O. __ o:f· 
Pnct. · · His .Majesty's Govemment~7-That 

S!r Tej Bahadur Sapru.] · ':May I, never entered into our ininds. n·t' :alL ' 
Sir Samuel Hoare, tell you and · the 7499. Let· me p:ut • it ·to · you; - if=_·: it· 
Committee one thing with regard to this . strikes you now,in that_way. When ~e 
matter 7 Both Mr. Jayaker nnd ·I saitl : "I am going to fast myselt.._ t~ 
happened to be in Poona for about four deatho :unless the British Government 
or five day.s ~uring the. pz·ogr.ess ·.of do. this, that1 .and .the· othe.r ", you :~c1· 
tbe&e negotlatwns~ I have a vr-.ry cl1s- not _point out to. him sec~ion 508.- C?f. t~e 
tinct recollection tha-t telegra.m-; w"ere Indian Penal .Code and _say :~ "· Th1s~ ~~. 
received from Bengali Hindus. I, J)er- a crime,lbut we propose now to let.::ro.u 
sonally, received a telegram from two out of-· jail." Was no~_ that , __ ~s 
or three important Bengali Hindus:· I Majesty's Government's nn,der::1tand_i~g 
have not got those telegrams .her~, but also, because of overridinJ' .. ··considers.· 
I will further add that Sir -Rahind1:a- tions, because if the man had .. be~n 
nath did pay a visit to Mr. Gandhi" in all~wed. to _carry out his: fast, tremep._d~ 
jail at the time, or shol'fly nfter the ou;:~ consequences.- might have. a~en. 
opening of the fast. That is r.l.V recol- Therefore, you not merely _acqui:es~ed 
lection. I am speaking sub.ject 'to cor- in what was an offence undel," the ·lndt~ 
1·ection. · Penal Code,_ but· your offer .was th~~ , a · 

Ll06RO . ; . N2 
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man,.who -ough~.to .. be kept in.· jail.: _f?r. Bombay," that is to say, it wus put. on 
oth~r. rea&ons, should now _come 1 ~'Jlt th~ ·ground that we, were b!>.und because 
into ihe ope:ri,... I am putting · .. Jo , 1~11 wa. had not taken part in .the Paet. I 
this· !-Sir Nripendra ~ircar . can rest'- think you must have found t.hat' in the . 
.:s.ssurea· that we did not. in any.'tvay a.ct telegrams. that were sent to the. Prime 
under any. sort of threat 'Or in any, nt- Minister. . 

·mosphere ·. of emergency. The O,Aly · Witness.] I think it is very unfortu
aspcet of ~b~ question to wh~h we lo_ok~ nate that those telegrams were only ~ent 
e~ was t~Is,! ·was the agreement re~c.h-. in December, and were not sent when the 
ed, an agreement such as we had c_o~- negotiations were actually in progress. 
t~mpl~ted under the. c~mmunal .de~l- '7501-2. The telegram was in Nov~m
:s1oD:, Judged by all the eVIdence that was ber.. It was sent in December, bccau~e I 
:aya1lable to us Y Th~n, nnd for m~~y was waiting for the replies, and so on, 
w~eks subsequently, 1~ seemed to us and the Bengal Council met :for the first 
qmte conclusive that 1t wad such. an time af.ter these negotiations iil }Tovem
ugreement. . . - ·· ber. As soon as they met, 25 members 
· 7500. I -t.hink you nre aware tha~ ·a. sent this telegram, or repre:~entation, to 

representation was mad~ to the P~ll!le the Prime Minister. I only wanted to 
:Minister by ~ leL~er from ~ne. in Decf}m- point out to you that whatever may bf:' 
bcr, ·1932, enclos1ng. certam iel~gr~ms said it has been the case that .Bengal 
which- had eome here in ~ovembc:r: f:r.:~m has gone by default. The ease cf Bengal 
mf:'mbers of th~ Bez;tgai Cou_ncil 7-I has never been made, eveu in t.hat .tele
am aware that Su ~npendr~ S1rcar pas gram. Now the next matter to which I 
t~l>:en. a. v.ery -close m~erest m the q~es- draw your attention is a very sh.ort one. 
hon from start to finish. . . . , Does Sir Samuel Hoare agree w1th the 
· .. Sir N. :Sircar.] . I sent that lettru· on view that the situation which has been 
to the Prime Minister as r~quested py created as the result of the l'oona Pact 
the lif:'mbers of the Council, ·and · y~u and the communal decision, will lead ~o 
will find that before I sent to _t!J,e very terrible and serious t>Onl:lequences m 
!•rime Minister this telegram of . pro- Bengal !-No, I do not think 1 do. 
test from the . 25 Members of the . 7503. Is it your opinion that if tl1e 
Bengal Council, that · Be~gal .. ·are. p.ot vastly preponderating majority of seatR 
represen~ed, and -so on, .1t wa,;; shq_wn of the Muhammadans, ll!l scats, ar~ re
to. Dr~. Ambedkar, who sent a. t~le- duced by 10 or 12 seats, that will lead 
gram to Bombay to find . out wP;tt to terrible consequences in Bcmgnl ?-I 
their. reply. ~o this t~legrai!l was. I do not accept the phrase, ''vastly P!l'
thought 1t £au !o sho": 1t to Jnm, S·:> that ponderating majority ':, nor •lo I thmk 
he :could get his versiOn fro:Ql Bombay, that the result will be d1sastrons. 
and· this is the reply w:hich he .~ot. 7504. I am now going to another point 
· Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] I am sure I did altogether for certain information ; I 

not do ·anything of'the . sort, if Sir think I gave notice of this to your office 
Nripendra Sircar ·will forgive mt•. Sir as well, Sir Samuel. Without going ip_to 
Nripendra Sircar representeJ that h~ details, you may remember th~t when 
showed· to me a certain to3lt·~"l'Hlll· and Mr. James, of the European Associatio~1, 
asked me .. to· get certain ir~fo!'Illation was in the Witness box, :md also Sir 
about it. from Bombay. I ilid not do Edward Benthall, they said that there 
~nything of the sort. was a general feeling of nervousn<:;.;s in 

Bengal about the large expansion of tp.e 
franchise and the large numbel." of s,~ats 
allocated to Bengal. In connection '~ith 
tl-tat, I put a query, or rather. ~sked tl;e 
India Office to supply yon w1tn ce1·tam 
information, and my questio'l is this : In 
Benooal the recommendation of the 

Sir N. N. ·sircar.] I have got the copy 
which was .handed over to m·3 by !Jr. 
Ambedkar, and I wilL rea·l to yOil the 
reply ·which he ·got. 
; Dr. B. R. ·Ambedkar.] It is not a 

reply ; jt "is . an independent telcgr_am 
sent' to ·me. . 

~ Sir N~ N. Swear.] The point i, the 
contents of the telegram, which said that 
the Bengal Hindus are boun.J by I'Ntson 
cf their default in not appf..'aring at 

b 

Lothian ·Committee ·has been to en-
franchise 16 per cent. of the total· 
population against 7! _per ce~t., the 
maximum recommended 'Oy t.he . Govern
ment of Bengal, and 10 per cent. re-
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commended ~.y. the Bengal- Provincial 
Committee which acted in connection 
with the Lothian Committee. The in_. 
formation I want is this: I am not talk
ing of the question ·of ratio, t1ut.t is quite 
a separate chapter altogether but ~.Rsum
ing that the number of seat" is t·eunced 
to 200 froni 250, and the franchise is 
aecepted at 10 per cent. as recommended 
by the Bengal Provincial Comrni ttee, as 
against 16 per cent. recommendefl by 
the Franchise Committee, what will_ b~ 
the difference in expense 1 I want only 
a rough estimate, if that is possible_,_ 
The only figure that I have is an ~£ti
mate from the Bengal Government of the 
additional annual expenditura on the 
Legislature, if the White Paper propo· 
~nls are adopted. That estimate is_ 11 
1akhs per annum recurring, with cnpital 
expenditure of 6! lakhs on fresh accom
modation for the Upper Chamber .. It is 
not stated how much of the recul'l'ing 
cost is due to the Second Chattlber. The 
additional cost of each general election, 
taking the White Paper franchise, which 
would yield 15 per cent. of the popula
tion, is given ·as lllakhs. I cannot give 
any very accurate answers to these ques
tions, but it would appear that, roughly 
speaking, the saving, if no Second Cham
ll~r were estabiishoed, and the · Lower 
Chamber were 200 instead of 250, would 
be something like 1 to 11 lakhs a 
year, with a saving in capital expendi
ture of 6! lakhs, nnd that . the 
reduction in the electorate ,,·ould 
save an approximate sum of from 1. to 
l i lakqs a year, assuming on the average 
a general election to be h~ld every three 
Jears. 

Sir H ari Singh Gour. 

7505. Five years '-Wo were assnliling 
three years. We were assuming that we 
had better take n. ve;ry c0ruervative eyti
&nate. 

• Sir N. N. Sircar. 

7506. From your answet', I gather that 
it is not possible for you to sny what 
is going to be the estimated cost of the 
Second Chamber only as provided for in 
the White Paper f-I have not got any 
figure available. H I can get at a more 
accurate figure, I will let Sir Nripendra 
Sircar have it. 

7507. Now another question is this; I 
think it will be the last I shall ask you, 

Sir·- 'Samuel. -Yo~ may ':r:cm'eml•er ''W_lt~n 
I put to Mr. Villiers that if tY:i!~number·_ 
is reduced to · 200 from 25(h... I ·am· l.rtlk~ 
ing of the number of seat<J, ·and nga.in I 
am not going into the qnestkm of ntio 
on this part of the case--:.he S9.id t!leore 
would be no further rlifficul.t.y · hi the 
matter of getting representation of· all 
the interests involved in Bcitgal, f'f the 
Muhammadans, the Hindu::;, the 
Depressed Classes, and ~:~o on .. Hc.ve you: 
any definite views on the nintter •f Do \ 
you think there will be any difficulty 7 · 
Is there any necessity for this 11nmh£or · 
of 250 7-I do not think I should gQ.. so 
far as to say that any 1Jal'ticu1a.r num
ber is verbally inspired. 'WJ1at I can 
say is thaf taking into account the very 
many. interests in Bengal, and taking 
into account also the ·problem of the 
communities, 250 seemed to· us to b~ a 
good number. I will not put it high_er 
than that. · 

7508. I think I take your n.nswer to · 
mean that you are not in the ·position 
definitely to differ from • Mr: -Yilliers ·~ 
opinion that 200 ·might· Jo '~.:.::...1 would 
neither differ from it, nor would I' agre~ 
with it. These problems of ·representa:.
tion' in Bengal are so complieattia _, n.ua 
so controversial that I would ra~h~~· -~~-t 
express an opinion; . . . . 

7509. My last· question· ·-wnl 1e _thi~ .: _ 
D<' you think there is any objection-:--:!· 
gather you have no objection .. 'from yoil.r: 
last answer-or would YO'l think; it aa~ 
·visable . to have an inquiry· ·into , this· 
matter as to whether there. is really. any 
necessity for 250 members '_:_Off-hand; I· 
should hesitate to snpport a special in
quiry of that kind anywhere;·- I think 
it would immediately open tht> floodgates· 
to inquiries all over India. -After aH, · 
we have made 'this recommemln.tion M 

the result of two or three years of dis-. 
cussions -of this and cognate questiou!'l. · 

Sir N. N. Sircar.] That is nll I ask, 
thank you. 

· Dr. B R. Ambedkaf'.] My Lord Chair-' 
_man, m;(i I have your atte~J.tion. fo~ · a 
moment to ·make a very hnef statemt-nt 
with regard to a question or two that 
was put by Sir Nripendra Sil~car, in new 
of the fact that he may n1lt bP. hPre 
when my turn comes f Sir Nripendrn 
Sircar said that he got a telegram dnring 
the course of the · Third Round· Ta,b_le 
Conference last year and that he showed 
it to me and that. I made inquiries witl1 
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·reg~rd. tb .that .. telegram,. nnd that I ·got ine; a~.d had pressed me to t'tlin13 to terms; 
a ~ertam telegram in reply' .to that. The Th t 11 I t 't 
pomt that I would like to mn.ke ~lo:>ar so a lS a wan o say d thh~ st.'lg~ .. 
tha~ Sir ·Nripendra may J1ave an· cppor..: ·· · · · ' 
tumty to correct me if I :uu ~ misstatin(]l' Sir .Akba,. Hydari • . 
anything is this-: The telegra.ta.l whic:h I · · · 
~t '!Vas not a telegram ·in reply to. lillY · 7510. I want to ask very few questions 
1nquey ·that I made. regarding the Legislature. •r\vo hundred 

members for the Upper llomle .unJ 300 
. Sir N~ .N, Sircar.] I If:lay cut the for the Lower House .was a compto!llise 

lnatter short. · ~:cached at the Second Round Table Con-
' '.J>r. B~· J;l • .Ambedkar,] ~-·just )van't_to ference. Would you agree that this 
' $ay .a word~ ' · compromise was in the nature of a 

· Chairman.] Please. Jet. Dr: . .Ambeakar balance struck as between those who were 
,make ·his statement.· , .. in favour of a small FedeJ:nl Legjslature 

·. D:r. I!~ B • .Amb~dkar.,] The telegram to and. those to whom numbers were eom
Su. Nnpe:r;J.dra :Sucar was publi.:ihed in paratively uni.mportant !-I think that 
the . Indian. papers- aii.d when- the mcm- was generally the case. Sir Akbnr will 
bets of the Anti-Untouchability Board remember that at the first two H.ound 
that . was : established · .j,y . j\[nhat::na Table Conferences there was a protract
.Gandhi after· his fast waa over learned ed discussion about the numbers for the 
-that. ;this ·telegram·: wa3 ~ent to · Sir Legislature. Some wanted to· keep the 
Nripendta Sircar protesti4g against ihe numbers very low. I remember the pro,. 
;I>oona Pact, they, 1>r their· o>vn accord posal was made that the numbers should 
sent~ me the telegram to :which Sir Nri: not exceed 100 for the Upper ·Chamber 
pendra, ,Sirear has · mads· . reference. and 200 for the Lower Chamber.· On the 
It. was :not in reply to any jnqrtiry·that other hand, other members of the Con
I mad~.·· ,The. next. point I want to. bring ference propos~d numbers I think u 
to, :the ·notice of the Comma tee is that high as 500 or 600 for the Lower Federal 
w.h~n • Sir 'Nripendra Sirca.r .showed .ine · Chamber, ·and the ·number Lbat Sir 

. :t~~ · .. telegram h~ -got -from .lrls Bengal . Akbar has just mentioned was at· that 
fnends ·protestmg against the Poona time· regarded as ·something in Lhe 
rae~, he told me,that all he was going nature of a compromise between those 
to . do.· ":&s _to .st:nd . that ;telegram to two points of view. 
_the . Prim~ MmiSter, mthout- any · · · . -
comment~ .for_ his info.riilP.tion. On the . J511. Then came. the Lot~Ian Com-
day, be.~Qre he left he. very kindly sint m1ttee . who !ecom~e~ded ·~~ Upp~ 
·me a copy of the . letter which l;Iouse m which Bnbsh Ind1an seats 
lte addressed to the Prime Minister . would have numbered 200, and a Lower 
ln: · .that letter I· found that Si; House in whi~h British India wonld have 
Nripendra Sircar had not ·only for- had 300, or, .1f the States' .quota _w_e_re 
"":·arded the letter to the P.t.i.me . MiDis- added, a ~gJ.slature of. 300m the l1pper 
ter, but · had urged upon the Prime and 450. m the Lower House. Wo_1~ld 
Minister t~ make an inquiry as to whc~ yQu. agree tha~ the p.umbe~s rec?mmen~
ther. the Be~gal caste Hindus were repre- ed lil the White Paper ,are, . lll iJ!e~r 
sented a.t the time when·tlte Poona Pact turn, a. balance struck between, . the 
was settled.· ln view of that I also im- · comproniise arrived at at· the ·Second 
,lilediately wrote a letter· to the Prime Round Table Conference and the re
Minister, a copy of which I shaU·present commendations .of the Lothian Cqm
_to the Committee when my turn comes in mittee 7-I do not think I wouli agree 
whjch . I also forwarded the telegra'ms that it was a compromise · beh een the 
'Which I had received, aud I also stated two points of view. Our figures rather 
that the fact . mentioned in the telegram were founded upon the need, :first of all, 
th~t the Bengal caste· Hindus·were n~t of nieethig the wishes of many of the 
represented when the Poona Pact· was States who felt that their ·· · interests 
made . ·was not correct to my knowled~e, ·might. be ignored . · in niuch · smaller 
because I knew, as a fac:t; that ~cveral Chambers,. and, secondly; with· a view 
,meiil,bers·from· the·Beng:tl ~aste Ilind1'1s to ensuring a reasonable t·~re
were ·present :w;hen the Pact wa:; made, sentatiori of ·British India, assuming the 
that· they had had conversation'! with general·basis Of the Lothian Report.::· 



<7512 .. Was not the general basis •. o~ recommend. no increase in the munbtirs 
th~ Lothian Report which led them to.. <:f ·~ t~e . Senate~ both b~cause·_;·an 'uppei
prefer direct to indirect election aud .to. house should be. a sinalle:t and: 'morif 
increase the number of both Houses. so . compact bod§" than :·the )ower·, and be;. .. 
considerably beyond .what had been. cause the present 'quota allottetl. to· tl1&~ 
agreed to at the Second. Round Table provinces . is as large. as (lan' c·on've··· 

. Conference a desire to enable the wem~ m~ntly ·be. elect~d by .the _legislatrii~s, ·if, 
hers of the Federal Legislature to estah- their. own inemb~rs are not to. ,be liabl~, 
lish effective contact with their. con-; to undue depletiOn." · ' · ' 
stituents ?-Perhaps Lord Lothian. .Sir Akbar Hydari.] A~ soo~ as.· you toe
would answer the · question from the commended 4p0. for th:e Lower House~· 
point of view of his Committee. l--eer- then, taking 'in.to · account the whole 
tainly admit that the problem of direct.. shuc~ure of. the Federal Legislature· and, 
and indirect election must have a. the relations ' between the· two· Houses, 
direct bearing and always has Jiad ·. a was it not inevitable ·that that \vould. 
direct bl:'aring upon the ~ize. of _thl3 lead to an mcrease in the strength of th¢ 
Chambers in the Federa1 Centre ; but Upper House; and it was. that considera;' 
perhaps Lord Lothian would a~lplp:y tion which led iris . Majesty'$ Govern
that answer because . the point · i~ ruent, in the White Paper; to increase 
directed mainly to him.· the·numbet; of seats ii:t. the Upper: ltouse~ 

Marquess of Lothia?'b.] I can:' nnswer it. • · · · ·· · · · · · · •··· •! :, 
in two words. In the first place, the Marquess of· Lothian.]. May~T~efer. Si~ 
Franchise Committee recommended no .Akbar_ to- the .last sentence of .paragrap~~ 
alteration in the Upper House. They 396, page"161: "Moreover, :'W~.recognize. 
accepted the figures of the ·Second ·that in framing· OUJ: propqsals ,.we .. -.ru;~ 
Round Table Conference. ·As t•egards thinking of British India. alone;· ~d tha~ 
the Assembly, when they came to bP-fore final decisions -are takerLregarding 
examine the fi,011I'e of 300 which . was the federal legislature, further discussioJi . 
proposed by the Second Round Table between the representatives of the. Indian 
Conference for the Lower House they States and of British India as well as<of, 
were imprPssed by the fact · that 200 the British Government; . will ·: have· .. ·. io 
seats of those only would be allottee! to t:ike- place " f ·I: think the figures: in the: 
British India, that a · certain numb~r White 'Paper· are'· the., result' ·of tho~ 
of those seats would go to· special. further discussio~s:; .' · '·.~-- :. : .. ·::;·,'-~ 
interests, and therefore. that the num- · 
her of seats left. for general constitu- ' Sir Austen Chamberlain, . · · · ·. · · : 
encies, especially under a Communal 7513.· b . not it. -clear that' i(,~ert~ 
Award, would inevitably ·involve very questions . ..are to be ,settl~d _by_ a J om( 
large constituencies from· the point of St·ssion, -if you_, increase the numbers iit" 
view of area and numbers. They ther~- the Lower House, you must increase the: 
fore thought, in point of view of dimi· m1mbers in· the Upper· House in order 
nishing the difficulty of maintaining to .. maintain the original proportion 
contact· between the member and· his between the two in the Joint Session t""7' 
electorate, it was desirable th~~t the . 'Ihat, my. Lord Chairman, is- one of th~ 
number of seats for the Lower House reasons that made<u!?. make· this · pro-: 
in British India should be raised from: posal. . It is . not the only reason .. · The 
200 to 300. ot!ler . reason. was .. the. strong . feeling' 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] May I· ask Lord· a1aongst a substantial numbe:r · of . · the1 

Lothian -whether the numbers iu ·. the States. ~or a sufficient· number that :Woula; 
Upper House were not raised by his, enable &:. good mariy of them. to . have 
Committee to 300 from the 200 pre-.- c)in~ct ·· irid-ividual. repres~ntation _.in the:; 
viously agreed ? . _.. Upper ·House. ·. . · ' · · - · · 

. . ' . . . '·, ... ·. . ... 
Marquess of Lothian•] Here nre the Sir, Akbar H ydari.] I· will . turn agam, 

actual words of our recommendation; to . the other. q~estion -:. Commg . to· :Lord; 
on page· 163,' paragraph 400. o( .. the Lothiim's . staietnent, · was . it not. ,that· iri., 

Franchise Committee··. Report ;., ,: '.'.So,; tbf, '<;qns.t:rngtjgp. :9.f; ~:e F.e~e:r;;tl ~.~g,isla-; 
far, therefore, ·as .. the .. Sen-at.~ .is:' con-·1 h~~·e.. th~, r~p,res,~ri~~t;v~ •. o£i3 the'J State~r 
cerned there is little fo:r: u,s.to i:iay.,:.:'\Vc.; s!wu~9,. h~y~. 1 J>fFll:; 1;~op~p)_~~s\1.;PY;!~)~~~ 



l.othian Committee or the 'Lothian Com- oL efficiency would -not be met if the 
r.1ittee should have left·, that matter Chamber were to exceed 200 as a maxi
separate~y for ·.consideration before they mum. The Sub-Committee, as a whole 
guve the imp rima tor ·of an expert com- recognized the force of these considera~ 
wittee like that 'to certain numbers for tions and also of the desire for a 
B1·itish India which would inevitably Chamber of sufficient size to afford a 
lead to any case for the consideration ·of r£>asonable approach to adequate repre
that question being prejudiced thereby ! seutation of the population. But since 

:Marquess of Lothian.] I can .only no real approach to this latter ideal 
answer by referring to the Letter of could be secured without enlargin<P th~ 
Instructions to the Indian Franchise Legish.1.ture to an undue extent, the o Sub
Committee : " To. your Committee His Committee ~ that, having regard to 
:Majesty's Government will look for ~om- the great. unportance which must be 
plcte and ·detailed proposals on which to attach~d to· efficiency of working, 250 
b.as& the revision of the .franchise, and should he adopted as the numbel." of seats 
the arrangement of constituencies for to be provided in the Lower ChPnlbcr.'' 
~~e .new . l?gislatures, central and· pro- There~ ore, I want ·to submit that, really 
vme1~, ~h1ch. a~e to form part of the speakmg, so far as the Lothian · Com
constitution enVlSaged in the . statement mittee was concerned, it had hefcn·e it 
to which I have referred." Which· was the problem of British India Rlld in 
the Prlme ·Jlliniste'f's statement to- Parlia- framing their rec?~enda~ion~ for the 
ment. -" Arid since . upon these detailed strengt~ of ~he Bn~1sh ~dia. quota, they 
proposals must largely depend the size had this pomt mrunly m Vlew. W on~d 
an4. ~et~al co~position ·of the Legisla- · you agree, Secret~ of. St~te, that S1r 
tnre_s, His , MaJesty's . Government ·hope Austen Chamberlrun s question~. and t~e 
~1at you( Committee will be in a position, ~swers there~ .have shown that this 
m due. course, so to frame their· proposals Ideal ?f estabhshmg . contact woul~ have 
1;18 to . _present · a. complete and detailed been.· lmperfect~y l'f:ached even •. if the 
S<'heme for the composition of each of the Lothi~ Committee recommendahons as 
Provincial Legislatures and . of· the to s~e ~ad been adopted 7-I think. 
Federal Legislature." T think that is certamly ~~ you take the conception of 
all that, is relevant, and. it was in the repre~entatlve gove:nment that we h~ve 
light of that that we proceeded. As I ~ere, It .":'ould only Imperfectly be RJ?phed 
pointed out to Sir Akbar, we were con- m conditions such as you have ment10ned. 
side;fug. . definitely only · the · British · Mr. Rangaswami Iy~nger_.] . Would it be 
Indian~-· aspect and these other matters con:ect to say that m the case of the 
would have to be a matter of negotiation Indian State~ rep:esentation there would 
between the Indian States British India not be anything like the contact between 
11nd His Majesty's Goverdment later on. the member and his constituency that 

. . - . there would be between the member and 
Sir .Akbar Hydari. his constituency in British India in the 

_ 7514. At any rate, it was recoQ"Ilized Federal. Assembly Y 
\hat .<me of the principal reasons f~r the Sir .Akbar Hydari.] I am coming to 

. Lothi!'ln · Committee going and recom- that. -~ am not co~testing it. All I 
mending these numbers was in order to am trying to find out Is as to how these 
establish effective contact with their eon- numbers have· come to be what they are 
ati~encies, a. consideration with regard to and ~he~h.er these numbers ~eally satisfy 
whch. the First Round Table Conference ~he condition that you had In view and, 
had . giVen very great attention, and they if they do not, whet~er ~he problem does 
~et..-ord the matter as follows in paragraph fi:Ot d~serve re-exammabon and recon .. 
-:0 of the First Round Table Report ~ s1derat10n Y . 
'·.The trend of opinion as to the size of Sir tej Bahadur Sapru.] May I put a 
the .Lower. Chamber was that it should supplementary question arising out of 
e~ms1st o~ ·. approxil'lately 300 members that 7 
thus provtdmg roughly one- representative - Chairman-.] I would rather hear the 
for. each million of the inhabitants of SPeretary of State's answer to that first. 
lnd1a. _ On the other hand, the view was I am .not quite sure what is the question 
strongly_ expressed that the requirements to whi<'h I am expected to reply. 
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Sir Akbar !Iydari. · 

7515. I replied to Mr. Rangaswami 
Iyenger. I followed up the question ,by 
asking in supplement to the last ques
tion to you, Secretary of State, that 
the ideal of effective contact, which has 
been admitted to have been very im
perfectly reached by the L?thian C~m
mittee's figures, would be still more Im

perfectly rt>ached . under the figures !e
commended in the White Paper, because 
tmd(>r them the size of the constituencies 
will be even bigger than their ~i.ze under 
the Lothian Scheme f-You mean, Sir 
Akbar, that we have reduced the num
bers and, therefore, the constituencies 
become bigger t 

7516. Yes f.:._That is so. 
Sir Akbar Hydari.] And, therefore, the 

whole basis for increasing thi! number 
in order to create an effective eoutact is 
a basis which really has not bemr reaehed, 
and, therefore, you should seek some 6ther 
basis for providing for that contact. 
That is all that I want to urg.~. · · 

Sir Tej Baliadur Sapru. 

7517. l\lay I put one question to you, 
Sir Samuel f Is it, or is it not., a fact 
that so far as the· Indian States' repre~ 
!!cntatives themselves are concerned, there 
has been a great divergence "of opinion 
hetw<>en two sections of them, one J;eprc
scnted by Sir Akbar Hydari and the 
other represented by their Highnesses the 
l\Ia"harajah of Bikanir and the Nawab, 
whose views approximated more nearly 

Highnesses · of .Bikanir and Bhopal, . who, 
favoured l~er Houses .did so partly for. 
the consider~tion that larger. H~uses '\yill. 
·provide for a better representatio~ of 
the smaller States than smaller Houses 
would. 7-I do not think I would like to 
be drawn into giving an accotmt of what 
was in their Highnesses' . Ininiis, or what 
was not ; but it is true to say, that there 
were three views expressed · hy the re
presentatives of the Princes; There '!as 
the .view for. very· small. <;hambers-m
deed . the view was expressed for only 
one 'small Chamber at one time ; then 
there was the view expressed by His 
Highness · of Bikanir ~d t~ose . of the 
Princes who were working With hun, for 
a moderate sized Legislature ; and there 
w~ a third view, I think chi.e:fly ex
pressed by some of the very small. States, 
for very big numbers. My OWII. ~ew has 
always been that we must hold the 
balance between those · three points of
View. . I · have also thought, and I · have 
constantly expressed. this view in . our 
former discussions, that whatever plan 
we 'have for the Princes' representation,, 
will inevitably involve grou_pip.g. It . is_ 
quite out of the question. to contemplate, 
the individual representation of this v.eey. · 
large .nl:unber of big, medium, and small 
States. · 

·Sir .Austen Ohamberlaitl. 

7519. "xt really has been a qu.estion of 
the degree to which grouping is . to be· 
can·ied !_;_Exactly. · 

to the British-Indian !point of view -Sir Akbar Hydari. 
on the question of the. size of the 7520. That is ·exactly· the point which. 
Legisl_atures. f-T~at h~ been one of I thought might be mentioned. I 'have 
the dif'ficulhes With wh1~h we ~ave ~een no desire whatsoever that- the point of 
face~, namely, to reconcile the two pomts view of any one particular section of the· 
of !lew ; ~e first, the need ~o have an · States should have predominance. ·All· 
f'ffieten~ Legislature and a Legislatnra not that I feel is that it is possible, from· the 
too b1g ; · seco~dly, the need f? ensure strong emphasis which mariy of those -very 
~~ch represPntahon for the. Prm~es ~~ States have 'laid upon equality of repre-.· 
wxll mak~ them ~eel that th~Ir weight lS sentation, as far ·as possible, along With 
really bemg felt m the Legislature. individu~ity · of· representation, it is a· 

7517.A. And you include among them matter . worth pursuing, if ·on other 
t~e Central Sta~es, to?, and their poin~ of grounds you are convinced o_f the· merits 
VIew f-I am mcludmg all the varwus and necessity .of small· Legislatures. It 
groups of States. is· worth pursuing and ex~nq- whether. 

Mr. M. R. J ayakar. 

7518. May I ask, on that suppl(.'menl.ary 
question, is it not a fact that those re
presentatjves of the States, · lib! their 

from the Indian· States' point .of view, 
you will . not be able. to get the Princes· 
to agree to a smaller House,· t9 a smaller 
quota ; if it is once felt that, on the 
~me hand, what will h:tppen wiJl be that· 
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th~ larger States will- have .to give . up 
a large number of the plural voting they 
will have and that . grouping will be 
inevitable ; that many of these other 
States will all get individual represents~ 
tion. · All that I was trying ta ask for 
was not any definite decision from the 
Secretary of State, but what I •wa..; sug
gesting was that if on other grotmds 
indirect election is. necessary, and on 
other grorinds the smaller· Legislatures 
are necessary,- the~ o is it ·not' desirable· 
that· this question with regard- to the 

. representation of the Indian ·State~ and 
what the large majority of the Indian 
States .desire, should really · receive 
further examination 7-I would certainly 
say that 'we~ should have to pay ·nry 
great . attention to what · 'lny large 
majority of the Indian Princes think 
upon the· .~bject. - · · · ' · 
. 7521 .. All that I submit is that I do not 

know whether that question . and that 
i~5ue have been placed be~ore thn .Indian 
States in the . way and in the . n..annHr in 
which you might be able to get a real.and 
effective opinion 7-My own- position, my 
LQrd Chairman, has always been clear in 
this matter. I ' have always been in 
favour of having the Legislature ns small 
as ever we can · make it, 'taking into 
account th~ interests that bve ~ot to b~ 

that, there . is II. large. -consensus of 
opinion on behalf of the Princes which 
may _also have to ·be heard here, if there 
is time to do it. · · · · 

Sir .Akbar Hydari. 
~ . . . 

· 7522. I want to make it. clear that I do 
not want. to pursue this subject to any. 
final conclusion now. All that I was sug
gesting · :was that the question . of the 
strength of the Legislature appeared to. 
me to. be of such fundamental and para-

· represented. and th~ purposes fol' which it 
is required. · . I, myself, would welcvme any 
propos8.I.s that would diminish the num
bers i£. tho'Se. two, prerequisite conditions~ 
can be justified. My difficulty has been 
that so far it has seemed to me to be 
almost impossible to ·satisfy· the· require
ments of · the Princes with . very small 
numbers, and it has also seemed to me 
to be almos~ equally impossible to satisfy 
public· opinion in British India ; but I. 
say once again this morning that, upon 

. mount importance · with regard to the 
functions which it will have in heing the.
Instrument of the grant of. responsibility_ 
in the Centre and the kind of questions 
with which that Legislature ·will have to: 
deal, highly technical questions, the fact 
that you will have to bring this Legisla
ttire into relation with Provincial Legis
latures, the fact that the Provincial 
Legislatures will themselves be on· a very . 
democratic basis-all these facts lead me 
to the position that this matter . of the 
strength of the . Legislature is . of such 
vital importance that you cannot pay too 
great attention . to it, and . that the1·e 
should be a sufficient examination·, and all 
possible avenues explored . of bringing 
together_ the various interests into some 
common agreement. What I thought· 
from the answers which the Secre· 
tary ·of · State gave was that it 
was mainly a political · question, tho 
urge, on . the one ·side, of British· 
India, and the urge, on the · other si~e,. 
of a. large number of States, which 
led him to d~cide upon a number much 
larger. than what we. had agreed to in 
two Conferences after detailed considera
tion-much larger than what be himself 
thought was on abstract principlf.s desir
able ; that· it was the political consider&·· 
tions which led bim to this conclusion ;· 
and what I' submit' is that, possibly, some 
~thers ·might inter!> ret the politieal con-

· grounds . of abstract merit, there is a . 
great deal to be said for small Chambers 
at the Federal Centre. 

'Sir ·Manubhai N. Mehta.] May I also 
request that besides considering the per
soD:il.l· op~io~ o~ Sir Akbar Hydari-_-

.. Sir' .4kbar- Hydari.] It. is no~ a _per: 
sonal opinion ; ·it is the opinion _of many 
States. · . 
:Sir -Manubhai .Mehta.j .I :~vill . refet. 

to that ,as a. persOnal. opinion, by quoting 
from Sir Akbar Hydari's :remarks aL the . 
Second Round Table Con£erence. Besides 

ditions in a different way, ana might' 
feel ·that, ·pos.si~ly, _gradually, the ·urge· 
of British India, especially ·through the 
ProVinces, and the urge of tfle Indian 
States· when ·they realised that their in.:• 
terests ·would ~be much better served hT 
the election of representatives of ex-· 
perience through groups, individual views 
in votes, I felt that, possibly/nltimately, 
these very political considerations might 
change and lead to Jhe .. demand for a. 
smaller House ; but- then it. would be too-
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late, because, as you all know;· .if you 
start from a large basis, you cannot con
tract, but you can always expand from a 
small basis to a larger_ one ; therefore, 
all that I want to submit to-day is that 
this is a question which still it is, I ,think, 

· not too late to explore further,. and before 
the Committee comes to a final conclu
sion ?-I should like myself· to· hear the 
views of other representatives of the 
States before I make a comment oil Sir 
Akbar Hydari's very interesting. state
ment. 

ei:1ee . to: throw ou:t' ilie suggestion .myself ; 
I do' not think I found; any" support any-: 
where at all. · 

'7527.' Sir A. ~ Hydari, I Lhink, ha~ 
supported the' proposals ?-:-Perhaps I did 
have one or two friends,' but I had not 

. . 
many. . 
· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Perhaps you 

have more to-day. ' . ; ' ~. '. ' ' . ' 

·sir Mi~za M.Jsmaiz; · i · -~ 
,... . .. •' ··'· . 

7528. It seems ·to me· a proposal which 

Sir JJ!anubhai Mehta. 
· · is well worth considering; because, aMord.;; 

ing to the p:roposai~ n<!'W 'put fo~ward, the 
proposals conta~ned in the Wh1te·. Paper, 
the political factor 'is repr~se~ted m ·both 
Houses, but we have' not got the_ other 

7523. I thought _it was an exarunation, 
not a discussion ?-People define it in dif-:-
ferent ways. ' 

and most important factor; that ·1s, ·the 
Governments of the Federating units. It 
seems most desirable in a Federal Consti:. 
tution that they · should also ·be repre~ 
sen ted: Moreover, according. to the pro;; 
posals in the White- Paper, the Ministry 
is made responsible to both Houses .. · b 

Sir Mirza M. Ismail.· 

7524. I should like to say :something, 
not so much with regard to the size of the 
Legislatures as with regard to the com
position and character of the two Houses. 
I should like to ask the Secretary . of 
State if he agrees with the view that 
the two Chambers, as suggested in the 
White Paper, are a little differentiated 
from each other in· compositio~ and. there• 
fore in outlook 7-I .think under the 
White Paper proposals there is :l. definite 
difference between the two : the Lower 
Chamber elected directly by the elec
torate ; the Upper Chamber el'}cted . by 
the Provincial Council,. constitnted . into 
an Electoral College.. I think that does 
make a definite difference bet ween the 
two. 

7525. Both are elected Chambers,· arc 
they not 7-Yes. · 

7526. So in a Federal Constitution, is 
it not necessary to have at the top repre
sentatives of the Governments . of the· 
federating units as well ?-That is' cer-:
tainly one conception of a Federal.: Gov
ernment. It was the conception,· I think, 
of· the old German Empire, . the . Upper 
Chamber representing the Governments, 
the Lower Chamber either the States or 
the Nation ; and· .there are. strong argu-
ments to. be urged in favour o;f a pro
';r_osal" of th~t kind. _B,ut, ··her~ . ,agaill;. 
when the proposal has been· tna.de that 
the Upper Chamber should be a Chambet 
representing Governments~ it has found 
V'ery little. SllpJ)Ort~' indeed, scarcely. any 
·support. · I believe I was.' bold · (:inough 

that not' so ·y_:_yes~ ··· ·: ·: ·! 

· 7,529. ·And. that is not the case, ev~n in 
England ; the Ministry is not responsibl~ 
to the· Upper House _f...:...._J do h?t k:tiow 
what the. Noble· Lords. would''say abou~ 
that .. I ' _ would rather: not' · giye. at! 
opinion.· · ' · · ' · · · . 
• Mr. ~a[ruUa Kha~-] My Lord Ch~~r.:. 
man, may I, in, conne~tiott' ·with · ' t~1s, 
draw the Secretary ·of State's ·attention 
to thi.s : • · His rep lie~ indicate : that th~ 
Chamber will be . of one character or the 
other. If is not so: The Uppei· Cham.:. 
her, as visualised ·in the White Paper, 
will. be partly composed of l~epresenta
tives · of the Legislatures of the units, 
and, to the- extent of. 40 per cent.,, com
posed o.f the nominees of the Govern. 
ments of other. units ; . and . the . Lower 
Chamber will be composed to the. ·extent 
of. 66 per cent. of the representatives 
of the nation or representatives of 'th~ 
peoples of ;certain units, and,, to 'the e.x:r 
tent o~ ~3 pe:r: cent., o~ represen~ativ~_i!! 
of the . u-overnments of other muts,_ s9 
it :will be a kind of-. Legislature . in· :which. 
to- a very. large .. extent the (lovernmen~ 
of ·certain.·. units will , be rep ;resented, 'anq · 
with' regard to the rest,· in the Upper 
Chamber the -'Legislatures' ·of -other units, 
and' in· the Lower Chamber ·the 'peoples~· 
units,·. and. :so you Will . have a_, sort. of 
compo of elements. , · - -' · · · --·) 
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·sir ·.Akbar Hydari.] Is not what ·sir 
Mirza Ismail had more in mind and what, 
at least, I ·had in mind with regard to 
British India, that in the matter of 
Finance and Taxation, in order to have 
co-ordination between the . different 
methods of taxation, direct and indirect 
....:..for instance, the Provinces nnd the 
units will have more direct taxation . at 
their command, and the Centre will have 
indirect taxation ; and in regard to such 
questions as transport, which will be 
another of the main things with which 
the Central Government will have to con
cern itself, there will be the question of 
trunk railways, which will be nll with 
the Centre. There will be railways and 
roads, and· other methods of transport 

·which will be with the Provinces. In all 
these questions, will it not be th~ the 
Provincial Governments, as Gov~ments, 
WOUld require to have a VOi(!e, when 
questions of this kind are taken up by 
the Federal Cabinet. It is . not mer~ly 
that. you provide for the representation 
. of the Legislatures, but .. what: I believe 
Sir Mirza Ismail had- in· mind. What 
I had in mind certainly was that we had 
repeatedly been impressed with . the 
necessity . of bringing in the . Provincia.l 
Governments and· Mi.riisters llj.to" contae~ 
arid "liaison· With· the Federal Govern-
menl · 
' , . '· . 

Mr. Rangasyami Iyenger.] Do you 
mean that these Provincial Ministers are 
going to be,.present at the Federal Legis
lature to • present- the Provincial Govern-:
ment's point of view on all subjects. 7 .. 

· 1\.ao Eahad~r Sir Krishnama Chari . . . •. 

7530. They might send delegates 7-
:Uay I be clear apout what is exactly in 
Sir Mir.ta's mind 7 This does not come 
up directly perhaps on questions of fran
ehise, . but it is very closely .connec:f;ed 
with it. Supposing the Upper Chamber 
was a Chamber of nominated Ministers, 
and the Lower Chamber was a . Chamber 
in which anyhow a large percentage o.f 
the Members would be elected, the ve1-y 
difficult problem then eomes up of the 
relations between the two Chambers. 

Sir Mirza· Isma~"l.] The Upper House 
would haYe to possess different functions 
altogether. It would be the Federal 
organ of the State. 

~Ir. Rangaswa'mi Iyenger.] That ·is 
true. It would be a kind of auministra~· 
tive Council. 

Sir Mirza Ismail. 

. 7531. I have explained that in my re
marks at the Second Round Table Con
ference f-It does in nctual p1·aetice, 
does· it· not, Sir Mirza, leave n sin~le 
Chamber in the Federal Centre to wh1ch 
the Federal Government is responsible. 
I am not now arguing whether it is a 
good plan or a bad plan, but it is single 
Chamber Government from the point of 
view of the responsibility of the Federal 
Government at the Federal Centre. 

Sir Mirza Isma1-"l.] ·Not necessarily so, 
because the Federal Council would havo 
an effective- voice in regard to many 
matters. It would have a suspensory 
veto o.n laws passed by the Federal 
Assembly with which it did not ~OTee. 
It would be a much more effective check 
over the Lower House than the present 
Upper House would be because what you 
are now devising appears to be a 
bicameral system, but in reality it would 
work· as a unicameral legislatr.re with 
the Ministry responsible to both Houses. 
It might be at loggerheads with the one 
or with the other, if not with both.· You 
are exposing the Ministry to ·danger of 
attack from· one or other House of the 
Legislature. 

Lord Irwin.] May I ·ask Sir Mirza one 
question on thh; evidently. imp~rt~t 
question. If I · understand Srr Mrrza s 
plan aright it is that the ~pper Cham~er 
(the Federal Council I thmk he c~ls 1t) 
would be composed of 'representatives o! 
the Governments from the Provinces. 

Sir Mirza Isma1-"l.] The Governments 
of the Federating units. 

Lord Irwin.] The federating units. 
Sir Mirza Ismail.] I would allow a 

certain number of State nom,inations. 

Lord I r1vin.] I do not want to elabo
rate it, but it will be composed of repre
sentatives of Governments. 

Sir !J!irza Ismat?.] Yes. . 
Lord Irwin.] Therefore, so far as the 

British Indian Provinces are concerned 
presumably of Ministers. 

Sir !J!irza Ismail.] Not Ministers. 
They would not go there themselves, or 
tl1ey may not go there themselves, but 
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they would send some delegates who 
would be nominated. 

Lord Irwin.] That answers my ques
tion because the difficulty I was feeling 
was that it ;ould be very difficult indeed 
for any Minister probably to be doing 
more than one job. 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] They would SEmd 
some representatives to voice their views 
with regard to any matter which was 
c~ming up before the Legislature. 

Marquess of Reading.] Suppose that 
the particular Ministry falls in the 
province, would it then change its nomi..; 
nation 7 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] They could even 
send each Session a different man. 

Marquess of Salisbu-ry.] ·They would 
chn.nge. 

Sir lllirza Ismail.] They would change. 
Lord Peel.] Those nominees of the 

1\iinisters would be under the direct 
orders of the Ministers, and would have 
no independent judgment at all. 

Sir Mirza Ismail. 

7532. That is so, because what is 
wanted at the top of the Legislature is 
tl.at the Federal Government should be 
in a position to know what the Gover_n
Illent of :Madras, or the Punjab, or any 
other particular Government thinks on a 
matter which is before them. That is 
what is wanted. You have provided for 
a popular element in the Lower Legisla-
ture. You might even increase the 

number to 400, if necessary, to give ade- · 
q11ate representation to the Princes. 
They would be satisfied, and I would go 
further and say that paradoxical as it 
may appear, the smaller the Upper Cham
ber the greater the satisfaction to the 
Princes. It might appear very para
doxical 7-I have looked round at the 
faces of the other representatives. We 
shall hear with interest what they have 
to say. · 

l\!r. Y. Thombare.J" I am very dubious. 
Marquess of Lothian.] Will the effect 

()f proportional representation be this, 
tJwt the governtnent of a province which 
''";n have a majority in its own Legisla., 
ture under the responsible Government 
will, in effect. nominate its own nominees 
tr: go to the ·Upper House 7 Is not that 

exactly the proposal of_ the White Pap;r, 
a.part from size Y .__ . _. . , , 

Sir-lJ.Iirza Ismail.] I do not' understand. 

-_ Marquess' of Lothian.} _ If''you hil.ve ~ 
syf'!tem of proportional representation'the 
Government of the -ProvinCial· Legislature 
will ' presumably · have a ' Governrn,enf -
ruajority 7 , · ' · · · 

Sir ll!irza Ismaiz.r Yes.~. 
- ' 

Marquess of Lothian.-
' ' ' 

7533. And they will presumably elect 
th~ larger number of the nominees the 
Government wish to send to the Centre 7 
Yon are getting what you propose under 
tl1e system of . proportional representa
tion 7 . Sir Mirza has made these very 
irteresting proposals . once or twice be-' 
fore, and he has circulated .(I have .a copy 
of it still) a very' interesting Memoran..:_ 
dum on the subject. I believe' myself it 
vmuld be a good thing if he was' kind 
enough to do it, if once again he · cir
culated his ·Memorandum td· the· inem-' 
hers of the · Committee.· I think · this 
morning -if -we get into a detailed dis
rn.ssion about a number of alternative 
~ehemes we shall never finish. , 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] ·May· I- ~dd one· 
!>Uggestion to _the kind of thing th~t Lord, 
Lothian has put betore the· Committee. 
There is -this to be -considered in addi
tion, that the White' Paper proposals 
give the age of the Senate to ·.be seven 
yrars, the age of the Provincial Legisla:.. 
tures will be five. Would the· Secretary 
o1: State, when he is further considering 
this question· also consider this, that the 
Senate may be a sort of permanent body, 
and whenever a local Legislature is · dis- · 
solved the new local Legislature . sholild · 
elect new· members to the Se-nate, · then · 

· the maj'ority in a Province will · always 
be· more· Qr less reflected in- the·, Upper 
Chamber. · 

Sir Mirza Ismail.]· That is" a differeP.t 
principle . altogether .. The principle · · of 
the Whi~ Paper _is- entirely different. 

Dr. Shafa' at Ahmad Khan.] It would 
give. ·the same results. · _ · 

Sir Mirza Isrn-ail.] What- Lord Lothian· 
said was that the Legislature which 
a:t1points the· Government will . appoint 
the members to the Upper House. Once
theso members are elected by· the Legis
lahire they cease · to have .. any :responsi~ · 
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• 
bility.· They can· express · their, -own 
vil.ws, and they do not go and · consult 
th~ '· Legislature on every· point.. which 
comes up before the Federal Government. 
Once they are ~lected they are independ
ent, but what the Fe~eral Government 
would like to know would be the. views 
of" the Gov~rnment of the Province. 

Dr. B. R • .Ambedkar.] The Govern
ment of the day of the Province. 

Sir Mirza IsmaiZ.] Of the day. 
Dr. B. R . .Ambedka;.] 'And if there 

""·ere a change of- Government of the 
Province there would be a change of 
representation at the Centre f 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] At the Centre. If 
you want to prevent this extreme pro
-vincialism that is already developing in 
India this seems to me to be the best 
way of doing it. You have already the 
popular element in the Lower House·; 
from the· domocratic standpoint there 
should be no objection to .it because of 
the democratic Governments in the Pro
vinces. 
_ Dr. B.· R . .Ambedkar.] Send them with 

mandates to vote on a particular issue, 
Mr. M. R. 'Jayaker.] If this scheme 

were adopted, would_ it not come to .this, 
that .· although normally the life of the 
Provincial· Legislature would end in :five 
years and, as Mr. Zafrulla. Khan _pointed 
out, the life of the l1pper House would 
be seven years, . there must be pecessarily 
one change in the personnel. 

Sir Mirza Isma1.'l.] According to this 
White .Paper scheme, but not according 
to the suggestions I am making. 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] ·Supposing the 
Provincial . Legislature undergo .changes 
owing to votes of no confidence being 
passed, say, in the course of five years 
three times, which is very likely in the 
earlier · stages, · does it . not contemplate 
that there will be a change of personnel 
three times in the Upper House f 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] They would be 
withdrawn. · ' It is the Federal Govern
ment you must remember. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] It means ~ere 
would be a change of personnel three 
times in the Upper House in five years. 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] It would be a smatl 
House ; . 50 or 60 people might be with
drawn, or the Government might send a 
different ·man for every Session of the 

Fecieral Council. Supposing there was 8 
finance question coming up, they would 
like to send . their own· Finance Minister 
pt·rhaps, or a special . man to represent 
their .views in that Chamb~r. I. would 
ljke . the Committee to consider the sug~ 
gE>stion. I hope you will not regard it 
as impertinent on my part if I ~ay it is 
~-ell . worth consideration. -

Lord Rankeillour.] Do you contemplate 
Joint Sessions f · : 
· Sir Mirza Ismail.] No Joint Sessions. 

Cha!rman.] Will you supply to the_ 
Ct·mnuttee the Memorandum which the 
Secretary of State referred to f 

Sir Mirza Ismail.] Yes. \ 
Rao Bahadur Sir K rishnama Chari. 
7534. I should like to put one question 

to _the Secretary of State on a point 
which has not been hitherto touched. 
The White Paper does not refer to the 
position of the Advocate General in the 
Constitution. Has the · Se~retary of 
State in mind the appointment of an in
rlependent authority like the Advocate 
General for the Centre. _He might be 
very useful in the Legislature, and might 
furnish a machinery for the Governor~ 
General's acts, and so on 7-I would like 
to look into Sir Krishnama Chari's 
point, and I will undertake · to give 
attention to it ; off-hand I have not got. 
an answer. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7535. If. I may say so that would fit 
in with your examination on the J udica
tnre, and I would ask you to look at 
Section 114 of the Government of India 
Act '1-Sir Krishnama Chari asked 
whether I would look into the question 
of the advisability of having an Ad
vocate General in the Federal Govern
ment. I have told him off-hand I could 
not give an answer to a question like 
that ; I would look into it. 

Mr. Y. Thombare. 

7536. It is now realised that the States 
attach vital importance to the question 
oi their representation in the Federal 
L('gislature, and it has the most intimate 
1r.aring on the size of the Federal 
Houses. Is it not essential that India's 
own needs and practical conditions must 
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b.! the governing factors, and is not the 
roost outstanding featur~ of India the 
very large humber of Sovereign States 
~l·ry varying in size !--:-I ·think sub
stuntially that is so. 

7537. Did not the Princes and the 
British Indians press with a view to 
secure adequate· representation to the 
States and also to the divers interests in 
Ei:itish India that the numbers should 
be 450 and 300 ?-There has always been 
amongst the representatives of the States 
this difference of. opinion to which I re
ferred earlier in my evidence to-day. 

Sir lJiirza Ismail.] Would. Mr. 
'I'hombare he satisfied if the States were 
aoequately represented in the Lower 
Hemse? · 

Mr. Y. Thombare. 

when they urged House~ of 450' and 300, 
had in· view.· · 

Sir .Akbar Hydari, · 

7540~ Not necessarily ?-It depends 
y£'ry. much upon the kind of grouping 
that you have . in these· Chambers. It 
·certainly would obviously reduce the· in
dividual · representation, but. it would 
not· reduce their collective representation. 

Ml:". Y. · T.'fi,ombare. 

7541. The point is, the smaller the 
Houses, there would be so· much .less in
dividual .representation, and, to that ex
tC"nt, a larger number of States to be 
grouped together ?-I think that must 
'follow. 

· 7542. The Government are already 
aware .that what the States are most 
anxious about is the preservation of thejr 

7538. The States have been making a individuality in the Constitution f-Yes. 
point of having a strong representation . 7543. A 50-50 representation in the 
i'1 the Upper Chamber also on account Upper House is perhaps not, a practical 
of the co-equal powers that they are · · Th f 
aiMing at in the two Houses ?-yes. pl·opositwn.. ere ore: does not the only 

.chance of many States for . securing 
75:39. Therefore it is essential that. the ail equate representation lie in . securing 

States should have adequate representa- <'Omparatively larger Houses, of. course, 
tion not only in one House but in both du.e regard being ·had to the fact that 
the Houses ?-Yes. they are. not unmanageable or too costly f 

Mr. Y. Thombare.] If the numbers -I- think certainly as a general .state
that have been proposed in the White ment that is correct., The trouble, how
Paper nre reduced would not that reduce e~er, is ·that people define those general 
the representation which the Princes, . statem~nts in different ways. 

.. (After a short adjournment.)· 

Mr. Rangas1vami Iyenger. 

7544. Sir Samuel Hoare, you will re
~ollect that I mentioned to you the 
matt£'r flf transitory provisions and asked 
you to give me some information as to 
the manner in which you expect these 
tran.c;itory provisions would work under· 
Clat1se 202 of the scheme. I presume you 
rC'ceiveil my Note on it, Sir Samuel 7-
Yes. 

7545. The points upon which I want 
you to tell the Committee what is con
templated by His Majesty's Government 
in the proposals are, (1) in what way do 
you expect, for instance, Provincial 
Constitutions should be brought into 
hring- before the Constitution, as a whole, 
l'Omcs into being? Is it merely a ques
tion of bringing the Provin_cial Conetitu
tions into e:xistence with a view imn:;.e
diat~ly on the basis of setting up the 

Central Constitution, for instance, by 
reason of the fact that·· without Provin
<lial Legislatures you · cannot get the 
Second Chamber in the Federal Legislar
ture into being, and~ therefore, .these 
transitory provisions apply only to the 
stage· at which the I>rovincial Legisla
tures have got first to be elected, and 
some time must elapse before they are 
constituted, and elections take place, to 
the Federal Legislature. Is it only for 
that P!'Viod that it is contemplated, or is 
it · contemplated that it · may become 
necessary to allow Provincial Constitu
tions to function for some time before a 
Federal Legislature may be actually con
stituted owing to other than · · Constitu· 
tiona.l reasons 7 That is the first ques
tion that I want· :to put to yeu, Sir 
Samuel Y-Is this your only question, 
Mr. Iyenger f 
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tions hereafter. If you will take the 
~ote as I gave it to you, and will give 
m a general way the answer I will be 

. eon tent, and I will pursue it later on with 
<!ther quest~ons f.-The question you have 
Just ~k.ed IS really a question that raises 
the b1g Issue of the date when the Consti
tution is coming into operation and in 
what way it is coming into oper~tion. I 
am quite ready to deal with it now. I 
was rather assuming that · that was 
coming up later, if Sir Tej Sapru and 
¥r. Jayaker are very much interested in 
1t, I can deal with it now: 

7547 .. If Sir Tej is here, it will be·use
ful. We shall leave it aside for the 
present then f.-Yes. Take the next 
point. 

· 7548. .Assuming that. some time will 
elapse before the Local. Legislatures and 
t~e Federal Constitution begin to · func
tion, you have. stated here that provision 
,will . be made by means of temporary 
modifications in the provisions of the 
·~onstitution Act for continuing the ex~ 
·Ist.ence of the present Indian Legisla-
ture ?-Yes. - · 

7549. That is the first point upon which 
I want to put a question. What do you 
m~an by saying., continuing the eXistence 
of the pre8ent Indian Legislature ! ·Do 
you mean that the Members of the 
Indian Legislature will have extended 
terms of their office, or do you mean that . 
the existing Legislature, constituted as . 
it is, will be re-elected for the purpose 
of . functioning ·durin·g this transitory 
penod Y~Mr.~ Iyenger has ·been kind 
enough to send me a Memorandum of his 
views upon what is called the transitory 
period, that is to say, the period between 
the time when the Autonomous Provinces 
are set up and the time when the whole 
Federation comes into a.etive operation. 
It is clear to me from Mr. Iyenger's 
;Memorandum that either we have not 
made ·our point of view "Sufficiently clear, 
ol' that he, through no fault of his own, 
does not fully understand our position. 
He is nervous, I think, chiefly of this 
kind of thing happening in ·the transitory 
period. He is nervous of the Autono
mpus Provinces being set . up, of the 
Federation not coming into being, and as 
a result of the setting up of the Auto
nomous Provinces, the ·existing Central 
Government becoming something in the 

uature of Crown Colony. Government. 
He assumes that the Viceroy's Council 
would come to an end, and that, there
fore, the Central Government would 
become a much more personal kind of 
~vernment than it is at the present 
tune: My . Lord Chairm~ that is not 
our mtention. Our intention is to make 
only . such changes in the Central Gov
e~nt during the transitory period as 
will enable the Autonomous Provinces to 
be set up, and as will ensure the Auto
n.omous Provinces having full opportu
mty for developing their Autonomy. We, 
therefore, propose that within those 
conditions the Viceroy's Council would 

continue. Obviously, it would be sub
jected to alteration, both in its duties 
and also . in its personnel, but always 

· remembcrmg the change that the setting 
up of Autonomous Provinces has made 
in the Constitutional picture, we should 
go on with the Central Government as 
nearly what it is now ·as it could be 
assuming the conditions that I have just 
defined. . Again, as to the Legislature, 
we should propose to make no chanO"es 
in this transitory period in the meth~ds 
:under which the Legislature is consti
tuted. We should either continue the 
~xi.stence of ~he present Legislature, or, 
if ~~ looks as if the time of the transitory 
p('nod was longer than som~ might ex· 
pect, then we should have to make 
arrangements for the re-election of a 
Central Legislature, but we should do 
it upon the present '"basis. We have 
definitely co~ to the view, after a great 
deal of thought, that it is much wiser 
to deal with _ the transitory period on 
those li~es than it is to adopt any 
alternative method for makinO"' substan
tial. transitory changes in th~ Central 
9'overnment. . We think upon every 
ground tha,t that would be a mistake. In 
the :first plac~ it would make many 
people think that the period was not 
go~g . to be a transitory period at all, 
but t~at . it was a permanent ·period that 
we were contemplating. SecOndly, I think 
that shott of the larger changes that we 
are contemplating under our Constitu
tional procedure, the fewer smaller 
changes that are made, the better, from 
every point of view, and particularly 
from the point of view of stability. · 

:Mr. Rangaswami lyenger.] Is it on 
the principle that as small refo~ are 
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the enemy of large reforms; you would 
not go in for small reforms ' . 

Mr. JJ.I. R. Jayaker. 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenger. · · · , 
. 7555. May l then. tal.te. you specifically~. 

to the points that l have raised 'l ~t 
present the Viceroy's Executive Coun-. 
cil consists. of six people, three of whom . 

. 7550. May I ask a question to cle~ are, by e;xisting.practice. and c~nv_ention,, 
one point 7 The Secretary of State sru.d Indians, and the apJ?o:i.ntmen.t . of . the, 
that in the meanwhile there will be a Indians to the Executive Coupcll. of the 
ehange in the personnel of the Viceroy's ' Viceroy is . made on the footing · t~at 
Council as I understood· the Secretary Indians were what Lord Morley descrlh· 
of Stat~ 's remarks. Does it contemplate· ed as ()f Anglo-Indian, capacity. 'Yhat 
that the Viceroy's future Counsellors I am asking is, whether in the trans1tory. 
will be drawn from the no~-oflieial period that re~resent~tlon, ;w~~tcver it. 
elected Members of the !.Jeg1slature, may be worth w1th ~n~l!ln opm10n!. w~uld 
although responsible to hrm Y-I a;n have in . the eXJ.shng Constl~ut].r()n, 
assuming that the only changea that w1ll would or would not be kept m the . 
be made will be such chang-rs ~s are arrangement that we contemplate Y-, 
necessary as a result of the sett~ng up That. would be kept in the arrangement 
of Provincial Autonomy. Otherwise, no that we contemplate. 'Ve should go 
changes would be made. on as near · as possible ·\\lith the kind 

7551. You do not contemplate that the of persoilllel we have got ·now. .. 
future Counsellors will he. drawn from 7556. The second point which I .think 
the ran~s of the non-offie1als. elected to is an advantage (I do not kl~ow what .yo11. 
the Legislature, but respon!5Ible to !he may . think) is that the present scheme. 
Viceroy ~-No. 1 contempl~~te makmg of Council Govern.ment does give the 
no changes at all other than those neces- Members of the Executive Council a 
sary in the transitory period. status and influence for good, and I 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

7552. But the Secretary of State would 
not debar the Viceroy from selecting 
from among any section of the Legis
lature, if he thought he could find men 
suitable for his purpose to fill these 
posts. That is the position as at 

. present !-Yes, the position will remain 
exactly as it is. 

7553. At the moment, a Member, even 
of the Legislature, is appointed a Coun
sellor, he will really cease to be an 
elected Member of the Legislature ?
Yes. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7554. May I put one question at thi~ 
point ? At the present 111oment, the law 
require~ that. there must he three mem
bers of the Executive Cou,ncil who have 
put in ten years' service under the 
Crown ; there must be one member of the 
legal profession. Will you have the 
future Constitution during the transi
tory period conformed to this, or will 
you gh·e the Governor-General the 
power to s~>lect any man be likes Y
No. As nearly as possible we shall 
make the transitory arrangement cOI·res
pond with the existing arrangements. 

Ll06RO 

think in this respect the influence 'and: 
status of Indian Membets as Counsellors 
would be very important during the 
transitory period, whether that status 
and influence. as Members of the Exe-" 
cutive Council having equvl votes which ·. 
can only be . overridden gy the special 
clause in the Government of India Act
whether that position will be maintained 
as far as possible in th'e transitory 
period t-Yes. Mr. Iyenger .will again 
remember. the _guali:ficat~on I made; that 
the range of duties will obviously be· 
altered by the operation l)f Provincial. 
Autonomy, ·but, subject to · that, my, 
answer to him is, yes. 

• Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Kh.ln. 

7557. I suppose, technically, they will 
not be Counsellors !-:No. I think tech
nically tbe~e will have t•i remain the 
Counci.l ~s we~!.. 

Mr. R~'ngaswami Iyenger. 

7558. Let· us go on to the Legislature.· 
At prese:p,t your suggestion· is that it 
is better not to disturb the composition 
of the Legislature during the . transitory 
period. What I ani as~ng you is th~s ~
The anomaly of holdmg an clecti~n . 
um~er the existing electoral system fol" 

0 
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the Central Leg:slature and, at the same 
time, bringing intQ existenee in. the Pro
vincel:\ fully ·Autonomous U'?vernmenh, 
setting ·uf an office respons1b_la to t_he. 
Provincia Legislatures on n franch1se 
which comprises nearly · 20 to 2.5 per 
cent. of the population-whethe~ that 
anomaly. would not be felt to he difficult 
for these Provincial Governments t&nd 
Legislatures to get on ?-1 o.dmit it is 
an anomaly, but it is :.m nnomaly thi't 
is · inherent in the position. My own 
very stronao view is that it is much 
better f:ta~Jdy, to treat this period as 
a tra~sitory period, and that the more 
yo11 make arrangements that wo_uld 
make it appear to be a permanent penod, 
the more likely is tha.t period to go on 
for an indefinite length. 

7559~ Therefore, you would agree wit.h 
me, Sir Samuel,.. that such an. anomaly 
cannot be tolerated except for the very 
briefest . period possible, it may be 
of months~ and never,. errtainly~ of 
years f--,-I certainly eon!u ~ot possibly 
say a month ; I· do not th1uk B nybody 
would say that. I cannot say more than 
that I definitely. regard thi::! as a tran
sitory' period. 

7560. The only other question that I 
referred to in my Note is this, Sir 
Samuel : Take the powe1s of the pre~ 
sent · Legislature. According to th~ 
schE:'me of the \Vhite Paper, tha Oovern
ment of India :Act, having been repeale?, 
provisions in regard to tlle B_udget m 
the White Paper, are framed ~i:ff~rcntly 
from those which now subs1st m the 
Government - of · India Act. To-day, 
although there is no responsible Gov
ernment in the Centre, the Cen
trai Legislative Assembly has got 
the' right to vote supplies on a luge 
number of subjects. Th~re arc many 
subjects '!hicl;t are non-votable. I .am 
asking· whether you propose to reserve 
these powers to-the Legislature and not 
to take them away in. the tran!:.itory 
period 7-We should go on with exactly 
the same powers and pt·oeedure in the 
transitory period as are now in ·vogue. 
in the Central Government. 

7561. _Then I may take it, that the 
impression that I have formed, as many 
of us have fo~ed o:q 1·eading Section. 
202, is not what is really contemplated, 
namely, that you do not mE'nn in the 
slightest extent to diminish, either the 
posi~ion of the Indian section of the 

E~ecutive Government or the Indian 
Legislature as it is now constitut,~d 'f
That is so, except aga.in, in so far a.~ 
the field of Provincial Autonomy makes 
a difference. 

7562. Of course. You tlo not contem
plate another election ·on the new fran- · 
chise proposals,_ for the ,reason that . by 
doing so you w11l be really endangcnng 
the cominao into -existence of the FedHa
tion and Federal Constitution 1--That is 
one oi my reasons. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 

7563. May ·I ask a supplemmtary 
question 'f Will . you . kindly te~l .us 
whether it is the mtentwn of the \"\ h1te 
Paper that you propose to dissolve the 
existing Central Legislature whE'n the 
new Constitution comE's into operntion 
in· the Provinces 'f-Not nece,;sarily. 

7564. Do you propse to continue the 
existing Central Legislatur._., or d) you 
propose to hav-e re-election3 after t~e 
new Constitution comes into being m 
the :Provinces 'f-I do not think it neces
sarily follows that we · shoulcl dissolve 
the Central Legislature nt once. The 
time factor comes into consideration and 
its lifetime also comes into consiil~·ra
tion. 
· 756.'l~ They are now under extension f 
-I know. 

Mr. Rangaswami lyenger.] They are 
not now ; power has been taken to ex-· 
tend them. 

· Sir A. P. Patro. 

7566. Therefore, the queo3tiou arises 
whether vou would dissolve them along 
with the· new Constitution coming into 
beinoo or woula you allow ~hem to con
tinu~ and extend them for :1. further 
period until the Federal. Constitution 
comes into beinao 7-,Ve mtght takF- one 
or other of the"' courses ; it depends so 
m-ach upon the· time. Jt mjg~t b~ ~ore 
convenient to extE:'nd then· hfchme 
somewhat further. It might, on the 
other hand be more conV'enient to have 
au electio~ ; I would not like to say 
now. 

1.fr. M. R. Jayaker. 

·· 7567. There has been no case on re
cord of an extension beyond one ye~tr f 
-I am aware of that fact, ycg. 
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Sir 0. P. Ramaswami. .Aiyar. · 

7568. May I put a few supplementary 
'luestions arising from the replies given 
to l\Ir. Iyenger ! Let me understand, 
Secretary of State, the scheme as indi
cated by you. In the Viceroy'::; Execu
tive Council nt present there is one 
:?I!Pmher in charge of Education, Health 
and Lands. 'l'he question of continu
ing the functions and the' jurisdiction of 
that Member will depend upon the 
s~rting up of the Provincial Constitu
tion and complete Autonomy, and, there
fore, the question of whether sur.h a 
Member should be continued may arise f 
--Sir Ramaswami Aiyar will remember 
that alterations of that kind can ba 
made by the Viceroy. In fact, there are 
very often chang-es of that nature made 
where the grouping of the powers is 
handed over to a particular Member of 
the Council. 

7569. That is what I wanted to make 
clear, namE:ly that the alterations that 
you contemplate being made wtth re
gard to the number and functions of 
the Counsellors will he alterations 
mainly consequential upon the cle~tion 
of Autonomous Provincial Government Y 
-Yes. 

7570. Excepting to that extent, the 
pr<'sent functions and ·powers of the 
Executive Council will remain, more or 
less, as they are f-Yes, f:ubstantially 
that is so. There is the one exceptional 
case that we must keep in mind of the 
relations of the Viceroy to a Provincial 
Goveri1"ment, if, in his opinion, the 
interests of an Indian State are en
dangered. In that case, obviously, the 
Viceroy will have to intervene; as 
Viceroy, rather than us Governor
General-in-Council. It is only a com
paratively small exception and it is a 
kind of exception that might never occur, 
but I think I had better state it to the 
Committee. 

7571. Would it not be correet to say, 
that in a transitory period with refor~ 
cnce to what you can the relations of 
the Viceroy with .the Indian State-s, the 
matters will be kept, more or less, as 
they are at present, or is there any 
alteration likely to be made !--Only as 

"regard the ·Provincial relations to which 
I have just referred. 
Ll06RO 

S~ Ha_ii, Singh;. Gou_;~· · 
. 7572; May I ask a:few questions deal,. 

ing with the · Central , Legislature. t 
Under Section 36 of the Oovernment. of 
India .Act, the Members of tLe Governor: 
General's Council und~r the pr£;sent · 
Constitution are · appointed by . His 
Majesty and the number is fixed by His 
Majesty. Further, . three at lt.-n;:;t of 
them must be persons who have put jn 
at least ten years' service of the' Crown 
in India. Now under the tran::;itory pro ... 
visions, I :find the followiug facts are 
stated of removing the limit to the 

. number of Counsellors whom the Gov-. 
ernor-General may _appoint. '\Till the 
appointment of Counsellors during _the 
transitory period be by the Gov.,rnor:.. 
GeneraL and not by His. Ma:jesty y· I~ 
that so Y-No ; it will contmue to be 
by His Majesty, exactly as it is now. 

7573. Then what is the· meaniltg of re· 
moving the limit to . the number of 
Counsellors whom the Governor-General 
may appoint f...!....It is for the purpose of 
supplementing paragrapJ:t 202 that I have. 
just made my statement in .answer to 
Mr. Iyenger.. · 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan.] The limit 
which Sir Hari Singh Hour refers t-o is 
the limit of three Counsellors in· tbe 
White Paper. That limit may he re- · 
'moved by the Government of India. 

Mr. Zafrtdla Khan. 

7574. It is page .40, paragraph 13 f
Yes. I would ask members of. the Com-:
mittee and delegates to read paragraph 
202, in the light of what I have said, 
namely, that we· wish to keep th~ 
transitory an·angements <l.S neat• aS. 

. possible to the existing arrangemen_ts. . 

Sir Hari.. Singh Gour. i-' · 

7575. Then further : '' of placing the 
administration of all Departments of the 
Centr1:1,l ~overnment under the Governor
General's exclusive control "Y-I have 
just said that I want my statement taken 
as an interpretation of paragi"aph 202, 
and I have ~lready said ju nn:nver to 
two questions that .the., ~···Governot'
General 's Conncil will continue~ · ·~> 

·Mr. ZafrUlla Khan.] May ·:~; draw Sir 
Hari Singh Gour's attention ·to. one 
matter-perhaps, it is owing to tha.t tha.t 
these questions have arisen. What ps.ra-

o~ 
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graph 202 contemplates, . ~o :far as I 
u.nderstand, is this : Paragraph 202 is 
$uggesting modifications not in the 
present Government of India .Act, .hut it 
visualises the Government of lndia Act 
on the basis of the Whito Paper, ~tnd 
then say~ inasmuch as the White Paper 
will say three Counsello·r::l, provision '~ill 
be made that during the . tram;it.,cy 
period there will be no proviEZion cf that 
kind, and inasmuch as the White Paper 
says there will be responsibility :.f: tl1e 
Centre, the White Paper says it will not 
operate during the transitory period. 

· Sir Hari. Singh Gour. · 

7576: I am perfectly nware of that, 
and it is with regard to tltnt, that I am 
addressing.the Secretary of State. N<;w 
it was· pointed out in the SitiJOn Com
mission that the constitution of the 
Governor-General's ·Council should be
that the Governor-General ~hould hav~ 
eontrol and that he should appoint Mem
bers from the Central V~gislature. Thl>.t 
is one of the recommendnt.ioll3 of the 
Simon Commission. i~ that rcflOromcn
dation going to be given effect to, f'ven 
during the transitory. period f--I have 
~aid over and over again since luncheon 
that it is not our intentiou to· make 
·arrangements of that kind that were 
'intended for a permanent Constitution 
:in the transitory· period. 

f :- Sir· Hari Singh Gour. 

. 7577. The last question I wanted to 
put was 'with regard to what the Secn•
tary of State has said, . that he will 
Jriake 'necessary changes to 1Je operative 
dUl'iJ.lg the transitory period nfter the 
Provincial autonomy comes into effect. 
Would he give ·the details of the ueces
sary changes which he propose3 to 
make during the transitory peri•ld 7-I
must be very stupid because I go on 
saying the same thing, and· it does not 
seE'm to carry. any conviction ~ywhere. 
I suppose I must, therefore, say it once 
again. The only changes I contemplate 
are such changes as · :ue -gecessary to 
make the transitory period confo1'nl with 
the setting up of Provinci:ll autonomy. 

7578. I am aware of that, but what 
are those necessary changes f That is 
the point I am making.· ·what are the 
changes which you consider necessary 
to conform to the Provincinl a.utonomy 

which you propose lf-I should have 
thought it was obvious to twery
body that when you tram;fer a number 
of subjects to autonomous Provinces the 
t·ange of activities of the Centre is 
diminished to that extent .. That is the 
kind of change I contcmplat.,, 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

· 7579. May I invite your attention to 
Volume II, page .7, of the Simon Com
mission Report t-Will yon tell me what 
the point is f 

7580. There is this sentence there, in 
the fourth paragraph, towards the t)nd : 
" As far as possible, therefore, the 
object now to be aimeu at is a re
formed constitution which will not 
necessarily requi1·e revision nt t:tipu
lated intervals, but which provides 
opportunities for natural development.'' 
Do you think that the constitution fore
shadowed in the White Paper <~onforms 

· to this statement in the Report, and do 
you agree with this opinion at all f
y es, I agree with this opininn, and I 
think that the White Paper certainly 
conforms with the spirit and with the 
letter of that sentence. 

7581. You will probably aJmit that 
there are certain parl:3 of the 'Vhite 
Paper which can only he amended at 
some time or another by an Aet of 
Parliament f-8o I shonlcl think ; did 
the Statutory Commis::~!o"l admit that. 
There are members of the Statutory 
Commission here, and I imagine that 
they must also have a3snmefl that 
Constitutional Amendment Act~ would 
be inevitable. 

7582. Will yoo kindly turn to the 
White Paper, Proposal N.J. 4, on page 
38. I will read it out to yon for your 
convenience : '' The Federation will be 
brought into existence by the issue of a 
Proclamation by His Majesty declaring 
that on a date to be appointe.\ in the 
Proclamation the ·existing nine 
'Governors' Provinces,' with Sind and 
Orissa (which will be constituted as new 
and separate Governors' Provinces), are 
to he united in a Federation of India 
with such Indian States us have acceded 
or may accede to the Federation''~
Yes. 

7583. In the Introdnction you have. 
explained the point of view of His 
Majesty's Government, which 1s that 



the Federation cannot b~ startefl unless 
51 per cent. of . the Indian· States re
presenting one-half of the population 
and entitled to one-half the 1mmb~r of 
seats are ready to join the :Federation 7 
-Yes. 

7584. From your knowledge us Secre
tary of State, how long do you think it 
will take to get the 51 per cent. of the 
Indian States to come in 1 I do not 
want to bind you down precisely to .a 
date or a year ; but roug-hly ~;peaking f 
-Sir Tej Sapru has so often asked 
me this question that I wL;;h very much 
I could give him a more definite answer 
than I have in the past. I am afraid I 
rannot. ·Perhaps, howe,·er, I 111ight 
nmJ•lify that statement. hy on~ or two 
more general observation-; upon the 
subject. lie knot\·s the ren~ons (he may 
not think them good one~) why I have 
not bf'en able to tie myself dowri to a 
date. The reasons, in a sing-!.:~ sentence, 
are that there are uncertain factors 
about which it is inino~siiJl,~ to b~ 
precise in the matter of dates. One of 
them Sir Tej has mentionen just now, 
namely, the time that it is likely to take 
for the accession of a suffieient number 
of Prinecs.. The other faotor t bet oct"ttrs 
at once to every mem!Jer of the Com
mittee and of the · Delegation is .the 
uneert a in factor of financ.~. Huvir.g 
J~ade those two preliminary ohserv!l- • 
twns, my Lord Chairman, I would 
renture to draw the attention of the 
Committee and of the Delegation t() 
paragraphs 12 and 13 of the · Intro
duction to the 'Vhite PapH. I Jo not 
propose to rend those two par:1gntpbs. 
I as,;ume that every memher of the 
C'ouunittee anrl ev~ry Inuiaa Dele
Rnte h~s read those two pnragr:1phs; 
They Will find that in those two para
~raphs we have set out our general posi
tion as to the question of date.· Indeed,·· 
my Lord Chairman, ·I think those two 
paragraphs are so important that I ·wo.uld 
venture to sug-gest, without iny troubling 
the Committee by reading them,· they 
might appear at this point ·on the Notes,· 
namely, paragraphs 12 and 13 : 

u The Date and Conditions for the 
l11auguratio1! of Federation. 
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into being. Apart from the. preparatOry 
. pr(}(!esses required in. British India,. which 
. cannot . be completed until. the Constitu:-

12. It ·will be apparent that ~he mere 
passing of the Constitution Act -will not . 
of itself suffice to ))ring __ the Feder~ti~n · 

tion Act is on the Statute Book, and 
whic~ must inpvitably occupy some time 
-the. preparation of new and enlarged 
electorai . rolls . for the · Provincial and 
Federal Legislatures, and the demar
cation of constituencies · are matters in 
point-the final discussions · with . the 
States with. regard to their. Instruments 
of Accession and .the ·execution of the 
latter cannot be undertaken until th~ 
Act which will be. the basis of the 
Princes' accession has been passed, for 
until that time arrives the. States will 
not be in possession of complete · know
ledge of the character and powers of the 
Federation to which they are asked to 
accede. So far as the States are con
cerned, . His Majesty's Government pro:.. 
pose as the condition· to be · . satisfied 
before · the Federal Constitution is 
brought into operation · that· the ·Rulers 
of States ·.representing not . ,less . than 
half the aggregate · population of the 
Indian States and entitled to not lesS 
than half the seats to be allotted· to the 
States in the Federal ··Upper Chamber. 
shall have executed Instniments · of 
Accession. Prerequisites of a. 'financial 
character to the inauguration of· respon;,:. 
sible Federal Government are dealt with 
in paragraph 32. It is ·the intention of: 
·His : Yajesty's Government that the
Federation shall be brought into being by 
Royal Proclamation, but that . the Pro-· 
clamation shall not be issued until both · 
Houses of Parliament have presented an· 
Address to the Crown, with a prayer for 
its promulgation. 13. At the same time· , 
His Majesty's Government do not con-· 
template the introduction of the· new 
autonomous CQnStitutions in the Provinces· 
under conditions which will leave Federa- · 
tion as a mere contingency ·in · the · · 
future. It is probable that it 'will ·be· 
found convenient, or even necessary, that 
the ne\\} Provincial · Governments should · 
be brought into being in advance of the . 
changes in the Central Government and· 
the. entry of the States. · But the coming·: 
into being of the autonomous Provinces:· 
will ,only be .. the fust ste:P .. tow:a:rds · the · 
complete Federation·. for which~- the Con-·~ 
stitution Act will· · provide ; and His 
. M~jesty'_~ G_ove.f!l~e~t pa\~e ·~ta~~~. that: 
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if causes beyond: their control should place 
obstacles in the way of this progra:mme, 
.they will take steps to review the whole 
position . in consultation ' with In~ian 
opinion. · P1'0vision will accordingly be 

·required in the Constitutron Act for the 
period, however short it may be, by which 
Provincial autonomy may precede the 

""complete establishment of the Federation. 
tThe nature of the transitory arrange
ments .contemplated for this purposP. is 
explained in paragraph 202 of the Pro
posals." · 

I think I am right in saying that the 
chief fear in the minds of some of the 
delegates and the chief reason which led 
them to urge so insistently the inclusion 
·of the Federal scheme as a self-contained 
unit ·and as a self-contained whole in a 
·single Bill, was that if the proposals of 
His Majesty's Government were confined 
to providing self-government for the Pro: 
'Vinces there was a danger that tb'ey might 
stop short at that point with no guaran~ 
tee in a foreseeable future of the intro
duction of responsible government at the 
Centre, whether on a Federal basis- or 
otherwise. · In a~swer to this apprehen
sion,.! need only refer to the paragraphs 
of· the White Paper to which I have just 
drawn . the attention of the Committee. 
Those paragraphs reproduce, in substance, 
the undertaking I gave at the end of tht> 
last Round Table Conference. By that 
undertaking I myself stand, arid I hope 
tha.t the conclusions of this Committee 
will endorse it. But it is no use ignoring 

· the conditions on which the White Paper 
scheme is based, or shutting our eyes to 
the fact that the satisfaction of these 
conditions depends on fundamental facts 
which may be beyond our control. It is 
this that makes it impossible for me to 
assigri a -date to the interval between 

· Pro~ncial autonomy and Federation. 
· Haying. · however, said that; I wish to 

invite the Committee's attention to some 
considerations that have a· bearing on 
the question. Whatever other deductions 
may be drawn from Sir 1\falcolm Hailey's 
Memorandum on the facts of the :financial 
situation, it suggests to me, at any rate. 
that when we have reached a stage at 
which Provincial autonomy is a finan
ci~lly feasible proposition. we shall have 
gone a considerable wav towards arrivin~ 
at a situation in which Federation is a 

financially feasible proposition. . . On the 
.other hand-and here I turn to a further 
question that has been put to me during 
the afternoon-an exact · examination of 
the process by. which Federation can come 
into operation shows that it is not a 
physical possibility until the constituents 
which are to form the Federation are 
effectively in being. It is clear, there
fore,· that even if all the conditions were 
favourable, there must . be some interval 
petween Provincial autonomy and Federa
tion ; but this does not mean that the 
}.,ederation which we are seeking to 
create in India can be left to form itself, 
and that all that we are called upon to 
do at the moment is to breathe the breath 
of autonomous life. into existing geogra
phical areas called Provinces. Perhaps 
I may now put my answer to the question 
shortly as follows : . We have no inten
tion of delaying the inauguration of Pro
vincial autonomy beyond the point · at 
which it is feasible, solely for the purpose 
of ensuring that the interval between it 
and Federation •is short. On the other 
hand, we are doing, and will continue to 
do, all in our nower to satisfy the con
ditions which the White Paper lays down 
as pr~cedent to Federation. In conclu-

. sion, my Lord Chairman, I would once 
again revert to the financial factor. The 

'members of the Committee and the mem..: 
hers of the Delegation will r.emember that 
I emphasized the fact the other day that 
the Provincial problem of finance was, 
in my view, more difficult to surmount in 
certain ;respects than the Federal problem 
of finance. That seems to show that if 
the financial situation is SlJCh as to enable 
the Provinces to start upon their auto
nomous development in satisfactory 
financial circumstances there ougbt to 
be no insurmountable reason upon 
financial grounds to justify an indefinite 
oelay between the two sides of the Con
stitution eoming into operation. That 
factor also affects the problem of the 
States/ It seem~ to me, therefore, that 
when we consider the :financial aspect of 
any date we must regard the :financial 
problem as a single problem and a pro
blem that in my view will work out 
in this kind of way : If the financial 
conditions are such as to :iustifv the 
institution of Provincial aut~nomy. then 
it seems to me they are very much the 
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~>ame kind of financial considerations that 7589. Yes 7-When they Will pass it, 
would not necessitate any very great Indian Delegates can say better than 1 
delay in· bringing into operation the can. Secondly, there is the · tmcertain 
·Federal Centre. Further ·than that, factor of the . financial position. Sir 
they are also the kind of financial con- Tej will remember the discussions we 
!iderations that I imagine would weigh have had about the Reserve Bank ; the 
very strongly with the representatives of · fact that. we have all admitted that re:
the Princes, for in the event that I have serves have got to be accumulated ; .that 
just described, namely, the event of the conditions have got to be such as to make 
finances being satisfactory, that would be it possible for the Reserve Bank to 
the fulillment of one of the conditions function satisfactorily. There. again we 
upon which the Princes have always in- are dealing with uncertain factors. 
sisted, namely, that the Federation must 
be upon sound financial lines. My Lord 
Chairman, I feel I have given a rather 
long answer, but the question put to me 
by Sir Tej Sapru is a very important 
question, and I felt I could only deal 
with it in some detail. 

7585. Thank you. 1\fay I just ask you 
one or two questions arising _out of this 
answer. I believe a Reserve Bank Com
mittee has been sitting 7-Yes. 

7586. ".,.h'en do you expect that its 
report will be ready '1-I wonder what 
any member of the Reserye Bank Com
mittee would say. 

Mr. Rangasu·ami Iyenger. 

7587. So far as we are concerned, I 
think we have made very good progress 
so far. l\Iany essential points have been 
discussed and there are points that re
main for some decision, but we are 
making good progress. That is all I can 
say 7-What we are trying to do is to 
have it ready for the 'finance discussion 
next week, and if I might I would im
press upon the members of the Com
mittee the extreme urgency of getting 
the report ready, if possible, by then. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7588. Can we reasonably expect .that 
tbe Reserve Bank will be established in 
a year or two '/-Here again we are deal
ing· with uncertain factors, and with the 
best will· in the ·world it •is almost. im
possible for me to give a definite answer 
to a question of that kind. We are 
dealing, first of all, with the question 
of legislation in the Indian Assembly. 
It has always been contemplated that 
the Reserve Bank Bill would be passed 
by the Indian Assembly. 

Mr. Rangaswami lyenger. 

7590. I think it is 'necessary forme tO 
mention that the discussions in. which the 
Sub-Committee have been engaged have 
profeeded on the footing not merely that 
this Reserve Bank Bill is to be passed 
by the Indian Legislature, but that the 
Reserve Bank should come into operation 
as a result of the activities of. the ex· 
isting Govemor.:.General in Council ; that 
is say, that it should be brought into 
existence before the Act which will con~ 
stitute the new Government is passed f 
-We want to bring . it into operation . as 
soon as we can. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
. . . 

7591 •. :May I invite your . attention to 
paragraph 32 of the White Paper Intro
duction, page 17 Y-Yes. 

7592. The first question that I· ~ould 
like to put to you is as to the· meaning 
of· this expression " already successfully 
operating " in the first sentence. · What 
will he the test that will be applied to 
the· question as to whether. the . · Bank 
bas been successfully operatmg, and who 
will be the judge of. that '/-I do not i~ 
the least wish to defer an answer to 
Sir Tej's question, but I would_, have 
thought. it was very much better to leave 
a question of this kind until . we have 
the report of the Reserve . Bank Com
mittee, and until we are primarily con· 
· siderin~ questions of finance. · 

7593. Then I will not trouble you- fur
ther.. If you look at the same paragrap~. • 
you will find towards the end of. 1t 
there is this sentence : "·The, Report of; 
the Committee of the third Ro.und Table: 
Conference on ·.Financial ~ 'Saf~guards, 
mentions the ·following as conditions 'to 

. . · ' • · L' · ; ; I 
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be · ful.tllled-' that the Indian Budgetary 
. position should . be assured, that the . ex

isting short-term debt both in London 
·and in India should be substantially re
duced, that adequate reserves should ·have 
been accumulated, and . that . India's 
normal · export surplus should have been 
restored '. " You have, to a great extent, 
dealt with this matter in the very ·com
prehensive answer which you were 
pleased to give just now, but I should like 
to know from you ·when . you ·expect 
(reasonably again) these conditions to be 
ful.tllleq from your knowledge, and the 
advantage that you have of expert ad
vice '1-:-I am afraid, Sir Tej will think 
me terribly unresponsive. It is not that 
l wish not to give him an answer.. It is 
really. that I cannot give him an_ answer. 
It is impossible, · dealing with 
uncertain factors of this "kind, to say 
when conditions will or will not be satis
factOrily satisfied •. Again I can tell him 
that we shall do our utmost here, as we 
have ·done during· the last 12 months in 
removing every removable obstacles. . 

7594. If you kindly proceed with the 
next part of paragraph 32 there you say: 
" If a; situation should arise in which all 
other requirements for the inauguration 
of the Federation having been satisfied, 
it had so far proved impossible success
fully tcr start the Reserve Bank, or if 
:financial, economic or political ·conditions 
were ·such as· to render it· impracticable 
to start the new Federal and provincial 
Governments,- on a stable basis, it would, 
ineVitably, be necessary to reconsider the 
position and determine in the light of the 
then circumstances what course should be 
pursued." How long do you think we 
shall have to ·wait until that stage is 
reached when you may consider it neces
sary· to ·take Indian opinion further into 
'consultation Y-I have never myself con
. templated ·a long· or· indefinite time. I 
have always thought myself ( thoug:h here 
I do not wish to be held to be making a 
carefully considered pronouncement) that · 
the time to make the final financial en
quiry into the position both at the Centre 

• and in the Provinces was at some time 
either when the Bill· was being _considered 
by .Parliament; or im~ediately -after --the. 
Bill·:has·•ieached :•the Statute Book; and· 

'r· :have . ~lways q}ad· in i m:in:<l that,>if· .i the: 
report .fvas. then 'such: as• 'to. make -it. elea~ 

that the autonomous Provinces and the 
Federal, Government could not be started 
for a long or an indefinite period that was 

. the occasion at which we would call our 
Indian friends into further consultation. 

· 7595. Will you turn to Proposal 18, 
page 41 7 ·would you kindly explain 
what exactly is meant by Clause (b), 
'which is · " the safeguarding of the 
:financial stability and credit of the Fed· 
eration " ?-This surely must be a ques
tion for the financial · discussion next 
week, must it not, and I thought this 
was going to be one of the kind of ques• 
tions with whcih we should very much 
be dealing next week. 

7596. If I am not here Mr. J ayaker 
will probably put to you that question 1 
.:_Yes. ·· 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Then I will 
pass on to another subject. In the course 
of your statement you ~aid the other day, 
explaining the relations of. the two 
Houses--

Marquess of Salisbury.] Are you 
passing from the financial point Y 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I am leav
ing that, and . I am coming to another 
aspect of the question. 

. Marquess of Salisbury. 

7597. May I then put this question, if 
I am allowed to, to the Secretary of 
State 'I We have listened with the great-. 
est interest to his very carefully stated. 
views, but he will, I am sure, himself 
recognise that those are the vi~ws of HiS: 
Majesty's Government, and not neces-. 
sarily the ·views of the Committee 7-I 
have never for a moment pretended to 
express the noble Lord's views. 

7598. I meant it quite respectfully. I 
only wanted to prevent a misunderstan_d
ing Y~ I should have thought no liDS

understanding could arise. 
Lord Rankeillour.] I thought we were

having a discussion first solely on · ~he 
transitory provision and you were gomg 
to have a rolind of questions on that;· 
but you are going apparently to much 
wider matters. · · · 
. Chairman.] I was waiting to see what. 

Sir: Tej was· going to broach 'before I 
reminded·· hirri · of the' same -fact. Sir: Tej. 
will have on mind ·that ·by · ~rrt·angement · 
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to-day we deal only with transitory pro
visions, and if Sir Tej is going to leave 
that matter I propose to have a round 
of questions. If I understand Sir . Tej's 
intentions aright, he should leave these 

. matters till a later stage. . 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I have one 

question to put about Proposal 202. 

-It is not a complete picture of . the 
scheme. 7 Sir Tej will see · that all parts · 
of the ·Bill will· be dependent upon certa.iri 
conditions: . For·. · instance, the :fi.nanci~ 
considerationS~ to which. l have - drawn 
. attention; Subject to that his description: 
appears to me to ·be an .accurate descripo:o 
"tion of the 'ltind -of -proposals, that if· 
one is still in office, and if the Committee 

Mr. Rangaswami Iyenge_r. agrees,. and so on, we_should make to, 
~Parliament. · 

7509. I have a supplementary question 7601. During ·the · period between the 
arising out of the answer to Sir Tej. passing of the .Act and the setting .up of 
.A.s I understood you, Sir Samuel Hoare, provincial autonomy, and the date when 
when you said that in · regard to the you . may consider · it necessary or de-: 
calling into conference of representative sil·able to· establish· Federation under th~ 
Indian opinion when, all other conditions Constitution passed by· ·Parlia.m'ent, ·I. 
having been satisfied, financial difficulties suppose your . idea is that the present. 
are in the way, I take it what is meant. form of Government of India should re~ 
is that, so far as you are concerned, the main with as little changes . as may be 
proposals in regard to the Federation possible i-yes. · · 
Act will go forward in the definite ·ex- · 7 
pectation that these conditions will be 7602. 'J'hat is your genel·al .. idea -: 
satisfied, and that when the Federation That is my general idea. . . ' 
.Act is put on the Statute Book the · 7603. With ·regard. to . the Legtslatur~ 
question whether it could not come into which will be in existence during th~ 
operation owing to financial or other period, will you have the official·_ bloc a~ 
causes would then arise for discussion, • a]l in the· Legislature, or . the same 
and, if it does arjse, then you would call strength of the official bloc 9-W e should 
a conference of Indian opinion. 7-I go on exactly the same in the transitory 
would prefer to leave my answer as I period ; that is my· ide·a; · · · 
stated it. I think I niade the -position : 7604. In· the tran~tory. period y_:,.. Yes~ 
clear. I am contemplating (that· is sup- . 7605. The changes . being only confined. 
posing the Joint Select Committee an•l to readjustment of ·the relation:'! of the, 
Parliament agree) going ahead ~th · a G.overnment of India to the · Provinces 
comprehensive Bill covering the whole whieh have. becom-e autonomous y__:Yes. -~ 
:field of Indian Government. If in ·the 7606. That would necessarily im:ply that 
respect that I have just described there in regard to matters of law and order, o~ 
appears to be a likeli~ood of ind.efinite in regard to financial control, the control 
delay, then I gave last winfer, p.nd I of . the Governor-General and ·. th~ 
repeat it now, on behalf of the Govern- . Secretary of State will, to that extent 
ment, a statement that we would in those disappear 9-To that ~xtent it will _be 
circumstances take into consultation once ·altered. I should not like to use offhand 
again our Indian friends. . ·the. word "disappear.". 

Sir Tej Bahadnr Saprzz. 

7600. Coming to Proposal 202, may. I 
put to you questions in a very general 
form : Is not the scheme of your White 
Paper this, that the Bill wilh.be.divided · 
into two parts, say, Part I dealing with 
the Centre, or the Federation, imd Part 
II dealing with the Provinces ; · that 
Part II will be enforced first, and that 
Part I . will remain. in suspense- until the 
necessary conditions· are ~fulfilled for en
forcing it. Is not that the w}}ole sc~elll(l' 

7607 .. If. the Provinces become-
autonomous 9-Yes. . • . . 

760S. Within . the · limits of the Con.: 
stitution,. the Secretary of State· and· th~ 
Governor~General . will · not have .any, 
power of interference with the Consti-:
tution ?-'-Within the sphere of . .the Auto:-; 
nomous Provinces, subject, of course,, t()' 
the field of ~pecial responsibilities. 

7609. .And to· that ·extent · J1ecessarilt 
the . Consti~tion of th~ E~ec:utive· Govern
ment :of, India .will change Y-'rQ ,tha~ 
extent.~-. . .. 
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iii charge of Education and Revenue. 
Education· and Revenue becoming Pro- 7616· I almost apologise for the only 
vincial subjects, there will be practically question I have to put : It is not because 
nothing to do for the Member in- charge of the · want of lucidity of your 
of Education and · Land· ·Revenue f-I answers, but because I have not 
think it is quite clear that in the always followed the questions · that 

ill h b have been put to you. .Am 1 
transitory J>erio~ ~er;,.w , aYe to e right in this Y I am only trying to 
a re-groupm~1 ° t e Iceroy s Members put the substance of what I under~ 
of the Counci · · . . . • stand to be your statement, whatever 

7611. ~ake the peno~ With. whic~ I the question. The transitory provisions 
~ deah~g. now. Durmg this pe~od, are only applicable--those in paragraph 
will you msist · upon the . Local Le~psla- 202, during the time that the Constitu
tur~ of the Aut~nomous. Provmce~ tion as a whole comes into being. Those 
asking for the ~revwus. assent of ~he transitory provisions are merely for the 
Govern?r-G~neral m r~gar~ t? some krnd purpose of carrying on during the timo 
of Legislation for which 1t Is necessary before the Constitution as a whole. come3 
now !-No, only so. far as is provided into being. That is riO'ht is it not f- · 
in the White Paper, namf~y, in the Auto- Yes, that is so. ., ' 
nomous field of the ~rovmces .we shoul.d . 7617. The only other question 1 want 
not contemplate its bemg e:xercu;ed. (S~r- to put-I am only tryiniJ' to see that at 
Fin?-later Stewart.) · In so far- as ~this any rate, I have got the., answe: to s~m~ 
Whit~ ~aper woulg . ~emand _pre~ous of those questions clear, is thi::; • 'Vhat 
~anc~um If tpe Fede~abon wer~ m . bemg, you are saying quite gener:tlly-not 
.1t Will reqmre. pr~VIous s!lncb.on of .the attempting to do· more than summarise 
Governor-General lD the mterim penod, generally-is that it will be necrssary to 
but no more than .that. · •make some adjustments for tht! purpose 

7612-3. Ho:w Will that affect 'the qufs~ of carrying into effect Provincial Auto
. tion of concurrent powers f-I am talkin~ nomy-some adjustments in the Central 
only of the transitory period during which Goveinment 7-Y es. 

"Provincial Antc;momy has come· into 7618. -Whatever those are, they are 
-existence, but the Centre has not be(ln not dealt with in detail in the 'White 
~~ang~d. into a Fe~eration .. Th.at may Paper, but they are ]eft to be dca!t 
g'lVe . nse to very senous Legislative con- with as and when the case arises, and 
flict f:-I have no doubt .we sh!IU _have to when-you have got Provincial Autonomy 
look mto that. The thmg Will have to in operation and pending the t!me t_hat 
be adjusted on· the basis that the Secre- the .whole Constitution comes into being. 
tary of State has expl3:ined. The changes Is that not right f-To this extent : It 
are only to be the minimum ehanges is quite correct, so far as the White 
c~ns~stent with ~he setting up of Pro- Paper goes, but I think it will be found 
VInmal Autonomies. ·. that in the Constitution Act we must 

7614. May I ~y th!tt I am not sug- deal with them in greater detail. 
gesting that the ·thing 'is imr•ossible. 
Readjustments will have to be made, buf Lord Rankeillour. 
I am afraid the White Paper does not 
go into those ·questions 7-(Sir Samuel 

• Hoare.) No. and I admit, quite frankly~ 
that the White Paper does not go into 
those details, but it is not that we have 
i~Wored them. We see . that there will 
have to be readjustments both within the 
Vieerov's Council of ·duties, and there 
will 11lso have to be adjust!Dents _of the 
Legislative compet~nce. · 

7615. The readjustments '\\ill t':Ompri!ie 
three fields as I can foresee, le!{islativ(>, 
administrative and financial f-Yes. 

7619. I will not trouble you very much 
Secretary of State, in a great number 
of Acts of Parliament there are two 
dates, are there· not, there is the . daf:P. 
of passing_, and the date of commfnce
ment y_:Yes. 

7620. And very often there is a 
different date ·of commencement for 
different parts of the Act ,_Yes. 

7621. With regard to Provindal Auto
nomy itself, will · you put in a date of 
commencement for that !-No ; I should 
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not put in a . date,. neither for one nor 
the other. · 

7622. You would put in a dat'c for the 

for · the time · being, ,will . the. Central 
Government . have-. th~ni 'f-It· will be 
presumably .for the Governor-General to 
decide whether it should be the Centre 
or, whether it should be the Pr9vinces 
which should legislate. 

. operation of Provincial Autonomy 7-No ; 
I · was assuming that no date would be 
put in, for verr much the same :reasons 
that I said that no date could be put 

· in for the Federation, namely, these Lotd Eustace Percy. 
uncertain factors, particularly the 1m-
certain factor of Finance. · 7632. I would just like to ask une 

B question, Secretary of State. . )tiost .. of 
7623. ut then, obviously, it cannot the questions put to 'you have been on the 

come to pass on the date of passing im- assumption that the date between the 
mediately. You will have to reserve some 
powers by Proclamation, or otherwise, passing of the Act and the ests.blishmeilt 
for it to come about 7-Exactly. I should of Provincial Autonomy will be quite 

short, but the interval betweei1 that and 
reserve power either by Proclamation or the establishment of the Federation may 
by Order in Couricil. be rather long. Is it not the fact that 

7624. Would the Proclamation for that • so far as Finance is concerned, :f there 
be subject to any Parliamentary review 7 is any del_ay at all, the delay betwe~Ji 
-I have contemplated the Proclamation the passing of the Act and the establish
for the Federation. · i:nent of Provincial Autonomy is likely 

7625. But you now say it is uncertain to be much longer than· thl3, interval 
when the first stage will actually take between the establishment of Provincial 
effect, the granting of Provincial Auto- Autonomy and the Federation--! say; 
nomy. Will you take some power, for · so far as the financial factor ic; · con-· 
instance, to call the Chambers together cerned f-It ·was with . that ·point · t.hat 
at a certain time to prepare the RoHs, I attempted to deal at the- end of my 
and so on 7-Yes, certainly, some power statement, namely, to emphasise 1be. fad 
must be taken.. · Exactly what that that I emphasised the other day, that 
power is, I have not formed a final the financial problem is as great a pro
opinion upon. blem, if not a greater problem, for the 

7626. But there will have to be some- Provinces than it is for -the Fedel'!ll 
thing of the :sort m the Act f- Centre. · 
Certainly. 

7627. And that, especially in view ol 
the fact that the Provincial control, 
Provincially as well as Federally, is un
certain 7-From the· point of view that 
I have just stated, yes. 

7628. May I ask you this : From the 
moment that Provincial Autonomy is set 
up, will the division of the powers in 
Appendix VI automatically come vbont ? 
-Yes. 

7629. And from that moment, the 
Federal Government, which will ex 
hypothesi still be in its present. state 
will have those powers and no more and 
the Provinces will have the other p~wers 
therein set out ?-Substantially so, y1~s. 

• 7630. And if there is anything that has 
been omitted, who will have the residual 
powers ?-The position will be as stated 
in the Appendices. 

7631. It does not quite 1'learly st<l.te 
what will be the residual powers, but, 

1\farquess of Salisbury. 

7633. I should just like to clea~ up a 
little point abbut this bringing into. 
operation of" the White Paper scheme hy 
proclamation. We are all well. aware that 
at the top of page 9 of the White Parer 
it is provided, or rather it is the intE--n· 
tion of the Government, that Federation 
should be brought into being by Royal 
Proclamation at a certain point, but in 
the White Paper I do not thi~k there 
is· any corresponding provision in the 
case of Provincial autonomy. May I take 
it, that . when the White Pap(~r was 
drafted, ~ was not anticipated that therP 
would be delay in bringing · out Pro
vincial autonomy-that that ·has emerged 
sin'ce 7-No ; we have always had· these 
difficulties in mind. 

· 7634. Then why is ·there· .no provision 
for it 7-We had held the view, that Par
liament would certainly requite-so we · 
thought-a very formal and eeremonial . 
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procedure, like a proclamation, for . the 
bringing into · being of the Ji'eJcration. 
We were not equally clear·· that that ·pro
cedure would · be necessitated · for the 
bringing into operation of the PI·o·Tincf>~. 
That seems to me to be essentiR.lly. a 
question for. discussion.' The nlteniat.ive 
would be some other expedient; namely, 
an Order in Council, or soir.etbing of 
that kind. 

:Marquess of ·Salisbury.] I have -~10 oth~'!' 
questions to put. 

Sir Abclur llahim. 

7640. I wish to put one que!::tion. 1 
think, Secretary of State, you have made 
it quite clear to us that the tt·ansitory 
period will last so lopg · ruJ provincial 
autonomy does not become financially 
possible f Is that not so f-No, not at 
all. . 

7641. That is to say, the Act will not 
come into operation ?-That is another 
proposition altogether, though,· is it not f 
There would be no transitory period nt 
all if the Act did not come int~ opera.;. 

Lord Hutchison of Montrose.. tion. • 

7635. With regard to. the foundation r.f 7642. The Act would not come into 
ihe Federation· when the Princes come in operation until provincial autor..omy he· 
to the Federation, have you at t11e . comes financiall_y possibl~. Is taat not 
present moment in your mind, -,r is i~ so f-Y es, 1 thmk that 1s so. 
laid down in writing anywhere, ~he eon- 7643. And that, . I take it, me.inly ue
ditions which the Government think ought pends upon world economic conditions f 
to· be fulfilled in relation to. the subjects -Yes, to some extent. I hop~d I hc;d 
which are to be handed over 1o · the ·dealt with that the other day when I 
Federation by the Princes f-Y c·s ; ·we made. my comments upon . Sir Maleolm 
have had a good many discussion~ on thP- Hailey's Paper .. 
subject,· both at the Round Table Con- 7644. But I mean is that no~ really 
ferences and. in th~ discussions that have the general position,. that it wil! largely 
taken place m India. · . depend upon improvement in the wodd 

7636. In relation to that, has there economic conditions 7_:_I .would rather 
been any touch with the Princes· en -the not use adverb!? or adjectives .. I wc~d 
:financial side 7-I am .not quite clear certainly say that this is a very material 
what Lord "Hq.tchison m-eans by that. factor in the problem. . . 

7637. To what· extent the Federal Gov
ernment _will have power, other than the 
ordinary Customs duties, in relation to 
contributions to the Federal Government 
by the Princes f-We have had almost 
eontinuous discussions · with . the Princes 
upo.n that subject. 

Sir ·Phiroze Bethna. 

· 7638. Just one question. · Secreta.rr of 
State, what ·is proposed in regard to your 
Council here · during the transitory 
period 7 ·Is there to be any change or is 
it to be just ·the same 7-!i!xactly :1.s it is 
now. 
· 7639. If there are any vacancies :luring 

the transitory period, do you propose to 
fill them up 'f-The Secretary. of State 
would have to use his discretion. I thin~ 
that . would depend very :tnueh. upon 
whether it loQked as if the . period wa>! 
going to be a long one. · I can . quitP 
imagine if the period looked to be a 
short· one he certainly would not fill up 
an appointment. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

7645. May I put one questi~n 7 I 4i.m 
speaking about those subjects, Sir 
Samuel, which are at present re::;erved in 
the Provinces, such as Law and Order, 
and which will be transferred to populDr 
control under provincial aulonon:iy. 
What will happen to those .subject:. at 
the C'entre 'f · Will the portfolios of J,aw. 
and . Order. at the Centre cease to exist, 
or will they be converted iato co
ordinating machinery 7 What i3 within· 
your contemplation f Have. I m:tde my 
question · clear 7-Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] May I a.slr; 
does the question refer to the tctlnsittJry 
period f 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 
. . 

. 7646. I am speaking. of the. transitory. 
period, yes 'f-.:. It would mean a r~d-: 
justment of the portfolios, and in aebal ' 
practice, if a portfolio of that kbd con:-
tinued, · . it would be sub::tani,ially· 
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modified as a result of the transfer of 
Law and Orrler in the Province.,. 

7647. But it is likely that its only 
function will be to co-ordinate Law and 
Order in the several provinces Y-I would 

· not like to say yes to a question pf that 
kind offhand. There may be other 
duties. I think I would prefer to con
sider the picture in rather more detail 
before I give a general answer to it. . 

7648. But you will have to make the 
position at the Centre with reference to 
these provinces in strict conformity with 
provincial autonomy Y-Yes. 

l\fr. Zafrulla Khan. 

. 7649. Just one question, or rather a 
suoogestion which I wish to make tl') the 
Se~retary of State arising out .. of the 
financial position referred to. I do not 
suppose there can be any doubt that with 
regard to this part of the questiort some 
help may also be derived from a rrad
justment of the financial expenditure 
into which some of the prov111ccs · llre 
looking ; for instance, in the sP.aks of 
salaries for new entrants to the pro
vincial services and other thiiJb'"· .If 
relief came in that way, that .vould 
no doubt also be taken int{) ac
count Y-Yes ; and I should like smy 
answers t have given on the sub
ject of finance to-day to be hter
preted in the light of the statement I 
made in my comment upon Sir .Malc~olm 
Hailey's Paper. I made it clear in that 
statement that I thought there still are 
fields of economy to be worked upc'u m 
the provmces. 

Sir P. Pattani. 

7650. I want to put a question :Jr two 
to the Secretary of State. As I under
stand from .the ·answers given herH, there 
are four main points on which hinges 
the fate of the future Federaliou ; 
namely, the establishment of a R£<:crve 
Bank ; the solution of the finanC'iai diffi
culty ; the accession of the States, and, 
lastly, the facility for the provincial legi:;
latures to elect members for the cen1ral 
legislature. Supposing that the first 
~wo, namely, the Reserve Bank is sati3-
factorily settled and the financial ques
tion · is also satisfadorily settled, then 
I take it that it will be only the question 

of the accession of the Princes that will 
be in the way. , If it takes a 'year, and 
it is expected that it will not take mo1·e 
than that, then the Federation will be· 
delayed only' for that period. which would 
require transitory provisions. Ona can 
quite understand the . transitory pl'ovi- · 
sions from that point of view, beeause it 
would be a long- period during- w'IJ.ich 
administration· will have to be re-shaped. 
at the Centre. Brit the fourth . point, 
namely, · the capacity of the proYincial 
legislatures to elect members to the Legis
lature need not delay ·federation being 
established at the Centre, becaus~ as so1m 
as the provincial legislatures are eJectc>d 
and come into being they can g') st.rni.g-ht 
on towards electing members for . tht.! 
Central Legislature ; and during the time 
of . the · election the Centre may gc> on 
functioning ·as it does at present on the. 
;~nalogy of. a Ministry of a. cEsaoJ.ved 
House of Commons functioning un~il the 
new Parliament come!;! into hf'iug. Is 
that the right view to take, . Sir Samuel f 
-I think, generally. it i~. lt is very 
difficult for me to say yes or no e~plicitly 
to a rather long statement, but I 1lo 
not think there is anv disagre'!ment as 
far 'as I can judge, following what Sir 
Prabashankar Pattani said, between him 
and me. ·_, 

7651. In that event, suppos~u~. that 
there is a transitory period intervening 
between the grant· of Prorincial Auto
nomy and the establishment of the Cen~ 

· tral resnonsible Government. wonl.l it 
b(' possible, in view of the finar.cial t11ffi
culty. the accession difficulty ~:nil fhe 
Reserve Bank difficult:v. to have the Pro
vincial Legislatures iuter Aut.onC'my ·is 
eF-tablished to elect Members fnr the 

· Central Legislature who will form the· 
Central Lee-islature as is rl<>!'IC!ribeci in 
the. White Paner. who will function as 
the Governor-General's ·Council, as tbc 
Ai'Rembly functions at present, shorn of 
the power of Central re~pon.sihility 
g-ranted "to them Y-Sir Prabashanker 
Pattani is makin~ · an alternative pro· 
posal to ours, and a proposal that I do 
not think is as good as ours. His pro· 
posal is to make a very· material change 
in the Central Government in the tran
sitory period.· Ours 'is that it would be 
a mistake to make changes of that kin_d, 
and I· .hope I have made these reasons 
clear this afternoon. 
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7652. I want to make thls one thing they are commg in or not. The Pro
tlear, that there is to be no Centr~l r.e- vinees will have to come into the Fede-. 
sponsibility . in spite of the Provmc1al ration under the Constitution Act. 
Councils electing Members to the Centre 7654. It is from that point of view 
under the new scheme, and the Governor- that I was going to suggest that I hope 
General will go on functioning, as he it may. be possible to set down in the 
does at present. But the advantage of scheme that no Provinces will have th& 
my humble suggestion· is that _India. will option of refusing to come in as soon a& 
realise that there is a real des1re to find the conditions for Federation are estah
a solution which is not left to be decic!ed lished 7-We have never at any period o! 
upon after the transitory period is over, any Round Table Conference, as far as 
but a scheme set down from now which I can recollect or in any Committee ever 
they will hope _will come into being as so~n contemplated such an option. 
as certain conditions are fulfilled. It IS 
from this point of vjew that I am In:aking Sir P. Pattani.] I was only suggesting 
this humble suggestioiL And there Is ~n- that although the fear is one which I do 
other reason why I make ·it. Supposmg not share, there does exist a fear, and 

bl 'cal · t ..! t it would be well, therefore, to have a pro-
we on pro emati pom s pass an c vision in the Constitution itself that after in the House of Parliament granting 
Autonomy in the Provinces but leaving. Autonomy in the Provin<Jes is established, 
the futu:re Central responsibility depen- no Province shall be at liberty to refuse 

dit. d to come in directly other conditions are dent upon certain. ~on Ions, .an , s~p- fulfilled. 
posing those conditions come mto bemg 
after four or five years, it may be very . :Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] How can the Pro-
dangerous to find then conditions to which vinces refuse either constitutionally or 
a Constitution· that we may set up may legally or in any other way whatever f 
fit in~· Therefore~ I very humbly suggest The Act will be enforced. 
that it woUld be very dangerous to set Sir P. Pattani.] If it is an Act, yes. 
up a Constitution ~rom no": which has Th~n there is one small point with regard 
to · come into funcbonal attitude after to the Accession of the Indian Princes .. · 
several years when ·conditions bo~ here The reference is paragraph 12 of the In
and in India may change. It Is onl~ troduction the last four lines : " the 
from these two points of . vi~w that I · condition 'to be satisfied lf;lfore the 
am making this. humble suggestion. Make Federal Constitution is brought into 
a start which may give a great hope to operation that the Rulers of States rep:~:e
India that there IS re_ally ~ way_ opened senting not less than half the aggregate 
out as soon as certam difficulties t~at . population of the Indian States and en
are in the way are cleared up. Beyond titled to not less than half the seats to 
that, I have nothing to say 'f-Sir be allotted to the States in the Federal 
Prabashankar Pattani has ~xpressed one. Upper Chamber "-I should like to 
point of view. The Committee, ho~ever, know what the meaning of the word 
ought to remember th~ other pomt of " seats " is f .Does it mean half the 
view, that so far as my information ~oes, number of the Sovereign States, or do~s 
it. is . held by a large number of Indians, it mean half the number of the votes m 
namely, t~e more . permanent you make the Legislature 7 I ask this question, 
the transitory penod appear, the more because if." seats " means the number of. 
ljkely i~ · is to become a permanent and votes with the principle of multiple votes, 
not a transitory period. plur~lity of votes, fewer States might 

· i · sh uld take a part in the number of seats and 
. 7653. Then .one _other pom~ . o . . the majority of the Sovereign States may 

like to know IS this : There 1S a fear m . t~ ·a Th efore I would re-
b. h I d t h ·th t "f the Auto- remam ou ::si e. er ' 

w IC o no s are, a 1 
. .. . . . uest if . it is not possible to say half the. 

nomy precedes Central responSibility, It ~umber of seats and half the number of 
may happen that the Autonomous Pro-- S . St t 
vinces may refuse to come into the Fede..: ov~rei~ a es. 
ration when their opinion is· asked after S1r M"'rza lsma,-z.] That would not bQ 
several years !-I really do not know at all acceptable. 
what Sir Prabashankar means by t1at. Sir P.? Pattani.] I want to make it 
The Provinces will not be asked whether quite clear. 
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Witness.] "Seats" means votes. . 
7655. ·Will that not bring ~bout this 

difficulty, that fewer States m.1ght make 
up more than half the number of vo~es, 
whereas the greater number of Sovereign 
States may have to remain outside. That 
is why I say it shoultl: be the number 
rather than the plurahty of votes ?-It 
is impossible really t? give 9:n answer to 
a question of that ki-!ld until we know 
what is to be the votmg strength of the 
States. 

this · 51 per cent. of the seats allocatecl 
will be filled up. That is one consider&, 
tion. Secondly, I want . tQ. invite .the, 
nttention of the Secretary , of State t<>, 
the fact that 8ome States may· be in. a. 
state of minority and according to the 
proposed arrangements, minor States· o~ 
States under minority administration 
will be disqualified from eoming into the 
Federation. At a time it is not difficult 
to imagine that many. or several States 
may be in a condition of minority or 
under minority administration. I would. 
remind the Secretary of State that about. 
four years ago important States like 
Gwalior, Travancore, Jaypur, Bhavnagar 
and Cooch Behar-states with . large 
populations· and possibly with . a large 
number of seats-were ·under minority 
admlliistratiou. Even now about 25 
States are under minority . administra-: 
tion, an£ if they are disqualified we do 
not know at any particular time what 
States would be disqualified, and there .. 

7656. Exactly ; I quite agree there ; 
but considering that the view has been 
expressed that the yotes may dep~nd 
upon the number of gun salutes, I. think 
it may be possible that the queshon of 
guns brings in the ele~ent of patronage 
and guns were settled: m the olden days 
when the British Government was really 
collecting strength from States w~ch 
came into alliance, and States whtch 
eame in later got a lesser number . of 
guns in spite of their importance bet.ng 
historically greater than those which . 
came in first. It is from that aspect· 
that I suggest it &hould be carefully con
sidered, that guns alone should not be the 
criterion !-Nobody has ever suggested 
tl1at guns alone should be the criterion. 

fore ·it is another factor of uncertainty. 
In this connection I would remind the. 
Committee, as well as the Secretary of 
State, of a discussion that took place at 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] The Secre
tary of State said this morning that the 
transitory ~eriod will depend u~on ~wo 
factors : the solution of the fin~cial diffi
culties and, secondly, the AccessiOn of the 
States. As regards the :financial prob
lem, we shall take it up very likely on 
Thursday when we take up the whole 
financial position, an<l on behalf of the 
States a statement will be made, I hope, 
that day about the financial arrange
ments. As regards the Accession of the 
States, I will pursue the. point taken by 
Sir Prahashankar Pattam. The present 
~rrangement is as provided by Section 4 · 
of the White Paper and paragra~h 12. ?f 
lh~ Introduction, that a Federation. will 
be considered to have been set up If 51 
per cent. of the population and 5~ per 
cent. of the seats--that is votes-assigned 
to them in the Upper Chamber accede to 
the proposed· Federation. I want to 
draw the Secretary of State's attention 
to this fact that the 51 per cent. of 
seats pro·vision adds uncertainty to our 
,-iew at present. We do not know· what 
will be the allocation of seats, so it is 
difficult for us at present to say when 

the Second Session of the Round. Table 
Conference, on the 23rd of September, 
1931-the proeeedings of the Second 
Federal Structure Sub-Committee. . The 
Secretary. of State, Sir Samuel Hoare, 
then said :' '' When I say an effective. 
All.!India Federation I mean a Federa-. 
tion that is based, first of all, upon a 
definitely Federal foundation and I 
mean, secondly, a Federation. with de~ 
finitely Federal organs to carry out its 
duties. I do not now .. wish to go into 
details upon these two main conditions. 
During the course of our discussions we· 
shall have ample opportunity of dis

. cussing the details that arise in connec-
tion with them. To-day I would · only 
say in a sentence, taking up in particular 
the point of' view expressed by the 
Princes this morning, that I do regard 
as one ot the conditions of an effective 
All-India\.Federation a sufficient partici
pation of the Princes. Here and now 
I do not want to be drawn into a con
troversy about numbers. I would much 
rather hear the . views of gentlemen 
around the table upon that very 
important . point, but I should like to 
make it clear that, sa far as my own 
views are concerned, I do really regard 
an effective participation of the Princes 
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at a reasonably early date as one of 
the basie conditions of the constitution 
that we are discussing. H I might make 
nothinao more than an obitef' dictum to
day I ~ould venture to say that it seems 
to ~e personally that the 51 per cent. of 
the population, the test suggested· by 
Sir Akbar Hydari, . is not a very full re
presentation of the Princes. I do not 
wish to say any more than that to-day." 

Lord Haf'dinge of Penshurst.] Who said· 
that 7 
·. Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] Sir Samuel 

'Hoare. ·· · . 
· Witnes.'l.] A very good speech. I agree 

entirely with it, and it .is because of that 
that I put, in the provision about seats. 
· 7657. The same ·uncertainty remains. 

· We do not know what will be the alloca
tion of the seats, an.d I added the second 
uncertainty . about the minority adminis
trations. The minority administrations 
must be free to come into Federation if 
it is to their advantage as '"e all believe 
it will be to their advantage to come into 
the Federation, ·and trustees for the 

· benefit of the minority administration · 
~mo-ht to be free to come into the Federa-o 
tion Y-Is this a question "' . 

. 7659. I would only point out one more 
diffi~ulty. Would the Secretary of State 
realize the fact that as he said the other 
day, in the case of future accessions, the 
conditions of accession may have to be 
fixed, not only by the paramount power 
of the Crown, but also by an existino
Fede_r~l Govern_ment. Y Suppose thos: 

· conditions are hkely to be a little more 
onerous than they are to-day, then would 
not the minority administrations have 
reason to grumble that they had lost the 
opportunity of entering at a time when 
easier conditions would have been offered 
to them "1-I am afraid there is no con
stitutional way round this difficulty other 
than that that I have just explained. 
We have made many inquiries as "to the 
views of the Princes themselves in India, 
a~d we find that, anyhow amongst cer
tal? o! them, there w:ould be very grave 
obJection to our taking such action ou. 
behalf ~f a minority State. 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain, 
7660. May I interpose a question f 

Could the Secretary of State consider an 
alternative which has not yet been men
tioned, namely, that in the case of a 
State whi('h was in minority 'at the time 
of the coming into force of the Constitu
tion its 1·ights should be reserved to enter 
on the basis then in force until the Ruler 
came to his majority, and for such time 
after as was necessary to give him time 
to consider "/-Sir Austen Chamberlain 
seems to have made a very valuable sug
gestion. I think we ought to take it into 
account. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] It is a valu
able suggestion. 

7658. This morning we departed from 
questions. I will ask it in question form. 
Would you believe it to be more in the 
interests of minoritv administration that 
they . should be free· to come into the 
Federation '?-Sir Manubhai has raised an 
important question and a question that 
we have very fully considered. We have 
been advised that there can be no ques
tion of bringing a minority State, as 
such, into the Federation. ·. It would be 
quite contrary to all the constitutional 
Iaw and usage. that has grown up in our 
relations with minority States and, 
although we sympathise very much with 
the point of view that he has just ex
pressed, we have found that constitution
ally it is quite impossible. That being 
so, I have always thought myself that we 
might get round the difficulty, assuming 
there is some weightage given . to the 
Princes before the whole hundred per 
cent. come into. the Federation, by using 

Sir P. Pattani.] As one who has run 
a minority administration for 13 years I 
am bound to say I am against the pro

. posal of minor estates being forced into 
Federation: until the. minor has come of 

~ portion of that weightage for repre
senting the minority States, and I think 
Sir Manubhai Mehta will find that con
stitutionally that is the only way to 
do it. 

age: ' 
Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] Now that the 

Secretary of State has offered this con~ 
cession that, as regards the weightage to 
be given, this fact of minority adminis
tration will also be taken into considera
tion, I will reserve questions until we 
come. to Federation. 

Mr. Y. Thombaf'e. 

7661. There are at present certain 
agreements between States and Provin-
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cial Governments, and it may be that a 
portion of the period covered by them 
may be unexpired on the date on which 
the Provinces may be started on auto
nomy. What would be the position as 
regards those agreements 7 Will the Pro
vincial Governments be in the position 
of agents of the Central Government in 
that respect or will that be taken into 
consideration f-Our intention would be 
to make arrangements of the kind run 
on. 

7662. Will the Provincial Governments 
be looked upon during the transitory 
period as agents of the Central Govern
ment with regard to the execution of 
agreements 7-I think, as a matter of 
fact, it would• be the Governor and the 
Governor-General who would protect those 
interests, but anyhow we would see that 
those interests were protected. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I presume that 
we are now discussing only that particu
lar paragraph 202 of. the White Paper 7 

Chairman.] Yes. 
Sir .Akbar Hydari.] I have no questions 

to ask on that. My question will relate 
to the part when we are dealing with 
Federation because I have not had an 
opportunity of asking questions . under 
that beading. Is not that so 7 

Chairman.] That isaso. 
Sir Akbar Hydari.] Also one other 

question as stated by Sir M:anubhai with 
regard to transitory provisions. The 
financial aspect was one of the considera
tions which was given by the Secretary 
of State as possibly delaying Provincial 
autonomy. With regard to that you will 
remember that we promised• on behalf of 
the States some declaration as to what 
our position was when we discussed Sir 
Malcolm Hailey's Memorandum, and I 
was asked to state what that position was. 
I will make that declaration when we 
take up the financial discussion. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] May I ask a ques
tion of ~ir Samuel Hoare about the 
represrntation of labour in the Upper 
Chambers 7 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Is that on fran
chise or on federation f 

Mr. N. ]!. Joshi] I am not going into 
the details of the franchise. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I am not object
ing to anything Mr. Joshi said. I want 
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to know whether we are on the first part 
of our two subjects, or on the second 7 

Chairman:J We are now reverting · to' 
No. 2 . on our order, Federation. · · 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] In view of the fact 
that the franchise question is not likely 
to come up at all during this Session, 
may I be permitted to ask one or two. 
questions, not on the details at all, but 
of constitutional importance about fed·e
ration f 

.Chairman.] I think on the whole that 
it would be well if the Committee and 
Delegates allowed themselves the liberty 
of dealh:J.g with the Constitutional aspect 
of the composition of the Houses during 
this examination. I think there are 
several members who have not had an 
adequate opportunity of putting ques
tions on that. I should hope, however, 
that the Committee and Delegates would 
agree to avoid the more detailed ques
tion of franchise, because it is clear that 
we cannot altogether conclude tl1ese 
matters. Mr. Joshi no doubt will see that 
he does not allow himself to slip into the 
interesting and complicated! matter of. 
the franchise in detail. 

Mr. N. JI. Joshi. 

7663. :My question is this : Are you not 
providing for any special. representation 
for labour in the Upper Chambers either 
Federal or Provincial 7 You have pro
vided for special representation of those 
interests which are not likely to secure 
representation in the Upper Chamber by 
the method of election through the Pro
vincial representatives. I want to draw 
your attention to the fact that labour 
is not likely to secure representation in 
the Upper Chamber through· special 
Labour 'representatives in the Provineial 
Chambers. You will see that in no pro
vince there are sufficient special Labour 
seats which will enable them to secure 
even one seat in the Upper Chamber. 
Last time :whell questions were asked on 
this point ~t was suggested that the de
pressed class seats may be of some ~se 
in this respect. AB regards that pomt 
I want to draw your attention . to this 
fact that the depressed class representa-
tives will have to belong to the depressed 
classes themselves and, considering that 
fact, I want to ask you whether Y?U are 
aware that under the present Cll'Cum• 

p 
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~nces for some years to come there ril 
be. very few members of the depressed 
classes ;'Yho will be able.. . to . represent 
Labour Interests in the Upper Chamber. 
I may draw your attention to this fact 
that, · excepting our . colleague, Dr. 
Ambedkar, I know of no other man 
belonging to the depressed classes who· 
can defend Labour interests in the 
Upper Chamber as against the able 
representatives of the industrial and 
commercial interests. I want your views 
on this point, Sir Samuel Hoare 7-

. Would Mr. Joshi put it in the form of a 
question f It is so difficult,- if somebody 
makes a long .i!peech, for me to know 
'rhat- to say. · . · 
; 7664. My question is this : Is it your 

information that among the depressed 
classes there are . a sufficient number of 
people who will have the ability to defend 
special labour interests in. the Upper 
Chamber if we depend upon the de
pressed class representatives to defend 
the· Labour interests !~Supposing there 
were not· ·a sufficient number of suitable 
depressed, class candidates, the depressed 
Classes could elect somebody else if they 
wished from the Provincial Councils. 

7665. The depressed classes will natur
ally want to have their own men 7-Y es, 
but Mr. Joshi's arguntent was that they 
could, not produce anybody who was 
capable of representing Labour interests. 
Th~y can elect anybody they like. 

7666. The depressed classes, in the first 
place, . would like to have their own men. 
They are elected by a depressed class 
constituency, and on .account of the fact 
that they are elected by a depressed class 
constituency they will naturally prefer 
to: havQ a depressed class man. If Sir 
Samuel is · not , willing to reply to that 
question ?-I do protest against that 
observation. I am willing to reply to 
every question that is asked me. Mr. 
Joshi will see, when he reads the short
hand notes of what he has been saying,. 
that r he ' , has not got near asking me a 
questidn of any kind. If he will ·ask me 
a:··question I will ·answer it. ' · · 
~r 7667: My ·question was :· How do you 

exp'ectr the' depressed class representatives 
t&: elc('f' l'nen ~-who' ·will represent'· Lab om.· 
j.litere·sts! i•That '.' is·:··~iny ·question 7-I 
wohld · liave thought" (I ·spealcsubject to 
COfte'cliori')'" tlui.t Wthe'. depreSsed classes 
were { essentiallyc of 'the flabouti.llg . class; 

and they were very likely to elect some
body of the type contemplated. 

:Mr. N. M. Joshi.] 'Vill the depressed 
classes not like, when they are asked to 
elect members, to elcet members from 
their own class t 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Will those mem
bers who arc elected from among the 
depressed classes be able to defend the 
depressed classes interests in the Upper 
Chamber 7 

Mr. N. lJI. Joshi.] That is not my 
business. · 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.) What is your ex
pectation 7 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

7668. If you ask me that question I 
shall say that many of them will not be 
able to do it, but at the same time, that 
is not my business. My question to the 
Secretary of State is that as far as his 
knowledge of the present intellectual 
position of the Depressed Classes goes, 
docs he expect the Df'pressed Classes re
presentative to be f)f any use for the 
working classes in the Upper Chamber 'I 
-"-My answer would be yes ; I do expect 
that it will be of use to them ; but I 
think it would proijably be better if Mr. 
Joshi would put that question to Dr. 
Ambedkar. 

7669. May I ask a second question on 
that point f ·will the Secretary of State 
explain why when he gives a special kind 
of eleetion to Europeans, Anglo-Indians 
and Christians, he is not prepared to 
make the same concession to Labour t
W e have never regarded Labour as a 
community within ~he meaning of the 
word " comnumity " in India. · · 

7670. May, I ask you then to explain 
why you consider it to be absolutely 
necessary that there should be representa
tion of communities and not of interests 'I 
-Thic; is a very ' wide question. Lord· 
Lothian's Committee took the view that 
interests should be represented in the 
J..ower · · Chamber, but not in the Upper 
Chamber. I have accepted that view. · 

7671. ·But what . were the reasons for 
that view 7-If· Mr. Joshi will· look at 
Lord Lothian's ·Committee's Report; he 
will find tlie reasons set · out at length. 

f' r • 
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7672. I have not yet seen any t•easons 
there ; that is why I am asking you, Sir 
Samuel Hoare. May I ask only one 
question as regards the Franchise, and 
thnt qucstio_n is about wage earning as 
a qualification. It was suggested that it 
was difficult to find nut what the actual 
wage of a man is. If I tell you that 
there are certain classf's of people whose 
wages it is not difficult to find, will you 
include wage earning as a qualification 
for that class '1 The classes, in my view, 
are those workers who work in what are 
called organised industries '/-No. I am 
afraid we came to the view that we did 
not regard .. it as a practicable proposi
tion. Sir John Kerr yesterday gave very 
conclusive reasons against taking wage 
earning as a qualification in the country. 
He did admit that it might be more 
possible to apply the test in the towns ; 
but whether that be so or not, we do 
not think that we could isolate the 
two sides of the problem, and we do 
not think, therefore, that iti is a suitable 
test for the Franchise. 

1\Ir. N. !Jl. Joshi.] l\Iay I ask what is 
your objection to the isolation Y 

Chairman.] That was one question 
quite outside our rule, Mr. Joshi ; a 
gTeat concession. I think I should have 
it on my conscience if I allowed you to 
commit a second offence. 

• Mr. N. lJI. Joshi. 

7673. Very well. In replying to my 
question, Sir Samuel Hoare, about the 
right given to subjects of Indian States 
for provincial elections, and when I asked 
you whether a similar right could be 
secured for British Indians in Indian 
Stntes, you gave me a reply that you 
did not like to make any kind of inter:. 
ference in the internal affairs of the 
Indian States. My question to you is 
this : When two countries make a treaty 
of reciprocity on anJ(' supject, is it con
tended that the ··two countries have a 
right to interfere in the internal affairs 
of th~ other country f Take, for instance, 
a treaty of r~cip:t:ocity between one 
country and another a,s regards tariffs : 
it does not mean that because there is 
a treaty of reciprocity one country inter
f~r~~;~ wit;h th~, ints~rnaJ. affairs qf the 
9t;ll~r. epu:o,try. Pq, y9,u, con.siiJfi!r, when 
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t~~t pfpposaJ \s made to you, that if any 
rights are secU:ced to subjects of th,~: 
Indian Stafes similar rights should b!l 
secured to British Indians in the States 
by ~eans 'of treaties Y-I could . give · ~ 
number of answers to a general question 
of that kind, but I think perhaps it is 
sufficient to say that if we made it a 
condition that we should have these 
powers of interference and intervention 
in Indian States, we should not have an 
All-India Federation at all. No Princes 
or no States would enter the Federation. 

Chai-rman. 

7674. l propose now to adjourn the 
hearing of the evidence of the Secretary 
of State on the matter. of Federation. 
Secretary of State, \I understand that, 
before · the adjournment, you desire to 
make a statement ·which is to go llpon 
the Note Y-Yes, my Lo,rd Chairman~ It 
is a very short statement. · I wan~d to 
say a wor~ or two to the Committee- and 
the Delegates about the position .'with
Burma. The position ~ a sentence or 
two is this : 

' ! 
The Government are not at the present 

time in a position to make a definite 
recommendation to the Joint Select Com
mittee upon the subject of the. separa
tion of· :Burma, though we should hope 
to be in a position to do -so, say in the
early autumn. In the meanwhile it 
seemed to me to be the course that was 
best in the circumstances and most con
venient to the Committee that I should 
circulate to the Committee a Memo
randnm pointing out what would be the 
constitutional positif1n of Burma, if 
Burma were sep~;rated on the basjs of 
the Prime Minister's statement. l am, 

· therefore, proposin~. 4t the COUfSe pf ~he 
next' few davs to. crrculate to the J omt 
Select Committee such. a MemoraridUJU. I 
am not asking them totak_e.'Rp.y (l~cision 
upon the Memorandum ; · net~he:r:. ~m I 
askingJ them to discuss it at thi,s. stage 
at all. "'I am asking them to take it as 
one of the papers circulated to the Joint 
SeJ~ct C?mmitt~e for their con~i~e:t:at!~P! 
and I woi1ld ask the Lord Chairman and 
the Committee to have a ·discussion as 
to. what' should be the 'best ~6urse to be 
t~r,p; with refer.e~ce to Bu:rm,a. at .!lOme 
time l:'a.rly. in the autumn,. -

P2 
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7675. Of course, you would desire that 
the Delegates should ha\"e copies of the 
Memorandum Y-Certainly ; it is with 
that object that I am ' · circulating 
it now. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
7676. Is it to be circulated for confi· 

dential information or for publication f 
-It hacl better be .circulated for publi
cation. 

(The 'JVitnesses are directed to withdraw.) 

Ordered, That the Committee be adjourned to Tuesday next, 10.30 o'clock. 

25th July 1933. 
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I.ord Archbidhop of Canterbnr:y. 
Lord .Chancellor. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 

. Marquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. 

· Earl of Lytton. 
Earl Peel. 

' 
Lord Ker ('Marquess o.f LothianJ.. i 
Lord Hurdinge (l[ Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Mot1trosc. 

Uajor Attlee. 
Mr. Butler. 
Major Cadogan. 
Sir Austeu <:hamLerlain. 
Mr. Cocks . 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaao Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph N all. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss PickfL'rd. · 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

The following Indian Delegates were also present :
INDI.AN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama. Chari. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat llayat Khan. -
Sir Akbar Hyduri 
Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 

Sir Manubhai N. ::Meht~ 
Sir P. Pattani. 
Mr. Y. Thombare. 

BRITISH lNDIAJ:i REPRESENTATIVES. 
His Highness The Ag-;1 Khan. Sir A. P~ Patro. 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
Sir , Hubert Carr. · ~ir Phiroze 8ethnf' .. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Lt.-Col Sir II. Gidney. Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. Sil" N. N. Sircar. 
Mr. M. R. J ayaker. Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas.· 
Mr. N. M. Joshi. Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 
Begum Shah Nawaz. 

The Right Hon. Sir ·SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E. C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM fun.E~, 
G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., C.S.I., · 

are further examined. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] My Lords 
and Gentlemen, I han a t·cqnest fr-om 

th£> Be•"mn Shah Na"·az ·to b~ allowed 
to put "'four questions on ·the !ranch_ise. 
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I feel a great difficulty in depar~ing 
from the programme 'Yhich was set f_?r 
to-day. I am afraid 1f we start ng:'\ln 
with the franchise it will not be con
fined to her four questions, but will 
~pread to other matters, and I th~p.k 
I must continue with tha programme 
as settled by the Lord C1litinuau. 

Mr. Y. Tltombare. 

7077. Negotiation i:; going on at 
present with the Princes as regards 
the question of allocation of seats,_ so 
I am not going to put any questi~>!lS 
which will prejudice the course '>f .the 
negotiations, but there arc obvw~s 
diilicultics in the wuv. In case H1s 
Majesty's Uuvernmer~t have to give 
the final decision, wouhl they be 
pleased to consider, as has already P.er-· 
haps been suggested, that the idea 
would be to maintain a balance be
tween the larger States, the medium 

States, and the smaller States ?-(Sir 
Samuel lloarc.) Yes, we should certain
ly desire to maintain that balance. 

7678. In that case would Govern
ment be })leased . to consider _that there 
will be some States which will have a 
speciaJ nd\·antnge on nceount of blocks 
or two or more votes at their dispo~al, 
as they will be exercised solidly, unlike, 
perhaps, votes that may be n.sslgned to 
the Provinces, and that the other 
States with only fractional representa
tion will labour under a eorresp('Ad
ingly heavy ilisability. Would Gov
ernment be pleased to consider that J
I think we must ce!'tainly take a voini; 
of that kind into account. I WOlJ.~d, 
however, add that I should have 
thought the smaller States wouhl h!lye 
h-ad more influence than is :mggested in 
the question from the very fact that 
there will be representation by groups, 
ani} I am assuming that, although a par
ticular smalt State might not have "in
dividual representation, it rni"ht have 
effective representation from th~ · otP.er 
members of the group with which it yms 
working. 

7679. The "\Vnite Paper pr•Jposes that 
th-e Governor-General in his discretion 
should nominate representative~ f1:om 
the States Y-No. 

7680. There are ten seats ultoget)1er 
to which nominations will be made by 
the Governor-General in his di:seretion 

as regards the Upper Holise 7-Yes, I 
was not quite sure to what pCJint. J4r. 
Thombare was referring. Tnat is so •. 

7681. Perhaps four of these seats ).V~ 
be from· the l:)tates. Would not t)lat 
disturh the balance that His :Majesty's 
Government mav have in the allocation 
of seats, because it will gh·e fow· oui!_ of 

. the 546 States a greater representation 
than is given to the remai.'lmg State~ t 
-No; I would have though·t it wo~ld 
have worked the other way. It wo}lld 
bo possible on occasion to use this sm~ 
number of nominated seats. as a roea.ns · 
of redressing the balance, and I th}nk 
myself the Governor-General, both in 
the case of British India_ and in _tp,e 
case of the Indian States, would ta!re
that inta. account in making his no]ni-
nations. . _ 

7682. It would be open then t<> _the 
Governor-General to take into acuop,nt 
the. need of r~dressing the balance in 
the case of States with only fracti<?nal 
representation Y-Yes, certainly. . . 

7683. The White Paper gives Coorg 
one seat both in the Lower and in tho 
Upper House, though it has. a pop~n.
tion of only 167,000 odd. Wlll GoY~rn
ment be pleased to consider the appli
cability of the principle undedying it 
tp the cases of the important s~al~ 
States-not the full one vote, but so!ue
thing Y-Mr. Thombare's question rai~es 
a big issue. The very essence of group
ing is that there is not an opportunity 
for the individual representation of ~11 
the States, and it "would be difficult for 
me to give an answer to his question 
either Yes or No. without suggestj.~g 
something that is not intended. Our _in
tenti,on is. definitely a repre::;:entation. of 
th~se small States by groups. 

'/684. Provided it werl' practi\!a!>le, · 
would Government be plct~sed to con
sider that those States might have ~er
taiu minimum representation, fnr in
-stance, one seat amongst two States J
It all depends on the number of s~ats 
availaqle and the method or allocatwn, 
and until those two factors are d~fi!led 
'it is itnpossible for roe to give a lle_:fi ... 
nite answer to the question. · 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
7685. When does the Secretary . of· 

State think these two factors wilf be. 
dE>cided Y-Of cour~e, it rests V<'ry m~t~h. 
with the Committee-the question of" 
numher in each Chambe1·-and as to th~ 
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a.lll)eation, I am pressing on with the 
negotiations as quickly as l can in InQ.ia. 

7686. It depends upon negotiation:;_ in 
India 'f-With the allocation I think it 
has always been clear that we ·are 
anxious, if we can, to ~btain agreem_ent 
among the Princes themselves, and we 
are still going on with negotiations to 
that end. I hope they will succeed. 

Mr. Y. Thombare. 

7687. In certain Federal Constitu
tions there is a limit put to the number 
of. s~>ats allowed to .the most populous 
umts, so that their representation is 
below what they would have accorclinO' 
to the strict -population ratio. Th~ 
White Paper also gives a similaT treat
ment to Bengal, Madras and the Uniteil 
Prov:inces. \Vould Government - be 
pleased to consider the applicability ,,f 
this principle to the case of the States 
so as. to increase the weightage thut can 
be given to the smaller States Y-He1·e 
ag~in my !ast answer applies equal1y to 
this question. These are matters for 
~iscuss_ion an~ negotiation, and it i~ 
rmposs1ble while these two factor5 are 
un~ecided, namely, the number - of 
States and the method of allocation to 
give an explicit answer to a questio~ of 
tl~at kind, but, as I said st the beQ.iil
nmg . of my o~servations this morning, 
crrtawly we wish to carry with us not 
~nly_ thl'_ big States, not Oflly 'the 
meihum States, but the smaller States 
as: well, and we have to take into ac
~ount the three different points of Yicw 
m the system of allocation upon which 
we are engaged. - · 

Sir .Akba,. Hydari. 

7688. May I ask one question with 
reference to that ? On the same con"
sideration I suppose you take into -ac
count the fact that the Central Pro
v?nces including Berar would have 
e1ght seats, and Sind and Orissa and 
the North-West Frontier P1·ovhiees 
would have five seats each and · a~ 
Indian States are comin,. individ~ally 
Hyderabad, with a popuiation as Jarg~ 
as that of the Central Provinces even 
~~ Berar is included, would have, ~•.?cord
I~g to the reasoning of Mr. Thombare, 
~1ght seats, and :Mysore, at least five 
seats. You would have to take into ac
count considerations of that kind also. 
I am not suggesting you should giv~ ·ffi,~ 

a final answer, but I 'do suggest that that 
would be also a consideratiOn Y--It was 
just because of those facts that I ga n 
thE' answer thr~t I did give to Mr. 
Thombare. 'V e are very conscious of 
these facts, and they are just the kind 
of facts that we are constantly c_on
sidering in the discussions that we ur<3 
having with the Princes. 

1\Ir. Y. Thombare. 

7689. For myself I have statetl that 
the larger States, on account of the 
blocks or yote~ at their disposal, ·lvill 
have special influence. There is o_~ly 
t'ne question more : On a scrutiny it 
appears that if States with a population 
of above five Iakhs each are allowed to 
h~ve one seat each in the Lower House 
for a unit of population of 500,000 s}lb
ject tn the variation that 2,000,000 should 
t1ualify for two seats, 3,000,000 ~or 
three, and so on, the Chamber States 
could have in some cases two seats· for 
each three of them, and one scat for 
each· two of them at the minimum: - I 
do not want any final answer l!.bout it, 
but woul~ Government be pleased to 
give their consideration fo SUClh a scheme 
of allocation of seats ?-I think one bas 
got to take into account factors other 
than the factor of mcrt! population. 
'Ihe more I have been into this question 
of grouping the more clear I am L]lat 
you cannot solve it as you would so_h·e 
a mathematical sum. You have got to 
take a lot of issues into account. That 
is one further reason why I am very 
anxious that the States should st>ttle it 
in agreement amongst themselV(''3. 

7690. My question was with reg_ard 
to the Lower House, where popuht.tion 
would be the basis in the main. There 
might b~ an auh"illentation of votes - in 
some way or another so long as the !uil 
numbe1· of States were not entering into 
the Federation. Would an opportunity 
be taken in that case to consider the 
practicability of giving _additional re
presentation to States with ouly frac
tional representation ?--I think thn~ is 
one of several points that should be 
taken into account. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

7691. 1\Iay I request that, as w., nre 
dealrng with Federation and the State3 
have a very close and intimat~ concern 
with the question of Federation, I may 
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be allowed the latitude of extending my 
tiwe by about a couple of minutes more '1. 
I will 'first ask some quc3iions J'P-garding 
the strength of the two Federal Ch~m
bers. Secretary of State : May I in
quire, is it not a fact that at eMh sitting 
of the Round Table Conference we have 
considered this question and have 
arrived at certain tentative conelu
sions T For instance, at the first 
Round Table Conference, when we dis
cussed the question, the conclnsirm 
arrived at was that the Lower Chamber 
should consist of 250 and the- Upper 
Chamber of 100 to 150. .A.t tho Second 

.Round Table Conference the q•1estion 
was discussed at length and the nambers 
arrived at were : Lower Chamber, ::QO ; 
Upper Chamber, 200. 'Ihen the ques
tion was referred to the Franchise Com
mittee. Lord Lothian's Comm1tt~e · re
commended for the Lo,;:er House the 
total of 450. He did not recowmend 
any change in the Upper House a~l(l 
that question was again discussed at 
Third Hound Table Conferencf·. As the 
result of the discussions at the Tliird 
Hound Table Conference the numbers 
now reeommended by the White P;tper 
fire 375 for the Lower House :md 260 
for fhe Upper House. Are these fig,n·es. 
correct T I helieve thev are correct Y
I think so. Certainly, ~the fignrcs -of 
the White Paper were correct. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] What was the 
result of the Third Rouud Table Cpu
ference f 

Sir :Manubhai N . .:Mehta. 

7692. I am askin; that. Tn the 
Second Round Table Conferenc~ a 
dN·ided opinion was f'xpressed hy _the 
Prinees that in the Lower Ho:xse the 
numbers should not be less th:m 250. 
1\I:ty I refer you to the 1·emark:; of the 
Princes and of Sir Akbar Hydari in the· 
proceedings of the 23rd of SP.ptmnl~er,. 
1931 T May I say that Sir Akbar 
Hvdari referred to the conci.u::;ions of 
th~ First Round 'J'able Conference nnd 
said that the numbers were :::r.;o in the 
Upper House aud 100 to 150 in _the 
Lower House f Then he urged that the 
num bf'rs might be small. The 1fn ha
raja of Bikaner said : '' May I ::.ay th-at 
is an individual expression of opinion ; 
it is not made for the Princes. l~ir 
,Ak'l:>nr Hydari.) I have not given it 
as 'luch ; I have said this is my strongly 
hPld view. But here agai~ if our 

British-Indian colleagues all strongiy 
feel that, in view of the increase in 
population as show.1 by the Census.-. ef 
1931, some advanee. should' be. made 
upon these figures, I ·submit - that _tlie 
number of the Lower House should· not 
be advanced beyond :i50, and that· til.en 
the figure for the Upper House sho-n:ld 
be not beyond 250.'' · · Is it not then> c;_or
rect fot· me to say that Sir · .A.)i:_!.>~r 
Hydari at the Second Round Table-Con
ference fixed the maximum number· for 
the Upper House at 250 T-I think t}J:at 
is a question you had better address to 
Sir Akbar Hydari. 

r, 
Sir :Manubhai N. Mehta.] I am re· 

£erring to the Minutes.· 
•, I 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Sir Manti· 
bhai, is not it possible to put yom• que!!~· 
tions a little more shortly, without read· 
ing long extracts Y We are :rat]ler 
pref:sed for time. 

Sir :Manubhai N. Mehta.} Yes. I 
' will only read one extract now, but the 

others will· be sh01·t questions. Coin.i~g 
to the weightage question; ;r would re· 
mind. . the Secretary of State of his 
speech in the proceedings of that v~i.Y 
date in 1931, and then I will ask my 
questions. ',.:Then there was · another 
detail,'' Sir Samuel Hoare .said, '' a 
very important detail, that was. rai_!;~d 
this morning, namely, this. Supposi~g 
a large number of Princes do not en,te;r 
the }'ederation at once, what is to b.e 
their voting power until the full nuni
ber enters Y I understood Mr. Sal>tl!"i 
to say that be thought that the voting 
power should be strictly proportionate 
to the number of Princes actually in the 
.Assembly at a given time. Now, .tha.t 
souuds all very well from a logi<;al poin~ 
of view, but we must remember this, 
that in creating this }'ederation we _ar~ 
bringing together twQ, separate ~Dr 
terests, and I myself can quite .beliP-v~ 
that the Princes would say themselves 
that they really would be placing them;. 
selves• at an unfair disadvantage if they 
entert>\i th(' Federation, even though it 
be in comparatiw~ly small numbers, 
without ll·aving an effective . voting 
power. I venture, therefore, , just . t\} 
thro'v that. out in the discussion 3l'L a. 
word of general caution.'' -;-As. you s.ai4 
in reply to Lord Reading and in tp.e 
course of examination, you were pre· . 
pi\l'Pn tr ... g-ive. some extra weightage, to 
"the Pl'in<'es at the outset if they did not 
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JOin in sufficient numbers. According 
to the limits laid down by the Wl:Ute 
Papt>r, 51 per cent. was -the . minimum 
and at that strength the Princes wo:uM 
be Putitled to only 20 per cent. ~he 
total strength allowed is 40 per c~nt. 

. That means that with every 10 per c~J?.t. 
increase only four more votes would J;>e 
gil"en. May I inquire if you h~ve 
thought out what would be the e~tra 
weightage that· you; wori:lld allow 7-I 

. woulcl n~t myself go up to the full 100 
p~r cent. 

7693-4. May I inquire, in view of the 
. diffienlty I pointed out the other (}.ay 
about minority administrations, whether 
you would not be inclined to treat it 
more leniently and give it extra. weight
age on account of minority administra
·tions 7-I think one has to take the 
minority question into account.. :My 
own view would be that 100 per ceJ?.t. 
weigMage would be too much. As to 
the exact percentage below 100 per 
.cent., I think that is a question _f_or 
diseussion. I have a .rough view in my 
mind, hnt I would prefer to hear t!'le 
l·iews of the Committee befo1·e I ex
pTesseu any final pronoLmcement upon 
it. 

: 7695. One more question about weight-
ngE'. F{as the Secretary of State · 
.thought of giving this extra weight~ge 
on any uniform principle, either, sny, 
th:'lt the t>xtra weig.Mage might be 
givf'n to the smaller States, or might 
be ~ven to larger State;:;, on account 
of th(~ir population f Has any unif~rm 
prin<>iple been tho~Ight of ?--Her~, 
again, I have thought that, in the :first 
instance, it is essentially· a question _for 
the Princes themselves. What. I ha\·~ 
in mind is nothing in the nature Qf an 
official block nominated by the Viceroy, 

. but. a strengthening of the States re
presentation for the purposes for which 
the States enter the Federation. 
That seems to me to be essen
tially a case, in the :first instance, ·for 
the Princes themselves, and I wo.uld 
welcome an expression of opinion from 
the Princes' representatives and from the 
Princes themselves as to how from their 
own point of view that weightage could 
best be made. 

7696. That the Princes' representatives 
will considt>r and give. I will turn to 

another point, and that is the permission, 
or rather the opportunity allowed fot• 
moving resolutions or questions in the 
Federal Legislature, with the permission 
of the Governor-General to ask questions 
regarding even non-Federal matters in 
the two Houses. In· this connection, 
would the Secretary of State please look 
to the present provisions in the Indian 
Lrgislative Rules. There are two rules. 
The -rules are : "Provided that no ques
tion shall be asked in regard to any of 
the following subjects, namely . . • 
( ii) any matter affecting tilie relations of 
eny of the foregoing authorities with any 
Prince or Chief under the suzerainty of 
.His 1ffajesty, or relating to the affairs 
of any such Prince or Chief or to the 
IHlministration of the territory of any 
such Prince or ChieV' May I ask if 
there is any reason why this privilege 
should be attenuated under the White 
Paper 7 Would it not be more pleasing 
tu the Princes, and would it not induce 
the Princes to join if the present rule is 
a•Jhered to instead of being changed f
I think substantially the existing position 
will continue. I think we have to take 
into account, with the institution of the 
Federation, the possibility of certain dis
cussions being not only necessary, but 
being admitted to be necessary by every
body concerned. I have in mind par
ticularly discussions concerning a British
Indian subject or a British-Indian Com
pliny ; it is those kind of questions which 
we have in mind when we contemplate 
discussion about the affairs of the States. 
It is nothing more than that. 

7697. May I ask if this formula be 
ae:cepted, that where the Minister reply
in!? to these questions is responsible for 
the policy to be carried out, then the 
question may be allowed, but if it is 
purely regarding ·internal administration 
of the State, and the Minister is not 
rc•sponsible, questions or resolutions may 
not be allowed ?-I feel we have got to 
look into this definition again. As at 
present advised, I do not want to cut 
out the possibility of the kind of dis
cnssions to which I have alluded. 

7698. I ask you, mav not the present 
rule be adhered to df-I am advised that 
under the present rule discussions of that 
kind would be cut out, and I think it 
would be a mistake, from every point of 
view, not only. from the point of view 
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view of the States, as well. I think we 
had better look into this definition fur
tlter and try to meet the two points of 
view, namely, that we do not want dis
Cl,ssions in the Federal Legislature upon 
questions which do not concern the Fede
rntion at all, namely, the internal affairs 
of the States ; but we do not want to cut 
out the kind of questions to which I have 
aliuded, that is to say, questions con
cerning Brit_ish subjects or British cmn
p~nes. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

7609. May I say one thing, Sir Samuel. 
I" ou said internal administration. That 
would mean internal administration, so 
fBr as it does not appertain to subjects 
which are Federal ?-Exactly. 

Sir Jlanubhai N. :Jfehta. 

7700. I come now to the Federal sub
jects. Would the Secretary of State 
kindly tell me if the present arrangement 
b~, which the Federal subjects and their 
discussion as Central subjects are all 
gwuped is quite satisfactory 7 The 
Princes do not like this present arrange
n::ent because the first 48 or 49 subjects in 
Appendix VI are really Federal, whilst 
tJ]{' latter subjects, up to 63 from 49, 
they were inclined to regard as Central. 
Now, grouping them together under one 
head, is likely to give them a wrong im
pression, that they can deal even with 
the latter subjects which might become 
Federal ? Would there be anv objection 
to treating- them or classifying them 
~l'parntely ?-Sir 1\fanubhai Mehta raises 
a question that we have discussed in 
some detail. It is not so much a question 
of principle as a question of Constitu
ti"nal convenience. We have been in
formed by our expert advisers that 
judg-ing by the experience of other Con
Btitutions the fewer lists you have, the 
better. The more lists you have, · the 
!!'ore opportunity there is for litigation, 
and for a "No-Man's Land" between 
the various lists. On that account, we 
have been very anxious to keep the lists 
as few as possible, and as simple as pos
sible. It was upon that ground. chiefly, 
that we included all these ",C't>ntral Ser
vi<'es, whether thev are Feder$!.} or 
wl1ether they are British-Indian Central 
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Suvices, in one list, drawing, however, 
a gap between the two, as Members _ of 
the Committee will see upon page 115, 
and realising the whole time that the 
I'rinces are, speaking generally, only con
templating coming in upon the first 48 
subjects. That is the reason why we put 
thse two chapters into one list. · 

7701 .. The gap intervening between the 
two is not quite explicable and under
st:mdable by people who do not know 
why they are so' arranged. 1\Iay I draw 
attention or recommend to the Secretary 
o.f State to adopt the principle which has 
been adopted in the German Constitution, 
by which subjects which are exclusively 
Federal are separated from subjects 
which are concurrent and those which 
are purely. Provincial. ·That would be a 
much more intelligible arrangement, to 
which the Princes would have no objec
tion. Would not that be preferable ?
As I say, this is essentially a question for 
Constitutional experts. . 1\Iy expert 
advisers have been in favour of this 
smo-le list. · It is obviously a question 
that the Committee must consider, but let 
me again say it is not a question of 
p1'in<liple ; it is a question of Constitu
t\<-nal convenience. 

1\fr. Y. Thombare. , 

7702. Could they· amplify it in a sub
sequent note on the question of Consti
tutional convenience ?-I will look into 
that suggestion. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

7703. Might I just ask the Secretary of· 
State about the gap in the list 7 He 
cannot very well reproduce the g-ap in the 
ultimate Act of Parliament ; · there will 
h11ve to be something done to mark. the 
difference ?-I "think that is certainly so, 
but whether it should go to the length of 
having- a separate list, I. would not like 
now to express an opinion upon ; in fact, 
my advice· is against a separate list at 
present.~ . · 

" . Sir JJfanubhaJ, N. Mehta. 

7704. The Secretary of State is, of 
course, aware that the Princes are very 
s0licitous about the sacredness: of their 
T1.·eaties. There is one section, 132, in 
thr Government of India Act at present : 
" All treaties made by the East India 
c._,mpany, so far as they are in. force at 
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th commencement of this Act, are bind
ing on His Majesty." May I .ask why 
s-nch a section has not been repeated in 
the White Paper f~~Iy answer, on the 
f11ce of it, would be that it has no place 
in. the White Paper, for the very simple 
reason that we do not regard questions 
~f paramountcy as coming into the 
Federal Constitution at all. 

7705. We have already once referred 
to the question of subjects to which they 
Jilay agree to bring into Federation by 
tleaty or otherwise. The Princes are 
apprehensive . of this term "or other
-wise." If some reference had been made 
to the Treaties in the White Paper, 
their minds- would have been reassured. 
'l'hat is why . I ask the Secretary of 
State~ will it not be equally useful to 
bring such a provision about treaties 
into the White Paper ?-No; I think 
myself it would be a great mistake, 
l1Pth from the point of view of the 
Indian Princes themselves and alst> 
from the point of view of the preroga
tive of the Crown. I think the much 
bett~r course would be to meet Sir 
Manubhai Mehta's point by removing 
the words " or otherwise " from the pro
posals. I am informed that there is no 
m•ed to retain them. 

'7706. One last question, and it is 
~bout, Article 110 of the proposed White 
Paper : "It will be outside the compe
tence of the Federal and of the Provin
cial Legislatures to make any law affect
ing the Sovereign or the Royal Family, 
thE. sovereignty or dominion of the Crown 
pver, any part of British India." Is 
~h~re any objection to bringing forward 
tLr relations or of the Princes 
m1der this section, so that it may be 
hE>yond the purview of the Federal J...egis
lature ever to refer to these treaties or 
tO change them '?-Here again my 
answer is the same answer that I gave 
just now. We think it is much better 
from the point of view. of the Princes 
to keep questions of this kind out of the 
.Act. I think if they will consider the re
ac~tions of any other course. they will 
see that that is really the wisest cour~e 
from our own point of view. 

. Naw~h Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 

,, 7707. S~cretary of State, is it not con
templated ur1der the White Paper S{)heme 

that the contents of Federal jurisdiction 
with regard to the States would be ex
pressly limited to subjects and powers 
S}'ecifically transferred under the Instru
ments of Accession, and that any addi
tions thereto would be subject to subse
quent agreements between the parti~s 
('oncerned. Is that the position taken 
up by the 'White I, a per 7-Yes, it i~. 

7708. Then proposals 11, 18 and 20 
of the White Paper de.al with the 
special powers of the Secretary of 
State and the Governor-General with 
regard to the Reserved Departments, 
and to their special responsibility with 
regard to Transferred Departments. Is 
it understood that the exercise of these 
p.~wers so far as they affect the States 
will not. ove1Tide and will be subject to 
th(' existing treaties engagements on 
Sanads between the Crown and the 
States Y-Yes, I think that is the case 
with this one reservation that no doubt 
is in Sir Liaqat's mind as well, except ' 
so far as the treaties and Sanads are 
altered by the Treaties of Accession. 

. 7709. That I admit. May it be aS
sumed that with regard to the Upper 
House as well as the Lower House, as 
in the case of British-Indian Provin:.. 
cc·s, there will be Appendices attache!! 
to the Act indicating the distributio:r;t 
cf seats out of the States' quota to the 
various States ?-Yes, there must be. 

· 7710. Am I correct then in stating 
that there is nothing · in the White 
Paper :Proposals to prevent such of the 
States as~ may so desire to pool their 
aH.otted quota of the seats and "where
' H possible " se!eet joint · representa
tion on such terms as may be agreed 7-
No, we do not contemplate dealing with 
q11estions of that kind in the Constitu
tion At~t at all. I have always taken 
th(' view that questions of that kind are 
really questions of internal organisation 
for the Princes themselves ; and there 
v.-ill be nothing in the Constitution Act, 
so far as I contemplate it, that would 
either ordain an arrangement of that 
kind or would preclude it. · 

7711. In view of the very strong body 
cf opinion amongst the States on this 
question, could you kindly consider th3 
vi.ivisability of making it definitely clear 
:in sotne suitable manner~ if not in the 
Act at least in the Appendices proposed, 
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that such joint action will be pe~missible 
for such States as may so desire f-I 
would have preferred to leave a question 
of this kind as really a question of 
ir.ternal organisation. I do not myself 

· sec how it could come into the Constitu
t:on Act ; nor do I quite see how a refer
ence to it could be made in the Constitu~ 
tion Ad. 

7712. Perhaps in the Appendices re
luting to the allocation of seats amongst 
the Stah•s. JR it possible to mention it 
tlwrc s·,unewht•re, that it is open to ihe 
States to ent(;'r Federation by any private 
arrangement that they might make ,_ 
Off-hand, I see a difficulty about . men
tioning it in any part of the Act, and, 
of course, the Appendices are a part of 
the Act ; presumably, they will be 
scheduled to the Act. It is, of course, 
for the Joint Select Committee to con
sider whether or not they would mention 
this desire of certain of the Princes in 
their Report. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

7713. Do I understand the Secretary 
of State to mean that the Act deals with 
ti;e r(;'lationship of the Federation and 
th~ States and cannot make an excur
sion into the relationship of one State 
v.rjth another inter se '-Not over and 
above the grouping that, of course, will 
come into the Act. 

Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 

7714. May I ask you to turn to Pro
posal 41 of the White Paper at page 47' 
If a decision of the Joint Session, con
t<>mplate~ ~nder this paragraph be by a 
bare m~Jonty, do you not appreciate, as 
wns pomted out at the second Round 
Table Conference, that in view of the dis
parity between the strene:th of the two 
Houses, this proposal will seriously de
trnct from the co-ordinate authority- of 
the Chambers, and would, in fact, mean 
tltat any proposal which had very sub
stantial support in the Lower 'House 
could in certain cases be passed in spite of 
the unanimous opposition of the Upper 
House ?-I am afraid that it is inl1erent 
in any proposal for t11e settlement of dis
putes by a Joint Session of the two 
ITou.c;es. that the larg-er House ha<~ a defi
nite advantage, and I think we have got 
t0 accept that as an objection to the 

sye.tem of · joint Sessions. · The difficulty 
is to .find a better way of settling disputes 
between the two Houses. I would hope, 
in answer to Sir Liaqat's further ques
tion, that the. kind of situation he cori
t<:mplates would not arise. · I would have 
thought myself that it .was very unlikely · 
that the Lower House, . in which the 
Princes will have a representation . of 
33j per cent. would be solidly against 
the Upper House,· or that the Upper 
House, in which British-India has a 
!'(·presentation of 60 per cent. would be 
l:iOlidly . against the Lower House. I 
would ha"e thought that in the matter of 
disputes between the two Houses the;:e 
would be much more cross voting than 
t~at kind of situation contemplates. 

7715. Would you kindly turn then to 
Proposal 48, at page 49 of the White 
&!.per. ·Is it correct to assume . that ·the 
White Paper . contemplates ·that the 
Federal Executive will have to carry the 
e.onfidence of the Legislature, and · there
fore, will be responsible to both · Houses 
and not to any individual House. Is . 
that the correct position '!'-:-Ye.s, it ;is 
certainly true to say that the Federal 
Government will depend 'Upon· both 
Houses. · 

Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Kha~.] W~l 
it not seriously detract from the influence 
or the Upper House over the Executive 
if it were not given an effective share iD 
the control of supplies ! · 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

7716. I do not know whether I might 
intervene and ask whether. the Secretary 
or State has a clear idea in his mind of 
what he means by the responsibility t~ 

· both Houses f I am afraid I have never 
been able ouite to understand the phrase 

1
' 

-Would Lord Salisbury ask me a ques
tion about it ? 

7717. Supposing the Government re
ceived -. Vote of Confidence in the 
Lower House and wa.s refused a Vote 
of Confidence in the Upper House, what 
would they qo f-It would depend upo;. 
how ll!erious thev regarded the crisis. It 
might be t.hat there would be a- .deadlock 
btltween the two Houses ; in that case, 
they might have to have recourse to a 
Joint Session. · 

7718. On a Vote of Confidence f~ Yes', 
T do not see why they should not. i 
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a;uppose it would be upon some substan
tive motion. 

Marquess of . Lothian.] W orud not the 
position be the same as the position in 
this country before the ·passage of the 
Parli8.1Jlent Act f 

1\Iarauess of Salisbury. 

· 7719. 1\ly Noble Friend is at least as 
good an· authority as I am, perhaps much 
better, but I should have said that even 
before the p~age o£. the Parliament 
Act, there was no question that the Gov
ernment was responsible only to the 
House of Commons f-I think: it must 
depend upon as to whether or not the 
Q-overnment could carry on with the 
support of one House, and if it co~d 
not carry'"' on, whether it then would ask 
for a dissolution, or whether in . a par
ticular case there would be a demand 
for a joint Session. It is impossible to 
give one general answer to a question 
that really covers a number of different 
kinds of contingencies. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

7720. Section 41 contemplates, surely, 
a Bill, not a Resolution f-Yes. I was 
cop.templating a. substantive motion of 
some .kind, a vote of some sort. 

7721 .. But would there be any point in 
that going ·to a Joint Session at all 7-I 
think it must be judged upon the situa
tion. 

Sir H. ·Gidney. 

7722. My Lord Chairman, may I ask 
j11sf one question of the Secretary of 
State f In the event of a Vote. of no 
.Confidence being- passed in the Lo~er 
llouse. a1.1d the Government being unable 
to form a Ministry, and considering that 
it is a joint 1\Iinistry, would it not affect 
tJ.e Upper House. too f-I do not quite 
follow the question. 

7723. Would it mean the dissolution 
of: both House's in the event of such an 
impa.c:;se f-I coneeive that it might, but 
I can conceive also that it mjght not, 
it depends upon the type of crisis. 

. . I 
Marquess of Salisbury. 

7724. The way I should like to put the 
question is this : Is it not really the fact 
as the Seeretary of State says most 

reasonably, that it depends upon the cir
cumstances of the case, that the thing 
r£'ally does not have much meaning at all, 
being responsible to both Houses f-No, 
I would not admit that conclusion. 

Earl Peel. 

7725. Secretary of State, does not it 
really depend upon the use and wont f
If I may just complete my answer to 
J.ord Salisbury, I think he must take 
into account the contingency of a Joint 
S<'ssion. A Joint Session does bring in 
both Houses, and the Government might, 
in one way or another, stake its fortune 
upon a Joint Session. 

7726. I think that is a very fair 
answer, but the Secretary of State heard 
the question of my Noble Friend, Lord 
Rankeillour. Clause 41 does not apply· 
to anything except a Bill f-Yes. I 
think we ought to look into that point 
further to see whether it should not be 
clear that it would also cover a· substan
tive motion of some kind in which both 
Houses could be brought into action. 
I would remind Lot·d Salisbury, that if 
he would look at Clause 48, he woula 
see there that both Houses are brought 
in upon the field of supply ; and I think 
he will agree that in his experience sup
ply is very often the issue upon whi::h 
Gl)vernments stand or fall. 

1\farquess of Salisbury.] I will not pur
sue it now, because I will have a further 
opportunity Jater on. 

Earl Peel. 

7727. I was in the middle of a ques
tion. but I was going to ask this general 
question, whether the use and wont and 
development of the Constitution will not 
determine, as time goes on, which is the 
more powerful House of the two ; it may 
be the House called Lower, it may be 
the other House. Then one would be 
really the dbminant Hom;eJ and, in fact, 
though not in theory, the Governm£'nt 

. would. probably be responsible really to 
one House. Is not that how it is hkely 
to work out ?-I think, ju:dging frcm 
tbe experience of other Constitutions, 
that is the way it usually does work out. 

7728. And, therefore, these other ques
tions are rather theoretic than practical, 
are they not, with great respect to those 
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who asked them !-They are something 
more than theoratic. After all, the con
ditions are somewhat exceptional, namely, 
the fact that one of the units of the 
Federation attaches considerable import
ance to the Upper House, in which it 
has a larger representation. I think 
that fact must always carry weight in 
the development of a Federal Constitu- · 
tion in India. By no arrangement that 
you can make can you establish an abso
lute equality, of course, between the two 
Houses ; that is impossible. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

7729. It is not a theoretic proposition 
that the Upper House may throw out 
supply in this case '-Exactly. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] The question is 
whether the Upper House can grant sup
ply. If it be true, that in this country 
in practice the Government is reSJ?O~
sible to the House of Commons only, 1t 
is because the House of Commons alone 
can grant supplies. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

likely to be less· sympathetic· to social 
legislation than the Lower House •. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Why ! · · A 
great many ·· assumptions underlie that 
question to which all· the members · of 
the Committee wjll not agree. · 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] I will not enter 
into an argument with you. · 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Is it worth 
while putting the question to the Secre-. 
tary of State Y 

Mr. Morgan Jones. . , 

7731. I thought so, but I will not 
press it if you.do not think it is worth 
while ~-Without going into the wider 
issues raised by Mr. Morgan Jones I. 
wopld remind' him of the Constitution 
of both Houses. , I do not myself admit 
that one 'House is more democratic than 
the other. I will not enter into an 
argument with Mr. Morgan Jones, but, 
if he will look at the way each House 
is constituted, he will see. that each· 
House, ·setting · aside the representation 
of .the Indian States, is constituted upon 
what he would call · a democratic basis. 

7730. Seeing that the Government can 
A.t all times ask for a Joint Session, 
does not this follow : That supposing the 
Lower House which is the more demo- • 
cratically elected House, carries a motion 
of no confidence on a question of S:Jcial 
legislation, such as labour conditions, or· 
something ·of that sort, and it <tppca·s 
then to the Upper House, does it not, 
in practice come to this, that on issues 
like that the Government can so arrange 
that it can never be turned out by the 
Lower House on a subject of social legis- . 
lation ?-I would not admit that at all., 
After all, let :Mr. Morgan Jones remem
ber the Constitution of the Upper House, 
which he says is less democratic than the 
Lower House. That may or may not be 
the case, but1 even in the Upper House, 
60 per cent. of the voting is British 
India. 

Mr. JJiorgan Jones.] I could pursue it, 
but the Chairman thinks it is not worth 
while. 

Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 

7732. In view of the fact that the 
Upper House will have to share respon
sibility with the Lower House including 
Fed.eral Legislation and raising fresh 
taxation, and in view of the fact that 
the Executive will be responsible to both 
the Houses, Upper and Lower, would 
not you be good! enough to consider the 
suggestion already made that voting of 
supplies should be in a Joint. Session 
of both the Houses '!-I think in con
sidering a question of that kind we have 
to keep in mind- the practical difficul
ties. 'V e have tried to give the twQ 
Houses equal powers as far as we can, 
At the same time we have to take into 
account questions of actual . practic
ability, and, taking those questions into 
account, it does seem to me strongly to 
point to grants originating ·,:.in one 
House, and to our avoiding a huge 
assembly as it wouldbe, namely, a Joint 
1Session of 600 · or · 700 members · dealing 
with every grant. That is one of the 

Mr. ]forgan Jones.] Yes, I am not 
unaware of that, · or unmindful of it, 
but my point was this, Sir Samuel, that 
the Upper HouEe will tend to be more 
Conservative (using the word " Con~ 
servative" in a non-party sense) in con
stitution than the Lower House, and 
therefore would, presumably, be more 
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main reasons that have prompted us to 
propose that grants should ·originate 'in 
the Lower House leaving1 · however, the 
Government the power to.· introduce 
grants into the Upper House if it so 
wishes. 

Sir P. Pattani. 

7733. I have only two questions to 
ask : With regard! to the list of Federal 
subjects, may I know whether it will 
be open to "the States in the Document 

. of Accession to say that they federate 
only to the extent of the first 48 items 
in the common list 7-Y ~s, certainly. 

4 .. ~"' 

treaties whleh are not affected by the 
Federation. ' ·· : 

Si.r Joseph N all. 

7736. Although the Secretary of State 
. points out that matters of paramountcy 
are necessarily not subject to the ·white 
Paper, and would not appear in the sub
sequent A.ct, the field is in fact covered 
in the Terms of Reference of this Com
mittee, and the Committee will have to. 
have paramountcy in mind in our Re
port. The Terms of Reference to this 
;Committee quite obviously include it 7-
. I think that is a matter for argument, 
but, whatever may be Sir Joseph Nail's 
view about it, my own very strong view 
about it is that we had much better 
keep it out of the Constitution A.ct. It 
is a question for the Committee and Lord 
Chairman to determine whether Indian 
India does come into the Terms of 
Reference, which are mainly directed to 
\British India. 

'7734. With· regard to the Treaty and 
engagement rights of the States I quite 
appreciate, and, I think, after the ex
planation the Secretary of State has 
given, the States will also appreciate 
that these treaties and engagements and 
agreements, having been arrived at with 
the paramount power, are outside the 
purview of the Federal Constitution, 
but, in order that this point of view 
may be always kept in view by the Marquess of Reading. 
Federal Constitution, will it.. be possible 
to say in the Act, where it is suggested 7737. Is not paramountcy entirely out
that the paramountcy is outside Consti- side the Constitution ?-That is a matter 
tution that the relations of Indian which is simply between the Crown and 
States' and their treaty rights and en- the Viceroy and the Princes, is. it not 7-
gagement rights, being outsid:e, and with- . That would have been my VIew. 
in the. purview of the paramountcy, Sir Joseph Nall.] I only submit the 
they . :Will be governed by the prese:r;tt :view that the White Paper proposals are 
provision of the Government of India only one part of the Terms of Reference 
Act,. just to satisfy the Princes 7-:My ex- to this Committee. 
pert a&vice is all on the side of making 
no reference to paramountcy at all in 
the Act. It is, however, possible that 
we might make a reference to the posi
tion in a declaration of some kind, per
haps in a Royal Proclamation, and .I cer
tainly would consider the suggestion 
from that point of view, but I would 
once again say that my view · (and it is 
supported 'by all my expert advisers) is 
that it is better to leave paramountey 
out of the Act. 
,f: 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Charj. 
T· ' "'~ r ' c : . '· . ' , ' ~ l ' - . J ' ' 

7735. And any State in its Instrument 
Q.f Acc~sion would preserve all such 
tr~aties as it wanted! to preserve '7-Y es. 

Rno Bahadur Sir K rishnama Chari·] 
In: anr cas~ in it~ Instrumen.t. of .Acces
~~n ~ .. the" *'~t.at~, · will R;e..,sery;~, all t~e 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

77:38. Will it be possible to ·state in the 
Constitution Act, possibly in the Pre-

. amble, that the field of relationship as 
between the Crown and the . States out
side the Federal sphere will be outside 
the scope of the Federal Constitution, and 
would not that meet it 7-I would much 
rather not commit myself to any way 
in which sucilil a declaration should! be 
made. As a layman who knows nothing 
~!>,<;mt these ,leg.al questions at all I should 
be nervo~~. ot. bringing it into the Act, 
~#her intq th~ P:r:~.amble or into the Act 
itself, becaus~ I should be so much afraid 
ihat th~ ~wyeJ::;;, wopliL then get hold of 
it, anp, b~fo:r:~ yo-u. hew where you were, 
they 'fO~d drag it into the Federal 
~v,rt. 
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Sir, Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
7739. May I draw Sir Samuel's atten

tion to Section 132 of the Government of 
India Act at present, and would he say 
whether it has any bearing, and whether 
it applies ?-(Sir :Malcolm _Hai~ey.) I 
think the answer to that question IS that 
Section 132 was put into the original Act 
for a special purpose, namely, to carry 
on the treaties that hadl been concluded 
with the East India Company, and to 
secure their continued validity under th~ 
new arrangement. 
· 77 40. Are not most of the treaties with 
the Indian Princes of the time of the 
East India Company ?-There were a very 
larO'e number. This section dates from 
ab;'ut 1858. It was not introduced in 
the recent revision of the 1919 Act. 

77 41. It goes back to 1858 f-Yes. 

Sir P. Pattani. 

7742. There are subseguent engagements 
and agreements with the Government ·of 
India as it exists to-day. Beyond those 
treaties entered into with the East India 
Company there have been many subse
quent encragements and treaties with the 
Governm~nt of In,dia as it exists to-day, 
and they are all, I hope, of the same 
validity, and are equally safeguarded and 
guaranteed Y-Yes. 

7743. After the promise, or the Secre
tary of State's suggestion that it might 
be possible to have a declaration by the 
Crown regarding the guarantee of the 
treaties, I do not wish to press the point 
because I quite realise that such a pro
vision in the Constitution might raise 
ditliculties in the future, as was ex
plained by the Secretary of State. , 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

77 44. May I suggest to the Secretary 
of State to take into con'sideration the 
bearing of the first part of Section 131 
and Section 132 upon the replies .which 
he has been giving 'and upon the point 
of view which has been submitted by 
the Indian States representatives. You. 
cannot overlook that ?-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) I had not overlooked it, and 
my attention Iuid already been drawn to 
H, · and my advisers tell ine · that that 
need ··not modify the'· ·answers 'I. have 
~~en, b~t.t o~~o~~y~ ~ter' w~~~ s~ 

Tej has said, l will . .Iook into ~ything 
he suggests· again. · . 

Sir P. Pattani.] B'efore I had finished 
my question Sir Tej came in with! a 
question. · . · 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I ,am sorcy. 

Sir. P. Pattarii. 

77 45. When the pronouncement is 
made. by the Crown will it be on the. 
lines of the pronouncement made. in 
1857 when the ·change of Government 
from one hand into another was brought 
about. The present juncture is only · a 
question of a constitutional reform, and 
the States would naturally wish, and· l 
think Government ought to · insist, that 
the pronouncement regarding the treaties 
and the relations with the States should 
be on the lines . as pronounced in 1857. 
May I take it, when further considera
tion is given to this; it will be con
sidered ?-I would not again like . to 
commit myself to the actual form, but 
I can say offhand I see no objection in 
principle · to the suggestion Sir Prabha
shankar has made and we will consider 
it. 

Dr. B. R. · .Ambedkar; 

77 46. I wou~dl like to ask the Secre
tary of State whether the Instruments 
of Accession that would be passed by 
the · d~erent States on entering the 
Federation would find a ·place in the 
Constitution · Act ?-The answer is : No, 
they would not. 

7!47. How _would it be possible, sup
posmg a diSpute arose in a Federal 
Court, for the Court to determine 
whether any particular · subject which 
was the subject-matte:r "of dispute was 
within the competence of the Federa
tion ?-I imagine-here I speak as a 
layman-they would' take into account 
the treaty, just as they take into account 
treaties now. 

Sir Tej Bahadu,r Sapru.] Yes. . ' ' 
" Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar. 

77 48. But it would not- be part of the 
Constitution Act ?-No ; it·. would not be 
in the Constitution Act ; neither are the 
T,.reaties now in any Act of 'Parliament, 
y~t (Sir Tej Sapru and other Indians

1 

will correct. me. if .. I am wrong} tre1J.ti:s, 
have been constantly taken in~o_ a<}<;pp.p.1;-
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Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Yes. Treaties Sir q. P. Bamaswami Aiyar. 
are· part of the municipal law every-
where. 7749. Shall I put the question again Y
. Sir Akbar Hydari.] I have. "not had ~ think I remember the question, Sir. It 

• IS true to say that the proposals in the 
any opportunity of puttmg questions re- White Paper are a result of taking into 
garding Federation. so may I do that account the various points of view and 
now f . also taking into account the views ex· 

Sir Austen Cl,amberZain.] I will come pressecl at the three Round Table Con-
back to you. . ferences. In the nature of things, they 

Sir C. p. Bamaswami Aiyar.] With are something of a compromise, and I 
regard to the strength of the Legisla- would not say that the actual figures are 
tures, :Mr. Chairnian, wo~~ it not. be verbally inspired one way or the other. 
correct to say that the position. now 1s- Upon the whole, we have thought that 

· whatever i,tllias originally were held on they were a fair basis for the discussion 
the 'subjoot-that the strength as now of this Committee. 
indicated in the White Paper is the 7750. Would it also be correct to say 
strength arrived at as a result of the that there were discussions in lnclia sub
desires of the Provinces, and the sequent to the Round Table Conferences 
majority or a large number of the which also dealt with this ·question of the 
States f strength of the Legislature 7-Y lS, 

Mr. Zafrulla ]{han.] Before the· ~ec- · certainly. 
retary of State replies to that question, 7751. Would it be accUrate. to put the 
may I ask your advice on one matter Y position like this, that it would be more 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.) I think 1 like!y · to give satisfaction if a larger 
must allow the Secretary of State to re- House enabled more component parts 

he t ues to take an effective part in the Federa-
ply :first and t n you can pu your q - tion f-It is not altogether easy to give 
tion. . · an answer in a single sentence to an 

Mr. ZafruZla Khan.] I am not putti.ng inquiry of that kind. I think, up to 
a question. I am asking your advice comparatively recently, many of the 
with regard to a question. I do not States tho-:.:ght that it was possible to 
object to the question at all, but I want have individual representation for all the 
to know· whether we are en!itled to put .States. That I think we are agreed' now 
questions at this stage relatmg to pa~a- is quite impossible. Any system of repr~
graphs 22 to 37 which my Lord Chau- sentation must include groups and until 
man had reserved under sub-head (4). I the States have gone somewhat further 
want to know what sub-head! we are on. into the groupinO' it is very difficult to 
I thoughtwe were on sub-head <2). Qu(:s-) · give a definite a~swer as to their views 
tions have already been asked about ' about numbers. For instance, when it is 
and I want to. k:r;1.0w whether .these q~: clear to certain States that they can only 
tions are perrm.s~ble, so that m my t be represented by grouping, that fact 
I may put questions. ' . may have a bearing upon their view as 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] According to to the numbers of the Chamber. Speak· 
.the Lord Chairman's proposal, we are on inO' generally, however, it would be fair 
1 to 60. Paragraphs 26 to 37 were ex- too say that the kind of numbers that we 
eluded from that and put down under the have suggested look like satisfying more 
Franchise question. States than a smaller number. · 

Witness.] I would h~&ve thought ~he 7752. I come to another subjeet and 
discussion has roved over a rather ~de that is : For helping the Viceroy ~d the 
field. Perhaps it is difficult now to mam- Governor-General in the inte:Pretatwn of 
tain the distinction between ~he two the Constitution, and also with regard ~o 
chapters, but it is for you to decide. the ~uestions ~h~~ may arise out of h s 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I agree. I speCial responSibility, wo~ld ~r would not 
th" k we must allow our Members to it be necessary to proVIde m the Con-
~cise a certain latitude. They cannot stitution for a functionary analogous to 

exe k their minds entirely in watertight the Attorney-General or the Advocate
war artm nts General '-This is an important sugges-comp e . 
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tion that has been made during our dis..; 
cussions and I would like to think. 
further 'about it. It is a question that I 
think the Committee and the Delegates 
ought to consider. 

7753. In the consideration of th~t q~es
tion would the Government bear m. ~n~ 
the very important and almost quasJ.-JUdi
cial functions exercised by such a func
tionary and the very great part pla-y:ed 
by the Attorney-General i~- the

1 
En~hsh 

Constitution ?-Yes, I thmk taat ~~ a 
feature that ought to be taken lnto 
account. 

7754. Would the matter also allow of 
consideration like this, that in a :F'ede'l'al 
Constitution, with the possibilitie.; o~ con
flicts of interpretation and t ~1e RcLtm3' . at 
1est of difficult questions that may ansc 
with regard to Provinces and tho Centre, 
the Federal Government an1l the States, 
and the necessities that ~ hu Govcrn0r
GPneral and the Viceroy ma.y hav•) o_f hav
ji1g expert advice, ~uch R f~nc:twnar.y 
would be most essential 7-l. t1nnk that IS 

thn kind of consideration that t lw QOJ;;t

mittee ought to have in mind. 
7755. Certain questions were askeJ of 

tl;~ Secretary of State reg!lrding the allo
cation of seats. I take it that jn the 
mnin that allocation would hiJ left prim
arily and to start with for u;;r,~crilcnt· be• 
twten the States ?-Yes. 

7756. And it is only to the extent, and. 
when such agreement hec')rues impossible, 
that any further question would arise as 
tv the Government interve:r.i.ng suo motu 7 
-Yes. 

7757. With regard to the queJti.on of 
diflcussing and asking" questions on 
matters connected with Indian S I at~s, I 
take it the main object o.[ GovcmmPnt 
would be, as far as podsihl~>, to prc!'ler\"e' 
the present position of nffairs "1--Yes. 

7758. At the same tim~ it is possible 
111at in the interests of one or more of 
the States, . the asking of suc!1 questions 
might be an advantage rather than a 
disadvantage ?-Yes, I think there might 
Le such cases. 

7759. But ~part from what may be 
r,r.l1ed the exceptional treatment arising 
in that particular, the present state of 
affairs . is contemplated n~ existing in 
future f-In conjunction ''ith what I said 
in answer to earlier qneations this morn-
ivg. · · 

Lloor.o 

Begum ·shah N;;,waz~ 

7760. Secretary of State, you are aware.· 
of the principle of equality betweeu the ; 
women of India attach !iO the rcrognition: · 
of the principle of equality between the· 
two sexes with regard to their rights of. 
citizenship being recogrdsed as a fuuila
me-ntal right in the new Con~l itul i<•li.. I.e 
there is to be no chapter on fuudnir.ent.al. 
rights, may we know if i~ is {:.O_nte~platcd. 
that this will be mad~ eli;her ill the Jlro ... : 
lllmncement by the ·soven~ir~n ~efore tlu~ 
inauguration of the new reforms or in: 
the Iri.strument of Instruetions ,_I am. 
·not quite clear what it is t~at ~h•J .Bc·;Pim; 
desires ; could she make her w1sh a little. 
ntore precise 7 

7761. -That in · futur~ sex shall be , no· 
disqualification for a. woman tc: serve in: 
any and every capac1ty. In this conm'c -· 
ticn, may I point out the position of the'. 
lower sex in Section 75, on page 37~ line 
10 ?-It is very difficult to give a general" 
ans,\rer to a very general ques.tion of that 
kind. One ·has got to take into account~ 
the· kind of declaration that might J,e 
made and the kind of reactions that" 
might take place, if a declaration were: 
n•~:~de. What I would fjay i~ that ·v'e will; 
take into account wh~t .the Begum has~ 
IJr6posed and see how fn.r it ·is }lrncti<'al 
and safe to make the kind of c1eelaration • 
that she desires. · · 

· 7762. And the prin.~iple of reservatiou· 
of' seats for women ha·1inc.; been tttceptetl' 
by His Majesty's Government •tU<ler tLe· 
ce:mmunal award, may we know why, no' 
seats have been reserved for wonwn . h: 
tl-.9 Council of State 7-·We have with tbe· 
Council of State worked Hl'Y . much on 
the lines of the Lothian Report, namely, 
that while special inter!}!;~S arc· I'epre,. 
se;nted in the Lower Huu'le; they llrc n>lt~1 

as such; Tepresented 1.n tlt~ JJ ppP.r:: 
House.. The Begum will, bowever,· · seo~~ 
ih&t it is open to a woman to hl~ dectcd:· 
to. the Upper House just ns it is {\}Jt'n t!}_: 
a man. ' She will also remember that the. 
Governo'r-General will have the ~mnll 
I!Umber of nominated ~eats -to fiJI, nnd~ 
so far as I am concerned, ihP.re woul~ 
h~ no proposal in the Con<stitutiQn tl1at: 
would preclude him from . nominating a 
woman or women to some of these i101nf.tt~' 
eted seats. · 

7763. I mention this, because we find· 
thBt wherever no such res~rvcd scats are 

Q .. -
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Jrlovided for, people are tnking it ft.r tures in the Federal Assembly. .May we 
granted that it is th'.'! i.utentiou of His Imow why this is being forced on . them, 
.Majesty's . GovernmP..nt · (bttt . wome1i in .13pite of their repeatwl protcl:its to lhe 
l!hould not enter the A;;s~mblies f-I Cl•ntrary !-We hav'3 had diff~rent views 
myself should like to ::;ee ~oru.o women in expressed, and, as rn.r a& . I ean 

· the ·council of State ; ·I th1nk it is m'lst 1·emember, I .would not 'ilay th:lt the view 
:i.wportant that we should r.eo some there. of the wo:tnen from India ha.-1 bceu 
- 7764. According to the Proposals hi UIJ.animous on the subject. 
the White Paper, there is to be n very· 7768. There are eight Mcmorn.nJa. snb
lrigh property qualitica.tion for member-. mitted to this Comm;.ttce and iu all 
E-hip of the Upper Ch.mthcr. This wonld these Memoranda wom~::n aro n:::king f,;r 
mean that there would bo Ycry r~w direct election to the .l!1t>deral Assembly ' 
·women who would he qualiliod :Cor --The Committee· and tb\l Delegates w~l 
~.·wmbership of that lloust'. .Mny we at once see the co•Iml~:xjtT ar.d the 
rf.lquest you · to ~upptl'mcnt thi:i hi~h magnitude of the prjh!l!rn· c,:[ direct 
.Jl'Operty qualification hy nn cducat~onal election of that kind. I suppose then 
.qt1aii.fication either :C<.r bt.t'::l -men and thr. constituencies woulcl be of nn 
·women, .or if it is not po::.:.lible to have enormous size, would not _they 7 
tl1at for men, at least for women f-As I h 
said the other day, I uo fice con.:;iuerab~e . 7769. Would it not be poS3lble fot t e 

· Government to reserve one scat out of 
administrative difficultje3 :ngainst a the. total number for one woman to be 

· differential educajional qualiiit~ation for returned f-It would bo a prodigio~s 
nen or wome:rl. .Aa to "·ht~thcr tbere 
shnuld be added to the qualifications for constituency, would it not 7 It would be 
the Council of Stfl.te nn cuncatitlna.l a constituency, perha!B · of a whofe 
qualification· common t•J hoth men and Province. 
W(Jmen, I think th:tt is c~entially a 7770. There would not be any need of 
subject for the discussion of the Com- . hnving one constituem1y of the whole 
mittee. I would not to-day like . to Province if, out of the tot3l seat:J for 
express . a final view, o.nc way · (ll th!) the constituency, in a given numht>r one 

·1 was reserved for on.a woman to be ot er. 
1·eturned 7-I am not sure wlwtltcr the 

7765. I do not mean by the franchi~e women in the other com~tituenct.~s ,vould 
qualifications, qualificationq f•>r member- k · d 
ship . of the Upper Champct f-That w~s accept an arrangement of that m . 
vrhat ,I had in ·mind when I gllVI1 the 
answer. The Begum will rememb('r th:~.t Sardar But·1 Singh • 
.any member of a Provincial Clunnber, 7771. One question from ~ir_ Mal·~nlJ?l 
apart from these qu~tiHic:,tions, e:A.ll. he Hailey with your perm1sswn, S1r 
elected to the Council of Stlte, men or Ansted. Sir Malcolm Hailey, :m Act 
women. was passed which was ealJed the 

Marquess of Lothian. 
· 7766. Irrespective ·of · the property 

Gnalification !-. Yes. If Lortl Lotlian 
· will look at paragraph 27, on pngi~ 44, 

he will see that the qualificutk•ns m·e 
alternate qualification~. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Kriskw1m.a Chari.] 
Past members. 

Begum Shah Nawaz. 

7767. Secretary of State, you arc 
aware. of the strong objcdion which 
almost all the wome'l o! In-dia hnvt> 
tr..ken to an indirect elecfio!l t.o the 
l!'ederal Assembly, of t!:ter:3 b('il.t..,. sent!: 
Leing filled by · the Provincial Legisla-

Gurdwana Act during your limJ in the 
l'unjab !-(Sir Mal~olm Hailey.) Yt>s, 
tuat is so. 

7772. And under that .<\nt Wi1men lmve 
been given an equal right to vote at the 
poll, under the G~dwma. Act. Is that a 
fa.et 7-Yes, that 1s so. 

7773. And there is no such law that 
· the women are rel{Uiretl to make 

application under tha~ Act in order to 
become voters !-That IS so. · . 

7774. And I think you would generally 
a!ITee with me that that systt>m lHlS 

.;orked so far vary well ; · that the 
women have gone to the poll in Vi!ry 

large numbers durin5 these Guraw:ma 
elections and no difficutty has occurred 
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such as is . contempLJ.tcd · Wlder the .: 7777. With your permission,- and. 8Jso· 
present White Paper proposals Y-Yes, .1 · on the economic . quest.iou as well, ·during 
would agree to that fact as :1. faet, but, rf!cent . times, fall of prices and ll'.'lt se,rt ·· 
of course, the vote is limite•i to Sikh of thing, affects every-bods . there, and 
women, and none o:i us h..'lv~ ever felt we are constantly being worried ihs.t lbe 
thr. particular difficulty in reg.SJ.rd to the land .. revenues. are .cxces-:~ive u.nd the 

. Sikh women that has nrlscn iu zcgnrd p€ople are taking much interest in all 
to some other classes.· !\Iorenver, there the&e things. The pnce~ have gone· 
ic:; no regular electoral roll. 'fhe GtU·d- down ; they are .Agitating over. such 
wana voting is rather a loose ttn-ange- questions ; and in that way contact is 
ment. It has not iuvvlvcd nny very Also maintained, not only on religious 
precise procedure of preparation of a questions f-Yes ; of late I . would include 
roll. I have never h~nru of such a thlng that range of questions in those in which 
lUI an objection bron~~ht ag:-~.in~t llny there has been a pretty close coniaet 
person for voting without being entitled brtween the. repre::!nntativl! and the 
to do so. It is a ve:·y loose, popular electorate ; there always has been a great 
1:ind of system intended to get rcpre- solidarity among the Siklu:, and ·vt.ry 
sentatives for a particular purpose, which much stronger political organisc~.fion ti:..an 
~nes not extend out;ide the community among many other ·communities ill The 
1tself. Punjab. . 

7775. But if I may tell you that after 7778. I want to put one queStion to 
t~J&t Act, in this very year at one par- the Secretary of State, and this is my 
tumlar place more ~han 200 .c.bjections last question, and it is this : Is it the 
were taken, would you take it from me fact . that during the Great War the 
that the people are taking great interest Sikh community rendered, I should say, 
as time moves on f-Yes, of course, I the greatest · possible assistance to tile 
at:cept that fact. It i3 s11bseq\mnt to my Empire f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think 
time. When I knew the ens,~, it wM, as we should all agree that there wa.s' no 
I say, a very loose and informal kind of community in India that rendered us 
voting. greater service, and time after time we 

7776. A question on anotlwr point, with have expressed our great gratitude to the 
your. permission. You . b~tve got grcnt Sikh community. 
e:tperience of the Sikh community in 7779. Arising out of that question, is 
your Province, and I take it from you-· it the fact that during the secon<J Round 
I want to ask wh()tht'r it is 4 fact, . Table Conference a pact was entered inw 
because some questions were put here here, although the · Sikhs did not join 
about the contact of the members with that pact, but still the Muhammadans, 
the constituencies, is it, 01• is it tlot, a I think, the community in. my Province, 
fact that amongst the Sikhs there is a Christians, Anglo-Indians and. otheTs 
gt·<>at deal of contact betwcon th~ very kindly set apart 20 per cent. of· the 
members and the voters and there are seats to the Sikhs. I do not want t() 
''llnous ways in whi(·h 'that contact is open that question, whatever it is . that. 
:c~aintained. That is to say, there Rre has. been decided, but ~ wish to prote3t 
dJff<>rent groups in the ilistriets nnrl the · agamst what probably IS the reason for 
n.tcmber goes to them at 3 pai'heular the Muhammadan community . :A.gree~g 
ti?tlt>, and that .contact is mainta.ine(l on that we should get 2~ per cen~., and m 
dJlferent occasions, r<>!ightlS xneetings, the Award we were given only 17 and a 
anJ also resolutions nre pnssed trnd in little more f-I am afraid agreement was 
that way, they send iu their gnevn~ces not reacped. · We all tx:ied very hard to 
both to the member as well as to the reach it,\.and we went on day arter day 
h<'nl} of the Provin·~e '-Yes. I t11ink and night after night trying to reach it. 
there is a fairly close touch botwecn Sikh I wish very much that agreement had 
l'Ppresentatives and their electorate but been reached, and then it would have 
the touch is mainly, T think, confin~ t{l been quite unnecessary .for the Govern-
those questions, partly religious and ment to intervene .at all. · · : · 
laraoeJv commun 1 · ·h' h th c-· • · • · · }; "' • a ' m 'W 1c e ~1kbs 7180. I would make this request to the 
! f:mselves have taken the greatest Secretary of State, that although this 
lllterest. d finish ds the p · 'at 

Llo6no . . . , aw&.r\ es as regar ro;~Cl 
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Legisfa.tures,.· Still there is some hope · as 
.regards the ·Central Legislature, taking 
the state and ~he importance of: JllY cont
mUII.ity, which is in the Punjab, into con
sideration, we - will be ·· a little more 
favourably treated f-If I said a little 
_bit more favourably treated, it would 
imply that ou:t ·decision is au unjust 
decision, and I Muld not. admit that fact. 
What I will say is that we must take 
into account the rights of a great com
munity like the Sikhs, and we .::el"tainiy 
shall not ignore them when · we come to 
make up the details for the representa
tion in the two Chambers o.f the :ifederal 
Legislature. · 

... Mr. Zaf,.ulla ·J;(han • 

7781. May I call your attention to 
J>arB.cooraph 12 of the Proposals at page 
4(Lf-. Yes. 

· 7782. That contemplates that the 
. Governor-General will· have authority to 
appoint, if he so chooses, as many as 
three Counsellors ?-Yes. - . 

. 7783. Of course, he may appoint less t 
..:_Yes. · · 

7784. Could you inform the Committee 
and the Delegates, if yoU: can at the 
}:Jresent moment, as to what sort of Port
folios these three Counsellors might hold f 

. If you have not made up your mind on 
that, I shall not press you ?-:We bad in 
mind principally, of course, the Reserved 
Departments. We had in mind Defence, 
Foreign Affairs and the Ecclesiastical 
Department. 

7785. That is clear from the paragraph 
itself, My question was rather. on this: 
Supposing the Governor-General exer
e5.ses the power given to him here •. and 
appoints as many as thfee Counsellors, 
what sort of division of these subjects to 
each Portfolios do you contemplate. 'Vhy 
should it be ·necessary 7 He may have a 
necessity on some occasion to appoint 
three Counsellors ?-I think he would 
certainly 1·equire · a Counsellor for De
fence ; I think he . would require a 
Counsellor for Foreign Affairs. As to 
the small Ecclesiastical Department, tha.t 
is a different question ; it would uepend 
very much upon whether or not he coulU 
:fit in . what would be a very small ad
ministrative task into one or other oi 
the Departments. 

' 

· .7786. Then am I to understand that it 
is not . contemplated · that a Cmmsellor 
would be required for anything beyond 
the · Defence, Jforeign Aff:urs .. and the 
Ecclesiastical Departments 7--There is 
no intention to go beyond thoi::ie three 
lJepartments. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

7787. Does not the question of the 
Advocate-General arise for con:sideration 
there f-1 have excluded the qu~stion of 
the Advocate-General, because we have 
not discussed it, and I was not entirely 
clear in my own mind as to what it was 
that wa.s contemplated, namely, what 
kind of status the· Advocatf!-Gcncral 
would have ; but making that ~xclusion, 
I would give the answer I have given to 
Mr. Zafru:lla Khan. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I· was m;)sei.f not 
excluding that question. -

·Mr. JJ!. R. Jayakef' • 

7788. Will the Secretary of State con
sider· the possibility or the dt::~rability. 
in case there is such an Office, of making 
that Office dependent upon Party con
siderations, ·as in England ; h~ will be 
corresponding to the Attorney -General, 
and the Attorney-General is appointed by 
the Government of the day. Will he 
make a similar provision in the Indian 
Constitution if he has an Advocate· 
General for the Federal Government ?
I would much rather not express a final . 
opinion, but what I would say is, I have 
gathered the impression from the que.:;
tions that have been asked this morning 
that what was in the minds of t!J.e ques
tioners was not so much a Party Minister 
as a non-Party impartial man, namely. 
the Attorney-General, not in his eapaci~y 
as a Member of a Party Governu•.ent, bnt 
the Attorney-General in his quasi-judicial 
position. 
· 7789. But he must have a C-Jurt bfl· 

fore which he practises ; his Office cannot 
be in the air. Would you make him an 
Advocate-General of the Federal Court f 
-I would like to hear more about t1e 
proposal ; it is a comparatively new pro
posal to me, and I own I have not con
sidered it in its implications. 

Sir Tej Bahaduf' Sapru. 
7790. May' I present you with anotht:r 

aspect of the question t In certain Pro-
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· f"inces of India there is no Advocate
General. Take, for instance, ~;he United 
Provinces and the Punjab : the office is 
held by a lawyer who is called the Gov
ernment Advocate. He is not appointed 
by the Crown, and he has not got exactly 
those functions to perform which the 
Advocate-General has to perform. In the 
case of Provinces where there is r.o Advo · 
cate-General, do you contemplate that 
the Office of the Government Advocate 
should be a Party office or that the Gov
ernment Advocate should be appointed 
irrespective of the Party !-I h:t\ e been 
considering the appointment in the light 
of this morning's discussion as a nou
Party impartial appointment, but I said 
in answer to the first questions that were 
asked me about it that it was to me a 
comparatively new proposal, and I would 
very much rather consider . it in it!'. 
various aspects before I gave a final 
opinion upon it. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] And the Gov
ernment of the day at the Centre . is 
entitled to have the advice of u lawyer 
in whom it has confidence. . 

1\farquess of Reading. 

7791. 1\fay I put one question in ord,~r 
to save the position with the Secretary 
of State. It is not to be assumed th<1.t 
Leeause we have not intervened in this 
matter we have no view. It is 1·eally a 
quite important question as put in that 
way f-I was assuming tb.at there would 
probably be legitimate i!ifierences of 
opinion, and that I had better ll')t even 
pretend to express a final opinion until 
I had heard these differences of opimon 
m greater detail. 

1\Ir. !Jf. R. Jayaker. 

7792. 1\Iy object in asking the question 
was to suggest to the Secretary of State 
that it was a point worthy of being con
sidered Y-Yes, I would certainly agree. 

Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. 

7793. In the consideration of the ques
tion, would the Secretary of State bear 
in mind also the distinction that may be 
drawn between what niay be called a 
Federal officer in the nature ·of an ·At
torney-General · advising ·the · FederaH6n, 
and a!!- ofP.cer ,who mizht .·be av~l.la,ble !o 
the V1ceroy or the· Governor-General' m 

relation to the topics which I indicated 
this morning f-Yes, I think we ought to 
take those points into account.~ 

. .. 
Sir A. P. Patro. 

7794. May I ask at the same time. that 
the whole condition of the country and of 

· the taxpayer .may be. considered befo~ 
making the appointinents ?-Certainly, I 
agree.. :, 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

. 7795. May I draw your attention to 
paragraph 13 on the same page, the. last 
sentence. "'s it contemplated, as you ex
plained in the case of the Provinces, that 
the persons appointed Ministers at the 
Centre, even the person who is appointed 
Chief Minister, may be drawn from 
among · the small number of nominated 
Members which you propose with regard 
to the Upper Federal Chamber f-I was 
contemplating making no distinction 
between one Member and another in 
either Chamber ; I was contemplating 
treating . them all alike. That would 
mean that a nominated Member would be 
eligible for a post in the Ministry, just 
as a Peer would be eligible here. 

7796. With, of course, this difference, 
which is perfectly obvious, that if a. 
nominated member is not satisfactory in 
one Session to the Governor-General he 
may not be nominated . again, and a peer 
cannot be excluded simply as a result of 
his conduct in the House of Lords, or his 
voting in the House of Lords one way or 
the other '/-I was contemplating that the 
nomination, if there is. this small nomina
tion in the Upper Chamber, would be for 
a substantial period of years-a sufficient 
period of years to give the nominated 
member independence. . 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] While I am on 
th'at subject I might anticipate para-· 
graph 26. 

Dr. p. R. Ambedkar.] Would not the 
nominated member hold ·office during the 
term of the Legislature f · · 

Mr.· Zafrulla Khan. 

77~·7. Ye.s y:..:...vest ·but .Mr.·· Zafrulla 
Khan raised . another·., is'sue; .. ' namely, 
whether .the fact ~.that 'this .Minister had 
peeri· 'hoin:illated., by·_·_~he Yic~to:V m~g~(D.o~ 
compromise his · lndependence .t·· You 
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~ould ~ave ~s indepen<lence by making 
. the. n_omination for a period of time. 

argument for this small number ·of 
nominated members . 
. 7800. May I put this to you as a sug-

Mr. N. M. Joshi. gestion, perhaps. I do not want to. argue 
7798. Might I ask a -question, Mr. .tthhis hquestiall. on.: likThlatt this numhe:,. nl-

Ch · a y 1 · to oug sm , 1s e y o arouse suspJ~Uou, 
8.lrman ' ou are now rep ymg as :fi tl th d th t · uld bl 

h th · t d b b a · rs y, on e groun a 1t wo ena o w e er. a nomma e mem er may e th G Ge a1 · 1 · 
Min. t. · t M · t" · h th · e overnor- ner to smugg e. 1.0 

lS er or no • y ques 10n lS w e er 1 h h . · ,1. · · h · · t d Minist d peop e w om e wants to appomt ·• nus-
a _man w o 15 app_om e er, an -ters, and under Indian conditione; it would 
fails. to secure election CC?nl~ be m~de a be quite possible to form the Cabinet 
nommated member 7-Y es, JUSt as It has first a d tO bt · f th · · t 
often happened here. · Anyway it has ·. h nCh bo amf or em n maJol'l Y 
· t" h d h th t · fails m t e am er a terwards. Secondly, some rmes appene ere a a man th uld b h · h 
to b 1 t d · b f th H of ere wo e appre enSions on t e 
. e e ec e a me;m erb 0 e ouse grotmd that various interests that may be 
Commons, and he 1s su sequently made a pl d · th rt" t d f th · ace m e appo 10nmen ma e o e 
peer. elective seats may become unbalanced 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

7799. While I am on that topic, as I 
said I may anticipate par~ooraph 26, 
page 43,· only with regard to this point. 
In view of the fact that the Upper 
Federal Chamber will be indirectly 
elected, also that the qualifications for 
candidates are likely to be fairly high, 
and it will not be like an ordinary elec
tion discouraging people of the · elder 
statesman type from standing the racket 
of an ordinary election, what is the par
ticular necessity of adding these 10 
members to the Upper Federal Chamber'? 
What kind of percentage is it contem
plated would fail . to secure election which 
would be so essential to the working of 
the Constitution itself ; 10 members must 
be nominated to the Upper Chamber'?
I . think my main argument for a small 
number of nominated members of this 
kind is based upon .the experience of 
other countries where it has . been foimd 
useful to bring in Ministers and members 
of the Second Chamber who would not 
be able to get there by the ordinary 
channel of election. We here have . an 
opportunity "of that kind in. the eXistence 
of the House of Lords, and I · thi.D.k it 
would be a· wise · act to have some such 
power ·of that kind · under the Indian 
Constitution, of a limited extent, I agree. 
The number we propose is a very smiJl 
one, but it is ju'st a suffieient number to 
enable the Governor-General, or, indeed, 
the Federal · Prime Minister., first of all, 
tO ;'have a·rather· ·f~eer choice, and, 
oreeondly, to redress' ·questipns ''of balance 
tha,t. 'may' ne~d,:redressing.:'' That 'is. our 

' • ' • • • ~ - • • ' ' > ' I " • - • • • I {' , > ! "" " i 

rather as a result of this power of 
·nomination, and, having regard to these 

· two considerations, I suggest this would 
be rather an unstabilising factor than a 
stabilising factor 7-We must obviously 
take into account apprehensions of that 
kind when they are raised. My· own view 
is that under our proposals they are un
likely to be realised. We are ma¥ng th~ 
proposal with neither of these contingen
cies in our minds at all. 

780L Secretary of State, with regard 
'to these 10 members, do you, or do you 
not contemplate that the Governor
General will apportion them between 
British India and the Indian States in 
accordance with the ratio that might 
eventually be fixed with regard to theiJ," 
representation in the Upper Chamber!
Speaking generally, yes. 

7802. Then do you, or do you not, con
template that with regard to British 
India he will apportion them among the 
communities in the ratios which inay be 
fixed eventually for the Upper Chamber f 
-I think · there, again, my general 
answer would be, yes. 

7803. I will leave it at that, with the 
suggestion that it would be rather diffi
cult for him under those circumstances, 
on the ·one hand, to· be left with free 
choiee, and if he did not stick to those 
proportions then it. would be, on the 
other hand, a disturbance ·of the balance, 
I leave that for your consideration. I 
do not want you to reply· to it. N6w 
paragraph 24·on page 43. , Befote we go 
on, ·. with the Chairman's. -permisgiou, I 
will refer. to paragraph 14 at __ the bottom 

' ' ,;. ·~ . : . ' .... 



of p1.ge 40. Again I am putting t.l1is to 
~~a. We can ourselves see, without ask
mg you, that it will be possible for the 
Governo~-General in forming his J\finistry 
to allot a portfolio dealing with entirely 
Central subjects to a States Member of 
the Cabinet ; but the question is this : 
Have you a hope, are you lodking for
ward to the fact, that the Governor
General would be so able to arran"'e the 
division of portfolios that that wouid not 
happen 7-I certainly would hope so. , 

1\Ir. Zafmlla Khan.] Now para~aph 
24 on page 43. 

Sir P. Pattani. 

7804. Does · that mean that it will be 
the Governor-General who will assign the 
portfolios, or will it be the Government 
of India,· including the Ministries that 
will assign portfolios 7-We did discuss 
that . question at great length about a 
week ago and I think, if Sir Prab
hashankar will look at the answers I 
gaye, he will see. I did make my position 
qmte clear. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

7~05. With regard to paragraph 24, 
~~:gam I am merely drawing your atten .. 
hon to the suggestion that in view of the 
fact that the Upper Chamber will be 
elected by the Provincial Legislatures is 

fino~ it worth considering that, insteaa' of 
~mg a date after :which, unless Hooner 

dissolved the Council of State would. auto
matically be dissolved, as soon as the Pro
vincial Legislature is dissolved the new 
Provi_ncial Legislature m~y be entitled .to 
elect 1ts quota to ihe Upper Chamber, the 
old members continuing during the .in
terregnum, as it were, while the elections 
are continuing. In that way the Senate 
will always continue to represent, or 
rather reflect, the state of the parties as 
it were, in the local Legislatures ?-There 
is a variety of ways of dealing with the 
election of two Chambers, and Members 
of the Committee will remember that the 
Statutory Commission deals .in some· de
tB:il with the problem . and sets out the 
arguments for and against most of the 
obvious alternatives. I will consider the 
point Mr.· Zafrulla · Khan· has raised. 
Off-hand, it would QCCUr to me that, ill- thC: 
:first place, his proposal would make the 
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~econ~ Ciham.ber . definitely less stable 
econ y, ,do not off-hand se h ~ 

proposal would fit in Wl.th t. h .. e .. ow 
t f . e arrange-

~te~ s or the repres~ntatives from the 
. a. es. It seemed. to ~e, .as he explained 
It Just now,:-that the resulf :of . i.t would 
be that the States representatives wou.ld 
go on for ever. . · . . . , 

7806. I see that ObJectio~. . 'Paragraph 
26, apart fr?m no~inations to which I 
h_ave already. alluded, brings us to the 
SIZe of the Chambers, and I do .not want 
to t~e up the time of the Committee 
puttmg to you apierent co~siderations 
that have alre.ady been put, but may I 
put to you With regard to the size one 
furth~r ~onsideration .. _which might· be 
kept ill VleW when the final nUmbers are 
to ~e . settl~d. and it is this : Between the 
varwus conflicting views I have no doubt 
one consideration·· which has helped tq 
keep the numbers lower than suggested 
by some ~embers was the consideration 
of·the effectiveness and the manageability 
of the Chambers ?-Yes. 

. 7807. Those c~nsiderations · would be 
the same to-day- as they might be 25 
y_ears hence. With regard to administra- . 
bve machinery for elections and so on
there might be changes,, but surely ,;,.· 

very !arge Chamber which is not man
ageable to-day would not be manageable 
25 years hence. The · consideration I 
want to put before you is· this. We cer
tainly contemplate further advances . in 
the franchise, ~d do not you think if you 
started now mth the· maximum ·number 
which would still retain effectiveness 
a~d efficiency to-day, 25 years hence . you 
might be compelled by the sheer weight 
of numbers added to the electors to en~ 
large the Chambers still further a.nd to 
go beyond the limit .which effectiveness 
suggests ' Would not it, therefore, be 
possible to start with smaller numbers 
to-day and to go on expanding them as 
we make advances in the franchise OJ-I 
think it certainly would be possible, but 
here again it is !t question ,of reconcilin~ 
the different points. of vie~. · .. · ·, · .. , ~ 

7808. Yes ; as I said · I ' ·am' ·merely 
putting. one· consideration; which' might 
be considered ·. along ·with others t~Cer~ 
tainly ; ~nd I· think that is-a factor .the 
Po~ttee must take' into ·account,-ibut 
it is one i>f. the factors that enter into 
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thiS big problem as to whether the Cham
bers should be big or small and how they 
should be constituted. · · 

7809. I rather thought , attention was 
not being_ paid to ,what might happen, 
say, 25 or 30 years hence 1-Yes .. 
. 7810. With regard tQ another aspect 
of. the Upper Federal Chamber, may I 
draw your attention to page 11 of the 
White Paper 7-Yes. 

7811. It is paragraph 18 in the Intro
duction. !At page 11, the last sentence 
the White Paper says that " if it i~ 
considered that adoption of proportional 
represe!ltation in the manner proposed 
makes Insufficient provision for this end " 
that is to say, to secure to the Musl~s 
one-third representation in the Upper 
Chamber-" modification of the proposals 
should be made to meet the object in 
vie-w:.:' T~e question I want to put to 
you 1S this : Have you or have· your 
advisers . considered the matter· further, 
and are you of the opinion that by the 
method proposed the Muslims will or will 
not secure their one-third representation 
in the Upper Chamber 7-We have con
sidered very carefully this point and we 
are sati~ed that und.er the proposals in 
the Wh1te Paper the Muslim Community 
would not obtain their full 33! per cent., 
representation in the Upper House. 
With your permission, Sir Austen, I will 
amplify that answer a little bit further. 
One-third of the British India seats in 
the Upper House would be 50 seats. 
Calculations go to show that if the 
voting in th~ Provincial Councils for the 
elections to the Federal Upper House 
'Went on purely communal lines, that is 
to say, if every elector in using first and 
succeeding preferences gave priority to 
t.o all candidates of hi!:! own community, 
the result would be, assuming the Pro-

. vincial Legislatures to be composed in 
the manner proposed in the White Paper. 
~at the Muslims would secure 45 seats, 
with a .strong probability, though not an 
absolute- c~rtainty, of one more. They 
would therefore be four seats short of _ 
the one-third which the Government has 
-promised.,.,,It appears necessary,. there-
fore,- to.. make some . sli~ht modification. 
It is obviously desirable that such modi
fication. should pe of a kind to disturb 
as little .as. possible the. general scheme 
for electing :members of the Council of 

~tate by pr~po:tional. representation 
rom ~e Provmcial Legislatures. . The 

f?llowmg plan seems llkely to be the 
Simp~est7 and . without at the moment 
des~g. fi~ally to commit myself to it, 
I think It IS the most promising solution. 
I~ Mad~as, Bombay, the United . Pro
vmce~, Bihar al!'d the Central Provinces, 
that 18 to say, m all the Provinces with 
more th~n five seats in the Council of 
State, With the exception of the Punjab 
~Ed .Bengal, one seat should be allotted 
In each . of these Provinces to be :filled 
by election by the Muslim members of 
the ~~ovincial Legislature only, all the 
r~mrumng seats ~o b_e filled by propor
tional representation m the ordinary way 
as proposed in Appendix I to the White 
Pa:pe.. This should give the Muslims 
their 50 seats, assuming of course that 
th . ' ' . e votmg proceeds on purely communal 
lines. 

7812. Secretary of State, is it a fact 
that under the proposals contained in the 
Wh~te Paper, the Europeans, the Anglo
Indians and the Indian Christians would 
have the right to elect their own repre
sentatives by a system of separate repre
sentation, to the Upper Federal Cham
ber 7-Yes, that is so ; and the reason 
is that, with small and, in many cases, 
very scattered communities, it is difficult 
to find any better alternative. 

7813. Is it a fact that under the pre
sent system Muslims have the riO'ht to 
elect their representatives to the Council 
of State by separate electorates 7-Yes. 

7814. Are you· aware of the very strong 
sentiments of the Muslim community 
that that right should not be taken away 
from them under the new Constitution. f 
-Yes, I think I am aware of the Muslim 
feeling on the subject. At the same 
time, Mr. Zafrulla Khan will no doubt 
keep in mind the course that our dis
cussions have taken over the last two 
or three years, and I was under the im
pression that some such arrangement as 
I have suggested would both conform 
with those discussions and would also 
conform with the Ie{;itimate demands of 
the Muslim • community. _ 

7815. Secretary of State, under your 
proposals, :p.ow taking the White Paper 
proposals • along with your suggestion 
made this morning, would not the picture 
be this : Europeans (A~glo-Indians and. 
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Indian ·· Christians to elect by separate of the Orissa LegiSlative :Assembly, the 
electorates ; other communities to elect last itein on that page Y I am sure the 
by proportional· representation ; this will~ Committee will recollect,

1 
and.you will re

give to the Muslims the major part of collect also, that this is an . addition to 
their representation,; then the Muslims · the terms of tlie Coriuhunal Award as an
in certain · Provinces to supplement it nounced, because at· t'hat· time' the. :figures 
by a system of separate representation Y with regard to Orissa ·had · n6t yet· been 

·-It is an arrangement composed of worked-out.· It is' proposed to give Mus
many differences, I admit, but I do not lims four out ·of. 60 seats, and the only 
myself see any other alternative that other minority that is given any seat in 
will not strike much more severely at the Orissa Legislative Assembly is the 
the foundations upon which we have been Indian Christian.. community, to whom 
holding these discussions in the last two one seat has been allotted. You will 
years, and I am anxious, so far as it is remember that I put those considerations 
possible, to avoid opening out a big new to the Rajah of Khallikote and the 
field of controversy. Rajt1h of Parlakamedi when they aj:>-

7816. Secretary of State, ma I put p~ared as witnesses bef?re the Com
one question on this topic while ~ am on m1ttee, and they both Said they would 
't f y · . be only too happy to have the representa-
1 ou need not give an answer to It t' ·f M r · th' Le · 1 ti A 
if nothing has been done so far. When IOn o . us rms m Is gi~ a. ve s-
you were concluding the Session of the . sembly raised from four 1:lo six-- · . _ 
Third Round Table Conference and you Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I beg your 
made the announcement that so far as the pardon, but are we not now dealing with 
British India share in the Federal Legis~ the Federation rather than with the in
lature is concerned, Muslims would be dividual Provincial Assemblies ? 
secured one-third, you expressed the in- Mr. Zafruila Khan.]' I Rske_d some 
tention of assisting the satisfactory settle- time ago whether on the general question 
ment of the question of representation of of the franchise and so on we were not at 
Muslims from the Indian States by such liberty to put questions. 
means as may be possible. May I ask 
whether anything has been done in that 
direction so far ?-I have had many talks 
with the representatives of some of the 
States upon the subject and I have im
pressed upon those representatives in 
these talks the great importance of hold
ing a fair balance between the com
munities in any representation that they 
might send to the Federal Legislature. 
I have found them, without exception, 
very sympathetic to the idea, provided 
it is left to them to arrange it in their 
own way and provided that we do not 
do what would be foolish from every point 
of view, namely, attempt to dictate tQ 
them .. I feel considerable confidence" 
myself that we should find in the States 
representation a substantial Muslim re- · 
presentation, and I will go on pressing 
the importance of that point of view 
upon the States ; but, as I say, I have 
found them, in all the talks I have had 
:with them very- sympathetic with the 
conreption. · 
· :Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I am very glad 
to hear that. May I call attention to page 
93 of the· White Paper', the ·compos~tion 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] . I hope only 
where it bears directly upon the Federal 
Legislature. 

.t 

Mr. Zafru.lla ~han. · 

7817. If I might, with your permission, 
put this question, I would not have to 
ask for the opportunity to put further 
questions at all ?-I think I can deal with 
it in a minute or two. Will you put your 
question again, Mr. Zafrulla Khan ? 

7818. Without going into preliminaries, 
·may I .say · you will recolleet that I put 
questions to the Rajah of Khallikote and 
the Rajah of Parlakamedi when. they ap
peared as witne>sses before the Com
mittee, and both of them said they would 
be only t~o happy to have the representa
tion of M'uslims in the Orissa Legislative 
Assembly raised from four to six in . case 
the total remainf;ld at 60, and from four 
to seven in case the. total became 70 ? ....... 
l?".es. . -~. ·~ ~ .. -· . - . ...... r , . .1, 

· · ,7819. ·In view:~ of ·that -expression· of 
opinion, . I· hope · · His -Majesty's. Govern.:. . 
ment "'vill b~ -prepared: :to reconsider the 
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. allotment of seats for the Muslim repre
sentatives t-I have got a note that I had 
made ·out of the Ozi,~a percentages; un
fortunately, I . do not seem· to have 
brought it here this· mofning •. What I 
will do is to put it in as a paper to the 
Committee: 

I 

House has the right or the power to 
grant supply and once it grants it, the 
Government is under no further necessity 
of getting the assent of the Upper Cham· 
her f-Yes, .that is so. 

7824. Supposing the Lower Chamber 
. fails to grant supply, then if the Upper 
Chamber concurs in that rejection or 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. . reduction of the_ grant, the Government 
7820. I very much hope that you will camiot obtain that supply under these 

proposals f-Y es. 
not· go into this' question now ; it leads 
us Ij.ght away from the subject of dis- 7825. But if the "pper Chamber do~ 
_ cussion. It is the Federation and not not, the Lower Chamber rejects or re. 
the Provincial Legislature in a particu- -fuses, the Upper Chamber is willing to 
Jar Province that we are considering f- grant in that case, it is open to the 
)Vould you like , me or not to :finish the Government to call a Joint Session and 
answer f · the result :would be according to the Joint 

7 21 I h 
. . Session f-Yes. 

. 8 _ • _ ope you will not open a dis- ., 0 · s· M 1 1m 
cussion on the subject !-1\fay I :finish the · 7.8 ... 6. ~e last question to t.r a co 
answer, and then you can sto me if it· Ha1ley ~1th regard to c~rtam !llatters 
looks like __ opening a discussi~n. . i will . put to _lnm on th! franchise. Str Mal-
put t.his note in.- Th. 0 • t th t •t k cl"lm, S1r John . ~err told us the ot~er 

t d I h
. k e P m a 1 ma es dav the average distances to the polling 

ou 1 an t m makes out completely b • th· · I d" d h "d t taking 
clearly, is that the· Muslims in 'the Pro- . 00 " m n Ja, an e sru no 
vince of 0 · · tf h" h mto account the spar~ely populated area 
wei;,.hta· e ~Ra are. ge. 1D? a tg er ·-that would not be in order for this 

o. g n .anY mmon~y m any ot~er purpose-the average distance to the 
Provmce. I will ~:lot, go mto that po~t polling booth would work out at between 
further. Seco~dly, as to whether 1t .five to seven miles. you are aware that 
would be. po~Sible to add a seat or two the pre~ent electoral rules forbid a candi
to the_C?uncJl, one h~s got to r~member date from providing conveyances for the 
the :r:eact10ns of altert?-g fioaures m other voters to the polling bootbs, that being 
~ovmcel:l. What ~ will und~ke to do so, do you think women in the rural 

to look further l!lto the pomt and to areas would be expected to walk five to 
see whether anythlng c~ be done ~y seven miles to the polling booth to re
~ene:r:ai agreement_; ·bu~ one h~ to keep cord n vote and wr.Ik again to their 
m mmd the danger of reactions else- homes and miss a day's work in order to 
where. vote f-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) I think 

_Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

7822. May I suggest to the SE.>cretary 
of State, if he is preparing a Note for 
the use of the Committee, that he might 
as well point out in that Note what would 
be tl1e nmnber of seats the Muslims 
would be entitled -to on a . strict popula
tion basis and what weightage they are 
getting !-That will be shown in the 
Note. 

Mr. Zafnilla Khan. 

7823. I ~I not pursue further what 
has been said by you. Secretary of State. 
With· regard to . paragraph 48, at page 
49, I merely want · to understand what 
the position~ will be.· Would it be correct 
to say that under the Proposals as put 
forward in. paragraph . 48, the Lower 

that there are women who would do so, 
when vou realise that their husbands will 
be goi;g to the poll and that normally they 
·will accompany them there. I think,. as 
a matter of fact, the extent to which 
women will vote in the rural areas will 
dep('nd very largely on the amount of 
, prPflsure that a candidate can through 
his friemls apply to the voter. -As to 

. the supply of conveyances, there is pro
bably no rule in the world that has been 
broken more liberally than that particu
lar rule for it is well known that the 
supply 'of conveyances . in !rima is uni
v~rsal,_ and you cannot get your voters 
unless you · do supply them, or your 
friE.>nds do it :for you. 

Begum Shah 'Nawaz.] I requested this 
morning if I could put- only four ques
tioos regarding the franchise to the Sec.! 



retary of State and I was told it was not 
possible, and I find many of the Dele
gates are putting questions on the fran
chise in these discussions. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I have tried 
my best to keep the · discussion to the 
purpos~ it was intended to serve. I have 
not succeeded very well, but, if there is 
time, I will come back to the qu_estions 
which the Begum Shah Nawaz desires to 
put. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] What the Begum 
was saying was that so many members 
have been allowed to break the rule. May 
Rhe be permitted to put the four ques
tions she has in mind Y 

Sir Austen · Chamberlain.] ·I said I 
would come back to her, if I could find 
time, but there are a good· many mem
bers who, I think, .ha,ve put no questions 
so far on the Rubject we are supposed to 
he discussing. · 

they are likely: to go. Obviously;· one 
cannot make an . accurate prophecy until 
one knows .. exactly what the constituen
cies will be, but I think Dr; Shafa'at 
and anybody in the Room who- has studied 
this question, could make a · pretty · good 
guess . as to the way son:e of them will 
go. 
· . 7831. But my point is this, Sir Samuel, 
that if any Muslims are elected front the 
special constituencies, they will' be having 
regard to the aavantages of special . in:. 
terests, not particularly to the .advantage 
of Muslims Y-I do not think 1 would ad
mit that. I would have thought· they 
wuold still have regarded themselves as 

· a part of the Muslim ~ommunity. 

7832. I think an answer that you made 
makes it absolutely clear that 33 i per 
cent. of .the seats were to be of the entir~ 
British-India seats in the Lower· House 7 
....._.rrhe point is new to me. I have always 
assumed that everyone was satisfied with 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. this representation of the Lower House. 

7827. Sir Samuel Hoare, in your last 7833. What I was pointing out was that 
speech in the Round Table Conference· at least according to the proportion you 
last year, you said that the Muslim com- agreed to last year in the Round Table 
. munity should.. have a representation of Conference, we ought to have one more 
33 1 per cent. of the British seats in the -83. That is not quite 33\ Y-One can- · 
Feueral Chamber. In the Lower House, not divide the seats ot this kind and the 
according to the scheme of the White · · special seats into entirely watertight com
Paper, the :Muhammlld3ns have got 82 partmentli.; one has got to take them into 
seats out of 250. This is not exactly account as well, and I am convinced that 
33 l ?-I was under the impression that under our proposals there is no risk 
there was no question about the Lower whatever to be 'run by the Muslim com.:. 
Hom;e at all ; it was 33!. It was worked munity ; they will g~t their 33l per .cent. 
out very carefully. 

7834. I hope Sir Samuel will take this 
7828. The number of seats assigned to into account at a subsequent stage of 

the Muslims is not 33! of 250 seats in the discussions ?-Certainly. · 
the Lower House ?-It is as near as one 
~an mathematically get it, is ·it not y 7835. Then, Mr. Chairman, I go on to 

my next topic. May I take it, that in 
7829. I think it is one more according . the Treaties of Accession which the 

to the same proportion ?-Dr. Shafa'at States will sign 'it will be laid down that 
will remember there arc the special seats if they wish · to enter . the Federation 
to be taken into .account too, and the · they must m'ake all the subjects from 1 
likelihood of the Muslims win'ning, what- to 48 and -accept them as Federal suh:. 
ever mav be the Jmmber of them. · • · - jects, or~ will there be considerable vana-

7830. But I think the principle of re- tions in those subjects ?-We oontemplate 
presentation has been that you take the that 1 to 48 will be the riormal :field 
total seats and get your p:r:oportion out over which the -States will surrender 
of that first. So far as the special con- their powers. The actual details of the 
stituencies are concerned, . they are not .~rea ties must be considered .·each; .on. its 
intended really for ·communal representa- oWn. merits, :always with. this raservation 
tion at all ?.,-I do not think I could. go in, ri:Und,- ·that' if a State attempts tO 
.so far as to say that. I think on:e has make :reservations that · wori1d make its 
got to take into account the way in_ w)_lich entry o~ no . val~e to the Jred¢ration 'Or 
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not of sufficient value to the Federa- bo~ from here and, no doubt, from 
tiou, then,_ obviously, we must have the India as well. Generally speakincr I 
power of refusing to ac·cept. an entry think the list is a good one, but I sh~~d 
upon those terms. not at all like to say that it may not 

7836. Then does the Secretary of State be necessary to have some amendment, 
visualise any particular State which will and to have some readjustment of thi1 
accept, say, 1 to 40 instead of the sub- ·or that subject. 
jects 1 to 48 f-1 should hope not, but 7839, My point was that they must 
there will be variations, no doubt, as to not make the list of subjects too rigid ; 
the ·exact manner in which the States it must be flexible with the possibility 
undertake these Federal duties. There of transference of cne subject to the 
again, it is a question to be considered, other, and some machinery made to pro
when the Treaties of Accession are con- vide it in the· Constitution itself whereby 
sidered, ·and once agai,n if the State this change could be effected without 
attempts to make terms that would make all the necessity of coming up to Par
Its entry of no great value to the Federa- liament for this small and comparatively 
tion, then there must be the power of· unimportant matter. Is there any pos
refusing the entry of that State. sibility of it 7-There is substance in 

7837. I am not concerned at all with Dr. Shafa'at's point. 'Ve have found 
the manner. As you probably know, in it very difficult to obtain any measure 
1930 a number of States agreed .to cer- of agreement as to how to deal with it. 
tam subjects for policy ; others agreed The Provinces have been very nervous 
to subjects for administratiO\Il. I was lest the Provincial field should be 
~nly dealing with the quantum of sub- diminished without their approval. In 
jects, whether it is possible in the new the same way, the Federal supporters 
Federation to have one State &ocrreeing, . have ?e~n. nervous lest their field should 
say, to 1 to 48 subjects, and the other he d1mm1shed by transferance to the 
States agreeing to, say, 1 to 40. How Provinces. The difficulty is to find a 
can the Federation be run, if the ex- means that everybody will accept for 
elusive ·subjects vary from State to making the kind of adjustment that Dr. 
State f-I think. there. must be some field Shafa'at desires. 
for variation, but what we want ~d 7840. Then could a State which has 
~hat we. sh?uld do ou~ utmost to o~tain entered the Federation be allowed to go 
ts. a basi~ hst of the rmportant subJects out of the Federation f-No, not as long 
With ":hiCh . the States who enter the as the terms of the bargain remain. 
·Federnbon would, as a whole, conform. 

7838. May I suggest to the Secretary 
of State the possibility of introducing 
a provision in the White Paper whereby 
it may be possible for the Federal Legis
lature or through some other machinery, 
to transfer some subjects from one list 
to the other. There are certain subjects, 
for instance, which are· comprised in 48 
to 61 ; some of them could be transferred 
to the ·provinces, while others which are 
now exclusively provisional subjects could 
be transferred to the exclusively 
Federal· list 7-I am afraid that there 
never will be · any final agreement 
amongst all those · concerned over the8e 
lists ; they provide one of the !DOSt diffi
cult features of the whole Constitution. 
I wouid not here and now · say that the 
list in its • present form is necessarily 
in its final form. We shall have to go 
on considering · item by· item· and detail 
by detail · tllis list with expert . advice 

Sir P. Pattani, 

7841. In the event of a breakdown of 
the Constitution,.. there is the provision 
that the Govemor-General shall re-enter. 
In the event of that re-entry which is 
a consequence of the breakdown, is there 
to be a State free to say : " As there 
has been a breakdown, I will secede." I 

. am not pressing the point ; I am only 
raising the point whether, in the event 
of a breakdown, when the Constitution 
ceases to function as the reformed Con
stitution, would it not be right. for a 
State to suggest that it should also go 
out of what has broken down f-No, J 
should hope not. The breakdown would 
he of a temporary character. The 
Federal Constitution would remain in 
being; the ·elatise in the· Federal Con
stitution dealing · with the breakdown 
eoining· into operation, '" , 
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· Dr. Shafa'at · Ahm.ad Khan: th~t 
these 

7842. Am I correct in assuming that there 

i gave the· other day·,upon ·an 
questions. I am assuming . that 
will not be a long and ~definite 

the Federation when brought into being time. 
will he perpetual and indissoluble Y-I 7847. I ain glad to hear ·that. Y-:-I gave 
el10uld hope so. a number of answers the other day show~ 

7843. And that was the position which · ing that I was anxious not to make 
was pointed out by Mr. Ramsay ~pecial arrangements for a 'transitory 
::\facDonald to the Delegates ?-Certainly. period on the ground that the more 
I think it would be quite fatal to the arrangements of that kind you made~ the 

· Federation if either Provinces or· States tnore likely it wa::; that the transitory 
came in and then went out-went out period · should become a permanent 
and then wished to come in again.· I period. 
do not believe any system of Government Begum Shah ·Nawaz. 
could continue on that sort of line. 

7848. Secretary of State, is it not ·a 
7844. I do not wish to cover the fact that you. received several cables from 

ground which was covered by you in the Women's Organisations after the pub
your replies regarding the introduction lication of the Franchise Committee's Re
of Provincial Autonomy, because the port, strongly protesting against the in .. 
matter was discussed very thoroughly, adequate number· of women voters 
but I should like to know if it is a recommended by that Committee ?-Yes. 
fact that His Majesty's Government have 7849. And did some of these cables con:. 
not departed from the previous policy tain the words of strong resistance Y.:_I 
l'egarding the introduction of Provincial do not recall the actual words,· but it was 
Autonomy ?-Our position to-day is quite· clear ·what was the opinion ·of· the 
exactly what it was last winter, and 
which I have always expressed myself ladies who sent the telegrams. . 
time after time. · 7850. If · the recommendations of the 

Expert Committee sent out by you. are n.ot 
~845. Has ~o new. factor emerged to be accepted. because out of the .10 per 

whiCh makes It essen hal for th~ Goy- cent. of adult women who are ·to be en
ernment to go back· upon what It saJ.J • franchised under those proposals, barely 
]a:;;t year ?-No, none. 1 per cent. happen to be in. seclusion, and 

7846. I am putting this with gre.at so~e of their .husbands are object~. to 
diffidence, Sir Samuel Hoare, but I the1r names~ bcmg p~aced on the registers, 
should like to know whether you agree and, . perhaps, qmte 1 per cent ... are 
with the suggestions contained in it, married to husbands who. have two Wives, 
or not. The position now is this : You rna~ I draw your at~entwn to the alter-. 
have first Provincial Autonomy ; · then, nahve proposals whiCh have. been sub-, 
af~r a certain interval, you would have mitted by some of the Women's Organisa
Fcderntion but so far as ·Federation is tions and request you to· give them your 
concerned, 'it. w'ould · depend partly upon f~ll. c.onsideration, because t~e:y- mi!?ht: 
the entrv of the Princes into the Federa- dunm1sh some of your adilllmstrative · 
tion, 51' per cent., and so on. Is it not · di!ficulties ,_I imagine the Begum has in 
clear that as Ion{)' as the Princes do not . m•nd such proposals as were· urged the 
come into the F~deration, the responsi- other day by Miss Rathbone .? . · 
hility at the Centre will not be possible 7851. No ; I am alluding to some of the 
under the White Paper scheme, and. that · proposals that have been submitted by 
British-India will, therefore, have to certain lWomen's Organisations · as to 
wait until the Princes have decided to giving votes to women above a certain 
come in Y Do you not think that some age in other areas, so that you need not 
otlwr method may be devised whereby have different :registers and .different 
the entry of the Princes could be ex- qualifications ?-I have looked into anum· 
pedit.ed or a time limit could be im- her of proposals. ·without expressing a 
posed within which the Princes could final opinion,' because I do. not think any
let British-India know, if they are body ought . to. e"Xpress a final opinion 
eoming in,· or not ,_I really have got until we have_ heard. the women's evi
nothing to add to the :ery full answers dence, ·the difficUlties that I foresee arc, 
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:flret u.f. all,. administrative difficulties, 
and, secondly, the difficultie.s of numbers. 
Some of those proposals, whilst looking as 
if they kept the numbers at about . the 
figure of the Lothian Committee numbers, 
really add very large numbers to that 
figure. But I would prefer to withhohl 
my opinion until_we have had the women's 
evidence. 

~aper f-To put ~t into a rough 
s1mple phrase " Bills for taxation." 

Lord Rankeillour. 

ana. 

7856. Or loans f-I would like to con
sider the question of loans. I am not 
quite clear as to the exact answer. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 
7852. We; the women of India, are not 

enamoured of one qualification, or the 7857. Perhaps you might explain 
other, but ,.all that we wish to know from whether any loans are raised in India by 
you, Sir Samuel, is this, that when it any Bills at the present moment Y I do 
has been possible for His Majesty's Gov- not think so Y-(Sir Malcolm Hailey .. ' 
ernment to find a solution for such a No, we do not have loan Bills. 
difficult problem as the Communal Award, 7858. I thought so. If you will kinc!Iy 
why is it not possible for the best b:rains turn to Proposal 38 you say there : 
in' England to find some feasible qualifi- "Bills other than Money Bills, which 
cations which would give the women of will be · initiated in ·the Assembly.'~ 
India the voting strength of at least one Would you kindly explain to me what i~ 
crore and a-half f:-I am glad to think it exactly that is intended to be con
now that we have got the best brains on veyed by the words " initiated in the 
the Joint Select Committee, and I look Assembly" Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.} 
to them giving me a very great deal of Simply introduced in the Assembly. 
help on this particular question. 7859. That is to say, according to this 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I take· it I clause a taxation Bill can never be in
am now at liberty to put questions with troduced into the Upper Chamber Y-
regard to the Federation f That is so, I think. 
· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Yes. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] To get tbat 

• clear, would you allow me to put onP-
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. question f 

7853 • .Sir Samuel, will you please tell • Sir Tej Bahad·ur Sapru.] Yes. 
us what your -view is on the question of . Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Must no! 
lent officers serving in the Indian States that be subject to the qualification that, 
being nominated! by the Indian State~ if a Bill of this character has been in
into th~ .Federal Chambers ; whether they . troduced into and rejected by tbe 
are Bnbsh, or whether they are Indian, Assembly it is ·within the power of tbe 
does not matter for. the purposes of my Government to reintroduce it in the 
question f-I have never contemplated Council of State, and, if passed. by the 
that those would be the kind of officials Council of State, to 'demand a Joint 
that the Princes would send as their Session upon it f 
representatives. At the same time I have Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] So f~ as that 
~ways found a great difficulty in attempt- is concerned I do not find any referenr:e 
mg to preclude certain appointments to that in the White Paper. 
when the choice does rest with the Prince3 · · 
themselves. Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7854. Am I right in thinking that your 7860. I only want to get it clear !-
expectation is that it will not be from Yes, I think that is ~o. 
that class of officers that the Princes Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] If you say in 
would ordinarily send up their represen- answer to Sir Austen's question that tbat 
tatives f-Yes. - ··· is so, will you please point out under 

.7855. I will not trouble you any more which provision of the White Paper you 
With regard to that question. With re- brin:g that in 7 
gard to a Money Bill could' you telJ us 
roughly, without being very precise about Mr. JJ-1. R. Jayaker. 
the legal language, what is it that von 7861. Does it fall within Proposal No. 
mean by it in Proposal 38 of the wiit13 41 f-I think it would arise out of Pro-

• 
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posal No. 41, but I quite agree it is not' 
clearly apparent. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7862. That is what I wanted to point 
out. May I say to you that Pr~posal 

·No. 41 does not contemplate the mtro
duction of a Bill in the Upper House 
when it has been rejected in the Lower 
House. It deals with a different stage 7 
-Yes. 
· 7863. Lord Rankeillour pointed out to 
you this morning that Proposal No. 41 
expressly refers to Bills Y-Yes. 

Session 7-If it is not clear I am prepared
to admit it should· be made clearer.·· We 
do contemplate a provision of that kind. 

7872. Correct me: if I am. wrong. I am 
not expressing any opinion, but, as the 
language of the White Pap.::r stand's, I 
think it is a loose way of saymg that the 
powers of the tWo Houses are co-equal.· 
They are not co-equal as the lan~age of 

•this White Paper stands 7-1 think there 
may be a great deal of substance in what 
Sir Tej has just said. Obviously w_e. are 
not at the stage when thes~ proVIsions 
are . being carefully drafted in an Act. of 
Parliament. We must take those pomts 
into account. 

7873. It must not be understood from 
my questions that I am favouring co
equal powers 7-No. . · 

7864. Therefore,. it seems to me th:1t 
under Proposal No. 41 you could not 
have a Joint Session when there was a 
conflict between the two Houses in any 
matter which was not covered' by a Bill. 
I am applying myself to the language 
of the clause Y-Yes. . 

Sir Hari Singh, Gour.] May I point cut 
it is implicit in Proposal No. 38. The 
very word " initiated 11 means it was the 

not Pro- originating Chamber, and where the Marquess of Lothian.] Does 
posal 48 cover your point Y Assembly has rejected it under the very 

terms of Proposal 38, it may be intro-
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. duced in the other Chamber, because the 

· process of initiation is completed by the 
7865. No. I will come to tbt first introduction, and its rejection satis

immediately afterwards. In point of fact :fies the word! " initiated." 
the provisions for a Joint Session in 
several of the Dori:tinion · Constitutions Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar.] That deals with 
relate to Bills 7-yes. Bills· other than Money ·Bills. 

7866. Now will you pass on kindly to Sir Tej. Bahadur Sapru.] ·I am dealing 
Proposal No. 48 7-Yes. with Money Bills. 

7867. Proposal No. 48, as I read it, Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] ·secretary of 
only relates to demands 7-Yes. .Sta~e, you dealt' with this P?int on ~n 

. . earher day. · I am not quite certam 
7868. T_hat has nothing to ~o· With the · whether all the answers of to-day are 

Money Bill. The Money Bill follows exactly on all fours with the answers 
that 7-Yes. which you gave on the earlier occasion; 
. ~869. Th~refore u~der Proposal No. 48, Would you mind looking at your answers 
lS It your VIew. that If a demand has bee~ and, if necessary, supplying us with a 
reduced or reJected by the Assembly It Memorandum putting the exact position 
may be brought before a Joint Session before us f ; · 
of both Chambers for final determination ? 
-Yes. 

7870. But it could not be taken up to 
the Second1 Chamber by itself. The 
moment that stage is reached you will 
ha'\'e to have a joint Session of the two 
Rouses 7-No, the Government flan intro
duce it in the Second Chamber. 

7871. That is exactly what I want to 
know. Under what Proposal. Neither 
under Proposal 41 nor under Proposal 48 
does it seem to me that the Governm:>nt 
could introduce it. All that the Govern
ment could do is to call for a Joint 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

787 4. That woulq be better Y-I am 
much obpged. I am afrai<;l with . these 
'O'ery techhlcal questions it is difficult very 
often to follow exactly the questions that 
are raised. I will put in a Memorandum · 
on this. · 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

7875. In this connection I . hope you 
will bear in mind the consistent position 
of the Indian States that the ·powers of 
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both the Legislatures should be equal Y-
Yes. · 
· Sir Akbar Hydari.] And shnply with 
regard· to the initiation, but not · the 
further prosecution and discussion of the 
Money Bill ; there is an exception. 

Sir Tej BahaduT S~pru. 

Sir ·.AuJten Chamberlain.] Does not this 
come under another of our headin(J's 7 

. 0 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7880. That will be one of the functions 
of the Federation 7-I will keep in miud 
what Sir Tej has said. I know hi<J view, 
and I am prepared to argue the po.;;ition 

7876. With reference to the High Com-. in greater detail some other day. 
mi~i?ner, do you. want to B:ssimil~te the• • 7881. Then I will not put any questions 
position to that m Australia and the with regard to the financial adviser be
Do~ions, _and it is for that !ou have cause you will deal with it probably undc; 
onntted all ·reference to the High Com- another head' f-In the financial discus
missioner f The Dominion Constitution s1on. 
made ·no reference to the High Commis- Sir Tej Bahadur 'sapru.] Am I at 
sioner. The Government of Indit'. 4ct liberty to ask any questions with regard 
does make a reference to him, and the to the Reserved Departments unclet' the 
White Paper omits all reference to the Federation 7 
High Commissioner f-I had not thought 
upon this point. I will look into it, but Sir Au3ten Chamberlain.] No, I think 
I think our wish generally was that the not. 
position of the High Commissioner should 
resemble the general position of High 
Commissioners in London. 

7877. With re~ard to the Auditor
General, do you wi9h to- retain the 
present provisions in the Government of 
Ii:tdia Act, or do you propose that there 
must be an. independent Auditor-General 
appointed in India, and that all the 
money spent in· England or in India 
should be laid before the Auditor-Gene1·al 
in Ind'ia, and the Indian Legislature 'I
I would say here again I do not feel able 
this morning to give a final answer. 
, 7878. You will kindly take note of that 
question ?-Yes. . 

7879. Will you kindly turn to Proposal 
No~ 122. I suggest to you under PrO.:: 
posal No. 122 any person coming from 
any one of the Dominions, which may 
be treating our Indian Nationals there 
unfairly, will be entitled to all the bene
fits cqnferred by Section 122, and that is 
not what we agreed to ?-You_ can stop 
him entering. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] What we 
agreed- to last -year was that there mus.t 
be complete reciprocity between Indians 

.and men going from England to carry on 
a business, trade, or profession, because, 
so far as England is concerned, it does 
not discriminate between our nationals, 
but take, for instance, the case of South 
Africa, or any other Dominion. 'Thy 
should we be prepared to give them the 
benefit of this 'I 

Sir Tej Bdhadur Sapru. 

7882. With regard to the Reserved De· 
partment I understand your suggestion 
is that the Governor-General shall be em
powered to appoint ·not more than three 
Counsellors one of whom would neces
sarily be in charge of the Army Depart
ment ?-Yes. 

7883. With regard to the Army Budget, 
will yon kindly explain what exactly is 
the procedure that you provide for ?
Will there be any discussion between the 
Federal Ministers and the Membet' in 
charge of Defence or any other repre
sentatives of the Governor-General, and, 

·if so, with what object f Will they try 
to arrive at a settlement, or will they 
simply exchange files between themst>lves f 
-I hope very much that not only will 
they try to arrive at a settlement, but 
they will have close and intimate discus
sions together before the Budget is intro· 
duced. I am assuming that before 1he 
Budget is introduced questions connected 
with it would be discussed, of cours(>, at 
the discretion of . the Governor-General, 
in the Federal Cabinet, and I would very 
much hope that, although the Governor
General would! be solely and exclusively 
responsible for the expenditure, the 
Budget will have the full support of ~h~ 
Federal Government behind it. 

Lord Ranke~'llour.] Although·! have no
wish in the world to prevent these qu~s
tions being answered I assume the f'let 
of their being put now will not prevent 
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questions being put on the same lines 
when we come to the questions of finance. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] No. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7884. If the Federal Ministers and the 
Counsellors of the Governor-General cen
not" come to an agreement with regard 
to the Army Budget, then I assume that 
your view , is that the Governor-General 
should intervene and give his final tle
cision which would be binding on both 
sides of the Government ?-Certainly. It 
is the sole discretion of the Govcmor
General. The Federal Government as 
such has no responsibility for the ex
penditure at all, but I hope for dose 
co-operation between the two sides of 
government in actual practice. 

1\Ir. 'M. R. Jayakar. 

7885. Will the Instrument of Instruc
tions to the Governor-General contain 

an indication of · this wish of His 
:Majesty's -Government ?-Yes, and· :ur. 
Jayaker will see in the White Paper 
that we do make provision· for what he 
has in mind. · 

. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7ss6. liW' Samuel, I am reading to you 
a statement of Lord Irwin when he . went 
back from England to India and I wish 
to know from you whether His :M:ajcsty's· 
Government even now accept that Y This
is what Lord Irwin said : " I am autho
rised on behalf of His Majesty's Govern
ment to state clearly that in their judg
ment it is implicit in the declaration. ol 
1917 that the- natural issue of India's 
constitutional progress as there contem
plated is the attainment of · Dominion 

· status "·?-I should say certainly so, 
subject to the declc1rations that accom
panied it at the time. 

(After a shorl adjournment.) 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7887. Secretary of State, I think it 
would .be convenient to you and to the 
Committee to complete, as we have very 
nearly done, the questions about Federa
tion. Sir Akbar Hydari asked to have • 
an opportunity of putting two or three 
more questions ; perhaps we may take 
them before we proceed to the judica
ture, in order to close the discussion on 
FedPration ?-I think that will be a very 
good plan, Sir Austen. · 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

7888. Do you accept in general the re
commendation of the Butler Committee 
in paragraph 58 of their Report, that 
the relationship of the Crown and the 
Princes should not in any matter be 
transferred without their own agreement 
to a relationship with a new Govern
mrnt in British-India responsible to. an 
Indian Legislature ?-Certainly, I agree. 
I assume that Sir Akbar has in mind 
when he speaks of a new Government, a 
new Government responsible to an Indian 
I. .. egislature Y . 

7889. Yes. Will you please refer to 
your answers to question 5675, 5684 and 
5837 ? I take it that no chanO'e in 
matters connected with the Const~tutfon 

LlOGRO 

as affecting tndian States is' contem.., 
plated through changes in the Instru
ment of Instructions without the consent 
of the States who have acceded· to the 
Federation ?-I will just look at · these 
questions. , No change made in the In
strument of Instructions could affect the 
statutory ·responsibility of· the Governor
General for Defence, whether it .be made 
with OJ;' without the consent of the States. 

7890. But any change that woul,l be 
made would be as to whether it d1d affect 
or did not affect the statutory position of 
the States and would be made with the 
previous knowledge · of the State con
cerned ?-Certainly. Sir Akbar will ·· re• 
member that nothing in the Instrument 
of Instructions could affect the clauses iD 

·the Act. · 
- 7891. Quite so ; I was only· haviU:g ·in 
mind the possibility of gradual and ulti
mate deve~opment to suc];l an extent that 
the position then. existing_ might lead to 
-somethin~ being given in the Instrument 
of Instructions to make the · Governor
General ac·t in a way that we might eon
'sider as going beyond the position which 
has been agreed to now. Take the· com
position, for instance, of· the Indian 
.Army ¥-Speaking generally, questions of 
Defence, so far as they concern the 
States, would be depeD:dent, first of all, 

a 
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·)lpon the proVlSlons of the Constitution 
:Act, and, secondly, upon~ the pro,·isions 
:~f their own· ·treaties, and nothing. either 
in the Instructions or anywhere elss could 
go behind those two basic factors. 

7892. What I was trying to put to .you. 
was that there might be alterations in the 
composition of the Army which _primarily 
'would appear to be purely witlf"refer~nce 
to British-Indian Provinces, but which 
might have had effect ultimately with 
'rcgat·d to the Defence pos.ition of the 
'States 7-The position _would then, I 
imagine, be very much what the position, 
is· to-day. ·If the Government of India 
:dec!dedl to make changes in the di~posi· 
tion of troops that either altered an exist· 
'ing treaty or made a position that wns 
"embarrassing to .a particular St.t.te, the 
!discussion would then have to be betwe~:n 
the Crown and· the· State in the . field of 
_paramountcy. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

"7893. In which the Federation would 
'be left out ?-Certainly; this is the f:it·ld 
··of paramountcy. 
· 7804. But apart from the field of 
j>aramountcy, when the que~tion comes 
~p about the Defence of all India, in 
;which the Federation and the Indian • 
. States . are equally intereste~, would not 
. the three parties to· the ~OTeement be 
·taken into consultation 7-Tbey might 
·very· well be taken into consultation, but 
'the otily responsible authority is the 
. Govemor-G~~eral. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

78!'l5. 1 presume, with . reference to 
:para~raph 2 of the White Paper, that 
:its phraseology will be governed .by what 
is a.'{l"eP.d to ultimately in th~ Instrnmf>nt 

.. of -~ccession as to the Constih1tional·pro. 
'cedure whereby the States·will come into 
the Federation, and the Constitutional 

'position that they will ho1d in it with 
'regard to Federal subjects 7-This posi
Jion will certainly have to be made clear. 
I have not 'fonned a final opinion as to 
·the best way in which it should be made 
:clear, but I should be prepared to con
. sider any suggestions that the States 
·might make on the subject. 

7896. What I want to say is that, 
, perhaps, the wording in paragraph 2 
· mig,ht have to be slightly altered with 

reference to what we &orrree to as to the 
form of the . Instrument of Accession 
!Whereby' powers in Federal subjects are 
transferred to the Federation !-Yes. 

7897. There is one point with regard 
to the method of filling up seats in the 
l'ederal Legislature which have heen 
allotted to States who, for the time be
ing, have not acceded to the Federation. 

_You expressed a preference for the 
alternative of tiiving additio.1al 
weightage to those States that had 
accecled. Is it not desirable to get, as 
far as po!'lsible, the economic interests 
of the regions of those States which 
have not acceded emphasised, rather 
. that of States who have already '!-The 
difficulty is to avoid those Statei having 
the best of both worlds, namf:lly, kccp:ng 
out of the Federation and, at the same 
time, l1aving representation created for 
them in the Federation. · 

7898. I do not mean it would be re
presentative of those non-accedjng 
States, but what I do m(>:tn is that thc.se 
States would have partitmlar regional 
interests, and as distingni3hed from the 
r(>gional interests in another part of 
India. ·Take, for instance, that the 
Southern Indian States accede, Statei 
near· Bengal do not accede : then if you 
give to these Southern Indian States 
like Hyderabad or 1\Iysore, which have 
their economic interests over Bombay, 
if they are given additional weightrgc 
then the Bombay view might be more 
emphasised than the Calcutta view in 
economic questions, and, thercfc:re, 
would it not be desirable to leave this 
rather to the Governor-General after con· 
suiting the Fedel'al Government and any 
other Parties themselves 7 I am saying 
whether it would not sometimes act un· 
fairly to the economie interests of a parti
cular region by weighting too much the 
votes of the States who are situated in 
another economie region 7-It is, of 
course, to. be remembered that in ·a case 
of that kind if a group of States that 
had stayed out felt that their interests 
were befng prejudiced, that, I should have 
thought wou1d have been an in<>entive 
to them to come in. Further, I see 
objections to the Governor-General 
makin~ these appointments rather than 
the States. at any- rate, making the 
recommendations for the appointments. 
I think, as soon as the Governor-General 
makes the appointments, the· position 
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will be very much misrepresented, and 
over the whole of British India it will be 
said that under another name we have 
once again created an official bloc. 
· Sir Akbar Hydari.] Of course, if they 
take that view of what is required by the 
interests, I have nothing further to say. 

Sir .A.. P. Patr()J. 
7800. I want to ask just a - supple

'IT'tntary question. Do you remember 
that Briti.:;h-India representatives were · 
opposed to any weightage being given to 
the Indian States Y-It would not be 
true to ~ay that all representatives of 
Dritish-lndia have been opposed to a 
proposal of that kind ; it is perfectly 
tme that some of them have been.. 

7900. Aud strong opposition too, at 
any rate, ag·ainst the feeling of the 
Intiinn States-! think that has been 
expressed by certain of the representa
tives of British-India. The problem, 
h(~vever, that faces us and that faces 
them no less than -us, is the problem of 
bringing the Princes in. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Sir Akbar, 
I hope you will remember that this has 
intcrpo2cd between us and the proper 
business of the afternoon, and will you 
make your questions as brief as possiblef 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Yes. There is only 
one small matter about which I want to 
invite the attention of the Chairman, 
and, perhaps, of the Secretary of State, 
nnd that is that the record of my ques
tions the other dav does not recall one 
particular point ~bien I pointed out 
ahout the quotation· made by Lord 
LotHan from the Im;trnctions. l am 
1·rferring to QuE>stion No. 7513. He read 
out the following- quotation : "To your 
Ct:mm1ttce llis 1\lajesty's Government 

will look for complete and detailed pro
posa1s on which to base the revision of 
tlte franchise." Then he read out from 
the l~rime :Minister's statement to the 
efft•ct that : "since upon the detailed 
proposnls must largely depend the size. 
and actual composition of the legisla
hu·es, !lis l\fajcsty's Government hope 
that your Committee will be in a position 
ii1 due <·ourse, so to frame theix pro
f'Of:als !:S to present a complete and 
nchiled scheme for the con~position of 
eac·h of the Provincial Legislatures", and 
from that it v.ns that the · Commitfee 
i~self "-as asked to present detailed and 
I.lOGI:O 

·complete proposals for : the reVlS10n Of 
the franchise, and also for the composi
tion· of the Legislature, but not for its 
strength I· wanted to point that out. · 
· Sir Austen . Chamberlain.] That . will 
be clear on the record. · 

Sir .Akbar ~ydari.] Thank you. 

Sir Austen. Chamberlain. 

7901. Then, Secretary of State, we now 
proceed to the consideration of the 
Judicature, Federal and Supreme CourtS 
and High Courts, proposals 151 to 175. 
Do you wish to make any . statement 
upon that subject before you are sub
jected to questions '/-Yes, Sir Austen, I 
would like to. make a short introductory 
statement, for this reason : · The · pro
posals in the 'Vhite Paper, namely, ·151 
to 175~ are not drawn in great detail ; 
there are certain gaps in them ,that need 
filling up, and there are certain ex
planations that need to be made before 
we begin · to discuss · them. l would, 
tl1erefore, ·ask the · Committee to base 
their discussion upon the sliort explana
tion that I will now make in _this pre
liminary statement. If my statement 
appears in any way to go contrary to 
any proposals in the White_ Paper,. I 
hope that Members of the Co:mlnittee 
and tM' Delegates will take my · state
ment as their text rather than the· widely 
drawn chapter, Part IV, in the White 
Paper. I begin, Sir Austen, by suggest
ing various heads under wh5.ch this 
chapter may, in my view, be most con
veniently discussed. · Following the 
order of paragraph 5 of the Memo- -
randum which I have circulated, I pro
pose that we should deal, first of all; with 
the constitution of the High· Courts. 
Under the proposals in the 'Vhite Paper,. 
the qualifications of the Judges, · tl~eir 
num her and their salaries and allow~nces 
wi1l all, in ~:ffect, be regulated ~y th~ 
Crown in England, since they .will be. 
laid dqwn in the Act itself, or regulated 
by Letlers Patent or Orders in Council ; • 
and ti:e a:ctual appointment of the. 
Judooes will, as before, remai.il.. with the 
Cro.;n, acting on the adv_ice of:the S~c~ 
retary of. State. On thiS mam prm-: 
ciple, I do not think "t?~re is likely to 
he anv difference of optmon. We have, 
howe.;er, proposed certain .changes of 
~letail affecting the Constitution of the .. 
High Courts as at present laid d9wn in 

• R2 
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the Statute or otherwise. These are 
set out in. par3.c,~aph 8 of the Memo,. 
i-8.ndum. that·~ have circulated, and I 
peed do no· more at the moment than 
draw attention· to .them,. The next diVi.-:
sion of the subject would be the juris
aictiori of the High Courts, that is, the 
extent and scope of their competence to 
determine .cases· .judicially, whether in 
the Criminal or Civil sphere, and 
whether original cases or eases presented 
on appeal. Jurisdiction in this sense 
is determined .. by Indian Legislation : 
thus Indian Acts can, and habitually do, 
prescribe that -..particular matters are, 
or are not, to be subject to appeal 
to the High Court.. The proposals of 
the ·white Paper on this matter can be 
summarised as follows :-Fi;rstly, that the 
High Courts will have, at the. time of 
theo · commencement of the Constitution 
Act, the· jurisdiction then vested in them, 
but that thereafter this jurisdiction will 
be ·subject to provisions which may be 
made from ~ to . time by the Federal 
~egislature and by Provincial · Legisla,. 
tures within theiir respective spheres. 
·Paragraph 173 deals with that point. 
Sec.ondly1 that in virtue of various 
entries in the . lis~ of subjects in 
Appendix VI, the jurisdiction of the 
High Courts will be regulated from sub
ject to subject by that-Legislature which 
iS competent to legislate generally for 
that particular subject. I would refer 
~embers of the Committee to List I, 
Item 63 ; List ll, Item 30 ; and List III, 
Item 1 : For instance, in regard to bank
ruptcy and insolvency., the Federal 
Legislature alone will be able to vary 
the competence of the High Court : The 
Provincial Legislatures alone will regu
late · the jurisdiction _of the High Court 
in· cases arising out of land tenures and 
title to Jand ; while in regard to the 

. great Indian Codes, Criminal and Civil, 
both Federal and Provincial Legislatures 
wilJ have concurrent powers, subject to 
the principles laid down in parnoooraph 
114 of the Proposals. This is, to some 
extent, an alteration of the position now 
prevailing, since it has been generally 
held that a Provincial Legislature has 
no powet'\y its own legislation to vary 
~he jurisdiction of a High Court, even 
m regard to a subject on which it can 
itself legislate, and that this power is 
eonfi.ned to the Central Legislature. Our 
proposals, however, seem to us the 

natural corollary to the requirements 
of P-rovincial Autonomy and to a 
statutory demarcation of Legislative 
powers. ·The third division of the sub
ject is the general powers and authority 
of the lligh Courts as distinct from their 
strictly judicial authority-that is to say, 
the powers possessed by the High Courts 
over such matters as recruitment of the 
CiVil . Judiciary, and its . day to day con
trol, tl1e enrolment of advocates and the 
like. These matters have been explained · 

. in detail in paragraphs 11 to 13 of the 
Memorandum. The roost important of 
them, attd the one to which the Com
mittee have already given considerable 
attention, is the control of the Subordi
nate -Judiciary. As has been explained 
in answers given to the Committee, it is 
not at present possible to place the 
Criminal Judiciary under the sole con
trol of the lligh Courts, as the personnel 
of the Criminal Magistracy is supplied by 
n\en who discharge at the same time a 
number of administrative and Revenue 
duties ; and, indeed, in many cases thdse 
are their major duties.· If, at any time, 
it should become possible to separate 
these functions, , it might be feasible to 
give the High Court a control over the 
Criminal Magistracy similar to that 
whieh it now enjoys over the Civil 
Judiciary'. But this separation of func
tions involves difficulties, financial and 
otherwise, which will have to be solved 
b:v the local Governments in the future. 
As regards the subordinate Civil 
Judiciary, their. regulation is placed by 
the Proposals of the White Paper as 
they stand (List II, Item 28), in the 
hands of the respective Provincial Legis
latures, who would thus be at libe;ty 
f'ither to entrust control to the High 
Court of the .Province or to leave it in 
the hands of the local Government. 
Under this scheme, it would be open to 
the local <ffivernment, among other 
thin~ to prescribe the qualifi.cat!ons 
whi;h' would be requisite for admJssion 
to a subordinate judicial service. The 
.discussions of the Committee appear to 
me to have revealed some apprehension 
of the consequences of makin~ it possible 
for Provincial Le2.islatures to withdraW' 
from the Hi!:!'h Courts the measure of 
control in the matter of appointments 
at present exercis~d by them ~ actual 
practice. It may mdeed be poss1ble t~at. 
the ',C6mmittee will eventually dee1d8 
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that it would be undesirable to give to 
the Provincial Legislatures the full 
powers proposed in the White Paper. I 
have, therefore, considered by what 
method the preservation of the interest 

more detailed and · technical · questiona 
arising from it and to reserve for myself 
tl1e questions dealing with the broader 
issues of policy. · · · 

of the High Courts in the recruitment· 'Marquess of Salisbury. 
and conduct of the subordinate Civil • 
Judiciary, as explained in the Memoran- 7902. Sir Austen, I am sure that the 
dun,, could best be maintained. My sug- Committee will allow· me just to say this, 
gestlon would be to leave to the Provin- · that, in the face of the very important 
cial Legislatures the general powers statement which has been made . by the 
whieh have been proposed in Item 28 of Secretary ~f State ahd which ID:odifies 
List II of Appendix VI, but, at the same very m~ter~ally all the papers ~hi~h we 
time to introduce in the Constitution have hitherto had before us, It 1s no
Act 'a provision which would in one· . very easy to .foll?w very closely the pro
respect override those powers-namely, a cess of exammatl~n, an~ I hope t~at my 
provision vesting in the High Courts, as perfunctory qu~sbons ~ill be forg~v~n by 
part of their administrative authority, the Committee m c~nseq:uence. I. un~er
power to select the individuals for stand that '!e. begm With. the appomt
appointment to the Civil Judicial Ser- m~nt and poSition of the High Court f-
Yices, to lay down their qualifications, Yes. · . 

. and to exercise over Members of the Ser- 7903. The Secretary of State has told 
vice the necessary administrative con- . us,· has he not, that the Judges of the 
trol. This would be effected by a r~ High Court will be appointed by the 
draft of the present Section 107 of the Crown.;, that is, upon the reSponsibility 
Government of India Act. The autho- of the Secretary of State ?-:Yes. May I, 
rity thus conferred on the High Courts before I make 'that answer, apologise to 
would, however, be limited to the pur- Lord Salisbury for having made a long 
poses defined, and would not, therefore, statement at the opening of this crQss- . 
interfere with the powers of the Local examination which may modify some o:f 
Government, first, to fix the strength and his questions. I think, however,· he will 
pay of the Service to which the· High :find., when he reads it, that· it does not 
Court would recruit, and, secondly, to go as far as he suggested just now in 
lay down, if . they so thought fit, any his op-ening words. It does not sub
general requirements as to the composi- stantially modify the foundations of the 
tion o£ Services in respect of representa- 'White Paper proposals. . · · 
tion of classes ·and communities. . T~e 7904. I am obliged to the Secretary o:f 
nex~ and l~t head of the subJect ·1s State, but I am correct, 8.IIlj ·I not, in 
11!amtena?~e, m th~ sense of the ~nan- · saying that the JudgeS of the High 'Court 
Clal provlSlon. reqUired fo~ t~e mamte.~- are to be appointed by the Crown upon 

. ance of the H1gh Court buildmgs, for 1ts the advice of the Secretary of State t-
own establishiP,ent and for its incidental Yes. · · · 

. conting-ent expenditure. This question is · 
almost inseparably connected with the 
wid<'r problem -as to whether the admi
nif!trative ccmtrol of the High Courts · 
thems('lves should be in the hands of the 
CPntral or of the Provincial Government. 
This problem has been dealt with so fully 
in the Memorandum that I have circu
lated., particularly in paragraph 14 to 
21, that it seems to me to be unnecessary 
to say anything further at this stage by 
'Way of general introduction. Sir Austen, 
having made that preliminary statement, 
I am proposing, with vour approval and 
with the approval of vthe Committee, to 
ask Sir Malcolm, Hailey to deal with the 

Marquess of Zetland. 

7905. Is this the Federal High Court f 
_:_No, these are the Provincial High 
Courts. We are not dealing with the 
Federhl Court or with the Supreme Courl 
at thit_ moment. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

7906. Do I understand from the Secre
tary of State that he does not expect us 

.. to deal with the Federal Court or the 
Supreme Court at 'all now ?--'-I would not· 
like to exclooe any issue. · My . Meii\o:. 
randum dealt with the High Courts and 
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it was on that account that I was direct
. ing my attention, at any rate at the 
· o~tset, to the High Courts., 

Marquess of Salisbury~ 

at an. It is not ar1smg out of the 
White Paper proposals .. It is 3 proposal 
that has been under discussion for a 
good many years and five or six years 

7907. I only want to get this clear . 
about the appointment. I trnderstand 
that hitherto, as a matter of practice, 

·the Judges of the High Court have been 
· appointed after consultation with t~e 
·Governors. Am I not correct '1-(Su 

ago it was intended to introduce into 
Parliament a Bill for the purpose of 
removing these various rt>stric:tiYe qu::di-
fications. The reason for the desire fo~ 

. a change is that it ha~ l1een found, in 

. practice, extremely cliffi~ult to work 
appointments satisfactoJ'ily when there 

jlfalcolm Hailey.), The usual procedure 
has always been that the Governor, after, 

· as a general rule, consulting-or as an 
almost universal rule-the Chief Justice, 

. makes his recommendation personally to · 
·the Governor-Ueneral and it is in that 
· way that it arrives at the hand of· the 
·Secretary of State. 
: , 7908. I am much obliged. I want to 
make quite clear that the Governor will 

, continue to give his advice as hereto
, fore, I suppose, through the Governor
, G~neral, is it, or straight to the Secre
·. tary ·of State f-Through the Governor· 
·General, and it is contemplated that he 

·will continue to do so. 
' · 7909. In his action in that respect will 
: he · act in his discretion, or will he act 
upon the advice of his Ministers !-As 
it is a Cro~ ·appointment, he will act 
in his discretion. 

· . ·7910. I thought that would be the 
answer, · but I want that to be quite 
elear. The Governor-General, of course, 
deals with it in the same· way: The first 
question I have to ask; is : Am I to under
stand that the provision in the White 
Paper is still to prevail that the propor
tion of barristers who hitherto must go 

_to make up the High Court-I mean, 
their origin being barristers-is to be 
abolished '1-Yes. 

7911. So that the practice hitherto, 
that a third of the Court must be 
trained barristers, will no longer 
necessarily prevail. The whole Court 
may be vakils !-There will be no pro
portion laid down at all. 

7912. May I ask why the Government 
have made that change, or propose to 
make that change Y-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) This is a question that raises 
an issue of policy and J-ferhaps I h:td 
better deal with it in tlte first iustar.c~. 
· 7913. If you p1ease 1--I wonld begin 
-by ~aying that it is not a new question 

is this hard and fast restriction between 
three classes of candidates, namr:!ly, a 
definite percentage to be barl'i:.;tcrs, B 
definite percentage to b«:' au vocates anti 
a definite percentage to be members of 
the Indian Civil Service. In actual 

·practice now, for some yea1·s past, the 
Governor-General and the Governors 
have found that conditions of this kind 
have sometimes compellc!d them to take 

··men of les!l good qualifier, tions for the 
post of a High Court .Jud~e than they 
would have been ahle to take if their 
choice had been free. That i~ the wl& 
reason of our proposing to withdra'v 
this hard and fast restriction. We 
should still contemplate that posts wou!d 
be filled from the three sources of suP
ply, namely, barristers, advocates, and 

· of officials from the I.C.8. or promoted 
from the subordinate judiciary service, 
but we feel that, in the interests of 
sound· administration, and with the 
object of getting the best men to fill a 
vacant post, it i:; very cliflieu1t to. 
continue to maintain the restrictive con
ditions• that have been in force in the 
past. 

7914. But should I not be accurate :ln 
saying that the conneetion with the 

. British Bar is immensely valued, not 
only by Europeans but by all those who 
practise at the Bar in the Indian Bar, 
to whatev-er race they bel(.lng '!-Cer
tainly, and there wou1•l be 110 q~1cstion 
whatever of excluding barristers. If a 
barrister had the best rrualificutions for 
an appointment, he certainly should be 
selected. 

7915. But does not the Secretary of 
State think that at a moment like this 
it seems to have a very special signifi
cance and many people will th:nk a 
sinister significance that the ehange is 
made '1-I should hope not. Lord 
Salisbury will remember that there is 
no rncial distinction in these conditions 
at all. 
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7916. No, I know that. It is. a 
question of training, is it not 1-It 1:-1 a 
question . of tr~ining.. Sir :Maleo~~ 
Hailey wtll amphfy t !n~ answer: ( Str 
]!alcolm Hailey.) I thmk somethmg that 
fell from Lord Salisbury (I hope I a~n 
not wrong) led me to believe th~t he ~td 
not quite appreciate t~~ W!lY lll whtch 
we look at the qualrhcat10ns of the 
pleader-the advocat•~ ?f th;e High 
Court, who is a pleader m Indta. 

7917. A pleader is a \•akil, is he 7-
Yes. I think that all Indian lawyers 
would agree and also. I think . all those 
who have taken part m the H1gh Conrt 
work in India that the qualifications of 
tbe Indian ple'ader are vet·.v· high indeed. 
It useil to be said that '~ sent home 
from India very larg·~ numbers of stu
dents to the Inns of Court because they 
were not able to pass our Indinn law 
examinations. I have known many of 
them and I am sure I am speaking by 
the hook in s.a.yingo so, hut cert:1in:y it · 
l'emains the fact that of men who have 
practised in our Inili~n Courts ther'3 are 
very large numbers mcleerl who are of 
the very highest qualificatio~s compar
able with those of th'~ barnster class. 
I only mention that because, if it is 
merely- a quest~on of qualifientir~n, I .feel 
it only just to say that the qualtfi~ahons 
of the Indian pleader arP. recogmzerl to 
be very high indeed. 

7918. I am quite sure that i:s so, and 
I hope nothing I said would be thought 
deroO'atory, hut I need not say that I 
haveo not asked this qlll~sti.on of my own 
contemptible legal knowleilg~ ; but I 
know that it is felt in the ~ery hig~u~st 
legal circles that it is :t very cnn.orts 
and significant fact that at the time 
when the White Paper is put forward 
this change should also he pro
posed ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I hope 
nobodv will read a sinister interpreta-· 
tion i~to this proposal at all. There is 
nothing more in it that what I have 
just explained. It is a proposal made 
in the interests of efficienf:y. It i:::~ for 
the Committee to consitler whether the 
case for efficiency is ju;;till,~d. I believe 
it is. 

7919. Of course, I need not say it 
carries with it the whole qu~sti'm of the 
arpointment of the Chief .Justiee. He 
might also be a plrader. It' would fnl!ow, 
would it not ?-(Sir ll!alcolm H,ailey.) 
Yes, that would follow·. 

7920. I think that _the next division 
which- the Secretary of State asked us . 
to follow was jurisdiction. As rega1·ds 
the jurisdiction, I understand that that 
will be now largely subject to thP. !.egis.;. 
latures-the ] 1ederal Legislature in a 
measure and the Provinllial Legislatures 
in a measure ?-The composition of the 
Court will be laid down entirely by the 
Constitution Act. It· w-ill not be vari• 
able by any Indian Legi':!lature. , 

7921. But as regard!S this jurisdiction 
I am sure the Secretary of State will 
allow me to say that it i::; difficult to be 
quite certain of the conclm>ions to drnw 
from his Memorandum which he cil·cu.:. · 
lated. There are many points which are· 
evidently left undecided in it. For tx
ample, would he· follow this phrase on 
page 8 of the printed Memorandum l 
'' Nevertheless, the indiviilual powers 
and authority enjoyed in virtue of their 
Letters Patent by the High Courts]' (~ 
am reading at the very middle ot the 
page) '' would be subject to an extent 
not yet explored to the jurisdiction of 
Legislatures in India according as they 
are covered by one entry or another in 
Lists I, II and III of Appcridix VI.". 
t suppose that means not yet explor<'d 
by His Majesty's Gov~rnment '-l think 
I might explain that phrase. if you 
would allow me to do so. 'rhese three . 
lists have always been put forward· as 
rather illustrative than final, a11d, when 
it comes to the final determin:teion of 
these lists there are eertain points 
affer.ting jurisdiction which we shall 
have to consider. l:«,or instunce, that 
one particular point that we mentiou 
there : The exact effect o.t the rowers 
given in these three lists r.~ affecting 
the authority of the High Court in the 
matter of the Bar. · At . present the 
authority of the High COlirt in the 
matter of appointing advocntes is dra1.'i'n 
from its Letters Patent, an.l, in looking 
through those three lists, it i;; no\ 
quite clpar how fal' the Provincial J_.egis, 
latures would, in the future, be able 
to affoot the powers of the High Court 
in reg~rd to the enrolment of the .Bar. 
It is only in matters of that kind that 
that phr.ase applies.· The position is 
that the actual content of the jlll:isdic
tion of the High Courts will be detez:
mincd by the appropriate tegi;_;latu1'es 
as the subjects in regard to. which they 
legislate fall within Lists I, II <r III. . . 
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. 7922. But what, I think, is important 
for the. Committee, if I may flay .so, to 
ascertain. first is d,o the Government in
tend to .leave these ambu~uities, or are 
they all going· to be settled ~omehow be
fore the Bill is drafted t-(Sir Samuel 
Hoaf'e.) Certainly they . have got to be 
seU.led "·hen the Bill ~s d1·aftcd. 

7923. At the time the Hill is drafted, 
of course, but I think it 1\'0uJd TfLthcr 
help jf we could have hea1·d beforehand 
a little what the views of tJJe Gt>Vcrn
ment were. I understand that the scope 
of List II (I suppose it is No. 30, but 
I am not quite sure) is very wide. It 
would embrace all matters in rrgard to 
land,· . trade, moneylender~, police, 
prisoners, etc;; it is very wide . indeed. 
Prisoners is particularly widt> beca.use 
·am I. not right in saying that that would 
involve the whole qnestion of the Jibe1·ty 
of the subject in India f-(Sir M,alcolm 
'}Iailey.) No, it only refers to what I 
niay, describe ·as action taken under OUT 
Prisons Act which met·ely refers to the 
treatruent of p1isoners when actually 
convicted. If I may ~:Jay so, the effect 
of allowing legislation by the Provinee 
in respet>t to prisoners wouiJ, in this 
particular respect of which we are speak. 
ing, only ·come in i( there were some 
provision in the Jails Act which allowed 
an appeal in any parti~ular respect to 
a High Cou.rt. ·· . . . 

. . 7924. I am very glad to have this 
explanation, but I am quite sure that 
Sir Malcolm will agree . that it is cliffi
eult to read. all that into the word'!
l think when the final examination is 
made ( and it will have to be o. nry 
technical examination) it w-ill be found 
that the mere delimitation o.f subjects 
in these three lists will clear up any 
runbignity which litay still exist (a."ld it 
is no very great ambiguity nt that) as 
regards the powers of the two J_,pg)sJa
~ures respectively to deal with the juris
diction of the High Courts.' It will be · 
cleared up by the . delimita tiou arrind 
at in the Lists themselves. 

7925. That n1ay be so, but, Sir 
:Malcolm, you will ngree that therE." is 
an essential ambiguity always attaching 
to List III, because it is a question <Jf 
concurrent powers f-lf I r1ay say so, 
the full preparation of that I~ist sho'1Jd 
do away with any ambiguity ns regards 
·the subjects which al.'e concurrent. The 
term " ambiguity " migh~ perhaps be-

applied rather to the fnct that it is. not 
quite known which of the two Legtsla
tures will be finally dealing with t~ose 
particular subjects, but the subJects 
should be clear. . . 

7926 1 am not going to he so silly 
as to quarrel about phrase'3 with ~iT 

·Malcolm Y-1 hope I was not suggestu•g 
that. 

79ZT.. But, as 1 understand, practically 
under List III come::~ the whole of 
Criminar and Civil procedure, or the 
greater part of it. ls it really sug
gested by the · Governmrnt that both 
sets of Legislatures should hM·o }>Ower 
to modify the Civil anll Criminal pro
cedure of India !-Sullje!lt to the 
arrangement proposed in Proposal 
No. 114 o.f the White Paper, that is to 
sav that the Federal Jaw will nhvays 
pr~ail unless the Provi~eial law has 
been reserved for. and recc1ved the &ssent 
of the. Governor-GeneraL 

7928. No doubt· the poor Governor
General is dragged in, I know, bnt the 
fact remains, does it not, that both the 
two sets of Legislatures are to han 
power over this Criminal and Ci•ril pr~:. 
cedure by whi~h the .~eate:;t store 1s 
set in India on 1ts stabtlhy. Is not that 
so 7-That is so. 

7929. It is immensely valnable 1-( ~ir· 
Samuel Hoare.) I am n~t quite.sure'!lth 
what object Lord Sah5b?ry .1s a~lnng 
this question. Is he askmg 1t w1th a 
view to proving that it would be betteT 
to keep it entirely Federal f 

7930. My opinion is of no value. I 
should certainly have said on the face 
of it it should be entirely Feder~l '1-. 
If so (I do not want to vres3 l:Jnn to 
give a final opinion now. ~1pon ~ q~es
tion of that kind) he wdt find 1t Is a 
much more difficult q'lestion than I 
think he assumes. He wiH fiml th~t it 
is very difficult tu preclude the Prov1n!~es 
from local variations within the wtde 
fieM of the Criminal law nnd the 
Criminal procedure, and 1f; here aud 
now he savs the whole of that i~ to ba 
Fed~ral arid nothing else, l1e is 1·ea~y 
putting a b!ock; in the way o_f any ~ana
tions of thts kmd, and he IS putting a. 
very formidable obstacle in the way o:f 
provincial autonomy. 

7931. To m"e it is an amazing thing, 
l admit that a Federal l:l.\v upon a. 
matter ~f that kind is to hr! upset by a 
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provincial law, even with the leave (Jt' 
tlte Governor-General. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] May I ask a 
question to c!f~ar this up Y Is it Lord 
Salisbury's point that a provu1ce faced 
by a grave situation men:.:.ciug law and 
order should have no power to pass 
criminallegjslation 7 

Marquess of Sal~bury.] No, I was cer
tainly not considering an emergency at 
all. This is the ordinary routine. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I do not know 
what Lord Salisbury calls an emergency, 
but there is a state of unrt'st. Special 
criminal legislation has to lle passed. 
Does he mean that the provinc:e should 
not be able to pass such a measure to 
deal with dislrder 7 

Marquess of. Salisbury. 
7932. I am sure it will only upset the 

rroceedings of the Commith•d if I pose 
as n witness. Here is the case of a very 
eln.bornte and valued code of Criminal 
nnd Civil procedure, and it is proposed 
in the 1\"hite Paper (and, as I under
stand, that is maintained !u the present 
stntemPnt of the Secretary of State) 
th:1t this procedure notwithstandin1' the 
juri~diction of the Ft-deral Court may be 
at any time with the leave of the 
Governor-General altered fundamenb.lly 
by· a Provincial Legislature, and I ask 
whether that is the settled pr.licy of 
His Majesty's Government 1-·(Si:ri 
:Malcolm Hailey.) Subject, of course, to 
the re-::;h·iction to which Lord Salisbury 
has already called attention, ilmt the 
Provincial Law must be reserved for 
and have received the fssent of the 
Govel'nor-General. 

7933. It is not merely the Civil and 
Criminal procedure, but ;:;uch very diffi
f:nlt subjects as the marriage law nn.l · 
the industrial leg-islation. Thev are all 
in t!Je same position ; they are all under. 
List III. Is not that so Y-Tbe roarriB.ge 
law certainly. 

7034. And industrial leg-islation ?
The regulation of the '"orking of fac
tories, employers' . liabilities, Trades 
U!lions ; yes, that is the cnse with all 
three. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) When Lord 
Salisbury is thinking over this question 
again, as I hope he will, hecausa it is 
really n very complicated qiu'stiou, 
would he also keep in mind the present 

state of affairs . under which there arc 
local variations carried· out l>y the pro
"<ncia.l governments, and with the 
approval of the Governor-General. This, 
therefore, is really ·continuing the exis\
ing state of affairs. 

7935. I think I have appreciated thaf, 
but the Secretary of State will sec, will 
he not, that it makes a great difference 
whether these matters. are matters of 
pressure of a political majority 7--I nm 
not quite sure. I. would have thought 
that in the kind of case Lord Salisbury 
contempiated, and, ·assuming that tbc!e . 
i& this pressure, the pressme will bt> 1n 
opposite directions from the i-epresenta
tives in ·the ProVince' and the represen
tatives in the · Federal Centre. The 
pressure is not all going to be one way. 

7936 .. You think the Governor-General 
will, a~ it were, play off on~ against .tq.e 
other !-I do not say play off one agam8t 
the other, but I do say h~ will "not be 
subjected to pressure only from one. 
side. 

Sir A. B. Patro.] The Provincial and 
the Central balances are maintained by 
this joint list,· this concurrent. list. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
7937. 1 must not press that any fur-: 

ther. With regard to the ~eneral powers 
of the High Court and the control ove:t 
the subordinate Courts ; A.s I under
stood the Secretary of State in his state
ment, ·the control of the High Court 
over the subordinate judges in cidl 
matters has to be as complete as possible 
and maintained. Is that so 7-Yes. 

'7938. But over criminal matters it is. 
not so. I do not mean. to say that 
ther~ is any change, b!lt in . er'minal 
matters the Magistrates are not· now 
urider the control of the High Court, 
and they will not be under . the pro
posals of the White Paper Y !Sir 

. lllalcolm Hailey.) On what you may 
describe as the administrative side, that 
is to say, the control over them as a ser
vice, thty are under the Executive Gov
ernment. On the judicial :;:;ide they are 
completely under the control of th~ 
High Court. . 

7939. But their careers would be, if I 
may put it brutally, at the m~rcy of the 
Provincial Government !-Yes, it is the. 
Provincial Government whirh does con
trol their position in the Setvice. 
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.7940. A'Qd their hopes of preferment, 
and so forth, their prO!!I1)Ccts of }Jre
ferment, and so on Y-:Y e::J. 

Marquess of Salisbury:] I need not 
CRil the attention of the Committee to 
the bearing of that upon th~ question of 
law. and order. It has a direct bearing. 

Sir .A.· 1'. Patro. 

7941. How long has thi~ administra- · 
tion been going on f-Thut state of 
things to which Lord Sali:;bury ·has . 
called attention is due, a:~ explained in 
the- Memorandum, -to the union of fun~
tions. If at any time it became pos
sible to separate. the Provincial Service 
officers into· a judicial branch, and an 
Executive branch, then it would be pos
sible to bring the Magistra(lY under the 
control of the High Comi: I ex
plained the othet' day, in 9.nswer to a 
qnestion, that there were ;(inanc-iri.l nnd 
other difficulties in the wav of that at 
present. · ~ 

Marquess of Salisbury.· 
·. -
· 7942. I am not to take that an~wt•r 
to mean that the Government are op('n 
to reconsider that decision ,_I think 
that it must be, if I may say so (it is, 
perhaps; a question of p<>licy) for the 
local Governments of the future who wiiJ 
themselves have to find the nct•cssary 
~oney for effecting that separation .. 

. 
Courts : That is so, is it not ?-Yes, tbnt 
is so. · • 

7946. In the first instance, it will l,e 
under the Government, but he can in
tervene,. if necessary 7-Y es. 
•' 7947. And do you think, Sir :Malcolm, 
that in practice he will always be able 
to intervene efftctually !-I think r,o, 
Sir, because judging', at a!l events, lJy 
past· experience, that is not an item of 
expenditure about which u Legislatm e 
has ever shown any difficulty nt nll. 
There has been very seldom any attempt 
to cut down the expenditure on tho 
judiciary. 

7948. I am not quite sure whether 
that is quite the answer that I expected, 
because I wonder whether if tht-l'e Wfl~ 
a difficulty, the Governor'would he abl~ 
to intervene effectually f-He would cer-
tainly have the full power to do so. 

7949. I am sure you must have appre
ciated that there has always been a doubt 
in the Committee as to whether he would 
be able to exercise his power l--1 thmk 
that is one of the precise p(lints on w!licll 
he would find no great difficulty in Pxer
cising his power, because he would have 
so much support behind :him. 

7950. You mean .public opinion '/--Pub
lic opinion, and if I may say !:.O, l1e would 

· have, I think, behind him all the :pcOlJle, 
a very large class in Indi:t, who are in
terested in the Judiciary :tnd in the law. 

7951. Of course, when we are thinking 
7943. Then one last question .. I of safeguards, we are ahYays thin:.."ing 

understand that the Secretary of State of the case when the conditi')ns will not 
gave an assurance to the Committee that be favourable, otherwise saf~guani~ are 
in respect of maintenance of the not wanted. I am sugge..,ting a case 
equipment of the High Court, all that where, owing to their decic;iou~, the 
is required on that head would be safe~ judges have become very unpopular. 
guarded. I think in the Paper tl1ere is Now, in a case of that kind, Wtlnid this 
a paragt"aph on page 11, paragraph 18, provision give them effectual protection ' 
which says : '' As regards maintenance, Of course, their own pay, the pay uf \h:! 
t~e proposal.is .that this shoul.d ~:e _en- judges of the High Court, does no~ come 
brrly a Provmc1al matter, but It .1~ }'ro- under the vote of the LeO'is:utw·e at :lll. 
J10~ed, as already stated, to ~tve the . n 

Governor a personal authority to certi!:v 7952. I noo-ree as to his own pay, that 
after consultation with hi:-; Ministers, is so ; I am thinking o:f th•J e,!UiiJUH?Ut 
the amounts which he thinks are re- of the Court-! mean, the st,bfodin:tte 
quired for the expenses of these officials of the Court '?-Yeo.;. 1 remel1lber 
Courts '' 7-:Y es. one occasion only on which that has been 
· 7944. Is that in the White Paper or ehaUenged in a Legislature, partly for 
is that· new f-No •. That iq alreadv in communal reasons, but I thinl: I could 
paragraph 98. • only say that in my own opinion, if that 

7945. At any rate~ the Govemor is to kind of difficulty came hefore me: :•s 
have a special power to secure propel' Gov~rnor, I s~ould have_ I~ss trouble ~n 
maintenance for all the expenses of the 1mttmg that r1ght than· 1 suout<l haYc Jn 
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a great many other cases I could think 
of, such cases as charges for extl·a Poliee, 
un d the like. 

7953. I am sometimes doubtful whether 
so successful a Governor as 9ir )falC(Ilm 
Hailey does not sometimes forget that 
there may be others who · :c.re not quite 
so successful as himself tm<l have to 
govern under conditions mu,;h le!'is favour
able than he has done ?--(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) We surely, have to take into ac
count the general history (Jf affairs for 
the last 15 years, and untti. Lord Salis
bucy has mentioned this terrible contin
gency, I have never heard nnythi.ng about 
it at all. 

7054. I can assure the Secretary' of 
State it is not· of my own motion that I 
have suggested it ; it is upou nd,ice by 
very high authority ?-I ·would have 
thoughp from my general knowledge of 
the things, that do stir up trouble in 
local Legislatures and the thiu~s that <h 
not stir up trouble in local Legislatures, 
this was not the kind of issue. that was 
going to stir up trouble. · 

out. I should be only too <lelighted to 
arrange a meeting of that Lin•l, jf it was 
convenient to members of the Committee 
and the Delegates. I believe that ·We 
should g;eatly facilitate the discu~sion of 
a very technical issue if we started with 
a preliminary talk of th:t.t kind. 

7957. That would be very useful, but, 
in the meantime, apart _fl''Jm the more · 
terhnical questions of· which you have 
been speaking, is it appropria,te now to 
raise one quite general question, a1ising 
out of the evidence ·we haYe . already had 
affecting the 'Federal Ccml't Y-:; Whatevt!:r 
your· Grace wishes, so f:u: as I run con-
cerned. · 

7958. 1 will just ask it, becat1se it i~? 
so general that it would not deal · with 
the more intricate questions. 'l'he Recrc
tary of State will remember that a goo<Y 
deal of evidence' was given questioning 
the necessity of a. permanent Federal 
Court and suggesting that for all. the 
purposes for which a Federul Court would 
be required it. would be quite fensible 
and very much less expensive to create a 
Federal Court ad hoc composed of Euch 
judges as the Governor-Ueneral . might 

Archbishop of Oa.?ierfmr!l· appoint. In other words1 · is it nec,~ssarj 
. ~955. Secretary of State, 1 think you ·,for· the class of business_ whfch . wo~ud 
mtimated that it would n•)t be con- come be~ore. a F~deral Court LO e~tabl!!'.h 
venient for you now to discuss the and mamt~m, With all tho exp;use ~
Supreme Court, but that you would volved, this separate Com:t· • Would 1t 
prefer to keep to the Provincial High have enough to do f. Wo~td 1t not he 
Court f-I think, your Grace,. that better to hav~ a Court specutlly composelt 
probably would be the most convenient of selected JUdges t~ deal w1~h matters 
course. I would not like to stop you or when. th~y arose f-:-I ~ould t~ myself 
anybody else asking 'question:3 if You 80 that 1t 1s almost mevita?b to set up a 
wished ' " Federal Court, and I thmk ·when we go 

· further into the details, we :::hall find 
7956. But supposing we cL<;cus-:; now, RS that temporary expedients of that kind, 

that is a matter with whieh you have first of all, will not meet the ohje.~t of 
been dealing, the High Courts, there the Federal Court, the· main object being 
would be opportunity gi'v·en to ns later that it should be a· Court of bufficient 
to ask questions about th•• Fc~!er:tl Court. standing to carry wei.ght both with 
or the Supreme Court ·?-I t1rinl' ('er- British-India and · the Stat<~s ; and, I 
tainl:y there must be at some t:me. J\Iv think, second~¥, we shall :find that tcm
own view would be, and it is based upoil porary arrangements of that kind, al
two or three years of ex~>er!ence, that though they may appear to he cheaper, 
with the case of the Fedwt:d Court and in actual practice are not· cheaper, and 
the Supreme Court, what I believe reall •: that, il order to get b:t.rristers nnd 
wou!d best help the discu:1::.ion wu11ld b~ judges, and so on, you will ilava to pay 
if I could arrange a meetiu.~· between so much in fees for the deciding of a 
those members of the C~.1ll1J.!littee who particular case that ln actus>J practi<'e 
were specially interested in it and the there will not be any :::ubstantial saYing 
Indian Delegates and officials like Sir at all, as compared with a FcdHd Court 
1\faurice Gwyer and Sir Claud Srhui'ter that, after all, need not necessarily he & 
who know the intricaci~s of .it in!Sid; very big Court. 
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Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7959. ·will they inspue :my confidence 
in the publie J-That is the £rst }•oint. 

·. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapm.] Thete "ill be 
utter demoralisation among the judges. 

Archbishop of Canut·bur!l· 
i • 

7960. Then, passing to the High 
Courts, I think I am ri;ht in assuming 
from what you said, Secretary .of State, 
that with regard to the qualifications of 
the High Courts, they wiU remain as 
they are ; the only difference is that there 
will no longer be the requirt•ment of keep
ing this particular proportion betwPcn 
the three classes !-Yes. 

7961. There is no cha11.ge of qualifica
tion-merely of proportion Y-Yes; and 
there is no reason why in practic<! the 
proportions should not remain.· 'What 
we are doing is, we are withdrawing the 
proportions as an actual condition. In 
practice as the best candi,lates are found 
in this particular proportion, they will 
be appo~ted. 

7962. In other words, tl1c present 
practice will probably continue but nd
vantage will be gained if there wa~ some 
conspicuously able persoa- ·who might be 
appointed, though his appointment 
might go just over the f:x:cd proportion ! 
-That is so ; it leaves the appointment 
and the :field open .. 

7963. When you said just ltow ·. that 
there were inevitable vari.ttious .. in 
Criminal Law and, pos;;ibly, Crimin:tl 
procedure in the different Provinces, ~:~xe 
these due to differences in Joca.l · £:ircum
stances and characteristics, troubles, :tnu 
the like !-(Sir Malco;m, Haile,!/.) Yes. 
There has not been mu,~h f!isposition 
hitherto on the part of local Legjslatme~ 
to vary the great framework of om· c(Jdes 
in any way, but at times "'it is necessary 
to make some small ch::.mge to suit ]ocul 
circumstances. 

7964. When you spe:t~ (this is my 
ignorance) of the Penai Cod(•s, wh&.t js 
their sanction, authori(.r, nnd extent in 
British India f-They pre,-ail thron~hout 
British-India. It is a univcrsd Code, 
like the Napoleonic Cotlt>, which regu
lates the Criminal law :md the Criminul 
procedure in the Courts throughout 
British-India. 

7965. Then at present thertl are many 
small variations of the application of 
these Penal Codes in aCCl'l'dnnce with 
the circumstances of different l'rovh:J.ces f 
-Many variations have been ir.&troduced. 

7966. And there is nothing more than 
that, is there, contemplated in these pro
posals 7-I should not mysel! anticipate 
that. there would be any desire to alter 
the Code as a whole. At all event~ it is 
not to. the interests of th3 Lc:;al profes
sion to alter the Codes, which have a 
large amount of. case la\V lJehiud th~m. 

7967. Just one question morP., becau!o>e 
many that I should like to oovc JtskfJd 
were asked by Lord SaEsJ,ru-y, and I 
notE-d the answers. What is the present 
practice with regard to appoi11tments to 
the subordinate judicial offices 7--~.V e have 
deseribed that for you at the botJom of 
page 8 and the top of page 9 of thc1t . 
Memorandum. If I may say so, Sir, the 
formal or legal authority Pnj•Jycd by the 
High Courts is, perhaps, in these respect<: 
a. little less important than the a-Ithority 
they obtain by convention ; lhat is to say, 
that in Madra.c; the ~Iun~if class of 
subordinate Civil J udge-3 are actually 
appointed to the High Com1. Jn other 
Provinces, the case may be that, though 
nominally they are appointed Ly the local 
Governments, yet by convention they ara 
always the nomination of the Hig·h Court, 
sent . to the local Governnwnt and 
accepted by it. The great mHs.~ of the 
powers enjoyed by the High Courts are 
obtained, as we have explained ;here, 
partly by legislation, but even more by 
convention and arrangement by the local 
Governments. · 

7968. Has there been any general move
ment of opinion towards thll division 
between the judicial Executive function:; 
and the :Magistracy f-In a matter of 
controversy, I think for at lea3t 40 or 50 
years, we have made in different 
Provinces administrative arrang-ements t ~· 
keep as far as possible the two functions 
apart, although we have not made formal 
arrangements to that effect ; but so far 
there has not been any formal divjsion of 
the Executive and judicial functions of 
the Magistrates. 

7969. Is the difficulty of carrying that 
out mainly financial 7-There are two 
difficulties. One is certainly financial, 
but another is a very grave dot.l)t on the 
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part of many local Governments in the 7973. I will put this question to Sir 
past whether, if you han~ed over to a Maicolm Hail.ey and, perhaps;· with his 
Magistracy dependent enhrely U)JOn the long experience; he can answer· it Y Is· 
High Court, the control of certain aspects it, or is it not, the fact that during the 
of Criminal work, such as the use of the last 60 years, since the · Higli Courts have 
preventive sections y011 would maintain been established, a very strong indigen
Law and Order as efficiently as you do at ous Bar has sprung up in every part of· 
present I am not going into lhe merits India Y-That is so,_ certainly. · 
of that,· but those are the grounds of 7974 . .A~d 8ome vakil judge~ have acted. 
doubt. as Chief Justices for considerable periods. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Sir· Tej and with distinction Y-In aeting appoint
Bahadur Sapru, I am informctl that one ments. 
reason for the Chuirman havin:; put down 7975 . .And with very great distinction f : 
this subject this afternoon was that you. -I believe so, yes.. · 
particularly desired to put one or two 7976. Perhaps, you . would answer ~hat· 
questions upon it, and were returning to 
India to-morrow. If that is so, I think question, or somebody else might answer 
the Committee would like you to have the question. Is it, or is it nvt, a fact' 

that . about the year 1911, the !nus of 
the opportunity n:>w. Court here raised this question· with the 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] Of course, I ·Local Governments of India v.nd the Gov
am very much interested in the High Hnment ·of India that the. standard of· 
Court, and perhaps, you will allow me to men who used to come• to England to be 
put a few questions Y ealled to the Bar should be raised Y-Yes • 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Yes. I remember seeing the discussions on that 
myself, when I was in the Home Depart-

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. ment. · · 

7970. Is it, or is it not, a fact, that "7977. I am sorry I have got to put the 
the High Courts at the present moment question, but I must put. it : Is it, or is 
represent, roughly speaking, th~ amalga- it not, . a fact that there is a general · 
mated jurisdiction of the two Courts feeling in India that the ·type of ban·ister 
which were in existence before they came who used to be sent out. from England · 
into existence, namely, the Supreme 40 or 50 years ago ~ere not really fitted. 
Court and the Suddar Dewany Courts . for · service in India. OccaRionally, you 
and other Courts in the P1·esidency · got a good man Y-:T think I .would rather 
towns ?-By virtue of the Indian Courts take it from Sir Tej that. that is· hi.ii · 
Act, about 1861. impression, if I may.· 

7971. And so far as the Supreme Court 7978. Let me state that definitely. We~· 
established by the East India Company in India, have felt very much that you· 
was concerned, it consisted wholly and have at times sent out Barriste1· Judges 
exclusively of :Mag-istrates and Judgel'. who ought not to have been sent out 
There were no I.C.S. appointed to the under any circumstances. rdo say that. 
Supreme Court ?-I am afraid I did not Now I put it to you, whether you can· 
rememh<'r that aspect of it. get barristers from India to aet as Judges 

7972. I suggest to you that. the Pro.. ·of the High Court who might · iri the · 
vision with regard to the :Members of the ordinary course look forward. to appoint
Civil Service being represented on tht~ · ments ·in the High Court in· London of the ' 
Brnches of the High Court was due to same standing-ean you get that class ot · 
I wo eir('umstances : Firstly, because there men for 'India who arc generally 
wrre Supreme Courts composed entirely appointetl to the High Court here ~-We 
of Barrister Judges and Suddar Dewany get them; perhaps, 8t a oifferent stage. 
Courts considing entirely of the I.C.S. in their ·career. I think that. you would 
men at that time,· and, secondly, because hardly expect me to answer th8t question, 
vou had not an· indkenous Bar at that because it really does reflect on the 
time of the strength which yon have no;v, eapacity and character of. mnny men in ' 
nor had you any subordinate judicial, ot:r High Court.c:; in India. Perhaps, in-. 
Service at that time ?-That is, no doubt, stead of asking a question of th'at point, 
the reason. if Sir Tej could give the Committee hia. 
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own impressions on it, I tlPnk. it would we want a Chief Justice, whatever may, 
be a little fairer, if I may, say f:o, to us. be his. antecedents. 

--7979. I am prepared to mak11- this state- 7981. Now may I put to you one more 
ment : Occasionally, during the last 25 question in that connection ! Is it, or is 
or 30 years you have sent men who have it not, a. growing feeling in India that 
really contributed a great cleal to thd ·the time has come when the Uigh Court 
elucidation of our law, but very fre- should consist exclusively of lawyer 
quently, during the last 15. or 20 year& judges and that ·the I.C.S. men should 
men have been sent out to ·India, to the not be appointed judges of the High 
exclusion of local men who are far Court ?-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) That i.; 
superior to them, who would not have, a, viElw I have very frequently seen ex
in the ordinary course, Tis~n to any pressed, and of which I have heard 
judicial appointment in London. Now, naturally a great deal in tee coun:e of 
Sir Malcolm. Hailey, I woul<l put to you legislative debates, but I am not sure thaL 
one ·or two other questions in ngard to I should describe it as a umveTsal view, 
this matter. Hitherto, since the yea-r because there have been maiiv te~timollies 
1861, the practice has been that the per- in many different quarters to the value 
manent Chief Justice of the Hjgh Court attached to the peculiar experience that 
has been a barrjster. Under the 'Vhite · I.C.S. office~ have acquired bc!'ore they 

• Paper proposals . it would be possible to come to the High Courts, and there have 
appoint a Member of the I.C.S. as Chief been many people who have felt that in 
Justice f-:Y es. view of the functions of administration 

· · and ~ontrol exercised by High Courts in 
· 7980. May I put it to you, whether yoa India, their inspection of Courts, their 

are aware that there is a Ycry· strong appointments of ·numerous sub-judiciary 
feelmg in judicial and legal circles in and the like, it was of great auvantage 
India, and I can tell you, only three to them to have among them judges who 
days ago, sitting here, I received a letter have that particular type of administra
from. an English Chief Justice (I am not tive experience, quite apart from any 
at liberty to . discTose the name) express- legal attainments they might possess, 

-mg .a very strong feeling that the though, as Sir Tej I know will admit 
appointment of a Chief Justice himself, there have been many l.C.S. 
should · be confined to a Member judges who have had very high standards 
of the leg'al profession, whethe-r of legal attainm(>nts. 
he is· a . barrister or an advocate, 
and that it should not be tht\lWD open 
to a Member of the Indian Civil Service f 
~(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Sir Austen, thh 
raises a vital question of policy, and, 
perhaps, I might intervene .for a sentence 
or two. I took the view that if we were 
adopting a policy of a completely free 
:field of selection, it ought to be a com
pletely . free field of selection. lt should 
be based upon taking the best man, what
ever were his antecedents. That being 
so, it seemed to me impossible to make 
a restriction upon any one of the three 
classes against rising to th~ top of his 
profession.· We, therefore, in the White 
Paper proposals leave the fieH open for 
the se1ection of the judge, :in the first 
instance, and we leave the fit'l<l open fo.~.· 
'"Promotion for the three classc!'l that are 
w_orking upon that field afterwards. That 
is the hasis of our proposal, namely, that 
we -take the best man when we want a 
judge, and we take the best m:m when 

7982. I have always maintained that ; 
some of them have. Now do you con
template U.nder your r-cheme to have a 
Minister of Justice in the Pt•ovinces, or 
some Minister to be responsi.ble for th!3 
administration of Justice f-I thin!r there 
would be among the portfolios one, 
whether under that name or not, who 
would discharge those functions ; some re
production of ·our present Home Depart
ment. 

7983. Therefore, if you are going to 
have a Minister of Justice, why should 
you preclude him . from advising the 
Governor or Governor-General as to the 
appointment ·of High Court Judges ,_ 
(Sir Samnel Hoare.) We have alwaYF; 
assumed that the vitally important thing 
was to keep these appointments very im· 
partial, and that it was therefore bette:r 
to take them out of the hands of a 
transient Ministry. That is the main 
reason that has weighed in my mind. - . 
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7984. Would not the Minister of Jus- High Court, on the very'ground that·tha 
tice or the Governor be naturally affected High Court must be· above ··all· party 
very much by the recommendation of _the politics, I suggest to you .that the. better 
Chief Justice of the Court in the appomt- course would be for you to attach· the 
ments of the Judges of the High Court 7 High Court to the Federal Government 
-I would have thought that there would rather than to the Provincial Government. 
have been a general feeling, in the in- The farther they are away from local in-. 
terests of impartial justice, that these fluences, the better. What is your "view 
appointments had better not be party with regard to this matter ?_:_I am fully 
appointments in any sense of the word, .aware of the· very strong case that may 
and they had better not be appointments be made for the proposition that· Sir Tej .· 
made, as I say, by a Ministry that may has just advanced. I am equally aware 
be there to-day and gone to-morrow. . · ~f the str6ng case on the other side, . The 

. 7085. But is it not possible to provide case that. has impressed me in favour· of 
against such dangers by requiring .that t~e proposals that w~ are making is the 
the Chief .Justice of the Hig!Jo Court must 1cJ!ifficulty of s~gregatmg. the' administra-. 
always be consulted, and that his view b?n. of the .~gh ~ourts fro~ t~e Pro
should be laid before the Governor or vmCial adnumstratwn-:-the queshons of 
Governor-General so that the Crown may persf)nnel, e~pense, and so on. Secondly, 
be advised accordingly ? That happens at the ot~er difficulty that has weighed · in 
the present moment ?-(Sir lJ!alcolm my m~d has ~~n the question of the 
IIailey.) Yes~ It is, I imagine, a pro- subordmate Judiciary. I felt that in the 
cedure which would invariably be fol- case ?f the subordinate Judiciary, they 
lowed, as it is at present. It is not pre• were m such close contB:Ct with the day ... 
scribed in the Statute, but it is a pro- ~p-day ·:work of the Provmces, that it was 
cedure which is always followed ; andl I 've;Y_ ~cult to. t!l~e that block. of ·ad
should find it a little di61cult to suppose ~m.strabve actiVIties .out of the· Pro ... 
that a Governor-General would make a VIncial :field. · . , ; , . , .· , · 
recommendation in regard to the appoint- 7989. I ta~e it on thjs point you do 
ment of a Judge unless the Governor had, not agree With the recommendations of 
:first of all, quoted to him the opinion of the Simon Co:mmission .7-That is so. · 
the Chief Justice. 7990. Do you think that the adminis-

!986. tn point of. fact the Secreta~ of trati':"e difficulties which you have pointed 
State makes a certam number of appomt- out m that small pamphlet which you 
ments to the Deneb in the High Court have been good enough to circulate are 
in India ; but does he, before appointing of an insuperable character, so far as the 
Judges in India, consult the local govern- -attachment of the High Court to the 
ment or the Chief Justice of the Court Central. Government is concerned, 
always ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Cer- namely! finding the money for buildin!!S 
tainly ; in _my own experience we alwa3:s ~nd things o~ that kind 7-Are · they ~f 
have the VIews of the Governor ; and, If msuperable difficulty f-I certainly would 
there was any disputed issue, we should not g~ so far as to say that the difficulties 
probably have, through the Governor, were Insuperable, but the difficulties are 
the views of his Chief Justice. v~ry .complicated, and as at present ad.-

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] Not when you VIsed we ta~e the view that the cours'e 
make appointments of local men 7 we I?ropose IS the better course, namely, 

makmg clear . the duties of the · Hi.,.h! 
Sir Tej Bahadur · Sapr_u. . Courts. in the Constitution Act, keepi~g 

,., I th~ Ht_gh Courts as the judges in the 
t987. Local men here 7- n my own ex. Provinces of th ffi · f th · . I h ld I . lt th e e ciency o . e semce 

genence G s ~u da ~:ys G consu... r e and leaving to the local government the 

f 
overni or-d ener an . t e t ovfernBor "t' eh- . formation of the general rules upon which 

ore . ma e any appom ~en ° a n 1~ the Provincial High Courts will work. 
Barrt~ter from here. S1r :Malcolm tells That in a ~entence . t · th · t 
me that he has always been consulted in in uly mind . I d or two, Is_lf e plc ~r~ 
(!ases of that kind. it is not op.en too Il:.ot' .~ys.e ~t S!Y. t a en IClsm , 1 IS nor 

. 79.88: N ?W with regard to the pro· would I say that the difficulties i~ the 
vmCialisabon or centralisation of the way of any other course are insuperable. 
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7991. Would you kindly tell the Com
mittee what the general trend of judicial 
opinion in India is f-I could! not give 
an .answer upon a question' of that kind. 
What I could say is that from the com
munications I have had from India I 
wou.Id 1!ertainly not 'say th~t jUdicial 
opinion was unanimous for one course or 
the other. ~ have had different opinions 
expressed to me. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Some of 
those sitting around me are a great deal 
attracted by Sir Tej's proposal. I hope, 
therefore, that the Secretary of

1 
State will 

consider how these difficuitics. could be 
overcome of which he speakS', if the Com
mittee should ·take Sir Tej's view. 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

7992. That is my suggestion, Sir, that 
the difficulties should be examined !
Yes .. 
. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I was sup-

Sir N. N. Sircar.] My neighbour here 
said that the feeling in the Provinces' was 
very great for keeping the High Courts 
in the Provinces. That may be the feel
ing in Madras ; but I can talk of two 
Provinces who have a feeling just the 
other way about, and when I get my 
chance I will place my views before the 
Committee. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I am sorry 
I interrupted _ Sir Tej. 'Vill Sir Tej 
please continue \' · 
· Mr. ZafrulZa . Khan.]• May I submit 

that Muslim opinion has been unanimous 
on this point, that any proposal to trans
fer·· the Provincial High Courts to the 
control of lhe Centre would meet with 
th& greatest possible opposition from 
them 7 
. · Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] On this ques
tion of the High Courts I have nothing· 
more to put. I do not know whether 
I sho.uld be within my rights in putting 
any question about the Federal Court 7 porting your view. . 

Sir. A. P. Pat~o.] I would say that ill 
the Provinces we do feel that the High -
Courts should be kept in the Provinces 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

7994. What do you' feel, Secretary of 
State 7-I would much rather myself to
·day have kept. to questions about the 
High Courts ; but would. Sir Tej have a 
talk with Sir Maurice Gwyer and S!r 
Claud Schuster 7 

as they have been since . their foundation 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. 

in the Province~ · There is absolutely no 
ground. for any complaint on the part of 
the public that the High Courts have not 
been fulfilling their p:urposes in the Pro
vinces. · By: · taking away High Courts 
from the jurisdiction of the Provinces to -
the Centre you are taking away the real 
power which the Government have got 
in the control over the Jnd.iiciary. There
fore, I suggest to the Secretary of State 

7995. I am leaving to-morrow. Mr. 
·Jayaker will go on with my ,-iews. I 
have expressed my views in a Memoran
dum I am submitting 7-We will gire 
very careful thought to your views, but 
I honestly feel that it would be more 
useful if you or Mr. Jayaker could have 

it would be- a really insurmountable diffi· 
culty m ailministrative measures. 

Sir Austerr Chamberlain._. a talk with Sir Maurice Gwyer or Sir 
'7993. we _ are not announcing a de- Claud Schuster on the subject. 

· Cision at. this moment, but that is ex- 7996. I have finished my examination 
actly the point . to which . we want the on this particular point, but I. am making 
Secretary of State to direct p.is mind ?- a suggestion to the Secretary of State, 
Please do not think we have not been that in regard! to the relations of the 
directing our minds to this problem for High Cou~ with the Government, a 
the last six months-in fact, for the last reference ~ght be mad~ to t~e J udgcs 
two years ; and I think the more Sir of t~e l~1gh Courts .m. Ind1a. I nm 
Austen Chamberlain goes into it, the more . speaking With the p:rnnsswn of. a num
he will realise I think the strength of her· of Judges, English and Indu~n,_ wh() 
the argument upon both sides, and ho"! spoke to me before I_ left India, and 
very strong is the feeling pace Sir TeJ 's?me of them have wntten to me here 
Sapni for the kind of proposals I am (~t so happens that ~ost of my corre
dealiD.g with to-day. spondents are English Judges) and I 
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would like judicial opinion ·to be taken addressed to Sir Malcolm Hailey. ·Sir 
in regard to this matter, wh~ther ·the Malcolm, Sir Tej expressed criticiSm. :m· 
High Courts themselves want to be regard to some members of the Bar 
attached to the Provinces, or to the from England who have. been appointed' 
Provincial Government, or to the Cen..; Judges in India. Would I be wrong 
tral Government. I am not putting it in 'saying that in India as elsewhere· 
on the communal ground and: I am not there are varying ·degrees of qu~ty. 
putting it on Provincial grounds. I among the Judges of the High Court 
am putting it on the ground that so even among Indian Judges ?-(Sir Mal· 
far as the High Courts are concerned colm Hailey.)· That must be so; 
their position ·should lie above all pes- 7999. But, speaking. generally, have 
sible doubt ?-I will certainly take note you heard anything more than that kind 
of what Sir Tej has just said, always of criticism, comparing one Judge with 
remembering that we have J:>ased our another, in a High Court ?-Does it. 
proposals upon- an accumulation of in- amount to more than that ?-No I my• 
formation that. we have had ·from India, self had not heard it. · . ~ .. 
not excluding the views of the High 8000. May I put just one question to: 
Court Judges, or many of them: the Secretary of State 7 First, with' 

'I M R J k regard to the ~case that was putJ'ust 
.~.~ r. . . aya er. b h b s· T now, ot y 11" ej ·and Mr. Jayaker : 

7997.· May I put to you a question Hitherto an Indian Civil Service man 
which arises out of one question which who has been a High. Court Judge haa · 
Sir Tej put ?-Are you. aware, Sir not been eligible for appointment aa 
Samuel, that so far as the bulk of legal ,Chief Justice. Has not that been so!
opinion in India is concerned if it wr.s (Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 
a choice of two alternatives they would 8001. There was proVISion in the 
much prefer that you kept to the pre- Statute that he must be a barrister y....:_r 
sent rule by which a barrister alone can think so. (Sir Malcolm Hat?e_y.) Yes_. ,· 
rise to the position of permanent Chief · 
Justice, rather than to have a ru1e . 8002 .. If you are going to change that 
which would make it possible for an ~~ there not ~ome danger of your get
Indlian Civil- Service man to be per- tmg a less tramed lawyer as your Chief 
tnanent Chief Justice ?-If that were so Justice if you ·took the Indian Civil 
it would probably point to making no Service man who has, of course been 
provision at all. I explained just now engaged ·in other matters 7 Is th~re not 
that if you are going to make a pro- . something to be said for having the 
vision it does seem to me to be unfair trained lawyer from the first who. has 
to open the field in one direction and not been occupiedl at all in the Indian 
not open the field in the other direc· Civil Service as the Chief Justice of 
tion. the Court ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) That 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] The objection may be so~ but the whole basis of my 
being mainly grounded on the fact that argument IS that you take the candi- · 
however eminent an Indian Civil Ser·. dates on their. merits and if that is.a 
vant may be, he was at one time a disqualification (I am not now saying 
member of the permanent services of the whether it is or whether it is not) for 
country, and the feeling is that the a particular candidate being made Chief 
Chief Justice would always be a man Justice, there is no reason than to make 
who was brought up in the free atmo- him Chief. Justice. . 
sphere of the Bar (I am not speaking 8003. ~ will not press it · further. , I 
of anything racial) ; but he was brought have only one question-it is the last 
up and trained in the free atmosphere I think I want to put to you-on making 
of .the Bar, and/ never belonged, at any the High Court subject ·to the Federal 
stage of his life, to the permanent ·ser- Government and not the Provincial Gov- · 
vices. ernment ?-'): es. 1 

Marquess of Reading. 

7998. Just one question on a 
raised by Sir Tej-I think 

Ll06TIO 

matter 
it was 

8004. As I · understand-you very 
clearly put it in your Memorandum-in 
substance, the difference that· arises is 
in regard to minor matters of finanre 

s 



nnd the accommodation to be provided in 
the High Court, is it not ·Y I say that 
for this reason, Sir Samuel : You do 
make. provision for the Judge to be ap
pointed in the ordinary way by the 
Crown ?-Yes. 

8005. That is what happens. The 
salary is not votable f-Yes. 

8006. So the Judge is on perfectly 
firm and safe ground in regard to that. 
The point of discussion as I have under
stood it, both from your :Memorandt:m 
and elsewhere in. India, is that if the 
High Court is subject ·in other matters 
to the Provincial Government, the ques
tions that arise must be in relation to 
finance, that is, as regards appointments 
of · minor officials and also as to the 
accommodation to be provided either by 
means of clerks, or it may even be of 
space. Is not thati what happens 7 Does 
it go beyond that ?-Sir Malcolm will 
amplify . the answer. (Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) Differences of opinion may arise, 
not only on pure financial questions of 
that type, but on general questions of 
control of the subordinate Judiciary. 
There is a rather wide range of ques
tions on which you might very easily 
di.ffer from your High Court, and it has 
often been felt-very generally felt by. 
one class of thinkers-that those diffi
culties would be accentuated if your 
High Court was, so to speak, a central 
institution instead of having close rela
tion with the Provinces. Your touch 
would be firmer. 

8007. Would you tell me with regard 
to the High Court at Calcutta,· that is 
one Court that has been under the 
Central Government and not under the 
Provincial Government. That is right, 
is it not-it is the exception to all the 
other High Courts. Questions have 
arisen, have they not, with regard to 
such matters as we are now discussing f 
Will you tell me-l am not sure that I 
recollect accurately-the finances and the 
accommodation such. as I have just de
scribed had to be found by the local gov
ernment, did they not, notwithstanding 
the control really was in the . Central 
Government T-Yes. 

8008. Is not that right ?-That is so. 
The control was in the Central Govern
ment, but all finance, accommodation, 
,and the like, had to be found by the 

Local Government, and questions con• 
tinually arose between us on that ac
count. The High Court would apply 
for an additional Judge. The Local 
Government, with its eye on finance, 
.said that the High Court did not do 
its work. The Government of India had 
to decide between the two, and the same 
with· regard to accommodation. The 
High Court would! say that they wanted 
more Court rooms. The Local Govern
ment would reply that they were very 
well fitted with Court rooms already. 
Again the Government of India had to 
decide between them. So, if you cen
tralise the High . Courts in re(J'ard to 

• 0 

appomtment, and, the like, you must 
also centralise them in regard to finance,. 
and the finance must extend to accom-' 
modation, and the pay of their estab· 
lishment. 

8009. What has not been clear to me in 
the discussion (not in what you have 
said, because that is quite clear) is assum
ing · that you hadl the High Court under 
the Federal Government, is it suggested, 
do you know whether the Federal Gov
ernment is to find the finance for those 
High Courts, or is it the Provincial 
Governments f.-1 think the suggeSitio114 
has generally been that it has generally 
been recognised that the Central Gov
ernment must also find the finance, and 
various suggestions have been made as 
to financial readjustments for that pur
pose. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I under
stand Mr. Zafrulla Khan would be glad 
to have an opportunity of putting a few 
questions before we adjourn. I under
stand! he represents a rather different 
point of view from that of Sir Tej Sapru. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

8010. Secretary of State, would yon 
kindly inform the Committee how the 
proposal to centralise the control of the 
High Courts would affect the question 
of the recruitment of the subordinate 
judiciary in the Provinces 'P-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I think myself it would 
create considerable difficulty. I do not 
offhand see how it would work out. 
What would Sir Malcolm Hailey say f 
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) I think that if 
the High Court were centralised it would 
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be far harder to get the. Loeal Govern
ment to extend to it, by arrangement, 
the authority which it now gives it in re
gard! to appointment of subordinate judi
ciary. There would be more likely to 
be a kind of position of strain between 

· tbem. {Sir Samuel IIoare.) Sir :Mal
colm means, does he, that as it is now, 
when they are both part of the san:.e 
administrative machine, the Local Gov
ernment pays a great deal of at\ention 
to the views of the High Court. (Sir 
Jfalcolm. Hailey.) Yes. (Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) 'Vhereas, if they were subject to 
different authorities, those kinds of re
lations would become more rigid, and 
might become more distant. (Sir Mal
colm Ilailey.) I think that would be the 
case, because I think it is almost in
evitable that if the High Court were 
dependent on the Central Government, 
and its eyes, so to speak, were turned 
in that direction, if it had any com
plaint as regards the inadequacy of 
finance provided for the subordinate judi
ciary, it would tend to complain to the 
Central Government instead of to the 
Local Government. That would be a· 
cause of friction which might react on 
the willingness of the Loeal Government 
to entrust it with the authority and the 
power that it now gives to it. 

8011. May I put another aspect of the 
question, or, rather, stress one par
ticular aspect of this question 'I It is not 
correct that, although it is extremely 
desirable, and nobody would object to the 
individual candidate for appointment to 
a subordinate judiciary post being select
ed by the High Court as a result 
of an examination or otherwise, com
munities in the Provinces will insist that, 
so far as the proportion of interests and 
classes, and other things are concerned, 
they must be determined by the Local 
.Government '1-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 1 
should say myself that that certainly 
would be the case, and, in fact, I under
stand, that that is the arrangement in 
certain of the Provinces now. 

8014. With regard to finance,· suppose 
the High Courts were transferred to the 
Centre, and their expenditure- was also 
placed upon the Central_ Budget, would 
not that seriously disturb; the sort of 
arrangement between _the Centre and the 
Provinces with regard to the allocation. · 
of sources of revenue which the Federal 
Finance Sub-Committees have been con
sidering, and so. forth 'f-I think it would· 
certainly add a new and tiresome com-. 
plication to the problem. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 
8015. A· very great ·complication ,_., 

Considerable complication, and, in my·_ 
own view' a very tiresome form of com- . 
plication,. namely, a complication eo.n-. 
cerned with all sorts of sundry and dis-
connected details. · · 

Mr. ZafruZla Khan. ., 

8016. If I might, with the Chairman's · 
permission, depart from that aspect of· 
the question, and draw the Secretary of· 
State's attention" to one or two matters 
arising out of what he has told the. 
Committee to-day, may I draw the Sec- . 
retacy of State's attention to page 31 of . 
the Second Report of the Round Table 
Conferenc~, where i~ i~ sai~ that . _the. 
subject of the Provmctal High Courts 
has received a certain amount of atten
tion from the Federal Structure. Com
mittee and certain matters are there laid: 
down,' the Committee being of opinion 
that the High Court Judges should con•; 
tinue to be appointed by 1l?-e C~own ; . the. 
existing law requires certam propo~tions. 
of each High Court Bench to be barristers· 
and civilians, and so on--:-that that need:: 
not continue Y-Yes. 

8017, " And they recommend that the 
office of Chief Justice should be thrown· 
open to any Puisne. Judge or !IDY person· 
qualified to be appomted a Pmsne Judge. 
The pra<tice of appointing temporary 
additional" Judges ought, in the opinion
of the Committee, to be dis~ontinue~." · 

Sir A. P. Patro. 

8012. In Madras it is so 7-I 
Madras in mind. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

It is the last sentence to whic~ I wish 
had to draw the Secretary of States att~n-. 

tion. He will also recollect that, dunng 
the course of the third Round Table Con
ference a Sub-Committee dealt with cer-. 

the · tain aspects of the judic~a:Y· They were 
also unanimously of opm10n tha!

2
· the 

8013. And in the Punjab T-In 
Punjab too. 

L106RO 
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practice of appointing additional tem- Federal Courl and Supreme Court 
porary Judges should disappear. The Judges may be fixed at 65, and that of 
White· Pap'er ·does contemplate that that High Court Judges at 60. This would 
practice will continue. May I inquire enable the selected Judges who are 
what are the reasons in support of con-. appointed to these higher Courts to con
tinuing the practice which has been . tinue for a longer time, and the present 
objected to unanimously by the Federal age of retirement for High Court Judges 
Structure Committee here f-I do not would be retained. It is not a very great 
myself attach very great importance to question of principle, but I just draw 
this question one way or the other, but attention to it f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
what we have found is this, that the Gov- will certainly take note of what Mr. 
ernment of India hold the view that it is Zafrulla Khan has said. I would not 
necessary to retain the power to appoint like to express a view one way or the 
additional temporary Judges of this kind. other off-hand upon it. 
This is a note I have upon it. They say 
it is uneconomical to ma'ke permanent 8021. May I draw attention to page 65 
appointments for the purpose! for which of the First Report of the Round Table 
additional Judges are sometimes ap- Conference. It is the Report of the 
pointed, namely, to meet exceptional Services Sub-Committee. This is a ques
pressure of wprk, nor is it 'possible for tion distinct entirely from the one to 
!financial reasons to constitute the High which reference has already been made, 
Courts at such ·a strength that they will. that a person who ·is eligible for appoint
contain a reserve for leave vacancies ment as a Judge would certainly be 
which are necessary in Indian conditions. eligible for appointment as Chief 
The Whlte Paper proposes to place these Justice. I am not raising that, but, 
appointments in the hands of the with regard to the future, a majority of 
Governor-General personally:; as being the the Services Sub-Committee recommended 
best means of keeping High Court that recruitment for judicial offices 
appointments, even of this temporary should no longer be made , in the Indian 
..character, free from Party pressure. Civil Service. Those that are already 

there, and so on, I am not touching upon 
. 8018. May I draw your attention to at ali. What I am drawing attention to 
])al'a.graph 169 on page SO of the White is the recommendation of the.. majority of 
Paper !-Yes. the Sub-Committee that, in future, in 

8019. Where it is proposed that the :tJxing the cadre, the Secretary of State 
age ·of compulsory retirement of High miO'ht take into consideration the eon
Court· Judges should be fixed at the odd diti'ons in India, that plenty of trained 
figure of 62. Is there any special reason legal talent is available for appointment 
why it shquld be :fixed at 62 and not 60 to judicial posts (subordinate, inter
or 65 f-Sir Findlater Stewart remem- mediate and high judicial posts) and that, 
hers the point. (Sir Findlater Stewart.) in future, recruitment should not be 
I think it was a compromise. I think it made on that list '-(Sir Malcolm 
was felt, so far as the Federal and Hailey.) I think, if I may say so, that 
Supreme Courts were concerned that you is a question that will arise in the course 
might have to go beyond the age of GO, of discussing the Services, which will be 
which is at present the age for retirement separately discussed. Mr. Zafrolla Khan · 
and, having decided that you had to go at knows verv well the gromids we have 
62 for the Federal Court Judge it seemed already taken in that matter. 
unnecessary.to make a distinction between Sll'' .Au .. teNt Chamberlain.] Sir Tej, 
the two classes of Court, and 62 was ., •• 
:fixed as a common compromise :figure. I your examination of the Secretary of 
do not think it was anything more than State on Federation was interrupted 

this mornin(J' by our adjourning. I 
that. understand that you are leaving to-

8020. May I suggest this for the con- morrow' 
sideration of the Secretary of State when 
be is finally considering this matter, that Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I am leaving 
the age of compulsory retirement for the day after to-morrow. 
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Sir Austen Chamberlain.] That is t<f 
say, before we can return to the subject. 
Would it be convenient to you in those 
circumstances to supplement your ques
tions by supplying the Committee with 
a memorandum which could be printed 
in our proceedings at the proper time ? 

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru.] I had as a 
matter of fact written out a memo-. 
randum, and a fairly comprehensive one, 
on all the points that have been engaging 
the attention of the Committee. I am 
submitting it to-morrow to the Lord 
Chairman, and I will submit a copy of 
it to the Secretary of State, if he will 
allow me to do so. I will as soon as I 
reach India send to the . Lord Chairman 
printed copies of it ; I have had no time 
to get it printed here. I have dealt with 
nlJ these questions in my memorandum ; 
hut thrre is one statement I should like 
to make, if I may be permitted to do so, 
on the question of indirect or direct 

election. I have had no opportunity of 
expressing any opinion upon that subject. 
All I wish to say is that I am entirely 
in BoOTeement with the views expressed 
by Lord Lothian and his Committee on 
that question ; and the · four reasons 
assigned, at pages 22, 23 and 24, are 
reasons which I am prepared to adopt. as 
my own reasons. I will not take up your 
time any further. That is to say, I am 
in favour of direct election for the 
reasons stated by Lord Lothian in his 
Report. I am strongly opposed to 
indirect election. That is all I would 
like to say at the present moment. 

. Sir A u8ten Chamberlain.] The Com· 
mittee stands adjourned. to 10-30 on 
Thursday morning, when we will take up 
the question ·of Finance, when I trust 
that the. Lord Chairman will be here to 
re-assume his responsible and difficult 
duties. 

(The Witnesses are directed to 'Withdraw.)· _. 

Ordered, That the Committee be adjourned to Thursday next, 10-30 o'clock. 

27th July 1933. 
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Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 

Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 
Major Attlee. 
Mr. Butler; 
Major· Cadogan. 
1\Ir. Cocks. 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Sir Joseph N all. 
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The following Indian Delegates were also present :-

INDIAN STAn:8 REPRESENTATIVES. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat-Khan. 
Sir Akbar Hydari. 
Sir Mirza :M. Ismail. 

Sir 1\Iapubhai N. Mehta. 
Sir P, Pattani. . · 
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BRITISH INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 
His Highness The Aga ~an. Sir A. P. Patro. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Hubert Carr. Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

.:Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. Dr. Shafa' At Ahmad Khan. 
· Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gi4ney. Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. Sir N. N. Sircar. 
M N R J k r Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. r. • . aya e • 
Mr. N. M. Joshi. Mr. Zafrulla Khan . 
. Begum Shah NawJ.z. . 

The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt .• G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., S1r MALCOLM HAH.FY, 
G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E .• and Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., c.s.I., 

are further examined. 
Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

8022. ·My Lords and Gentlemen, I re
gret to say that our · Lord Chairman, 
though he is better, is not able to be 
·present to-day, but he will be with us 
to-morrow. 
:· To-day we further discuss the Financial 

· Section of the White Paper. WheJ;L the 
financial discussian was broken off on 
the last occasion, Er'~r · Akbar Hyuari 
mentioned that he would like to make a 
statement on behalf of the States. I 
propose, therefore, to call upon Sir Akbar 
Hydari first, and then to call upon in 
. turn those Members of the Committee 
and Delegates who have given noti.ce to 
the Secretary of State of their desire 
to ask him questions. I hope that the 
Co:nuilittee and the Delegates Will think 
that a convenient arrangement. · 

Sir Akbar. Hydari. 
• 

8023. The statement which I am 
authorised to make on behalf of the 
Indian States' Delegation is as follows. 
If (as had emerged from the figures in 
the Hailey Memorandum) at the tim11 of 
the date of the passing of the Consti

. tution Act, the British-India Budget, 
Central and Provincial, as a whol\!, in
cluding the Budgets of deficit Provinces 
was a balanced one, the Indian States 
could immediately enter the Federation 
on the basis of the statu'! quo, as then 
existing, so far as Finance was concen!ed. 
Secondly, .that the White Paper pro
posals concerned may be accepted, pro
vided that (a) the prescribed percentage 
to be retained by the Federation under 
paragraph 139 of the Proposals is uot 
less· thru: 50 per cent. ; and (b) that it 
is understood that the White Pap..;r pro
posals in paragraph 139 empower the 

Governor-General, in hls discretion, te 
suspend beyond the ten yea1·s reductions 
of assignments to Pro.Yincea, if he is of 
opinion that the continuance of the 
assignment would endanger the financial 
stability of the Federation. Thirdly, if 
at any time, even during the period of 
t.he first ten years the financial posithm 
becomes such that . the Federal expendi
ture cannot be met from sourcea of 
Revenue permissible to the Federal Gov
ernment, after all possible econo1nic3 
had been effected and the n~sourccs of 
indirect taxation open to l.ho1 Felleration 
exhausted, and the return ~f the Income 

. Tax to the Pro·vinces suspended. a ~tate 
of emP.rgency will be held to have come 
into being, when all Federal units will 
make contributions to the Federal Fix 

· on an equitable and prescribed ba!:'is. 
Pending questions relating to individual 
States should be settled as early ali 
possible .by negotiation with the Statu 
concerned . 

Sir .A uste~ Chamberlain. 

8024. Secretary of State, would you 
wish to make any comment at thia stage 
upon the statement just read by Sir 
Akbar Hydari ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
think I would like to add this single 
sentence. It is· satisfactorv to hear ft om 
the representative of the ·States that at 
a point the States are ready to take a 
direct share in the financial burden:> r,f 
the Federation. I wo1,1ld prefer not to 
go into further detail at this stage. I 
imagine that probably further detail:-; 
would emerge in my cross-examination, 
but I would draw the attention (.f the 
Committee and the Delegates to that one 
salient fact, namely, that at a point U:e 
States contemplate undertaking bunlens 
other than the burdens. of indirect 
taxation. 
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.Marquess of Salisbury. 
8025. Secretary of State, of course, I 

shall try to frame my questions having 
regard to the very important state~ent 
that bas been made, but the Comxm.ttee 
will realise that, perhaps, one nugbt . 
make a slip in respect of it, because it is 
rather difficult to gather its full import 
without further consideration. But, first 
of all, i would like to revert to· the 
Federal Budget. As I understand, there 
will be in effect three Budgets. There 
will be the Budget, that is the expenditure 
which is required for the Reserved Ser
vices · there is the general Federal 
BudO'~t which is required' for Federal 
Service~ and there are the Provincial 
BudO'ets ?-Does Lord Salisbury put it 
in the fol'?l of a question ? 

somewhat removed. To start with, at 
any rate, therefore, there will be no com .. 
~lication of that kind. Supposing the 
tlme comes when there is a distribution 
of Income Tax between the Provinces and 
the Federation, then it will be done upoll 
a definite plan, and the Provinces · Will 
know quite clearly that they are entitled 
to such and such a percentage. There 
will be n,o uncertainty about it. · 

8032. But,· I suppose, that plan will 
depend upon the fiscal conditions· of the, 
moment ?-No, not at the moment, it 
will be done over a period of years. U 
Lord Salisbury would read the paragraphs 
in the White Paper, he will see that we 
have deaJt fully with t]lose contingencies. 

8033. If the Secretary of State wishes 
to read one of the parts of it, of course, 
I will wait for him ?-I was 1·ather assum·· 
ing that the Members of the Committee 
had read! the .White Paper proposals. 
The paragraph to which I am referring 

8026. Yes f-If so, I would not agree. 
8027. You do not agree ?-No ; there 

will only be two Budgets. There will be 
the Federal Budget, and the Provincial 
Bud(J'ets. The Provincial Budgets will 
bave

0 

nothing whatever to do with the 
Federal Budget. There will b~ only one 
Federal Budget at the Centre, which will 
d1eal with the expenditure both of the 
Reserved Departments and of all the 
other Federal Departments, and for the 
provision of funds for the whole of this 
expenditure jointly. 

8028. When the Secretary of State says 
the Provincial Budgets will have nothip.g 
.to do with the Federal Budget, I under
stand (but, of course, I may be quite 
wrong) that the Provinces will have a 
share in the proceeds of direct taxation Y 
-After the point set out in paragraph 
139. 

8029. At any rate, they will have a 
share in it, will they not ?-At some .date 
in the future. 

8030. But evidently, they · must 1Je· 
financed in some way or other-if they 
are in d'eficit, for instance ?-Lord Salis
bury, I think, must be thinking about 
the Income Tax. 

8031. Of direct taxation. By all means, 
call it Income Tax, if the Secretary of 
State wishes, but I understand there is 
Corporation Tax, too, is there not ?
Yes · I include that in the general term 
Inco~e Tax. Lord Salisbury will see, if 
he looks at paragraph 139, that as things 
are now the ·time at which there can be 
a distribution of the Income Tax seems 

is 139. · 

8034. I forgive the Secretary of State 
his sarcasm ; ·but, at any rate, the Secre
tary of State will admit that the financial 
arrangements of the White Paper are 
very complicated, and, therefore, it is not 
surprising that we do not quite under· 
stand them all straighf off ?-Certainly. 

8035. As I understand, what he says 
is that "the contribution of direct taxa
tion to the finances of the Provinces will 
depend upon a eond.ition.of things str~tch· 
ing over a period of time ?-Yes. Put in 
a sentence, the conception of our plan is 
that Income Tax eventually is a tax, to 
a share of which, at any rate, the Pro
vinces are enti·tled. At the same. time, 
as things are now, the Centre requires 
all the resources that are now at its dis
posal. We, therefore, make a plan under 
which for the first three ·years of "the 
Fed'eration all the Income Tax is retained 
by the Federal Centre. After the period 
of the three years, a certain percentage 
of the Income Tax is allocated to the Pro· 
vinces qyer the next period of seve:q. years, 
the eventual allocation being between 50 
and 75 per cent. to the Provinces. Yon 
see, therefore, that for the first period, 
there is no allocation ; after that, there 
is an i.ncreasing distribution to the P.ro
vinces, eventually reaching whatever may 
be ·the percentage. that is d~cided upon, 
but not more than 50 to. 75 PP.r ~ent .. 
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Marquess of Salisbury.] That is quite 
eufficient for" my purpose .. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
8036. I cannot quite reconcile, Secre

tary of State (it is doubtless my fault),, 
what you say about the first three years 
with· the terms of paragraph 139 of the 

:White Paper. The passage to which I 
refer is : " For each of the first three 

. 'years after the commencement of the 
Constitution Act, however, the Federnl 
Government will be entitled to retain in 
Aid of Federal Revenues "-I. omit some 
of the words--a sUm to be prescribed T
Yes ; I ought to have mad'e myself more 
clear. During the first three years ~e 
have a free hand as to what we retam, 
and if it was found that the Centre could 
not get on· without the whole Inc01_ne Tax, 
then we should have to retain the whole 
Income Tax. 

. Marquess of Salisbury.] It is quite 
sufficient for ·my purpose. What the 
Secretary of State has told us is that the 
Provinces are entitled to a share iri. the 
Income Tax and: that share appears to be 
a variable one, an uncertain one, to be 
prescribed hereafter, at any rate in the 
first three years, it may be afterwards, 
as far as I know, and, subseque~t years. 

'Earl Peel.] To some extent. 

·Marquess of Sa.lisbttry. 
8037. That is to say, there is a doubt

ful variable amount, variable by certain 
authorities, of the Income Tax which i.;; 
to be assigned to the Provinces or may 
be assigned to the Provinces Y-Y es. 

8038. Therefore, the Secretary of State 
will agree, will he not, that the amount 
of claim which the Provinces make, the 
effort they make to Income Tax must 
depend largely upon the expenditure 

. which they think they are called upon tn 
make 7-It must depend, of course, upon 
two things : First of all, the demand of 
the Federal Council, and secondly, the 
demands of the Provinces. 

8039. But it depends partly on the 
demand of the Provinces Y-Yes, always 
assuming ·that we must retain at the 
Federal 'Centre · sufficient funds to meet 
the charges and obligation$. 

authorities will be trying to restrict it f 
-I am not quite sure what Lord Salis-
bury means by each occasion. If he 
means this is going to be a question of 
controversy· each year, then I do not 
agree with him. The percentage will 

.have to be determined for a period, and 
un~er our proposals we determine it 
under Order in Council. 

8041. Prescribed, no doubt, for a 
period, but sooner or later the matte~ 
will have to be reconsidered and re
adjusted and then there will be pressure 
from the Provinces to have more. I 
mean, that follows from what the Secre
tary of State has said ?-Yes, except that 
under the Wbite Paper proposals, the 
plan is prescribed by Order in Council, 
and the prescribed plan runs on for a 
perio3' of years. ' ,. 

8042. But, I suppose, the Order in 
Council will not be made in vacuo ; it will 
be after hearing what everybody con
cerned bas to say about it 7-The Order 
in Council I conceive will be made after 
the financial inquiry to which I have 
alrE-ady alluded more than once in this 
Committee, namely, that either during 
the passage of the Bill, or immediately 
after the passage of the Bill, there will 
have to be an inquiry of this kind, and 
it will be based upon the result of that 
inquiry that the Order in Council will 
eventually be issued. 

"8043. But what is prescribed may va:ry 
at the end of a certain period, may it 
not ? I do not know what the period 
is. I am told it is three years ?-No ; 
that is not so under our scheme. There 
is this period of 10 years during which 
an increasing amount up to a. particular 
percentage is handed over to the Pro
vinces. At the end of that time they 
get the full percentage, a~d they get nf) 
more. 

8044. Is all that to he fixed straight 
off 7 ·what is prescribed, I suppose, may 
be more or may be less, may it not 7 It 
is not a certain fixed figure ?-Only within 
the terms of our proposals, if our pro
posals are accepted-between 50 and 75 
per cent. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

8045. Would it work this way, that 
vou would prescribe the percentage which 
inight be 100 per cent., which wouJdo pre.. · 

8t>40. That is exactly the difficult issue 
which will have to be tried on each 
occasion. The Provinces will be pressing 
for more Income Tax and the Federal · vail for the first three years, and you 
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would at the same time prescribe the 
reduction in that percentage which would 
take place in each of the following seven 
years until you reached the final figure Y 
-Yes, that is so. It is a very accurate 
description of the White Paper proposals.· 

Lord Peel. 

8046. It is clear that after the 10 years 
the two periods of three and seven years, 
the tax does go to the Provinces, be
eause the last five lines of paragraph 139 
are, I presume, governed by that period. 
In themselves it looks as if the GovernOl'
General could suspend the reductions 
even after the 10 years, but that is not 
int<>nded, I understand 7-No, it is in
tended that after the period the Pro
vinces should be entitled to their full 
~f'rC"'•ntagc.· 

Lord Rankeillour. 

8047. Wh<>n you say "Order in 
CoUiicil " do you mean the' Governor
General in c·ouncil, or an Order in 
Council here 7-0rder in "t'ouncil here. · 

Sir Malcolm Hailey.] Paragraph 145. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 
.. . ~· 

8048. Is it not the fact that under the 
White Paper proposals from the end of 
the first three years the. whole process 
will be completely automatic 7-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 

l\fa.rquess of Reading.] No; surely Lot 
aftl'r the three· years. 

Lord Peel.] The Governor-General 
can alter it, surely. It is not automatic. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] Automatic ~ub
ject to the Governor-General's power. of 
revocation in an emergency. 

L~rd Peel.] That is a very ln:.rge 
prOVISO. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] Yes, I mn 
"" HW' of that, but subject to that 9 

Lord Peel.] Yes. 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

f\0-19. HaYing re~urd to the answer 
of the Secretary of State, may I ta~e 
it to be correct that if the view P.t:e
sented bv Sir Akbar Hvdari this morn
ing is ac.cepted it would. mean this, that· 
if after the end of 10 years you pro
pose to giYe us, the Provinces 50 or 55 
per cent., if that involves any direet · 
eontribution by the States· then t)1_a.t 
lh::ts g-(•t to he stopped. The Provin.~es 

must wait not for 20 years, but !or 
1,000 years if giving any portion ·.of 
the Income-Tax involves any direct 
contribution by the States 7-I do riot 
follow Sir Nripendra's question, b~t, 
off-hand, my answer would be 'No ' to 
him. 

8050. My question was this : Sup
posing after 10 years (but for the -in
tervention of the States) if the ~ro
vinces were getting say 50 per c~J?,t. 
of the Income Tax, then the States t~lre 
up the point that if ·50 per cent. is 
handed over to the Provinces, that \Vjll 
involve a contribution to the Federal 
centre from the States ; therefore the 
P1·ovinces must not get the 50 per C'!lnt. 
Is that the way ih which you under
stand Sir Akbar Hydari 's state~ent 

·made to-day 7-No: it ie not at all. . . 
Sir .4kbar Hydari. 

8051. It is no't that 7-We can make 
that dear later on .. Perhaps Sir .AkJ>nr 
would ·ask . me some questions on that 
point later 9!1 7 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

8052. t think this conversation pas 
mntle it clear that, although there are 
certain mat,hematical principles w4ich 
nre Rpplied, yet it will be in the po'\Ver 
of the · tlovernor-General to modify 
thPm !-Certainly. · 

8053. The Governor-General will, of 
cour.,;e, be accessible to representations 
from the Provinces 7-And also ft:om 
the Federal Government. 

8054. And also from the Fed~ral 
Government, yes. I t.hink I may s~y 
th('n that the Secretary of State ag!ees 
with me that there will be an oppqr
tnnity, and, indeed, a very great 
temptation on the Provinces to press1 if 
they at·e hard up, for a larger share o~ 
the Income Tax 7-There will be ~n 
equally. great pressure, perhapa ~ 
greater pressure from the Federal Gov
ernme:bj; to press the Viceroy not tQ 
!':acrifice resources without which the 
Federal Government cannot meet iti. 
charges. 

8055. The Se~retary of State(• ha.s 
anticipated. the conclusion at which I 
have ·arrived. •There will be two com
peting authorities who will wa.nt to 
lu1ve a share in the Income Tax f-Yes~ .. 
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8056. That is really the whole obj~ct 
of the questions I have addressed to 
him np to now f-Yes. , 'Vould L9rd 
Salisbury carry. it a step further anJ. 
say that the reason there are these ~wo 
competing authorities forces us to _the • 

· suggestion that the decision must b~ a 
. decision by Order in Council taken 
. upon the Governor-General's ad-vice at 
.his discretion f 

· 8057. Yes, I quite agree. there is _tho 
protection of the Order in Council, JJ.ut 
the Order in Council means, of CuU!'~e. 
the advice of the Secretary of St~te.z 
and he will also be acces8ible ~ the 
same kind of pressures as the Governo!
General 'is. This arises out of that, but 
-what does he precisely intend to do in 
·respect of the Provinces which are d~fi
nitely in deficit f-1 think we ~-qst 
clear off that· deficit before the chang.cs 
take place.· · • 

· 8058. Clear it off ·?-Clear it off. 

vttnv. I am taking the pusition as it is 
. 1.0\\. 

b065. The Secretary of State has J.lOt 
anticipated that there will be any d~
culty 7-I never said that. Lord SaJjs
bury must not make comments on .J!:l1 

. evidence which are not justified . 

8066. I apologise. I put it too f~r • 
I do· not want to press the Secretal'Y. of 
State, but what I meant to· convey is 
that_ this rests upon a -very important 
thing, the opinion of the Secretnry of 
State 7-No, that is not so at all. My 

· opinion rests upon the present posi~i9n 
of affairs when it looks at the end of 
this financial year as if only two :P.,ro
vince.;; will be iu derlcit. 

8067. I am sorry if 1 transgres~etl 
for a moment. I will leave it there. 
Now let me turn from the position. of 
the Provinces to the Federal budget ~t
self. The Secretary of ~t.a te 'has s~id 
there will • be only one .F cdernl Budget, 

8059. -But it will be in t:he sh~pe o.f L?t ther_e will be t~ll claims up~m. it. 
an annual deficit, not a round sum J-· , .'l~cre '!Ill bfllll.the cla1rus. of the V1ceroy 
The two main cases of' course are With h1s reserved scrrices, and there 
Bengal and Assam. ' ' · · will be th~ ~laim ~f t~e r«.>sronsible 

8060. Yes !-1' think there some Fede:ai Mmisters for tne Federal cx
a.rranooement must be made under wh.1eh ])E'ndJture '?-Yes. 
B~ng~ and Assam will start upon_ an 6_068. The~· will be defi.nit~ly c~m· 
even keel. I think it is possible to p_etmg. for ~he money Y-:-Certrunly, each 
make that arrhngement. ~ild~ will wish ·to have lt3 dC:.mands ~et. 

· 8061~ I suppose the t::1ecretary of . 8069. There will be (we know thc_re 
St9.te would not be inclined to tell the 1:1) tremendous p1·essure by the Gov
Committee what arrangelllent he hns. in ernment, by the :Ministers, to have a 
mind .?-I have already done no more larger !!hare of the FeJeral rf•sourc_es 
than once, and Lord Salisbury win ~re- becau!'\e they have not con~ealed the 
member in the speech I made the other thought-those who ar~ hkely to be. 
day, I alluded to the jute tax in Bengal. represente!l-th·at there 1~ too ~nch 

'> ~ , , · spent Rlready on the reser\"e serv1ce:;. 
806":'. ~es f-lhat, at any rate, h!"-lf 'l'hP Secretary of State admits that 

the JUte tax. should be . left. ·with th:~t criticism i:; commonly made in 
Bengal, and I mcluded that Idea in the IndiR ?-Yes. 
geJH:>ral proposals that I made. ..,1\7('1 ,. d 11· · · b ry 

. "'' • 4'1..n pu l If. opmwn can e "i'e • 
. 80P3. It might happt-n that oth(•r Pro- · in1lnentla1 indeed when the respon-
vinccs were in deficit besides Assam sible government is established ?-1 
aud Bengal t-We shou]d have to take would certainly admit thnt ther•) i;;; that 
the Provinces as they _were a~ ~he kind of pressure now. Whether o~ _not 
moment whE-n we made th1:> financtal m- it will be greater in the future Is· a 
quiry, and, as things are at present, _no- matter of opinion. Lord Salisbury has 
body can prophesy for the fu~ure one his view upon the subject. I have 
way or the other. I do not thmk th_ere onee. or twice expressed mine. 
will· b~ man~ ·provinc~ in deficit at 8071. I suggest to the Secretar·y of 
that rt.Ime. 'l~ere c~rtam!Y. should ~ot State that there will be very str~mg 
be many Pronnces m defic.t. pressure, very difficult to resist, for a 

S064. I am sm·e the •. Secretary of diminution of the cost of the reseryed 
State is wise in takinoo an optimistic services in order to pay for what may 
view 7-I am not taki:~g an optimidc be >ery valuable objects u!lde~ the m-
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8078. Supposing it turns ·out that 
sponsible government f-My answer· to he is wrong and that at the end of the 
Lord Salisbury is that there is that financial year it turns out tliat he J:i,as 
kind of pressure now. I do not see ~ny not estimated sufficient to cover the 
reason why it should · become u1_ore expenditurr, upon the reserved. s~r
dangerous in the future. vices : What will happen then ? Will 

8072. The Secretarv of State cloes the reserved services have to give way, 
not think that the ~stablishment o.f a o.r will the other expenditure haye to 
responsible Government with a majority . give way, or will the1·e have to be SpP:' 
behind tl1em will make it more difti~ult plementary Estimat~s ?-The 'reser,:ed 

·for the Viceroy than it is at present J- subjects, certainly, w1ll not have to gtye 
The establishment of responsible gov- wav. What I imagine would happ~n 
ernment will mean the inclusion in the would be one of two things : ~ither the 
Government of quite a number - of Governor-General would persuade · the 
:Ministers and representatives who ~,-ill Federal Government to introduce a Sp.p
be directly interested in keeping the · plementary Estimate (and 1 hope that 
defences of India in a secure state. that is the course that wouJd be ado_pt-

8073. I am not going to put my ~pi- · ed if things were working reasou.bly 
nion against the ·Secretary of Stat~'s. between the two sides of Government}
At any rate, that is what his view of 8U79. Technically, it would not be a 

. the matter is. May I go into an.)ther Supplementary Estimate. It would be 
prnrtical matter in which I hopP. I a new Finance Bill and iL~rease_ 9f 
shall not show my ignorance : Ho'vl· is taxation ,_I am not distinguishi~g 
the payment of the non-votable ~er- · b~!iween the terms-! will say H j_ntro
vices to be secured ; how is it to be duce a new Bill.'' In the event of t)le · 
en~ure«l f May I suggest to th-e Se~re- }'cderal Government t·e£using to tn~e 
tm·v of State that when the Estim;l,tes action of ·that kind, then the Goveruor
nrE; framPd there will I presume· be a General must act ·on his own initia~Jye 
<lisenssion between the }'h11mce Minis- ·and • he must make a finaucial propo~a~ 
tt'r and the financial adviser of the and see that it is carried through under 
Yjceroy as to how much will be-- re- which he will get•enough money f1Jr his 
quired for the rt:>servecl services '-Yes. l::'erviees. 
We bad contemplated that normally, S080. Would not the Secretary of 
ussuming that things are working State agree that all that proc.ess wo)lld 
l'ensonahl:v, thPrc would be discussions tend to put great pressure on the Qov
of that kind. · ernor-General, to try to meet the 

8074. Yes ?--And probablv discus- Finanl'e Minister as far as he can J-
sions with the othe'r Ministers. I think the pressui·c would work b9th 

Wl~ys. l think, also, if I were Fh1an~e 
8075. No doubt, witlt the Mhdsters ·l\finh;ter I would much prefer not to 

fls a whole !-As a wholE-. g~t to a crisjs of that kind and to t~,ke 
8076. There will he thi~ discu.~si.••ll. thP ae::tion myself if it was u reason~hle 

No clouht the J<,inance l\linister may demand .. 
rt'pre~ent to the financial ad,·i:-;er that 8081. It woulci «lepend what p~~:;
hn is e..;timating for ouffident iaxatit~n sure was p11t by the majority by wh~se 
t() cover whnteYer &rt·nn~emt>nt they nuthority ·you sit as a ·Minister, wo_nld 
('orne to 'f-To cover not onlv whllt- it not 'f-There again one has to ta~e 
ever arrang-ement they c:.orne · to, but into account that there will be a la,rge 
what in thP opinion of l:he Govetnor- . ·nmnher of members, both of the Lt>~is
Genl'ral is necessary to finance his rc- Jaturf\ 11nd a substantial number of 
E:e•-vecl Depal'trr,etJts. -nwmb~rs of the Governmrnt, • eom:.ing 

R077. Is not it clear that then~ will ·particularly ·from the lnuian States, 
.be a t~Jl(lcncy of the Finance Mini&ter who will be vf.'ry much il;.ter~sted in 
to represent that, without increase ·ouestions of defence. 
of taxR.tion, he can cover ~tll the s.-~r- ·: 8082. I am quite sure the ConimittcQ 
.vices ' He will evidently do it. se'~$ what· the point of the question. is 
E>erv Chancellor of the Ex.cheaner and also sees the point of the · Se~re
trinc:: ·~to do, that of course ?-Yes. ta.ry of State's ·answt'r, and I will p.ot 
It is very·mu~h wl1at happens now. put it any furt!J.er than that. I sho~tld 
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certainly have tbQught that the chal1ge 
to. a responsible government would eon. 
stitute a very much more formidu hie 
pressnro on tbe Governor-General ttt,an 
under the present system '-Lord !::)a:_~is
bury tmght, however, to r~memuer t_hat 

· ~t present, "-hen nll the Departments 
are reserved, it seems to me that :publi..; 
opinion is much more strongly m•?hi
lised against them, but that it is a"~"gu
able that when the Indians themselws 
are m<.>mbexs o:l a responsiLle govern
ment they will look more sympathtti
cally at these problems of defence, and 
that the Governor-General in....-prnctice 
may often find that he has more snp- · 
port behind him than he has at present. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] It is certain· 
ly argunhle. I will not put it higher 
than that. 

Sir A~ P. Patro.] May I say what is 
happening every day under our present 
dyarchical system with reference to Law 
and Order T During all the years that 
we have been working there has not been 
a conflict between the reserved subjects 
and the transferred subjects. Ministers 
and members sit together. We scrutinise 
. the proposals made by the Heads of De
partments. When the Heads of Depart
ments :first make -the proposals the 
Secretariat examines them ; then th~y 
arc forwarded to the Finance Depart--
ment ; . the Finance Secretary and the 
Finance "MemJ>er scrutinise them. Then 
they come before a sub-committee of the 
Cabinet, and on the recommendation of _ 
the sub-committee the whole Cabinet, 
members and ministers, sit together. In 
that Cabinet we :first see what is the 
amount available for distribution. The 
reserved subjects are amply provided for 
:first in_ regard to the preservatiqn of Law 
and Order. There has not been any oc
casion where there has been friction 

- between the reserved .subjects and the 
transferred subjects. The transferred 
subjects consist mostly of development 
departments. We :fight with our col
leagues for more money for expansion 
of more subjects : expansion of educa
tion, public health and all that ; hut we_ 
also realise, at the same time, that the 
reserved departments must be maintained 
properly and efficiently. Therefore, we 
come to an amicable understanding. Ul
timat~ly, as has been very rightly pointed 
ont by the Secretary of State, the Govern
or-General persuades both of them to 

come to a.n understanding. We do come 
to an understa.nding at the time the 
budget distributiOn is made. Then the 
whole matter worKS suwotllly. When the 
Ludget goes befo1·e t.ne Legislature Lhe 

· transferred side supports the demands of 
the reserved side. When they come tQ 
the budget the right of the Council is to 
cut down any subjects but the Ministers 
support the reserved side by their voting 
strength behind them. ':l'herefore, all 
this seems to me, with due deference, not 
to be a fact and is not consistent with 
the way in which we have been working 
as a matter of experience. The practi
cal necessities of the situatio:q show that 
these difficulties are more imaginary than 
real. 

. -...:a 
Marquess of Salisbury. 

8083. Just in order to lead up to 
another thing, might I ask the Secretary 
of State to confirm if I ..am right in 
saying that he does not contemplate the 
possibility, owing to financial reasons, 
of bringing the }'ederation into existence 
immediately T-I gave a. very full answer 
to this qu~tion the other day ; I would 
prefer to stand by the words I used 
thetL 

· 8084. Indeed, I gathered from him that 
he did not even think it possible to bring 
the Provincial Constitution into existence 
imm~diately while Finance stan~s as it 
does ?-There again, I dealt m some 
detail with that question the other day, 
and I would prefer that answer to stand. 

8085. I have a difficulty in understand· 
ing quite how the financial relations 
between the Federal Government or the 
Horne Government and the Provinces are 
to be made sure. Of course, the financial 
position of the Provinces must depend 
upon the two sides of the account. How 
much they spend, and what comes in in 
taxation. Now what guarantee or assur
ance mll the Central Government - have 
of the proper conduct of these matters 
by the Provinces 7 'Vill they have In
spectors ?-No, certainly not. 

8086. Then how will they know that 
the taxation which is due from the Pro
vinces is being properly raised ?-Lord 
Salisbury's question suggests a concep
tion of Provincial Autonomy that is very 
different from mine. I do not in th~ lea&t 
contemplate a system under which the 
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items of the Provincial Expenditure will 
be checked by officials from the Federal 
Government. I assume rather that finan
cial arrangements will be made under 
which the Provinces will start upon an 
even keel. Having started upon an even 
keel, they must work out their own sal
vation. They must balance their budgets. 
If they do not balance their bud
gets, then they must impose more taxa
tion or there must be a change of 
Governll'\Cnt, but they must be free then 
to work their own Budgets, always with 
this reservation, that if they are in debt 
to the Centre, then the Centre can inter
vene in the cases in which they wish to 
issue Provincial loans ; but, apart from 
that, I look to the Provinces to raise 
their money upon the lines set out in the 
'Vhite Paper in their own way, and to 
balance their own Budgets ; and if they 
do not balance their own Budget-,, then 
their sins will be upon their own heads. 

8087. But I thought in respect of this 
:fi.nanr.inl legislation, indeed, with regard 
to all Federal legislation there must be 
some agents of the Federal Government 
to see that their decision8 are carried 
out 7-1 do not know what decisions Lo;rd 
Salisbury has in mind. 

8088. All sorts of laws. Just to answer 
the question of the Secretary of State, 
there would be all sorts of laws 7-But 
Lord Salisbury is asking me ·questions 
about finance. What · kind of Federal 
:financial agents does he contemplate 
having in the Provinces 7 

8089. Let me say assessment, for in
stance ?-Assessment for what purpose f 

8090. Of course, the Provinces will pay 
Income Tax, will they not 7-Yes. With 
assessment for Income Tax the present 
arrangement would go on. 

8091. What is the present arrange
ment '/-(Sir llfalcolm Hailey.) The as
ses!"ment of Income Tax at present is a 
Central Department ; it was taken over 
by the Centre from the ProvinceS about 
10 or 11 years ago. Assessment is now 
made by Central Agents and the collec
tion is effected through the Province. 

8092. So that there will be a Central 
Agent in the Provinces having regard, at 
any rate, to assessment ?-Only assess
ment of a Central tax, like Income Tax. 
Would you pennit me, Sir, to say, that 
at present there is no financial super-

,·ision over the Provinces. We ttssess 
and raise our own Land Revenue ; we 
deal entirely with our own Excise; A 
few of the stamps, the ratio of stamp 
fees, etc., are subject to Central Legisla
tion, but a great part of t.hem to Pro
vincial Legislation. Registration is. en
tirely a Provincial head, · and entirely 
managed by it, so, of course, with the 
other sources. of Income, such as Forests, 
Irrigation, and the like. The only way 
in which we com~ financially in contact· 
with the Centre in the sense of financial 
control is that the Centre, is ori behalf 
of the Secretary of State, charged with 
St>eing that we do provide the scheduled 
rates of pay for All-India Services, and, 
as the Secretary of State has just said, 
if we get into debt, that 'i'S to say, if 
we are in deficit, then. that ·. constitutes · 

• an overcraft on the Centre, and we may' 
have to take a loan from the Centre to 
meet that overdraft. ·In that case, if 
we propose to raise a loan ··either for 
IJroductive · or · non-productive purposes 
l.ll the Province, then the Centre does 
interevene as regards the terms. of that 
.loan and· the. like. That is the extent, 
at the moment, of financial contact 
between the Centre: and the Provinces. 

Sir ·Reginald Craddock.· ·. · 

8,093: Might I just. ask 'one q~estioi:t on: 
that, and that is how far the collection 
:..f the Income Tax is ·effected by Central 
agency . or by Provincial agency 7-·· 
Notice~, warranfs, etc., are issued by .. 
the Central agency. Then if there is any 
default in payment, application is made 
tu the local Revenue Authorities, who 
curry out the execution . or prosecution, 
as the case may be. 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

8094 .. Am I right in assuming that. the 
Customs Service would , he a Federal Ser
v:ce ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. (Sir 
lllalcdjm .. Hailey.) And is at present 
Cent.ral. , 

8095. And the Excise Servic>e ?-No; 
Excise, as . such, is purely Provinrcial. 
Of cvurse, there is . that part of Excise· 
which is ·collected as part of the Customs 
-that is Central; but· all the· rest of the 
Excise .is Provincial. . 

8096. What is the salt duty ?-'-The· 
salt duty is separate ; that is Central. · 
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8097. Collected as part of the Cus
toms 7-No, salt duty is collected partly 
83 · Customs duty and partly . in the 
exercise of the Government monopoly, 
8lld that is Central. Opium, again, is 
C,•ntral. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

80~8. Am I not right in saying that 
tlere are certain Excises, like petrol, 
which are assessed and collected by Pro
vincial agents, but the proceeds sent to 

. the C~ntre !-That applies only to the 
producing Provinces of Burma and 
Assam. 

tact over Income Tax, and it is a very 
SI.aall exent. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

8102. l\fay I draw the attention of the 
Secretary of State to the fact that under 
P1·oposal 70 of the 'Vhite Paper, the 
Governor has the special responsibility 
~o secure the execution of orders lawfully 
Is5ued by the Governor-General Y-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 

8103. If the Governor-General issued 
eny orders with respect to finance which 
required the Provincial Governments to 
execute them, the Governor would see 
that they were executed Y-Yes · in the 

Marquess of ·salisbury. field of Federal taxation that ~ould be 

8 
~ 

GIJ9. At a.ny rate, there are a good 
many points of financial contact in the 8104. Any orders issued by the Federa-
carrying out of the :fiscal policy between tion which required that they were to 
the Centre and the Provinces y......:.(Sir .. be executed by the Provincial Govern
Samztel Hoare.) Yes, contact but not ment, there is a special responsibility on 
control. Contact mainly over the field thl' Governor to see that those orders are 
oi Customs and Income Tax, apart from, executed Y-Yes, Orders issued by the 

Governor-General. the other minor instances quoted by Sir 
Malcolm Hailey, but no question of a . Sir Hari Sin,qh Gour.] Lawfully 
detailed interference in the Provincial 1s~ued. 
budgets or supervision of that kind. 

8100. The Secretary of State makes a 
diE'tinction between contact and control. 
HE> reminds me of a celebrated observa
tion of Mr. Gladstone : "General Gordon 
was hemmed in, but not surrounded. " 
You remember the historical occasion Y
I remember the historical occasion, but 
I do n&t see the relevance of the Noble 
JJord's observation. 

Archbishop of Canterbtcr!J. 

8101. Secretary of State, do I under
stand that you do not contemplate any 
officers of the Centre in any way inter
fering with the collection of the Income 
Tc: in the Provinces 7-(Sir lJialcolm 
Hm"ley.) The Centre would continue to 
ass~ss the Income Tax as before and col
lect it up to the extent of sending de
mands on the assessees. It would merely 
fE>ll on the Province to take action if 
th(,se demands were not paid. That falls 
on the Province because it inv·olves a 
legal process, and the legal processes of 
this nature rest with the Provinces as 
part of their Provincial work. That, I 
think, is the only extent to which the 
PI·ovince and the Centre come into con-

Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar. 

8105. Lawfully issued, of course. 
Another question. In that section of the 
White Paper proposals which deals with 
the administrative relations of the Pre>-' 
vinces and the Centre-I am speaking
offhand-I think provision is made that 
w~~ther the Provincial agency will be 
ubhsed by the Centre in carrying out 
thP administration of Central subjects is 
a matter for the Province ; it may em
ploy its own agency f-Yes, I have 
always hoped, judging from the e:x
P<'rience of other Federations, that we 
should duplicate as little as possible ad
ministrations, and speaking generally, it 
i.5 much better that the Provincial ad
ministration should carry out the direc
tions of the Federation within the 
Federal field rather than that you 
should duplicate these administrations 
all over India. 

8106. What I was trying to point out 
was this, that if the Provincial Govern
n:ents turned out to be recalcitrant and 
not amenable to the control of the Cen
tral Government, the Centre is not 
bound to employ the agency of the Pro
vince and can employ their own agency 
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in the a•lministration of Central sub
jects f-That is so. 

:Marquess or"Salisbury.] Now if I may. 
tilke you to a totally different part of 
the subject, which bears upon the very 
important statement which Sir Akbar 
Ilydari has made to the Committee this 
rr.orning I hope I shall not fall into anY 
en-or-Sir .Akbar will correct me in ~ 
moment if I do-l understand that what 
hi:: i>tatement amounted to was this, that 
in an emergency-I think he used the 
phrase '' in nn Pmergency "-the States 
"ould come to the rescue of the Federal 
Govenunent and would contribute some
thing o:~t of the ordinary. Is that so f 

Sir Akbar IIwlari.] If yon will kindly 
tomplete your question, I will be ab~e 
to say. 

.Marquess of Salisbury.] Will contri
bute something out of the ordinary, I 
said. Let me put it in this way. Would 
it be true to say that the ordinary con
tributions of the States were confined to 
indireet ta...~ation f 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] That is so but 
there is also the question of a contnbu
tlun which in the British Provinces 
would fall in the nature of a Corporation 
Tax ; and the Indian States would also 
levy. a Corporation Tax or give an 
eqmvalent thereof to the Federal Gov~ 
ernment. I do not know whether you 
eonsider Corporation Tax to be a direct 
tax or an indirect tax f 

l\Iarqucss of Salisbury. 

8107. I believe Corporation Tax is 
counted as a direct tax, is it not f
Yes. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] There is that ex
CPption when you use the word "in
direct." I wanted~ to qualify it. 

,Marquess of Salisbur!J· 

8108. ~ay I ask the Secretary of 
State this : As the Income Tax is 
eh:mged from time to time for British
India, will there be a correspondinao 
t'l:nnge in the States' contribution !-I 
(lo not follow the question. 

Earl Peel. 

8109. If it is a surcharge, it will be 
~ thi~k _wi1_l it not 7-Yes. The positio~ 
H this, Is It not-here again Sir Akbar 

will eon-ect me if I am mis-statinao the 
position : The States will not contribute 
anything by way of direct taration to 
the Federation except in the two in~ 
stances to which I am going to refer, and 
even in those cases, the States will be at 
liberty to make a . contribution in lieu, 
if they prefer it, rather than to submit 
to direct taxation. The two points that 
I have in .mind are, one : Corporation 
Ta...'\: after ten years ; two : Special sur-:
c]Jarges on Income Tax as set out in pro
posal 141, and also paragraph 67 of the 
Introduction to the White Paper. That 
ht in a sentence or tWo the general 
pcsition, is it not ! 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Yes. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

8110, Would it follow then that as· the 
rate of Income Tax may vary in British 
India, there will be a eorrespondinao varia-

. tion in the States in their contribution f 
-There would only be a variation if 
tht> Corporation Tax vaned. If 'the 
Corporation Tax was put up, then the 
corresponding contribution from the 
States would be proportionately greater. 
If the Corporation Tax was lowered 
equally the States' contribution would·~ 
smaller. 

Sir .Awten Chamberlain. 

8111. Would not that apply also to 
surcharges for Federal purposes on all 
tr.xes on income other than agricultural 
income undt>r para.,o-raph 141 !-Yes ·I 
think it would. ' 

8112. _It says =."While such surc.harg
el'l are m operation, each State· Member 
of the Federation (unless it has agreed 
to accept ~ederal J;.egislation regarding 
taxes on mcome as applying to the 
State} will contribute to Federal 
Revenues a sum to be assessed on a 
preicribed basis." That is, I presume, 
eqmvalent to what the Income Tax 
would pave yielded in that State 7-Yes, 
that is~so. 

Earl Peel. 

8113. And it is true, .·is it not, that 
n•~ part of that money so . raised goes 
to the Governors' Provinces for entirely 
Federal purposes !-Yes; it is a special 
tax raised specially for the ·needs of the 
Federation. _ 
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~Jarquess of Salisbur.IJ. 

' 8114. ~en it seems to follow, does it 
not, that 'however the exact form is pre
scribed, in fact, the Federal Legislature 
-w-.ill be empowered to impose direct taxa
tion upon the States t-=-No. I am afraid 
I have not made myself clear. The 
Federation will impose a Corporation 
Tax, and will impose it upon the British 
Provinces. The States in the ci;rqum
stn.rices that I have just described will 
either impose a Corporation Tax of an 
equivalent amount themselves in their 
States, or they· will make other arrange
ments under ·.which · they can get an 
equivalent sum, and they will pay the 
eriuivalent sum into the Federal fisc. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I was not 
vcey inaccurate, was. I, in saying that 
according to the vote of the Federal 
Legislature so will vary the taxation, &r, 
at any rate, the contribution of the 
States •. 
· Sir Akbar. Hydari.] To this extent. 

Marquess of Lothian.] So it will in 
the ease of Customs f · 

Marquess of SalisbultJJ· 

8115. Yes 7-where I do not agr~e at 
all with Lord Salisbury is when he says 
that the. ·Federation will · be imposing 
direct taxation upon the States. I do 
not accept that view of the situation. 
: 

· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Will it be 
correct to describe it as levYing a pre
cept upon a Prince for a certain sum 
of . money which the Prince will provide 
i'l such manner as he thinks fit f 

Marquess of _Salisbury. 

811~. And which will be equivalent to 
the correspondin~ burden imposed in 
British India 7-That would eertainlr be 
a much more accurate description m my 
view. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

8117. That applies to the variable sur
charges under 141 as well as to ~he 
Ccirporation Profits Tax f-Exactly ; I 
just said so. ' 

. Marquess . of Salisbury. 

8118. So the amount of the contribu
tion of the States which they may levy 

as they think fit will depend on the 
l·ote of the Central Fedentl Legislature f 
.-In the circumstances which we are dis
cussing and with the representatives of 
the States taking part in the Legislature 
.and taking part in the Federal Govern
ment. 

8119. I do not want to ask anything 
more on that head, but only one further 
Question, and that is really merely for 
the purpose of clearing things up. Mar 
I ask the S~etary of State to look at 
paragraph 48 of the Proposals ; it is on 
page 49 7-Yes. 

8120. It is merely to find out the 
exact· position of the Council in respect 
of financial legislation. I understand 
that the Council of State will not · be 
nllowed to initiate financial legislation. 
I:: that so 7....:.. I suppose, technically, the1·e 
ought to be a distinction drawn betweea 
demands for grants, that is, supply, and 
tLe mor~ general term " financial legis
lation." 

8121. But even as regards demanding 
a grant, it can only do that in certai• 
circumstances. May I read it f It is 
quite short, so perhaps the Committee 
will allow me to read it : " The Demands 
a~ laid before the Assembly will there
after· be laid before the Council of 
State "-:-then come the powers of the 
c(JUncil of State which follow : " which 
will be empowered to require, if a motion 
to that effect is moved on behalf of the 
Government ''-that is usual in all consti
tutions ; it comes from the Government
" and accepted, that any Demand which 
bad been reduced or rejected by the 
Assembly shall be brought before a Joint 
Stssion of both Chambers for final 
determination." So that it only ' will 
have re~ard to Estimates which have 
been reduced or rejected by the Lower 
House 7-Yes. 

8122. Therefore. it will not be 
possible for the Council of State to re
jfct an Estimate proprio motu ?-No ; 
tl.at is so. 

8123. It will be in the power of the 
Assembly to do that ?-Yes, and it wilJ 
~ in the power of the Governor-General 
tf, bring the vote to the CounciL 

8124. Not unless they have been re
jected by the Assembly. In other words. 
the · operation of the Council of State 
does not begin except in ,•ases where the 



. .Assembly has reject!!~ . or reduced an 
Estimate 7-Yes, · that is so. 

· · 8125. The Conncil of State could not 
say of its own motion, " The Govern
ment is extravagant; we desire to reduce 
its estimates." · They could not do that f 
-No, not under these proposals. 
· 8126. I wanted it to be clear because 
sometimes the language is used (I do not 
say by the Secretary of State) . that the 
·two Houses are on an equal footing in 
matters of finance f-Shall I put my in

. tcrpretation of Proposal No. 4S into a 
·sentence! 

8127. Yes, please 7-Under Proposal 
48 of the \Vhite Paper the Council of 
State <'annot itself add to or reduce or 
reject any demands for grants, but it 
can, if it accepts a government motion 
to that effect, cause to be referred to a 
joint sCRsion final consideration of any 
demand for grants . which the Lower 
House has reduced or rejected. 

8128. So it docs not begin to operate 
aiJd provoke at the instance of the Gov
et'Ument this joint session, except in 
_matters which have been rejected or re-
duced by the Lowf:'r Hous~ !-That is 
so. 
. 8129. So that, if it were thought that 
the Council of State would be a protec
,tion against extravagance, that view 
would have to be accepted with gteat 
limitation Y-I am just thinking the 
position out. It is true to say that the 
position is . as I have stated it, with 
grants ; but the Council of State would 
certainly have a locus standi with a 
·b-udget and could, under our proposals, 
reject a budget. 

1 8130. Could it reject the whole 
bt•dget f-It could reject the whole 
Finance Bill. 

Lord Rankeillour.] And amend it and 
reduce taxation. 

_Dr. Shafa'at Ah;ad Khan. 
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terms· of. that b:udge~ we should apply. :fot 
d!!mands for gr~nts, that is to say,. fot 
supply. Unless. fresh taxation were ·re
quired, no ·further legislative Act would 
be required on the Part of the Legis- · 
latw·e. · · - · · · 

Marquess_ of Balis bury. · .. · •, 

8132. I quite- understand, if he_ will 
forgive me for interrupting him, what 
Sir Malcolm Hailey means is that there 
would be no .Appropriation Bills in . the 
Constitution !-No;. therefore, ·the Coun• 
cil of State could not reject a budget as 
such. What it eould do, apart from the 
pcwer in regard to demands for grants 
which has just been described under No. 
48, would be to reject a Bill for ta:x:a.-

.tion. · 
81S3. A fuance Bill it could reJect ' 

-A Finance Bill. · 
Lord_ Rankeillour.] C'ould 'it amEmd .• 

. Jl'inance · Bill by . lowering .. a . particular 
.tax 9 _· · · · . . 

Sir . Phiroze Sethna.] It has done . so~ 

.8~ Hari Singh_ G~ur~ : .. 
8134. It oould. do ·so y_:_u it did ~~ .. 

then the case might subsequently . han 
to come to a joint session, because ·there 
would be· a difference · between the · twe 
Houses: 

• . • f . ; •. 

- 8135. If there is . no question of fur· 
ther taxation, atJ.d _it is merely a ques
tion of the demands that have been 
made, . am I right -in understanding that 
that question would not come before the 
Council of State at all, because it would 
be for the Assembly to deal with jt, .and 
assumiri.g the .Assembly accepts it . 8Jld 
there is no further taxation, there is no 
r(~ason why it_ should ·go to the Council 
of State: Is not that right f-.-That is 
so. If pne were to assume that the Go-v~ 
ernment were to put its · budget befo:re 
the Federal Assembly and th'e 

. 8131. That would be taxation !-I ·will Federal · .Assembly accepted the· whole 
ask Sir Malcolm to amplify what I have of its ~emands for grants, then, although 
said, because budget means one thing to tl1e demands would be ·subsequently laid 
us and it means another thing in India before ·the Council of ·State, there would 
rather. (S~r Malcolm Hailey.) Unles~ not have been any of these reduced de
the pr~edure now in force is altered . mands on which . the Council <>f .State 
we should presumably continue as at .· .could,. at the instance. of .. Government, 
plesent,. merely to place a budget before c,;take. actiori.. It would, ·therefore, debate 
the Leg~.slature, and under the general the budget . or the demands for gr..a.nts, 
LJO<iRO . 
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.tut ·it would not go into· any legislative 
. altion. . .. 

. . llarquess of Reading.] l~·o. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain~ 
8136. May I get this clear. In our own 

f..nancial system in this country certain 
; of the most important taxes are never 
voted for. more than one year f-Yes. . 

·• · S137. In order to oblige the Goyerri.
ment to come annunllv to Parliament for 

· n vote o:l those taxes; even although they 
be unaltered in amount ,_yes. 

Sir . .Austen Chamberlain.] I under
stand that that is not the Indian system. 

· Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

8138. That is the Indian practice !
There· is no Statute to that effect at all. 
Purely as a matter of convention we have 
placed :one Finan·ce Bill -annually ·before 
·onr Legislature, hut, as I think I ex-· 
_plained the other day, that is just a 
·matter of convention. If it were to be 
made· a part of the Constitution it would 
be necessary now to place that in the 

· Statute and put it therefore beyond a 
stage· at· which it was merely the option 

··of Government- to introduce an annual 
(~Finance Bill as it is at present. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
.. }n39: I .. imagi~~ there ~r~ ot~er mem
bers. o;f the Comm1ttee bes1des myself who 
do· -not quite understand these matters. 
-}Vhat . does the annual Finance Bill con
tain 'l Does it contain a tax which you 
. pave·. ·only . asked for for one year, and 
.want. to renew at the same rate '1-Yes. 
· . ~140 .. Y ~u re~rve one tax for ·annual 
. reVie\v 7-Yes. · 

1\farquess of Salisbury. 

8141. To · come back and conclude my 
point~ although the Council of State will 
b'avE'! complete· eo-ordinate authority in 
rt-spect of the Finance Bill, it will have 
a very much lower authority than the 
.Assembly in respect of what you call de
·mands, or what we should call estimates 'I 
_:.Yes. - · -

Marquess of Salisbury.]· In point of 
fact,. it could .not . reject proprio motu, 
Ol" increa~t>, unle~ the Assembly had 
already dealt with it. 

Sir Han Singh ·aour.] Nobody can in· 
crease ; even the Assembly cannot . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Please let 
·the 'Vitness an.cnver. · 

.:.~Iar9uess of Salisbury. . 
8142. It could' not n:ject or increase de

'mands for expenditure unless they had 
already been dealt with by the Assembly 
at all. It could not reject the appropria
tions en bloc-! cannot call it the .Ap
propriation Bill, but the appropriations 

· en bloc. It could do ·nothing to restrict 
the extravagance· of the Government of 
the day proprio motu. Is that so '-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes, I think it is . 
. 8143. So that when any member of the 
C~Jmmittee, or member of the delegation, 
relies upon the Council of State to pro
tect the :financial stability of the Federa
tion he is relying upon a broken reed f
I~ord Salisbury is so very fond of ad
jectives and ;tdYerbs. 

8144. They are necessary- for language f 
-The more be uses them, the more I 
personally see an objection . to them. I 
do not a.:,~ee ei.ther with his adjectives 
Ol" his adverbs in his last sentence. 

:Marquess of Salisbury.] I have not .the 
· same · mastery of language which the 

Secretary of State bas. I have to rely on 
the English language as I have- been 
taught it. . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

8145. Put very simply, Secretary o:t 
Statf, is· it a fact that the Couricil of 
State can only intervene to restore- ex
penditure rejected by the Lower House, 
but not to reject expenditure- voted by 
the Lower Hom;e V-Yes . 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

8146. Is that expressly· the position 
which has been .taken up by the Indian 
States ·about the position of tJle two 
Honses bt>ing t>qual ' Is that what is im
plied in the position which has been 
taken up by the Indian States that the 
powers of the two Houses should b~ 
err~al~ exePpt only with regard ~o the 
initiation of a mea.-'mre : .o.ccordmg tO> 
what we had in mind the Council of State 
conld reallv deal with a demand grant 
in anv wa~ it sees :fit without reference 
to wh~thcr. it had been passed wholly 1>Y 
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the Lower House or n0t f-It ought to be 
rf.>membered that in the case contemplated 
.in this discussion the Government and 
the !,ower House are agt'eed. In . the 
Government the Stat.t!s have got their re-: 
presentatives. If the Government and 
the Lower House are not a,~eed then 
the Government .cau bring the case 
into the Council of State. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

8147. Is that so, Secretary of State, 
without qualification ? No grant can be 
proposed in the Lower House except on 
the initiative of the Government ?-Yes. 

8148. Therefore the case could not arise 
of the Lower House voting more than the 
Government thought necessary ?-No. 

l\farquess of Sal£sbury.] That is com
mon to all Constitutions, of course. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] No, nof alt 

Sir Joseph Nall. 

8149. Is it not the fact that the 
' Council of State cannot exercise any 

control over expenditure except in regard 
to such items as have been rejected or 
reduced by the Assembly, and, unless the 
Assembly moves to reject or reduce, the 
Council of State cannot exercise any 
control whatever over expenditure ?-I 
think that is so under our proposals. 

Lord Peel. 

8150. Just one or two general ques
tions before the exactly specific ones that 
I wanted to put. First of all, as regards 
the general distribution of taxation : Of 
the great heads of revenue, the land 
revenue, of course, falls to the Pro
vinces, and the customs to the Federal 
Government ?-Yes. 

8151. But all the great debatable ten;i
tory, I think, is the income tax, and I 
think I am right in saying that over that 
most of the controversy has raged ?:_Yes. 

8152. I think. several different pro
posal'! have been made for its. distribu
tion ?-Yes. 

8153. One was, I think, the opposite 
system to the one you suggest here, that 
the income tax should be assigned to the 
~rovinces, and they should make contri
butions to the Centre ?-Yes. 

· 8154. I think that was rejected on the 
ground that it would be very difficult to 
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get money out of the .. Provinces when 
once they had got it in their hands·'""""' 
Yes. . .. · ·.. •'· ··,· .-.·· 

8155. And this · arrangement in paraL 
graph ' 139 is in the·· natUre of a- com:. 
promise, to give the· Federal Governm.en\ 
good support for the first ten years of 
its existence, while the Provinces feel 
thaf they ·will get this income tax · after 
that ten years have elapsed, al\d,. pre'
sumably, wi!ll he happy in contemplation 
of their future success· f-'-Yes, · the p:to'
portion of the income tax contemplated hi 
the 'Vhite Paper. · · · 

8156.' Just one question arising f:rom 
Lord Salisbury's question · ·about · this 
(}Uestiori of assessments; I . thfuk Lord 
.Salisbury suggested that there· . would be 
a great deal of . contact · between· the 
Federal Government m· matters of fii:J.i:mce 
and the Provincial Governments.· Is it
not niore true . to. say that .. these con.: 
tacts , would be . between the Federal 
Government and. individuals iin the Pro
vinces as regards assessment of companies 
and individuals ·?~Certainly. · , . . · •. . ' 

8157. And that there wouid therefore 
be no chance of friction between th~ 
Governments ·concerned· ?~Yes, that is sQ. 

8158. As regards . his question aboUt the 
money. for reserved subjects, I think' _it 
was suggested. there . would . be. .a co~:u~ta.D:.t 
friction which would go on between the 
Governor-General and the Ministers as 
to swee:ping in the money for the . re
served subjects, anJ. those that were 
transferred ?--1res. ' 

8159. But is it not true that there 
would probably ~e great pressure in· the 
Assembly and the Council of · State f~r 
expenditure on the reserved subjects, that 
is· on Defence, and is it not also true tha~ 
elected· members are not always · on the 
side of economy, but very often on the 
side of extravagance ?-I think that is 
certainly so; judging by our experience 
here. 

8160 .. I am much obliged for that state
ment., Now just one or two questions of 
the nature o£ detail although I think 
they are important detail. In paragraph 
137, as regards salt, Federal Excises· and 
Export Duties, the Federal Legislature 
has the power to distribute some portion, 
the whole · or any · part· o~ the- net 
Revenues from those particular sources. 
The question I am going to put is this~: 

'1'2 
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Do you think.'it wise that the attention 
of the Provincial· Governments should be 
specially directed to those particular 
sources ·of R-evenue f If,, for: instance, 

' the ]'ederal Government· is gomg to in· 
crease the rate of those' taxes~ will not 
that be almost an invitation to the P~ 
vinces to step in anfl . say : " We want 
tO. have a ·share anyhow of that in
crease "-and if yo11 . are going to allow 
the; Federal Governm(•nt to make grants 
to the Provinces jn certain cases, if their 
exchequers are overflowing (I do not · 
think they often will be) ~ it not better 
to give . it a general power out of .the · 
whole sources of taxation to give a grant 
io the Provinces rather than to allocate 
·it t() the product of any particular head 
of Revenue f-I an1 conscious of the kind 
o_f objection that . Lord Peel };as just 
'urged~ Would he, however, consider the 
·other- side of the question, the side . of it 
~that has prompted us to. make the pro_; 
posa.l of paragraph _137. f We want, if 
·we can, to get· away from doles to Pro
winces. We . made ~his proposal on the 
ground. t;h~t in ~he. case of salt,. the 
'actual cons_umpt~on of salt in a Provmce 
'Was · rather a· good test for the amount 
-of the ·tax to which it might think itself 
·entitled.· Tliat is the rea5on why we made 
.this proposal rather than a more general 
proposal on the dole lines.· . · . . · 
. ~ . -~; -·- .. -·. -- '· . . ' -

, . ' 'Sir Austen C~am_lJerlai_n. . 
- ·816i .. :How .would th_a.t . work .in ~h_e 
case of the Federal Government finding 
it :p._eces~ary t~ raise e~tra. Rt:venue and, 
therefore to increase an Excise duty of 
'which it' had assignel)' a proportion to 
·the Pro-vince f Suppose the salt tax is 
x ·'and half :X has been assigned to the 
-'P~ovinee, the other half is insufficient for 
· Jrederal · purposes and they add to the 
:rate· .and make the total rate_ ~ plus y, 

. woUld half of . y, t_he . a~dlhon, auto
inaticallv go to the Provinces ?-We con
template that the Federal . Act. under 
which' an imposition (of that kind: IS made 
would set. down the conditions and that 
it· will be free ·to the Federal Act to set 

··out what pe:r~entage of grant it intended 
to make to the Proviiice. · -
. · S1.62 •. Am ·I ·ri~t in i.rit~rpr~ting that 

.. a~ . meaning that. if half the original t~ 
had been :assigned, before Federal pur
pose.s it was necessary to incre~e the r!lte 

·of ·the tax, the whole of the increase 

might be reserved by the Federal Govern
ment f-It is so, . and it would depend 
upon the Federal Act. 

8163. You· see the importance of it, 
. Secretary of State t Otherwise, the 
.Federal Government might have to im
pose nouble the charge it needs, because 
only half of the receipts would come to 
it ?-Yes, certainly. 

Earl Pfel. 

8164. May I follow up the Secretary 
of State's answer just a little further. 
Of course, I quite appreciate his point, 
if I may say so, but if you make a 
grant to the Provinces defined as a speci
fic part of a particular tax, I should 
hal7e thought it would be rather difficult 
to withdraw that g~·ant in the future. 
It would be difficult · to do it for an 
emergency and the tendency would be 
for a sort of convention to grow up that 
the Provinces had a right or claim to the 
particular percentage of those specified 
taxes f-I . think there is . something in 
what Lord Peel says. At the same time, 
1 do thiuk the oi.uer plan is the better 
plan, in. view of the -history of doles to 
the Provinces in India, and our desire 
to get away from it, if we can. I will 
take into account what Lord Peel has 
suggestell. As at present advised, I am 
not convinced that his plan · is a better 
one than ours. 

8165. I will only ask one further 
question on it. I will not pursue it. too 
far. If it is a question of a dole; and· I 
suppose we ,cannot help calling it by that 
unpleasant name--a ·grant-in-aid, the 
·Chairman suggests, I am bound to say 
I should have thought if the Central 
Government wishes to make ·a grant-in
aid, then, appat·ently, it can only do it 
from the proceeds of these specific taxes. 
-As the amounts ·from those taxes are 
already allocated to · Federal purposes, 
does it riot really control, to some extent, 
the method by which taxation should be 
levied-that is to say, instead of. allow
ing the Federal Government to raise this 
tax for a grant-in-aid anywhere it .likes, 
it. is more or less bound to do it from 
one of these particular . taxes, while .it 
miO'ht be extremely inconvenient to raise 
th; tax at · that . particular . moment .f_._I 
do not think there is ~nything. in the 
Wh_ite .P~p-er that_ -~~mid preve~t .a lump 
gran~ being giVPD to a"Province, b~t. It 
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is not the kind of grant that we are con
templating. · 

· .Marquess of Z etland. 

8166. May I ask a supplementary ques
tion f I am not quite clear on this 
point : Will it be open to the Federal 
Government to vary from year to year 
the percentage of the8e particular taxes 
y;hich it. aesigns to the Provinces, and, 
1f so, Will not that make it rather diffi
cult for the Provincial Finance Ministers 
to draw up their budgets f-The Legis
laturE" would have the power to make a 
change, hut I think Lord Zetland is 
attaebi.ng too much importance to this 
proposal really, for this reason : We are 
contemplating under tlliR proposal a situa:. 
tion in which the Federal Government 
will have a good deal of money to give 
aw:~y, As we see things at present, it 
looks a rather distant contingency. 

8167. I agree it dues not look at ·the 
moment as if the Federal Government 
would have much mc;mey to give away, 
hut that really is not an answer to my 
qut>stion. I understood you to say in 
rrply to my question that tl}.e Legislature 
would have power to alter the percentage 
of these taxes to be assigned to the Pro
vinees. Is it the Legislature or the Gov
ernment ?-I mean the Federal Govern.:. 
ment acting through the Federal Legis-. 
Iahue. 

L<>rd Eustace Percy. 

lUGS. May I just interpose one question 
· on this point ? Is it not the fact that 

this paragraph 137 applies to practically 
aJI Federal taxes other than Income Tax, 
herause the taxes to which it applies 
rover almost the whole field of Federal 
taxation, and was not one of the con
Riderati·ons in your mind "this, that 
FE'deral taxes .being all except Income 
Ta~, taxes on consumption it might be 
tle~lrnble that the beneficial services, 
which are all Provincial services, should, 
to some extent, be financed out of taxes 
on. consumptio~ ':h!ch are e:r hypothesi 
~~ud J:>y the mdrm1nal poor consumer. 
'Yas not that in your mind, in the case 
of salt ?-Yes, it was. L<>rd Eustace 
would, however, remE'mber tbat Customs 
th:• main source of Federal Revenue doe~ 
not comp into this catpgory at an.' . 

Marquess: of Reading._ 

. 8169. Secretarv of State,' · ·is n~-t the 
effect of this' pr~vision· which we are dis
cussing this : it .is . only an' enabling 
power, is it not Y-Yes.. · 

8170. It is only intended to. be an en
abling clause Y-.Y es. 

8171. It is not in any sense dir~ct or 
mandatory ; . it is one of the means which 
they may use, and, therefore,· it 'is open 
to the Federal Government to determi.Ii.e. 
or not whether it will use this- particular, 
power. ' · ' · · ' · 

Marquess of Zetla;td.] . Except in, the 
case of jute' · _ . · ':; 

Marquess .of Reading. 

8172. That is an· exception 7-Yes, Lord 
Reading is quite right. This is an· 'en
abling provision. 

Marquess of Reading.] It is· not meant 
to be more than that, as I understand it. 

Earl Peel.] But,. of comse, enabling 
provisions· are sometimes extremely awk~ 
ward to deal with. I have just one 
more ·point, ou' that, and I will .leave it.' 
I am not dealing with jute, which, of 
course, is a ·speCial· case. _ -_ . · , 

Marquess of Zetland.] · But it is re-o, 
ferred to in that particular paragraph. 

Earl Peel. 

8173. It is. I only wanted to · ask t:~.' 
qnesti~n excli1ding it. I was not quite 
sure _that I understood_ the Secretary .of 
State's answer· about salt that he· gave; 
three or four questions ago. I think he 
sug·gested that it would be right that the 
ProvincPs shou:I.d have some . of the salt 
tax, because from . several of the. Pro
~nces most of that source of income 
arose ?-NQ, I did no~ say that; if I did, 
I expressed myself badly. - · . · ; 

817 4. I am · sorry ,.....,.... What I did say 
was, that with .salt there was the. rough 
and ready test of: the consumption-!Dot 
of th&. production~£ the consumption o~ 
salt in a Provincer · . 

8175. But ·may' I ask this further ques~ 
tion : Is· it not a. fact that that distribu· 
tion of the proceeds of that salt tax, 
whatever. the . proportion may be of the 
whole amount raised,· will ·not be in pro
portion to' the amount consumed in the 
Province~,· but will . be pro~ably on· soili~ 
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. . . 
general plali · in -which popula~ion and 
"\y~alth of the rrovinees are. factors t-I 
t}link. ; tha~ might .well 'be . so. The 
Fe.-Jeral Government Will have· to lay 
down the tests. · · -· 

Dr. · Sha/a' al .Ahmad Khan. 

• 8176 .. May I just ask one question 
arising out of that f · I suppose this will 
~e done, if' possible, after consultation 
tith. any inter-Provincial body that may 
lie set up ?-:--1 should have thought, cer
tainly, there would have to be discussion, 
say, . with the Provincial Finance 
MinisterS, or something of· that kind .. I 
would rather not be precise in defining 
the exact fonn of the consultation. 

., Earl PeeL . ., 
8177;. Secretary o~ . State, may I ask 

you then a question on the other side. of 
the pictul"e, ·for the momen~that is to 
~y, there i~ a proposal called '' Emer-

. gency Powers" which have been dis
(lussed,. ~hat is emergency. powers on the 
"federation .h> levy a direct precept, as it 

. were, in cases of difficulty, on the Pro
Vinces.· I think apart from the tem
porary provisions about the Income ·Tax, 
you have included_ no such powers i.D. the 
White Paper. Would not that be, in the 
case of an emergency at the Centre, a use
ful general pow~r to have ?-Lord Peel 
rais~s a difficult question upon which I 
know tl:.erc· are· two schools of · thought. 
One school of tlwught thinks that in the 
case· of an emergency the Provinces should 
be called upon ·_for· the exceptional ex
penditure.·. The other school of thought 
takes the view · that in the case of an 
emergency threatening the l!'ederation. 
that is to saJ, All-India, All-India shoul 1 
be liable for the expenditme. I have 
approached the question, I think, quite 

· open-mindedly, prejudiced neither in the 
·favour of the one course nor the other, 
but the reason that makes us make no 
provision for a . Provincial constitution 
in a ease of that kind is that we think 
that in a great emergency the Provinces 
'!o:nld v'ery. likely_ not have the· f:mcls 
a_vailable, and" that. if. they ditl have the 
funds available. there miaht be more 
~ifficulty in getting the ~oucy · to be 
spent .. On "that account, it is better to 
treat it ns a Central emel'gency t() be 
financed from the Centre. ·Hut. nsl·sav 
this· is a question upon which ma~f 

different opinions have been expre~sed,. 
and I should like to hear the . views· of 
!he Ccmmittee and the Delegates upou 
lt. 

8178. Then I will not, perhaps, ask 
you further questions on the point at 
the moment, but I will reserve them for 
the discussion .. There are several poiuts, 
~f. course, that I could put upon that 
subject: Then, just passing, i.f I may, 
for a moment, to paragraph 138, th:tt is 
~s regards these long lists of taxes,. 
death duties, and so on, which will be 
assigned to the Governor's Provinces, 
and the Legislature can lay down th\! 
basis of distribution and they can put 
a su:r;charge on. The first question I 
want to ask on that is this : I gather 
it is implied in that propo~al that none 
of these taxes (I will take death dutie~ 
as. an example) could be imposed in any 
Provinces unless all the Province3 were 
to agree to do so. .As I nnrlerstand it, 
if seven of thP Provinces out of nine 
wanted to have death duties, they would 
not bo able to get them, unles:;the other 
two agreed. Is. it not further the ease 
that this powe.r of surcharge oi FedP.ral 
taxes might be extremely useful to the 
Central Government, but could not come 
into operation until you had an agree
ment among all . the nine Provinces to 
assent to death · duty taxes ?-(Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) The proposal is, of 
course, ·Sir, that this shall · he a tax 
Federally imposed. for the benefit o-f the 
Provinces. Therefore, if it were found 
undesirable to apply that tax to one 
particular Pro~ince, we will say, in the 
ease of death. duties, then it would be 
possible for the Federal TJegislature to 
p~ss a ge~eral Act applying to all Pro
vmces, With the exception of· that par
ticular one. 

~179. You could do that, could you, iu 
spite of the fact that the basis of dis
tribution amongst the ProvincP-s has got 
to b~ lai~ down by the Legislature t-In 
passmg Its Act it would prescribe the 
distribution. 
. 8180. Among the Provinees, I t1ssume 
which contributed, and· not among th; 
others !-'-Among the Provinces to which 
the Act applied. 
· 8181. :May I ·ask further : Snpposin"' 
the .Aet applied to six out of nine Pr; 
vinces, in that case would the Federal 
Government. be. able to rai.s.J a surcharge 
on those duties ! Observe, of cour:;e, 
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vinces which themselves had agreed to 
have d,eath duties !-Yes, the surcharg!! 
would. obviously be limited in effect ~o 
those Provinces in which the Act was 1n 
force. 

Sir ..Au>ten Chamberlain. 

8182. Whether the Act is in force or 
not· depends on the will of. th\3 Cen,tral 
Legislature, not ou the Provmce 7-'Itat 
ii! so. 

Lord' PeeZ. 

8183. Then it is quite clear, i8 it, that 
the Central Legislature can raise a sur
charge on the product of the taxes. of 
certain Provinces if it ha;;. chosen, w1th, 
I suppose, the agreement of tho~e Pr_?
vinces, to have those taxes r:~1sed m 
those Provinces 7-I am not qUite ~ure as to lhe exact amount of assent. on the 
part of the Provinces to that taxation. 
It would be certainly taxation raised for 
the benefit of the Provinces, and there
fore I assume that their :t;:;sC'nt would 
first be obtained.· 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

Sl84. Is not the whole object of keep~ 
ing these taxes Federal taxes that they 
should be uniform throughout India 7-
Yes, and I was merely a:;:::mning that 
local conditions might make it impos
sible to raise, shall we say, death duties, 
or something of that type, in one 
particular Province, but the object of 
making it Federal legislation is, as Lord 
Eustace P('rcy says, me-rely unifonnity. 
.They are entirely for the benefit of the 
Province, in the first instance, although 
ultimately the Federal Lc!5islatnre may 
impose surcharge on it. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

8185. May I ask why duties should be 
made unifo.rm 7-I think if yon would 
look at the nature of the taxaqon you 
will see the desirability at least that 
death duties should be uniform, in · 
effect ; · also taxes on mineral rights. 
Of course, terminal taxes must <>xtend 
throughout India. That it wouH not 
be possible to exclude any pa1·ticular 
area from, but· that agv,i.n hns to be 
uniform in nature, and stamp duties, 
for the .same reason, we h~ve generally 

·kept uniform hitherto. The uniformity 
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f\ows t·a~her fJ!om the nature of: the tax 
itself. ; ·· · · · · · 

8186: I understand the . tax. o~ mine .. 
rals and the other . tax lnay stand, 
because they thl;"OW a burden on compe- • 
titive industries, but death duties d8 
not throw a burden on · competi_. 
tive indus.tries f-I ·think it would be 
almost impossib1e to have varying death 
duties, because ·property would lie _in 
several frovinces. lt is very difficult 
to assess any death dutie;.; at different 
rates in different · Provmces. . · · 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. . ; . ' 

8187. Death duties are now a provin,· 
cial subject, are they not !-There ar~ 
no death duties at the moment. The 
Bombay Legislature proposed to levy 
death duties, but ultima~cly said . ther 
would prefer it should. be Pederal taxa
tion for the reason r have giveli. 

Sir. Phiroze Sethn_a. 

818S. To-day they are provincial !-:
They are · not there. 

Lora· Peel. 

8189. In these c~ses of the llas~s of 
distributi)on which is a v:ery cuntro
versial matter, do . you think it would 
be a good .thing that in this, as ia 
other ·cases, the basis of distribution, 

·to avoid great discussion in the LC'gis~ 
lature for the. first Hve yearH, should 
be se~tled in the · Act or not '?-(Sir 

Sa_muel Hoare.) No, T do not think 1 do, 
fo·r this reason ; we have thought. that 
to put all these details into the Act 
would very greatly ove1·burlien it and 
overburden the Sch~dules. It ~eemed 
to us on the whole wiser to leave it to 
the Federal Legislature when proposing 
such taxes to lay down in its own Act 
what was ·to be the method·. of distri
bution among the Provinces. 

8189A. I think this is. the last ques• 
tion I want to ask. · tt js n. ql~esticin 
abou.t. paragraphs 139. and 141 .. There 
is a 'pOwer, of course, in the Gover:r.or
General, as has been ~tate•l in paragraph 
130 -t() alter the amount of the tax re· 
tained for a certain nnmher of years 
by the Federal Government. That 
means to say, of. course, that the fro
vinces would be taxed because it would 
be .mon,ey that· they would hav~. contri .. 
buted. In par§lgraph 141, .of CQQJ,'S91 
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there· are ;uso ·apparently concunent 
pow.:!rs to place sureha~ges. If thd 
poliey is adopted . ·of surcharges en 
Income . Tax, rather than of the reten
tion o:f more Income Tax, tbft.t,. of course, 
would fall on the States as w~ll as the 
Provinces. I am not quite clenr whe
ther it is intended that those tw~ 
powers should be ~oncu1·rent for tho 
first 10 years, or that the second po;wer 
of surcharge should come · mto 
operation at the end .• 1f the 10 years ,._ 
The surcharge would, of course, be for 
an emergency. . . 

8190. Yes, but you. would draw a dis
tinction between an emer~en'!y . in the 
first 10 years and the operations of the 
Governor-General in saying that he must 
retain more of the income t.11x for the 
Centre T-Yes. 

8191. You draw. a distindion between 
those· two f----,.Yes. Shall I put my 
answer a little more clearly t 

8192. Thank you 1...;....An increase of 
the ordinary rates of income tax under 
paragraph 139 would · affect Federal 
revenues in respect only of ·tbat ·fihare 
of the income tax whi<lh is permanently 
assigned to .Federation. As regards the 
remaining part it would affect the Pro
.vinces, since the Federal share of that 
part is not the proceeds of the ta.."t, b1it 
a lump sll.m. The proceeils of a FedP..:. 
ral surcharge under Proposal 141 will 
go entirely to the Fed~raticn. That is 
. the- point to keep in' mind. 

8193. Yes '-And, further, subject tu 
the special conditions explainecl undet· 
paragraph 141 the States would eontri · 
.bute. · The proposals in paragraph 141 
are, unlike those in . par::~gr~tph 130, 
designed for spt!cial conditions of an 
emergency character. 

8194. Of which the Governor-General 
· worud be -the judgP., I suppose, as to 
whether· they were an emergency '!
yes, the Govei:nor-General woald be the 
jndg~ of the emergency. 

Lor:<) Ha.rdinge of Penshurst. 

. 8195. My question~~ SecrHn!'Y of 
Sta:teo,_ are based . on ~·our and ·Sir 
Malcolm Hailev's :Memorand11m of the 
fith July f.-:_ Y £~;;. · 

- 8196 .. In paragraph 8 it i:-; there 
:stated : '' Tlie principal item, Defence 
Services, stood at n6.23 crores n(lt 10 
years: ago and the fall to 46.20 net is 

due largely to retrenchment, though 
also (to the "extent · of about 1 crore) 
to the fall in commodity prices- -a factor 
which may prove to be tempnrary. The 
present. budget figure is regarded by the 
military authorities as barely satisfying 
the normal requiremen.ts of the . ..\ rmy at 
its present strength, fOT it has involred 
ihe depletion of stocks of supplies and 
the postponement of b.uiJding and other 
l'rogt·ammes. '' What I would Jik" to 
ask you, Secretary of State, i~ whether 
this reduction is due to a. failure to re-

. plenish the reserve of stores of guns, 
rifles, shells, rifle ammunition, etc., 
which had been depleted during the last 
or prer-ious year 7-Nu. The reduction 
is not due to a faihue to replenish 
reserves of guns, shells, rifles, ammuni
tion, etc. · These reserves have not been · 
d~pleted during the. pas~ or previous 
years. 

8197. I am very glad to hear that, 
lJecause I recall that when 1 was in 
India I found at one moment the filtot·es 
had been very seriously depleted, and it 
required a very great fin:meinl effort to 
r~pleuish them 7-1 thinkit i-; ir.lm(;nflel1 
to the credit of the military authorities 
in India that th•.w havE' . r.1acle these 
f!'reat rcduetions without depleting the 
reserves to which Lord Unrdinge :has 
ju:~ot drawn attention. 

Lo.l"\1 Bardinge of Penshurst.] I 
entirely :;hare thst view. I now propose 
to put a question to the Secretary of 
State on the subject of Provincial 
finances and at the same time to make 
a suggestion. With ·the Committee's 
permission I will preface my sur;gestion 
by a few brief remarks on the ~nbject 
of provincial self-government which· I 
hope may not be regarded 'IJy the Com
mittee as an unnecessary tligre~sion. .I 
do not know whether everybody here IS 

aware of the fact, but it was my Gov
ernment who were the first protagonists 
of provincial autonomy. That was in a 
despatch written on the 25th August, 
1911, in whieh, looking at ·the futnre, 
we wrote : '' That the only pos~iblt'l 
solution of the political sibu1.tion of the 
future would appear to be !?radu»Jly to 
give the. Provinces a larger mea_sure of 
self-government until at la5t India would 
consist of a number of admini1=trntions 
autonomous in all provineial affair~ with 
the Government of India ~boYc them all, 
and possessing power to. interfere in ease 
of mis-government, ·but ordinarily 
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restricting their functions to matters of 
Imperial concern.'' I still hold the 
views my Government had then, and I 
believe them now to be even more appro
priate than they appeared to them to 
be then. I am anxious to s~e provincial 
autonomy on the wide~:~t and most 
generous scale introduced with the least 
possible delay subject to the condition 
already mentioned. Now I 1nn going to 
M.y something on pt·ovlncial finunce 
before I put to the Secretary of State 
the question I have in mind. I 1·ead 
with great care Sir Malcolm Hailey's 
most able :Memorandum on the financial 
implications of provincial autonomy and 
Federation, and I agree with the words 
used by Sir Purshotamda3 'rbakurdas on 
the 30th June, that the finances in India, 
both Central and Proviunial, are in a 
eritical condition. To me their pre
earious condition was a complete revela
tion. Further on in page 19 of Sir 
lfa]colm Hailey's report-- · 

:Marquess of Salisbury.] Would my 
noble friend give us the pat·ag.rnph b~
eause some of us have the other edition. 

Lord Hardinge of Pemhurst. 

8198. Para~raph 37. It is Rome wav 
down. Sir l\falcolm Hailev savs : '' it 
may be felt necessary to~ cxairi.ine the 
fundamental questions whP-ther financial 
. eonditions are such as to affect any · 
assumption we may make ns to the date 
tln which provincial autoni)Jny can be 
introduced." That, ittdeed, '~as n wet 
blanket, but I do not regard that view 
as final. I fully recognise that the pro
gress and development irt India must 
eome from the Provinces rather thn.n 
from the Centre and, :tlthough the Cen
tre must have adequate re;;oni·ccs to meet 
the requirements of Debt Servict?, De- · 
fence, the restricted sphere of Centrnl 
civil administration, and nny additio:1al 
demands due to unforeseen emergencies, 
it seems fairly certain that for some time 
to eome the Centre will not havo. means 
available for distributio;l to the Pro-
vinces, an excise duty on.matches which 
might yield 2~ crores being th.a sole new 
tax which might be taken into r.ccount 
as a reinforcement of Ccntr».l revenues. 
As the Secretary of State said on 30th 
June it is~important to emphasise th~ 
fact that, so far as we can. sec, for quite 
a number of years to comJ there is no 

i orange to divide in India .1Jetwe'3n the 

Centre and the Provinces. l!e ~~:lso ... addecl 
that f« some years to come the .t;en~al_ 
Go,·e1·nment would need, subst~ntmlly 1~& 
present resources if the t'!~~;; of_ In~1a 
is to be maintained, and 1f 1ta fuinn~1al 
obligations are to be met. ,~ These. 9:re 
statements from the -r~spons1ble_ lbms-. 
ter which cannot be. 1gnored. . ~s · for 
Provincial revenues, the lfederal Fma~~~ 
Committee concludes, as quoted by Su 
Malcolm Hailey in paragraph ·15: 
'' ' Such provincial ta-xes :u~ appea~ . to 
be within the range ()f_ pract1cal poh~1es 
in the immediate future cannQt be l"ebe~ 
on to yield any substantial early addl-

. '1 ·s'" Ifa tions to· provmc1~ revenue . . . 
country really desues to a.cqmre a cer-:
tain status for which its aetunl r.eso~rces 
are insufficient it c~. only do so 1n_e~ther 
of two ways : by e·conomy or add1ttoual 
taxation. I am not competen~ to ~xp-ress 
an· opinion as to further e~onom1es, ~ut 
I ventu.re to say that thero. 1~ an openmg 
for increased taxation. "Whether lndil,' 
is overtaxed or- undertaxed I am unable. 
t-o say. Some of . those · giving· evi::. 
dence here have said one thing and 
some another; but to me it is :quite 
clear that if India wants. proYin~ial 
autonomy she has· got to p~1.y i'or it 
Now I am -told by competent authori
ties that in India the limit of taxation 
of the weaithier classes l1a.; been p:t:"acti
cally reacheq. I am going to suggest 
taxation which will affect all classes and 
not one particular class.. The salt tax 
is now, I understand, one rupe~ seven 
annas per maund inclusive. of a tem-· 
pora1·y surc4arge of live. anna.'i 'vbich 
:represents an annual tax of :~! am1as 
equivalent to 4d. in .our money. per 
head of the population. Why Jlot in
~rea.se it by a rupee and giva it to the 
Provinces Y That is my proposaL This 
·would mean about 2d. more JJer head of 
the population. The c;alt ta.x has heen 
higher in the past, and whc!l India was 
less_ prosperous than it is nQw 1. I am 
told that in Lo-rd Curt.:on's time it ·was 

.even t~ree rupees. What is the objec-
tion ' uf, as we have heen told here, 
the Indian masses desire self-goverumont, 
-thev can have it at a p1·ice; and that 
.. not" a high one. I wouM like to hear 
the views of the Secretary of Stnt.e 11j1on 
this question '-Sit Austen, I mn sure 
we are ·much obliged· to · I~ord· Hardinge 
for giving us his views in. tbe way that 
he has, from the experiencl' that full.r 

.·entitles him to· make.the kin~ of su~-
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gestions. that' he ~as just made. Th~re 
were two ·observations that he made w1th 
which I do not find myself in entire 
f-ireement, and,' perhaps, .1 had b~tter 
~af~guard my· answer -to . h1s 1nore dtrcet 
questions, by· stating t.hem at ooee. . I 
would not go so far as. he has g?ne In 

stating that .the ~ance~ of Ind1a are 
in a precarious · condthon. I w-ould, 
therefore point to what I said the other 
day, particularly to _wha~ r saiJ about 
Indian credit at the end of my t;peech, 
but I do not pause to argw~ a big h•~ue 
of that kind rrQIW. Nor also do 1 en
tirely agree with him wh~n he says that 
if more resources are to he found for 
·starting either. Provincial Autonomy or 
the ..F'ederal Government, the .ohly two 
alternatives are· economy '>r further taxa
tion. I should have been inelined to 
think that· there was the thir\l alterna

. tive, namely, of existing tnxe~ bringing 
in much' more· Revenue fh!\11 they are 
bringing in at the _ · present time .. .A 
little turn in the wheel of prosveJ"lty, 

· would, I believe~ greatly increase tha 
proceeds of the taxes, hoth Central and 
Provincial. If . I.ord Hardinge wou!d 
like a more expert view on that point, 
I· am sure Sir Malcolm Ihiley could 
amplify what T have just said, irom hi~ 
o~n experience .in the U uj~e~ Pr~,·iuees. 
I come now to Lord Hard1nge · s ques
tion about an • increase (; f fl1e S!l}t tax. 
What he says is quite true, that at one 
time the salt tax was higher than it is 
now. It sho-qld, howev~r, also be re
membered that there i:i u good deal of 
political history behind the salt tax, and 
the salt tax has, rightly or wrongly, 
oecasioned a good deal of political co~
troversy and political agitation in India. 
One has got to take that kind .of. back
ground into account. When he n~ks .mP 
the specific question why we f;hould 
not propiJsP HD increase in that tax 
in order to gf:t Provincial Autonomy 
start~d at an earlier date, I '\\;L>U}d 
prefer not to ~ive him a definite 
answ~r, if he -will forgive me. Auy 

·answer that. I may give might r·ither 
exclu.de the possibility of ~n increa::e. in 
·a particular form of taxatim1 or it migl:t 
be understood to mean that !lot only was 
I in favour of it, but that such a .tax 
was. going to. be i:otrqduced into one of 
the ensuing Indian Bud~cts, . :md in 
lndia: as everywhere . rise, one . camiot 

_ forestall a. Budget statement.. W'hat I 
·will say. is, that I will take into account 

the sug~estion th'at . he has made,. and, 
indeed, 1t is the kind of suggestion that 
I think must be considered by the Com
mittee and the Delegateg, as a whole~ 
namely, whether if the ftn~ncial ~itua• 
tion is such as to make it likely under 

· present conditions that the institutio:a 
of Provincial Autonomy might be de
layed, whether in that case there may 
not be expedients such 'l.S that which hE' 
has suggested and such R3 others that' 1 
might also be able to sugge~t that might 
expedite the date of the ()peration of 
Provincial Autonomy. I hope, there
fore, that without any discourte.:>y to 
Lord Hardinge or withont any apvear
ance of ignoring the importancl! of th~ 
suggestion that he has 111au~, be will 
allow me to leave the position ns I have 
stated it. 

Lord Hardinge of· Penshuret.J Thank 
you very much. I am very grateful for 
that .reply, and, of course, I do not want 
to cause any trouble by pressin~ it ' in 
any way. 

Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 

8199. I would like to ask f he Sc:cre
tary of State a few questions on a matter 
of considerable importance to a good 
many States. Would the Secretary of 

· State kindly refer to paragraph 61 of 
the Introduction to the Wh~t~ Paper 
dealing with the question of Tributes f 
l\Iay I take it that the Secretary of 
State accepts the general principle laid 
down in the ·following terms by thg 
Federal Finance Sub-Committee <1f 1931, 
of which Lord Peel was Chairman-para
graph 18, in which they <~tat<:> : " We 
think that there is. generally ::peaking, 
no p!ace for contributions of a .feudal 
nature under the new Federal CoLstitu
tion, ·and only the probabilit_v of a lack 
of Federal resources at the outset pre
vents our recommending their immediate 
abolition." The Secretary of State is 
aware that the Davidson Committee in 
1922 endorsed this principle. They said 
in para.,..,crraph 65 : "We are in full agree-

. mt-nt with the conclusions of the Federal 
Finance Sub-Committee that there is no 
place for them (that is Trib:Ites) in a 
Federal · Constitution, · and that, with 
Federation, they should ba brought ~o 
an end.'' 'The same 'principle was 
affirmed once aO'ain bv the· Federal Fin
ance Committee"' of 1932,. ·of which Lord 



Peel was aga~ C.b.airman, in \he follow- 88 : " We · havf no· hesitation· i.n . suppo~ 
ing words-paragraph' ·. 26 .: " We are ing the proposal of . the Sub:.ConimHt~~. 
strongly of opinion that the. present. cash, that th~ sum by, wh~ch any ·contribution 
contributions Qf unequal incidence, paid is in excess of 5 pe:.: .'cent .. of~ the , total 
by, certain. S~ates, contravene .the .fund.a- Revenues of the States .should be U:t.onca 
mental prmClple that contr1bubons to remitted. . Our: recommendations' ... m 
Federal Revenues l:lhould be ou a uniform general assume and ar~ based upon,' the 
and equitable basis ; and w'e endorse the accomplishment of Federation, but ;w~ 
view of the Davidson Committ~e that believe that the intention was that 'we 
there is no permanent place for SUCh ex~ should be at liberty to adviS1! , if . we: 
ceptional and unequal contributions in· a found· it desirable that this ·step '8hould,. 
system of Federal Finance." Would the be taken without .delay:. ·The inequality' 
Secretary of State agree with the view of ·the payments is· so ·marked 1wd, in, 
that a practice so wholly at variance some cases, their hurden so· hcally, rising 
with principle deserves immediate ter- in one case to as much as. 110 per cent.~ 
mination 7-:Mr. Chairman, Sir Mirza. of. the Revenues of the State, that "'~ 
Ismail has been a consistent and· a most hold that the relief should be immediate.'" 
effective advocate of the abolition of Is the Secretary of State· aware that th~ 
these tributes. So effective and per- Government of India have definitely re-. 
suasive has he been that I thirik we fused to afford .even this small measure 
have all of us almost urianmiously agreed · of immediate relief to the States con
with him from the very start that he cerned 7-My previ~~s answer cdvers this 
made upon this question two t>r three question as ·well. The .. answe1·· is . that 
years ago. I should very much have we should very much· have liked to· have 
liked to have been able to mO\·e in the been in a position: to ·make this reinis
direction of extinguishing these tributes. sion, but in the abnormal times !n ·which 
The trouble has been nothing .nore than we are living; there has. riot been the 
the financial situation ; there 1Ja!:l been no money available, ·and that ·1s the sore 
money available ; and we have not been reason why with many' demands upon 'the_ 
able to take a step that we definitely Central Budget and in face of the very 
wished to take in the · direetion of ex- abnormal times in which· we arc living,: 
tinguishing altogether tribute:; that we we have not been able to~ carry. out thi& 
think should form no ·place iu Federal recommenqation. 
Finance. His Majesty's Gove1·nment ac-
cept the recommendation in paragraph 8201. I will refer to that point agaill 
!>0 of the Davidson Report that with the a little later. Ia not the · amount in~ 
ad.vent of Federation, the cash contribu- volved approximately 12 lakhs •>r. £93,000 
tions should be gradually wiped out over a. year, according to the Davidson Com
a period of years. mittee· 7-:--Yes. The . amount remi8sibl~ 

under the 5 per cent .. arrll.ngcment i:; 
8200. I will refer to that point a little calculated to be 1H lakhs, · subject·. to' 

Iat.cr, but may I proceed a littl.~ fttrther 7 verification . of the Revenue 1lgures of 
1\fay I invite the. Secretary of State's individual States: · 
attei).tion to the ~ollowing pa!'i~agc in the · · · -
Report of the Federal Finance Sub-Com- 8202. Is the· Secretary of State aware 
mittee again, of 1931, paragraph 18 : that the Government of. India have 
11 There seems to us to be certain cases stated in so many words that it will be 
in which real hardship is inflicted by impossible to them to take any action in 
the relative magnitude of the buruen of pursuance of the ·Committee's reeom .. 
the cash contributions, and we 8uggest inendaticm, until they are in -a position ~ 
that it might be possible without exces- (1) to re!nove emergency sucrharges ; (2) 
sive loRs being thrown on th1~ Federal to restore full pay to their employees ; and 
Government, to remit at once that part (3) ·to settle· satisfactorily th-3 question 
of any contribution which is in exces.<; of -special· assistance to the deficit Pro· 
of 5 per cent. of the total· Revenues of vinces ?-I should not like to 'go into the 
the State." Is the. Secre~ary of State conditions in· a precise form. ·I think H 
aware that a similar recommendation is sufficient to AAY that we want to· make 
was made bv the Davidson Committee this .;remission. but as. things ure ·no-w·, 
also, in the · fo'lowing terms_:_paragraph there .. is .. not the money to' mak£ it, and 
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we: are anxious· to niake it, a~· s6on as could not alter my answer, nam~ly, that 
we · can. , · , . · if ·there. is not any money there, we 

8203. It is. not possible for· the Secre- cannot make the remission-. . .. 
tary ·of State to say when he will be able 8208. Is it not a fact that the total 
to do so f-With the best wilJ in the amount received by the government of 
world, it is not. India in the shape of tributes is. appro:ri-

8204. Does not this attitude amount· mately 74 lakhs of rupees, or £560,00(} 
to an indefinite postponement of the annually Y · How much of this amount 
relief so strongly. recommended by the would rank for effective reruis~ion, if, 
Special Committee and the Round Table as stated in the White Paper, follow-
c f • Th f u1 ing the recommendation of the Davidson 

on erence a- e a t is not ours ; the Committee ,, it is not intended to remit 
fault is the world in which we are living. 
If the world was a reasonable world, we contributions, save in so fa:r as they 

· are in excess of an existing immunity." 
could make much more precise p"rophecies In other words, what would be the net 
about the future. What I cau say to amount involved if the tribut(~s were 
Sir .Mirza once again ·is, ·that 1 · 'vish to 
see this remission made, and the sooner abolished, subject to the propo~;ed adjust-
it ean be made, the better pleased· 1 ments as regards immunities Y-My 
shall be. . . estimate is 50 lakhs. 

8209. According to the tlillrulations 
Sir .A~ste11 Chambe';lai·n. · which I have made, this might not bt" 

more than 30 lakhs · or £2:!5,000. In 
: ·· 8205~ These ·contributions, I suppose. calculating this sum, I have nssumed 
come under the heading of paramountcy f that effect would have been given, prior 
-They come und<'r the heading of the to a,nd independently of the proposed 
tributes dealt with in Mr. Davidson's Federation, to the recommendations of 
Report,· raising the question· of whether both the Federal Finance Sub-Com
there should ·be tributes· continuing mittee of 1931 and the Davirlson Com
under a Federal. G.ov~rnment or w~ether mittee, that "immediate relief should 
they should be ehmma~ed ann; . If · so, be given by the remission of the amount. 
how 7 _ of any contribution which is in excess 

8206. What I want to get clear in my of the total Revenues of the State which 
own mind is this, "Secretary of State = pays it" ?-I am afraid whether t~e. 
Suppose that. adverse conditions prevent figure is 30 or 50 lakhs; · my answer IS 

you from carrying out the poli~y which just , the same : We have not got the 
you desire to do before Federation comes money for it. 
~to existencet who will then ·be the 8210. Is it · SUO'O'ested that the remis
authority to decide when it is possible sion of 30 lakhs o;s I assume it, or less 
to remit t~ese tributes-whether they than .4 per cent. of the total an.nual 

· shall be· renntted Y-The Crown. Revenue, would cause an appreciable 

Sir Mirza M. Ismai!. . 

8207. The Secretary of State . r~ferred 
to the present financial difficulty of the 

, Government of India. May 1 suggest 
that the Government of Indi:l &re not 
the only sufferers 'I That th~se diffi
culties are no~ peculiar _to them, . and 
that other Governments, too, are faced 
with ·similar difficulties. Does he not 
think that it is ·quite possible that in 
the case of some of the Stat~; at any 
rate, their difficu;Ities m~y b~ due _mainly 
to this annual drain on their compara
tively slender resources f_:_ I should have 
thought that . anyhow, in most cases, 
that was not so ; but, even if I am. wrong 
and even jf_ it were so, I am afraid it 

strain on the resources of the Government 
of India 'l~ Yes. -· ~~ 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Sir :Mirza, 
vou remember the Secretary of State 
;stimated the amount at 50 lnkhs. 

Sir Mirza M. Ismail.] I tf'timated it 
at 30 lakhs. . 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Yes; .there 
is a difference of opinion between you .. 

Witness.] Whether it is 30 or 50, my 
answer to Sir Mirza would be, yes. 

Mr. Zafr~ila Khan.] Has not · S~r 
Mirza in his figures excluded from his 
calculations any tribute which 1s in ex
cess of 5 per cent. of the tota.l Revenue 
of the :States ? · 
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· · Sir Mirza M. Ismail.] Yes. we regard as a wrong·. ·It is not a ques-
tion of conferring' a favour. . · ', 

· :Mr. Zafrulla · Khan.] If you included Sir _.Aust~n Chamberl-ain.] . Gra.h_'tude ;s 
that, your figures would be much nearer ~ 
the figures of the Secretary of State '1 rare in this world, Sir Mirza. ·, 

Sir Mirza !Jf. Ismail.] They might be Sir Mirza JI. Ismail. 
the same. · - · · 8213. May I invite the Secretary of 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] So really, there State's attention to the following passage 
is no difference in the figures at all. You in Sir Malcolm Hailey's Memorandum. on 
exclude a figure in order to get the total the financial · implications of Proviucial 
down f autonomy and Federation in which he 

Sir Mirza !Jf. Ismail.] I exclude the says : "There is no uniform S''stem of 
figure because it was recow .. meuded . by 'tribute.' The list of contribut~g States 
the Committee. . is a long one, but the sums ptdd are· of 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] You assume 30 ·very unequal amollilt, one State (Mysore) 
1akhs will already have been paid, and paying as much as one-third of the whole, 
wherever you start you will have 50 while mariy States, including some of the 
lakhs total remission at the enrl !-And most important, pay no contribution at 
whenever you start, we have not got the all." Is the Secretary of State aware 
money at present. that succes~ive administrations in l\Iysore 

have made representations to the Hov
Sir .A us ten Chamberlain.] I do . not ernment · of India for the moderation or 

think we can get much beyond thut. the abolition of the tribute, pointing out 

Sir !Jlirza !JI. Ismail. · 

8211. Will I be right in saying that 
some 150 States would benefit in varying 
measure by the remission of tl.e tributes f 
-1\Iy information ·is that th~ number is 
62. 

that it constitutes a terrible drain on 
the resources of the State, and that i.J.1 
one form or another the question bas 
been coming up before the Government 
of India for nearly a century t-I expect 
that is the state of affairs and no doubt 
it was owing to that that in 1927 the 
Government made. such a big· reduction in 
the ·tribute. · · 

" '· 8214.- Lastly, may I ask if the Secre
tary · of.' State · is , aware thaL Mysorc 
attaches: the greatesfi' p'Ol3sible importance 
to a . !>ahsfactory settlement of: this· :qlies
ti?n f--:-I am .sure t?at is so, und I hope 
Sir · Muza will ·believe me when I tay 
!hat I attach the greatest · poE;sible 
Importance to a setlement of the question, 
also. 

8212. Is the Secretary of State aware 
that some of these States are financially 
in a more difficult position than the Gov
ernment of India or some of the Pro
vinces, in that they have had rccuninoo 
deficits, possess a smaller margin fo~ 
additional taxation, and have been un
able to· restore the cuts in the salariee of 
their servants, unlike the Government of 
India and the Provinces whi<.h have' re
stored them, at least partially 1-I cou'd 
not say whether that is so, or not ; I have' · 1\fr .. y,: Tko~ia:;.,~~-·-- ;': :~ ;. 
not the information here. W'hat I can · · 
say is that if Sir Mirza will take the -~ase ; 8215. S~cr~tR;ry ~f State, -I l]Uit~ ricog-· 
of the State that he represE-nts so well, · mse that 1t IS a .formidable difficultv in 
the State of Mysore, there we did make the way of. remitting the' tributes·· due 
a verr importan_t remission tc;> M~·sore ,by from. the St~1.tes, that there is not ·enough 
reducmg the tnbute · fixed by . treaty at money .for· It at present but there will 
35 lakhs, and in 1927 we reduc~d . that not· 'per naps . be 'the'' sa~e~ difficUlty in
fi~re to 24! lakhs~' That show·s our,good~ · :volved in the cases of the sihaH£•r States 
will,· anyhow. ·· which h~ve such amounts as·' Rs. 500, 
. s· . .. ~- 200, and Rs. 300 to pay. Therefore, 

1r Mirza 11!. Imsail.] I would not like !VIU you .be pleased .to .·consider their 
to say anything on that particular point. cases f-I am afraid _I must. lmrden ·my 
If I am· asked to say anything I would heart against the appeal. of the smaller 
say this, that the Government' of India States. Indeed, if I ·did yield to it I 
after all; would not be conferring- ~ feel that the. bigger -States would be ·on 
favour ; they would be. only _undoing. what .my back in a ·mom~nt.. I .think· there· is 
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a little confusion in the mind$ ot t~ome 
members of the Committee about . these 

, tributes. we do not regard tllese tri
t>utes as immoral or wicked .or unjusti
ftable. We regard them simply as an un
suitable form of Federal tax. 
, 8216. That is right f_.,.;And I am afraid 
~y answer to Mr. Thombare must be · 
that there is not the money to do it now, 
either for the big, the medium, or the 
small states. 
. 8217. Just one more question. You 
have already answered these questions 
about cash contributions. 'fhere are 
States which have ceded territories, and 
their case is referred to in paragraph 61 
of the Introduction to the White Paper. 
Will that case receive consideration on 
the basis of the net revenue u.t the time 
of the session as it has been stated in 
the White Paper f-If it has been stated 
in the White :paper, certainly, ~o far as 
we are concerned. · · • · 

8218. Coining to the question of the 
cost of the Legislature, what would be 
the recUrring and non-recurring cost 1 of 
the Legislatures which have been pro
posed in the White Paper-the Central 
Federal Legislatures f-The difference in 
tlie cost f · · 

Mr. Y. Thombare.] The differ~iuie ·be
tween the cost which has been proposed 
and the cost that would be incurred prc
'Vided· they were enlarged beyond the 
numbers proposed in the White faper. 
Supposing the numbers were for the 
Upper House 300 and for the Lower 
H0\1se 450, what would be the additional 
cost involved ' 

Sir A.kbar Hydari. 

8219. What would be the total cost! 
(Mr. Y. Thombare.) The additional cost Y 
-· The annual cost of the Federal Legis
lature under the White Paper proposal~ 
is estimated at 39 lakhs over the present 

· Pentral . Legislature. Of this sum the 
Lower.llouse accounts for 24 lakhs and 
the Upper House for 15. If the &trength 
of the two Houses were further increased 
to the figures mentioned, . the further 
extra cost would be something like 8 
Jakhs · ;t y~ar, although this fignre is a 
rather rough estimate. 

Sir .Akbar Hyilari. 
i 8220. Am I to understanll that 39 
lakhs is· the addi#onal cost if the 

Federal Legislature is incrtased from 6\) 
in the Upper House and 145 · in ·the 
Lowet House to 260 in the Upper House 
and 375 in the Lower f-Yes. · 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

8221 • .May I draw the attention of tho 
Secretary of State tQ Proposal 68 which 
refers to Ministers' salaries, on page 5S 
of the book given to us 7-Yes. 

8222. Has the Secretary of State 
applied his mind to the amount of the 
salary which he would advise being .fi.xe<l 
for the Ministers f-Does Sir N1·ipendra. 
suggest we should put the figure in the 
Constitution Act f 

8223. No, I am not concerned with the 
method by which it should be done, but 
I am applyi.D.g my mind rather to tht 
quantum-the amount which should be 
paid to the Minister 7-:-I cannot say that 
I have a· precise figure in my nund. I 
woulJ, howeve1·, impress upon the minds 
of tl!e Committee and of the Delegates 
that in the present state of Indian 
finances there is no scope for very high 
salaries. · 

8224. Having regard to . your last 
answer, may 1 ask you to consider this, 
that, as a matter of fact, the .feeling is 
very general that the salaries now enjoyed 
by the "Ministers are out of all propor
tion to the resources of our Province, 
and whenever there has been any opposi
tion to the reduction of salary, while 
everyone has agreed that the salary has 
been too high, it has been opposed by 
some on the ground that it will not d':) 
to have' different salaries for the member 
of the Council and for the Minister. 
Would ·the Secretary . of State 'be good 
enough to bear these facts in mind and 
to make such inquiries as he thinks fit f 
-I will certainly bear these facts i,n 
mind and I would like to receive · the 
views of represe~tative Indians upon th~ 
question. . Offhand, it does not seem 
apparent to me why there should be con:
plete uniformity in the matter . of this 
kind. Here in England there IS great 
diversity in actual practice. 

Mr. z {4rulla Khan.] Is it not a fac! 
in practice that in· some cases the. ~a1ary 
of the Minister has been reduced much 
below the fig!re . of the Executive Coun:.:. 
sellors ! In practice that has been done. 
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Sir N. N. Sircar. 

8225. Yes 7-Yes, I think that is so. 
Sir N. N. Sircar.] That has been done 

in Bihar and Orissa. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Also in the 

Central Provinces. 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

8226. I propose to ask some questions 
wit? reference to No. 137, the proposal 
which relates to the export duty on jute. 
I believe the Secretary of State remem
bers the evidence which has been given on 
this point by Sir Edward Benthall, 
amongst others. I am asking him, does 
he a,o-ree with his view, that this tax, 
having . regard to the facts of the case, 
has the same incidence as Land Revenue 7 
-The Government of Bengal has always 
claimed that the jute export duty be
longs to Bengal. I am not aware that 
the GovernD;J.ent of India have ever com
mitted themselves to the suggested prin
ciple. They are, nevertheless, as I am, 
fully aware of the special difficulties of 
Bengal which make it imperative to give 
some relief. As Sir Nripendra will see 
under the White Paper proposals at least 
half the jute export taxes must · be 
assi~ed to Bengal, or, more strictly 
speakmg, to the producing units, leaving 
a J!OWer to the Federal Legislature to 
ass1gn a greater share. ·I do not myself 
think that it would be profitable to enter 
upon an economic discussion as to the 
nature of a jute export duty and its 
similarity to or differences from Land 
R-evenue. 

8227. If I may say so with great re
spect to you, I likewise agree. I only 
want to bring out one fact so that you 
may be pleased to consider it. So far as 
the economics are concerned (I mean in 
the economic sphere) is it not a fact that· 
Bengal, as compared to other· Provinces, 
may be described as a consumers' 
Province? What I mean is this : The 
taxes which have been levied are on salt . . ' 
wheat, Iron, steel, cotton piece goods, and 

(.After a short 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Sir Hari 
'Singh Gour, you and Sir Phiroze Sethna, 
I understand, handed in a joint list of 
questions to the Secretary of State. Are 
you prepared to proceed with them 7 

so on, and that really means profit to the 
other Provinces that Bengal-has. got .to 
pay. Is no~ that the general situation f 
At any rate, I find · that is the view a.s 
expressed by the Government of Bengal. f 
-I do not think I should dissent from it. 
· Sir ..A. P. Patro.] Is not it a fact that 
Bengal is, on account of the permanent 
settlement, not able to make up the neces-
sary revenua ! . 

Sir N. N, Sircar.] I have no objection 
t~ the question~ but it . only proves that 
~Ir. P. Patl'O, as other non-Bengalis ar~, 
Is m a state of hopeless confusion . over 
the permanent settlement. ' · 
' Mr. Zajrulla Khan.] Do I underst~~d 

'Bengal is suffering from the permanent 
settlement ? · 

Sir N. N. Sir car.] Yes, · 
. 1\Ir. Zafrulla- Khan.] Why not do 
away with it 7. · 

Sir N. N .. Sircar.] May I ask some 
questions on that 7 · · 
. Witness.] May I ask for the a~thorltY 

of the Committee to publish the Memo
randa whcih I have already. cir~ulated, 
namely, the Memoranda on the Com.:t§!, 
the Instruments of Instruction the Rail
way Board, and also a m:ite which I sug
gest circulating _ to the Committee upon 
the cost of . the . Legislature ! I ·under
stand there is no authority under which 
those :teports can actually be published f 

Sir Austen Chambei'lain. 

8228. You mean you want them handed 
in and made part of our. published prO
ceedings ?-1\Iade part of the proceedings. 
They are part of my evidence. . 

Marquess of S~lisbuiy. 

8229. They will be laid befo;e . Parli~
, ment ?-Yes, just in the same way as my 
other :Memoranda have been. _ _ 

Sir Austen ·Chamberlain.] I assume 
the Committee a,CJTees. ·(.Agreed.) 

Sir N. N. Sircar.] · I hav-e no further 
q~estioi\:> to ask. " 

adjournment.). 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Yes. 

·Witness.] Sir Austen, I wanted. to· 
make a note about these qliestions ; I 
will just find ·the note I have got about 
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her of Sir Han· Singh Gour's questions ; 
there are pages of them ; most of t4em 
tables of figures. That being so, I would 
have thought it was much better, if· Sir 
Hari . Singh Gour thinks that it· is a 
suitable occasion in this Committee tQ 
raise all these administrative questions, 

. that I should band in the questions whicb 
Sir Hari Singh Gour sent to me together 
with my answers to them. · 

·tneiiL :They are a series of very detailed 
questions about the minutire of the. pre
, sent Indian Budget, and the present items 
·that are included in the Defence ·field in 
'India. · As far as I can ·see, almost all 
of them. involve tables of · figures, and I 
would have thought that almost all of 
them should much more suitably be asked 
. either in the Indian Assembly or in 
administrative debates in the House of 
. Commons. I think the Committee will 
.see at once that if we starf upon these Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
questions, they will get involved in every 8230. I am quite prepared to circulate 

.kind of minute detail of. the Army ad- my questions, as the Secretary of State 
ministration under the present regime. is good. enough to say that he will circu
-How that is going to . help us in .the late his answers ?-:-I think that will be 
broader issues of the Constitutional prob- the better course. The questions and 
lem, I myself cannQt .see. answers are as follows : 

Sir Hari Sing-,.. Gour.] May I be per- Finance : Sir H. S. Gour ana Si'T -. 
·mitted to explalli 7 p s h , · . . . et na .. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Yes. · · 
8231. What is the total expenditure on 

· ~ Sir Hari Singh Gou'T.] The object of. Army, Navy, Air Force and allied ex-
the questions' was not to get into the penditure, such as loss on stragetic rail

.minutire of the Civil and Military ex- ways, expenditure on Frontier Constabu
_penditure of India, .but the· objec.t w~s lary and .armed . police, Assam Rifles, 
. to guide the Secretary of State m his Khasedars and . other. expenditure classed 
search for economy, and to point out to · as . political. but intimately ·connected 

.him the avenues for retrenchment, . both With. Defence, such as the up~eep of th~ 

.in the Civil and Military expenditure. Rajmak and other. Military roads. 7-
, The · .Secretary of State ·has rightly The Budget estimates for 1933-34 give 
.obse:ryed that these are questions more the following net . figures :-Army, .43 
.appropriate for discussion in the Legis- crores 84 lakhs .30,000 rupees ; Royal Air 
lative· Assembly.' Speaking for JI!Ys.elf, Force, 1 .crore 58 lakhs 69,000 rupees ; 
these questions have been discussed trme Royal Indian Marine, 77 la'khs 1,009 
and again in· the· Legislative · Assembly rupees ; total, 46 crores 20. lakbs. As re

·ever since its commencement in 1921, but .gards the other classes of expenditure to 
_the reason why we wish to draw the which this question refers, we have hal} 
attention of the Joint Select Committee occasion in connection with the Disarma

. to the cumulative effect of these questions ment Conferenee to compile and publish 
is that a great deal of. economy is possi- a number of figures relating_ to Defence 
ble and should be the subject of early expenditure in the wider sense. These 
exploration on .the part of the Secretary include ·an the' various items which the 

. of State; which would. balance the Budget expert bodies of. th~ Confe~ence hav~ pro-
and place the. Provinces upon an even no~ced tQ be proper subJects for .mclu
keel · and itis.only looking at that broad sion in a review of pefence expenditure ; 
'aspe~t of the question, that we ga':e and I cannot do· better than base ~y 
nqtice of these detailed questions. It IS reply· on theiD:. The figures I ~ gomg 

··not· intended to draw the Secretary of .to quote· · relate to the finanCial year 
State out upon each and every detail !>f 1929-30, which was the ~ear taken b~ 
the questions, but, generally, to ass1st ·the Conference for w?rking purposes., 
him and to guide him in his search for but annual returns Will be rendere~ m 
·economy. · ' : 
.. Witness .. ] I would still have t4ou~ht 
that that really was much more a s~nes 

. of .~dministrathz:e questions~ I ba ye. got 
.. answers 'prepared for me here to a num-

.future on the . same basis .. Under the 
¢ene~al h~3;ding ~f ~on~ier Watch .and 
Ward including mamtenance of varwus 
irre~ar · corps, the · cost is shown as 
aho~t 2i crores.. The cost of the Eastern 
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Frontier Rifles was about 4! lskhs. The 
estimated cost in respect of strategic 
railways was about 50 lakhs. 

8232. 'Vhat is Defence Expenditure on 
wireless 7 
Wireless. 

No separate charge under this Head 
appears in the Defence Estimates ; nor 
is there anything in the Posts and Tele
graph Estimates to show how much, if 
any, of the total charges under the head
ing " Radio " are incurred on the part 
of the Defence authorities. ' 

8233. What is the cost of Railway and 
Customs concessions granted to Military 
Officers 7 . 
Railway Concessions. 

No estimate can be made of the cost, 
if any, of the preferential rates given 
by the Railways to military personnel. 
A non-official witness before the Railway 
Retrenchment Committee estimated the 
loss to Railway Revenue on military 
account at a crore a year, including 
goods as well as passenger traffic. The 
Committee, however, reported that they 
had " not been able to verify this state
ment." 
Customs. 
' The only concession granted to military 

officers is the free import of certain 
articles "which they are required to 
maintain for the due performance of 
their military duties," e.g., uniforms 
and rifles and saddlery of regulation 
military pattern. The cost would prob
ably be negligible. 

8234. What is the expenditure on Hill 
allowances military Schools, Ecclesiastical 
Establishments and Hospitals Y-No in
formation is available regarding Hill 
Allowances as such. Under the Heading . 
" Hill Sanitoria and Depots " Is an 
<>ntry of rupees 1,35,180. 

1Jlilitary Schools. 
This is presumed to refer not to the 

technical training schools such as the 
School of Artillery, etc., but to non
technical educational institutions. The 
figures arc as follows :-

Garrif':on, regimental, and De
ta<>hment Schools for British 

Rs. 

Troops 9,67,410 
J,JOGRO 

. . Rs. 
Garrison, regimental, -and De

tachment Schools for Indian . 
Troops · · ·. • . • 1,09,600 

Army Schools of Education, . . . . 
Belg.aum • • . . 1,83,170 

Lawrence Royal Military Schools 3,98,750 
Prince of Wales' Royal Indian 

Military· College, Debra Dun 2,15,300 
Kitchener College, N owgong · • .:r 60,340 
King George's ij.oyal Indian . 

Military Schools (3). · · .. 2,49,660 
Indian· Military Academy, Debra 

Dun .• • 4,85,890 
Ecclesiastical. 

Expenditure on Ecclesiastical Estab
lishments other than the Church · of 
.England, amounts to Rs. 4,86,000. Thf. 
Church of England expenditure is 
charged to a Civil Head and no accurate 
estimate is possible of the propo-rtion 
that should be debited to the Army. A 
rough estimate is Rs. 14,00,000. 
Hospitals. 

The . full cost, including the pay of 
officers and men of the Medical ServiceS, 
is Rs. 1,30,13,000. 

8235. To what extent effect has been 
given to the additional cost entaileq by 
giving effect to the Es}.ler -<;ommittee's 
recommendation on thll Indian Army, 
and its relation to the immooiate Defence 
of India Y-The Esher Committee, apart 
from its recommendations on constitu
tional relations, made a _large number of 
detailed proposals for betterifrg the con~· 
ditions of service in the Indian Army. 
Many of these, which were recognised 
at the time by Iridian public opinio-n to 
be required, were given effect ; but many 
turther changes _have since been . intro
duced and it is not possible at this date 
to give any estimate of the additional 
cost of carrying out the Esher proposals. 

8236. The cost of the Army . year by 
year from 1910-1933, and the reasons 
for sue~ additional cost Y-" I attach the 
figures &f net military expenditur~ in 
India since 1910. They show a shght 
rise from 28 to 29 crores in the four 
years just before the War. There ·was, 
l)f eourse, a very large increase from 
29 to 68 crores just after the War. The 
figure of 68 crores f01; 1921-22 'Yas 
abnormal as heavy charges. were . bemg. ' ' - ... . u ... 
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met·for the _operations in 'Vaziristan and 
. for post-war 4emobilisation. ~ The-: figure 
of. 63 c~ores fo:r the· following year repre
sents 'a more normal average for that 
pa_rti~ular 'period. · The increase. to·· this 
figure ·was partly due of .course. to the 
rise · in prices:, but . partly also to the 

, thorough reorg;:tnisation of the . Army in 
India that ,was ,the~; found ,necessary. · It 
·will be worth while to remind the Com-. 
lnittee that before the 'V ar 'the. Army 
was .little more than a series of form·a
tions comprj.sing a large number of in
di_viqual Cavalry. and infantry units with 
a small proportion of Artillery, Engineers 
and Pioneers. There were. practically 

. n() . ,l:lllcillary services ... Moreover, the 
men of the Indian .Army ·horsed them
selves, · fed , them~lves, .. and contributed 
towards. their ~wn housing. Units .were 
responsible for clothing . the men.. The 
-administrative ·services . obtained · their 
per~onn~l from ~he fighting units .. · The 
Indian Army. is now horsed, clothed, fed 
and housed by the State ; and three en
ti~el-1 :Qew sez:v:ices have been introd~ced, 
viz., the Royal Air Force, the Signal 
. Service and ·the Mechanical ·Transport 
Service. .. The figures show a progressive 

. decrease on the whole from 1921· to ·1931, 
and .a: much sharper decrease in 1932. due 
to. th~ · retrencl!ment ·campaign.'! 

·Net .M~'litariJ Expenditure to nearest 
· · ., ' -~ half _crore. ~ 

1910-11' 
1911-12. 
191~1a.· 
1913-14 
1921-22 
1922-23 
192J:-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
~926-27 
1927-28 · ... 
·1928-29 
1929-30 

. 1930-31 
1931:•32 

:1932:33. 

}933-34 
• ·.1. 

.... f ·:· 

' ... 
! • 

28 
28.5 

• • . 28.5· 
29 
68 
63.5 
55 
55.5 
56 
56 
54.5 
55 

.. J>5- . 
54.30 
51.76 
46.75 

(Revised 
·Estimate}.· 

46.20 
(Budget 

· · · Estimate). 

.. s~7.' The ·s~ving effected if the pay of 
1he · ,.All~India ·· Services ··henceforth re-

crillted is' fixed on. tha Indian -basis and __ 
all. future recruits .receive the pay so re-. 
vised Y-The .only All-India Services at. 
presen~ . re.cruited for are . tp~ Indian 
Civil Service and Indian Police: Assum-. 
ing that by Indian basis of pay is meant 
basic rates of present rupee pay for the 
services, i.e., omitting oversea~ pay, the 
saving• to be effected by ceasing to pay 
new entrants of non-Asiatic domicile from 
1934 onwards overseas pay will rise from 
an immediate saving from . 1934-5 (five 
months only from date of appointment) 
of £1,688 in the case of the· Indian· Civil 
Service · and · £450 in the case of the 
Police, . to. a· saving in .1940. of. about 
£33,000 and £10,000 respectively and, 
nssuming the average number of prema
ture retirements remains the !'lame, to a 
maximum saving of £66,000 on the Indian 
Civil Senice in 1951 · and £25,000 on · 
the Police in 1954. So long as recruit
ment may continue beyond 1940 at 
existing rates, this • maximum saving 
would continue to be realised. 

8238. The Index of prices at the time 
of- the Lee Concession and the Index of 
prices now prevailing !-Cost of Lit,ing. 
-The working class cost of living figure 
for Bombay Cityf at the required dates 
was as follows :-. . 

July, 1914 
April! 1924 
May, 1933 

100 
150 
100 

(Latest 
Available) . 

*Any estimate obviously depends upon 
the number of recruits taken and the 
period of continuance of recruitment
both uncertain factors. In the figures 
given, the assumption is ma?e th~t 
recruitment for both these Services w1ll 
continue until 1940. at any rate and that 
the annual intake of recruits of non
Asiatic domicile · will on the average 

"remain unaltered for this period, viz., 
30 for the Indian Civil Service and 12 for 
the Police . 

tTh.is index figure is on th~ w~ole t~e 
most satisfactory figure mamtau?-ed_ m 
India but it is unaffected by vanahons 
i:r:i . the cost of ·imported stores, a~d, as 
stated in reply to a question asked m the 
House of Commons on 13th February last, 
certainly cannot be applied without 
qualification to the case~ of I?embers of the 
Superior Seryices servmg m Bombay or 
elsewhere. 
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82~9.· The total . saving likely to be 
effected by.· the abolition of . the· post of , 
the Divisional Commissioners in .all the 
Provinces in which they exist f-There . 
are 44 Divisional Commissioners. costing·· 
approximately . £1,27,000 per . annum.· 
Their office establislu:llents may be 
assumed to . cost a further £20,000 per. 
annum. AbolitiQn ·might take place in 
one of two ways. Commissionerships 
might be abolished as incumbents of 
these posts retired in the ordinary coursa 
when a saving of approximately £147,000 
per annum would be worked up to gradu
ally ; or all Commissione~hips. might. be 
aboli:;hed at once when agamst the savmg 
of £147,000 per annum would have to 
be set for a period the extra cost of the · 
pensions of officers prematurely ret~red, 
If immediate abolition were decided 
upon it may be assumed that all officers 
would have earnedJ their full annuity of 
£1,000 per annum and further that the 
period by which retirement had been 
anticipated would be on the average :five 
years. If all Commissionerships were 
abolished at once the saving, therefore, 
of £147,000 per annum would, for a 
period of five years or so~ be offset by 
an increased pension charge of £44,000 
a year for the Commissioners and of some 
increased pension charge (the amount of 

agency . would have to be pro:vided for 
heari.D.g revenue . appeals and. the like 'and 
that the cost of this would be appreciable 
though I. have not been able · to reduca 
it to figures: ... · .. : .. , · .·. 

.. 8240. Is it not a fact that these Com-
missioners were .·appointed. to~ discharge' 
the .. threefold! duties 9f . Civil,· Cri..IDin_al 
and Revenue Adininistration 'and that· 
long since they · ~ve ceased to exercise-~ 
Civil and Criminal jurisdiction.. f-:'-Yes,: 
Co:mm.iSsioners . have . been relieved. . of; 
judicial . work both civil ~d ·criminal.-~ 
But this alteration took ·place in the: 
Regulation Provinces manY years &;go : 
and at a .later date in the non-Regulation· 
Provinces. The fact, however, has no: 
relation to the present scale of duties ' 
falling. on Commissioners.· · 

8241. The posts,: the aboliti~~ of whjcht 
were recommended by the Inchcape Com-·· 
mittee and; which have not been abolished, 
or which· if abolished · have since been : 
restored !-A statement showing the. ac-: 
tion taken on the recommendations ·of~ 
the Inchcape Committee may be in-: 
spected at this Office if desired (no spare: 
copy is available) ; .a copy was also placed: 
in the Library of the House of· Com
mons. Many general. recommen<Iations: 
involving ·reductions in staff were made· 
which cannot be set out in manageable· 
compass in a note. But the purpose' of 
the pre5ent inquiry' is presumably to 
ascertain what has happened in regard to 
important individual posts only, and.. I . 
have had a list prepared of those. abou~ · 
which information is available. · ._.. . \ · 

Posts recommended 'for abolition- ana· :~ 
Action taken. · · · · ·. < ·· 

1. Deputy Secretary, Legislative Depart
ment-Held in abeyance except during, 
periods of pressure during Session. 

Inspector-General of Irrigation-Duties. 
to be performed by Consulting· 
Engineer (since abolished). ' · ·. 

·which cannot be estimated but would not 
be large) for members of their office 
establishments assuming that these could 
not be absorbed; elsewhere. The· prob
ability that co~pensation would have to 
be given to members of the Indian Civil 
Service for the loss of prospects occasioned 
by the abolition of these posts must also 
be taken into account. The amount of 
compensation might, perhaps, be esti
mated at an allowance of Rs. 500 per 
mensem in respect of each post abolished . 
and it may be assumed that these 44 
allowances of Rs. 500 per mensem would 
eontinue to be paid over a period of some 
25 years, i.e., until the latest-joined re. 
eruit prior to the date of abolition. had 
served his time. Against this increased 
expenditure of approximately £20,000 
per annum for 25 years must, however, 
be ·set a reduction of the· recruitment 
rate and this would from the outset. be 
a material offset against the cost of the 
allowances and should in time more than 
ttbsorb the whole of their cost. But it 
must not be forgotten that an alternative 
Llocmo 

Information Officer, India Office-Not. 
abolispedL : · · · · ' 

Educati6nal Commissioner-Not abolished 
but ·economies effected. 

Political Agent. to Inspector-General,. 
. Police, N. · W. F. P.--:-Not abolished. 

Inspector,..Generai, Police, Ajmer-Not 
.abolished but econom!es effected. 

Public Health . Cmnmissioner. -Not 
abolished but economies effected. . 

ua 



-D.h-ector_·· Medical Re5earch-Kept in 
. abeyance, since filled. 

Managing · Director; Opium ·Factory, 
.Ghazipur-Not abolished .. 

· -"8242: The total amount of the Capita
:tion Charges paid by India since 1905. 
~Ts it a fact that the refund if any, will 
. oi:lly take effect from 1927 or there
abouts 7-The total amount of capitation 
papnents made since 1905 is approxi
mately . .£34,170,000, including about 
£1,03~000 paid to the Air Ministry since 
1920. . ~' The questions arising out of the 
Tribuilal's award, including that of retro. 
spective adjustment, ·are still under con-
sideratiot:J.." , · · 

· Sir· Ha~i Singh Gour.] I shall supple
ment those questions by a few questions 
of a more general character. 

. Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Before you 
begin, Sir Hari, may I say that I do 
not· think the Committee . and the dele
gates,. sitting as we are sitting to-day, 
could usefully examine details of econo
mies. . I hope . your . questions will be 
~rected to general issues such as the 
Committee may really be expected to 

• app:r,:eciate, and such as may be expected 
to influence their. judgment upon the 
proposals laid before them. 

were ·able to make certain reducti(lns 
last year. The general effect of the 
investigations that we have made goes 
to show. that at prE:sent there is no 
further margin for reduction of expendi· 
ture upon -a large scale without reduc
tion of units, and we take the vitw 
strongly and definitely that it would be 
dangerous in those circumstances to 
make a reduction of units. 

8244. Has the attention of the Secre
tary been drawn to the Report of the 
Simon Cbmmission, in which the dual 
aspect of the British Army in India was 
emphasised namely its primary pur
pose, the defence of India, and, secondly, 
but none the less important purpose, lm· 
perial · Defence, and it was suggested 
that a contribution should be made from 
the Imperial Exchequer to the main
tenance of this Army so far as it served 
this latter purpose 7-As Sir•Hari Singll 
Gour will remember, the capitation 
Tribunal that was appointed with the 
approval of the parties concerned, made 
an inquiry J.asl year. They have issued 
to the Government a Report, and the 
Government are now considering that 
Report. . 

8245. But apart from the limited ques
-tion of capitation, I understand the 
question to be a larger question of the 

_ · Sir Hari Singh G()ur. necessity of maintaining the ratio of 2 
S243. That is exactly the sort of ques- to 1 of British and Indian troops 

tion that I was going to put. I draw which was ·settled. upon immediately on 
the attention of the Secretary of State the close of the Mutiny in 1857, and 
to the Report of the Sub-Committee of was. done for a purpose which no longer 
the- First Round Table Conference, Sub- holds good ?-There never has been any 
Committee, No. 7, Defence, pages 62 question of having any particular expert 
and 63. In paragraph 3, at page 62, inquiry to investigate percentages of 
the CoiDmittee re~ord the following deci~ that kind. The Committee and the 
sion ~ " The ·Committee · als;o reeognise Delegates know quite well what is hap
the great importance attached by Indian pening with the general programme of 
thought to the reduction of the number lndianisation. 
of British troops in India to the lowest 8246. So far as Indian Delegates repre
possible figure, and cons~(ler ~hat thel sented in the Assembly are concerned~ 
question should form the ·subject of early the only . thing that they know is that 
expert investigation." The Committee a Military Training College has been 
decided this and ·their Report is dated established 'f-I am surprised they do not 
the 14th January, 193L I wish to ask know a good deal more than that. I 
the. Secretary of State if any action has seem to remember that the Commaniler .. 
been taken. in the direction of obtaining in-Chief and Members of the Government 

· eXpert advice on the reduction of British have made more than one. statement 
troops ·in India, in accordance with that upon the question of Indianisation in 
Resolution. of the Defence Committee 7- the Assembly and have described how 
Yes._ . We have· hadl a number_ of expert the programme of Indianisation is being 
inquiries,· and, as a result' of them, we- expedited ; how, for· instance, a whole 
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Division, with all its ancillary require
ments, is being India.nised, and so _on. , : . 
-· ~ 8247. But the Secretary of State could 
not be unaware of the opinion of the 
Assembly on the subject of the Indianisa
tion of a Division ?-That may, or may 
not, be so, but that was not the purport 
of Sir Hari Singh Gour's question. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour's question implied 
that the Assembly knew nothing about 
what was happening. · 

8248. Turning to the Civil expendi
ture, it has been emphasised in more 
than one speech made by Honourable 
Members in the Indian Legislative 
Assembly that the basic pay of future 
recruits to the AU-India Services should 
be on the Indian . basis. Has the Secre
tary of State taken any action upon 
that ?-On the All-India Services. 

8249. Yes ?-There have been a number 
of inquiries investigating the question of 
conditions for future entrants into the 
various Services. At present I am not 
able to make a statement on the subject, 
except to say that in certain Provinces, 
I think it is correct to state, reductions 
have been made for new entrants into 
certain of the Services. 

8250. The point ·that I was making 
was that with the steady lndianisation 
of the All-Ind:ia Services, the pay of 
future entrants should be the Indian 
basic pay, and not the English basic pay, 
and that a revised scale of salary for 
future entrants should be fixed, applic- . 
able to members of All-India Services 
only, and an overseas allowance being 
paid to those who are recruited from 
overseas ?-I should have thought the 
real basis for the pay of any Service, 
whether it is British or Indian, is to get 
a. figure under which you will get the 
men you want. 

8251. It is only with reference to· that, 
that I ask the Secretary- of State that. 
Really, first-class Indians ean be now 
obtained in India for the All-India 
Services on a salary substantia:Ily less 
than what is the present cadre ?_:_As I 
say, the Government of India have been 
constantly considering the question of 
the pay of new entrants, particularly in 
recent months. Whether or not we shall 
be able to make changes, I cannot say 
now1 but I would make this word of 
'\\·arning to the Committee, that suppos-

.ing a change • we!e : made i~-, ~he ~a_y. ·of_, 
uew · entrants, th~ n.ctua1 saying 'to th~
Exchequer; _r whether: Central~: :or" ·• Prq
vincial, would be- c~mparatively ,small for, 
a large number- of years.. ; ~ ·- ~-,; 1 ~.~.:- · '-·, 

8252. ·And·· . t~ Jonger. t}l~, d~~ision: i_s 
delaye~, ,,the, _less. -,:will.,be ,the~~co;nomy 
in the -, years to · cOine, . Y---r-~ , I)U,ppos~ . th9;t 
would be· so. _ , : ,, . •; : .;,:t, · · __ : ,_

1 
: 

- Sir Austen. Chamberlain..]_. Sit -Phiro:;.;e 
Sethna, do you want, to-, add !illything J 

Sir Phiro;e .Seth'~a.] ;No~; rtot' ju~t'now~ 
. '. " ' ~: \ ' .~: ~~-- •. ~ . . .. ·,. · .. · ... 
·· __ ·_Dr. Shafa'dt ·Ahmad' Khan.··:_·· 

. . - : o! .1} • : - .l . ,. ~ ~ f . . '. .~ ... ' 

8253. I would just like to put· one . or 
two questions. In .the last paragraph of 
the Introduction to the White', Paper, 
reference is made to the 'possibility· of 
the reconsideration of the· White · Paper 
'financial· . proposais. . Would the Secre
tary of State be kind. enough to explain 
if the stage for the reconsideration ·of 
those proposals has arisen now 7-:--N o ; .my 
answer would be, it has not,, · 1W e h~ye 
put into the White Paper. a fr!lmework -
of financial proposals, · that we . thin~ 
stand's in the present circumstances.. . . _· 
· 8254. Then in reply to Que~tion . No. 
7632, on page 873, of the Minutes, _of 
Evidence for July 21st, 1933 a question 
was asked by Lord Eustace Percy and a 
suggestion _ was made with which the 
Secretary of State seemed to agree._ I~ 
that is so, and the form of reply to. the 
question _ is corre~t, then ·the impression 
if? likely to be created ·that not (lnly 
should , Federation be postponed . and 
prought .-into existence. whe:ri certain 
conditions . are. fulfilledi, , but _a!so that 
Provincial Autonomy should be postpone4 
for an indefinite peri~d, u~til' the)ina?\~es · 
!have . improved. Is that 1mpress10n cor
rect ?-It is clear that there. are finarl:cial 
difficulties to be' overcome 'before the 'new 
Autonomous Proyinces cari' be· started;· hut 
it wo~ld' be an . entirely false impression; 
if it were deduced from that. that irtde:fi.; 
nite rostponement is conte~plated. - :r'he 
point"that I was. making in reply to Lond 
Eustace Percy was . simply that. the 
financial' difficulties are a factor of im
portance in relation to the establishment 
of Provincial Autonomy, and that when 
these difficulties are overcome, it is likely-
. that we shall be very near the positiol\ 
when the financial difficulties in connec-. 
tion with Federation can also be overcome~: 



~This is a:ve:rY different thing from saying -.S258w That.. the appropriations in the 
'that , either Provincial Autonomy · or form of demands will. only be laid before 
·Federation is to be postponed indefinitely. the Assembly f-Yes, .. unless they are 
· · 8255." I may say that the -reply ·of·the brought, up by· tll,e Government to the 
Secretary of State is' very ~uring. I .Council of State. 
;will ·only put one more question :. Does . 8259. But normally they will be laid 
'the Sooretary of State contemplate the before the Assembly 7-Y es. . · 
'-possibility· of· establishing inter-regional 8260. Then the Assembly has the power 
Councils which will co-or:dlinate the finan- to reject or refuse or assent. to any of 
'cial 'activities in the various Provinces these demands in .the form of these ap
'and will provide an essential .link in the propriations T-yes. . . 
contact between the Federation and the 
'Pii>virices t-· We have not made any . 8261. That is not a power which in an7 
formal proposal on the subject. My 9wn way belongs to -the Council of State 7-
idea .would be that under any system of .His Grace, of course~ is keeping in his 
'Government ·· such 'aS we contemplate, · mind a distinction between the votable 
there ought to be opportunities of discus- .. !Lnd non-votable items .of the Budget. 
sion between the Ministers of the Provinces 8262 .. Yes ; I am leaving that out for 
amongst themselves, and _between the the moment ?-His question applies onlJ 

· Ministers of the Provinces . and the to the . votable items in the Budget f 
Federal Government ; . and when I · say 8263. Quite. Then, do I understand 
ihat, I mean particularly the' Financial that these appropriations in the form of 
:Ministers. I would have thought, as I demands are what is meant by Money 
think is the case in every other F~tera- Bills in paragraph 32 ?-No. A money 

. ~on in _the world,. there would be ?is- Bill is a Bill for taxation. These woula 
cussion of this kind going on . from bme be motions for grants. 
to time. . 8264. Supposing the Assembly reduces 

8256 .. Could these informal discussions or rejects any of these demands, then the 
be crystallised and could they take the Council of State comes in, because then 
shape of regular inter-Provincial or inter- the Government may move in the Council 
regional Councils, ultimately ?-I would of State that it was desirable that there 
not wish to go so. far as to d'efine the should be a joint sitting '1-Y es. 
way in . which this. contract should le 8265. And the Council of State is em
maintained. I think it is one · of those powered to direct such a Joint Sitting f 
things that must develop according to -Yes. 
turcumstances ; but I do say from every 8266. Therefore, before any rejection 
point of view the closer the contact be- or reduction of any appropriation or de
tween one Province and another, and be- mand was final, there would be a joint 
tween the Provinces and . 'the Federal Bitting in which the Council of State 
Oentre, the better. for everybody con- would .have a very great influence f-Yes. 
earned. . ' 

8267. That- is what the process would 
sir Austen Chamberlain.] Perhaps, . I be '?-Yes, that is so. 

might say that that exhausts the list of 8268. Then turn.h-Ig, if I may, just for 
Members an,dl. Delegates who gave notice a moment, to more general questions, 
to the Secretary of State of their desire some· of which have been. mentioned by 
to ask questions. We will now go,round Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan, may I take 
the Committee and the delegates. in the it that the quotation in paragraph 32 
usual way. These questions are without of the Introduction, at the end of the 
notice to the· Secretary o~ State. paragraph on ·page 17, sumnia~ 
·· ' '' : · sufficiently for our purposes the finanCial 

- . , · Archbishop: of Canterbury.· prerequisites· for the starting of these 
:l ·s257~-·I only want to be 'sure in my own Constitutional propos'als; as apart from 
fuinrl as to ,the relation betWe'en ·the two the_· functioning of a· Reserve Bank, or 
Hou8es. of the-· Federal legislature. Am I are there any· others. that you wouLd) wish 
right' in thinking that it is quite clear. to add 7-These propoSals eo:ver the whole 
that·. the Budget will be laid· before both field of :fuiancial safeguards.- :ms Grac_e 
Houses- !""--"Yes. j, r · • • ·c.:·.···., . ·- · Will; of course, remember( what~ I have 



_said about the general financial position I ~hilik yo~ mentioned s.uch a .. possibility 
o~ the Feder3:l Gove~ent !illd the Pro- -~his-.·, mornmg. Would ~dt: be, ·.in.sour. 
·vmces. Keepmg that 1n mmd, I would ·Judgment, .befote,.or. ·after. .the" passing 
say that that par.agra-ph does . cover. the . of the ~ct 7--:-r--I s~.uld veey .m1;1ch. 1~~~ j,n 
field of the financ1al safeguards. " . a question of this kind, .... to .. h&VEL: .the. 

advice of .the Members of the C9nwnttee 
·and of. the Delegates.· ~My.:nwn .. view; 
would b~t that whether the enquiry talt~s · 
place·. during the passage of . .the- B.iU .. Q!' 

immediately · after · the. passage of the 
Bill, it must take place in time.· for. P~::-. 
liament to come to· a. reasoned decision 
for the final Executive act and. ·that Wiit· 
have to be taken for. bringing into opera~·
tion the Constitution. . Have I ··mad~ 
myself clear. 7 .. : , , ... _,.,. ; ; . · .. 

·8269. Does it also cover what you would 
consider the necessary financial prere
·quisites for the functioning of ·any part 
·of the proposed Constitution '-Hi's 
Grace will see that paragraph 32 deals 
only with the Federation ; it must, there
fore, be supplemented with the paragraphs 
about Federal Finance, so . far • as they 
refer to the Provinces. 

8270. Then you contemplate that . the 
financial position of the Provinces must 
also be thoroughly satisfactory before 
even that part of the scheme can be 
entered upon, and by " satisfactory " I 
mean clear of deficit 7-1 would not 
restrict myself to any exact definition. 
Still less would I restrict myself to a 
phrase like "thoroughly satisfactory," 
·not because I have not got clearly in my 
own mind what is contemplated, but 
because it is a phrase that may be d£
fined differently by different people. 
Speaking generally, I should expect the 
Provinces to be on an even keel, that is 
to say, with no permanent deficits round 
their necks, before they could start upon 
a satisfactory career of Autonomou·s 
units. 

8271. Then do I gather from you that 
you think that the financial difficulties of 
the Provinces, setting up Autonomy in 
tht- Prm·inces, may be greater than the 
financial difficulties in the way of the 
setting up of the Federal Constitution 7 
-I would prefer reaily to add nothing 
to what I did say in some detail in my 
speech upon Federal Finance, and to 
what I have said in answer to a good 
many questions as to the date when · 
either the Federation or AutonomO'Us 
Provinces could he started. It is not 
thnt I have any doubt in my own mind, 
but with very complicated issues of_ that 
_kind, I would rather not go on giving 
answers lest one answer that I give may 
_appear to differ from a previous· answer. 

• 8272. I quite understand. I have only 
one more question of a general kind. Can 
.you tell us at all what is in your mind 
as to the stage at which any financial 
.enquiry, such as may be necessary before 
we can go further, .should ,take,place! 

8273. Yes. Of · course;.· obviously,- . it 
would mean· a. good deal to .Parliament· 
to have that enquiry and .its results 
before them. before· taking. the ultimate· 
responsibility · of pas~ing · · the , Aet f · 
-'!'here must, you see, . be· prescribed a· 
·date at which the Constitution, in whole 
or in part, comes into operation..~ Before 
that date is prescribed, Parliament· and: 
the Government must · be· in possession· 
of the latest :financial estimates. · · · . . 

Sir .Awten ChamberZaift.. · . . . ' 

8274. Just' to get it clear at this point, 
by what process will that date for coming 
into operation be prescribed !-The. date 
will be prescribed; it\. the cas~ of·· the 
Federation, by Royal Proclamation-; ·in 
the case of the Provinces, that is a 
matter for discussion ·; under- the White 
Paper, we assume that it will take place 
under Order in Council. 

8275. But in neither case do . you pro~. 
pose in the White Paper that the date . 
should be named in the Statute f-No ; 
and for the reasons I ha.ve already 
given, namely, that there. are so ·many 
uncertain factors in the picture< , . . _ .'-

Archbishop of Canterbury. ·· 

8276. Then, just to b~ ciear, Secretary 
of Statf, you contemplate two kinds . o.f 
fi.nancia:t.. inquiry : one which would be 
necessary, so to say, in any ease~ so that 
all the points that we have been consider
ing should be· fully· and fi.naUy before 
Parliament ; and another fuiancial in
quiry of a .minor kind which will become 
necessary · if the · general condition 'of 
Indian finan'ce were . such' that you :f~lt 
you must fall ' back · upon the powers 
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given; that you would have reached a 
position in which the whole matter would 

. have· to· be reconsidered ·-as to the Con-
ltitution itself, &nd call int~ co~e~ence 
again representatives o~ In~ opllllOI_l 7 
-1 think the second mqwry w'?uld . m
evitably emerge out of the first mqmry •. 
Take the two contingencies. If the 
:financial inquiry went to sho~ that the 
position ·was satisfactory, obv1?usly the 
·other contingency would not anse at all. 
If on the other hand, the inquiry went to 
show that there· was not enough money 
-with which to siar.t the Constit~tion~ I 
~hink- immediately ! out of that mqm.ry 
woUld develop the further inquiry· as ·to 
what should be the next step. · 

8?:17. Can you tell us. at all the_nat~e 
of- the machinery wh1ch that mqwry 
·would possess '1-No; I should not at 
this ·stage at all like to be precise. My 
own 'view would be that it should be a 
small ' expert· inquiry, the kind of ~ 
quiry · that would not -raise a lo.t of b1g 
·political issues, questions, for mstance, 
between one Province and another, but 
a small expert actuarial inquiry, really 

. aeeing how the· balance sheet stood. 

Marquess of Z etland. 

. 8278. I would like to ask first for 
vour ruling on this point, Mr. Chairman. 
is·· this. . the _:appropriate occasion on 
which to ask the: Secretary of State 
questions with regard to the powers of 
the Federal Legislature in the matte~ of 
~urrency legislation Y-I ·wou!d certainly 
not say that it was not a smtable occa
sion, but I would put this point to the 
Marquess of Zetland~ We ~ave h~d 
thiS' very representative comm1t~ee Sl~
ting upon the Reserve Bank: and ~vesti
gating, amongst other: questions, JUSt th~ 
question he is now ratsmg. I had hoped 
the report of the Committee would be 
ready to-day. Unfortunately, it is not, 
but even though it is not I would have 
thought it was much better to rese:ve a 
discussion of this kind of issues unbl the. 
time when we have got the report. 

8279. I accept that, of course. There 
is only one other. matter upon which I 
would like to ask the Secretary of State 
a question with a view to clearing ~y 
own _mind on the matter. The question 
is with regard to the financial adviser. 
The _first question I would like to ask is, 

what type of person is contemplated for 
·tilling· the office of financial adviser f I 
'presume that it ·will be a financial ex
pert whose judgment on questions of high 
finance would be regarded generally as 
¥Luthoritative. Is that so 'f-Yes. 

8280. Has the Secretary of State got 
in mind ·an official of any kind f-1 cer

. tainly could not say I have any parti
' cular person in mind, but I ft.oDTee with 
-Lord Zetland the financial adviser must 
-be a person of considerable standing and 
considerable expert financial knowledge. 

8281. In regard to his functions, I am 
not quite sure exactly what his functions 
are going to be. Will he have an office 

·and, if so, will his office be an integral 
·part of the Finance· Department of 
Government f-He must obviously have 
what staff and office accommodation he 
requires. It will not be a part of the 
Finance Department to this extent that 
the financial adviser will be responsible 
to the Governor-General and the cost of 
his staff, whatever it may be, will be a 
non-votable item. At the same time, I 
should hope that he would work in close 
relation with the Finance Minister and 
with the Finance Department. 

8282. Yes, clearly if his advice to the 
Governor-General is to be of any value 
I presume he must be familiar wit~ what 
is going on from day to day m the 
Finance Department of Government, 
must he not 7-Certainly. 

8283. But, as I understand it, his 
services are to be at the disposal, not 
only of the Governor--General, but of the 
Minister ?-Certainly. 

8284. So that the posit.ion as I picture 
it is this, but I do not know whether I 
am absolutely accurate. I picture an 
6fficial of high position with an office 

·in the Finance Department of Govern
ment who will be kept familiar with all 
that is proceeding in the Finance De
partment of Government, who will _be 
available to the Ministers if they w1sh 
to consult him upon any financial ques
tions, and whose duty it will' be, if he 
thinks that the Government are contem
plating anything which will touch upon 
the special responsibility of the 
Governor-General in matters of finance, 
at once to bring that matter to the 
Governor-General's notice. Is that, 
broadly speaking, what his position will 
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· be f-Yes, broadly speaking, that is 
, what his :pOsition would be. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

8285. There are some questions arising 
so directly out of Sir Malcolm Hailey's 
report, that I think it would be con
nnient if I asked him about them !
Yes. 

8286. Sir Malcolm, in your Estimates 
have you taken account of initial non
recurring expenditure in setting the 
Provincial machinery going 7-(Sizi 
Jlalcolm Hailey.) In setting the Pro
Tinces going 7 

8287. In ·setting the Provincial ma
chinery going f-That has been taken 
into account so far as regards the two 
new Provinces, Sind and Bihar and 
Orissa. As regards the other Provinces 
there would be little or no additional 
expenditure in setting the new 
machinery going, other than, of course, 
the expenditure on the new Legislatures 
of which we have taken account. 

8288. I have heard it suggested that 
there would be a considerable displace
ment of personnel ; some officers, per
haps getting towards their age limit, will 
not care to go under the new system. 
Do you think that that might lead to 
some temporary inefficiency in the col
lection of revenue and so on 7-I should 
hope that the numbers affected by re
tirements of that nature would not be 
so great that there would be any in
dficiencv in the collection. It is a very 
large e;tablishment concerned with the 
eollection of .Land Revenue, and if a 
few men, it might be, towards the end 
of their career retired under the new 
conditions that ought not to disturb the 
whole machinery. · 

8289. You do not think it would for 
a time have any appreciable effect on 
collection !-Not for a time, certainly. 

829Q. You refer to the loss of· currency 
receipts. Have you taken into account 
any other expenditure that may be 
incurred as part of the process of setting 
up the Reserve Bank ! Did not the Bill 
of 1928 contemplate some considerable 
l"Xpenditure in that regard 7-The item 
of which we have taken main account 
here has been the temporary loss of 
currency receipts. 

4 

8291. Is that the only expense tha.t 
will be incurred! owing to . this new finan· 

· cial arrangement of. the Reserv~ Bank:! 
-That will be the only direct. lo~ ¥> 
our revenues as revenues., . , .. '., 
. 829a • .But other expenditure , will be 

. incurred, ·will it not 7-(Sir- Samuel 
• Hoar e.) I do not think there will be 
other expenditure. . Obviously, substan
tial reserves will be needed, b'!lt those 
reserves will, be a . transfer. of reserve&\ 
to the Reserve ·Bank. The capital of 
the Bank will have to be · found. Here 
we are rather trenching upon a discus
sion about the Reserve Bank. · I think 
Lord Rankeillour will iind, · when h~ has 
the Reserve Bank· Committee · Report, 
that the only . new. money to be found 
will be the share capital -which will be 
found presumably by private subscrip .. 
tion. · I think Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdas said that. ' 

Sir Purshotamdas:. Thakurdas.] Yes. 

, · : Lo~d Ra~keillour,, 
S293. Perhaps I had better not pursue 

it in the absence of the·· report 7-(Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) I think there will be 
no additional expenditure which will 
affect our budget,· (Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
Is that so, Sir Purshotamdas 7. 

· Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas~ 

8294. I think the noble Lord. is re
ferring· to the last page .of Sir Malcolm's 
Memorandum, where loss of 1 currency 
r~ceipts under (a) . (iii} is put down at 
one crore. Is it a loss or· only income 
which is deferred until the Reserve Bank 
give you the surplus profits f..:_( Sil."' 
Malcolm Hailey.) Yes, I think I made 
that clear in the body of the Memo·
randum itself. 

8295. I thought the noble Lord had 
perhaps overlooked it 7-It is perhaps 
best to regard it as a temporary loss fol."' 
budgetary purposes. -

J; 

."' Lord Rankeillow . . 

8296. Do you contemplate that, sup
pose there were to be a considerable 
p~riod of unrest in India, it might be 
necessary to strengthen the reserves of 
the Savings Bank ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
I think we had better look into. that 
question; · Offhaqd, I would say that in 
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' . ' ·the . sense in which yo'u are asking the 
:questions~ there ·are· not reserves of that 
'kind;1 (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The Sav
' ings · Bank : is on the same basis as are 
other loan operations. ' 

·-_. 8297. Perhaps I had bette:r: put it be
. cause I · know· it has been suggested that 
there might in a . transition period, be a 

··considerable · run on the Savings. 'Bank. 
: Have you thought of that · possibility f 
:.-· I think we have mad'e n'o · anticipation 
; of. that .specially~_ That __ would : apply, 
of' course, if there were a run· of that 

·:·:nature ; it would, first of all, fall on 
~ our currency, of -· course. There would 
:J>e a, run on our note currency. - There 
might be a disposition 'to. take money 

·out of the Savings Bank, but that would 
b'e a part of. our general loan opera

: tions. _ There is no specialised · reserve 
'for' th~ Savings Bank itself. 

resources, or words to that effect ; at least, 
you cannot depend on any large increase f 
-No. · 

8305. I think you say in Part I, See
. tion 5, _ that you cannot contemplate any 
· very great reduction in Provincial ex
penditure '/-Might I, with reference ta 

. the previous question, say that · there ans 
possibilities of growth in Provincial re
sources, but they are limited in certain 
directions. The major head· of revenue 
-Land Revenue--is, of course, not at all 
elastic, but there ·are possibilities of in· 
crease in such heads as Excise or Stamps. 

· 8306. A natural increase f-A natural 
increase, and in some cari!es of aclditional 
taxation. 
· 8307. But taking the ·balance sheet, i:l 

I may say so, of Federal and Provincial 
rev~nues as a whole, an increase, so far 
as It was not a natural increase, would 
have to be supplied from general sources, 

_ Sir Austen Chamberlain. from Federal, not from Provincial, 
8298. Do you mean that the security · sources '1-Any major increase would pro-

for the deposits in the Savings Bank bably have to come from Central sources, 
~is the general revenues of India y::_ Yes, · yes. · 
-the general revenues · 8308. There is a.. considerable indebted-
.' 8299. As in this ·country !-Yes. ·ness alr~ady from the 'Provinces to the 

. · Centr~, IS there not 7-There are some 
Lord Rankeilw'lll1'. : of the Provinces which have considerable 

overdrafts with the Centre. 
8300. You are familiar with the ques-

tions raised by Servic~ Officers as · to 8309. In dealing with an increase in 
pension rights and the like and commu- Federal revenue you will be in practice 
_tations of pensions-compoundin~that restricted very largely to indirect taxa
were raised in this Committee 7-Y es. tion, will you not, b~ause with excep-

tions you do not contemplate direct tax
-- 8301. Do you ·think there may be a ation in the States, and therefore the 
fairly formidable· charge with regard _to British India representatives would not 
·compounding f I think the servanh see their way to assent to direct taxation 
1lave a right under certain circumstances which they alone had to pay 'l-It is, of 
'to ask for their pensions to be com- course, contemplated that any direct 
pounded ·up to half f-Yes. taxation would have to be British Indian 
· 8302. Have you taken that into account taxation for a large number of years, 
i,n your forecast 7-No; we took no at all events. 
special account of that. (Sir Samuel 8310. Any direct taxation exactly ; and 
Hoare.) I suppose it could not amount any· indirect taxation would ·not be col
to a large sum. (Sir Jlalcolm Hailey.} lected by the Federal Officers but by the 
No. It would involve, of course, a bor- Officers of the States themselves in the 
rowing to meet that, but I do not think States ?-Such as Customs 'I _ 
anything so large as really to affect our 
position. . 
, _ 8303 .. You do ~ot think. it would be a 
serious item 7-Not one that we-need eon-
~ider in this respect, I think. ·· 
~ · 8304: I think iri your Memorandum_ you 
say that there would be no large addition 
tO Provincial ·revenues· from ·their.: o:wn 

8311. Yes '?-I think that is a question 
whieh would have to· be decided-the 
extent to which collection would be made 
either by a Federal or a State's Officer 
is a question which would have to be 
decided in, the negotiations which would 
pre~ede the drawing up of the. Instru
ments of Accession. I ~hink it may , be 
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·-contemplated that in some l::)tates a claim 
might be raised that collection should only 
be by States' Officers, but that. would be 
a matter for negotiation and arrangement 
then. 

8312. In any increase of rev~nue that 
may come from the States (the matter 
has already been raised) there would be, 

. if I mistake not, 0.7 crores to set against 

. it for tributes which, in the course of 
time, it is proposed to wipe out 7-Thc 
net amount would be the tributes which 
are about 7 4 lakhs minus the immunities 
enjoyed, possibly about 50 lakhs 
altogether. 

· 8313. I want, if I may, to come . to 
paragraph 141, to clear up the position 
there. I think the Secretary of StatP. 

·said this was an emergency provision 
which was, to some extent, discussed thi8 
morning !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 

8314. Is this an overriding provision 
which cannot be affected by anJ Instru
ment of Accession ?-We are assuming 

·the States will have agreed to this 
arrangement. 

8315. Supposing these provisions were 
a Bill, this would be a provision, pre
sumably, which. could not be contr~cted 
out of by any Instrument of AccessiOn f 
-We should certainly assume that it 

. would be the general condition, but I 
would not here and now like to say that 
its application will be exactly uniform 
in every State, for this reason, that jn 
the Instruments of Accession ·you have 
got to take into account the special 
position of certain of the States with 
their tributes and immunities, and so on, 
and it may well be that in taking them 
into account there might be some reactio.r: 
upon a proposal of this kind, but, short 
<lf that, I am assuming that that will be 
the general plan. · 

that you a:r:e ~ecessarily _ g2~g f;o mak~. 
'Vhat you .can do. is io' say;;: .".This lS 
what we , want," and you can do your 

. utmost to see that ·the 'Treaties' of :.A.cces~ 

. sion conform. with this arrangement: . If 
in any detail they do not · conform with 

· this arrangement, then it· is for the Crown 
· to consider· whether it is .worth on those 
terms accepting the. accession . : of '-the 
State .. · · · · 

831S. Yes; 1 see: Therefore: it: will be 
subject to th~ terms of _any. Instrum.en~ 
of · Accession. I think · that · follows. 

. About the prescribed.,basis,. before.· yo• 
issue the Order in Council you contem
plate some forni ·of inquiry !-I did· not 
quite ·follow Lord Rankeillour. ·"'What 
point is he dealing with~ J?-OW f . , · · · 

- 8319. Paragraph ·141, · too, and · the 
words " prescn"bed basis " come in several 
of these conditions ?-Yes. · · · · • 

8320. That would be ·a basis prescribed 
by the ·Order in Council !-Presumably, · 

• ' 1 • ~ • 

ye~·~ . . 
· 8321. You presuppose some ·inquiry be
fore th~t, do you not !-~ es ... 

8322. That really Will involve some-
thing like a corporate assessment, will it 

·not, in the cases of the States, of the re
sources of the States, to 'Bee· on what 
terms they· can come in f-1 would have 
thought it would have been a less ex:ten
,sive inquiry than that. This is a fairly 
'simple issue. · · 

8323. you will not have anything in 
the . nature of a public inquiry ?-They 
.will all be b·eated in negotiations, . will 
they. ?_;_I think so. , · · 

8324 .. With regard to the taxes, some • 
of· the taxes, though assessed centrally, 
would be collected by provincial officers f 
-Yes. · 

832.'5. Supposing, you find any negli
gence in collection, what remedy or sanc
tion have you ?~Paragraphs 125, 126 ; 

8316. In other words, this will be a 
'eondition that you contemplate in any 
Instrument of Accession 7-We should 
begin with this, certainly. 

· paragraph 125 is really the applicable 

· 8317. But not an overriding condition. 
~You have answered me .7-Lord Ran
keillour will see at mice that the phrase 
" overriding condition " does not accu
rately apply. We are dealing in · the 
Treaties of Accession with treaties treaties 
between two powers; to 'put it·m that way, 
and vou cannot in an Act of Parliament 
plit .~ c_ondition that overrides the, treaties 

paragraph. . • . . . 
.. 83m" If you ' shouJdl find :any . similar 
want ·of .stringency ·of collection. in the 
States you would have no sueh· sanction 
there ?-If Lord Rankeillour will look at 
paragraphs 127- and ·129 he will see that 
the Govern9r-General will be empowered 
in his . discretion to . issue· general instruc
tions. to .. the· Government o:I .. an:t· State 
Member, of. the· Federation·for:~t~e,pur .. 
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p~sa ot en~g· that· the Federal obli
gations of that State are duly fulfilled. .,,. ~ ' ' .. 
·· 83Z7. You do .not contemplate any In-
spectors-General· in the States f-No, not 
at all. • . · 

8328. With regard to' the· ~ariable 
Grants in Aid, how would that work into 
the Legislative procedure .. There was a 
good ·deal of talk about them this morn
ing .. There. would. be Grants .. in Aid. 

· Will they co~e in· the form of taxes in 
·a money Bill with the necessary variable 
re~i~sions, or will they come as appro
pnahons not covered by a money Bill f
I will ask Sir Malcolm Hailey to deal 
with that question. (Sir Malcolm Ha~1ey.) 
It is contemplated in the White Paper 
that the procedure will be · automatic 
following the prescribed rule of assign
ment, and it would work in the following 
manner. The Province would have means 
, of . ascertaining from the Centre what 
. sum, based on the estimates of the Cen-: 
tral authorities it would be able to place 
in its budget as receipts under that .head 
·for the coming year. It would take· 
account of those receipts, and they would 
fo~ t~en a part of the provincial budget 
which m the same way has its own heads 
of_ rec~ipts. No; special appropriation 
wo~d m those circumstances be required. 

8329. Would not it come before the 
_Federal Assembly ?-No, because it would 
follow this rule of assignment which 

· would be prescribed by an Order in 
Council.:- · 

8330. And once the Order in Council 
were made this would go. on automatically 
without any opportunity for the Federal 
Assembly to interfere with it 7-Y es. 
p-nder the te:ms of the. White Paper this 
IS an operation followmg an Order in 
Council, and the Federal Assembly has 
no power of varying it. in any way. 

8331. One other question on this head. 
A good deal was said this mornin(J' about 
the difficulties of procedure betw~en the 
two Houses under Proposal 48. These 
would be got over if you had your appro
priations covered by a Bill as they are 
here, would it not ; then that would be 
a Money Bill f-Yes. If I might say so 
it might be a matter for the considera
tion of the Select Committee whether the 
Constitution should not prescribe that 
appropriations should be covered by an 
Appropriation Bill as in the case of Great 

Britain. In that case the Bill itself would 
go to· the Council of State. 

8332. It would proceed just like the 
Taxing Bill would under the present 
proposal f-Yes. 

Archbishop of Canterbnry. 

8333. But such a Bill could not · be 
initiated in the Council of State f-No, 
but it would proceed from the Assembly 
to .the Council of· State in the same way 
as a· Taxing Bill. 

' Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

8334. May I put it in this way, that 
. the reaLdifficulty is not whether you wut 
to put it in the form of a Bill, or in the 
form of demands. The question is what 
do ·you want actually to do f Do you 
want them to be submitted to the Council 
of State in the ordinary way or not ! 
Once that question is settled then you 
can put it in whichever way you like. 
The present position seems to me to be 
this : the Finance Minister, if he has a 
majority of the Assembly approving of 
his demands and willing to grant them, 
need not go to the Council of State at all, 
although the position may be that if there 
had been a Joint Session all those grants 
may not have been granted by a Joint 
Session ; but, if any of his grants are 
reduced or rejected by the Assembly, &nd 
he is confident that a Joint Session will 
give them to him,· he could appeal to a 
Joint Session. If you wimt to change 
that position you ean change it by say
ing .in your proposals that the appro
priations or demands for grants will ~!> 
to both, and that the grant is to go to 
Joint Session just as a reduction or rej~3-
tion would go to Joint, Session. '!'he 
question· is not whether they go in the 
form of a Bill, or whether they go in 
the form of demands f-That is a ques
tion of policy which I • !;>Uggested: the 
Select Committee might have to consider 
when it considers the relations of the two 
bodies of the Legislature. I was only 
indicating one form of · machinery by 
which the budget could be brought before 
the Council of State if it were decided 
on a question of policy that it was nect'S
sary that that should be done. 

Marquess of Sallsbury. 

8335. In that case the Council of State 
would be able to amend the Appropria-
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tion Bill 7-In _the same way as any other 
Bill resulting eventually in a Joint Session 
if there was a differenee between the two 
bodies. 

8336. It might result, or the other 
House might agree '/-It might agree. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] There must have 
been some reason for making this differ
ence, and we should really like to know 
why paragraph 48 has been drafted as 
proposed : why, for instance, the Council 
·of State is precluded from proposing with 
regard to a demand grant that so much 
shall be spent upon railways. It can 
oppose if that demand has been passed 
by the Legislative Assembly. Why is it. 
not desirable for the Council of State to 
Stay that so much should not be spent on 
railways, but so. much on aerodromes or 
aviation, because they are all Federal 
subjects. 

lir. Zafrulla Khan.] The latter they 
could not say in any case. You cannot 
propose any increase. 

Mr. Austen Chamberlain. 
putting a question to the 
State. May the Secretary 
allowed to answer 7 

Sir Akbaris 
Secretary of 
of State be 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

Mr. M. B. Jayaker. 

8338-. May t suggest t~ the . Secretaxj ol 
State, m that case, would he be pleased 
to state to the Committee in that Memo
randum for the benefit. of the Committee 
what iS the present procedure in the two 
Houses. as regards . demands for grants 
and appropriations, and how far the pro
posals made in the White Paper. will be 
a departw-e from the present. position. 
Thp.t will be _helpful to the Committee 
and the Delegates f-1. will certainly d• 
that. 

Sir Manubha.i_ N. Mehta • . 

. 8339; And also how it would satisfy 
the demands of the States 7-That also 1 
was proposing to do. 

Nawab Sir' Liaqat Hayat-Khan.] On· 
this matter, · I might point out that the 
States are all unanimous; and we would 
request the Secretary of State when pre
pa~ing: his . Memorandum to keep that 
pomt m VIew. We were under the im
pression that, as far as possible, the 
powers of the two Houses should be kept 
·equal ; but in reply to certain questions 
asked by Lord Salisbury to.:.day, we we1·e 
not quite satisfied with · the position as 
it would be. We would, therefore, re
quest when a decision is arrived at, that 
this ·point of view which comes unani- · 
mously from all sections of the States 
will be kept in view. · ' 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

8337. I mean the Council of State 
would say, " ·we want this demand to 
be reduced on railways," and they would 
say the reduction should be used for civil 
aviation. We should like to know why 
such a position which could be taken up 8340. In that case, the Secretary of 
by the Lower House should be denied to State may also further consider the ques-. 
the Upper House 7-I think, Mr. Cha:r- tion that if he accedes to the demand 
man, what I had better do is this. I have ~hat is made by the States, whether ther<: 
been impressed· by the number of qu~s- Is any necessity for bicameral I~egisla
tions that have been asked upon this sub- tion in the Centre, if the two Houses are 
ject, and I would prefer to think them merely replicas of each other 7-Yes. I 
over. Certain new issues have been will take all these points into account 
raised in the discussion, and I would that have .been raised in the discussion, 
prefer then to put in a Memorandum to and I Will tell the Committee quite' 
the Committee, both to explain in rather frankly lhat certain points havP been 

. gr~ter detail the reasons why we ID;ade rai~J~ in this discu_ssion that had not 
this proposal, and also to take Into . occu.s;red to me before. After all, that is 
account some of the suggestions that· have one of the chief reasons why we are here. 
been made in this discussion. I think, if 
I might do that, it would be better than 
my attempting to answer a question of 
that kind on the spur of the moment. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I think it 
would be very helpful to the Committee. 

Lord Rankeillour.' 

8341. Passing frOJ:9. that, with regard 
to the financing of the .Reserved Services, 
is it not one of the strongest argumenti 
for. full Yrovincial Autonomy that as long 

• • • ' r 
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as you have, lieserved Services, you eon- Central ·(!tove.rnment,~-a Departm~nt.such 
eentrate public criticism . and hostilit1 on : as the· AnDy,. entirely · self~co:o.tained, 
them. ·Would that not apply to 'the· Re- that 'element, at all events,·· will not be . 
served· Services at the Centre~ equally.,_.· reproduced. There may, as I tfuuk Lord. 
I did c~ not follo.w the first part of" the Ran.ke.illour was suggesting .in his ques· 
question;· 1 

• • • · ' • • • ' tion, .be. a tendency to attack the Re-
, · · ,; •· ' ' served Departments, because they are Re- · 
8342. Is 1t n~t on_e ~f the strong ·argu- se'rved, and because a Legislatw·e which 

ments for full Provme1al Autonomy· that,· feels that it is deprived of power· in any 
as long !15 you have Rese~e~ Serv1~s· (I particular direction· is always :provoked 
am talkip.g now of Pz:ovmci~, ~el'Vlces)' to · attack because of that interference 
you.' _concentrate publi~ · .cntic~5m , av.<l with>i.ts powers.· To that extent, there: 
ho_stility o~ those Rese:ved S~rvl':es, and, _must· be, of course, attacks upon t.he Re- · 
therefore, m the Provmces It _1s sug- served Departments; but they will not 
gested that there should be no ll.eserved be attacks of the same nature. as we used 
Services, but in Federal matters, would to have in the Provinces on such Re- · 
not. that argument apply e9-ually.t . t~at . served Departments as the Police, and· 

, you would concentrate pubhc cntimsm . so forth. One of our difficulties was that 
and . hostility on the Reserved Service.,; the Police Administration day by day 
and that, therefore,. there would be pres- might be made the subject of attack in 
!n~re to reduc.e them 7-:-No. J!ly; own the Legislature by question· or criticism, 
new would be that · the .cases are not . and it was felt that the Lecislature il.;clf · 
analogou;.. ,I ~ould welco~e ~ir Mal- had no particular control ~ver it or no 

-eolm ~ruley ~ v1e~ upon th1s pomt. M~ final control over it. Now that question 
own rmpressi_?n ;J.S that ~ good deal _o1 would not arise in regard to the ..1.\rn.ty. 
the trouble m the Provmces has been , Th~ Army as a whole, and its expenditure, 
due to the f~ct ~hat· the tw() classes of might be the subject of attacr.:, but it 
Departments. rmp~ge so.mueh_ upon each· would riot be its day _to ~ay ·operation::;, 
other .. I think if anyone will look at and I would use that as an illustrat!on 
the. Departments of . .A.dministl·ation in · of the kind of difference that would a1·ise 
the Provllices; they will see that that is_ in regard to the criticism of the lle~eJ.'Ved 
the .c~e, wher~as, in, the Federal Cen~re Departments at the Centre, as compared 
you.~ have much more ~efin·~ti umts, with criticisms on the hitherto Reserved 

· the ~t .. of ~~f~n~~ , I qwte agree at Departments in the Provinces; 
eertam pomts rtnpmgmg upon other .tields · . .; 
of administration ; but, upon the whole, 8343. B~t when you _are m:=tking up a 
a self-contained unit, and you will, there- Bud~et, Sir Malcolm, every _Iter~ of ex-. 
fore, not have' the kind · of difficulties pend1ture, to some extent,. rmp~ge~ on_ 
that you. had in the Province in which the others, and the largest 1tem 1mpmges 
you have two s~ts of· Departments quite on them all, so, _surely, there W')uld be 
separate ; . but, in . actual practice,- those pressure from the other Departments to 
Departments . in . IQ.any directions im- r~~uce the amounts for the Reserve<! Ser-. 
pinging upon each other-Will you am- nces, woul~ there_ not f-Yes, as. a budget-:
plify that, Sir Malcolm f (Sir Malcolm ary matter, certainly. · 
Ha{ley.) I think that my answer would 8344. But also, wou~d ~ere not be pres
be in the same terms as that -of the sure from the ProvmCial Governments, 
Secretary of State. It is a fact that in who would say_ : So much is taken up by 
the Provinces much. of the difficulty ha3 Resen:ed Sel'Vlces at. the Centre that. 
occurred because the work of the various there Is not enough over to ease Jur own 
Departments . does interlock to such an burdens ! That ~ould be a new form of . 
extent. That was one of· the real argu- _pre_ssure f-That IS a form of pressure
ments against dyarchy. You had really which at present, undoubtedly, we are. 
what was, in effect, a unitary Govern- accustomed to. 
me.nt in the sense .that all its Depart- 8345. But would it not be increased. 
ments were ·working together, but it was under these conditions, with the greater 
subject to two heads of control. That · powers of the Provincial Legislatures f-.. 
was a great ·argument against dyarchy, Only, to the extent that the .A.utonomou~ 
and it was the chief source of eriticism. Local Governments might have greater 
Where you have, ·as you will )ave in the power and greater position ·· themselve~ 



From the public point of view, it wowd 
be vecy much the same.· 
, 8346. But it is not ·really a matter ·o~· 

opinion ; ~ost· one~ man .i~ a:> go'?d 8.5-

another f-Y~; certainly. · 
8347. Then there is only one oth~i 

~;ph ere upon . which I W~D:t to a~ Su 
Malcolm Ha.Jley a· few queshons. 1: ou :~:e
m ember some of the Service officers• were 
alarmed lest the money ~hould . not b~ 
forthcoming to pay the clauns w_h,ch they 
were legally ·entitled to. I think there 
is no automatic drawing on what we 
should call here the Consolidated Fund 
for salaries in India, is there t ~ . you 
know certain salaries, like the JUdges' 
salaries are automatically pai<l out of 
the Co~solidated Fund-not . voted _; but 
there is no such arrangement rn India f
N o, there is no such arrangement there. 

8348. Now I am bound to suppose that 
in some instances things will not go quite 
smoothly. Supposing there should bP. 
some Constitutional difficulty, could the 
Governor-General order payment~ out . o+ 
the Exchequer on his own P!t!!oga~IVe 
without· going through the Mtnl'>try of 
Finance Y-In the last resort, he could, 
in discharcre o.f his special responsibilities, 
require p;yments to be made in that ~ay. 

8349. Only if that amounted to 3 bl·eak
down of the Constitution ~:-No.· 
. 8350. He could order payments to bt~ 

made 7-If he on examining, · as, · no 
doubt he wou'ld examine from· time b 

· time the receipts and expenditure of ·his 
own Local Government, foresaw that at 
any particular stage the expendi~ure 
would he so much in excess of recmpts 
that there would be insufficient to meet 
the pay of the Services, he could, under 
his special responsibilities, at that stage 
!>top all further expenditure, except ex
penditure on the Services. , . 

8351, And he could direct that. the ex
penditure on the Servicesr what I may 
call statutory expenditure, should be 
made that payment should be made out 
of th; Exchequer on his own prerogative 7 
-Yes, he would issue those order;; 
through his Finance Department in the 
usual way as head· of the Government. 

8352. Could he raise money on his own 
prerogative on Treasury Bills !-No. 
The preceding situation, to which I gave 
an answer, was one in which he merely. 
foresaw that money was getting short. 

I think ... Lord. ~~illou~,-!1 .. ,.' pr~scnt 
question refez-s to .a . pof?itiOl\ jn ~~ic~ 
he found.· that ,money d!d .not--~:;!.~~ .. ~~ 
all. c •• · • 1 · ,. : -.~ " . •. -:: . • , .. ,_ :· · .• • :· 

• 8353. The Exchequer wanted replenish
ing t-In that· case, he :wouh~ ~ave t-?, 
if necessary, override ·his . MmiSt.crs ~o 
the extent of imposing. taxation . under 
his own powers .; and. if i~ . were _likely 
that there would be: delay m. ~he !?pera._:
tion o:t that taxation, he W<?U~d .unde:r; 
his own powers. have to rals,e. a. loan 
from the Central Government, .or other .. 
wise; but that .:might .amount 'to a 

·complete breakd·ow~ of the Colliititution 
in which he would .take ov~r tht> Govern. 
ment to him~elf. . · . : : ~ 

8::154. Could he· ~nder no ,~ircuuistanees 
raise a loan !--,Vhen he .ovel'l'ides his 
l\linisters and takes over. all. the powerii 

· of the -Local Government, then he, as · 
the Local. Government, . would raise the 
loan .. 

8355. He would raise the loan ou1y 
after having become the Govermnent 'f 
-Or overriding. ·It would be just a 
question whether it . would be considered 
merely overriding in discharge of his 
special responsibilities or actiug •'Jtllder 
Proposal ,105, which describes his powers 
in the event of a breakdown of the Con-
stitution. ' 

8356. Have you considered th:'l.i for the 
pill-pose of' discharging what .I' ma:y call 
statutory liabilities,· 'he· might have a 
fund of his own to which ·certain· sources 
of· Revenue could be assigned !-That 
question· has been: raised, Sir, but when 
we have considered .a proposition of that 
nature, we · have rather looked !lt th~ 
figures of what would be necessary to the 
Governor to maintain the Services as a 
whole, and :i10t merely io meet ntatutory 
payments. It would be necessaz-y for him 
to provide. not merely for the payments 
to the All-India Services, but for the pay
ment of all Services· in the Pmvince. 
I have some figures here whi<:h would 
show what the relative proportion ot 
paYI'¥nts to Services is, as against 'Jther 
expenditure of a Local Government. Ii 
it would interest you, I might say that 
in the United Provinces the puyment to · 
Services, as a whole, amounts 1o 40 per 
cent. of the total expenditure uf tho 
Government; the remaining expendifUL'f> 
is the debt charges and pensions, and in 
the large number of payments which go 
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in the. fQtm of grants to Local Govern
ments, ·payments for keeping up co~
munieations, and so forth ; but iu ordel' 
to mamtain... the Services, the Ooveruor, 
·therefore, would have to haYe tat his 
disposal something like 40 pe-r cent. of 
the total income of the ;Province. 

8357. Statutory payments f-(Sir 

acquire the power to accept an adhesion. 
from a State on condition f 'Vill \.h~ 
Constitution Act lay down the limits of 
the. discretion of the Crown !-No. In
the first- instance, the discretion is with 
~he Crown. , ' • 

8360. Can. the Crown in its ~xercise ·of 
paramountcy co~t the future ~.,edera:
tion 'without the consent of the House 
of Commons f-:-(Sil' Samuel }loare.) 
Lord- Enstace Percy, is raising a Consti
tutional point. Off-hand, I cannot ~ay 
whether there is anything in it, or not. 
l\Iy inclination is to think that there is 
not, but I should like to look into it. 

Samuel-Hoare.) Sir :Malcolm is making 
the practical point that it is very dif&.
cult to · draw a distinction for this pur
pose between one Service and another. 
The statutory payments would be far le:;s 
than that figure which he· is including in 
that· payment, the payment for all the 
Services, whether Secretary of State Ser-
vices, ·or not. ·(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Ll Sir Reginald Craddocl;. 
our Local · Governments, what Lord 
Rankeillour has ,described as the statu- 8361. Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
tory payments, that is to say, the pay- _ask the Secretary of State one or two 
ments to the Governor, the Judges; and ·questions. He has used the phrase of 
the. All-India Services, which, · I think, the Provinces being on an even keel. 
were-, perhaps, ;in his mind, amonnt tmiy Does he mean by that merely a balanced 
to 66 lakhs out of 1,330 lakll';;, n. s:nall Budget under existing circumstnnee:;; or 
part. I was, therefore, directing the finances in which some of the economies, . 
attention of the Committee to the fact very stringent economies which the Pro
that the Governor in order to carry on vinces have had to make, have hc<'n, tl') 
the administration in the event of m·.:.nty some extent, at all events, restored '1-I 
being· insufficient to pay the Servic£s, think we should have to judge every c>ase 
would have to have in his possession not upon- its merits. What I would wish to 

, that small snm of 66 lakhs, but n larger avoid is · any idea that there is a large 
sum· amounting to 40 per cent. of the fund upon which the Provinces can draw, 
whole Revenues of the Provine.,. That, and that all they can expect if Provincial 
of course, would greatly mertm . ..;P ~he Autonomy is to start at a reasonably 
,difficulty of making any a-n~ngemcnt early date, is that they will sta1-t 'vith 
,such as that suggested by whu~h then~ a balanced Budget. When 1 am ask<'t1 _ 
should be placed in SOII;le reserved pnr~c what I mean by a balanced llud~et, I 
of his own sufficient -to meet the pay of would say a Budget not for a partieulnr 
the Services. twelve months, but a Budget that look;; 

8358. But could that be done by the as if it will carry them on for a l,it. Sir 
Governor-General himself-a fund of that lieginald · asked whether in a balanceJ 
sort f I throw it out, I .do not press it. Budget I contemplated emergency ex
Only one more question. 'Vitli the doubt- penditure. Was that his question 'I 
.ful exception of paragraph 141, nny 8362. No. Very large economips made 
powers of taxation over the State~ would under circumstances of great pressure : 
be derived from the Instrument o:f Ace2.:;- Does he contemplate that in respect of 
sion, would it not, and not from ;mything some of those •economies, at all events, the 
in the Constitution Act Y-Tht~ f·)~ as expenditure will be restored 1Jefore he 
I see it, would be that the Instruments would reckon his Budget at ,an evm keel f 
of Accession would accept tbiq or tlUlt -Yes ; I am contemplating that the 
section of the Constitution Act ; I imngine special inquiry to which I have drawn 
that is the form the Instrument of Acl'cs- the attention of the Committee wou!d 
sion would take. They would say, "We take into account the condition"! in each 
accept this Act, to this and that extent." Province ; but, if Sir Reginalrt is nnxiom 

about such questions as the emergency 
Lotd Eustace Percy. pay cuts-I think I am right in saying 

8359. How do you contemplate that . that that· is one of the issues that is iu 
tlie Secretary of State or the Cro'\\-n wil! his mind. 
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8363. That was one ; there are one or 
two othe1·s 1-1 should certainly contem
plate that an even keel for a Province 
would mean the power to remit cuts of 
that kind. 
. . 8364. There are certain Depbrtments 
of which I have had considerahlo expel·i
ence in the two Provinces that were 
under my charge-Irrigation and l!,orests. 
I think we have heard before the Com
mittee by one of the Service Members-
at all events, it is a matter of fairly 
common knowledge, that those Depart
ments have been considerably cut, e!:>peei-

. ally the Forests ; that numbers of 
Superior Officers have been reducccl, and 
that the Departments carry OJl now in an 
emergency condition. For e::r.:nn,ple, the 
reduction of the Public \Vorks aud 
Superintending Engineers in the Pro
vince, the Conservators of ·Forests, ll.Ild 
so on. Those may be necessar.., as emer
gencies, but if the Forests estate which 
is very important, is to develop with 
any success, you must have suffi.c:ient 
supervision over the Forests, nnd 
similarly with Irrigation. I am ~vi:'n t~ 
understand that in the Centr~l Pro
vinces the charge · of. Irrigation has in 
many caRes been given over to the 
Engineers of Road! and Buildings, which, 
of course, would only be a very temporary 
arrangement,_ but those who know are 
aware of the difficulties that an en(Y'ineer 
w~o . is only accustomed to road~ and 
bm_ldmgs has in controlling and adminis
termg a large Irrigation works. "\Vould 
the Secretary of State then consider that· 
some restoration, at all events or the 
efficiency of Services of that description 
should he mad~ as a condition· pre
cedent, to use hiS own phrase again so 
that the Province may he on an ~ven 
~e~l 7-I '!oul~ certainly assume that in 
this financial mquiry an account should 
be taken of the assets of a Province and . 
of the best way to develo-p them and so 
on ; but I cann?t go further tha~- to say 
that ~ach Provmce must be . considered 
upon Its own merits. . 

8365. I understand that; Secretary of 
State, but I wanted to know whether he 
would not contemplate that there would 
be, .at all events, some restoration of 
efficiency and . supervision, which have 
had to he sacnficed on account of strin
~ency of fi_nance .7-I would have· thought 
lt was Impossible to go further than 

L106RO • 

this, · ~o say . t~at in the inquiry ixito the 
fulancial position of a Province ·upon the 
eve of Provincial Autonomy coming' into 
operation, account must be taken_ not 
only of the Revenue, ·direct Revenue 'and . 
direct expenditure of a Province,· but also 
of its assets, and whether it 'c:an main
tain the kind of· organisation, without 
which its assets would· go to seed. · ~. . 

· 8366. Then there is another point I 
would just like to ask a question about ; 
it is not quite plain. - What are the con
templated arrangements about - the 
possible expenditure on, say, famine re;.. 
lief 7 - If a Province is in very distressed 
circumstances, how will expenditure on 
famine relief, which might in conceiV'
able. circumstances be very large, _be 
obtamed f 'Vbat are · the resources 7_;;. 
I should say that a famine which · docs 
. not amount to a national emergency 
would have . to be met- by the ProYince. 
If it was of such magnitude as to amount 
to an emergency' then the emergency 
provisions in the financil;ll. paragraphi 
would come intq operation. · · 

8367. I mean, for example, an expendi~ 
ture of, say, a couple of crores, in the 
Central Provinces, which bas been 
attained in my experience. Would ·the 
Federal Government lend that money f 
How would the Province obtain that t~ 
(~ir l'Jlalcolm Hailey.) I think, Sir, it 

w1ll be a· matter for the consideration of 
the Committee, in the :first instance 
whether the Constitution should conta~ 
regulations similar to those in our pre~ 
sent Devolution . Rules whicq prescribe 
that. each PrOYIJ.ICe must keep .up . a 
fanune reserve fund. Sir "Reginald know:~ 
the P.!esent procedure. there- quite'. welt 
That ts to say, that each Province. has 
year by year to set· apart ~ certain: 

. sum of money ·which stands flS a reserve 
for .cxpendit]lre on famine. When the 
reserve h~s reached the . prescribed figure; 
the ProVUiee has no further obli.,.ation 
!o add to it. If the expenditure in;olved 
m meeting a famine exceeded the suri1 
whic~ wa"t at the· disposal of the ·Province' 
by Vl.rtu~ of that reserve, then, in the 
:first mstance; it would have to borrow 
from the Central Government in· order 
to meet that expenditure, and it would 
have to repay that expenditure in -the 
ordinary way' by equated payments. I · 
can conceive · circumstances in which the 
famine might be so severe that it would 
actually be necessary for the Central 

r 
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Government to make a grant to it for 
:that purpose ; but what I have described 

.. is, I think, the norlnaL procedure that 
would . be followed in the· case of a 
,famine. 
· 8368. I am very glad to hear that. 
·What I did not know was whether under 
the new Constitution arrangements of· 
that sort would still be continued 'f-I 
might · venture to suggest · that there are 
one or· two matters · in our Devolution 
.l~ules . which · '\\ill . have to be brought 
to the notice of the Joint Select Com-

. mittee. The fnmine reserve fund is one, 
·and the constitution of a Finance De
partment is-. another. They. do not form 
part of the · White Paper, and at some 
stag~ it may be necessary for the Com
mittee to consider them, with a view to 
making· recommendations .about them. 

Sir ·Joseph N all. 

. 8369. With ~ regard to Proposal 145, 
may that be .described as retaining in the 
hands of the British Government, subject 
t.o the control of the Imperial Parliament, 
certain control over financial matters 'f
(Sir Sam1'el Hoare.) That would be a 
very wide question to base upon No. 145, 

· and it would be a verv wide answer· if I 
had to give· an answe; to it based upon 
No. 145. · -

_ 837(}, :May I summarise what it does 7 
Under Proposal 139 it retains in the 
hands of the British Government the 
allocation of the Provinces' Income Tax. 
Is not that so 7-Sir Joseph means over 
the plan of. distribution 7 

. . -
8371. Yes 7-Yes ; we are contemplat-

4tg an Order in Council for that. 
-. 8372. It also retains for prescription 
the basis upon which any part of the 
Provincial income talC is to be allocated 
to. the ·Provinces ·or tu a particular Pro
~ilice 7-lt means; in a sentence, that 
under the -Constit1ition Act and under 
tp.e Order in Conncil we . keep · the 
general fra.IQework of the way in which 
.the_.t~ation :is going to be. divided under 
th.e control of. Parliament ; but saying 
that I, dQ not think goes half as far as 
.qte_ qu~stion ·'that· Sir Joseph has just 
suggested. r · · • . • 
: ~. 8,373, •So I fa~ as it does. go, would the 
Secretary . of State say' whether any 

_period 'for, the. exercise, of this ·power is 
'prop?Sed~ o;r is it permanently. ret~ed ' 

-Y e!! ; if yon will read the proposals 
about the division o.f the income tax you 
will see there is a period contemplated. 

8374. That is what I want to have 
made clear. ·,You have made in Proposal 
139 a certain prescription for three years 
and another one for the next seven years, 
but, as I read the proposal, the sub
seque.nt period has .11o time-limit to it.' 
Is that so '1-.There is a prescription. For 
the first period we contemplate this 
period 10 years . 

Lord . Eustace Percy • 

8375. So far as the basis of the pres
cription is concernecl, that basis, whether 
you take the basis of residence or of col
lection and so on, may be varied by Order 
in Council from time to time, and pro
bably would be variecl after five years, 
after expert inquiries into the conditions 
of the Province f-(~nite possibly. 

·Sir Josep16 Nall. 

8376. That power would still remain 
for a further revision after 25 years or 
more ; is not that so ?-No. It is incon
ceivable to me that the original prescrip
tion would not have been made before 25 
years. When the original prescription is 
made, then we contemplate the arrange
ments continuing without further inter
vention from Parliament. 

8377. I understanJi from · your' answer 
to Lord Eustace Percy just now it will 
be competent to vary the original pres
cription at a later date "1-No. If I 
·gave an answer that implied that, I did 
it under a misunden.tanding. I am not 
contemplating a change· after the original 
prescription. 

Lord Eustace Percy~ 

8378. :May I suggest to the Secretary 
of State that there is a point to be con
.sidered here 'I I think the distribution 
of income tax, it is generally admitted, 
would have to be made on the ·basis of 
quotas fu::ed from time to time as a result 
of expert inquiry '1-Yes. 

8379. And if the Secretary of State 
does want to reserve permanently the 
prescription by Order in Council of those . 
quotas, b~t it is purely a technical opera
tion and he means to keep his power open 
for· that technical operation, but he means 
to limit it so that it does not give the 

r ' , I ,. 
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. Crown power by Ot·tlcr in Council to 
prescribe either the percentages or what
ever it may be of oistribution, I think 
there is a point to be considered !-Yes ; 
I am obliged to Lord Eustac~ for making 
the suggestion. I will look into it. 

Sir Josep1. NaU. 

8380. Turning · to Proposal 141, 
gcnemlly by Order in Council contribu
tions from. the State Members may be 
precribe(L Is it intended tb retain that 
for revision from time to time, or is that 
only an initial provision ?-We con
templated that it would be an inital 
Act, not a permanent power of inter-
V(Intion. · 

8381. Is it· fair to suy that the amount, 
or the incidence, of this provision of the 
States wiH be governed by the sur
charges levied by the Federal Legis
lature f-I think if there is a difference 
between Sir Joseph and myself it is this : . 
lie seems to think that we intend to 
pres<'ribe a whole series of details and 
to prescribe them from time to time. 
'fl1at is not our intention. Our inten
tion is to prescribe the general prin
ciples. 

8382. Having prescribed the general 
principles in Proposal 141 does it not 
follow that, unless the basis is changed 
from time to time, the amount actually 
to be paid or contributed, by the States 
will be governed by the volume of sur-

• charge levied by the Federal Legisla
tion '!-I think that is so. 

8383. To that extent, the Federal 
Government will affect the volume of 
taxation to be paid by the States '/-I. 
think that is bound to be so, but let no 
!Iemher of the Committee forget the fact 
thut the Federal Government is a Gov
entment compm;ed of the States. es well 
a.~ of British India. 

.838~. ~o long as the power to pres
erlbe md1eated by Proposal 141 is pro
posed to remain in power in case of 
difference of an acute character, the basis 
eould be altered by an Order in Council f 
-It is very difficult to follow these very 
detailed questions. 1\{y view would be 
that it might often 'Le necessary to have 
a new 9rder in Council, but I should like 
to look at the question and to see what 
its implicatioll!f' are. 

J.I06Ru 
" ~- I 

Sir' .Austen Chambef'lain. 

8385: Does not. paragraph .14l relate 
to surcharges imposed by the :federal 
Legislature '/-Yes. 

Sir .Austen Chamlief'lain.] Has ·that 
&tnything to do witll 11n Order in Council 7 

Sir Joseph · N aU. 

8386. Proposal 141 says : " • · . . ea~h 
State-member . • will contribute · to 
Federal revenues a sum to be aSsessed 
on a prescribed basls." The Order in 
Council cotdd prescriLe the basis on which 
the States should make a corresponding · 
contribution as ancl · when these sur
charges are made f-I think we must look 
further into the use of the word " pre
cribed " and the word " prescription." 

. ' 

· Sir Austen Ohambef'lain. 

. 8387.· Does para.gr::.ph 145 which defines 
'' prescribed " . refer to ·the · ' word_ 
" prescribed " in paragraph ·141.f ...... Sir ·· 
Austen has put his iinger upon the. point ·· 
which had just occurred to me.· · I am · 
not sure that it does, and I would. like, 
after this discussion, to look ·into it. · I 
thmk Sir Austen is right .. I think there 
is an erro-r in drafting here. 

8388. Would it be possible for you to 
look into that later this afternoon and 
give a considered reply to Sir ·Joseph 
N all's question to-morrow Y-Yes, I think 
we' could certainly. • . 

Lord Rankeillour.] And paragraph . 
144 apparently contemplates no time 
limit. 

Sir Josep1& Nall. 

8389. There again, surely that Js. a re
maining power whe:r:_o pre8cri.ption will be 
resorted· to from tnne to time '!~These 
very intricate questions do make it ex
tremely difficult and they do point very 
much to Members of the Committee and 
J n~an delegates foll.nving, if· they would, 
the l'lnggestion that we have given them 
two or three times, namely, that they 
should tgive me notice of them wherever 
they ean. 

'Sir .Austen Ohambef'lain:] I· am sure 
we all recognise t~e extreme difficulty of 
dealing with. all these matters ·of , sue':, 
detail, and,. at' th'e same time of suc\t. 
importance~ in answer . to questions of 
which' you have ·. had no notice, and· it 

'"92 
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was for that reason that I suggested 
that perhaps yo11 would give .a con
sidered reply to-mon-ow, if Sir Joseph 
Nail was good enough to Q.ccept that sug .. 
gcstion. 

, Sir Joseph N all. 

.8390. 1\Iay I say, Sir .Austen, I have 
no desire for a moment to ask questions 
which would he. difficult to reply to, if 
they , - could . be aske4 in writing ; that 
would be obviously more agreeable to 
everybody concerned ; but thes" questions 
which I aEk now arise from questions 
answered this mOI'Iling, and were not 
questions which I originally intended to 
put. They have arisen from questions 
which were asked this morning. Depart
ing from that, what I- want to ask now 
is this : Whilst the allocation; .of these 
revenues may be prescribed by Order in 
Council, and not · by the Federal 
.Assembly who will prescribe the precise 
detail of the income tax, its amount, and 
the scale of incomes tQ which it will be 
applied ?-I think that again is a ques
tion that I had · better deal with to
morrow in. a general &tatement. 

8391. Is it intended that the scale of 
income tax should be determined by the 

--:Assembly, or by both- Houses ?-Is it 
the intention of the authors of the White 
Paper that the scale or rate of income 
tax should be oetermined by the 
Assemb]'y, or hy bo~h Houses, as the 
case ~ay be ?-By l)ot.h Houses. 

~ I 

8392. That is the intention 7-:Y es. 

8393. Does it not follow th~ if the 
ultimate destination of these- ·revenues 
~ay be prescribed by . Order in Council 
tnat will profoundly affect the policy 
of the Assembly . us to whether it shall 
levy income tax at a high rate or a low 
rate, or at all 7-No, I do not think so, 
because the Assembly will be in no 
do~bt as to the terms upon which the 
income tax is assigned. . 
. 8394: The . Asseml~ly will be required 
to provide for :~ certain aggregate 
revenue in the budget, and would it 
not be faGed "\Vith this1 that ~~ it raises 
a portion. of that revi!nue bY. income tax. 
the - incidence · · will. be over a certain 
restricted· · :field, . whereas, if it raises 
thnt r~venue by.· indirect taxation it 

. will, .• be o-yer a wider field, and if. the 

destination of the revenue from income 
tax is upon a basis from which, a large 
proportion of the Assembly dissent they 
will be disposed to raise the revenue in· 
directly rather tha.n directly Y-1, should 
not have thought so. You will have 
the two points of view in the Legis
lative Ass('mbly, the· one point of viAlw 

· tending towards supporting direct taxa
tion, the other point of view, I dare 
sny, strongly represented by the States, 
in favour of reducing indirect taxation. 

Lord Eustace Perc;~~.] Is there a mis
understanding here 'I Does Sir Joseph 
Nail read this prescription as to the 
proportions in whid1 income taxes will 
be assigned in the Governors' Provinces 
as meaning the proportions in which it 
will be levied in the Governors' Pro
vinces ? '.fhat is not intended. 

Sir J osepli N all. 

8395. No. What I am asking is this : 
If the product of the tax is assigned in 
a mannP.r from which any considerable 
element in the A::;scmbly dissents, the 
.A.sscmhly may be disposed to raise its 
revenue by some other tax the destina
tion of which is not subject to an Order 
in CouDcil 7-There would be a great 
many cross views in an Assembly (there 
are bound to be) but I do not see the 
kind of contingcney arising that Sir 
Joseph contemplates. • 

8306. Then may I ask does the Secre
tary of State thi:ak that this control 
by Order in Couneil is compatible with 
what is called· :fiscal autonomy ?-It is 
not a control 'in the sense that Sir 
Joseph is ·suggesting. It is the frame
work of the scheme upon which taxes· 
will be assigned. It does not seem to 
me to have anything to do with the 
fiscal autonomy conveution at all. 

8397~•Is it not, in fact, the power to 
divert to the Provinc•es a considerable 
proportion of the Federal tax ?-Surely 
that is inherent in any Consti~tion 
scheme, namely, that you must mak~ 
an assignment of the revenue · betweeri: 
the Centre and the units. It is nothing 
more than thnt. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

. 8398. May I ask a question ? Is this 
assignment of a prot=>Ortion of income 
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tax to the Province3 meant to be a re
curring operation, or an operation 
undertaken once and. for all ?-It is 
meant to be an operHtion ·taken once 
and for all, and arising out of the Con-
stitution Act. · , · . 

8399. I think that is what you had in 
mind ?-I would go further, Sir Austen, 
and .say that if we can make the finan
cial arrangements in time' it might well 

be advisable then t\) put the•"'arrange;;; 
mcnts in the Constitution.Act, · .. · . . .. · 

Sir J osepl' N all. 
8400. I am still not quite· clear as . to 

whether this overriding power . of . allo.;. 
cation of revenue i~ · compatible with 
what is called fiscal auto:pomy Y~l d6 
not see any connection between the two~ 
It may be very stupid, but I see none;· . . ' . ~ 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw.) 

· Ordered : That this Committee b~ adjourned to to-morn,I\V at 19-30 a.m. 
,r . 

28th July l933. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS of LINLI THGOW . in the Chair. 

Lord Archbishop of Ca.nterbru·y. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
1\~arquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. 
Earl Peel. 
Lord Ker (Marquess of Lothian). 
Lord Hardinge of Penshnr~t. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

Major Attlee. 
1\Ir. Butler. 
Major Cadogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks: 
Sir R.eginald Craddock. · 
1\Ir. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samut!l Hoare. 
Lord ·Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford. 

The following Indian Delegates were also · present :--

INDIAN S'J'ATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Hao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari. Sir Mirza M. Ismail. 
Nawab Sir Liaqat. Hayat-Khan. · Sir 1\Ianubhai N. ·:Mehta. 
Sir Akbar Hydari. Mr. Y. Thombare. ·· 

BRITISH 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 

·Sir Hubert Carr. 
l\rr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney.· 
Sir Hari Sin~h Gonr. 
Mr. l\L R. Jayaker. 
:Mr. N. l\L Joshi. 
Begum Shah Nawaz. 

Sir· A. P .. Patro. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa 'at Ahmacl Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Sir, N. N. Sircar. 

~ Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
'l\Ir. Zafrulla Khan .. 

The Right Hon. Sir SAlllUEL HoARE, Bt .• G.B.E., . c:M.G., M.P., Sir .. MALCOLM. c 

HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., SIR FINDLAT ER STEWART, K.C.B., ,K.C.I.E., C.S.I., \ 
are further examined. 

The followin~ statement was made l•y 
the l\Iarquess of Linlithgo·w,. Chairm:;a 
of the Committee :-

It may be to . the com·enieuce ot th;e 
Indian Delegates that I' ~l10nld . ~ay ;a. 
word at this stage: upon the matter of 
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our arrangements for the autm11n: l,i:st that the examination of the Secretary of 
_of all I should like to., make 1t qwte State, when that is complete, will to a 
clear that the invitation extended to _the large ex~ent have effected t?ose purpo~es 
Delegates by the Joint Sel.ect Cmnm,1tee which it was sougbt to at.t1un, and wh1Ch 
to attend and eonfer with the Com- we all had in mind when we contemplat
mittee implies an invita~ion to the Dele- ed the discussions that 8.re to ·uke place 
gates to return in Octooef un~ to eon- after the evidence. 
tinue to give to the Comrmttee lh_e Certain of the Indian Delegate.~ will 
benefit of consultation with them until not I understand, find it possible either 
.such time as the Committee may re~ch to :emain in this country 0 -r to return to 
that stage in. its deliberati?ns wh1ch it in the autumn. Speaking for the 
will ;require that it should sit al~ne. Committee, I may be allowed to say that 

I have been asked by ~:;everal of my we shall regret their absence, but untler-
friends of the Indian Delegation to pro- • stand their difficulties. . 
vide them with a programmn o:i our· work. I can rt>adily appreciate the great In

in the autumn. They will appreciate· convenience to the Delegate~ which must 
my difficulty in attell?-ptin~~ a~1y very ·· result if I leaV'e them in co:nptete un
e:xact estimate of the tnue. requ1rert _for _ eertninty as to how long thetr ]WC:'Icnee 
the bearing of the rem.amder of the with us will be necessary !n the autum?-. 
Secretary ·of State's evidence an<':{ . of I have explained to them my difficulty 10 
the evidence O>f such other witnesses as -constructinoo any _exact time-tahle for 
may be called. Again, I find consider- the autum:. When I have hatl time to 
able difficulty in estima.~i.ng· the time make a complete review of the position, 
likely to be occupied by r.ny conf;ulta- I may find myself able to attempt an 
tions between the Committe~ rind the estimate, but such estimate is bound to 
Indian Delegates which may take J>laee be subject to the obvious uncertainties 
at the conclusion of the P.viaenee. of the type of work uport" which this.._ 

In this eonnection, it -does appear to .Committee is engaged. 
me that the nature of our proceedings If I feel that I hav<.>- ·succeeded in 
since the Secretary of 8tnte went into putting together anythincr of value I 
the _:witness'~ chair h:Js Rf,! important shall at once take steps t~ eammunic~~e 
bear~g u:pon the queshon .or. the amount it to the Indian Delegate3. In th •. J 
of 'time hkely to be rerpnred for these c·onnection I should welcome an early 
final discussions. The cxaminati?n of indication from the Delegates as to 
the Secretary of State, ns fa-r as 1t ha::~ whether on the whole thev would like 
proceeded, :has not only made plain to me after full consideratio~ to fix a.nd 
us all what is in ~he mint! of the Go'!- an~ounee as soon as possible, and to fix 

_ ernment a_nd of Str Samuel H?are ; 1.t finally and irrevocably, a •late upon 
Jtas al~o, m great degree, cnalllcd the which, whatever then may b<' the statll of 
Comnn~tee and the Dele~ate3 ·both t.J our business, the period of eonsultnt~on 
asc£>l"tam each other's news a.nd also between this Committee ~mil the Jnd1an 

. iri large m_eas~re to under3tan.d the argu- Delegates will cease and l:e conclud:d, 
· ments which mform these VI.ews. and so therefore the date upon wiueh 

Indeed, if I may say so, und rcmem.:.. Delegates 'Viii be free to return to 
bering always that in the nature of lhc India, and upon which they may rely 
case, the .Joint Select Committl'e will nr,t ::tbsolutely in making their r1lans and 
arrive at any formal rleei:>ions while in engagements. If tl1i~ course is on the 

- consultation with the lncli:.m Delegation, whole that which the Indian Delegates 
it does appear to me that hy' his ar.tion prefer th8t I should ta-::.:e, I am pre
in giving evidence before the Committee, pared, subject to th~ approval of tlte 
the Secretary of State has brought the Joint Select Committee, to pors~ne it aJ!ll 
Delegates into· much close-r touch and to do mv best, taking nil things into 
understanding with the Joint Committee consideration, to decide npon a. date 
than could have been achieved hy any which should in my judgment pro·1iu~ 
other 'means. With this in mind, it does . them with every reason'lble prospect of 
at this stage appear to me that no great completing the process of consultation 
amount of time :need be con.s~med by a.ny with the Committee. I think there i3 

_ljiscussions. that will be required £fter this added advantage in the course I am 
the _list of witnesses .is ex4austed, m;d considering, that it wonld altogether 



Jlreclude tha~ which I for o~e wo~ld 
wish to avoid, namely the nsk of a 
gradual and progressive wasb:tge of the 
Delegation which might ~Seriously pre
judice its representative character. I 
hope I may have communicated to me 
as soon as possi'ble the view of the 
Delegation upon the .matter. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I do not know 
whether my colleagues of the Joint Com
mittee and the Indian Deleg<ltion will 
allow me to say a word to the Secretary 
of State. I do not know· that I am 
qualified in any sense to voice the 
opinion of the Committee, but lls I have 
been perhaps rathe1· per;';istcnt in t!!e 
questions which I have put to the Secre
tary of State, and inasmuch as he hss 
always replied to me with the greatest 
thoroughness, nnd I feel ext!'etndy g·rate
ful to him, I should like to ~ay on behalf 
of the Committee and on behalf of the 
Delegation, how very grateful we ure to 
you, Secretary of State, for the atten
tion which you have giv:~n to our ques
tions in the witness chair. :May I f;ay 
that I think we have all admired nry 
greatly not only your consideration but 
also the intellectual achievement of 
dealing with these very intricate ques
tions on all sorts of subjects nnd dealing
with them so ful!y as you have done ? 
I hope I f'ha11 be allowed to say how 
pers"nally very grRteful I am. That is 
a small matter, but I believe the Com
mittee and the Delegation as a whole · 
are equally grateful. 

· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] l\Iay I, as a 
senior Member of the House of Com
mo~s, and, I feel sure, speaking· their 
sentiments, associate my!lelf with what 
the noble Lord has just said 7 I think 
we owe a very great debt of gratitude 
to the Secretary of State for the assist
ance which he has given to US by U~)
pearing as a witness before us. "\Ve 
have all admired the amplitude of his 
knowledge and the candour of hi!! 
answers, and, if I may ad•l one word, 
the good temper which he lws· shown 
throughout what must havt:: been, in this 
room and in this weather·, a most trying 
ordeal. 

:Major C. R . .Attlee.] 1\Iay I add a word 
on behalf of the Secretan• of State "s 
political opponents in tlie House of 
Commo-m:;, to say I fully agre"l with 

what Sir Austen had said on behalf of 
the :Members of the House of Commons If 
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I ·would like to associate the Opposi,.· 
tion with those sentiments. · ,. 

Marquess of Reading.] May I say on~ 
word to assor.iate myself also with what 
has been said by Lord Salisbury and Sit 
Austen Chamberlain Y I il.m quite sure 
that all of us who have sat here and 
who have had very considerable ex.,. 
perience amongst us of · pt1blie affairs 
join in the tribute of high i.tdmil·ation 
tha.t has been paid to the Secretary ~f 
State, not only for his work, l;mt for his 
impertnrbability, for his· invuriable 
courtesy, and for his per':!istent atte.mpts 
to meet every possible view that has 
been suggested. · 

Mr. lJI .. R. Jayaker.] May.I-ss,y a·few 
words on behalf of myself and a few of 
us ? I associate myself with the. re
marks made by Lord Salisbury and Sir 
Austen Chamberlain, Ma,ior A.ttlee and 
Lord Reading. I shall only venture· to 
express one hope, my Lord, be<:ausa I 
am not· aware how his evidence is being 
reported in India. If· it is ·being pro: 

. perly reported I have a hope· that in 
India there will be considerable satis
faction felt with the way in which the 
Secre.tary of State has acquitted him4 

~elf. I have no doubt, my l.10rd, that 
many of us feel very sati~:;iled with· the 
way in which he has given his· answers; 

· especially the resources. which he has 
displayed, the intellectual grasp ·of the 
entire scheme of the ~wnite. Paper; and, 
although some of us .are :.uxious. to ~o 
further and to secure lmproyementi'l m 
the White Paper, we realise that the 
fate of; the White Paper is entirely safe 
in the hands of the Secreta.I"\' of. State. 
I would not like to say. nnything more, 
but I do associate my::;elf with all that 

, has been said by previou'l· 8peakers on 
this point. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] I .wish to asso
Piate myself wholly· and entirely ·with 
what has fallen from the lips of the 
previous speakers. . I hav'e. been . par
ticularly struck by the plain· and 
straightforward statements whi.ch the 
Secretary of State has. maue in his Vei'Y, 

long examination before the Select Com-. 
mittee and the Indian Del~gation, ancl. · 
I echo the hope that if his evidence, o1'. 

an abstract 0of his evidence~ is. made 
public in. India, it will create .a v.ery. 
favourable impression in my country as 
to the future of the Indian Constitution. 
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· There has been a great deal of mis
understanding in India a-J to the nature 
~nd scope of the Whita Paper, but many 
of the doubts which people in India 
raise will greatly be · allayed. if the 
statement, e:ther in whole or in a sum
mary thereof; is publish~d in India. 

. Sir .Akbar Hydari.] On behalf of the 
lnd.ian States, we also beg to voice most 
sincerely our . feelings of· appreciation 
and thankfulness to the Hctll'Ctll.l'}r of 
State for the way in which he hns shown 
his spee.ial .appreciation of the problem 
of· the Indian State3 ancl the clesire 
which he has shown. in meeting them, 
and the great courtesy with which he 
ha;s dealt· with our qnestions, ·which 
mtght have been· sometimes inconnnient 
to him. · · 
- Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] . My Lord Chair-

. man,. may we on tbis side assure the 
Secretary of ·state l1ow sineerely we 
endorse every word that has fallen from 
Lord Salisbury, Sir Austen Chamberlain 

· a~d Lord Readin~, and ho'v c~eeply n_nd 
. hzghly we appreciate the f:Plrit which 
prompted ~he Secretary of State to go 
mto the w1tness ·box 1o assist in sueh a 
material way the . deliberations of the 
. Co~mittee and to assist the Delegates in 
c?mmg. to a ~loser gri1> with the ques
tio-ns With which the Committee and the 
Delegates have to deal at this stage. 

Nawab ~ir Liaquaf Hayat-Khan.] My • 
L?rd Chauman, ·may I say one word f 
Sir Akbar.'Hydari has alreadv given t'X
pression to our feelings on b~halr of the 

· Sta~es, but I feel it i~ my dutv, on 
behalf . of the Chamber of Princes, to 
expre!js our own sense of deep gratitude 
to. the Secretary of State for the assist
ance t~at w~ ha;v'e particularly derived 
from his gomg mto the witnes.-:: box. I 
a~ very sure in my own mincl that their 
R!ghnesses of the Cha.mber of Princes 
Will very greatly appreciate the assist-

-ance that we have thus received and 
· I should be grateful if this goes ~n re
~o;d, because I have no doubt l.a~at their 
High~esses would expect me to give ex
pressiOn to that feeling here. · · 

Re_ply by Sir Samuel Hoare.] My Lord 
Chairman, I am real]y overwhelme~l with 
all·the kind things that have: been snid 
about me, and all I can say is that I 
am extremely grateful to every Member 
of the Committee and to everv Dele
gate for ha-ying given me the help l.hat 
they have given me dul'ing my examina-

tion. If my . examination bas so far 
succeeded ii has been gl'.!atly due to the 
general .co-operation that [ ha:ve re
ceived both from my British and n1y 
Indian colleagues. My Lc.rd Cha.:nnan, 1 
am very grateful fo:r every word that 
has been so _kindly said this morning. 

Cfiairman. 

8401. Secretary of State, I 11ndel'Stu.nd 
that you desire to make a. 8tatement 7-
y es. . The Committee~ my Lord Chair
lllaD, will remember that a number of 
questions were asked yesterday after
noon about the mea.nin.~ of the word 
'' prescribed '' and the "\\·ord '. rre
scription" in paragraphs 139, 141 and 
144. There seemed to be an idea in 
certain quarters of the Committee thd 
what was meant was a continuin~ eon
trol and intervention by the British 
Parliament through Order:~ in Couneil 
in taxation questions in India. What 
I am going to say now I think will make 
it quite clear that that is in no w&y 
the intention of the proposals in the 
White Paper. Our intention r~ut into 
a single sentence is that c·ithE'r in the 
Act, or in the Orders in CouncU imme
diately following the A('t, w·~ nrescribe 
certain conditions for thE.> tlistribution 
of revenue, and, having made that pre
scription, that prescription is final .. 
The actual carrying into effect oJ!. the 
terms set out in the prescription then 
becomes a more or less automatic affair.' 
Having made that introdnc:.tory observa
tion, I will describe the -,o:~ition in some
what. greater - det.1il. u Prel'lcribed " 
within the meaning of Proposal 145 is 
used in Proposals 139, 141 an1l 144. 
These proposals will be cle:1lt with· in 
turn. t' Prescribed '' is u.se,l in Pro
posal 139 in three pl:lce::; ; the first in 
line 1 is the prescribed percentage of 
taxes on income (other than cOI]YJration 
tax) which wiii be assigrted (subject 
to certain conditions) tll the Govern
ors' Provinces. This pe1·centa.ge will 
be prescribed by Order in Couneil once 
and for all. The only reason for not 
putting the percentage into the Consti
tution Act itself is tltat it may be 
difficult to :fix until after the flnnncial 
enquiry, the results of which may not 
be known until after t:he Act is passed, 
though not yet put into operation. It 
is intended to make it clear in the 
Act itself that this pt'rcenta~e having 
been :fixed by Order in Council can-
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not be altered by subsequent Order in 
Council. If alteration were needed it 
would have to be by an amend1UiH.1t of 
the constitution Act itself. '~ Pre
scribed '' ·is useJ again in the seventh 
line of Proposal 139. No definit•J pro .. 
posals have yet been formulated by the 
Government as to the best method of 
distribution among the Pwvinces. It is 
a technical question of some difficulty. 
One suggestion is made in Lord Eustace 
Percy's Report, paragraph$ 74: and 75, 
though that particular suggestion wou:d in any case need some modiJication to 
fit in with the White Paper scheme. 
Here again it is intended that once the . 
basis is prescribed by Order in Connc:il 
it should be unalterable. At the same 
time, although permanent p1·mciples 
might be laid dowu in the Order in 
Council, the working of thesa prinrii·Ics 
might necessitate periodical r•n·ision of 
percentages. It is, howe,·er, contem
plated that this proP.ess wot..ld he of a 
more or less, automatic kind 2nd might 
:perhaps be delegated under the Order 
m Council to some authority in India 
such as the Auditor-General on the 
lines suggested in paragraph 75 of Lord 
Eustace Percy's Report. 

'' Prescribed '' is nsed again in ]inc 
17 of Proposal 139, for the sum which 
is initially to be retained by the l'ede
ral Government out of the Provincial 
share of income tax. Here :tgu.~n this 
sum is intended to be fixed by Order in 
Council once and for all. Proposal 13!) 
gives power to the Governor-General to 
hold up any reduction in this amount, 
but this is quite separat~ from the 
initial fixing of the <;um. 

" Prescribed." is used again in line 8 
of Proposal 141. The difficulty here is 
that the States will, nndcr special cir
eumstances, contribute to n surcharge on 
something which does not exist in the 
States. It Is unlikely that it wiJI be 
possible to take as the basi~ o! their share 
any assessment of what the :;urcharge 
would yield if it was actually in opera
tion in th~ States. No final proposal 
has yet been made as to the best 
basis to be used. It mi~ht, for 
example, be a contribution on the basis 
of population, but it i'3 unli.lrely 
that this would be a very snitnble test. 
A more suitable sugg~stion is. that 
the contribution should be in proportion 
to the revenues of each State and of 

British India. . Possibly to prevent 
constant investigation into the revenues 
of the States, percentages might be fixed 
wtich would hold good for a term of 
years as representing approximately 
revenue proportion. In such a case once 
the principle had been laid down power 
to fix the percentages might aga;.n ~e 
delegated to, say, the Auditor-General m 
India. There is no essential reason why 
the principl~ to be adopted for the basis 
should be fixed by Order · in Council 
ruther than in the Constitution Act itself. 
This question might perhaps be discussed 
in the autumn by the Committee and 
Dele"'ates with a view to embodying a 
definite plan· in the Act· itself. 

"Prescribed" is· also used in Proposal_ 
144 of the White Paper in connection 
with the · subventions to Governors' 
Provinces. Here again· the Order in 
Council machinery is suggested, since it 
will not be possible to fix the amounts 
and periods of subventions until ~ter 
the result of the Financial enquiry, of 
which the result may not. be known until 
after the passing of the ·Act. It is, 
however, the intention that, if practic
able these subventions should either 
be flxed in amount in perpetuity or 
be terminable at the en(\ · of a stated 
period of years ( f<;>r instance,. in the case' 
of Sind). It is undesirable that these_ 
amounts should be open to review and 
that the Provinces should be in a position 
to press for an amendment of the Order 
i::t Council to give them further amounts. 
It is difficult, however, to give a final 
view as to whether the amounts and 
periods o.£ the subventions can be fu::ed 
once and for all without power to alter,. 
until after the report of the Financial· 
t-nqniry is available. 

:M:y Lord Chairman, I think that· 
:Members of the Committee will find when 
they come to read this statement .. in~ 
w·eater detail,. that I have dealt with 
every case in which the word· "pre
scribed " or "presumption " is . men
tioned~in the White Paper. . . 

Lord Hardinge of Penshttrst. 
8402. Will that be circulated ?_:_Yes, 

it will be on the Notes. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 
8403. There is · one point where you 

said with regard to " prescribed ", in the 
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sctond of those- series that the alteration 
would have to be effected by a change in 
the Constitution Act itsel£· 7-Yes. 

8404. Tha~ will affect the Indian States, 
and in the change in the Constitution 
Act, will there be· any opportunity for 
the Indian States to be consulted f ·The 
position will be this : That the Indian 
States in detennining their decision will 
hl!ve seen as to what their financial re
sponsibilities are, and they will have the 
feeling- that this has now been deter
mined for all time, but if there can be 
a change by a change in the Constitu
tion Act, then they will feel a certain 
amount of uncertainty in this regard t~ 
I think Sir Akbar will see when he 
reads the statement that we do not run 
thf· risk that he has just suggested. 
Obviously, if a change were subsequently 
made that altered the basis upon which 
the States had acceded, the States would 
have. to"he consulted ·and a new bargain 
would have to be made. ; , 

Sir _Akba~ H~Jdari.] Thank you. 

:Major Attlee. 
. . 

· 8405. Secret!lry of State, I want to put 
to you one or two points, :first of all, in 
reg-ard . to _- India's :financial position. 
Would it not be true to say that though 
absolutely her position may be difficult, 
relatively to the position of most 
cc..untries, she is in an extremely sound 
financial position !-Certainly. · 

. 8406. The second pohtt is this : Her 
debt_ is relatively extremely small ; it 
amounts to £909,000,000 outstanding, of 
which £726,000,000 are secured on assets 
which are remunerative, leaving outstand
ingonly £183 000,000 not so secured. I 
hnve taken these :figures from Sir 
Malcolm Hayley's paper. That is a verv 
exceptional state of affairs 7-I should 
agree. 

8407. Thirdly. I understand that of 
£100,000.000 which was put up by India 
durin~ the War, she has paid off 
£84,000,000 of that '!-That is so. 

8408. Is that not an entirely unique 
a('hievement. for ·any State that was in 
the War '1-I should say that it wa~. and 
I -Wish that other people would follow 
India's · example. 

Marquess of Reading. 

8409. May I ask one question on 
that, only trying to clear it 7 That 
£100,000,000 was a gift, was it not f
It was a gift, yes. 
. 8410. It stands in a different category 
from anything else. My recollection of, 
it was that it was a voluntary act by 
India as a gift, and certainly no other 
country · has done that 7-Yes. I ought 
to correct my answer in view. of what 
Lord Reading has just said. It was a 
gift. . 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] May I say I 
was Secretary -of State at the time it 
was made. It was a gift; but when we 
are mentioning that, I think we ought 
also . to recall the free gifts made by 
many of the Indian States. 

Major Attlee. 

8411. Yes. I mentioned that as a debt, 
because the money was raised on loan 
and paid. off, but you might take that as 
a free gift which had been paid off 
during this· very difficult post-War 
period. Now at the present time India 
is paying a sum of 5 .17 millions in reduc
tion of debt. There are a great many 
countries, including our own, which have 
suspended debt repayments. The point 
I want to put to you is this, that Indian 
fiDancial advisers have followed a course 
of almost excessive financial probity f
They have certainly followed a course of 
great financial probity, and I would add, 
with. great success. I think the success 
is shown by the stability of Indian 
credit, as compared with the credit of 
many other tracts of the world that 
might be compared with India. 

8412. There are many financial autho
rities, are there not, who suggest that 
in ·a period of great financial stringency 
such as the present, it is quite a reason
able proposition to suspend debt repay
me-nts. India has not done that 7-I 
have observed arguments to that effect. 

8413. And examples 7-And examples 
to that effect. 

8414. The point of those _questions 'is 
that in considering the :financial position 
vis-a-vis refonns, one must have some 
sense of relativity, both with regard to. 
the general financial position of the 
world, and also with regard to the time! 
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through which the world is passing 7-
Yes, certainly. 

8415. The next point I make would be 
that it would be true to say that the 
broad features of the Indian situation 
are largely dependent on world circum
stances ?--That is so. I assume .Major 
Attlee has in mind world prices chiefly, 
wlren he asks that question. 

841 G. \Y orld prices. Therefore, the 
financial stringency due to world condi
tions will apply whether reforms are 
ir•troduced, or not 7-Yes. 

8417. The difference under a reformed 
Constitution or unreformed Cons~itu
tion is of comparatively small amount, 
as has been brought out-the additional 
cust of the setting up of new reforms 
under the Constitution f-Yes. 

8418. The next point I ask would be 
with regard to the Reserve Bank. I do 
not want to deal with any technicalities, 
but, given the present world conditions, 
r.re not those prerequisites for the estab
lishment of a R-eserve Bank which, in 
effect, become prerequisites for starting 
rcfroms, very stringent, and do they not 
rl'ally depend on world causes more than 
Dnything that India can do 7-The two 
ar~ bound up together ; there is no 
doubt about that. Without going into 
detail about the Reserve Bank, I would 
say to .Major Attlee that it would, in 
mv view, be a great mistake to start a 
Reserve Bank in such conditions that 
would undermine its credit and stability 
fr·om the beginning. I would prefer to 
rC'serve my more detailed views about 
tl1e Reserve Bank until we have got the 
Report of the Reserv;e Bank Committee. 

.Major Attlee.] I only wanted to ask 
you. on general Constitutional points. 

.Marquess 'of Salisbury. 
8419. I probably ought to know this, 

but when does the Secretary of State 
expect the Report of the Reserve Bank 
Committee f-I understand the Com.: 
mittee will probably finish its work 
this week, and I should hope then, if 
this Committee so desired it. to cir
culate the Renm·t at once. Perhans I 
might think that point over ; anvhow, 
to circulate it in plentv of tim'e to have 
a discussion. say, in the earlv autumn. 
I do not think we can look to discussin~ 
it next week with out present pro
gramme. 

- 1\larqttess of Salisb·ury~· 

8420. Only in the holiday most of us,· 
will no( waiit to read the subject -at 
all 7---'C'ertainly. . . · 

Cha·irman. 

8421. When you- say· circulate, do you; 
include publication ?-I think I ·would 
like to think that point over. 

Major Attlee. 

8422. The Reserve Bank. is to be free 
from political control '1-Yes. · 

8423. Does that mean it is going: 
tc be free, not only from any control 
b.r representative. bodies, but also free 

• from any Governmental control by a. 
Finance 1\fini~ter 7-1 would suggest to 
Major Attlee that that is just one o£ 
the. kind . of questions that the Com
mittee are considering now. · I could 
give him an answer, but I. prefer to give 
my answer when the Committee. has 
if:sued its . Report. I ca:p. satisfy him to
day to this extent, to say that it is the 
view I think of everyone that the Re:
serve Bank should be free of political 
control. 

8424:" The Secretary of State· will be 
aware that there are several banks en
tirely free of any control by Government 
that have come in for criticism 7-I think 
thE> other kind of Central Bank has 
come in for much more criticism.· 

8425. I leave that point. The next 
point I ask you is one which has been 
touched on in your reply to-day : On 
the question of allocation between the 
'Centre and the Provinces, one realises 
that you have onlv got one fund for the 
CPntre and the Provinces to draw upon, 
that is the taxable capacity of the people 
of I:ildia, and the allocation. of Revenues 
between the , Centre and the Provinces 
necessarily· depends, to some extent, on 
the subjects allocated. ·to it. The point 
I want to ask is this : Has the Secre
tary "'of State considered. at ·. all ·the 
l)Ossibility of using subventions from· the 
Centre to the Provinces as a means of 
insisting on certain standards of ad
lllhiistration 7-I have never been able 
to see myself how a plan. of that kind 
cnri work in with a Federation. the ba~is 
of which 'is, in the first · place, Auto
nomous Provinces, . and, in the second 
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place,· Sovereign States. I think .Major 
.A ttu:e will find, if he investigates lur
tL~r the possibility that he has suggested, 
h~ will come up· against tremendous oppo
sition, botll from the Autonomous 
:Provinces, and from the Indian States. 
That being so, and the fact being also 
that I am anxious that Provincial Auto
nomy should be effective, I have never 
bt'en able myself to see how a system of 
grants-in-aid. could apply. 

, . 8426. May I suggest this to ·you-that 
while it is necessary that Provincial 

surmounting the difficulties I have just 
enumerated • 

·Autonomy should be effective, it is also 
necessary that the Federation should be 
ac.. effective instrument of Government. 
In other Federations it has 'been found 
that there is a difficulty in carrying out 
Federal laws through a failure of _the 
Provincial instrument. I think that was 
so m the United States of America. The 
concrete suggestion . I make is,. has it 
ever been suggested. that it might be 
possible by a grant-in-aid to · th~ 
Provinces not only to effect some equali
sation of costs between them, but also 
to ensure through inspection certain 
standards, say, of efficiency in the Police 
Force ; that~ ultimately, by this means 
the States might also realise the ~dvant
nge of the plan, and, therefor, you might 
have a position ·in which by subventions 
from the Centre the Instrument of Law 
and Order was kept effective· in all part's 
of the Federation Y-I have considered · 
proposals of that kind. Proposals, for 
instance,· afl;ecting Law and Order ; pro~ 
posals affecting social legislation. My 
difficulty is 'to see how it will work with 
P1·ovincial Autonomy. I do not believe 
it· will ; · but, obviously, let the Com
mittee and ·the Delegates give their minds 
t.i Major Attlee's suggestion. I myself· 

8427. May I suggest three points on 
that 7 First of all, where the money is 
coming from. Agreed that ·the Police 
have to be paid ; the question as to 
whether they are paid entirely by the 
:Province or by the Provinces from re
sources part of which are given wholly 
t•• the Proyinces, part of which are sub
ventions to the Centre, is merely a 
matter of book entry, the question of 
the assignment of certain ]Wvenues to 
one· or the oth~r. The second point I 
ask is whether it is not possible to make 
~ mistake over Provincial Autonomy, 
JUSt as I would suggest a mistake 
was made in local · self-government 

· iu India, when the idea that Provincial 
autonomy or local self-government meant 
an entire relaxation of Central control. 
I think the result has been in many Pro
'?nces of local self-government that you 
have very large subventions from the 
Centre and no effective control such as 
~e ha':e in this country, by ~udit and 
mspect!On over ·the operations of the local 
authorities. I merely put. that to the 

. Secretary of State as a consideration. 

· ste every kind of practical difficulty in 
· the way of a proposal of that kind. I 

think the Provinces and the States will 
both resent the kin·d of inspection that 
W('uld be incidental· to it. I do not see 
again where the money is coming from, 
or how the actual percentag~ of grants
in-aid is going to be fixed without the 
most · endless trouble With the ProVirices 
and the States.· I put these ·practical 
difficulties to Major Attlee, and I ask 
l:im ·to think about them. I will think 
ajso · about his ·suggestion, but, ·as at 
present advised, I do not see any way of 

Thirdly, with regard to the difficulties of 
allocation, in this country, as a matter 
of fact,· we have a subvention from the 
C~ntre to local Police Forces which· is 
based upo~ 50 per cent. of the cost of pay 
and c!othmg. That is a fairly simple 
n:ethod ; and we have many other very 
different ways of grants-in-aid which have 
been explored. It is not insuperable '1-
Let, ~owever, :Major Attfee work his plan 
(JUt m rather further detail ; I do not 
say now, but let him think about it. I 
t~ink he will find that a proposal of that 
1:-md would almost certainly bring the 
two ~~slatures into ~on:flict, namely, the 
ProvmCial Legislature, · to · which would 
have been transferred the activities 
described as Law and Order, and the 
:F'ederal Legislature. I think, in addi
tion to that, if his proposal was to be-

effective, it would mean taking the case 
that he has just mentioned, taking the
case of Law and Order--

8428. I have not said Law and Order, 
if I may 'My so ; it was only the specific 
point of the Police Force its€lf !-Taking 
the case of the Police, I think it would 
n.:ean almost inevitably a :Ministry of Law 
and Order at the Federal Centre, with 



its Inspectors, and so on; IUld l think 
:Major Attlee will find, when we hear the 
views of a good many of the Indian pete
gates, that there will be a very str~ng . 
opposition to a proposal of that kind. 
(M.r: Zaf'l'ulla Khan.) May I, thro~h 
you,· my Lord Chairman, requ~t M&Jor 
Attlee,. whether now or in a wr1tten note, 
to give us a clearer idea of what exactly 
he means. Would he mean, for instance, 
that the Centre should give subventions 
·tt. such Provinces as . are willing to 
.accept them, on the basis of a reciprocal 
.arrangement of. the kind he suggests, or 
would it be compulsory upon each Pro
vince to aecept a subvention and agree 
to a certain amount of control. If the 
£01'lner, the- arrangement would not be 
u1liform, and his object would not be 
achieved . in some of the Provinces. · If 
the latter, why a subvention at all! 
Why not say, you want to. impose 
certain restrictions from the Centre in 
any case t What exactly are the impli
cations of his scheme and where would 
he bring a subvention from t At present 
the Provincial R~venues will provide 
tb~ r.(\Rt of all these Services. Does he 
mean you should take away a little 
from Provincial resources and give it 
back to the Provinces by means of a 
subvention, and say, "Because you have 
this subvention, we shall impose· upon 
vou this control " f ·' \ 

Ma.ior Attlet~-. 

: 8429. I will not f!O into that in detail 
riow. If Mr. Zafntlla Khan would look 
at the · s:vstem in vogue in this countrv 
with re~rd to local Police Forces, I 
think he will see that· it is not quite s~ 
difficult as he thinks. The next point I 
\\~ould ask would be. mth r~a.rd to pay
ments to deficit areas. Take, for · in
stance~ Bengal. Bengal is one of the 

~ financiallv poorest Govemments . in 
Indi1;1. 7-:Y es. . 

·. 8430. But -it is.· also really a wealthy 
Provin~- It -is due, is it not,. mainly to 
the fact of the ·permanent settlement that 
~roduees Land Revenue. f-A good many 
people-. -would say it was .due to. the 

· financial. settlement that was made after 
the ·Government of India Act ·as well. 

Marquess of Beading • • 

·8432. I do not quite follow. Under 
the Meston Settlement was ·not even
tually a new arrangement made with 
Bengal 7-My recollection was that there 
were certainly arrangements made over 
one or two years, but my impression was 
that it was changed with Bengal !-(Sir: 
Nulcolm -Hailey.) Under the Meston 
SettlelUent Provinces generally in the 
~a-gregate received additional revenues 
t•> the extent of about six crores of 
rupees. As that left the Centre in 
deficit, contl"ibutions were levied from 
various Provinces, except Bihar and 
Orissa. After a time it was found that 
Bengal was hard pressed to meet its ex
penditure and in the ~ase of Bengal, at. 
an eal"ly stage, the contributions were
reJnitted. · 

8433. That is wl1at I had in mind 1_: 
And it· was -only at a much later st!ge 
tl at they were remitted in the ease of 
the rest of the Provi:p.ces ·in 1927. • 

Ma:qu<'~s of. Reading.] That i<~ what I 
had m mmd, that Bengal's contribution 
was remitted. 

Sir N.- N. Sircar. 

8434. May I ask if the figures are 
conect : namely, what was remitted to. 
1B.engal was 60 lakhs of rupees f-Fifty
nme. 

8435. And what has been.taken from 
Bengal (I .. need not go into details} is 
the whole Jute export duty, four crores; 
and the whole of the Income-Tax a 
large amount o£ which was realized' in 
Bengal f-I~ do not think the Committee 

· ":ould thank me if I were to try and 
dtg up · all the _ argmnents about the 
Meston Settlement here. 

: 8431. YoU:· 'inean the ·Me8ton Settle·, 

··Sir Purs1wtamdas Thakurdas.] May I, 
apropos of what Sir Nripendra · Sircar 
said just now, inquire if Sir Malcolm 
Hailey. would be able to enlighten the 
Comnnttee . whether. Bengai shows the 
largest amount of Income-Tax as stated 
by Sir Nripendra Sircar, in view ·of this, 
tha~ the Income-Tax is collected in the 
Bengal circle of the Imperial Bank which 
includes· Bengal · prope~, . the United 
Provinces, and thtJ · Punjab t T.hat is 
the point· about it. · m6ntt--· Ye~ · 
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Major C. R. Attlee. 

8436. I think that has gone off o~ a 
different . point. My point was that, 
broadly speaking, . you could say that, 
apart from the exceptional position of 
Calcutta and so forth, the Land Revenue 
rzystem under the Permanent Settlement 
has meant that the Government of Bengal 
i:a able to get a much smaller revenufl 
from the land than other ProviBces which 
are comparable with her in wealth 7-
Yes ; thl!t is undoubtedly one of the 
causes of the inelasticity of the revenues 
of Bengal. There are other contributory 
causes to the present position of Bengal ; 
but the Permanent Settlement is un
doubtedly one of the factors which has 
kept Bengal from raising its reyenue, 
just as it has kept Bihar and Orissa. and 
part of Madras and part of the United 
Provinces from doing So. • 

tl37. The point I want to put is that, 
in any subvention, is it just to the other 
Provinces of India that, because the 
method· of internal distribution of wealth 
in that Province is one by which the 
Government is able to get a very small 
revenue, the amount "should be made up 
by those other Provinces ?_::I think in 
suggesting a subvention to Bengal, the 
Government have had less in view any · 
ideal distribution than the fact that very 
clearly Bengal is now working to a very 
low standard of administration. That is 
illustrated by the fact that ·it is only able 
at present to spend two rupees, five annas 
per head o£- its population. That com
pares, for instance, with Bombay, with 
eight rupe~s ; Madras, with four rupees ; 
the Punjab, with five rupees ; and so 
forth. It was just a mere recognition of 
the fact that the standard of administra
tion is necessarily being kept very low 
by available resources and that, owing 

· to exceptional circumstances in Bengal, 
· such as necessarily high expenditure on 

the police, that has almost inevitably 
involved a deficit. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

8138. I want to suggest that the stan
dard of administration in Bengal is low 
because Bengal has not been able to raise 
Sllf6.cient revenue. by reason of the Per
manent· Settlement. It is another way 
of stating the sam~ thing 7-It is one of 

the reasons, but we have to accf.'pt the 
fact that the Permanent Settlement is 
there. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] That is so. 

Major ('. R: .Attlee. 

~429. Have you considered in the ques
tion . of grants to·. the poorer Provinces 
the position of the backward tracts f 
It is more ·or lel'ls an accident, is it not, 
say, that Chota Nagpur should be tied 
up with Bihar 7 Is there any reason why 
the people of Bihar should have to find 
the money due to the fact that Chota 
N:nooopur is a backward area or that the 
people in the valleys of Assam should 
have to find it for the hill parts of 
Assam 7 · Should not those backward 
areas be a charge to some extent on· the 
revenues of India as a whole, rather 
than on those Provinces which adri:rinis
trative or geographical accident has 
united to them "l-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
I agree that they should. In the case 
of .Assam-perhaps the most conspicuous 
case-the expenditure on the backward 
tracts would have to be takeri into account 
when the amount of the assistance to 
Assam was assessed. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.]. Will you 
ask whether there is a sum specifically 
attributed 'to the bcakward tracts 7 

:Major C. R . .Attlee. 

8440. That is the point I am going to 
ask. . :My point· is this ~ If that were. 
done would those grants be dependant 
on adequate expenditure by the Govern
ment beinO' made in those backwar<l 

t:> 1 

areas ?-Yes,. certainly. 
8441. I h~ve only two more points. 

One is fhe question of Provincial borrow
in!!S which is dealt with in Section 149 
on°·;age 76 of the White Paper 7-Yes. · 

8442. The Government of a Governor's 
Province have power. to borrow,. and so 
;forth. Have · you considered at a~ ~e 
Proposal made in the Simon . Comnusswn 
Report . for a provincial loan fund, so 
that the demands for loans should be 
brought. together with the . Government 
of· India's require~ents and those of ~e 
Provinces into some kind of stan~mg
Loan Fund ?--'-Yes, and I think it ~lllght 
be a very good plan. I would not like to-
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tic myself down to the plan as an exclu
sive plan. One has to remember that the 
Province:> will he autonomous, but my 
own view would be that-if they are going 
to raise money cheaply they will have to 
have some common action of that kind, 
otherwise .they are likely to pay much 
higher rates of interest for their loans. 
I think they must study the market, and 
there must be some sort of relation be
tween the loan policy of one province 
and another, but it will have to be a 
voluntary arrangement, as I see it. 

8443. There again I would ask you not 
to make autonomous independence. Pro
vincial autonomy is only within the 
Federation, and, therefore, the Federa
tion might impose such conditions as 
would mak~ for the good of the whole. 
'l'he last point is with regard to the ex
penditure on Defence. You are aware 
that the Simon Commission went at con
siderable length into this question of. 
Defence !-Yes. 

8444. And suggested, quite apart from 
questions of capitation grants, that part 
of the burden that India bears is due to 
the fact of its possessing the one exposed 
land frontier in the British Empire. 
Have you considered at all the possibility 
of any part of that burden being taken 
over as an Imperial burden ?-It is a 
question, of course, that has constantly 
been discussed between India and Great 
Britain for many years, and it is one 
of· the questions that will emerge out of 
the capitation tribunal decision. I would 
prefer, if Major Attlee would allow me 
to do so, to wait until the autumn when r 
should hope to be able to make a . fuller 
statement of the results of the Capitation 
Tribunal that I can to-day. When Major 
Attlee reminds me of the Simon Commis
sion recommendations about Defence, . I 
think I would like to add this observa
tion : The basis of the proposals of· the 
Statutory Commission were really to 
scO'reO'ate Defence from Indian Govern
m~nt C: to make it exclusively an Imperial 
obliga'tion. I am not now going into the 
financial reactions of a proposal of that 
kind. We went very fully into the pro,. 
posal, and the more we went into it; t~e 
more we came to the view that admmis
tratively it would be very difficult, and, 
politically, it would be unwise to segre~ 
gate this great Department from the . rest 

of Indian Government ; to make it a 
watertight Imperial concern. I can say 
without breach of confidence that I think 
the people who criticised the proposal 
~ost strongly, and most effectively, were 
the soldiers themselves. · "The soldiers 
themselves took the view that it would 
be a mistake to isolate Defence from· the 
Railway administration, and from· all the 
other activities in India, and the effect 
of it would be to make Indians look with 
even greater suspicion at the Defence 
Department than . they may do at the 
present time. 

8445. I do not want to raise the ad
ministrative point ,hut merely the financial 
point as related to the Constitution ?
Yes. 

Major Attlee.] · Because my point 
would be that this financial obligation is 
on India, and yet the foreign policy on 
which Defence depends is a Reserved S!lb..: 
ject, and my suggestion would be that"'as 
long as that was a Reserved subject India 
had a claim to some relief on a question 
of defending itself. Complete autonomy 
might have the obligation of Defence, 
and, in the meantime, the . obligation 
should be ours. I do not suggest it is not 
shared to some extent by the Navy now, 
but, as regards the rest of the Empire, 
I suggest that India, considering she does 
not control the policy, does have a very 
heavy · burden, and the only cha!lce of 
lightening the burden on the Central 
Government, and of their getting more 
money, seems to be in some reduction of 
the Defence charges. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] 1 hope 
Major Attlee will not forget that this 
country has a very heavy reserve liability 
in respect of Defence. -

Major- Attlee •. 

8446. Other· parts of the Empire pay 
less ?-:!fajor Attlee is raising a very big 
and a very controversial issue upon which 
there has been a discussion for genera
tionsl_ What I can tell ~' however, is 
that this was one of the Issues referred 
to the Capitation Tribunal composed, as 
he will remember, of impartial British 
and Indian Judges, and I should hope 
to be able to make an announcement on 
the subject when we resume our discll'!'!-:-. 
sions. in_ the autumn. 
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Major Attlee.] Thank ·you. 

Marquess of Reading. 

8447. In' the referenc~ you m~de to the 
Capitation Tribunal, and to the matter8 
there being considered, was the question 
raised before them definitely, apart from 
the one just now mentioned, of Imperial 
contributions to India, in telation to 
Defence 7-Y es. 

8448. I do not want to ask any more 
if you tell me it was 7-Yes, it was one 

· of their Terms of Reference. 

SU: Akbar Hydari. 

8449. My question relates ~o the ques
tion of Railway accounts. A distinction 
has been drawn between the purpose for 
the . Railway Depreciation Fund and the 
appropriation for reduction or avoidance 
of debt. I understand that the . debt 
originally raised from the market in 
respect of railways _would have dis
appeared by the provision for the 

' avoidance of debt and be represented by 
debt from the Railways to . the Central 
Government. The distinction between the 
purpose _ of the Railway Depreciation 
Fund and the appropriation 'for reduction 
of debt has been explained and the ex• 
planation leads to .the following conclu
sion : That the debt originally raised 
from t'he market in respect of railways 
would, __ by such an _appropriation for the 
avoidance of debt, have disappeared, and 
this debt would be represented by a debt 
from the railways to the Central Gov
ernment. Looking to Sir Malcolm 
Hailey's Me~orandum . on the first page 
I find that on the receipts side the item 
is m"l under " Railways," and on the 
expenditure side there is. an item of about 
6.89 crores under " Reduction of debt." 
t want to know whether this item " Nil " 
· Oii the Receipt side ·is after nialking due· 
proVISion for ' depreciation Y-(Sir 
Malcolm I1 a~"ley.) The figure I have 
gjven on' the· first page does ·represent 
the figure after making due allowance 
for the reduction of debt. · If is a very 
technical question~ but that is a correct
answ_er- to that particula~ point. : ~ - _-

~450. On the other hand, the -.figure 
which you have put down for reduction 
of debt on the expenditure side, 6.89, 

incl~des also, I suppose, whatever is 
requued for the payment or reduction of 
debt on account of capital expenditure in 
respect of.Railways Y-What I have given 
here, on page 1, is your re!?Ular Revenue 
Budge~, and the item .Put down for the 
reductwn of debt 1s equivalent to 
Revenue expenditure-that is general 
Revenue expenditure. Our ' Railway 
Budget is separate, and the mere fact 
that there are no profits from the Rail
ways means to say that taking all these 
heads togeth~r, .namely, what is put apart 
for clepremabon and appropriation 
towards payment of debt, there has not" 
been a sufficient surplus of income to 
justify any payments to general Revenues. 
If Sir Akbar would care I could of 
course, give him a fuller sta'tement which 
would take account of. the various 
technicalities involved in the Revenue 
position ; they are very . technical indeed, 
·and, perhaps, it would be much more 
satisfactory, because these matters want 
stating very accurately indeed, if t gave 
'him that written statement in reply to 
his question. . 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I do not want to 
enter into any -technicalities. I simply 
want to invite your attention to the fact 
that in the Federal forecast of the Percy 
Committee, there was an entry of 5 
crores under Railways, and what I want 
to submit to you is whether it is not a 
fact that if you make on the expenditure 
side full provision for the -reduction or 
avoidance of debt, then on the receipts 
side you must at least give credit to 
general Revenues for the interest on the 
amount of the debt that is represented 
by the capital spent' on Railways. 

Sir Hari Singh Goi.tr. 

8451. Perhaps Sir Malcolm Hailey 
would answer that question by giving Sir 
Akbar Hydari the history of the quin
quennial agreement which the Legislative 
Assembly entered into with the Railwa:y 
authorities. That would immediately 
clear up the whole positiot;t Y-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I should · think, . Sir' 
Akbar,. we would like to consider your 
auestion and. we will send you a detailed 
answer .. It is . rather . a technical . ques-. 
tlon, and I should rather like· to ··look 
into it. · 



Sir Akbar Hydari. 

8452. Thank you. What I wanted to 
point out was- that the position which 
emerges from . Sir Malcolm Hailey's 
Memorandum should take account of the 
fact that there would probably be 5 
crores more on the receipts side, if this 
question is settled in the way in which 
it should be settled !-(Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) I am afraid I could not admit 
that now. The figure that was given in 
the Percy Report, of course, assumed an 
economic recovery which would give us 
net Itailway receipts over and above 
Railway charges. That recovery has not 
so far taken place. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

8453. For the purpose of the statement 
which is going to be drawn up, might I 
su,g"gest that the real question is this : 
'Yhether in this' Budget of 1933 to 1934 
'ivhich appears in Sir Malcolm ·Hailey's 
1f cmoraridum, it is not the fact that the 
Railways, while earning depreciation on 
their fixed capital, are not able to make 
any contribution towards the amortisation 
of the debt borrowed by the Government 
9f India on their behalf, and that the 
whole of that amortisation has to be 
made out of General Revenue and it 
comes into the figure of 6.89 Y-:.Jn other 
word~, they· are not able to make any 
such contribution to general Revenues, as 
would assist the general Revenue posi
tion and thereby ease the charge which 
we have to make fur reduction of debt. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 
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as representing the results . of the pre
sent method. It · would be possible of' 
course, to make the Railways respon~ble 
entirely for their own debt. That is an 
alternative method of dealing with ·it · 
but there again, there · are very many; 
technical issues ·involved, particularly of 
accountancy, and if Sir Akbar would: 
care to have them dealt with in a·: 
separate Note, we could, of course do so. 

.. 8455. I was. o~ly referring to the ques-' 
bon of · prmmple--whether simultan
eously, you should make full· provision; 
for the depreciation of a property so as' 
to .keep it absolutely up-to-date, includ-' 
ing the amount for obsolescence, and, on 
the other hand, and simultaneously put 
on on the expenditure . side · an amount( 
~ wipe out the debt which· is repre~ 
sen ted by that. · That . was my ·question 
o.f prin.ciple. that I wanted you to·. eon~ 
~1der ?-It comes back really very mueh 
m general terms to the point to whiclt 
the Secretary of State referred in answer~ 
to 1\fajor · Attlee as to. whether we .are, 
or are not, making too large a. provisio~ 
Jor reduction of debt on the whole. . :: 

8456. Of course, he. aske~ . ori · acc~unt' · 
of the present conditions ?~Yes. · · '~ 

·I ' •,. ;.,.. 

Sir Akbar· H ydari.] . I am asking; from1 
the very nature of the case whether that 
is really right. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas.] 1\fay r: 
say one word . about this ! · This same~ 
question was discussed between · Sir 

. Akbar Hydari and representatives of the~ 
States at ·the India Office, and myself 
and Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan as re
presenting the British-India part at ·the 
Federal Finance Sub-Committee last 
December. This is a question on which~ 
there is substantial difference of opinion, 
if I may say so. 

· Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan.] Yes. 

8454. No, it i& not only that, but it 
is also this, that if you make a pro
vision on the one side for depreciation, 
nnd keep your Railways in an absolutely 
up-to-date condition, then is it fair that, 
on the other hand, general . Revenues 
should be made to pay · again for the 
e.mortisntion of the debt on . account of 
Railways-in other words, that · ulti
mately there should be a continuous 
drain upon the general Revenues ot 
India on the receipt side ; that, ulti
mately you have got all your Railways 
for nothing '-That - is an alternative 
rnt'thod of dealing with Railway debt. 
'lhere have been two methods considered. 
i, of course, ha~e given the figures here 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas.] I sen{ 
to Sir, Findlater Stewart, who presided. 
over tliat informal conversation, a copy 
of the letter, and I do •. not think that it; 
will be conducive to throwing .more light 
on the subject if it is, to be discussed . 
in this manner. It is a highly technical. 
question and, on behalf of British-India, 
we hold the. view - that the provision 
which. wa"s being inade, if it errs at all,. 
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errs on the side of too much being pro- R~port of the Third Round Table Con
vided and not on the side of too little fl'rence, it has been- provided that when
being provided. ever States during the first period of 
. Sir Akbar ilydari.] Then you are. on . ten years were called upon to make any 

my side f contributions, or rather, if the remission 
· .. ·Sir P·urskotamclas Thakurdas.] No, 1 ~f tribute was suspended during the tima 
am not. You want more to be provided · n account of emergency~ the Report 
in addition to this 6.83 y says that sue~ amount ~hould be take~ or 

. . should be adJusted agamst any contnbu-
Sr~ Akbar H~dan.] :M:ore should be tions the States inay be· asked to pay as 

pro~J,ded, according to. you. . . sur~harges. The matter has been entirely 
S1r ,Purshotamdas Thakurdas.J I say om1tted from the White Paper. May I 

too much is· being provided. Your con- request, if any reason may be given for 
tention is that this is not adequate, and . this omission f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
that 5 crores more should be added. can assure Sir :Manubhai Mehta that if 
:. Sir: Akbar Hydari.] No, my contention the det~il. is omitted from th~ White 

is quite different. I say that if you Paper, 1t 1s only because _the Wh1te Paper 
provide 5 erores for depreciation on the doe~ not cover e"!ery detail. There is no in
expenditure side, then you should not tenbon of altermg the arrangement that 
proyide as much as 6.89 erores on the was then agreed. 
Revenu~ side. ~ 
<Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas.] I am :M:r. Zafrulla fGara, 

afraid I did not follow that. Then there 
is no difference between us. 

Lord Eustace P~rcy.] I· quite agree 
with Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas that 
it is no liSe trying to discuss it here. The~ 
only point· is . whether the provision for 
amortisitlon f<lr· the capital a.t charge in 
respect of' the 'Railways should be made 
out ;of.:.geiLeral. .Reventtes or out of Rail
wa): Revenues. ·· :. That is the only point. 

Chairman;] I hope we may get back to 
the examination of·the Secretary of State 
as soon as possible. · · 
· Witne1~s.] We will look into it again for 
Sir Akbar, and we will.send you and ffir 
Purshotamdas Thakurdas a. fuller Note. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

8457. And whether it should be 
at all '1-:Y es. 

Sir Manub'hai N. Mehta. . 

made 

8458. With regard to Finance, I may 
'allude to the very question which Sir 
.Akbar Hydari put by saying that at the 
recent meeting of the Railway Board sub
Committee Sir George Schuster explained. 
the pO.Sition, and, ,perhaps1 Sir Malcolm 
Hailey ID$1Y · derive some assistance froin. 
Sir George Schuster as· to how he ex
plained the depreciation charges and the 
provision for the amortisation of. the ·debt. 
I have no more questions ·on· that point, 
but there is one other question· I might 
ask. I.n the Federal Finance Committee's 

8459. My Lord, I have some questioru1 
to put to the Secretary of State on para
graph 61 of the Introduction at page 31 
of the White Paper. Secretary of State, 
you informed the Committee, and, if I 
may say so with respect, I agree entirely 
with you in that matter, · that tributes 
paid · by· some States at present are 
neither immoral nor wicked in their own 
selves, but that you :find it would be 
anomalous under the kind of Constitution 
that we a.re framing that some units 
should continue to ll'.ake contributions o! 
that description to the Federation !-Yes. 

8-;WO. And that, therefore, it has been 
found desirable to visualise their ultimate 
abolition t-Yes. . 

8461. May I understand from this that 
any other kind of arrangement which 
would be equally inconsistent with the 
kind of Constitution that we are fram
ing, would also be considered equally un..: 
desirable ?-I should like to know what 
any other kind of arrangement was before 
I gave a~ answer to that question . 

· 8462. I shall- put it to you. I under
stand the principle is that payments 
of that kind from ·some of the U11its to 
the Federation . are extremely undesir
able. Would it be desirable to impose 
:upon the Federation payments in favour 
of some of the units upon similal' con
siderations ?:_I find a difficulty in 
answering that question until I see, i_t 
in" a more concrete .form. 
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8463. Shall I proceed to put it in & 
more specific form ?-Yes. 

8464. '"'as there or was there not no 
quid pro quo for these tributes when 
they W<'re agreed to be paid ? Shall we 
start from that position ?-I should say 
that there was, but I hope Mr. David
son will correct my answers in a field 
upon which he is a particular expert. I 
would iiay that. there was. 

84G5. Will that quid pro quo continue 
or not continue after the tributes have 
been abolished ?-Yes. 

84G6. Without any return which was 
fued under the treaties on the other 
side ·f.·-Except that we set the tributes 
and the immunities against each other. 

84G7. To that extent only, but where 
there are no immunities arid there are 
only tributes which will be abolished ?
yes, I think it would be true to say that. 

part by payments by States subjects ; in 
other words, the States · have actually 
contributed to the general defence of 
India which was not the case when tha 
triputes were first exacted. · 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

8469. Without pursuing that Asp~cf of . 
the matter any further, that was really 
introductory to what I was going to pu~
to Clear the· ground ~ If that would be the· 
case with regard to the tributes, what. 
I am anxious particularly to draw atten ... 
tion to is the question of compensation 
for ceded territories. With regard ~ 
the ceded territories, it is true, generally, 
is it not, that the Davidson . Comni.ittee 
found that at present there is. no surplus 
which is being enjoyed by the Govern
lii.ent of. India out of these ceded districts 
-generally ?-That was so, was it. not, 
]1-fr. Davidson f · · · . 

Sir Mirza M. Ismail. ur J rl' C D -· .3 ] Th t · .L\L • • v. . av·tuson. a 1s so.- .. - . 
8468. Not necessarily ?-What does Sir Mr .. Zafrulla Khan.] Ap~rt from· that 

Mirza say f question, if. you remit tribute, you a~:e 
Sir :Mirza M. Isma1"l.] Not necessarily, forced to consider this question in this 

because the indirect taxation ha~- in- light also. I want to understand, if 
crea,ed. That would not necessarily be . tributes are undesirable, .although . in 
the case because when these tributes themselves not being immoral or wiong 

·were levied the indirect taxes paid by· or wicked, but being undesirable. beeall$e 
the States to the Central Government it is not desi;able that certain . units 
W£'re nothipg like what they are to-day. should· make p'ayment to th~. Federation, 
The States are paying a much larger how far is it desirable that the Federation 
proportion of the share towar.ds Im- should make payments to c~rtain units for 
pcrial Defence or for Imperial purposes territories ceded Qy them under treaties 
than they did when these tributes were made years ago Y • . .. · · ~-
imposed upon them. It is not in every Mr. J. C. C. Davidson.] If I might 
case true to say that they received any intervene, it is this ~ I think it would he 
return for the tributes that were im- found to be clearly set out in the Report 
posed upon them. It is not always the of the Indian States Finance Com
ease. mttee, that the origin of contributions 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I thought it was and ceded territories was the same and 
a case of treaty really, not so much a in point of fact territory was ~eded 
case of imposition. merely to ensure a contribution ; in other 

Sir ..'llirza M. Ismail.] I do not know words, that funds would be available t() 
whether " treaty" is the right .word to carry out m.iiitary obligations which the 
use, when the treaty is dictated almost East India Company arid Government 
· tl · t I d 'Undertook. I refer to Chapter Ill, para-
m lose circurns ances. 0 not say graphst33 to 39, contributions and con-
that there were no good ground... 1 "' c usion on pages 34 and 35 ; to Chapt~r 

Mr. J. C. C. Davidson.] The short IV, para,ooraphs 91 to 105~ contributions 
point, Secretary of State, is this, that and conelusions on pages 64 and 65 ; arid 
at the time 'vhen the treaties were made · to the concluding chapter, paragraphs 434 
the contribution was asked for in return to 449._ We came to this conclusion, that 
for certain military guarantees. Since if tributes could find no place in the 
that time by indirect taxation the de- · Federal · Constitution, equall~ the only 
!l"nee of India has been provided for in alternative would be to give back to the 

Ll06RO . -,a .. 
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I States . the . territories. which had been .-:States . t~day. towards military expendi· 
'.ceded by them which in _that respect were ture ?-Here again I would invite an 
:the~ same_·as 'tributes, and that is a matter ohservation from Mr. Davidson. My own 
· which l think was discussed at the answer would be that· the Government 

Finance Su~Colll.nlittee of the Round of India would say they are m.aking 
Table Conference last year, and in para-:- nothing out of these ceded territories at 
graph 27 of the Report they say : " We -all. The States, however, might say that 

~ therefote : accept their view that States if they administered them they might 
",:which in the. past have ceded territory in ·make somethinO' out of them. Which is 
~return for protection are entitled, equally right I do n~ know; but "perhaps Mr . 
. ~with the States now paying cash contri- · Davidson would add an observation to 
~ butions, to some form of relief," and it my answer. · 
:goes on to say ~ "Most of us agree with Mr. "J. c. c. Davidson.] The answer to 
1the conclusion of the Davidson Committee that. Secretary of State, is this : Under 
~that the net value ·of the territories at · modern conditions in British India 
, the time of cession. constitutes th~ fairest :Government is not run at a profit. I 
:basis for calculating the relief to be think the States have e.laimed (for in
< granted when such relief is desired by a stance, I think Bar?da und?~btedl~ h~ 
-State. This; .however, assumes that re- . claimed) . that theJ.r . admm1strabon lS 
~trocession of the territories in question, . -diffe-rent. from that of British India, but 
c-br ~failing retrocession ~ exchange · of if their administration had been in force 
tenitories in favour of the States con- in those territories which had been ceded 
G~r.ned, _i~ .. not found to be s: practicable it mie:ht have. been a. less .expensive foriJ:\ 

t. ', ' <J 

,pll~ma_ 1v~. . . . .. _, . . of gov~n:unent. 
~t .Sir Akbar H.yd(u·i.] May I ask, is it Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari.] 
mo-t _a. 'fact th,at. with regard to ceded ,.May I also mention another ci~cumstance 
·_;te:rritories also the cession of. these ter- 'W~h I mentioned at the Third ~'Ou~d 
iri.tories ha~, ~nabled_ India to be :what Table Conference : that th~ temtones 
it i~. -~ that if particular territories which· . ceded ·by Baroda were intended for the 
:-were usually mos.tly those on the coast . maintenance of a separate force of 5,000, 
~ or the seaboard had not been ceded, then but at the present moment only about , 
tthe Federal Government would not have 700 troops are maintained in Baroda, and 
• been in possession of all the sou~ces of . the rest of the troops have been amalga
·-revenue -and would !J.ave had rmposed mated • with the Indian. Army and to 
; upvn it 'much more expenditure than that extent these terri tones pay for a 
what it .has at present ?n _account of ·large portion of the Indian Army. ~ 

ahe ·cession of these terr1tone~. so .t~at these details were discussed at the Third 
~the quid p'!o :quo on acc~unt of this ceSSlon · ·Round Table Conference before we agree.d 
~continues to; be operative. ·on that report, and I respectfull_y subiD1t 

· they should not be reopened agam. 
" Mr. Zafrulla _Khan. 

~ ~-170. Thank you vwy kindly. May I 
~- caro- the matter one step furthe; ' 
AssuminO' that some form of compensation 

: i~." called for in that respect, I wish 
~ to·- undersbind this aspect of it : 
· With regard to the tributes, we 
know that there is this cash payment 
beinl! ll'ade and that you want to abolis~ 

. it. . With J;egard . to these ceded tern-
; topes, what is the contributio~ which 
:these ceded territories are making over 
and above the ordinary expenses of. their 

~ OWn. administration and beneficient De
. pa}'iments,- particularly towards the De-
1 fenee of. J~gia, -~hich migh_t be regarded 
· ftS :..t~e . contribution of those partcular 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

8471. Very good. May I go on to 
another topic T It is only one or .two 
aspects that I want to put to the Se~re
tary of State with regard to. somethmg 
suO"gested by Major Attlee, wh1ch I want 
to \e clear about ?-:May I just before 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan departs froll\ the 
question of tributes say in a sen!ence or 
two my own view about the quesh~n 7 I 
am quite aware that many anomalies can 
be urged against any such arran~em.e~t 

_ as that suggested by ~Ir. Dandson·q 
. Committee, and I am qmte aware t~at 
bistorically you can ~ake every ~d 
of case against every kind of .achon . m 
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this or that instance.. I am, however, 
quite clear that they are a. tiresome form 
{!f contribution : that, judged by modern 
condition<>, many of them are very un
suited to a new Constitution, and that, 
quite apart from their justice in the past 
and the historical reasons that led to 
thl'm, it would be a very good thing to 
get them cleared out of the picture in 
any new Indian Constitution. Further 
than that, that Members of the Co!fi
mittee and Delegates should remember 
that there is not a very large sum at 
~:take. Under a system of annuities 
and setting · the tributes against the 
immunities, it would involve an expendi
ture of about £280,000 a year. I am 
inclined to think that from every ' point 
of view, the point of view of both British 
Inrlia and the point of view of the Indian 
States, it would be worth making an 
expenditure of that kind under the new 
Constitution. It would be worth clear
in)! out of the way a number of these· 
rather tiresome questions, but if they are 
not settled in a rather rough and ready 
way at the start they will, I believe, lead 
to almost endless friction in the future. 

Marquess of Z etlanli 

8472. Did you say £280,000 Y-The 
;figure I gave (I am reminded) was for 
the ceded territories. The figure for the 
tributes and the immunities would be a 
further figure of about 50 lakhs. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] W}lat would be 
the total in lakbs both in respect of 
tributes nnd for compensation for ceded 
territories 7 

Rao Bahadur Sir Krishnama Chari.] 
Exeludin .... immunities 7 

~' . 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

8473. Yes Y-(Sir !tfaTcolm Hailey.) It 
is a little difficult to calculate the exact 
amount of the immunities, but you may. 
take it between ! of a crore and one 
cr0re. Those would be · probably the 
minimum. and maximum .figures. 

8171. Annually. '..,-Annually. 
84-75. Now, ·Secretary of State, if you 

will he kind enouQ:h to nn!'>wer, theTe ·are 
one or two· questions on Major Attlee's 
asp~ct of the proposaL I do not want. to 
press vou if there is any difficulty about 
it. The position · is this : If under the 

sclwme of Federal · fi.niuice which is d 
present in contemplation in the White 
J?aper· there were available to th~ Federa·· 
tion resources from which- they could 
make subventions to the Provinces, do· 
not vou think· the Provinces would claim 
fron; the very beginning that they should 
be given a larger share out of the Income __ 
Tax if the Federal sources of revenue 
are. to leave large sums to the Centre for 
makincr subventions to the Provinces 7-·. 
(Si~ Samuel Hoare.) I think that would: 
certainly be the case. . , 

8476. On the other hand, if the centre,:' 
in order to be able to make these sub
ventions to the Provinces,.. wanted to take: 
away auy · source of revenue at present· 
·allotted. to the. Provinces, do not you.
think they .would resist it very stoutly 9, 
·-I think they would. · · 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

8477. Secretary of Stat~, n}.ay l draw 
vour attention to Proposals 134 and 135 
at _page' 73 of the White· Paper f.....;_ Yes. , 

&178.· Do I understand it correctly, that: 
under these proposals the commitment~· 
and obliO'ations of India would be ·a 
liability b~th on the Federal and · Pro-· 
vinciaf revenues '?.:._It is a. question that 
refers les::; to finance proper, does it not,· 
~tnd more to legal rights after the .Con-. 
stitution .comes into operation f 

8479. Yes ·; but what I mean iS that the' 
obliO'ations of- India would be a charge 
both on the Federal and. ProviJ:tcial 
revenues '?-The previous obligations~ 
ves · the "obligations previous to the . . ' . - . ' 
Constitution. . . . . , 
· 8480. In that case, so far as the credit, 
of India is concerned, ~t~ respect to_ 
the previous obligations, ~at would not: 
be affected by any allocation of revenues· 
between the Federal Government and the 
Provincial Government. Is not that so ~ 
-I think Sir Abdur Rahim is Jjg-ht, that: 
so far as the assets are concerne~, that: 
is so. . . . . . . . . . . 

8481.lThen, further, ,the ,Whlte ~aP.e::: 
p-rovides for the. G:ov~rno;r-p-ep.e~~ havm~, 
a special respons1bili~y. Witn; re,.11:rd. t(), 
the. ('l"Cilit and ;financial sta.b1~ty OI .t~e~ 
whole of India !-Yes. 'J sunpose .s~:~· 
Abdur Rahl,m m~ans pf . the, F~~rat~o~i 

8482. Does not it mean of the w~ole o~ 
India 'f-No; it means the ·Federab.on. : ! 
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Dr. Shaf a' al .Ahmad Khan. 
·:. 8483. It does not apply to the - Pro
"Vmces on}y.-No, I have said it applies to 
the Federation. 

· Sir Abdur Ba1tim. 

~484. The credit of the Federation, yes.. 
At any rate, so far as the Proposals 134 
and 135 are concerned, that concerns the 
whole of India. My' object in putting 
these questions was that I suggest to you 
that to that extent the allocation • of 
revenue between the Centre and the 
Pt:<>vinces wou)d make no difference. I 
want to ask you one or two questions as 
regards the statement on the financial 
:Memorandum. May I draw your atten
t~on· to page 23 of this statement, the last 
paragraph V · There you refer to six to 
ten crores as being the deficit ·which is 
due, not to the setting up of .the Federal 
Government and the Centre, but to the 

' setting up of autonomous Provinces upon 
a self-supporting basis 9-:.Yes. 

8485. May I take it that this s~ 6 
to' l 0 crores includes the loss . to ·the 
Central Revenue of Burma separating 7-
Yes. · · . ·. 
.. 

Lord R~nk.eiliour. 
. 84~6. What is the reference 9-The re

:f;erence ·is to the speech I made com
rnent~g upon Sir Malcolm Ha.i.ley's 
~fe;rnorandwn, _pages 23 and 24. · 

Sir Abdur B,a'him· •. 

, 8487. I wish to draw your attention to 
the Second Volume of the Simon Com
mission Report at page 219 7-If you will 
tell me. what it is, I daresay I shall . re
call it. 
- 8488. That is- the Layton report. There 
the _ figures . are given showing that the 
Mcnmulated deficits since the Mont~oou-· 
Chelmsford Reforms amount to no· less 
than Rs. 80 crores towards meeting which 
the·· Provincial contributions provided. 
some Rs. 50 crores. Therefore, the pre
sent situation of- the finances of India .is 
not· entirely. due to the world economic_ 
depression, but there has been a deficit 
going on. since 1921-1922.· Is not that 
~o ! Is that '1\ correct _ -statement 9-
(Sir· Malco_lm ·Haiiey.) Yes,· that enters 
into. the . present situation of our 
financE;s. · W ~.were still c~rrying at that 
time'' a great deal of expenditure due to 

operations in Afghanistan and on the 
frontier. It '•as partly responsible for 
the deficits which were incurred in those 
earlier years, 1921-1922. 

8489 .. Do you suggest that but for 
those operations there would not have 
be.en those deficits f-1 think those 
operations were largely responsible for 
deficits. I would not be able to give a 
precise ans~er without analysing the 
whole reason for the deficits, but my 
recollection is very clear of the large 
amounts wihch went in to make those 
deficits as a result of the operations. 

8490. My object in putting these 
questions to draw the attention of the 
Secretary· of State to these facts is that 
apart· from world recovery there would 
be still a financi:\ situation in India 
which has to be taken into considera
tion, and I am suggesting this, that so 
far as making the Protinces autonomous 
is concerned, that has to wait unlil the 
Provincial Governments have been 
started on what you have described as 
an even keel. That may mean an in
definite waiting '-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
I do not think so. I think if Sit' 
Abdur Rahim will look at the answers 
I have given about times and seasons 
more than once, particularly the 
answer I gave to Dr. Shafa 'at Ahmad 
Khan, and I think to Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru, he will see that is not· what I 
contemplate. · I do not assume that an 
even keel ml!ans that a Province would 
~a-ye no debt, but I do assume that it. 
has made satisfactory arrangements to 
deal with that debt, ,and that there is a· 
reasonable prospect of its being 'able to 
deal with the dent in ·the future. 

8491. What I would put to you is this : 
Supposing, as ·proposed in the White 
Paper, the Ineome _Tax was divided in 
the way proposed, 50 per cent .. and 50. 
per .c-ent., and the jute duty was allotted 
-to Bengal. as you have made quite clear, 
the:D., in that ease, the Provinces would 
be able to go on without serious anxiety 
as to the immediat.e future. Of course, 
nobody canbe sure· about the :finances of 
a country like India '!-There is· a great 
deal in what Sir Abdnr Rahim says. 
There· is ·the further point-I do not 
wilnt to exaggerate it unduly~ but it is 
a further point that he must take into 
accoiln't, namely, that, 'as things. are !no~; 



the Provinces can go on drawing almost 
indefinitely upon Central Funds. 
Obviously,~ if the Provinces are really 
going to become autonomous and are 
going to be responsible in the futu:e for 
their finances, they cannot depend m the 
aame way on this kind of dole from the 
Centre in the future. 

8492.· And it is ~eally not fair to the 
Centre 7-It is fair neither to the· 
Centre, nor is it fair to the Provinces, 
because under any arrangement of that 
kind, it cannot be said that they ars 
really responsible for their own affairs. 

. 8493. Exactly ; that is why I am sug
·gesting there is all the more reason why 
you should try to make the Provinces 
financially autonomous, as soon as pos
sible, and cast the responsibility on t~e 
Provinces themselves to carry on their 
Government without looking always to 
the Centre ?-That is very much the 
basis of · our proposals. 

- 8494. And, of course, in case of . any 
emergency, the Centre, I understand, 
would have the power as provided in the 
White Paper, of calling upon the Pro
vinces . and the States for contribu
tions J-Yes, there is the . surcharge 
upon the Income Tax. 

• 
Sir Austen. Chamberlain. 

84~5. There is only one point about 
which I wish to question you, Secretary 
of State, in order to clear up some doubt 
which exists in my mind about para
graphs 139 and 141 of the proposals. 
Paragraph 139, as I understand, con
-templates that Income Tax at a certain 
rate will be divided in prescribed pro
portions between the Federation, on the 
one side, and the Provinces together with 
such States, if any, as may agree .to 
subject themselves to Income Tax, on 
the other, to be divided between the two 
in prescribed proportions Y-Yes. 

8496. How do you arrive at the rate 
·of Income Tax Y Paragraph 141 deals 
with additional Income Tax, called sur
charges on income which may be 
.required to meet Federal necessities. 
That is so, is it not 7-Yes. 

think .that p~ragraph 139 proposes to dq 
anything e%cept to lay down a principle 
of allocation, that· is to· say, the prin::- · 
ciple of ~o_cation would beo that_ taking 
Income. Tax as ~ whole and all its heads, 
50 per cen~. might go to the ProYinces 1 
then it woul<l l:>e nece~ary to prescribe 
how that -distribution should be. made&$ 
between .. the Provinces, and. there·· arC!i 
various alternative systems. '. . .. . ... 
. 8498. I. do not want to go _into. that 

at the ll).Oment ; your answer is su:fficien~ 
for my pu:r:pose. Under Article 1391 i~ 
will be dl')cided that Income ~ax is t<? 
be divided between the Fed~ral Gov,.. 
ernment and ·the . Provinces in certa:iri. 
proportions 7"7Yes. , · · 
. 8499. If a surcharge is le~d urider 
paragraph: 141, ·the whole of the sJir.:. 
charge is reserved to the Federal 
Governmsnt 7-Yes, -that is so. 

8500~ How do you· decide whether· aD. 
addition to Income .Tax is _a' surcharge~ 
or not ty If you ·~ not prescribe a 
basic rate, anY increase above which 
is a surch~rge~ how do you . decide 
whether that increase is, or·· is'. not, a 
surcharge, and is, or is not, to . be dis
tributed in the prescribed· proportion ·to 
the Provinces or, on the 'other hand to 
be reserved· only to· the Central Govern;. 
ment Y-r think I · might best illustrate 
that from what ·we have recently done 
in India. We lay . down in our Income 
Tax Act certain rates of· Income Tax, 
that is to ·say, using our expression, so 
many annas in the rupee. · For emer .. 
gency purposes, we have put ·on that a 
surcharge of 25 per cent. and it would 
be a surcharge of that nature to which 
141 applies. It · is not a general in
·crease of Income Tax rates, but ·it is ·a 
specific surcharge . on those rates. . 

Earl Peet. 

' · 8501.' It is like the· charge of the sur~ 
tax i!l this COl,Ultry, is it not ?--:-(Sir 
Samwl Hoare.) Sir Austen's question, 
if l understood it, is this : when 
; does the· ordinary Income Tax become 
the. surtax Y · · · ,. 

8497. Is any addition to Income Tax, Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
beyond the rate contemplated in para- - · 8502. What is the dividing line be
graph 139, to be considered a surcharge 7 . tween ordinary. Income Tax and a sur
-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Sir, I do not charge ? Is it that :the one·is expressed 



fB ain:ias in the rupee, and the other is 
eXpressed as a perc~ntage ?f . th~ · e~
isting tax f_;.There IS no .distmcbon m 
amount ai all. It will rest . with the . 
Federal · Legislature, and the Federal 
Legislature will decide, under para~aph 
140. If Sir AuSten will look agam at 
140 ·I think he will see that· it is the 
fra:Uework within which the Legisla
ture would act. 
· · 8503. But if it is Income Tax, under 
i39, no equivalent contribution, I under
s~and, will be paid by any State, except 
a State which expressly agrees to sub
jec~ its people to Income Tax f-Yes. 
r 8504. If it is a surcharge. under para
graph 141, the State' which has nbt 
agreed ~- subjec~ itself to I~coll?-e Tax 
will pay an eqmvalent contnbubon f-
Yes~ · . 

8505. Is it ·to be' expected ·that · the 
1:filderal Legislature _will ever, . in· those 
"ircumstances, increase the ordmary In
-come· Tax,_ and wHI it not_ always for 
its additional needs have recourse to· .the 
surcharge 7-I see Sir Austen's point. 
: Sir -Austen Chamberlain.] I will ~ke_ 
:my, point· a little clearer, perhaps, ~Y 
:referring to a statement made · by S1r 
Akbar Hydari yesterday in which he 
treated-the surcharge as something wll;ich 
lVould be used ~only in an emergency. 
·· · Sir -Akbar Hydari.] Is it not this, that 
if there is a Taising of the rate of ln
~e -Tax-· that is· ~;~o many annas ~n 
the rripee-would it. not be that i:n. that 
ease it will be shared by the Provmces 
alone and,·· therefore, the urge for rais
mg that rate will come partir from th~ 
Provinces and not.· so much from the 

.necessities of the Federal Government 7 
If it 'is- the necessities of the Federal 
Government, then the urge-will be more 
in the nature of a surcharge. I do 

· not know whether that is so, or not f 
·. Sir Manubhai N •. Mehta.] What we 
understand by the surcharge is, that 

. ~urcharge will be resorted to only during 
an· emergency.-
- Sir 'Austim Chamberlain.] I want to 
know whether the Secretary of State 
understands by the surcharge what you 

• underst~nd: - · · · · · · · .. · 
, 'Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] In the Re

port,, it is stated that· after exhaust~g _ 
~an .. the rettledies · of 'taj( and econonnes, 

if still the budget is not balanced and 
an emergency arises, in that case a sur
charge will be imposed. , 

Sir Austen Chamberlai111. 

8506. I should be very glad to have 
. an answer from the Secretary of State' 
-That is what we mean. 

8507. You mean that the surcharge 
would be resorted to only when all other 
sources of Federal Revenue had been 
exhausted f-Yes, I think that is so. 

Earl Peel. 

8508. I think that was the answer you 
gave me yesterday, Secretary of Stu~e~ 
and in which you· also said that the 
Governor-General would . be the judge of 
the emergency. I asked you that parti
cular question as to the relation betwet>n 
those two paragraphs !-Yes. 

C1~airman. 

· 8509. Perhaps, you would like to look 
at the transcript and see whether it is 
desirable that you should make some short 
statement this afternoon 7-Yes. 

Marquess of Lothian. . 

8510. Is not that the purpose of para
graph 140 f.-Yes, that is the purpose of 
140 ; it gives the Governor-General tl:.e 
power of previous sanction. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

8511. Does. it not come to this, that in 
laying_ the resolution or laying the pro
posal before the Assembly the Federal 
Government could call it one thing or 
the other and they would be bound to 
the Assembly to reject or to pass it unde-r 
the form in which it was presented by 
the Indian Government ?-Yes, I think 
that is so. There will be the three points 
of view . there will be the point of '\"iew 
of the Federal Government, there will be 
the point of view of the States, and there 
also· will be the point of view of the Pr?
vinces · that the Governor-General will 
have to take into account." 

8512. But, as a ~atter of fact, ~hat
ever the Federal Assembly may do m re
jecting it or oth:rwi:e, the. Goy:rnm~nt 
will have ·the ·option m callrng It an irl
crease of the basic- rate or ·calling it a 
'surcharge 7--;-Yes.-_ · · · 
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8513. And the Assembly will have to 
reject it, according -to what name it is 
.called by 7-Yes, I think that is so. 

to be rletermined, and· tlie portion allotte4. 
to the States determined. What 1. say ia 
that in order to make a definite contt t\et 
with the Indian .States, you will have to 
state exactly _what will be the basie ratt' 

Sir Austen Chamberlai)i.] There will be 
taxes with a . different incidence in · the 
two cases f of Inco1ne Tax:·a~ ~hen existing~ . · · 

Lord Rankeillour.] Certainly. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Secretari of 

Statf>, that is all I want to ask you on 
that particular point. · 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

8514. Might I just put this : As ~ 
understand, the surcharge is only an 
emergency tax f-Yes. 

8515. Besides that, there is the ordi
nary increase, or there may be an ordi
nary increase, of the Income Tax f-Y rs. 

8516. Upon that, there will be "no 
equivalent contribution from the States f. 
-That is so. · · ' 

8517. But I am compelled to· put this 
question then to the Secretary of ~tate : 
Is the Committee to understand that the 
States, who are going to contribute no
thing to this ordinary increase of the 
Income Tax, will yet be entitled to . VQte 
the increase of the Income Tax, because 
they will be .Members .of the Assembly t 

If Lord Salisbury remem'!Jers, ·, that 
question was -raised when we discus3ed 
the various alternatives proposed, as t.o 
whether the representatives of the S.tates 
should, or should not. take part in British
Indian questions. I expressed the ·view 
that I repeat now, that it mp.st be left to 
a Convention. I do not. know what the 
representatives of the States would say 
upon a point of this kind. I ·imagine 
that und('r the Convention they probahly 
would not take part in the voting. 

Sir ll!irza M. Ismail.] We agree with 
that. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Is it not that. the 
whole picture is like this. that in dater
mining- the exact point at which the In
dian . States come in, you will have t , 
take into account the basic rate of In
come Tax. at· that time existing ;' that 
aftf>r that, whatever increase thf.>re is in 
the Income Tax beyond that rate, whether 
it is in the. form of an increase in ~he 
Income .Tax or whether 'it is in the· fonn. 
of a surcharge, the total am.ount that wi"l 
have to be brought into the Federal fi!'.:c 
as an emergency co~tribut~ior1, ~Quld h~ve 

· .· Sir Austen Cl~amberla.in. 
. . . . -

8518. Then this, Secretary of. State,. ia 
what I understood-what Sir Akbar 
Hydari. is putting, that you ·would . fix 
tlie basic rate· and that anything beyond 
that basic rate woUld be a surcharge. I 
do not want to press you at· this moment 
on a matter of such complication and 
.where we fire questions at you from all 
round the table, but will you consider 
the point, and put in a Memorandlllll 
on· the ·subject !-Yes, certainly, and I 
will ask the representatives of the Statt>~ 
also to give their ~d to the· point ~~ 
Sir Austen has rBJ.sed. I· am not qu1te 
sure whether they all take the ·same view. 
and, if so, what it is. ·I .should like ihci1 

. view also .. · 
Mr. 11!. R .. Ja'y~ker.] May · I ~remind 

the Secretary of State in this conneetilln 
that when ·discussing· the question as to 
how far the State .representatives should 
take part in purely British-India matters, 
I raised this very· specific question.. I 
said, if the surch8J;'ge would take the form 
not of a. percentage upon the Income Tax, 
but a:Q. · additional Income Tax, and, 

-supposing the Income Tax··to be contri· 
buted by t):ie. Provinces is 4 annas in U.e 
rupee, and· a Bill was brought :for ~ 
surcharge for an additional 2 annas in the 
rupee, and such a Bill. was there, and the 
Prime Minister said that the GovemiD£nt 
would regard this Bill as the essenca of 
their confidence, would the State repre
sentati'tes take their share in , , the 
discuss.ion · and the voting on the Bill, I . 
think Sir Akbar Hydari stated, an•l th!! 
other States did not protest against it, 
that it must be left to the good. sense of 
the State representat~ves to conie in and 
vote \or these additional 2 annas in thp 
rupee,'-which is to be paid· by the 'British-
Indi!lns only.· · ' ' ·.· · · · · · 

Si~ :Ausifn Chamberlain. · . ' 
: : . . •. i ·. . ~ . ~ . : .·l l 

· 8519. If I may say so, that is really 'ar. 
issue which may· need' to' be argued when 
we know ·exac.tly- ·what th~ Secretary o:f 
State. proJ>oses,; but· I · ·hope:· that. thf 
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answer to my question will be given Apart 
from that iss~e f-Yes, certainly. -

- : 8520. Is there a basic rate of ta"': be
yond which any increase is a surcharge ; 
the· basic rate being divided among tl..e 
Federal Government and the Provinces iii 
the prescribed proportion ; the whole of 
the surcharges being attributed to the 
.Federal, Government, the basic rate being 
not paid nor any equivalent to it paid- by 
the States, but the ·surcharge importing 
an equivalent coniribution by the States. 
Is there nothing between those two, or !s 
there some form· of raising the ordinary 
rate of Income Tax following out the dis
tribution _in paragraph 139, · without in
volving any contribution to the States or 
by the States. I put that on the record. 
I do not ask for_ an answer now f-1 will 
certainly deaL with all those important 
points in the Memorandum which I will 
send in. .. _ 
· Earl Peel.] Secretary of State, is not 
the · question quite distinct of an iricre~~e 
in the rate of Income Tax and a sui-
charge- on the Income Tax. 7 In the case 
of The surcharge, do you not take the 
existing amount -of Income Tax raised. 
and then take a percentage ~pon that 
amount so raised '! -Is not. that a sur
charge, quite different from the question 
_of· raising the· actual amount of. the rate 
pf the Income Tax 7 Of course, I agre-e, 
,that surcharge might be expressed :u 
an increase of Income Tax, but that i'i 
not the- basis of the tax- at all. It is a 
definite percentage of the amount raised 
by the Income Tax at whatever rate tklt 
ln_come _Tax-_ stands. 
_. Sir Austen· Chamberlai-n.] But it is 
'4lso stateable in the same_ terms as the 
-Income Tax as so· many annas - in . tne 

-:r;upee. : 
- . Earl Peel.] It ·may be- stateable, Lut 
it is not the origin of it. 
. Sir -.Auste-n Chamberlai-n.] It is stah~ 
able, but it is not stated. · - . 
_ Wit·n~~s.] The rough. answer would be 
that· the Federal Government states wh<:n 
it is a su~charge and when it is not ;. but 
I will deal in detail ~th the questiom 
that both .Lor.d .Peel . and Sir Austen 
Chamberlain have raised. -

- -~- . - -

· , .- Chairman. 

~ : .8521'. _"Secretai.y·Qr State, will you inake 
'clear -in 'the ·.note 'what i exactly is mcarit 

b " " Bth • y emergenc;y:. o our expenenee 
both of pubhc and private finance 
ass?ciate~ the word "emergency" very 
easily With finance f-It is explained in 
the statement 'which Sir Akbar read toe 
other day~ 

Sir Akbar. Hydari.] In. the statemei&t 
~ gave yesterday, it ran as follows : "lf 
at ·any time even during the period of 
the first ten years the :financial position 
becomes such that the Federal expendi
ture cannot be met from sources of 
Revenue ·permissible to the Federal Gov
ei'Ilill.ent, after all possible economies ha·.-c 
been effected and the resources of indirect 
taxation open to the Federation exhausted, 
and the return of the Income Tax to tho 
Provinces further suspended, a state of 
emergency will be held to have come into 
being when all Federal units will ma.ka 
contributions to the Federal fisc on nn 
equitable and prescribed ·basis." So tne 
emergency which we consider is, that 
either within the ten years or later when 
all the possible economies have h~<'ll 
effected and an the sources of indirect 
taxation open to the Federation have · 
been exhausted and nothing paid to the 
Provinces out of the Income Tax mor\! 
than what they were at that time receiv
ing, then still if the Federal Budget is 
not balanced, except by this recourse to 
either a raising of the Inoome Tax or to 
any other source, we shall come in ·lls<J 
and make a. proportionate contributiou on 
a prescribed and equitable basis; . · 

_ _ Lord . Eustace Percy. 

~- 8522. :May I asktli~ S~cretary of ~tate 
in drawing up . his stateinimt to consiu~r 
_this difficulty about the whole percentage 
system that in the case where short of 
a serious emergency you want to balance 
your budget and it is most convenient to 
do it by income tax, you 'viii always have 
to put . on double the rate of income tax 
necessary in ·order to provide the 50 per 
-eent. for the Provinces ?-I have had th<·tt 
point in mind. · 

8523. It applies equally, of course, it 
the- pressure comes from the Provinc~s : 
They want some more income tax ; you 
have to impose double what the Pro
vince.s want '!_:_I have had that point in 
mind, imd · all these various points tJ1at 
have been ·raised confirm me in the view 
that the key -to the arrangement what
ever the- 'arrangements may be must be 
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the Governor-General's previous sanction. 
8524. That does not get over my diffi

culty f-Yes, I think it does. I think if 
Lord Eustace will look further into it 
he will see that with these considerations 
to be taken into account, and with the 
pull of the Provinces against the Fed£'ra
tion, the Federation wishing to retain 
the whole tax for itself, the Provinces 
wishing it to be a normal income tnx 
under which it will get whatever the per
centage is, there must be some impru·tial 
authority to decide between them. 

85:!5. The· Governor-General has no 
power except to decide either that the 
Federation will take the whole 100 per 
cent., or that the Provinces must have 
50. He is tied to those two alternatives, 
and, being so tied, I think the anomalies 
I have suggested will always arise 7-1 
see. Anyhow I will look into Lord 
Eustace's point. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

8526. This is a poln.t to which I alludetl 
yesterday. I will put two cases. 'l'ne 
first case I put to you is that the Fe(~eral 
Government has sufficient resources, Lut 
the provinces generally are short. of 
money, and ask for an additional levy to 
the income tax in order that they may 
get more f-Yes. 

8527. Under the Whlte 'Paper there 
is no means raising, say, one anna for 
Provincial purposes without raising iu 
th<>se circumstances another anna, which 
ex hypothesi is not needed, for Federal 
purposes. The other hypothesis is tbnt 
the Provinces do not need any more in
come tax, but the Federal Government 
does, and you then have to raise double 
the amount (assume that the percenta~c 
prescribed is 50-50} you have to rai;;e 
two annas in order that the FeJeral 
Government may get one because, for 
every one it takes, it must give one to 
the Provinces, even though they do not 
'Yant it 7-I will take all~ these p'oints 
into account. · I would ask the membel'S 
of the Committee to remember that there 
niu.,;t he (whatever the :irrangeinents) · 
Rnomalies. I do not say exactly of tl~e· 
kind contemplated in the \Vhite Paper; 
but anomalies of some kinJ ·m1der :my 
~yc;;tem ·under· 'which the· ineome tax is 
shnred Letweeu the Centre and tlJe Pro-
vinces: ·.: , . -' . . . 

· Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] May I draw the 
attention of the Secretary of State RllU 
Sir Austen Chamberlain to two points f 
Sir Austen said there is no provision for 
the Province to raise. any ~come tax 
if it wanted it for its own purposes.. I 
wish to draw his . attention to Proposal 
139 and what appears .in the brackets, 
"A' prescribed percentage, not being 
less than 50 per cent., nor . more ~hau 
75 per cerit. of the net r~venues der1_ve~ 
from the sources specified m the marg~ 
-(that is the income tax}- "(exclusive 
of any surcharges imposed by the Pro
vinces}." I take it from : that the Pro
vinces will have the right to levy a !'lnr
charge on the income tax for· their pur-
poses. . 

Sir A. P. Patro.J In addition. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

8528. That is Proposal 139 ?-That IS 

so, and the Committee will see that we 
alluded to it at the . top of . page 30 of 
the Introduction .. 

8529. May I dra; the attention of the 
Secretary of State to a statement• tha.t 
he made just now, that with regard to 
the imposition of surcharges ~or Fedcr~l 
purposes on the income, I think he ~aJ.d 
the key to the position was the preVlOUS 
sanction of the Governor-General. . I· 

· would like to draw his attention .to th~ 
fact that Proposal 141 does not stipulate 
that the previous sanction of the Gover
nor-General will . be . :required . to . sur-' 
charges for Federal purposes. The pre
vious sanction of the Governor-General
referS to revenues assigned to· the Pro
vinces, namely, those enumerated in Pro-· 
posa.Is 138 and 139. · Paragrap~ 141 is 
not made dependent on the preVIOUS eon
sent· of the Governor-General. ?-::I t~tk 
Dr. ·Ambedka:r is quite right, and I inust 
look into my answer in connection wit.h 
the note I will circulate. 

Sir Akb~;-Hydarl.] There is· ~Iso. Head 
49 in· the exclusively Federal heads where 
definitely it is said : " Imposition · aud 
administration of taxes on income oth~r 
tl1an agricultural income or the income of 
corporations, but subject to the power of: 
the provinces . to inlpose surcharges '~ 
under the exclusively Federal: heads.' 

. ,-), . . ,· : 

' Lord· Eustace Percy.] I ·do not· think 
that exhausts it· :because all ,the evide!lee 
w~ hve r~eiv~d,- :and· aiL . th~ :. evidenc~ 
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I ever. heard_ in India. was yiolently op
posed to Provincial. surcharges. . . . 
· Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] That was the 

view of the business people, I am sur~. 
Lord Eustace Percy.] It was the 

opi:hion of every single Indian to whom 
I had · the opportunity of putting ques-
tions. · · 
· Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] But they were 

a,ll business men~ · 
Lord Eustace, Percy.] _No, inde~d, they 

were .not. 
...... ' 

Sir .Atnten Chamberlain. 

. 8530. Does corporation ·tax ~oine in 
under either paragraph 139 or 141 If
Corporation tax is . :Federal the . whole 
time. Corporation tax is not. shared wit_h 
the Provinces, and. corporation tax. IS 
quite distirict from· this surtax· question. 
. 8531. Paragraphs 139 ··and 141 have· no 

reference to corporation tax 7-No .. 
· 8532. I ask th~t because I thin\:· in 

reply to a!! earlier question, or in earlier 
. questions corporation ·tax' was treated as 
a .branch of income tax !-'-I· see. I am 
afraid the term was used rather roughly 
and inaccurately. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] You have the 
authority of the Percy Committee'.; Re
port, paragraph· 61, for treating it like 
that. It is very difficult to define. · 
· Earl Peel.] Is it not stated in the 

headinO' that in paragraph 139 you ex
cept t:Xes on the ;income of companie.s 7 
-Yes.· · . . 
· 8534. ·That is the corporation tax.? ..... 

Yes. 
8535. It is stated in so many words f

In the- margin. 
Sir .A. P. Patro.] It is explained in 

par~ooraph 57 of the Introduction. That 
makes it quite clear. · . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
8536. Thank you. I think it was a. 

question it was just as well to ... ask. hi!,. 
eause a tax on .compa.nies .n,eed not nece.s
sarily be a corporation tax~ In . the m:.se 
of. corporation, tn. if that . is not levied 
in the. States will. they .make. an . equira: 
lent contribution l--Yes, afte:r .. 10 · ye~.11.,. 

Lord Rankelllmir. · 
:' 8537 .. May,. I ask iCtrU~stiori arising c)ut 
of Dr. Ambedkar's. · I think' it. is . ·of 
some importance.'' With' regard 'to ~the 

consent of the Governor-Ge~eral, surely_ 
all Federal taxation will be . sul?ject to· 
the consent of the Governor-General. It 
can· only ~e on his ini~iation, and u re-' 
solution such as we have here, that nny, 
tu can be considered 7-Yes, but I think
Lord Rankeillour really is confusipg the · 
two positions. . There is the general Con":' 
stitutional position under which money 
votes originate with the initiative o! 
the Crown. That position, of course,· 
stapds. I was contemplating the other 
position in which the Governor-General 
intervenes under some special obligation 

. in the Indian Constitution. · · 
· 8538. I felt sure that was the m'lan- · 

ing, but the actual answer given to Dr. 
Ambedkar would seem to suggest that· 
under paragraph 141 the Federal Legis
lature would have the power to· act with
out the Governor-General's previous 
recommendation . 

:Mr. !Jf. R. Jayaker.] May I nsk Lord 
Rankeillour's attention to Proposal 45, 
which deals with this question. "A re-

. commendation of . the Governor-Gt:>neral 
will be required for any proposal in 
either Chamber of the Federal Legiala
ture for the imposition of taxation." 

Lord Rankeillour.] Yes~ so I thought. 
I quite agree. 

·.Dr. B. R • .Ambedkar.] That relates to 
the special P.Ower of the Governor-· 
General, and that is made so because 
the taxes contemplated in paragraph 138 
are not. to go to the Central fisc, bnt 
they are to be distributed amongst the 
Provinces. 

'Sir Phiroze 8 ethna. 

8539. In regard to the appointment of 
the · financial adviser to the Governor· 
General is that appointment supposed 
to be permanent 7-It is permanent to 
this· extent, that it. will rest with the 
Governor-General as to how long it goes 
on. 

854t). But since the ·appointment is re .. 
quired · mainly because of .t~e :finan~ial 
difficulties during the tranSition penod,. 
would it not be appropriate to ·provide 
that his--appointment ·is .fixed for· five·o:r 
10 years, · and that thereafteT· it· i~ con.! 
tinned if the Ministe-r so desires '-No; 
I do not · think you could -possibly~ do 
1hat: for ibis reasori : One· of' the roam 
duties, in fact perhaps the r.hief duty 
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·0 f the :financial adviser will ~e to watch Mr. M. R. ;Jayaker. 
finance from the point of VIeW o.f the 8547. I wanted to know whether it is 
· Heserved Departments, ~d ;Y0~ could the scheme of the · White Paper to make 
not therefore put a time linnt to an the duration of this appointmen~ co
appointment of that kind until you know extensive with the duration of the special 
how Ion~ the Reserved Departments are responsibility and the Reserved Depart
actually ., going to exist. ments or whether the Governor . Gelieral 

854L Then it is contemplate~ tha~ t~e is at 'liberty to terminate it if sufficient 
appointment will continue until this IS confidence he .feels Y-I should not like 
considered a part of the Reserved De- to tie it up with a date at all. The 
partmcnt ~-I do not quite follow the vroposal is quite definitely this, and 
question. · nothing mo1·e, that as long as. the 

8542. The Governor-General will con- financial adviser is needed there Wlll be
tinue the appointment so long as these a financial adviser. 
functions are part of the Reserved De
partment, or so long as he want~ to have 
his advice. It will be left to him. alone 
to decide '-So far as he wants this ad
vice certainly. 

8543. Will he have access to the Jt'in
ance Department ?-We certainly con
template that there should be the closest 

· contact between him and the Fmance 
Department. My own . view is that the 
Finance Department will find the finan
cial adviser of great value to them and 

·of great value to the Federal Govern-
ment. 

Mr. JJI. R. J ayaker. 

8544. l\Iay I ask a question to clear up 
this point ,_Yes. 

8545. Is it optional with the Governor
General to determine the appointment o.f 
the financial adviser, although the Re
served Department may continue !-It is 
so difficult to give an answer to a ques
tion about a- future that one does not 
see in sufficiently concrete form. _The 
proposal is this, that as long as the 
Governor-General thinks that a financial 
aclviser is needed for carrying out hi:) 
special obligations the appointment · will 
continue. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

8546. At his discretion !-At hi...o; dis
cretion. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

8548. As regards the Resened Depart
ments, what is the machinery for con
trolling these Reserved Departments, and 
will this machinery be under the control 
of the Finance Member '1-I am not quite 
clear what is meant by "·machinery". 

8549. ·wno is to be in charge !-Who 
. is to check the expen_diture whether it 
is justified or· otherwise ; will not there 
be some superior officer to do so '--'rhere 
must be due auditing, of course. · . · 

8550. Has not the Finan'ce • Minister 
anything to do with it '-The Depart
ment would be self-contained-the 
Department no doubt that is. chiefly fu 
Sir .Phiroze's mind, namely, the Defence 
D.epartment. 

Sir Phiroze 
. cretion. 

8551. Yes '~Sir Malcolm tells me . he 
can ·explain in greater detail how it would 
work. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The pic
ture that was in our mind was this, that 
when the budget was prepared then there 
would be very close contact betwe~n the 
officials in ' the Reserved Department 
responsible for finan.ce and the ordinary 
general Finance Department, but the 
general Finance Department under . the 
Finance Minister would riot have any aay 
to day control over the financial opera
tions of the Reserved Departments which 
would qe self-contained in the sense that 
th~ had their own financial adviser arid 

Sethna.] His sole dis- ·own finan<'ial organisation as, indeed, to 
a large extent, they have at present.· 

(After a short adjournment.) 
. who is a sort of liaison officer between the 
, Finance Department of the Govern~nent 

8552. There is at present in the of India and, the Military Department ' 
· :Miiitary DPpnrtment or ... the . Military -I take it from Sir Purshotamdas- that 

Secretariat in India a Financial Adviser~ ·that is the case. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 
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8553. I think Sir Malcolm Hailey would least is necessary ¥-No, because the in
correct me, if it 'is not so. Under the terest of the }'inance MinistCl' in the 
new Constitution,. would · there be a details and the expenditure in the 
similar officer to ·the Finance ·Meml)er in Finance Department lies only ~0 far in 
the Military Secretariat to do exactly making certain that the Budget ·is not 
the same work as the Financiai .Adviser exceeded. So long as the Defenl·e Budget 
to the Military Department does to-day 7 is kept within the appropriation granted 
- (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) ·That is not what to it, the interest of the Finance MiJjister 
was contemplated. At present ·i;b.e F'inan- really ceases. 
cial Adviser in the Military Department 8556. Do you not think that the con
has a right of reference to the :F1nance sultation and the general touch of thB 
Member in any matter of major import-
ance or any matter in which he tllinks. Finance Minister would suffer very badly, 
that the orders of the Finance Member if he is not to know something aboui; 
are required. It is not contemplated what is happening- in the Finance De
that in the future there would be that partment once, twice or thric~ a year f 
relation between the Finance Department -He, after all, is not called upvn to 
of Defence and the Finance Mmister. defend in the Legislature the detailed 
As I understand was · explained thi:; expenditure of the Defence Department. 
morning, it is contemplated that the 8557. He may not be, but, I suppose, 
Finance Branch . of . the Military Depart- you would a.,OTee that it would be very 
ment would. be self-eontaine£1 and not ·necessary that he, out of · conviction, 
under the orders or under the control of could defend that part of the Oovernn,ent 
the Finance Minister. of India's expenditure and simply say 

8554 .. Sir Malcolm, the Finance branch some · ~hings. _which can ~t;UY be said 
·of the Military Department may neither' . superficially If he comes w~thm kn.>~
be under the orders of the . Finance ledge of the facts once or tWice a year t 
Minister nor wider his control, but would -. Yes, it w?uld be. of the great•::bt benefit. 
you agree t.hat it would be necessary to , 1f h~ felt 1t poss1ble ~o defend th~. e.x:-

. have somebody to act as a sort of wah\h- pend1ture and the details of e'A.pend1ture 
dog. on thP expenditure of the ~Wita:ry under the he~d.of Defence ; but, for 
Department, or · not, without any· sort that purpose, 1t 1s not nec~ssary th~at he 
of control or authority, . but still to keep should have an officer on h1s b~hait who 
the Finance Member in touch with any "!atches the day to day :finanttal_ opera
developments that maY. occur after the tions of the Defence Department. . . 
Budget has been passed !-I would agree 8558. Can that do any harm, Sir 
that . full consultation is necessary be- Malcolm 7-I can quite conceive that as 
tween the Finance Minister and those a working arrangement, it might be very 
responsible for preparing th2 Military useful. I was really speaking of it from 
Budget; but it would not be consonant the Constitutional point of view, or as 
with the arrangements contemplated in a statutory arrangement .. 
the 'Yhlte Paper if an officer were pre- 8559. Let us see what you think about 
sent m the. Defence Department on be- it as a measure of practical usefulness 
half of or ~n any wa! _under the control and perhaps one which would tlistmb the 
of the Finance Mmister. My ausweT Indian mentality least, if you retain ex
only went as far as that. actly the same procedure as at present, 

8555. Inasmuch as because or the except that the Finance Member's veto 
special responsibility of the Governor- is not .operative. Could you tell me~ that 
General, you said that it was ~tecessary it can do any harm, or that it. car, lead 
that the Financial Adviser to the Gov- to any clash between the M1Ftary and 
ernor-General should have accesb to and the Finanee Member's Department f--In 
be in full knowledge of what hapiJens effect, if the Finance Minister h:t·l no 
in the Finance Department of the control. In other words to usc th"lt ex
Government of India from day to day, pression that his veto was not operative. 
do you not thlnk that the representative If the Finance Minister had no control 
of the Finance Minister who l1as got to over the financial operations '\\ ithin the 
look after the expenditure and face the Defence Department, then it -;vould be 
Legislature regarding new ta.."'t:ation, .at some arrang('ment such as I myself havtt 
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~een describing. The' difference between 
us really only lies in the qt..estion 
whether the Finance Minister will have 
any control over . the detailed fin.;~.ncial 
operations of the Defence Department. 
'!'here might be the fullest consultation 
and the fullest means of gaining informa
tion on both sides, from day to day, but 
the question is only one of C')ntrol. 

8560. I will put iL from the other point 
of view : Even in order to enable the 
Governor-General effectively to dccidq 
questions of difference of opinion between 
the Finance Department and the Mili
tary Department, it is necessary . that 
there should be somebody who would 
bring those things to the knowledge of 
the Governor-General and I .;;hould have 
thought in fairness to the Governor
General in order to enable hlDl 
to deal fairly with a question of 
difference, it may be necessary to hav(! 
the Finance Department in full possession 
of the facts, so that he may put up his 
point of view to the Governor-General 
effectively and fully 7-I dare say, when 
the Constitution develops, 5ome ·working 
arrangement might very easily be artived 
at under which. full information would 
reach the Goveinor-General. At the 
moment, I was only on the point of safe
guarding the position, that as the De
fence Department is reserved, its tinan
. cial operations would not he under· the 
control of the Finance · Minister. Sub
ject to that, I would agree that it would 
be of the greatest benefit if som~ arrange
ment could be arrived at for the fu.Hest 
liaison on both sides. 

8561. May I put now this view in one 
que~tion : That if the present poli~y of 
haVIng a Finance Department representll
tivca in the Military Secretariat is re
tained with this exception, that thl're 
need not be a veto of the Finance De
partment member and expenditure is in
curred as at present, · but II1at it i~ 
necessary that an officer of the Fimmce 
Department should be in daily touch witt 
what is going on on the 1\filitarv e:iuc 
in the l\Iilitarv Secretariat in the 
Finant'.'f' line, woJild you agree with that 7 
-I would rather leave that to be worked 
out wh('n the Constitution i~ in WllrkinO" 
?rder. I can see tha~ unless tlHl po~!tio~ 
1s. worke? out a httle rarefully, therP 
m1ght anse a good deal or friction on 
the subject. 

8562. Do you. not think that that £ric .. 
tion is likely to be best a~oidcd if the 
position was cleared up from the .start 
rather than count upon the ,position de..: 
veloping with the. goodwill c.f the Mili
tary Department, whoever may be t11ere ~ 
-I, personally, do not think I could coni
mit myself to any arrangement of that 
kind in advance .. I do not thiuk i't would 
be safe. · 

8563. I do not know whether 'the 
Secretary of State would like to add any
thing ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Sir :Mal
colm has very accurately ex:pre:;sed my 
own view" as well. I agree with every-. 
thing that he has said as to the advant..
age .both to the Fiz}.an~e Depm.-txmmt and 
to the Defence Department in hav:ing a. 
very close liaison. I am, however, in· 
clined to the view that you will get a 
closer. liaison and you will get better re
lations in the long run if you do Jenve 
it to people's common sense. I am afruid 
myself that any attempt . to give it 
statutory form at the commencement of 
the Constitution would probably create 
an impression-! dare say, a wronO" im-. ~ 

pressiOn-but would, none the:: le;:;s, create 
an impression that there was a divisio::1. 
of responsibility. My own view is .that. 
if that impression was created,. it really 
would · make friction, · rather than· · :co
operation. Whilst, therefore, I Clo not 

·at all wish to dissent from the vi<::w that 
Sir Purshotamdas has· expresser! as to the· 
need for close co-operation, I could not 
go so far ·as he seems to go in l"aYinP" 
that one can dot the i's and crof's th~ t~ 
of the method of that co-oper~tion in tlie. 
Constitution Act. . · 

Sir Pu._rshotamdas . Thakurdas. J 1.fy 
L?rd C~auman, ~ will leaye this point 
with th1s expression of opinion nn my 
behalf, that this is the minimum which 
the public ill India woulcl expect, as 
far as the Reserved Dep11rtmPnB are 
concerned, and I will simply lea\'e it at 
that. 

l ~ir Akbar Hyda,·i. 
8564. ~at would be the position of 

the .Auditor-General with re~ard to this 
Defence, and now far would hls audit 
reports, and so forth, be available to the 
Finanl3e Minister 7 To a ~ertaiu extent.~ 
could not these provide somethinoo of the 
liaison which is · required, alth;ugl1 it 
would be e:i · post facto, but still · i~ 



~ould indicate how far the l}udgct:uy communications from those various De
provisions were being really and truly partments, I cannot make a. statt!ment 
earried out in· the actual· .expenditure f as to when the Report wlll be pub
-(Sir Malcolm . Hailey.) I think we lished, or, indeed as to whether it will 
might contemplate t~t the · · Autlitor- be published. 'Vhat I can- say is. 
General would occupy in -rcgartl to the that I feel sure I shall be in a posi.tion 
Reserved Departments the "'ame position at the end of the Summer Recess to 
as with regard to other Departments, but make a statement on both those points. 
in India, of course, his audit as Sir Akbar 8566. A statement which will go on 
has said, is ez pos~ facto. It is, in . the record here, I take it, anll will, 
other words, a kind of po:~t fJW·rtem therefore, be available to the public !
operation. The point on whieh Sir Pur· Yes. 
shotamdB;s was insisting w~s tllat. th~rc 8567. In a. previous occasion I have rth 
should ue . ~ome day to. day watchmg . ferred to the · fact that. Land 
of the operations o~ t_he Fmancre Depart- Revenue in India being based for . the 
men~ the appropnation report ~d the settlement made between 1920 and 1028 
Aud1tor-Gen.era;I's r~port woul<l hrmg any upon the higher prices of commodities, 
matters occurnng m t:he Resernd D~- Jnay require or may justify the conces
partments t~ the no~1ce of t~e public sions in Land Revenue. Towarcls the 
and the Legxslature, but ~on1e t~e afte!. end of my reference in that co!lnection, 
There w?ul~ be no que~t10u of pre-at~.d1t 1 said this : "I do not kn•:>w whether 
or queshonmg of sanctionsy or the l~e~. Sir Malcolm . Hailey with his vust 
·.Sir Purshotamdas Thakurda.~.] May I uperience will differ from me, but I 
~ay ·this, my Lord Chairinan, that Sir want to put it forward,· when \VC are 
Akbar Hydari's suggestion · regarding considering the four leading features 
Audit serving" the same purposA. is a :which have been considered by the Sec
little irrelevi:u:1t. Wh~t is wan tell is day · retary of State." I wonder whether Sir 
to day touch, as it. goes on, and not . a Malcolm could tell me· whether he ~grees 
posl mortem over. the accounts, a year generally with what I said there l-(Sir 
or six months later. · Malcolm Hailey.) The consideration that 

Sir .Akbar . Hyd~ri.] What I . had in Sir Purshotam?as Tha~das bas JlUt 
mind· was that the audit, might be so f?rward . applies,_ of c9ura;, to Pro
arranged that it might not be once m vmces m which there ~Js . not . a 
· · th b t th It · ht be permanent settlement, becatbe m th'f1se · s1x mon s, u e resu s m1g · th · 1 1· f L d n · 

C • t d f ..._ th t '"l Provmces e re a 10n o an ~evcnuc 
ommun1ca e rom. lllOn o mon~ 1. t' th · tal t th a1 t" f the o e ren s or o e v ua 10n o 

Sir Purshotamdas Thak·,.trdas. produce on which Land Revenue is 
assessed in other Provincfls h113 1·cn.llv 

• 8565. ·r am sure Sir - Akbar · llydari ceased to exist. In the Provinces in 
appreciates exactly the significance of which· there is what is called a tern
that I am· asking for, and I think I porary settlement, there are· ~cttlements 
may · pass· on to · the next · one. Sir some of which are thirty, and thirty
Samuel, regarding the tribunal as to five years old ; they werE, thcn:fvre, 
whose report you said· this morning yoU: effected at a range of prices which, very 

. would communicate sometliiflg to the ·roughly, may be taken as approximately 
Committee some time in October, may near · the prices which have resuaed 
I inquire if it is your intantion to from the Depression, but there are mnny 
publi"sh the Report simultaneo~tsly then settlements which have been affected at 
to the public 7-(Sir Samue~ IIoare.) I a later date and some, in p:n·tiCJJ.lar, 
would prefer not' to make a· final :m!m·er which have heen concluded in the period 
to Sir Purshotamdas to-dav. There between the War and 1928-29. There has 
is .. no · secret about -th.~ • positiun. undoubtedly been a great difficulty in 
The position is this~ The Trib- the· payment of Land ReveUUP: owing 
nnal has made its Report and at present to the fall in prices, and that has been 
a number of Departments he1·~ are. con- reflected in the fact that eertain Pro
cerned in· the Report, and so also is the vinees have had to· make heavy remis~ 
Government of India concerned in the sions of· Land Revenue. In the United 
~eport; Until I ·have got the ' final Provinces the remission of Land llevenue 
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has amounted annually to over a crore 
of rupees. There have been heavy re
ll~issions in oth~r Provinces als2. I only 
g1ve that as typ1cal. Now the expectation 
that the Provinces would be able for the 
most part to balance their Budgets this 
~·ear, is based on thP. reductions of Land 

· Hevenue, to which I have referred, and 
takes account of them. It is, I think, 
however, clear that if a period of low 

· prices continues, some of the settlements, 
c~ncluded in the y~ars of high prices, 
w1ll have to be rev!Sed ; that is to say, 
we shall either have to have temporary 
nd hoc reductions of Land Revenue, or 
actually revise the settlements, and to 
that extent, the Finances of the Pro-

. vinces will be affected in the future. I
·might say that I think that is one of the 
factors which will have to be taken into 
account · by the Inquiry of which the 
Secretary of State spoke. The ft!quiry 
would only, of course, deal with the re
sults of this proce83, because the policy 
must remain in the hands of the Local 
Government, but it would deal with the 
results of this process on the finances of 
the ProYinces in the future. · 

85G8. Secretary of State, I now wish 
to refer you to a stHt<>ment which you 
luwe made that thet·e is still opportunity 
. for economies to be carried out in certain 
JiPltt~ of admini.;;trati<m in India. 1\Iay 
I ask if you would expand on this,· and 
'tPII ll!" ir. ,which Departments, either 
'fran~ff'rrPrt 0 or Reserved, you expect 
this, and approximately, if you will 
kiudly give us an idea of the extent that 
~·ou expect ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
would prefer not to giV'e details, and I 
would prefe~ not to state, even roughly, 
'vhat I think the extent of those 
t~conomies might be. As soon n.s I start 
giving details, I then do really involve 
myself in the Budget responsibilities of 
the Provinces, and of the Centre. As 
soon as I deal with the extent of the field 
of the C(•onomies, then I may be restrict
!llg .the field of economy, although I ·do 
not intend to do so. Sir Purshotamdas 
muf;t take it from me that I did not 
mnke this statement without having cer
tain ideas in my mind. I do not say 
that the field of economy, after all the 
economi<'R that have been made both by 
tl1e Crntre anJ by the Provinces, is an 
unlimited one, but I d0 believe, from the 
informatiorr at .my. disposal, that there 

LlOGRO 

is still an. opp~rt~itY: of further economy 
and partlCnlarly m ti.le Provinces. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 
8560. May- I ask o11~'· ques.tion, is this 

part of the reduction · of salaries for 
future >entrants to the Services Y-Yes. I 
have got other directions in my mind as 
wel.l. What I am very anxious to ·do is 
to unpress upon the Provinces, even afte:J 
the great sacrifices they have made that 
they must once again look into 'their 
Budgets to see whether there is not an 
opportunity of fUrther economy. I · d'O 
not :want ~he Provinees to go on with 
the nnpress10n that the time for making 
th~e efforts is past, and that they are 
gomg to set their finamces right by 
getting grants from the Fedel"al Centre. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 

8570~ I appreciate. the reason advanced 
b~ the Secr~tary of State as to why he 
will . not go mto the details of this but 
I w1sh to . ask this question from' this 
particular point of view, namely, is there 
an~ roo~ ~or further economy in the 
n~t10n-bmldmg Departments in the Pro
vmces, such as Medical, Sanitation 
vd . ' r.. ucahon, and such social Services about 
which I see even in the Simon Commis
si?n Report they say. that the proportion 
of amounts spent m the Provinces on 
these social Service~ is much .-too small 
as· compat·ed wit~ th~ amounts spent on 
Departments ·whiCh d0 not bring it in 
re~i~f fo the taxpAyer, such as the 
l\Iihtary Department:'! of the Government 
of India, for instance ?~I would not like 
t? give an answer to a question of that 
kind. I think it is e~sentially a question 
t~at must be answered Province by .Pro
vmce. . I am fully aware of the fact that 
there IS a great need for expenditure 
upon social Services in India · at the 
same time, I would not like to 'give an _ 
answer that ~mplied that even accepting 
that assumptwn, there was not still an 
oppo!tunity for. saving unnecessary. ex-
pendi~ure upon this or that detaiL · · . 

8571 I will leave it at that and -I 
will not ask any more ·question~ about 
it. Now, regarding . the cut in the pay 
and the partial restoration of i:t till now 
I understood you to say yesterday U: 
reply to a question from Sir Reginald 
Craddock that you-please correct me if 
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1 run wrong-hut the impression I got as 
[ heard y_ou yesterday was that you 

.looked upon that as a first charge upon 
either any . surplu·.. or' on any further 

· margin that may be realised in the Pro
vincial Budgets. I wish to as~ in the 
first instance, whether you can enlighten 
me regarding any other country which 

. since 1929 l1as made a cut in the pay of 
· :its . Services, and has restored a part of 

. it till now 7-I do not know whether there 
- is a case, or whether there is not ; I have 
· had to take the India.'l. case upon its own 

merits, and there I lli1ve felt that in the 
·specia) ·conditions of Service in India, 
. these cuts must be regarded as emer~ 
_gency ents. Indeed, when I introduced 
the. two Bills in the House of Commons, 

·.I stated that , fact, .. ru1d said that they 
would be removed at the earliest oppor
tunity. I stand by that statement, 
particularly for this n~ason : I have the 

. very strong view that if Provincial 
..Autonomy is. to sta1·r . in a satisfactory 
atmosphere, WA must avoid any feeling 
i>f resentment and di.<>.eontent amongst the 

.. Services ·upon whose backs a great deal 
of the burden 'will fall in starting the 
i'litial stages · of tht.l new Reforms. On 
that account, I think that it would be 
much ruol"t" satisfactory that the cuts 
should be restored, and that there should 
be no ·ground for :my feeling of resent
ment, 'Yhen· Provincial Autonomy is 
.actually.,.. Rtarted. Tl1at is my p~ition. 
:I flo not say tha.t it is a law of the 
Medes and Persians that this or that item 
in the Budget has to be dealt with in a 
'particular· . way b(•fore Constitutional 
-changes take place, . but I do say that 
by far the best and fa1· the wisest course 
in the interests of th€ Provinces them
t~elves, would be to restore the cuts before 
the ~hange is made. 

8572. I agree with the Secretary of 
. State fully that a crmtented Service .is 
· the greatest asset to » State, but where 

there has to be emergency taxation and 
countervailing em~rgency cuts, should 
they not both have · simultaneous con
sideration for relief, or should one have 
a preference over t:b.e other, and further, 
should it he necessary to raise taxation 
in order . to introduce the Reforms, 
'Would it not be said that the interest of 
the taxpayer has Leen held to be 
secondary by a far greater . degree over 
the intere;;ts of the Services ?-It is 

always difficult m the matter of the 
restoration of cuts to know where to 
bt>gin. 'Ve shall have, no doubt, just 
the same kind of problem here, but there 
never has been any doubt upon this 
question in India or here, so far as the 
Services are concerned. 'tV e have always 
stated that we do t·egard this as the 
first charge to be removed • 

8573. Would· I he correct ill1 inferring 
from what you have said, that it· would 
be regarded as such, even though taxa
tion may have to be increased in India 
from the present level Y-I hope that is 
not going to be the case. I am em
boldened to say that from the 'fact 
that I believe it will be possible to 
~estore these .. cuts, and that it .will be 
poc;sible to start Provincial Autonomy. 

8574. Without additional taiation f
y es, ihat is _my hope . 

Dr. B. R.' .A.mbedkar. 

8575. My Lord Cl1airman, may I just 
· intervene for a moment for the purpose 
of asking for information, not for rais
ing any eontroverRy. The Committee 
knows that there is a certain amount of 
difference of opiniun on the expression 
" existing and actrning rights." The 
Civil Service takes one view ; the I .. aw 
Officers of the Crow11 take another view, 
and I believe this CummiCee will have 
to give some sort of opinion upon that 
subject before the clause is drafted. I 
find e.'{actly the same expression " exist
ing and aceming rlghts " used in the 
South African Consti1ution of 1909, and 
I won-der whether it would not be 
possible for your Lordship and the Sec
retary of State to oMaim the Memoran
·dum from the Dominions Office to find 
out exactly how that clause has been 
ncted upon, .anrl interpreted by the 
South African Gover11ment f-I will cer
tainly look into that suggestion. In any 
case, it is a question which we must 
deal v.rith when we come to the Services. 
It is not quite the same question though 
that Sir Purshotamdacs put to us. 

8576. No ; that i~ why I saiil I did 
not want to raise any controversy. I am 
simply P.sking for information as to 
.:whether that would not be possible as a 
sort of comparative view 7-:-Yes. 
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Sir Purslwtamdas Thakurdas. 

857 7. Lord HarJinge yesterday 
referred to a statement in which I said 
that the present conditions are so 
had. that the tlnances of the Government, 
hoth Central and Provincial in India, are 
·in a comparativdy critical condition. 
The Secretary of State said in reply 
when Ldrd Hardinge said he was in
~lined, in general, to ~ooree with this, 
that he would not g-o so far as to agree 
to thil', and that he pointed to the fact 
that the credit of India stood high at 
t lte moment. I wish to put it to the 
l-5l'crctary of State tLis way : In order 
that the credit of India should continue 
to be at the point at which it is at the 
moment, either world trade must improve 
very soon . or gold exports from India 
must continue. Would the Secretary. of 
State agree with that 7-Yes,~ I think I 
should. · 

8578. Therefore, under any one of these · 
two contingencies we should. have good 
luck, but as we are framing _this con
stitution~ as far as the finances of it are 
concerned, on a comparatively con
ser>ative basis auo from a eonservatiV'e 
point of view, may I ask whether, should 
eitl1er of these not prevail, it would not 
be necessary to economise to the greatest 
extent in every possjble avenue of ex
penditure incurred, Federation or no 
}~ederation, reforms or no reforms 7-I 
think it might be, and it was because I 
had that fear in my mind-a very Te
mote fear, but at the ·same time a fear 
one must take into account-that I 
used the words I did use about the 
necessity of our read.justing ourselves to 
a new position if things did not go 
better. 

8579. In that case, a suggestion of the 
nature, that Lord Hardinge put up, 
namely, putting up salt duty or any 
other taxation, would be a matter which 
would be, comparatively speaking, im
possible of any seriou·s consideration f- · 
It is so difficult to say what oould or 
could not be considered when one does 
not know the situation, but if Sir Pur
shotamdas means that ·if the state of 
the worl.d gets worse taxation will be
come more difficult, I agree with him. 

8580. No, Sir. I said this : If world 
trade does not improve so much or as 
well as you are counting upon, or the 

LlOGRO 

gold export of. India does ·not continue 
for the period whiCh ··will · intervene be
tween the world ·trade improvement and 
now (I am not thinking of when condi
tions get worse) ·then it would be a :most 
difficult proposition. I ani thinking o:t 
a slower recovery -tlwui the ·orie you ex
pect 7-Yes, I would! cettainly agree (ex
eept for .the .question of the match' tax 
that we . have discussed in the past, a::~ 
you know) that, in conditions of that 
kind, it will be more and more · difficult 
to impose new or additional taxation .. 

8581., In fact,· ·it would c~me to .this~ 
Secretary of State, that no country since 
1929 that I know of has thought of in.· 
creasing taxation. The complaint and 
the cry all round hav.e been for de
creasing ·taxation and until. world ·trade 
comes back to something that: may l~ 
regarded as normal, or until the grower 
of raw material in India gets a much 
higher 1>rice for his commodities· than 
he has been getting during the la.St :two 
or three years, the increase of taxation 
in India may be said to be almost out 
of the question 7-I am afraid taxation 
here has gone up· substantially since 1928. 
29. · I do not, suggest that that is an 
example that other countries shout& every. 
"where .. follow, but .it shows the great 
danger of my giving a general answer to 
a question of that kind. 

8582. I sympathise with any country 
that has its taxation rfi:ised, but the 
point is that tne- taxable capacity of the 
people of India as ·compared with. the 
people here is quite a different proposi
tion, and whilst I sympathise with you, 
I submit there is no parallel between 
these two conditions f-I would rather not 
get into general answers to· questions bf 
that kind'. _ . · 

8583. No ; but you would agree that: 
unless world trade improves, . the ques-
tion of any increased taxation would ·not: 
be a serious proposition 1-I said just 
now, and I think I had better stick to 
the l~swer I gave, that I think the 
problem of increased taxation woum ·'J::e ... 
come more and mote difficult. 

8584. I want to ask. one or two general 
questions regarding the military part. 
Before I pass on, when the Secretary of 
State mentioned about the match tax, 
about which he said I 'knew, we discussed 
the possibilities o£ that tax last year ; 

s~ 
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but I am sure he· will ~"Tee that it does I will real] to. you one sentence at the 
not in the present circumstances in· any end : The actual expenditure on the 
'!Nay~ connote my approval, or in fact it Royal Air Force in 1913-14 was 41,000 
does not. connote any approval on my rupees ; in 1921-22 it was R3. 1,3-1,29,000, 
part, of additional taxation for the in 1922-23 it was a crore and 41 lakhs. 
~ea.Sons which I have just now discussed This is the sentence with which the Inch
:with you f-....:.1 fully accept Sir Pursh~ cape Committee end that paragraph : 
tamdas's view. • I only tnentioned it for ·" Since the potentialities of the Air 
this 'reason. I was expressing neither Force in India are only no-w being 
:support for it ·nor opposition to it, but proved, and there is a po·ssibility that 
it was one of· the possible taxes that the extended use of the Air Force might 
was considered at the conference: result in economies in expenditure on 

. ·. 8585. So was tobacco tax · considered. ground troops, we make no recommen
To that extent we ·did discuss it. The dations." In fact, from the year 1921-22 
military . expenditure of India' to-day (that is the latest figure), the Royal Air 
is . abou~ 46} crores ; it may be correctly Force was the one item wwe the Inch
stated as 461: crores, plus the los's on cape Committee left even an increase 
strategic railways and the frontier watch of eight lak.hs without any criticism. I 
and ward expenditure which ·is not in- wish to ask whether the Government of 
eluded in these two items, bringing the India have examined this· possibility of 
whole t~ing n:p to something like 52 the extended use of the. Air Force re
(lrores 7-Y es ; but Sir Purshotamdas will suiting hi economies in expenrlii.ture on 
110. doubt keep in mind the fact that ~ound troops at all now 7-1 am glad 
so far as I know the upkeep of strategic · S1r Purshotamdas has raised a question 
railways 'and the administration of ar in which I personally have been very 
frontier are nowhere chargedl to Defence much interested for a great many years. 
expenditure in any other country in the I have always made the argument that 
world .. · For instance, if he will take the in certain conditions the use of the Air 
xeturns that are annually sent in to ·the Force was an economy. Certainly that 
League- of Nations of the defence expendi- argument has been borne out in our ex
, ture of all the great countries of the perience in India. It lUts been possible 
world I do not think he will find that to reduce a number of units in India 
items of that kindJ are ever included. and in particular it has been possible to 

reduce the numlier of units upon the 
8586. Were they not included before Frontier owing to the substitution of the 

a certain period in · a Government of Air Force. I have not got the :figures 
India budget ! I ask for information; with me to-day, but there have been 

.I mn not quite sure '?-I am not sure quite a number of units reduced, and 
about the Government of India budget. without tying inyself down to a precise 
My · point was . rather this : I gathered statement that this ·or that unit reduc
f.rom his questions that he was suggesting tion was directly due to the Air Force, 
these items ought . to be added to. the I can state generally that, without the 
..defence expenditure in India. I could. substitution of the Air Force in the 
not agree with that suggestion for the Frontier districts,. the reductions that 
reason that I have just statecl. So ·far have taken place in Indian defence would 
as I know, they are included in no other not have been possible upon the scale 
military budget in the world. upon which they have been possible. 

~ 8587. That is why I asked whether- in 8589. Would it be too much if I sug-
the · Government of India budget they · 
were included or. not. My impression gested that we may have. a note on this, 
~ (but I am speaking from a very hazy at your convenience, circulated to the 
memory) that for a certain period back Committee ?-Yes, I will see what we 
they were . included. in the Government can do. The qi.fficulty, as I. sayt. is de
of India bnd!!et ?-I do not khow about finitely to state that this or !h!lt par.· 

~ ticular reduction is due to the mcrease 
that.. We will .look . into that. · in the Air Force. What I think I could 
. 8588. May I refer to ·the Inchcape do · is,_ -I · think. I could give the Com

Committee Report Of 1922-23, where mittee a· note on the· reductions that have 
~der the Head of Defence, on page 43, taken place . over a term of years in the 
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Army in India and also a note stating 
the increase in the Air Force and mem
bers of the Committee and the Delegates 
must then draw their own conclusions 
from those figures. 

Mr. M. B. Jayaker. 

8590. Is the Secretary of State"s 
answer dependent on the assumption that 
bombing from the air continues ?-Yes, 
it is. 

Sir Abdu-r Rahim. 

8591. May I make another suggestion, 
Secretary of State, that, if you oould 
give us figures as regards the number of 
raids from the Frontier tribes- during the 
last 10 or 15 years, in the Assembly a 
Committee had to go into that and from 
the figures it appeared that there has 
bc£'n a considerable decline owing to the 
new policy that has been adopted with 
regard to the Frontier tribes. I think 
it is called peaceful penetration and also 
a civilising policy. I think the figures 
might be available and I think they 
might be of some u'se to us in consi,der
ing the needs of military expenditure in 
connection with the Frontier '/-I should 
be rather sorry if this Committee went 
into details of that kind. If you come 
to Frontier raids, it is very difficult to 
SllY what is a raid and what is not, 
Rnd whether a decline in the number of 
raids in a particular area is due to the 
building of roads, or whether it is due 
to the use of air power, or whether it 
i~ due to this, that, or the other cause. 
I would have thought that information 
ef that kind was ~eally not necessary .to 
11s hl're who are considering the bigO'er 
•onstitutional issues. o 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

8592. Is it not a fact that there has 
been a considerable reduction in tl}.e 
Military expenditure at Aden since the 
.Air Force was increased there '/~That is 
Fo, but, with all my great affection for 
the Air Force, I must not be drawn here 
Into a controversy with the other lfilitary 

:Authorities, and, on that account I have 
· sRid I am readv to give the numbers of 
units both in the Army and in the Air 

'Force, and to let everv Member draw 
llis own conclusions fro~ those numbers. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas. 

. 8593. May I ref¢r you to the same; 
Committee report, page 58, where . at the_ 
er.d they have this paragraph whi~h . with 
your permission, my Lord, . I prop~se ·to 
rPad : ·" We do. not, however, consider 
tl1at the Government of India should be 
setisfied with a Military budget _of Rs. 57 
CI'ores, and. we recommend that ·a, close.· 
watch be. kept on· the details . of Military; 
expenditure with the object o1: '~~i.ngi.ni: 
t~-bout a progressive reduction in. the 
future. _ Should a. J:urther · .fali;.." in' price~. 
t:l.ke. pl~~e, we. consider that 1t· JDa.Y be. 
possible, after a f~w year~, t.o reduce the 
Military "budget. to· . .a sum .not··~xc~edlpg; 
Hs. 50 crores, although the· Comm.an<Ier
iu-Chief does not. subscribe. to • 'this 
opinion. Even · this is more;_ in .:our 
opmwn, than _the taxpayer in ··'India 
should be called . upon to· . pay, . an_d; 
tho?gh revenue may .increase, through' a 
revival pf trade, there would, we . thiri'k; 
still be no justification for not keeping . ~ 
strict eye on Military expenditure· WitH 'a 
view to its further reduction.'' The fall 
in prices the· Committee had in mind was 
not anything like the fall in prices which 
has actually taken place between 1922 
and 1931, and- I wish to put it to the 
SEcretary of State whether lie does not 
tl1ink that · even on the conservative 
opinion of the Incheape ·Committee in 
UJis connection a much lower Military 
expenditure to-day is called· for than the 
461 crores, not to add on the other· two 
it('ms which were passed last March f.-· 
~ir Purshotamdas is. really asking a 
great deal of the Military ·Authorities 
in .India. Here tlle Committee, of which 
I think he is a distinguished Member-:-

. 8504. I was a Member '1-·-held oU:t 
ns their ideal a Military budget of . 50 
crores. Our budget to-day in spite of' 
all the difficulties with which we have 
been faced is 46 crores. I think that 
is a very great achievement, and, i! 
M embeci of the Committee · and the 
DeJ~gates will look at the· percent~e of 
tl ~-' reduction, namely, from 57 t() 46 
(nores, I am sure, as I said the other 

· day, there is no other country in· the 
world that can point to so gTeat a t>er
Cf•ntlige reduction as lhat. Furthe-r than. 
that, whilst I am anxi011!=! to keep· down 
tl.e expenditure to the lowest leg-itimate 
minimum we have to remember this, that 
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the ~eeds :of Indian Defence are absolute 
and not relative, and that the worst 
possible policy in the · worlq would be to 
have ~ the appearance of a system of 
defence in India upon which, presumably, 
you would be $pending quite a lot of 
money, and that that system of Defence 
would · be ineffective. I should have 
thought that this great reduction from 
C7 to 46 crores in this very short space·. 
o!' time points to the great care with 
"'hich both the Military and the Civil 
.Authorities. have approached this ques
tion,. and illustrates their determination 
to. make every conceivable economy that 
they legitimately can. · . • 

8595. I · am afraid Sir Samuel Hoare 
has rather overlooked the very important 
point which I included in my question, 
:namely, the fall in prices. I was a. mem
bt::r of that Committee. Unfortunately 
Lord Inchcape is no more. If he were 
a.Jlve: (he was Chairman of the Com
m:ttee) I could have produced from him 
a letter saying that the fall in prices to 
which he refers there was no more than 
1().' or 15 points. No one then foresaw 
that there would be a fall in prices to 
the extent of over 100, and when there 
has been· a. fall in pl'ices ·of over 33 per 
eent. of the basis on which this para
graph is written, the result is not only 
one upon which one cannot congratulate 
1.he Military Authorities, or anyone else 
in India, but it is one which leaves the 
public in India with a very sore griev
ance: 7-I believe if you and your Com
m: ttee had been told in the year in 
which you were sitting that the Military 
Budg-et could· be got down to 46 crores 
in.1933-34, ·even with all the fall in ·prices 
to which we have been subjected, you 

.'Would have thrown your hats up in the 
.air, and wou~d have been delighted. · 

8596. It· is not a matter of such great 
delight I will refer Sir Samuel to-· the 

·'Papers of the Retrenchment Committee 
which ·are· in two boxes in the · Home 

·Department of the Government of India, 
they are not aoo~sible to me or any 

·non-official but they would be accessible 
·t;. h;m.- In th,. fl~m draft he will :find 
the fi!:rore mentioned was that over 
·which he thinks I wouM have thrown 
my ha.t in the air. Nothing- of the 
sort. It was subseouentlv :Sltered and 
another figure added. You indicated 

both in Sir Malcolm Hailey's l'Iemo'r
andUlll, and in your speech, the idea, 
of _ appointing a. Committee in order 
to consider in detail the allocation be
tween the ·Provinces and the Centre of 
Revenue and expenditure. I take it that 
Committee will be appointed by you Y
I think so, but I am open to suggestions 
about it. That is my present view. 

8597. I have no suggestion to make 
except to ask. whether you would attach 
a:-~ much importance to representation 
from · Provinces or representation from 
men' who are interested neither in Pro
vinces nor in the Central Government 

· at the moment, and still who are not 
back numbers in the sense of beinao 
rl•tired, and not being in touch with 
affairs in India. It must be somebody 
who can weigh the scales . evenly between 
the Centre and the Provinces, and who 
will command the confidence of the 
people ?-I think certainly, without be
ing precise as to the- constitution of the 
Committee, it should be an impartial 
bndy and an impartial body to which the 
Provinces could make their representa
tions. I think also it should be quite 
a small body, and I should hope it 
would be a body which, having most 
of the data readily available, should 
not tak:P. a very long time. 

8598. I only wanted to indicate one 
or two considerations which struck tne 
a.<; being -very important to be borne 
in mind in connection with this Com
mittee. I a~ee with the other require
mmts mentioned bv the Secretarv of 
Etate. The ReserVe Bank Conilltittee 
Report and the Railway Board Report 
are not available for us to-day, there
f!lre I shall not ask any questions about 
tltem. There is one question I should 
like to ask, because it is a question 
which is constitutional and not purely 
financial. You have said that the 
Reserve Bank should be free from poli
tJ('al influence. I wish to ask whether 
you remember that in the . Financial 
Safeg'Uards Committee Report of the 
Third Round Table Conference, para
g'l'aph 4, page 37, the actual word 
used' is " that efforts should be made 
t'1 create, on sure foundations and free 
from an?J political influence ''-the word 
•' anY '' there does not mean merely 
political influence~ and' the significance 
of the worn "any , is political influence 
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both in India and in England. Would 
~ou agree with that f-Yes. 

8599. I particularly stress this because 
I find · there is a tendency rather to 
overlook the word " any'' and only to 
think of political influence in India. 
Would you consider that something be
yond that was intended and indicated in 
the draft Report 7-We intended in the 
Committee, and I contemplate now, 
that the Reserve Bank should be free, 
f>O far as we can make it of any 
political influence. ' · 

8600. On both sides of the seas f-On 
bqjh sides of the seas. 

Sir Pur.'l110tamdas Thakurdas.] I had · 
a fe,v questions to ask regarding the 
(l<:ht position of India, but I find Major 
A ttlee has dealt with that question so 
a_dmirahlv that I will not take up any 
time of the Committee in dealin(J' with 
thenL 0 

Mr. Ill. R .. Jayaker. 

8601. The present position about the 
Army <>stimates is that they are dealt 
with by the Governor General in Council 
which means he has the benefit of con
sultation with thrt>e Indian Members ?
Yes. 

8602. And according to the proposals 
made in the White Paper, I find no con
stitutional position which gives such an 
opportunitv of consulting Indian opinion 
in the new Constitution on Armv Cflti
Dlates. excepting- that vou refpr to the 
lnstn1ment of Instructions, pointing out 
U1e desirability of the . two branches of 
the Government ·working in harmonv Y-
Yrs. · 

8603. But in that connection, having 
regard to the great importance of the 
question. how does the proposalt appeal to 
you which Sir Tej Bahadur Sapnt and 
myself made in our Memorandum which 
'"'e submittetl for vour P-onsideJ•ation at 
1he end of the Third Ronntl Table Con
ference of appointing as nn Army 1\fem
hPr a non-official Indian, the Viceroy to 
l1ayc the widest choice in that tlonnec
tion, and the Army Member to be solely 
responsible to the ViceToy, nnd the 
Viceroy's view in no way tol ht! affected, 
n~r hi~ freedom to be in any way miui
nnsed ? How does that proposal nppeal 
to you ?-I have always felt that it is 
better to leave the choice entirely free. 

I know the arguments thn.t can be ~sed 
upon both sides but I came lo tbe v1cw, 
and so also did a good many' othet l\f em-. 
hers at the- last · Round Tahle Con
ference come to the same. view, that we 
should leave the choice <'"f the , Viceroy 
completely free as to his own advise:r,-s 
and his own staff. · 

8604. Have you considered this possi
bility ·that ·in the new Legislatui·e. there 
will be a numbet of men·-I nm.uot say
ing Indians because there may be non~ 
Indians too, especially those who come 
from the States-who will b:tve con
fiiderable experience of th~ mansg,·ement 
of the Army ; therefore if yon had the 
provision which we hact iu mind you • 
would . be providing_ the Vicer~y with 
an expert person who hn~: cons1dcrable . 
experience of managing the Army, and 
who will serve as a nexus between the 
Legislature. and this Rescrvell ·Depart-'. 
ment' of the Army 7-That may be s?,, 
but at the same time I do fl'el that it Jl$. 

much the best to leave the Vic~m·y 'vith : 
a completely free hand. 

· 8605. \Vould you g~. to the ·extent of. 
stating in the Instrument of Ins true-
tions .a predilection for ~~lecting a non ... 
official f-..,.No ; I do not think 1 sho:uld. 
I have argued this question at some 
length in the past, and I have not 
changed my view, namely, that !n a re
sponsibility of this kind covermg De
fence- it is essential that the .~an who 
is responsible should have a f1·ee and un
restricted choice. 

8606. I was asking this ques,;ion, be
cause your answer No. 66:-t.t which· you 
ooave some days ·ago ·~xpresr:;cd senti
~ents with which we Indians co1npletely 
agree, namely, that yon a.re lookinr- ft•l'
ward to an arrangement when a greater 
and greater attempt will be macle to 
draw the Legislature into a po~ition of 
good will and undeestanding with regard 
to the Army Department. Do· you re
member those answers which you ~.ave 7 
-Yes. 

8607. Do not you think that if that 
is \he Indian view it is more likely . to 
be achieved, and more speedily to be 
achieved, if. you had any such ar.rnngt~· 
mel}.t as we proposed to you '-I t.h~nk 
my;:;elf that arrangements bf that kmd 
must grow up as a matter of usn<.te,. and 
that to try and make them cxplic~t in 
an Aet of Parliament would he unwise, 
anq might very ·well lead to .friction 
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'ra~her tiia:h co~operation.· ·When I give 
. this answer to Mr. Jayaker upon this 
.. particular point it does ,not mean that 
. I am in any way modifying the answers 
. t~at I .ga\--e the other day based upon 
. my ~esire to see the closest co-operD.tion 
possible between the two sides of Gov
ernment~ I really beli~!ve myself that 

·you ·will get be.tter co-operation if you 
· leave the Viceroy's choice free than if 
you attempted to restrict it in some 

:way that might vm:Y. well create, 1·ightly 
o: _wro~ly, su~piClons here, or sus

. piclons m certrun quarters, and would 
tie :the Viceroy's hands. · · 

. 8608. I will ·not press the question 
.f~;rrthe_r. But now max. I ask your 
attentwn to a -few questions eonnected 
r~vith. the ~.eserve Bank, and let me say 
. if you thmk those questions !trise out 
of dE>tails which had b~tter . he ton

. sidered after a Report is presented, you 
rneed. not answer. them. I nrn asking 
t them. because I am not sure at wha.t 
stage the Report will come before t.his 

. Committee, or whether I ;;hall he here 
·on that occasion. What I want to ask 
·your attention to is paooe 17 of the 
I:p.troduction, paragraph o :l2. That 
pa.ragraph says that the '' ResP.ne 
Bank, free from political influence, will 
have been set up by Indian le~islation, 
a;td be. already successfully "perating ~'. 
~~?W .what are the tests by which you 
will Judge that the Reserve Bank will 
be. success!ully operating f I am asking 
this question because in the case of an 
ordinary bank· the test would oi·jiinariJy 

. be the balance sheets, the deposit:~ and 
reserves, and so on. Ex hypothesi, these 
·cannot be the test with regard to n 
Reserv~. Bank, so what will be t~c test 

· hy which you will judge that the 
·~eserve Bank which you have in vit'w 
·.m par~graph 32 ·is already succes3fully 
opcratmg f-I would prefer to deal with 

·these questions as a whole; II Mr. 
•Jayaker would agree, I think that would 
be the best course. If Mr. Jayaker is 
~ot here when · we discuss these ques
tions, I would send him a full answer 

(upon a.point of that kind. 
·. ~Ir. M. R. Jayaker.] Then your 
:answer would be the same nn the four 
·contlitions in paragraph 32. 
; . Sir . Puinhota~do.s Thakurdas.] ·will 
M~·. Jayaker mmd if I just ~ay this, 
that the Reserve Bank Committee Re

·port does not deal with this question at 

·all.· It .is a. matter as to how His 
,Majesty's Government will judg•J '·;he
ther it is successfully operating or n0t • 
I just wanted to bring that ont . 

Witness.] I am quite aware of that 
fact. At the same time, I think it is 
very much a part of the question, and I 
would have preferred a much more con
centrated discussion upon it, if we can 
have it. . · .. 

Mr. 111. R. Jayaker. 

8609. I leave it entirely to the Secrtt
tary· of State. If you think it is better 
that these questions should he answe~d 

· nfter the Report is out, I will not press 
it. Then the same will apply, I sup
pose, to the last five lines of paragraph 
32, namely, the Budgetary position being 
assured and short tenn debts. I hnd a 
few questions to put, but if yo11 think 
they should be reserved, I will not pres'! 
them 7-I do not know what you think, 
my Lord Chairman. I think it would be 
better really, to take all tM:::e Reserve 
Bank questions together. 

8610. Very well. Then I will not ask 
these questions, my . Lord Chah"lllan. 
Then Proposal 147, at page 76 : " The 
trustee status of existing India sterling 
loans will be maintained and will be ex
tended to future sterli1~g · Federal 
loans". May I know what will be the 
procedure as regards the raising of 
sterling loans in future. Will thev be 
1·aised by the Secretary of State o; nn 
agent of the Government of India, like 
the. High. Commissioner, or some sueh 
functionary f-Mr. Jayaker remembers 
that that is a question that we have 
discussed a good deal in the past, and 
upon which there are two definite 
o.pinions, one opinion being that India, 
anyhow in the early years of the Consti. 
tution, is more .likely . to get cheaper 
rates of money if no ehange is made in 
the name :under which the loans are 
raised_;, the. other. being, that when a 
·responsible Government is set up in 
In~ia, it would be inappropriute and 
almost impossible _for the Secretary of 
Stl'lte to continue to give his name to 
the _raising of. the loans. Upon the 
~vhole, th~ expert view turns in the 
(Ji~ection of the second :-~lter!J.!ltive, 
namely, that it wquld be difficult after 
the. Constitution is .actually set up for 
the. Secretary of State to go on raising 
loans in his name in London. But it 
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is a diffi.cult question, and it is a. question 
.upon which my advisers and I would 
welcome the views of our colleagues in 
the Committee and in the Delegation. 

8611. But will that condition apply if 
India were to raise loans elsewhert3 than 
in tl1e British Isles f·-I think it would 

. apply still more. It would strengthen 
very much the second alternatiye course, 
namely, that the Secretary of StRte 
would find it 'Very difficult to take any 

. kind of responsibility for l0ana of that 
sort.· 

Sir Purskotamdas Thakurdas. 

8612. 1\Iay I ask a question arisin~ out 
.of that f....a..Does the Secretary of State 
·think that it would be inconvenient to 
leave his matter to be decided by the 
Federal Government when the question 
arises and the necessity arise3, or does 
he propose to make a statutory provision 

·about this in the Bill ,_I think lllyself 
we shall have to make a statutory pro
vision. 

8613. That India can raise no loan 
outside, except as a trustee security 
here !--No, I was thiukin~ of the other 
point, as to the form in which the loans 
are raised, whether in the name of the 
Secretary of State, or whether in the . 
name of the Federal Government. 
Obviously, in a question of thut kin~] 
the Treasury and His :Ma.ieHty's Gov
ernment here are very much interested. 
There certainly would have to be a 
statutory provision, so far as I under
stand the position now, in th•) Act stat
ing what is to be the future after the 
initiation of the Constituticln. 

· 8614. Would it not do to leave it per
missible to the Secretary of State to 
put his signature to the loan he1·e, if "the 
Feileral Government are agreeable· to it,. 
or must Inilia be committed now .for 
whatever the period of the Reforms he ? 
-It i;;; very diffi~ult. Surely, Sir Pur-

.shotnmJas will Ree the difficultv at once. 

.It t8 verv difficult for the Set;retarv of 

.State to ·dve his name to a fuLnre loan 
for loan for which he is not respom;ible. 

8615. I fully see that, and that is why 
.I am asking, need it be made compulsory 
. on the future loans of India in the 
London market that thev mu.,t be i~sued 
through the Secretary of State and not 
ilirect by the Federal Government, · if 
they think :fit to do the · latter 7-:My 

argumE>nt is all tending to show that I 
agree with · Sir Purshotamdas 's vi_ew, 
namely, that I do see grave difficulties 
in the way of the Secretary of State 
giving his name in the future to any 
loan for which it is not. responsible. 

Chairman.] I am nry sorry to have 
to press the :Meeting, but the posit~on 
·is· that the Secretary of· State will h_ave 
to leave the Chair at half-past four, and 
at ·quarter-past four I intend to- turn, 
at any rate, for a few minutes, to .a~
·other 'matter, which I mu.st deal ~ith 
before we rise. to-night. ·. 

.. 
:Marquess of Reading. 

8616. :May I just say one word ab?ut 
that only. The Secretary of State's 
view just expressed as to the secynd 
alternative, is not intended by him to 
be :final, I understand ?-No.· ·Beca_!l_se 
it is not :final, I ask the :Members of _the 
·Committee and the Delegates to think 
over what is a very difficult question. 

Sir Ptt·rshotamda.<J Thakurdas.j I v;n
tured to interrupt only because I ·f~lt 
that, as far as we are concerned, this 
was about the last 'qpportunity we 
should have to express our views or_ to 
get the Secretary of State's · intenti9ns 
before the Bill wa.:~ proceeded wi~h. 
'I'hHt was my only reason for asking. 

:Mr. M. R. J ayaker. · 

8fil7. Then in Proposal 39, at page 
·-16, you require the pre-vious assent of 
the Governor-General to any legislation 
dE>aling with coinage and exchange,_ 
.Yes. 

8fil8. You remember, Sir Samuel, t_hat 
this eonilition . was agreed to, if at all, 
at a stage of the Round Table Con
fer('n<!C, When it was COllf'idered t)lat 
some temporary arrangements sho~_ld 

.be made pending the foundation of _the 
Rec:;erve Bank, and one of those tem
pora~· arrangements to which some p_art ' 
of the Indian opinion was agreed was, 

·pepding the foundation of the Rese~·ve 
Br,nk, legislation dealing with coin~ge 
and ex~hange would require the prior 

.assent of the Viceroy. Do you remem
ber that stage, Sir Samuel ?-Yes,- I 
rem em her the stage . 

· 8619. Having regard to the fact that 
yon have now made the foundation- (}f 
the ·Reserve Bank as a precedent cpn
dition to the coming in of Federation, 
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.and having further regard to the fc~.ct 
ihat under Proposal 119, at page 69, 
thE." vetoing power. is in the Goverl!Ol'
General and also His Majesty the King, 
do you think there is any nec,essity for 
r(lquiring the previous sanction of the 
Governor-General for legislation ·arfll
ing with coinage and current exchange 7 
-Yes, I think it is necessary to have thi.:~ 
power. Mr. Jayaker reminds me of the 
previous discussions on the subject, and 
that we had SQm& quite long discussions 
npon this particular point. The J!re
vious sanction. is necessary, in my view, 

. mainly to avoid speculation and a gt:eat 
slump in the exchange or a great ·b~om 
in the exchange, as the· result of a Bill 
being introduced. · 
· 8620. But will not the same disturb
·ance in the money market result from 
even a resolution moved in the Central 
Gove~ent a.ffecting the ratio 7.:..-I 
_would have thought not. I would h!lve 
thought a Bill would h·ave been ta\cen 
much more seriously than a Priv_atc 
'Member's Resolution. · 

~621. You do not . ' think that the 
power of -yetoing would be enough for 
an practical purposes 7-· No; we have 
always attached a great deal of , im
portance to this power in the intere.:;ts 
of financial stability. . 

8622. Then the last question I w.i~>h 
to ask thE> Secretary of State is with 
refereuce to the reply which he gave 
:to Sir J oscph N all as 1·egards the fis~al 
convention. I suppose the Secr(ltary of 

· State referred to what is known in the 
-Indian Legislature as a convention 
which arises out of the following fact3 : 
·That when the Governor-General in 
Coul'leil and the LegislatUl'e ue agreed, 
the Secretary of State does not inter
fere. Is that what . the -Secreta;ry i.)f 
State had in view f-Yes. My answer 
to Sir Joseph Nail meant that the prac
ti{!e w.ill continue under which the 
British Government do not intervene in 
fis<'al questions in India. Obvious~y, 
!Imler the new Constitution, what is now 
a eonvention might have to take a more 
precise form. I fully realise the ne«;cs
sity of that possibility. As to the pre
cise form that it would take, I suggest 
that we should consider it when we 
come to deal in. rather greater de!a.il 
with these fiscal questions. 

8623. What I was wanting to know 
was : Under the ne1V Constitution the 

Constitutional position will be very 
different f-The Constitutional posiiion 
obviously will be different, because . 
there will be a responsible Government, 
yes. 

:Mr. N. ]f. Joshi. 

8624. May I ask one or two questions, 
my Lord Chairman f Secretary · of 
State, ·you know that there are some 
subjects of concurrent jurisdiction, :ind, 
as regards those subjects, the respon
sibility lies both upon the Federal Gov
ernment and the Provincial Govcrn
mE'nts. ·I want to ask you whether as 
regar·ds these subjects of concurrent 
jurisdiction, subventions ~rom the 
Fi!ileral Government to the Provincial 
Governments will not be found to be 
necE'S3ary, and sometimes a very suit
able method of' adjustment between the 
powers of the Federal Government and 
the Prc.vincial Governments 7-Will you 
gi,·e me an instance, Mr. Joshi 7 . 

8625. I . will give you an · instance. 
Labour Welfare is a subject of concur
rent jurisdiction 7-Yes. 

8626. As regards that subject, the 
responsibility for finding money is a 
responsibility both of the Provincial 
GoYernments and· of the Federal Gov
ernment. In a case of this kind ,V]n 
nnt thf' Federal Government have a 
right to give a subvention to the Pro
vincial Governments if the Provincial 
Gowrnments undertake duties which 
th•J Ji'rderal Government should have 
themselves undertaken 1-Yes ; there is 
nothing at all in the proposals to pre
nnt that. 

8627. Subventions could hP given by 
thP F(•deral Government to Provincial 
Governments on such subjects ?-If . 
tli"'Y wish to do so. 

8628. Now I want to a~k you !lne 
fjuestion about the Public Aooounts 
Committee. I do ·not see ar~y refere1H~.e 
in th«" 'Vhite Pap(lr to the Public Ac
connts Committee. I want to know 
whether you propose to provide _for· 
tl•at in the Con~titution when you con
f;i\l"r the details of the Constitution 7-
No. W c purposPly do !lot make provi
sion in the Constitution for any com
mittee of the Legislature. We feel that 
we really should be trespassing npon 
the privilegE's and the powers of the 
Legislature in bringing questions of 
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that kind into an Act of Parliament. 
The Legislatru·e will be free to set up 
uny Committee~ that it wishes to set 
up. I should · personally be very mu~h 
surprised if they did not continue to 
set up a Public Accounts CommitteQ.. 

8629. May I ask you one further ques
tion on this point ? Under the pres~mt 
Constitution the Public Accounts Com
mittee also considers. the report of the 
Auditor-General on what are called the 
Reserved Subjects, such as Defelice. 
Will . the Public Accounts CQmmittee 
appointed by the future Legislatpre 
have a right to consider the 1·eprn·t of 
the Auditor-General on the Reserved 
Subjects ?-I do not see myself 'YhY 
the Public Accounts Committee should 
not have an opportunity of consideri;1g 
the aeunmts. It would ·consider them 
ptm·l~· and only in. an aJvisoyy capa
city. 

8630. As regards the position of t!J,e 
.A uditor-GE>neral I want to ask a qq~s
tion. Under the present Constitution, 
tlH' Auditor-General in India hn.s no 
control over the accounts in Great 
Dritain, and the accounts in G~c_:tt 
Britnin nre audited by a scp.nrate 
Auditor-General. I want to know what 
you propose to do in the future CQnsti
tution : Whether the Auditor-Gcm•ral 
in India will have control .wer the ac
counts both in India and in Great 
Britain f-I have not mvself con<jidr.>l*ed 
tlJnt point. I will thjnk about it, and 
,~omnmnieate wiHJ Mr. Joshi perhaps 
fmth~r ahout it ~ater on. 

8631. 1\fay I ask one question more 
about the Political Departmtnt whi<·h 
dc>nls 'vith the Indian fitate-3 1 Ao; the 
It>sponsibility for dealito.g 1vith the 
Indian State;; will hereafter Le hans
ferred to the Vicer()y and not. to -the 
Gov('l·nor-General at th<: heaJ or the 
Federal Government, will the finai1ccs 
for maintaining the Politi~nl Depart
ment be found either by the Rtates or 
by the Crown, or will they fail upon the 
Fedel'al Government f-We !lave al
ways assumed that they will fall upon 
the Federal Government. They were !>ne 
<,f t!1e inevj_table charges 11p0'1 the 
Government of India, .wd we have al
ways felt that the right <J(•m·se was 
that they should be a non-votable item 
in the Federal budget. -

8632. l\f y question is this, See.retary 
elf: State. I quite realise thllt the ;t~m 

is a non-votablll on~, but the itl3m of 
expenditure will have notl.Jing to 4o 
vrith the . Constitution - itself. '!'P.e 
Viceroy, not as the head of the Fed~t:al 
(Jovernment, but as the . rei·resen.ta~h·~ 
of the Crown, will have rela.ti.-"~ltS w:ith. 
the States. Up to this ti!ne the case'' 
has been different •. The. Govert!or· 
General in Council was t.he he:td of the. 
Government of India, and be had de~
ir,gs ·with the Indian States,. but here
after the Vice1·oy, as the .):ep~·csentntive. 
of the British Crown , and not as head 
of the Federal G.tYernment, will have.:. 
rdations with · the States. I therefore 
want to !mow whether there is no change 
in the position and, in consequence of 
the change, the financial burdens ought 
not to be 'transfert:Pd now ?~No ; we 
still feel that that is a legitimate charge. 
upon the F.cderal budget. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

8633. I would like to ask on&. question · 
about the statement made by Sir Akbar 
Hydari on the application of paragraph; 
141. Y<;u said yeslerday, Secretary of 
State, in making your brief observa
tions on that sta1A%ent that you were. 
glad that the Stak~ had accepted, at 
a ce-rtain point, to bear. the burden of 
the Pcderal Government ?-Yes. 

8634. What I would like to know ia 
this___:_you can give .. the answer now, 
or, if you like to refer to . it late~: 
I have no objection-whether you agre~ 
that the stage whi<lh bas been described 
by Sir Akbar Hyclari is the stage at 
which the States should begin to bear 
the burden of the Federation Y He has, 
as you lmow, desllribed certain stage~ 
through which the Federal finance must 
go b(•fore the State!': could he called 
upon to bear their share ?-Yes. 

Sir Akba1· Hydari. 

8635. A'dditional burden ?-There are 
rc>_a,lly three burdens. There was first of 
nll 'the burden of indirect taxation that 
they · undertake from the start ; secondly, 
there was the burden of the Corpora~ 
tion Tax, or the equivalent of the Cor
poration Tax that they undertake after 
a defiuite term of JNlrs ; and, thirdly,. 
there was the surtaJr that they undertake 
in the e\•ent of an emergency. · 
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Dr. B. R • .Ambedkar. 

8636. I thought he laid down certain 
conditions f-He lai{l down ,certain con
ditions-:-Sir Akbar will correct me if 
I am wrong.:_for th~ third of these bur
. d~ns, namely, the surtax. . 
· 8637. 1 wanted to know whether you 

agree .·that those · were the appropriate 
eonditions under which the Federation 
Will r~Jsolvc.> to sureh~:~rge f-I. think so. 
I do n:ot want to tie myself down to the 
exact words, but I think, generally, that 
seems to me to be· a fair basis of an 

. :\n·angenient. 
8638. The next question I want to put; 

to you, ·arising out of· that,· is this : 
that if that position ·· is maintained pr 
even the position as it is under proposal 
141 is maintained, would it not be the 
fact that the Federation will have to 
•at-ry on its :finances entirely on the . 
basi!:J, of indirect taxrtion '/-Not entirely 
on the basis of indirect taxation. 
• 8639. To ·a very large extent f-N~t 
entirely on the bmd!'l of indirect taxa-4 
tion. Obviously, to a large extent. 
Indirect · taxation will then, as it does 
n~w, play a very prominent part in 
the Indian revenue. 

8640. What· I want to put to you is 
this, Sir Samuel Hoare,· that it will be 
more so under the Federation than it is 
now, for the simple. reason that the 
British Indians w.mld not consent to 
direct taxation,. because the States will 
:not consent, and, consequently both of 
· them would rather go in for indirect taxa

tion to 'be . borneo by both apart, rather 
than agree to direct taxation. which 
would be home by British India alone. 
From that point of view indirect taxa
tion would be more and · more forced 
npon them than i~ now the case '1-
From the other JiOint of view, I can 
imagine thl' States very often on the 
l'lide of the less indirect taxation. 

8641. That is because they do not have 
their finger in ·the J)i(~ now. Would it 
be the same. thin:r afterwards when, if 
they are opposed to indirect taxation 
they have to bear tha brunt of the taxa
tion f-Dr. Ambedkar will also remem
ber in tl1is triangle of forces that the 
Provinces will have ar. interest in direct 
taxation, as they havf' a share in it. 

8642. Y f>s, that may be so, but the 
Province also will see that the Federa-

tion is not entirely a charge on Indian 
Revenue raised in British-India. It is 
a pure matter of speculation, but I want. 
to pay attention to what would be the 
drift of the finance under the Federa
tion. If I may say so, the Federation 
would entirely ha\e to build a tariff 
wall round itself in ol'der l.o carry on 7-
Dr. Ambedkar says it is a subject of 
speculation. I am inclined to agree 
with ·him, but I am uot inclined, having 
assumed it is a suhject of speculation, 
then to prophesy cxa<,tly what is going 
to happen . 

· 8643. I wiU · leave it at that. The 
:riext question I woulJ like to ask of Sir 
Samuel Hoare arising out of U1e same 
proposal, 141, is this : You said that the 
States will contribnte an ·equivalent 
amount to the Fed-Jral Revenues on a 
sum to be assessed o:1 a prescribed basis. 
Of conrse, you have explained this morn
ing bow the wo1·d " 11rescribed " is used, 
and I am not going to ask you any 
questions upon that, but what I would 
like to ask you is tJ1is. Js there any 
provision made in tht: 'Vhite Paper to 
see that the sum assessed on this pres
cribed basis, which becomes payable by 
a particular State, will be ultimately paid 
to the ]'ederation 11-It would then mean 
a default would it not, on the part of 
a State 7 · 

8644. Yes, supposing the State does not 
pay. I am assuming only one case now, 
for the moment 7-The Viceroy then, I 
assume, could intervene. 

8645. The Viceroy, as you know, is 
outside the Federal Constitution 1-lf 
DJ•. AmLedkar will look at parRo<>Taph 
129, he will see there : " The Governor
General will he empowered in his dis
cretion to issne general instructions to 
the Government of any State-Member of 
the Federation for the purpose of ensur
ing that the Federal obligations of that 
State are £1uly fulfilled." 

8646. Yes. ·what I want to say is 
this. Paragraph 129, if I may make 
the distinction, only gives the Governor
General the power to .give a direction. 
It does not give th Governor-General 
the power to take remedial measures, if 
the direetions are not obeved 7-The Act 

. nowherP provides cxnlicit sanctions in 
situations of that kind either for the 
Provinces or for the 8tates. 
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8647. For the Provi.."l.ces it does, 
LecausP the Governor has a special 
re;;;pon-.:ibility to see that the orders -of 
the Governor-General are carried out 
and obeyed, and to that extent he will 
be directlv unde!' t.he control of the 
Governor-General, aud so provision does 
there exist, so far as the relations 
between the Provin<'<''> and the Centre 
are. concerned, that his orders will be 
carried out ?-I thlnk there is just the 
same sanc;tion, is there not, with the 
Governor-General and the .States .. 

8648. No, if I may say so, as you ex
plainerl on the Memorandum on the 
Instrument of Instructions if he dis
obeyed, the Governor could be recalled 
'!'here' is no such provision in the rela
tions bctw('en the States and the Centre 7 
-In ea<~h case the responsibility is the 
responsibility of the Governor-General at 
his disc1·etion, that is to say, subject to 
his instructions from here. 

JJr. ..Ambedka.r.] Hut my point is that 
just as tbe Governor would be subject to 
the power of the Governor-General with 
respect to the administration of the Pro
vince, the ruler of a. State is not subject 
to the directions of the Governor-General 
beyond, I suppose, the administration of 
such matters which appertain to the 
Federation ; that is with the Viceroy. 

l\Ir. Zafrulla Khan. 

8649. ,y· ould not the paramountcy 
powt>n: apply '-That is exactly what I 
was going to say. There is in the States 
the field of paramountcy. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

8650. But, as yot~ said, the para
mountcy will be assigned to the Viceroy, 
and not to the Governor-General ?-Yes; 
but nevertheless th~ result will be the 
same. 

l\Ir. Zafnllla Khan.] The Governor
General will formally make a request to 
the Viceroy and the Viceroy will there-
.upon act. · · 
· ·Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] May I ask 
anotller question arising out of the same. 
There is another aspect of it. It is 
hssum!.'o that the States that would be 
liabie to mnke this · contribution would 
be solvent .. at' the' time . when the con
tribution is called for.- Is there any pro
\-ision · in the White Paper to see that 

the Governor-General whose :fuiances 
would, to some C}..-tent, be dependent 
npon these contributions coming from the 
Indian States, P.as power to see that 
these contributories will be solvent on the 
days · when the contributions fall que. 

Rao Bahadur Sir Kishnama Chari.] 
·what is the ,provision with regard to the 
Provinces Y Is there any such provision 
with regard to the Provinces 7 . , 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] Yea, the 
Governor can . certify that a certain 
amount is due to the Federation- and 
shall be paid,- and it will be paid. 

Mr. Zafro.Zla Khan.] May I recall a 
suggestion I made during the preliminary 
discussions here f.hat the Vicero:y might 
ask the States who are units· of the 

· Federation to submit 'for his inform&-
tion every audited copies Gf their 
accounts. 

• 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

~651. There is one more point, and I 
think the Secretary of State may give 
a combined answer. If you will refer to 
paragraph 146 dealing with. the borrow
ing powers you will see there .it is pro
vided that the Federation may borrow 
upon the· security of Federal revenues. 
The contributions to be made under 
Proposal-141 will be part of the Federal 
revenues which ·will be the security for 
the loans which the Federation will raise. 
Do you think it would sufficiently add 
to the credit of the Federation if pru:t 
of the revenues which the Federation 
can call upon in order to give security 
for the Federal loans are left in this 
uncertain state both as to capacity to 
pay and the willingness to pay _T-I would 
have thought really that the contingency 
Dr. Ambedkar is contemplating 'is a con..: 
tingency that is not yery likely to arise 
often, and that, if it does arise, it is 
not the kind of contingency that is going 
substantially to alter the credit of the 
Federation. After all, these amounts 
tal)en altogether· are very small amounts. 

~652. I do not· knoW' what they would 
be ?-And in the . event of a single 
default-·-

.8653. I· hope they will not be very 
small ,_1 cannot imagine that that would 
make· much difference to . the credit of 
India. - • 
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Sir Akbar Hydari.] Is not the finan· 
c·ial position of the States, through the 
·exercise of paramountcy, in a much better 
.condition than . that of the Provinces 
through the exercise of· the special 
responsibilities of the Governor Y 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] I thought.the 
wtatement made · by Sir Mirza. Ismail 
yesterday ·disclosed a most pathetic state 
of affairs. · · · ' · 

, :Sir • Akbar Hydari.] It was still a 
balanced budget by which 'he cou1d pa-y 

.:up his tribute all ·right. 

. Mr. Zq,fruJ.la Kha11. 

· '8654. My impression was· that the 
Secretary of State was going to tell us 
what would happen if there were a series 
of defaults 'l-I think I would say in the' 
case of one default, to say nothing of a 
series of defaultE!l the Viceroy would have. 
the · power of intervening under his 
powers of paramountcy.· 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] · May I draw 
your attention to Proposal 129. It pro• 
'rides- for it. The Governor-General will 
be empowered. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

8655. There are one or two questions 
I wish' to ask regarding the Provinces. 
It is with reference to Proposal 139 
under which a share of the income-tax 
to be assigned to the Provinces will in 
all probability be reduced to extinction 
during th.e first few years : the fact that 
there is no income-tax to be assigned in 
the first year or two means that the In
dustrial provinces will be paying the 
whofe cost .of the Federation and the 
agricultural Provinces will not be taking 
their fair share. I was hoping that the 
Secretary of State would give some in

. dication that the investigation which i~ 
taking place according to paragraph 57 
will go into the question of the taxable 
eapaeity of the Provinces, and that the 
retention of income-tax by the Centre 
should be based on the taxable capacity 
of the Provinces rather than in the 
method suggested. May I remind you 
that the Percy Report, Section 113, 
recommended taxable capacity as the 
fail'{'st method of emergency contribu
tions, an~ I would suggest if it is the 
fairest method for that it is also the 

fairest method for retention of income
tax from the different Provinces T-We 
have no provision either to arrange for 
that, or· to preclude it. I will take int& 
account what Sir Hubert Carr has said, 
but, offhand, I see a good many diffi
culties in the way of his suggestion, but, 
as I say, there is nothing in the White 
Paper either to say that we shall do it 

, upon ·one basis, or that we shall not do 
it upon one basis. 

8656. I wa:f rather led t~ ask the 
question by the Percy Report, and the 
idea that probably the White Paper pro
posals were following it. That is what 
I had largely in mind. But, taking that 
matter into consideration, would you 
also consider the distribution -of income 
tax, that it should be on a uniform per
centage to the Provinces. · I mean that 
those Provinces which are in deficit it 
is proposed in the Percy Report should 
be eovered by the surpluses of the other 
Provinces. I would suggest that defi~it 
:provinces should ·be assisted from the 
general funds, and not merely from in
come-tax receipts · which, again, react. 
against the industrial Provinces !-There 
again, so far as the White Paper pro
posals are concerned, that field is open, 
and obviously we shall have to consider 
points of that kind before we are pre
cise as to the way in which the arrange
ments should be made. 

8657. Without putting forward many 
other proposals, should this not appeal 
to you, there is· a third which I would 
like you to consider, and that is distri
buting the income-tax according to the 
origin of the tax ?-I should like to 
think about all these proposals. ·What 
I am anxious to avoid is an endless 
wrang-le between one province and an
other, raking up all sorts of trouble, 
and delaying any constitutional ehangM 
for years and years. 

8658. It was only your statement this 
morning that the prescribed basis will ~e 
once for all, that made me hope you Wlll 
give this matter consideration !-Yes. 

8659. I will pass on, if I may, to the 
question of Proposal 137. There it deals 
with a subject which has been mentioned 
before, the jute duty, and it arranges 
that at least 50 per cent. of the net 
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re\·enue from the duty ~;hall be given to 
the l'rovince. That is, it seems to me, 
almo:;t settling that 50 per cent. of the 
duty Hhall always remain with the 
Centre, because, with 10 Provinces out 
of 11 considering the distribution of 
ti.Jat 50 per cent., seeing that 10 out of 
11 will be beneficiaries by keeping it, and 
the eleventh the only loser, it is very 
unlikely that anything more than 50 per 
cent. which is compulsory .. will ever be 
passed over to the producing Provinces. 
I would therefore invite your considera
tion to the proposal that the jute duty 
should be accepted as a Provincial source 
of revenue, half of which may be re
tained by the Centre during this period 
of stringency. I need not go into the 
que!:ltion of the fairness of the claim that 
the jute duty, which is a duty on the 
chief agricultural crop, should accrue 
to the benefit of a Province ?-You can
not generalise upon questions of this kind. 
If you do you then have troubles in other 
Provinces. The very argument that. Sir 
Hubert Carr has used for jute in Bengal, 
I suppose, might be used by Assam for 
petrol and tea, and so it goes on. We 
think we are doing something very sub
l'ltantial for Bengal in the provision that 
we are making for the 50 per cent. of 
the jute duty, and I could not to-day go 
any further than I have gone in what I 
have said about Bengal. 

8660. I do not wish to carry the argu
ment further, but I would not like to 
accept petrol as being on the same b~is 
as an agricultural crop ?-Perhaps tea 
wonlrl hnve been a better analogy. 

8661. Tea I would be glad to accept 
lll'cause that was a war measure and was 
in the list. Turning to another subject, 
may I refer to the question of the 
Peonomy which has been suggested in not 
Rdting up Second Chambers in the Pro
vinces until financial conditions are more 
favourab~e f I think Lord Reading men
tioned it on the 30th of June and put it 
rather on the basis of the · Supreme 
Court. .A...s· you know, many have looked 
upon Second Chambers in the Provinces 
as an ps~ential safeguard in the adminis
h·ation of tl1e Provinces and to postpone 
a 8econd Chamber on account of finance 
clocs not appeal to us, and I would ask 
vou to take into consideration that it 
is more a matter of holding up autonomy 

until the Province can afford a full and 
complete Legislature than to give an 
incomplete Legislature, as we look upon 
it, in order to meet the :financial require
ments. Would you take that into your 
consideration ?-I will take note of what 
Sir Hubert Carr has just said, but I 
hope it will come to that kind of dilemma. 
I hope it will be . possible to set going 
Provincial autonomy and to set it going 
with those effective institutions in •the 
various Provinces. 

Sir Httbert Varr.] There is. only one 
other point, if I may inake it, over that, 
so as not to have my proposals . all on 
one side : I think economy might be 
foW!d ·by reducipg the size of the Legis
latures. For instance, in Bengal I be
lieve from inquiries I have made there 
would be very little objection in . any 
community to reducing ~the Legislature 
from, say,· 250 in the Lower House and 
65 in the Upper House, to 200 in the 
Lower House and 50 in the Upper House. 
No alteration would be made in the com
munal p~'l·centages and it would lead to 
a substantial reduction in expenditure. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 

8662. My Lord, with a view to clearing 
up the misunderstanding that prevails 
in some Provinces in India, after the 
statement of the Secretary of State 
about the finances and the publication 
of· the finance . statement, may I ask 
the Secretary of State : Is it not a fact 
that most of these Provinces have their 
budgets balanced by cutting expenditure· 
to the bone · altogether Y .AU .those Pro
vinces that have now balanced their 
budgets have now done so after cutting 
exp~nditure to the "bone and after ex
ploiting every possible source of revenue T 
-I think they have made very remark
able efforts for economising. I should 
like to pay a tribute to them, but l would 
never like to say that the last wortl has 
been said with any government nnywhere 
in (·he matter of economy. 

8663. May I draw yo)lr attention to 
Section 139 and paragraph:;; 57 nnrl 58 
of the Introduction Y These proposals 
are intended 'to augment the exist.ing 
revenue. of the Provinces with n Yiew 
to setting them on a :firm ·· basis for 
advancing Provincial . autonomy 7-Yes. 
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86d4. May I take the auswcr which 
you have just given to Sir l!url'lhot

-amdas Thakurdas's question to lllt!an it 
·will be possible to introduce. PruV'incial 
·autonomy immediately without fresh tax-
ation 7 Am 1 correct in q uo)ting ~our 
statement Y I noted down here that you 
said it would be possible to intr<;>ducc 
· Provincial autonomy in the Prov incl's 
without fresh taxation Y~If. t::;ir A. P. 
Patro means the introduction of Provin
cial autonomy with the :Jlloeation of 

.revenue set out in paragraph 139, then 
my . answer could not be yes. 

· 8665. My question is this. There is a 
good deal of misunderstanding", in fact 
misrepresentation, prevailing in the Pro
vinces to-day !~Yes. 

8666. It is necessary and <lesirnble to 
clear. up that .atmosphere !-Yea. 

8667. And, for that purpose, 1 want a 
definite answer as to wheth,~r it is pos
sible to introduce Provincial autonomy in 

· the Provinces without augmenting the 
revenue by fresh taxation, having 
Proposal 139 in mind 7-1 have no a~aire 
to make the. initiation of Provincial 
autonomy dependent upon the exaction 
of new taxation, and I hop~tl that it 
:would be possible to introduce Provin
cial autonomy without any fresh taxation. 
That was the answer I gave to Sir Pur
shotamdas Thakurdas just now. When 
you ask me whether here to-day, wiih
out any change in the :finanee in India; 
we could at once introduce Provincial 
autonomy that is a more difficult ques.tion, 
and I could not say either Yes or No to 
& question of that kind. 

. · 8668. In other w~ds, ther~ will not. be 
any delay in introducing Provincial Auto
nomy in the Provinces to begin with, 
after the Report of the Pt·eliminary 
Committee, which you are · goi!lg to 
appoint to investigate the financ!al (·on
dition of the Provinces ,_I hope not, but, 
Sir Annepu nobody on earth can give 
a definite answer here and now to what 
will be the stf\,te of affairs in, say, a 

·year's time. I hope not, and, "'--ith the 
information at present at my dispmml, 
I see no reason why · that should not 
be the case, namely, that· we • should 
be in a position to go ah~nd with 
Provincial autonomy ; but to-day I ean-

not go further in being more explicit than
that. 

· ' Sir Akbar Hydari. 

8699. Will you kindly refe.r t.o l~ro
. posals 122-124, and 18 (e) and 70 (d) ! 

Broadly speaking, these are safe!!llards 
• b 

agamst commercial discrimination in the 
administrative and legislative spheres so 
far as British India is concerned. 
Similarly, Proposals 18 (f) and 70 (e) 
are intended to safeguard the rights· of 
the States. I should like to know whcUicr 
it is intended that the word " xights " 
should be taken in its broad meaning 
and cover their " vital interests." I 
am asking this question because in other 
portions of the same paragraph you huve 
used both the words " rights '' and " in
terests.'' For example, would you agr~e 
that action inconsistent with what I may 
call . a State's fundamental " right to 
live", or prejudicing its enterprise and 
so forth, should be action that the Gov
ernor-General or the Governor, as the 
case may be, could prevent '1-Yes, I 
think I should certainly say Yes to a 
question of that kind. If either the 
Federal Government . or a Provincial 
Government took such action a., to en
danger the economic existencP- of n State, 
to take that particular instance, I think 
then the Governor-General ('ertainly 
should have the right and thfl power 
to intervene. 

13670. Would you kindly refer t•> pt·o
posals 102 and 52 7 This was a question 
which I asked before. You will ~ee thllt 
in Proposal 102 there is I:o provision 
corresponding to Proposal 52 ( l1) ( i). 
Would it not be desirable t., include 
such a provision !-To cover the kind of 
contingency that you have ju~:; des
cribed 'I 

8671. Yes 7-I think Sir Akhar has 
pointed to an omission in the 'Vbite 
Paper and I think there .ought t.~ be a 
paragraph of that kind inclutlPd. 

8672. Will you please refer to Proposal 
117 ' Is it proposed that a body of 
existing British Indian Acts F-honlc1 be 
made federal when Federation is 
started 7 If so, I take it that E>U•\h 
acceding State will be informed of the 
provisions of any State law existing nt 
the time which is considerfJd lJy the 



Crowri to be· in con:tlict-·with: ·the··· pro
visions of any Federal Act··'f . ..L.'rho · p\Jint 
is· new to me, offhand, but· [ think cer• 
tainly there must obviously be· an iuquiry 
at the time of the accession . of a S taLc 

might, perhaps, be•mad~- clearer t-Yes, 
I t}link, generally speak4tg1 , t~at is .so.; 

r,·· •.• .... ' .. ·~ .. , ~ 
· · Mr. · M. R! J ayake'r-: · · • ;,...;,, • • · .:; 

that would go to show whethm; the l:itate 8677 ... 1 did not 'ciep. end upon a qurstion 
laws and the federal laws conform or . . 
not, and the State must .know- elc:i.l'ly . tha~ co~e~ · ~~'- ~~c~~~e. ,_I;· ca~ y~n~JOe 
what is its position as far as its State a question whi~h Wil~ be ~on~Ldf:re~ . by 
Jaws are concerned. the :E:'ederal Court m whiCh an mter-

. pretahon of the Instruments of Acees-
8673. W~l you please. refer to Proposal sion may become necessary Y--l should 

119 7 As It stands, th1s p~rll?rapn ~ug- like to consider a point of that kind. I 
gests that the Federal Legtsl~LU~tl m1ght think that is one of the more tcclmit'al 
~epeal ~r amend the Constihm~n Act points that we must discuss when we 
Itself . With the G?v~rnor-General s con- come . to discuss the question of the 
~Sent, masmuch as 1t 1s an " Act ~r P~:~.r- Federal Court 
liament extending to British India." I • 
take it that is not the intention Y-No ; Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] The White Paper 
that is not the intention, and Sir Akbar cannot take up the position absolutcly 
llydari will see that the positi,>n is snfe- that in no case will the Instrument of 
guarded under paragraph 110. .Accession be governed by the inteq>re~· 

tation of the Federal Court. . 
Marquess of Salisbury. 

8674. The Secretary of Stat(3· wiH 
notice that it is merely a matter of l}raft
ing, but there is an exception whi~h 
might be read to go much fmther than 
is intended : " (except, in the c•ase •lr tho 
last-mentioned Act, in so fnr As that .\ r.t 
; tself provides otherwise) " 7-Yes ; nnd 
what we had in mind by in.sertingo tl1'1.t 
bracket was the kind of caSt! that I 
mentioned the 'other day, m.1.mely, the 
case whether, after a period to be Ent 
out in the Constitution Act, it <>honld 
be permissible to the Feder:U GcwPrn
ment to alter the franchise. That is n 
question that we have got to C!i:•lmss. 
That was the kind of question that we 
had in mind. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

8675. Will you please rcfel." to Prl' . 
posal 153. Whilst it is, of coursn., l'S"lCD· 

tial that Judges of the I!,eder~:l Court 
should enjoy the highest standin~ nnd 
prestige, I take it, that provi:;iou w~ll 
be made so as not to debar the appoint
ment of similar men from the Stat03s ~-
I think that is certainly a point w!uch 
we ought to consider. 

8676. I assume that any matter in
volving the interpretation of an Instru
ment of Accession " or the . determina
tion of any rights, or obligatil)ns arising 
thereunder," is intended to iJe co·r'lred 
hy Proposal 155 ( i). If I am right, this 

Iiao Bahadur Sir Krishnamtl Chari.} 
Sir Akbar Hydari wants the I natrument 
of Accession to be included. 

Witness.] Anyhow, .my genntml answer 
to Sir Akbar is the answer that I h.we 
given. The more detailed an:;wer l will 
reserve for the time when we discuss .the 
Federal Court. 

Sir Akbar Hydari,. 

8678. Now in Proposal 161, the term 
" justiciable " is used. It has been nd
mitted that it is indefinite and its mean
ing is the subject of controver3y. Would 
it not be preferable to omit the wol'd · 
" justiciable " as the matter must be, 
without this· word, of such a ltature 
that it is expedient to oMni.n the 
opinion of the Court upon it 7-I will 
certainly consider the suggestion. Sir 
Akbar will remember that the White 
Paper does not pretend to be a carefully 
drafted Act of Parliament. 

8679. No. There was a great cleal of 
controversy in India about tho word 
"justiciable" with the Indian States. 
With· regard to the retiring sge "C0r the 
Federal Court Judges, 62, I am not Hure 
whether it is on the low side. If it were 
65 years, then you would allow fhre years 
for thQ people who had retired from the 
Provincial Courts Y-I will take Sir 
.Akbar's sugge!'3tion into consid~ration. 

: l .. -;·-. t- . _ ... ! <'. {. 4.., 



Clwlinn.ata. 
8680. Secretary of State, 1 ~:~honld 

like, if I may~ to associate myself with 
the congratulations. a.nd. the thanks which 

you recei-ved from all over the noom this 
morning. I agree with every word that 
was said 7-Thank you· very much, my 
Lord Chairman. 

. ' 
(The Witne~se1 tlf't! directed lo wilhdrfl'w.) 
. 

Ordt>red,' That this Committee· be adjourned to Monday next at 10.30 u'cJoek. 

------
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Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
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The MARQUES~ (\f LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

The Right Hon'ble Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir M . .u.coLM · 
IIAIJ.EY, G.O'.S.I, G.C.I.E., tmd Sir FrNDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I., are further examined as follows : . 

Chairman.] 1\Iy Lords and g-t>utlcmen, 
some of our friends of the Delegation 
have been far afield since we parted two 
months ago, although it only seemg two 
days, and I feel quite certain that you 
would wish me to welcome them again to 
our counsels. 

The proposal for to-day, subject to the 
approval of the Committee, is that th~ 
Secretary of State should give evidence 
on the Services, and I propose to follow 
the arrangement which we pursued o:a 
previous occasions of this kind, awl to 

·ask Lord Salisbury to . commence the 
examination, and thereafter to invite 
:Members of the Committee to examine 

I.IOPRO 

the Secretary of State, and, after that, 
Members of the Delegation. · · · ; 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
. - . 

11,210. The paragraphs with which we/ 
are dealing (the Chairman will correct 
me if I am wrong) arc 176 to 201 and 
119 to 121, the later paragraphs being 
taken first ?-(Sir Samu,el Hoare.) Yes. 
Paragraphs 119 to 121 are a different 
subject, are they not t 

11,211. They are,. but. in. the .pr~
gramme they are all printed together. 
However, you would rather I took them 
quite separately ?-Yes, certainly. I 

A 
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was assuming that we were going to 
discuss the question of, Service 1·ights. 

11,212. Vuy well. I do not propose 
to ask a very great many questions, fvr 
the reason that a good deal of it has 
already been dealt with in our discus
. sions, and probably the Secretnrv d: · 
State would not wish us to go all ·over 
it again, as, for example, paragraph 182, 
which deals with things like uccruing 
rights, and so on., .That has all been 
thoroughly discussed. Of course it is for 
the Committee to say whatever they like, 
but personally . I have no questions to 
put . upon that paragraph, anil others. 
Paragraph 176 involves, does it not, the 
disappearance ·.of _ the . Secretary of 
State's Council 7-It involves the dis
appearance of the Sooretary of State's 
Council in its present oorporate form. 
. 11,~3. Yes, but it is to be replaced 
by ad~isers Y-Yes. . . --
. 11~214. The advisers }-.ave no function 
except advice with one limitation, that 
in respect of appeals -by the Civil 
Service, as_ I understand,· and rules of 
the ·conditions of service, the Secretary· · 
of State will have to get the consent of 
the advisers for. those Y-Yes, that is so. 

11,215. They ·have, as it were, abc:;vlute 
authority in .the rules regulating the 
conditions ·of service,· and with respect 
to .appeals, but in all the rest they have 
nothing to do but to advise.· 1 do not 
want to underrate advice ·for a moment. 
I only want to get it clear Y-Y e&. 

11,216. The disappearance of --the
Secretary of State's Council docs in
volye .a ehange booause (I speak with 
great . diffidence) I understand· the 
p1·esent Council of the Se~reta.ry of 
S~ate ~ave _certain definite powers which 
Will -d1~appear Y~The two main powers 
lll'C with reference to the · revenues of 
India .. The power that they possess is 
a safeguard a~a~nst th~ Sec1·etnry of 
~ta_te, _or th_e Bnbsh Parliament, expJoit
mg the_ revenues of India. . That is the 
first safeguard that they possess. · The 

. se.c~:md_ safeguard is . the oareguarcl to 
":h1ch , you· have already drawn atten
tion, namely, in connection with Service
rights. 
• ·11,211 ... But the Se~ice ~ights power 
1s to ,be continued in another t01m f-
Yes~ · · 

11,218~ ,But what :does disap!)e·tr is the 
~-~-~ tr~h~ o~~r .. fipance f-Ye3, as an in-· 

herent consequence of the changes tltat 
are being proposed under which the 

·Federal Government and the Provincial 
Government would be responsible for 
their own finance within t.h~ terms_ of 
the White Paper. 

11,219. I quite understand. One 
would naturally expect that that wo11ld 
happen. But the Secretary (.If State will 
agree that that does remove one safe
guard about finance which at preseut 
exists Y-It removes a safegmu·d in the 
interests of India ; not a safeguard in 
the interests of the United Kingdom. 

11,220. Certainly ; but the Secretary 
of State would agree that thnt rnnkes 
it all the more necessary tta t the other 
safeguards of finance should be earefully 
drawn ,_1 do not want to oispnte what 
Lord Salisbury is saying, bnt I realJy 
do not quite see the conner.tion between 
the two~ 

11,221. That is probably because I have 
put my question ignorantly. The Secre
tary of State said that the Council had 
authority over the revenues (lf India. 
But have they no authority ov~r the 
expenditure in India '7-Y ~s. 

11,222. They have 7- -Yes. 
Sir _..fusten l!hamberlttin.] May wo get 

clear exactly what their authorit;-r is. '7 • Marquess of Salisbury.] Please. 

Sir Austen ChamberlaiJl. 

11,223. I was under the impres!".ion-I 
may be wholly wrong-that their con
trol was a control over expenditure, but 
not over the raising of revenue-that 
no money can be spent from Indian 
revenues without the u.pprovd of the 
Council of India Y-Sul>:-1tantially that 
is so. 

11,224. But that the eontrol of raising 
of revenue is not necessarily a function 
of the Council of India '7-That is so ; 
and the appropriate clame in the Gov
ernment of India Act b Clause 21 Ect
ting ont those conditions. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury. 

11,225. Quite so. So that now we nre 
going to get rid of the control ovt-r 
expenditure, so far as the Secretary of 
State's Council is crmcerned, it makes 
it all the more necE>~:=saty that th·J o1her 
safeguards against undue expenditure in 
the White Paper .-:;bould be carefully 
drawn because they are the only thiugs 



the people of India. W•.mld have to 1·ely 
npon f-Yes, I think that. i:-; so. 

11,226. I do not want tv press that 
any more. I take thl3 Secretary of State 
to paragraph 183 of the Whit<> . Paper, 
if I may, which prescribes that the 
appointments to the Tndian Civil Ser
vice, the Indian Poliee, an:! tlu~ Eccle
siastical Department l'hould be t>ubjeet 
to the a~1thority of t~1c Secretary of 
f;t.ate ?-Yes. 

11,227. I do not know whether the 
Secretary of State could, qmte shortly, 
tell us what g-rades of the Polic1~ that 
would include ?-I will ask Rir Malcolm 
llailey to deal with a detailed question 
of that kind, if I may. 

11 .• 228. Please f-( Sir .Malcolm 'Hailey.) · 
It will deal with the grades gomg 
down to Superintendtmt of Polic(' and 
.Assistant Superintendent of Police who 
are all Members of the All-India Service. 

Marquess of 1-leaaing. 

11,229. Right down to Rnperintcudcnts 
and .Assistant Superintendents 7-Super"' 
intendents and Assh:ta.nt Su~erintcu
dents of Police. · 

1\farquess of Salisbury. 
11,230. They will nll he, as . it were, 

protected (I do not want to use ai1 in
vidious term) from any undne inter
ference by the responsible Minister Y
The ultimate disciplinary uuthol'ity vdll 
be the Secretary of State. · 
· 11,231. Have you ohser,·e·1 the tliffer
ence of treatment under par;lgraph 186, 
of the Police,· and under paragraph 190, 
which deals with other persons--" of a]J 
persons in the Fedaral and Provinc~ial 
Services other than person~ appointed 
~y the Crown; by the clcct·etat·y of State 
m Council, or by f he · Secret11ry of 
State." Paragraph 190 .I unrtcrl'ltaud 
would include the Dish·ic.~t Magistrates ? 
-No, Sir. . . .' 

11,232. Are the District :Magistrates to 
be appointed by the Secretary of State 7 
-The District Magistrat,~s, if we conti
nue the present arrang,~meuts of the 
Government of India. Act, will be 
scheduled posts which · must be fi1led 
from an .All-India Service under the' 
control of the Secretary of .State. 
· 11,23~. So that that is protected and 

all the1r conditions of ser\'ice are pro
tected f~ Yes. 

J,lf!!lRO 

'. Lord EU'Stace Percy.. - . 

11,234. If I may be pc.ri:ri.ittea to clta.~ 
that up, are not District Magistrac.:ie~ 
now sometimes filled by Provincial · Ser
vice P.ersomlel '/-We ltave men pro
moted from the Provincbl Service into 
listed . posts; in whic!r case fhey .c..ome 
under the control of the Secretary of 
State. There are a numbet• of acting 
appointments and offic:iating appoiut
ments held by Provincial Service officers, 
but the posts of District :Ma.gist:rate as 
such are scheduled :mil it is only for 
short periods that they can be fi1led with:.. 
out the sanction ·of the Secretary· o'f 
State by members of. ·a · Service·· .nb't 
under the control of. the_ Secretary . of 
State. · · 

· Marquess of Zetland: · 

11,235. On that point, migbt I. just 
ask Sir Malcolm Hailey : .Are not theJ:e 
a number of listed posts which ·are· to 
be filled by Provincial Service offic'ers-:' 
posts . of District Maglstrutc, · I :raean·; 
and · in . those cases they ·do . hot · ci:ime 
under the control of the·· Secretary:· of 
State· so far as their conditions of ser";, 
vice are concerned, . do · they: ?-Oun 
cadres contain provision for all District 
Magistrates posts on the cadre of 'the 
In~ian Civil Service or listed· posts 
Whlch .come under. the. control of. the 
Secretary ·of State. There. nTe: riases; 
however, when there are not sllfficferit 
men on the cadre to fill th\3 DistriPt 
Magistrates posts an•l they. are . filled 
in, an. o~c_i!lting or. temporary capacity 
by Pr<;>~cial Servwe officers~ To that 
extent they do not com!!. :under the 
Secretary of ·state. · .. · , ·. 

Sir John Wa;dlaw-lJUln~~ . _· · 

11,236. Does that mean !h.at ~hen they 
become :PelJilan~nt · .appomt~ents;: they 
au~omabcally come under the. Secretary 
of Stat.e,_:_When they fill ·a. listed JIOSt 
they b~com~ part of th~. Indian· Civil 
Servic~ cadre. · : 
.. 11!2j7. Whatever the. origin of. their 
sel'Vlce f-Whatever the origin (Jf their 
service. · 

11,238. Is it the inteniion of the White 
Paper that that system. l'hould· r4ill con
tinue, but that' the cot1trol of the Secre'

'tary of State would depc1Yl tipon : tite 
nature·of the-post· and not upon the sort 
of appointrilenf of a peNon to. fill; that· 

.A2 . 
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post 7--:·:(SirSamuel Hoare.) It is both in 
the· Winte Paper. . . 
. , 11,239.' It will still be' both under the 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

11,24:6. Is not th~t paragmph. 188 
optional and not obligatory 7--0phonal. 

.Whit~ Paper Y~Yes. . -

Mar'}uess of Beading. 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.] It i;; t1ot 
necessar:v that he should come under that 
clause. ·n is ·an optlon. · 

· 11,240~. It is necessary, is it not, to· 
be able to make n.pp_ointmcn.t~ o.f that 
kind from the Provinctal Services m case 
there is any sudden ilemantl. You would 
not have sufficient officerE, pc.r.:haps,. 9:t 
hand to fill theni from tlte Indian C1v1l 
Service or the scheduled lis~~ .. Yo~ m~st 
tak'3 the riien f1·om the Prov1~Hnal Sel'Vlee 
'for the time , being Y-(S.1r Malcolm 
Hailey.) That is so. . · . ' · 

11,241~ That is the :e:lSO'l why Y?U do 
get a numl1er of MagJstrll.tGs appomtcd. 
Th€'re ma.v be <'nses in which there muy 
be an extra demand f-Yes. 
: ll,2A2. Iri the same ~.vay an' officiating 
Magistrate is ·appointeJ. He clo~s not 
fall under the Secretary of State m the 
Iisted·-or scheduled· posU unless from 
that at any time he becomes u pe1m~:me~t 
District Magis,trate. That is the posi
tion 7-That is the position. (Sir 3amuel 
Hoare.) The eases are toverecl by Clause 
188 o:ri page 83 of the White Pa:per. 

· (Sir Malcolm Hal1ey.) That provides 
that,· although not a Membe.r of . the 
Indian· Civil Service, if you have held 
what is ; known as :m · Indian Civil 
Service post you may be gi vcn these 
right~ by the Secretary of State. - . 

· · Marquess of Salisbury. 

i1,243. That gives· .the power to t:be 
Secretary of State to assimiliate the 
position of these temporary gentlemen 3:s 
if they were permanent people f-(Str 
Samue' Hoaf'e.) Yes. 

' · Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Girlney. 
11,244. Do you mean that if -~ Deputy. 

Collector is appointed to the superior 
grade and is made i)erruP.nent in that 
appointment, he comes unllel" the- ·con
trol of the Secretary of Rtate ?-(Sir 
JJiulcolm Hm£ey.) He comE's permanently 
under the control of the Secretary of 
State if he is permanent!/ . admitted to 
a listed P?~t.- · 
- 11,245. Even although he- comes from 
the Provincial Service 7--He is only ~ 
appointed to a listed post with the sanc
tion. of the Secretary of· State. · 

Marquess of Salisbury.] May I just 
refer to a note in the \Vhi.te Paper, cJn 
paragraph 183, at the bottom of page 83 
-I do not quite understand it. Up to 
now, as I understand it--
. Marquess of Reading.] Will you tell 
us which of the notes you are referring 
to 7 

Marque!'ls of Salisbury. 

. 11,247. It is the lower note, l>eginning: 
" Under existing conditions th~ personnel 
required for External Affairs and for 
conducting relations with the States 
belong to a commOI'l . departmflnt-the 
Indian Foreign and Political Depart
ment." That is to be chnnged, as I 
understand by that note and nfter the 
commencement of the Constitution Act, 
the latter, that is the Political. Depart
ment belonging to. the States, will be 
under the Viceroy. On the other hand, 
the personnel ?f the DeJ?artm~nt . of 
External Affairs, that · Is, :F orc1gn 
Affairs, will be unller th(\ Governor
General, who will him-;elf flirect aud 
eontrol that Department. Now I do not 
quite underRtand why foreign affairs n.nd 
personnel are under the Governor
General, and. State affairs and personnel 
are under the Viceroy. Of conrse, they 
are the same · person, but it has n 
different result 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
The reason, Lord Salisbury, is that 
political affairs, namely, the 1·elations 
with the States, are outside the Federa
tion altogether. 

11,24R. They belong to paramountny 7 
-They belong to par:unount,.:y. 

11,249. But extern~ affairs nre re
served 7-They are reserved. I think 
Lord Salisbury will see that this is a 
Constitutional difference rather than a 
difference of substance. External affair~ 
are a Federal sub,ieet th:-~.t is reserved, 
whereas ·political affair:i are not a Fede
ral subject at all. 

11,250. I imagine it is only a f1Uestion 
of drafting really, but that the · Secre
tary of State will re.alise that as the 
words are drafted now, the Governor-
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General would have to Ret in these re
spects by the advice of his 1\Iini.stei'i f.
No ; because it is a reserved subjElct. 

11,251. As long as th:tt is q1.1ite ck&.r, 
it is merely the difference of 1 he dual 
personality of the Governor-Gl1n£.ral 7-
..And a difference of cons~itutionsl orR.ft
ing. It is nothing mo:e than that. In 
both rases the Governor-General (Jr the 
Viceroy will be acting :lt his discn:.tion. 

11,252. Now, I have only one other 
paragraph to call attention tCt on this 
part, and that is paragraph 186. The 
SE>cretary of State h8.s, of course., noticed 
that there has been some discus::;ion ns 
to the ultimate security for the pension 
1·ights of the Civil Service ?-Yes. 

11,253. I think perhaps It W'nld be 
an advantage if he would clear that up 
l1ert• iu the Comntittee. The Pension 
Fund of the Services IS at present a 
mutter absolutelv secUl'ed bv t'Ie S·:erc
tary of State himself, and' by the full 
credit of the British Government '1-No ; 
it is secured upon the revenues of India. 

11,254. But it is in point of fact 
secured at present by lll'itish ~:w.rantee 7 
-No ; there is no Br.iti!';h guarantee. 

11,255. At any rate, 8S a matt'=!r of· 
practice, RS things ~;tand at pre~r.ut it is 
not sug-ges.ted that there ever could be 
n.ny failure to meet the claims upon the 
Fund, short of the bankruptcy of the · 
British Treasury ?-There is no Fund. It 
is a part of the general revenues of 
India. I quite agree with Lord Salisbury 
in no contingency that one could con
template would there be a repudiation of 
that obligation, but the obligation is 
secnred solely and only upon the revenues 
of India. 

L{)rd Ilardinge of Penslturst. 

11,256. 'Vhen you say repudiation do 
you mean repudiation by the Government 
of India or by the Government at home Y 
-I mean by anyone. 

11,257. That is very in¢ortant. Sup
posing there was a deficit in India and 
that they could not pay the pensions 
from the revenues, who would pay them 
then ?-·we have never contemplated the 
possibility of a contingency of that kind,. 
but there is no guarantee . of the British 
Treasury ; there never has been. 

Lord Hardiuge of Penslwrst.] It might 
arise. : · · " · -- · ' 

. 
Marquess of Salisbury. . 

li,258. The Secretary of State will see,· 
the distinction. At present, certain sums 
of money are paid by the Civil Servants 
every year into the Pension Fund. There 
may be no actual Fund but there is what 
is absolutely equivalent to a Fup.d, the 
complete credit of the British Govei'nment. 
behind it, because it is unthinkable ·that 
the mol)ey should be paid in and the 
British Government should say, ".3Ve 
have nothing whatever to do with it. 
That all depends upon the revenues of 
India'' ?-That is exactly the position 
the British Government has always main-
tained. · . 

11,259. Is that the Secretary of State's 
considered answer, that there is no 
greater security in the present system 
than what is involved in the revenues of 
India ?--Technically, that is so. 

Lord Rankeillour. · . ' . 
. 11,260. But the fact that the expendi- · 

ture of India can be controlled· from 
home does· afford· an indirect security, 
does it not ?-And we have always stated 
-indeed, my predeceSsor stated in· the 
House of Commons two or three yea.rS 
ago-that His Majesty's Government will 
not allow a situation to arise in which 
India could repudiate. 

Marquess of SalisbUif'Y• 

11,261. Two or thre 'years ago he said 
that ?-Yes ; I have repeated it. 

11,262. Would you repeat it after the 
White Paper passed into law·Y---Yes ; cer-:, 
tainly. · · . · ·. . . · 

11,263. Of course, I :think· if that.WRB 
the absolutely settled commitment of the 
British Government it would! make a· 
great deal of difference Y-We have,made 
the statement time after time ; I have 
myself repeated it comparatively recently 
in the House of Commons and I re-stated 
it in answers to correspondence. There· 
is no secrecv or hesitation about it. · t . 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,264. May I ask is the Secretary of 
State referring to Lord Peel's Despatch 
of April, 1923 Y-No ; I am referring 
specifically to · 1\Ir. Benn's answer. to .a 
question in the Hous~ of Co~ons. so 
far· as I remember· dunng ·the :discussions. 
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post f-(SirSamuel Hoare.) It is both in 
the· White Paper. . . 

-- 11,239.' It will still be botll. under the 
.Whit~ Paper f.--Yes. . -

liar'}uess of Reading. 

· u,24o~. It is necessary, is it not, to 
be able to make ap~intmcn_t~ o.f that 
kind from the Provinctal Services m case 
there is any sudden ;lema..nd. You would 
not have 'sufficient officere:, pcr:hap~. ~t 
hand to fill theni from the Indian \ilVll 
Service or the seheduled lis~~ ~Yo~ m~st 
. tak~ the men .from the Provt~(nal Sel'Vlte 
for the time · being 7-(S.;.r Mal.colm 
Hailey.) That is so. . · · · 

U,241; That is the !e:l.SO'l why .Y?U do 
get. a number of l\Iagistrn.tP.s appomtcd. 
Th£'re ma.y: be . f:J.Ses in which there mny 
be an extra demand f-Yes. 
: .11,242. Iri the same \vay an I officiating 
:Magistrate is -appointeJ. He dof';s not 
fall under the Secretary of Sbt.te m the 
listed< o:r scheduled • postd unless from 
that at any time he becomes ~1 :peimanen.t 
District Magis.trate~ That IS the posi
tion f-That is the position. (Sir 3am·uel 
Hoare.) The cases are covered hy Clause 
188' Oil· page· 83 of the White Pa:per. 
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) That provides 
that,· although not a Member of . the 
Indian· Civil Service, if yon have held 
what· is : known as :m · Indian Civil 
Service post you may be givt!n these 
rights_ by the Secretary of State. · .. 

··. : Marquess of_ Salisbury. 

11,243. That gives· _the· power to the 
Secretary . of State to assimiliate the 
position of these temporary gentlemen 3;s 
if they were permanent people ?-(Su 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes. · 

\ 

· Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

Sir John Wa·rdlaw-Milne. 

11,246. Is not th~t paragmph. 188 
optional and not obligatory 7--0phonal. 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.] It h uot 
necessary that he should come under tbat 

. clause. It is ·an option. · 
· Marquess of Salisbury.] May I just 

refer to a note in the \Yhite Paper, 0n 
paragraph 183, at the bottom of page 82 
-I do not quite understand it. Up to 
now, as I understand it--
.·· Marquess of Reading.] Will you tell 
'us which of the notes yoa are 1·eferring 
to 7 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

. 11,247. It is the lower note, bcginn1ng : 
11 Under existing conditions ihd personnel 
required for External Affairs and for 
conducting relations with the States 
belong to a commor:~ . department-the 
Indian Foreign and. Political Depart
ment." That is to be chn.nged, as I 
understand by that note nnd after the 
commeneement of the Constitution Act, 
the latter, that is the Political. Depart
ment belonging to. the States, will be 
under the Viceroy .. On the other hand, 
the personnel ?f the DeJ?artm~ut . of 
External Affairs, that · Is, :F ore1gn 
Affairs, will be under the Governor
General, who will him<>el[ f1irect nud 
eontrol that Department. Now I do not 
quite underRtand why foreign affairs nnd 
personnel are under the Governor
General, and State affairs and personnel 
are under the Viceroy. Of conrse, they 

. are the same · person, but it has n. 
different result f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
The reason, Lord Salisbury, is ·that 
political affairs, namely, the J'elations 
with the States, are outside the Federa
tion altogether. 

11,244. Do you mean that if ';; Deputy . 
Collector is appointed to the superior 
grade and is made t>erru?.nent in that 
appointment, he comes untlel" the- COJ?-
trol of the Secretary of State 7-(Sir 
Mulcolm Hnlley.) ·He comes permanently 
under the control of the Secretary of 
State if he is permanent!! . admitted to 
a listed post.· · 

11,24R. They belong to parnmountoy f 
-They belong to parnrnount•.!y. 

- 11,245. E~en . alth:ough he comes from 
the Provincial Se.rvic1e 7--He is only' 
appointed to a listed post with the ~anc
tion. of the Secretary of' State. · 

11,249. But extern.'ll affairs nre re
served ?-They are reserved. I think 
Lord Salisbury will see that this is a 
Constitutional difference rather than a 
difference of substance. External affair:,; 
are a Federal sub,iect th:=tt i!i I'eserved, 
whereas ·political a.ffair:i are not a Fede
ral subject at all. 

11,250. I imagine it is only :t CJuestion 
of drafting really, but that the · Secre
tary of State will r~alise that as the 
words are drafted now, the Governor-
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General would have to Ret i!l these t•e
spects by the ~d~ice of his l\Iinist~_I'S f.
No ; because 1t 1s a reserved subJ~Ct. 

11,251. As long ~ th:tt is quite clc&.r, 
it is merely the difference of the dual 
personality of the Gove~1!or-G~,nual f ;:
And a difference of cons~ttutwns.l ontft.
ing. It is nothing mo:e than that. In 
both <'ases the Governor-General or the 
Viceroy will be acting :1.L his discn.tion. 

11,252. Now, I have only Colle oth~r 
paragraph to call attentiOn tc: on this 
part, and that is paragraph 186. The 
Secretary of State has, of course., noticed 
that there has been some discus::;ion ns 
to the ultimate security for the pension 
1·ights of the Civil Service ?-Yes. 

11,253. I think perhRps It WO'lld be 
an advantage if he would clear that up 
11ere in the Comn1ittee. The Pensi.on 
Fund of the Services IS at present a 
mutter absolutelv secured bv t"'Ie S·~crc
tary of State himself, and· by the fuH 
credit of the British Govl.lrnment ?-No ; 
it is secured upon the :-evenues of India. 

11,254. But it is in point of fact 
secured at present by British ~:utrantee f 
-No ; there is no Hriti~h guarantee. 

11,255. At any rate, 8S a mattl3r of 
practice, as things stand at pr~~r.nt it is 
not suggested that there ever could be 
any failure to meet the claims upon the . 
Fund, short of the bankruptcy of the 
British Treasury ?-There is no Fund. It 
is a patt of the general revenues· of 
India. I quite agree with Lord Salisbury 
in no contingency that one could con
template would there be a repudiation of 
that obligation, but the obligation is 
secnred solely and only upon the revenues 
of India. 

Lord IIardinge of Penshurst. 

11,256. 'Vht>n you say repudiation do 
you nwan repudiation by the Government 
of India or by the Government at home f 
-I mean by anyone. 

11,257. That is very i11'!'1lortant.. Sup
posing- there was a deficit iu India and 
that ~they could not pay the pensions 
from the revenues, who would pay them 
then f-,Ve have never contemplated the 
possibility of a contingency of that kind,. 
but there is no guarantee . of the British 
Treasury ; there never has been. 

Lord Hardinge of Penslwrst.] It might 
arise. . ' '\. 

M~rquess of Salisbury. 

ii,258. The Secretary of ·State will 'see, 
the distinction. At present, certairi sums 
of money are paid by the Civil Servants 
every year into the Pension Fund. There 
may be no actual Fund but there is what 
is absolutely equivalent to a Fup.d, th,e 
complete credit of the British Govetil.ment. 
behind it, because it is unthinkable ·that 
the mo:Q.ey ·should be paid in and the 
British Government should say, 'U!Ve 
have nothing whatever to do with it. 
That all depends upon the revenues of 
India I' ?-That is exactly the position 
the British Government has always main-. 
tained. · · · . 

11,259. Is that the Secretary of State's. 
considered answer, that there is no 
greater security in the present system 
than what is involved in the revenues of 
India !-Technically, that is so. 

Lord Rankeillou.r. 

. 11,260. But the fact th~t th~ expendi
ture of India can be controlled· from 
home does afford· an indirect security, 
does it not ?-And we have always stated 
-indeed, · my predecessor stated. in· the 
House of Commons two or three yearS 
ago-that His Majesty's Government will 
not allow a situation to arise in. which· 
India could repudiate. ' 

Marquess of Salisbwry. 

11,261. Two or thre ·years ~o he said 
that Y-Yes ; I have repeateg. 1t. · . · 

11,262. Would you repeat it, after ~e 
White Paper passed into law·~--Y~s; cer~.~ 
tainly. . . , r \ · · .• · · . 

11,263. Of course, I·thinJ;t·if that __ was 
the absolutely settled comnntment of the, 
British Government it woul.d! make a 
!n'eat deal of difference ?-We have .made 
the statement time after time ; I · have 
myself repeated it comparatively recently 
·in the House of Commons and I re-stated 
it in answers to correspondence. There · 
is no !Secrecy or hesitation about it. 

" Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,264. J\fay I ask is .the S,ecretary of 
State referring to Lord Peel s Despa~ch 
of April, 1923_?-No; I, am refe~mg 
specifically' to Mr. Benn s answer. to _a 
question in. the House of Co~mons. so 
far· as I. remember: during.: tbe ··d1scuss1.on~ 
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1>:f the First Round Table Conference or 
about ·that time, and since accepted ~nd 
repeated by ·me on behalf ·of the· ·present 
(}overnment. · 

11,268. May I interrupt the Secretary 
of State to ask what he means by 
"small "--does he mean small· in 
amount f-Small in amount. 

· · ·MarqUess of Reading. 11,269. It. does not mean small in obli-
11,265. :Uay I ask a question f Does it gat~on f-No; not a bit; I am much· 

not rea!Jy amount to this, that from the . oblige~ to Lo:<I Salisbury for making 
answers which . have been given and the tha~ 1p-terventlon. I regard all these 
~general . discussion· some ·very . indefinite obligations as . equally sacred. When it 
moral obligation is said to rest upon the comes to questions of ~ount-and afur 
British Government f .The British Gov- all o~e has to take mto account tl:e 
ernment has made the statements through questi?n !lf amount-when one considers 
you and I think your predecessor, but the likelihood .of. the obliga~ion~ being 
there has . never yet been any definite met or .~epud1~ted, the obhgation for 
obligati~n. of guai:antee undertaken by the penswns lS a. compara.tive~y small 
the Bnbsh . Government. It has never _one. The much b1gger obhgahons are 
become a charge upon ·British Finances t~e obligations for Defence and the ser
contiilgent or otherwise up to· the pre: VIce of the debt. We feel that we have 
sent. That is the· positlon is it not Y- made p~oposals under the White Paper 
That is so. · · · ' · that will ensure all those obligations 

.· · 11,266. Although it is expected that if being met, . both the greater obligations 
the circumstances ever d.i.dl arise and for the serVI~e of the debt S;Dd .for De.; 
without binding the Government, it fence, ~d still more t~e obhgatwns for 
would be necessary for the British Gov- the servxce of the penSions. 
e.rnment ·to intervene. I think that is Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
the: position, is it not t-I would prefer 
t9 restrict myself specifically to the state- 11;210. Secretary of State, may we for 
ment ~hat I Jllade upon the subject and a moment exclude Defence and confine 
w:hich L can , circulate to the Members ourselves to these pensions and the debt, 
9! the Committee.. which seem to me more analogous to 

· one another than is the Defence ~er-
Marquess of Salisbury. vice. The position in regard to the 

· 11,267~ The Secretary of State does not tdiebt and to the pensions at present, I 
think · tha~ in face of the Constitutional understand, is that they are a charge 
change it would be necessary to sv.pple- upon Indian revenues f-Yes. · 
ment the former guarantees by some- 11,271. And they have no guarantee by 
thing specific in the Act f-No, I think the British Government except the state
definitely that it is not necessary. The ment of British Ministers of what is an 

_ . woole of . the Wh!i.te Paper Scheme is obvious truth, that the British Govern
founded upon the conception that these Ulent would not allow the Indian Gov
obligations will be met, and supposir:g ernment to default on those obligations f 
we had governments in India who were -Yes 
not willing to meet obligations of this . 
kind, we think we have taken powers in 
the White Paper to ensure that tbeE:e 
obligations will still be met. Further 
than that, I would) point out, Lord Salis
bury, that it is impossible, so it seems 
to me, to draw a distinction between one 
kind of obligation and another kind of 
obligation. We believe that these obli
gations are going to be met. In actual 
practice the obligation for the payment 
of _the Services is a ·comparatively small 
:obligation when you compare it with the 
much greater obligations of the service 

. ~f. the --~~bt~~n~ .. tlu~) e~p~~seJprL defence. 

11,272. After the Reforms, these will 
still remain in the same position ?-Yes. 
· • 11,273. A charge upon Indian reve
nues '!-Yes. 

11,274. But as I understand, from 
-your earlier' answer, your predecessor 
and yourself have ·stated that it would 
still be impossible for the British Gov
ernment to allow a default on either ~-
Yes. · 

11,275. I am right, am I not f-Y es. 
11,276. And! you say that within the 

·White Paper you have taken powers suffi
cient to enable you to prevent such. a 



default if the emergency should. arise? 
-Yes. 

11,277. Can you give me a reference 
to the particular powers Y-Yes. First 
of all, short of a breakdown· of the Con-· 
stitution, the fact that those ·charges 
are a first charge upon the revenue and· 
they are not votable. · 

:Marquess. of Salisbury. 

11,278. Are they a first charge· be;fore 
the service of the loans ?-No. I am 
not distinguishing between one of these 
obligations and another .. The. Funds· 
for the Reserved Services are not votable 
and they are a charge that has got ~o 
be met from the revenues. If Sir Austen 
wants special reference to those powers 
he will find it in paragraph 18 (b). 

7 

Lord· Eustace·wur look .at paragrli.ph-186/ 
the ~econd part, . he will' fuid · that ·they: 
remam a charge upon · the Federal re~: 
venue. · · · · 

,M,r, · M. R •. Jayaker. 
. 11,283. ~~cretary . of · St~ie, . th~r~ ·is. 

also.· additional· -powe-r under. paragraph; 
92, IS there· 11ot., that the CGovernor'"l 
.General can levy_ taXation: by· asking the .. 
Legislature to . pass a ]finance · Bill in 
order· to , ·safegu,ard his special · respo:iJ.si .... 
bilities ?-:-Yes ·.'that is so. ' . ' · ·' ' ·-· . 

' .. .. .. ' . . ; . . . 
Marquess· of Salisbury. " 

. 11,284. · At any rate, the • Secretary 
of State does not think that the suscepti-, 
bilities of the expectant . pensioners . ought~ 
to be considered in· this matter .. They 
are evidently under an apprehension that. 

Bir Austen Chamberlain. _the change will damage· their· security: 
He does not think that· some 'step ough~ 

11,279. That is what I understood the to be taken tb make it abundantly clear; 
Secretarv of State · to refer to but I to them that they are in ·as absolutely · a 
wanted to get the matter perfectly __ clear Y strong position as they were before the: 
-Yes. Supposing, I hope,, the .very un- passing of, this· Act, if, it becomes Jl,n 
likely and indeed impossible con~in- Act ?-I am quite aware that many of. 
gency, of an Indian Government refusmg them are very anxipus. I. think; if I~ 
to work the scheme at< all, tljen _the~ may say so in passing, they have been 
breakdown clause comes mto. ,operation, made more· 'anxiou·s by the very active 
and the Governor-General. and . the propaganda that has been carriedi out to 
Governor have complete powe,rs to deal" stir up their anxie!ies ; but, reali'iing the 
with· the situation. depth of their anxiety, l still say that 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

ll,280. May I suggest that paragraph 
49 also deals specifically with all these. 
charges and makes them non-votable ~
yes ; that is the clause giving the powers 
to make those charges non-votable. 

Sir John Ward.law-Milne .. 

they are safe ·and we have taken effec
tive ·steps for ensuring the·. security of; 
their pensions and I do not think any· 
.thmg further is needed 

Sir John. Wardlaw-lJ!iZne. 
ll,285. Might I just ask one other: 

question of the Secretary of Stn.te : .. In 
Appendix VII, Par~ III, ean ~ou. say 

• whether the categones 'set . out m !hat 
11,281. May I a:>k, on clause 49, do Appendix cover all those. whose· pt>nswns 

the Pension charges come under the are guaranteed at. present by the Secre~. 
second head of Expenditure undler the tary of. State's act ?-Would you repeat 
Constitution Act ?-It comes under sub- that question 1 I did not quite follow. 
section (vi). 11,286: All. I want to know is whether: 

Lord Eustace Percy. · 

11,282. May I just clear· that up ?-Is 
it quij:e true that under the White Paper. 
these Pensions would be a charge upon 
the whole revenues of India ?-Has it 
not been contemplated that future pen· 
sious would be primarily a.liability ·upon 
Provinc~al. . revenues according .to, the, 
plac.e of servic~of the .oftl.~erJ.:"":Y'e.s,,r J~--: 

these various categories set out in -~P~· 
penfl~ :VII, Part IU, page 122,; r-over: 
all Viose whose pensions are ~t . present: 
guaJ;"anteedl by the Sec.retary. of Sta~e !·-r 
Yes ; it is a continuance of the -.exist~ng·. 
obligation. : · . ·: 

~ · · · Lord .. Hardinge .of J:>(mshursi: .. · ' : 

: ll,28i-. (. preSl,lil}~: Jha~. the. ~ii!~~ry~ 
officers.,t aAd;r-:tlttO gfflc~~ ~ljilJ~J3nti.§l.!: 



Indian A:nny would be in the same posi
tion as the Civil Servants, as regards 
their pensions f-Yes. · 

Earl of Derby> 
11,288. It is not specified though, is .it f 

-:-No ; I do not think it is specified, but 
it certainly is the intention of thl3 Gov
ernment to bring them tinder the same 
conditions. 

11,289. You would be readly to bring 
that particular class in under the non
votable salaries on page 122 f-Y cs. · , 
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expectations for accruing rights should 
really include. It was represented to us
that from the point of view of some of 
the services -accruing rights should! in
clude rights if a post to which any Mem
ber of· the service has legitimate expec
tations of obtaining were abolished, . tht!y 
should obtain either a similar post or 
the 'salary of that particular post. I 
wanted to know what in the mind of the 
Secretary of State are the accruing rights 
which have to be specially protected Y
His Grace has raised a very complicated 
and controversial issue, namely, &3 to · 

Marquess of Reading. what really is meant by an accruing 
· 11,290 .. Does that not come in Ulld~r right. 

the service for the .A:i-my Y-Y es. I am 11,293. Yes ?-We were anxious, if we 
~ormed that they are already included could, to get away from an expression: 
in these paragraphs, but we propose to that has occasioned a good deal of doubt 
make it more specific. . . a.nd a good deal of dispute in recent 

Chair~an.] Lord .Salisb~ry, I under-- y;ars·. htt pre~~ the:eh:e two1 m:~: stan.d that you have ·some •questions on · 0
• htsngt s ; hi~XISh g ngffi ·'aln~me yt'"tl d 

hs . ng o w c an o c1 1s en 1 E 
paragrap 109 and 121, but yoUr- will when he enters the Service and accruing 
reserve those f · b4-~ . . . • ht to hi h •t b co . _ ng ~ng s w c 1 may e n-

Marquess of Salisbury.] Yes. I under- sidered that he is entitled when be leaves 
stand the Secretary of State would rather the Service, or before be leaves the 
keep_ them separate.. Service. I think it is clear that botn 

Chairman.]. That I -think would be tho'se rights haye g?t to be. taken into 
as well . ' . ' account. Our VIew 1s that m the eaEe 

Mr Morgan· Jones. 

11,291. I- understand the Secretary of 
State to propose that he would circulate 
his announcements on the points raised 
by Lord Salisbury. Will he also include 
in that circul'ated statement the state
ment. of Mr. W edgwood Benn 9-Yes, 
certainly. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,292. I only want at present, Secre
tary of State, to ask one question on one 
point ; no doubt it has been much dis
cussed in the course of the evidence, but 
the evidence leaves me a little vague. 
It is in _paragraph 184. What we are to 
consider as existing rights 9 I understand 
that is to _ include what are called 
accruing rights, and very strong pressure 
was brought to· bear upon us by evidence 
that legitimate rights · should include 
these accruing rights, but there seems 
to me to be a great difference of opinion 
between· the services· and· Lord Peel's 
statement . of 1923 on.! the advice of the 
Law:<Officersl !Ot .. the Crc>Wu'-as: to, ~what. 

. of existing rights it is comparatively 
easy to de:fine them, and we do set th;em 
out in the Appendix VII. As to accrw.ng 
rights, two views have been taken, each 
of a rather extreme character : ( 1) That 
they are so vague that you cannot define 
them at all ; ( 2) that they are so definite 
that any change in the conditions of 

. Service in India really amounts to a 
repudiation of some right to which the 
official is entitled. We have come to the 
View that the wise course is to set out 

• the existing rights, but not to attemr t 
to define the accruing rights. We have 
found the more we have gone into the 
question the more difficult it is to define 
an accruing right, and it is essentially 
a question upon which a measure of 
discretion must be left to somebody. Let 
me give His Grace an example. Sup
posing a particular post-one of very 
many-was abolished in the admin.istra
tion of India for this reason or another : 
the effect that the abolition of one post 
might have upon the great body of 
Indian civilians would be so insignificant, 
as to be almost in.d:efinable .. If, .however, 
at 'whole· class . of' posts: were, aboUshe,d,- to.,: 



which in the ordinary course a civilian 
might look forward for promotion, then 
I think it might be argued that the 
careers of certain officials have definitely 
been injured. Holding that view, we 
propose that a discretion should be left 
for the compensation of accruing rights 
and that that discretion should be left 
to the Secretary of State. 

11,294. I am obliged to the Secretary 
of State for his full and clear statement. 
I understand, in view of that, so far as 
we are e.oncerned, " accruing rights " 
would really mean a reasonable expecta
tion ot special compensation 7-Yes. 

11,295. And the discretion as to the 
claim or amount of compensation would 
be entirelv in the hands of the Secretary 
of State t-Yes. 

Lord SneU. 

11,296. l\Iy Lord Chairman, did Sir 
Samuel Hoare mean that 7 If a case 
arose at any particular time the Secre
tary of State would judge it at that time 
on its merits 7-Yes. 

Dr. B. R. ..Ambedkar. 

11,297. ~Iy Lord Chairman. I would 
like to point out to the Secretary of 
State that the expression· which we find 
in the Government of India Act
~' existing and accruing rights "-is an 
expression which is also found in the 
South African Constitution Act. I was 
wondPring- "hether it would not be 
possible for us to get a statement from 
the Dominion Office to find out exactly 
how thnt expression has been acted upon 
in South Africa ?-We made an inquiry 
upon this very point Dr. Ambedkar I 
think (lid allude to it d!uring the 
summer and I have asked the Dominion 
Office for the information. I have not 
yet got it, hut I am told that the cases 
are separate and! distinct. In "the case 
of South Africa there is no promise of 
compensation at all. 

Sir Manubliai N .. Mehta.] I think they 
llaYe it in Australia as well. 

Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar. 

11,298. I simply wanted to know how 
the expression, " accruing rights," had 
been interpreted in South Africa by the 
South Afric.an Government., The ex· 
pression ;i~ ~~aetly}pf saF~ .. 7:-:rwill ~~~, 
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if I can get it. I asked about South 
Africa and Australia as well. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

11,299. If there is no compensation in· 
South Africa tb,e question. will not arise 
in that way, will it 7-That is our \jew. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

11,300. In reference · to the answer' 
which you gave to the Archbishop a 
moment ago, may. I see whether I rightly 
understand its effect f I think the 
accru.Uig rights were illustrated in a ~laim 
put before us by witnesses by the case. 
of Commissioners. Do I understand,
broadly, from your answer that if in a 
Province a single Commissioner were 
abolished.· you would consider that that 
gave rise to no,~laim for compensati~n, 
but if at the otl:ier extreme· all CoiiliDlS
sioners were abolished, you would inter-. 

· pret that as affecting the· accruing rights 
and entitling the people to compensa
tion 7-It is difficult to give a categorical 
answer Yes or No to a question of that 
kind. For instance, the number of Com
missioners varies from Province to Pro
vince, and the abolition of one commis
sionership in a Provnice where there 
were only two or three would, it seems to 
me, be very different from a case where 
it might be the abolition of one com
missionership in a. ProYince where there 
were seYeral of them. I think that case 
seems to show the necessity of· maintain
ing discretion somewhere and of dealing 
with cases upon their merits. Speaking 
generally, however, I would agree wi~h 
the suggestion that seemed · to underlie 
Sir Austen's fJUestion, namely, that the 
numbers would make a considerable 

. difference and obviously there would be 
a considerable difference so far as an 
official was concerned in his hopes for 
promotion, if the whole of this class .of 
posts were abolished, as compared with 
the abolition of, say, one post out of ten. 

. Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11 3hl. l\Ir. Secretary of State, I have 
befo;e me wh.at I think Sir John Kerr 
said: on this matter : " Supposing com
missionerships were abo!i.shed, our sug
gestion is that meu1bera of the Services 
should rereive the pay which the Com
missione~ would have received if the 
commissionership ~ h~d . pot .. been. abolish-

• • ... ·-· ""'I' 
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ed." You would agree that is. putting 
a· rather strong claim, and I ·gather from · 
you that much would depend upon 
whether it was a single commissionership 
which was abolished or· whether it was a 
whole class, so to say, of that office which 
was abolished 7-Yes. 

11,302. You . would not recognise ·that 
in a Province where a commissionership, 
for reaso~s of economy or administration, 
was abolished, some member of the Ser
vice there (perhaps the most senior) who 
might have· expected' that commissioner· 
ship, · would be entitled to· the full pay 
~hich he would have, received had he got 
1t f-. I would fall back upon the answer 
I just gave to Sir Austen Chamberlain, 
namely, that ·cases of that kind must 
really be taken individually upon · their 
men·ts · · · . ., . 
: Archbishop .of Canterbury.] ·Thank 

you. That . is all I wanted to ask just 
now. 

11,30S. And notwithstanding a deci-, 
sion of the Cabinet, the Secretary of 
State's Council as it at present st:mds, 
and in relation to these matters, is 
sup :rem~ !-Yes. 
. 11;309. You could never alter it unless 

you altered the Act of Parliament Y
'That is so. 

Marquess of 8 aU.<Jbury. 

11,310. But it' is not limited to cases 
where the British Government is intent 
on getting money unjustly from the 
Indian . Government. All expenditure is 
under. the control of the Secretary of 
State's Council 7:-Yes. In actual prac
tice in recent times it has tended more 
and more to be restricted to those cases. 

11,311. In practice, you mean f-Yes. 
'11,312. But not in law Y-Not in law. 

1\Iarquess of Reading. 

- 11,313. The language is very wide, as 
Marquess of Reading. . Lord Salisbury appreciates. It says : 

. 11,303. Only one . point, Sir Samuel ; "No grant or appropriation of any part 
tbat is, . with reference to your observa- of those revenues, or of any other 
tions on Secti6n 21 , of the Government property coming into the possession of 
of India Act. You. remember it arose the Secretary of· State in Council by 
this morning f-Yes. virtue of the Government of ·India Act, 

1858, or this Act, shall be made without 
11,304. And questions w~re put to you· the concurrence of a majority of votes at 

to elucidate the position; I just want 8t • ~eeting of the . Council of India.'' It. 
to get . one point clear from you. As I is not limited in any way. _ I was simply 
understand it, you have told 'us that this dealing with what the Secretary of State 
Section 21, which puts the obligation on had said: relating to the practice. I only 
the Secretary of State's Council· to con- wanted to put one question with regard 
trol the expenditure of revenues, that is, to it, Secretary. of State. If the Council 
to the extent that no grant or appro- of India as now constituted disappears 
priation of those revenues can be made and the advisory body is substituted as 
without the assent of the Secretary of proposed in the White Paper, Section 21 
State's Council. I am referrinoo to the. would cease to have operation, would it 
Section ?---=Yes. o · not 7-Yes. 

11,305. I am not paraphrasing the 11,314. Because, of course, the autho-
language. I am not being too precise rity (the Couneil of India) will have dis
about it, but I mean altogether Section appeared in that relation ?-The Council 
21 to which you refer 7-Yes. of India will have disappeared, and the 

11,306. You said· just now, as I under- safeguards in future are a different kind 
stood and agreed, that that is a provision of safeguard. 
to protect India f_!...Yes. 11,315. Yes ?-Namely, the safeguards 

set out in the White Paper as contrasted 
11,307. The effect of it, as I understand with the safeguards now possessed by 

it, is that, assuming that the Govern- the Council of India. 
ment here Wish to appropriate pai-t of 
the revenues of India to a particular 11,316. I am not raising· objection to 
purpose that could oot ·be done unless it 7-No. 
the. Secretary of State's C'ouncil agreed .11,317. 1 only wnnted to make quite 
to·its•being··dorie '?_:.Yes. i :.,]_.: ·.-:;-_.: ·"·' clear· what .. the ·position·.is··so that there. 
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might be no doubt about it afterwards, 
but the effect is that that particular pro
vision will cease to operate, and there 
will be substituted for it, that is to say, 
for the protection of Indian. and British 
interests such safeguards as there are in 
the White Paper ?-Yes. 

Marquess of Reading.] That is all ·I 
wanted to ask. 

Lord Rankeillo?M'. 

11,318. May I just ask a question or 
two on the point which was last raised. 
As I understand at present there is a 
moral but no legal guarantee of the in
terest on any Indian loan by the Home 
Government ?-There is the guarantee 
that has been defined several times in 
rece.nt years by succeeding Governments. 

11,319. Yes, but there is no legal 
guarantee. You could not put on a 
prospectus for an Indian loan that it was 
guaranteed by the Home Government Y 
-No. 

11,320. But, at the same time, the 
Indian Council here in Westminster has 
had the po\ver of checking Indian ex
penditure ?-Yes. 

11,321. And the fact that that powc>r 
exists must have had a good efCect on 
the security of Indian intere&t and the 
prices of India stock ?-It is very diffi.
cul t to say Yes or No to a question of 
that kind. For instance, this spri,ng, in 
the middle of the controversy over the 
\Vhite Paper, when every kind of ttttack 
was being made upon certain of its finan
cial proposals, upon the ground that 
there would be no security in the future 
for the investor, and so on, we issued the 
most successful loan in London that has 
ever been issued. 

11,322. But gilt edged was rising all 
the time all round ?-Even so that did 
not explain altogether the success of the 
loan. 

11,323. But, surely, the fact· that the 
Home Government could have a check 
on the expenditure of the Indian Govern
ment, other things being equal, must 
have a beneficial effect ?-Other things 
being equal, but other things are not 
equal, for this reason · that, under the 
.White Paper, we make other proposals 
·and other kinds 'of safeguards .. · · 

' ;.. • - ._, j -. : -· ~ ' ••• :_; .l.! ~ •) l ~. ': 

11324. Exactly, and therefore it m~st ' 
be the business of this Committee to see. 
that those . other safeguards are equival
ent to the form~r 7-Certainly to. . see 
that the saf~guards are effective for the . 
purpose. . 

11,325. I think ip. on:e . of the ~eclara- · 
tions of the Prime MlDlster which .has 
been alluded to; he practically intimates 
that it is our duty to see that . they are, 
does he not 7-I do not think there is 
any doubt about it. We have always said 
these obligations have got to be met. . 
· ·11,326. ·Obviously, but as· Lord Reading 

has just pointed out, one existing safe
guard is being withdrawn, and therefore 
it makes it the more necessary that we 
should be quite sure that the substitution 
is adequa.te ?-Yes, certainly. 

11,3Z7. It is ·really be~ing upon t~is 
same matter : It has been · suggested m 
Memoranda from Civil Servants:, and so 
on · that a situation might arise perhaps 
automatically, without any eVil intention, 
where there . actually was not money 
enough in the Exchequer to pay! say, 
the pensions. In that ~ase · (I think I 
asked, if I remember rightly at one of. 
the last sittings) ·r asked· Sir Malcolm 
Hailey, whether the Governor, either the 
Provincial Governor, or the Governor
General, could supply the funds by 
Treasury Bills; or otherwise, and: . the 
answer was that he would have to assume 
the functions of Government ; that is to 
say, go outside the ordinary Constitutio.n 
before he was able to do so ?-(Sll' 
lJ!alcolm Hailey.) Yes. ~s Goyern?r
General he might use his special legislative 
powers. 

11,328. Yes.-The Governor probably 
would have to announce a breakdown .of 
the Constitution and take over the whole 
of the financial arrangements. 

11,329. And that would :involve con
siderable trouble and delay m payments ! 
-Not necessarily,· because if he took over 
all the powers of the Local Government, 
he jCOuld suspend payments on all other 
sources of expenditure except the pay of 
the servants of the Crown, and their 
pensions. . 

11,330. Would it not be possible to 
devise some plan whereby these, what l 
may call covenanted charges, s~ould. be 
paid. automat~cally -perhaps br .~n·: !lBsign
merit .Qr .separati011. of., certam.. 1 rev.em~es. ~ .. .:. .· .!:· · ~ r. 1,. ,• • • ~~ • _ \.1 .• 1 i':! . J. . . .• • . ..• ·. ..._ 
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'I. only throw it out. I do not want an 
answer for the moment.-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) It is a suggestion that we have 
considered. In aetual practice it is not 
easy to carry out, but I think it is a sug
gestion which the Committee must con
sider. 'Ve will look into it again. 

11,331. Thank you. · Then I have ·only 
one or two other smaller matters about 
which I· want to ask. The ·Police Asso
ciation in their Report, I daresay you 
remember, draw special attention to 
a .fear that they have lest the Public 
Service Commission may interfere in 
police discipline. I suppose you· have 
that possibility before your 'mind 'f-Yes, 
and we have no intention of powers of 
that kind being given to the Public 
Service Commissions. I think .it would 
be a great mistak-e from the point of 
view of the Public Service Commissions 
themselves. . 

11,332. They also suggest in para
graph 29 of their submissions that the 
Public Service Commission on the other 
hand should be. appointed in some way 
to protect the rights : Have a Stand
ing. Commission to protect the rights of 
the Services. Have you considered that f 
-Yes. Speaking generally,. the pro
posals about . the Public Service Commis
sion are based upon the existing Public 
Service Commission at the centre. · We 
think it is possible that there may be 
some differences between one province 
and- another, but upon the whole we have 
based our proposals upon existing ex
:perience that has worked not · unsatis-
factorily. ~ 

11,333. You do not think it necessary 
to be more specific as to the powers of 
this Commission as. the Police Memoran
dum suggests. I only throw it out as a 
suggestion ?-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Our 
general view has been that the Public 
Service Commission should have only an 
advisory function. Proposals have been 
made, particularly from one local Govern
ment, that it- shall have certain executive 
powers as well. I think other local Gov
ernments and the Government of India 
have been opposed to that and the White 
Paper does not take that line. The 
White Paper proposes to give them an 
advisory position only. The fear of the 
Police Association was that we should 
take away from- the Inspector-General of 
Poli<re ~the·· -disciplinary 'powers :that he 

now has of dealing with certain classes, 
such as Sub-Inspectors of Police, and 
refer those to the Public Service Commis
sion. It does not necessarily flow from 
the proposals in the White Paper that 
the Public Service Cnmmission in the Pro
vince would: be consulted regarding 
appeals on disciplinary matters from that 
particular class of servant. It would be 
necessary to place in the hands of the 
Governor or some. other Authority power 
to define the class of appeals upon which 
the Public Service Commission should be 
consulted, and if that were done I think 
the point made by the Police Association 
would be met. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] May I just 
ask this question arising upon that, Sir 
.Malcolm f In paragraph 199, the phrase 

· " The Governments will be required to 
consult " these Service Commissions " on 
all matters relating," etc., would include 
not only what is specified there but ques· 
ti~ns of appeal arising from any sense of 
gnevance. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] An absolute 
right. 

Earl of Derby. 

11,334. There is no right in paragraph 
199 '?-Paragraph 199, if I may point 
out to you, only refers to methods of 
recruitment, appointments, promotions 
and transfers. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

. 11,335. Where is there anything about 
appeals 7-If you would refer to para
graph· 200, you would see that provision 
is made for the Federal and Provincial 
Governments being required to consult 
the Public Service Commissions, subject 
to such exceptions as may be " specified 
by regulations made from time to time 
by the Secretary of State or a Governor, 
as the case may be ". 

Marquess of Reading. 
11,336. And also the White Paper, in 

the last sentence of Article 201 '1-Yes. 
The.re does remain power under the 
White Paper proposals to meet the exact 
point that was made by the Police Asso
ciation. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

· 11;337. Does paragraph 199 allow you 
to exclude appointments of· the subordi-
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nate services of the Police from refer
ence to the Public Service Commission, 
because that is where I understood the 
police officials laid such stress Y There is 
recruitment from subordinate to the pro
vincial service as well as the appointment 
to the subordinate service, and they wish 
those, I understand, very distinctly ~n 
their own hands f-I thmk that there 1s 
full power to keep those away from the 
Public Service Commission, which woulJ 
not necessarily deal with subordinate ser
vices, but only with provincial services. 

11,338. I think it is in paragraph 70 
of the Introduction. It rather indicated 
to me that the Federal and Provincial 
Public· Services there would cover all 
tho~e Services, including the subordinate 
Srrvices-that the whole field was 
covered. At the top of page · 35, the 
Second Paragraph : "The Provincial 
Services cover the whole field of Civil 
Administration of the Provinces in the 
middle and lower grades." I was . won
dering whether par~ooraph 199, unless 
some proviso was put in, would not re
quire the Governments to consult the 
Public Service Commission about appoint
ments to lower grades of the Police and 
also promotions f-I think one might 
answer definitely that paragraph 199 as 
drafted does not compel them to consult 
the Public Service Commission regarding 
subordinate services, but if there is any 
doubt on that point, I may certainly say 
it was the intention that the Public Ser
vice Commission should not be consulted 
about the subordinate services. 

-11,339. That is recruitment from the 
Provincial to the subordinate. That 
again the Police laid great stress upon · 
-not only recruitment from outside. I 
tltink they said they did not object to 
that coming under the purview of the 
Public Service Commission, but they did 
object to recruitment from the subordi
nate services to the Provincial Services ' 
-Under the terms of the White Paper 
the Public Service Commission would be 
consulted about recruitment to the Pro
vincial Service from the Subordinate Ser-
vice or outside. . · 

11,340. I think that· was one of tll~ 
things the Police wished to be left, very 
much in their own hands as a matter of 
discipline 7-The Governor .would,~,, I 
think, -be able to .make that . e:x:ception 

under paragraph 200. I think, if I might 
say so, that is a point for consideration 
by the Select Committee itself in making 
recommendations about the Public Ser
vice Commission ; it is one of the points 
they would have to consider. . .. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. ' 

11,341. Does it follow that all matters 
of promotion from the Subordinate Ser
vice to the Provincial Service or from 
the Provincial Service to the Imperial 
Service will be taken out of the hands 

.of the responsible Government Y-No, not 
if the Public Service Commission is given 
an advisory capacity only. Those 
appointments or promotions · would be 
made after consulting the Public Ser
vice Commission. ' 

11,342. What I. mean is as regards 
the Subordinate Services and promotion, 
the Police evidence is that that ought to 
be left in their own hands ; ·that is, , the 
Superintendent of Police, for' instance, or 
the Inspector-General of Police. Then, 
the responsible Government will have no 
say in the matter-is that it Y-Under the 
Police Act all appointments, disciplinary 
acts and the like of the Inspector
General of Police are under the general 
control of the local Government 

11,343. Is the question of promotion 
also a. disciplinary matter Y-Yes ; it falls 
within the terms of the Act ; the ques
tions of promotion are under the con
trol of the local Government. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 
.11,344. Is it not the practice to-day 

that the Public Service Commission only 
advises the promotion-they do not 
appvint 7-That is the . practice to-day 
and it is proposed in the future that it 
should be the practice. It is only advi
sory. 

11,345. They do not appoint 7-No. 

ArchbislJ.oi! ·of ·canterbury. 
11£346. Would you forgive my ignor

ance.. and tell me where exactly the Sub
ordinate Services end and the Provincin.I 
Services begin-what grades 7-Jn the 
Police the All-India Service comprises 
the posts of Superintendent arid 
Assistant-Superintendent · and anything 
above .that. -The ·Deputy Superintendent 
and in some Provinces- -the- -Inspectors 
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are Provincial Service Officers ; the Sub- · 
· Inspector and anything falling below 

Marquess of Salisbury~ 

· that, such_ as the Sergeant or the Con
. stable, belong to the Subordinate Police 

.11,3~1. So th_at a district Magistrate 
:nught In the discretion of the Sc'!retary 
of State be removed from the Schedule 
a?d ma?e. subject entirely to the respon~ 
Sible :Mm1ster f-It depends entirely as 
to the procedure that is adopted. If the 
Schedule is_ in the Act, then only an 
Act of Parliament can alter it, unless 
powers are given to the Secretary of 

Service. 
Sir Huberl Carr.] May I point out 

that the whole of that is set forth very 
clearly on page 144 of the evidence in 
par3.oo-raph 14 of the Public Service Com-

- ·inission ; that defines the different grades 
of police and the importance of keeping 
promotion between the two grades away . State tmder the Act. 

from any political interference. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

11,352. Will the Schedule be in the 
• Actf-Yes ; we propose to put it in the 

Act. 

11,34 7. Is it the intention that the 
. appointment of a Constable to be a Ser
geant should be a matter for consulta
tion with the Public Service Commission f 
-. No ; that is why I pointed out that 
,paragraph 199 stops at Provincial_ Se:
vices and does not contemplate Subordl
nate Services. 

Lord · Rankeillour. 
• :! 

11,348. One more matter (it may have 
"been explained before) rather on the same 
·lines : Paragraph· 183 says that " The 
·secretary of State will after the com
mencement of the Act make appointments 
to- the Indian . Civil Service, the Indian· 
.Police .and _the. Ecclesiastical Depart
ment." · Paragraph 185 says, " The 
_Secretary of State will be required to 
make rules regulating the nm;uber and 
character of. civil posts to be held by 
persons-_ : :appointed by the Crown " by 
himself and _so on. That -seems to imply 
_that he~ will have an absolute discretion 
as to how far he will exercise hi'3 powers 
under paragraph 183. It does not seem 
quite clear. Tha intention as regarlls 
the police . has been explained, but it 
does not seem quite clear what actual 
appoinnnents he will make in the Indian 
Service, -in reading paragraph 183 with 
185f-{Sir Bamuel· Hoare.) It is really 
contir}umg the practice that was started 
tinder the 1919 Act, namely, that some 
post~ are ·scheduled. There will have to 
be an up-to-date schedule of those posts. 

11,349. And he can alter those now, 
f.a.n he f-He can now. · 

· 11,350. .And it is merely a continuation 
of "the ensting practice 7-lt is a_ con
tinuatipn ofthe existing procedure. 

:Marquess of Reading . 

11,353. If he · ·is a member of the 
Indian Civil Service, that remains per
fectly clear, that he is subject io tho 
Secretary of State· and only to the Secre
ta~! of State in respect of all the rights 
which have been discussed. That is 
quite clear, is it not f-Yes. 

Marquess of SaTiisbury. 

· 11,354. Only to be quite certain in 
the answer which Sir :Malcolm was kmd 
enough to give me just now, he said that 
the security which we are seelcing for 
the District :Magistrates depended upon 
the Schedule ,_. (Sir Malcolm Ilailey.) 
Yes. Might I explain that position ?-If 
you will glance at the end of the Gov
ernment of India. Act, in the third 
Schedule, pages 151 and 152, you will 
see that the Act prescribes there that 
the following offices, namely, No. 10, Dis
trict. _Magistrate, shall be filled by a 
member of the Indian Civil Service ;. 
there are a number of other posts of 
the same description, such as Secretary 
in the Government. I think I am right 
in saying that it is the intention that 
that Schedule should, if necessary, in a 
corrected form, be continued as part of 
the New Constitution Act. The power 
of the Secretary of State under para
graph 183, therefore, will only be to regu-

. late the strength of cadre, and the con
ditions of service and to make appoint
ments. He would not, so long as that 
Schedule remained part of the Act, be 
able to declare that all District :Magis
trates should be taken from any other 
Service than the Indian Civil Service. 



Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,355. What is the effect of para
graph 185?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think 
the Committee ought to consider this 
question both from the point of view of 
safeguarding these posts and also from 
the point of view of not tying up details 
so rigidly as to make the working of the 
Constitution Act difficult. If they will 
]ook at paragraph 189, they will see there 
that upon the whole we think it might 
be better to adopt the procedure of lay
ing a list of these posts upon the Table 
of Loth Houses, year by year, rather than 
setting them out in detail in a Clause 
or a Schedule of an A.ct of Parliament. 
In making that proposal we have not any 
ulterior motive in our minds Qf removing 
the safeguards, but we do think it worth 
the while of the Committee to consider 
whether that is probably the better pro
cedure. 

11,356. But the Secretary of State will 
forgive me-this is very difficult to 
understand for an ignorant person like 
myself, but I still do not understand 
what is the purpose of paragraph 185. 
Sir Malcolm Hailey has just given us an 
account of what will happen unde1· para
graph 183, which seems to me to leave no 
place for paragraph 185. I have no 
doubt that is due to my ignorance?-
(Sir ll!alcolm Hailey.) Paragraph 185 
rt'fers · to those posts which are not 
schedulC'd in the Act as reserved to par
ticular Services. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

· 11,357. Might I ask, under paragraph 
· 185, will it or will it not be possible for 
the Secretary of . State,. whatever the 
rights ·of an individual may be, to take 
a certain class of posts out of the Indian 
Civil Service and hand them over to the 
Provincial Governments and reduce their 
status ?-No; not if they are scheduled as 
before in . the Government of India Act. 

11,358. Is it the definite intention of 
the Government to continue · the 
Schedules as now found in the Govern
ment of India Act,......;..to re-"enact them?
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes, it has been 
the intention to continue the Schedule. 
The question about which I am in doubt 
is whether it is wiser to put a Schedule 
of that kind into the Act, or· whether it 
is not· better to ·adopt a procedure, as I 
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say,· of laying · a list year by . year upon 
· the Table of each House. · . 

11,359. With power to the H~use to 
object within so many days ?-Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

'11,360. :r understand that paragraph 
183 contemplates that you· will have a 

· list of posts scheduled in the Act 7-'-· 
Scheduled in some way, yes. · 

Marquess of Salisbury.· 

11,361. Not necessarily iD. the Act ?
. Actually in the White Paper scheduled 
in lists to be laid before Parliament. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,362. But surely, Secretary of State, 
paragraph 189 only giv€s a statement of 
the vacancies and the recruitments made 

· -not .. as to particular classes of officers 7 
-:-Yes. It is none the less a question, 
which is the better procedure with a list 
of" that kind, whether to put it in detail 
in the Act, or whether to deal with it 
under the procedure suggested in para,-
graph 189. . . ·· · 

11,363. If paragraph 189 is to bear the 
construction that you-. wish to put . upon 
it, its drafting will have to be very much 
changed,....._~ es ; certainly. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,364. I cannot get clear the· relation 
. between paragraphs 183, 185 and, now, 
189. Are they three alternative cases· o:r · 

· are they all parts of one machine 7 Shall 
. I try to make my meaning clear ? I 
understood Sir Malcolm Hailey to say a 
few moments ago that under paragraph 
183 there would be a Schedule ?-:.Yes. • 

11,365. I thought that he indicaiea that 
'the Schedule would be'in the A.ct ?_:_Yes~ 
he did. ·· · ' 

11,366. That, therefore, . cannot be 
altered under paragraph 185 ?-··I made 
the caveat that that is· a question the 
Comn\jttee must consider, whether it iS 
better to put the Schedule into the Act 
or whether it is better to adopt the other 
procedure. It is not a question of prin
ciple at all ; it is a question of prooedure, 
it seems ~ me .. 

11,367. Assuming that the schedule 
goes into the Act, then Proposal 1~5 
would deal. · only ·with appointments 
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coming under it but not included in the 
schedule foreseen by Proposal 183 !
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Yes. (Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) Yes. ', · . 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,368. I d() not want to make diffi
culties, 1\Ir. Secretary, but to remove 
them. Proposal 185 deals specifically 
with persons appointed. by the Se«;retary 
of State ; that would include members of 
the Civil Service, and seems to give to 
the Sec-retary of State power to alter the 
number and also. the character of posts 
held by these persons. It is a very wide 
power 7-Could Sir Malcolm just deal 
with tha~ question 7 

~arquess of Read·ing. 

11,369. I was going to ro,ake one 
. suggestion with regard to it-I do not 
how whether it is right or wrong. This 
is what occurred ro me : You have the 
d~finite obligation in the one paragraph 
-No. 183-which says what has to be 
done.· The Secretary of State's obliga
tion is to make these appointments. 
Then there is a · special provision - in 
No. 185 which deals· presumably with the 
number of posts · and also with the 
·making of rules regulating these posts 
and leaves it open: ro him,. does it not, 
to give sanction if necessary, should & 

vacancy occur which doos not require to 
be filled up. Is not that what happens f 
-:-(Sir Malcolm Hat"ley.) I think Para
graph 183 refers to posts which we could 
deseribe as scheduled in one form or 
another. No. 185 is intended to refer to 
posts which do not fall within that 
schedule and to give certain powers to 
the Secretary of State ro fill up such 
posts- temporarily and also to lay down 

· any rules regarding the :filling up in any 
way of a post on the reserved list. Our 
present procedure, as Lord Reading 
knows, is of listed posts. 

11,370. Or .of keeping vacant a post 
which . does not -require filling up 7-Yes ; 
so that Paragraph 185 really refers 
mainly to posts not on the reserve or 
scheduled list. and keeping open posts on 
the reserved or scheduled list. 

Archbishop of_ Canterbury. 

·· 11,371. It· is obvious, Sir Malcolm, 
that if· your interpretation of 185 is 

right the drafting of the :first sentence 
of that proposal will have to be very 
much changed, becaus~ as it stands, it 
gives very much wider p~wers. Y-~Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I should think 1t wght 
perhaps be convenient, after this <;tis
cussion, if I circulated a note showmg 
how these three clauses interlock with 
each other. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
11,372. That would be the best way··,::_ 

They really are complementary and I 
think I can make that clear in a note, 
but it is rather convenient with this 
variety o£ services and this variety of 
service eonditions. 

Mr. M. B. layaker. 

11,373. May I suggest that the Secre
tary of State should consider carefully 
whether he agrees with Sir Malcolm's 
interpretation of No. 185 because Pro
posal 185 by the words used does apply 
to the reserved posts 7-I think ther~ is 
something in what Mr. J ayaker has JUst 
said and we will make a note for the ' . . !roidance of the Committee. b 

- }!r. Zafrulla Khan.] 1\fay I suggest 
for your consideration, as wel!, Se~re
tary of State, when that note lS berng 
prepared, that 185 does contemplate 
something like this : The schedule says 
that District Magistrates shall be 
appointed from the Civil Service, but 
there is power to the Secretary of S~ate 
to ·say that in such-and-such a Provmce 
there shall be 20 Indian Civil Service 
District Magistrates and that t.he 
number of Indian Civil- Service District 
Ma!cistrates shall not go below so many : 
that is to say, the n-'?-mber <!f each cadre 
to be in any post 1s specified by the 
Secretary of State. He has power to say 
that the Province shall employ so many 
Indian Civil Servants in their cadre, 
and so on with regard to the other 
services. That is one way in which even 
the scheduled posts would com~ under 
the direction of the Secretary of State. 
There are several other , a~pects an~ I 
think Mr. J ayaker is right m suggestmg 
that the proposal is "inten~ed ro govern 
all posts in the scheduled list._ 

Mr. M. B. Jayaker. -

11,37 4. May I ask your a~tentio:ri ro 
Appendix VII on page 120, nght No. 10. 

' 
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I think proposal 185 refers to that right : 
" J)etennination of strength (including 
number and character of posts) of Ali
I ntlia Services by the Secretary of State 
i11 Council, subject to temporary addi
tions by the Governor-General in Council 
or local Government." I think Proposal 
185 states more elaborately the right 
JIH•ntionPd in that clause 7-That is so. 

11,375. And it does apply to all 
"t·lwduled posts on the interpretation I 
~Suggei:ited and which l\lr. Zafrulla Khan 
l1as ,iust put before you f-Yes. 

::\farquess of Reading.] May I suggest 
tJw matter should be left after the 
sugg-estion the Secretary of State has 
!llade 7 If it is going to be considered 
and the Secretary of State is going to 
<·i reulate . a note to us, it can then be 
(•nr.si\l<.>red ; hut it does not seem to me 
t!J:1t w<• shall get very ll1U<?h fariher by 
di:•eussing it flOw. 

Lord Ro.nkrillour. 

11.~7•3. 'Vill the Se<'retary of State set 
ont iu tht> stntement what tl1e posts are 
wl1ich nrc to be sd out in the cchedul~ 
whntevPr the effect of the Scheduie may 
hP, nnd what are the posts he proposes 
to rPserve some discretion about under 
Proposal 185, as far as can be done 7-I · 
n 111 not sure whether I should be in a 
position now to st>t out a Jist of these 
posts. I am in conununication with the 
Government of India upon the subject. 
Rome time or other I mav do so. I do 
11ot think I can do so no~. What I can 

.1ln now is to circulate a note explaining 
the answers to the kind of points that 
IJnYe arisen on these three clauses. 

Lord Rankeillour.] I will not press it 
fnrtl1er, as long as it is kept in mind. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

11,377. \Vill the Secretary of State 
lllnke it quite clear whether under 
Clause 185 the Secretary of State will 
have the power to add to the number of 
rcrtain posts ?~I will take that point 
into a<~count in the note. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim.] Thank you. 

Sir Reg1'nald Cradclock. 

. 11,378. I am sorry to advert to pen
i;H!JlS for a moment, but would the 
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Secretary of State draw a distinction 
between pensions which are paid by tha 
Government and family pensions funds 
which have been paid by the subscribers 
under a compulsory system1 of subscrip
tions ?--I have always thought that there 
is a difference between what is called the 
family fund and the other pensions funds. 
The family fund is, speaking generally, a 
fnnd exclusively of contributions made 
bv the officials themselves. Moreover, in 
the nature of things, it is a fund, the 
obligations of which go over very many 

· years.. I had, for instance, brought to 
my notice a case that I think went over 
90 ~rear~; that was covered by family fund 
contributions~ whereas in the ease of the 
pensions the obligatlion ,iS more easy to 
define and the obligation falls due at a 
date when it is much easier to define it. 
Keeping in mind those distinctions, I 
have always ·thought that throJe are 
stron~ a1·gutnents to be urged for fund• 
ino- the families fund. I have ·always 
u~derstood that the contributors ·very 
much wish,.to see it funded. · 

11,379. Yes ; that is quite correct ~
.An•l I have and so has the Government 
of India during recent months been 
circularizing an the contributors to 
tho . fund, and the answers that. we 
have got all go to show that there 1s a 
"'E.>neral wish that this fund ·· should be 
funded·. I hope that ·we shall be able 
to carry into· effect a scheml'l that over a 
period· of years will · fund it. ' 1t must 
take a number of years for the process 
to be carried out unless. a .ve~ heavy 
oblio·ation is to be put on Ind1an. finan~s 
and o I think also it will mean '(and this 
faet we have pointed out. to the ~ub
scribers) that a comparatively .low .. rate 
of inte1;est will be received on the fund 
and therefore the acCumulations may be 
smaller in the future. The· members of 
the fund however, realize that inherent 
factor ~u:d, speaking generally, they want 
the fnnd funded and we are also rea?Y 
to fund it if it can be done .over a senes 
of v<'itrs and upon the kind ·.of . terms 
that we have put to the subscnbers. 

11,380. I was. going to as~ whether, 
although there is no question of the 
Britif::h Government at th~ . present 
!!llaranteeing pensions, the Bntlsh Gov
~nmcnt would guarantee those funds 
tuntil such time as they have. been funded . 
It takes a· good many.,years 7-No. ~fy 

B 
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general answer would apply to that que!t
tion ~just as it -did -to these other pen
sions. The British Government could 

·not tmdertake a new ·obligation of that 
kind-ar. obligation which, in my View, 
would 1-..e · unnecessary. There is · not 

· the least risk· ·of these obligations not 
being : m_et. · 

. 11,381. ·would .not the Secretary of 
State draw. a. distinction between repu
diation, which .. there . are full powers to 
prevent,. and default owing to, bad times, 
owing t£) ;(ailure o~ _crops, or action ~en 
by_ .. the loc:;ll .. goverillll,ent~ say, to an 
ab~olute.:-.prohibition as regards liquor 
through "which the resources of the Pro.., 
yinees , and . of, . the : Federal Government 
itself rnight _ .• be. at: a ~ery low . ebb, in 
which . case .it would ,be almost impossible 
for it to-.meet the whole of these obliga
tions .• For example, supposing there was 
11.ny default in the payment of the debt, 
that ·would create a great blow to credit, 
a mueh greater blow than if there was 
default in . the ·matter of pen~ions. Does 
not · the Secretary of State think there 
is a difference betWeen those two risks ,_ 
:No, I . do not think I do. 'After all, 
these ol>ligations, I suppose at the mos~, 
amount to ·four millions a year, Civil and 
]{ilitary -; . and I cannot conceive a state 

-,of :affairs arising in which with the 
revenues of India there' would not be 
this. four million to .. meet this charge. It 
js a very sm.all percentage of the revenues 
~f .India. · 

11,382. There ·" is another que~tion-I 
again apologise for referring to it, but 
I would like it to be made clear. Is it 
nqw proposed ... ' that the very term 
~' ac~ruing rights" should disappear from 
ailv Constitution Act ¥-There again upon 
a: point like that I should like the advice 
of the · Committee. The arguments 
agaipst it appearing are that it is a 
phrase that has created a good deal of 
eontroversy ·and it is a phrase also upon 
which the Law Officers of the Crown have 
given a very definite interpretation. 
That, in the main, is the argument 
a~ainst it appearing in the Constitution. 
The arguments in favour of it appearing 
in the Constitution is that undoubtedly 
members of the Services attach consider
able importance to it, and that it is cer
tainly the intention of the Government 
to. ~droit the claim to rights of this kind 

within the general definition that I have 
given earlier this morning. 
· 11,383. They would be left at present 
to the last sentence of the first para
graph of No. 182, would they not : "The 
Seeretary of . State will also be en,, 
powered to award compensation in any 
other case in which· he considers it to be 
jnst and equitable that compensation 
should be awarded " 7-yes. . 

. 11~384. Does that contemplate the pos
sillility of the abolition of say a class 7-
;Y ('S. 

11,385. Such a class, for exampl~, as 
superintending en~eers 'f-Yes, that is 
so. 

-tl,RS6. Could not the Secretary of 
State, if the word "accruing" is so very 
difficult, think out, with his legal 
adviscn-, some form · of words which 
would give statutory effect to these par..: 
ticular eases-an alternative form of 
!Words which would define to some extent 
the distinction between a casual single 
appointment abolished and the disappear
ance of a whole class f-We will think 
again ns to whether the phrase " accru
ing rights" had better come into the 
Act in any_ way, but I think anything 
in the nature of a precise definition 
would be quite impossible in view of 
what I have srud in answer to other 
questions earlier this morning. 

11,387. yes ; but would not it be pos
sible to define it in some way dividing 
the two cases which you have dis
tinguished into classes ?-I do not think 
:you can. If Sir Reginald would refer 
to the kind of answers that I gave to 
Sir Austen Chamberlain as to the case 
that he mentioned, the case of comiPJs
sionerships, it is very difficult to make 
a precise definition and it really comes 
back to this, that somebody or other has 

·got to have discretion for dealing witli 
cases upon their merits. 

11,388 .. Can Sir Samuel Hoare tell me 
whether, as a matter of fact, under the 
existing Government o.f India Act, and 
in consequence of the abolition of any 
posts of commissioners or superintend
ing engineers, or conservators of forests, 
any sueh compensation has hitherto been 
!riven '?-·I do not think any case has 
:risen. There has been no general aboli
tion of any type of post as- far as I can 
remember. 



11,389. I think there has been a rather 
la.rge reduction in such posts as supe:r
int<·nding engineers, for example ; that is 
to say, that perhaps three . or four have 
been reduced to two. I believe · there 
have been instances of that kind ?-Per
haps Sir l\falcol~ Hailey would say. a 
word about that. (Sir lJialcolm Hailey.) 
In two of · the Provinces at least,. such 
posts of superintending engineer have 
hcen reduced, and I believe that it is 
still under discussion between the Gov
£>rnment of India and the Secretary of 
State as to whether any special terms are 
to be given to the Service in· consequence 
mf that reduction. That is the only cla:;s 
that has so far been affected in Rny 
t'onsiderable measure. 

1\fr. Zafrulla Khan. 

11,390. Is it correct that in those two 
Provinces the reduction is due solely and 
t"ntirely to financial considerations of the 
Province f-It was · a retrenchment 
»1easure. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

11,391. Then there is only one other 
question I wanted to ask about, Proposal 
183 deals with the Indian Civil Service, 
the Indian Police and the Ecclesiastical 
Department. The<re is no mention there 
of the Indian Medical ·Service ?-;-:(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) That is so. 

11,392. Some time ago, · I think Sir 
Sa.muel told us that there was still cor
respondence going on with · the Govern
ment of India about thatJ early in the 
summer ?-Yes. 

11,393. It. is a very im~ortant Service, 
as the Secretary of State will agree ?
Yes. 

11,394. And also on account of its con: 
nection with the Army it is very essen
tial that it should be considered part of 
the security Services because so much 
dept'nds upon it Y-Yes. · 

11,395. There is an answer that you 
;:;ave, Sir Samuel, on the 24th July, 1933, 
in· answer to Sir Ernest Graham-Little : 
" All :Members of the Indian regular 
Services, both military and civil, whether 
or not they bold His Majesty's Commis
sion,, are in the same position as regards 
the payment of pensions in respect · of 
their Indian Service. The position is 
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that these pension~ futv~ b~e~ h:t. the p~t 
and· are now charged to,Indian revenues 
alon~ and it is p~oposed:that;tbey shoUld 
cont1n:ue ~ be· so charged. under th~ ,N ~w 
Constitution "· t-Yes. . . :. 

11,396. That is an ansWer. which ' ·you 
gave compa1·atively·- recently,< in· 'July 
last !...:....Yes.· , · · '· · · · · 

11;397~ But m. par~graph · 185, . tl).e 
reference is to be. -.held by ·persons 
appointed by the Crown, by ·the"Secre
tary of State iri Council or by the· Secre
t.ll'y of· · State. App&ntm(mts · by the 
Crown do not seem to ~d any place )ri 
paragraph 183. Are they cop.sidered to 
be appointed by the Secretary of· State 
for . the purpose of the control ?-'-I am 
not quite sure whether I have followed 
Sir Reginald's pomt. ~s it· -t~is, · that 
the Indian Medical · Service is not in
eluded in paragraph 183 Y 
. 11·,398: yes ; tliat is on~ . point The 
other point is that_ persons appointed by 
the Crown are not inluded . in paia
graph ~83, ·nor are they included in 182 f 
·-We could bring them ... in though . under 
188.. . . 

11,399. That . refers only to a . civil 
capacity, whereas your answer. the other 

. day put _them all on the same footing !
Yes ; on the. military side. not difficulty 
arises, .does it 'f It is. a reserved. subjec~. 

11;400. Yes ; but in the Indian Medical 
Service it arises 7-,-I quite agree with-Sir 
Reginald. I am in this difficulty about 
the ·Indian .Medical Service., that there 
still is correspondence go-ing -on between 
the Government of- India and the. IndiA 
Office. Substantially· . we ·are· agreed,: but 
there are certain outstandmg qetail!'l .s~ill 
to he discussed. · It is a question . that 
ohviouslv the Committe~ will wish. to oon~ 
sider, ~d as soon' as I am ready J; ~ 
prepared to discuss it ~th. them ; . but I . 
agree with Sir Reginald that. it is prob~
able that paragraph' 183 ~1 have to· ba 
re-drafted in view of out", discussion about:. 
the Iridian Medical Service. · 

"" Mr. M •. R: ;r ayaker. 

11 401. May I sugge8t to 'the Secretary 
of State in this connection, while he is. 
on this subject, that I. wish to draw his. 
attention ·to the majority recommenda- ~ 
tion of the· Services Sub-C'onimittee .. at 
page 66 of the_· First Round. Table .Con
ference Report ; this Committee eonsisted 

n2 
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of Indians and. Britishers both· and thf~ 
Is· their recommendation-~ "Subject to 
parngi'nph 11 the sub-committee are of 
opinion that in future there should be 
flo civil branch of the Indian Medical 
Service ; and that no civil appointments 
either under the Government of India or 
th~ Provincial Governments should in 
future be listed as being reserved for 
Europeans as such." May I suggest that 
the Secretary of State should take into 
ronsideration this recommendation when 

.he is considering the whole question of 
the Indian Medical Service Y-We have 
taken~ it, ·Mr. Jayakex, very fully into 
account. The problem,. however, is a 
very difficult one.: The problem, if I may 

. state it in a sentence or two, is this : 
l<1rstly, we have to provide enough 
Doctors for the Army ; secondly we have 
to·. provide enough Doctors for the Army 
Reserve ; thirdly., we have to provide 
enough Doctors· for the Services, particu
Ja'rly_. the ·European Services. The 
further we . have . gone into the question 
th~ more we have been convinced that 
in order to carry out those obligations, 
recruitment lJlust go on for the Indian 
Medical. Service, and that there must be 

· posts for. the Iudian :Medical Service that 
, will enable' them· to fulfil those three con

ditions. .,1. state. the problem rather 
crudely to~day in those two or three sen
tenc'es to show that it really is a difficult 
problem of hard facts and that whatever 
arrangements are made, those three con
ditions .must. be met, namely, the· Army 
demands, th~ Army . Reserve demands. 
and the demands of the Serrices for 
'Uedical ministratiom•. 

n,4o2. But o~'tside those three require
ments, there has. been no further recruit-

. ~ent for th~ general purposes of the 
l\Iedieal Service t-I would prefer not to 
go into a question of that kind until 
i can go into the whole question com
plet~ly. · I will only say to-day that you 
must make the Service sufficiently 
attractive in order to get your recruits 
in for those three purposes, and that 
~~etor .must be :taken int~ account. 

·· > Lieut:-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

11,403. Secretary of State, is it not a 
fact that if the recoiiUilendations of the 
Services Committee were carried out in 
this matter, and the . Provincial Govern-

ments had to supply British Medical 
Officers for their Medical Service, it 
would become a very prohibitive cost !
I was not thinking so much of the cost, 
though I itgree that is a very serious 

. issue ; I was thinking rather of recruit
ment. Here, again, it is a practical 
question as to what is the best method 
for getting the men into the Service who 
are rt>(tuired for those three purposes. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. : 

11,404. May I ask for information, 
Secretary of State, who at present ap
points the lndian Medical Service t It 
is not in the All-India Services or tht> 
Provincial Services, as we have them put 
before us here 7-It is the Secretary of 
State. 

11,405. Does it rank as an All-India 
Servi<·e '!-Yes. 

11,406. Why is it not included in 35 T
It is not included for this reason, that 
there have been these special problems 
mising about the Medical Service, and 
we have not been in a position to make 
drfinite recommendations. Your . Grace, 
it is primarily a military service and so 
far as it is a military service, it is a 
reserved ·service. The question that has 
hE>en discussed at some length in the 
pa:-;t, and no doubt we shall discuss. ~t 
again, is the question of the CIVIl 
appointments. · 

· Sir .Abdur Rahim. 

11,407 .. There are two other military 
:Medical Services, the R.A.l\I.C. and t~e 
Ll\I.D. t-The · R.A.M.C., of course, IS 

War Office, British Army, and the 
Ll\LD., Sir Malcohn tells me, is n 
Subordinate Service. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

11,408. Are the whole of. the Doctors 
of the Army in India appomted by_ and 
subject to the War Office at home ?-No ; 
there is the R..A.li.C. for the British 
personnel. There is the I.M.D. for the 
Indian personnel. . . 

· 11,409. I thought you just sai_d the 
I.M.D. was under the War Office ?-:-No, 
the R.A.M.C. is under the War Office. · 



.Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,410. But you said the I.M.D. was a 
military service, did you not f..,-Yes. 

11,411. Under whom is it Y-Under the 
Secretary of State. 

11,412. It is part of the Indian Army Y 
-Part of the Indian Army. 
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so that he can accelerate or retard. -that 
process ?-Yes. It is under the White · 
P~p~r proposals intended· to- continue the 
extstmg pr9eedure.. . , · 

l1,420. ~u~ as a matter· of convention f 
-Just as It Is now-to continue the pro-· 
cedure. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. ·Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.-

11,413. They have the ·King's Commis- 11,421. i wimt to ask the Secretary of 
~<ions, have they not Y-Certain Members State one question' in· regard to para
holding civil appointments outside. . grap~- 49, first o,f all, in which it is stated 

that tl;t~ .. various Headings of E:ipendi-
1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan. ture shall be · subject to discussion in 

11,414. l\fay I suggest that the ques- both Chrunbers. Amongst those .. is 
tion really is not so much who shall be No .. (vi), salaries and pensions.· In: view 
rcrruited into the Indian Medical Ser- of the statemen.t which he has made this 
vice and under what conditions ; there is morning. would .he tell me why it i~ 
no trouble about it ; naturally the Secre- desirable that matt-Elrs of pensions which 
t11ry of State ~ll continue to recruit <'annot be voted upon should be discussed 
iuto the Indian Medical Service. The in the Chambers Y Is that not a little 
question is whether the Secretary of likely to give rise to possible misunder
State should have power to continue to standings-to have a discussion on· a 
prm;erihe and force the Provinces to matter of this kind, which the Secretary 
<•mploy a certain number of these Indian of State has made such statements upou. 
~[Pdical Service Officers into their Civil this morning Y-:-It is the procedure that 
appointments ?-Yes ; that is so. we have proposed for this category of 
· 11,-415. And whether that is consistent reserved subjects. . Perhaps the most 
with the .Medical Department being conspicuous case is the Army ; there, we 
t1 a nsf erred under the Constitution and do propose that ·discussions should .. be 
being made a Department to be adminis- allowed, but that .the expenditure should 

lm non-votable.. We have taken the re
tt·atcd by the Provincial Governments '_:_ served subjects together and we have 
~ 'Th' treated them in the same y.·ay. at IS 

Lieut.Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

11,416. Is not the I.l\f.D. under the 
Secretary of State-all its regulations 7-
y es ; ultimately, as part of the Indian 
Army it is ; that is the I.l\I.D., which is 
tl1e Inrlian Medical Department, which 
ili the Subordinate people in the Medical 
Service. 

Miss Pickford. 

11,417. Does the Secretary of State at 
p_rest>nt in recruiting for the public ser
VIces follow generally the rate of Indian
isation as recommended by the Lee Com-
mission 7-Yes. · 

11,418. Bnt that is a matter of con
vention and not laid down by any 
Statute 7-No ; it is in no. Statute. 

11.419. Is it contemplated under the 
'White Paper that this shall be left to 
the discretion of the Secretary of State 

really the answer. · · 
\' ": 

Marquess of Reading. 

11,422. That has ·· been the practice 
hitherto, has it not 7-Yes: 

Marquess of Reading.] Under the Act, 
it is open to the Governor-General to 
permit that discussion, and he always 
has permitted it in my experience. 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.] In the ease 
of the Army ' • 
· ·Marquess ·of- Reading.] Yes. I am 
only giving that as an instance. 

· J. Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
"' ·n 423. I was going on to suggest that 

ther~ is a difference in a large matter 
such as· the question of expenditure and 
the matter of pensions 7-I would say 

· there cannot be any possible doubt about 
the · decisions in any of these cases. . I 
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w.ohld _ not . distinguish between . one .&n:,d Fund under very , elaborate rules. Yoa 
the:'pther,·-and :.I would suggest to Sll' cannot tak~ a man in at the. age of 40' 
Jolu\ Wardlaw-Milne that there is rather and make him eligible for things of that 
a political danger in isolating one p~- · sort ; it is impossible to make the story 
eula.r question. It has seemed. to . me m complete ; but the intention is that so 
iny experience at the India' Office that far as protection is concerned the tw• 
if you .·do isolate a particular question categories shall be put on the same foot-
from the other questions you concentrate ing. 
upon it much more fire than you would 11,426. :May I put my question in thia 
have if it was not so isolated. way : Does not the use of the word 

11,424. Then· with regard to paragraph " may " jeopardise that security or 
1.84---:I ~o not want to press this que:r- pos~ibly jeopardise that security 7-No. 
ho!l if m fa~t the Secretary of State IS • It IS .a case, - I think, where "may " 
going. to brmg up a set of proposals means " shall " subject to practical 
about it, but there it is stated that the possibilities. I am told it reproduces 
of?ce~ of the' ProVincial Departments Section 98 of the .Act at present and 
will b_e co~trolled by . the Secretary of they do in practice always have that pro
State, . and m regard to those of the ex- tectioL.. 
temal departments, they will be under Sir Joh·n Wardlaw-Milne.] Still the 
the ~overnor-General. ~ll I wante.d to conditions in future are to be rather ia 
ask IS whether they will be appomte.d control. 1 suggest Jor consideration 
b'. the Secreta?' of State ~-Yes. It IS whether that security. is not jeopardised. 
srmpi.Y ~ ques~10n . as I~ sa1~ before, o_f by the nse of the word "may "-that 
~onstitutional · araftmg ; m either case 1t · II . -

. th G . G al . h v· lS a . 1s . e_ overnor- ener or t e. 1ceroy 
acting. at his discretion, but, in' one case, 
the Service . comes within the ambit of 
th~ Constitution and in the other · case 
it is_ within the field of paramountcy and 
outside it. · . · 
· .. 11,425. Then, one last question with 
regard to paragraph 188, to which refer
~nce has a~ready betm made-the ques
tion of Officers who are available for a 
post which would ordinarily be appointed 
by the Secretary of State. It is stated 
that they "may be given such of the 
rights and conditions of service and em
ployment of persons appointed by· the 
Secretary of State." Is there any par
ticular· object in · that being "may " in
stead of " shall " f Should they not have 
that as a right if th~y occupy' these 
posts ' I do not quite . follow the object 
of making it optional.' Has the Secre.:. 
tary of State considered that 7 · It is not 
very clear to me at • any rate as to at 
whose option this is to be ,_ (Sir Find
later Stewarl.) · The proposal is that the 
Secretary of State should have the right. 
I think one reason for not putting it in 
the. fo:crn that- they shall have all. the 
rights of a member of the Indian Civil 
Service·. is that it is impossible ·in prac
tice to do · everything. For example, 
members · of the Indian Civil Service at· 
present· subscribe to a Family Pensions 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,427. Secretary of State, could yoll 
explain to me what are roughly to be 
the · functions of the Provincial Public 
Service Commission in regard to recruit
ment f _ They are to conduct the ex
aminations, hut are they to have any 
ifinal say in what those examinations 
shall be-what shall be the qualifications 
of a candidate 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
I would have thought that the Provincial 
Public , Service . Commission would be 
given general instn1ctions by the Govern
ment' to recruit such and such a number 
of officials, and within those. general 
instructions· the Public' . Services Com
mission would have such.Jatitude as, the 
Government gave it ; but I do not con
template the Public Services Commis
sion laying down, perhaps against thP 
approval of the . J?rovincial . Government, 
rules of its own. 

11,428. But take a contrary . case like 
the :Medical . Service of a Province. 
Would the Government, the Cabinet, of 
the- Punjab,: for instance,. be able, to lay 
down to the Public Services Commissiou 
that no recruit was to be accepted un
less he had a . medical degree from the 
University of the . Punjab f-J would 
have thought . off-hand that that was a 



general rule that the. Government could 
lay down. 

11.429. Then the Cabinet could also 
lay down that a certain. service should 
in its opinion be recruited by nomination 
and not by examination ?-Yes; that, I 
understand, is the present practice. 

11,430. Then what precisely is the 
guarantee in respect of recruitment 
offered by the Public Service Commis
sion ?-I have never emphasised myself 
the guarantee side of the activities of 
the Public Service Commission. I have 
thought that its main use was to take 
these posts out of the personal purview 
of individual ministers, and in that way 
to· save the ministers a great deal of 
trouble and tiresome pressure. I have 
nlways regarded the Public Service Com
miHsion more from that point of view 
than I have from the point of view of 
an actual guarantee. 

11,431. That is what I mea1{t · by 
guarantee. It is a guarantee against 
politics entering into recruitment, but, 
if all the conditions of recruitment, even 
down to the prescription'. of nomination, 
may be laid down by the . Cabinet, and 
"annot be laid down by the GQvernor 
t'X~ept on the. advice of his Cabinet, I do 
not see bow you can keep politics out of 
it 7-Yon keep politics out of the in
(lividual case. Is not that so ?. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,422. Supposing the Governor laid 
down a rule that all' appointments should 
be by nomination, is there anything to 
prevent that ?-It would be possible, 
under the White Paper, certainly for a 
Governor to take that action; but it 
would then be for the Public Servi('(' 
Commission to recommend names within 
that condition, and, in that way, bir· 
A usien will see that the individual rw;;es 
would be taken from individual trNl,t
ment, and put under what we should 
hope would be an impartial body. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,433. But, in practice, the Secretary 
of State will probably admit that when 
you come to nomination, the nominating 
body, appointed as the Public Service 
Commission, would, as in similar cases 
in this country, almost inevitably be a 
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de~artmen~al body su~h ..• as .. )he. ·.boJy, 
which nommates Inspectors of . Schools .. at. 
the present moment, and the mom~nt 
!ou g~t. it inside. the· ;o~~a:r,-tment,. Y9.u. 
unmediately ge~ !he. posSibility of p:r;-esr,. 
sur:e on the Minister ?-:Is tqere, Minis~ 
ter1al pressure with Departments of that . 
kind ? I have never ·Iaiown it in my 
experience here. · 

Lord Eustace Percy.] .... No. not, here. 
Would I., be right in saying this, that 
the position. of the Civil Service Com
mission here has been b11ilt up gradually 
on the basis . of its personal prestige, 
and that tllat wilL be the case with the .. 
Public Service Commission in. India, and . 
that their real influence will depend al~ 
most entirely upon their· personnel, and 
on the kind of position they are able to 
build up as advisers to the Government;· 

Major Cadogan. 

11,434. Who will appoint the personnel ·. 
of the Public Service Commission ?~The 
GoYenwr on his own ·discretion. To· 'go 
back . to your quest~on, ~rd · Eu.stace; I 
would agree .· generally with · wllat t· you . 
su'ggest. . . '. . . ~- . ' ." .. 

'' 

Lord Eusta-ce Percy.' ' 

~1,435. If you .have-got t~.,,~<i indi.:.;· 
viduals whose personal influence .,will be 
of that kind, and if you have· to . build . 
up the/ position of the .Public Service · 
Commission on the per!?onal influence of 
such people, do you ··contemplate. with . 
equanimity the • appointment . of .. ~n 
Public Service Commissions, all ... witlJ. .. 
such exalted positions in India, tha~ they . 
will enjoy the same prestige !!.8 the Civil . 
Service Commission bere 7--We · have 
·some experience. We have th~·expe:dence·· 
of the Central · Public Service Cori:tmis- .. 
sion. and we have the experien~e of the 
Public Service Commission. in -Madras, . 
and in each case the Commissions have, 
so I understand, worked well. · N Q doubt . 
some of the Indian delegates will add 
from'· their own experience their own 
views "upon these Coinmissions, but my 
experience g-oes to show th!lt they have 
worked well. We. have crrcular1sed, · .. :r: 
think every ProVincial Government, and ·' . . 
I think, w!thout . exception, . every Provm~ 
cial Govemwent has wished .. tn start the 
same kind . of organisation. · 



• 11,2136. But, in fact, only Madras has 
started · one of its own volition up · to 
nqw f-Yes. 

~~r~ Zafrulla Khan.] ·'As a matter of 
faet, the Punjab Legislative Council has 
passed a Bill authorising the setting up 

· of_ a Public Service Commission, and 
they are only . waiting for the new Con- · 
stitution to come into force to start it 
as from the date of the new' Constitu
tion, and i am not perfectly certain, 
but, I think, power is given in that Act 
to the Governor to specify what appoint
ments shall be made through the Public 
Service Commission-not to the Cabinet, 
but to the Governor. 

Lord Eu;t~ce Percy. 

11,437 •. Would I be right in· saying 
that if you were asked to set up · simul
taneously eleven Civil Service Commis
sions in ·England, ·Wales and Scotland, 
you. wo~d hesitate to do so, and wonder 
whether . you could get the personnel 
sufficient for such appointments 7-In the 
first place, it is the difference between 
a population of 270,000,000 and a popu
lation of 45,000,000, but I am not basing 
my . answer on · that at all. If it ·was 

. found impossible in some of the smaller 
provinces to_ find this . personnel there_ is 
no reason why pfovinces should not com
bine. That ¥;··provided ·~or. · 

· Dr. B. R • .Ambedkar. 
' . ·-

11,438. There is nothing to prevent a 
Public Service Commission being ap
poi~ted for one province or for ~o 
provinces f-No;. we do make provision 
for . that purpose. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 
11,439. Have you· ever considered the 

possibility of establishing something in 
the nature ·of a Federal Public ·Service 
Cointnission at the centre ·representing 
the "Provinces on a ·.Federal basis, but 
unifying reeruitment f-We can hear the 
views of the Indian · delegates upon a 
question of that kind. My own view, 
froni what · enquiries I have made, is 
that most of -the provinces will want to 
have these Commissions of their own. 

Sir Abdur Rahim.] ·That is so. 
. Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] . If an Inspector 
of Schools was to be appointed to the 
Punjab, no one in the Punjab could be 

. ·-

expected to ask a Federal Public Service 
CQmmission to appoint one for t}u!m. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I was not sug
gesting that, but I ·do not want to get 
into discussion. · 

Archbishop of Canterbur,ll. 

11,440. Under Proposal 199 the ·Gov
ernments are required to consult these 
Public Service · Commissions on matters 
such as have been raised by Lord Eustace 
J>ercy. Supposing a Provincial Public 
Service Commission entertains the 
strongest possible objection to a proposal 
made by the Provincial Government, at 
present it has no power to control the 
Government. Has it any power, or _do 
Y<'? propose to give it · any power, to 
refer any IIUI.tter about which it feels 
very strongly to any other body such as 
the Federal Public Service Commission, 
or the Secretary of State, or otherw~e ? 
-I. do not think you could possibly have 
the right of appeal to the Federal 
Government. from a provincial organisa
tion of this kind. I think if you did it 
would .strike very much at the roots of 
provincial autonomy, and there_ would be 
great resentment. anyhow in some of the 
provinces. Further than that, there are 
the two conceptions of the Public Serviee 
Commission; the· one that it should have 

· executive power ; the other that it should 
be only advisory. We have chosen the
latter alternative,. namely, that, quite 
definitely, the Public Service Commi>'4-
sions that we . contemplate shoulc! be 
advisory. I can quite see there are 

. arguments to be used for either of tho,;;e 
alternatives. r Let me suggest only one to 
His Grace as an argument against a 
Public Service Commission having execu
tive power. There is a great risk in that 
ease that yori will get a new kind of 
dyarchy in a province, and that you may 
get (to take· the most difficult and 
critical instance of all) the Pub lie Sll-vice 
Commission taking one line about com
munal arrangements, and the Govem
·ment taking another: line. On that 
account, and also on account of the fact 
that the e:risting Public Service Com
missions in India have been advisory and 
have worked well, and have exercised a 
great deal of influence, even though they 
have had no executive power, we have 
thought it wiser to keep them as advisory 
bodies. · · . 
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11,441. I was not suggesting executive 
puwers, but whether there would be· any 
power to see that there would be some 
d<'gree of uniformity in the different 
provinces, and whether the advice of a 
Public Service Commission on an im
portant matter, if it was against the 
Oovernment, might have any reference · 
to some other co-ordinating authority t
It is verv difficult to see what that 
t·r•-onlinatlng authority should be. I 
t!Jink there is every kind of objection to, 
h(' urgt>d against the Federal Government 
hf'in"' the Court of Appeal in provincial 
qnt>stions of that kind. · 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,442. There ~ another kind of Court 
1of Appeal which the Secretary of State 
might consider, namely, the publication 
of the advic~ of the Public Service Com
mi:;;sion t-Yes. 

Marquess of Sali.~bur.IJ.] So long as the 
Public Service Commission advise .. in 
privat<', and are overridden in private, 
it might come about that they would be 
tr<'at<'d with very little more than con
tt·mpt by the Minister, but, if it was 
known that whatever they said would be 
published, then there would be a real 
sN·urity that their advic~ would he 
nttended to. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,443. The real danger seems to me 
to be this that, possibly, if you have ten 
Public Service Commissions in India, the 
udvice that you get from the academic 
pt ·rsons on those Commissions will not 
ht> advi(•e which will carry nearly the 
w('ight which the educational advice · of 
the Civil Service Commission in this 
eountrv .carries to-dav. It is advice 
which · might be reje~ted. It is the 
danger of having an academically weak 
Commission advising the Government, 
that the Government mav have to take 
the matter into its own ·hands. !-l can 
only say ont!e again that the two ex;isting 
Pr.blic 'senice Commissions· have· worked 
wPlJ, and they have not been academic~ 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidne.IJ.] They 
• have worked very well. 

Lord Eustace Percy. . 

11,444. Their advice has .been given by 
their a<>ademic Member t-I do not know 

'\'\'hat ·Sir Eustace means by .• , academic 
'Member," but there have been m~n on· 
both those Commissions who . have been 
very closely in contact with ·public life 
at many . of its angles. . - · : 

11,445. I agree !~Even· if ·Lord 
Eustace's criticisms ·are correct (and I 
ilo . not want to dogmatise on a question 
of this kind) I do . not know ·quite what 
alt('rnative it is that he suggests. 

' .. 
Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,446 .. Would. the Secretary of State 
consider giving an answer: to Lord · SalJst: 
bury'c; suggestion 7-I have great ~·tn:
JHtthy with what Lord Salisbury s8.ld. · 

U,447. That would largely meet· niy 
p0int. :\lay I understand the. Secretary 
of State replies to Lord Salisbury's sug-

. gestion that he considers it ·very favour
ahlv t-Yes, eertainly. I. have great 
syn':tpathy with it, and .J haye always felt 
in matters of this kind, juc\,oing ·from our 
own experience here, that publicity is ~ 
great safety valve. · • 

Sir Hari SingT• Gour. 

11,448, I wa~t to ask the Seeretary of 
State whether he has also ·adverted to 
the other side of the question that if the 
advice given by the :memb~rs of. t~e 
Public Service Commission,. either mdt
vidually or collectively ·were to b~ pub
lif>hed they would not be· free to gtve the 
same independent advice upon individu~ 
eases which they would be free to do 1f 
they knew that their advice w?uld ~~ 
h'eated as in confidence t--. I think o~~ 
would -certainly· have to leave some dts
cr~tion to someone~ · Quite obviously yoq: 
could not possibly make a rule ~hat . all 
thb proceedings of a . body of. thiS ~J?-d 
should be published, but I !hink Wit~·· 
that limitation one might msure th~~ 
voice being heard if they wished their 
-voice to he ht>ard. 

L'lrd Ettstace Pert.IJ. 

11,449. I do no~ . want to get into ~ 
disc~ssion. May I srmply say mY. gener~ 
idea"' is this : The tendency m this 
country has been to bring all the Gov~ 
ernment Departments, except the Tec}l
nical Departments, i~creB;SinglJ: under · 
one Civil Service e:xammation latd down 
by academic authorit!y !-Yes. . ., r 

11,450. It has been done ·within the 
Jast 20 years in the case both of the 



Foreign Office and the Eoard of Edq.ca.- . . . Mr. M •.. R • .J.f!yaker~. _ .. 
tioi1; · .It seems to me ·that India .will 11455. Is.· the Sec.retary of · State 
.find the same . thing .. that . e;x;cept. fol' awa,;e that -Sir John Kerr in his state.. 
technical Depa~ents ~d ce~a.in ou

0
t-f ment :confined the compensation to· only 

iide appointments .]ike l,!!specto~.- . . one man for one ·post f·· He· did· not go 
Schools, the best cours~ ~~ to !~c:nnt down below. May I· just ask your atten
lUlder one general exa.mmabon, ·and !J.Ot tion to . Sir John Kerr's statement on 
to have SJ?ecial req~irements .. If. tha~ be ·. this point 'I In Voluroe:·IIA, .. at. pages 
ao, the pomt of haymg a ProvmCial 'Cpm- 33 and 34,- this is what he said ; he 
:mission for . the· great bulk of ·the · De- did not make a higher claim than ~his.; 
p&rtments will go, and for the whole re- of ·course· · we think that even- this Is· 
crui·tmentj .subject.; of cou.:rse,·. to con- very high: 11 I said the other ·day that 
(Jit_ions that a pr<?vinc~ should have its 'I thought ·there . would . be ·no immedia~e 
o~a people ·spea~ 1t~ own· lan~e, saving. We have gone _into the· figures 
and so on, the exammabon for the bulk and we think we· can . safely say ·that 
·of all the Departments could be eollduct- there would be an immediate saving for 
e<l by a Central Commissi.on,. and it tliis reason. In a province' with five 
would· be a valuable· Federal organ built Commissioners at . Rs.. 3,000 · a month, 
llJ? _by· Mn.sultation ·!>e~ween. s~bordinate if you abolish tho.se. five posts you- get 
CiVIl Semce Comnuss10ns m th~ ·pro- . an immediate ,savmg of Rs. 1~,000 a 
-vinces and the Centre~ That Is ~Y month .. Under the scheme wh1eh we 
g<•neraJ idea 7-:I _should be very glad m have placed before the Joint Select Com
.th1• course _of our ·discussions, or my mittee an allowance of Rs. 500 would be 
examination,: to hear· the • views of other attached to five posts on the time scale 
Members of the Committee an~ the t<>. compensate the service for the loss 
Ir1dian Delegates upon ·a question of of the Conimiss'ioners' posts. The. ~ost of 
that kind. . .. those five allowances wotild be only 

. . . Rs. 2,500, so there . would · be an imm~~ 
· ·_1\{r. ·Mor.qan Jones: <liate savinao ·of Rs. 12,500· a month. 
' . · · What I am"' suggesting to·_' the ' Secretary 

11;451, I am .not quite· sure· that I of State is that even this s~tement d?es 
fo1lowed the. implication of .. one of the not go so high that the compensa~Ion 
a!lfwers-· which Sir Samuel, Hoare gave could percolate down to the bot~om of 
earlier in regard to compensation.-· if the Service, but should be, only g1ven to 
I have -misunderstood it ·I apologise. Do the riext person who was an expectant 7-
I . understand that it is proposed that· Generally speaking;· that is so. and I. 

·'someone (either the Secre~cy ; of ~t~te in saying that this right should b~ con
or someone else) . should be .m a positron tinued in some form, am not makmg in 
to compens·ate fGr loss of prospective anv way an extravagant claim; 
gffice f-Yes, . within the terms of the · . . . . 
answers I .gave earlier this morning. Mr .. Mor_qan Jones. 

ll,4S2. Is there. an:f 'parallel for that 11 456. So that in cases where on 
in the English Civil Service '?-~ could aceo~nt. say, of the nece£sity for re
:riot say offhand. . I do not know whether trenchment, a· particular -post may h_ave 
there is or not. It · 'bas always been to be abrogated, ·the questiOn of po~s1ble 
admitted tO some extent in th~ Indian cnmpensation · would · have. to ·be taken 
Service. into account 7-Yes ; certamly; ~nd Mr, 

11453. Does the cost of. .this compen- Morgan Jones' must· keep· in. ·mmfl the 
satio'n. for prospootive office fall_ upon · way that right has ·been . mterp~eted 
tbe Indian revenue 7-Yes. du~ing· the last 15 years. S1r ~gma1d 
· · · · · f · d · Craddock pointed out that certam posts 

.·· 11.454. May I enquire how. a; ?wn h"n-e been retrenched, but that so· far no 
the hierarchy of officers does th~s z:~ht a v • had b 
of compensation extend "f-:-It IS . JUst question for compensation een 
that kind of difficulty that made me say admitted. ~... ' · 
you ·.must take every cas~ upon· its own Lord .Snell. 
inerits. It is not a new issue at all, 
lir. Morgan Jones ; this is an is~;ue that 
lJas been . in existence for many years. 

_ .11,457. Just. ~wo. qu_e~tions, in ~regard 
to compen_sah?n. S~pJlo~e. t?~t In the 



JHOcess of reorganisation some section .of 
tLc India Office Staff were ·redundant, let 
u:-~ assume they are in the Department 
of the establishment of· the Indian Army : 
Ilow would their acquired rights j.n re
gard to promotion and so on be dealt 
with ?-I think there again they. would 
Lave to be dealt with case by case. 

11,458. Si1ppose there was a· group
t1bi=Ullle there might be a group Y-I 
·would certainly say that, supposing under 
tlwse new arrangements a large part of 
til(" Staff of the India Office were 
abolished owing to changes in the Office, 
the general c·laim. to compensation must 
lw admitted. As to how that claim 
~-;hould be applied, I think that must be 
n ~·ase of taking the cases on their merits. -ll459. Th('n, in rPgard to the Medical 
Servire, has the Secretary of State· con
tt•mplat('d tht> possibility of there being 
t"~tablislwd an Indian Medical Board 
that would endt>avour to· el:clude British 
•1nalified men in the same way as the 
~~~etors' Trade Union in ~his country 
t•xrlu!l('s people with foreign qnalifi.ca
til•ns. 

11,460. As Lord Snell· will remember 
_tlwre ha.~ bet•n a good deal of contro
wrsy between some of the medical autho
riti'es here and some of the medical 
:tilthoriti('s in India about qualifirations. 
1 l1ave been doing my utmost iri the last 
:war or two to trv to make a. modu.<; 
~·il'endi between the~e bodies, and I hope 
m the next two or tP.ree )·ears surh an 
aiTangement will be made. It is be
•·Hnse the position is still soniewhat in
•ld1nite that we have left the treatment 
~1f the medical qualifications ·rather open 
111 the Clause. dealing- with disrrimina
tion-I think one of the Clauses between 
J20 and 130. . 

11,461. I spPeifieally e~clnded tl{e rcfer
f'll<'e to the diffirulb·. but may we assume 
f1 (\ffi Sir Samuel · that the· outlook in 
H.at math.'r is favourable for an arrano-e
mmt '!-I . think it is much better ·-=-I 
'\Vonld not go further .. thai\, that. . ' 

. . Mr. M. R.: . J aya_ker .. 
11,462. Ha.."l not a Bill been recently 

pn!"sed bv the Indian Leo-islature 111-.A 
Bill has ·been recently p~sed. I ha:ve 
r,ot got the debate or the . full details 
about it yet, but it is all a step,. as I 
hope, in the . direction of agreement. . 

Lieut.-;-Golonel Si,,,.lf .. GUJ,ney .. . · 
· 11~463. Has not-the Bill .that has re- · 

ce:htly been ·passed·· in" the Legislative 
Assembly decided that · there will . be a 

·four-year limitation to the reciprocity -of 
medical · qualifications !--'-It is just be
cause of that very· question· that I was · 
ruther cautious in the answer that I 
gave just now. It is an.· improvement 
certainly in the direction ~of agreement, 
but this Committee has obviously got to 
consider what, if any, . ::;afeguR!ds are 
r..eeded after the period specifie~ .. in the 
.Aet· that recently was passed ... 

11,464 .. 'Vhat I was trying. to get from 
yon, Sir Sainuel, was that since this Bill 
has been ·passed !imitating it to four 
J £~ars, is there not a danger that after 
that period elapses there• will be a re
fu~;al to recognise other ' cases,· as Lord 
Snell tried to indicate in his 'question ! 
-I think . there might be a possibility ; 
I would not go further than that. I 
think I would· suggest that this is really 
a ~uestion of· discrimination rather than 
o! service rights. I am going to give 
evidence about discrimination in a few 
days time and I think perhaps it would 
be better 'to deal with . medical qualifica
tions and .. other professional qualifica-
tions then. · · · · 

· ·Mr.· Cocks, .. 

· :UJ46~ .. Secretary ·of State; with regard 
to· paragraph 178, I . notice· that the . 
salary of the advisers is' left blank.; at 
what stage in . our. proceedjngs is that to . 
be filled iri; or' have you· a fi.gur~· iri your 
m!nd to f.Uggest . to the Committee !-l 
have not formed a very definite opinion 
aboht that ; I do not think it' is a qne;;
tion Of very lrreat 'importance·; I d(t not 
much inind.1 We cou1d make a sugg"fl!'l
tion 'perhaps, at any· time.· 

11.466. Seeing that th~ salaries are to 
be paid by moneys provided by Parlia
inent does that mean that . the· individual 
hppointments must ~ave the. approv~l ~f 
Pnrliament '..:_No ; · 1t would be ~s It 1s 
now. 1.· , . 

11,467. ·:Names would be submitted to 
Pnrlia.ment !-No. I do not know 
whether there ·was in Mr. Cocks' mind 
the fear that we were, going to . involve 
ourselves. in a heavy e:roenditure for. thii 
new kind of· Connell.. That is not so. It 
appears to me that .·the Cou~ei\ .·will, be 



smaller in numbers and involve the 
British taxpayers in substantially less ex
pense than the Council does at present. 
The · numbers are reduced and the ques
tion of salary must depend to some ex
tent of course upon the duties that they 
are expected to perform. 

rt:presentation of Indian Members and 
they have been extremely valuable. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,475. The ·amount of Indian re
presentation has been added to by Secre
taries of State from time to time in their 
discretion f-Yes, and on the whole it 

Archbishop o! · Canterbur.!J. has tended to increase. 
11,468. Arising from your answer, . Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I found it 

Rt>eretary of State, paragraph 189 does t"\\·o, and left at three, if I remember 
not mean a statement of names, but only rightly. 
• ,f vacancies made and of recruitments 
made. Does · that mean names, beeause 
you said just now that· no names would 
c•.me before Parliament f-1 think His 
Grace was under the impression that Mr. 
Cocks was · dealing with paragraph 189. 
He was dealingt with . paragraph 17;81 
dt>aling with · the Secretary of State's 
New Council f · · 

11,469. · Yes ; but I understood you to 
say that no · names of appointments 
made would ever come · before Parlia
m*'nt f-.:.Of the Secretary of· State's 
Council. 
. 11,470. I .beg ·your pardon f-I 1used 

tlJl' term " Council "-council ge~erally. 

Sir 'Austen Chamberlain.· 

. 11,471. ·I suppose the· appointments 
will be made as to the present Council, 
that is· to say, not subject to the assent 
(J·f Parliament. but they Will be always 
known to Parliament and ·the action of 
tl•e Secretary of State might be chal
lenged in Parliament if desired t-Yes. 

. 1\Iarquess of Salisbur.lJ. 

11,472. The money provided by Parlia
ment-is that an annual . vote on the 
·y,~;timates in the usual way ?-Yes, it 
would be a part of the Office Vote. 

Mr. Cocks. 

11,473: Under the Membership which 
J;r;ay be between 3 and 6, is there any 
proportion suggested for Indian Mem
bas 7-We leave it free. but there is no 
intention of exclusion in any way. 

.. 
Mr. Cocks. 

11,476. In the next. paragraph, seeing 
that the Services' Sub-Committee of the 
Hound Table Conference recommended 
that the recruiting and controlling autho
Tity in future should be the Government 
of India and not the Secretary of State, 
could you state what were the reason!'! 
which caused the ·authors of the White 
Paper to depart from that conclusion ' 
It: .other words, what are the objections 
t·J making th~ authority the· Governor
General t-There was no unanimous 
opinion at the Round Table Conference . 
Sc far as I remember, there were the 
three points of view· expressed. One, that 
the Secretary of State should continue 
to recruit ; two, that the Viceroy shoultl 
recruit ; three, that the Federal Govern
ment should recruit. There was no kind 
of unanimity of opinion either in the 
Conference or in the Committe. The 
view of the Government in n, €eutence 
or two is this : We feel that the two 
objects that we must keep in mind, are, 
fir.:;t of all, a sufficiency of suitable re
cruits ; secondly, as little change as pos
sible during the very difficult years of 
the initiation of the constitution. Keep
ing those two objects in mind, we take 
the view that there would be a risk of 
not getting the recruits that we requirt• 
for these very important services if ~·e 
made a change in the methods of recruit
ment. Secondly, in order to tide over 
what must nece<:...sarily be a very difficult 
chapter in the histo1'y of the new con
stitution, namely~ the initial years, w;-, 
propose that no chang-e at all should b,., 
made during a period, say, of 5 years. 

. Mr. M. B., Jayaker· At the end of that five years, there will 
. 11,474. At ·present there is a. spec~c have. to be an inquiry into the ·~hole 
provision, js there not, that these WJll .· position. based upon actual exper1enc~. 
be Indians ?-No; it is quite open~ In -I should very much hope, myself, that 
11.r-iual practice, there always has been . an inquiry of that kind · woulil not take 



tlw form of a public or semi-public com
mi~sion upon which acute political atten
tio:J would he concentrated perhaps for 
H·veral years, but that it would be an 
inquiry upon the actual merits of the 
position based upon the experience of 
the,;e 5 years ; and that in the mean
\rltile both in the interests of India. anlt 
in the interests of this country, which 
has ~;till got many great stakc3 in India, 
a-; ft>w changes as possible should be 
madf' clnring- this initial period. That 
in a few sentences is the general posi
tion upon which we have based our pro
po,.:al,.; as to reeruitment. 

11,477. Turning to the question of 
m·<·ruing right:>, do you hold the \iew, 
fr11111 what you haw said, that iu certain 
(•ircum:,ianet>s the definition or "accru
ing rights" given by the law officers of 
tlH' C'rown, and which was quob·d by Sh· 
.John Kerr in reply to questions 230 and 
2:~5 may he inadequate T-I would prefer 
to tab that dt'finition with the comment 
placed upon it by my predecessor, Lord 
1\·d. ' 

11,478. In exercising his di~cretion in 
cases of that sort; will the Secretary of 
~tate han• to secure the consent of his 
.\dvisory Council f-Yes, as he does now. 

11,479. Will the Public Service Com
mission be e.onsulted before a decision i.s 
g-iven !-That would be a mattt>r for the 
di-:crction of the Secretary of State. 

11,480. I was wondering whether the 
:Secretary of State could give the. Com· 
mittre a kind of picture as to what 
would uetually hnppen' in sueh a case as 
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this : supposing 20 Commis'sionershipli 
were abolished and 20 officers ot: the next 
seniority applied for the pay and pension 
rights of the . Commissioners, what 
actually would be the procedure 1-Thc 
proeedure would be what it would be 
to-day, namely, that the Committee of 
Council would go into these claims· &nd 
would make a recommendation. 

11,481. Does that mean that ea~h case 
would be decided upon its merits, or 
would some definite rule be made which 
would apply to all similar eases !-I 
should think each ease would be decided 
on its merits, but I would not like to 
exclude the possibility of dealing with a 
elass as a class. · · . 

11,482. On paragraph 192, when this 
was brought up before the recess, it wa'3 
felt, l think, that the exact meaning of 
that paragraph was somewhat obscure. 
I was wondering :whether the Secretary 
of· State could clear that matter up. 
Particularly, what exactly is the 
authority in India competent to pass 
:.meh an order as that of March 8th, 1926, 
and seeondly, what is the authority in 
the last line being other than the pro
vincial government !-I thiuk I had 
better circulate a note explaining exactly 
what is m~ant by .1\fareh 8th and so on. 
I will do that. ·· 

11,48·3. And the Becond question about 
the sanction of such authority, you_ saitl-

. yourself on. the previ,ous occasion that in 
practice it meant provincial govern
ments. Could it possibly mean any other 
authority !-We will cover that _po~nt in 
the note ; we wi~ make i~ quite clear. 

(After a short adjournment.) 

l.t:Jrd Hutcli1~son of Montrose. 
11,484:. There are only two ']Uestions I 

would like to ask. · One is : In Proposal 
189 it is said that there "ill be an en
quiry into the working of the Civil Ser:
vice on the expiration of five years after 
the commencement of the Cons-titution 
Act. Does that mean the Constitution 
Act as referring to the Provincial Gov
ernm£>nts, or to the whole proposals in 
the ·white Paper !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
It means whatever is in the Constitution 
Act, and certainlv it means the whole 

Comtitution. · 

11,485. But is it not · possible that 
under the Constitution Act if it were 

_ passed there might be a period before 
anything to do With the Federation came 
into being f-Yes. , · · · · 

J 
\.. 

11,486. In which case :five years woultl 
have elapsed before probably any com
mencement had taken place of· a control 
such as is visualised: here at the Centre 1 
-I think that might be so, and I think 
if there were considerable delay· between 
the two stages in the Constitution that 
date might have to be modified. 



·ao 

-11,487: The:· other question: I would 
. like to ask is, .how far is the CoiUID.iSsion 
dealing with the Service · ·there going 
io take_ over the present· dutiea of · the 
Inspector-General f I am talking rathm· 
in relation to the police. The Commis
mon, I understand, will be enipowe.·ed to · 
deal with promotions · and movements 
from one place to another. How far will 
that take over the duties of the· Inspector
General 7-The Commission -would not go 
into questions of that kind at all. . Sir 

generally speaking, we look to thi.i body 
o~ advisers ( ea~l it a Council if you WISh) 
shll · to . remam the safeguard for the 
Secretary · of State's Services that the 
·~ouncil is at present. 

,11,~90. _But 'you · said, qu~te rightly, 
this mornm,g that the question of salary 
would depend largely upon the definition 
of · their duties. I wanted to know 
whether _they would be as the present 
members of the Council are in regular 
attendance at the office, and not merely 
sumiQ.oned occasionally when their advice 
is sought ?-I think they always would be 
regular attendants, always remembering 

· Malcolm will just amplify that answer 
which· I have given~ (Sir . :lJlalcolm 
Hailey.) It is contemplated the.~t the 
Public Servioo Commission · would . deal 
only with promotions in the Provincial 
Service · and not with &ubordiuate ser-. . 
nces. 

/ 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose.] I sec. 

- Thank you. 

Earl of .. Lytton • . 

; 11,488. This morning we had some 
questions abou~ the Secretary of State'~ 
advisers who are to succeed the present 
Secretary of State's Council. I am not 
yet quite clear in what respects these 

·new advisers will differ from the · Mem
bers of th~ present Council.- At the 
present time the :Members of the Council 
attend regularly in the office they · ar~ 
members -of the Committees, and they 
discuss- policy, and also .draft the des
patches .of the Secretary of State. Is it 
eontemplated. that the advisers will fulfil · 
all or any of those functions '1-(Sir 
Samuel- Hoare.) To the extent that I 
described this morning, remembering, for 
instance, the difference that will com.a 
about when India is responsib!e for its 
own finance, and when the safeguards of 
the future are .no longer the safeguards 
possessed by · the India Council, but set 
out in any scheme of the Constitution. 
So far as the Services are concerned, the 
other main field in which the Council 
act, there I think the position will be 
very much what it is now. 

11,489. It really will be the same pro
eedure as at present· except that there: 
will be a' 'withdrawal of certain powers 
which are now exercised by the Council, 
and which will not be exercised by the 
advisers '1-There will be this difference of 
function, and there will be the necessary 
changes in the number, and so on, but, 

their difference of function. . . . 

. Sir· Austen Chamberlain: 

11,49l. It would be a whole time occu
pation. They would be no more allowed 
to take outside work, or only· to take 
outside .work of a voluntary kind 'lS th6 
present members of the Council are ?
Generally speaking,· yes. I wo:.~1d prefer 
not to give . ~ completely rigid answer. 
Supposing, :lor instance, with this change 
in their functions it was found -smtable 
to pay them substantially less salaries, 
and to expect them to -work'less hours 
a week, then I am inclined to think. 
subject to what other people say, that 
there .might · be a greater latitude· in 
allowing them to undertake outside work 
than there is at present ; but, speaking 
generally, I regard this small body of 
experts not as a body of people who will 
just come in and out occasionally to the 
India Office, but people who really will 
continue to co-operate with the Secretary 
of State in the fields for which their 
functions are appropriate. 

Earl of LJ.Jtton. 

11,492. I want to ask one question with 
regard to the Services. Will the present. 
ri!!ht of retirement on proport;onate 
pension be continued in the future f
y es, and for the period of this five yean 
th;~.t · is contemplated m the ·white 
Papel'. 

11,493, For a period of five years t ~ -
For the period of five year3. Let me 
ma~e it clear. People E>ntering in this. 
penod of five years, ~verybod.v who is 
already there, for ever, as lor.g as they 
nre in the Service. ' 



11,494. As it is now. But at the 
present morDent thl)se wl-.o were in the 
Service prior to the 1919 rcftmns were 
given the right to retire on proport;ionate 
pension if, after experience of those 
reforrus, they decided that the conditions 
had been .so altered ::ts to Justify 'th~m 
in retiring. That, I t:;uppose, is to con
tinue after this change for a perilld (Jf 

five years ?-No. It is to cont;nue ff,~ 
those officials as long ns they aro in the 
Service. It is to eontinue for new 
officials who enter during the period of 
five years. 

11,495. But for those who are in th(} 
Ser.•ice now, after the pa'l::-:in;j of this 
Ad, is it to continue fot· the wllob of 
their ServiP.e ?-Yes. 

11,.196. Then I would like to ask the 
~"cretarv of State whether the dcelal'a
tion wh.ich is now required of those 
J:eople before they can retire wiil con
tinue to be required in the ~arne term's f 
--We have contemplated that it should 
continue. 

11,497. I do not want to express my 
.opii}ions now, but I would just like to 
nut this :poiut in order that the ~~lll'l'
tnry of State may htive it in minJ. It 
\'::::s my experience when in Ind!:t. that 
those who made use of this privilc;se 
\\'('re nnt, in fact, those for whom it ·was 
intended, namely, the elder Plen who 
hnd spent the greater part of their life 
under the old system, and who found 
the new arrangement ~:;o uncongenial, 
that the:r askPd permiRsion to retire ; 
but it was rathPr the younger men, aJHl, 
eRpecially, the ablest men in th~ Service, 
who were still young enou~h to he a'Jle 
to get other employment, and who, 
although not in any way dissat;-;uerl with 
what was going on, or the chan~es that 
had been made, nevertheless felt uncor
tainty with rPgard. to the future, and, 
when an opportumty of takir..g <,ther 
employment offered itself, they p1eferred 
the certainty of that employment to the 
;mcert~inty of continuing their servir.e 
In India. Those people were all r<'quir
ed to sign a declaration saying th~tt they 
were retiring because of dissatisfaction 
with the reforms. I maintain that, in 
tlw first place, that ·was insincPrl~ and 
that the requiring of Yueh a decla:ation 
~s !in inyitation ~o people to make an 
msuH~ere declaration, and secondly tl1at 
the statistics based upo~ these r

1
c.>tire

ments are erroneous, because I have 
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often- seen it quoted as evidenc'3 c;E thG 
dissatisfaction with the reforms tha.t so 
many people have retired, ra.thcr tha'rt 
work them, whereas ·I know from my 
own experience that a large proportion 
of those who so retired for the reasons 
!'have 'mentioned, and not at all beeaus~ 
thPy were dissatisfied with·· the re~onns. 
I do not want to ask you the question, 
but I would just like to mention that 
experience of mine in order that when 
the time comes thP. question of continu~ 
ing this declaration or not may be con
Ridered Y-I will certainly take not~ of 
what Lord Lytton has said, nna I am 
much obliged to him for havi11g raise1i 
the point. I think the best course would 
be for me to consult the Government of 
II!.dia and some of the seniot• officials 
about it, and see what their '\"'iew is. 

11,498. Thank you Y-But certa.iniy 
upon "what he has said there seems to 
be a good case to be made either for 
not having a declaration of this kind, or 
for having it in a som~whut ni~erent 
form. · 

Sir Austen Oltatr~berlairi. 

11,499. Secretary of State, I find ·it 
·difficult to get any clear picture in my 
mind of the exact position whicb. the 
Public Service Commissions are to Cllaim 
under the new scheme. Are they to be 
to the. Government of India nnd Pro
vincial Governments what the Civ.i.l Ser
vice Commission in ·. London is to the 
Government here; or are they tr) havt>r 
on the one hand, greater.powers ana, on 
the other hand, less· powers 1-I sup .. 
pose here it ·might be said t!lc Civil 
Service Commission is ~lmost.· entirely 
an examining body. Is not that so f I 
am not very familiar with the work of 
the Civil Service Co:rnrn.ission. 

11,500. Ithink.so. On the other ltand, 
as a Secretary of State I could not 
appoi~t · anybody' to my· office except 
with a certificate from the Civil Service 
Commission, in the first instancE'. Once 
he w.as in my office I couM promote 
him at my own discretion, but I could' 
not bring- him into my office cxee1Jt on. 
the certificate of the Civil Servic·3 Com.,. 
mission that he had passed the examina
tion that was require~! ?-Ex<'cpt by· 
laying an Order in the House uncle'!' nn 
Order in Council. I remember now the 
po!;lition. I would imagine that the
Public S<'l'vice Commission in India:. 
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would have · soroewhat wider powers, 
and would bta something more than a.n 
examining body; for instanee, ~hat .tt 
tshould be consulted upon eerta1u dls
tiplinr.ry . ques~ions, and so o~. I ~m 
inclined to thmk ~after. the dtscus:non 
of this morning, and the suggestions· 
that have bt>en made, t:hat I had better 
circulate a note as to exactly what the 
two Public St>rvice Commissions in. 
India actually do now, and what are 
the chanues that we propose there should 
LP for the new Public Service Commis
misions under the White Paver, and I 
will take into account the di:ffelcnc'tls 
between our conception of the Indian 
Commissions, .and the <~etnal proct).iure 
of the Civil Service Commission here. 
I do not know whether that would meet 
S.ir And en's vi F.\\·. I think nerhap~ 
that would be the more convenic;nt wny 
of doing it. 

11,501. I think so, and I am much 
obliged to the Secretary of State. May 
I ask him to bear in mind in prepar
ing his paper any circumstances in which . 
he proposes, that the Indhn Commission 
:;;hould have less authority tllan our own 
Civil Service Commission 7-Yes, cPr
tainly" 
- 11,502. That.arises from som~ answers 
that were given earlier in the day 7-
Yes. 
' 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
··11,503. I venture to hope that pt-rltap.:; 

the Secretary of State might con:;ider 
clf>sely a question that was put to him 
just now by Lord _Hutchisunt a~ to how 
the work of these Commissions would fit 
fu with the 'orpmary work of the Ins
pec.tor:.General. of Poliee as to transfPr 
and' appointment and promotio11 ?·-Yes. 

11~504. I do not see on the face of it 
what the proper answer is to that. They 
.seem to me to overlap rather, and I 
have no doubt that could be thought 
out !-We will make points of that kind 
as clear as we can. 

~Iarquess of Salisbury.] Thank you. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

· 11,505. Now, Secretary of State, may 
I refer ymt to Proposal 190 : Does that 
merely register or repeat. the prel::ent 
pra~tice, or does that make any JDD:oya
tion 7-It repeats the present vos1t!on 
to this effect. This is what actually 
~appens now, · but it happens -under 

the delegation powers of the Gov
ernment of India Act. Our proposal 
is that in future the same state of 
affairs should continue, but it ~hould 
continue under direct statutory uutho
rity. 

11,506. But the authority. bJ which 
the appointing authority acf::1 will be 
statutory instead of the Secretal'y of 
State !-Instead of by delegation rules 
made by the Secretary of State under 
the Government of India Act. 

11,5b7. But the number of appoiut
ments !COvered, or the services to which 
this applies, will not be altered. 'Vith 
the autonomy o:C Provincial Gov~rn
ments will not their power he widely 
extended f-May Sir Findlater cleal with 
this ! (Sir Findlater Stewart.) l.;et me 
take a parti<:nlar ease : The &abject of 
irrigation under the Wh~te Paper would · 
becomt> a Provincial subject untler the 
control of Provincial Ministers. .At 
present, the Irrigation Department is 
manned in its upper ranges by an All
India -Service. The implication of this 
White Paper is that the irrigation re
cruitment in the future will be to n 
Provincial Service, and in that ~ens~ 
and to that extent Proposal l:JO wi!: 
extend the range of services over whic:h 
1 he Provineial Government has powtl' of 
recruiting and controlling. Of course, 
that is in the upward direction. There 
is no question that in the '(lownward 
direction they can create new sel'Vices 
for new purposes or within their O.'\YD 

Provincial field, but to t~e extt)nt that 
this White Paper transfers, so to speak, 
services whi,.h have hitherto beea All
India Services-to that extent Pro
posal 190 would give the Provincial 
Government contr•Jl over uew services. 

11,508. That is how I understood it, 
Secretary of State. Statements have 
been ma.tle in eviderice before us that 
since certain services were transferred 
to the Provincial Government:i uo Euro
peans have been recruited for them. I~ 
that true in the case of the existing 
transferred services '-{Sir Malcolm, 
Hailey.) That is substantiallly the ease. 
H you takr-, for instance, the Edlication 
Department, the number of J<juropeans 
that have been appointed to the Pro
vincial Education Departments artJ vezy 
few indeed. The tendency ha:J been to 
substitute Indian recruitment' almost 
entirely. 
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· Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,509. And the Medical DE-partment 
too 7-No, Sir. The Indian Medical 
Service remains untouched so- far. I am 
referring to cases such as the PnhJie 
'\?orks, roads and buildings, and th~ 
Education Department. 

11,510. Forests ?-No. Sir ; the De
partment of Forests is transferred only 
in two Provinces. Agriculture and 
Veterinary and Departments of that 
kind. The result certainly has bP-en that 
there has heP.n very little new Europ{'an 
rP<'I'uitnwnt in thP-m and thev have 
become ver~· largely Indianised. ·In the 
Edueation Department of the United 
Provinc£·s, for instance, there are now 
only four or five European officers left 
tu~d they are not being n•placed by 
European officers. · 

Sir Austet6 OhamberlaitJ. 

11,511. Now, Secretary of State, I 
wan.t to ask you a question of polir~y, 
havm~ got the facts. You are going to 
transter o~her services of such import
n~ee, for mstanc£', as irrigation, whic-h 
Su :Ma.lcolm has just mentioned. I 
think it is Cl~mmon ground to everybody 
who has constdered this that the scheme 
whirh we are ~onsidering is a gre~t ex
penment: Is 1t not in your opinion of 
Lhe firRt Importance tht1t in the e;:;tahlish
mnnt.. of this new ex!>f'riment tl1P kind 
~f Wisdom and the experienee aecumu
J;1te:I under the old system ::-hould he 
nvmlahle to the new authoritv and 
'\'O~I.ll~ you he sHt.iRfied to make thi~ large 

. fll1o.Jtwnal transfer of &ervice~ without 
taking- n'lY sPcn~ii,v thst a proporfon of 
Eur:opeans should ('ontinu~ tfl he re
rnutt'!~ for thrm. '?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
The lhffirulty With some of tile services 
Is the difficulty that arises from the 
f;tate nf affairs just describC'tl by Sir 
).fal~olm Hailey, that in some of these 
~Prnrrs thPre &re very few Europeans 
a I rP:Hly left. 

11,512. Those are the services already 
tran~ferred, as I understand it ?-- (Si;. 
l!falcnlm Haile'IJ.) Yes (Sir 8 l II ) "'{.,. · · amue ... narr. .1 es. 

11 ·~13. For hetter or worse that is 
dnll!' .-As to. the servi('eS to loe trnns
fPrred, there If', of course, tht~ fact th:~t 
for Romp vears to come th "II h . . · . ere WI e 
Rrnwr European officials, I ;.;ul,pose. in 
all nf tlwtu. (Sir Malcolm Haiie 11 ) Yes 

I .. 109RO ··' ' 

pa~ticularly the imgation ana forests. 
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Particularly in the 
Irrigation Department.· That tl) some 
extent meets .the obvious difficulties of 
the early years. . 

11,514. How far would that be affected 
by the pro~sion of Proposar 189, that at 
the expiration of five years there i-:; to be 
a statutory i~quiry into the questwn of 
future recrmtment 7-The ·inquiry we 
contemplate would be a general inquiry, 
competent to oonsider questions of "that 
kind and any other question but I think 
I should be right in saying th!lt for th\ 
next five years at any rate in a yery 
important Department llke 'the IrriO'a
tion Department, there . will be this 
nucleus . of senior British officials. 

11,515. Does not it ::trike you as re
quiring some explanation, that European 
recruitment, has practically ceased as 
soon as the transfer was effected 7-I 
think we have frankly got to uceept the 
fact that Indianisntion has taken place 
and is taking place over a gt·eat field of 
the admin~stration in India. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

11,516. Might I ask: Would none of 
the civil posts in, say, the Irrigation 
Department come . under the schedule 
that is contemplated that we talked· 
about ~his morn.ipg 7--No. 

. ' 
Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

11,517. May I ask the Secretary of 
State whether, since this process of 

• Indian~sation began hy the employment 
of Indians more and more in th•3 trans
ferred Departments, they have reeeivcJ 
any complairtt that the standllrd of 
efficiency or competence has i;One down t 
-I oould not say that I have received 
any considered comments one way or 
the other. . . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. · 
11,518. Secretary of State, I do not 

want ~o press you if you are. unwilling 
to giv~ an answer, but do you think 
that the standard in the Education 
Department or Departments i::; as high 
now as it was before the transfer, aud 
that hey huve suffered noth;ng from, 
the f~ilure to recruit any Europeans 
since the transfer 7-I . think these l•ig 
changes are bound to hava s0me Lad 
effects. I think that is inherent in uny 

0 
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changes of this kind, but I suppose we 
aceep,ted the possibility of such effects 
when now many years ago wa embarked 
upon " programme of In.dianisntion. 
Here in these White Paper pro1.osals we 
are making substantially no new pro
posal at all· about the services ; we are . 
going on with the Lee percentages, and 
I think the criticism that Sir Austen is 
suggesting, if it is a valid criticism, is 
really a criticism much m~re against 
wha:t has been happening for 20 yean 
than- what is going to happen in the 
next 5 years. · _ . . . 
. 11,519. That may be so;· but 1f what 
has happened in the last 20 yean has 
had bad effects, the Seereta1'Y of State 
perhaps will agree that that is something 
.that we ought to take into consideration 
now in an attempt to guard against or 
to mitigate the larger reforms when wo 
are making them Y-I could not myself 
go so far as to say the e:ffect<:J have been 
bad ; one has got .to take many things 
together. You· have got to take into 
account the reactions upon publi~ opinion 
generally, and iri. saying that I am not 
stating my oWli isolated opinion, hut I 
suppose I am stating very mtich what 
wa~ in the mind· of the Simon 'Commis
sion. Tne . Commissi-on (Major Cadogan 

.will correct me if I am wro11g) must 
have heard a good deal of evidenee about 
all these questions, and they did I'ecom
mend the .transfer of the:'le services 
without the kind of additional E::rle
gilards that perhaps are in Sir Austen's 
mind.· -

indicated. .All the senior members of 
most of these services are sti.U Euro
peans, and carry on the same tratlitions 
of the service as before. W ~ shall not · 
be able to say what has hecn the full 
effect on .the administra.tion of the 
Indianisation of the service~ until the 
senior posts are also held by Indians. 
When that time comes we shall be able 
perhaps to make some sort of judgment ; 
I do not -think we can do so at present. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. " 

11,521. Is it not a fact that recruit
ment in the Education Depr..rtmcnt. has 
ceased for many years entirely ?-Not 
entirely ; there have been some isolated 
appointments for in:'lpectorships aad the 
like, but for practical pnrpo::;e8 one may 
say that the European element is dis
appearing from the upp•Jr branches of 
.ihe service. 

11,522. And you are replacin~ them by 
the provincial element 7-That is so. 

. 11,523. As regards the Forest Depart
ment, is it not a fact that there has 
been no competitive examination in 
England and it bas only taken· pl:ice in 
India for many years ?--The :Forest De
partment is still manned lJy an All-India 
service except in two provinces. It does 
happen that for various rensons there 
has heen little ~resh recruitment, bu~ 
that is not on account of the transfer of 
the department, but becaus~ for various 
reasons, such as reductio'l of work, the 
eadre has not needed refilling. 

11,524. But there has been no recruit-
·Earl of Lytton. • ment from England for many years ?-. 

11,520. Is it not a fact that this change Very little recruitmen.t, two or tl1ree 
that Sir Malcolm Hailey referred to posts only, I think. 
which has. come about in recruitment 11,525. Has the Forest Department in 
since the services have been transferred your opinion, in the province that you 
have not really yet had mnch effect one administered, in any way suffered 7-It 
way or the other upon the administra- has been carried on by the ~arne hands 
tion, because it ~mly means that as as before with a somewh~t smaller ser
vacancies have occurred in the last 10 vice, so that it would be impossibla to 
years· at the _bottom, Indians have comP. make a judgment. 
in, or where Europeans have ereatt>d 9 

vac{tnc:y, they have not been filled by 
Indians ; but would it not be true to 
say that you cannot yet give :t defnite 
answer one way or the other with regard 
to the effrct on the services of J'ctrnit
ment during the last five or 10 years ?
(Sir Malcolm Hanley.) I think that most 
of us would hesitate to give an answer 
for the reason which Lord Lytton has 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

11,526. Might I intervene just for a 
momrnt to point out tha.t ·the result to 
which Sir Malcolm Hailev has referred . ' namely, the denudation r,f the services 
of the local eiemerit, a;:; soon as they 
are transferred to ministerial cnntrol is 
largely dne to the fact that this transfer 
has also bc('n accompanied Ly a reduc-
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tion in the scale of salary. When a ser
vice has become proviucialised the 
:Minister has adopted a lower scale of 
salary than was obtainable formerly, and, 
consequently, the smaller seale of salary 
ilia.s not attracted European candidates Y 
--Yes ; they have substituted, in other 
words, Imperial for provincial services. 

Dr. B. R • .A.mbedkar.] It is the salary 
that Las made the difference--not the 
transfer. 

Lord Eustace PerC'y. 

11,527. They have rooruited in some 
J"('ars on special salaries in one or two 
insbmres ~-In some instances, yes. 

• 
:Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,523. But yoU; do not doubt, do you, 
that if the White Paper passes in its 
present form, all the Europeans will 
d!~appcar gradually Y As the vacancies 
com<' they would all be filled by Indians Y 
-I should expect to see just the same 
change in the departments still remain
ing for transfer which I might take as 
t~·pical, such as the Irrigation and 
l<'orests Departments, as in the depart
mrnts WC' have already transferred, 
namely, a very rapid Indianisation that 
·would lraYe us with still a very con
siderable number of Europeans in Ue 
setTi·:e, but all the fresh recruits would, 
I think, he on a provincial service basis 
an<1 he Indians. 

. 11,529. And you say that you eannot 
Judge what the effect on the efficiencv 
of the service will be until the thing 
llas thoroughly worked itself out. Was 
not that what you said ?-Yes, and it 
would! l.H', I think, unjust from any point 
of view to try to make a final judgment 
until :vou have seen more fully the effect 
of I ndiani~ation as represented in tbe 
filling- by Indians of the supervising and 
arlministrative posts at the top of the 
serYiee. 

~Iarquess of Salisbury.] I do not think 
ont' ought to pronOtme::- a final judgment, 
but if there is a wrv considerable rit>k 
o~ dt'teriora tion in tli~se importnnt ser
Vl<'C'!'1, rlo you not thirik that some pre
caution ought to be taken ? 

Sir Au8ten Chamberlain.] I put the 
~amo question to the Secretarv of State ; 
it is really my question. u 

LJ.tWim 

lt!arquess of Salisbury. 

11,530. I beg your pardon Y-Certain 
local governments have, of course, 
pressed strongly for the retention of the 
~uropean element in one service in par.: 
ticular-the Irrigation Service • the 
Punjab Government pressed fo~ that 
strongly. That I think has come ou.t in 
evidence before the Committee alre~. 

Lord Rankeillour. ·· 

. 11,531. It really amounts to a ques• 
bon ·of whether you should extend the 
schedule beyond its present limits Y-If 
I may ·say sd, it rather comes to a ques
tion whether ~u should .tTansfer the .. 
service or not . 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

11,532. Secretary of State, I feel there 
is a little difficulty, because there are 
questions of . fact about which Sir 
Malcolm has been good enough to in .. 
form us. There is also a great question 
of policy, and I feel that on the . ques .. 
tion of policy I ought to address mys-~lf 
to the Secretary of State. · We are mak~ 
ing a ·i ,-.vast change of immense conse
quence ·to the future of the peoples of 
India. We in this country are divesting 
ourselves . of a responsibility which has 
hitherto rested odlirectly upon us. · Ought 
we not, in this great change, to do what 
v.re can to secure continuity of policy 
and a sufficiency uf those influences w bich 
have built up and maint~ined the unble
mished reputation of the Indian Civil 
Service t-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) It is 
·not very easy to deal with a big question 
of policy of that kind by question and 
answer. It is not that I am not ready to 
give an answer at once, but it is for this 
rea.':lon : A ·question of this kind raises 
issues other · than service issue. For 
mstancc, one of the . bases of our pro
nasals is the proposal of provincial 
autonomy-the very foundation, in fact, 
of our scheme. One has got .to take into 
acco~nt the reactions up?n p::oyinci.al 
tf.uton;m1y and upon pubhc opmlO!l m 
the provinces of restricting to this extent 
or to that extent the field of provincial 
administration. Sir Austen's question, 
althouO'h it is specially directed to the 
service

0 

side of the que-stion, really does 
affect the whole of that problem. Let 

. me give him an instance : By fm; tb~ 
c2 
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most important department of those that 
we are transfe~ing is the Irrigation De
:partment ; indeed the only two big de
partments that we are now transferring, 
that ·have not already been transferred, 
are Irrigation and Forests. Of those 
two, the Irrigation Department, I should 
think, was (politieally, at any. rate) the 
more important. Suppose, now, one did 
not ·transfer the Irrigation Department 
or suppose that one tied! it · up with a 
number of restrictions that might easily 
be defensible from one point of yiew, 

. but might . have the result of very much 
restricting the field . of provincial auto
nomy. Actually, in the Punjab, which 
is· ··the Province, . I suppose, of all 
.others, where irrigation chiefly matters, 
:it would in practice mean, taking I sup
vase more than· one-third of the whole 
province . out of the field of · provincial 
autonomy. The irrigated tractS. in the 
Punjab (Sir Malcolm will correct me if 
T am wrong) I think, are mor~ than on~.:._ 
·third of the ; whole provmce. · ( Su 
Malcolm Hailey.) Yes, about one-third. 
(Sir Samu~l Hoare.) . Sir .Austen '!ill 
therefore see that there IS this great nsk 
of making provincial .autonomy irisigni~
cant and ·ineffective i£ yon try to be 
these services up with many restriction~ ; 
still more if. you do not transfer a big 
department of · this · · kind that really 
oovers a great deal of the day to day 
life of the province. I ·suppose it was 
those considerations that prompted the 
Statutory Commission to make the£e 
recommendations. We have followed 
almost exactly the recot:Ii.IllendaJions _of 
the Simon Commission. · I fully realise 
the difficulties and the dangers that there 
may be in· e'h)ang'es of this kind, but 
taking, as I ~ay, ·one political aspect of 
the problem with another, we have 
thought that this on the whole was the 
wiser and the safer course. I would· not 
like to doQ'Illatise, and I would! like the 
views ·of ~y colleagues, both British and 
Indian, upon it, but that· is our general 
:position~ 

Sir A1~sten Chamberlain. 

~ay that I . have been endeavoUring to 
form an opinion and not endeavouring 
to express an opinion not already formed 
in the questions which I have put to him 
or by the answers which he has given, 
and I certainly make no suggestion and 
'have no intention of suggesting that a 

· subject like irrigation shou1dl not be 
transferred ; it is merely whether some 
additional condition of transfer should 
be imposed. I will leave it at that. I 
want to go for a moment to the Statutory 
Commission proposed to be appointed five 
years from the commencement of the Con
stitution Act by section 189. The Secre
tary of State has already had his atten
tion called by Lord Hutchison to the fact 
that different parts "of the constitution 
must, according to the scheme which he 
has laid before us and! the views he has 
expressed, oome into operation at differ
ent times. How long the delay will be 
before the !whole constitution as con
templated by the White Paper is in fact· 
operative, the Secretary of State has him-
self repeatedly said that he could not 
predict ?-Yes. 

11,534. Accordingly, to take the ex
treme case · which is · put by Lord 
Hutchison, if you fix in the Act a date 
of five years from the passing of the Act 
for the creation of this Statutory Com
mi~sion, it might . actually come into 
existence before the constitution itself
before the constitution itself was in full 
operation ?-Yes. 

11,535. Is there any doubt about that ? 
.._No, none. I was .not suggesting any 
doubt. · 

· ... 11,s"3a. My Lord Chairman,. I will not 
ask the Secretary · of State any further 
questions upon that matter, but will re~ 
serve them for the time when we come 
to our discussions, when we ean develop 
it ; . but perhaps I might be allowed to· 

11,536. Then is it not unwise to fix 
in the Act that this Statutory Com .. 
mission shall be created in five years 
when. you d!o not know whether at that 
period the material · which the Statuto:y 
Commission is to investigate will be m 
existence f-I think there is a great deal 
to be said against fixing a date.· First 
of all, there is the difficulty explained 
liy" · Lord Hutchison and Sir Austen 
ChaJl,lberlain, namely, that here we are 
putting in a specific date when we dq 
not exactly know the date of the c_on
ditions within which the whole conshtu
tion will come into operation. Moreover, 
if you put a date into an Act of Parlia
ment, you do then have1 I am afraid, 
the kind! of agitation that started over 
the Statutory Commission, long before 
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the period of 10 years, contemplated in 
the 1919 Act, had elapsed. Those are 
very strong arguments against putting 
in a date of this kind. On the other 
hand there is this fact that cannot be 
ignored, that public opinion in India, 
both central and provincial, is very 
t<Pnsitive upon all these issues connected 
with the services. To take, for instance, 
provincial opinion, provincial opinion is 
wry strong upon provincial autonomy 
being made · effective, and it is very 
suspicious of any kind of diarchy in 
which the real seat of power is not in 
the han;ds of the provincial government ; 
that being so, it did seem to us that 
there .should be some kind of reassurance 
to public opinion in India, both pro
vincial and central, that there should be 
an inquiry . based upon actual experience 
at a not very distant date. If no date 
is put in, I am afraid the general 
opinion in India would be that this is 
an arrangement fixed for ever ; the 
anomalies that are bow1d. to exist in a 
system of this kind are going on for 
ever ; there is never going to be a 
change ; and I think you would see that 
Indian public opinion would resent the 
ahsPnce of a date of this kind. . 

11,537. Can I carry the Secretary of 
State thus far with me, that it would be 
us<>l<'ss to have the Statutory Inquiry 
until sufficient experience has been gained 
of the working of the new system to afford 
it a basis for a report ?-Certainly. 

11,538. That it is at least possible that, 
say, in five years from the passing of 
the Act there will be but one or two 
years' experience of the working of the 
new system at the cent?e ?-I suppose it 
is possible. I would not like to be drawn 
into an opinion as to whether it is likely 
to happen or not .• 

l\fr. Zafrulla Khan. • 

11,53!1. I do not want to interrupt, 
Sir Austen, but I merely want to know 
the meaning of the expression "the com
men<'ement of the operation of the Act." 
Does it mean the enforcement of the 
Ac·t Y The expression "ged is " the com
nwnc£'ment of the Act" ?-Probably the 
same prOC'Pdure woutd: be adopted a~· wa·s 
adopt<'fl after 1919, namely, that dates 
were fixed for the commencement of. 
various Parts of the Act. 

Marquess . of Reading, • 

. 11,540· ~hat is when ihe Act ·comes 
mto opera bon f-yes, and in the case of 
the 1919 A~t when certain Parts 'of the 
Act came mto operation. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain . . 

11,5~1. This does not mean the. date 
at which .the last Part of. the Act to be 
brought mto operation begins f-No. 

11,542. But it means the date ·at which 
the Act first begins to operate, does it 
not Y-Yes. 

' I ·• 

Archbis~op of Canterbu~y. 

. ll,S;t3. And the whole constitution, 
~cludmg th.e Federal oonstitution f-No, 
·lt does not go so far as to mean that. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

. ~1,544 .. At any • :ate,. for my purposes, 
It IS qwte suffiment that obviously it 
does not mean that the Commission will 
necessarily have five years' experience 
by which to jut;!ge the new system ?-As 

· at • present . drafted, I ·. do not think it 
dioes. _ . 

11,545.: Do you ·think: ani period l~'ss 
than five years will afford sufficient ex.: 
perience for a report of this kind of such 
a commission· to have real value 7-I have 
always taken the view that · anything 
short of five years would be inadequate. 

11,546.· Now may I just remind the 
Secretary . of State of Sir Malcolm 
Hailey's observation a little time ago, 
that you would not really be able to ex
press an opinion on the effects of trans
fer and the cessation of European re
cruitment until the Indians had risen 
to such seniority in the service as to be 
occupying the highest posts, the real con
trolling posts, in a sense, and again, 
with those preliminaries, do _you not 
think it is possible to insert in an Act 
five years after the commencement of 
the Act that this inquiry shall be _held 
when it follows from those ~hings that 
the l{laterial upon which alone sound 
judgmt>nt can . be formed~ will not be 
available in that time ·'1-This inquiry; 
was to be mainly directed to the future 
recruitment of the Secretary of·· State)s 
services, arid what we had in. mind' was 
to obtain the experience ·during the' nexf 
five years as to whether a change in that' 
recruitment would be necessary· or; iwt. · · :· 
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11,547. What do you expect to have 
available five years hence that you· have 
not now f:-A great deal, I think.. I 
think -we shall have the' five- year!S' ex
perience of the autonomous governments 
in the provinces. ,y e shall see how 
things are going ; we shall see what is 
the state of public opinion ; we shall see · 
what is the state of law and order. My 
own view would be that when the irume
diate exeitcm(:'nt of the initiation of the 
constitution has blown. over, both ~!>ides 
will look much more calmly at these prob • 

second .point by giving Parliament or tha 
Secretary of State power to alter the 
date in the light of the comiu~ h1to 
operation of a particular Part of the 
Act. I think that is a technical },oint 
that could be met in a technical wuy of 
that kind. If Sir Austen means h; the 
former part of his question that it would 
be safer to put no date at all into the 
Act, then I would ask him t•> take into 
account the wider political considerations 
that I have alluded to this afternoon 
and the intensity of the feelinJr in India 
upon q'Qestions of this kind, nJl pointing 
to the wisdom of putting in a date of 

. lems than they could now. - I would 
have said that in about five years time 
we should have quite a considcr:1ble 
oamount of data for the specific point for 
which_ the Inquiry is needed, namely, 
what· i8 · the' best way of recruiting· 
officials for the Secretary of State's St'r-
vices in the future. • 

'"' ' 

Mr. M. B. J'ayaker. 

_ 11,548, Is the Secretary of State aware 
that this clause has been taken hy many 
Indian pnblici!'tt:! to be a'compromise be
tween the Indian demands that British 
rooruitment shauld. cease -at once, and 
the opinion .held by publiei.::.ts here that 
it should go on ad infinitum ?-Yes. 

' 
Sir Austen: Chamberlain. 

· 11;549. Is that the purpose of the 
clause ?'-No; tl1e purpose of the dause 
is not in the least intended 'simply to 
he a paper compromise,"but it is a clause 
intended in the interests of security all 
round, both Indian and British, t.) give_ 
lis the data upon which we can come 
to a decision in X years time. I a'o not 
say there is _anything verbally :irispired 
about five years ; that seemed ·to us to be 
about the time, after a good deal of con
sultation with prominent governments 
and Government officials both in India 
and here. 

some kind. . 

11,551. I only think' that thos~ con
siderations cut both ways, and I would 
ask the Secretary· of State to have this 
in mind : In making this great change 
and· this great experiment, if you can 
make the old slide gradually and with-. 
out friction into the new, I thin]~ you 

. do a great deal for the ~uccessful work 
of the new, but if, even ai thl' start, you 
say that the provisions wh!cn you have 
set out are to he fliUg up and rt>-examined 
in five years time and. the whole thing 
is again to be in the melting pot, that 
you keep all these questiong sin1mering 
and boiling for the whole of those five 
years ?--,.That is perfrctly true and 
obviously we should all ·pny great atten
tion to what Sir Au!f.-,_•n says upon a 
question of this kind. 1\Iay J, however, 
with great deference. 'l~l: him to keep 
this kind of detail in l1is mind : It is not· 
solely a question of five ~·~a.rs from t]H~ 
Indian point of view ; it i'l a ttuestion of 
many more years. To put it into n Cf)n

crete form, a E~opean official who is 
('nJisted under i he-:r. eonditicm;; in the 
Ht•:rl period of five years. will be in India 
serving under . those condition~, ,·,·e will 
say, for 40 years, 30 yt;us :myhow ; and 
it is Utat kind of c0nsidern!ion that is 
·n:ry much in th•· mind; I lt('lieve, of 
some of my Indian frbHih, :m'l if Sir 
Am,fen would gi~e hi.:; Vl'~.v Hl'nte mind 
to t~is kind of qne·;hon th<Jt I have rniseJ 
I will certainly give my muc:1 Je!:.;; acute 
mmd to the poir1LS he !1.1s raise,l, antl I 
hope my Indian f~ends will do the same. 

11,550. This is my hst question ; would 
the Secretary of State reconsider the 
opinion that five years is a reasonable 
time in the. light of what has been put 
ta. him t~-day, and particularly of the 
fact that· five years apparently means . 
five years from the time when the Act 
OJ: some portion of it begins to operate, . 
and not merely five years from the time 
when the whole system is in being ?_:_I 
think .pne cim .easily meet Sir Austen's 

Sir Austen Chwnber:a.in. J .A. ·very 
reasonable offer couched in w;ry flatter
ing terms~ With that I (•onclude my 
examination. 
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Sir Hubert Carr. 

11,552. On the question of the• effect 
upon the recruits in the next five vears : 
It seems to me that if a man JOining 
during the next five years knows defi
nitely there is going to hH nu inqwry 
into the whole terms of tLc scn·ice five 
years hence, it is vw:y likely that you 
will not get the same kind of 1·ecruit 
that you have been get•lug in the 'pru:;t. 
The normal expectation um.,;t b·~, 1 take 
it, that the Secrctar.v of St:.ate's <~nutrol 
will relinquish in a degree and it seems 
to me questionable whether the recruit 
that you are wishful of securing to-day 
will Le the same class if he know.:; I here 
is going to be an inquiry tive years hene:e, 
or if !Je knew, on the other hand, that 
he is jvining a roen.ice wl1enl c:onditions 
will continue until P:1.rli:urier.t Jtlio·bt de-

• . n 
c1de tlw,t 1~ was ner:t•s.,;ary to hold an 
inqu.iry at some futu1·e tmknown date Y-
That is very much tl1e position that is 
taken up in the White P:qJ<'r. The Ic:.st 
word is "ith Parlian1ent. But Parlia
ment must com•.! to its rl~ci,_;ion ufter 
some inquiry. Parli;tt:wnt (~ J"tl.~:l not <~orne 
to a decision of H·J~ kind-very technical 
and very complicated-simply in vacuo. 
There is this further point that Sir 
Hubert should keep in mind, that what
ewr may be the effects in five, 10, or 15 
years time, the officials' rio-hts under 
which he came into the 

0 

service are 
guaranteed to him. 

Sir Hubert Carr.] Yes ; but that was 
not quite the point I tried to make. 
It was that if Parliament had definitely 
to inquire into it, in five years hence 
then t~ese changes which are not likely 
to be In favour of the men recruited to
day will come into being definitely five 
years hence, whereas, if he comes into 
the seni<'e anrl knows that nothino- will 
be done until Parliament, it may be, 15 
or 20 years hence, says, " The Constitu
tion is now working "so well and sa.tis
factorily that we can relinquish the safe
guards which we held "--

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] It may be 12 
months hence. 

Sir Hubert Carr.] I think· that is un
likely. 

Sir Ilari Singh Gour. 

11,553. That depends '_:_These are· all 
questions upon which r. should like to 

hear the views of the Committee and of 
the Indian Delegates. · l\Iy own. view is 
that it would be wise to put in a date. 

Marques.:; of Read-ing.] On what Sir 
Hubert Carr says,• assuming a ·man joins 
the Service wi1hin the. first year or the 
second· year of the operation of the Act, 
whatever happens after that Inquiry will 
not affect his rights in any way. . . . 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] They are made. 

Sir Hubert. Carr. 

11,554. I have heard it said that some~ 
thing may happen like in Egypt, where 
the Civil Servants may be told on that 
analogy, "Now we are going to transfer 
recruitment to the · Services to the 
Federal Government and you must either 
agree to be transferred or we will give
you compensation." That would inter
fere with the recruits in the next five 
years .?-I do not think that has any
thing to d() with it. The men who come 
in will have their rights guaranteed 
throughout the whole of their service. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,555. And throughout the whole of 
their service they will be· under the terms· 
on which they enter Y-Y es.• 

Lord Eustace Percy. 
11,556. If I may put the · point in 

another form, I would ask the Secretary 
of State to bear in mind that five years 
or anything like the order -of five . years 
is about the worst period you· can take 
from the point of view of maintaining 
recruitment in this country in these days 
because people do try to determine on 
their future career about five years. 
before they take the Indian Civil Ser
vice examination, and if they know that 
just about the time they were going up 
for it the new. inquiry is to take place, I 
think you may very well fall hopelessly 
between two stools ?-I will take a point 
like that into account, certainly .. I can 
only say it is very difficult to, dogmatise 
upon what conditions are going to pro
duce1, good recmits and what conditions· 
are hot going to produce good recruits. 
I. have had analvsed for me more than 
once the recruitment figures· of recent 
vears with the All-Iridia Servi1ces. It is 
~er:v difficult to· make any generalisation 
as to: what is going to happen and what 
is not going to' happen. ·. ·. · · · ·; · · ·· 



11,557. The lack of careers in this 
eountry may have ·a very great influence 
on it Y-All kinds of . considerations of 
that sort enter into it. , 

• 
Archbishop of Canterbury. 

· 11,558. Is Proposal 189, either 'in its 
essence or in the prese:ription of five 
years the· result of any recommendations 
or decisions of the Round Table Confer
ence 7-No, I do not think the point was 
ever considered at the Round Table Con
ferenc:e. It is the result, however, of a 
good deal of consultation between the 
Government of India and ourselves. 

. Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

'11,559. In this clause you are trying 
to meet, as far as you can, the majority 
recommendations of the Services Com
mittee, that the recruiting shall stop 
and in future . the recruiting and con
trolling authority should be the Govern-· 
ment of India 7-Yes. 

Mr. N. JJI. Joshi . . 

11,560. 1\Iay I ask one question about 
the services which are already trans
ferred and provincialised 7-Yes. 

11,561. You were asked questions about 
the non-recruitment of Europeans for 
these transferred services ?-Yes. 

11,1562 .. May I ask as a matter of in
formation whether of the new Indian re
cruits who are usurping the place of the 
Britishers, · most of them possess the 
British University qualifications which 
the British recruits used. to possess ?-In 
the transferred S'ubjects in the Pro-
vinces ? .. 
, 11,563. Yes '?-1 could not answer that. 

11,564. ·I am speaking of the Educa
tion Department, for- instance. Do not 
they possess the same British University 
qualifications which the European re
cruits used to possess Y-{Sir Malcolm 
Hai'ley.) Many of them possess quite 
good British. University qualifications. 
Some of them possess only Indian Uni
versity qualifications. 

11,565. May · I go further and ask 
whether the Government of · India. have 
considered "this, that the· new Indian re
cruits possess greater British Uiliversity 
qna1ificat:i:ons · than . · the old· British re
cruit!'! used to possess 7 <You can get an 

Indian with a first class British '-degree 
for tllc salary that. is offered, whereas · 
you cannot get a Bntish candidate with 
a thir4 class degree, with the result that 
you are getting a better class of recruit 
than _you used to g~t formerly 'f-I would 
not like to generaliSe further than to say 
that I do know of very many· of the 

· I~dian recrui~s who have taken very. 
. high degrees With honours in the EnO'lish 
Universities. I am not able to say 

0

how 
far,. as a whole, they compare. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. · 

11,566. May I put this to you that 
having regard to the fact that th; ser
vices that have been transferred have 
also been provincialized, an,d conse
quently the salary and other conditions 
are not. now the same, the choice ·really 
now, With that salary and with those 
conditions, is between an indifferent 
European and a good Indian 7 A good 
Indian is available under those terms and 
a good European is not ;. and therefore 
the decision is between a good Indian 
and an indifferent European; and the · 
Gove1mnents make that choice Y-The 
placing of the services on that basis has 
ttndoubtedly restricted the choice of 
Europeans. 

:Mr. N. lJI. Joshi. 

11,567. With regard to the advisers of 
the Secretary of State for India, the 
body of advisers will have definite power 
as regards the conditions of the Euro
pean services 7--{Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
You mean the All-India services 7 

. 11,568. The "All-India services., D~ 
.It not really mean that the conditions of 
th.e All-Ind'ia services cannot be changed 

. Without the consent of the services them
selves, if we take into consideration that 
also another condition laid down is that 
out of the three advisers two shall belong 
to the services 7 . Does not it really mean 
that the conditions of the AU-India .Ser
vices will be determined by members 
belonging to the Services ?-The first 
·answer to Mr. Joshi is that we do not 
make. the restriction that· he has just 
suggested. 

11,569. It may happen Y-It may 
happen, and it may not happeri. 

· 11,.1570. I quite agree that ~ JeO'all v 
speaking~· it may not happen, but it fs· 
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quite possible that these two members 
will belong to the All-India Services f
It is possible that they may have 
belongP<l to the All-India Services, but 
they will be retired. .My first. a.nswer to 
~lr. Joshi is that the restriction is not 
imposed which he has just suggested. .My 
second answer is that e>en if two of tb._e 
aJvi:;ers were ex-Indian Civil Servants, 
it by no means follows that they would 
take a partisan new of questions of this 
kind. I can tell lli. Joshi _that my own 
uperience has been that my ex-civilian 
m<'mbers of my Council look at these 
question!'< of personal grie>ance and status 
and so on that do come to my office 
with most meticulous impartiality, and 
I do not at all believe that the scales 
will he weightP<l one way or the other 
were this arrangement to take effect. 

~Ir. JI. R. Jayaker. 

11,571. The third alternative -possible 
is that one of the two (two at least must 
haw held office, and so on) may be an 
J ndian. That alt.e.rnati>e is open !
Both of them might be. There is nothing 
to stop one or both. · 

~r. N. JI. J os1zi. 
11,572. I did not intend to make any 

Fng-gestion that your future ad-risers will 
takP a partial >iew, but I wanted to 
point out the constitutional position. 
T"·o out of the three members will belong 
to the Ser.-ices, and thev will ha>e a 
definite nto upon the ~ction of the 
Secretary of State so that they really 
rletrnninl.' the conditions ·of service for 
the All-India Services. That is the 
comtitut.ional position f-I dare say in 
theor:r- it may be so. T;le practice is 
wry far remowd though from that des
cription. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

11,573. Secretary of State, in your 
opinion, do you think that the present 
cownant Pnt<'rro into between the Secre
tary of BtatP nnd the Ciru Serrice and 
the other allied Services is a satisfactory 
nnP ~-TIH're i£; not anv covenant in the 
strid sPme of the tt'rrri.. 

1]..'57 4. Jg not there some ~<Yl'eement 
that the\ sign- with the St'cretary of 
State !-Sir )falcolm v.i.ll c.orrect n:ie if 
I nm wrong, hut all I remember of it is· 
that the official gr•es certain -under-· 

takings, f(}r instance, that he will not 
acquire and hold land in India ; 
survi>als of the -18th century, and so on. 
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.)That is so. We 
sign a covenant which binds us to do a 
large number of thi.n.:,os.. It binds the 
Secretary of State to do little or 
nothing. 

11,575. That is exaetly my reason for 
asking that question, Sir Samuel. Do 
vou think that covenant or agreement 
~hould be modified so as to be made more 
explicit !-(Sir SamueZ Hoare.) I have 
never attB;Ched very much importance to 
this covenant. I have regarded -it as a 
survival of the 18th century, of historical 
rather than of praetical inter:est. 

11,576. Then you do not think it 
requires any modification or alteration f 
-I should just let it be as a historical 
relic. 

11,577. Regarding par~o-raph 183 of 
the 'Thite Papt>r where you specifically 
mention three Departments: you have 
a.lread:v commented on the absence of the 
India~ Medieal · Serviee. Do I undeT
stand that there is any likelihood, 
resulting from the negotiations taking 
place to-day between · you and the 
Government of India, that the Indian 
"Medical Service were likely to escape the· 
Secretary of State's protection !-No, 
certainl:v not. Even if t1iey wished they 
could n~t escape it. · · · ·' 

. . -· 
11,578. But there are negotiations 

going on, and I think public opinion in 
India is very strong that with regard to 
the Medical Service it should be under 
the control of the Government of India, 
and I think there is a strong feeling that 
there must have been some :reason why 
it was excluded from Proposa1183 '-No; 
there is no more reason than that. This 

· is onP of the innumerable administrative 
questions we have been discussing for 
some time, and I should hope- in the 
course of quite a few days to be able to 
make a statement about it ; anyhow in 
the courSe of the next few weeks. 

11.579. With regard to the pensions we 
w£'re.t ta1king ·about a 'little while ago,_ 
when you said the assurance was given 
bv the· Secretary of State fo~ India, does. 
that refer to all p£'nsioDs, or only ·the 
p£'nsioris · ~hat relate _to' . the · ~igher' 
sernces !-It was an answer refernng ~ 
the All-India Services. - - - " 
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11580. Then is there no guarantee or 
implied guarantee, or Secretary of 
State's responsibility, for the stability of 
the pensions of the gazett~d officers and 
the other subordinate officers f-It may 
~e.. my slowness, but would· Sir Henry 
Just put that · question again. Is his 
queshon : Does this moral obli(J'ation 
extend , oyer pensions · other tha~ the 
Secretary of State's Services. pensions Y · 

·ul581. Yes f-The answer is Yes. 
, 

11,582. Secretary of State I think 
most people in the Service.' have ex
pre~<Jed ·a ;'ery great doubt, or a feeling 
of mse~mty, regarding the pensions. 
When S1r Austen asked you a question 
about this you. did not seem to think 
that it was necessary to incorporate it in 
th~ Act. W ?uld it not clear away all 
this doubt 1f such a clause were in
corporat~d in the Act f-What sort of 
.clause Y · · 

· 11~583. A clause guaranteeing the 
penswns of all three Services t-No. I 
thought my answer~ this morning quite 
clearly sta~d my VJew. I have nothing 
to add to them. I think it is un
necessary. Secondly, I think it would 
be impossible to isolate this obli(J'ation 
from other obligations of the same o kind 
and, thir~~y, I think it would be politi: 
cally unwise because it would be suuuest-
. ing _ bobh • to Indian opinion a~d to · 
Britis~ opinion that the Indian Govern
ments were not going to meet their obli-
gations. . · · 

11,584. ·I refer you to paragraphs 190 
and 191 which I interpret as beinO' se
quential. I may be wrong. · If ~they 
a.re, paraa-raph 190 states that thP. 
Federal and Provincial Govei"IUllents con
trol an appointments other than those 
by. thP Crown an·d the Secretarv of State 
in Council. Paracraph •· 191 ·says they 
will enjoy an service rig-hts existinoo at 
that · date. Do I understand· yo~ to 
mean bv those two paragraphs that those 
Departments which are not appointed bv 
the Crown o-r the Secretary of Stat"e 
would have their vested and accruinu 
• 0 
mferests protected '? I am referring to 
the · Jar~e hulk ·of Government servants 
in India who do not come• urider the 
categ-o:rv set out in Proposal J 83 '1-You 
will fincl their ri<thts set out in ·Part ·II 
of Appendix 7. ; ·' :': 

11,585. Do they cover all these De
partments, Sir Samuel ?-I think they 
do, but I will confirm my answer by look· 
ing in detail into it. I think they do. 

11,586. You will forgive me pressing 
this point ?-Certainly. 

11,587. The reason why I return to it 
ak"ain just shortly is because. their vested 
and accruing rights are being openly 
violated to-day. In the battle between 
efficiency and economy in India• all those 
who have entered their Services on cer
tain terms of promotion and pay are 
now being forced to . accept lower rates 
of pay and lower status so their vested 
and accruing rights are not being 
respected at all by the Local Govern
ment or by the Government of India. 
I would like the Secretary of State to 
make a note of that if he would kindly 
do soY-Certainly. 

11,588. · There is one more question I 
want to ask, and that is with regard 
to the transfer of the Forest and Irriga
gation Department of Engineers. Secre
tary of State, you were pressed with 
certain questions on this matter as to 
the wi;dom or the unwisdom of the 
transfer of these Departments. I will 
not touch on those, but might I sug
gest for your consideration that, although 
these Departments must be transferred 
if Provincial autonomy is not to be a 
farce, would it not be possible to in
corporate in this transfer that a certain 
percentage of the appointments to these. 
two Departments should be Europeans 7 
-That is going back once again to Sir 
Auc;ten's questions. I would prefer to 
leave it to-day at the point at which I 
left it in mv answer to him. We can 
revert to th~ 'tj_uestion when we come to 
our discussions later, but I have not 

· really anything to add to what I said 
to him earlier in the afternoon. 

11 ,589. Again, is there anything in the 
conditions relating. to those two Services 
that a percentage must be Europeans'?
I suppose the I..ee percentage would cover 
them. · 

11,590. Could not this percentage con
tinue to cover them up to a certain 
period '1-I · think that is the kind of 
point we ought to · consider. In answer 
to. an earlier ouestion I said thev were 
covered by · the Lee· percentage. Sir 
Henr.y ·. said " Could ·_, not· that continue 



for_ a period UJ " I said in answer " That 
was a point we must take into account." 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

11,591. The Lee Commission's recom
mendation was regarding recruitment in 
Britain or India, not as regards the race 
of the candidate. Is not that so '-No ; 
I ·think it went farther than that. 

11,592. Regarding Civil servants, for 
instance, it was only a question of re
cruitment either in Britain or in India Y 
-No, it made definite percentages be
tween Indians on the one hand, and 
Britons, on the other. 

Sir Att4sten Chamberlain. 

11 ,593. And there is nothing in the 
White Paper to :maintain those percen
ages ?-No, but it is our intention to 
maintain them in our own Services. 

-11,594. Did not the Lee Commission's 
percentage cover, for _instance, the Irri
gatiQn Branch ,_:yes, and so long as the 
Departments remain .AU-India manned 
Departments we maio.tain the percent
ages. I agree when a Department is 
transferred-. -

11,595. You are propming to transfer 
Irrigation, are you not ?-:Yes. 

11,596. And make it a Provincial Ser
vice ?-Yes. 

11,597. Do you transfer the· obligation 
of percentages· recommended by the Lee 
Report when you transfer the right of 
appointment 7-That is just the point :Mr. 
Zafrulla Khan raised, and I said it was 
a point we ought ·to consider. Perhaps 
I had not given it full enough considera
tion before. I will consider it. 

·Sir Au .. ~ten Chamberlain.] It was in
tended to be covered by the questions I 

· put earlier. · 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

11,598. As soon as those services be
come provincialised the question must 
arise whether on the terms the provinces 

·offer yo~1 will be able to get any suitable 
Eu1·opeans ?-.Yes. 

, .··_. , '· ·Yr. M. ·R. Jayaker. 

1:1,599 .. The scheme you have presented 
in the ... W.hite ·Paper.· in · the sections re-: 
lating __ to the,.Services is a very wide d~ .. · 
parture from the sc}leJl!.e . which was re-

• 
cnmmended bv- the Services Committee 'I 
-The · . Services Committee, as I said 
eal'lie1· · in our discussions to-day, was not 
unanimous upon any of the issues. 
. 11,600. I mean the majority of the Ser~ 
vicf'S Committee '-Yes. It should, how .. 
ever be remembered that I think we all 
agr;ed during the Round Table C_?nfet
enees that · it was not a queshon of 
majorities and minorities: It was m:nch 
more a question of collectmg the , vo1ces 
of groups, and .certa~ly then t~~re were 
these two or three different opmtons ex
pressed and f~irly stronglY, held by tbis 
or tl1at group m the Comnuttee. 

11,601. I merely want to know the fact, · 
not that I a.m commenting on the de-
parture ,_No. . 

11,602. I want to ask you this : The 
g·ist of the suggestion made h~r the Ser
vices Committee was that a lme should 
be· drawn lretween the recruits up to the 
pa8sing of the Constitution Act, and 
those ,~·ho were recruited after, and that 
those who were recruited before the Con
stitution .Act ·should be amply safe
guarded in respect of all their rights 
and privileges. by \he Secretary of State, 
and those who were· recruited after 
should be transferred to the .·Governor 
General acting at his_ own discretion. 
rrhat wa.o; the gist of the recommenda
tion, and I am asking you whether you 
do not think that that would be a much 
siwpler arrangement to work oon· 
sist~ntly with the rights of those who 
have come into the Service previous to 
the Constitution Act ?-I would say that 
that was a view held by a considerable 
number of the members of the Com· 
mittee, · but I would not go so far as to 
say that it was held by a majority ; nor 
would I go so far· as to say that other 
views were not very strongly expressed 
by other groups in the Committee, taking 
the- alternative that Mr. J ayaker has 
just put before the Committee. Even 
that alternative took two forms, one of 
its forms being that recruitment should 
be by the- Viceroy ; the other form that 
that. took was that recruitment should 
be by the Viceroy on the .advice of the 
Jtfinisters, ·. · naw~ly, by the - Federal 
·Government. .There was· not even 
unanimity in. the group upon those two 
points, but setting- aside what actually 
was the grouping in the Committee- itself, 
I· would say to. Mr. __ J~yaker· that. the 
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reasons that have made us make these 
proposals ar~ ·we believe, in the interests 
principally of India itself. We believe 
that the fewer changes we can make 
during the first chapter Qf the. constitu
tion the safer from every point of view ; 
we believe also that it would be starting 
the constitution in very dangerous and 
'Unfortunate conditi,ons if, ~n the early 
stages, recruitment for these services fell 
seriously off. Now rightly or· wrongly, 
services and those connected with the ser
vices-and by that I mean those con
nected with Vte places where they are 
recruited, universities; public schools and 
so on, are very conservative in their 
views and they are very suspicious · of 
changes being made in the . conditions of 
service. We came to the view that that 
being so, it was much wiser not to excite 
suspicions that we believe are really un
necessary and are going to p.rove as we 
hope to be ill-founded1 but to keep the 
conditions as they are over this· initial 
period, and then as I say at the right 
moment have an inquiry as to the future 
based upon our experience. 

' I 

11,603. What l wast going to a.Sk you, 
Secretary of State, was this : Do you 
think that the arrangement you are pro
posing · here would work under the 
~finister 7 That is . ~he point I wa!? 
driving at. For instance, under your 
scheme, if I may just give a few details, 
the pay, pensions, and allowances would 
be entirely under the control of the 
Secretary of State · and non-votable,. 
Then dismissals, suspension, reduction,
removal, also, would be outside the con
trol of the provincial and the federal 
minister ; even po.sting will be outside 
the· control of the minister. Any order 

. of a superior official would be appealable 
to the ·governor or governor-general ; 
there would be no power to keep even 
places vacant ; there would be reseried 
posts, and the ministers would not be 
able to retrench except after paying com
pensation, and there are siiP~lar other 
provisions. I am asking you whether you 
are not producing a dualism in your 
anxiety to protect the services and 
thereby making the services more and 
mm·e 1mpopular instead .of ·.identifying 
them with the Minister in charge so that' 
he could f).lways rega:r:'d the services as 
his own ·agents whicb ·.h.e was entitled to 
protect before the Legislature Y-I think 

whatever plan we adopt we have got- to · 
accept the fact that there must be 
anomalies, and there must be a certain 
mea!:mre of dualism as a result of past 
history. Mr. Jayaker himself has just 
admitted that need by saying that exist
ing rights up to the commencement of 
the constitution must be safeguarded. 

. The only difference therefore between us 
is whether there should be a further 
period or not before the coming into 
operation of the constitution for new 
entrants. We are both ~a-reed that for 
existing people their existing rights must 
rontinue. 

11,604. But is it not possible to make 
the two consisteJl,t, that whereas you pro
tect their existing rights by pension and 
dismi~sal, removal or censure, for "all 
ndministrative purposes you pass them 
under the control of the provincial or 
federcl :Minister, subject to the right of 
appeal to the Secretary of State ; is that 
not a p<ASSible way. of consistency between 
the two ?-I would have thought if you 
are going to maintain existing rights 
you cannot pick- and choose between 
them. 

11,605. They all do not stand upon the 
same level ?-They may not all stand 
upon the s§.me level, and I would not 
certainly urge that they are all of the 
same im,portance, but I think if you once 
start picking· and choosing between them 
you will disquiet the services very much. 
I think you will make recruitment much 
more. difficult in the! future, and I think 
you will lay yourself open to the charge 
of a breach of faith. That being so, I 
hold· the view · very strongly that we 
must maintain all existing rights and 
that we must really leave it to the 
common sense of the Governors, and of 
the Secretary of State, if ever he has 
any, and of the Provincial Governments 
to work this, I admit, anomalous scheme , 
in ~ reasonable way. 

11,606 .. But you do not apprehend the 
dang-er which som~ of us do that in 
ach:i'al working it may amount to this, 
that the Federal or the Provincial 
.Minister in defending an action before 
the Legislature may be· able to get out 
of the difficulty by putting , the whole 
blame on his agents, on the ground that. 
he has no control. over those agents ?
No, frankly I do not contemplate a con
tingency of that kind. 
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Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

11 G07. You assume common sense on 
the ~art of the Minister, too 'l-I assume 
common sense on both sides. I do not 
know whether it is too great an assump
tion to make, but I do continue to make 
it. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker: 

11,608. Then I just want to ask one or 
two questions about paragraph 182.. I 
suppose you speak of the compet;tsatlon 
there as including the c.oro,pe~atlon on 
the abolition of a post, on wh1ch we had 
•liscu"~ions during the morning ?-Yes. 

11,600. That . assumes, I im~Looi.ne 
(coiTect me if I am wrong)~ that the 
.:Minist<>r will have a right to retrench 
posts, subje~t . to. compensation ?-Yes, 
within the hm1tahon of whatever posts 
are ~whenulen. 

11.610. He would · have no . ri~ht to 
aholish a post which is wtt~m the 
!W~l<'flr.lt> : is that so ?-Not of h1s own 
indepeP.nent initiative. 

11,611. Then bow does the question of 
compeni'ation arise if those posts are 
nrYer tl) be abolished except under the 
St•eretnrv of State's sanction ?-Compen
~n tion ":ould then arise if they were 
aholished under his sanction. 

11,1'112. Then about contpensati~n, you 
told us your views in great detail, that 
c.•wrv casn shall .. he considered on its 
merits ?-Yes. 

11,613. But may I in this connection 
ask your attention as to whether you 
appr;•Y~' of certain principles ~n this con
nretion which "'ere menhoned by 
.-'Sir Tiruvalangudi Vijayara?havachary~ 
spenking on behalf of the Indian Officer;; 
As~ociation at the enil of last ter:n s 
cvidPnce, which you will find in question 
11 409 in volume 11 C, page 1297. I 
wih just read one short paragraph from 
that evidence and ask you whether you 
approve of the suggestion which he has 
made in this connection. He was answer
in•" a question put by me at. page 1297 
ns.- to how com,pensation should be given. 
This is what he said : ":My view is that 
ordinarily no claim to compensation 
should arise where selection posts are 
abolished, but where, in Lord Peel's 
word:;;, fldministrative changes result in 
n loRs of selection appointments so con-

siderable as seriously to prejudice reason~ 
able prospects, there should be a claim: 
to compensation. I would add to this that 
in each case where an officer claims that 
the case falls within these words of Lord 
Peel, the case should be stated to the 
Public · Service Qomrirission and its. 
opinion ought to be taken, . whether the 
case really comes within those words or 
is merely a case of ordinary abolition.'' 
Would you accept those principles in. 
judging of . the compensation Y-Yes, 
generally speaking I would accept the 
position that I think the witness accep
ted, set out by Lord Peel. As to con
sulting the Public Service Commission, 
I should expect that recourse would be 
had to · the Public Service Commission, 
but it would have to be recourse at the 
discretion of the Secretary of State. I 
can quite contemplate the Public Service 
Commission being consulted in. cases of. 
that kind. ·, 

11,614. You would not exclude all 
reference to the Public Service Commis
sion !-No, I should not .at all, but I 
should leave it to the discreti.on of the 
Governor-General and the Secretary of 
State to take·a case of that kind to the 
Public Services Commission if they wished 
to. · 

11,615. Then about paragraph 183, I 
think it is supposed to be. a reproduction, 
as you mention in the list, of section · 
96 (b) ·(2) of the present Government of 
India Act ?-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Yes. 

-11,616. Then what I . want to know 
from the Secretary of State is this : In 
this assurance which you give in para
graph 183, in the last three lines, ~ou 
will notice that you are there speakmg 
of those officers who are appointed after 
the commencement of the 'Act ; you have 
spoken of those who were appointed be- · 
fore the commencement in paragraph 
182 ; in paragraph 183 you are speaking 
of public . servants who have been 
appointed after the commencement of the 
Act ?-(Sir Samuel :Hoare.) Yes. 

11,U7. Then you give an assuran.Ce at 
the b~ttom of that paragraph : " It is 
intended that these rules "-which you 
take power to make in that section-· 
" shall in substance be the same as those 
now applicable in th~ ·· cas.e · of perso~s 
appointed by the Secretary of State m 
Council before the commencement of the 
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Act." There is no such assurance given 
in the Government of India ·Act at 
present operative with reference to· those 
who were appointed after the _date ·of 
that Act f-That is so. ' . 

11,618. May I just have a refer-ence to 
tl1at in the present Gevemment · of India 
Act f Those who would be appointed . 
after the passing of that Act will get the 
same conditions of service as those who 
were appointed before the Act Y-Mr. 
J ayaker is quite correct ; that is so. 

11,619. There is no such assurance f
. That is so. 

11,620. Therefore in this manner it 
goes beyond. the protection given by the 
Government of India Act of 1919 Y
Yes ; it goes beyond the Government of 
India Act for ·this reason : we felt that 

·the changes now contemplated were much 
greater than the change contemplated in 
1919 ; therefore, if we were to get good 
recruits in the next· five years we must 
make the assurance as strong as we could. 

· ~1,621. I ' just want you to tell us, 
because it is not quite clear to me, 'the 
joint operation of paragraphs ·182, 183, 
184. and 188. Combined together, .they 
mean this, that the benefit of Appendix 
· 7, Part I, practically wi!l be claimable 
by public servants whom you appointed 
before or after the Act or whom the 
Crown appoints after the Act or who may 
be holding a listed post. All these public 
servants would get those rights which are 
Jllentioned in Appendix 7, Part I, under 
the operation of these three sections. Am 
I right ?-That is broadly true, yes. 

11,622. That means practically every 
servant, whether he is appointed by. the 
Secretary of State before the Act or after 
the Act or whether he is appointed by 
the Crown before or after the Act, or 
whether he is in fact holding a listed post. 
All these servants will get the benefit of 
Appendix 7, Part I, under the operation 
of tqese thre~ paragraphs T-Yesw 

11,623. Do you not think it is a very 
wide· extension of ·those special rights 
which are mentioned in Appendix 7, 
Part I. !-Again, it is just this issue : 
whether you give the new entrants in 
this period, whatever it may be, the saine 
right"! as existing officials or not. We 
think it is wiser to give them the same 
rights. 

11,624. You think it is wiser to give 
them the same exceptional privileges as 
to those appointed by the Crown or by 
anybody appointed under the Secretary 
of State's list '?-That is continuinoo the 

0 

present arrangement. 
11,625. Remembering that most of the 

rights in Appendix 7 are only by de
partmental,rules, they are not all in the 
Government ·of India Act, )rou are now 
dignifying them into constitutional rights. 
Do you not think it is right to reserve 
them only to those services for whom they 
were originally intended '?-We have felt 
that with thiS very great experiment it 
was wiser for a period to keep things. as 
they are. I do attach such immense. im
portance to recruitment continuing satis· 
factory in the years immediat€ly· follow
in.g the commencement of the Act. 

11,626. I take it that you will recon
sider this question when the Statutory 
Inquiry· after five years takes place f
Yes. 

11,627. Then paragraph 187 : There is 
one question which is troublinoo me on 
that : "The existing rule-making powers 
of the Secretary of State in Council will 
continue to be exercised by the Secretary 
of State in respect of persons appointed 
by the Secretary of State in Council or 
to ~e al?point~d by the Secretary of State 
until His MaJesty by Order in Coun(!il ", 
and so on. I take it that the power of 
delegation which the Secretary of State 
enjoys under Section 96 (2) of the 
present Government of India Act is kept 
intact in spite of the wordinoo of para· 
graph 187 ?~May I just look into that 
foi' you '? 

11,628. Yes ?-I think I have got the 
answer, but I would like to be quite
accurate. 

11,629. If you please. Then one more 
question on that : there is no provision 
in the present proposals analogous t() 
Sections 99 and 100 of the present Gov
ernment of India Act, power to appoint 
certain other persons with reserved offices 
~nd pov.:er to make original appointments 
m eertam eases. There is no substantive 
provision like Section.:; 99 and 100 
slthough you refer to certain rioohts in 
~?e matter in Appendix 7. Wo~d you 
1~ke to reserve your answer to that ques
tion, too _?-I am infonned that powers 
nf _that kmd are comprised in paragraphs 
18~ and 188. 
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11,630. Paragraph 185 is : " The Secre
tary of State will be required to make 
rules regulating the number and charac
ter of civil posts to be held by persons 
appointed by the Crown, by the Secre
tary of State in Council or by th~ Secre
tary of State and prohibiting the filling 
of any post declared to be a reserved 
post otherwise than by the appointment 
of one of those persons, or the keeping 
vacant of any reserved post "-I am not 
speaking of that, Sir Samuel ; I am 
speaking 'of the power which section 99 
gives to· the authorities in India to 
appoint any person of approved merit 
and ability to any of the superior posts ; 
and section 100 does the same thing. 
There is no section, so far as I am aware, 
in the present proposals corresponding 
to those two ?-We intend that that 
power should continue and we pelieve it 
is covered by one or other of those 
clauses. We will see when it comes to 
more accurate drafting that that P•)Wer 
shall be continued. . 

11,()31. And if it is not clear enough, 
you will have power such as that given 
by sections 9!) and 100 ; you will make 
specific provision for that power 7-That 
is our intention .. · 

11,632. Thank you. Then, going to 
Srlwdule VII, page 120, you remember 
th<' opinion expressed by Sir Tiruvalan
gudi Vijayaraghavacharya (I do not 
want to go into details and take up your 
time) with regard to many of these rights, 
that they will have to be reconsidered if 
provinci;l autonomy and the Federal 
J\finisters' responsibility is to be rendered 
complete. You remember the answer 

.that he gave ?-Yes, I remember. 

11,633. l\Iay I refer you in this connec
tion (I am not going to read them) to 
questions 11,052, 11,055, and 11,058, at 
pRges 1297 to 1299. He deHnitely ex
pres:-;ed the opinion of his Association in 
quC'stion 11,055 that this list of rights re
quire's to he very carefully modified if pro
vinc·ial autonomv is to be made a success. 
Then, later o~, in question 11,058, he 
said : " In the case of such people who 
are rccruit<'d at the centre and posted into 
the provinces, he would not slacken the 
provin(';a l control over them, suh,iect to 
the nppeal to the Governor-General." In 
the light of this opinion expressed by 
the responsible representative of the 

Indian Officers, would you reconsider this 
list in the light. of these comments f I 
am not asking an answer just at present f 
-As far as I remember the evidence to 
which Mr. J ayaker has referred, it left 
a rather obscure impression upon my 
mind that at any rate one or two of the 
gentlemen who caine to , give evidence 
were not quite clear as to what existi.rig 
rights they wished to safeguard. Be that 
as it may, it is olir considered view that 
if we are going to maintain service 
rights, as it is our intention to main
tain them, we must take s.ervice tights 
ag a whole ; and that is the reason why 
we have put all the service. rights in and 
we have not tried to pick and choose be~ 
tween them. · 

11,634. But. take, for instance, the 
posting of an officer ; do you think that 
will not ·interfere with the working of 
provi:r:tcial autonomy 7-I think all those 
things, if they are worked· foolishly, will 
interfere very much with the machine . of 
government, but I do not believe in 
actual practice they will. It would be 
our intention, if provincial autonomy 
i~ started, to make provincial autonomy 
effective: Anyhow, speaking for 1:nyse1f, 
so far as I am concerned, I should dis
countenance any action, on one side or 
the other, so to make a pedantic use of 
rights as to make government im
possible. 

11,635. You think that by _appropriate 
devolution ru]es you could remove the 
difficulty ?-I should not like to say how, 
but I am assuming there is common 
sense on both sides. 

11,636. But it sometimes goes beyond 
common sense. For instance, you say 1 

that no public servant in that particular 
cadre can be posted except with the con~ 
sent of the Governor-General or the 
Governor, as · the case may be. Do you 
not think that that will seriously inter
fNe with the freedom of the Minister '! 
-I would have thought that it would not 
at all. If you take now the head of a 
great Department· here, no ·doubt he 
take~; an interest in the postings· in: his 
Department, but I should think the cases 
in Whitehall are very rare when a 
:Minister has not accepted the advice 
that/is given him, and. in actual· practice 
a Minister in a great Department here 
ha~ little or no say in the postings of his 
Department at ·all. 
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11,637 •. Take, for instance, right NQ. 
16 : " Right of , complaint to the 
Governor against any order of an official 
superior in a Governor's Province " f
W e mean by thatr .phras" anything 
affecting the ·official's personal rights. 
·we do not in th~ least mean_ that an 
official could go to the Governor and 
complain about a line of policy. We . 
do mean that he should have the right 
o-t: access to the Governor where his per
sonal rights are affected. 

' 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

. 11,638. Yoit mean a matter- in which 
he is wrong 7-Y es. · · 

11,639. That is exactly the language 
used in the Government of India Act y...:.... 
Yes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
' 11,640. Sir · Tiruvalangudi Vijayara-: 
ghavacharya in· his · evidence said that 
that always was intended to be limited 
to personal rights '1-Yes. 

Mr . . M. R. Jayakar. 

.. 11,641. Then . it will have to he made 
clear .that it does not refer to adminis
trative orders !-Certainly. 
·. 11,642. Then. paragraph 196-Public 
Service Commissions-just one or two 
small questions upon that. " The mem
bers of the Federal Public Service Com
mission. will be appQinted by the Secre
b:ry of State.''. Do you see much ~ffi
culty in acceptmg the recommendation 
of the Services Committee that the time 
has ·come when you should substitute for 
the· Secretary of State the Goverilor-

1 General at · his discretion-not the 
Governor-General on the advice of his 
:Ministers ?-I have never thought that 
an issue of- that kind was an issue of 
principle. 

11,643. I am only mentioning _it be
cause that was the recommendation of 
tile Services Committee 7-Yes. The· fear 
I nave had about changing the name 
(that is what it may amount to) is t~at 
it ·should be open to misunderstandmg 
on both sides ; that in India it should 
give one impression, namely, that . the 
control is in future Indian ; ~.nd. that 
here it should give the impression 'that 
it really makes no. differenoo whether 
you call ·the appomting authority· the 

Secretary of State or the Governor• 
General. 

11,644. What I am pointing out is that 
it does not make any difference in sub
stance because the Governor-General at 
hi~:; discretion under one of your pro
posals is always under the Secretary of 
State f-Yes, and it is just because of 
that that I gave the previous answer. I 
have been nervous of a change of name 
creating the kind of misunderstandings 
I have just alluded to. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Which particular 
recommendation of the Services Com
mittee are you referring to, Mr. 
Jayakar 7 

Mr. M. R. Jayakar.] Page 66 of the 
Report of the First Round Table Con
ference. · 

:Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] It was the Gov
ernment of India then. 

Witness.] My own view would be that 
in all appointments of this kind upon 
which obviously the Secretary of Stare 
would have no detailed knowledge it 
would in actual practice be the Governor
General who would make the recom
mendations. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] The answer to 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan is that I am refer
ring to par3n0Taph 5 at page 67 of the 
Services Committee 's Report : " In every 
P10vince and in connection with the 
Central Government" a statutory Public 
Service Commission shall be appointed 
by the Governor or Governor-General, as 
the case may be.'' 

:Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I am much 
obliged. 

Mr. M. R. Jayakar. 

11,645. Then with regard to the Pro
vident Pension Furrds to which you refer 
in the Introduction, page 36, paragraph 
73, you are there referring to certain 
proposals which have not yet matured 
for consideration, according to this para
graph. When they are ready, then you 
say you will consult me;m;bers .of the Ser
vices before any decision IS reached. 
~~ ould you likewise consult the Ind~an 
Legislature upon this importa:nt pomt 
just as you consult the Semce~ ' If 
you decide upon taking some action of 
very far-reaching character. yo~ have 
promised to consult the Semces m that 
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..,-ny. w· ould you consult the opm10n of 
the Indian Legislature on that point Y 
-I had not contemplated consulting the 
Indian Legislature for these reasons : 
J'irl::t of all, it is a question that does 
not conccm lcgsilation at all ; secondly, 
it is a qu<>stion that only indirectly con
cerns public money. The families pen
sion fund is exclusively a fund of sub
seriptions. That being so, I have 
thought it was sufficient to consult the 
subscribers to the fund. 

11,646. What I had in view ·was this. 
Supposing your decision takes this form, 
tlJat it should be funded 7-Yes. 

11,647. And that it should be held· in 
Fr:gland : It may mean a serious deple
tiun of the revenue at the resources of 
tlw Government of India ?-No. I do 
r.ot. think Mr. J ayakar need be anxious 
upon that point. I think we have made 
it quite clear that if funding were to 
t:J.ke place, funding would have to take 
place over a series of years. The effect 
upon the Indian budget would not be 
srrious. I can assure him of that. 

Sir Phiroze S ethna. 

11,648. In Proposal 177 you suggest 
that the Secretary of State's advisers be · 
appointed for a period of only five years 
and not be reappointed. At present I 
m1derstand members of .the Secretary of 
State's Council are so appointed. Is 
there any reason for the change pro
posed Y-Yes, our reason· is that we are 
proposing conditions which would make 
it essential for the Secretary of State's 
advisers to have more recent· experience 
of Indian administration than they might 
have under the present rules, and if one 
made reappointment possible it would 
b1 ing the time of their active service 
further awav from the time of their 
appointment v to the Council. 

11,649. But such advisers are not to 
be only men drawn from the Services ; 
there may be others as well, as you have 
at present ?-I would have thought it 
was a bad plan to have one set of rules 
for one member of a small body ·of this 
kind and another for another. I do not 
attach very great importance one way 
or the other to the point, ht~t I think 
it is important to try to keep the Indian 
experience as well up to date as possible. 

11,650. By Proposal 179 I see the 
Secretary of State is bound by the 

1.109RO 

decision· of the majority of hls advisers 
as regards rules . which have been drafted 
for conditions of service, etc: Y-Yes .. , · 

11,651. Is that . the rule at pr~sent Y
That is the rule at present. 

11~652. Mr. Jayakar asked you a ques
tion with regard to the last . sentence in 
Proposal 183, according to which you 
propose .to extend the same privileges to 
those who will enter the Service after 
the Constitution Act comes into force Y 
:--Yes. 

11,653. May I take it there will be no 
distinc!tion in :regard to these, rules 
between the Indian members and the 
British : members of the Indian Civil 
Service ?-Yes-no more distinction than 
there is at present. I put my answer in 
that form, because Sir Phiroze will 
remember that there is this distinction 
between overseas pay and non-overseas 
pay but I think what is in his mind is 
wh;ther there would be dii!erentiation 
in other ways between the two. . There 
would not be. 

11,654. I will tell you what I had. in 
my mind. I understand that Ind1an 
mcmhers . of the Indian Civil Service, 
after the passing of the present Govern
mt:>nt of India Act, were also given the 
concession to apply for proportionate 
pension if they desired it, hut that co!l
cession was withdrawn about 1923 m 
the case of· Indian members ,,f.. the Indian; 
Civil Service. I should liko to knov;:: i:f 
this concession is . propo::'!ed to . l;e 
reEtored ,_We contemplate no differen
tiation of that kind under our proposals. 

11655. That is to say, both Indian and 
Eur~pean members of the Indiaf!- Civil 
Scrvic•e will be given this concessiOn Y
y es. Sir Malcolm rentinds me t]lat 
there i~ a difference now, but I think ·I 
am right in saying there was no differ
ence after tbe passing of the ]!)19 ~ct~ 
For· the first p!:lriod after the pas~_mg 
of the Act there was no. differeMe. · 

11.o56. For Indians· the coneession 
was t ~. ~ithdrawn . in 1923. I want . to 
knmv · 1f the Ind1an members of the 
Indian Civil Service arc to be given this 

. concession again ?-Here again I would. 
like the advice of the Indian Delegates. 
I would have thonght that it vvas a mis
take to make a distinction between thQ 
byo classes. 
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11,657. 1\fy per&onal view is that there 
;js. no necE>ssity now for continuing to 
offer this· concession when the new 
entrants will enter the Service w.ith 
their eyes open '/-But we do not P.ro
pose to make the concession to l!ew 

.entrants. 
11,658. I am gla<l to know that. You 

mesm neither to Indians uor to 
· Europ,.ans f-N o : the conces.;ion is 
only for existing officials, British CLnd 
Indian. · · 

. Sir· Pltiroze Sethna.] For Indians the 
concE>f:sion has, as I say, been dircon
tinucrl since 1923, but do I understand 
'you. to say that in the case of new 
entrunts, Indians or ~uropeans, this ~on
cc.:<sion, namely, that th<:y could rE>tire 
on . proportionate pension, will be dis
continued Y 
· · Marquess of Reading.] Do you mean 
new entrants since 1923 1 
' Sir Phiroze Sethna.] No-new ·en
·:h:n,ts after the Constitution Act comes 
into force. 
· Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] After the pass-
ing of the Act 1 · 

Sir Phiroze Setlma. 
ll,6f'9. Yes.-I am reminded tlit~t we 

do give this. rigbt to the new cntl'D::f!ts 
for the. new five years. 
_ 11,660. Europeans and Indian~ 7-I 

· am informed it is Europeans. 
1 1 ~661. Only Europeans f-Yes. 
11,662. Then there is a distinction J-

·Yes, there is a distinction. 
11 ,663. And yon pl'Opo$e to eon tinne 

it f-It is continuing the present 1 ules. 
The hasis of these proposals is to t~ke 
over existing rules. 

11,664. I am in favour of. your with~ 
drawing this concession from Indians ; 
I am entirely in favour of what h&s 
been done since 1923 ; but I see no 
re3son for continuing this conl3ession to 
new· European entrants after the pass
ing of the . Act. Will you consi~er 
that 7-Yes. 

Mr. Zafrullo. KlJan. 

· ll,ll65. Will the Secretlll'Y of State 
.conside~ whether t.here is any nP.cessity 
·to contmue the eonee~3ion after the 
~:l~'lir.g of the next Act t After the 
pas~ihg. of the next Act everybody will . ·-

. .u •.. 
know what is the proposed Com;titu. 
tion, and why should the conoes~ion re..: 
garding proportionate pelluions be 
given to entrants who. enter the Service 
after the passing of the next .Aet J-. 
:My reason was a purely practieal 1·eason, 
and there was no other reason in my 
mind, that I was .ne1·vous in 1 hese five 
years of recruitment . going badly," and 
on that account I was anxious· . to give 
the new entrant every legitimate n:ssu,r
ance that we could that he would have 
a career, and that he would have, g~ne
ra11y speaki11g, the rights that existing 
officials haYe. · -

11,6G6. To that I am not objecting. 
By all means give him the ii:ilsurance 
tlmt tlw rights under which he enters 
will throughout the cuu~e of his s.er
viee be guarant~ed to !Jim, but the con
cession that was given to certain offi<.'ers 
on the passing of the last Act was on 
aceount of the fad that they dill not 
know under what conditions they were 
tht:>n gt,ing to serve~ and that they must 
he given the choice, aud, if they did. not 
like the conditions, they could go away. 
Whv sl10uld that ·be continued after the 
pa-;slng of this. next Act wh~n evt;ry
body in the country will know tlw con- · 
ditif)ns under which they will be serv
ing after the passing of the .L\ct '/
Will th(!Y know the conditions under· 
which they will· be serving 'I 'rhe Act 
will b1~ thf're no doubt, but jt is very 
difficult ·to predict with great ehanges 
of this kind what is going t') lmppen, · 
and I can well conceive a young man, 
anli., perhaps more important, ·the 
parents of a young man, asking them
selYe!'l the question : " 'Vhat are going. 
to he the conditions, not in the next year 
or two, but over a longer period,'~ ~nd 
ther<" is no doubt about it at all, tLat 
this is a right that is greatly valned, 
and I believe myself that the fact iLat 
a right of this kind exists keeps Jleople 
in th~> Service rather th,an drives them 
out of the Service. I think the::l' feel 
that they have got this right irj case 
things go really wrong, and. that ]Jas 
a ~t:Padying effect on them in their -~er-: 
vicP.. 

· Sir Phiroze 8 ethna . 

11.667. On the eontrary, that l'i{~ht 
migltt be resorted to in. . the .toanner 
Lord Lytton referred to .!-:-"Wh-at ,;rould_ 



Sir Mal~olm say about that, and the 
effect on service conditions, ( ~ir 
Malcolm Hailey.) I think on· the whole 
it undoubtedly has a steadying effect 
on men. I often discuss with men the 
ch:mcHs that thev have under the new 
Constitution. , I ask them whether they 
think that when the new Constitution is 
introduced they wiH have to leave India, 
and they say : " No, we intend to go 
on and see how it works,· and we will 
go ..on as long as possible because we 
knnw that, if we find conditions us 1_ve 
consider them impossible, we still have 
the right of retiring on proportionate 
pension," and the result is that they go 
on up to the end of theh· ordinary ser-

. vices. I think there was, as Lord Lytton 
said, a certain number of men who c;>ri
ginally retired, not ·really, tlH'r•ugh being 
discontented at the changes in . the 
Constitution, but for other 1·easons, but 
trey have. all gone. I do not -think that 
men coming into the Serviec now are 
likely to retire in the same way. On. 
th(> whole I sh(lUld think that this liberty 
bf retiring Oil proportionate }')ension :will 
g·et you bette1·. recruits than if ~Tou 
withdr('W the rnle, and it is moee likely 
to keep the people contuntcd in tlw 
Sc:·rvice. That is the general feeling I 
hrwe abou~- it. 

11,668. Will not this arrangement cost 
the country more 'V-(Sir Sam'uel Hoare.\ 
1 would , haYe thought .nl)t. I : would 
haYe thought what Wl)nld cost the 
counh·y far more is bad reci'ltitment and 
(:O-nstant changes. . · 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 

.11,669. Might I make a suggestion 
for P.onsideratiou on this ::natter f In
stea~ of giving the right outright to _the 
new entrant would it not be better for 
tJJe Seeretary 9f St.ate to 1·etain ·a 9.is
CJ'etion in his ~wn .hands "'hidt he may 
exercise in a genuine case where a man 
wants to retire be<!ause be has really 
been suffering under the new c0nditi~?ns, 
and d('e~ not reallv want. to take ad
vantage of this ruJe f--W<• can consider 
a suggestion of that kintl. :f. u.ssume 
Dr. Ambedkar's suggestion refe1·s to 
th-t>. new entrants f 

11,~70. Yes, I am talking of the new 
entrnnb. In tha.t case tile Se.:retarv o:f 
Stat1•- mav· retain in ·his .own hands a 
eerta.in ainoiint of discretion which -be 

Ll09RO . - .. -

muy exercise in fa \'our cf a man who 
has genuinely ptoved to the· Secretary 
of StR.te and his advise1·s that the n~ason 
of his r.etirement is discontent and dig.; 
satisfaction with the new conditions}.,..,.., 
I ~;hould like to consider a suggestioli 
of that kind. ·The doubt _that i~ in my 
mind is whether the. mere fact that 
there is this discretion will· take away 
the a::>surance from the mind IJf -the 
parent, or the university, or the school 
from which the young man is com~i:lg, 
but I will consider it. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

11,671. You wiH · consi;der it ?·-Yes •. . ' 

11,672. To turn to the ·Public Service 
Commission, may I ask if the sugges-: 
tiun thrown out by Lord Eustace P~rcy 
th·h morning, of having only one Public 
8erviee Commission throughout the 
country, was considered by the authors 
of the White Paper '-Ye~, -I think we 
have certainly considered it, bnt we do 
not ~('e at present how it would fit in 
with tl1e various Provincial Go·,,.ern
ments. 

11,673. Do not you think that sueh a 
Public Service Commissiou '·;ou1d be 
greatly looked up to, hig·hly resp4.':cted~ 
and that .it would be easier fol' Gov<:rn!' 
.ment to find a smaller· number ,)f Y~rY 
capn ~le men to discharge these duties 
than would be the case if we hnll more 
Public Service Commissions throughout 
the f!f·untry, and, further, will not it 
effact a saving in expenditure b•cat~~e, 
even if the Provincial Governments t1re 
asked to oontribute towards a CeutJ al 
Public Service Commission, they :would 
be contributing far less than wlmt they 
would have· to pay if they had their owii 
PubliC• Service Commission. At any t•ate1 
will you consider this -'V-Y es, I think 
there is a good deal in what Sir Phiroze 
says. On . the other hand, I think there 
is a good deal in the arguments in favour 
of Provincial Commissions. I •vould have 
thought from the correspondence I have 
had on the subject .that a good many of 
tl1e Provinces were very intent upon 

·having their own Commissions, and .if 
there is a strong provincial feeling- on 
the subject I would have thought tha.t 
in the • provinces they would pay more 
.attention to their own C<>mmission rather 
than to a Central Commission, the start
ihg of which they ·may rather ·resent· ·· 

o2 
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.. 
SiJ: A~~ur ~ahim . . 

· 11,67 4. May I make one suggestion in 
this connection : supposing - discretion 
was given to ·the Provincial Goven•ment 
to utilise the Central Public Service 
Commission, perhaps soine ef the Pro
vincial Governments might take advan.: · 
tage of that f-That is actually I a:ro in
formed what happens now with th~ Cen
tral Provinces. They utilise the Central 
Public Service Commission. I think · we 
might certainly consider the possibility 

. of giving that power to a Provincial Gov
. ernment. I am nervous, Clough, of 
overriding provincial feeling upon a sub
ject of this' kind, and with the resull 
that ·the prejudices of the province will 
be against the body that is domg these 
duties. That is what makes me nervous. 

11,675. If you only give them c:iis
cretion that might meet the ease f-'-1 
quite_ agree. 

. Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

_11,676. I take it, Sir Samuel, it is 
contemplated that the services of the 
Public Service Commission might be 
availed of by other bodies than Govern
ment servants, such as railways; reserve 
lJanks, eto. f-Y es. I have certamly con
-templated :that so far as administration 
goes that would be the case. 
·· .. 11,677. Now to turn once agnin to the 
·subject of accruing rights, you told. u~ 
,this ~orning, _Secretary of State, that 
you will bear in mind the suO'O'estion 
made by Sir John Kerr that suop~~IfO' in 
a P!ovince five Commissionership :ere 
abolished only the five senior men who 
might have been called upon to :fill the 
P?Sition of Con1:missionerships might be 
gtven compensatwn, and you ~.lso added 
that you will bear in mind the views 
of your predecessor, Lord Peel. What I 
want ~o know .is, :wiD this compensation 
be prud . fo_r _all t~me or is there goin.; 
to be a Jumt m pomt of time or wh<·thcr 
such .... com~ens~tion, if any i; given, will 
on,ly be ~ven to tfiose who have joined 
!he Semce before the new ~1\_ct comes 
mto !~rce and will not apply to those 
who JOin after the Act comes mto force :, 
-We _have contemplated that it would 
be availab]e for existing officials &'!td for 
such offiCials as are appoirited ia thi3 

period, whatever it may be, x number 
of years. 

11,678. Five years T-Yes. 
11,679. Now there is one more subject,. 

and that is about pensions. Under para· 
graph 186 the White Paper .says : " Th~J 
pensions of persons appointed by the 
Secretary of State or by the Ct·own after 
that date will also be exempt from Iudian 
taxation if the pensioner is residmCJ' per
manently outside India", and the

0 

same 
privilege is proposed to be extended tO' 
new entrants. May I take it, Secretary 
of State, that this exemption from Indian; 
income tax was offered in order to afford· 
relief to the pensioner f-I think it was
always assunred as part of the ~blic;ation. 

11,680. It was <lone in order to benefit 
him as compared with one who is not a 
pensioner f-No, I think it was 1\ part 
of the pension arrangement. . . 

11,681. 'Vhat I want to point out is
that this exemption affords no relief tG 
the pensioner himself whereas it, ad
versely affects ·Indian finances-Indian 
revenue. Under the Indian Income Tax 
Act all income from whatever source de
rived, accruing, arising or 1·eceived in 
British India, is subject to Indian income
tax. Thus, if a Britisher who is not zt 

Government ,servant entitled to pension 
resides in Great Britain and suppose he 
earns dividends on his shares in Indian 
Companies, he is liable to Indian Income 
Tax on such (lividcnds, but ·IJecause h~> 
brings that income to this counb v he 
has to pay on it British Income 'I ~x as 
well. This would amount to double In
come Tax, but under ·the arrangements 
arrived at to give relief from tltat <'iouble
taxation he pays only at the rate l('Yiable 
in\ this country, and there is a fmiher 
arrangement under which the tnx so 
levied is apportioned between Great 
Britain and India accordinoo to e~rtain 
principles so that Indian re;'enues might 
not suffer. Now may I ask yoa, Secre
tary of State, if the same principle 
cannot be applied to pensions 1 The pen
sioner will only be taxed at the British 
rate. He will not pay anything in addi
tion as Indian' Income Tax, but tJ.c 
British Exchequer from what :::urn it
collects from pensions should pay to India 
the amount of the tax the Government 
of India would be entitled to on such 
pensions. Such an arrangement is llPCes~ 



sary in the intere;;ts of Indian 1enmue3, 
because the present system of cxemptio•1 
from Income Tax does not benefit th~ 
pensioner t? the extent of a single penny, 
whereas it mvolves a loss of se\·erallakh~ 
of rupees a year to the Indian revenue.-. 
The only pension<'rs who would sufl'er bv 
the removal of such exemption would b~~ 
those patriotic gentlemen "'ho ;r~side 
abroad, away' from England, to avoid 
the British Income TaxY-I am afraid I 
would not admit the justice c.f Sn· 
Phiroze's claim at all. This is distinc
tively au Indian obligation. I cann:>t 
sec in the least why the British Treasury 
or the British taxpayer shoulJ tuke it 
over. It is an Indian obligation that 
must be met out of Indian levenue&. 
Secondly, upon Sir Phiroze's own t•.dmis
sion this arrangement would leave outside 
any pensioner who was not re.nding in 
the United Kingdom, including the 
Channel Islands, the Continent and the 
Dominions. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna.] Try to rope them 
in. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim.] But the Indian 
Income Tax Act provides that from all 
pensions payable the tax is ta be de
ducted at the source and then the pell
sion is paid. That is the proYisicn of 
the Indian Income Tax Act. · 

Sir Phiroze Setlma. 

11,682. I do not press for :1n answer 
to-day, Secretary of State, but this is a 
point which has been taken up in the 
Indian Legislature more than once. The 
loss of revenue amounts to several l4khs 
of rupees, and I. would request yo11 to 
give it your serious consideration 1-I can 
quite understand the Indian t.axpayer 
being very anxious to push this ohli.ga
tion on to the shoulders of the British 
taxpayer, but I can equally understdlld 
the firm determination of the DJ"itlsh 
taxpayer under no circumstancPEJ to 'have 
the obligation shifted on to his shoulO.ers. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

11,683. The obligation is to pay the 
pension. Is the obligation also to pay it 
tax-free f-Yes. 
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1~;684. ~u.pposing there is u. British 
s~]J~ect res1dmg in Indil:} drawing".hi& ·pen
siOn from Japan, is the Britis!1 Go••ern
~lent in India, in view of their obliga
tion ·to: pay that pension, . no~ to deduct 
the tax. Y-These pensions I think I, t..m 
right in saying, have al~ays ·been paid 
tax-free ; that has been the hal1itual 
~ractice, and ~ would see grav~. ob.jcc
twns to changmg the arrangcn~ent.; .. ,:; ·. · 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] What" would b.e 
the position of a Civil Servant pensioner 
if he were residing in England t W <>uld 
he not pay Income Tax on his pension if 
he drew it in India ' ·' 

Sir Abdur Rahim.] It is declu<'tea·· a~ 
the- source. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] · .Therefore.tq: ~ay 
the obligation l.s to pay .the pension tax-
free is not a correct statement. · 

... ' ~· 

': . 
11,685. No, it says, " will. theref~re 

also be exampt from Indian taxation if 
the pensioner is residing permanently 
outside India.". He pays it in Iudi.a 7-
It is· a continuation of the. existin{;',pre-
scriptive right. · · · · · · " ''' 

• . .: :-f·c--
11,686. True, but it is positively. :·.'Q.n.· 

fair in this case for . this · rea.<:~on,; .that 
. whilst a man who is not, a pemione.t. anJ. 
who derives his income from . divide~ds 
on his· shares in Indian Compt~nh1:3 hdugs 
that money here, the British Excl.P,quer 

· pays the proportion of his Incr>l.l~ · Tax 
relating to that ineome from · Indian 
shares to India ; similariy the Btitish . 
Exchequer might pay the Inc01he Tax 
upon the amount of the pensi\m to India_f 
-I canp.ot ima.gine that· the .British 'Ex
chequer would accept that point of . vi£-w 
or would undertake an entirely new lia· 
bility. .. 

Sir· Phiroze S ethna.] But they have 
accepted that liability in tl.Je case of 
other incomes--other than pepsions. 

• ... 1 

Chairman.] I propose to adjourn now 
until!~ to-morrow evening at 5 o'clock, 
whe1t we sit until 7.15. 

(The TV1.tnes~>es are clit'ected to withdraw.) 

Ordered : That the Committee be adjourned to to-morrow at 5 o'clock. 
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4th October 1933. 

.:.".! 

Lord Arehbishop of Canterbury;,'.: 
:Marquess of ·Salisbury. 
Marquess '.of Zetland. · 
Marquess of Linlithgow.' 
:Marquess of Reading. 
L<>rd Middleton. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. ·' 
Lord. Rankeillour •. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 
lir. Butler. 
~ir Austen Chamberlain. 

Present: 

l\Ir. Cocks. 
Sir Reginal!d Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
M:r. Issae Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare-. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph· Nall. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
l\Iiss PickforJ. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
Earl Winterton. 

The following Indian Delegates were also present :-
. . . 

!NDJA;N STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 
Sir • Akbar Hydari. ' 
Sir Manubhai N. :Mehta. 

l\Ir. Y. Thombare. 

BRITISH INDIA.N REPRESENTATIYES· 
Dr •. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert . Carr. 
Lieut.:-Colonel Sir· H.· Gidriey. 
Sir Hari Singh -' Gour. 
Mr. N: R. Jayaker. I 

:Mr. N. l\I. Joshi. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
1\Ir.. Zafrulla Khan. 

The. MARQUESS ·of LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

The night Ron ... Sir SAMUEL HOARE, _Bit., G.B.E., C.l\I.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLlf 
HAILEY, G;C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDL.ATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., C.S.I., 

... are further examined as follows : 

. Chairman.] Lord Reading, I under- is whf'ther o.r not there is any limitation 
standi that you have a question you desire upon that, because, from the answers 
to put to the Secretary of State 'l . given earlier in the day to ·Sir Austen 

Chamberlain, I am almost certain it 
-Marquess of Read·i.ng.. · would! be rather difficult to reconcile the 

11;687. There is one question I desire two statements. I do not know whether 
to put to the Secretary of State on an th~ Secretary of State can help us upon 
answer given yesterday; it is with refer- it f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) In replying 
ence to a question from Colonel Gidney. Sir Henry Gidney, I intended to make i,t 
.Colonel Gidney's question, as I under- clear that what I said earlier in the day 
stand it, con.cerned the protection of the in answer to Sir Austen Chal;llberlain in 
pensions of services other than the All- regard to the security of pensions was 
India service's and the responsibility for not limited to the pensions of the All
security. The phrase used, I think, was: Indian Services, but applied in principle 
"more obligation ". ·I thought at the to the pensions of persons not controlled 
time that the answer might convey some by the Secretary of State. I explained 
further implication than was intended : that His l\Iajesty's Government had 
I did not know ; but what I am anxious announeed that lhey had no intention 
to ascertain from the Secretary of State of allowing a .state of things to arise in 
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India in which a repudiation of debt 
could become a practical possibility, and, 
further, that it is inconceivable to them 
that, in dealing with any scheme of eon· 
~;titutional change in India, Parliament 
could fail to provide such safeguards as 
may be necessary ·to ensure the due pay
ment of pensions to officers who have 
eerved the country. These pledges 
obviously apply equally to the Services 
whi(·h Sir Henry Gidney has in mind as 
to those controlled by the Secretary of 
State, and the powers conferred) by the 
White Paper are such as we believe will 
enable them to be implemented without 
auy question arising of pensions, in ca~e 
of tlefault, being actually made by His 
)fajesty's Government themselves. I take . 
this opportunity howe.ver of correcting 
a possible misunderstanding on another 
point. I see it suggested in the Press 
this morning (and, incidentally, I would 
draw the attention of the Chairman and 
the Committee to yet another leakage of 
our proceedings) that I had stated that 
gazetted officers and subordinate ser
vices would be treated similarly to the 
s;tperior services, the implication being 
that they would her~ so treated in all 
respects. A comparison of paragraph's 
182 to 189 and 191 to 194: of the White · 
Paper will show that this is not the case. 
I will explain the matter in greater 
llt>tail in the note tJhat I have promised 
to eirculate. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,688. My Lord Chairman, I under
l'tand the Secretary of State is, at the 
present moment, confining himself to the 
t>lncidntion of points arising out of. the 
White Paper without giving his own 
view on the various points after ·con
sideration of the evidence which has been 
given on this subject by responsible wit
nesses, including the representatives of 
the Indian Officers' Association f-I am 
gwmg evidk>nce of both kinds. I am 
defending the proposals of the White 
Paper, but in my defence I am by no 
means ignoring the evidence that has 
lwen giwn to the Co~mittee. 

11,689. May I in this connection draw 
t.he attention of the Secretary of State 
to a passage which occurs in the Simon 
Report, volume II, page 289, paragraph 
330, to the following effect, "None of 

the provincial Governments recommendS· 
the continuance of All:-lndia recruitment. 
for: . the irrigation branch of the . Indian 
Service of Engineers or for the Indian 
Forest Service"· Do I take. it that this 
view bas found favour with the authors 
of the White Paper !-No. In the White · 
Paper we propose a transfer of the Ser-.: 
vice. What I was doing yesterday .in 
answer to certain questions, was emphasis.. 
ing what I think is a.ccepted by all 'of 
us, namely, the great importanee · of· the. 
Irrigation Department and the tdlifficulty 
i~ view of its extent, say, in a province· 
hke the Punja.q in applying tO it special' 
treatment. · . ' 

11,690. But the view of the Simon Com
mission ·was that these services should 
be provincialised according to • the view 
of the provincial Governments ; that all 
the provincial Governments were for the: 
proviricialisation of those services. 'In. 
the passage which I have referred to,· 
the view of the provincial Government· 
was that the All-India recruitment for 
these 8ervices should not continue f...-That 
is the proposal of the White Paper. . · 

11,691. So I wish to point out tbd 
th_e proposal .of "the White Pa:rer. accQrds 
with the VIews of the provmmal Gov~ 
ernments referred to in the Simon Re
port f-With the .views of the provincial 
Governments referred to in the Simon 
Report, . that is so. . 

11,692. It has been said in a question: 
or two that if the provineialisation of 
the services took place, there might l:e 
an elimination of the European ·element 
and in consequenoo a deterioration of 
efficiency. I wish to ·point ·out that this 
proposal of the. White Paper ·is in 
accordance with the view of all the pro
vincial Governments who were consulted 
by the Simon .Commission Y-:-That is so. 
It is however fair to say-and allusion 
was made to this facf yesterday-that in 
the Punjab there is a differene of opinion, 

11,693. That difference of opinion might 
have arisen since the provincial Gov
ernmekts had written to the Simon Com:
mission at the time f-Yes·. I have .had 
my attention . called to the passages in 
the report of the Simon Co~mission ; . I 
think they amount to th1s, that th~ 
Governments took the view that Sir Hari 
Singh Gour has just stated. The ex~ 
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perts, on the other hand, took the other 
view. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] That is so. 

Marquess of R~'ading. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,694. Is it right that the Commission 
itself took the other view, too 'f-No, the 
Copunission itself accepted the views of · 
the provincial Governments, but in evi
dence there was contrary evidence given 

11,699. May I also draw the attention 
of the Secretary of .State to a passage in 
the Lee Commission Report, para
graph 14, page 8, where they point out 
that· the continuance of an All-India 
Service amenable to an outside authority 
is a constitutional anomaly 'f May I 
quote the exact words Y " In the trans
ferred field the responsibility for ad
ministration rests on Ministers depen
flent on the confidence of provincial 
legislatures. It has been represented to 
us that although Ministers have been 
givt>n full power to prescribe policy, they 
might be hampered in carrying it out by 
the· limitations to their control over the 

by experts. . . 
11,695. I may be wrong• about it,· I 

.am only just looking, but I see almost in 
the sentence that follows /-rom what Sir 
Hari Singh Gour read, " some of t.be 
lleads of these Departments take another 
view "-that is the experts. 
· 11,696. "rhen .· follow's this sentence : 

" We ourselves see strong 81d!vantages in 
the preservation of All-India recruitment: 

. particularly for the ·Irrigation Service " T 
.-Yes. · Let us just carry it on to . the 
end, Lord_ Reading. · · 

11,697. Yes, I have not read it all ; I 
only noticed that f-I thought in · the 
recommendations . at the end the pro
vincial recruitment was accepted. 

. 11,698. I have read through hastily all 
that paragraph ; it does not qualify that '?' 
:.,.... In any case,, if the service is to be a 
provincial service, I think that the Com
mittee should realise the difficulties that 
there may be in All-India recruitment. 
Lord Reading, I have got now a further 
passag-e here in which it is correct to 
say that the actual conditions of recruit
ment were left open. The transfer was 
accepted, but the conditions of :tecruit
ment were le~t open. On page 314, pa.ra
~;rnph 367, .it says : " It is a matter for 
consideration whether the Irrigation Ser
vi:!e and the Forest Service should not 
be similarly recruited "-that is to say, 
upon .an All-India basis. 

Marquess of Re;rd:ng.] I only made the 
correction because the passage that Sir 
Hari Singh Gour read, confined as it was 
to Governments, nevertheless . did not 
bring in the fact that the Commission 
had not accepted that. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] I was dealing· 
with. the views of the. provincial Govern
ments as conveyed to the Statutory Com
mission. 
. :Marquess of Reading.] Quite righ~. 

· All-India Services inaS1J1~1ch as members 
of ·these services, unlike those of pro
vincial services, are appointed by · tile 
Secretary of State and cannot be dis
reissed except by him, whilst their 
salarieE: are not subject to the control of 
the local le!,rislatures. Ministers them
selves have told us that the All-India 
officers serving under them have with 
negligible exceptions given most loyal 
support in carrying out their policies. 
but the constitutiorlal anomaly remains 
that the control. over the transferred 
:field contemplated by the framers of the 
Government of India Act has remained 
incomplete." The 'Vhite Paper proposal 
therefore continues this constitutional 
anomaly for at least the next five years 
after the commencement of the new 
Constitution Act. Is not that so f-Yes. 

11,700. Now if we exam,i.ne the ques
tion iu a closer light, is it not a fact 
that the recruitment for the next five 
·vears after the commencement of the Act 
~ould be of members of the Indian Civil 
Service or of the Police Service, who 
would, during these years, carry on the 
!luties which are carried on in India by 
members of the Provincial Civil Service. 
Sir J.Ialeolm Hailey, with his. experience 
of the administration of India, will 
perhaps bear me out when I say that 
during the first few years the members 
of the Police and India Civil Services 
carry on exactly the same duties as the 
Deputy Col1ectors and Magistrates, and 
Deputy Magistrates and Deputy Super
intendents of Police. Is it or is it not 
so ?-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Yes, during 
the :first few years they do. 
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11,701. Therefore the result of the eon
tinuanee of recruitment after the com
mencement of the Constitution Act would 
be that vou will have an accumulation 
of a nm~ber of young men who, during 
those five years would he carrying on the 
duties which are ordinarily carried on by 
the members of the Indian Provincial 
Services. Now, that being the case, 
what data can he furnished at the end 
of five years to judge of the appropriate
nes:; of continuing t~e All-India recruit .. 
ment when the main test of the necessity . 
of having All-India Services would be 
wa!lting- in viPw of what I have just now 
11ointed out '-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
should not agree that · the main test 
would Le wanting. I think there &re a 
numLf>r of tests, and I do not know 
'which 1 should sav was the main test. 
What I should ha~e thought was ro~st 
important to retain was a breathing 
!'pace in which things could settle down. 
After all, however well the constitution 
goes, the first few years are going to be 
very clifficult years. Further, we all, I 
t·mppose, admit the necessity of getting 
~ood n:rn, British and Indian, into the 
various St•rvices. I can imagine no 
l-!Teatrr calamity than that, if in the first 
diOicult years sueh changes were made a,s 
to endanger recruitment to the Services. 
On that aerount the whole basis of these 
propMals is that there should be a 
breathing space in which we should 
g-ather together as far as we can the 
experi('nces of the period, but still more 
in which we could avoid any kind of 
grnve anxiety taking place in the minds 
of tlw families, British and Indian, from 
whom reeruits are drawn, with the result 
tlmt the recruitment to {~1~se Services, 
British and Indian, might be com
promised for m~any ~·pars to come, and 
indeed for ever. 

11,702. In view of the last sent~nce of 
the Secretary of State's statement, may I 
beg to point out to him that, even assum
ing nil that he has said, the conclusion 
i~ a tJon sequitur because there is a very 
]:uge hody of opinion in India voiced by 
the representatives of the Indian Officers' 
Association which comprises a fairly 
Jar!!'e number of Inil.ian members of the 
Indian Civil Service, namely 26, as 
f;tated at pag-e 1299, who might under 
tl1e new Constitution prefer, as t:qe 
representatives say they would prefer, 

that their recruitment and conditions of 
service sltould be under the Governor
General. 1i the Secretary of State would 

· pnt the new recruits upon election, and 
ask them whether they would like to be 
'Under the control of the Secretary of 
State or the Government of India then 
the 11 pprehension he has in his mind 
would be, to a large measure, if not 
entirely, dispelled !-Sir Hari Singh Gour 
is really raising a whole numJler of 
different issues now. Indeed, in his last 
sentence, he raised two issues as if they 
were the same. They are very different 
issues. He spok~ at the beginning of 
his sentence of recruitment under the 
Governor-General, and he spoke at the 
end of his sentence of recruitment under 
the Government of India. The two 
things are very dli:fferent. 
• 

11,703. I admit that.-What.. exactly is 
in his mind ! · 

11'704. I would modify the statement 
that is made in the evid~nce and say we 
will assume the recruitment under the 
Governor-General y....:...Yes. Now there 
is an issue that the Committee should 
legitimately consider. Let ine state it ' 

11,705. Yes ?-It is said that .Indian 
: sentiment would be better reconciled to 

the r(:crilitl:lwnt of the All-India Services 
if the Governor-General were the recruit
in(P egent, and not the Secretary of 
St~te ·; the Governor-Genera.], that. is to 
say, at his discretion. Indian sentiment 
I would admit would favour an alterna
tive of that kind. On the other hand, 
th~ case has been put to me that a 
chanO'e of that kind, whether it meant 
roue~ or whether it meant litUe, would 
ri(Phtly or wrongly disturb the sources 
fr~m ·which we draw recruitment in this 
countrv. I am ~ot quite clear myself 
what it is exactly that Sir Hari Singh 
Gour, and those who hold this view: 
real1y contemplate. Do they contei?pl~te 
thaf this chan!red method of recrmtment 
should he littl~ more than a change in 
name or do they conteiP,ulat~ that it 
shoul~ be a change in substance, and if 
it is' to be a change in substance, what 
exactlv is it that they have in their 
mind ; I· ask this question not to make 
a debating point, but for this reason. I 
have always b~en very nervous myself of 
making a proposal of this kind . that 
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might appear . to menn much to India, 
and might appear to 'mean little hero, 
and I think that of all things that we 
wish to avoid it is misunderstandings of 
this kind, and I would like to _know, if I 
mny, ·from Sir Hari Singh Gour what 
exactly would be the change that he has 
in mind if the Viceroy became the 
recruiting agent instead of the Secretary 
of State. · 

11,706. May I draw the attention of 
the Seeretary of State to a question put 
to Sir T. Vijayaraghavachary~ 11,086, 
Volume II C, page 1299 : '4 Now as re
gards . the future recruits to the Indian 
Civil Service (I will deal with the· other 
IJl,embers later on) the view of your 
Association is that their control should 
.vest in the Governor-General, acting 
under the· advice of the Public Service11 
Cominiss!-on Y-( A.) It is so." The Indian 
sentiment favours the view that if there 
is to ~e a real responsibility in the 
Government of India. and in the Pro-:
vinces, the Services should be under the 
control of the Governor~General and the 
Provincial Governments !-But let us be 
clear about this, Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
You said just now the Governor-General 
at· his discretiort 

11,710. Yes f-The sort of difficulty. 
that arises is this : Supposing the 
Governor-General becomes the recruiting 
agent he becomes the recruiting agent 
for the strength of the Indian Civil Ser
vice over the whole of India. 

11,711. Yes !-That is to say, it would 
be he who would decide the cadres for 

. the Provinces. Now there I should like 
to hear the views of other Indian Dele
gat('s. I ·am inclined' to think that the 
Provinces would resent that kind of 
interference. 

11,712. But they would resent much 
more the kind of interference which the 
White Paper proposes where the recruit
ment is left entirely to -the Secretary of 
State who determines the number of posts 
to· be filled and the offices that the in-

. cumbents will hold, and control even the 
transfer from place to place of those 
officers. That, I submit,. is a much more 

. detailed control by the Secretary; of State 
than what is proposed by me ?-Constitu
tionally I suppose there is no difference. 
The Governor-General does not act in

. dependently of Parliament. Constitu-
tionally the channel is Parliament,. the 
Secretary of State, the Viceroy, and con
f.titutionally there is no difference, is 
there? · · 

11,707. Yes !--:-What do you meati by· 
the Governor-General and the Provincial 
Governments f 

i1,713. When the- appointment is made 
bv the Governor-General at his discretion 
b~ has a much larger measure of dis
cretion than he has as an agent of the 
Secretary of State and of His Majesty's 
Government. In the one case he acts not 
on his own responsibility but as the 
instrument of His Majesty's Government. 
In · the other case he has his own dis
cretion and that discretion might be over
ruled by the Secretary of State, but it is, 
nevertheless, a real discretion which be 
exercises and upon materials which he 
collects for himself. 

11,708. This is the logical .conclusion I 
was. oealing with. _I am now coming 
to the practical side Y-Yes. 

. . 
11,709. But I realiS;e the difficulty of 

being wholly logical in matters of this 
_ kind, and I. suggest that Indian senti

ment might be satisfied if the recruit
ment and control of the AU-India Ser
vices during the transitory period of say 
five_ years is left to the Governor-General 
acting under the advice of the Public 

. Service Commission as is recommended 
by the Indian Officers' Association, !
Here again you see, Sir Hari Singh Gour 
I am not really splitiing.hairs over these 
phrases, but I want to be quite clear. 
You bring in now " acting under the 
advice of the .Public Sen-rice Commission. 
No doubt the Governor.,General would 
consult the. Public Service Commi~sion. 
You do not mean mm·e than that because 
you said just now he would be acting at 

· l1is · diseretion. -

Sir Austen Chamberla-in • 

11,714. May we be clear about this, 
Secretary of. State, because the phrase, 
" Governor-General ·acting at his dis
cretion " occurs in regard to many 
matters in the White Paper and is of 
great consequence. Am I right in under
standing that the "Governor-General at 
his discretion " means the Governor
General free from any control by his 
Government or the Indian Legislature '?
Yes. 
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11,715. But subject to all the control 
which the Secretary of State constitu
tionally exercises over him ?-That is 
bound· to be the constitutional position. 
You see, Sir Hari, it really comes down 
to this, that it is an issue between these 
two alternatives : 'If the change means 
very little, is it worth making in view 
of the anxieties that it does stir up in 
certain people's minds ? If it means a 
great deal I think still more would it 
stir up anxieties in the minds . of the 
Indian Civil Service, and I feel still more 
would it stir up anxieties in the minds, 
possibly, of Parliament ; but, as I say, 
thi:'i is a difficult issue and we have 
thought a great deal about it. Upon the 
whole, "·e thought that for this compara
tively short period it was better to make 
no ehange at a II to go on exactly as we 
are. 

~Ir. JJJ. R. J ayaker. 

11,716. l\Iay I ask the Secretary of 
State's attention in this connection to 
paragraph 21, Clause 1 of the Goyernor
General 's Instrument of Instructitms 1-
Yes. 

11,717. I want to know whether. as Sir 
Hari Singh Gour suggested, the Go-vernor
Genrral in recruiting and conholling. 
would he acting at his discretion. I sup
po::;p that clause would apply to the 
Governor-Genf'ral's actions. Paragraph 
21, tl1e first clause, says : " The matters 
arising in your Departments which von 
direct and eontrol on your responsibiiity 
or in matters the determination of which 
is by law committed to your discretjon '' 
-that is the technical expression ?-:-Yes. 

on his own authority and the Governor· 
General doing so at his own discretion. 
In both cases the supreme auth9rity 
would be the Secretary· of State Y-In 
both cases the supreme authority i~ ·the 
Secretary .of State. That does not, of 
course, exclude the possibility of different 
arrangements being made, but those 
arrangements would be bound to be sub.;. 
ject to Parliamentary approval. 

11,721. But 'Yhat I was suggesting· was. 
that, even if the Governor-General . at 
his discretion. was given this power, 
practically under this clause the Secre
tary of State wo.uld be empowered to 
give such directions as he liked to the 
Governor-General ?-Yes, constitution
ally. 

11,722. Therefore, the proposal, while 
it meets the Indian wishes, does not· 
slacken in any way the ultimate control 
of the Secretary· of State Y:-That is just 
the kind of position that Mr. Jayaker 
has correctly explained that I · w.ish to 
avoid. I wish to avoid a misunderstand
ing, namely, that we appeared to be 
doing ·something that we were not really 
doing. 

8ir Abdur Rahim. 

11,723. There is the furth~r considerll. ... 
tion, is there not, that the Secreto.ry of 
State would not be acting in a mutter 
like this without consulting the Govt>rnor- · 
General, · so practically there will' be no 
differenc.e ~-I think practically ··there 
will be little or no difference, 'unles~; as 
I say, changes were made in the methods 
generally of recruitment. Chiingc? migh; 
equally be maqe by the Secretary of· 
State as by the Governor-:-Gener'al. · · · 

Sir Hari Singh. Gour . . 
11,718. Then you go on to say : "It 

is our will and pleasure that you should 
act in exerci~e of the powers by law con
ferred upon you in such manner as you 
may judge right and expedient for th~ 

. go.od. GovPrnJ:?ent of the Federation,"
thts IS the unport~nt thing-" subject, 
however, to such duections as you ma~ 
from time to time receive from one of 
our Prinripal Secretaries of State " ¥
Yes. 

11,724~ The other suggestion in · thil' 
· connection is stated in the Report of 
the Services Sub-Committee of the First, 
Round Table Conference, page 65, where 
I find the following short statement : 

11,719. Ro he would· be guided by the 
SecrPtary of State under this clause ?
Yes. 

l1,720. s~ practically there would not 
be much distinction between the Secre
tary of State controlling and recruiting 

"Dr. Ambedkar, Mr. Zafru:lla Khan. 
and· Sardar Sampuran Singh are 9.ver~e 
to further recruitment on an All-Ind1a 
basis for the Indian Civil Service an1l 
the In<l1an Police Service, save in respect 
of the European element in those- Ser
vices "Y-Yes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The suggestion 
that is embodied in this recommendation 
seems to be that the SecrPtary of State-
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may continue to recruit the ·quota of 
European Members of the Indian Civil 
Service and the. Police Service, bu~ leave 
the· Provinces and the Governmt'nt of 
India to recruit the rest. Is not that 
what you meant, Zafrulfa Khan Y 

Mr. Zafrulla l{han.] Except for your. 
addition of the words, ~' and the G<'vern· 
ment of India." 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The Province"t. 
·The Government of India waul<! ai-,o 
require some servants. . 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] For their own 
services ; but we were only dealinz with 
Provinces. • 

i 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,725. Yes. Is there .any objecion to 
earrying out this proposal Y--:Agai.n I still 
make· my general answer which is I'cally 
the· basis of my proposals or the Govern
ment's proposals, namely, 'that in my 
.view it is 'much wiser to make no change'3 
.at all in this comparatively short period. 

11,726.' That i::r ·an essentially colJser
. vative mind Y-That is it exactly. 

11;727. What would be the nmnbt.r of 
fresh recruits a-...ring these :fh··~ years 
after the commencement of the Constitu
tion Act 7-I am told something in · the 
nature of 200, Europe.an and Indian. 
.· · 11,728. So the . Europeans wauld be 
something like 100, I suppose 1-It is 
getting near half and half, is it not Y 

11,729. Yes. · What is the full strength 
of the cadre of ·the Indian Civ!l Ser
vice a.Q.d the Indian Police Serviceg 7-
I am told about 1,200 and about 700. 

11,730. Taking the Indian Civil Ser
vice, what percentage of · the members 
of the Indian · Civil Service perform 
purely judicial duties Y-I could not pos-

. sibly give the percentage o:ffharfl ; I 
could have the :figure looked up. 

11,731. But s01pposing that thae is s. 
considerable percentage, may I ask the 
Secretary of State whether he is pre
pared to give effect to the recommenda
tion of the Services Committee that the 
further t·ecruitment to the judicial 
brancl: of the Indian Civil Service 
should ~ease f I think the recomnien
flation js contained on page 65, para
gt·aph 2 : "We recommend that fOJ· the 
Indian Civil Service and Indian Police 
Services recruitment sh01d<l .be coi1ti-

nuP.d to be carried out on an AJI-Ind~a 
basis, but the majority of the Committee 
a!'e . of opinion that recruitmeat for 
judicial officers should no longer b& 
made in the Indian Civil Service H f-
1 was just looking up the procP.edl9gs 
at the Round 'Jable \Jonference. It is 
true to say that there was a ~ttrong feel
ing e:xpressed . against further recl''Git
ment of this kind. Since then we havo 
m:-tde a very full inquiry into 1h,~ state 
of affni1:s province by province in India, 
and we have come to the view-and I 
will asJ: the attention of tl~e Committee 
J;o and the advice of the Committee on 
this point-that it would be a ruist~ke 
to stop recruitment of this kind. 'Ve 
fet-1 that recruits of'thi~ kind rlo ad!J, a 
v~ valuable element to th•J judicipl 
systPm in India, perhaps pal'ticul~rly 
in India whe1·e so many admini'3trat.ive 
questions are interlocked with ea<·h 
other and with judicial questions. Our 
view is, subject to the further Y!ews o~ 
the Committee an<l .the De1eg~tc~s, tha~ 
the Indian Judic:al System would lose 
ratht>r than gain by the absence of mtn 
of thi:; kind. They do not amonnt i!l a 
lar~f' nlliDber, and as the Committee Il.!
inembers, the other· clements in the 
ju.lieial life of India are well repN
sentf'd in the Judicature, but npon tl:e 
wboh• we feel that it would he a mis· 
take tn lose this element in tha Indian 
Juilicature. · 

Sir N. N. Sircar. 

11,732. Will this be one of the que~
tions ·that the Statutory Inquiry after 
five yPars will consider ?-Yes, certain
ly. Pe1·haps I may just' add this fur
ther observation to what I have just 
said. N'o doubt, everybody in this room 
t·ea1ises thf:' fact that there is no racial 
diserimination at all. These <·ivilian 

· judge:~ are Indians ns well as Ilr!t!sh, 
nn~ nothing th>tt I said ju£<t r.ow 2ng
g-est(>rl any kind of racial di;;;cTiminn
tion between Indian::; and E;trope:m_s. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

· 11,733. The Indian feeling is thnt pro
fessional judges should not he broug!lt 
i11to C()mpctition with amate:u judges, 
ancl the members of the Indinn C_ivil 
.Service are amateur judges 7 --If _the 
Committee would · agree, I should like 
Sir Malcolm Hailey to give his views 
as a practical administrator upcn n 
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point of that kind. (Sir Mul~oltn 
Hailey.) It is a matter, of course, that 
we have often discussed with :J\Iembers 
of thP. High Courts, and I think I may 
say, without breaking aHy con.fidenyes, 
that Indian judges in the High Courts 
haYe themselves often expressed to me 
an opinion of the value of having Ses .. 
£ions Judges drawn from the Indian 
Civil Service. As for their htJ_ing 
amateurs, the difference betweell the 
two is this, that whereas you take an 
Indian civilian and after five years put 
him through a juci.icial training, and 
them appoint him to the Judidal Ser
vice, in the case of men taken from the 
n1r, what we do at present is to take 
them into the ,Judicial ·service after 
pcrllaps one or, at the outside, two 
yc1rs' pra~tice :l t the Bar. That is the 
extent of the difference of judicial ex
perieP.ce or legal experience between 
them. The value of th·e Indian Civil 
Service judge is that he has had a c_on
siderable experience o;f administrative 
anrl police work ; he has also had. what 
a nry few members of the.Bar l1ave had 
when they come into the Judicial ~er-

. v.i•~e, a large experienca of revenue 
work: Hi,s administrative experience 
bc\•omes of particular value if allll when 
J1e is appointed to a High Com't jucge
!hip, beeause the High Courts, as ]:las 
been pointed out to the Joint i5ekct 
rommittee, have large . udministrafive 
functions. Certainly, wl1~n all the lQ(lal 
governments were consulted, they p.ot 
unanimously, I admit, but by a strong 
majority, pressed on general grounds 
for the retention of the Indian Civil 
S~>rdce element ii_l • the judiciary, a~d 
Dltllough many opmwns have been u:
pressed by the High Court on the ques
tion whether judg-eships should be re
S<'rved in the High Court by ~tatute for 
f~i\'ilians, and also on the quest~on 
w]JPt.her Indiun civilians should - be 
t·ligihlc to preside over tht,se courts, yet 
the High Courts themselves, as a rule, 
have also been in favour of l'Ctain1ng 
In.iinn civilians in the judicial cadre. -

Mr. Zafru~la Khan. 

11,73-!. In orrler not to have to refer 
again to tllis matter, may I clear up one 
or two matt<'rs that ari:::e from '·our 
stntement, particularly that part which 
<~(lmpDTes the l<'g·al expedence of those 
Tecruited from the Bar and the -E}X-

- perience of those who are rlrartc<l into 
the Judicial Service from the Indi.au 
Civil 13ervice. You have said that those 
recruited ft:om the Bar are recruited 
generally after· one year-at the ontiide 
two yPnr's practice. There, I wo_uld 
iJOt_ differ mnch from you. . IxL s~me 
Proviuc<•s it is sr·metiml·s three, four 
or five years. My question is this·: Is 
it not a fact that those who are l'e
cruited from the Bar after two - or 
three years' experience of practice ·are 
recrui tecl as subordinate judges aud pot 
as .Iistrict judges f-'!_hat . is RO, yes. 

11,7J5. The members of the Civil 
Service who, after judicial training, are 

• pnt into the judicial branch, are _up
pointed as district judges f-·rhat _ is 
so. 

11,736. These Indian membe1·s of the 
Bar who are recruited as subortlin..ate 
juiige.;;~ after bow many yt:lurs' exp~ri
ence on the rverage do they become (l~s
iri'ct judges Y--:-After . .a consi<lcr;ble 
number of yE:ars. . 

11,737. From +5 to 20 f Not al
ways, but u con~idcrable _ number of 
Y!lars-from 10 upwa1·<ls. · 

11,738. Then it would be aorrect to 
say that as compared withthe five yc~s' 
experience on the · administrative . side 
of an Indian Civil Servant who becomes 
a district judge, they have 15 to 20 yea.rs' 
judi<:ial experienc~ as sub-judges and 
more than three years' experience as 
legal practitioners .?--Yes ; that ex:.;. 
pl~ri<'nce as sub-judges is on the c_iyil 
and not on the criminal side. 

11,739. Then again,· there is a sm~II 
:numher of gentlemen who are recr\lit:. 
ed from the Bar direct aE< district judges· 
in some Provinces, at leaEt ?-Yes; in 
some. Provinces a very small numbtlr of 
appointments was made· direct ·to _the 
·Sessions Judgeships from the Bar.·. 

11,740. And those who· are appointed 
direct as district judges from the ~ar 
are not appointed with less than from 
10 i;o 15 years' practice 7-Yes. 

\', ... Sir Abdur Rahim. 

1] ,7 41. A statutory limitati•m of .10' 
years ?-That was an exp·~riment t!J.at 
'Wns tried in soml' of the. Provinces. I 
think the general fe('lin.g was that 
direet appointment from the Bar. to 
Sl'ssion judgeships did not allow you to-



get men of the best class, that ~ to 
say, that if a man was really sue.cesE!ful 
~t the .Bar, h~ would not come in a~ a 
s~ssion judge but prefer to wait for 
;his chance of a High Court· · judge;-)_h.ip 
afterwards. ' · 
· Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I was not con-: 
testing any · of,. your stat~ments 1 l 
merely wante4 the material to be com~ 
plcte. 

Sir Reginald ()raddocl.;. 

11,742. Might I put another point, 
my J .. ort.l Chairman f It may ho as Sir 
Mnlcolm Hailey said, that in the 
Pm1jab the civilian judge i1as ro pre
yiouill CX}leriencc of the administration 
of civil ju))ticc ; but in some Provi~ces • 
the practice has been in force for a 
good many years of putting t.be Jr~an 
who has chosen the judicial service in 
for f'Prtain periods to do the work of a 
subordinate judge before ha is after
wal·ds promoted to be district Sessi!'1;1S 
Judge. I ·do not know whether it is 
done in the Punjab; I know it is in 
the other Provinces. On tl.&e ot_her 
hand, ·I would like to stress one point 
on that subject, and that is that the 
magisterial experience of the Indj~n 
Civil : Service judge, which may h.::tve 
been o.ver many years, is of extre~e 
value. .to him in regard to 11Jl the <Jriim
nal cases that .he has to deal ~·ith, ,PO 
there 'is .a great .deal· of compen::>v.tion, in 
the' ease. of the civilian judge for P..er
haps ·not having studied the Ja.w •tuite 
as much as some of the membm·s of the 
Bar ?-I might add to my statement in 
vie~ of what Sir Reginald Cradd~~k 
has ·said that the civilian judge has al 4 

wnvs had· a somewhat lengthy exp~~ri
ElllC~ as a magistrate, and when the High 
'Co1uts have discussed the merits of. l4P"' 
pointmg .civilians to the judie!ary, they 
ha:t·e always emphasised his value n~ a 
f!riminal judge. 

· Archbishop of Canterbury. 

J'r~tetice Dow t11at an Indian Civil Ser· 
vice man who has been a Hig!lc C.)urt 
judg-E', has not been eligible lor nppoiut
ment as Chief Justice .• I think }'uU 
indicated in the evidence that ;yo'Q. 
thought that, in spite of that, you 'vouid 
wish that present bar . to be rem1>ved. 
On the other hand, others (I think Lord 
Reacling) seemed to think that th-ere 
might be great advantag-e in at least in4 

sisting that the Chief Justice should be 
a man who had throughout been trained 
a~ a lawyer 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
have always felt that these are very 
difficult questions and they are essen
tially questions for the Committee to 
discuss. My own view is, once again, 
that it is better to leave things as they 
are; I think, for this period. 

11,744. But in this case, things as 
they are mean, 8$ I gather, that an 
Indian Civil Service man is not 
appointed to a chief justiceship 7-'Ve 
have left that question vecy open for 
the Committee. It is really tied up with 
whether you should maintain or not the 
percentages in the appointment of judges-. 
Our proposal at present in the White 
Paper is to remove all those restrictionS'~· 
I think if you remove restrictions tha~ 
might be argued to be to the advantage 
of the civilians, you ought equally to 
rfmove the other restrictions.· But as I 
say, it is a question that I think is 
open to a difference of opinion, and I 
have never wished to dogmatise about it. 
My general view is that it is better to 
leave things as they are, leaving open 
the question as to whether or not we 
should remove these restrictions. 

. 11,745. But my point is that you are 
making a change in the 'Vhite Paper of 
things as they are. As things are, au 
Indian Civil Service man is not ap
pointed to the post of Chief Justice. 
:My reference is question 8000 "!-I think 
His Grace has made a perfectly valid 
point. It is an issue t~t is tied _up with 
the question that we diScussed In July, 
namely, whether there should ,be any 
r£"strictions or whether there should not. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

ll,i43. May I ask one question of the 
·Secretary of State on thia impcniant 
matter ! There was a good fleal "saicl 
dm in(J' the evidence about the ad vis- . 
abiEt~, even if DO change is made in 
re~ard to promotion of Indian Civil Ser-: 
vi<.'e n•en to judicial office, that :m ex
cention might be made in !he. case vf a 
Chief . Justice. I ·understand it js . the 

11,711.6. But I understand that in pr~~ 
tice you .have never appointed as C'lnef 
Justice anybody except a lawyer '1-That 
is ;so. 
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Lord Irwin. 

11,747. There is no statutory bar at 
present to an Indian Civil Service man 
being appointed '/-(Sir JJialcolm Hailey.) 
The statute l"...as been so interpreted. 

Sir Reginald Craddock.] But he very 
frequentl)' is appointed to act for some 
considerable time. 

Marquess of Reading.] That is only 
llll acting appointment. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,748. Now coming back to the 
answer given by Sir Malcolm Hailey, 
may I ask him : Is it not a fact that 
while an Indian Civil Service officer when 
hr is told off to do judicial duty is not 
necessarily a law graduate or has any 
lcrral qualification. Every member of 
tl~ Bar who is appointed to a judicial 
olfice is invariably a law graduate, added 
to whicll he has had some forensic ~x
perience '/~That is so, eertainly, yes. 

11.749. And if the considerations 
which Sir :Malcolm Hailey ha,d.. pointed 
out for the composition of the judicial 
service in India were sound, would it 
not follow that thev would nave been 
accepted hy the 'British Cabinet and. in
troduced into Ellg'lancl and the other 
s1·U-goveming Colonies of the British 
Empire ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I should 
not like to make an answer about that 
at all ; I think it is very much a matter 

" . . ' ot opmwn. 
11,750. Now I wish to refer to another 

question, that is with reference to the 
accruing rights. It is stated in the Lee 
Commission R€port that there should be 
a legal covenant, a contract. I will 
draw the attention of the Secretary of 
State to pa,...cre 49 of the report. The 
heading is : " The Safeguard of a Legal 
Covenant." The Commissioners say in 
paragraph 85 : " As regards emoluments· 
generally, we consider that, in all cir
cumstances, the most practical form of 
safeguard would be a mutually binding 
legal covenant, enforceable in the Civil 
Courts, between the offic-er and· the 
authority which has appoint-ed him. We 
t•ecommend therefore that such a contract 
should be entered into in the case of 
aU future recruits, and, that to secure· 
tht position of existing officers a similar 
contract to be entered into, so framed 
a3 to' cover the remaining liabilities con-· 

uected with their service and the pr1V1· 
leges to which . they may be entitled." 
Has the Secretary of State considered 
the advisability of adopting this pro
cedure in preference to embodying them 
in the constitution Act ?-.-Yes. Not only 
have we considered it, but I think suc
cessive Governments have considered it, 
and· the more we have considered it the 
more impracticable we have fourid it. 
It is in actual practice quite impossible 
to put into the form· of a legal covenant
all the contingencies connected with a 
great and complio.ated service. 

11,751. Then as. regards the right of 
compensation to officers, the Secretary of 
·Stat-e stated .,yesterday that it is left to 
the· Secretary of State to determine the 
amount, if any, of the compensation to 
wLich an officer might be held entitled. 
Might I in this connection draw the 
attentif?n of the Secretary of State to the 
ft>llowing recommendation contained in 
thH Lee Report, paragraph 82, on pages 
48 and 49. They say : " We recommend, 
therefore, that the Secretary of State 
8!wuld refer su~h claims for compensa-· . 
twn, as they arise, for consideration and 
report by the Public Service Commission, 
wltich, being the expert authority in 
India on all Service questions, will be 
well qualified. to form a just opinion. 
The Indian 1\Iembers,. however, would 

'limit the references to the Public Ser
vice Commission to cases other than 
tr.ose necessitated by retrenchment or cur
tailment · of work. In such cases they 
consider there. would be no ground for 
compensation except for the incumbent 
oi the post abolished~'' The question I 
wish to ask the Secretary of State is why 
no effect has been given to this recom
mendation Y-We do contemplate that in 
manv cases the Public Service Commis- · 
sion · would be consult-ed. It seems to 
me verv valuable that there should be 
consultation of that kind, but there is a 
difference, of course, between the con
ditions contemplated under the Lee 
.Commission, namelv. when the Government 
ll'. all 

1
its activities was directly under 

'\Vhiteh&ll and the condition in which 
there is a large transfer of responsibility. 
That 1~eally makes th.e reason why· we 
cannot go further than say we would: 
eucourag"e consultation with the Pub1ic 
SP-rvire Commi>:sions. It would be very 
difficult, I think, to make it compulsory, 



in view of the changes that are taking 
place. 

.l\Ir. ZafruZla Khan. 

11,752. Secretary of State, _would not 
it be, as. a matter of course the case, that 
when the case comes up to the Secretary 
of State it wilt come up with the opinion 
of the Government of India ?-Yes. 

11,753. .And possibly of the Governor
General as being .charged specially with 
regard to the safeguarding of the rights 
of the Public Services and, as a matter 
or course, without making any covenant 
. to that effect, as it were, the opinion of 
the Public Service Commission will· in 
due course have been obtained Y-I · 
should think . ordinarily that would be 
the case. I should think always, but I 
do not want to appear to be too rigid 
about it. 

11,754. I rather thought that would be 
· so ?-I would have thought so. It seems 
to me to be the obvious course for a 
Secretary of State and the Governor- and 
the Governor-General to take in circum
stances of that kind. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,755. Under the proposals of the 
White Paper the Secretary of State 
would· be bound by the advice given by 
hi~ advisers upon two points, namely, the 
fram.i11g of rules . and, secondly, the de
cision on appeals. .As regards the 
framing of the rules I wish to ask the 
Secretary of State whether the time has 
not come when he should frame rules 
limiting the right ""of compensation in 
accordance with the decision of the Law 
Officers of the Crown and the despatch 
of his predecessor Lord Peel quoted in 
-th~ Lee Commission's Report, and make 
it abundantly clear that those are not · 
cases for compensation ?-J hoped I hafl 
made my position quite clear yesterday 
in answer to a number of questions. I 
did· specifically ~ay that we were basing 
9Ul" general attitude upon . those two 
lines, namely, the · opinion of the Law 
Officers of the Crown on the one hand, 
and · the interpretation based · upon 
grounds of wider equity given by Lord 
Peel as Secretary of State subsequently. 

11.756. But that, no doubt, is the view 
of the Secretary of State to guide .him 
ii1 his executive actions '1-Y es. 

11,7,57. But what I was suggesting is. 
t_hat, m order to make sure that the 
r"'!les do not contravene the opinions 
g1ven by the Law Officers of the Crown,. 
the rules should be framed now to the· 
effect that the cases dealt with by Lord 
Peel and the Law Officers of the Crown 
are not cases admitting of compensation t 
-I do not understand that question. If 
I have followed Sir Hari Sin_gh Gour 
aright, it would mean that there would 
be no compensation at. all ; is that so 'I 

11,758. Yes, that is so : not in those 
cases Y-In what cases would there be · 
compensation 'f . 

11,759. That is a question. So far as 
I am concerned, in no case should there 
~e C<?mpensation, but I am• not deal
mg w1th that point now 'f-Then it is not 
~·orth our while going on arguing about 
It, because you take the view that there 
should be no compensation at all. I d() 
not· take that view : so there is no basis 
of agreement between us. I take the 
view that in certain cases there should 
be some compensation. 

11,760. The point I was making to the 
Se~retary .of State was that the cases iri 
which there should b" compensation 
sho~ld be defined S() that they may not 
he unproved upon or enlarged later on f 
-The trouble is that you cannot define 
these cases. They are really indefinable 
f!J!d, ~s I said yesterday, we have n; 
mtention whatever of involving the 
rev:nu~s of India in extravagant and 
unJustifiable expenditure under that 
hea~. That fact is shown by our record 
over the ·last fifte.en years, but we do 
feel that somewhere or other there must 
be a discretion of this kind. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. 
11,761. I· just want to put two or 

three . general questions. Secretary of 
S_tate,; I should like to find out what your 
VIew IS as regards the control over the 
Indian Civil Service and the Indian 
Police Service that will be left with the 
Provincial Government which employed 
the officers under the proposals of the 
White Paper ?-Sir Abdur Rahim, would 
you make your question a little bit more 
precise '?-I am not quite sure to what 
you refer. 
· 11,762. I will take. for instance, the 

number to be recruited. · Supposing the 
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Service cadre. It is on questions like 
that that discussion does take . place 
between. the Secretary · of State, the 
Government of India and the Local 
Government. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. . .. 
11,765. Would Sir Malcolm say when. 

he speaks of Local Government now· that 
would, of course, mean under the pro
posed changes the Provincial Ministry f 
-I think so in the future, yes. · 

Government of a Province says, "We 
want five officers," or something like 
that : will the Secretary of State have 
an absolute dic;cretion to recruit a larger 
number if he likes t-certainly, up to the 
cadre strength, he must have the 
ultimate authority. I do not think you 
can avoid that, but I am not at all con
templating a state of affairs in which 
there would be a difference of opinion 
upon a question of this kind. It is not 
as if each of those various interests is 
going out to try to have a controversy 
with the other. I would hope that there Sir .A~dur Rahim. 
would not be a difference of opinion. 11,766. Then the. LocaL Government 

11,763. 'Vould the Secretary of State, will not be in a position to vary_ the 
therefore, consult the Government of a number--1 mean to vary the cadre!
Province as regards the number 7-They (Sir Samuel Hoare.) No, you cannot 
always are consulted now, and certainly avoid that, but, as I say, . I hope that 
we should go on consulting them. no difference of opinion would arise. 

11,764. The Government or the -
Governor : that is the distinction I 11,767. As regards posting that is one 
have in mind f-Constitutionally the eon- of the matters which is in the Appendix. 
sultation would be with the Governor,. How is that g.oing to be worke~ _ as 
but in actual practice no doubt he would regards the postmg of ~:fficers 7 Is 1t the 
take the Government into his confidence. . ~overno~-General who 1s to do the post-: 
What happens is this, is it not, Sir mg, or the · Go.vernment-1 mean . the 
Abdur Rahim : There is a cadre up to ~~v:ernor !-~Sir Malco~m Ha_~"l~y.), ~he_ 
which you recruit and then you consult 1rubal ass1gnmg ·of India~ C1vil . Sen:-~e 
with the Provinces as to what their ·or ~oliee Officers to their ProVInces 1s 
requirements are. Perhaps Sir Malcolm earned O?t ~1 th~ s~,c~etary of Sta~e. 
would amplify for the benefit of the· The wordmg postin~ m .the App_endiX 
Committee what I have just said. (Sir refer~ to the . P.osting .- to· .P~rl1cular 
ll!alcolm Hailey.) There is a cadre ap~mntments Within. ~he Provmce. The. 
strength laid down which contains an ordinary· procedure. lS _ that the . Depart
f'lement of leave reserve, training reserve, ment~ ~oncrened ~ake _ suggestions for 
and the like. Every year recruitment is appomtmg . a part1cula~ officer to _the 
made against calculations which show pos~ of _District ~agrstra~e or tran~
what are likely to be the number of fernng ~' or the like. In my. exper1-· 
vacancies in the cadre ow-ing to various enee there ~s. very·" seldom any ddie~enee· 
causes. The Local Government is always between 'Mm~sters and the Governor as 
consulted as to the exact extent of those to these postmgs. They do come· up ·to_· 
probable vacancies, and th'e Secretary of the Go~ernor, and, . on occasi~n~ the 
State then recruits that number of men Governor may have to speak to Mmtsters 
who are necessary to fill up the vacancies ·as .regards the advisabil!tY of alt~rin.g · 
that are likely to occur. To that extent their proposals for postmgs, but It· lS 

the Local Government is always con- not at the m?ment a matter .w~ich .causes 
suited. The Local Government is not con- any great difference of opnnon m ' my 
Eul ted as to variations in the cadre year o~~ion between the Governor and the 
by year, though on occasion the Local Mmiste:f~, . . . , 
Government does put forward to the 11,768. Sir 'Malcol~ may I JUSt put 
Secretary of State the necessity for vary- this : Now, as regards the posting of the 
ing the cadre. For instance, under Members of the Civil Service that is in 
recent retrenchment proposals representa- the Reserved Department, as -it is called f 
tions have been made that certain posts -That is so. 
might be filled from the Provincial 11 769. But under the new Constitu-
Serviee and not from the Indian Civil ' tion 

1 

there will be no such thing as a 
'I L109RO 
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Reserved Department in the Provinces, it is proposed, for instance, that a Dis
and the entire secretariat, I take it, will trict Magistrate should be transferred, 
be under the .Ministers Y-That is so, or nn officer shall be appointed as Com
certainly. . . missioner, or the like, th~ case will be 

11,770. Then· how are these postings sent to the Minister, or taken to the 
going to be carried out-by . the secre- Minister by the Governor for his con
tariat under the Ministers, or by any currence. 
Officer attached to the Governor f-At . 11,773. I see. As regards promotion 
P!es.ent, of. course, the majority of: the up to the District Magistrate or the Dis
Indian Civil Service are in Reserved trict Judge it is automatic, is it not, 
Departments and proposals for their and, be'yond that, there is an efficiency 
posting do come on the Reserved side to bar, and then there are selection posts, 
the Governor, though, at the same time, are there not Y-The appointment of Dis-

. there are· many Indian Civil Service trict M&ooistrate is not automatic ; that 
Officers serving' in . Transferred Depart- is to say, that an officer is presumed to 
ments. '·They are serving, for instance, become eligible for the appointment of 
.as Registrars of Co-operative Societies, District Magistrate after about six or 
and · the · · like, so that Ministers eight years' training. He is then defi
frequently have· a say in th'e postings nitely selected as District Magistrate 
.an«l,transfers of Indian Civil Service and usually in an officiating capacity, first of 
-other officers. That case arises particu- all, and subsequently permanently. It · 
larly in. . regard to Indian Medical is therefore to that extent selection. I 
Service Officers who are all serving in a have known cases in which a Local Gov
transferred .Department. In the future, ernment has refused to appoint an 
as Sir · Abdur Rahim points out, all fndian Civil Service Officer ns a District 
Departments will be transferred; there Magistrate, and has kept him as a Sub
will be no Reserved Departments ; and Divisional Magistrate practically the 
the Ministerial heads of these particular . whole of his career. When a man is 
Departments . will . themselves be rtspon- appointed a District Ma~strate he re
sible for all postings and transfers, but mains in that cadre for the whole of his 
where ... they . concern the posting or career, unless he is selected for the post 

.. transfer of. a member of the SecretarY of Commissioner, Member of the Board 
of. State's.'. Services, .the· Minister in of Revenue, or any similar post. 
charge will have .to ·obtain the con- 11,774. Yes; but, ordinarily, the 

· currence of the Governor. Indian Civil Service Officer becomes a 
·. 11771. In every case the ,Government 'District Magistrate, or a District Ses
will have to go up to the Governor with . sions Judge. That is his· ordinary ex· 
the:· proposal !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.>· peetation 7-Yes, th'at is the ordinary 
You cannot say exactly what the pro- mle. 
cedure will be as a ,general thing. No" 11,775. There is really no question fJf 
doubt Governors will arrange their. own promotion at aU then ?-My point '\":~s . 

pi'oeedure ·in their OWn way, but t~e that it is not in the phrase you used 
general: position is· as stated by. S~r a'!.1tomatfc, because, in some cases, we 
Malcolm· Hailey. Actually bow It IS may keep a man waiting for a consider
earned out must be a matter· for arrange- able time before we regard him as fitted 
ment ·by ·the Governors in their respec- to have charge of a district, but, as you 
tive Provinee&. say, the ordinary expectation of a Civil 

ll,772 .. What ha~ strnck me, and what _ Servant is t~at at a certa~ ti~n.e of ~is 
I am pu~ting to you is that under these carcPr he · WI_Il ~ecome a Distnct Mag-Is
proposals the Governor· niust have :m t.rate; or a D1stnct Jud~e. 
establishinent of his . own-a· secretariat· 11 776. Then after that the Commis-· 
of his own to carey out all these things"! sion;r or the Membe-r of the Board of 
-(Sir Maicolm Hailey.) No, that is n?t· RevPn~e-those are what J· think are 
involved at all. All these matters Will called selection posts, are thev not '?
be" carried out in tlie ordinary ~ecretariat. Yes, that is to say, that yo"u might . 
All that will happen will be that when· have, taking a Province like the.Punjab, · 
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28 districts and five Commissionerships, 
therefore out of your 28 permanent Dis
trict Magistrates five have an expecta
tion of becoming Commissioners. The 
proportion is much the same in Provinces 
like the United Provinces. 

11,777. What I want to know is, under 
the proposals of the White Paper, who 
will make these selections for these 
higher posts 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 
t;uppose the position will be exactly the 
same as it is with postings. (Sir :Malcolm 
IIailP-y.) Yes, it will be the same position 
az with postings. One cannot say· in 
advance exactly what the arrangements 
will be under the rules of business in 
eqch province, but substantially it will 
undoubtedly have to be the case that 
ministers will make recommendations for 
selection to commissionerships, but those 
selections will need the concurrence· of 
the Gnvernor. 

]] ,778. It will really be that the 
Government will make the selections, but 
it will require the assent of the Governor 
or province 7-Yes. 

Marquess of Zetland. 

11,779. May I interpose one question 
there, my Lord Chairman, just to clear 
up the whole of that matter 7 What 
would be the position with regard · to 
appointments to the Secretariat f Would 
those require the concurrence of the 
Governor or not 7-Y e~ that is a posting 
which would require the concurrence of 
the Governor. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,780. Provided that he is an All, 
India man 7-Provided that he is an All
India officer, and, of course, if we con
tinue the scheduled procedure, then all 
secretaries, save secretaries in the Public 
Works, or any other excepted Depart
ment, would be members of the All-India 
service. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. · 

11,781. And that is the state of things 
as· at present, is it not Y-That is so, 
Y• . 

11,782. There will be really no advance 
in that respect-placing the offices more 
under the control of the Government of 
the · future !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I 

Ll09RO 

think there obviously must be a change• 
when a ·large transfer of new depart-· 
ments takes pla~e. The position then ofl 
these officers will· approximate more 
nearly to the position ·of the All-Indiar 
services under the transferred depar~ 
ments. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The 
difference will be that the selection ·- re) 
commendation will be made in- the· future' 
by ministers but will need the concurJ 
renee of the Governor. At present ·post
ings of Indian civilians, selections · fot' 
secretaryships and the like, are all made 
within a reserved department. . -· . 

11,783. But there are only a few postS' 
that . in filling up require the concurrence 
of the Governor now;the more import:-' 
ant posts ; the others do not require. the 

1 

concurrence of the Governor. Is that not 
so ?-I do not think it is eorrect to say· 
that, because being made in reserved . de-. 
partments the Governor can, under the 
rules of busines~. and I . think . nearlf 
always does under the rules of .business;. 
require that all such . cases ~,.should be 
brought to him. I think. I am correct iil 
saying that in nearly e_verj; l_?c~l govern
ment these cases,. commg W1thin . a re-; 
served department, all. come to t~e 
Governor by his ruleS of business:. 

Lord Irwin •. . 
·-

11,784. May I interpose to· get:. this 
clear, my Lord Chairman t· The' essen~: 
tial difference between the present prac
tice arid what will be the practice · in! 
future, if I follow the argument, is· ~~ 
source which makes the recommendation 
to the Governor 7-Yes. 

·11,785. At present in all the -resened 
departments, of course .it. is the. reseryed 
side which .makes the recommendation .. 
In future the reoom.niendation will . ·.be 
made by ministers t-Yes, that. is the 
entire difference and it is a very import-. 
ant one. 

Sir · .Abdur Rahim. · I 

11,786. May I know what your. ·opinio~. 
is as re"'ards this ? Questions have been
put\~ 

0 

regards ~dia:r;ts holding. ~erl~in, 
responsible positions m the Irngatlon 
and Forest Departments-that there has 
not been sufficient experience to. say how 
far .the transfer of the servic~s a~d. ~he-, 
control of the ministers and those m the-

... ~ .. 



transferred departments has &ffected the . 11!788. That would apply to all !-It 
efficiency" of the departments or not. I ~pphes to us here. I expect it applies. 
should like to know from the Secretary equally to India. 
of· State .. as regards his experience of 11,789. There is one thing I want to 
the Indian members of the Indian.· Civil know about : What is now the Political 
Service, because quite a number o!;Indians Department' You know at present the 
have held very high postS 'in the Indian Legislature can deal with questions in 
Civil , Service · in almost all provinces. that Department though in a limited 
!Excepting • the governorship, I think _way. . Will the Legislature retain the 
there is no post which an Indian has . same power over the activities of the 
not held. I should like. to know . what Political Department when it goes under 
opinion . ·the·_ ~retary ·.of State has the Viceroy Y-I am not quite clear. Is 
formed as· regards their work !-(Sir Sir Rahim asking this as a general ques
SamueZ Hoare.) It would be very pre- tion, or in its special application to 
sumptuous of me, I think, to make a the services ! 
wide genel'Siisation after a comparatively ~790. Not as regards the services; 
short contact wit}{ Indian affairs. I As regards the Legislatures dealing with 

. would certainly -say, however, that it the Political Department, will they have 
seems to. me their record has been a very the same power as they have now in the 
good one. For further details, I would ;Legislatures Y-:What powers have they 
like . to · go to ·an experienced adminis- got now 7 
trator · like· Sir Malcolm Hailey. (Sir 11 1 · 7 
Malcolm Hai1ey.) It would be .very in- · ,79 • As regards discussmg questions 

-This question of course has nothing to 
vidious if I had to express an opinion do with the services, and it does raise 
on Indian. colleagues. I think where we the other issues connected ! with the 
have selected Indians for these high States with which we have already dealt 
appointments, they have invariably done at some length. What occurs to my mind 
well. When I stated yesterday-which I offhand-I did not know that this ques
think was the main point which Sir tion was going to be raised to-day. 
Abdur Rahim was referring to-that it 
would .be necessary to see Indians filling 11,792. If you do not want to answer 
the administrativ~ posts Qf the depart- it to-day, I will not press it Y-I would 
m.cnts we ·were referring to them, such say it would come in better in a more 
as -irrigation and :forests, before we could general constitutional discussion. 
say -what - had :been the effect of the 11,793. Certainly ; I will not press it. 
change, when. I said that I was referring That is all 7-I think if Sir Abdur Rahim 

· to the· .:fact that the change that was would look back ·at my evidence which 
taking place in those departments was · I gave on Section 52, he would find that 
not,. merely the· substitution of Indians I did say something about it then. 
for European~, or a _change· that would Sir .Abdur Rahim.] I have no :further 
take place, 'but a substitution of p~vin- questions .. 
ciaf; ·services :for. All~ India. services, and 
it ·would be necessary to see 8ome of the 
effects of the admJ.nistration . by memb~rs 
of the provincial services before we 
would' be in . a :f~l. position to judge of 
the change· that was' taking place in those 
departments. -· 

11,787.· In that ·connection,' I should 
like -to know whether it -is not possible 
;for the Government, as regards provincial 
services, to introduce a higher system of 
training and education than obtains now. 
I mean ·there would be no difficulty in 
their. way, would there f-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) .I supposEt the main difficulty is 
money with all these things, is it not f 

d j 

Marquess of Z etland. 

11,794. May I just ask one more ques
tion before we pass from that, because 
I aU\ not quite sure that I understood 
Sir Malcolm Hailey's final reply about 
the Secretariat Y Of course, I under
stand that lin the case of any officer who 
is a member of the Secretary of State's 
service who is appoirited to a Secretariat, 
the concurrence of the Governor will be 
required. But take the case of heads of 
departments who may be appointed from 
what will be provincial services, for 
example, the post of Director of Publie 
Instruction. What I am not clear about 
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is this : In a case of that- kind, would 
the 1\linister in charge of the Education 
Department be the final authority 
appointing the Director of Public In
struction, or would he have to secure 
the concurrence of the Governor to his 
appointment t-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 
When the Education Department or 
similar departments become entirely }Jro
viucialised, then the appointment of _the 
head of the department would not x:e
quire the concurrence of the Q,)ycrnor 
uniess some change was made in the 
present proposals .which would sec_ure 
that the concurrence of the Gover~wr 
shonhl be required for such an appoint
ment. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) As long as 
J,e is a member of the All-India Ser
vices, then the concurrenee is needed .. 

11,795. But he would not be ;~ m~m
bPr of the All-India Service !-He might 
be now, might he not f (Sir :Malcolm 
Hailey.) If I might make that clear : 
for some time to come in these ser
vicPs it is quite clear that the 11ppoint
ment of the head of a department w.ill 
require the concurrence of the gove1·nor, 
but when they become completely J>ro
vinciulised, that is to say, when all _the 
present members of the Secretary · of 
State's Services disappear from th~m, 
then the concurrence of the governor 
will no longer be required in the terms 
of the White Paper unless some change 
is made in those terms. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,796. Then the Departme~tal l\Ii~ljs
ter of u provincial government in Ir~d_ia 
will haYe a great deal more !)Ower o_,_er 
the appointment of a head of 
hie:; department than a Department~! 
1\Iinistcr has in this country Y-(S1r 
Samuel Hoare.) That is about what it 
comes to. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

1.1 797. ·wm the Inspector-Gener:1l of 
Poli~e he appointed without th~ coneu~
renee of the goventor Y-~ o. ; he 1s 
obvi011slv a memher of thP. Secretary of 
State's ·services. 

11,798. And alwavs will lJC Un.der 
these proposals !-For the period ·set 
Otlt in the White Paper· and until Par
lisrnent takes some other decision. 

Mr. ZafruZla Khan. 
11;799. Secretary of State, with . re- . 

gard to I>aragrd.phs 176 and 1!9 at page 
81, do I ;un~erstand. that, havlllg _ reg!frd 
to the functiOns wh1ch the Secretu.ry of 
State's advisers will h·ave to perform 
undf:'r these proposals, their main -frinc
tion will be ·a sort of safeguard for -the 
ser\'ices 7-Yes. . - · · . 

11,800. · Safeguard against who in 7 . 
Against the Secretary of State 'f~ 
Against the Secretary of State, ·against 
the British Parliament, against un
sympathetic people· j.n. India-"-in · fact 
ag~unst . a great many people- who in 
theory may exist, but, in practice, I 
hope will not exist. · - . . · ' · · 

11,801. -Would not the :secretary of 
State himself be a sufficient · s:li<'guard 
again~t unsympathetic people in India 7 · 
-I am not sure what the services would 
think about that. This, ·after all, · is 
mainly intended to reassure the services. 

11,802. What would be your own feel
ing with regard to the matter 7; 'Vop.ld 
not the services rather . consider the 
Secretary of State, being a member of 
the British Cabinet here, :respon:;ible to 
Parliament, and so on, would be a better 
safeguard than two gentlemen, both. of 
whom might be Indians 7-I shoa]d like 

· to hear Sir Malcolm Hailey's vie\v and 
Sir Findlater Stewart's view about that. 
My own view is that the. services .. · ·do 
attach importance to this safeguard. 
(Sir Findlater Stewart.) I am quite sure 
they do, yes. 

11,803. Then with regard to the last 
two lines of paragraph 179 : '' J\.ny 
order which he proposes to make upon 
an appeal admissible to him under:. the 
Constitution Act from any su,;h. me~
ber, "--what happens if nn appeal 
comes up to the Secretary of 
State and he desires to uismiss it, 
and two out of the thrP.e · colleagpes 

· (let us suppose there are only three 
colleagues)~ay that· he ought to 
accept it Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) At 
present I am reminded. t_hat the s~~re· 
tarv of State has a vote--and a casting 
vof:~. '. · . 

11,804:' But _my question is with 
reference to the language of the pro
posal as contained in paragraph 179, as 
to :what would be the ·result. The pro
posal is that in the· case of any orP.er 
'' the Secretary of Btate will detennine 
the matters upon which he will consult 
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hi::! advisers.~, Supposing· ·.there .are 
· three ~dVisers, two of whom will ~ot 
~oncur. ·in· his -proposed dismi3sal ·of. an 
~ppNi.l, then how does the;-~ ma~ter 

· !ltaild '.;_I think this js a .point that 
·must' be clear~d up. As · at prese~t 
drafted,·. I read . it to mean that .t~e 

. ~jority vote. .would c}.ecide. · . 
11,805. So that what it really nmounts 

to i:;,not whether tbe Secrctll.ry .of, State 
should carry , with Jilin ·,the conrmrrence 
of so many, but the Secretary of Sta:te 

.. in . this • particular :tnatter, mu::;t carry SJUt 
the .wishes of. the majority, whateyer 

'tht>Y· may be f--Yes, that is the ·P.re-
sent ·position., , , 
· 11,806. That ig under the proposa.l-7-
Yes ;'that is the present position; i{ j,s 
~";eontin~an~e of .th~ preseut _positi(!~· 
; : ._ .... ' 

. · · Mr! M. ~.1ay,aker. 
. ,:_wot. Including' his ca.sting ...-ntc 1-

. ! esJ . ~o t Jojlg ·as ~is casting vote is . in
cll,ld~d. :·'.I am .. assumi,ng it will be 
continued..... . ' · .. 

· .,. . A ·' , _: ... - o ·~ ~ • - ! , , • , 

· ·· · · ' · ·' lfr. ZafrulZa 'Khan. . ·-: . . . ' ~. ~ ' . ·_. . 

·11,808. That is a matter of detail, put 
. it is a matter that struck. me might be 

a·. difficulty hi 'actual ' practice ,_yes. 
Sir ·Austen 'Chamberlain is here, a for
m,er~~Secretary of State, and we eo:uld 
·ask .Lord Peel·when he comes. I do pot 
think that kind of case has ever arisen 
in living memory. . 

.11,809. But we are talking of ·the 
future and of the proposal as h~re 
expr<>f:Herl.. Perhaps a l:)lightly different 
6xpre.;:sion might meet the case 7-We 
will look _int<? Mr. Zafrulla Khan's point 
carefully, and perhaps make . a more 
detailed · suggestion as to what ~ad 
better be done. 

ll,810. Now on the question of com
pensation- under paragraph 184 on ·the 
next page, the last three lines of _the 
paragraph are : '' The Secretary ~f 
State will also be empowered to aw~rd 
compensation to any such person in any 
other case in which he consider3 it to be 
ju~t. a~d __ equita'flle that compensa.t,on 

. should be awarded." ~The first. put·:of 
- t.Qe ,_paragi;aph. safeguards · aU seryi<;e 
. ri~l\tS;. ~~isting. as at the ~ate e~., Abe 

e.'pp<>intD;J,ellJ!. What .. ; are · these : last 
thre~ )~~s,jntended to --_safeguard lf
!fh~~- par?graph is ),:ntend~d he giv~ tl,l.~ 

Secretary of State the kincl of discre
tion that we have been diseussing. ·· · 

11,811. The discretion given in the 
paragraph is : ''Every person arJpoint
ed by the Secretary of "state will con:. 
tinne to enjoy all service rights existing 
a~ at th~ date of his appointmeut, · or 
WJ 11 .rece1ve such compensation for the 
loss of any of them as. the Secretary of 
'State may consider just nnd et]uit
able. '' Would that not be n~eessary f 
-· It ~s re~Iy to meet the point of .the 
nc"rumg rtghts, and if it were held in 
drafting th'Rt " se~ice rights " was a 
sufficiently definite expression to conr 
both existing· and accruing riO'hts there, 
there might not be so much ~eed for a 
paragraph of this kind, but I think it 
is safer to have it in. · 

11,812. My point is this : Jlrovided the 
first part does sufficiently cover what 
it is intended to cover, the latter p_~rt 
might create criticism and suspicion in 
~itc of th~ amplest safeguards provi~ed 
m the Wh1te Paper 7-W e will look into 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan's point. 'Ve tio pot 
want to have anything in the proposals 
th:tt i~ not nece.ssa:ry. I can, however, 
conceive cases, into which I should like 
to li>ok further, that might necessitate 
a paragraph of this kind. · 

' U,813. So far as comp~n::~ation for the 
~bolition of a post or a series of p~sts 
1s concerned, I do not want to go into 
details, but may I take it as almost 
axiomatic that in considering any ques
tions that arise, regard would certainly 
be had, whenever there was an abolition 
of a post or a series of posts, to ·the 
creation of new posts that might have 
occnn-ed during recent }ears f-I think 
yo11 have to ,take all those kinds of eon
siueration into account, and it is be
canse many of them such ns that are 
indefinable that one has to leave the 
power rather general. 

11,S14. That is tr:ue, but I was think
ing of th4s : Fc1r instance, in rec:ent 
yl:!ars there has been a large increase in 
the nnmber of High Court Judgeships, 
of whieh a proportion has gone to the 
Indian Civil Service. It would be rather 
~ nomalous that thEy should· be going- f-n 
apprnpriatingo all the increase· !-I fqlly 
appreciate Mr .. , Zafrulla. Khan's · pqint • 
It .is a point' ~hat. I ;do not oispute. 
.: .11,815. To ·. my mind ·the more im
portant. questio~ ,.is a& to w~at i~ going 
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to happen in future, and a proposal ~ith 
regard to that is .contained . in para
graph 189. I understand that the 
general position has been subject to _the 
actual proposals and the explanations 
that you have given, that you considf:r 
it wbe that during this short period, as 
you have termeil it, before which• an 
intJniry will be made under this para
g,·::tph, and a new decision arrived at, 
there should subsf.antiaUy be ~o 
cb·mges f-Yes. 

11,816. I want to visualize what ~he 
p~.:riod will be. I do not want to })l~d 
von to any specific period, but I look at 
h in this way. Although the perio4 is 
described as short, and the second s)lb
paragraph of paragraph_ 1~9 i~self is 
ruther vague, I look at 1t m tlns way : 
It vimalizes several stages. First the 
passing of the Bill which will take some 
time ; then it is coming into operation, 
which is again an indefinite period ; and 
thm this definite five years after that 
before the Inquiry is commenced ; and 
then our experience of inquiries resulting 
from constitutional changes and s~ on 
shows that there will be some number of 
years during which the Inquiry will he 
in progress 7-I hope not. I do not 
want it to be anything like that kind of 
inquiry. 

11,817. Let us hope not, but it will 
take some time. Then there will be the 
period during which the new changes 
will be under the consideration of the 
Secretary of State and his advisers ~~d 
the Cabinet, and then put before Parha
ment for the approval of Parliament. It 
seems to me that the periJOd will not be 
so short as you have had in view all the 
time. A further consideration is this. 
Supposing this period is not five years 
but a great deal more, and if all con
ditions in the meantime are to continue 
as they are that means that recrui~~ 
during this period enter upon the1r 
service under the conditions that operate 
now, and then it logically follows that 
thev must be guaranteed the+ continuance 
of 'an t.hose conditions throughout their 
carrers:·' n· ·seems to me· that· even ·in 
the vear 1975 (and' I 'can prove' it·\ by 
thesi fi(J'ures) in these ·so-called· autono
mous P;ovinces practically· aU the~ Heads 
of Departm('nti will be· ·people w!w with 
tegard to th"e ·l:'onditions· of· serVIce;: and 
so on· will· be··.~uboi·dinate to and· will-·.be 

controlled · by the Secretary of State, 
rather than by the Provincial Govern
ment. 1975 is about the , average .date 
that I take 7-Yes; but Mr .. Zafiiilla 
Khan, even if his calculation ·).5 correct, 
will see that it is not a difference 
betwee:D:<!no years and 42 years, but .it, is 
between . 30 years, if · you take that._ as 
the life of a ·civilian and x number :.of 
years, the interim . period before ,J!nY 
change is made.. .. ; ; : . _.: · .. ;z . 

11,818. Yes, but I was developing a 
question. I want to press· this considera
tion, that ·having.· regard to. the view 
that the Provinces • have · taken· with 
regard to these services and to the . state' 
of public· opinion, it would be extremely 
desirable to make this period as brief as 
possible .and as definite as possible, :more 
particularly for··. ··the reason: that any 
greater material required· for coming to 
a decision upon these points would not 
be material · with reference to the 
efficiency of Indians and s_o on,._ because 
you could not _in any case get that within 
the period. of. five yE)ars, but !it would be 
more with regard to the· working of · the · 
new constitution and to give a' breathing 
space, as the Secretary of . State has put 
it ?-Yes, . and, broadly speaking, the 
effects upon reeruitment"~ generally.·' 

11,819. During the c~tirs~·of your exa
mination you have said on .a good ~any 
oc.casio:ns that you would like. the views 
of the Indian Representatives· on .. some 
of these po~ts ·,...:....:.yes. . -~ . . ... : ~ · .. 

Sir ·Austen Ohamberla~.] . Are' you 
leaving the Statutory Commission or ·con-
tinuing on it 7 ' · · .• c 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

11,820. No ; ·it is with reference to that 
that I am putting a further considera
tion ?-Yes. 

11,821. I want to put this to you. 
Perhaps my own view could not be bet~r 
expressed than it has been expressed m 
the Memorandum submitted by the Gov
ernment of Madras to the India)l . Statu .. 
tory,. Corp.missi,on: .. l.::--:y ~1 , .. ~ ·' .' <. n·. · . : ,:;: 

.. : n s22 .. It i·s ~ i:ri• · tlie "· !rn:di@ ~ 1 statlitory 
C<>ruhlission/· V olum:e~ : VIy, at~ page ·26.- ·-of 
his Memdrandumi. l·Tllis -m·ay be' :takenl as 
tne :typical.':·. ~vincial :h ~vi. whlch::was 
-expres-sed a.s·long ago . ~ 1928 f":. :_,~, S~:Ffar 
a§ pto~l.ncial•matters ~e concerned;,.-u~e. 



·position is clear. Responsible self-gov
. ernment, if it implies anything, implies 
·that the Prmrince must be free to recruit 
its own servants as and where it likes. 

· There can be no imposing upon it a 
body of men recruited under regulations, 
from sources and on rates of pay pres
cribed by some outside authority. The 
All-India Services in the Provinces should 
be , provincialised oo the lines already 
being followed in the case of All-India_ 
Services operating in the transferred field, 
e.g., ·the Indian Educational Service. 
AU the prospects that the present mem
bers _of these services now enjoy should 

. be reserved to them. In the case of 
posts beyond the time-scale where the 
changes proposed in the Provincial Gov-

. ernment mako _ine'ritable the ·disappear
ance of certain posts to which memb~rs 
of a.· sernce ·_. bad .. always been able to 
look forward,· adequate compensation in 
·the form of personal pay should be given 
to those ··. men from whom under the 
prese~t conditions these posts would have 
been· filled.'' Wh·at I want to emphasise 
is that this view was held five years ago, 
·and this, period of from 10 to 12 yea:rs 
before the results of the next inquiry are · 
eompleted makes nearly half the period 
of an .incumbent's service, and it is not 
_a question that_ is arising to-day. The 
.view. which I now. wish to put before you 

cas an , Indian. Representative is that no 
-dou~~ .. the Provinces must be prepared 
to accept the anomaly pointed out here 
in the nature_ _of things ·ror a certain. 
number . o:f; years,. but if 'that number of 
years becomes very long there will not be 
that reality about responsibility ·in the 
Provinces which alone can justify and on 
the .basis of- which alone the future con
stitution can be judged. I would, there
fore,· urge _ upoP. the Secretary· of State 
the desirability of making his new· p:ro
posals, a.fter the required information 
has been obtained and the material has 
been gathered, by whatever form of in
quiry he desires, as public as possible ; 
amd one way of doing that, I venture
to suggest is this ; During the discus
sions in the Services · Sub-Committee of 
the ·First Round Table· Conference it· was 
thought · that perhaps .· 1939. which was 
one· of the qates fixed in the Lee Com
mi.ssion's . Report·' for ~certain averages 
hem~ · arnved. ·at, . would perhaps be · a 
·good ·date for -the new,, proposals to be 

: brought in, if it were possible to do so, 
I am p~rfectly certain the Secretary of 
State cannot say Yes or No to that at 
the pres~nt moment, but I have ex
pre..c:sed that view, and I hope the con
siderations on which it has been passed 
will ht~ kept in view 7-I am much obliged 

_to Mr. Zafrulla Khan for putting for
.. ward a view that I know is very strongly 
held in some of the Provinces. It is a 
view that this Committee· certainly can
not ignore. Obviously we shall take into 
.account what he has said. I can assure 
N.m that so far as I am concerned, I 
have had in mind very much the kind of 
difficulties that he has just explained to 
_the Committee. None the .less I have 
come to the view that,. taking into 
_acco~t t~e many reactions of proposals 
of th1s kind, the White Paper proposals 
are, on the whole, the better proposals, 
but I can assure him that, whether that 
·be the case or not, certainly I, and I 
am sure, all Members of the Committee, 
have taken note of what he has said. 

11,823. One final question or, rather, 
suggestion, and it is this : It is wjth 
reference to something that was said 
yesterday with regard to the· Irrigation 
and the Forest Services. With regard 
to all Sevices t.hat may be provincialised, 
may I put this to you, that when a Ser
vice is provin~ialised it would perhaps 
not be fair to force any Local Govern
ment to agree as a riiid · matter, to any 
particular proportion of Europeans being 
recruited into that Service on account of 
the· danger that the Province might then 
be forced to recruit second- and third- · 
rate men to those Services under the 
new conditions f-Yes. 

11,824. I do not know whether you 
would think that that would be a very 
relevant consideration f-Y es, I think so, 
and nne of the difficulties, of course, is 
the difficulty to which Mr. Zafrnlla Khan 
Jhmst'lf alluded yesterday that even with 
no desire whatever to have anything in 
the nature of racial discrimination a 
province might offer, such terms of re
cruti.tment ·as_ to make it quite impossible 
for . any .. European to take an appoint
ment, or any but an inferior European. 
.That is one of the difficulties. 
~ 11,825,; On the other hand, we have 
had eases - (I think Sir Malcolm HaileY 
\vould .be '-abJe to re(!ollect them) and .I 
have·'· some in :;:view· in the :Agricultural 
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Service of the Punjab, where it was to leave it as it is, but it is not '\\ith me 
found that expert services of special a question of principle at all. 
kinds were required,· and Europeans on Mr.- ZafruUa Khan.] Would not a pro
contract were employed to render those vision that at least two out of six must 
expert services, and it would always be be Indians meet the point 7 
posl"ible to do so 7-Yes, it would be pos-
sible, certainly. Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

:Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] The only point I 11,831. I do not say at least 'two 
want to stress U:t that laying down any should be Indians. Some of them should 
~nd of compulsory restriction of that be Indians 7-I will not say "some," be
kmd woul_d perhaps not conduc_e towar~s _. cause it is a very small Council, but 
!he best mterests of the Semce. That anyhow I cannot conceive a break in 
1s all I have to ask. · what has, as Sir Manubhai has just 

Sir Manubhai N. JJ!ehta. said, been a practice for many years, 
11,832. ·In the absence of any sueJi pro-

11,826. One question about the Secre- vision there may be a break in the prac-
tary of State's Advisory Council, Pro- tice 7-There has- not been. - ,, 
posal 176. That makes a mandatory 
provision that out of not less than three 11,833. What I mean · is that there 
two members should be appointed out of would not be any compulsion ,_.There is 
tho>'e who have put in 10 years' service not any compulsion now, and what has 
or more under the Crown f-yes. happened, as Sir Austen reminded us 

yesterday, has been that more and more 
11,827. Does not the Secretary of we have availed ourselves of the valuable 

State consider it also advisable that some services of Indians on the Council.,.· 
such poVlslon should be made for in-
cluding Indian members in the Advisory 11,834. It. would· create satisfaction in 
Council !-I said yesterday that it was India if such a provision were "made 7-
certainlv our intention to make no My own view is that it is better to keep 
change ·-in the procedure. .. it open. 

Sir JJ!anubhai N. ]j[ehta.] But here,. Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
if a mandatory provision like this is pro~ 11,835. You will bear in mind that if, 
vided for men from the Service, should · under existing conditions, a number had 
not some mandatory provision be made been mentioned, it is quite likely tha.t 
for. Indian members. Secretaries of State would have felt that• 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,828. Does not the phrase <:over 
Indians :as well aSj Europeans 7--Cer
tainly, and, Sir Manubhai, there is no 
ulterior motive in this phrasc>oJogy 
except to avoid the appearance of 
differentiation between one kind of official 
under the Crown and another. 

that number must be treated as a maxi-· 
mum, and the Council would not nave 
reached the present numbers ?-I agree 
there is that !langer. . ' . 

Sir Manubhai N. JJ!ehta.] I -do not 
ask for any maximum or minimum. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
11,836. There is one question which was 

not cleared up yesterday, and I think 
Sir JJ!anubhai N. JJ!ehta. has not been cleared up to-day about 

11,829. The practice has continued uow . this statutory inquiry under Clause 189 i 
for 20 years of appointing an Indian to · -Yes. 
the Secretary of State's Council, and Sir 11,837. I understand the meaning of 
Tej was so appointed f-I cannot imagine the phrase to be an inquiry which takes 
the practice being discontinued. place pursuant to an Act of Parliament T 
· 11,830. ·would the Secretary of State -Yes. . , 
be prepared to leave it a mere question ·11,83&. Do you- mean . it to be pur
of pradice instead ·of making a definite suant to a provision in the Constitution 
pr•wision ~ As we provide for Seryice Act, or· do_ you 'mean, by the draft~ng 
mt·n, would it not be better to pro,:ide adopted here, .· _that _ there . should .~be_ a 
for Indians 7-I am- very open- minded special Act of Parliament when the time 
about it. . I would have thought it better :eonies _nominating the _ Commis§ion J:-:~ o~ 
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tJ eertainly do not meNJ. that there 
should be a special Act. . I mean that 

·it should em_erge from the COnstitution 
Act, if there is a provision of this kind. 

Chairman.] I propose to adjourn now 
and to meet to-morrow at 10.30 when 
the Seqreta.ry of State and his advisers 
will again be in the ~hair. 

(The ~itnesses are d·irected to withdraw.) 

·Ordered, That the Co~ttee. be adjourned to to-morrow morning, 10.30 a. m. 

5th October, 1933. 

Present: 
Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 

. Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess. of Zetland. · 
Marquess of Linlithgow. 
·Mm·quess of Reading. · 
Earl of Derby. 
Earl of Lytton. · 
~Lord of:Middleton. · 
Lord Hardinge of PensJmrst. 
Lord Irwin.. 

- Lord Snell. 
·Lord Rankeillour. · 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

Mr. Butler . 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. 
Sir Reginald! Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
Earl Winterton. 

· The following Indian Delegates were also present :

INDIAN STATES REPRESEN~ATIVES. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. Mr. Y. Thombare . 

• 
BRITISH INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES . 

• 
Dr. 'B.. R. Ambedkar. Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
Sir Hubert Carr. Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney.· Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. Sardar Buta Singh. 
1\Ir. M. R. Jayaker. Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The MAR~UESS ()f LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

· The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., 1\I.P., Sir MALCO!.M 
HAILEY, -G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 

C.S.I., are further examined as follows : 

Chairman.] We Will · now deal· ·with before discussion takes place m the 
paragrap~s 119 to 121. · .- · . ·· Indian Legislattire. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
· ·11,839. Paragraph 119 .dealS. with'·the 
relations; between· the new· .Legislatures 
and the ·,Imperial . Parliament ?-('Sir 
Sam'uel. -Hoari.};' ~ Is· ·that , so. f It· deals 
WitJl tl:te! cases; in ~hich -the pr~Vious·S:me .. 
tion of "the ,;G&'f1irri.or.::General r is required 

·U,S40. Yes;· certainly .. What legisla
tion is eontemplated 7 It is -not sug
gested that the Governor-General- would 
be entitled to give :leave to the Legisll;lr
tures -to deal with . the . Constitution .Aet 
itself. ?,:_No;,· certainly. not. : .!Paragraph,. 
110. .safeghards. that ;conting.eney .. · ~ · .. . _4; 
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11,841. Yes, that is what I thought. 
\Vould the Secretary of State then say· 
?.·hat kind of Imperial legislation the 
Governor-General might give leave for 
the ~oislatures to deal with 7-He will 
realise that the words are very very 
wide : " legislation which repeals, 
amends, or is repugnant" (even what 
is repugnant to any Act of Parliament) 
upon all those his consent is necessary 
before the legislation is introduced. 
What sort of legislation is contemplated f 
-It deals really with a number of Acts, 
some of them quite old Acts like Acts 
of the reign of William III dealing with 
the way in which loans for India should 
be raised. Speaking generally, most of 
the Acts dealt with are not of great im
portance or urgency, and I think I could 
give the Committee an illustrative list of 
the kind of Acts that we have in mind,. 
and that might legitimately react upon 
Indian affairs and justify a discussion in 
the Indian Legislature. Lord Salisbury, 
however, can take it from me that those 
Acts are mostly, as I say, historic Acts 
of the kind I have just suggested to 
him, and Acts of no immediate political 
importance. 

11,S!4. You mean that the· Governor
General might in the end -refuse · his 
assent to it 7-Yes. 

· 11,845. Yes, but, at any rate, the 
Legislature is to be competent to deal with 
all this legislation, not merely historic 
legislation 7-I think it is difficult to 
avoid some provision of this kind. Dis
cussions of this kind of course have taken 
place under the present regime. 
- Earl of Derby.] I wonder if I could 
just ask this : Lord Salisbury, could you 
yourself give to us (because it is a most 
important point) · some idea of the sort 
of Act that you think might ·come up f 
I think it would help us. 

. Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,846. I can give one set of Acts at 
once : The Acts amending the Constitu
tion Act 7-The Acts amending the Con
stitution Act are excluded altogether 
under. par&oooraph 110. 

11,847. No, they are not. It is the 
·C,onstitution Act itself which is excluded' 
under proposal no, not the amending 
Acts 7-It would rest with Parliament to 
make a similar provision in the amend
ing Acts. 

11,842. I am quite sure that that is Marquess of Salisbury. 
what the Secretary of State intends, but . . . 
that is not what is provided in the para- . 11,_848. It nnght do so, .or 1t nnght not 
graph. The par&oooraph is quite general : do s.o, but surely all ~hi~ ought t~ be 
Any legislation with the etxception of provided. Remember It IS not merel.Y 
what is provided in par&oooraph llO, if what repeals or ~me~ds, but 'Yha~ lS 

the Governor-GPneral gives consent, the repugnant to, whu~h 1s a most mtncate 
Indian Legislature may deal with 7-I matter. 
think Lord Salisbury will see that para- Lord Irwin.] Before Lord Salisbury 
graph 110 covers a very wide and im- leaves that point, which I think it is very 
portant field. important to get clear, is it not perfectly 

clear under paragraph 110, that it is out
~ide the competence of the Indian Legis
latures to make any law affecting· · the 
Constitution Act except as in the · Act 
itself provided. I. should have· thought 
tllat was an absolute safeguard as regards 
that particular point. 

11,843. " Any law aff~cting the 
Sovereign or the Royal Family, the 
sovereignty or Dominion of the Crown. 
over any part of British India, the law of 
British nationality, the Army Act, the Air 
Force Act, the Naval Discipline Act, and 
the Constitution Act," that is to Bay, 
mostly dealing with wha.t we call the Re
served Services and the Constitution Act ; 
but there is a wJ10le m~l'!S of legislation, 
the Secretary of State will realise, upon 
which the law in India is built up which 
will, be .. all open "to amen<:lme~t if' t~ey 
get. the consPnt of the Governor-General· f 
_:All open to di,scussion if they get th~; 
consent of the Governor-General. ·. · · ~ ' 

~·' . ' ,1 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,849. 1\Iy ·noble friend is'much more 
comprtent than I am to construe an ·Act 
of Pa.rliame.nt. I should not have. thought 
the word " affecting " would necessarily 
cover that .J........-It· is· certainly! ouF.intention 
that: .it. sl}.o,uld, CQv:er, it., .. -~ . . ; ~ • .- . 

0 ' \t :._, . , • ' , _. • .0 • I ~ • . , ' o-' < \,. ' '. \. - '\. ' .• 

-Ead :TVint~rton._]: Wpul4. 1it .. ~ot help 
to .:eJJJ,eid!lJ~ this. point. j.:.t LQr<l:.S.alisb~:r:l" . . . 
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tells us, what, in his opm10n, the word 
" affecting '' does mean t 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I am quite 
sure any noble friend will excuse me, but 
I am not a witness. 
· Earl Winterton.] You 8.re putting for
ward statements, if I may say so. 

· Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,850. Mter all, it is very necessary 
that this Constitution Act should be 
properly drafted, is it not !-I do not 
know whether Lord Salisbury means to 
imply by t~at that this . is a draft of a 
Constitution Act. If he does I have told 
the Committee more than once · that this 
is not a draft of any Act. 

11,851. One cannot, 'of course, forget 
the Statute of Westminster. The Statute 
of Westminster is the Statute which 
controls, or, rather, justifies the full im
plication of Dominion status~ and, there
fore, . anything which approaches Do
ininion status, or any exactm~nt which 
~ill import it is a matter· for . us to 
scrutinise very carefully. There is no 
doubt that the Government intend that 
India should have Dominion ·status · al
together. No one ·quite ki10ws · what 
Dominion status means, but that is what 
they intend. In those circumstances if 
you have a clause which reminds one at 
once, of the Statute of Westminster, then 
it is necessary to find out exactly what 
it does mean 7-.I do not disagree with 
Lord Salisbury at all. We are . all here 
to find out what these proposals mean. 
What I ·am trying to point out to Lord 
Salisbury is that, :first of all, this is not 
the draft of an Act of Parliament, and 
it may well be that the words we have 
useli do not exactly Mver our intentions. 

11,852. That is all I want to know 7-
I have told him, however, that our in
tention is .that the Constit,1!ion Ae.t Nnd 
amending Constitution Acts ~houlcl be 
outside the purview of the Fede1·al 
Government altogether. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

11,853. Excepting so far. as the . Act 
itself provides f-Y es. 

. ;: . ·,: . 

· Marquess of · Salisbury. . · · ; 

.11,854. In order' 'to_' clear the matfer 
'iip'· with ·regard.·to1uther futnre· legisla
tion~::pa·ssed ~·by the •Imperial Parliam~nt 

·Which is not directly a1tooting the Con
stitution Act, will all that be open to 
amendment by the Indiau Legislature t 
-This is not a question of amendment 
at all. This is a question of discussion. 

Lord Ranke1?lour. 

11,855 .. It is introducing lE'gislation Y 
-It is not a. question of amendment at 
all. It is a question of discu;;sion. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

. 11,856. Is that so, Secretary of State f 
The opening words of proposal 119 are 
" will be required to the introduction in 
the Federal Legislature of legislation "t 
-The Imperial Parliament CI)Uld always 
bar any intervention of that kiud. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,857. Yes, it can. What you fore
shadow is that in any Act in the future 
passed by the Impe1·ial Parliament which 
deals with India there will a1 wnys be 
the sort of words : "Notwithstanding 
anything in the Constitution Act. con
tained " t-I suppose that would he 
possible. · . 

11,858.-I evidently have .stru(~k a vein 
which the Government have not thought 
of at all. I mean that pa.rtic:ular set 
of points. I say that not by way of 
criticism 7-Lord Salisbury is so anxious 
to make it appear that our propogals are 
very yague and badly considered that I 
must demur. · 

11,859. I am sorry. I did not mean to 
say anything in th~ least bit •lerogatory, 
but, on this vast subject, it is not sur
prising that certain points should have 
escaped attention. I quite understand 'I 
-I am not admitting that it had escaped 
attentiQn. 

11,860. It had not escaped ath>ntion f 
.-No. 

11,861. I just wanted f~> dwell upon 
the words '' repugnant to " and how 
far they go. Of course l(>~js]ation per
petually touches other lPgis;ntion, and 
any legislation which is repugnant to 
an Imperial Statute wiil require the 
assent of the Governor-Generr.l before 
its introduction 7--Yes. 

. 11,862. But .h~w: is be to know· whe
ther it is repugnant or .not:1-:-I.suppose 
he~'could receive' directions· 'from the Scc
t-etary or·· St~te., and· the·, Government 
nere. . 



11,863. It may be _so, ~ut th~re ~re 
ma!;ses of small P(•mts 1n leg1:-;latwn 
which touch other 1·~gislation. Of 
course, I thought the answer which the 
Secretarv of State would give me would 
be that ·he would have ndequate advice 
in India as to whether 1t wfls or was not 
repugnant f-Yes, certairJy. . 

11,864. 'Vould he have a lawyer on his 
staff Y-That would rest with him un.l 
the Government of the day to decide. 

7'( 

l1,865. You think one of the Coun- · 
cillors will perhaps be a lawyer !--It 
might be so. It might be that there 
wouJd he an Advocn.tc .. Gencral who 
WO'lld advise him in questiollS of this 
kind. 

11,866. But the Advocate-General will 
be part· of the responsible Government f 
-We have not yet fully discussed the 
position of the Advocate-General : he 
might or he might not. 

l\Ir. M. R. J ayaker. 
11,867. The Federal Government may 

have an Advocate-General f-Yes. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury. 
l l ,868. Then I noticed a further woTd, 

but I do not want to dwell upon this. 
The Secretary of State will put it 1·ight 
directly. The words ..:.re : " The con
sent of the Goveroor-Genere.l will be 
required to the introduction of legis
lation'' !-Yes. 

11,869. But, of course, the repugnancy 
might appear in the f--:>rm of an amend
ment in the course of the passage of 
the Bill f-Yes. · 

11,870. That is not coverrd by the 
words. I only just call attention to it f 
-No, but it is covered by Clause 121. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
11,871. ·Secretary of State, the provi

sion is analogous to Section 25 of the 
present Government of India Act t-(Sir 
Jfalcolm . Hailey.) . Section 67. (Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) Yes ; Section 67. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,872. He can withhold his n~sent to 
the Bill 7-Yes. · 

11,873. That is the ordinnry veto, of 
course. But the point is that, whatevex, 
the value of the provi3ion No. 119 is, 
it will not cover amendments to the Bill 
-only the introduction of the BilJ. I 

only eall attention to the fa'!t that that 
1s _so f-Yes. . , · 

11,87 4. Then supposing (I just put 
this because I think the lawyers who 
advise the Secretary of State ought just 
to think of these things) that in point 
of fact a Bill does go throug!l the Indian 
Legislature without the consent of the 
Glovernor-General which turns out to 
be repugnant, will thai; },e eha1lengable. 
in a court of law 7-I a::>'Sllme it would 
either -be invalid or ·vetoed- one or the 
other. · 

11,875. It . will be challengahle, you 
say. If it is invalid, tbn.t nssnmeii that f 
-No. I can visualise the veto being 
applied or the Bill bein~ reserved for 
the Secretary of State's assent. 

11,876. No, b~can.o;a .. it might go 
through altogether; you . see, and it 
might be found out aHerwn1·ds that it 
was repugnant to au Imperial statute. 
These things happen continually in our 
OWn· experience, ot eourse f-Yes ; I 
would certainly say that if it v:ras not 
vetoed and if . ~t was not stoJJped in a 
constitutional mannl-3r of that kind, then 
it could be challenged in a court of law 
and declared inV'alid. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. ·· · 
~ . 1 . 

11,877. Before what eomt, may l ask, 
would it be challenged Y-P1·esumably, 
the Federal Cour.t. · 

11,878. Would a Fe<!cl'nl Court h~ve 
authority · tO overrida the de~ision of 
Parliament in· a matter of· that sort Y
This is not overriditlg ·the decision· of 
Parliament ; ·, this 1s carrying out the 
decisio'n pf Parliamf:llt. It is' inter
preting the Constitution Act. The Act,·. 
Mr. Morgan Jones, would bo invalid 
from the point of vie'v of the Constitu-
tion Act. ' · · • 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] Yes, i see. 

Lord Rimkeillour. · 

11,879. And there would be ·an appeal 
to the Privy Council ~-Yes-;- I under
stand there would be an appe:il· to · the 
Privy Council. • 

. ' ; . . . 
· 'Marquess of Zetland.] Secretary of 

State, with regard to the validity-(lf the 
Act, do not the words in Proposal 121 
deal with that-'' but lm Act will 11ot 
be invalid by rea8on only that priol" 
consent to its introduction was nut 
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given, provided that it wa:3 duly assent eu 
to either by His Majesty, or by the 
Governor-General or Uovet·nor, as the 
case may be.'' 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,880. T~n the conclLtsion LorJ 
Zetla.nd would reach jli that if a Bill 
did get through the lnlltan L~gishtur.! 
which repealed or waa 1'ep11gnnnt or was 
an amendment of an Imperial Stntnte, 
then it would be VJ.lid <. 'fl)n if the Oo\"'
ernor-General had not, in point of fact, 
given his· consent 7-P.-.. •vided it does 
not controvert No. 110. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Yes, quite so. 

Lord Irwin.] And I suppose, in such 
an event, ·it would ahvD.ys be open, 
would it not, to the Imperial Parliament 
to pass an amendiug Act ! 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Yes.· 

Marquess of Beading.] May I point 
out that the words read by· Lord Zetla.nd 
go a Tery . little way. -I' am not 
quarrelling with him; on the contrary, 
I am veey glad to h!..L.,e the point raised.; 
but an Act would not be invalid by 
reason only of the fact that prior 
con*nt to its introc.lt!ct:ion was not 
given. If it · yet tur.ns out to be · 
repugnant to an Act of Parliament, 
those words do not n:ffcct it. You have 
still got to deal w1t~ 'vhat is Tepcb~ant. 

Marquess of Zetla.na. 

11,881. May we kaow· what those words 
really do· mean 7 I must say I was very 
much 'puzzled by them. I do not under
stand what their rea~ implicatjon is 7-

.The objoot, in a seuteae~. if I may pnt 
it.'in the words of a layman, i'3 this : 
Discussion may be ar ~ \t'Cd ; a Bill may 

'be introduced ; the Governor-General 
may give his previous sanction, and iu 
the course of· the progl"l'S<l of the Bill an 
amendment may bo inti.'Ciduced that, we 
will say, <',ontroverts No. 110 or makes in 
some way an infnn~emcnt upon the 
rights of the Imp~rial Parliament. Pl'O
posal 121 is intended to avoid the ciaim 
then -being mad~, that because the 
Governor-General hi!.J given his rre\'ioo& 
sanction at the beginning of the dis
cussion, the Bill at the end of the dis
cussion was valid. 

Marquess of Beading.] May I make 
one suggestion·! 

Marquess of Z etland. 

11,882. :May I just point out that thes~ 
words say, "by reason only that prior 
consent to its introduction was not 
given." But if prior consent was not 
given how could the Bill be introduced ! 
-Supposing it had escaped the Governor
General's notice and the notice of the 
Imperial Parliament. It might be in 
appearance, to start with, a matter of 
little importance. . 

:Marquess of Beading. 

11,883. Suppose there has been a slip, 
if I may put it in that way. For some 
reason, a Bill has got through which 
technically required the consent to its 
introduction, but it has not been 
obtamed ; yet if a Bill has gone through 
and then the Viceroy and Parliament 
and the Secretary of State have seen it 
and the assent has been given, it is not. 
.then to be declared invalid merely 
because the condition precedent . has not 
been fulfilled . Is not that th.e true 
meaning of this !-Yes, exactly. 

Marquess of Beading.] It is only to 
get over a possible slip. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

11,884. May I put · a case 7 I · quite 
understand the case where the Governor~ 
General's assent ought to have been 
civen before the introduction of the 
Bill, but per in curiam it was omitted. 
It appears in the course of the discus
sion that this ought to have been done 
or when ' the Bill is presented for his 
assent he becomes aware that this ought 
to have been done, but he is ready to 
agree to it, and Section 131 provides 
that the law shall not be invalid because 
of the initial flaw, provided he has given 
his :assent knowingly to it at the end !
Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] But sup
pose the oversight persists and it has ~ot 
merely been · introduced without nobce 
being drawn· to the fact that ~t ou~ht 
to have had his assent but that h1s notice 
bas not been drawn to that fact : wh«"n 
he finally gives his assent, is · the Bill 
then valid and past all challenge or not f 

Marquess of Beading.] If ~ may ~ay 
so certainlv not. All that this Section , . 



does (to which Lord Zetland has ··called 
attention) is to say that the mere fact 
of the omission to have got the consent 
to the introduction-that is, the condition 
pn•ccdent, shall not· declare it invalid if 
it is subsequently ratified, but all the 
difllcultit•s that exist to which Lord 
Irwin called attention on paragraph 110, 
where it says it shall not be within the 
competence of the }Pgislature, that is not 
affected in any way. . It is still open 
to challenge, because it is repugnant or 
because it is ultra vires. I am only 
speaking now as a lawyer construing it 
supposing it was an Act. None of these 
words affect that. It is either intra · 
vires or ultra vires and this Section does · 
not touch that ; it only deals with what is 
a condition precedent, and says if there is 
a technical flaw of that kind or other
wise, that is cured if afterwards the 
Governor-General gives his assent or the 
Secretary of State does ; but it leaves 
all the questions whether it is ultra vires 
or reversed-to which I understand Sir 
Austen Chamberlain is referring--quite 
open. 

Mr. ZafrUI.la Khan.] May I make a 
sug-g-estion upon this point Y I think the 
question can be divided into two parts .. 
iN urn ber one, where the Federal Legisla
ture, with which we are dealing at 
present, has no competence whatsoever 
to legislate upon any particular subjects; 
those subjects are specified in para
graph 110. But, supposing it does pro
<'eed to legislate upon any of those. sub
jects and somehow nobody discovers the 
Jack of competence from beginning to 
end and the measure is placed on the 
Statute Book with all the assents and 
everything, nevertheless the Bill is ultra 
1•ires because there never was any com
p('tence to legislate. upon any of these 
subjects and anybody could challenge it 
subsequently and declare it to be ultra 
t-ires. 

has power to legislate . upon those sub
jects but must· have obtained previouS 
consent before it enters upon discussion 
of those measures. If it subsequently 
appears that this bar had not been re
moved but nevertheless at the end of the 
discussions the measure as it emerged 
from the legislature had been assented 
to by the Governor-General, then the 
non-removal of the bar shall not operate 
to invalidate the piece of legislation pro
vided it affected or related to a matter 
which was within . the competence of 
~he legislature. In the second class of 
legislation, which affects matters which · 
are within the competence of the legisla- · 
ture, where there is only a bar the ml';!re 
non-removal of the bar shall be cured by 
subsequent assent. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

11,885. May I support that view by 
askihg a concrete question f For in
stance, if a measure were passed . whieh 
was found to affect the coinage and cur
rency of the Federation which presum
ably would not be barred by Section 110, 
and then that received the assent, I pre
sume fhat under these · words of Sec
tion 110 it would be valid, would it not f · 
-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) · It would be. 

Earl of Derby. 

11,886. May I · ask one question ! 
Suppose assent was given to the introduc
tion of a Bill and during the passage of 
that Bill an amendment is moved ;which 
would make it ultra vires, has the 
GOvernor-General got the power to inter
vene and say, " If you pass that parti-

Chairman.] I have no doubt there 
would he a challenge in the Courts.· 

Mr. Zafru7la Khan.] Yes, a challenge 
in the Courts. But where there is com- . 
pet('nce, but hefore the competen<'e. ca1~ 
be exercised there is a bar placed before 
the Act of leg-islation conld be ex~>rcif;l>d 1 
that is tQ say, of previous consent; then . 
the matter stands thus : The legislature 

. cular amendment, then my original 
assent to the Bill is withdrawn" ?-I do 
not think it would work out quite like 
that, Lord· Derby. I think what would 
happen . would be this : the Governor
General would, no doubt, make the 
position quite clear to the Government· 

: and to the Legislature and at the eil:d 
of th~ ~ discussion he would refuse h1s 
assent to the Bill. ·· . . . 

11.887. He can refuse his assent to 
the Bill, but has be no pow£>r to inter-. 
vene to the extent of saying, " If that 
amendm('nt is :passed. that inv3Jiclates the 
assent that I have already given to the 



~ill " t It is np use having the . dis
cussion and fighting it out if at the end 
he is not going to give his ass·ent. Surely 
there ought to be some provision that 
he should be able to n~tify the legisla
ture that in the event of that amend
ment being passed then his previous 
assent is invalidated f-:-I would like to 
consult the Constitutional lawyers upon. 
a point of that kind. 

Marquess of Reading.] Is it not 
covered, Secretary ·of State, by the fact 
that he has the power to withhold his 
assent t I quite understand what Lord 
Derby was putting, and can imagine 
something of the kind happening. Then~ 
I should have thought ·it was open on 
the paragraphs as they stand, supposing 
those were translated into an Act of 
Parliament, for the Governor-General 
then to intimate to· the legislature that 
if they insisted on a particular elause, 
amendment, or whatever it is, goi.ng 
through . he shall withold his asspnt, or 
he thinks that it is repugnant or what
ever it is ; he gives them notice at once. 

.Earl of Derby.] He will .. have "no 
power to prevent the discussion ; he will 
have to allow the discussion to. go on, arid 
simply say " If you pass· it, it in ~ali
dates my . assent"· , 

Marquess of Read-ing. 

11,888. Yes. " I . shall · n~t give my 
assent · to the Bill " f-Y es ; I see Lonl 
Derby's point. Let me put i.t into a 
concrete form. Perhaps a question on . 
wl1ich a discussion took plac9 in certain 
circumstances might be c"pccially 
dangerous .would be a .. question discus-:
sing, we will say; the' . ratio . of ~e 
exchange of the rupee, wh(·r~ mere dis
cussion may stimulate speculation one 
way or the other. His point woulJ be 
that although a Bill had started all 

·right, in the course of the Bill a discus-
sion of that kind was started and there 
would . be no means of stopping it. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11,889. There is a means of stopping 
it because in Standing Orders the Presi
dent of the Assembly cannot allow a 
dic:;cussion which enlarges the scope of the 
Bill. That is covered by the Standing 
Orders of the Legislative Assembly f-

80. 

Yes. Anyhow, if I may, I would like to 
look into this point and consult my Con
stitutional advisers about it. 

Lord Snell. 

11,890. Would it not happen, if Lord 
Derby's suggestion were operative, that 
the Governor could at any time prevent 
the exploration of a subject which a 
discussion afforded f He would say : "If 
this goes on I shall do so and so ". 
iTherefore, it would seem to restrict the 
free inquiry into the possibilities of a 
question '1-I am inclined to think that 
our proposals do cover the contingency 
i.o mind, anyhow where danger might be 
involved. After all, the Governor
General has very free powers in the field 
of his special responsibilities, and it 
might well be in the kind of case that I 
have mentioned that he could intervene 
under his special powers in the interests 
of the credit of India, but upon points 
iike that I should like to consult my 
advisers. 

Lord Rankeillour.] The point made by 
Lord Derby amounts to no mpre than 
the power the Speaker has at present in 
the House of Commons of ruling that a 
Bill by amendment has gone beyond its 
scope and can no longer proceed .. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain •. · 

11,891. I do not think that one can 
treat this quite as a matter to be 
settled by the technicalities of our pro
cedure, as to · whether a particular pro
posal is within the scope of the title of 
the Bill. Let me put a specific case : A 
:Oraft Bill is submitted to the Governor
General and he says : " I cannot allow 
a discussion to take place on this Bill. 
I cannot allow this Bill to be intro
duced, because of such and such a 
clause "· The Clause is thereupon with
drawn and the Bill is introduced with-· 
out it. To that, the Governor-General 
assents. In the course of the discussion,. 
the v~ry Clause to which he took t:xcep
tion in the first instance is moved as an 
amendment : I assume it is with~n the· 
title and scope of the Bill-the discus- · 
sion which he intended to vrevcnt, I ~mb
mit, he has no power of preventmg- · 
!under your proposals as they now stand. 
All that he can do is to intimate that if 
that Clause is inserted in th~ Bill J1e-
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will refu:-se his assent ; but the di::;cnssivn 
which he was anxious to prevent would 
have taken place !-Yes. I will ,.crtai tlly 
take into account what Sir Austen has 
snid. As I said just now to Lord Det·by, 
I should like to look into this point in 
connection with the power of the 
Governor-G(•neral under his special res
ponsibilities. I think it is possible that 
we may be covered there, but I will look 
into the point. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,892. The Secretary of State, when 
he considers it will rew,ember, · will he 
not, that the remedy of re~using his 
a!-'sent to the whole Bill may 1mport so 
much con~quences on the other pro
visions of the Bill that the Governor
General might easily shrink from doing 
so merPlv in order to correct the iniquity 
of one ciau::;e. I hope be will realise that 
this hig method of refusing the whole 
Bill is one which might not be always 
available for him !-YPs. I should• not 
admit that it will not always be avail
able to him, but I would ngree with Lord 
Salisbury that it is a very big weapon 
and one only wishes to bring it into 
action in the last resort. 

Earl Winterton.] May I ask a question 
on the last point raised by my noble 
friend, Lord Salisbury ! Is there not a 
furtlwr safeguard under Proposal 90 f 
T~at also deals with the point which Sir 
Austen Chamberlain put, in the Second 
situation which he visualised. Sec
tion 90 is '' Any Act assented to by the 
Go,·enlor or by the Governor-General 
will within 12 months be subject to dis
alJownnce by His Majesty in Council.'' 
So, if, therefore, the point which Lord 
Salisbury put, or if the situation put 
hy Lord Salisbury developed or· the 
situation put by Sir Austen Chamberlain 
some time ago arORe-- · 

Earl of Derby. 

11,893. No ; that does not deal with 
the }>oint Lord Salisbury raised ?-Lord 
Winterton is right to this extent . that 
paragraphs 89 and 90 must be all read in 
connection with these Clauses as an addi
tional Rafpguard. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
11,894. But the Secretary of State will 

S('e that if, owing to the fact that there 
Ll09RO 

1s so much that is valuable in the Act 
as a whole and, indeed, necessary, the 
Viceroy hesitates to refuse assent to the· 
whole because of one particular clause 
that reasoning will affect the Secretary 
of · State's action just as much as the 
Viceroy's f~ Yes. 

11,895. That is Lord Salisbury's point Y · 
-Yes. 

11,896. And is quite distinct from · 
what, I· think, was Lord Derby's point·. 
und mine, which· was that a discussion 
which the Viceroy ·intended to forbid .· 
and had forbidden ·on introduction as a 
condition ·of his assent to the introduc
tion, might take place on an amendment 
subsequently T-:-Yes. I am stlized of both.' 
those issues .and they are impo~ilt ·. 
issues. Sir Austen, no doubt, has in 
mind the provisions in ·paragraph 28.·· 

. Earl of ~Derby.'. . 

. 11,897:. That does not quite cover· the 
point which has been raised, but, as the 
Secretary of State says, he will kin~Y. 
look into it, may· I. leave- it lik~. ,that f, 
-Yes. 

. :u.·j. 
Mr. !If. R. Jayaker. · · ·· · 

11;898. May I ask the SecretarY'' 'of.· 
State's attention to Proposal 52, ·which •: 

. will meet with this point wpere ·power . is ' 
given to the Governor-General to make·, 
rules of Procedure : " The Procedure and· 
conduct of business in each Chamber of 
the Legislature will · be regulated bY". 
rules to be made, subject to· 'the · pro:..: 
vi.cions of the Constitution Act;· by each·· 
Chamber ; but the Governor-General will. 
be t>mpowered · at his . discretion, after 
consultation with the· . President, · or 
Sptaktlr, as· the case roay be, to trtake · 
rules-(a) regulating the 'procedure of. 
and the conduct of business in, the . 
Chamber in relation to matters arising. 
out of, or affecting, the admin~stratioll 

. of tlie Reserved Departments· or any. 
other special responsibilities with which 
he is charged." He may make a rule 
under this powt>r that all amendments of· 
the character contemplated· in this 
present question will not be moved sub- . 
ject to\ 1certain restrictions, and he . has 
power to make special rules affecting, the 
conduct and procedure of matters relat.: 
in!!· to special responsibilities in the 
R~served Departments~ He can act 
under that and· make rules !-That was 
the reason that I gave the answer t~at _I: 

J' 
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did to Lord Derby just now. He hns 
really got to take into account all the 
VJrious provisions. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,899. I understand 'the Secretary of 
State is going to be good enough to let 

. us have ·some little note to explain how 
the Gov~rnment really intenJ.o thE:Se. 
clauses to work. I know' they WE're very 
intricate. I hope the Secretary of State 
will realise that I did no more than my 
duty to call his attention to t1Je qnes
tion 'f-I am much obliged to l.ord Salis
bury for raising .the point. . Tl1at is jc.st 
the reason why we are all here, that 
such ·points· and similar points bhonJd be 
raised. . . 

I . 

. 11,900. He will let us havi! :-~orne .llCJte 
to explain the two points, whnt I ruay 
call the inadvertence . point an•l the 
ali',endment point 7-Yes. · 
:. Marquess o£ Salisbury.] And there is 
~other point which· I am going to call 
attention to ih a moment.· 

Archbishop of Canterbury . . 

11,901. Before we · pass from that, • 
Secretary. of. State, there is still a. little 
di:ffieultv which has been· raised about 
which. i:'lDl not clear~ Supposing all the 
consents necessary have been obtained 
nnd . the Act is passed a.nd has not been 
challenged, a.nd' then later· on someone 
affected raises the ·point that after all 

. it:. WB.S -repugnant to an . existing Act of 
~a.rlia.ment,. then, as was said, recourse 
must · be " had . to the Courts. But what 
Court· would decide · an issue of that 
klltd ,~,Vould there be an· issue of that 
kind for a. Court f Would not the defini
tion of repugnancy rest with. the 
Governor-General and the Secretary of 
State 'f . 

. l\Iarq~ess of Salisbury.] No'; surely 
npt. · · 
: Sir Hari Singh Gour.] No. Even under 

the present law if it happens to be re
pugnant to a.n Act of Parliament any 
Court of law has got the jurisdiction to 
declare that it is so repugnant, and to 
the extent that it is repugnant, it is 
ultra vires and inoperative. 
· Inrd- Eustace Percy.] .Surely that · is 

not · t.he case. The question is : The 
Court. decides that it is repugnant to .an 
.existing. Act of the Imperial Parliament ; 

but, under these proposals, if it has been 
passed and given assent to by the Indian 
Legislature, it will override that Act of 
Parliament. 

·Sir Hari Singh Gour.] No. 
Lord Eustace Percy.] Yes; surely that 

is so . 
Mr. Zafrulla Kkan,.] Indeed, it v.-ill. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The question of 

repugnancy to be · determined by the 
Court will only arise when an Act is 
passed by the Indian Legislature. 

Mr. Zarfulla Khan.] But supposing it 
finds· it is repugnant to an Act of :Par
liament, but it . is not repugnant to any 
of the Acts or matters affected in para
graph 110, . then it will say : , " This r&
quired prior assent." Not having re
ceived prior assent, it would have been 
nwalid, . but that defect has been cured 
by subsequent assents, and, therefore, it 
is valid. 
· Sir Hari Singh Gour.] You are only 

statllt.g a specific case. 
Marquess of Reading.] May I ask one 

question, my Lord Chairman, upon this ! 
I d() · not want to int~l'Vene, if I ca~ 
llelp it, in a· debate. of this kin1 which 
threatens to be a debate between law· 
yers. Is not this after all a •luestion 
which will have to· be considered @.Ild 
proper attention given to it a.nd acl~ice 
taken upon the subject Y Is it a matter 
if it is in ·legal doubt to be discussed 
between us acros~ the floor 'f Can we 
get any further with it T · · 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I Jo not 
want to press the matter any further. 
All I wante!d was the Sec1·etary of State 
";ith h·is advisers to eon~ider these 
points. I think· it i.~ clear that the 
Committee would wish thn:t repugnancy 
~hould be always challengeable unless· 
there is the prior consent of th3 ·HPt~re
tSI.rY of State it ought pot to be :pes:;ible 
to 'vary an Imperial Act of Parlhment 
which slipped through by simple inad
vertenc~e. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Even the pre
vions consent of the Secretary of State 
will not cure the repugnancy it: it is 

· th~?re. 
• Marquess of Salisbury. 

11,902. Th·at is a matter we art 11.ot 
sure about 7-I can· say ·DO more than 
that this type of question h~s been ve1-y 
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carefully considered by the Constitu- St.lte, . but, I presume the Govtlrnor
tional lawyers in Whitehall nnd-I will General is always in touch wit!t the 
discuss it agai~ with them. I thjnk it Secretary of State in mattet·s o.f this 
mav well be that somewhere or other in kind ?..:_·The Governor-General at· his 
the· White Paptlr prop0sals we meet the discreti<;>n. . · · 
kind of contingencies that havP. been 11,906. No doubt, but I du no~ press 
suggested ; but, anyhow, we will lqok that. In small matters it might tabily 
into it and we will circulate n uote to be that the Governor-General ;.would not 
th·e Committee. ih-ink it. worth while to · eon.;;ult the 

Lord Irwin. Secretary of State. Howe~er, · let' us 
11,903. Might I ask the Secretarrof pass that , by. At a.ny t•ate, the 

State when he does circulate thnt nute . Governor-General is . the authority. ,I 
ii he would, for the benefit of the Com- suppose· the .Secretai'Y of Stite will ~a! 
mittee, and indeed of myself (I ought . thnt the Governor-Gen~ral, through the 
to know it, but do not) outline e:xal~tly SePrE'tary of State, ; is respon:;ib:e ·to 
what is the present position of the Pndiament 7-No: · 
Governor-General with rega!'d to an 11,907. I am now, if, I. may. say s~, 
amendment that may be introdnced in . dealing. rith substantial tnatters, · not 
the kind of form that Sir A as ten Cham- smnll matters 7-Yes. . , 
berlain anticipated that itself; if it 11,908., Substantial · modifications of 
ha,'f been in th-e shap-e of aa OJ'igipal an Imperial Act oLParliament 7-Ye~. 
Bill, would have required previous !:lane- 1~,909. The Govern9r-Genera.l · as!;ents 
tion 7-Yes. • to its . introduction. Is the Parliament-

Earl Winterton.] I wish to place on ary contr9l over t~at really secured f 
record oue thing. I hope my nt~ble ·There is no doubt that th\Y ·Governor
friend, Lord Salisbury, will not thiuk General would' not 'act except with the 
I am discourteous when I say that I leaye of thf'l Secretary of- Sb.te in; a 
demur to the use of the phrase he has matter of importance, I mean, but both 
,just used. No Member can hind the Houses of Parliameut here· woulcl "not 
Committee until the Committee ha;:; come havE' a11thority. 'l'he House of Commons 
to a decision. My noble friend is ·en- uo dnnbt would, .· but the . G-overnor
titled to ask for an opinion. lie u~ed Genel'al might assent, With the l~ave of 
a phrase, and I do not v~rl:le to his the Secretary .of State, to . imptJrl;l.nt 
views on this point, and I do not nlJ;eJ?.t'. modiliications 'of the Imperial . Statute 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I apologise. without .any assent from. the Hnute of 
I ought not to have used the phrase. I Lords at all_ 7-The position .is just _the 
did gather that that was the gP.neral same now. 
impresaion, hut I am wrong, a!lu I will . 11,910. But then we are dealing ~ith 
not say another word. a Yer.v different situation in the future. 

Earl Winterton.] It may be, but it ·Ther(> is going to be a· semi .. independ-
has not been put to the vote. · t•nt Legi~latura with a. responsible .Gov-

Marquess of SaUsbury.] No. arnment' in India, and they are · appa-
. rently to have the power, with the <.-on-

Archbishop of Canterbury. 
11,904; The Secretary of :-1tate · will 

con~ider in .his note the fut·th.-~r pf~int 
that supposmg a challenge is mada og 
an existing Act on the grouud that it 
wns repugnant what Court will be av8il
able to decide that issue 7-Yes. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
11,005. Now, Secretary of ~t.1te, may 

I leave what I may call the technical 
part and go to a substantial point 7 The 
authMity which is going to allo\V this 
legislation to be introdnced js ·the 
Governor-General not the Secretary- qf 

I~lOORO 

sent of the Governor-General, to . va-yy 
Imp£'l'ial Statutes, and the B1·itish 
Pn rli:tment is not to he consulted at 
aU 7-I would have thought myself 'that 
in cRses of· this· kind---Lor,] Salisbury 
t;aid himself in his question that he was 
talking of c:.u;es of substantial imp_or; 
tance. 

11~n1.' Yes ?-I would have tJJo-nght 
·that ~rises of that kind cannot be 'dealt 
with without· the full knowladge of 
Parliament. These things do not hap
pen in a minute or in an hour, or in a 
day. These big questions presumably 
exeite a good deal of controversv bc,th 
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ill. India and here. Parliament is f~Jly thtt n<'w Constitution must place b~vond 
seized o! what is going on. The I,rrss the competence· of the new Izi'riian 
is fullv seized .of it. I shQuld . }!ave Legislatures and which must be left for 
thougl{t the control of Parliament and Parliament exclusively to deal with-'
tLe Hecretary of State -would have re- namely,: legislat~on affecting the 
mnined very effective. ' · · ' · Sovereign, the Royal Family :tnd the 

~1,912 .. The Secretary of State will Sovt>reignty or Dominion of the Crown 
see the distinction, will he not '1 Th_ese over British India ; moreover, the Army 
Aets which -are· to he susceptible of . .Aet, the .Air li'oree Act and the Naval 
mndification by 'the Indian Legislat_ure Discir1line Act (which, of eour~e, apply 
I:re _t\cts assente•l to by both Huuses_ Qf to-India) muc:;t be placed bt~ycnd the 
Parliament a.ftcr the full procedure l'~lhge of alteration by Indian Jegi§la
which we go th·rough in :fonning an Act bon ; and it may also be found neces
·of Parliament. · They nre to be modi- .sary to place similar restrictions on the 
fiable with the consent alone of the Gor- power to make laws affecting Briti:.h 
crnor-General acting with the -consent nationality. But, apart from these 

o(Jf the Secretary of i5iate. '.fh:tt is a few matters, it was helcl that the 1iew 
Yei'Y different thing. Doth Houses of . Indian Legislatures, },ederul or Pro
Parliament ·are not cortsulted at all. . vincial, can app1·opriately be given power 
One House ·of .Pat'liament might· check to affect At'ts of Parliament (other t~an 
the Secretary of State if they thoug~t thf' Constitution Act itself) _Provid~d 
he was going wrot,g. The oth.er Ho_use that the Governor-G~neral s.cLmg ' in 
of Parliament 'might be entirely ig- • his discretion ' ha.<t given his previ~ms 

· nored 'i-But if the questions :we1·e · ~f sanction to the introduction of the Bill 
such importance as ·Lord Salisbary sug- t~nd his subsequent assent ·to the Act 
g~sts then surely the way. to deal '!,ith when passed : in other wo1·ds, the com
them would be to extend the list ~in bim•fl effect of such previous sanction 
paragraph 110. and subsequent asE>ent wi11 be to make 

11,913. No f-Thut is a mdter for ~he Indian enachnent valid ent~ if it 
tlJe . Committee to consider. My own Is_ repugnant to an Act of Parliament 
liew is that we have covered these im- applying to India.." 
portant questions under paragr:tph llO. :Marquess of Salisbury.] We have 
· , ·Sir Hari Singh Gour.] May I draw gon~ back to repugnar.ey, have we Y 
the atten~i?u of t~e · Sec1·etary of St3:te ' Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Will you read 
to a d~ciSion arnved at . :\t the Third 011 7 
Round Table Conference· <le:J.ling ·with s· H · s· h G ] y "I h' 
t.he question raised by the noble Lord 7 .1~ art. tng our: . . ~s. · n ts 
It is pointed out at page 60 of the d~f>tstons on thoe admlSSlblhty of ilny 
proceedings of the ThiJ·d Round Table g1Ven measure the Governor-Gener~l 
Conference . ,, Th · t' (' · W()nlil, of course, on the general con:,;ti-

. . . e CXlS lng lOVern- tut' 1 Ian' • a· t d . th R rt 
ment of India Act embodies various IOna :P m lCa e m e epo on 
provisions, . all taken from earlier the Spemal Powers of the Go~ernor
Acts, which place limitations u~n ~ener:U and Governors, be subJect to 
the powers of the Indian directions from ~~ Secretary of_ State. 
Legislatures. The general effect of Beyond a pro~s1?n . on these hnes no 

·these provisions is inter alia that any furthe~ extern~ limitat!on on ~he powers 
legislation passed in Indi3. jf it is in of Indian Legislatures m relation to Par
any way 1·epugnant to any' Act of ]jar- liamentary legislation would nppear to 
liament applying to India, is to t!J,-. -ex- be required.'' 

·tent of the repugnancy null an!l ·void. l\Iarquess of Reading.] What page is 
It was felt that the form of these old that ? 
l'nactJ?ents would be inappropriate -tor Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Page 60 of the 
adorJtion as part of the Constit::ttion proceedings of the Third India Round 
n?w cont~mplated-a con5titution very . Table Conference. 
di1iel'ent m character f1·om that of . . . 
which they originally formed part ; :Mr. B~tler.] . . I think 1t lS page 63 of 
and that in substance, also, they would the English edition. 
he. unnecessarily rigid. There are cer- l\Ir. Zafmlla Khan.] It is in that green 
tam matters which, without question, book. 



Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,914. Secretary of State, you made a 
slip just now, did you not, when you 
said that the position was the same at 
present. I do not think you mean to say 
that. At present, even with the consent 
of the Secretary of State, the Indian 
Legislature would have no power, for in
~'tance, to amend the ~Ierchants Shipping 
Act f-Lmd Eustace is quite •right. I 
was speaking in rather general tJnns, and 
my statemPnt was not accurate in de
tails. 

~Iarquess of Salisbury. 

11,915. I am sorry to have detained 
tl1P Committee so long, but may I just 
call attention to this point. I do not 
want to press it. I think the point I 
have suggPsh•d to the Secretary of State 
about the want of control by both Houses 
of Parliament is a v~ry material one, 
an«l an alrno;-;t vital point in certain re
speets, but I do not want to press it. 
liP quite sees the point f-Y e:>. 

· 11,916. ~lay I just meution Paragraph 
120 now f-Yes. · 

11,917. That . extends the procedure of 
~o. 119 to the Provinrial Legislature.s 1 
-Yes. · 

11918. The Governor-General is still 
the assenting party ; it is not the Gov
Prnor ; it i,.; the Governor-General still, 
hut it is the Provincial Legislature.· I 
would ask the Secretary of State to re
mPmher that difficult though it may be to 
detrct repugnancy in the case of Central 
l.Rgislation, the difficulty is multiplied 
when every Provincial Act has to be 
f~qually watched, because each of the Pro
vincial Lcgis~atures may make the same 
mistake about legislating repugnant to 
11n Imperial Rtatute and the Governor
General's attention may not he called to 
it, and the same difficulty about amend
ments may arise in the Provincial Legis
latures. Who is to tell the Governor
Genernl when all these things are going 
on in the Provincial Legislature<:~ f~I do 
not hPlieve myself there is going to be 
the kind of difficulty that Lord Salis
bury suggests. 

11.919. It is evident it will multiply 
the difficulty very much !-Would Lord 
Ralishury repeat that question ! 
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11,920. It is clear that the difficulties. 
to which the members of the Committee 
have called attention, of · inadvertence 
and of amendments repugnant to an Im
perial Act of Parliament will be multi
plied when you consider that the difficul
ties apply to every , Provincial Legisla
ture just as they do · to the Central 
Legislature 7-No, I would not agree. 
The difficulties are much less in the Pro
vincial Legislatures. . The scope of· their 
powers is much more restrictetl and I 
think it will be seen that in the Pro
vincial field there is. far less likelihood 
of cases of repugnancy than there would· 
be in the Pederal field. I think, there
fore, the cases that Lor.d Salisbury has 
in mind are less likely to arise in the 
Provinces. · 

11,921. Tluit may be so, of course f-I 
think when they do arise, because they 
are rarer, greater publicity will attach 

·to them, and I would think that adminis-
tr'Mively there would be no great diffi
culty in following the course of· events. 
At present there is a consid~rable 
amount of legislative work done in the 
Provincial Councils. We follow it very 
c!osely here. I know I think pretty well 
what is. happening in every Provincial 
Council. We have reports of their Bills. 
That . would oont1nue. The Governor. of 
the Province would be the agent of the 
Governor-General. He would be follow
ing these events with· great care, and I 
would . have thought administratively 
there would not be the kind of difficulty 
Lord Salisbury suggests. 

11.922. The Secretary · of State is 
always an optimist and I ·am very glad 
he is !-I might retort that Lord Salis~ 
hury is always a pessimist. 

~Iarquess of Salisbury.] Are you very 
glad o( that. too ' · 

l\farquess of Readin,q.] May I make 
one suggestion on th,at ? 

Marquess of Salisbury.] May I put one 
more question ? . 

Marquess of Reading.] Certainly. 

- .·1\far~uess of Salisbury.] The Secretary 
of State will . realise that in these diffi
cult matters the Governor will be fur
nished with no sufficient staff ; he will 
not have a regular lawyer upon his staff .; 
he 1vill have a very diminished staff, we 
are told. 
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Earl of Lytton.] He will have a. legis
lative department with experts to advise 

.him on all Bills that are introduced. 

. Marquess of Salisbury.] Will he have 
that staff after the change f 
. Earl of Lytton.] Surely. 

.Archbishop of Canterbury.] Provision 
is made for him to have what staff he 
pleases. 

Marquess of Beading.] We always have 
to remember in the case that was put 
by Lord Salisbury, of the Act possibly 
getting through and getting the assent 
of the Governor or Governor-Ge:neral, 

·that there is still the provision· o.f para
graph 90, and that · is, that notwith
standing that the Act ha.s been assented 
to by the Governor or Ute Governor
General it · will, . within twelve months, 
be . subject to . disallowance by Hi9 
:J.Iajesty in Council. 
. Marquess of Salisbury.] Yes; but tllat 
is the whole Act. 
· .Ma:r;quess of Beading.] I am only 
pointing out that it is an additional 
;s&:f.eguard. · That is a.ll. 

. ,~arquess of Salisbury. 

11,923. I only wanted to point out that 
all these difficulties of the Central Legi3-
. lature are repeated in tll.e Provinces and 
·exactly in the same way the want of 
Parliamentary control of the Imperial 
Parliament which might be called atten
tion to in the case of the Centre will be 
true in· the .. case of th~ Provinces, too, 
so that the Imperial legislation might 
be modified with the assent of the 
Governor-General by the Provincial 
Legislature without the assent of the 
House of Lords !-Lord Salisbury has 
d!aWn his own conclusions from his ques
tions and my answers. No douht each 
Member of the Cmpmittee will draw his 
own, too. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I have no 
questions, excepting to reserve u possibl~ 
right to ask questions. 

Lord Irwin.l I do not want to ask the 
'Secretary of State a question, but I want · 
to clear up a point to which Lord Salis
burv hes called attention. I do not 
quite foUow in what respect he conceives 
that the control of the House of Lords 
m all these matters will be better or 

~orse in futu~e than it is to-day. He 
IS contemplatmg a. state of affairs in 
which the Governor-General and the 
Secretary of State behind him have sane
tioned some project affecting an Imperial 
Act which he might deprecate. We all 
know what would be the procedure in 
Parliament at the present time if that 
were done, and it may well be our vie K 

that the House of Lords has very limited 
power in regard to it, but I do not 
quite follow in what respect he conceive~ 
that position to be worse under th$ 
future conditions. 

lr'Iarquess of Salisbury.] It is quite 
clear that the situation, when you have 
a responsible government putting gr£at 
pressure upon the Governor or the 
Governor-General is very, very different 
from what it is at the present time. 
These. matters which are repugnant to 
an Imperial Act of Parliament might 
easily be pressed through by Indian 
public opinion. and then they would '00 
assented to, The introduction of them 
would be assented to by· the Governor
General acting with the consent of the 
Secretary of State and the two Houses 
of Parliament might be ignored. In t~ 
case of the one it would be fatal ; in the 
case of the other they might, in England, 
turn the Government out . 

Earl of Lytton. 

11,924. I think some confusion has 
perhaps arisen from a discussion of the:;e 
Clauses 119 to 121 on the assumption 
that they introduce a new procedure. Is 
it not true, Secretary of State, that the 
effect of· these Clauses is merely to limit 
the necessity for the previous sanction of 
the Governor-General or the Governor to 
certain cases specified in these Clau£cs 
instead of, as at present, to the intro
duction of all Bills f Is it not the fasfa 
that at the present time all l~slaVon 
has to obtain the sanction of the 
Governor-General before it is int:rodncecl 'I 
-yes ; certai~ly. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

11.925 No ; not all f_:.I beg your 
pardon. Before it is introduced, did vo't 
say ? Only the questions enumerated. in 
Section 67 of the Government of Indi:1. 
Act. 
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Earl of Lytton. 

11,92G. Yes. For those Clauses all 
lc .. •islation has to obtain the consent of 
tl~ Governor-General Y-Yes. 

11,927. And the effect of Clau:"es 119, 
120 ann 121 is to reduce that number f
It retluces it in one direction. It does 
('xtend it, though, in the matter of Acts 
of the Imperial Parliament now governed 
Ly Section G5. 

11,!)28. But the procedure of refusal or 
granting consent to the introduction of 
legislation exists to-day, and, therefore, 
when questions are asked as to how the 
Governor-General or the Governor shall 
kTlow whether these conditions specified 
are violated or not, surely the answer 
may be drawn from the present experi
ence of a Governor-General or a 
Governor. lie has his legislative depart-: 
ment, he has his advisers, and it is the 
businPRs of those advisers to scrutinise 
all Bills to see whether they raise such 
points as will necessitate the refusal of 
the sanction to introduction. Is that 
not so 7-It is true that we have based 
our proposals generally upon existing 
procedure. 

11,929. And in so far as the Governor
General and the Governor under the Con
stitution Aet will still have e.ertain duties 
to refuse consent to a Bill in certain 
eircumstanees, am I not right in assum
ing that both the .Governor-General and 
tl:e Governor will continue to have 
advisers who will scrutinise legislation to 
see wh~'ther the points raised in the~e · 
phrag"I·nphs are to be found in any par
ticular Bill, and advise him about it Y
I imagine the practice will be very much 
tht> t::ame. One of the Constitutional dif
f<'rences-and the Committee should not 
i~nore this faet-is that the legislative 
d<·parlment pr<>sumably will be a part 
of the FPdernl or the Provincial Govern
mpnt. That, of course, does make a. 
C<,nstitutional diff£>rence. That does not 
exr·lnde the possibilitv of the Governor
GPnf'rnl or the Governor obtnini~g what 
adyire hP requirPs of his own. 

1l;!l30. But it would not be. woulo it, 
ll<>vono tll{' comn<>tPnre of the legislative 
()ppnrtnwnt which adYis<>s the Federal 
OoYPrnmf'nt also to ndvise the GoYel'Ilor
Gmernl in r<'~pret of such function-; as 
may h<' rais<'d bv thf'se paragraphs ¥
I am exp<'<'ting that the Lf'gislati,·e De-

· pnr~ment would give advice ot that kind. 
It. Is, of course, con~ivable that you 
might have. an acute difference between 
the t~·o s!des of the Government. -I 
hope . It will not take place, but it is 
c<:'ncCivable that there might be that 
drfference. If so, the Governor-General 
must be competent to take his ·own deci
~ion. In a case of that kind, presumably 
~t would be a controversy of substantial 
~portll?ce with. all the publicity attach
mg to It and w1th a very close scrU.tiny 
taking· place from Whitehall and the 
Imperial Parliament. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] If Lord Lytton 
will allow me to intervene, there is this 
practical difference, too,· surely at ·thO' 
present . moment. The Legislative De
partment has got to advise the Governor
General whether a Bill which it is de
sire<!- to introduce affects certain speei-:
fied things, specified in Section 27 of 
the Go_vern.ment of India Act, and that 
is a perfectly simple job. But now they 
will have to advise the Governor-General 
whether this proposed legislation contra.
venes any Imperial Statute whatsoever. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Affecting India. . 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

11,931. Affecting India, which, aftur 
all, is practically a much more difficult 
j<'b, is \t not Y-1 ft.oOTee. ·;. 

~arl of Lytton, 

11,932. One more question on the 
pomt raised by Lord Derby. Would not 
hi.;; point be met by requiring t~e consent 
or. the Governor-General not merely to 
the introduction of any legislation which 
does the various things set out in that 
paragraph but also to any amendment 
to, a Bill which would have the same 
efl'ect T Would there be ·any objection to 

· including those words Y-I will certainly 
consider Lord Lytton's suggestion, and 
I will look into it with the question 
generally. 

Earl Winterton. 

11 ~33. I only desire to ask the Secre
tary of State one question, revertin~r .to 
the point put bv Sir Austen Chamberlam. 
I understand Sir Austen Chamberlain to · 
st~ggpst that under Sectif>n 121. this 

. situation might arise, in which the 
Governor-General had in error failed to 
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nfltice that a Bill could not have been 
introduced-that ·is to say, had failed to 
'\\·ithhold his consent, and \then after
wards, in error also, had given his ·assent. 

~ I may say that I think it is rather an 
extreme case, but that I understand was 
the point put by Sir Austen Chamber
lain. Would not that be effectively 
covered for all practical putposes by 
Section 9C, which says-: "Any Act 
assented to by the Governor or by the 
Governor-General will within 12 months 
be subject to disallowance by His 
Majesty in Council " f In other words, 
may I put the point in this way. While 
it is conceivable that a situation might 
arise in which the Governor-General in 
en-or both failed to withhold his consent 
and afterwards gave his consent, it 
would be unlikely that this would not be 
noticed by the Secretary of -State here 
imd by his advisers 7-I agree with Lord 
Winterton, but, as I say, I will bring 
i:.p these points in ihe Note I am going 
to circulate. · · . " ..• 

. Sir .A1.tsten .Chamberlain.] I think my 
point was answered to my satisfaction 
by ·Lord Reading. Provided the Secre
tary of State concurs with Lord R-eading, 
which I imagine he will do, I will be 
~ntisfied. 

Earl Winterton. 

11,934. But I was not satisfied f-I 
will .try to satisfy everybody. 

· Earl Winterton.] I was anxious to get 
thE: answer on. the point which ·Sir 
.A.usten Chamberlain put. That is- all I 
have to ask. 

Mr. Cocks. 

Lord Snell.] Secretary of State, when 
you are looking into this matter, will 
you bear in mind the point that I put 
which has been rather intensified by 
Lord Lytton's suggestion that the amend
ments might be vetoed before discus
sion f Is it not possible. that it will 
hnppen in the legislature, as frequently 
happens in our own, that amendments 
Sl'rve the very useful purpose of explora
tion, and are often introduced with the 
ehnnivance or good-will of the Govern
ment itself~ in order that a subject may 
be enquired into and opened up. I 
should expect that it would cause the 
gTf'atest dissatisfaction if that sort of 
er~quiry were restricted. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] The whole 
object of these Clauses is to stop the 
discu8sion which is going to affect the 
appeal _of special responsibilities. That 
i~ the underlying purpose of these 
Clauses. 

Sir Hari Sin_qh Gour.] That is not to 
stop discussion 7 
. Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar.] Then what is 
tl1e object of previous consent t 

Witness.] I was not sure whether 
Lord Snell was expressing his opinion or 
whether· he was putting a question. 

Lord Snell. 

11,936. I was asking you if you would 
kindly look into the matter at the same 
time Of-Yes ; at the 'same time. · 

Mr. Jior_qau Jone.~. 

11,937. As I understand it, Sir Samuel 
Hoare, the position in future will be 
that . the Indian Legislature will not in 
any way be able to amend the Constitu
tion Act of its own free will Of-Yes 
save as provided in the Act . 

. 11,935 .. Secretary of State, . if a k h h h s 
9overnor gives his prior assent to a . 11,938. Might I as w et er t e ec-
measurc which .subsequently in . the nt~ of State has contemplat~d that as 
course of discussion is amended in such expe~enc~ grows o~ th": operatiOn ~f thel 
a way as to contravene the stipulations ConstitutiOn .Act It .~nght be desuab e 
laid down in paragraph ll9, it is always ~or the Indian ~giSla~ure to express 
possible for the Governor-General to Itself as to . possible hnes of develop
remit the Bill to the Chambers. asking ments. What procedure. wo~d b~ open 
them to reconsidt>r it.· If ·so. would not to them to express their n.ews m ·that 
·that meet the ·point raised by Lord matter ,_It would be :possible, I .~p-
Derby t-That was o:ne of the points po~, to _have a resolutiOn upon wh.r.h 
which w were diseussinoo to some extent a . discussion could be based. e .... . Q) y 
just now, was it not 7 It is so. · Para- 11,939. Just resolutions r- es. 
graph · 88 also · bears upon proposals of 11,940. On the second point which 
that kind. · T.4ui·d Sn<'ll raised a moment ago, the 
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Recretary of State would agree that the 
Governor-General will already be heavily 
anned with powers of veto and reserva
tion, and so on, -whenever he feels that 
the Indian. Le~lature is liable to pass 
t!IC'm by dtscrchon, as we call it Y-Yes. 

11,941. Would not the Secretary of 
State therefore agree that to offer to the 
Governor-General the right to intervene 
in the middle of a discussion of a Bill 
hecause he apprehends the effect of cer
tain amendments proposed is a little 
dangerous in so far as it might bring the • 
Ge;vernor-General into conflict unneces
sarily with the Legislature, and too fre
l{ucntly perhaps Y-I am not expecting 
myself that cases of this kind will often 
arise, for this reason : The cases of im
portance are so obviously covered either 
by paragraph 110 or by the powers that 
the Governor-General and the Provincial 
Governors have in the field of their special 
responsibilities. I would tlu~refore take 
the view that the exercise of these powers 
will be infrequent, and I am not sure 
whether. I agree with :Mr. Morgan Jones 
that to mtervene at one period in a dis
(·ussion is likely, to create more contro
versy than intervention in another 
period ; but, after this discussion . this 
morning, I will take these points of view 
into account in the note that I will 
c~irculate. 

11,942. Thank you ; then I will not ask 
anything further upon that: May I call 

'the attention of the Secretary of State 
to the last part of the sentence in para
graph _119 Y The Indian Legislature may 
not discuss matters relating to " the 
pro~edure regulating criminal proceedings 
agamst . European British subjects Y~' I 
w~uld like ~o g~t to know precisely what 
th1s means m VIew of the incident which 
has happe~ed in the Empire recently Y
y es. I will tell Mr. Morgan Jones and 
the Committee what is the position. The 
position is this : It is a question which 
has in the _past stirred up a very great 
deal of bttterness. Indian administra
tor~ wi~l re~ember that in the last gene
ratwn It strrred up acute bitterness here 
and in India. Fortunately, feeling is 
now much l~ss heated· on this subject and 
tt compromise has been accepted. Sir 
Malcolm Hailey could tell us the details 
about that compromise because I think he 
was infl?ential in bringing the European 
cnmmumty and the Indian communities 

together upon the subject. We were ::~o 
anxious that this controversy should not 
be revived, in view of the fact that the 
compromise is working not unsatisfactori~ 
ly, that we did put this issue into the list 
of questions that could only be discussed 
with the previous sanction of the Govern
or-General. 

Marquess of Reading. 

11,943. That compromise Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru at that time had a con
siderable part in ; I think it was in 1924 f 
-Yes. 

11,944. And then a Bill was p,llSseu to 
that effect as a result of_ it. Ti.te wh.)le 
matter was discussed during the time~ 
of my holding office and . Sir Malcolm 
Hailey had to do with it .also, but . the 
effect of it was that the compromise was 
reached between both · Indian and 
.European members and that a Bill was 
passed· which was carried into effect. and 
I do not think any question Ltts arisen· 
about it since. I think that is right, is 
it not, Sir Malcolm Y-(Sir MIJ,lcolm 
Hailey.) Yes ; that is s~l923. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

11,945 .. I am glad _to hear• trere has 
heen a compro~ise, but 1 am 1·eally en
tirely in the dark as to the nature of 
it, and I am really disturbed about it f 
-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I can tdl illr. 
Morgan Jones in a sentence what is the 
nature of the compromise ; Sh· ~Inlcohn 
will correct me if I 'am wrong. Crimin::tl 
cases in which Europeans are involved ' 
First of all, there is a procudure under 
which they are tried by two magistrates; 
and, secondly, in the jury, which is , a 
mixed jury, the accused has: a majority 
of his compatriots, European, if he is s. 
European ; Indian, if he is an Indian. 
{Sir Malcolm Hailery.) It withdraws the 
previous bar under which no European 
subject could be tried by an Indian 
Judge. 

11,946. That is 'withdrawn Y-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) That is withdrawn. 

Sirl Hari Singh Gour.] In case there 
should '·be any misunderstanding on the 
subject, I happen to be one who took an 
active part in the discussion which cul-. 
minated in the amendment of the Crimi
nal Procedure Code. It was not a com
promise but an understanding reached 
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between the representatives of the two 
eommunities, · in which both communities 
had to give and take, but it was not a 
eompromise in the strict legal sense of 
ihe term. 
.. Marquess of Reading.] Is- not a com
promise an understanding f 

Sir Hari Singh GouT'.] Th~ fact is that 
negotiations took place, and we took 
eounsel together and, without the con
'ilent of the other party ; and the other 
party· without our consent accepted the 
Bituation as it was presented to the Legis
lature in the amending Act of 1923. 

Earl bf Derby.] In other words, it was 
accepted by both sides and has worked 
perfectly well ever since. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] I do not know 
whether Sir Henry Gidney would like to 
ad~ anything upon that 9Ubject f 

_Lieut.-Col. Sir H. Gidney.] I was a 
Member of -that Committee, but, I shall 
reserve my remarks, my Lord Qhainnan, 
lilntil a later stage of the Proceedings. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

limiting power on . the Provincial Gov:
ernments, and I submit that it may be 
that that makes the Code of Criminal 
Procedure which is assumed to be operat
ing a part of the Constitution Act 7-
No; the Code of Criminal Procedure is 
not an Imperial Act. 

11,950. Was it not passed under thd 
Statute of the sixties 7-It is an Indian 
Act. 

11,951. It is a· purely Indian Act 7-It 
. is a purely Indian Act. 

11,952. I beg your pardon ; I thought 
it was an Act passed after the Mutiny 7 
-:-No, it is a purely Indian Act. 

11,953. Then that answers that ques
tion '/-Yes. 

- 11,954. There is another _question under 
Proposal 189. It ba.ys on page 84 : 
" At the expiration of five years from 
the commen';ement of -the Constitution 
Act, a statutory inquiry will be held into 
the question of future recruitment" '1-
Yes. 

11,955. " The decision on the resultt~ 
11,947. There is one point, Se.cr~ary of this enquiry, with which the Govtlrn

~f State, which I do 1,10t thi~ quite came ments in India eop.cerned will . be assn
o~t in the beginning of the discussion. ciated, will rest with His Majesty's Gov
I take it, first of all, that the effect of ernment, and be subject to the approval 
Nos. 110 and 119 taken together is: that, of both Houses of Parliament." Will 
unless debarred by No. 110, the Legisla- that deci~ion, when taken, form part of 
ture with the consent of the Governor- the Constitution '1-Yes. Lord Rankeil
General can' amend any Act of this Parlia- lour I assume means : Will it or wn it 
ment Y-:-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. not be alterable by an Indian Govern-

. i1,.()48. One of . the provisions of tnent Y · · 
No. 110 is to debar anything repugnant 11,956. yes--by an Indian Govern
to or contrary to the Constitution Act, ment 7-My answer is : No, it will not be 
but there are a certain number of per· alterable. · 
haps borderline matters which .I will 
illustrate in a moment which I am not 11,957. And no doubt there will Wi 
sure would be affected by that or not. other cases in . which decisions are taken 
Vor example, if I might ask the Secre- in pursuance of some section of the Con
tary ,of State to turn to page 117, Item stitution Act and those decisions will 
50, -it says there : " Police (in-cluding form part of the Constitution Y-That iit 
railway -and village police) except as re- so. 
gards matters covered by the Code of 11,958. The only other thing I want to 
Criminal Procedure." The point I want ask is : Is there any provision for either 
to put is : Does that, by implication, House of Parliament moving an Address 
make the Code of Criminal Procedure a to the" Crown here praying His Majesty 
part of the Constitution Act and would .to withhold his assent from any Indian 
it not therefore be amendable under the Bill 'I Would it be possible Y-Would it 
operation of Proposal 110 '1-No. This is be possible now, or under these pro-
an item in the list of subjects that are· posals "! · 
exclusively provincial." 11,959. Now Y-I could not say offhand 
· "11,949. Quite so, but it there brings in without consulting the constitutional ex

' the Code of Criminal Procedure as a perts. I will ask them about it. 
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11,960. I would like to know whether 
there is the power and, if Ro, what oppor
tunity there would be. If a prayer can 
Le moved on the address I presume it 
*an be done after the ordinary hours of 
businrss in the House of Commons and 
at any time here Y-I will look into Lord 
Hankeillour's point. 

Lord Rankeillour.] Thank you ; that 
i"' .all I want to ask. 

Marquess of Z etland. 

11,961. I have only · one question I 
want to a"k the Secretary of State, and 
that is with regard to parts of Clause 
119. Under that clause the consent of 
the Governor-General will be required to 
the introduction of n Bill affecting the 
~oinage and currency of the Federation 
or .thr powPrs and duties of the Federal 
Heserve Bank in relation to the "mallage
mcnt of c·urrency and exchange." I do 
not quite know what is involved by the 
word "management ". Will it be with
in the competence of the Legislature to 
introduce and discuss, for example, a 
Rupee Ratio Bill, and if it is within 
their competen<>e would the introduction 
,,f such a Bill require the prior· consent 
of the Governor-General Y-It would cer- . 
tainly require thP previous aEsent of the 
Governor-General. 

11,962. But it would be ~vithin th~ 
eompetenoo of the Legislature Y-Yes. 

11,963. I mean, it would not infringe 
upon the powers of the Reserve Bank~
No ; it would be within the competence 
of the Legislature under No. 119.. It is 
not one of the subjects excluded alto
gether. The subjects excludled altogether 
!rom the competency of the Legislature 
are under No. 110. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

11,964. But some of these might be 
put into the Act as part of the Con
t~titution, and they would become so ?
That is so. 

l\Iarquess of Read£ng.] You mean, if 
they were put into No. 110 ? 

Lord Rankeillour.] I mean the re
served control of the Governor-GPneral 
})r<'snmably will be put into the Acti 
and that would bring it into the opera
tion of 110. 

-
Lord Irwin.] As part of the Constitll-

tion Act f 

·Lord Rankeillour.] Yes. 

Archbishop of Canterbu·ry. 
" 11,965. I wish to . ask only one ques-

tion for information, Mr. Secretary ·of 
State. It is ·with .regard to both Nos .. 
119 and 120. I suppose legislation 
affecting religion or religious rites and 
usages would includle, for instance,· mar
riage laws or the amendment of marriage 
laws, because it is very wide 7-It is very. 
difficult to be~precise. I think _His Grace . 
will recognise the necessity of a ratter 
wide discretion. On the one hand, we 
do not wis'h: to· exclude from the purview 
of the Legislature questions of social re
form. On , the other hand, we do nqt 
want to depart from the continuous 
policy. that has been adopted in Ind;a 
since the beginnings of the British, asso
ciation, · namely, to ,dlo what we can. te 
prevent religious .. controversy . burs?zl g 
forth. I think, taking 1Jh& two VIews mto 
account, the view, on the on~ ·hand, of the 
orthodox Hindus as expressed .by them 
the other day in- their evidence, namely, 
that these questions- Slh:ould be exclud€i 
altogether from the Legislature, and tee 
other point of view of the reformers,. who 
would like no restriction. put upon their 
discussion at all or' upon legislation con
nected with them, we have come to the 
conclusion that the best course is to 
adopt the compromise of allowing a ·dis
cretion in the hands of the Governor
General as to whether questions of this 
kind should or should not be discussed ; 
but, as I say, we do not wish to debar 
the Legislature from dealing with ques
tions of social reform ; at the same time, 
we do not wa11t to allow India to ·be 
plunged into a periqd of acute an·dl bitter 

·.religious controversy. 

11,966. It would be for the Governor.:. 
General or otherwise the Governor to 
decide whether or not these contingen~ 
cies were likely to arise f-Yes. 

11,9~t The!l o!le mere - matt~r ~~ 
drafting for mtelhgent understanding m 
No. 120 : I presume that the words :iD 
the last ·sentenoe : "these latter sub
jects " mean subjects affecting reli!Pon 
or reliO'ious rites and usages. It .IS a 
small point. It is only the interpreta-
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tion of " latter " 7-:Y es ; it refers to re
ligion and religious rites. 

11,968. Then in these matters, 
apparently, a double consent will be 
necessary : that of the Governor-General 
and also that of the 'Governor T-It is 

. the Governor in ""the Province, the 
Governor-General at the centre. 

· A.rchbisbQp of Canterbtcry.] But the 
Governor-General at the centre on the 
first part of No. 120 will be required 
to give his decision on these matters be
cause the sentence ~ "or which affects 
religion or religious rites and usages " 

· refers to the consent of the Governor
General to the introdu~ion of these 

"matters into the Provincial Legislature. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan:] H exempts them. 

, Marquess of Salisbury.] It is all sub
ject to " other than." 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

·. 11,969. " Other - than ' IegWation. 7"-:
(Sir Findlater Stewart.) The Governor lS 

concerned in tbJis matter oniy with his 
own ordinances and with Bill~ concern
ing religious matters introduced into the 
Provincial Legislatures. · 

Marquess of Reading.] It i., · all 
governed by the words '' other thax.. " 
and that excludes them. · 
. Archbishop of Canterb·ary.] Jt is a 

question of drafting,. but I shotlld b1ite 
thought obviously it impliffl that this is 
always a ma:tter in which the consent· of 
the Governor-General is required for 
introcfuction of legislation into the Pro
vincial Couricil ; then this '~ns udded to 
say. that in the·se particular mat~ers the 
consent of the Governor was reqmreu. 

MarquesS of Reading. 

l.i,970. May I suggest to the Seeretary 
of State that the words " thes'3 latter 
subjects" refer not only to reli!,rion and 
religious rites and usages but also to 
legislation which is repugnant to the 
Governor's · Act or ordina!lce. It mu~t 
not be confined to religious rites or 
usages '-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Y~. I 
admit that with the punctuati.)n ~tnd 
the wording as they are thert> is some 
obscurity. We must put it right._ 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

11,97L Then that point of llrafting, 
Secretary of State, will be noted !..:-Yes. 

Sir John lV ardlaw-M ilne. 

11,972. In connection with No. 110 I 
wanted to ask the Secretary of St&.te 
whether he did not think there was a 
little danger in the use of the word 
"management " of currency ; whether he 
does not think that could he altere,} te 
cover the policy without the tietnils ,If 
the management of the eurn•ncy f-Ye:> ; 
I will look into that point. ..\s I ~ay, 
this is not intended to be a Iiual draft 
in any way. 

Sir Manubhaa N. Mehta.] In regard to 
Proposal 119 will the Sec(etary of State 
kindly let me know, amongst these sub
jects whiCh are debarred andJ for which 
the previous sanction of the Governor
General is netlessary, whether. there is 
.any objection to adding " treaty rights 
and privileges· of the States." The 
Viceroy and the Governor-General h.ave 
special responsibility. Amongst those 
special , responsibilities the treaty rights 
of the States are included, and if most" 
of the Governors and Vicervys' sp~ial 
responsibilities are included here, is there 
any objection to adding, " treaty righ~s. 
and privileges of the States ?" I will 
illustrate my meaning by one ex~ple. 
In the Civil Proced:u.re Code there IS one 
provision that no suit:' again;st Indian 
Princes can be entertamed w1thout the 
previous sanction of the Governor
General. Supposing one Province passes 
some legislation in which this is omitted, 
Princes might_ be liable to arr~st be!'?re 
judgment, or their propert! m _Bnt!Eh 
In.d:i.a might be liable to seizure if such 
a provision was brought about. ~ am 
therefore anxious that the treaty nghts 
and privileges of Indian rulers might he 
saved not only in No. 119 but also ev~o 

·in Section 110, because we have seen m 
No. 119 the effect of mere absence of the 
Governor-General's previous assent may 
not invalidate it. I therefore ask t~e 
Secretary of State kindly to in~l??~ this 
also among the special responSibilities. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] Are not treaty 
rights outside the scope of the Federal 
'Constitution Y 

Sir Manubhai N. :Mehta. 

·11 973. I w~nted that in No. 110 f
Sir i.Ianubhai has raised an issue that 
we have discussed\ once or twice before 
and it is well worth the attention of the 
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f't•mmittt•t>. ~Iy an:-;wer to him is this : 
We h.a ve purposely not induded the 
('Utt",;ory of treaties Pither in No. 110 or 
in };o. 119 for the wry reason that Yr. 
J aya.ker ha:-; ju.st mentioned, namely, that 
tn•ntiC's are outside the Ft.-deration alto
get her. ThPy art> in tht> field of pa_ra
ruuuntcv, and our Yt'I"\"' dC'finite \1eW 
is that· . in the intere-sts vof the States: 
ju,-t as much as in the interests of t~e 
Constitution g-t>nerally, it would be a 
mi,.,take to indude treaties. .As soon as 
vou iudude treaties vou bring them 
~vitbin tlw :-:<·ope of t.h; Federal Court 
Hntl' 'the courts of law. I would have 
tlwuo-ht that tht• States-anyhow, a good 
many of the Statt•s-would look with con
sitlerable misgiving at that result. 
St>eondly. I suppose it woul~ be true. to 
sav that most of th<.'l>e treatws ·deal wtth 
dii·t'<'t relations behwcn the Crown and 
the Princes and have nothing whatever 
to do with the Federation at all. That 
bt·ing so, we have not included treaties ; 
not be<·au:-:e we han the }crust intention 
of rrgarding- them as less ~aered: than 
thev have bt>en in tlw past or rt•quiring 
It•~ protl'etion than any of the::;e other 
subjt>cts that we haw dealt with in No. 
110. \Y e feel, howeY'I"r, that the Princes 
have full justific.ation for asking for some 
refereuee to th•e sanctity of tht•ir treaties 
but Wf.> feel that the place for such a 
reference woultl not bt> in tht> clauses of 
a Constitution ·.Act but rather in a Pro
<·hunation by the Crown. I myself think 
that would be, the best place to make 
Ruch a declaration ; or in the preamble 
of an Act of Parliament. My own view 
is against the suggestion of a reference 
in th~ preamble of an Act of Parliament 
beeause inferentially that brings them 
within the Federal Constitution and also, 
as a result of past history, I am rather 
prejudi<'ed against referen<'es in pre· 
8lllbles to an~ihing. "' 

11,97 4. ~I ax I tht>refore bring out one 
inconsistencY there would be Y-1 ace<>pt 
the Secretn~y Clf State'~ r<.·n_;;ons, but we 
have alh1ded to tha J>rinees' pri,·ileges 
and the treaty rigHs nmou6St the GO\·
ernor-General 's respNtsihi! t1 it~s ; Sect ion 
52, for instance, P~'widt•s that ,dthout 
the pre>ious eonse11t of t!.e Govt>nwr
General no question. will he nllowed ot• 
no reR')lution passed in the Federal 
Chamber which would :rffect tJ1c ri~hts 
11nd privileges of Indian States Y- Yes. 

11,975. If such prohibition appliee 
e>en to resolutions and t}Ue~tions in the 
Federal Chamber, is there no neceSSlty 
for saving Bills affecting the Statr~s
legislation afiecting the States l It 
would be much more uecc::sa"y ,_1 E-till 
think that it is mn.~h safer from the 
point of view of th~ Stat.l•s not to bring 
it into one of the Clau:>es. 

11,976. But ionk :.t Sc:ct!on 5:! !
Everything in Seeion 52 is left ut the 
Governor-General's dis~rdion. 

Sir Matwbllai N. Mehta.] But here, 
no discretion is · left P.V<!n to the 
Governor-General. In, Section 52 with
out the previous Co!lscnt or l'!anction of 

· the Governor-General no resolution 
eould be passed or b1•.:mgbt hef,,l·e th~ 
Federal Chamber which would aff«.>ct t-he 
State~. I said there is gu.nter l'eason 
for prohibiting any Bill to b·~ brought 
which would affect the Sta.ttr3. . . 

Sir Hari Singh Gou.r.] But I was 
drawing your attention to Section 52 (b)J 
which prohibits the dist~us~i 'lil (If ttny 
matter. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] I asked 
what is .the objection,. if l'('Solu!.ic,ns. nre 
to be prohibited. to having such pro
hibition against Bills. 

Sir Han Singh Gour.] You are assum• 
ing that only resolutions an<l tiUC::itious 
are prohibited. I go beyo11d it and say 
what is prohibited under Section 52 fs 
the discu~sion of any matters. 

Mr. M. R . .. J ayaker. 

11,977. May I ask the Secretary -of 
State one point which I want to clear 
up in this t•onnection. If yuu will kindly 
turn to No. 18 of the Proposals, and sub
clause (f) : it is : " the protection of the 
rights of any Indian States "· .Am I 
right in thinking ths.t this Clause· in
cludes tr«.>aty rights or that it onlv· in
cl~Ides thos~ rights which you specify 
With gr,,at elaboratio.a. in paragrnph 28 
of the Introduction f I am inclined to 
think it does not inclnde trenty 1·icrlJts 
but only those rights wh1t~h a1·e speci
fied and instances of which Rl'll eiveu in 
paraghpll 28 of the Intruduction. I 
should like to know wheth~r my inter
pretation is right f-1 should like to 
look into this' point of Mr. Jayaker's. 
I r.m rather inclined to agre6 with }tjm, 
hut it depends upon a rather <'areful 
investigation of No. 28. 
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Sir Manubhai N. Mehtn. 

11,973. If the object is to . axelude 
treaty rights frorri the purview of 
Courts, would that not he ::ecured by a 
mere reference to the !}anctity of treaties 
in some kind of Preamble ·or in a Pro
elamation !-It would have the effect 
o.f keeping it outside the Constitution 
.Act, and, if it once gets into the Consti
tution Act, then you will have Courts 
of law interpreting it. I would, thP.Te
fore, say that it is much safer n·om the 
point of view of these treaties in the 
States to keep it out. 
: 11,979.· 'Vould not that d_anger be the . 
t~ame in either cu.se !-No ; if it ia not 
in· the Act, it could not then come in as 
a question: of the interpretation of the 
Act. j . . · 

11,980. But it miy,ht come in as a 
question of the .:. junsdictiou (lf . the 
Court.:~ ?-I :un sptakil~g now not as a 
lawyer, in the presence of some very 

. distinguished lawyers. I !3hot.tld have 
thought there would be much less risk 
if you do not put it into the Act. 

Mr. Zafrulla Kh01n. 

11,981. Secretary of State, may i: draw 
your attention toparagraph 11~, at page 
69, which deals . with the proeedure 
whereby· the validity of legislation n1ay 
be challenged. It . is · divided into two 
parts ; the first part where it h1 proposed 
that a tiine limit-·will be imposed within 

· which the validity of legislation may be 
questioned on certain grounds 7-Y es. 

11,982. That is to say, if the ground 
of objection is that a certain piece of 
legislation has been passed by a Lt-gis
laturc which was not competent. t.l Jlass 
it, but that it was some otller legislature 
in ·India that had power tc. make 
1-~gi;;,lation on the subject, then such a 
challenge must come within a specified 
period ?-Yes. 

. 11,983. I take it· that if a pieee of 
legislation is objected to on the grom1d 
that it is repugnant to the propm;als 
eontained in Section 110, the time limit 
would not apply 7~No ; it wonld 11ot 
apply. 

11,984. Then the subsequent pa-rt ahm 
relates to objections of this k~nd, that 
wherever an objection o"f this kinJ is 
raised, .say. in a Trial Court prorision 
will be made tha~ the .. Court '>houM make 

a .refernce on this question alone to Lhe 
H1gh Court of the Province or, in the 
case of a State, to the High Court c•f 
the StatP. 7-Yes: 

11,985. The suggestion that I make iti 
.~hat these two prorosals should be put 
mto two separate paragraphs. The fir·.;;t 
may stand ns it is, that :t time limit 
F.t-o~J)d bf. imposed which should be opera
tive o?lY providing there was compe
ter.ce m some l~gislature in India to 
1cgislate, b11t the objection is that t.his 
}J~rtieula-r l~islature could uot. 'l'hen 
With~ regard to the second part, my sug
gestiOn would be· that whenever the 
V!lliillty o.f tbe Statute is challenged· in a 
Court of Law there shoul.i be power (it 
do~s 1!-ot . mat.ter what the grounJ of 
OhJechon IS) m tha.t co11rt to Ji:take a 
reference on that point to :he Hia-h 
Court 7-0.ff-.hand those seem to n1e 
~ints th~t are 'Yell worthy of atten
tiOn ; I will e.ertamly look into them. 

~1,986. That is ~Y first sugge::;tion, for 
thi~ reaso?,. that if this paragraph re
mams as It Is then other kind.:~ of chal
l~nge w11ich bring into question the 
val_idi~y of Statutes would have to be 
~dJudicate~ upon by the Trial Conrt 
Itself, leavmg the matter in the ordinary 
course to be dealt with by the High 
Co~rt on appea!, and it is eminently 
desira~le that this kind of proccdnre for 
th:1t ht~hest i~sue .relating to the validity 
of a piece of legislation should at once 
be refe:re~ t.t the High Court in •mler 
to obtam Its final opinion upon it, :u::d 
th~n ~he rest of the matter should be 

· adJu~Icated upon by the Tris.l Court, 
and It should ttpply to all kinch of 
(·hallengc to the validity of Ie~i.;lation. 
I qmte see that it is not advisable to 
apply the time limit to that a.nd there
fore it wo~ld be bett.er tC: :;plit this 
Jn~tter up mto two pat1;s '/- .J will cer
tarnly look c:lrP.fully into that question. 

11,987. Then the next matter I wish 
to refeP- to is again with reference to 
the second }Joint, :.md her£' provisi1m is 
mad~ that reference shall be made t\l 
the High Court ; but I should think tl•at 
ev_en in the case of a refr::rence to the 
1!-Igh_ Court, as the matter will involve 
the mte:rpretation of the Constitution, 
!here ':o~d be an appeal provided from 
.:he opm10n of the High Court to the 
Ft>d_eral Court ?-Yes ; I think that 
agam we mu>;t bok into. It seems a 
nry reasonable proposal. 
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11,9SS • .And if that is so, I am :1lmost 
certain that there would have to be an 
appeal to the Privy Council from th~ 
Fed cml Court 's decision ,_Yes. 

1l ,9~9. In view ~f that, my l':Uggtlstion 
is tLat, of course, a first refererrc~ of 
such a matter, whether arising before a 
State Court, Trial Court or a British 
Subordinate Court, should be to the 
Federal Court ,_I feel some difficulty 
in Eaying yes or no to a very technical 
question of that kind. 

ll,D!JO. I merely make the suggestion ; 
I merely want th8.t view to be on the: 
record and my reason for it, and my 
reason is this : If a reference is m:~.de 
to tht> ProviD(·ial High Court and the 
High Court gives a decision upon it, 
and the parties to that particular liti
gation were either content with that 
decision or unwilling to incur further ex
penditure on an appeal to th~ Federal 
Court, you may have the resu:t that the 
validity of cetrain Statutes is upheld 
in some Provinces and is not upheld or 
is questioned in other Provinl!es, where 
the High Courts of the Provinces ~ay 
''No, this is invalid," and you may haT"e 
a conflict in this matter and the E'cdcral 
Court will be the only Court l-:hose de
cision will apply throughout India. In 
a matter of this kind again it is very, 
very desirable that the final pr,mouuce
mt>nt should be by the Federal Court, 
and it should not be left to private liti
gants to decide whether they shnll or 
shall not take it to the Federal Court, 
and an arrangement be made that a 
reference only upon that point should 
go to the Federal Court. Then, when
ever such a question is raised, the opinion 
of the. Federal Court would be hindinoo 
throughout India afterwards with t·e~ 
gard to that piece of legislation 7-I nm 
much obliged to Mr. Zafrulla Khan for 
his suggestions. We will look into them. 

Arrhbishop of Canterbury. 
·11,991. I presume, Secretary of State, 

these are very important points which 
would come before ns :::or review 1\·hen 
we come again to the question of the 
Courts, which is still, I understand one 
of the subjects upon which von wi~h to 
speak '-Yes ; I think that 'is true. 

l\Ir. Zafrulla Khan. 
11,~92. Now with regard to just or.:.G 

questwn-I scarcely can call it a ques-

ti~n-it is merely a suggestion-as t() 
th1s matter ~£ legislation . slippi~g 
t.hr~:mgh, t~ere J.S only one matter to 
whu·b I Wish to dt·aw your attention 
when you are considering it fut'ther 'in 
prep11ring your Note. Aa I have said; 

. there are two classes of legislation • one 
may be legislation which is ultim.'at"elr 
f~~md to h<' ultra vires altogeth,~r~ 
"Itb regard to that, there cannot- be 
much appreh~nsion, because if it is -al
together ultra vires it can always be 
ehallen~ed in a Court of Law, parti
cularly if it is repugnant to matters 
spt>t Hied in paragraph 110. There is 
n~.Iimit. It can always be challenged. 
'\\ Ith regard to questions of consent 
l?oking .at the c;tuestion from the prac~ 
tical pomt of VIew, there will be many 
e.t~ges :tt which that question will be 
raised and considered ; the :first will be 
i.u tl•e Legislative Department of the 
Province or the Cxavernment of India, 
ns the. casP. may he. The next will be 
this .; It may be that wh·en previous 
consent is required and the matter has 
not bee~ co~sidere~ a~d ~;ubscquEmt 
(:ons«.>nt IS gtven, It will 'be cured. 
Surely when a piece of legislation -is 
before the Le~lature, Provincial or 
Central, and anybody raises the ques
t~on that it requires previous consent 
etthE'r of the Governor or of the Gov..: 
.ernor-General, would it not be the 
duty of the President to go into. the 
mntter and, if ho finds that p1·evious 
ns;::ent is necessary, to stop the further 
progt·css of the measure on that grm~.nd 
th-ere - and then !-Yes ; I think it. 
wonld be so. 

11,993. That is one stage which m 
allnost every case is bound to ftrise
bl·<'ause, whoever is opposed t•> the 
measure, apart from the experts who., 
hav~ looked at it in the Legislative De
pa.rtment, is likely to pay att~~ntion· t() 
this, and if a question is raised the 
Presid1,mt cannot say, '' We necrl not. 
pay attention to that.'' If it secm·es 
the subsequent consent of the Go';"emor
or Governor-General it will be cured. 
If hE\ finds the assent is not there, he
mu.~t 't'b.row it out. I am merely c;ug
gesting that is one of the stage~ throuc•h 
which legislation of that kind has · to 
pass and it is an additional scrutiny 
which has not been so far referre•l to. 
It is not a question and I do not expect.. 
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an answer to it !-1 h·ave taken note of 
1rhat Mr. Mr. Zafrulla Khan has sai.d. 

Sir .Abdu·r Rahim, 

11,994. Secretary of State, ":ith 
reference to paragraph '119, 1 waut to 
he elear with regard to the pn~vi~lls 
consent· which is necessary for any 
legislation regarding coinage and "'ir
rell<';\', or in relation to the management 
of 'currency and exchange. 'Ihe Gov
ernor General has a special responsi
bility regarding the financial :;tability 
at,d credit of India, but, supposing · 
legislation is proposed regarding coin
ag,. and· currency, :fixing, for instance, 
lhf' ratio, which IS not calculated . to 
afft>c~t the :financial stability 9-nd e::edit 
of India, would the Government .-ven in 
sueh ft ease. have to obtnin the consent 
of the Governor-General, and if · so, 
why ?-Yes; for the t·eason I have 
jn;;t stated, that the discussion of cer
tain of these questions may lead to a 
considerable amount of harm. · . -:. 

11,995.- But .you know as regar<ls that 
th~rt> ig a grt>at \.lea~ of opiJ1ion in India 
I'eg~uding the . ratio, for instal).~e. 
Surely you would not b~tr out all · 'dis
cussions ? Supposing the Govel'nor
General thought that the · legislation 
that he propost>d. is nt)t likely to nff~t 
the :financial stability or cretiit of India 
in .any way, why should not there be a 
discussion ?-Supposing he .thought there 
WE're n'> dangerous reactions, he wuuld 
allo'\\' a discussion. . · · 

11.996. But I mean. the Bill itself may 
L-.:.> such that any sue h apprehension is 
prl!c1ufled : 'V ould you preclude discus
sion, apart from the question of financial 
stability . and credit of India, of any 

'legislation regarding coinage and cur
renty '! 'Ve have always felt that it 

·wns necessary to be somewhat precise 
in fl matter of this kind. It has such 
very dangerous reactions. On that -ac
connt, every t~me we have cliscm;!'ed 
these difficult :financial questions, we 
have always said that this w~s one of 
the :financial saft>guards that ,..,.e did 
re2'8rd as essential. That opinion 1_VaS 
helii not only by the Members of , t~e 
Government and by the British Repre
sentatives in these various discus!'lion~, 
lnt it was held by a good :ritany Ind_ian 
representative public men· as well. It 
i.s dt:finitely one of the :financial safe
guards that we do regard. as essential. 

. ~1,997. ~ut is not the special t·espon
Slblht)· Wide tnough 7-No ; '\\"e came 
to . the· . conclusion that it was not. 
After r.ll, in these questions uf hjgh 
~anee, we have to be very cautious, and 
1t was ~~e. considered view of not only 
the pohhc1ans but of busines:i men as 
well that a safeguard of this kind waS' 
Vf:ry essential. 

11,998. Y.le are not dealin.,. with 
paragraphs 125 or 126 now, I a under
stsnd 7-No; I think we wer" going to 
keep them for later. · · 

Mr. llf. R. Jayaker. 

. _11,999. On pamgraph 120, I have one 
thffienlty which I ~hould like the 5eere
tury of State to cleat· up : • 1 Th~ con
s~nt ?f th~ Gov~rnor-General given in 
~1s d1scr~t10~ w11l be rt:quired to the 
mtroduchon m a Provinei'al Le('l'islature 
of legislation on such of the ., taatters 
enumerat~d . in the preceding paragraph 
as are w1thm the competence of a Pl·o
v.incial ~egislature, other than· }('gisla
hon which repeals "-then it is men
tioned. Now, what are these matte1·s 
which are within the cowpetence of the 
·~rovjneial Legislature other than Gov
ernors' Aets~ etc., which are nentioi1ed 
in· paragraph 119. I should have 
thought none of the matters mentil}ned 
in paragraph 119, excepting the GoY
ernor-General 's Ordinance, or a I'cli
gions Bill, are witMn tht: competence of 
the Provincial Legi.slature 7-It. micrht 
be Acts of Parliament. That is ~ue 
CUSI:' that OCCUl'S to me. It might aJso 
be questions connected with criminal 
cases against. Europeans. 

12,000. They will be all Federal ~ub
jects under the list which vou llave 
given. They will be all C~utral. I 
want to know exactly what id intend
edJ-·It might also be cases falling in 

. the collCurrent field ; but I will gladly 
make my answer rather mnre. coHcrete 
in the Note I will circulate. 

12,001. I wanted that to he investi
gatl'll because there is a little doubt 
about it. Then, going· back to para
graph. 119, the words '' I'eligious 
usage '' I am foil ewing upon the argu
ment· that his Grace, the ArehbiRl•op of 
Canterbury; took. You know that deal-· 
ing with two ancient religions like 
Hinduism and Muhammadanism, a m~in
ber cf 1lsages which look like religious 
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usages have come from the past which, 
judged by modern standards of pu'!>lic 
decency, ~ublic morality and public Ja:w, 
an~ undesirable V-Yes. . 

12,002. If you put the words '' l'eli
giou3 usages " it would be difficult to 
get them defined, and I will give :you 
an illustration of what I mean.. Take, 
for instance, the Hindu usage of dedi
cating young girls to temples. It is in 
many parts of the country regarded_ as 
n relif,>ious usage. Modern f entiment 
regard:; it as an immoral usagto. Do 
not you think some saving ought to be 
made in favour of usages _which, al
though religious to certain people, offend 
vwdust modern opinions of decency or 
morality, or publi<: policy, or any of 
those <.'ODSiderations y.....:.-we have found 
r,ome difficulty in being more precise, 
r1nd wh~t we have done is to continue 
th~ exi;;ting words. I will look into ·the 
quPstion again and consult -;vith l\Ir. 
Jayake!' over it, if I may, to see whether 
we <!•Juld be more precise. 'Ve h!J.ve 
f~mnd u difficulty in being more pre-
ClSe. 

12,003. The f~ar which I have, ~nd 
which many other:> share with me is 
this (if you will killdly turn to para
graph 18 which speaks of the spe~ial 

put a. stoppage to the ·introduction . of 
that Bill Y-It is that kind of 1:isk that 
hns made us come down on the side of a 
rather general term like this a tc1'Iil. 
which Mr. Jayaker "\\ill rcme~ber has 
been in existence for a great mai;J.y 
years, and . a term whose application is 
fairly well understood as a result of 
this history. The Governor~General 
will have his discretion as to whether 
to act or not to act in such a case · as 
Mr. Jayaker has put. If he satisfied 
himself that . the ··agitation was a ficti~ 
tious agitation, and that it was got up 
for the express purpose of intimidating 
the Government against some measure of 
social reform, · I imagine that the 
Governor-General would exercise his dis
cretion In allowing the proposals to go_ 
forward. ·· · 

12,005. I have no doubt that is so. I 
was only suggesting whether. you would 
not reconsider the expression " religious 
usage " 7-Yes. . · 

12,006. That is only a suggestion I am 
making 7-I will certainly consider . it 
again, and, if .Mr. Jayaker would send 
us any suggestions, we should be glad; 
I have put to him our difficulties, and I 
have given him our reasons why we have 
used it. 

responsibilities of the Governor-Gene- Marquess of Readin.h,' 
ral) that one of the Gover11:or- ~~ 
Oeneral 's special respon~>ibilities is the 12,007. Is it not in the Royal . PrO.: 
prewntion of any grave menace to _the elamations that· have been issued ·in the 
pt'are and tranquillity of India 7--Yes. past 7 I have a recollection that it is 

12,00!. Supposing a Bill was hef_orc iu one. I only ask· you to bear it in 
t!Jc Legislature requiring the consent of mind 7-Yes, it is a phrase that ha~ been 
the Governor-General under paragraph in existence for more· than 50 years. 
119, and that Bill related to a rel.igious 12,008. I have seen it at various times t · 
usage of the nature I have just men- -I do not know what Lord· Reading 
tioned to you,. and supposing strong- would say, but there is a good deal to 
commotion went up in an orthotlo:x p_ro- be said for continuing" a phra<;e that 
vinee against a Bill which was re;;artl- has been in existence for a considerable 
eel as relating to l'eligious usage, and time, and which people generally under" 
the result of that grave agitation wa::~ , stand. 
that the Governor-General thougp.t Marquess of Reading.] If I may 
there \Yould he grave menace C•l j;be express an opinion I·. would agree with 
peace and tranquillity of India, he may that. 
be inclined to exercise his power tinder 
parah'raph 18 nnd prevent . that . ~ill. ·-~ Archbishop. of Oanterb~r,11. 
In nther words, it would mean tbis, 12,Qd9. On the other hand; we have 
tLat thl~ stronger the agitation tending had a great deaL of evidence that it 
to create the appearance of ~l m~Jnace was the use of these large terms·· whieh,· 
to peace und tranquillity, the . greater in point of fact, has given great hesi
the chance of success of the orth0dux tation ·to Governments under the pre
<•nmmnnity succeeding, under paragraph sent regime from facing the necessity of 
18, in inducing the Governor-General to some of these reforms ~-Yes ; we must; 

Ll09RO . 
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take all those issues into account. As 
~.say, ')Ve have not ignored them. We 
have thought on the. whole it was better 
~o use this phrase, but, <:tbviously, it is 
I:L, matter for discussiollt 

Sir .Abdur ·Rahim. 

12,010. May I make one suggestion 'f 
-:-Yes, please. 

. Sir .Abdur Rahim.] I suggest " having 
tht force of . law " ; suppose· y~ni sub
stitute that, and narrow ·it 'f . · ' 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] I am afraid it 
will not help us at all, because under 
Hindu law all usages embodied in the 
.Shastra have the force of law. · · 
· Sir .Abdur· Rahim,] ·Th~ dedication of 
girls to ·the Temple is not recognised by 
'law f ·· · · 

·~· Sir· Hari Singh Gour:] Acco!ding to 
Hmdu law c~stom is ~~e 1ran~cendent 
law.· .. ' .... ;._, '-· 

:~- Margvess of ·Reading. 

~ ·12,0i1 •. ·It sho~~. at . p~~e the diffi~ulty 
you-.get· into by the discussion between 
these . two . gentlemen f7 We .will- take· it 
lnto a~~o~t, Sir Abdu:r. : . , · 

Mr. M: R. Jayaker.] The possible 
. solution lies .. in . appending words like 

"contrary- to public morality or public 
decency," or some .such expression~ That 
is: a suggestion . which occurs' to me.. . 
: . M~. · Zafruiza·'Kl}an.] I .. a~· afraid 
expressions like · " contrary to .P~blic 
decency land public morality '' are as. 
difficult· of interpretatioh. · They ' ·are 
oound to cause trouble because: they have 
got to :be: .interpreted. · 

· .. Mr . . M. R. Jayaker. · 

12;012. With :tegard to the. other point, 
:tiamely, the· consent of the- Governor
General with' regard to coinage and 
currency, you are aware, Sir Samuel 
Hoare,·· that. at the firSt· Round Table 
Conference Indian opinion was contrary 
to the reservation of ·this. right . to the 
Governor-Ge:rierat ·May I read· in that 
eonriection • · a ·short· stafement iri · the 
Report of the Round Table Conference; 
page :.14 . of the copies supplied to us, 
wher-e .it was stated (I am speaking of. 
the ; very first opportunity we had· of 
exp~ssing ·an opinion) : "Upon the 
question of fuiance, Indian . opinion was 

that even the-safeguards set out in the 
Report went too far, especially those 
gi,·ing special · powers to the Governor
Gtneral.'' You are · aware of that, that 
Indian sentiment as it has expressed 
it~elf there is strongly against the reten
tion of this power in the hands of the 
Governor-General by way of giving .prior 
sanction to the Bill f-I would certainly 
~OTee that there is a strong body of 
opinion in India against this safeguard. 
w· e took it very carefully into account 
in our subsequent discussions, but we did 
definitely come to the conclusion that in 
the very difficult financial conditions 
that have arisen since the first discussion. 
and with which it looks , as if we shall 
be faeed for some years to come, it was 
an essential condition. 

12,013. Then do you think there is any 
necessity for giving this power to the 
Governor-General, namely, sanction to . 
any legislation relating to coinage and 
currency even after the R~serve Bank 
is . established, having regard to the fact 
that you are making the Reserve Bank 
free from political influence, and, having 
further regard to the fact that legislation 
dealing with the Reserve Bank would 
require the Governor-General's previous 
sunction ? I should have thoug-ht yon 
would ·have made the Reserve Bank 
strongly ·entrenched from discussion and 
alteration by the public. Do you think 
thf'r~ is any n~cessity for continuing this 
power in the bands of the Governor
General after the establishment and 
working of such a bank f-Yes .; we feel 
that it is really essential, and .a comple:
mentary safeguard. You might have the 
operations of the Reserve Bank gravelv 
f'ompromised by discussioJls of this ~in?· 
Take, for instance, the case that Is In 

eH•ryone's mind, the case of the rupee 
ratio. You might ~ery well have ~he 
fou.ndations of the Reserve Bank bemg 
shaken .by political agitation on tb~ sub
ject, _and, particularly in the dlf'fi~ult 
early years when it was gradnally gettmg 
itself started. 

12,014. There is no time limit to the 
powers given ~ paragra~h 119 ?-Th~re 
is no time limit, nor, mdeed, I thmk 
can there be a time limit given, but no 
doubt if things work well, and there is 
no need for the Governor-General to 
exercise a veto of this kind, discussions 
in course of time will take pl~~~· 
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12,015. The reason why I am pressln:g 
this point, Mr. .secretary of st.ate, .IS 
this, that there IS a strong feehng m 
India that there is an intimate connec
tion between the development of 
industries and agriculture, and the 
regulation of the currency, and, as you 
hnve transferred to the popular 
:Minister's hands the Department · of 
industry and agriculture, those two 
Departments are so inseparably inter
connected that no Minister· can make 
much progress · in industry and agri
culture unless he has the power of 
regulating the currency of the country, 
and, as you have transferred one, it 
would not be wrong to transfer the other. 
That is the only reason I am driving the 
point 7-I do not object to Mr. Jayaker 
pre.c;;sing the point. It is a very 
important point, and this has not gone 
by default. Although we realise that 
the points he has just made are very 
strong you have to consider the whole 
position. You have to consider the 
1Vhole future of Indian credit. You have 
to consider (and this is an integral part 
of the encouragement of industry to 
which he has just alluded) a problem 
which is very urgent for India, namely, 
tlH· problem of getting new capital. It 
has always appeared to me, the more. 
closely I have considered financial ques
tions in India, that the great need of 
India in the future is capital, and it 
looks to me as if for many years to come' 
the chief source . of capital will continue 
to be London. l hope very much that 
the Indian capital will continue to be 
forthcoming, but, I believe, that for 
th£>se gr£>at snms in the future it will 
be to the London market that future 
GovernmPnts of India· will look, and, 
tnking those very important considera-: 
ti'ons into account, we have felt that it 
was quite essential to put the credit of 
India above any kind of suspicion, and, 
in oraer to achieve that object, we did 
fffl that these safeguards were. neces-: 
~ary. 

~ 12,016. But you will have a double 
prot.Pction, if you will allow me to pur
suo the point, by one more question, you 
hnve mane the financial stability . and 
credit of India a sperial re5ponsibilitv of 
th•! Governor-General. You have ·now 
brought the proposal of a Reserve Bank 
whirh is free from political :influence. 
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No alteration can be made by the LegiS:. 
lature in the Reserve Bank which 
administers currency and coinage. I 
should have thought these two would 
have been enough protection ;for any 
person who wants to send capital out to 
India 7-The trouble is (I have said this 
before) that :financial people are very 
conservative, and .it was made very clear 
to me that this was a safeguard to which 
they do attach a very great importance, 
quite apart from politics, and, .on that 
account; I feel that, chiefly in the 
interests of · India, it is necessary to 
maintain it. 

Sir Abdur Bahim: . 

12,017. May I just il\tervene 1 There 
are other countries which are not linked 
to Sterling which d~ resort to London 
very largely for credit ?-That is so, 
certainly, but these things have grown 
up, Sir Abdu:t Rahim, as a result of 
experience over a grea~ many years, and, 
believe me, the money market of t!:J.e 
world, and the money market 9f London, 
as the greatest money . market in th~ 
world, is a very conservative institution, 
and it is much wiser at the outset tQ 
take. thes~ safeguards, and to ensure by 
that means, as I believe we shall ensure 
it, the future credit and stability of the 
country. · 

Lord Eustace Percy . .. 
12,018~ Surely this particular safe~ 

guard which we arP. discussing now is in 
practice only' a safeguard preventing the . 
introduction of ·private Bills or privat~ 
members re~olutions ?-Exactly. ·. 

12,019. And Mr. Jayaker would agr~e 
that no good pltrpose is likely to be 
served by the introduction of privat~ 
Bills or Private Members Resolutions. 
· Marquess of Beading.]· Why does. it 

apply only to private Bills and . Private 
Memhf'rs resolutions f A. (!overnmen~ 
Bill would require the Governor General'EJ 
previous sanction. · 

· Mr. llf. R. J"ayaker.. 

12,020. I do not know whether the 
Secret~ry of State admits the interpre
tation of; Lord Eustace Percy that para
graph 119 relates only to Private Bills ~ 
-I think it covers all Bills, but in. actual 
practice, I suppose,. it. would be applied 
to Private Bills in . this financial re~ard; . 

a2 
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for this rea.Son, that if the Govei-nment 
wished to introduce a Bill of this kind 
it would either be with the Governor· 
General's approval, or it would not. If 
it. was. with the Governor-General's 
approval obviously no such. controve~sy 
as he suO'O'ests arises. If it was not w1th 
the . Go;:rnor-General's approval, be 
could intervene_ in th~ interests of the 
credit and stability of India. 

12 021. That would not entitle him to 
prev~nt. the Bill from being considered, 
because he coiud then only act under 
Section 18, under his special · nisponsi
bilities 7-Y es, but he could so· act. There 
he could oveiTUle his Ministers as a part 
of .his special- responsibilities. 

Sir Abdur Rahim.] It is. a treble safe
guard .. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

achieved by the power of veto-the sub. 
l:iequeut ·power of veto which the Viceroy 
and the Governors have got ; so, from 
that point· of view, there is really not 
much to be gained by these provisions. 
I mean although the Viceroy may give 
his previous sanction he is not thereby 
b~und to adopt the Bill when it is 
:finally passed ; he has the power of veto. 
So, from that point of view, there is not 
much to be gained by the rules of pre· 
vious sanction,. which could not ulti· 
matcly be gained by the power of veto 7 
-I am not sure that I should agree 
with Dr. Ambedkar. The veto is a 
i'anction of a somewhat different kind. 
It seems to me it is a bigger and more 
serious sanction. It comes after the 
Legislature has formally pledged itself 
to certain proposals ; I think therefore 
it is a more serious sanction. · 

12,026. Apart from all that, so far as 
12,022. Is it pertinent to point out, the main object is to prevent anything · 

Mr. Secretary of State, that while. what affecting adversely the special responsi
you say would. effect legislation under bilities of the Viceroy, the veto is an 
paragraph 119 there is nothing there to effective measure f-I was just coming to 
prevent discussion by way of resolution, that second consideration. The veto has 
so 'that the ventilation of public opinion a long histOry behind it, and. judged by 
on ·any· of these matters, even the <J!leS- British experience· generally, the ~eto be~ 
tion ·of currency, would be secured 7- comes more and more in course of time 
Yes, .!J1it, your Grace, under paragraph something in the nature .of a Constitu~ 
52 he h_as general_ powers. tiorial formality. 

12,023. Xes, but apart from para-' 12,021: But what I wanted to say was 
g;aph 52', :par~~aph. 119 dea~s excl~- this. So far as I am able to judge the 
s1~~ly not With discusSion but With legis- .only distinction that one could draw be
!a"lOn. . ~~ay I ~e sure abo1;1t that. T~at · tween the. effect. of a previous sanction 
I& so, IS It not, apart from the.se spe~Ial rule and ultimate veto is that the one, 
powers- the Governor has ther~ 18. nothing namely, the previous sanction, prevents 

'there to prevent ~yone brmgmg for- discussion, while the veto does not. Is 
ward . any· resolution on these matters, that not flO ?-:-It is a. difference. 
~nd having t?em disc'!lssed 'f-~es, that .12,028. That is a ·.difference. Now; 
IS. so. There Is a considerable difference, h t I t t · t t t Sir 
your Grace will :see, between a resolution ~ a 1· wH 0 ;P0~hi ouS 0

1 
yo.~, dis 

and a comparatively academic discussion, am~e . tooarbe, IS . st :d burceayusei 
1
-t 

18
• • 

· 1 · t d ti f Bill · CUSSion IS e · preven e e 
· and the actua. m .ro uc on ° a m . going to attack the special responsibility 
matters of this ~d. . . of the Viceroy, you will bear in mind 
. ~,024. Yes ; still r~soJu.hon~ B;Dd dis- that this previous sanction rule certainly 
cuss1ons may affect le.gislatton md1rectly 7 cannot operate to prevent discussion, 
-They may. J udgmg from the House either in the Press or on the public 
of Commons they often do not. platform outside the legislature, and 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] I hope cannot even prevent a public demonstra
that will not be so in the present case. tion on an iss1ie that w9uld legitimately 

· be brought under a previous sanction 
Dr. B .. R. Ambedkar. rule, so· the only thing really that would 

· 12,025. I want to ask one question, Sir happen · · under this is that whi1e the 
Samuel, on these provisions in general. publie. and the Press may be free to 
The ultimate purpose of these previous agitate and to demonstrate on a matter 
Mn.ction -rules would also of course be covered by the previous sanction rule, 
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the only body t1at would be muzzled 
would be the Legislature 7-That is one 
way of putting it ; it is Dr. Ambedkar's 
way of putting it. 

12,0~9. Is it not a fair way of putting 
it 1 Surely the Viceroy's previous sanc
tion powers are not going to be so widely 
€:Xtew.led in their operation as to cover 
the prevention of any discussion of a 
matter subject to previous sanction, 
either in the Press or in public meet
ings, or au~·wlwre else !-I think there 
certainly will he discussion of that kind. 
None the les:;, I do think there is a 
dillrrence betwren discussion in the Legis
lature and the comparatively irrespon
siLle discu..;;sion outside. Secondly, this 
Sanetion of the previous consent has been 
in operation for some time and it was 
aceeptcd generally as a Part of the New 
Constitution at eae:h of the Hound Table 
Conferences 7 Thirdly, if Dr. Ambedkar 
will look at the categories set out in 
paragraph 119 he will see that for each 
of thrm there is a considerable demand 
for some kind of special precautions. 
For instance, if he will take the question 
of religious rig-hts and usages : There he 
must Iiave noticed the very strong feel
ing that certain sections of the orthodox 
Hindus have upon the subject. He does · 
not agree with them ; he thinks they are 
all wrong. At the same time, they do 
hold tlwse viewR very strongly, and they 
would like queRt.ions of that kind ex
cluded from the Indian L€gislature alto
getlJer. Now, we have attempted tq 
adopt a midway attitude between the two 
points of view and so on. With each of 
thoc:e catPgori<>s I could make a similar 
oefence, that there is a considerable 
body of opinion nsking for some special. 
prrl'autions in these directions. 

1~,030. '\\hat I was trying to drive at 
was this, that while a number of the 
L<>g-islative Council and a munbel' of the· 
Lf'gi~lnti,·e A<:sembly may be free to dis
cuss thesp matters outside in public, they 
will not be frPe to discuss them when 
they come insifte the Legislative House. 
That is the onlv difference you are mak
in!!' by this p~evions sanction rule ,_ 
Thf'y c~n haYe 1·esolutions, but that is 
suhRtantiallv the case. 

12,031. Now I just want to make one 
sug-g-pstion with regard to the point 
rai~ed hy ~[r .• Tayaker reg-arding the use 
of the expression "religion and re-

ligious usages", because ithat is a thing 
in which I am so vitally conceme<L I 
am just making · the suggestion whether 
it would not be sufficient to use the ex
pression " articles of faith " rather t~an 
the phrase " religion and . religious 
usages" ?-I would have thought that 
articles of faith would have occasioned 
almost the same kind of controversy~. · 

Sir Hari Singh· Gour. 
i·__ c 

12,032 .. , More so 7-And the trouble of 
a new phrase of that sort I would have 
thqught would have coneentrated ·upon 
it more varieties of interpretation even 
than the old phrase. 

Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar. 

12,033. I suggest that as far as pos
sible the word '' usage " ought· ·to:.. be 
avoided ?-I will take note of what· Dr. 
Ambedkar has said. 

~ - - . ~ . ; 
Sir Pliiroze Sethna. > • ,., • 

. 12,034. May I be · allow~d tO . put: just 
one question to the Secretary of State ! 
Are we to conclude, Secretary· of State,: 
from your replies to Mr. Jaya.ker that 
the London market· has the last say in 
the matter of ratio '/-No, certl(jnly no~. 

12,035. I may remind · you that in .the 
course of the discussions on the ·Reserve 
Bank, India was in favour of a fresh 
inquiry, if not _immediately, within a 
reasonable .time 7-Yes. 

12,036. l\Iay we know if such an in-· 
quiry will be made 7-I could not possibly · 
in the middle of a discussion about the 
relations between eertain>.subjects and lhe 
Legislatme, embark upon a discussion 
abont · the Reserve Bank, and one of the 
proposals that emerged from a very ex
pert inquiry that took place in the 
summer. 

12,037. I put the question because; I 
understood you to say that the views of 
the City here had to be considered beeause 
otherwise capital would not be sent out 
to In~a, and India needs more. capital f 
-What I did say was that India needed 
more capital, and it would be a great 
mistake to disturb the views of the place 
from which I hope they will receive large 
~;:ums of capital in the future ; but I have 
never suggested for a moment. that the 
.City or any body of financiers have any 
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.kind of veto upon the Government pro
posals. These proposals are niade upon 
their merits, political and financial. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 
12,038. There is only' one question I 

wish to ask. You have. explained, Sir 
Samuel Hoare, the difficulty of being pr~ 
cise with regard to the · field in which the 
Governor-General's previous sanction will 
'be required, but will paragraphs 119 and. 
l20 be wide enough to prevent any Bills 
being introduced . regarding amending the 
Indian Police Act of 1861 or the Local 
Police Acts, without the prior sanction of 
the Governor and Governor-General·7-
It is not one of the categories here speci
fically excluded under paragraph 119. 

12,039. I. did realise· that, but I was 
wishing to put the view that perhaps if 
it were excluded it would give greater 
confidence to the police and their per
sonnel if they knew that no Bills could 

. be introduced affecting the present posi
tion of the police without the prior 
sanction of the Governor-General or the 
Governors 7-Yes. At present it is not 
included. · 

1\farquess of Salisbury. 
· . 12,040. The Secretary of State will re
member that one of the matters which was 
urged upon us, I think, by the police 
witnesses, was that the -Act of 1861 
should be ' sacrosanct from being upset 
;exc~pt by the Imperial Parliament 7-
Yes. · One of the difficulties that I think 
Lord Salisbury will realise. when he 
looks at the Act of 1861 is that it. does 
not _appear to me it would provide the 
kind of protection for which they were 
asking. I have not got the Act here, 
bnt so far as I remember it is a very 
short A~t merely saying that certain ad
;IDinistration should have certain respon-
.sibilities. · . · -

12,041. The Secretary of State is quite 
:right. What is important under the Act 
is the regulations which are made under 
it ?-Yes. Then if you come to regula
tions, as I· think I said earlier in our 
.discussions, . the regulations amount to 
volumes and volumes of detail, so!I).e of 
it of great importance, some of it no 
doubt of administrative importance, but 
not of the .kind. of importance that the 
Committee I think have- in mi:tid when 
they are now asking me this question. 

Sir H.uberl Carr. 

~2,042. There is only one other field 
wh_ich has been brought up as requiring 
pnor assent, and that was brouooht up 
by the Associated Chambers of Co~merce 
of .India in connection with certain legis
lation, and I see that also comes up this 
afternoon, so I will not press the matter 
:here, but I would like to he sure that 
paragr~phs 119 and 120 are not ex
haustive of the subjects which will re
quire prior assent 7-They are exhaus
tive as the proposals stand now. 

12,043. Then it will be up to the wit
nesses and others to try and make their 
point before the CoiDjmittce as to the 
necessity for enlarging that field. Is 
that so 7-Certainly. None of these pro
posals is final until the Joint Select 
Committee has made . its report and Par
liament has legislated ; and no doubt 
there will be people who will ask for 
additions to this list ; there will be 
people who will ask for subtractions from 
it. Nothing is final until the Act of 
Parliament is operating. 

Sir Austen Chamberlai~. 
12~044. Secretary of State, I want to 

nsk if you can supply us with some- in
formation, hut I am not sure whether 
my request is a practicable one. Under 
the present Government of India Act a 
~aw made by any authority in British 
InJia or any provision which is repug
nant to an Act of Parliament is invalid f 
-Yes. 

12,045. Under the White Paper ~ pro
posals, provided that the assent of the 
Viceroy has been properly obtained, 
sueh a law would not he invalid unless it 
came nnder the express prohibitions in 
No. 110 ?-That is so. 

12,046. Would it be possible for you 
to give us in any form, some idea of the 
scope of the legislation which, under the 
existing Government of India Act, is 
outside the purview of the Legislature, 
and which will be placed within its pur
view subject to the assent of the 
Governor-General by the new proposals 'l 
-Yes, I think I could certainly do so .. 

12,047. I should be much obliged if 
you could, because unless one knows how 
far the present Indian law is dependent 
upon British Acts of Parliament, one 
does not know what is transferred 7-Yes. 
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I did propose in this note to which I 
alluded earlier in the morning that I 
would include at any rate an illustrative 
li::;t ewn though it may not be complete. 

Lord Raukeillour. 

12.04S. Is it not proposed to put any
thin~ into the Constitution Act with re
l!:ml to the Federal Reserve Bank Y. Is 
it propw;(•d to lf.'gis!ate separately for 
that Y-What is happening with the Re
serve Bank is this. There was this very 
cowprl'lwnsive and expert inquiry into 
the que;..tion in the summ<'r. Previous 
lf•!fi;..Jntion of the kind has taken place 
iu the lt:dian Assembly, and the arrange
ment has beeu that a Bill would in due 
course be introduced in the Indian 
.Assembly and that Bill would pass 
thmugh the Indian Assembly if the 
Indian Assembly is ready to pass it. 
So111p rC'ference will certainly be needed 
to the Bill in this Constitution Act. 

12,049. That may' bring it under 110 f 
-Lt>t me just be rlear about that. No, 
it will not bring it under .110 ; .it will 
bring it under 119 ; but except as other
wi;.:<> PnrliamC"nt may determine, only 
the Impt•rial Parliament would be s.ble 
to altPr the proposals. 

] 2,0.'50. If the reference in the Consti-. 
tutitm .Act confim1s the provisions of the 
existing Governnwnt of India Act, that 
would make it part of the constitution, 
would it not Y~It would become a part 
of the constitution-to this extent, that 
a rdt>r<'ncc of some kind would be made 
to it in the constitution that would en
sure the proposals of the Indian Reserve 
Bank .Act only bC"ing alterable with the 
npproYal of the Imperial Parliament. 

1~,051. Then for our purposes it would 
bring it lmder 110 Y-I think it would, 
but I would like to look a little further 
into it. 

12,052. It rends here as if it were 
not in the constitution. So do one or 
hYo other things for that matter Y~I 
shonld like just to consider the matter. 
lt is rather a peculiar position. 

Earl of Lytton. 

12,053. One final question of the 
SPrrPtnrv of State. Sir Hubert Carr 
has mentioned a number of matters not 
at presPnt eovered by these clauses but 
whieh in evidence it has been suggested 

should be brought ·within their scope. 
!May I remind the Secretary of State ·of 
one other class which was referred to 
in · evidence before · us · and it has not 
b~en mentione~ . to-day,. namely, the 
rights and poS1t~ons of certain classes 
of land owners. The Secretary of State 
will remember that there are classes of · 
]~nd owners in India having special 
rights, such as the Talukdars of Oudh 
~d IJ?-amdars of Bombay, who have defi.
mte rights and established positions. In 
a~dition,_ there. are people in the. pro
vmce wtth whtch . I was connected . in 
Bengal who claim, not indeed a right, 
but something which is akin to a right 
under the permanent settlement in that 
province. I am not, of course, sugges'i;
ing that the Legislature should be de
barred from legislating on these sub
jects, but · I will ask the Secretary of 
State to consider whether it m;ty nqt 
be desirable to include among the sub .. 
j<>ets requiring special sanction before 
legislation is introduced, the :position uf 
the:::e land owners to which I have re
ferred and which was brought before us 
in · the evidence ·of ' one of our sub
committees, I think '-Lord Lytton has 
rru.sed a question that has been in my 
own mind for some time and parti\;.A.
larly after the evidence. that was given 
to the Committee in the summer. It 
.seems to me that there is a strong case 
to be made for some kind of precaution 
in the. type of case that be has just 
mentioned. What impressed itself upon 
m~r. mind was this : that many of the 
cases that were brought to our atten
tion were definite obligations undertaken 
by the Government of the day ; some
times as rewards for public services ; in 
other cases as a continuation of reli· 
gious f:.'Tants that had been in existence 
under Governments before the time of 
the British Government. In cases of 
that kind I should have thought that 
there would be a considerable measure 
of support, both in India and in thil! 
country, for some· such special pre.;. 
caution being applicable, such as the 
precaution of the prior sanction men..: 
tionea 'dn paragraph 119.. A more diffi .... 
<'Ult question arises when you come to a 
big and comprehensive settle1nent like 
the permanent settlement, touching, a.s 
Lord Lytton knows better than anyone 
else, almost every corner of the life of 
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a province. Now there again there is · 
no doubt I suppose in anybody's mind 
that it came about as the result of a 
bargain between the Indians and our
selves, · and there again some kind of 
prec_aution might be juStifiable. Upon 
both those questions I would very much 
like the advice of the Committoo. I 
own myself I am impressed by the case 
that was made in the summer and by· 
the need for some such precaution ·as 
that proposed in paragraph ll9 .. 

· Earl- of Lytton.] I am very much 
obliged to the Secretary of State. Of 
course, it will be a matter for discus
sion later on. I · thought it well to 
mention it as one of the subjects about 
which disc~sion might be brought up. 

Sir E[ari Singh Gour. 

Lord Rankeillour that after the Re
serve Bank Bill is pased by the Indian 
Legislature, any amendment of that Bill 
would be with the concurrence of tho 
Imperial Parliament or that no amend
ment could be made by the Indian Legis
lature except with the consent of Par
liament f-The position is rather a com
plicated one. It is this, in a sentence . 
or two : Here we are asking the Indian 
Legislature by its own legislation to 
carry out arrangements that we say are 
essential for bringing the constitution 
into being. Obviously if that arange
ment is to take effect, it cannot be pos
sible for the Indian Legislature at some 
future time to alter the conditions with
out which the constitution would not 
have come into operation without the 
previous assent. 

Chairman.] I propose to adjourn now 
a12,054. There is just one question I to half-past two o'clock, at which time 

wanted to ask the Secretary of State. we take tlie representatives of the 
Did I ·understand the Secretary of State Association of British' Chambers of Com
to imply in ~swer to a question by merce--Memorandum No. 74. 

(The Witnesses are directetl to withdraw.) 

(After a. short ad;jourrvment.) 

Mr. lJforgar/ Jones.] My Lord Chair
man, before you call .the witnesses, I 

. would like _to ?aise one point. . Before 
~he . adjournment to-day a question was 
addressed by Lord Lytton to the Secre
tary of State for India to which he gave 
~. long rep~y. I had intended raising a 

point of order ansmg from those two 
questions, but I see the Secretary of 
State is not present, and I therefore 
give notice that I will raise it when 
the_Secretary of State returns. 

Chairman.] That is quite understood. 

lOth October 1933. 

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
Marquess of Linlithgow. 
Marquess of Reading. 
Earl of Derby. · 
Earl of Lytton. 
Earl Peel. 
Lord Middleton. 
Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irw-in. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

Present : 

Mr. Butler. 
".Major Cadogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
~fr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph N all. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford. · 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
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The following Indian Delegates were also present :

INDIAN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. . Mr. Y. Thombare. 
Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

BRITISH INDUN REPRESENTATIVES. 

Ilis Highness the Aga Khan. lfr. N. M. Joshi. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Lieut.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. 1\I. R .• Jayaker. · 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The MARQUESS of LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

The Right lion. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.li.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G:C.I.E., Sir FrNDLATER STEwART, K..C.B., J{.e.I.E., C.S.I., 

are further examined as follows : . I m (" ··: I" 

1\fi.. ltforgan Jones.] My Lord Chair- consider whether a precaution could not 
man, last Thursday, you will remember, be exercised in respect of definitely 
I notified you that I intended to rajse a Indian interests. I ought, in fairness to 
point of order on the return of the Sec- Lord Lytton, to say, my Lord Chairman, 
retary of State to the witness chair .. I tl1at he said of course that he did not 
am obliged to you, my Lord Chairman, · suggest that the Legislature should be 
for having allowed me to postpone the <lebarred from.legislating on these sub
question, but I think I ought to apolo- jects: but I do not think I am doing 
gise to the Secretary of State for not an injustice to the question of Lord 
having raised it the very moment that he . Lytton when I suggest that he did in<licate 
gave his answer to which I referred, but that he simself as a Member of the · 
I quite hon<>stly believed that he was Committee had arrived at a conclusion 
coming back in the afternoon and I upon this matter and was expressing his 
should be able to raise it then. The conclusion through the medium of 
question which I wish to raise is on the the question which he was addressing 
answer to question 12,053. The Com- to the Secretary of State. Not only 
mith'e will remember that Lord Lytton, that, my Lord Chairman, but the 
right at the end of the morning session, Secretary of State himself, whose po$i
addressed a question to the Secretary of tion, I am quite sure, is clear to every
State in regard to certain classes of land ·body, is a very difficult one, being a 
owners and the purport of his question witness and a Member of the Com
was that he hoped that the Secretary of . mittee, and I readily sympathise with 
State would consider whether he might him in that matter-the Secretary of 
not reserve those classes of land owners State himself in his reply also indicated, 
as being a· fit subject for precaution. not in set terms but by implication, that 
under par11oooraph 119. J.Iy Lord Chair- he too had arrived at a fulal conclusion 
man, if you will allow me,· I would like on the matter. May I ·quote the 
to say one word as to why I attach sentences that are relevant from Lord 
importance to this point before I put it Lytton's question : "I a~ not, of 
formally to you. I can quite understand course, suggesting that the Legislature 
(even though I, my Lord, may not agree) should\ l>e debarred from legislating on 
the Secretary of State being invited to these subjects, but I . will ask the Secre
consider necessary precautions with re- . tary of State to consider whether it may 
gard to Police and so on, where British not be desirable to include among the 
interests and British intere..c;ts alone are subjects requiring special sanction before· 
concern<>d, hut, on this occasion, Lord legislation is introduced, the position of 
Lytton invited' the Secretary of State to the land owners to which I have referred 
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an_d which wer~ brought before us in the 
eVIdence of one of our Sub-Committees, 
I think." Now, the answer of the Secre,;; 
tary of State is-:-I will no~ . quote the 
whole of it but the part that is relevant : 
"' It seems to me that there is a strong 
case to be mad'e for some kind of pre- · 
caution in the type of case that he has 
just mentioned." Then, he later on said 
this : " A .more difficult question arises 
whe~ you come to ~ big and compre
hensive settlement like the permanent 
settlement, touching, as Lord Lytton 
knows better than anyone else, almost 
every corner of the life of a Province. 
Now, there again there is no doubt I . . ' suppose, m anybody's mind that it 
came about as the result of a bargain 
between the. Indians and ourselves, and 
there. again some kind. of precaution 
migh·t be justifiable." . Now it is ; quite 
true that both gentlemen clearly admitted 
that the Committee would have to con
sider this later, but my submission to 

. you, my Lord Chairman, is that it is a 
little desirable, seeing that all of us have 
been specially enjoined not to discuss the 
merits of these questions outside these 

. doors,. that ju~ent should not be given 
at thiS early stage upon an · important 
body of evidence like that which was 
given on behalf of landowners some time 
ago. If some Members of the Committee 
are· to be free to express opinions from 
one body of evidence, then I submit they 
a.re all equally free, and it is 8.n im
portant point for this reason ! That no 
one will deny; I think, that the ques
tion of permanent settlement is a most 
important question in the future decision 
as regards Provincial self-government in 
many parts of India. I merely a.Sk, my · 
Lord Chairman, that you from the Chair 
will make it qujte clear that this ques
tion is not yet finally settled or decided 
upon by this Committee, and that not 
one of us is. entitled to ju;d'ge the issue 
at this early stage. I hope both gentle;. 
men will forgive me for raising the point. 
I think it is a matter of importance. 

Chairman.] I am much obliged to 'the 
Honourable Member for having given me 
private notice of his intention to rai£e 
this point.. The matter of a breach ef 
rule o:r: of Parliamentary . usage. does not 
appear to me to arise. The Right 
Honourable Gentleman in the witne~ 
chair in' his capacity as Secretary of 

State for India tells us that he has takett 
cognizance of eel-tam published proceed
ings of· this Committee in their bearing 
upon a . particular issue, and has made 
plain to us that as the Minister respon
sible he has been impressed by the argu
ments adduced. Like my Honourable 
Friend I should deplore any suggestion 
that the opinions of thre Joint Select 
Committee upon matters within our 
remit have been prematurely formed!, 
but I find no word of that kind in Sir 
Samuel Hoare's. answer to Lord Lytton. 
Indeed, he indicates that upon both 
points at issue he is prepared to await 
the advice of the .Committee. With re
gard to the raising of this question by 

·Lord Lytton, if I understand! Mr. Morgan 
Jones aright, his view is that Lord 
Lytton would have been better advised 
not to have asked the Secretary of State 
whether evidence adduced before a Sub
·Coo:nmittee · had been considered 'by 'him 
~dl whether he had been impressed by · 
that evidence. Is that not Mr. Morgan 
Jones' point 'f 

Mr. Morgan Jones.] My simple objec
tion is to the implied decision which 
Lord Lytton raised and to which he gave 
expression. 

Chairman.] Mr. Morgan Jones, of 
course, will realise that Lord Lytton as 
a Member of this Committee was draw
ing the attention of the Secretary of 
State in the witness chair to this matter, 
and was doing no more than any Mem
ber of the Committee does when he draws 
the attention of a witness before the 
Committee to the evidence given by a 
witness who. has already appeared. I, 
therefore, (lecide that no breach of rule 
and no question of any breach of Parlia
mentary usage arise. 
. Witness (Sir Samuel Hoare).] My Lord 

Chairman, may I add one observation to 
the ruling that you have just given 7 I. 
would rather, if I may, not leave it. 
simply upon the basis of the ruling of. 
the Chairman upon a question of rules, 
though there, of course, we accept your· 
ruling, I am sure, unreservedly ; but, I 
would assure Mr. Morgan Jones, as one 
Member of the Committee to another 
l\fember of the Committee, that the last 

·thing in the world that I wished to do 
was to· imply that my mind had been· 
irrevocably made up upon any of these 
great issue:S. Indeed, he will see in the 
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Hubert Carr brought to our notice a 
number of other questions which ·he con
sidered might be included. It was in 
that connection· that I :recalled to the 
Secretary of State's attention the fact 
that there were. so many questions deal
iri.g with land owners' interests which 
also raised acute controversy in India, 
-and, Without expressing any opinion as 
to whether they should be maidce the sub
ject of previous sanction or not, I men~ 
tioned to the Secretary of State a 
category of questions which I thought 
might also be considered, but I ·specifically 
stated that all this would be the subject 
of discussion later on. I only raised it 
at this point so as to justify a discussion 
which might fgllow when we· reach that 
stage. · .. · 

actual answer that I gave him, I say 
specifically that upon both these questions 
I wouW! very much like the views of 
the Committee. I think he will also find 
that I dealt with this question just as 
I have dealt with a number of other 
questions. Indeed, earlier in the week, 
.I was asked by one of the Indian dele
gates whether I was dealing only with 
the proposals in the White Paper or 
whether I was also taking. into account 
the evidene that had been given. · I 
gave him the obvious answer that I was 
dealing with both. The answer I gave 
to Mr. 1\Iorgan Jones was in exactly the 
same category. I can assure him that 
there was no intention either on my own 
part or with a view to influencing the 
Committee to imply that a. decision had 
been taken. 

Earl of Lytton.] May I add a word: 
my Lord Cbairman Y 

1\Ir. Morgan Jones.] May I say, my 
Lord Chairman, that I am very much 
obliged to both the Honourable Gentle

Chairman.] If you please. men for their kindness in replying to me 
Earl of Lytton.] If I understand Mr. so generously. I hope it may be taken 

Morgan Jones aright, his complaint is that I raised the point in quite good 
that th{'re was implicit in my question faith and I am quite prepared: to accept 
to the Secretary of State an opinion of your. ru~ing. · . , .. 
my own on the subject of whether certain Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] I am quite 
rights and privileges of Indian landlords sure that all the Committtee . will recog
should be included among the subjects nise that 1\Ir. Morgan Jones acted in per
that required the previous sanction of fectly good faith, but I am very anxious 
the Governor-General to legislation. J that nothing that has passed this morn
am not sure that even if I had! an ing shall preclude the Seeretary of State 
opinion on the subject I was to blame from continuing to treat the Members of 
for haying revealed ~hat fact, but I the Committee and Delegates with the 
woul<l hke to assure Mr. Morgan Jones confidence and! frankness which he 'has 
that there was no opinion of my own done hitherto and that he 'shall not draw 
involved in the question at all. May I the inference, and certainly a wrong 
remind the Committee of what we were inference, from · anything you yourself: 
doing on that oecasion 7 'V e were dis- my Lord Chairman, have said, anOi I am 
cussi,pg subjects which in the White sure an inference which would be . dis.;.· 
Papl'r WE're stated to require the pre- tasteful to both of us, if not to all of 
rio us ;auction of the Viceroy before they us,. that we desire to limit him when he 
W<'re made the subject of legislation in is before us and puts in an expression 
the Indian Legislature. It is not quite. of opinion. No doubt, he mtlst have 
the case as l\Ir. l\Iorgan Jones suggests further opinions. We are· entitled to 
that those are only subjects in which know vhat his opinions are, bU:t 'he will, 
British interests are involved. 'V e were no doubt, where necessity · arises, recon.:. 
discussing matters of religion and matters sider his opinions · in the light of the 
of communal interests which are purely views expressed by the Committee or by 
ns h<>twl'en one set of Indians and "Delegates: May · I just' ad·d this, arid I 
another, but ·they are· essentially ques· think\ }Ir. Morgan Jones will agree with 
tions which raise very acute controversy me, that if I may trust my memory thet·e 
~nd feeling. For that reason it was con- is n<Y. · Member of the Coinmittee begin~ 
~id.ered -in the· 'Yhite Paper to be desir- riing ' with myself, ' if I may on thi~ 
able that· the previous sanction of' the occasion, and· no Delegate wha has not 
:Viceroy should be ·required. Then· Sir put tetidentious 'questions indi~ating $e 

I • 
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line on which his own mind was moving. 
It would therefore be doubly unfortunate 
if the only person whose mind we might 
not know was the Secretary of State. · 

M.r. :Morgan Jones.] May I, as regards 
that, say this, my Lord : I think that 
Sir Austen Chamberlain will agree lVi\h 
me that if he got the whole of my ques· 
tions all be can say is that he guesses 
that my mind moves in certain direc
tions. 

Sir .Austen· Chamberlain.] I t¥nk it is 
a very 'shrewd guess. 

1\Ir. Cocks.] 1\Iy Lord, before we pass 
from this, would it be possible for the 
Committee to be supplied with an im
'}Jartial :Memorandum o~ the Pe~anent 
Settlement, stating, first histoncally, 
just how it w~ brought about, andl so 
on. 

Chairman.] I do not know whether a 
:Memorandum of that kind would be well 
received by the · Committee at this stage. 
I might look into the matter and see 
whether something could be done. If he 
puts that question to me pe;haps, t~e 
Right Honourable Gentleman ~· the w1t. 
ness chair would express a Vlew as to 
the expediency of the course he suggests 
being pursued. 

Witness.] I will look into it and see 
whether anything could usefully be eir
culated. 

Earl Peel. 

discussions this morning if I made as a 
short introduction the following com
ments upon them.. Section 45 of the 
existing Government of India Act 
declares that all Provincial Governments 
are under th~ direction and control of 
the Government of India and requires 
them to obey the orders of that Govern
ment. A provision of this cha1·acter 
would be obviously ineompatible with 
the conception of Provincial Autonomy. 
At the snme time, it has to be remember
ed that while in certain sphere3 of ~·nTk 
such as the commercial departments : 
railways, posts and telegraphg and in 
regard to such matters as. customs nnd 
income tax the Federal Government will 
have its own agency, yet, even in the8e 
matters, it will depend o1pon t~e colla
boration and in respect of a large part 
of its other activities, upon the assis
tance of Provincial administrative 
officers. Thus, the nctual execution of 
orners in relation to such matters as 
immigation into India, extradition, 
control of arms traffic, all of tl1em 
Federal subjects, will .re.st in the hands 
of Provincial officers, that js to say, the 
District Officers of various kinds. All 
that the first part of par~•·aph. 125 
does, therefore, is to emphasise the 
obligation of Provincial Ministries to see 
that such assistance is forthcoming as 
an essential condition of the successful 
working of Federation, and thereby to 
adapt Section 4fi of the cxist!ng Govern
ment of India· Act with the necessary 
reshiftions to the new conllitions. The 

12,721. Might. I sug~est the qatil.bridge rest of the first sub-para~rn~h states 
Historv of Ind1a which I revlewed the the extent o.f the Federal Government's 
other day for the " Times ':! I th~nk right to see that these obligations nre 
he will find a great deal of mformatlon 1·eally fulfilled, but I ehoultl f.XJ)lain 
in that and it is close reading !-I think t11at wherPaS the worCis " every ACt of 
probably that is a very good answer. the Federal Lc.>gislatnre '' correctly ex-

Chairman. press this Pronncial obligation. as 'l'.pply
ing to all .Acts, whether they relate to 

12,722.' We are dealing first of nll this Federnl subjects proper, namely, the sub
morning with paragraphs 125 to 129, jects set out in .Appendix 6, !Jist 1, or 
'' Administrative R(llations betwP.en the . to concurrent subjects, that is to t!ay, 
Federal Government ancl the Units.'' I the subjects set out in List 3, the draft. 
understand that the Secretary of State ing of the latter part of the first para
desires to make a statement preEminary g-raph requires clarification. It b not. 
to his examination !--:MY Lord Clul.1r- "" iptended that the right of the Federal 
man, I want to say a· word or two of Government to give directions a:; to the 
introduction to the discus!>ion of Clauses fulfilment b:v a ProviMe of its Federal 
125 and 126 for this reason : They ar~ obligations ·should extenJ to the con
drafted in a very abbreviated .fo1·m, a.nd current sphere siil.ce all the subjects in
it may be that their drafting will se(>m eluded in List 3 are to .be entirely pro
obscure to certain Members of the Com- vineial, exeept to the extent that rro
mittee ; it might, therefore, help our vision may be made for the!r regu!:l.t~on 
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J,y l<'tdP.l'al legislation. The last sen
tence of the first sub-paragraph of para
~raph 125, should, therefore, Le read 
~ubject to this limitation, and as aPJ:ly
ing to List 1 subjects only. 

The purpos~ of the ~e~ond sub-para
graph of paragraph 1 '2~ l"l t·~ g!ve ~he 
J,'cderal Govern_!Ilent :1. :;:tght ot d1rec:twn 
as to the auministration of pm·ely 1•10-
vincial subjects (list 2, .Ap_pendi~ VI) ~f 
the actions of the pro·rmc~e m th1s 
sphere are such as to prejudice the ud· 
ministration of a Federal subject proper. 
Thns if a Provincial Covemruent were 
so administering 1ts Public Health and 
Samtation arranO'ements n~ to int('rfere 
with arrangements regard,~tl as cssent~al 
by the F eder.:.l uCtvernment for the mam
tenance of quarantine in ports, the 
Federal Government -.youl.d !lave the right 
to intervene. In brief, the purpn8e of 
paragraph 125 is ~o e~sure t,, ~he ~ed<'ra
tion such authonty m relat1on to the 
Provinces as will tend to the efficient 
performance of the ~urposes for w_hich it 
exists. I am afrato:l that statement 
sounds somewhat compli.Ja.t:~cl, but I 
think that meJDbers (If tht~ Committee 
and the Delegates when they 1"ea1l it wi11 
SN' that it is a necessary comment upon 
paragraphs 125 and 125. 

1\Iarqucss of Salisbury.] I am sure we 
are all very much helped by these state
ments, Secretary of State. I see no 
reason whatever to apologise for them, 
if I may say so. . 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. · 

12.7~3. There was one poiut upon whi•!h 
I may ask the Secret:L~7 , of State to 
implement his statement. It is to this 
effect. In sub-paragraph 2 of paragraph 
125 the words are : " to fH!.Y mat~er wlnch 
affects the administration oC a lt...,ederal 
sub,iect ., not " any matter whieh 
may affect the ndmini.•.ii:rat1ou of a 
Federal subject,'' whm.·ea., in p:tn-tgr:lph 
126 the Governor-Geneml" is c>ntit.~f'd 1o 
interfere in .my matter when nny gr:rve 
menac~ to the peace •ud tr:tnquiaity of 
India, or any part thereof, i.:: threatened. 
In the statement wh;eh IIJt~ Scct.:?Tnry 
of Stat~> has been g ,ud enough to read 
to thc- Committee there dol'<! not appear 
iu be anv c]E:ar line of demareation 
hetween the interference by the Federal 
Government in matters which affect in 
praesenti the administration of a 

Federal subject, or r:t:.~.ttet•s which 
threaten to affect in tho near future the 
adn:J.nistrat~on of a Federal subject Y
It IS a pomt of dra.ft.ing. · There is l'l.O 
tlistinction so far >tS t tan st.•e iut.endP.J 
between the words ·' affoets , or • • n1uy 
affect.'' 

Sir .Abdur ·Rahim. 

· 12,7~!. In the second paragraph of 
paragraph 12-51 the last words· are 
" ]'ederal subject " that .'does not include 
clearly concurrent subjects Y-No, the 
:-;econd paragraph of paragraph 12-5 deals 
wjth FedP.ral subjects only. 

. ' 
. '12,725. Exclusively Federal subjects f 

--Yes · , . 
1fr. llL R. J ayaker. 

12,726. It would include Reserved sub-. 
jects, I take it !--Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

12,727. How then are the e:ubjccts 
which are · concurrent suhjl~ets . df'al~ 
with !-,-The administration i5 pro"\'in.:. 
cial. 

12,728. I understand t!1at the Wbite 
Paper contemplates thrc.L if there is .con• 
current legislation the Federal legisla-
tion prevails over the Provincial legisla
tion Y-Yes. 

12,729. Is there no provision to enable 
t~e Federal Gover.rune!lt .itt that case to 
rnpervise and secure the due execution 
of the ],ederal law auJ giving it autho· 
rity to intel'Vene if, in s:pite <lf the 1 
passage of the ""£11ed~ral law, the· Pro
vincial ·Government continue;; to apply 
its provincial law '7--Tn our proposals, 
Sir Austen, we go uo further than to say 
that it is tlie obligati.1n of the Provin
cial Government so tu carrv out its 
duties as not to eom.promisf) the decision 
of the Federal Governm~nt in a case of 
that kind. It is (1ifficult to go fllrther 
than that. I think Sir Austen wilJ see 
the difficulty when I give him the nvJst 
conspicuous instance of IJ!I actual ease. 
Take the case of Jaw an<l order. There 
is no intention under the White Paper 
proposals that there should be intei·
ference by the Federnl Gov.•rnment in 
the administration of lnw· nnJ. order in 
the Province, B.nd that goes to show that 
one 1d_nnot go further than st:Jta the 
moral obligation upon the province- in 
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~atters of this kind to co-operate '!~t~ 
the Federal Government.·· 

·: 12,730~ I do not qnite follow that,_ if I 
may _ pursue it :1 littlc3 further !-; 
Please. 

12 731. The intention of the Gonrn
ment is that where a subjeC?t is reserved 
for Fcdf'ral legi::;lation the Fe~eral 
Government should have power to 1ssue 
such. instructiottS to tlle Joca! Govc~'ll-: 
inents as will secure the execution of the 
Federal ·taw 7-:Y~s~ 

12,732. On a Fed~ral subject 7·- Yes. 
12,733. But the W'hitl:! Paper n1so con

templates that ce~taiu. su~jects \vill.be 
left to Provincial leg1slahon, but w1th 
authority to the Federal Governme!it 
also to le!!'islate jf it thinks it lleces-:o . • . 
sary !-:Yes. 
-· -12 734. Must thel'c not lJc, if not the 
sam~ at any rate similar power to· the ' 
Cent~al Government tq see· that its 
Fede1'8l legislation is > bsel'V(>cl In tbn t 
case as vou feel nece3sary to secure for 
it in the former case 7-.1 would have 
thought myself that there is this differ
ence between the· twv c:ttegoric::l. In tl!.e 
Federal field 'the Fedcrai Gov~rnment 
is acting under j.ts exclusive xig~ts and 
it. has its Federal agent5 !o curry out 
its .policy' in such cas~B as I haye just 
~noted in m! ,open~ug statement, cases 
hke the adm1mstratlon of Custom!!, and so' on, and coi'_te3!)1)11dingly ·with cert~ 
ela..:;ses of legislation -Income Tr.J.:, .:ro~ 
tinstance. In .the concurrent. field ex 
tiypothesi even though_ t~e · Feder~! 

. Government IP.ay he leg1slatmg t~e1·e !s 
somethirig in the nature of partncr~h~p 
b('tween ·the two. The Federal . Govern
ment will be dependent upon the Pro
vincial administration for its agents. It 
will not have agents in the concurrent 
:fidd at all. I . would have thought there
fore in view of what appears to me to 
be a differenCe it was necessary to state 
the obligations in a · somewhat differ~nt 
way for each of those two c~te~or1es. 
~ . 

. 12,735. This is rather a matter of de
tail that . I · ani putting to yo-q now '1-
Yes. 
. 12;736. To take an illustration which 
you have given, __ q~ara;ntine ... W.ill the 
Quarantine officers m _all the p~rts be 
Federal ·officers, or will they not · be de
pendent upon local officers. for. t~e execu
tion of their Federal quarantine pro-

vjsions '/-The quarantine officers would 
be Federal officers. · . 
. 12,737. All the 1\Iedical Officel'S . of 
Health 7-The .1\Iedical. Officers of Health 
will probably be provincial: 

12,738. Surely the executive officers in 
administering quarantine will be the 
1\1' edical Ofiicers of Health, with such 
police assistance, if any, as they may 

· require ?-Yes, that is ~-

12,739. Then I P"!lt it to you that the 
particular distinction which you have 

· dmwn, Secretary of State, will not hold. 
But, passing from that, I put this to 
:you ·at this stage to invite your further 
consideration ?-Yes~ 

12,740. I also. put it to you that if 
you feel it necessary to reserve to the 
Federal Government a power of con
current legislation it follows that it 
must be necessary to reserve to that 
Federal Goven1ment a right to see that 
it":-~ concurrent 'legislation is respected, 
and that where it exercises that. right 
of concurrent legislation the importan~e 
of its authority · being maintained, and 
it!-1 orders being executed, stands on 
exactly the same footing as in cases where 
it is legi~lating · within its exclusive 
sphere. When it exercises the power of 
eoncurrent le~islation: it supersedes for 
that purpose the Provincial Government 7 
.,-Certainly I will consider Sir Austen's 
C(•ntention, but I still have this diffi
culty in my mind. The concurrent field 
is really a field of provincial subjects, 
but . provincial subjects in which some 
kind of uniformity is very advisable. 
The intention~- therefore, ·of having a 
concurrent list is not to impinge upon 
the "field o( provincial_ autonomy, bu~ to 
retain some means by which uniformity 
can . be maintained. If uniformity is to 
be maintained. I feel_ pretty sure myself 
that you must take provincial opinion 
with' you. Our. proposa:ls a:re not based 
upon any sanctions ·; they are base~ upon 
a willing co-operation, and that If you 
are going to get proVincial public 
opinion with you. the less you dot the 
" i's '' . and cross the ' ' t 's " as to the 
powers· of interference . by the F~der~l 
Government ·the more successful you 'Will 
be. . ·, 

Marquess .of Salisbury.] I do not know 
whether I might ·suggest to the Secre-
tary of State that the statement he has 
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just made iD: repl! to Sir Austen Cham
berlain carrws hun a very long wa~, 
·because if List No. III is examined 1t 
will be seen that there are a very large 
·number of subjects which come under 
the concurrent powers ; for insta11:ce,_ the 
're!!lllation of the working of mmes. 
~ Earl of Derby.] Would you give us 
the page number f 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

12,7 41. Page 119 : ".Regulation of th~ 
working of fa.Qtor1es ; Emplo:rers 
'Liability and Workmen's Compensat10~ .; 
Trade Unions; 'Velfare of lB:bour, J?
eludinO' provident funds and mdustr1al 
imura7tce ; Labour Disputes." I must 
·1wt make a statement, but I suggest to 
the Secretary of State all those come 
ur.der the concurrent field and · there¥ore 
1t must evidently have been in the mmds 
of those who drafted the White Pap~r 
that there would be federal legislation or 
might be federal legislation on all those 
·subjects 7-Lord Salisbury has quoted an:
:Other category of cases which was very 
mu<·h in my ·mind when I gave my 
·an~wer to Sir Austen just now. Lord 
Sdisburv will ·see the ·difficulty if one 
·goes th~ length that was ·just. suggeSted 
bv Sir Austen · in the case of lab~mr 
l~...,.islation. Suppose, for instance, · the 
.F;deral Government passed labour le~s
lation, we will say, a very comprehensive 
National Health Act · or· an . ·Act for 
·1\fHt('rnity Benefit, or . some bit of labour 
l('gislation, that would involv:e very ~ea"! 
expenditure. The conclu~wn . of Su 
-Austen's argument would seem to me to 
lead to the Provinces having that very 
heavy expenditure forced upon . them 
.agaim;t their will. I do not beheve ~ 
-svstcm of that kind would work. 
: .· 12,742. But would not that .be .rather 
"a reason for not having includ~d these 
subjects in List III 7-No, I thii?-k n?t. 
You see we have in~ded them m List 
III as ~ubjects upon which we ·wis~ to 
:work to uniformity if the ProVInces 
ean be induced to. co-operate. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

12,743. Is this the ki~d o( case that 
)'oiU have in min~, that the . great
majority of the P~oVI-?ces are ,aoooreed1 we 
will say, on a legislahve working day of 
so many hours !-Yes. ' · · 

12,744. That one Province· refuses to 
agree 7--:-Yes. · · 

:J-2,745~ And that, accordingly what is 
desired over by .far the ·largest part of 
India, is rendered impossible . by the 
opposition of a .single Province 7-Yes. 

12,746. That then the Federal Govern
ment should override the dissentient Pro
vince . and give effect to the . general will 
of the Indian Legislatures. Would that 
be a fair illustration of the case , you 
hn'"li:e in mind !-Yes ; the Federal Gov
ernment would pass such an Act, I . pre
sume. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Then sup
pose the dissentient Province declines to 
administer the Act and eontinues to 
work the longer hours--· 

·Marquess of Salisbury.] Or abstains 
from administering the Act. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
'12,747. Yes, or abstains from adminis

tering the Act ; and · in that ·Province 
factories continue to work the longer 
hours~·: thus ·establishing a ruinous com-:
pc·tition with the Provinces in which the 
Federal Act is administered. · What is 
the remedy-sweet reason Y-I can see no 
remedy of· sanction. · What sanction 
could you . apply to a situation of that 
kind Y 
· ·Sir Austen Chamberlain.] 1:1! it were 

in the field or reserved legislation you 
would give authority to the Central Gov
ernment to direct the · Provincial Gov
erriment and its officers to enforce the 
law. If you tell me that sancti?~ ·is.~
effective for the purpose of the JOint list, 
·will not it be equally ineffective for the 
other and if it is effective "for the 
Fede;al list, why should it not be effec
tive for the joint list of subjects Y 

MaXquess of Salisbury .. · · · 

12,748. Might I in that connection r~
mind the Secretary of State. of (.q) m 
paragraph 70 : " Securing the execu
tion of orders lawfully issued by the 
Governor-General 't 7 That is part of 
the special responsibility of the' Governor. 
I presume that in t.he case ?f. an Act 
of lthe Federal Legislature, if a Pro-:
vince . was.· recalcitrant as in the. case 
which Sir Austen has put, the Governor
General would direct the G?vernor ~Q 
carry out the law as it is lru.d down m 
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the Act and the Governor thereupon 
would use his special responsibility 
under par&cOT.aph 70 f-No. I· do not 
think in the general Federal field outside 
the special responsibilities of the 
Governor-General, the Governor-Genera1 
could issue an order of that kind. 

12,749. After all, the Governor-General 
would act by the advice Qf his Ministers 
in a matter of this kind. I suppose, in 

. assenting to the Federal legislation, he 
would act by the advice of his Ministe.rs f 
-Yes. 

12,750. Once he had done that,. then 
surely it would be a lawful order of his 
to the Governor to carry it out !-No
except in the field of his special 
responsibilities. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

12,751. Secretary of State, on that 
would not it be possible for the Central 
Government to carry out the contem
plated orders . arising out of Fed~ral 
legislation and to ·charge the Provmce 
with the cost 7-.There is no machinery 
for getting the money. 
: ·12,752. But the money for the Pro-

vinces comes through the Central Ex-.. 
chequer, does· it not f-Income Tax 
would. 

Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar.] I think the 
·answer· to Sir Austen Chamberlain's 
question . may be given somewhat iri this 
form : So far as the concurrent legisla
tion is concerned, it is, I think, laid down 
in one of the paragraphs of the White 
Paper. that· any law in the con~urrent 
.field passed by the Federal Legislature 
will. override a similar law passed by the 
Provincial Government. Consequently, 
if there was a conflict of law passed in 
the eoncuttent field between a law passed 
by the C'entre and one passed by the 
Province~ ipso facto, by the provisions 
of_ the White Paper itself ·the Federal 
law, will have an overriding force as 
against the Provincial law. 

: Sir Austen Chamberlain.] That is so. 
That is the point that ·I put earlier to 
the Secretary of State. 

Dr. B~ R. Ambedkar.] That is I think 
thr. position so far as the legislation is 
concerned. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] So far as 
administration is concerned, I think the 
position will be that the Federal Execu· 
tive will have the authority to issue 
directions and instructions to the Pro-
vincial Government through the Provin~ 
cial Governors with regard to the 
administration of a concurrent law passed 
by the Federal Legislature, and the 
Governors, I think, would be bound tG 
obey them.. 

: 1\Iarquess of Reading.] That is exactly 
th~ point upon which the Secretary of 
State has given an answer in the nega
tive. 
· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Yes, I put 
that to the Secretary of . State. The 
Secretary of State's explanation differen .. 
tiates between the case where· the Federal 
Government has legislated in the sphere 
which is reserved to Federal authority. 
In that case, the Secretary of State says 
the intention of the Clauses we are dis· 
cussing is that the Federal Government 
should have power to give directions for 
the execution of that law. I put it;, if 
I may, to the Secretary of State again. 
In the ease of legislation reserved to the 
Federal authority, the Federal Govern
ment may follow up its legislation by 
s>rders to the Provincial Governments and 
authorities to execute that law. · In the 
case of legislation in the concurrent field, 
if the Federal Government does legislate, 
the Federal law overrides the Provincial 
law and is the only law of the Province 
or of India ; but, in that case, according 
to the Secretary of State, the Federal 
Government has no power to issue direc
tions for the execution of its law or t() 
secure tbal it is · executed. On what 
ground can you justify that distinction 
between the administration and execu
tion of two laws equally binding, passed 
by the same authority, one of which it 
may enforce and the other of which it 
may not enforce f_ / · 

Sir JJ!anubhai N. Mehta.] I was going 
to strengthen this argument by reference 
to Section 127, which· applies to the 
Indian States : '' It will be the duty of 
the ruler of a State to secure that due 
effect is given within the territory of his 
State to every Act of the Federal Legis
lature which applies to that territory." 

· Sir Austen Chamberlain.] 
stand. 

So I under- • Marquess of Reading.] May I ask, my 
Lord Chairman, that we should not pass 
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froll'\ this very important point rai.:5ed by 
Sir Austen to the States f W e'have got 
to come to that. I cannot help thinking 
that it will only confuse the matter. We 
do want to get this point clear. 

Chairman.] Sir Manubhai l\fehta it 
might be well just to clear this m~tter 
up as regards the Federation and the 
~rovincPs of British India and then to 
relate the matter to the States after
wards. 

Sir Mauubhai ~;. Mehta.] Yes. 
Tritness.] My answer may sound to 

be rather an illogical one. I quite a!!ree 
;with Sir Austen. Legally and Constitu- · 
tionally, there can be no distinction 
between one Federal Act and another-
! accept that contention entirely .. Yet, 
I do feel that politically it is worth dis
tingui::;hing between the Federal field and 
the concurrent field. The existence of a 
concurrent fieltl has occasioned a ~rood 
deal of criticism amongst the adhe~ents 
of Proviucial autonomy, and if any action 
thut we took went to give the impression 
that the concurrent field was really going 
to he a I<'ederal field under another name, 
I think we should see a very general 
opposition to a proposal of that kinrl 
from large sections of public opinion in 
India. That makes me think that it is 
wiser to keep a distinction between the 
two field~, and to keep in mind the fact 
that for the purposes of adw~nistration. 
the concurrent field is a Provincial ueld. 
It is our intention that the Fcderlli Gov
ernment stould only come into the con
current field when there is a P"eneral 
desire for uniformity over some fleld of 
legislation or administration. Having, 
said, that, I do not in the least wish to 
sn!!'gest that my mind is closed to sugges
tions of this kind. l\I v advisers and I 
will glndly think owr the~e points again .. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

12,753. I am very much obliged and I 
bop~ the Secretary of State will do so~ 
lly Questions all arise out of the modi-'. 
fication which l1e has made. in the Clause· 
by the opening statement that he made 
to-day. If I might add just one more 
qut>stion : W outd he in turning this 
Jl1fltler ovei" consider whether it can ever 
b~ ~ise to encourage an authority . or· 
give power and, therefore, encourage
ment to an authority to legislate with-

I.l09RO 

out giving . that authority any power to 
enforce its legislation, and whether that 
must. not ~ave the ~es~t of bringing all 
law mt~ d1s:epu~e 7-Slr Austen raises a 
ne~ pomt m his further question, the 
pomt. as to· whether there should be, 
sanctions or not. 
12,7~ I do not say sanctions but. 

power to enforce 7-It comes to the same 
thing, does it not 7 

12,755. Do you call it' sanctions in the 
~ed~ral field f It is not punishment;. 
1t. lS merely auth~rity 7-Authority to 
give an order ; it is no more than that., 

12,7~6. Authority td give 8.n order and 
to obhge- the local authorities to execute 

·the Fed~l'Rl law f--:-But you cannot oblige 
the umts to execute an order if they. 
refuse to. I hope they will not refuse 
but I myself cannot see what power you 
can apply to a Provincial Government. 

12,751. I beg the Secretary of State 
to consider these answers very carefully 
at his leisure ; but surely what he has· 
just !::aid amounts to saying that Sec·· 
tion 125 is merely a. piece of paper which· 
is wo~·t~less for all practical purposesj 
even m the Federal sphere· if a local~ 
authority chooses not to obey the diree~· · 
tions of the Government !-No ; I would 
not admit that comment at all upon my· 
nns\Yer. Section 12.5-. states the duties: 
of the Federal· Governm,ent and the duties. 
of the Provincial Government under the 
Constitution. . It is to be assumed that. 
the Parties that enter the Federation will 
,accept those duties. When, however, it 
comes to the power to enforce a decision 
then a series of very difficult questions. 
arise and Sir Austen will find that in 
these proposals we are following very 
much upon the lines ~:>et in other Fede
rations and so far as I know there is· 
no sanction in any Federation except· 
possibly the new German Reich to im
pose the will of one section of. the Fede· 
ration upon the other. 

Earl of Derby; 

12,758. The United States f-I do not. 
think there is any power to do it. The 
United States, of course, have got their. 
own . a~ents. for eerta~. pru·poses,. and l 
woula 'hazard the opmlOn that l.t . has. 
been a very weak reed on which to de·. 
pend in the case of the United States. · 

H 



Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

12,759. Have they not got Federal 
Courts, Federal Officers and Federal 
Forces, which have, on occasion, been 
J1Sed by the President in Washington to 
enforce the law in a particular State 7 
-For carrying out exclusively Federal 
objects. 

12,760. But· if the Central Legislature 
· has found it necessary to legislate, surely 
that is a central object y ........ It is not upon 
a Federal subject. Sir Austen· seemed to 
me to imply that J, was rather hair
eplitting when I gave that last answer. 
I was not ; it is. a distinction. 

~ r . 
Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I do not 

think the Secretary of State is hair
splitting but I think that his argument 
tends to destroy the whole value of the 
safeguard which he has ·offered to the 
Committee in. relation to the purely 
Federal subject. · That if his answers in 
regard to my questions in relation to 
legislation in the concurrent :field are to 
be accepted, then the safeguards which 
he offers in the purely Federal field are 
'vorthless. I am sure he does not ID~Jan 

. that.· That is why I begged him to con-
sider those answers very carefully. 

:Lord Eustace Percy.] May I ask the 
Secretary of State at the same time to 
consider another aspect of this question : 
Whether he is not in these proposals as 
they are at present before us making a 
much more ·serious attack on Provincial 
autonomy than he would be by accepting 
Sir . Austen Chamberlain's suggestion, · 
because ·if you give the Federation a 
power concurrently or otherwise to legis
late on·· a subject you cannot constitu
tiollaUy. keep back the power from it of 
appointing agents to carry out that legis
lation ; and in the instance given by Sir 
.Austen . . Chamberlain, if a . Provincial 
Execu•tive refused to carry out or nullify 
by exemption the Federal law on hours 
of !about there would be one alternative 
before the Federation which would be in 
all its Acts in the concurrent field, to 
provide ~ts own executive servants. That 
is not precluded by · anything in the 
.White Paper, and I think cannot be. 
The result would be that if it is 
important .for India to have· uniform 
legislation and administration of a 
particular subject, such Acts would. 

always contain special proVIsion for a 
Federal Executive Service to carry them 
out, because otherwise under the Consti
tution the Federation will have no power 
to control their execution at all. May I 
add that I think is what the experience 
of the United States has been : Just 
because the Federation has no power to 
give directions to New York as to how 
its Preventive Officers are to carry out• 
prohibition, they hav_e had to provide 
Federal Officers of their own and the 

. conflict between the Federal Officers and 
the State Officers has nullified the execu
tion of the legislation. 

Earl Peel. 

12,761. I just wanted to ask one ques
tion, if I might.· The Secretary of State 
stated very strongly that he thought that 
any power in. this concurrent :field given 
to the Federal Government to enforce a 
general law in the concurrent field would 
arouse a good deal of arix:iety in certain 
Provinces, and' would be construed as an 
attack upon Provincial autonomy. Now, 
I was going to question that point. Of. 
course, the Federal Government would 
never initiate any legislation. I presume 
on these concurrent· fields of the nature 
that we have been discussing unless they 
had had a conference with the repre
sentatives of the Provinces and there was 
pretty well a general agreement that 
this legislation. should be carried out. 
We were taking the case of a Province 
which aid not agree. First of all, I say, 
the legislation would never be carried 
out unless there was a general &oOTeement 
and if . there was one Province which was 
-so recalcitr~nt as to upset the whole 
balance, would it not be felt in that ease 
by the Qther Provinces that really it wag' 
quite reasonable that the Federal Govern
ment should have a power of enforcing 
and' would not raise the wide fear that 
the Secretary of State suggests, that 
there is a general attack intended upon 
the whole independence of Provincial" 
autonomy !-That very well might be so 
-~ certain cases. The difficulty arises 

though with the big subjects like sub
jects 9 and 10. of List 3, Criminal Law 
and Procedure. With a· field as wide as 
that the Federal Government .might really 
undermine the whole basis of the ad
ministration of law and order in · the
Provinces. 
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12,762. The case which was taken by 
Sir Austen, I think, was some social 
legislation where a good deal of expen
diture would be required. It is difficult 
to me to conceive that the Federal Gov
ernment would really impose a law of 
that kind upon the Provinces unless there 
was very general agreement that that 
money should be spent in that way, and 
all the Federal Government would do 
would be to set its seal by its legislation 
in the concurrent field upon the general 
agreement in the Provinces ?-It .i8 
because I want things to work· out like 
that that I feel the less one talks .10011t 
compulsion in the Provincial field, the 
more likely you are to get Provincial 
Governments to work together for uni
formity. 

12,763. I see, of course, the technical 
difficulty of Sir Austen's point-perhaps 
it is more than technical ?-Sir Austen's 
ease, if I may say so, is an easy case, 
anrl it is difficult to dispute it. The 
much more difficult case is the case I 
have just mentioned, namely, criminal law 
and procedure. · 

of this kind! if it is determined not. t() 
meet those obligations ; but, in making 
a refusal of that kind, the Provincial 
Government is repudiating the whole 
basis of the Federation and I am assum
ing that a Provincial Government will 
not repudiate the basis of the Federation. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] What I was trying 
to point out was that really that par
ticular sub-paragraph imposes this obli
gation. That legislation in a. coneurrent 
field will be more a matter for the uni
formity of legislation with the concu-r- . 
renee of all the' Provinces. If there is 
any legislation of a kind which has not 
got the concurrence of a particular Pro~ 
vince, then by that very fact it is JJ.Ot 
within the power of concurrent legisla
tion, and, therefore, the difficulty which 
has been raised by .Sir Austen Chamber
lain. will not arise. I am trying to point 
out that there is so much restriction 
imposed by this particular sub-paragraph 
in the power of the legislation of . tbe 
concurrent field that it is more for uni
formity of legislation that this has:· been 
provided for and! that · this uniformity 
of legislation could be only if all the Pro-

Sir Akbar Hydari. vinces agreed. ~ 
J•J 

12,764. Would not what Lord Peel bas Lord Eustace Percy. 
said with regard to legislation of that 
kind by the ]'ederal Government be ruled 12,765. Does not that make all · the 
out by the provision in the second sub- more forcible the danger that I l1ave 
paragraph of Proposal 114 ? . "The alluded to : that a fortiori the Federal 
Federal Legislature will not in respect Government will always, where possible, 
of the subjects contained in List III be provide its· own service and pay it itself, 
able to legislate in such a way as to im- and therefore will get round that Para• 
pose financial ·obligations on the Pro- graph 114 ?-I would have thought that 
vinces." In most of this Labour legisla- • ·would not be the case. Ex hypothes-i, 
tion jt would probably indirectly impose the kind of cases that we have in mind 
a financial obligation upon the Provinces are cases that will involve heavy expendi-· 
and if there was any one Province which ture. 
did not desire legislation on· that subjPct· -12,766. Not limitation of hours of 
it could very well appeal under the sub- labour in factories ?-No; that may per-· 
paragraph and say that it should not be haps be a case pointing the other way, 
a subject for the concurrent field ?-I but many of these other cases will be 
think we have got to take the second cases involving considerable expenclitnre, 
paragraph of Proposal 114 into account. and I would have thought that the 
I would ask the attention of the Com- Federal Government would be most re
mittee to that paragraph. I am inclined luctant to undertake expenditure of that 
to think that upon further consideration kind in the Provinces., . . . 
we may find that the paragraph goes too Marquess of Reading.] May I ask the 
far. For instance, in the case of Inter- Secretary of State one point arising 
national Labour Agreements, we may find from what be has said in order that we 
upon further consideration that it goes may have clearly in ?ur minds· how th'3 
too far, but even so, if it does go too far, pos.ijic;m stands ? Sir Auste!l Cham· 
I can see no way of compelling a Pro- berlain has put- the alternatives very 
vincial Government to meet obligations clearly, but what I do_ not follow is .what 

LlO!lRO :·)·' ·n~ 
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·is the position. under th~ Constitution 
according to the answers that the Secre
tary of State gave, assuming that there 
is a concurrent field in which the FeJeral 
Government has passed legislation. '/
Provincial Government abstains or ra
fuses to carry· out that law. 'Ihat is a 
very definite point which was put , and 
which might happen. I understa.ud ·the 
Secretary ot State to say : ·" \Yell, it 
is provided that it must obey that law 
and that the Federal Legislation ·will 
prevail, and it is to be expected that the 
Pro'vi:neial Government will carry out 
its duties.~~ So far, speaking · for my~ 
self I quite follow. Where I got into 
difficulty, and the reason I am puttinCP 
this· question to • the Secretary of Stat: 
is, assuming that the Province, for one 
reason or another, into which it i<J IJ.Ot 
necessary to enter at the moment, re
fuses to carry out the law-it mav 1-e 
wilfully ; it might be out of pure desire 
to m&Ke a constitutional difficulty ; you.. 
cannot leave out such considerations in 
my opinion, when you are considering 
these safeguards ; you must assume pos
sibilities of- that kind. ' Suppose that 
:ibappens, ·or, even apart altogether :from 
-eonst!tu~ional agitation, suppose that the 
Provmc1al Government refuses to do it. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] Or merely 
neglects to do it. 

problem. It is a problem that has bel'u 
inherent, I think, in every Federation.' 
The noble Marquess will find, I think if 
he looks to the Constitution of 'the 
Dominion of Canada, so far as I remem· 
ber, that there is no power of coercion. 

12,769. I want to make one sugges
tion with regard to it. Is it not pos
sible to legislate that the Governor shall 
have the power in that case f He btu~ 
all the means of providing under the 
separate paragraphs that we have dis
. cussed. Is not it possible then for the 
Governor to have the power and, indeed, 
the duty if a position arises such as I 
have just described, to see that the Pro
vincial Government does carry out ihe 
Federal law f He could do it either by 
~eans of his own Act, or he could do 
1t by means of an ordinance, or he haiil 
meanR even of raising the money that is 
necessary under the powers that are 
given him. It is most remarkable I 
agree, but is it not better that tbat 
should be the position than that we 
sh<;mld leave the Constitution in this 
form, that there is no power in the 
~ed~ral Government to see that ~h~ Pro
vmCial Government carries out what is 
declared to be the Federal law for all 
India, including that Province '1-'V e can 
consider Lord Reading's proposals. They 
appear to me to go a long way. I do 

Marquess ~f Readinp. not turn them down on that account at 
all, but they would appear to me, at 

12,767. Yes ; I used the word whiclJ first sight, to bring the Governor-General 
Lord ·· Salisbury used-" abstai:u.s "-which I th' k · •t d · d f acting on his own discretion into a field 
. A !n ~~ f~ e : goo ;wor or. other thai! the field of his special res-
It. ssummg . a o appen, are . WP. • ponsibilities. 
to understand that under the con~htu-
tion which_ we are now to recommend Chairman.] Before I call on Sit· 
whatever form it may take, that no powe;- Austen Chamberlain, it occurs to me that 
is to be given to the Federal Government ·it may he to the eunvenience of the Com
to ensure that the Provincial Govern- mittee that we should have a round of 
ment should, in the case that we havt: questions this rooming and that further 
put, carry out what is said to be the law consideration of these matters should be 
of all India and prevailinO' over that reserved until we bave the discussions 
particular Province 'f Are ~e to as~ume, later on. 
as I do from '!hat the Secretary of State Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] If I mav 
~ays, that nothmg can ~appe.n ; that there put a question for the purpose of dra~-

. 1~ no means of en~orc!ng 1~ 'f Is that ing the Secretary of State's attention to 
right !-Lord .Reading 1s dealing, I under- a particular aspect of the matter, which 
stand, only With th~ co~current field 7 . was ·just alluded to by him, without his 

12,768. Yes, t~at IS nght ?-My answer seeing I think · how serious it was, he 
would be that m the. concurrent . field gave an illustration of a case in which 
I ca~ see no pr.acbcable method of the Federal Government might wish to 
·coercion after l~oking at the experience legislate in the concurrent field, an occa
~f other Federations. This is not a ne-w sion when they were implementing aJ?. 
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obligation undertaken by ait inter
national r•mv<>ntion, if the FeJeral Gov
ernment has acrepted an international 
convf'ntion imposin!l" certain ohliiJ'ations 
on it. " 0 . 

)Iarqne,.:s of Salisbury.] Labour. 

~ir ~4 us ten Chamberlain. 
1:!,770. Take a Convention like the 

Opium Conwntiou or a convention deal
iug- with the manufacture. or trade in 
anus. 0!1e eonld give other instances. 
If fh<' Federal Govenunent has· accepted 
such a ronvention it will be no answer 
to the · complaints of another nation 
aggrieved by its action that it has no 
powt>r to enforce the convention within . 
its own territory ?-Sir Austen no doubt 
remf'rnht>rs that this is no new difficulty. 

12,771. I remember very well the diffi
cultit>s which have arisen in the inter
national relations of America on this 
very ground, and that is why I venture 
to think that we should be wise to pre
vent that difficulty arising in the case 
of India .1-Sir A us ten I think, if I may 
say so Without offence, is somewhat maO'
nifying this diffieulty. The kind of que~
tions that I think he has in mind would 
I bf'lieve, in nine cases out of 10, be 
t>xclur::ively FedHal questions. In that 
case the Federal Government have the 
pow<'r to give directions. For instance, 
in cases like opium and the; traffic in 
anns, those nre both Federal subjects. 
Tho po11·er to give directions, therefore, 
really exists. 

12,772. Is the manufacture of arms a 
Feilernl suh.iP<'t ?-Traffic in arms.· I 
am not sure at the moment about the 
manufadure of arms. 

12,773. TIH• growing of the poppy for 
opinm ?--Yes ; we would include that in 
the trnffic in opinion. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
12,774. Doe:i not the Secretary of 

State agree that if it is impossible to 
enforce a law passed by the Federal 
Legislature in the concurrent field it 
mm;t he equally impossible to enforce 
the law pa.;;;sed by the Legislature in its 
own fif'ld ? Did not the Secretary of 
Stutc sny that there was no means of 
E'nfon·ing the law ?-In the case of the 
~eat extent of the Federal field, the 
Ji'ederal Government will have its own 
agents. 

1~,77~. For instance/ the. regulati~n of 
~mpames, the. de\·elopment of industries, 
~~] .ttbos(' are In the Federal field alone. 

•1 c.annot . enforce the other labour 
!egL<>lahon whtch . is in List III, how. can 
It enforce the labour legislation in List 1 f 
-In the. Fe~leral field it can have what 
~ents It WI:>hes, but in the pro;,incial 
tieM the :1gents are Provincial age.nts. 

~fr. Jlorgan Jones. 

~2,776 .. .May. I a.sk _one question on the 
porn~ wh1eh Su· Samuel Hoare has been 
puttmg! that tllere is no power to compel 
a provrncE! to co-operate with the rest .. 
1!1 paragraph 70 : ''In. the ad:min.istra
tion of the government of a Province the 
Govt>rnor will be declared to have a 
special responsibility in respect of . • . • 
(g) securing the execution of orders law
fully issued by the Governor-General." 
When the Governor-General attaches his 

., signature to a law passed by the Central 
Legislature has that the effect of an 
order to the various Provinces f-No, 
paragraph 70 deals only with the field o.f 
special responsibilities. · 

·1 .. 

r I Earl Peel. 
12,777. I was going to ask this question · 

of the Secretary of State : When you 
look at page 119 at the list of concurrent 
powers, they look very formidable indeed. 
They seem to suggest legislation of all 
kinds of expensive controversial su~jeets 
on which much money may be spent, but 
I am not quite sure how far all that is 
conditioned by paragraph 114 which says 
as regards this concurrent legislation it 
" is to secure the greater measure of 
uniformity which may· be found prac
ticable.'' That really suggests, to my 
mind at least, that it is not expected 
that the Central ·Government will 
deliberately g_o and legislate on a number 
of thrse subjects, but "rill only pas3 a 
law to get a measure of uniformity when 
you get general D,!!Teement because that 
is what the worrls " wh1ch mav be found 
practicable" ·really mean1 i: think f
That is our intP.ntion. 

12.778. And have we not been rather 
t>nla~g-ing: . as it were, ··the difficulties 
which may a~~ owing to this concurrent 
leg-illation and the necessities of enfoi'C
ing an sort'! of laws which 'really' would 
not~ be passed at all ?-I think we· have. 
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·rhe difficulty arises, however, with such 
subjects as Nos. 9 and 10, the Criminal 
Law and Procedure ; subjects which; as 
Lord Peel knows, excite the greatest 

·. suspicion in the minds of large numbers 
of people in India as to where and how 
questions of that kind will be adminis-
tered. · 

A.1:chbishop of Canterbury. 

12,779. I just wanted to say, Secretary 
of State, I confess it seems to me on the 
discussion that you cannot, as you admit, . 
logically give power to the Governor to 
see that the Federal law is carried out in 
the exclusively Federal subjects, and 
deny ultimately some such power in the 
coneurrent sphe.re where a Federal law 
has been -passed, and which must over-

.- rnle Provincial law, but, although I sec 
that, I also see your point in regard to 
tne concurrent sphere where Provincial 
officers are required, and where naturally 
provincial assent is of more importance. 
I· iiu~rely. suggest .would it not be possible 
to 'make provision tha:t no Federal law 
should be- introduced in the concurrent 
sphere '\\ithout providing that before it· is 
brought in there should be a conference 
with the representatives of all the 
provinces concerned. · That would 
acknowledge the special position · in 
regard to any Federal law in the con
current sphere, because I gather you do 
not•contemplatc that being brought in 
unless there is general agreement. If 
that gem•ral agreement is ensured by 
some fnch conference before any Federal 
law in that sphere is introduced surely 
there could be no objection then to secure 
that, . if the Federal law is passed, then 
the powers of the Governor-General come 
in to see that it is enforced f-I would 
have th011ght that almost inevitably there 
would be that · kind of consultation 
between the Federal Government and the 
representatives of the Provincial Govern
ments. It would, however, appear to me 
at first 'IDght to be difficult to put it 
actually into the Constitution Act. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

12,780. My l..ofd Chairman, may I put 
one .f!nf'stion ?-May I just finish. For 
instance, supposing onlr province in a 
conference of that kind held out against 
the J~thers ; I would rather myself not 
allow a veto of that kind to a single 

province. I would rather the Federal 
le3isi!i tion was passed, if all the 
Provmces except one required it even 
though the single Province might hold 
out afterwards. I would prefer not to 
put ~ veto into the hands of a single 
Provmee. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

12,781. l\Iy point rather was that if in 
that case a single Province did object 
then there would be no such reflection on 
provincial autonomy if in that case tho 
Governor-General was armed with all the 
powers in respect of this Federal law in · 
the concurrent sphe.re as he possesses in 
regard to any law in the exclusively 
Federal sphere f-I think His Grace wilt 
see that it is· very difficult to define the 
extent of Provincial opposition that 
~ould r('sult in a veto proposal of that 
k~d. It occurs to me offhand that you 
might have a Province holdinoo out but 
it might be the one Province

0 

that' was 
chiefly affected by a particular proposal. 
That goes to Eihow how difficult it is to 
define it in a Constitution Act. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

12,782. I just wanted to put one point 
. to the Secretary of State. A1though 

the Provincial Government itself might 
want to abstain from enforcing the Act, 
so far as the Courts, Civil and Criminal, 
are concerned, as the },ederal law woulJ 
prevail over the Provincial law in the 
law of ·the Constitution, those Com:-t.s 
would have to enforce the Federal law 
when the case came before them ?-That 
IS SO. 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

12,783. You have provided for one safe
guard, I think, in paragraph 114, the 
last clause, against such legislation by 
the Federal GoYernment as against the 
Provincial legislation on the same sub-
ject f-· Yes. _ 

:Mr. JJI. R. J ayaker.] l\Iay I ask one 
more question f-Does your Lordship de
sire that I should keep back my ques
tions till my turn comes f 

Chairman.] I think it would be better 
that as soon as possible we should return 
to the normal methoil .. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] If your Lordship 
ple~es. 
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Chairman. 
12 78-1. Secretary of State, would it be 

well ' .d.o you think, that I should invite 
Lord Sal(::;lmry now to continue over the 
whole range of these subjects, para
graphs 125 to 120, or would you refer 
that w.e should pay attention to the 
earlier paragraphs only '-I do not mind 
at all. 

sible in the last analysis for public 
safety ,_Yes ; that would be so. 

Chairn,an.) If my noble friend wil1 
allow me, I would suggest that he should 
ask questions over the whole range. 

l\Iarque,.;s of Sali~bury. 

12,792. And therefore all the diffic~l
ties to which we I am afraid have rather 
1·epeatedly called your attention of Par
liamentary pressure which might be }Hit 
upon the Governor-General, I mean the 
pressure from the Central Lecislature 
which might be put upon the ~vernor
General would apply. I do not think, 
Secretary of State, you admitted the 
difficulties, but the difficulties we sug· 

. ge:>ted to you would apply Y-Yes; alwa.,s 
remembering that the Governor-General 
will. have, no . doubt, advice from the 
Federal Centre, but be will also have 
advice from the Governors in the Pc.l'· 

12,785. If that is the wish of the Com
mittee, then I perhaps ought to take 
the second sub-paragraph of paragraph 
125, as we are upon that paragraph. 
There it i:'l quite clear that in the realm 
of Law and Order the Governor-GE>neral 
is able to give an absolute order to the 
Governor f-I think Lord Salisbury is 
dealing with paragraph 126, is he not t 

12 786. "The authority of the Federal 
Gov:rnmcnt will also extend! to the giving 
of directions to a Provincial Government 
as to the manner in which the latter's 
executive power and authority shall .be 
exercised in relation to any matter which 
affects the administration of ·a Federal 
subject." You are perfectly right, it is 
my mistake. I apologise ; it is 126 and 
not 125. There, there is no question 
that the Gowrnor-Gencral can give an 
absolute order in his discretion to the 
Governor ns to all matters which may be 
said to involve a grave menace to the 
peace and tranquillity of India or any 
11art thereof ?-Y t-s. 

12,787. Therefore, in that field, the 
field which we know as law and order, 
at any 1·ate in extreme cases the Gov~r
nor-Gent:>ral has absolute power to give 
an order f-Yes. 

12,788. And in that case the Goven10r 
would be under obligation to carry it 
out '-Yes. 

12,780. And be would in that case use 
his special responsibility for the pur
pose '-Yes. 

12,790. It is not like the last ~iscus
sion where there was no question of 
special responsibility. In this ca.sc, there 
is Y-Yes. 

12,791. It follows then, ~oes it not, 
that in the case of great disorder, the 
Governor-General would be really respon-

vmces. 
12,793. No doubt he would have advice, 

but things might be made very difficult 
for him by the action of the Centr .1l 
Legislature and the responsible Central 
Government Y-I do not see why th: Y 
should be. 

12,794. I do not say they necessarily 
would be ; . I do not want to over-state 
the ease at all ; but, in a case where 
public feeling was very much excited, lr:t 
us say' :Some communal difficulty-! dis· 
like using the _word "communal" becau~e 
I do not want to import any heat into 
the discussion whatever and I know what 
susceptibilities are aroused by tho~e 
words-but just as an example some cor:1· 
munal difficulty might arise. The com· 
munal majority in the Central Legisla· 
ture would be excited and would put 
pressure through the Ministers upon the 
Governor-General to exercise his autho· 
rity in the Provinces, or to abstain frcm 
exercising liis authority ~-the Pro• 
vinces ?-I suppose that might .pappen, 
but I still think that it would ·not deflect 
the Governor-General from the cour~e 
that he thoucrht ~ ought to take. The 
pressure may

0 

come in one direction, on 
the one hand · it may come in the other 
direction fro~ the Province, or it m.nY 
come as a third alternative fr{)m Parlia· 
ment and the Secretary of State he!e. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury.] I am quite 
satisfied to call the attention of the 
Committee to the point. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

12!1bs. Will you allow .. me j~st to . a= k 
a supplementary questi?n wh1ch wght 
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clear the discussion f It is a question of 12,799. He will have a staff for thai 
definition. . Is there any ~ifferem e purpose only-a paramountcy staff, as 
between the use of the word " direc- it were 7-As Viceroy, yes. 
pons" in the first part of paragraph 125 12,800. That will operate not merely in 
~nd the word "instructions" in _para- the case of the States which do not join 
graph 12u y_;_There is only this small the Federation, but all the paramountcy_ 
difference. In substance, there is no points of the States which do ?-Yes. 
difference. We have as a rule in the 12,801. And in the case of the States 
·phraseology of the relations between the which join upon a different basis--becan~e 
.Governor-General and the Governors of course they will nat all join exactly 
_tended to use the word. 4

' instructions," on the same basis, will they ?-Yes and 
but there is no difference in substance. No. They will accept the basic conditions 

12,796. But "instructions" as a rule of the Federation, but I can conceive 
in the rest of the :White Paper means . that ""ithin those basic .conditions 
irstructions for dealing with matt{'rs · the!e will be ':ariations o~ the "'!'ay in 
generally, whereas " directions " as ·-used whic~ the particular ·subJect m1ght l:e 
in regard to any . particular matter. It apphed. 
is not presumed; in 126 that that refers 12,802. Supposing in a particular case 
merely to instruetions of a general kind, n particular State does not accept the 
but rather to directions for a particular jurisdiction of the Federation in a J:ar
·case ?-We can make that point clear ; ticular Department, the old Political De-
. it. may be necessary to make it clearer. partment of the Government of India 
· A hb' h f ] Tha. k · will deal with that State, even though 

rc 1s op o Canterbury. n you, 't · · th F d t' f It uld go 
Lord Salisbury ; I beg your pardon. 1 1~ mt . .et . e era 100 - wo 

on JUS as 1 IS now. 
.... Marquess of Salisb-urJJ. 12,803. All the paramountcy points 

would go on ?-Yes. . . 
12,797. Not in the least. Then I have 12,804. I shall, of course, be very brief 

pothing more to suggest on paragra:p h in my questions~ The Secretary of State 
126, but I go to paragraph 127~ Now, will see t.hat a great deal of the previous 
~he first point which seems to be neces- points raised in the Committee this morn
sary to clear up is what will be tl:e ing have to be repeated and have to 
situation with respect to the States which · _be borne in mind in respect of the States. 
~o not join the Federation ?-They do There will be certain Federal laws which 
not come directly under the Section. If will apply to all the units of the Federa
the Secretary . · of State thinks this is tion, will there not 'f-yes. 
an improper question, I hope he will stop f 
me. I presume the Political De pal tment 12,805. How will the questions be put 
in I~dia will continue to exist irrespee- How will the Federal Ministers, the 
tive of the States who do not join the Federal Government, enforce its autho
Federation ?...!..The P..()litical Department rity ··in respect of Federal laws wh!ch 

. will continue to exist for. all purposes, apply to the States ?-May I just EaJ 
both for- the relations with the States that I hope· the representatives of the 
that do not join the Federation and for States will realise that in putting these 
the relations with the· States that do things in their. crude form I do not in
.J. oin the ·Federation in_ the field of para- tend to be in the least disrespectful. It 

is only to be quite clear ?-Either the 
JD.OUntcy. Federal Agents in the event of there 

12,798. Will there be a special Minister being Federal agents in. the States. or 
for that purpose-a part of the ·staff of if not Federal agents, the States' agents 
the Goveraor-General '?-There will not for themselves. . · 
be a special Minister for the ;reason that 12,806. Will there be Federal agent:; 
paramountcy is kept outside the Con- in the States ?-Yes ; there might be. 
stitution altogether. The Governor- 12,807. But will there be f-It depend"i 
General will, howe.ver, have what staff 
he requires for dealing v.-ith this kind of upon the Treaties of Accession. 
work, much of which is- now dealt with 12,808. But has the Secretary of State 
~y. the Political Department. not contemplated that in certain cases 
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there must be Federal ao-ents in tL 
States f For instance, thereb is a certait~ 
?"sessment law which must be enforc<'d 
~ theAkSbtates.HI t~nk we had it from 
L.Jlr · ar ydan that in a case of 
~mergency there would be a contribution 
Jrom t.he States upon a prescribed b~ll..is 
-I thmk that. was the phrase which }Je 
used. Who. wlll see in that f'flS'! !htt 
the prescnbed basis is obeyed 7-\\"e 
bave contemplated that there will be 
!ederal age?ts f?r certain purposes. ·For 
mstance, I Imagme there will be Federal 
~gents for posts .an~ telegrapl.ls. It 
t:>, however, possible that in certain 
~tates for certain of the Fedeta! snh
Jects the Federal Government may rely 
upon . the administration of the States. 
} or mstance, with customs : Whe;11 it. 
comes to the assessment of the Sbtc~' 
t'ontribution in times of emergency th('l'l' 
1 think we have not contemplat~d that 
the agency of collection should be a 
Federal agency, but that we should rely 
upon .the States to produce the sum of 
money ; so that although the basis might 
be prescribed, I presume by the Con
stitution Law there would be no means 
of enforcing it, seeing that the prescribed 
law ·was duly follqwed. ·· 

.Marque>;s of Zetland. 

12.809. Is it not covered by paragraph 
1~5 and 127 ?-Yes. If Lord Salisbury 
wlll look at 129, he will·see there "The 
G_ove~nor-~neral .will he empowered in 
h1s d1screhon to Issue general instruc-
1 ions to the Government of any State 
Uember of the Federation for the pur
flOSe of ensuring that the Federal 
nbligations of that State are duly ful
filled." 

1\Iarquess of Salisb1;ry. 

12,810. So that what is contemplated 
is merely instructions, but there are no 
means of seeing · that the instructions 
nre fulfilled ?-There is always the ulti
mate power in the field of paramountcy. 

12,811. "\"\T ould there be power in para
mountcy to 'see that the instructions 
were fulfilled ?-Yes. 

12,812. And would that apply to 
}i'ederal legislation appl:yinoo to the States · 
-for instance, the regul~tion of com
panies, which belongs to List I '-Yes ; 

in theory it would. Lord Salisbury will, 
of course, remember that ·the Federal 
Gove~ment will be col!lposed of repre
sentatives both of the States and of 
British India f 

12,813. But I am assuming that a law 
has been passed in the Federal Le"'isla
tur~ ~y a Majority ; it might incl;de a 
maJonty of the States or it might not, 
?ne does not know, but a law is passed 
m the Federal Legislature applying to 
the regulation of companies or the de
velopment of industries. Both of those 
belong to List I of Appendix 6 ; those 
apply, therefore, to the States (Members 
of the Federation, . of course) as they do 
to the Provinces 7-Yes. ' 

12,814. Now I want you to tell the 
Committee, if you will be so very kind, 
as to how a law of that kind is going 
to be enforced ?-It would be the law of 
the State. The State would. have sur
rendered that part of its sovereignty 
and the law would ·be a valid law in the 
State. 

12,815. _There would be no sanction f 
-No; there would be no sanction. ·I 
an1 not contemplating that the Federal 
Government should march an army into 
a State to enforce a law. · 

12,816. 1 certainly do not think that, 
but I wondered how the Secretary of 
State contemplated that .this. Federation 
will work Y-I contemplate both the 
States an9. the· Provinces carrying out 
what is the competent law of the land. 

12,817. I do not think the Committe~ 
would wish me to pursue it further be
cause it is quite evident that I shall only 
c·over very much the same ground that" 
has already been covered, but, if I 
may respectfully say so, when the Secre
tary of State comes to consider al:l that 
has .passed this morning, ·all the diffi
culties apply to the States just the sam~ 
as they apply to the· Provinces '1-Cer
tainl.v. •• 

Archbishop · of Canterbury. 

• 12' 818. May I add to that, when you 
were' asked previously by. Mr. Z~frulla 
Khan as to what would happen m .the 
case of a default by a State Member of 
the Federation, you said that in th~ 
case( at one default, to say .nothing of a 
sf'rie~ of defaults, the V1ceroy would 
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have the power of intervening under his 
power of paramountcy t-Yes. 

12,819. What · precisely would thes~ 
powers of paramountcy in such a case 
involve '-It . is impossible to say, and 
ean nnybody s11ggest what they would 
.involve 7 , 

· Marquess of Re~ding. 

12,820. The mere fact of ·there being 
paramountcy puts great pressure upon 
any representation that may be made by 
the Viceroy !-Certainly. 

12,821. And consequently it does not 
become necessary to do anything more 7 
-That is so. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

12,822. I have already asked very 
many questions. With regard to para
. graph 128, S_reretary of State, where you 
say, .. " it will be a condition of every 
such agreement that the Governor
. General shall be entitled, by inspection or 
otherwise, to satisfy himself that an 
8.dequate standard of administration be 
maintained," the word " inspiWltion " 
seems to imply that there will be some 
Federal officer of that kind in the region 
of the State Member to carry out such 
duties of inspection 7-It does. ' . 

Marquess of Rea~ing. 

12,823. Secretary of State, first of all, 
I want to say with reference to the SUO"

gestion I made to you earlier followi;g 
upon. Sir Austen Ch~berlain's questions, 
I hope you will not take it that I have 
definitely made 'up my mind_ on a ques
tion of that kind ; all I am wanted to 
do was to put it to you for consideration. 
I do see the difficulties, but I am 
anxious that something should be found 
to meet them 7-I am very much oblio-ed . "" to Members of the Committee for raising 
these doubts ; there are. doubts which we 
must take into account. 
· · 12,824. May I just put this to you jn 
relation to what you have just said re
garding the States. Of course, one knows 
in regard to the States that the Viceroy 
because of the relations between the 
States and himself as the representative 

:of the _King, really has very little diffi-
culty, and the States are always l'eady 

to fall in with what comes from him ; 
but, as I understand from what you 
have said just now, there is a power in 
the Viceroy to enforce, if· it became 
necessary, by resort to the Doctrine of 
Paramountcy. It is not necessary to 
particularise, as you pointed out. That 
does follow as a matter of course, ·does 
it not 7-Yes. That is so. 

12,825. What I mean by that is that if 
the Governor-General or Viceroy issues 
letters of instructions or directions, 
which ever you may choose to call them, 
to a State to carry out what it is the · 
obvious duty and obligation of the State 
to perform, the State will either do it or 
it becomes in default and then there are 
various means of putting pressure upon 
the Ruling Prince and his government 
which would bring about what you desire. 
There is no difficulty in that 7-That is 
so ; yes. 

12,826. The point I wanted to put to 
you on this (I do' not 'want to per
ticularize any more than you have done) 
was this, that that does seem to indicate 
that in :relation to the States, should 
such a thing happen, failing to perform 
any obligation under.taken, there is•some
thing in the nature of a power to enforce 
the obligation. That already exists, as I 
understand, by the position as between 
the Viceroy and the States ?-Yes, a 
moral obligation. 

12,827. It is, of course, a different 
obligation from that arising between the 
Federal Government and the Provincial 
Government. The one is purely ern:. 
stitutional between the Federal Gov:•rn
ment and the Provincial Government and 
depends entirelY." on what is in the Con
stitution, does it not ?-Yes, and in draw
ing . the distinction Lord Reading no 
doubt will l'emember this fact which has 
sume bearing on his point. that in the 
case of the States there is no concun·ent 
:field at all. The difficulties we were dis
cussing earlier this morning were not 
connected so much with the Federal 
feld as with the concurrent field. 

12,828. I a~ree as to a large part of 
it, but, forgive me, not exclusively. Of 
course, I understood the answer which 
was made to one part of Sir .1 usten·.;; 
l(uestion wag that, apart from special 
reRponsibility, there was no sanction pro-
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vided even apart from the concurrent 
.field t-I think I would still say that the 
sanction in both cases is in the nature of 
a moral sanction. · 

12,829. I was only directing attention 
really to this for the purpose of giving 
consideration to it, if you think that it 
still requires it, as I venture to suggest 
to you it does '-Yes. 

12,830. In the relations between the 
Feue1·al Government a1.d the States, 
ba<·ked as they are by the prerogative 
p6wers of the Viceroy and also the 
1·eserved powers of the Viceroy with the 
States, there is a very definite relation 
wLieh enables the Viceroy to obtain per
formance of any obligation which is 
in:posed by him or the Federal Govern
ment upon the State T-Yes. 

12,831. That is clear. I wanted to 
muke it quite clear. I want to draw 
your attention, Secretary of State, to 
this : That is exactly what you fail to
hnve in your relations between th«> 
Federal Government and the Provincial 
Government, because I have pointed out. 
and you. a.,crree, the reason why no d6ubt 
there is a difference between the two 
positions ,_Yes. 

12,832. But there is this as betwe"en 
the Federal Government and the Pro
vincial Government : There is not that 
power to enforce an obligation, and it is 
exactly in respect of that that some of 
the questions were put to you this morn
ing- for your consideration Y-Yes ; I will 
certainly take them into account, always 
remembering, as I say, t'hat there is this 
difference between the two cases, name
ly, that in the case of Britisl, India there 
is the concurrent field and in the case 
of the States there is not a concurrent 
field. 

12,833. Y e!'!, but it does introduce the 
stnne principle Y-I S.,"Tee. 

12,834. Although it is much more 
difficult to <leal with it in a specific form 
in relation to a concurrent Act than 
the:re is in the other. May I make one 
la8t suggestion in regard to that-! do 

·not want an answer to it ; I will only 
.iust ask that it may be considered !
Yes. . 

12.835. Is it not possible to have, in 
rC'lation to the Provincial Gpvernment 
and to the obligations which it must 

perform because of Federal legislation, 
some general provision of the character 
in Proposal 129, making allowance, of 
course, mutatis mutandis because there 
are different provisions Y I do not 
want to press it and I do not ask for an 
answer. I just ask that you would con-
sider it !-Yes. · 
· 12,836. I can see myself there is a 
very great advantage in having some 
general provision which would enable the 
Federal Government to give the order 
and perhaps also to provide means 4>f 
currying it out without being. too 
Sp€cific. That might involve a little 
ddliculty 7-Yes. I will iiake , into 
account Lord Reading's suggestion. · 

12,837. The only other point I wanted 
tu ask a question about is in relation to 
the carrying out of Federal Legislation 
in the . States. I am dealing, of course, 
with a· State which has acceded by its 
tr£>aty to the Federal Constitution. 
Suppose the State is not carrying out its 
o hligation, there would be power, as I 
understood from what you have said and 
also from what has appeared before, in 
Federal Agents ·inspecting and report
ill~~ Y-Under No. 128 we make provision 
Cor that purpose. 

12,838. But is there any power in the 
Federal Agent actually to execute the 
Act ; is there only the power of report
ing T That is what I wanted to know. 
It is one thing to say that he shall 
irtspect and then report to the Federal 
Government or to the Governor-General. 
That I follow is already here, but sup
pose something is not being carried out 
tllat ought to be carried out, is there ~0 
be power in the Fcc1eral Agent to do 1t 
if the State does not itself comply .. with 
the instructions !-There is no provision 
included in these proposals. . We h~ve 
B.Rsumed that a question of that kind 
miO'ht be raisE!d in the ·Instruments of 
Ac~ession. It might well be that in the 
I11:;:truments of Accession the States and 
the Crown could agree upon a certain 
method of procedure, · but we have 
asf:>'UIIled that that was more the plalle 
for a definition of that kind than the 
:c(lnstitution Act . 

12.839. And also I suppose you· would 
: take into acc>ount that yon have the 
po~1( ui:tder Proposal 129 which would 
er;able you ·to c1Ml with it and also the 
paramountcy !-Paramountcy and also 
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whatever might be included in the 
l11struments of Accession. 

12,840. Certainly, and that would 
mnke really. complete provision. ~hat is 
all I was anxious to see ; that there was 

·complete provision to deal with such a 
case as might happE:n, without having 
anything in the Constitution such as em
powering the Federal Agents to go 
forward and do the · acts themselves. 
I' or my;;elf, · what· you have ·pointed out, 
Secretary of State, really does give the 
power to carry out all . the Federal obli
gations without that Y-Y on see, Lord. 
Reading, in all these cases, both concern
ing British India and the States, we 
hJve always ·got to remember that the 
agency upon which we must rely is main
ly a local agency, namely, the police and 
the courts of the Provinces an.l the 
police and the courts of States. 

}farquess of Readin_q.] Yes, I agree to 
that. I was only _ putting it to ·you 
because· something had indicated dnrincr 
the cours~ of the discussion that tli~ 
would 'be· raised ·and I was anxious to 
S(;e that I had understood that there are 
various means of dealing with it which 
makes it unnecessary to give the power 
to the Federal Agent to go forward into 
the State to do the act. That is all I 
want to ask. 

· .Archbishop of Canterbur.l/. 

12.841. Adding to . that again a small 
point, Proposal 129, to· which Lord 
Reading has referred, speaks specifically 
o:I general instructions, again seeming to 
inlply that that does not deal with 
particular cases, and I suggest again 
that that wants looking into '!-Yes, we 

. will look into it. · · 
Marquess of Reading.] The word 

11 General " may have to be taken out. 
Archbishop of C (tnterbltrJJ.l Yes. 

}fr. Isaac Foot. 
12,842. I only want to put one ques

tion, my Lord Chairman. that is having 
regard to an · answer that has ~lreadv 
bPen made bv the Ser.retarv of State. 
He spoke of federations elsewhere. Have 
we any experience within or without the 
Empire as to the power of the Federal 
Government, in dealing with its con
·stituent elements. upon which these 
paragraphs have been based, or are the 

circumstances so different that we have 
to contrive an entirely new Constitution f 
-Upon the whole, thP. circumstances are 
so .different that it is very difficult to 
apply to India H. constitution that is 

, applicable to any other part of the Em
pire. At the swue time, in our con
SH1cration of the problem, certain gene- · 
ral features have emerged : for instance, 
thll difficulty of sanctions if a unit of a 
F€deration refuses to carry out the deci
Sion of the }i,ederation ; but, speaking 
generally, :Mr. Foot is· right in sugges~ 
in~ in his question that the conditions 

. in India are pe®liar to India. 
12,843. Therefore there is nothing in 

tl1" history of the Empire that give3 us 
nuy particnlar guidance upon this diffi
cult question that has been rai~ed to
day 7-Therc are certain general land
marks that one can take into account. 
One. cannot go farther. 

:liarquess of Zetland. 

12,844. Secretary of State, does it not 
follow from the distinction which you 
draw from Federal Legislation in the 
purely Federal field and Federal Legis
lation in the concurrent field, that all 
Ftderal Legislation in. the concurrent 
fidd will necessarily be only permissive f 
,_No. it will have the valid strength of 
any Jaw ; it will be the competent law ; 
it will not be pt'>rmissive. 

1~,845. But, in actual fact, if you say 
that you do not propose to give the 
Federal Authority any right to issue 
orders to the Provincial Government to 
carry out the Federal law in the con
current field, it seems to me that in 
actual fact it will amount to that that 
the Federal Leg-islation in the concur
rent field will only be permissive f-No ; 
tJ1e Provincial Courts will ac(!ept it a.<J 
the valid law. 

12,846. If that is so, I am bound to 
say I cannot see why any distin~ 
tion should be drawn between the two 
categories of· Federal Legislation. It 
seems to me' very il!ogical. I should 
have thoug-ht they must have been on 
the same_ footing f-I do not think I 
h~ve anything to add to what I have 
said earlier o!J that point this morning. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

12,847. Secretary of StatP. may r go 
back for ~ moment to thP second part 
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()! No. 125 : ''The authority of ·the 
Federal Govemmeut will al::.o extend to 
the giving of directions to a Provincial 
Government as to the manner ·in which 
the latter's executive power and autho
ri-ty shall be exercised in relation to any 
p 1atter which affects the administration 
of a Federal subject." May not the 
Provincial Government's executive power 
and authority be exercised so as to affect 
the ·administration of a reserved subject 
under No. 11 f-Yes ; then the Viceroy 
<:an intervene under his ,special responsi-

Federal list, he will find all the Reserved 
subjects are included in the list. 

bilities. . . 
12 848. But, short of his intervention 

und:r his special respo~ibilities, t~e;e 
is no provision for checkmg the admmts
tration of the Provincia~ Governmen~ ~s 
affecting a reserved subJect 7-Yes, 1t 1s 
exactly the same. The Reserved Depart
ments are Federal subjects, but ~hey are 
Federal subjects within the exclusive com
petence of the Governor-General. 

12,849. They are Federal subjects 7-
They are Federal subjects. 
~ 12,850. Therefore, the machinery,, wha~
ever it is, is the same ?-The machme1·y 1s 

the same. 
12 851. How would this work out f Let 

us t~e external affairs. Supposing a 
Provincial Government had imprisoned 
some foreign seamen, or foreigners of 
any kind, not British &t}bjects, and . they 
claimed that it was an Illegal arrest and 
correspondence arose with. the foreign · 
Government, would the Governor-General 
be able to issne directions to the P~o
vincial Government to treat them dif
ferently, to release them, or whfit~ver it 
mi(J'ht be ?-Yes if it came w1thm the 
Re~erved I>epart~ent of External Affairs._ 

12,852. Becam:e it was a Federal ~ub
ject ?-Because it was a Federal subJect. 

12,853. Then " Federal " covers " re
served " all the way through 7-Yes, the 
whole way through the White. Paper . 
. 12,854. Is that clear from ~ .te~ .of 
the sections of the document, or 1s 1t m
tentional f-It is intentional and I would 
have said it was as clear as anything 
~ould be made. I have stated it several 
times in this Committee that Reserved 
subjects are Federal subjects, but they 
are reserved within the exclusive <~om
petence of the Governor-General. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] If Lord Rankei} .. 
lour will look on page 113, the exclusively 

Lord Rankeillour. 
12,855. I wanted! to get that clear f~ 

Lord Rankeillour will see it further de
fined in List I of the Appendix. 

. 12,856. I come to another point. · With 
regard to sanctions, I think you said 
that over a great part of the . Federal 
field the Federal Government would have 
its own officers 7-Yes. . . . 

12,857. But in another great part it 
will not have its own officers. Do I 
gather that in the case of a really recal
citrant Government in a matter where the 
Federal Government had not got its own . 
officers . in a Province you do not Eee 
your way to insert any definite sanctions 
with reference to the carrying out of the 
legislation of the Federal Government f · 
-As at present advised, I think it would 
be much wiser not to il;tsert any definite 
sanctions. · There is nothing to prevent 
the Federal Government having its agents 
wherever it likes in the purely Federal 
field. · · 

12,858. That is to say, like the United 
States Government in regard to Prohibi
tion f~Yes, and judging from the ex
perience of the United States the result 
is not very hopeful. 

12,859 . .You have nothing further than 
that to suggest 7-No. 

12,860. Just one word with ;regard to 
the States : Within the provisions of 
the Federal Constitution there are really 
no sanctions at all ; · within the limits of 
the Federal Constitution for enforcing 
the Federal policy in the States,. i;hat is 
to say,. the Governor-General would have 
to go to the Vice'toy, and the Federal law 
could only be enforced by the sanctions 
of paramountcy in the case of absolute 
recalcitrance ?-In the last resort that 
would be so. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

12,861. Secretary of State,· one aspect 
of the position which has not yet b~en 
touched upon, but which from practical 
experience I know occurs, is where two 
Provincial Governments are at variance 
upon some point. Hitherto a reference 
to th~ 1-.Government_of India under .the, 
existing system wo~ always be possible 
if such disputes were of considerable 
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importance ; but will that method now he 
available, of reference to the Federal 
Government in such cases Y-Sir Reginald 
Craddock has raised an important. poiut 
that is not covered explicitly in the 
White Paper proposals. I think some
where we must deal with it. There must 
be some kind of means of settling dis
putes between Provinces, some kind, ~ay, 
of arbitral machinery for -settling disputes 
of that kind~ . The cases that are parti
cularly in mind are the cases connectE'd 
with water m which more than one Pro
vince may be ·interested, and indeed 
Indian States as well, and we are at 
present in consultation with the Govern
ment of India and with my a<lvi:~ers 
upon that -point, but I certainly agree 
that somewhere there must be machinery 
for settling disputes of that kind, other 

· than, as I am reminded, the machin~ry 
covered by :tfo. 155, namely, the Federal 
Court. . · . 

Mi-. M. R. Jayaker. 
· 12,862. 1\Iay I draw ·your attention to 

paragraph 161, in regard to the Federal 
Court : " The Governor-General will he 
empowered, in his discretion, to· refer to 
the Federal Court, for hearing and eon-

. sideration, any justiciable matter whicli 
be considers of such a nature ana such 
public ,importance that it is expedient· to 
obtain the opinion of the Court upon 
It." Do you think it is possible to refer 
such questions under this Section with 
a slight modification of the terms of that 
section f-I think there are some cases 
that are scarcely justiciable. If there 
are cases of that kind, and I think we 
shall :find there are cases of that kind-

12,863. What I am suggesting is 'that 
the. terms of this Section might be 
slightly modified so as to include cases 
which are not strictly justiciable 7-I 
think that might be so. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

12,864. They only deal with justiciable 
matters 7-Y es. I am not quite sure 
whether the best way to deal with it 
~ould be to alter that paragraph. That 
paragraph deals explicitly. with . the 
Federal Court. I have in mind cases 
that are not . strictly justiciable and for 
which some kind of arbitral tribunal 
might be more suitable than the Federal 
Court. 0. :. ; . ·-

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] If I might inter
vene, Secretary of State, what is a 
justiciable matter within the meaning of' 
this paragraph Y I have never been able 
to find a ·definition of a justiciable 
matter. I think it would be better if yoU: 
made it rather genefal, and di<J not con
fine it to what is justiciable. · 

Marq~ess of Reading.] It would take. 
a long tune to lay it down. 

Archbishop Alf Canterbury.] 1\Iay I fa11 
the attention of the Secretary of Stat9 
on this very matter to his answer t() 
Que~tion 8678, put by Sir .Akbar 
Hydari : " Would it not be preferable 
to omit the word 1 justiciable' as the 
matter must be, without this word, of 
such a nature that it is • expedien·t t() 
obtain the opinion of the Court upoQ:. 
it 7 " and the Secretary of State said, 
" I must certainly consider the sug2"CS· 
tion." "' 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

12,865. The Secretary of State, I 
understand, considers that there are cer- . 
tain questions which can be determined 
by rule of law and which are, therefore, 
eminently proper for a Court of La,v, 
but there may be other issues to which 
no rule of law applies, or the only rule 
of law you could apply would produce 
impossible results, and it is for those 
cases that you suggested something in 
the nature of an arbitral or conciliation 
tribunal 7-Yes: . 

12,866. A question like the disposal of 
the water of a river passing through 
several Provinces where vital injury might 
be done to a Province lower down the 
river by . action taken in the upper 
courses of the river 7-Yes ; just that 
kind of case, a case in which there is a 
great body of past experience that must 
be taken into account, but that, not being 
case-:law, might not be taken into account 
by a purely legal tribunal. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

12,867. If I might put some practical 
illustrations to the Secretary of State·: 
For example, my old ProVince, the Crn
tral Provinces, were hemmed in by 
States on the North and on the South 
and South-West, and there were certain 
obligations which the Provinces and the 
States gave mutual effect to. They o.re 
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important in one way and . ~ho~g~ it 
would be difficult to call them JUSticiable. 
For example, it is understood that when 
the Police of a Province are pursuing a 
murderer or a dacoit, so long as they a;e 
in hot pursuit they may arre&t him 
over the borders of the State, but they 
must thereupon promptly hand him over 
to the Police of the State for custody 
until such times as extradition can be 
arranged'. In a matter like that sup
posing that they are interfered with ~y 
the State Police, or the State Poltce 
refuse to take over the custody of such 
a person how would a case like that 
be dealt ~·ith ' At present the Province 
concerned would not address the Durbar 
of the State direct. It would go to the 
political officer in whose area th~ State 
was situate if they had complaints or 
that kind t~ make !-I think what would 
happen would be that in the first in
&tance there would be consultation be
tween the :Ministers concerned, namely, 
the :Ministers of the Provinces and 
the l\linisters of the State in
volved. If nothing resulted from the 
consultation and there was a grave 
menace as a result, then there would be 
the power of intervention under para
graph 126. I ought to amplify my 
answer and say that, as far as British 
India is concerned, there would be the 
power of intervention under paragraph 
;1.26 and in the· case of States there 
wo~ld be the power of intervention under 
the general power of paramountcy. 

12,868. I would just like to give on~ 
more instance of the arrangements that 
were made under Excise. That was an 
understanding that the bordering States 
and the Province should keep a shopless 
zone for liquor three miles of the border 
on either side, the reason being that if 
liquor were cheap in the native States 
all the people from the British territory 
who wanted liquor would flock into that 
shop and with mutual arrangements, 

' ' 1' it was very seldom that 1quor was 
cheaper in the Province than it was in 
the State, but the obligation was mutual 
-a three mile shopless zone. . If that 
is broken ·by a shop being planted just 
on the border and the whole of the Ex
cise Roevenue from that locality is di
verted to the State, in that case again 
would there be any power of reference 
if the State did nothing, if it was asked 7 

-The state ·of affairs .vould be very 
ll\UCh what it is now, ·namely, that those
questions are settled by negotiation by 
the political officers, and I presume they 
would be equally SQ. settled in the future. 
There is no power of further coercion
in these Proposals, ·nor is there any· 
means of coercing now_ 

12,869. There may not be on paper, 
but, if a State is very recalcitrant, the· 
influence of the political agent might be . 
bronght to bear upon it, but do I under~ 
stand the Secretary of State to imply. 
that in future correspondence will · . be 
carried on direct between the Provincial
Go>ernment and the Provincial Ministers 
and the State Ministers, and that ilie; 
practice at present in force will 
continue, whereby Provinces put their 
grievances, if they have any, against the 
State through the political agents or the 
A. G. G. '-I should like to think over 
the detailed procedure, but my own view 
would be that if you want to have co
operation you had better start w~th 
direct talks between the :Ministers con
eerned .. 

12,870. Because ordinarily, the locnl 
officials have friendly understandings 
with the officials across the border. It 
was the case in my experience with 
Burma,' and even with Siam, which is a 

· foreign power, but nevertheless, cases of 
friction must arise sometimes, and I was 
very anxious to know exactly how under 
the New Constitution those cases would 
be met. I am much obliged to the Secre
tarv of State 7-The :Ministers, of 
coillse, could always appeal to the . P~o-

. vincial Governor and the Provmc1al 
Governor could appeal to the Governor
General in a really serious case to bring 
his influence to bear upon the recalcitrant· 
State. 

12 871. But I think you said that you 
cont~mJ>lated some provision for !ll'bitra
tion for such cases t-In the kind of 
cases I mentioned just now. 

Miss Pick{of'd. 

12,872. I want to ask one que;;tinn 
which I think was not completely covered
by Mr. Foot's question. ~s ~ere not 
any experience in the c.o~stituttonal law 
and Jtr&Ctiee of the DoiDI?Ions ?f Canada, 
Australia or South Afnca, WI~h reg~d 
to international labour conventions which 
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ventions ·are discussed by Delegates of· 
the Federal Government and are ratified 
by the Federal Governmen~ but, of 
course, are observed and enforced . in the 
units. Have · there not been q'llestions 
between the units and · the Federal 
Government which--would aid us in thia 
matter. f-The experience . goes to show 
how very difficult it is to force a unit 
in a Federal Government to do what it 
does not intend to do. . · 

12,873. Have these. questions arisen
over international labour conventions f 
-Yes. -

12,R74. And, therefore, the ratification 
:bas failed now owing to the refusal of a 
State to enforce ·it f-I think that has 
actually happened in the case of the 

· Dominion of Canada. 
12,875. And no satisfactory way out 

has been found f-No. 

Marquess of Reading. 

i2,876. · Do I understand you to say 
that ratification failed because of that,' 

what is to happen if a State refuses to 
carry out a part of the Internat!onal 
obligation, and there. our experience 
go~s to show that it is very difficult to 
use coercion. 

12,880. The point I was going to make 
was that it did not affect the ratifica
tion which has already taken place ; 
what it does affect is the carrying out 
of the obligation Y-Yes. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

12,881. Then if it does not affect the 
ratification· it does not affect the rights 
of the other parties to the Treaty under 
the Treaty and the ratifying govern
ment, which would be the Federal 
Government, might be taken before the 
Hi.!!"h Court at the Hague and con
demnl'd to dam8ges for the failul'e of 
the Provincial Government to carry out 
its obligations f-I do not kiJ.ow whether 
that is so or· not, but the fact remains 
that" that is the actual state of affairs 
with Canada to-day. 

Secretary of .State f-So I understand. Lord Rankeillour. 
(Sir Findlater Stewart.) In ratifying the 
authorities explained that their ratifica- 12,882. Would the ratification come 
tion did not extend to the Provinces of nnder the domain of external affairs re
Canada. The same thing happens 'in served to ihe Governor-General ?-If 
India. When we ratify one of these - Lo1·tl nankeillom will look at List I, he 
things, we have to explain that the win see the flefinition . of " cxtemal 
ratification' does not exte:nd to the Indian affairs." ; it is on page 114, item 8. 
States; Ratification on behalf of India :Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I think that gets 
or Canada, as the case may be, is a over the difficulty. If it is a matter re-
qualified one. · lating to a Federal subject, then, the" 

FPdera l Government having ratified, can 
Marquess of Salisburzj'!l · enforee it of its own accord ; if it is a 

· ~ 12,877. So that henceforth the rati:fica- matter which relates to a non-Federal 
tion ·would not extend to any of the subject~ it · cannot ratify it unless it 
Provinces but only to the Central obt:lius the coneun-ence of the units, in 
Government ?-That depends upon what which case it will be binding upon the 
you . say here. units also. 

Sir Austen Chamberlai·n.] And if it 1 e-
Marquess of Reading. lates to a subject in the coneun-ent 

12,878. Nowaday!:~, if the Government sphere, would Mr. Zafrulla Khan cover 
of India ratifies, as, for ex.ample, it did that contingency also 7 
the Eight Hours Convention~ that Rpplies 1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] As a matter of 
throughout all the Provinces ?-Through- fact the concurrent sphere is a .sphere of. 
out all the Provinces. Provincial subjects, not exclusively, but 

12,879. But- that would not be changed a certain group of Provincial subjects· 
by anything that is to happen . now, in respect of which uniformity has been 
would it Y-(Si:r Samuel Hoare.) No. I considered desirable, and therefore power. 
think that Miss Pickford's point was a has been given to the. Federal legislature 
rather different point, was it not, as to to legislate also. Therefore, they are 
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110n-Federal subjects. Being non
Federal subjects, the Federal Govern
ment will not be able to ratify unless it 
obtains the concurrence of the units. 

Sir .Au.sten Chamberlain.] Then it can 
legislate to make a law, but it cannot 
negotiate a treaty. 

·. 1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.]· It cannot ratify 
a treaty unless it obtains the concurrence 
of the units, being non-Federal sub
jects. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I do not 
agree. 

1\lr. Zafrulla Khan.] Clearly Item 8 
on page 114 says : "including interna
tional obligations, subject· to 'Previous' 
concurrence of the units as regards non• 
Federal subjects", because even with re
garil to the concurrent subjects Sir 
Austen Chamberlain will . see at page 68, 
parag·raph 114, that "the Federal Legis:.. 
latur~ will. not. in respect of the subjects 
contamed m L1st III be able to legislate 
in such a way as to impose financial 
obli~ations on the Provinces"· And the 
object of this proviso in Item 8 at page 
114 is that before the Federal Govern
ment ratified an International Conven
tion that mjght apply to non-Federal 
subjects, it should obtain the concur
rence of the units for the reason that 
!he carrying out of the convention ·might 
mvolve expense, and if it involves ex
pense then their concurrence must be· 
obtained ; otherwise they would not pro-
vide tho money. . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

12,883. Would the Secretary of State 
consider and let us know the opinion of 
his advisers as to whether a concurrent. 
subject, if it becomes the subject matter 
of Federal legislationJ is for these pur
poses a Federal subject, or a concurrent 
subject, or is governed by the principles 
applying to Federal subjects after it has 
become . a. matter of Federal legislation, 
or is still governed by the proviso re-: 
quiring the assent of the units ?-I will 
oons~der the question in detail. My im
mediate answer would be that it is a 
Federal subject if it falls into the 
sphere of international obligations under 
Section 8, page 114. That being .so, the 
Federal Government could give direc
tions. 
LlOHRO 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

. 12,884. On that last point Secretary 
of State, ~ay I just suggest to you that 
you. are I? dang~r here of being up 
agam~t qmte a different difficulty from · 
the difficulty of Canada and Australia. 
You may be able in ratifying a treaty 
to reserve the consent 

1 
pf your units, as 

Ca~ada does, because it may be a Federal 
subJect, and therefore you may ratify on 

· behalf of the whole of India, but you. 
m~~ be • utte!'lY unable to see .that ad-: 
mm1_5trabvely the agreement is actually 
earned out 7-I . think that is a diffi~ 
culty. · · ' 

12,885. I just want to. put to you the 
point that it is different from the other 
Dominions in this matter ?-Yes. . 

12,886. But ~he only specific question 
I want to ask is a new one on Pro.posal 
126. I · see that ' the power of the 
Governor-General in his discretion to. 
issue instructions is limited to any grave 
m_e~ace to the peace and tranquility~ of 
Ind1a. What happens to his other 
special· responsibilities Y- His . other 
special responsibilities are set out in th~ 
earlier clause. . -. 

12,887. In clause. 18 Y-Yes. 
12,888. Has he no· power ~ issue in

structions · to the Governor about the 
safeguarding , of ·legitimate . interest of 
minorities 7-Yes, certainly. : , . . 

12,889 .. Then the fact that this is con:.:.. 
fined · only . to the first of · his special 
responsibilities is not deliberate ; it is not 
intended f-No; it was thought necessary 
for various more or less technical reasons 
to have paragraph 126 in aQ.dition to 
paragraph 18. Para.oooraph 126 is neces
sary, because there are certain cases that. 
might not be covered under paragraph 
18, that is the sole reason ; but it in no 
way detracts from his power to intervene 
in the whole field of his' other special 
responsibilities. 

12,890. May I just add one question : 
In replying to Lord Rankeillour you said 
that the Federal Government would have 
power to appoint its own agents in the 
Provinces to carry out legislation in the 
exclusively Federal sphere. But, is it 
not the · fact ·that there is nothing in the 
WhitE\ faper to prevent it appointing its 
own agents . for carrying out the Federal 
law in the concurrent field f-I am not 

l .. J 
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sure···whether there. is, or whether there 
is not, but the way para..,ooraph 125. was 
drafted was meant to imply that -there 
was a dlli'erence between the trea.tmen~ 
of the two fields. • 

J...ord Eustace Percy.] Yes, I quite 
realise that, but I just wa.nted to get the 
point elear. 
_ .. Jrfr. Cocks.] We are not debarred, I 
take it, from nsldng a question on this 
matter of concurrent subjects which was 
diseussed earliet' on f 

Chairman.] I must leave it to the dis- · 
cretion of the Honourable Member •. 

Mr .. Cocks. 
12,891. Suppose we have such a case 

a8 has been suggested of the Federal 
Govermnent passing an 8-hDur Act t
Yes.. 

12,892. One of the Provinces refuseg to 
administer it, . and the faeto:ries, there
fore, . in that Provi:nee work say ten 
hours. · Is it. not• then possible. for the 
Federal Minister to bring an action in 
the , Courts ttgainst the partieular factory 

•mrner who is hl'eaking the Fede~l law f 
-Yes, not only the Government, but a.ny 
individual oould do so. · 
- 12,893. Would that aetioB be brought 
in the Provincial Court f~ Yes. 

12,894. The Prorineial Court . would 
carry out the ·Federal Aet in that case f 
,......Yes... - ·· · 
'lir. Cocks:] That. is all I wa!}ted to 

ask. · · 
Lord. H'l/,tchison tJ/ Montrose.] Do I 

take it ·we are .af.king questions now on 
the · w:hote range up to pao:tgraph 129 f 

Chairw.an..l That is .SQ. 

I...ord Httfehisofl of Montrose. 

l2.S95. Under paragraph 12:7 I know 
negotiations have. been going on with 
the Princes. Has the Secretv"y l)f State 
~.Y information to give the Conunittee 
•• to what .particnlar parts of the 
Federal Iegi.'l'lation would apply to the 
Princes states '-We hav.e got the lists 
of. the three . classes of subjects. lt is 
impossible to give a final or definite 
answer to Lord. Hutchisqn's question 
until we . bave got the 'Treaties of Ae~.s

·sion. 
12,89.6 .. The:a I under.st.a.n_d from th.& 

Soo~tary of State's answer that up to 

the present no agreements have been 
entered intQ with any of the Princes f
y oa could not enter into any agreements 
it seems to me with any of the Princes 
until the Constitution Act is, if not 
passed, at any ra.te nearly passed. Y oq 
could not enter into any agreement with 
the Princes, for instance until this Com
mittee has reported and the Govern
ment has taken its decisions about what 
are the contents of these various lists. 

Earl of Lytton. 

12,897. May I carry that last question 
a little further f The Secrettu-y of Sta.te 
says it would be· jmpoasible .for there to 
" any agreement b.etween the State$ 
on the m~bject of Federation Ulltil it waa 
kno'fll · what the CoiJstitution Act was 
goiJJg- to be. l quit$ nndersta.nd that, 
but I wonld like . to a.sli. . hbn ~s : 
whether AnY evidence u as yet available 
u to thf e:x±e,nt tG whieb the States 
ue p:repued to aecept the aqtbority of 
• Federal Gov~t f-Yes; we have 
had, o£ cQurse, a great deal of discus... 
sion CYVer points of tb.i.l:l. kind ~ver the 
la~t two or three ,-ea.rs, ~i~nd., speaking 
ge.neJ"ally, the lists with the subjects in 
1hem ]J.aye been .agreed betwf,en our .. 
selvet and the represeD.tatives of the 
State$. TM a.ctual way in which the 
ju:risdietw~ .sh®J.d be carried otlt in a 
particnlu- . State, l tlJ.inli:, must be the 
w.bjeet ~f a detailed agrefment in th& 
Treaty ~f Aee.ession, but, speaking gen-
eraUy, these are the .Iist.s ~t have 
err..E>rged from a v&y long di&cussion 
between .ouxselve!i ttnd tll.e representa
tives who have been in London from the 
States. 

12,898. But ooold you direet my atte:r,t
·tion· to any particnlar docu,me.nt which 
contains .evidence of the meai;ting attri
buted to -the word ~ :f'ede:ra.ti~ " by the 
States which haye aeee-pted the id~a of 
Fede:r.ation and intllp,ated their' willing
·n~ to -partieipat~ in it !-I am :not 
quite s:nre of the ki.nf! of Doemp.ent Lord 
Lytton .bas in :tnllJ,d. This is the kind 
of subject that ha.s been constantly dis
euss.en in the tast two or three years. 
He v;riJ.l find detalled refer!!t].ce to it in 
many of tbe Co.mr:nitte!')'s repo:rl$, and in 
the procee.dings, for _instance, of the 
Council o!. P.rinees last March in India. 
I am not quite sure -what further he has 
in mind. 
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12,899. What I want to know is this : 
Whether in the course of the discussions 
to which the Secretary of Sta~ has re
ferred the representatives of the Indian 
States have expressed their willingness 
to accept the authority of a Federal 
Government under the Constitution Act, 
and whether there is any documentary 
evidence of the extent to which they. are 
prepared to accept that authority f.;_.The 
evidence of the extent is really found 
in these lists which are the result, as l 
~ta v, of all: these discussions. I:fl Lord 
Lytton would like further details aboui 
tlw form that the Instruments of Acces"" 
sion would take I would refer him to. 
page 67 in the volume of the proceed
ings of the last Round Table Conference; 
He "'ill find there a report of som,e dis-: 
cus.~ions. over which Lor(! Irwin ptesided 
between ourselves and' the repJ.'CS®tativea 
of the· ~>-duces. ~f, after reading that 
and the other reporta to which I hav:~ 
rcf<'rred him there is anything els~ i.I.l. 
bia mind perhaps he will let me know.~ 

frinccs and their advisers as if the VieS
roy 'Was extending, J;ris powex: of. para
mountcy· and interfering with the inte111a\., 
affairs o:( the States, and, is it not very 
unwise, in tile long view; 'to· make use, 
if li m~ say so, o~ ~a. Viceroy's p.ower 
in that respect in OJ:'del'l Bo ·e~prce the 
decisions of the. Federal Cabinet or of 
the Federal Legislature !-Quite: shortly, 
J;D.Y question is, is. it nofi very unwise to 
do: so, a.nd ought nofi the two· authorities 
in their respective powel'S· to. be. kept 
clearly: 8JJ.<\ absolutely.~ ·distinct as. far as 
iYOU can 7-I think there would be a. 
grea~ d.ea.l :ful Lord Peel's. criticism if it 
:was contemplate<L that this kind ·of inter ... 
ventiou shollld- be.' of common· ooourence. 
l contemplate it only, taking place as 
the ultimate resort. in 8.1 very serious 
~ergency,. an em,ergency so. ~~rio.us ~ to 
a.IQ.Ount. W. p:r;-act.ioe to the. breakdoWI;J. o~ 
federation in resP.ect of that s~~te'\' 

Earl Peel. 

12,900. There is one qUestion I want 
to aRk : As regards the enforcement o~ 
Federal laws in the States we have 'been 
told the situation is different there· from 
that which it is in the Provinces, be
cause there you would have, or you 
could have anyhaw_, the Viceroy acting 
throu• .. h the political officer, and bring
in,.,. the usual pressure to bear which he 
do~s bring to bear in ce~ c~ m 
the States. My question is : Is it really 
wise to mix up in that way the specifie 
duties of the Viceroy as representing 
the King Emperor and paramountcy, and 
RO on, with: the enforcing of Federal laws 
pass~ by the Federal Legislature, and 
so on, in the States ¥ Surely you want 
to keep the two things distinct. May I 
·take one instance to illustrate what I 
mean 7 If the Viceroy, as representing 
the paramount power h3:s, as yve ]mo~, 
power to deal very drastically m certa.Ul 
eRses with ruli~g Princes ~ cases of dis
order, · or very had Go-yernroent, and so 
on, supposing there is a desire to ~ri'
force a certain law which has. not been 
enforced in a certain State, i1 directions 
5tre giv~ ·by the Viceroy, M .. repre~nt
ing the paramount powt}r, to his political 
ofPeer- to exe.rt pressure ~ thaJ parf;.icl,l;'" 
lar case, would it not appear- to· the 

],2,901. 'l;'hat,: I w~e, very. mu~ mo~'!' 
i(i,~s my (lriticism, and ~ had not qu1te 
understoQ(t. 'YQ.U.11 ¥-IiS'Ye~ m,, t)la~ ~~~ect~ 
That does vecy m.ucll ~o,(lify Wl' ~rxt,icispJ.. 
But take1 ' for i~s~ance, -qn<J._e-; .. p~waph 
128, there are certain officers who I 
'llD.derstand will be Federal Officers who 
·will have tha p,owe:n· of inspection, a.n4-
so ~ '---=-Yes. . . • · 
- . 12,9.0~ T\Jey . m~ recoJ?liDe~dat~on, 
and certai:g. orde~ a.rtt :m,ade ·which PO.&':' 
sU>,ly BJ'e ~o.t prop~rly <;am~ o~~ 7--:Yes: 
'. 12~903. That is not a case whe~e you 

_ wQul4 ~VQ~e the gr~at powers which the 
Viceroy posses'ses of paramountcy. I 
understanc\ ?-:- ·+hey ·WQu\dj •9n1:l''' be re
served for ext~m~ and very :m;t.porta.nt 
uccasions ,_yes~ It must dep~~d u:pon 
the· actUal case, but 1 . contemplate only 
'B. case of · gre~t gravitr· · · .. 

12J9~. Therefore ordinarily this. ' sqrt 
of case' w:hich might, be, o~ t~~uent oceu;r
re11ce1 of course,, would . not lla:ss betweep. 
the political officers, but would be tr~i 
acted between the officers . of the ~ede:ra 
Gove!1lment an4 the Sta~~ ~C!~CeJ1led '~-::-
Yes. .· . . . .. 
· ~90{). I am in~fll @~ige{l f~ ~at 

·answer. There· is. just Ol\e m,ore pomt 
about which I wantect t() as~. -- ln th~ 
case of the directions the Federa1 Go:v~ 
ernment gives direc~o~, ~~· S9..on,,.as 
t'o- the manner in '!~ch th._e €}X:ecf~~vk 
pow~r: shall be. e~erc;;ed, I!Jl'<J, l . )~. 
yon\ told' us that m the ~ase ;.t the 



},ederal subjects ·the Federal Government method or form in which the limitation 
woUld have its own officers. Is not that by a State of the extent to which it 
so t-I said it would have its own officers federates in any particular. subject will 
for certain services, and it might .have be expressed Y-That is so. The methods 
its .officers for _any. service it wished. of application must, it seems to me, be 

.. 12,906. But .do you contemplate that the subject of the Treaty ·of Accession. 
very largely then, as indeed is su~sted I hope, as a matter of fact, there will be 
in. the _report of. its relations between the as m~ch unifo~ty ~ po·s~ble, but I can 
Centre and the. Provinces in the. Third conce1ve of modifications m th~ field of 
R9\lnd Table g'?nference, tha~ in many uniformity, and th'?8e modifieatio~s no 
cases there Will be devolo.bon to tl:e . doubt .would come mto. the Treaties of 
Local · Government, ·and the Local Gov· Access10n. . 
ernment will really be through its own 12,910. That is all I wanted to ask you . 
officers the agent of the Federal Govern- on the subject : that this .d:oes not permit 
ment in carrying out the Federal objects, . or involve any particular form or con
and you will not in all cases require a stitutional position that will be taken up 
staff· of Fadera.l officers f.-:Y es, certainly, with regard to the extent to which a 
and I hope very much that that will be State has reserved its jurisdiction in par
the normal· procedure. ticular Federal subjects, and that is to 
. 12,907 •. And, therefore, the general iorm ~e su~ject of discussion when we 
directions given to the Provincial Govern- are ·· ~scussmg th~ lnstru!D-ent of 
ments would often be directions as to Acc~ss1on 7-Ther~ will be certam federal 
their relations with the Federal officers, SUbJects about w~ch ~e States will have 
or, in other cases, will be directions· as surrendered ~e1r nghts. The e.xact 
to how their own officers should carry out methods ~~· whiCh t~ose Federal subJects 
the Federal orders 7-yes. a:r;e. admimsteredl. ~~ no ?ou~t ~e. the 

· · subJect of negotiation W1th md1vtdual 
12,908. That is so, is it 7-:Yes. States. What, however, the Federation 

! Sir Akbar Hydari. · ' ' 

. 12,909. Referring to paragraph 128 am 
I right. in assuming that the acceptance 
of · that proposal as at present worded 
does · · not · involve acceptance of any 

will have to be sure about is that there 
is a sufficiency of lfniformity in the 
administration of Federal· subjects as to 
make the administration efficient, and 
that there will not be such divergence of 
administration as to destroy the basis of 
'Federation. "" 

(After a shorl adjournment.) 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

12,91L. Secretary of State, this morn
ing while discussing Section 125, you 
were good enough to express your readi
ness t() qualify the words " every Act 
of the Federal Legislature " by· ·saying 
that it n;tay ha~e to be confined to those 
Acts which are exclusively of the Federal 
sphere, so as to leave · out those Acts 
_which may belong to the sphere of con
current jurisdiction f-I am not quite 
.sure, Sir Manubhai, if I did say that 
exactly. I am not quite sure that I 
understood Mr. Manubhai's . point, or 
whether I did say actually what is s;ug-
gested. · _ · .· _ 

12,912. What I mean wa.S that this 
morning you were good enough to ex
press your readiness (nol; your decision) 

to consider the words " as to secure that 
d'ue effect is given within the Province 
to every Act of the Federal Legislature," 
instead of " every Act of the Federal 
Legislature." You want to restrict it 
to exclusively Federal Acts so as not to 
include Acts of concurrent jurisdiction f 
.:_That is the actual position now under 
125. 

12,913. May I ask if you would be 
prepared to extend the same conside~a
tion to Section ]21 which deals W1th 
States. " It· will · be the duty of the 
ruler of a State to secure that due effect 
given within the territory of th~ State 
to every Act of the Federal · Leg:tslature 
which applies to that territory." Would· 
you not ·consider "every Act of ~he 
Federal Legislature,_ to mean pertam-
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ing exclusively t<? tho ·Federal sphere 7 M hhai · · -. · ·~ ·· · · 
As I understood 1t, you said this morn- th::eu kin.d Mefhta. will ~ee that there ~ 
ing that as regards the States there . s 0 difficulties which have to 
would be greater reason to interpret it · be taken mto account. The· Federal Act 
that way because there would be no con- must be applied somewhat differently be
current field with regard to the States 7 ~~~~n~. State and· another. Moreover 
-But 127 only does apply to the Federal lr Manubhai's fears are really 
sphere. groun~ess if he will look at ·Section lll. 

He wil~ see there that the Federal Legis.:. 
Sir llfanubhai N. Mehta.] Then it is latu;e 1s restricted exclusively to F~ral 

likely to be misunderstood. My ·inter- subJects . 
pretation was at one time, " every Act 12 915 B 

. of the Fed:eral Legislature which applies ' ut there . may be · laws ·passed 
to that territory." When the Federal by the Federal .~s~t~e ·upon subjects 
Legislature passes an Act, it will say of_- c~mcurrent JunsdlctlOn, the civil and 
it applies to the whole of India, and cnmmal p~ocedure. code· or the penal. 
India may include ·not only British India code '-I will look mto the point but I. 
b t I d' St t th . l"k wo.uld have said that· the State's were 

u n Ian a es, 80 ere lS 1 ely to qu1te safe. Concurrent legislation · doee 
be ~me· confusion· or ambiguity as re- not apply to the States. · , · · · ..• 
gards applicability to that territory, so 
it would be I should say more expedient 12,916. It should be made clear; because 
to limit this to every Act of the Federal as ~ say,· to me and 1 to ·several of 'the 
Legislature which pertains exclusively to Indian • rulers the words "concurrent 
the Federal sphere for two reasons. One juriSidliction " have a different meaning; 
is, as you said, that there would be no Concurrent ju:dsdiction will -: inean · that 
concurrent fiehll . with regard to the ~ven as regard~ railways or· negotiable 
States, and,. secondly, that the. States mstruments whmh are Federal· subjects, 
have internal autonomy which the Pro- the States may have · slightly different 
vinces at present do not possess. laws applicable to their local conditions, 

provided there was no fundamental differ
Mr . . 1Jl. R. Jayaker.] But may I put ence between the two. That was how 

a question, Sir Manubhai Y the States understood the · words "oon-
Sir lJlanubhai N. Mehta.] Please . let current jurisdiction" Y--I will certainly 

the . Secretary of State· answer me; look into points of that kind. · Our in-
Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] I want to under- .tention is to safeguard the States' rights. · 

stand that questio·n. Which applies to · 
this territory 7 Do not these words ex- . · Mr. -N. M. .Joshi. ' 
elude every Act of the Legislature in· the 12,911.· May I ask onequestj.on y Yo~ 
concurrent field ~ stated that concurrent ·legislation .~:will .i:iot 

Sir lJlanubhai N. lJlehta.] No, they apply to · the. f?t~tes. ·wm not .· th~ 
may not, because, suppose the Federal States be permitt~d to enter-the Federa-. 
:Governnient passes an Act as. regards tion· even as regards ·'some· .<>f the cpn,~ 
negotiable instruments, and says it current subjects y:........certainly I -yvould say. 
applies to the whole of India : By inter- thai' the States ca:J;~. surrender suc'4. pow~r8 
pretation, India may niean territory sub..: a8 they think :fit .. 'fheie is, . however, a 
ject to Iridian StateS. There is a little minim,um surrender. 'without 'Yhich _theh" 
ambiguity ; l want that ambiguity entry would· not· be 

1 
accepted, ;'and that 

cleared up. · · minimum· surrender is in the .Federal 
Sir Hari · Singh Gou.r.] ·The Fed'erai field. · .. . , . . . 

Legislature has no -right to legislate ~or 12,918. But· if they at some stage .ehoose 
the whole of India. · ·· · to federate, even as. regards .-conc'\lrrent 

subjects, there is nothing to ~revent th:rt 
Mr. Manubhai N. Mehta. · being QOJ?.e ~:-No, I do .not think there ~~ 

-12,914. I ·understand that, but. where ·. '· ·· ·· · · · ·- -, -' · :: ; · · · · ~· :. ' :···. ·." 
is the objection to .·removing . the ;'. _,· J§ir Mf£nubha~_.N. Me1J,tq._; ·,·:':: ·:~r 
ambiguity 7-I should _be very glad if I .· 12 9l9. Then.!- pass· on: to ·Section:128. 
could to . remove any ambigqity ._that - TJm{ .. provides ···that"' ·" the ' Governo:t
there is.· At the same time, Sir General will be empowered" and with 



lhe · concurrence of any State "will be inspection to take place by the agents 
··ftquired ·to inake Agreements With the of .the State acting oh behalf of the 
ruler of any State for the ca.rrying out Federal Government. 
~in that State, through the agency of · 12,922. Only, as I said, misappreheu:.. 
=state authorities, of any Federal pur, sion may be removed if it is made· clear 
·pose." I take it that this does not ·in! that "or otherwise" does not include 
elude the conjoint authority or corporate \lnforcement. With regard to these 
authority of tlto or three different States. officers of the Federal Government being 
I wiU give you an illustration : Two or located m States, I ta!ke it that they 
three small StAtes may for the purposes are there subject to the ordinary laws 
of securing efficiency · arrange between pf the State f If they commit an offence 
themselves that they may have · one it would be according to the laws of 
rommon judieiar)' or comnion educational the State that they would be tried ; they 
!mbjects or some other common service. 'WOuld not claim any diplomatic im
Now the carrying out ~f the Federal in · · 7-Th 
instrUctions instead of being· Mnveyed umties e question is new to me ; 

I would have said offhand not. I will 
to the State Authority may be conveyed look into it. 
to the Conjoint State Authorities. I 
take it that this is not ~:icluded f_;_Cer- Sir Manubhai N. l!ehta.] What I 
~ainly it is not excluded, and l would wanted to know was that they would be 
say that that would be a movement that amenable to all th6 ordinary laws of the 
~he Federal· Govemmeht would be wise State where they are placed. 
to lmcourage. · Sir Hari Singh Gour.] They would 
. · _12,920. Another question on the same be agents of the Federal Government. 
Section : "But it will be a condition of Sir Manubhai N. iJiehta. 

·every such agreement that the Governor-
General shall be entitled, by inspection ·12,923. For instance, if he eommits a 
or otherwise, to satisfy himself that an crime, he must be liable to the laws of 
adequate statidard of . administration is the. district. Of Coursey the fact that 
~aintained." I take it that this is, of Sir Haii Sihgh Gour has asked . this 
course, · confined only to the Federal question shows that there is some differ
sphe~ f-Yes. · ilnce l>f 6pihiori. The last question is 
· i2,921. Secohdly~ that in _the. phrase, about No. 129 : "The Governor-General 
"By inspection or otherwise", the word will be ~mpowered: in his discretion to 
"otherwise" is rather too vague. It issue general instructions to the Goveni
might include direct enforcement. The ment of any State-Member of the 
present practice is, for Instance, in the Federation for the purpose of ensurin~ 
Railway . Department that there is the that the Federal obli~Hons of that 
railway. inspector who goes round the Sta.te are duly fulfilled"· By 11 Federal 
State Railways and inspeets them ; if obligations " I understand they: imply 
there are any defects, he reports those also a respect for the provisions of 
defects to the State Governor. There is treatie.q whieh are already entered into 
no direct . , enforcement, so " or other- ~.nd \Vhieh may be preserved or saved in 
wise",' I take it. does not in~lude direct the Instrument of Aeeession f-I am not 
enforcem~t !-Sir Manubhai will have ouite -sure that I have followed Sir 
hea.rd·what I said this morning. I think Mamibhai's questioiL 
t made the position quite clear that there 12,924. What I wanted to know was 
is · no intention in anybody's mind of that tli.e Federal obli~tions of that 
marching armies into States and enforc- State are duly fulfilled. Fooeral obliga-

. ing :.agreements. Really, the use of the tions of course are in ·the Federal 
phrase II or otherwise". I think is meant sphere and subject to the existing 
just as ·much in the interests of the treaties and engagements ?-Yes. Here 
States as in the interests of the Federal again I am not quite clear whether I 

. Government, pamely, that it might not have· given ~n answer. to Sir Manubhai's 
~e necessary to have a direct inspe~tic,n question or _ not. Existing treaties of 
of Federal ·ariang'emerits at 'i!h, hut'. other course as modified, if they are modified, 
~~n~ement~ , ihiglit be _made· for t~~ . in. the Instrument of Accession. · · 
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12,925. That I understand. This morn
ing, in reply to a question by Lord Peel 
and also Sir Reginald Craddock, the 
question of excise obligations or excise 
telationa was discussed, and in reply to 
Lord. Peel you were good enough to say 
that in such matters paramountcy would 
not necessarily be appealed to, but it will 
be preceded by friendly negotiations of 
Ministers of the Province and Ministers 
of the State. I wanted to know if in 
such negotiations or discussions if the 
State does not carry out its obligations, 
it is a non-Federal mattet. Excise re
lations are not Federal matters, but are 
non-Federal matters, and if the State 
did not carry .out its obligations or 
agreements, you were good enough to 
say that the matter will ultimately rest. 
with the Viceroy, and the Viceroy, enr• 
cising his paramountcy power, will see 
that it is enforced. I ask the contrary 
question : Suppose that the Province 
does not carry out the obligation 7 · In 
that case it came out this morning that 
the Governor-General will have no power 
to enforce it from the Provinces. :May 
I ask if in such contingency the States 
may not be allowed the liberty to go to 
a Federal Court of Law ?-We have 
already covered that point in, first of 
all, Section 70, sub--Section (e). It is 
that kind 'O:l case· that we have in mind, 
that would be dealt with under sub~ 
par~OTaph (e) oi 70. In the case of the 
Governor-General it is 18 (f). -

12,926. I only wanted to be tlear 
whether these special responsibilities .will 
apply to provisions of treaties and agree
ments with regard to such matters as 
excise arrangements, which are in the 
non-Federal sphere ?-I would have 
thought that under 18 and 70 we really 
do cover those dangers, even outside the 
Federal field. We will look into' Sir 
:Manubhai's point and see whether it 
should be met further. 

Sir Manubhai N. Meh-ta.] Thank you.
That is all. 

Mr. IT. Thombare. 
12,927. I have a few questions. Secre

tary of State, the Instruments of Acce.s
sion which the States will execute will 
perhaps_ be more or less uniform Y~Yes. 
· t2,928. But still, they will make cer

tai!'l reservations as 'rega1'ds the Federal 

subjects. To the extent of the reserv&
tio~, will . they ·not· trench . upo11 the 
authority of the Federal Officers who 
deal with those subjeets t-It would meaD 
that the duties of the Federal .· Officers 
would be somewhAt different in one State 
sa compared with another in cases · of 
that kind. ' ·' • 

12,929. So that the reserved. sphere 
would be excluded from,Jhe scope o~. the 
powet t>f the Federal' 'authority ~All 
that sphere would be ·excluded that' had, 
not been surrendered in the Instrw:nent 
of .Accession. · · ·. · · · ; ' · 

., ~ . ' 

12,930. Would it he excluded from the 
scope of the Federal Ministers 1-<Jer-
tainly.. . 

12,931. Th~n, as Sir Reginlld Crad
dock pointed out, Province! B.n.d States 
would have an interest in certain· provin
cial subjects, £or example, excise , ...... Yes. 

12 932. And there· may be 8.greenl.ents 
on s~ch a subject between a Pro~ee 
and· a State. In this ·respect . agam, 
these agreements will ~rench up~n the 
power of the Ministers !-They ~ht do 
one t>f two· things ; · they might tie .. ~e 
hands of the· Ministers or they might tie 
the hands of the State. 

12,933. l3oth f.,-'yes. 
12 934. Just as they will. tie the hands 

oi the States, they will also tie t?-e h~~s 
of the Ministers Y--Yes, they will be m 
the nature of an agreement betwee~ the 
two P.~ies. · · · .. ·· ... 

12,935; Then the reservations . thus 
effected by the agreements in favour. of 
a State would be excluded from. t~e 
soope (1£ the power of tha Federal Mmls
tcrs t-Yes .. That is ·very .Jnueh the 
same ques~ion in ,an.other fonn that I 
answered Just now. . . 
' 1:!,936.. Then in so fa~ as n fll'ovincial 

subject may be the subjMt ma.tt(!f. r.f an 
ag1-eement betwee11_ a Previu{Je aud a 
State the agreement 'Would really be be
twee~ the paramount po'!'er . uud the· 
State and·· to· that :extent,, 1t wo~ld,-per
haps 'not be a prorincial·roattel" at ,a_n f 
..;.,.{ d~·:not .follow that line,of reasonmg. 
The agreement ·would , be· between . thn 
provincial Government ana the .. sta~e., 
There woald 'Only be an int.ervenhon 1n 
th~ lfJeld bf naramount<'.y in t~e. s~r~ of 
conditions that I deseri~e,i W~ m:{Jrmng, 
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~mely a very serioas emergency drik· Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
~ng at 'the roots ~f the Blate 's Federa· 12,040. ·wm the Secretary of State 
t.ion generally. state how the disagreement is to be 
. 12,937. What I .hal'o ir1. view is merely resolved 7-The disagreeme'!lt woal•l h•~ve 

this. that the reservations that may be to be resolved by nego:iatit)n in the first 
effe~ted by such an ngrocJU.:!nt between place, and if negotiation did net suecl1ed, · 
a Province and n. State would exclude either the agretmtlut would t.ollnpse or, 
that subject to that extent. from the in the event of the disagreement le;tding 
authority of tho Ministc!'s, and the1·e- to a grave emergency, then. the Viceroy· 
fore the reserved subject would Le a. would have to deal with it in the field of 
~ratter for the· jurisdiction of the Vjce- paramountcy. 
roy as representative ~f the pnram:Junt Mr. Y. Thombare.] But it is coneeiv
power t-1 think it might be that. It able that there may be r.o plain 
might, on the oth~r hand, 1!e an. ·~g:ec· · · emergency, yet there may be dh.agree
ment that tied the hands ,~f tue Muusters mmt. with regard to certain points. 
of the States. Now who would· solve that kind of dis· 

agreement 7 • · 
12,938. But just.ss a tied the hands ~f Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Is Mr. Thom. 

the Ministers of thP. Sta.tes, ;;owouldlt bare dealing with a qaestion where no. 
also exclude the jurhdiction of the Pro- agreement is rea.eh2d about such a ques· 
vincial Ministers !-It might of course tion of excise as he has spoken of, for 
do that. It might, on the other hand example, between a Province and a 
(I have not ~·t any concrt~te. ~~~~e in bordering State, or :S he dlla1i'lg \Vlth a 
mind) I suppose, extend the actiVlbes of question where an agreement lws been· 
a Government if it was n.gr~ed to do s·> reached and one of the parties aJleges 
in the negotiation. that the other party is breaking it. 

· 12,939. What I have in mind · is a Mr . . Y. Tkombare. 
kind of disagreement arising between a . 
State and a. Proviu'!e. In that cas~, 12,941. It is the latter, Sir t- -I think 
would not the dispute· be entirely for the- then it must depend a ·hi'eat deal upon 
Viceroy to decide 7-It is very difficult the gravity of the ea;:)e. I can conceive· 
for me to answer a gene1:al question of n case that was of· no ,·ery grent · 
that .kind without havin~ ·clearly in my importance in which the I'esult (Jf a dis· 
mind the kind of case that is r.ontem- agreement of that kind w.m!.l be
plated. Could :Mr. Thombare give ll.Je· a to bring to an end the l't~e<:lment betw~cn. 
concrete case as an illustrutiop f · the Province and the State. I can also 

Mr. Y. Thombare.] Supposing there 
was an agreement about excise nnange
ments hctween a. ·Province and. o. State 
and there may. be a term as l'egard:3 the 
number of shops ~hat at·e to be nutha.· 
rised for the sale of liquor : there inay 
be .a disagreement betwe·:1n the Provi11ce 
and the State- as regard:;· t~c· rumbe:t .)f 
shops to be maintained in a particulnr 
zone ; · who ~ wouiJ be the cmnp•:tent 
R.uthority to decide such a di~pute f 
Though constitutionllny spaaki11g the 
question may be one for ~he Govcrr.r-r, 
it h.as to be· remembered, as you, Secre-· 
tary of State, · p(>inted out, that the 
Governor and the· "Mini;;try W\)uld be· 
norni.ally wor'king in close relations With 
each other, in. friendly ' relations with 
each other, ·and it would involve a heavy 
strain on the Governo'! tc: maintain an 
attitude. of detachm~nt. 

imagine a case in which the issue might 
be justifiable and it might go to the 
Federal Court. I ·~an nho contemplaf;e 
a type of case in· whbh . it miciht bo 
agreed by both parties and. by . the 
Viceroy.Jo have an ad hoc tribunal to 
inquire into it. I can contemplate ~· 
number, of ways of dealing with a case 
of tl>at kind. It must t•eally depend 
upon its gl'&vity. . · 

12,942. And the ends of Justir.e 7-
Yes. 

-~···--·-··.,_ ... 

Lord Rankeillour. 

12,943. If the qua:rrel was bctwe~n a 
Province and a. State, · coula not the 
Province have instructions • undPr the 
second part of 125, from the Fede:rn.l 
Government as to its policy towards the 
bordering State f-I am not sure who-o 
ther that would be Mr. Thombn;re's point. 
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.A good deal of Mr; Thorn bare's Rrgu-· 
ment was directed to cases which were 
not stricUy. in the Fcdm·al field. . . 

12,944. A quarrel abC'ut arrarJgementa 
for the collection of exc!se duties surel1 
would be in the Federal field f- No ; in 
the provincial field. · 

12,945. I know f-I do not think the 
second paragraph of 12.5 woultl meet · 
what is in :Mr •. Thombare's mjlld. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] The example 
which Mr. Thombare gal"e i~ nn agr('c
ment providing f.or imtance th:lt within 
three miles of the Fro!! tier on either side 
there shall be no licensf'd premises, and 
it is alleged either by the Provir..ca that 
the State has broken the agreeml•nt, or 
by the State that the Province has 
1Jroken the agreement. Is not the 
answer of the Sccretal'Y' of State the 
right one : that is a matter for D£'gotia
tion f It may lead to the ecssati..m of 
the agreement, the · collapse of the 
agreement, unless the agree!llent has 
specificially provided some t1·ibuual to 
which such a dispute l'lhould be referred. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] Or unless 
by mutual agreement reference is made 
to such a Court. It need not be in tho 
original agreement, the agreement 
between the parties. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Yes. 

1\fr. Y. Thombare. 

12,946. What would be the position of 
the Ministers, whether in the Province 
or the Federal Government, with ngard 
to the paramountcy !':taff of the Vice~ 
roy f-They would have nothing to do 
with it. · 

. 1\Ir. Y. Thombare.] Then Proposal 128 
rai::;es the question of the States' I11~tr-a
ments of Accession. • Would it be in 
order to raise the question of the Iustru
ments of Accession now under paragraph 
128' 

Chairman.] If it relates to these para
graphs, it would probably he conveni-:-nt · 
to take it row. 

Mr.· Y. Thombare;] Yes. The States 
~vidently want to carry out as many 
Federal purposes as possibla in their 
territories. 1 • 

· Archbishop of Canterbury.] What is 
the paragraph, Mr. Thomharc t 

Mr. Y •. Thombare. 

12,947. Paragraph 128 ; t!le Stntrs will 
evidently want to cJ.ny out as Dla'ly 
Federal purposes as possible in their. 
territories through their a~cn.cy, and 
they will therefore :lesire to nale pro
visions to that effect in their ln~tru
ments of. Accession. In such cases, the 
Government will no doubt satisfy them-. 
selrves in the firsti i11stauce that the 
agency of the State will be competent 
for the purpose for which it i,.; offered, 
but I hope the Government in that case 
will not make any discrimination . be- · 
tween one class of State and another 
and that the only point that will matter 
will be whether the pe1·sonnel that the 
States· offer can be trusted to carry out 
the · duties required of them !~An 
arrangement of that kind must. be ex~ 
elusively upon the merits of the parti"' 
cular case. Obviously, it would be 
necessary to take into aecount tlle P.ffl
ciency of a particular Sta;;c for ~arrying 
on particular duties. Obviously, also, 
one would have to j'ldge to a certain 
extent from past experience nnd past 
history; 

'12,948. Because not n.U t.he. States. are 
in the same state of '.le.vclopmcnt,- and 
their administration varies. There are 
States whic.h have reached a high degree 
of efficiency, and their administration 
llas been sp.oken of highly by t:ompot~nt 
authorities. They may not bave a high 
salute, but their administration would 
bear .comparison with thP. ndmiuis~rlltion 
of some of the most advanced pro\"ll)COI ; 
so. would the question o~ the. ageney 
offered by them be eow;i_dered Qn its own. 
merits f..:...I thin}r all these ca~e~ have 
got to be considered on their own 
merits. What may be applicabla tq one. 
ease would not be applicable · to an.:. 
other. For instance, on3 service differs · 
fr.om another. Although the adminis
tration of a small Stata :rnight be ex
tremely efficient, none the ·less it might 
strike at the very roots of the Federa
tion if every small St~ta had. Its· own 
administration of :1. lng serVIce .. One· 
has got to take all those . facts into 
account. 

12 949. It would merely - be the 
effici~ney of ·tile s(Jrvice th~~ ·would 
matter in such a case, wo11ld. 1t not ~-. 
It woul~ be the pfficiency of the sc1'V1ee 
and · the general cffer.t upon . the 
administration of that parbculu 
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Federal service, that is to s~y, t.he 
efficiency fiom the p<>iht of View of the 
Sta.te knd also the efficiency £tbll1 the 
poin~ of view of the Fe,Jeral Govern-
ment. · 

12,950. Ana tbal- woUld w go'f'Crned 
lJy the· ·consideration of merits t--.. 
CertaiD.l:f~ · ' ' . 

• 

0 

12,951. In ant ~asc, fl.il ambitious 
ciicuinstahM like a sa.luie wonld not 
stand 0 in . the way t-:.1 i}i) bot thinJt 
salutes would oome Into thi3 kin.d ot 
qhestioh. at all. 

:Mr. Za/rulla Kh~n. 
12,952 •. Seeretaty of State; in brdi~r te~ 

uridetstand. sonie of the matters which 
lppear to be causing difileulty with re• 
gard lo this part of t b.e subjcet, I am 
afraid I shall have to. ask f\ln or your 
adnsers Mine question.S whi.f.l! 1lligbt 
tebd: tG tleat up, in the first place, the 
gehesis :of these tfuee· lists, Fedetal, ~ 
vincial a.nd ooll(!11fren.i. 1l you Will 
~dly helj) the Co'mihittee with fegafd 
ro the J>resent positioftt perha~ it \Vobld 
oe easier· to fOllow the proposals of the 
White Paper which have arisen from it. 
·May I dnnv 

0 toi.a attention to Sehedulc 
1 'Of the Devolution Rule& of the Govern
ment '"Of India · A~t f..;.;..;.;.Yes-. 

.. i2,95~. This Schedhle. has.' two . ·parts. 
Tne first. part .contains . a list of Central 
subjects t-Yes.: 
, . 12,954. ADd the seoond ~enta.i.il.s a list 

. of Provincial subjects !-Yes. 

• l~,n65. I~ein 46 bf this first part of 
the . Central slibjeets list 

0 
says : 11 All 

inattei's ~xpressly excepted by the pro
visiohs of Pait Il of this Schedule from 
ihclusion among Provincial subjects," 
.that is to say, all such matters expressly 
excepted shall be Central subjects 7-
Yes. 

12 956~ I· will take one itctn. of· the 
Provincial subjects to illustrate what I 
ro~an, i.f you will kindly turn to Item 
a iB th~ Provineial List-Education f
Yes-. 

.12,957. It says : " Educatiott,o provided 
that (a) the following subjects shall be 
e.Dlluded," and then it describes certain 
subjects. Stopping here for \he moment, 
tb~ effect of this entry is that education 
is ·a Pronn·cial subject, but those por
tions of education wh~ch are . Epecilie~ in 

Sub-item A are not Provincial because 
they are expressly e"xcepted t-Yes. · 
. 12,958. Then (b) goes on to say : '' The 

following subjects shall ~?e subject to legis
latiot1 by the .. Indian ugislatu.re, 
namely "~hen a list follows which has 
been subseqb.enUy modified ,_..Yes. 

12,959. This I undersland means: that 
the whole of the :rest of the subject of 
education is Provincial, but again certain 
parts, even out of this residuum, although 
the subject is Provincial, are subject 
to legislation by the Indian Legisla
ture-the Central. Legislature f-Yes. 

12,960. S& that I unde:rstand that this 
list in Part Ii starts with this. It 
describes · Provincial subjects itt this 
way : Eithet a iro.bject is wholly Provin
eial ot a subject is Provincial to a cer
tain extent and the remainder of it is 
not ProVincial, but even out of Pro-
vincial subjects certain portions of Pro
vin~ial subjects are subject to legisla
tion by the Indian Legislature 7-=--Yes. 

i2,.96i. ·That is the present . existing 
position t-Yee.: 
. 12,962. Do you reeolleet, Secretary of 
State, that during the first Ronnd Table 
Conference a sub-committee under the 
Ch.aiJ;nuLnshlp of Lord Zetland . was 
appointed to consider ·these . lists, and. 
their report is at page 28 a:nd subsequent 
pages of the Reports of the First Round 
Table Conference f-Y es. 

12,963. They have divided the Schedule 
appended to . their Report into various 
sub-heads. The first is ·A " Central sub
jects whieh are proposed t~ be wholly_ or 
partly federalized." [I'hat is at page 28. 
Then B on page 32 : " Central subjects, 
no portion of which is proposed to be 
federalized." Then at page 33, C :''Pro
vincial subjects subject to legislation by 
the Indian Legisl~ture." I take it that 
that i~ the portion of the second list 
under the Devolution Ru1es which is 
subject to Indian legislation, but the sub
jects are nevertheless provincial f-Yes, 
that is· -~. · 

i2,964. Then 0 ~ " Pro-vincial subjects 
specially excepted and those in respect 
of 'Whieh extra-proVincial control i~ ex
ercised." That is at page 36 f-Y:es. 

12 965. Am I right in understandlng 
that 'the concurrent list which has ·even
tUally ~iDerged aa. t>art of the White 
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Paper proposals is & list which has been 
framed out of these classes of subjects C 
and D, Provincial subjects, in which it 
is desirable that the Federal Legislature 
should also have a power to legislate f
y es, substantially that is so. 

12,966. Subject to modifications. I 
have noticed some modifications myself f 
-Yes. 

12,967. But substantially it has 
emerged from those two lists f-Yes. 

12,968. And that is touched upon in 
the Third Round Table Conference Re
port at page 18, paragraph 5, about the 
middle of the paragraph f-Yes. 

12,968A. " The Committee therefore 
consider that practical requirements will 
in any event necessitate a field in which 
both Centre and Provinces should have 
legislative jurisdiction f-Y es. 

12,969. "The Committee consider that 
the problem could be dealt with with 
sufficient precision by constituting a. 
common field to which would be assigned 
matters upon which uniformity of law 
is or may be desirable and by assigning 
to both Centre and Provinces the power, 
but not the exclusive power, to legislate 
upon any subject included in it ; but 
some method must at the same time be 
devised whereby administrative powers 
and functions which properly belong to 
the Ptovinces in respect of these sub
jects are secured exclusively ta them ! " 
-Yes. 

12,970. I suggest that this" last por
tion, that by making this field concur
rent we should not lose sight of the ad
ministrative powers and functions whiciJ. 
with regard to these subjects properly 
belong to the Provinces, was put in be
cause these subjects to start with, eveu 
tinder the present system, are Pr~vin~ial 
And this concurrent power of legu;labon 
at the Centre is given hecaus~ they are 
eminently tnaiters in which, jf possible 
and subject to looal requirements, uni~ 
f.ormity is desirable 7-Tha.t is g~ne1·nHy 
the case. 

i2,971. That being SC'~ may I now draw 
your attention actually to the eonenrrent 
list in the White Paper Proposals, Jlllge 
119 7-Yes. 

12,972. The first 10 items in· this list 
deal· almost exclusively. with law in the 
sense that it is legal enactments : ~d 

statutes with regard . to which the power 
of concurrent legislation would be exer-
cised t-Yes. . . 

M:r. ZafruUa Ehatt.] For ~tance, 
No. 1 is dealing with the jurisdiction 
powers and authority of Courts. · 

Sir Hari Smg" Gour.] No. U would 
also come unde:r lay. 

:Mr. Zairulia Kha~ 
12,973. Yes, but other. considerations 

may arise. A good many others may 
eome in, but the fust 10 are e:r.clusively 
law •. No .. 2 is·: "Civil ·Procedure, in
eludii:l.g the Law of limitation and au 
matters now covered by the Indian C'ode 
of Civil · Procedure." Supposing there 
\Vas legislatloii oh it · by the Federal 
Legislature subject to the provisions of 
paragraph_ll4 of the White Paper, su:rely 
there would be no question of the en
forcement of such a piece of legislation 
by the Federal Government. · Supposing 
the Law· of Limitation applying to a cer
tain class of sUits were extended beyond 
the period how . in operation; surely it· 
would be. an ordinary ·routine pial\er be
tween litigants eoini.Jig up before ' the 
courts.. One would 8J.lege p'Ossibly that 
one period of limitation applies ; .the. 
other would allege that the other applies ; 
a.nd it would be for the court to decide 
which particular enactment applied to 
the suit !-Yes, that is so. 

12 97 4. So that I take it with regard 
to s~ch matters no difficulty arises with 
regard to the enforcement of Mncurrent 
legislation 7-No, t think t generally 
agree. . 

12,975. The only difficulty \vould be 
that the courts would, in maur ~es, 
have to decide out of two conflicting 
pieces of legislaJ;ion, say, Provincial ~nd 
Federal regulating the same subJect 
which ~der the provisions of t~e ~()n.o 
stitution Act had priority 7-I suppose 
that would be so, yes. 

12,976. Under paragraph 114: 7-Yes. 
i2,977. And the moment that has been 

determined they simply proceed to deter
mine the suit . pending before them 
accordingly f-Yes. 
· 12,978.. I submit that t.he same ~o~d 
be true of the law of eVl.denee whic~ 1s 
iliA 'next title, -and . to .oaths •.. Su~posmg 
a Federal Statute said tertain kinds .of 
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evidence· are not admissible ·in certain matter of_ law and application is made 
proceedings, when such proceedings aN to. a distric~ Judge under the present 
pending before a Court of Law it will Act to appoint a Commission of Lunacy 
take cognisance of that and refuse to and he will have to find! out what law 
look at that evidence or vice-versa 7- he has to apply and what definitions he 
Yes. has to apply ?-Yes. · · · · · 

12,979. You .. do not require special 12,983 •. And if the Federal Leoislation 
machinery to enforce an amendment of has laid down the definitions of lunacy 
the Evidence Act by the Federal Legis- and th~ procedure and so on, and! that 
lature. The same applies to "Mar- has- been laid down under the· provisions 
riage and Divorce," and to "Age of of paragraph 114 the District Ju:lge will 
majority 'and custody and guardianship proceed to apply that law. I d'o not see 
of infants." I need not go on to why any special machinery should be 
enumerate all these subjects. .As I have · necessary to apply the definition of 
said, they are purely legal subjects. lunacy laid down, say, in a Federal 
Then I draw your attention to Item 11 : , Statute. · Then : "Regulation of the 
" Control . of . new~papers, books and W?rking of Mines, but not including 
printing presses. " It may be that the mmeral development." In the regulation 
Federal Legislature may consider that of the working of Mines the legislation 
some uniform regulation of p~tiDg may provi~e for two kinds of things. I. 
presses is necessary, say, having re~nrd can conce1ve that Federal Legislation 
to a widespread campaign of sedition. may prescribe certain action to be taken 
It may mean requiring the Press to give by the owners. of different mines for the 
security or the enforcement of penal safety of workmen working in those mines 
previsions. So far · as the question was -positive action, requiring that theJ 
merely one of enforcing that legislation shall do certain things in order to en
in . Courts of Law, so far as it merely sure their safety, and, as a necessary 
created offence~, the ~ame considerations cons~quence, i~ will, of course, have to 
would. apply here also 7-Yes. proVIde ·that m the case of d'ehult on 

. · . · the· part of ·these owners with re"'aid to 
12,9~0. So . far as It . rel~tedJ to . p~r~ly these matters there shall be o certain 

executive action, that 1f, I~ the opnno.a penalties· i,mposed upon them. . The first 
of the Government, a certam press or a kind of co., ... se mi· ht · · h" 

rt · h · t d · , ...... , g requrre mac mery 
ce. a~ ~ewspaper as_ ransgr~sse ce.·- for inspection Y-Yes. 
tam limits, the Government might pro- . . 
ceed either to· forfeit the· press or .. to 1.Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] ~d the enforce~ 
stop the· issue of the newspaper and s~ m~nt of the second part m _the case of 
on ; that no doubt would be executive failure w~d be by the ordinary means 
action, but Law· and Order being a Pro- of prosecution. I apprehend th~t the 
vincial subject, it will be the local gov~ second pa~ ~o~d cause . no diffic~ty 
ernment which will have to take action f whatsoever' It IS the .s~e as enflJrcmg 
_yes. . ~ any other of the _pr~visions _of the Penal 

· . .. · . . . Code. The ProvmCial Mag~stracy every 
12,981. If the un~o:m law sru~ that. m day enforces the provisions of the Pen'll 

or?er to P.revent sedibon,.a ~erl;a~n actiOn Code. and they will also enforce the pro
might be taken. the proceedmg IS Rr:alo~ · visions of any· penal legislation assed b 
gous to th~t ~hiCh is at present pres_cnbed the Federal Le!cislature. . p y 
by the CrliDlnal Procedure Code With re- "' . 
gard to offensive publications a.nd so: on, Mr. N. JJJ. J oshz.] May 1 mterv~ne 
and. the local government could t~e for .a ~econd, because the same q?-eation 
action in exactly the same way as it does ~as ansen as rega!~s the . factoncs. It 
under the present provisions of the Gov~ IS not that every citizen Will be ab!~. to 
ernment of India Act f-yes. prosecu~e for a breach .of the Mmmg 

Regulations or Factories Act. Both 
12,982. With ·regard ·to "lunacy,· but these pieces of legislation authori:;e the 

not including lunatic asylums," all that Factory Inspector or the ·Mine In:5peetor 
I. can. conc'eive is; either that the de1i- to prosecute, and nobody else.· · There
nit~on of . lunacy or the procedure laid fore, .. legislation, of this kind will require 
do~. with . reg~rd . to . Commissions - of SOII}.e organisation . to,. see . that the legis
Lunacy; is· nieant. That again is ~ p·ur~ lation is given effect to. 
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Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] If Mr. Joshi will 
forgive me, it is just that point I was 
coming to. I have already said ,tlu~re 
would be two parts. Once the .. prosecu
tion is launched the case. would ba just 
the ·same' as any other criminal case. 
The question would be with regard ·to 
the Inspectorate. I have said that 
already. You would require Inspectors 
to see, in the fipst instance, that th·~ pre
cautions prescribed by the . Federal State 
were given effect to, and carried into 
practice, and that if those precautions 
were not put in force then, that there was 
consequent action taken whether by pro
secution or imposing penalties, or ·of 
something like that. Here the question 
arises that, in the first place, the province 
itself may have legislated upon the sub
ject. If it bas done so no_ further ques
tion would anse. If it has not doM •SO 

then there are again two question"!: If 
the Province already has an Inspe(:torate 
for similar purposes I really do not see 
where the difficulty would be if tha 

' Federal Statute provided as a uniform 
matter for the whole of India that in 
addition to tlie duties which these In
-spectors are already performing they chall 
see that certain other parts, or certain 
parts of this Federal Statute are · nlso 
carried into effect. That could be arrang
ed for, as a matter of agency, if there 
was no other provision for it, the . Local 
Government carrying out as agent the 
functions on behalf of the Federal · Gov
ernment. On the other ·hand, it may be 
& matter which the Federal Legislature, 
or the Federal Government might con
sider would involve the expenditure of 
money on behalf of somebody or the 
other in order to get it carried into effect. 
With regard to that may I draw your 
attention to paragraph 114 of the White 
Paper. The principle accepted, at any 
rate in the Round Table Conference:-! 
am not trying to bind! the hands of the 
Committee in any way-was that with re
gard to concurrent legislation the Federal 
Legislature should not undertake legisla
tion which would involve the Provinces 
in a financial obligation. · · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Chaudri Sahib, 
it is a little before what you have said 
that the difficulty comes in. . The Pro
vll:!,cial Government have. got their· own 
Act, we will say, and the Federal Legis
lature have passed another Act, · and 

both require particular machinery for 
the inspe~tio.n of mines !Uld other things. 
The ProvmCial Government say ." We ttre 
going to abide by our own Act", and 
the Feder:U Legislatur~ ~sire ._that they 
should ab1de by the Act and c~rry out 
the purpose . of the Federal Act. Now 
what sanction is· there behind the Federal 
Legislature to enforce their view upon 
the Provip.cial Government in preference 
to the pr~~sion of their local Act 7 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] I am. aware of 
that. - I am dealing with cases in which 
the difficulty would not arise, and then ·I 
am coming to the provisions which may 
require consideration from that point of 
view: Let us consider the competence of 
the Federal Legislature to pass a certain 
kind of legislation.. If the Federal Legis
lature proposed to pass legislation which 
would! involve a ProVince in a finaneial 
obligation my position is that, so f:tr as 
the White Paper. at ·present· stands, it 
will not have the eompet~nce to. do so .. 

. . 
Sir Hari Singh Gour.] That. has been 

admitted. · . ~ . . 

Sir . .Austen Chamb~rlain.] Mr. 
Zafrulla Khan; may I get that . point 
clear f As I · understand that is a pro
vision which means exactly what it ::~ays, 
that the Federal Legislature in .· this 
sphere is not to impose a change upon 
the Provincial revenue ; but . that is no 
limitation on the power to legislate ~ 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] No. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Provided 
that the Federal Legislature itself pro• 
vides for any expense which: its legisla-
tion causes. . · 

Mr. Zaf~ulla Khan.] Exactly.· l am 
coming to that. The result would be as ~ 
Sir· Austen has very· pertinently pointed! 
out,· that the Federal Legislature can 
pass an Act Sl!.ying certain things shall 
be done, and certain regulations -$hall be 
enforced and saying· there shall . be an 
Inspectorate· to see that those are ?one, 
and, if they are not done, to prosecute, 
but in that ·case, it must provide · the 
Inspectorate itself, because it can~ot lay 
a . financial obligation on the Provmce as 
a result of its own le.gislation. There is 
nothing · to prevent ~he Cent1:'af :Feder~ 
Legislature from domg so, but I will 
take fbe other · point · made. ·by · .. you 
presently.· 
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Lord Eustace 'fercy! 

· 12,984. M~y I intervene, because I mis
led the Committee by an observation I 
pu~ to the Secretary of State this morn
lng. Is it not the fact that under List 
II the administration of all concurrent 
Acts is ~~clllsively Provincial f.,-,. Yes. · 

12,985. In which case the Federal 
Government would not have. power te 
appoint its own Inspectorate. How does 
:Mr. Zafrulla !Qlan, deal with that t~f'he 
p~o~~ion is tpere ~tever pl'Qvision may 
cover it. .. 

·Mr. Zafrulla :[{han. 

12,986. With regard to the administra
tio:q. of. ~e subje~t, SQ far as it was regu
lateq by legislaAon., either concurrent o:r 
ProVinci~ whe~e th~ Prpvince was not 
require4 to spend any extra money there 
should be no interference with the ad
ministration .by the J>rpvinee, the whole 
object being that it is unifonnity in 
legislation ~~~~ ~s desire4 ; but supposing 
a · situation arose where it is found tbat 
on a strict interpretation of these rules 
and schedUles the Federal Legis!ature 
has power, to legislate, but su~ · legisl~
tion involves · a. financial obliga,tion, such 
:financi8.1 obligati~n ~hall not ~e ~posed 
on the Provinces, but then ~hey can have 
thei::c own machinery to aqmmister what 
is purely· Federal legislat~on laid down f 
-No, I do not think that is the case. In 
a case of tha~ ~n4 w~t wpuld happen 
would be that the Federal Gpvernm~nt 
woUld ;not have its own 'agentsJ put it 
wou).d pay the Provinci~~ Qoyernment to 
carry out its service. 

'12,987. I have said that ; on~. or the 
other. Th;ey , can. eitl:~er carry it out 
through' provincial agency· and let the 
Provincial Government act as their 
agents,' ·in which case -there ·~ provision 
saying that if it does not ~volve extr~ 
expenditure. there shall be no eontri,bu~ 
tion wade, and if there is extra expendi:
ture a contribution shall be made by the 
Federation or (I may be venturing an 
opinion,) it may be that they have th<' 
power to legislate and provide their own 
machineey t-W e have not got that alter
native provision. in the White Pa:{>er 
now~ and I could make · some objec~ion!l 
to it, l thi.Dk. 

lfr. · Za{AI.na ·Khan.] It may be th~~ 
wants to be considered, but, taking up 

Sir Hari Singh Gour's point, that point 
reslly does not arise, for this reason : 
Supposing there is a Provincial Statute 
saying the maximum working week, let 
us say, shall be 56 hours, and,a Federal 
Statute subsequently lays down for the 
whole of India that the maximum work
ing week shall be, let us say, 48 h~urs,. 
and imposing penalties upon employers 
who ~mployed people · for a longer 
period than 4~ hours during the week,. 
so far as that js concerned . it is merely 
a question for the Courts to resolve this: 
conflict of legislation. 

:Marquess of Reading.] But who has 
the ~ght to bring it to the Court !' 
Supposing lhe pbligation is upon th& 
Provincial Government to do certain 
thlngs in · cons~quence of coneurrent 1~ 
lation by the Federal ~gislature, and 
assn.me that the province is not disposed 
tQ put in force this Act, and therefore 
~t refuses to take the steps to bring th& 
person to book w'4o has contravened the
Act, what ~s • ~ be the act~o:q taken. 
then 'I 

. Mr. Zafrull" Khan.] Lord Reading, 
if th~t were the only ~ifficulty the power 
of prosecution would be left to anybody 
affecte~! 

Marquess of Beading.] A private indi-
·vidual f · 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Yes. 

Marquess of ~eading.] Tha~ Is not 
the same thing .. 

Sir .Austen Chambe,.lain.] .4re we to 
understand that the re~edy of the · 
Federal Government for a breach of the 
law is to be an action by a common in-
forme1' t · 

M.:r. Zf!frulla Khf!n.] No not by a. co:n
mon informer ; I said by the person m
juriously affected. .. 

Earl .fee.J.] ~y an employee of the 
£~tory t 

Marquess of Beading. J But the obliga
tion is on the Provincial Government. 
It has to earry out the obligations under 
the Federal Legislation. Supposing it 
refu~s to do 't-it " ~bstains '' to use 
the word Lo:rd Salisbury employed this 
niorniD,g~~lta.t th~n. il:l tQ happ.~ ·' As · 
far ~ l unde~tand from, Y~\1 It lS l~~t 
to'· tl\e ~~~~u~. That is surely. no~ a 
·$~tisfa~tgcy ~tat~· Qf ~~ ~ f3nf9Xcmg 
the law. 
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Earl Peel.] Would the Federal Minis
tE-r bring an action against the employer ! 

llr. Zafrulla Khan.] Of course he 
would. There are two replies to Lord 
Reading's last question. I am not 
assuming, as he is assuming, that any 
factory legislation by the Federal Legis
lature will nooessarily say that only the 
Local Government would be competent 
to prosecute. It is only if the Act says 
that, that that difficulty arises. 
Secondly, there is nothing to prevent a 
Federal Statute which imposes penal
ties from providing for bringing these 
offences to the notice of the Court, on 
complaint by any parti.cula.r officer-any 
Federal officer whose attendance in the 
Court may not be necessary, The pre
S('nt procedure !(,ode provides for several 
kinds of complaint where it is not desir
able that any person should set the 
ma.chinery of the Code in action. The 
officers write the complaint out to the 
Court, and it is npt nece~sary fo;r them 
to attend, and the prosecu:tiol'). proceeds. 

Sir Hari S{n,qh Gour.] But to that ex
tent it will encroach upon provincial 
autonomy. That will be usurping the 
jurisdiction of the Province to control 
it!'! own affairs. 

lfr. Zafru7la Khan.] l a~ ~ot · ~t 
present .on the .discussion o;f the question 
as to what subjects should pr slwuld not 
be in the concurrent list. If the Con-. 
stitution provides that to a certain 
extent these subjects which, with regard 
to the remainder of them, are provincial, 
sl:o;'l to some extent, or to a certain 
extent he .subject to legislation by the 
Centre t4at, in itself, is a.n encroachment 
upon Provincial autonomy which the 
Constitution .!ct considers it is neces
sary to make. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I wonder if Mr. 
Zufrulla. ;Khan wo.uld ad~ress hj,roself to 
1\ sowewhat differ:e.:r;l;t case. Suppo!;ing -~ 
power of exemption, as is ,usual, is given 
i.n a general fashion ~ the .A.ct al,lowing 
ov('.rtiroe at ,the discretion of some 
ex£·mpting officer, and supposing tb.~t is 
~dministered by the Provincial .official in 
such .a way .aS to nullify the law (there 
lun:e been J;Xlally in!'?!tances .of that ;in the 
past not in l.ndia. but .elsewhere), wh~t 
rCinedy has the ;Fed,e;r~ ~oyernwent 1th.e.I1 
got f · 

~· Zafrulla Khan.]· What kind of 
proVlSion ! Provisions which · an In
spec~r would have to see were fullii.led, 
~J.nd he neglecte4 to see that they were 
fulfilled ' . . 

Lord Eustace Percy.] No; giving the 
fact?ry owper th7 J?OWer to apply to an 
ofiliaal for permJssiqn .to work overtime 
in special circumstances, and the official 
so administers the law that he grants 
every application Jll8.de to him and 
therefore · i.n f~J.ct nullifies the law: · · 

Mr. Zafnilla Khan.] So far as that is. 
C?Dc~rned ~hat might . happen in a pro
vmci~ s~bJect too. I do not think any 
~onstitution ~uld provide by provisions 
Jll • the Constitution Act, or by rules 
made thereunder, that any officer upon 
whom any duty might be laid will dis
charge it exactly as the framers of the 
~'onstitution think: he ought to discharge 
It. That, I am afraid, has got to he 
kft . to the defects of human nature. 

Sir :,.4.u8ten Chamberlain. 

12,988. May I put a question with 
your leave, Mr. Zafrulla Khan, to the 
Secretary of State 7 If .I rightly under
stood what Mr. Zafrulla Khan said and 
what you answered, the adniiniStration 
of a .law passed by the Fede_r:al Legisla
tnre m the concurrent sphere will be in 
the hands of the Provincial Govern-
ment f1-Yes. · · : · 
. 12,9.89. Jf the Pro~cial. Gov~rnment 

failed to enforce .that law, would it. b~ 
open to any Federal Oflkial to bring the 
matter . before the Court, or would suc};l 
action as .that contravene the p~ovision 
which leaves the administration of the 
law to . the ProV4tc;i&l _A.u,thOritY '-O:ff7 
\lt.and, I s,hould ~ay, i~ .w.ou!-~ .depe:r;t~ t;tpon 
the clauses. o~ ~4e . partie~!.~ 4-~t. _ . 

1.2,9.90. Jlut if the provision is general, 
that the administr~tion of .the.· law 
b~lo:r;tgs to the P_rovince _alone, w!J.Jtt pro

. vision in a _Federal .Act c~nl;d nullify 
that constitutioJ:!al provision f-J aiD not 

. a lawyer at all, but I ·seem to remember 
in Bills :and ·Acts of Parliament there 
usually is a clauSe saying how .procedure 
~ be .s4J,rted And ~ow .a' CBtSe .of .contra
vention of ~lw.t pa.t:ti~~ -~qt tca.n 1he 
~roug't,\t -~to .C.()W,t: 1 .$hoW,~ have 
thQu~4~ .tha~ · ~~co~se :w9,uld h~ve tQ be 
lV-~9e' .~Q .the ~a,me ,!Wl<l ,Qf PfQ<;e~\U:f W 
the · Federal · Act. · · 
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' 12,991. Would it be possible to include 
in the ·Federal · Act a right of the 

· Federal Officer to interfere in adminis
tration if the Provincial Officer or Gov
ernment failed to diScharge its duty, <'r 
woUld it be precluded by the ' terms of 
the constitution as contemplated in the 
White Paper f-I think offhand I woUld 
say it would be precluded under our 
present· proposal. , · · 

12,992 .. Then we come back to the 
point put earlier by Lord Reading and 
by myself, that if the Provincial adminis
tration for any reason ' ·deliberately 
rt'frains or refrains from administering 
a Federal Act in the concurrent sphere 
in a particUlar province, that Act be
comes ·null and void in that Province, 
and there is no remedy.!-Well, we have 
just been talking about one remedy, that 
an aggrieved person can bring an action .. 
That is certainly a remedy of a kind. 
Sir Austen may not think it is an 
adequate .remedy, but .it certainly is a 
remedy. 

Dr. B. R.. Ambedkar.] Might I give 
another example which comes to my 
mind f Supposing for· instance in a state 
of emergency the ·:Central Government 
passes . .a-Press ~Act under :which provision 
is made that no paper may be started 
unless it deposits a certain amount. of 
security. Now· that sort of legislation is 
not going to . affect any particUlar pri
vate individual. Supposing. there is a 
paper in a particUlar province which is 
helping . the Government of the day-=-a 
Party paper : Supposing that paper is 
influencing the Press Act passed by the 

. Central Legi.c:;lature. and supposing · on 
account of that affiliation between . the 
particUlar . newspaper journal · and the 
Government of the Province, the Govern
ment refuses to take any action against 
that particular pa:{ler, what is the posi
tion ! Surely no individual is affected 
in this . particular case ! 

Sir Han Singh Gour.] There would be 
the penal clause that he who runs an 
unauthorised paper will be punished. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] That is exactly 
the point. · 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Somebody 
bas to put the law in motion. 

Marquess of· Reading.] And has to 
have the information and · all the 
maehll}ery for reachlng the _Governii\ent_ 

. Dr. B. B. Ambedkar.] If he charges 
· a particular officer to (larry on the prose
cution and the local government pays the 
expenses of that prosecution and .do~s not 
make · provision fot ·it in the budget, 
what is to happen 7-I see all those diffi
culties. At the same time I cannot help 
seeing the difficUlties. on the other ~ide. 
The case mentioned by Dr. Ambedkar 
is essentially a case of law and order, 
and law. and ortler is a provincial sub
ject and interest. . The interest of the 
Federation is the interest of uniformity, 
but that does not affec;t the fact that 

· primarily that case ia a provincial case. 
If. the argument suggested in Dr. 
.Ambedkar's question and in Sir Austen 
Chamberlain's question, too, if . I may 
sny so~ is pressed. to its logical conclu
sion, it really does mean that the Fede
ration will control the law and order in 
the Provinces, and that is ·directly con
trary to the principles as at present 
drafted· in the White Paper. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] I beg your par
don. My point is this, if I may submit 
it : either you must make law and order 
a purely provincial matter~ a provincial 
concern which the centre has nothing to 
do with, and .then, of course, you can 
have the argument which you urged just 
now, but if you make it a matter of. con· 
current legislation, then I think the 
Federation must be in the position to 
sec that the law is corrected .. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

12,993. May I put this, Secretary of 
State ' Of course., we are taking cases of 
provincial Governments which might do 
all sorts of things. What provision is 
there that the ordinary provisions of 
the criminal law will always be enforced 
by· a Government against people against 
whom1 it may not wish to put them into 
force. We must trust to the ordinary 
machinery and ordinary procedure carry
ing on in ordinary times !-There is, of 
course, no such guarantee except in the 
case of a grave emergency, when the 
Governor-General and the Governor 
intervene under their special powers, 
and~ short of that kind of case, I can
not myself see what guarantee there can 
be. If members of the Committee can 
suggest a practicable guarantee, so much 
the better, but all the suggestions so far 



have gone to show me that the guarantee not ·carrying out the law 7--:-That would 
would not be effective, and all that you be just the case I mentioned just now 
.,._ould do would be to bring the Federal that would have to be dealt with in the 
·Government into the field of provincial 'specific· Federal Act. In the Act the 
law and· order with the almost certain procedure would be set out under which 
result that you .would make the state of an action might start. for an infringe
affairs much .worse than it was at the ment of the Federal legislation but 
brginning. I.10rd Peel will I think see that.· a~ long 

,. . as ~her~ ~ a conc~rrent list, and . try as 
S1r Austen Chamberla~n. I mil, It 1s almost 1mpos'sible to get away 

12,~94. SeCJ;etary of. State, I apo_logise . f~om the ~ol!-cur~ent . list-it is~ very 
!or rntcrvenmg agam, but have you <'hfficult to dishiie.OUish one of the 1tems 
really understood my suggestion T In the from another. Sir Austen's question 
ease of a matter reserved to the Federal covers everything in the concurrent. list 
sphere, you give certain powers to see I . was ma~ng my caveat in connection 
that the Acts of the Federal Parliament with what 1s much the ·most difficult item 
are ('nforced by the Provinces, to the in the concurrent list, namely, law and 
Federal Government. You do that in order. . . .r . · 
matters which are reserved for Federal 12,997. I do ·not know .whether it· is 
legislation. Why will not the same steps possible to distinguish. Really my: ques;. 
be applicable and sufficient in the case tion was addressed to the point : it. is not 
of legislation in .the .concurrent sphere 'll?uch good. saying an emv~oyee . has. a 
where Federal legislation overrules the right' to bnng · an acj;ion against an 
Provincial legislation Y-Sir Austen is, if emplo~rer, because these people bave'.·no 
I may say so, again asking me a ques- money to do it, and therefore there is 
tion that be asked me this morning. no enforcement of the ·law· unless you 

12 995. I am 7-I cannot give any get so'!le official with the duty of brin.g
answ'er other than the answer that I in[! an ac~ion if. he is so. instructed f;-:I 
gave this morning~ I feel, as at present will cer.tamly think' .over the suggestion. 
advised (obviously" one will take into · I am_not, as I say, a lawye~1 and I would 
account Sir Austen's suggestions), that not like to make a suggestion offhand. 
the carrying out of the intention · that 
seems to be in his mind .will be to under
mine the Provincial administration· for 
law and order, and I would particularly_ 
ask him once again to think of the diffi
culties that would arise under those 
heads. I think. they are Nos. 9 and 10 
of the concurrent list. 

Archbishop of Ca~erbury: ' '. : 
. - . - r. 

12,998. Does that not come back to the 
possibility in a matter 'of this kind Qf 
-whether· the Federal· Legislature · is . at 
issue with the Provincial Legislature ori. 
a matter of concurrent jurisdiction f 
Does not that· all ·coine · within the 
possible· .reconsideration. and extension of 

Earl Peel. ·paragraph .161, the power · of .· the 
· 12,996. Secretary of State, · not so - ~overnor-General. to .. bring .. :mat!iers, ·•·or 
much on a question of law and order as ans~ruct some officer . to bnng mattere 
on the question that has been discussed before the Federal Court f-I .would. not 
of the enforcerilfnt of some factory Act like to giv~ an ~swer offhand i? 8. 
where it ~ight be to the advantage of rath~r te~hnical· question of . that· . ~ 
every Provmce not to 'enforce it would I thmk 1t may be, so. Here, now, H1s 
it be impossible to instruct a 'Federal Grace .will see at once that .161 deals 
:Minister ·to instruct a Federal Officer in only with reference to the . Federal 
that Province. to. bring an action against Court. I thin~ ~~ w_ill se~ t~at. that.would 
the employer 7 That .would come before not cover political questions ~·dispute. 
the Federal Court· there would be ·no Sir Hari Singh Gour.] It will not be 
question of law a~d order there .. , It justiciableJ either. · 
would simply be a· decision· of· the case· . · · · • · 
as to whether or not that employer had .Archbishop of Canterbury. . . 
been n<'ting in accordance with the law. 12,~99. 1' am presumin'g, . of C?~r~e; 
Pr<>sumably, he .would be· condemned for that regard will be had to the poss~~ility 

L109RO ... · E 
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of extending that word '' justiciable " 
there, which has been ·suggested were 
than once ; or, if necessary, the Governor
General should. instruct the Governl)r of 
the Province to bring the matter before 
the High Court of the Province !-Off
hand 1 wo1,1ld say that there ·was great 
risk in taking a political controversy, 
a. controversy . very likely of a vague 
kind; into a Court . of any kind. 

Earl Peel. 

13,002. The case of the man who ia 
declared to be by the Federal law bail
able and supposing he is not and be is 
not given bail by the Judge in the Pro,. 
vintial Court, surely in that case he has 
a right of appeal to the Federal Court 
and be will be, I presume, l!AJbeas corpus ' 
-Yes, an appeal to the High Court. 
My answer to Lord Rankeillour was with 
reference to the Federal Goverrup.ent ; it 
was not with reference to the aggrieve~ 
person. : • 

LortJ Rankeillour. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] Your Grace, . 
jn .many of the questions which we are 
contemplating, . the · question will not be 
as t~ what is a, law ; the law is perfectly 
p}~. :. T:he questi<?n is :whether the _law 
is. to be. enforced; and who has. the nght 13,003. The Federal Act says that so-
·t019~force· it~· ··,h·:. .. . and so shall not be admitted to bail; 

. ArChbishop of Canterbury.] Yes, but the bail is given in spite of that. What 
'l~is ques~ion &.!OSe on who was to initiate is that authoritv to do f You said before 
·pr9ceedings _in ~ourt. . . you thought it could· do nothing. Sir 
:- Si.i :.Aust~n' Clu~mberlain.] It is. not for Hari Singh Gour thinks it can do some~ 
• .decl~ratiQn o·f tJ!e law, but for a prose- thing f-Sir IIari Singh Gour's case was 
eution. . . , . , • the other kind of case· in· which bail had 
-. · ": · been . refused. There, I think, it is quite ' i' ' ~ I : _., 

, .>: Lord Rankeillour. clear the aggrieved person could do some-
-~<ia,OO(}: Secretary' of State, for exampl~, thing. . . . 

· · Mr.· Zafrulla Khan.] Supposing the 
. un~er' No; :,'_.lO'r .5upposin.g the: Federal p. ei·son is admitted to . bail when the 
Ugisla1;u.re. passed an ~Ct ihat '&Heertain b 
class·· of· pnsoner should or should not Statute regulating the matter says e 
be ,.admitted to· bail and that . act was £hall not be admitted to bail t 
violated by a District ·Magistrate grant- Sir Hari Singh Gour.] In the converse
ing bail, what· could' the Federal Autho- case · ·given· by Lord Rankeillour, the 
rity do.~ in such. a :case 7-· · I do· not ·think pro~ecutor would go to the High Court 
]f; cop.l_~ f:Iq·_,anything, but I am ·not sure aecording to the· tenour of the Federal 
that..·it ~ould ·be wise that it should ·l>e A<'t . 
.abii·-w.--d6 .. ahy~hing. ·· ' · 
i r'··::~-·'~·:; __ : ... -':·;; • .. --· ·, •• 1\lr. Zafrulld Khan. · 
"' .: :-. • 

1 
: Sir HaTi Singh Gour. 13,004. I am perfectiy certain it is ·not 

:,_., ,. • -- -':- • • :, · .I. . · ·. -- • • · · .. · your ambition to provide in . th~ .Con-
• _,_.13,'0Ql. _!he. pnsoner ~~ distmctly the stitution Act with ·regard to mdiVIdual 
.rig~t .. :~.;tppea~·.to t'he High Cou!f;~ · In- cases where_ . District - Office:rS can carry 
..the·. c~-r pf ·L~)rd Ranke_~lo-qr,. he talk~d 011t· . their. dutie5 · in a statute which is 
of:::lb~.- :r.ele&§~·-,of .. the pnsoner. on bait Jiot .in ·conformity :with· the· statute regu· 
~f.J;ie~ is~~~t Jeleased on b_ai~ he goes lati:n~ those duties- 7~I ,do ~ot ~~ ho.w 
fP_j~e_l{lgh Court and a~eals· under t~e you can meet .all these contmgenCJe"' m 
;Fede"taJ .Act •. -and . the. H1gh . Court wi1.J the Constitution Act or any Act Of Par~ 
;Qppose .the Federal Ac_~. in. op~osition to liament, It is possible that, if. none. o~ 
~h~ ~B:l iAct and ~e .will get his release 7 the agents · will ca.try out th~1r dutw~ 
....,...':rh~~ .. fS so . .- . . •. · .. : · · · · . . . any sy.steni will -break dowln ; m fact It 
·. Lord· RankeilloJ,otr;] · But :who would is almost certain that it would. . 

iake. it t(} ,the Higher Court f · · ·. <· • • • 13,005. Supposing a magistrate releases 
Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The prosecutor somebody on· bail who should no~ be 

or the person who·. has been -improperly released in a Provincial State 7-It mtght 
released. on bail,· or the ·person who is happen riow. 
impropetly detained in>jail under the .- IS,006. Ma.Y. I just sav to the Secretary 
:r~<teral Act:·. ; ·· · · : : · · · of State that the one difficulty that pre-
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sents itself with regard to the latter Sir Austen. Chamberlain. • 
part of ~h~ list of concurrent subjects 
lB the difficulty of setting the law in 13,011. But in the : ~ of sub]ec~ 
motion ~-Two difficulties : the difficulty on the Federal list on page 114 it would 
of settmg the law in motion and in · apply ?-Yes, there is the powe; of diree
some cases, the difficulty of exp~nse. ' ti~n. It. does not follow though, as I 

13,007. Now with regard to the diffi- said. thiS. morning, that every Federal 
culty of setting the law in motion may semce '!'ill have. its Federal agents in 
] t b 

. . , the Provmces. . . . 
. sugges t at It IS not concerned exclu-s~vely or even primarily with the ques- 13,012. But the power of .directi~n ri1 

hon of the Federal or concurrent lists . be a power of direction m•ythe Provincial 
it might arise even with regard to purel; Government and its ·agent f-Yes. . 
Federal matters. For instance, look at 13,013. _That: is· the remedy ~·the ~ase 
your subject No. 27 in the Federal List of a subJect on the Fe.deral list f--Yes. 
at page 114 : " Control of cultivation and · 
manufacture of opium and sa1e of opium . 13,014. But it is a remedy - which i.s. 
for export" : supposing . there was a not t~ be «:>pen to. the ·~ederal Govern
Federal statute, I myself do not think ment m t~e case of a subjec~ ~n· the con
that contingency will arise because I current list ?-Not :unde1; ··om present 
am . visualising an ordinar'y state of proposals. - , , ."~., ,. . . · ' 
affairs between the Provinces and the \ ... ·. ;..;.;. 
Federation, but let me put cases like lt-Ir. Z~frulla i~han: · · - .. , .. ,: 
those that have been put on the Con-· · 13,015. I . beg. to · diffe~, Secretary' "':of 
current List : supposing somebody eulti- State. 1\fay I draw your attention ta 
vat<>~ poppies in contravention of the paragraph 125, which says this : " It will 
~:rovisiolJ.~. of ·the FederaJ statute, provi- be the duty of a -Provin~ial.Government 
~nons which are not looked upori with so to exercise · its executive power and 
favo:tr by the Prov.incial Government, · authority, in so far as itj!!_ necessacy:,and 
who HI g~ing to prosecute .7-J should have applicable for the puri>o.se; a~. to secpre 
thoug-ht m that· case offhand the Federal .that d\1~ effect is given within· ~he. Pro .. 
agent. vince to.~very Act of the ;Federal Legis-. 

lature which. applies to . .tha.t P.rovince ". f 
Surely a ],ederal Statute properlY pas~ed, 
having ·regard . to the, p:rn~~Qris Qn.Jhat 
matter is a Federal Statute,,. ~ppli~!t'Ple 
to the Provincl",7 whetheJ! jt . .is _on .,a. ~Oil
current f'ubject or on a. p1ttelY. F~deral 
subject.1-I dealt with .. , that at some 
length before Mr: Zafrulla Khan ca:ine to 
the Committee this morning. , :. · ~. 

. 13,008. Excise being a Provincial sub~ 
Ject f-I was thinking of opimn. In the 
case of opium, there will always be a 
Federal. agent, so. I i.m!lgine. · : ~ · , 

. 13,00!). Take Ite~ INo .. 29 in that list : 

." Tp\!!ie in arms and ammunition and 
in British India, . control -of arn:s and 
~~unition." · Supposing somebody was 
m 1llrgal possession· of ·arms in contra~ 
.ven~ion. of the provi~on . of a Federal 
Statute upon the matter, who wo~ld pro
secute him i£ the local. government :were 
not willing to. carry out those .particular 
.provisions of the Federal State Y-I do 
;not suppose there would be a Federal 
Officer to prosecute in a ca.se of that 
.kind, so it wi.ll have to be the Pro-

. vincial Agent. . · · 

131010. I . therefore . ~bmit . that the 
diffieulty . i;; :qot pec11liar to the nature 
of the cQncurrrnt list. or Federal list. 
Unncr the purely Fed'eral list, cases 
:nllght arise if there was bad faith on 
one side ·Or the ·other which might give 
rise to difficulties !-That is so. 

LlOilRO 

13,016·. But so f.ar as paragraph 125 
is concerned, it would 'co'Ver 1 both· kinds 
of case ?-Yes~ · but· I 'drew ''8.' distinction 
between the. power to give directi8ns' and 
t.he power to exercise · a ·moral obliga:. 
tion. · · :. · · · · · · · '' · · ~' 

13,017.· Now with 'regard·. to the. second 
part of this paragraph~ may I put one 
question on the other side ' The seeond 
part of parMraph 125 says ~ '"'he. autho
rity of the Federal Government will"alsO 
extend to the giving ·of· directions to· a 
Provincial Government as to the manner 
in which the latter's executive power. and 
authority shall be exercised in . .relatioll 
to . any matter which affects the adminis
tratio. ~~f a Fedet~al subject." I pr~ume 
that is designed to meet a ca~· where 

_, x:2 
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the administration· of a Provincial sub
ject by a Provi.Jlcial Gov!i)mment prejudi
cially . affects the , administration of a. 

. ~~tleral subject !-. Yes. 

we have not put any provision in of the 
reverse kind that he suggests simply be
cause we thought it was unnecessary. , : 

~ 13,018. That being so, supposing the · 13,02'2. May I make a stico-gestion on 
question arises .llS to whether such ad- that ?-Please. . 
ministration is or is not. prejudicial to 13,023. My suggestion . is that iu order 
the administration of a Federal subject, 
does this par~o-rnph not propose to make to meet both those objections, the first 
the Federal Government the judge it- that a Fl'<ieral Government might un
-self in a matter in which it is concerned neecs::mrily inten,fer with a Provincial 
~n the one side _nnd the J;>rovincial Gov- Government, and secondly that there is 
emment is concerned. on the other '7-I no remedy in the converse case if it does. 

· k · k occur, there should be a power in the 
thin that is so·; I thin it might be .Go\·enwr-General on the instance of the 
said ·that that was so~ ' ' . - Gov<"rnment of a unit or on the instance 
-~-13,019. On the .other hari.d, supposing of a . Federal Government to issue such 
there was a complaint_ by a Provincial directions as may be necessary on the 
Government, either under the' directions b'Tound that the administration of its 
given under this paragraph, or the ad- own subject or subjects by the one, pre
ministration pf .a. _Federal · subject in· a , ·judicially affects the administration of a 
Province was · being carried on in a particular· subject of the other f-I will 
manner 'which was' prejudicial to the ad~ certainly take that suggestion into 
ministration of a provincial subject, what Rct>ount and look int{) it further. 
remedy • doe8 • the, White Paper provide 
for such -.a position f-..;-'Vhat kind of case . 13,024. And finally. on the main sub
n6w . __ does · Mr. --zafrulla Khan have in ject on which I have been putting ques
inind f · ' · tions for such _a long time; Secretary of 
. , ,·:i3,020: 'I liave' not got any case -in mind .State, my suggestio!! is this : would not 
-otlier than · tlie case that is d~alt with a further revision and . reduction of the 
izi·the Whfte. Paper Proposals t!{emselves, concurrent list pos·sibly reduce some of 
because, ·as I sai,l, I 8.m · visualising an the difficulties that have been felt with 
ordimirv_ , · reasOnable provincial Govern- regard to the administration of . some- o_f 
ment ·· •. ~d. . :~an,·_ ~rdinaiy. reasonable the subjects in that list f My submission 
Federal Government !-I' 8.m making _the is that the first 10 will cause rio diffi
same 'assumption, ·but in the one ease culty whatsoever : Federal statp.tes · on 
I- had' in' inind certain concrete possibili- . those 'subjects ; 'civJI-procedure ; _limita
tie~. · I mentioned one this morning, tion ; . evidenee, marriage, divorce, and 
namely, . the-~ .. Public 'Health Department an the other subjects· that are ~alt with, 

' of &.·Province -· renderii:J.g · null a.nd void are already being . enforced every. day by 
iM ·quarantine regulations. That seemed the Provincial Courts, and any amend
to"· ine .. to be a· possibility,. although ment of them by Federal statutes_wiii 
perhaps· a- very remote possibility. When cause oo· difficulty whatsoever. With re
Mr: Zafrulla · - Khan asks· me why we do gard to subjects 11 to 23, I think if 
nof give a similar power in the interests your experts will examine them .further, 
of the provinces as against the Federal and_ make an effect to reduce· the. list if 
Government, I- own that I cannot myself possible, the difficulties will also be re
see. ~ffhand- any ·eon crete case,- even a duced to a corresponding ilegree. T~at 
remote on~. is a suggestion I . make, . and. I think i~ 
-. 13,021;£~1} think '"it· may · be possible, mlght. help f-I think Mr., . Zafrulla 
Secretary·-. (}f -St-ate (I do· not say it is Khan's suggestion may be a valua~le 
very likely)-tbat ~-set of -quarantine regu- one .. Certainly we _will_look into ihe hst 
lations~ might very: seriously.· circumscribe Ag-ain. As he.- knows, we have. had. a 
the_: -beneficent---activities .. ·of. ·the ·Public great deal {):! discussion _about the. con
Health- ,Depa;rtment of· a ·Provine& 7,..,-I .current list, and- I think . everybo4y- has 
will. look into :Mt: Zaf:rulla. Khan's point. started with. a _desir~ to hav~ no conc.ur
ThEtre· is 'every, desire -to· hold the- scales rent list· at all. 'rhe more of these· hsts 
evenly- between th-e- two authorities,·· but you have the- more _gpportun~ties in ·the 
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future for litigation and dispute, and 
most reluctantly we have been driven 
into proposing a concurrent list. The 
!;lllaller that list the better from ever:y 
point of view, and we will look into 
it again. 

~Ir. :M. R. J ayaker. 

13,025. Is the Secretary of State aware 
tlmt there is a strong feelinO' on the 
other side that you have introd;ced into 
the concurrent list a number of subjects 
which ought to be central ?-There is a 
very strong feeling in many parts of 
India that some of these subjects which 
you have put into the concurrent list 
ought to be central ?-That would be a 
furthPr argument for reducing it, Mr. 
Jayaker. . 

Mr. lJ!. R. Jayaker.] I have no objec
tion if the reduction is by taking them 
from the Federal List. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] We should have 
strong objection to that. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

13,026. · The .Provinces would object to 
that, and wouLd! welcorue any transfer 
from the concurrent to the Provincial 
Jist ?-May I just make this observation : 

a list of subjects in whie·li· th. _ p ·. · . . . e rovmces 
are pnD?-a~ily . interested, and in which 
the a?mmtstrabon will. he Provincial. 
T_h~t ~ the reason why i . draw this 
dlSt~nctwn between that list and the ex• 
clustvely .Federal list. . . . 

13,028. As I ~ave understood· you, once 
the Fede::al ~gt~lature has passed a law 
under thts hst 1t becomes a ·Provincial 
law . ~or the Provincial Government. to 
admmtster ; it becomes part of the ordin
ary law of the. Provinee '-It ·remains. a 
Federal law1 but a Federal law that .is· 
valid in the Province. _ . · -· 

13,029. It is enforceable in the P~-
vince 7-:-Yes. · ·~·-·~~ 

.. 13,030. In the same waf I as the Pro~iii-
Clal laws 7-Yes. . - ' 
. 13,031. And, as ·· in the ~ase· of the 
ordinary Provincial law, there. can· be no 
guarantee· to what extent it is· enforced 
by the Provincial Governments, the'l'e 
can be no guarantee in the case of a law 
of that nature. f-I suppose it 'would l;e 
true to say that there . can. . be· no 
guaranfee in the case of .any law, if>the 
.Govel'Il:~_t;nt either Bldlninisters .it· ina~-
quately. or. refuses to administer it. ·: 

• :1 

13,032. You rely on the responsibility 
of the Provincial Government Y-1 re],y 
upon two things. I rely first of all up.on 
the responsibility of the .Pr~v!ncial Gov
ernment, and 1 rely upon the fact_ that 
the . Federal · Government and the · :Pro
vincial · Government will : not be · two 

·Governments separated hy ·an ·impassable 
gulf, but that the Federal Legislature 
will be·· composed to a great extent of 
Provincial · ~ej>resentatives, · and, I be-

If you remember, before we adjourned I 
did suggest that we might possibly h~ve 
a sub-Committee to go into very techni
cal . questions o~ t.his kind, my Lord . 
Chatrman. I thmk 'the fewer sub-Com
mittees we have the better. I had hoped 
that we might be able to deal with the 
question in the whole meeting of the 
Committee, but it might perhaps be· o:f 
value to the l\fembers of the Committee 
and the Delegates who are specially in
terested in this question if I arranged a 
meeting at the India Office one day and 
let them meet the constitutional experts 
and go in rather greater detail into these 
"Very technical points. 

.lieve, . in . many · : of these· questions; ther,e 
will be no difference of. opinion sbetween 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. 

13,027. Secretary of State, generally 
may, I take it that the position with 
reference to Proposal 125 is this, that 
the concurrent list is a sort of exception 
graftt>d on to Provincial autonomy, and 
you are reluctant to extend that to the 
administrative interference of the 
Federal Govemment with the Pravfucial 
Governments ?-Speaking generally, it is 

them at all. . · · - · '' , .. ;·: 
13,033. you have stated tliat it' woUld 

be v~ry ·desirable to have a rinifo:rm 'l~st 
as far as possible. I should like to know, 
as a matter of mformation, that in niai:Jy 
of the States on most of the items Nos. 1 
to 10, I think, they have got ~he ··s~e 
law's as in the Provinces With some 
local variations f_;.It is so that there is 
a considerable tmiformity now between 
certain States and the laws in British 
India. 

13 d3:t And may I take it that the 
Provinces left to themselves would also 
in similar matters insist on having, or 
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Sir Hari Singh Gour . _would like to have the same laws through
. out as they have now. They would not 
_make any change unless the local circum-
1stances require a change f-1 shoUld hope 
.so. . At the same time it is so essential 
that uniformity should not be broken up 
in certain directions, for instance, with 
'the Civil and Criminal Codes, that I 
think some precaution .is needed in the 
·Constitution. 

13,042. Central subjects Y-Centra1 sub-
~cts~ · · · , . , .. 

· : 13,035. But, ·SO far as the States are 
concerned!, there. can be no guarantee 
that thf.'re will not be different laws Y-
·No; I am afraid we have got to accept 
that fact in a Federation of this kind. 
_·_,):3,036. r take it, so far as the legis
lation in the5~ concurrent lists is con
eelned, that it. is· agreed that. th~ repre
sentatives of the States would ordinarily, 
·-at any rate, not ·take· any part in the 
'-discussion·. of purely British· Indian sub
: jeets ,_. · That is very much the ·attitude 
the· rept~ntative~ of the States have 
'taken up.· . ~ 
-~ · 13,037. And the- British ·lndians would 
:pof.lilre _either that the representatives 
.· ot _the .Indian' States should/ deal with 
-thosES subjects f-That has been.fdhe view 
v~ry generally 'expte'ssed. · 

'>ta~o38.' And, 'I think you told \ls on a 
.fotm.er occasion;. that .you. relied on a sort 
:or~ convention growing up in regard to 
JhiS mattei' f-Yes .. · 
J. .. ~ .~ •. _, . 

. t'l1 .. 3,039. If that is the state of 'things, 
, 1s: J.t .not another very strong considera
L tion for having one uniform list for the 
:Federal subjects f....:.We do have.one uni
:;fo~ list for the Federal subjects._ 

-.' 13,040. I understand that 'some States 
·may not · accede with reference to some 
; particular subject, and then you have 
· the···~oncuiTent list which concerns only 
:the Provinces ?-There must be some 
.Jatitude· in . the negotiations with the 
. States. Generally speaking, ·though, 
'.there is .one Federal list, _and we con
Jemplate 

4 

the units of the Federation 
:.accepting· that ··list. 
:;··~13,041. ·As regards the Federal li~t 
c itself, after No. ·48 there is a gap from 
·subjects · 49 to 64. I understand that 
'that means that some of the States may 
not accede to them Y-Yes, those sub

~dects there have been regarded as sub
•jeets · affecting British India, and not the 
·:States. 

Sir .Abdur Rahim. 

13,043. So those subjects relating to 
British India will be exclusively dealt 
with by the Federal Legislature 7-That 
is what it comes to. They are Britida 
Indian subjects pre-eminently, and!, being 
British subjects, they are the kind of 
subjects into the discussion of which I un
derstand the representatives of the Statu 
would not normally enter. . 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
' . . . . 

. 13,044. But 1t is open to any lndiaB 
State to federate on any of those ·sub
jects 7-Yes, and we should like to su 
the content of the ] 1ederation as wide ai 
possible. · 

Sir .A.bdur Rahim. 

13,045. That is· something which con
cerns British India exclusively and not 
the States. Then· there will be a very 
·large number of subjects. relating exclu
·sively to. British ]nclia on which the 
Federal ·Legislature will. legislate 7-These 
lists, as I say, have been draWQ. up after 
·a great deal of discussion. All those 
kinds of considerations we have taken 
into account, and we think on the whole 
they a.re fair to the interests concerned. 

Sir Hari Singh -Gour.] My Lord, after 
·the · Secretary of State's statement that 
'he proposes· to invite · a Sub-Committee 
to discuss these ·questions with his con
stitutional advisers, I do not propose to 
ask any questions. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

· 13,046. May I invite your attention to 
paragraph 125. The fourth line say:i : 
II dne effect is . given within the Province 
to· every Act of the ~ederal Legislature 
which applies to that ·Prbvince." :My 
turn -never came to put questions to you 
this morning, and I never asked you any 
q'uestions. Is it intended that the words 
" Act of the Federal Legislature " refer 
only to Acts under par~OTaph 111? That 
is " The Federal Legislature will, to the 
exclusion of any Provincial Leg-islature, 
have power to make laws for the peace 
and good government of the Federation 
or any • part th~eof with respect to tl,~~e 
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matters se_t out in Appendix VI, List I," 
or does it include Acts of the Federal 
Leg-islature which fall under paragraph 
114 : "The Federal Legislature" (1 drop 
out the unnecessary words) "will have 
t'oncutrent powers to make ]aws with 
respect to the matters set out ill 
Appendix VI, List III." Both are 
within the definition " Act of the Federal 
Legislature which applies to that 
Province." !-It will refer to both. 

13,047. Which of ·these two do you in
~end, or do you intend that both these, 
come within the provisions of paragraph 
125 7 My reason is that if you intend 
both these Acts to come within the 
definition " Act of the Federal Legis
]ature which. applies to that Province '·' 
no difficulty arises at all 7-'fhe:y both 
-come v.ithin the first four lines of para
graph 125. 

13,048.· Then " every Act of the 
Federal Legislature " means and includes 
an Act of the Federal Legislature in the 
(·on current field also !-Yes, but the 
di.fftrence of dealing with them is that 
in the case of the Federal field the 
Federal Government has under our pro
l)Osals the power to give a direction to 
the Provincial Government. In the case 
of the concurrent field there is no powel' 
to give a direction ; there is, however, 
nn obligation under the Constitution 
upon the Provincial Government to carry 
out the Ac.t of the Federal Government. 

13,049. I follow that, but my difficulty 
is that if, as you say, " Act of the 
Federal Legislature which applies to that 
Province " in the fourth line includes 
both the Acts, how can you say that the 
next two lines : " the authority of the 
Federal Government will extend to the 
giving of directions " can only apply 
under one of the two Acts !--That was 
just the point I tried to explain in my 
opening statement. The object of my 
opening statement was to admit that t~e 
tlrafting · of these two paragraphs 1s 
obscure. and I would ask 1\Ir. . J ayaker 
to read the two paragraphs in connection 
with the statement -which I , maJP. . at the 
l>eginning of our proceedings to-day. , 

13.050. Thllnk you. But as to the last 
iwo lines, '1 the authority of the .~ederal 
Govt>rnment wiH extend to the -l!wmg of 
·dired.ions,'' if we accept your interpreta-

tion that that only applies. to the. ·Aet 
under paragraph 111,- namely, the Act of 
the Federal Legislature in the Federal 
field, then it must be admitted that there 
is. no .corresl?onding provision- for giving 
dtrectwns w1th regard to the Act of the 
Federal. Legislature in the concurrent 
field !-That was just the point I 
emphasised this morningh 

1 
. . 

13,051. Have you any objection c to 
giving the Federal Government· the 
power to give directions apart · from. 
sanction !-That is just the point that 
was raised many times this morning~ · 

· 13:052. I am not: talking of sanctions ; 
I am 'not talking of th~ ~w~r .o~· P~1sh
ment. J am only asking, h1rutmg 1~· to 
the power of giving directions ,_I know, 
but it was just th&:t "point that I thought 
I had dealt With at very great· le~gth 
this morning and e~rlier this afternoon. 
I hoped I .· had made it clear that_ I 
thought it was wiser to· draw: a distine-
tion between these two fields. ·. 

--· ·13,053. I folio~·, yo~~ ar~ent'"a~ou~ 
the objection Rgainst giving power to:..th~ 
Federhl,~: Government to iinplom()D;t j.ts 
legislati~n · by enforcin~. by some penal 
sanction, but I am asking '!~et~e!: yo_u 
have an equal objection to grymg ~-o -~~ 
Federal Government · the power to .gJ.~e 
directions '_:_I have . not . an'"· egu~ 
objection, but I did hope ·1 liacl .:rp.ade. ~~ 
clear that I saw a differ~~ce betweet~ 
these two fields, and _I thought,_ on. the 
whole it was better to leave .the· obliga
tion ~nder the Constitution to .·operate 
in the ·one case, and in the other case to 
have the explicit': direction A of· tne 
Federal Government. · · . j -·- . 

13 054. The diffi~uity. I fe~l i~'this ; If 
you· turn to page 118,. the lis~. ite~ ~o. 
74 one of the duties of the ~~ovm~ta.l 
G~vernment will be " The adnumstratloil 
and exeeution of federal laws on the sub~ 
jects specified in List III.'~. , rher~fore~ 
you bave east a duty on the .. :r:roVl-nctal 
Government to administer ancl _execute' 
Federal laws in the concurrent field. • If 
you have put this duty·~n the ·Provm
cial Government there must be ~ome bo~y 
who has a right to see that thts duty 18 

ca ·ep out !-I am afraid.! cannot ;eally ild1 , vthin~ to what . I have I'&Id ~n 
rbis ~~int. Mr. Jayaker . will j';~~~~~hat 
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I _have dealt with it at very great length 
to-day. 

13,055. Then I will not pur!:iue it any 
further. TheJI, coming to the list to 
which attention was invited in great de
tail by Mr. Zafrulla Khan, do you accept 
his suggestion which ran through all his 
questions, that taking List III, page 
119, as I· understood, hi$. suggedtion was 
that there is hardly any subject in that 
list which requires that the' },ederal 
Government should have the power of 
implementing its legislation. Do you . 
accept that suggestion 7--I would not say 
that I accept the suggestion, or that I 
dissent .from it. 1_-will look into the list 
item · by item 1 i again after what Mr. 
Zafrulla ·Khan has ·said,. but, speaking 
generally, I would aoooree with him that if 

. adequate provision was · made in the 
Federal Statutes, it might be possible for 
all . the items ·from 1 to 10 to· be tested 
and safeguarded in courts 'of law. 

13,056. Take Item No. 20 : ''The re
covery--in a Pro'rince of public demands 
(including arrears of land revenue and . 
»ums .recoverable. as such) arising in 

· ~oth~r Province~" · Do yoU: think that 
· the remedy which you have in n~.rila will 

be · an adequate remedy for . the enforce
ment· ot this right f-. I think it might 
be .. ' I should like. to look into· the case 
in ··.grtmter ·-d~tail I think it would de
pend very Illu.ch as · .to .what facilities 
there were for starting an action, anli 

. iO.On!-

13,05'(. Nowi going back to paragraph 
125, I JUst want to ask yott one· question 
about, that~ If yon turn to paragraph 
114, sub-paragraph 2, · it says : " The 
Federal . J..~egislature wiU not in respect 
of -the subjects contained in List III be 
able t9. legisla~ in such a way as to 
impose :financial obligations_ on the Pro
vinces." There is no provision in the 
White Paper imposing such a limitation 
upon the po:wer of the Jfederal Legisla
ture with reference to Acts in the Federal 
field f-I am· not quite sure whether I 
h~ve followed your que~tio~. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker.] The power of the 
Fllde'ral Legislature in· the concurrent 
:field to pass laws is limited by this fact 
that it· cannot' impose :financial obliga
tions on the Province under · par&oOTaph 
114, sub-paraoooraph 2: 

.1,1:""'.,.,. -; : ...... i 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
13,058. But that only has reference to 

List III 7--...1\fr. Jayaker, I cannot say 
that a case of that kind would arise, for 
this reason : All the Federal service3 will 
_be paid for by Federal revenues. 

. Mr .. M. R. Jayaker. 
13,059. And the Federal Go~ernment 

will employ its own agents Y-In some 
cases the Federal Government will employ 
its own agents. In some cases it will 
employ the Provinces as its aoo-ents, and 
in the second case it would reimburse the 
Provinces for the Provincial expenditure. 

13,060. · There is no limitation of that 
kind on the power of the Federal Legis
lature in the Federal :field 7-No, there 
is not. 

Mr. ZafruUa Khan .. · 

13,061. If Mr. J ayaker would excuse 
niy intervening, with regard to Federal 
subjects, as ·the administration of those 
subjects is also Federal no suclr-litni.t&
tion is .necessary because legislation on 
purely Federal subjects, if it involve,' 
any expenditure, will involve expendi
ture on the Federal :field which must be 
provided for by the Federation t-That ii 
just what I said. · · · 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13,062. I understand the reason ; 1 
only wanted to· know whether in fact 
there was any such limitation on the 
power. You are aware that. under the 
existing law and under the Government 
of India Act to which your attention wM 
invited_ by Mr. Zafrulla. Khan, in the 
Schedule ·to the Devolution Rules (I am 
asking you:r attention to Schedule No. 1 
to. the Devolution Rules under the hea~
uig : " Central Subjects ") you will find 
one of the Central Subjects at th~ pre7 
sent tinie : is Item 16 : " Civil law, in
Cludi:D.g laws regarding statUs, property, 
ciVil rights and liabilities, and civil pro
cedure " and Item 30 : " Criminal law, '- . including criminal procedure.'' Under 
your new list both these items have been 
reiegated to the con: current list f-:Y es.. . 

13,063. Having regard to that fact, do 
not you think the necessity for leaving 
i'n the· hands of the Federal Government 
S<>meLpower to see that the solidarity so 
far attained in British India in the-
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maintenance of civil law and all other 
things relating thereto, and similar soli
darity under the administration of 
criminal law is maintained in the new 
Federation f-That is just the very 
reason why we include it in the con
current list. It is essentially one of those 
eases in which uniformity is very neces
sary in the matter of legislation. The 
administration is Provincial, but the 
legislation is concurrent. 

13,064. My difficulty was this (I am 
sorry to press you again on the same 
point) that if you are unwilling to give 
the power into the hands of the Federal 
Government to implement its la'\\-"S, how is 
this uniformity to be attained t~I think 
it '\\rill in practice be attained. It is to 

the advantaie of British India to attam' 
it. At present the ·administration is 
Provincial .• What I am sure we have got 
to avoid is a blurring of responsibility, 
and, when once law and order have been 
made a. Provincial subject, some kind of 
dya.rchy arising in the field of law and 
order. .That is why I appear to· be so 
loth to accept any s11cogestions that would 
carry our proposals further in the way 
of giving the Centre greater eoerein 
powers. 

.Mr. M. B. Jayaker.] May I pursue.my 
questions next time t 

Ch.air~an.] I shall return to you, Mr~ 
Jayaker, when we come back to this 
subject on Thursday morning. · 

. . ' l 

( Tl1 e TV itnesses are directed to wit11-dra·w.) 

(1.'/i" Seet"_eta-ry of State t1len proceeded to make a Statement on Burmt~, whicJ. 
is pttblishecl separately (Record 6).) . 

Ot·dered : That the Committee be adjourned to to-morrow at fi-ve ~'clock. 
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The Right Hon .. Sir SAMUEL HOARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLM 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLATER STEw ART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I., are further e~amined as follows : 

Chairman.] The proposal this morn
ing, subject to. the convenience of the 
Committee and of the Secretary ot State, 
is that we should renew. our examination 
of the Secretary of State upon " Ad
ministrative Relations" and that we 
abould then take the next subject, 
~~Property, Contracts and Suits.'' 
· Marquess ~f Zetlana.] Will you· tell 

us . the numbers of the Proposals, my 
L_ord Chairman 7 _ 

· Ch~irman.] " .Administrative · ' Rela
tions," par8.graphs 125 to 129 ; " Pro
perty, Contracts and Sriifs," pAragraphs 
130,to ~-

Marquess of Z etland.] ! 'fhanl( . you. 

his discretion " are not used, the Gover
nor-General will always be acting by the 
advice of his Ministers f . 

Mr. !tl. R. J ayaker. 

13,068. That is what I was asking 
attention ·to, at the bottom of page 39, 
the footnote f-I would not like to gite 
a general a.nSwer. I think, speaking 
generally, that is so, but there may be 
one or two cases in which owing to the 
drafting it is not quite clear. 

13,069. Then, following the point fur
ther, if these Federal purposes are with 
reference. to Federal subjects outside the 
reserved ~ubjects, why should it not be 

· the Governor-General acting on the advice 
· . of his.. Ministers, because it is a trans· 

Mr. ·M. R. Jayake~. ferred Department ?-The answer is just 
· the-- answer I have given, namely, that 

• 13,065. Secret~ of State, L ~.as ask- we did gather that the States attached 
mg your attention to the proVIsions __ 9! ___ ··importance to this point ; that is the 
paragraph 128. There, Fe~eral purpos~~. reaff(m why we have drafted it in this 
are spoken . of. I. take 1t. that those forn1. Perhaps, later on, the representa~ 
Feder&! purposes ~~ be With r_eference tives of the States could give their view 
to su~Jects on whi.ch ·the States ha':: upo_n it. . 
come m the Federation !-The answer 18 1,~ 070 A t lik 1 4-~ bl th Yes .~, . reyouno eyLU' ur e 

· line between paramountcy, . by tnaking 
13,066. And some of these 'Fede~al pur- the Governor-General act at his discre-

:poses would be outside the reserved sub- tion on questions of this character !-1 
Jects t--u-es. · ' _ · · · .· _ . - f ·... think there is that riSk. It is one o 

13,067. Now, i£ that is so,:. I imagine thof:e difficult points upon which th~re 
that the phrase "the Governor-General is n good argument to be made on both 
will be empowered " means the Governor- . sides. 
General acting on. the advice of his Mr. M. R.-Jayaker.] Because, as you 
Ministers so far as Federal purposes added on the last occasion, you said that 
outside the reserved subjects are con-.. in the enforcement of these Federal pur
cerned; if you turn to the definition of -poses in the .last resort the Governor
the expression "Governor-General will General will bring his pressure to bear 
be empowered " at page 39 'l-As the under the beading of paramountcy if 
proposal stands it is at the Governor- tbero is a refractory State . whiclt 
General's discretion. Wben we have dis- declines to carry out .these purposes. 
cussed the question before. we took the I am therefore asking whether, having
view that it was a point to wbi~h the . re

1
<?ard to these considerations, you a:n> 

States attach some importance. That is not blurring the line between para
the reMon why it is at "the Governor- mountey and the actions of the Governor
General's discretion rather than on the Gent•ral under paragr~ph 128. 
advice of his Ministers. ' 

l.farquess of Sa7i.~rJ,,ru.l We are right, 
are we not. in tl-Jinking tbat whenever 
the wor,!ls "in ~is, .discretion" or "at 

Marquess of Sa~isbury. 

13,071. I should have thought, !f I may 
sav so it would be more convement that . ' . 
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..,·herever paramountcy is involved it 
should be the Viceroy and not the 
Guvernor-General f-That, Lord Salis
lJUry, is a different point. 

13,072. I apologise. Is it so f-This is 
a point where paramountcy is not in
volved ; this is a point arising out of the 
Federal field. 

Mr. J!. R. Jayaker.] I a.m not re
ferring to the Viceroy acting. I see 
the distinction. I am speaking of the 
Governor-General enforcing Federal pur
JlOf:es by invoking his powers under the 
6lomain of paramountcy. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Will Mr. 
Jayaker say if I am right in understand
ing that he is P-pea.king in connection 
with paragraph 129 f 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

13.073. Paragraph 128. The Secretary 
of State said the Gove1·nor-Gcnernl at 
his discretion will hi:' c~mpo,wcred.. Then 
I am asking if that is so and the en• 
forcement of these Federul JIUlposes by 
the' Governor-General at biil own dis
nation will be by briuging pressur~ upon 
a refractory ruler un<!el" the hne of 
paramountcy, whet!1c1· the line is not 
likelv to be oblitented 1-I <..hould very 
much like to he~r the views (,f the 
States' representatives npon n. point of 
this kind. I admit thcro is a stroii~ 
argument to be marl~ on both ~i;les.. · 

13,074. Then I will not press tho p·"lmt 
further until we hear the Indian State~:~' 
representatives. · TheDt may I proceed lo 
another point un,]e-,• th~t paragr:tJ.·h, 
the last two lines : " But it wm be a. 
~ondition of every :.u.ch agreement that 
the Governor-General shall be eutitled, 
bv 'inspection or otherwise, t.o Ea.tisiy 
himself," etc. Supposing this adequate 
standard of admini.;;tr:.d.on does not 
~atisfy the Governor-Gent>rnl, will he be 
entitled to put in },ed·~ril.l ngents so that 
that adequate standard of administr.1tion 
is maintainea '/-We do not Rpc.cify any 
deb.ils. It is difficult to specify dcta~s 
b£>eause I think the Govcrnor-General·a 
ndions mnst depend so much up()n the 
graYity of the case. It also depends 
upon to some extent methods ndopted 
in the Instruments of Accession. 

13,075. You leave him latitude Ly tbe 
word '' otherwise " I imagine '1·-We 
lNtve him latitude. 

Sir ·.Austen Chamber lair,. 

13,075A. I am afraid, I d1d · ·not 
catch all the · questions, · and I am 
therefore not clear in my mind wha' 
is the position as seen by the St..>crct.'U1 
of State. May . I ask thi~ quc&tion : 
Does he intend the Governo'r-Gene-ral, 
under Section 128, to act ns the 
executive of the Federal GoYcrnment, 
or to act in his discretion f-I have 
just said at his discretion, but I bs.ve 
admitted th:it it is one of those difficult 
pointS upon which there are a.rgumenta 
upon both sides. · 

13,076. But, the Secretary ·of · State 
will see that in paragraph 126 and iD. 
paragraph 129 th~ discretion of the 
Governor-General 1s expressly sLat('!d f
Yes ; I admit it is a. point of drafting. 

, Marquess of Salisbury.· , 

13,077. If it is only drafting, it i~ 'not 
worth while dwellin~ upon it !-In para
graph 128, . even· t.n.ou:gh it is. inade-
quately · d1·aftet1, :we. do contemplate a• 
at present . · adyiped · ·. it is also ·at the 
Governor--General's discretion, , but, · ns 
I say, I should like to havo the views 
of the ·Committee and of the. Del<'gates 
Upun that puint. · · 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I believe the IndiaD. 
States would like the pow:~r to be to 
the Governor-General at his discretion. . . 

·lfarquess. of SaUsb~ry. 

- 13,078. Y uU see if you take the. Case 
where the terms of the t:;tatf:s· Instru
ment of Accession. do not provide any.;. 
thin(J' then . the words woUld read l' Thd 
Gov~rnor-General will be empowered to 
make ngreements with the ruler of an~ 
State for carrying out any Fcdeta.I·-pur• 
pose." That is to say, as the words 
stand, unless the words " at his discr('!~ 
tion " were inserted, we should have 
assumed that he would be actiug simply 
ministerially on the advice of his ¥inis
il~rs, lmt then wu go to paragrapn 129 
where it appears that the Gov!lrn<!r-_ 
General would be· empowered ut h1s diS• 
cretion that is to say, · withont the 
advice ~f his Ministers, to issae instruc
tions ensuring ·that the Federal obliga~ 
ti:On!p 'of the States are. duly fulfilled, 
whidh' seems to cover exac.tlv the same 
poirit · so, i.D. paragraph 128, he .actw 
minis'terially by his Ministers' advice ; 
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in paragraph 129 he acts at his discre
tion with his responsibility only to the 
~ecretary of State '-Yes, I admit there 
IS an error in drafting. It is inte:1ded 
at present that both should be n.t his 
discretion. Paragraph 128 deals with 
the making of agreements ; part~.o·rR}Jh 
129 deals with the pressure that the 
Governor-General should put npon the 
f:;tate to see that those agreemcnh at·e 
earried out. · 

13,079. If it is a matter of tlra.ftin" I 
aay nothing more !-But it is a «liffic~lt. 
point, and I will bear in mind whnt 1\Ir. 
Jayaker has said, and we will look into 
it again. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

13,080. I take it that the Federal 
obligations are Federal obligation~ ai·is
irig in the transferred :field also ?-Yes, 
that is so. 

13,081 •. Th_en. the difficulty I 'fant t.o 
put Jlefore you is ·that under the com
bined · effect of ·paragraph ·128 and 
paragraph 129, there will be a greater 
and greater. te~dency_ ·to. turn the office 
of the Governor-General at his discretion 
into an executive oftice to 'carry ont the 
behest of the Federal Government, and 
he will be drawn into politics. You have 
maintained the Viceroy ·detached from 
the States, I quite see that, but unde:rt 
the operation of paragraphs 128 and 
129 there. will . be a. greater nntl grentr;r 
tendency to convert the Govet'no!'
Gcneul's. post into an' oftice to Mr.ry 
out in an executive capacity whl:i.tcnr 
the Federal Government wants him to 
flo with reference to the States, and, do 
yon think it is a good po~ition for the 
Governor-"General to occupy ?-I ndmit 
there is· that risk. On the other hand, 
there is the practical question as to 
which is· the best way of b'etti11g- thP
Federal obligations .carried out, and it 
is that practical consideration that has 
been chiefly in onr minds. wben we make 
these· proposals. We have felt that 
upon the whole the Governo:r-GE'nPraJ, 

·acting at his discretion, is more likely t.o 
hav'e influence with the States than the 
Governor.;General acting on· the advice 
of the ]'-ederal Government. There h 
llO more in our proposals than that. · 

13,082. No : I am only putting my 
flifii~ulty to· you '7·-Yes; I know ; I ·am 
P!ltting inine. 

13,083. He will be the mouthpiecP. \If 
the Government without having any con .. 
trol over the Transferred Department~ ; 
that will be the position. He will 
simply be an automation required to be 
put into force for carrying ·ou.t the dic
tates of his Ministers. That is. likely 
to be the position. I want you to guard 
against that ; that is all ?-1 will take 
those points into account. 1.'he Govern
or-General, acting at his dis~rction, 
would be much more than n'!l Rutoma
tion, but there are these difficulti()q on 
both sides, and the practical question to 
which I would ask the Committee to 
devote their attention is, which is the 
best method f<H." getting the will of the 
Federal Government carried out. 

Marquess of SaUsbury. 
13,084. It is not merely a matter of 

form. The Secretary of State does not 
mean that. It is not merely a diff~r(mt 
way of stating the Governor-General 
acting by the advice of his Mini:;ters.r 
In one case where it is not nt his dis
cretion. I understand the conception of 
the White Paper is that the Governor--· 
General would always do exactly what 
his Ministers advise. I do not know ' 
whether. that is a good plan, or a bad 
plan, but that is. the conception in· the 
White Paper. When you put the words 
'' at his discretion'' it does not mean 
any longer· that he will do what the 
Ministers advise, but he will al, what 
he· himself thinks right. The two things 
are quite distinct ?-1 ac;Imit the two 
things are quite distinct, and [ lwpe 
anything I have said has not suggested 
that they are not distinct, but I •~on
template · that in the Federnl :field, a.e 
distinct from the · :field o:f ;:;pecial re
sponsibilities,. ·and · as distinct from 
the :field of paramountcy, certainly, 
normally;.the Governor-Genera.], whether. 
he is acting at his own discretion, 
l)r on the advice of his Minister,:;, wonld 
be· working in collaboration with his 
Ministers, and it· is for the Committee 
to consider whether in the Tram:ferrzd 
:field it should be at his discretion, or 
on the advice of his Ministers. 

13,085. The Secretary of State will 
reeogtiise . that it is a very difll<'ult 
matter, because many people contend 
that, as a matter of fact, the Governl)r
General would nea.rly always be acting 
by the advice of his Ministers and that 
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thtl words '' at his discretion '' clo not 
come to very much in practice, but I 
understood the contention of the Gov
ernment was that they were all-impor
tant t-Yes, and Lord Sali::;bury was 
only this moment arguing that they 
were very important, and · that o11e 
differed very much from the other. I 
agree with him. · 

13,086. I am only trying io find out 
what is the intention . of the Whit€ 
Paper, and I understand the 8£'cretaq 
of State says the words " at his flis
cretion '' would not amount to vPry 
much. The Governor General whether 
he was acting at his discretion or not 
would really act on the ndvH:e of his 
Ministers !-Lord Salisbury mn-;t not 
put these very unfair comments. 

13,087. If I overstate it, perhaps the 
Secretary of State will correct me in a 
moment f-I do very much resent a wide 
generalisation of that kind being appiled 
to an answer. that I have given upori a 
very technical and difficult point. I 
was dealing with the Governor-Geut•ral 
acting, not in the field of his spt:>cial re
sponsibilities, or in the field of p:ll'a
tnountcy, but in the field of transferred 
subjects, and I said here it was a ques
tion for the Committee to consider 
whether it was better in this case that 
he should act at his discretion, or on the 
advice of his Ministers. I have never 
suggested that there is not a great differ
ence between the Governor~eneral act
ing at his discretion, and on the advice 
of his Ministers. 
. :Uarquess of Salisbury.] I am very 
much obliged. 
. Mr. M.- R. Jayaker.] In all my ques
tions I have kept that distinction clear 
in mind. I am not· blurring the two, but 
I only want to point out· the difficulty 
which I want the Secretary of State to 
examine. · 

States. Mr .. Jayaker referred to the 
Transferred subjects, but, even ns re
gards ~ransferred subjects, ultimately 
there will be the question of enforcement 
and; if you will kindly look at the Ian~ 
guage of paragraph 128, it says, "Th-· 
Governor-General will he empowcrc41 
and, if the terms of any State's Instl'u~ 
men~ of, ,Acc~ssion so. provides, will be 
required. First he Is . empowered ; iR 
the other he . is required, meanin,. that 
if his spl.'eial responsibilities want that 
any particular agreement should be 
~ntl.'red into he is empowered, and tl:tElre 
It must be at his own discretion ; while 
he may act on the advice of his Ministeis 
(he may ~ s.aid) i~ the. tarnsferred fi~ld, 
and there It Is required ; so I would inter
pret, both in paragraphs .126 and 128, 
t~e G~vernor-General to be acting at his 
discretion. · · · · ' 

Mr. (JI. R. Jdyaker.] The· answer to. 
that, Sir Manubhai, ·is that in paragraph 
126 grave menace to the. peace anJ tra11.:. 
quillity of India are admittedly the 
special function of the Governor-G~neral 
under paragraph 18. · We ·aN riow 
referring,· as th~ Secretary. of State haJ 
admitted, to the. fact that par~araph· 12S. 
covers Departments which are purely 
transferred Departments .. With reference 
to such Departments · the Governm"s 
responsibility can .only arise·· mider · Para:-

. graph 18 (/) " The protection of t.he 
rights of any Indian' State," but, with 
regard to the expression " protection . of 
the rights of any IndiAn: State" you find 
a; complete explanation of - what that 
means in paragraph 28 ·of the Introcluc
tion. That. explains what that paragraph 
means, and, if you take the explanation 
in connection with this wording, it does 
not include rights of this character at all. 
Rights of enforcement of Federal Plll'~ 
poses on the States is not included a.c~· 
cording to that explanation in paragraph 
18 (/). . . . ... 

Mr. Manubhai .Jlehta.] My submission 
would be that the language · in t>ara
graphs 126 and 128 ought to he inter
preted similarly as meaning that if iri 
paragraph 126 the Governor-General is 
empowered. to . act. at his discretion, be
cause he has a special obligation to main- · 
tain the peace . and . tranquillity of the 
~ountry,, similarly in paragraph 128 also 
the Governor-General has special respon
sibilities even as regards the Indian 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] The Secre
tary of State used the words, and per
haps he could therefore answer· my ques
tion ; In what sense is the phrase 
"transferred subjects, now being used 
by him and others.. Hitherto transfe1Ted: 
subjects, I . think~ has generally . meant 
subjects which had been transferred or 
wouli fe transferred. to the Pro~~~cs. . 

:M:arquess·of Readzng.] That IS rtght. 
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Sir Austen Chamberlain. . . 
13,088. We are now talking, us I 

:unden.tand, of transferred subjects in 
quite a different sense t-I was using the 
term '' transferred subjects " in the 
eense of all the Federal subjects other 
than those reserved to the Govemor· 
General, namely, Defence, the Ecclesias
tical Department, an,d so on. 

13,089. Federal subjects ·other than 
those subjects which are reserved to the 
Governor-General 7-Yes. .. 

Mr. M. B. Jayakef'. 

13,090. Transferred . to Ministerial 
responsibility 7-Yes. 

Mr. Y. · Thombare. 

13,091. Then the expression " The 
rights of an Indian State " used in Pro
posal 18.' (f) is very wide •. It. cannot 
necessarily be restricted to- rights in the 
Non:..~ederal .$phere, ·and, ~~erefore, t~e 
Governor-(}enera\ has a speC1al responsl· 
bility also in regard' to the tranJ£CIT~ 
ambjects Y-'---,1 would. not go so far as to · 
accept _a yeey. general statement~ of that 
kind. . . - ·, 

.I- '• ' 

, Mr. M •. ll. Jayaker, 

. · 13,092.. I thiilk there is great .langer 
if you were to interpret. the WOtds "}lT0- · 
tection ·.of the . rights· of · any- ·Indian 
State'' in the way ··Mr. Thomb;u-e · ~
&&king.· you to' interpret them, namely~ 
that it·includes also those subjects which 
are transferred to Ministerial contro~: 
You·will create an impo5sible'position _'7...;.;.... 
That :is: why I put in a word of eaution, 
at once. -~.· · · · 

Mr. Y.· Thombare.] But .. tha· wording 
itself .is vecy Wide . •• The rigl!ts. of any 
Indian ·state." - · · · · 
·.'Mr. ·M; ·R. Jayaker.] 'Th~t is:ali· I ~sk, 
my Lor<f. 

. Ll~ut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

-13,_093. My Lord. Chaiiman, I have rmly 
one questiQn to ask the Secretary . of 
State. It refers to the · relationship 
between th'e ·Federal .Government and the 
units so far as the minorities are con
eerned. . If the Secretary of State wUl 
pardon me-he will correct me if I am 
wr~n~ in my· conception of the situation 

-I gather from paragraph 18 that th& 
Governor-General has a. special respon.-4i· 
bility in safeguarding the legitimate in
terests of the minorities. In parngrt~p!t 
70 the Governor has a similar powl'r. 
I also notice that on page 36 o-f the 
First Round Table Conference Report, 
Head -C : " Provincial subjects subject 
to legislation by the Indian, Legislature," 
that .Item 47, on page 36, refers to the 
Control of Services, and it states all 
follows : " As regards public services 
within the· Province other than All-India 
Services." Then taking a. reference to 
the Services Sub-Committee on page 67 
of the First Round Table Conference, 
paragraph 5 (2), it states that the Pro
vincial Public Services shall be · under 
the control of or the recruitment by the 
Public Services Commission. I want t<> 
draw the Secretary of State's att~ntion 
to the last .paragraph, which reads as 
follows : " The Governor . shall before 
considering any appeal presented to him. 
against ·any order,'' etc., etc., '' consult 
the Commission." Secretary of State, I 
only want to have my mind clear on 
this matter, CLDd it is to clear this ques~ 
tion : In the event of a Minister or thtt 
Ministry or the Governor deciding · ad
versely against a minority community 
what appeal would that minority com
munity in a province have in such an 
event '1-1 do not offhand see the rela
tion of this point to these paragraphs, 
but anyhow,• be that as it may, my 
answer would be that the Governor iu 
this matter would be acting as the agent 
of the Governor-General, and l assnrue 
that the Governor-General would look 
into a case. like that if there were . a 
feeling of grievance, but there is nothing 
in t~e. nature of a ~~rmal appeal. · 

· . 13,094. Then does that mean, Becre
tary ()f. State, that the special responsi. 
bility of the Govern()r-General cannot be 
enforced 7--:Not at all ; it can be en-
forced. . ' 

- · 13,095. In what way; may I know f._ 
He can give a direction to the Governor 
and the Governor has to carry it out. 

· 13,09-6. Supposing the Ministry·. do~<~ 
not carrv out ·what the Governor tell~ 
them, or. the Minister in charge of the 
Portfolio does not ?~Then the valid order 
ill . the Province is the order . of ·. the 
Governor. 
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13 097. I am just trying to clear my 
mind : In the event of a Minister refus
ing to carry. out the ~ove!llor's order 
in the protection of a mmonty, how can 
the Governor-General see that his orders 
are carried out T-He gives a valid order, 
and the machine of government carrie~ 
it out. If the machine of government 
does not carry it out then there is a 
breakdlown in the constitution. 

13 098. I may be wrong-forgive me 
pres;ing tpe point-bu~ I think when 
Sir Austen Chamberlam asked you :1. 

question a few days ago you almost 
admitted that the Governor-General had . 
no executive powers in certain fields, such 
as the concurrent field, and other 
matters. Has the Governor-General an 
executive power here to see that his 
orders are carried out !-Certainly. The 
two questions are totally distinct. •In 
the case of the concurrent powers it wns 
an entirely different state of· affairs. 
There we were dealing with a state of 
a.ffairs in which the administration was 
Provincial-in which the subjects were 
mainly Provincial, but in which there 
was a necessity of having some kind of 
unformity. That had nothing whatever 
to do with. the field' of special responsi
bilities of the Governor or · of , the 
Governor-General. In the field of the 
special responsibilities the only valid order 
would be the order of the Governor and 
the order of the Governor-General in the 
event of a difference of opinion of this· 
kind. 

13,099. Do I gather from that, Secr~
tary of State, that,. taking the past as 
the · criterion, where the Instrument of 
Instructions gave the · Governor . special 
pcwerS which have never been · carried 
ont in the direction of minorities, then, 
that· the matter rests with the Governor 
and if the .Governor-General orderS it he 
has to carry . it out T-Yes, certairi.ly, and 
it is a· statutory ·obligation. · 

13,100. Then m~y there be any appeal 
from a 1llinority community against a 
Governor's adverse decision T~I. have 
just given an answer to Sir Henry ~ it 
i.;; no good my giving the answer time 
after time. I have jul!t said there is no 
formal appeal. 

13,101. Then how could the ·grievance 
b~ redressed T-The ·Governor-General 
ec.uld redress them if he thought ·fit. 

What sort of appeal has Sir Henry in 
mind T 

13,10_2. Supposing, as recently hap
pened m Bengal where communal differ
ences were created, the community them
selves would have no appeal to the 
Governor-General but only to · the 
Governor f-There is no right of formal 
appeal ; I have just said so. 

13,103. Then do ! gather that the 
safeguards of minorities are separate in 
the Provinces as in the All-India Ser
vices T-No ; the chain of responsibility 
is : Governor, Governor-General, . n.ud 
British Parliament. 
-13,104. I am very sorry-maybe I am.. 

dense-:-but what I really did want to 
know was how could one get to the 
Governor-General f-I imagine a Memll· 
rial would ·.be sent to the· Governor· 
General in a case of' that kind. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney.] Tha.:rik 
you. I do not want to ask any. more 
questions.· · 

"Mr. N. lf. Josh•. 

13,105. May I 'ask, my Lord Chairman, 
a question . as regards· the statement 
which . the Secretary of State Piade last 
time, . that . a· Bub-Committee may he 
appointed to go into the details of 
certain .questions •f May I know what 
tlte exact ideq. is f-1 would be ready to 
make any arrangements . that suited the 
Cc•mmittee and the Delegates. I' woul.d 
suggest that those Members of the:t{,'om· 
mittee and. the Delegation ··who 'are 
SJ 1€ cially interested· in · .. this· . question 
should give in their names and I ·then 
could arrange a suitable. meeting with 
the experts present, but. I would· make 
any 'Other . arrangements ··.that·· suiteJ 
better. . That is what was in my. mind. · 

13,10&. Will the proceedings. ~f that 
.Sub-Committee · be formally recognized 
bv .the Committee f ·Will they be put.. 
Ifshed T-That is entirely for· the Com
mittee .and the Delegates to settle. I 
have no view· one way or the other·; I 
.fl,, not ·mind ·one way or the other. · 

13.107. As· re!!ards the main qUf~st!on 
in Proposal 125; I ao not ~sh· to ex~mme 
VOU. in oPtail beCRUSe VOU have rephed .tG 
t.ha. q_ueRtion of Sir Anc::ten Chamberlam, 
th8 t \\ron ·wm consinPr ·whether . tltf} 

Feder~1 Government ·should have power 
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.in some . matters at least to glVe 
·directions or not f-Yes. 
. 13,108. If the Federal Government 
.does not possess the power of . giving 
.directions to the Provincial Govern
~ments, then, in some cases, legislatio.1 
, passed by the Federal Legislature will 
_:really be legislation of optional appli~d
tion to Pro·rinees, if the Provinces do 
not give effect to the lE'gislation and the 
,F£Jderal Government has no power to 
'give directions ?-The position is not 
quite that, :Mr. Joshi. The · legislation 
-would not be optional, it would be : th~ 
only valid law in the Province. 

: _13,109. Yes,. . but where the · legislatio:1 
:requires some measures to be taken by 
tht: Provincial Government, to that 
.'extent it will be ·of. optional .applicil
.tion Y-. It remains the. obligation of ·the 
Province · to · carry it out. It is . not 
optional for . the Province to carry it 
:out. · 
'· 13,110~ If you take away the power of 
giving directions under· what section do 
you conside1:. thai there ~uld be an 
ohlig-ation on the Provincial Goverh
.ntcnt. 41-Under Proposal .125. · .· · · 
: 13,111. No: Under ·125 there is: no 
·obligation on . the Provi:q.cial Government 

· td carry out ~he measures Y--res ;. it is 
J.ntended ·and · we will make it clear in 
:subsequent' drafting ·that · t~ere o;hould 
be an obligation. The point of differ
fiitce· that. we discussed at some . ~ength 

.. thE" .other day was . ~hether . in the con
-current :field you should go further than 
:stating· ·an obligatio!!, and "Whether. you 
should give the Fed~ral Government tl,,~ 
power· of issuing instructions. That 

:j:>Oint I :said I would reconsider in vie-~ 
-of the· discussion that took ·place, but in 
.either case· ~here would b~ an obligation 
.on the· Provincial Government· to carr.11 
or.t legislation of that kind.· 

~ 13,112. Last time you expressed some 
ai1prehensioD_ t~t .if the. Federal Legh
lature legislates on_ cqncurrent subject~, 
In some ca.Ses there is . a danger of the 
Federal _ Legi~lature passing legislati.)n 
against the sentiments and feelings of 
th~ Provinces. The. question which. I 
.want to ask· you· is this ·: "Considering· the 
cunstitution of the Legislatures which 
ate· based · upon n:i.ostly territorial eo-ri
sntuencies,. do . you think there is anv 
-real danger -or the ·Federal · Legislafn!·e 

passing measures which are against the 
Provincial sentiments and feelings f-I 
hope that there would not be ; at the 
setme time, one has to remember the fad 
that · one Province in some res-oech 
differs from another Province and ~that, 
taking the case of social legisla
tion, the case, I expect, that is 
ve)-y mueb, in l\Ir. Joshi's mind71 you 
have got to take into account these 
differenee8 of social conditions. You 
hnve also got to take into account tht 
q11estion of expense. One ·has got to 
avoid, if it is possible to avoid it, the 
Federal Government ·passing legislation 
that will impose a very heavy charge 
upon Provincial revenues. Those aTt 

· the diffieulties that surround this quf'::l· 
.tion . 
. 13,113. As regards the expense, it i.:. a 
different question, and that is provided 
f(l7' by Proposal 114 '-Yes. 

13,114. I was dealing with questions 
which do not involve expense. I fully 
·realise that it is quite possible that the 
Federal Legislature may pass legislation 
which is totally opposed by one or two 
Pro-viilces Y-Yes . 

13,115. That is likely to happen. But 
io it ·not true that it is only in sueh 
cases that the usefulness of the Federal 
Legislature can be expressed f I shalL 
'give you a more definite statement : 
That the usefulness of the Fedel'al 
Legislature is of two kinds-first, to 
bring uniformity where all the Provinci!!J 
want uniformity ; and, secondly, to bring 
. uniformity where not all the · Provinces, 
hut most of · the Provinces, want 
uniformity and one or two Provinces 

· take an obstructive attitude. If one or 
two Provinces take an obstructive 
attitude and most of the Provinces want 
legislation, it is· in such cases that the 
usefulness of the Federal Legislature 
really iS expressed and is· valuable by 3 
sort of coercing of the obstructive P.ro
:vinces f-I quite admit the stre~h - of 
Mr. Joshi's argument. It is particularly 
arplicable to · labour questions. The 
practical difficulty is the difficulty of 
forcing an autonomous Province to do 
what it is detenpined not to do. a!!d, 
whilst I fully . realise the necessity of 
safeguardin~ uniform1ty_ of labour _c~m
~1tions, I do see great difficulty. in pro:
viding any pr!lctical pr9visions that . are 
going to force a Government to app1y 
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legislation that it is detennined not to 
apply. I hope the case will not arise, 
but if the case did arise I cannot see 
what any sanctions are really going to 
effect. I think what one can hope is that 
hy passing the concurrent legislation 
you create a general public opinion 
in India upon the subject, and tha.t 
it makes it very difficult for Qne Pro,.. 
vince to hold out, but when it comes to 
gt,ing further and applying sanctions, l 
c•fiunot see what kind of sanctions you 
tan effectively apply. 

13,116. I would like to ask you a 
question about this subject of financiaJ 
burden, as stated in Paragraph 114. Last 
time when you gave evidence you stated 
titat the second part of that Paragraph 
114 requires some modification. The 
Hecond part of Paragraph 114 reacls 
thus : "The Federal Legislature will_not 
i11 respect of the subjects contained in 
List III be able to legislate in such a -
way as to impose financial obligations 
on the Provinces." And you stated last 
time that this requires a little modifif!a
tion. May I ask you whether you ha.ve 
considered_ what form the modificatirm 
will take f-As the proposal stands now, 
it would enable a single Province to 
hold up any social, or labour legislation 
if it involved any kind of expenditu!"e 
upon the Provinces even though every 
Province in India except one was in 
favonr of that legislation. I think that 
goes too far ; I do not think you ought 
to give a liberum veto to a single Pro
vince to hold up legislation of_ that 
kino ; I think therefore it ought to 1--e 
!'o modified as to make it possible · for 
legislation of that kind to be passed, 
alwavs with the proviso that I made just 
new, that I cannot see what sanction ·you 
can apply to a Province if -th~ Pro-. 
vi nee is determined not to carry' out. thaf 
)('gislation. · · ,. 

13,117. I am n~t asking ·about the 
C1·ntre now. I want to know whether 
there is any definite formula which you 
have thought out giving certain freedom 
to .the ~edera! Legislature to pass legJ.s
lahon . mvolvmg some expenditure "/
The difficulty Mr. Joshi is this : How 
can you compel a Provincial Legislature 
to vote the neMssary supplies 7 The 
Provincial Legislature is autonomous.. 
This is a case in which the· administra-

J.l09RO ' 

~on 1s 1-'rovmcial. Is. ..there- any .-.prae
bcal way of forcing a Provincial Legis
lature to vote the money ? 

13,118. No. As I · read the Second 
Part, there are two ways in which- the 
'finan~ial burden will be thrown upon the 
Provmces by a Federal Legislature first 
b;y putting an obligation upol\ th: Pro
vmcial Legislature or- .the •, Provincial 
Government to spend some money of the 
Provincial Treasury by Grants, and 
secondly by ·putting some_ obligation upon 
the Province ~y which the work of the 
staff. may be increased,-. and· that may be • 
considered as a financial obligation. 
Now, cannot the draft make it · clear 
w~ether _ it refers only· to _ the ProvilJ._ces 
bemg freed from obligation to make -any 
grants from the Treasury, or whether it 
should apply. even in the case of some 

· additional work to the staff 7...:...r would 
have thought that with anf 'important 
proposal it will come _ to very much the 
same thing, will it not, that an increase 
of staff would in.ean an increase {)f cx-
penditur~ ? ' :' · 

13,119. Qui~e possibly-; -J ther;for~ 
wanted to know whether_ you. had thought 
a~out _some formula by which the modi-
fication-,: which you . intended to JDake
would be inade. effective ?---:-The ,kill~ -ot 
modification .I had in mind. was a-. modi~
tlcation allowing proposals. of thls-.kind 
to be iritroduced ·and to be passed , as 

·Federal Legislation· ; but I have not been 
~ible to see any effective ·w!ty . of_ going· 
further, and makirig certain that a, l'tlo:' 
calcitrant Province wo:uld. fin~ the money. 
If Delegates· and ~embers. of the' Com
mittee ·can suggest such ~- way without 
striking at · the -very _root of ~rovincial 
autonomy, 1 should~ be ·,very ~11te{uL _ , 

.. •···· 
. I ' ~ ... • 

1\:fr. Morgan Jones. 

13.] 20. That was the point· you had
intended_ . the Sub-Committee to _discuss, 
among-st- others, . was it not,· Sir Samuel f 
-~No~ I was thinking .morekp,f the li!:!n,.-._ 
whether particular subJects should come 
into the eoncurrent _list· arid so on. _ · 

Marquess of Z etland.' 

13,121. ·May that be clear· f Doe~ the' 
S(!c:rqt*"ry of State tell tts that i~ is his 
intentiOn to alter the second paragraph 
of proposal 114' Y-I,,~~! It ~~t/oCY 
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far. at present .i it would stop the intro
duction of lab6ur legislation altogether. 
One Province could stop it. I think 
that goes too far. 

13,122. It is, therefore, your intention 
that that should be altered f-Yes. I 
will try to think \ out a formula. If I 
can get it ready in the nes.t few days 
or ·few weeks, _I could J>ring it to the 
notice of the 'Committee. 

_, Mr. N. ~f. { oshi. 

approves or disapproves of certain rather 
technical provisions for dealing specially 
with the States I could not express an 
opinion upon. What I am chiefly in
"tel·ested in is the most effective way of 
getting the decisions of the Federal Gov
ernment carried out. My advice so ·rar 
has gone to show that this is the most 
effective way of doing it. At the same 
time, I have admitted the strength of 
the arguments that have been used this 
morning on the other side and I am per
fectly prepared to look into them again. 

: '·.13,123. ,May 'l.oask one general ques-
. tion on paragraphs 128 and 129 7 . You _ 13,125. Do you really mean, then, that 

stated that -in order to meet the wishes hlthough the wording _ of the Clause 
'of. the States -you would give power to places the Governor-General at his dis
till\' ·Governor-G_eberai; not acting on the cretion in the . transferred_ field, it should 
-advice . of h'Th-f Ministers, but _the be the Governor-General acting on the 
Governor~General, -· acting at his discre:- advice of the Ministers 7-I think I 
tion even in I • cases where the Federal have stated ·1'1\V position this morning, 
Government has to exercise · som~ 'au tho- and it is this, that I still think that 
1-lty over _Indian States. _ The question paragraphs 128 and 129 ~ at present 
which_ I want to ask you is this : _You · drafted are the most effective way of 
are_': trying; -to :meet the wishes of the getting the Federal Government's will 
Jiulian -Staies, but may I ask , you cru:tied into· effect, but I will consider the 
'Wheth~r you have considered what will po.~ts tha_t ~er~ urged py Mr. J ayak~r 
he,t:It~" effect. on .. J3ritish India ~f ~ri~ish this mornmg and take mto account hiS 
.Indians _ find .. ·out that constitnj1onally l'ery strong ar~ents .. 
:altho~gh ~h~ Iridian States hll;y~ · rjoined 13,126. Now, as regards paragraph 129, 
the .:F e4er~tlon, the Federal Goy~rnment I. do not know why the power should be 
a~ a Govern:r:nent h?s absolutely no autho- given to the G<>vernor-General at his dis
l"lty over tJi.e Indian . States as regards cretion to see that effect is given to 
matte.~.·. ~hi,c~: ·-are"_ transferre_d to the the measures proposed by the Federal 
Fe(leral Government, because, m so far Government and not to the Governor
as ·you' give- the 'power· to the Governor-· General actinoo on the advice of his 
General at ··hiS· ·discretioni --the Federal Ministers. Wh

0
at is· the difference between 

Governm_ent has no aut~orio/. I_t is the the Governor-General making arrange
G_overnor-Genetal· ?t: -his· discretion who ments for inspection and the Governor
Will .hav?_ a~thonty. I- want t? know General having· power to see that effect 
whether.~ 1p ;'?!l not· pe· the ;feelmg - of is ~>iven to the proposals of the Federal 
people.,,_In~,B:otJ_fjh In.~J.~~-that although the Government t-Here again we thought 
~d-\A:p-r~tate~,ib.ltve JOmed th~ Federa- that it was the most· effective way in 
tion the Indian.; States are: m no ·way which the Governor-General -could brin~ 
u~de~ tl!~., ~utlt~~ty ~of., Jhe :f~ed~ral ~v- his- pressure to bear .upon . a recalcitrant 
.~:rm;n~nt_/l~Bpt_ ,t~a~ would not- be the State. . It was the VIew· generally 
e~~- _ --'~ : ; .. ,: · ·=- • :·- :-.;. - . : , ·: ' accepted so far_ as I remember at the 
· .i3,124-r.,)Vhf, t-=-lt .,,.WOUid-"-not be the last Round Table- Conference. If Mr. 
case- for~ ~his- reason : That paragraph Joshi would look at page 34 of the Pro~ 
128 deals with. c~es in which there is no ceedings of the last Round Table Con
Fedei-af agen~y, 1n _·the . State, by · agree- ference he would find at the end of the 
m:ent .. '.!.'here_ will, i~ _is presumed, be a Report this sentence : " Finally it was 
Federal agency for many Services in agreed that _ power should. rest !,n the 
many States. ·· For instance, I think the GOvernor-General. personally -:that 
case of Posts and -Telegraphs- is a . c·ase means at his discretion-" to . issue gen
in: - point. Mr. Joshi's general- - con-e!~- eral ' msn,;_~tions to the States'. Govern
sian,- therefore, ·-is much too· ·wide. nients_ for_ the .purpose 9f ~nsuring. that
Whether public opinion. in British India · their obligations to the Federa~ .Go.vern-

n . . 
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ment specified in· this paragraph were 
duly fuliilled." 

13,127. Apart from what the Round 
Table Conference Report said, may I ask 
this question : If the· Governor-General 
at his discretion is introduced even into 
the transferred field, constitutionally· 
speaking, apart from the practical effect, 
even legislation passed by the Federal · 
Legislature will be of optional applica
tion to the States. I am not suggesting 
what the practical effect will be, but con
stitutionally speaking the legislation is 
only of optional application to the 
Stfttes f-That is not so at all. The legis
lation is the authorised Federal legisla
tion of the Federation to which ·the 
States have acceded and to which the 
States have, to that extent, surrendered 
their oo' ereign powers. There is no 
question of option about it. 

13,128. True, but, if only the Governor
General at his discretion has the power 
to see that it is enforced, the application 
so far as the Central Government is con
cerned is optional Y-That is not ·.the 
conclusion I draw. · 

Mr. N.- M. Joshi] It is the conclusion 
which ordinarily people will draw, if you 
say the enforcement depends upon the 
Governor-General at his discretion. My 
Lord, I have no more questions to ask. 

to the Devol~tion Rule~, 4]. .~e .xna.A,e ~x
p:ressly ~ubJect to the. rrCentral LegisJ.S.
ture, or. to rules Jn.ade by the : C_ent~al 
Goveu.rment or the Secretary. of. State. 
T~at lS ~>ne . thing •. T~e second thing is 
this : That all Provmc1al matters are· sub
ject to concurrent jurisdiction by the Cen~ 
tral· Government under Section_ 6'1, Sub
.Clause (2) of the Government of India Act 
~Y p:evious sanction. Alf;bough a~y s'?-b
Ject 1s regarded under Part II as a Pro
vincial subject, it is none the less open 
to the Central Government · to legislate 
upon the whole of that Wential:- subject 
provided ·previous sanction is obtahied 

. fro~ the Governor-General $-.oYes. :.::--j;· ·.· 

13,132. On · the side ofc . tli~' :Proy}itci~.l 
Gove~ent control is ··ei~rcised by . the 
Central Government on ·the . concurrent 

· field under Section 80 ( q),: whereby -~tlie 
local legislature of any Province· may ·n.ot 
without . the previous· sanction ·of'o·the· 
Governor-General make or take into oon~ 
sideration . any law for 'regulating )ny 
Central subject or regulating any ·PfO"-: 
vincial subject which has Eeen ·aoolared 
by nue or law as being·: subject toil~he .. 
Central Legislature, · or'" 'affecting' 'tint 
power .expressly reserved 'to the' ·Govem&
General ~-in Council by the law for:· the 
time being in force. That· is the. present 
position ,_Yes. · i .. " --

• , ' ' ' •• "l 

13,133 .. That is practimtlly, . all. · Of,.1t~e · 
Prov:incial .. field as. also .the -.ctoncun;~t, 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkaf'. field prOVIded · the . sanction of,· .. ~he, 
13,129. Secretary of State, I just want Governor-General ~:: obWP-ed f~Y~~ ;:· 

to draw your attention to the present that is so~ .·>·, f, ·'' , ':1.i , : ·::::,·:,:·;· . .: 
position of the concurrent field under· the 13,134. Now : u:ride:t · · the·· present ;::pr~ 
Government of India Act. I am anxious posals· .the ., ·whole 'thing ·is completely 
to do so because it was suggested to you, altered.,. I· mean: the coneurrem.t power of· 
that under the present Governfnent of the Central'~ I,egislature ·is p;roposed ;to' 
India Act only certain subjects or parts he taken away ~-most ofHthe:~tf.ers.~t.;;.... 
of certain subjects are made subject to Except in the ·List'3ry~ .• t:iL''-'- "· •· ·•• •; 

the Central Legislature. The point that- 13135 Y~- C~ett't&''dr'~~·ott:faf~n:;' 
I wish to draw your attention to is. th~t, · ti~ri ' to· List ap-3.~ i 8fu ·so!r)ll lo5'(Ip.y' 
firs~ of all! there are ··some. Provmc1al pape-r which I .completed, .~11~ J t,h~k.. ,I 
subJects whtch are made specifically con- am right iii sugo-esting thaf a. gteat·n=umy 
current und.er Part II of Schedule I to of the subject: included· in.e.:List~'3 are 
the Devolution Rules ?-Yes. to-dav either exclusively · Cent¥ar or · co:ti· 

13,130. While subject~ although they curteitt ?~Yes, 'Tthink it Dll.ght''h.e'!sa~~, 
are made Provincial are controlled that a number ·of :them certamly are.- ; · · · 
by the proviso ~hat they are subject to ·13,136. Co~s6{}ue~tli it. ;~~d.,.. be:·· f~ 
the Central Leg~slature ?-Yes. to sug-gest that under the .. present --~v-. 

13,131. I have made a corri,puta- ernnHflf of ·India . Act your,.concurrent 
tion that out of the 51 subjects which I.ist hlis always been. ~reat~d .as: pre
arc included in Part II of the Schedule dominantly of · AU-India · nnporta.ll.l'.e, 

I.l09RO •. • L~ 
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ui:ider the Goyemment of India Act as 13,140. Yes ; subject to the control of 
it is· to-day,· t!Wy being included either the Centre Y-There again, I do not think 
m··the pUrely .C('.ntra! List or in -the con- that Dr. Ambedkar's comment upon my 
current 'List. ~-. l'Iy suggestion ·is . that . answer quite covers the whole· field. It 
onder the· Government of India Act . the would not"' cover the transferred· field in 
field- which is now concurrent was re- the Provinces f 
garded· in the Government of India Act · 13,141. No; that is so. Next, I want 
o.s of · All-India importance !-Yes; .I to draw your attention to Proposal 125 
think tha~ ·generally is so. I think it is· . 8.Ild to Section 45 of the Government of• 
inevitable· unde:P a unitary· .form of · Gov- India Act. Section 45 of the Govern-
ernment. · · - ·· · · r ment of India Act is what is called the l' ~:. ~ . ~ . . . . . 
· ·rl3,137 ... Quite so. ·My suggestion, there- Obedience Clause, and lays down that ·a 
fore, Secretary of State, is this : That Provincial Government shall be under 
it· would not he quite correct. to say that the ~uperintendenc~e or the control in all 
a :field' of legislation which ·was under matters relating to the Government and 
the Government of India Act regarded its Province and will also diligently and 
as of All-Indil\ importance is adminis- constantly infonn the Government of 
trtttively to l:le-: hereafter regarded as India of its proceedings in all matters 
purely Provincial,-No. I should draw which ought in its opinion to be reported 
a great distinction between the conditions so as to give the required information. 
undel' a ttnitary form of Government and Now, what I would like to know from 
the conditions unde:r a Federation in you, Secretary of State, is this : 'Vhat is 
which the Provinces are autonomous. it that you wish to delete from the pro
We are . quite defu:titely changing the visions and requirements of this Section 
form pf Indian Government from a highly 45 f I see you d6 not want superintend
centralised •. Government inflo a Federal ence. That, of course, is obvious when 
Government. the Province~ become· autonomous. You 
'1:1 ·. · ,·.· r want to retain direction only with re-

. -·rfl3,138.:·But I am only talk!~g about gard .to those matters which would be 
the importance of the subject, rA: subject non-concurrent f-Yes. · · 
,which, up to 1901, .was regarded as of 13,142. And there is to be no controt'l 
AU-India ~porta.nce, could not all, of a Now the question that I want to ask is 
s.ttdden , . cease· to be of All-India im- a1 
.·parlance . ·.a. nd b_ ecome ·purely a looal this : · Do you desire that the Centr 

Government should be kept informed of 
matter. ...I :am aware that· a great deal · h · d h fi ld f 
of :concession has to be made for the new what Is appenmg un er t e e 0 

Pr_O_Yl_ .·ncial~. n_ .. o. vernment ,· th. ~ faCt th.at. the Prolincial administration, and do you 
~ ' desire that · the Central Government 

".Goye:t_Dll!-eA_t ,...of.. India has up to now f should have · the power to call . or 
~e~• regardeQ..·as. more than of local. im- information 'with regard to the ad-
:J)nrfance b~l$ ·always to be re~ognised f-:- ministration of any Provincial sub
J;: thj~ .it. i& . very' difficult. to make such ject, so that it may inform · it.;;elf 
.a ~compari~ion. when., jt is admitted that of what is happening 7-No ; we do 
the . fo.rm of Government proposed is a not have any ~uch general intention . 
. verv .<flfferent type . of . Government. I We assume that as soon as you set up a 

. ·tbi'rilf 1 
'new ''';et:inditions ·enter into the. ·Federal· Government you must then have 

)roblem ·a.s·:soon a:: _you move away from a definite allocation of powers between 
a· unitary Government to a Government ed · d · I 
of . 'Federation with .autonomous Provin- the , F eration an the umts. n many 

respects, the clearer you keep that 'ces: ;-, · · ~ · . 
.: .. .. o·· . 

-13,M9' .. I .. will not press -the point 
· further, ·but I wanted to draw your 

attentipn to the fact that cthese subjects 
·have hitherto been reg-arded as of more 

importance than purely Provincial sub
. ;iect:c:; f.-I suppose, however, it would be 
fair to SllY that in most of them adminis

·tration even ·11nder a highly centralised 
-G<!vernment, h~s been Provincial. 

· division, the less likely it is that respon
sibility should be blurred, and the less 
likelv it is that there will be incessant 
eont~oversv between the two kinds of 
Government. Quite definitely, under our 
scheme-indeed, it is one of the ba<>ic 
principles of it-we now divide up these 
varic:>us duties hetween the Federation, 
the Provinces, and the Imperial Parlia-
ment.. · 
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Mr. N, M. loshi. · 
13,143. :M.ay I ask a supplementary 

question 7 As regards the point of in
formation raised by Dr. Ambedkar, I 
want to ask you this : In some cases, of 
the compilation of statistics relating to 
All-India will be valuable. Such, for in
stance, as figures of All-India as regards 
Education. At present, although educa
tion is a transferred subject, the Gov
ernment of India issues. an All-India 
Report. Will the future Government of 
India possess power to collect informa
tion as regards transferred subjects and 
spend money upon the compilation of an 
All-India Report ?-Only within the 
specified Federal field ; anything outside 
the Federal field must be done by agree
ment. 

:Mr. N. JJf. Joshi.] Education is not in 
the Federal field. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I am sure, 
Secretary of State, you are bearing in 
mind that in every Federation, for in
stance, in America, the research and 
statistical departments of the Federal 
Government go far beyond the Federal 
field 7 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

13,1~ For instance, in 4-merica, they 
do pubhsh an Educational Report for 
the whole of the United ·States 7-Yes. 
If Lord Eustace will look now at Appen
dix VI, List 1, he will see there that we · 
have covered his point, that the Census 
and so on is included in the Federal 
field, and there, I think, we must con
sider the point of All-India statistics 
generally-statistics, that is to say, for 
the purpose of Federation. 

Lord Eustace Percy. 

13,145. I do not understand quite why 
it is necessary to limit it in that •way. 
There is no reason why a Federal 
Government should not publish informa
tion and why its . information should be 
en~ir<'ly confined to·· the Federal field .. It 
is not so in any other· Federation ·I· have 
ever heard of '-But, · snrelv a Federal 
Government can only act for the pur
poses of Federation. A· Federal Govern
mPnt has llO locus standi Quts1de the 
fiPld of FederatiOn..;:: ·'>'' ;' ::. _;,...;:·.~:.: 

,_' ~3,146. O.f ;i?~·~.se, \i ~c~Iinotp_ul>j~~ .~a 
report on the mtellectual and moral 'pro~ 

' --·~ '9 ~-·,: a,, .... i ~ .:. ~~ 1~~ ;;r 

gress of India if the Provincial Govern
ments will not supply thertnforinatiOil"ui 
agree, but that, hardly . need. be antici
p~ted 7-I. do_ not think there ;is any 
difference of. , opinion between,· . Lord, 
Eustac~ . and myself ; my comment was. 
only dll'ected towards keeping. this kind 
00: activity within reasonable limits. If 
a Fe~er.al Government constantly won:ied. 
Provmc1al Governments for. all sorts of 
information that had nothiDg to. do with 
the .Federal . Government, then, I ean 
foresee constant . d~cultie$ · ~rising be
tween them. ·. · ··' . , · · 

'~ :. ! : ' :' . 7t 

·"Dr. B. R. A;,.bedka~~ · 
• • • ' . • • ',A ·' ' ' • ~ .... , I l i I 

13,147. Might . I gi:ve this . in~ta;}ce 
whic~. comes t? my Pli~7. Supposi~; 
fo~ ~nstance, 1n a par~cular ., Province, 
c~nal.proceedings ax:~ .. ~en_;~a~f a 
foreigner -and reference 1$ m,ade by 'his 
Government to the .Government of India 
wit~ regard t;o the . proceedmgs tak~n 
agan~st this particular ;fo;t:e~gner .. hr'.& 
Provmce, and the Government. of India 
needs information. in· order to deal . with 
the subjeet : Would the Goven1ment:of 
India be in a position to require the 
Provincial Government \o · 'furnish 1 in
formatiO\t ~with regard to that subject 7-
y es, and also to take · action. ' It would 
come within. the field of for~ign- aft'~ 

13,148. I submit that law and order 
would be a transferred. subject f..;.;;:.Tha.t 
may be so,· but foreign affairs have'· a 
special reservation. T,his · Clause · 125, 
which you are discussing"· now• I think, 
would cover ·that. .· Foreign . affairs · is · a 
Federal subject. Under the ·second para
graph of Clause 125 the Federal · Gov
ernment could ' give directions to the 
Provincial Government. · . · ·· · 

• . f(, I £_~if · 

13.149. I mean, you see the necess1ty 
of the Central Government ' obtainit\<r 
such information as is. necessary for its 
purpose ?-Certainly, and . I accept the 
need. · · , · 

13,150. I thought I , would draw Y.~'~} 
~:Uen~ion, ~o ij. ~becftus~. I .do nQt ,~nd the 
mformabon m Proposar 125 7-I 1 tlnnk 
that· 'presuppo§es 'bbtaiffi.ng ,'tli~: hecess3;tY. 
information from ·the ProVI.nCll\1 Govern• 
m~nt. n is' intended' to. ~anyhow:~ . ~ .• ', 

13:is1:' N:~w; 1 With _:h~g~rd 'to= Pro:Po~~ 
114. t~r~r;~S ~~:.fl'C)~,,1~~ on to qt 
that ·· tbe eon current powef , ~,,pot .h,. 
exer~i~ed~ 'sofis~~:; ";1ttlp~a ·fWaneial -!~.---t . ..LJ .... ~~~ms.~.\)~ il.L--:~rJ:J~ ~;iJ j;F-t..J.Lt 
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burdC::n. What I would like to know is 
this : If there-•! is a dispute that a 
particular proposal does impose a 
financial burden, one party contending 
that it does not, another party contend
ing that it does, how is this dispute to 
be resolved ~ Largely and broadly, for 
instance, the . Central Government pro
poses a new service to be carried on by 
the, new Provinces, one could draw the 
conclusion that such a thing would 
impose a financial burden, but there 
might be cases on the border-line where 
there might be a dispute ?-As the pro
visions stand at present, recourse would 
be to the Federal Court. That may not, 
h~?wever, be su~ciently comprehensive a 
method and, as,rl said the other day, we 
are ~onsidering the possibility of some 
kind of arbitral procedure to apply in 
cases that were not suited for settlement 
by the Federal Court. 

~ ' . Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13,152. It . would fall at present under 
paragraph 155 (i) ?-Yes : the Federal 
Court. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. .,..,_ . 
i 'I' 

13,153. There is just one more question 
I would like to ask you, Secretary of 
State, because I am not clear about it. 
w-hat I want to know is this : With re
gard to these administrative I'elations, 
first of all, is the Central Government 
bound to employ the Provincial Govern
ments as its agents ?-Yes, in the con
current. field. 

13,154. It is bound to ?-Y cs. 
13,155. It cannot employ its own 

agents ?;-It is our intention that the 
adminishation in the concurrent field 
should be Provincial. 

13,156. Subject to a question of whe
ther its directions can be given or not
that is another matter. ?-Yes. 

'·•13,157. ',Then: it; wotild also ~Qllow. tb-~t 
the. Provincial ,Governments ara btiund ~t~ 
take>up the' work of. the .agency of the. 
Central · Government if they . are called: 
upon ~-Yes,· under :the Federal law. 

;,:--···-.:··-:'( 1\;t~r~JJ§'s'>l.;t·otTiia~: · ' ·- · .. 
! ~_ 4 1 :~·- .··1"3- ,~-::-·.~~~ .•: ~--' ·,r,··. 'J 

··•!L3;158YA:m bi10.ot1nder.$an:d .y-ou. :to ffP.Yi 
t1M,t<~.r;the rFede:qlli Gpvernme~t fJ'~ot, 

create an agency in the concurrent field 
if it finds that it camiot get adequate 
co-operation from the Provinces, or do 
you expect the Provinces to do it ~-Lord 
Lothian was not here when we discussed 
points hearing upon this at some length 
the day before yesterday. My contention 
then was that in the concurrent field the 
wisest course was to leave the admims
tmtion provincial. 

13,159. I just ask the question whe
ther it would be prohibited-whether 
there wa._<; any inhibition on the Central 
Government in the last resort creating 
another agency if it chose to do it. 
There would not be any prohibition of 
that ?-Provision 113 restricts the Fede
ral administration t6 Federal subjects. 

13,160. Yes ?-That, incidentally, ex
cludes the Federal administration from 
the concurrent field. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

13,161. May I ask one question on that. 
If you look at Item 21 : "Regulation 
of Medical and other Professional 
qualifications" : this is concurrent. 
Under this it may become necessary to 
estahlish a.n All-India Medical Council. 
How can the Provincial a.dministration 
he utilised for forming an AU-India 
Medical Council 4J The Federal Govern
ment must possess some power to ·create 
its own machinery ,_I do not think I. 
have quite followed Mr. ;r oshi's point. 
Would l1c mind putting it again "! 

13,162. Item 21 is : "Regulation of 
Medical and other Professional qualifica~ 
tions." This will require the fonnation 
of an All-India Medical Council ?-Yes. 

13,163. An All-India Medical Council 
cannot be established through the Pro
vincial administrations ; it must be 4n 
organisation of the Federal Government ? 
-I am not quite sure of Mr. Joshi's 
difficulty. The Medical Council would· 
be created · by- the Federal· Legislaturet 
but would it be a Federal organisation '? 

I . ' ·, 

· - Lieut.-Colo'nel Sir H.· Gidney. 
- r • • • . • ' • ~- , • • . • 

· 13,164.' It is,·-F.ederal·now..Y-The poin,t, 
is new to me. It is _!a.; detailed point;, 
I£ M~,;,Jps:W.::W~ll }_et_.;r.n.e,.)po~ i~to:~.~t I 
wi~h ba, :·g}~dh~ 4q_.,~o·t-. L ·>:.· ... ;-,,:_,.,,. 
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Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

13,165. On the same lines, may I ask 
you also to consider whether the Federal 
Government will possess power to create 
an organisation for co-ordinating certain 
acttivities where ev.en the Provincial Gov
ernments want co-ordination. I will 
give you an instance. Supposing all the 
Provincial Governments agree to have 
some Ag1·icultural Council, as they have 
to-day, or they may agree to have an 
Inspector-General of Health in India, 
or they may agree to have a sort of 
Industrial Council--0?-W e have al
ready covered this point, Mr. J oshl. We 
think that arrangements of this kind 
would probably come about by agreement, 
and if Mr. Joshi will look at Item 42 
on page 115 he will see that we have 
included a provision to enable the Federal 
Government to undertake -work of this 
kind. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

13,166. Secretary of State, do not you 
find it in List III, the Concurrent Sub
jects, on page 119. Item 21, in reference 
to the former question, the Medical 
Council body : " Regulation of medical 
and other professional qualifications " f . 
-Yes, Sir Henry, it is in List III 
because the administration would be 
Provincial, but, as I say, I am looking 
into this point of the Medical Council 
again. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

13,167. The words "central agency" 
refer to any kind of central organization, 
even in the Transferred and ·Provincial 
field "?-Yes, to any kind of central 
agency, but, quite obviously, a central 
agency outside the Federal field would 
have to come into being with the agree
ment of the Provinces. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

13,168. As you are referring to Item 
42, may l a.sk whether the word 
" central'" is intended to apply to the 
institutes for · research as · well as · to 
agencies ¥ I presmne it :is ·not' irtt~n~ed 
tb .Prevent· a Province frpm' estabhshn1~ 
a · local institute of ·research q'-'--No·; 
ccce:Mral" is obvioU.sly :meant to ·CQ.Vet 
Both. -· · ·i.~ I •·• • · ";J .. ;>I:.: · · · . .;:·•· •• · ···"' 

Lord Rankeillour. 

13,169. My Lord Chairman, may I ask 
a question on this point to clear up 
something that we discussed the other 
day 7 Secretary of State, you will re
member that under No. 125 you told me 
that the use of the words " Federal 
subject " covered " Reserved subjects " 
throughout the Proposal "?-Yes. 

13,170. Under Proposai 125, in both 
paragraphs, it will be the Federal Gov
ernment which will give the directions 
to a Provincial Government with regard 
to the three Reserved Services, will it 
not ~ It says so ?-The answer is Yes 
and No. If Lord Rankeillom! means the 
Federal Government g1vmg directions 
just as they would in 1 d~partments that 
were not reserved, the answer is No. 
If, however, he· means by the Federal 
Government the Governor-General acting 
at his discretion that is the constitutional 
position of the Governor-General in a 
matter of this kind. The Federal Gov
ernment in this case, in the case of a 
Reserved Department, is the Governor
General acting at his discretion. 'rh~n 
the answer is Yes. 

13,171. In the very next section you 
have H The Governor-General will be 
empowered in . his discretion, " and I 
submit the natural construction of that 
would hP that in the previous paragraph 
" the Federal Government " meant the 
Governor-General on the advice of his 
Ministers ?-I do not think it is the 
natural construction, but if it is we will 
change it. The position is~ as I. have 
stated it just now ; and that IS our mten
tion, and we will see that our intention 
is carried out in any future draft. 

13,172. That it shall be the Go:vemor
General at his discretion "?-That lS what 
it comes to. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13 173 Mav I refer in this connection 
to p~miraph. 55 of the Introquction .. ~he 
last four lines : . "The latter proVIsiOn 
will cover all classes of Federal subjects, 
including . tho~e . a.qministere~ ~y the 
Reserved ., l)epart.ment!?." .. Th1s _1s: the 
material senten~e i· "In .the .latter. cla.~s 
~f subj.ects,. the directions. w~ll,. _of 
·coursil~ >li~ . :i~s,uM·_'. QY .. the, .·G?v~ol'~ 
Gerieral ,_,;, ?.:2.lExit'ctly ."' -That 1s Just· -m:y 
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point, and that ~is really ·the answer, of State to the fact that apparently m 
under · · the -W·h~te. Paper, to Lord pursuance of a Statute in the concurrent 

.-R_ankeillour's, question. · field, the Governor-General might give 
such orders and that then under Pro
posal 70 it would be the duty of the 
Governor to see that they were· obeyed! Y 
-1 will look into Sir Austen's point.' 
Offhand, I would say that sub-section (g) 
of No. 70 refers to ol'!irers given at the 
Governor-General's dh~cretion, but I will 
look into the point. 

• • Lord Rankeillour. , 
-. '13,~74. B~t you do· need to .cluinge .the 

·wordmg here to make it clear f...:..We will 
~ook into that. If it is needed to change 
it we will change it. . · · 
~rd Rank~illour.] Thank you. 

· ·. Sir·· Austen Chamberlain. 

13,175. May I ask a question before 
we >le~ve the ··subject'! ·Secretary of· 
State, IS. there anything in India that 
corresponds . to the· practice we have here 
of •.. l.eavi~g ·orders_. to be made by His 
MaJesty- m Couneil for the execution of 
the provisions of certain laws that · are 

. pa~ed by P~liament 'f · Is there anything 
eqmvalent to that in an order by the 
Governor-General or by the Governor
Q:eneral in Council ?-Something in the 
natnre of Indian Orders in Council Y · 
. 13..,176. Pursuant to Statute f-At pre

sent, Sir Austen will remember that there 
are' statutory · rules made under the 
var.ious Government of India Acts. His 
question is directed . to , the .fUture
whether powers of that kind are iri. these 
pro:J;>osals Y 

13,177. Yes, I put that. Would e~ses 
arise 'where.. -the Governor-General made 
rules in pursuance of a. Statute Y.-Y es, 
but only so far as the Statute said so. 
. 13,1~8: Y e5 _ but the Statute might for 
eonveruence · · o~ execution provide that 
~at~tory rules should be made by autho
nty of. ~he · Governor-General 7-Y es. 

· _ 13,179. If he made such a statutory 
role- that rule ~would -be a lawful order 
wbuld it f-Yes. - · ' 

13,180.· Toon .. wlll. the ·Secretary of 
State look at· paragraph {g) of Proposal 
70 and con·sider its bearing upon such 
orders when. issued by the Viceroy pur
suant to Statute in the concurrent fie1d f 
Proposal 70 says : · " In the administra
tion.- of _the. government of .. a Province 
the Governor Will be declared to have 
:speci~I. reSp()nsibili~y in ;espect. ~f .(.q) 
~ecunng the.~xecution. of orders lawfully· 
~p;u.~ . ~l; t~e , G~v~rnor-J:len~r.¥ ':' J: :! es. 

.," ~ 13,181. J,. merely·. want: to. ,c.a,ll · ~ this 
m~t !the .attention .Qf-. thM Secretary 

• - • ·~ '« ·'t 'L 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,182. I am · sure the Secretary of 
State will not thi:nk I want to catch him 
out in any inconsistency, in this very 
complicated subject, but he told me only 
a day or two ago that Proposal 70 only 
referred to orders given by the Governor
General acting -on his special responsi
blities Y-That is so. I do not think any
thing I have said this morning changes 
that view. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain . 

13,183. I think that is exactly what 
you have just replied to me Y-But I 
will look into Sir Austen's point. I think 
I ·see what is in -his mind. 

13,184. What I thought was that sub
paragraph (g) of paragraph 70 might 
perhaps provide a 'solution of the point 
on which he and I differed yester.d:ay: 
and I merely wanted to direct his· atten
tion to it from that point ·of view ?
Thank you ; I am much obliged for the 
suggestion. -

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

13,185. I understood the Secretary of 
State to tell me on Tuesday that he 
could not offer sub-paragraph (g) in the 
sense Sir Austen has now indicated ·be
cause it fell within the paragraph d~al
ing with ·special responsibilities !-That is 
the answer I have just gven this morn
ing again, but I will look into this very 
technical point again. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

· 13,186-. 'What I am inviting the Secre
'tary of~ Stat& to !d'.o is to consider,. apart 
from the· technical point, or apart from 
·.the- -meaning of·: it· as ·it stands in · parar 
graph 70; ·'Whether ·that ·is ·or is not an 
·applicable • maehinery- tO. the case ·.we were 

_: ,,_·:., 
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di:~cussing the day before yesterday f
Ye,:, certainly. 

Treaty to say that on any of these sub
jec~ i~ will · only federate respect of 
legiSlation alone, and not in respect of, 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. policy and administration f-It might 
13,187. Sec~tary of State, in the list theoretically be · possible for a State to 

of exclusively Federal subjects in the make such a claim, but,' in .actual prac:.. 
White Paper, is it meant that power is tice, the Crown wouLd! refuse an accession. 
uivt>n to the Federal Government .over unless the accession. was really upon _a; 
"'. substantial basis. policy legislation and administration !-
Which items have you got in mind-the _Dr; .. ?hafa'at .Ahmad Kh-an. . . 
whole list f 

13,193. · What I feel ' is that the 
13,188. The whole list. What exactly arrangement arrived! at in 1930 was clear. 

is the competence of the Federal Gov- It differentiated with' reference' to each 
ernment ' Would it extend to policy and particular . subject the function of .the 
legislation as well · as administration in Federal Government, and they were in a 
every subject from Nos. 1 to 48 '-Gener- position to know whether· a partic~ar 
ally speaking, the answer · is, Yes, sub- Federal law : applied to all the State's 
ject, of course, to what we have generally wit)l 'regard to poliey only, or. with re
acr£'pted as likely to happen in the case gard to legislation f-1 think·~ found 
of the States ; tha,t is to say, the applic- when we considered this question in 
tion of a particular piece of administra-- greater detail . last year (Dr. Shafa'at 
tion to the conditions of the States will remember we had a Committee on 
set out ·in the Instrument of Accession. the subject) that the expression "for· 
OthPrwise, the answer is generally, Yes. legislation or for administration" did 
• 13,189. So, generally, the Federal Gov- not re~tlly carry us very far, and that is 

ernment would be empowered to send its the reasoit it has dropped out, but if Dr. 
own officers for administrating Federal Shafa'at would like to go into this ques .. 
subjects in Indian States unless andi until tion ·m greater detail perhaps we 'might 
there is an agreement to the contrary 7 g~ into greater detail of it .in the. Cum"' 
-That is so. nrittee which was sugge·sted this mornmg. 
· 13,190. That is slightly different from 13,194. I do not want to cover ground 

the compromise arrangement which was which has been covered previously re
arrh,ed at by the Federal Structure Com- gard.ing the question of concurrent legis
mittee of 1930, where the function of the lation, but am I right in assuming that, 
;Federal Government was differentiated . according to the present Governm~nt of 
with reference to policy on some sub- India Act, 1919, the Legis~ative Assem~ly 
jects, and. with reference to administra- can pass any law, and can thus. overnde 
tion on other subjects f-I think what all the Provincial Legislatures m every 
would happen, in practice, would be that subject '?-That is ·so. Dr. Shafa'at will 
these would be the Federal subjects, and remember that the previous assent of the 
then the Instruments of Accession are Governor-General is required. 
agreed to between the States and the 13 195. yes. In 1930, 1931 and 1932 
Crown, and the particular way in which we discussed and arrived at certain con• 
those Federal subjects are applied to the elusions regarding the·distribution of sub
State then becomes a part of the Treaty,. jects between Provinces and the Federal 
but, speaking, generally, these are the Government f-Yes!. · . 
Fedtral subjects for policy and adminis- 13,196: And ·that had the consent ~ 
trc1tion. agreement of some very ~portan~ parties, 

13,191. And legislation ?-And legisla- and very im,portant and mfluentlal orga.-
tion. rusations. represented, through the. Del~ 

Mr. l'ff. R • .Jayaker.,. 

. 13,192~ May I .J>ut a ques~ion: on that 
point ' . Is it intended that in respect· of 
.subjects .. No~ 1 .to ~48 i~ ·is perm,i8s~ble 
for any State · when It enters mto?.·~ 

gates in ID.dia.'-Yes;... · :-. · ·. ; 
··13197. ·Consequently, this· is a -factor 

which' :~liSt~· ~e taken:·~to: ~~lin:'.~ 
eonsidenng" ·Hie 'Proposals which are e~ 
bod_ ied .inJiuii, White· Paper~,:-::~es,'~. cer:
tainly) ~" · ~ '-· ·· 
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· 13,198. I do not say that it is the only 
factor. Of course, I do not r£>~ard these 
agreements as settled, nor do L think 
that ·they ·~ canriot be altered, but I db 
think' that the compromise embodied in 
Proposal 125 (the two paragraphs) did 
represent a measure of agreement between 
people who were very keen on the :m.axi
mum amount of provincial autonomy for 
the Provinces. Then there was th~ ques
tion of sanctio~ Am l right .in saying 
that in many cases it is much better to 
get what is called moral ~~anction by 
consultation with the Provinces rather 
than trust any particular law Y--That 
has always been my view. :(t is mnch 
the ·better course. I think every }.,edc
ration eVerywhere in the world has 
found the great difficulty . of applying 
sanctwns. w.hen· sanctions have been 
thought to be necessary. It is both a 
political question and a practica 1 '}Ue:!
tion. Politically it is much better to 
·have agreement. Practically it is very 
difficult to · find a suitable t:.anetion. 

. 13,199. And this is the experience also 
of Australia, that the Prime Minister's 
Conference has been able to ·achieve 

. much 'more than any law that has been 
passed concerning the relation be tween 
the Provinces and the Centre. I would 
like to deal with another point which 
has not been touched so far~ I dCJ not 
know what the procedure reoo~..rdinno the 
surrender of Sovereignty is going to b~, 
but, I take it, it will take the followinoo 
form : The States will surrender 1mver: 
ignty concerning their Federal subjects, 
and place it. at the disposal of the 
Crown, and the Crown, I tako3 it will 
then place it at the disposal of. the 
Federation. · Will it be possible for the 
States later ou to resume their sove
reignty 7-No ; a bargain is then entered 
int~omething in the . nature of a 
treaty is entered into. Obvionsly that 
treaty couiJ not be unilatP.ral, neither 
on the side of the Crown, nor on the 
side of the Estates. It is a bilateral 
agreement. 

-· ,13,200.' when the Crown ha;-;· placed 
the. pow~rs ·· acquired. f'tom ' the Indian 
States at the disposal ot · th,j Federa~ 
tion for the fu'nction.ing:of'· the Federa
tion: • then'' of' ·ci>u:rse; .. ihe: Cm\Vlt camiOt: 
return- dt! .tO: the:; Indian ·States>, 1 k .is• 
a:paJ1.·!0f-tfiei Federaticini?-r-:-lt. is n>-part 
of the Federation. _·J~~:, ; 

13,201. And they cannot demand to. 
resnme it later on t-No. 

13,202. Connected with this qut>stion 
is the· question of certain righti -;\·hich 
had been given by the Indian States 1\S 

a result of negotiations with the Gov
ernment .of India; for instance, juris
diction over the Indian rail wayc;. They 
gave up those rights through n sP-ries 
of Treaties I take it when the }.,cdcra
tion is brought into being there will be 
no claim on the part of any unit for 
the retrocession of that juri:.::diction ~
One cannot make a general auswer t11 
a question of that kind. It mu:;t ue
pend upon· the Instrument of Accession. 
Our desire is that the accession should 
be as full and as wide as possible with
in tb,e Federal field. Exactly what will 
happen in individual treaties one can
not predict. What one can say quite 
definitely is that the Crown wonlJ refuse 
the accession of a State if it feU that 
the State was really not undertaking 
a sufficiency of Federal obligations . 

Sir Akbar Hydari. -

13,203. ·May I ask a question t With 
reference to Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan's 
question, the jurisdiction over certain 
railways has been made over to the 
Crown. The question is with regard to 
the transfer of that jurisdiction to the 
Federal Government, and, th~reforP., by 
the jurisdiction having been mereiy ceded 
by the State to the Crown it dol's not 
necessarily lead to a demand on the part 
of the Federal Government ·for · that 
transfer to be effected ipso facto, by 
the Crown to the Federal Government 
without the consent of the State. h not 
that so ?-I think it is so, but it is a 
technical legal question. As far :1s I 
understood it, I think it is so. 

13,204. I thought Dr. Shafa 'at meant 
that the Crown cannot retrocede ju:ris~ 
diction to an Indian State :simp]y be
cause a State has tran~ferred juri3diction 
to the Crown, and therefore that when 
the· Crown has transferred railways under, 
its jurisdiction to the· Federation those 
also should _ipso facto go f:-I would 
like just to look into that question. Sir 
:A.kbaxJ U\~. almost.; alwa~ ,right'. in ~:his 
CoiJ!ltitutional·. ~omm~nts,: ~ut I ~would 
lik~.·- tfhlop~ ;in, to ~i.t p_efqre.,-.1: sa,j~, Y,e.S 
ar-.:.:No. ~ .. ~~~:::,. ;~ !1-'t~· ... : ~ .. ·-~r~.'-J ... ,.f.~! . .., . ~ 
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13,205. We are very particular about 
this Secretary of State. We have trans
fer;ed a thing to you, to the Crown, hut 
it does not necessarily follow that we 
have ipso facto transferred that to any 
<•lher agenry that the . Crown ·may 
choose f-Yes. 

Sir Manubhai Mehta.] That will be 
governed by the Treaties of Accession. 

Mr. M. B. J ayaker. 

13,206. l\Iay I direct attenti,~n t? ~he 
provisions of paragraph 132 : ex1shng 
power~ .of the . Secretary of s.tate . in 
Councll m relat10n to property allocated 
under the preceding paragraph and in 
relation to the acquisition of property 
and the making of contracts for purposes· 
of government which are not outside the 
Federal and Provincial spheres will be 
transferred to and become powers of the 
Governor-General of the Federation and 
Governors of the Provinces respect
ively.'' Therefore all existing rights 
that the Secretary of State or the Crown 
possess will under the provision of 
paragraph 132 be transferred to the 
Federal Government 7-I think para
graph 132 does raise another series of 
issues. I think the questions that were 
addressed to me just now were mainly 
questions connected with paramountcy. 

Dr. Safa'at Ahmad Khan. 

13,207. This is a very important point. 
Last year a Committee of Representa- · 
tives of the Indian States made a claim 
for the retrocession of jurisdiction over 
the Indian railways, and if that claiiQ. is 
admitted I do not know how the Federa
tion itself is going to. deal with it f
Dr. Shafa 'at can rest assured that there 
is no intention whatever of .forming a 
Government that you call an All-India 
Federation in which British India nnd 
the States nominally enter but in which 
one party, whichf·ver it may be, does not 
nndc1take a sufficienev · of · Federal· 
obligations.. · . ,·. w 

. ·, -' . . .~. \ ~-. ' ! . ,, : '' . s 
.. · . - ~fr .. }.f(}rgar~~ Jones.,·, ·· '!>···! 

· i3,20S~ ·:Might; T: ·bring~ Sir '. S~:n:tl_lel ,; 
Hoare's:mihd ha,ck again· to the ansW:ers. 
that. wer~.., c\·gi~en'' to···M_t: Josh~·! 1 ::sirt 
Satlinel, has :alti"eed ,, I lhink•t that·')' ther 
.'' o •• • 0 1 ' ' '· • {•. 

questiori' tts' l-or the :right"' of' a~·Provufee toi 
veto' the ·applicAtion: 'Of legislation·-ea.rried~ 
bY": tM Oentta:N:~gis1a.ture within its<•bwnt 

territory is . on~ of; the very · greatest 
possible importance, because. it 1s tr·a.e, is, 
it not, that. one Province may object to· 

. one type of legislation· and an~ther Pro-
vince may object to an entirely· different 
piece of legislation '-There is no ques-' 
tion of a veto, and Mr. Morgan Jones no' 
doubt will remember that· my answers. 
WE're dealing onl7 with the concurrent 
field. . • 

13,209. Yes, I know .. There are. 23. 
subjects in the concurrent :field, are there 
not '-Yes. · 

13,210. It is possible that one Province 
may object, say, to the application of 
legislation carried by the Central Legis
lature in respect, shall we say, v.f No. 6 ; 
another may object to No. 7 ; another 
may object to the whole lot from 13 to 
18, dealing with labour legislation, and 
consequently it becomes • of prime 
importance that some sort of authority 
may be ·provided to the Central Legis
lature whereby that may be overcome 
where a Province objects ,_I do not 
want to put myself into· the· position of 
appearing to argue against uniformity . 
of administration in this scheme. · The 
difficulty is to. :find a sanction· without 
striking at the roots of Provincial auto
nomy. The difficult cases and these are 
probably the cases that are in Mr._ 
Morgan Jones' mind, are cases connected 
with labour legislation. 

13,211. yes. May I put :t . question 
apropos of that particular point now '. 
The Secretary of State will remember 
that on page 93 we have set out f?r ~s, 
the composition of the Provmc1al 
AssembJy, Madras, for jnstance. In 
Madras, ·there is provided a place for • 
six special seats out· of ~5 7-Y e~. 

.13,212. In Bombay, seven out of 175 ;. 
in Bengal, eight out o~ 250 ; and in the 
United Provinces, three out of · 228. 
Therefore, it is quite clear, is it not,_ 
that the· voice of labour in an area in 
Provinces such as those will be compara
tiveiy_, weak in p<>int ()f. ~~~b,ers,. any-_ 
how- f..;;.;.....Mr; Morgan Jones willr~member, 
that those are only the:··sp"lciaJ.. s~abf.' 
With a fairly= wide franchise- i-abour 'has_ 
8: great deal ·of ~ntlu~n~e i~ -~he'101~h~~ · ~eatsi:i .::· '-' J.-,, ::'''-' ·'"1'1 :··, .. ~ ,;_·.·~: ·~-'J :.· 

v ~s;213. r ~~e~~t>~ )h¥ /po!~tt~:~\1~ ;~·-
mray·J ppt per hap~ '·a ttacn: .. lpl'd ue_ .- ~nr.o~~. 
ance! ·'to Jther -weightr ~of 1t -f~Unqer •nur 
preseni prbp6'sa1s• :r~tliink; ;T ag"ricilltltritl' 
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labour is something like three-fourths of 
the voting ·power. · 
' 13,214.· ~at is qUite true, Sir Samuel; 

I will not press an argument on that . 
point · at all ; but the point really· is 
this : In an area such as this wher~· 
labour in respect of special representa
tion is represented in a diminutive 1ci:nd 
of way; is it· not clear that there will be 
less chance for labou.l'. to express its 
ruind if the Provincial· Government tends 
to take an antagonistic attitude in 
respef!t of labour legislation 7-·Yes. It 
is open to question. though which, Gov
ernment is likely to be the more. syr.a:va
tlletic towards labour, . the Federal 
Government or the ·Provincial Govern
ment. I think it is diffictilt to dogmatise 
that one Government will he mflre 
favourable than the other, but I admit 
this difficulty with labour legislation. 

13,215. May I put another proposition 
t.l S.ir Samuel t . Suppose an Inter
national Labour Convention. were arrived 
at at Geneva, and' the lnd1an . Repre
sentation at that· Convention agreed to 
ratify it so far· as the Central Province 
was concerned, what would be ·the posi
tion . o,f · the · Central Body which had· 
formally accepted the proposition -of rati
fication if a Provincial Government has 
the right to contract out of it 7---,The 
Provincial Qovernment has not the right 
to contract out of it. An International 

· ·Obligation is included in the Federal 
.field. The Provincial Government would 

. have no right to contract out of it. The 
trouble arises, though, and it is a trouble 
that has arisen .with the Dominion ,of 
Ca.riada, what sanction can you apply to 
a part . of the Federation that refuses to 
put the Treaty into force ? 
. 13,216. But, Sir Samuel, am I not right 

that even t~ough the Central Govern
ment niay have agreed to ratify the Con
venti<m, the Convention, in fact an.dl in 
practice, would not be carried out with
out the carrying of a Bill by the Central 
Legislature 7-Yes ; and I assume that 
the. Central Legislature would -carry a 
Bill of that kind .. · , . · . c - : • 

- 13,217, CertaUi.Iy. · _ r think so too; 
but, when the . Bill · has become an Act, 
by the; action. of' the Central Legislature, 
as I understand it, you have already 
adriritted · that .... the . Provincial · Govern
ment . would ·still have ~the·; "right . not t~ 
ca.rry_ t~at -into i:operatioir ·within its ·-own 

~~.":~~·. ,- ................. · ·~ . : ~-: .·-:.. ·-.·~-_ ........ .., ·• ~- __ ._ _ _,.,,f 

territory 7-No, not at all. If I gave 
that 'impression I expressed myself very 
badly.' The Provincial Government would 
have no such right.· · 

· 13,218. I put that too strongly, I 
admit. The effect, rather, would be this, 
that while the Central Legislature wou!d 
have the right to carry an Act of Parlia
ment to ratify the Convention, it would 
be possible for the Provincial Govern
ment to refuse to carry it out and in the 
view of Sir Samuel there is no machine;·y 
to compel them to do so ?-It is so ; 
there is no machinery under oUJ: prEsent 
Proposals. Direotions, of course, woultl 
be. issued to the Provincial Governmeut 
and the Provmcial Government would be 
breaking one of the obligations of tho 
]

1ederation ; but, when it comes to taking 
action, I fail to see what action can be 
taken. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

13,219. You -s~y in s~ch a case it would. 
be, a matter of foreign relations ¥-It 
would be a matter of for_eign relations. 
. 13,220. _Are they not a reserved subject 
~f the Governor-General ¥-Yes, they are. 

13,221. Then would not 70 (g) to whieh 
I called attention apply in that particular 
case, or would it not 7-1 think that is 
so, and I thi:rik the clearer cases could 
certainly be dealt with under the special 
responsibility of the Governor-General. 
The trouble arises in a ease that is not 
verv clear-cut, and it is a question 
wh~ther the Treaty is actually being 
carried out or not in a particular part of 
the ratifying territory. • 

Mr. N. lJf. Joshi. 

13.222. May I draw attention to the 
wording of Item 8 on page 114. " Ex
ternal · affairs; including international 
obligations subject to previous concur· 
renee of the units as regards non-Federal 
subjects." The Federal Gove~ent 
possesses power over external affairs on 
Federal subjects. Now the question i~ 
whether the concurrent. subjects are to 
be considered non-Federal or Federal ,_ 
1 think I must look into this point again. 
I ·think here it would be carrying our 
rn·oposalg ··tho. far to f:ay, that · a- single 
Province might . veto .. the: . ratifiea.tKm of 
an a~reem~nt that· the ,·rest •. or .. ·;Jnllia 
wanteit ··,I \rilHook into ·the· poif!.~'again~ 

-:- .... ., ¥; -. •. ••• • - . '•. ~ ,, " ..... - ~-- -. ~ -. 
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13,223. The wording · should . be . a.s 
regards purely provincial subjects '1-1 
would like to look into it again. 

Sir Austen Chamberl~Un. 

13,22!. I should be very glad -if you 
would Secretary of State, because I think 
in answer to me two days ago, you told 
me that the ratification by the ·Central 
Government in matters which were in 
the concurrent field would have to be sub
ject to. the consent of the units. I so 
understood the answer to that effect 'I
I think I was then dealing not so much 
with ratification as legislation ; but, any
how, whether I was or whether l was not, 
I will look into the point again in view 
of this discussion. 

the ar~a. (i{ I may use the e~pression) is 
on strike. Now what· machinery has the 
Governor to apply_ this Act in the various 
districts of his Province y_.:._In the field 
of the special responsibilities, that is· the 
only valid order in the Province. Everv 
official, therefore; has to obey his orde; 
a.nd it goes through the whole machinet~ 
of the command in the Province, 'and 
that is the only valid order. ·Outside the 
field of his special responsibilities, he has 
no such power. · · · . . 

13,229. So that if the Central Legi"
Jature carried a Bill dealing, shall we1 · 
say, with a piece of labour legislation, 
and! the Governor of the Province were 
called upon ·by the Governor-General to 
apply the Act, he is perfectly helpless '1-
That is the position now. Mr. Morgan 

:Mr. Morgan Jon_e.s. ·Jones su-ggested that in a case of this 
13,225. Might I follow the point a kind, ~he Governor-General or the 

little further, Sir Samuel 'I It is to be Governor should go outside the field of 
assumed, is it not, that when the Gov- his special responsibilities. That will 
ernor-General attaches his signature to a carry us a very long way ; I "think further 
Bill carried by the Central Legislatures, that probably many of us would wish to 
he thereby attaches authority, as it were go. It would strike really at the whole 
on behalf of His Majesty the King to root of responsible Government. 
the Bill as such. It becomes an Act of 
Parliament '1-Yes. 

13,226. It is also to be assumed, I take 
it, that the act of the Governor-General 
in attaching his sigQature, makes that 
Act also an authority for the Governor 
of a Province '1-Yes, and to the Province 
and also to the Courts of Law. . 

13,227. Now may I ask : Supposing 
that the Governor of a Province were 
called upon by the Governor-General to 
see to the application of an Act of Par
liament within the territory of. that Pro
vince, 1''hat machinery would that 
Governor have at his disposal to carry it 
through ?_:_I am not quite sure whether 
l\Ir. Morgan .Jones means a general 
authority. In the field of the Governor's 
special responsibilities, his course is clear. 
His ord:er is valid ; it has to be accepted 
by whatever is the appropriate machi
nery in the Province. 
· 13,228. That is not my difficulty, S!r 
Samuel~it is the practical application of 
it, I can quite see that the· authority 
of the Governor-General would go auto
matically to the Governor, and the 
Governor says : "I want to apply this 
Act of Parliament in this area ; follow 
my instructions". But the Governor of 

13,230. Per contra, if a Province is 
entitled .to contract out of a:ri.. Act of 
Parliament, it is striking at the ~root of 
Federal authority ·'I-I think that is so. 
The trouble comes when it is a question 
of voting money. But I should be glad 
if Members of the Committee and the 
Delegates would thiDk ov~r this very 
difficult question of labour legislation, it 
is a very difficult . qu~stion ; keeping in 
ni.ind the two· -dangers to avoid, name1y, 
the danger of . the uniformity of legisla
tion being broken up and the danger on 
the other hand of undermining the whole 
basis of responsible government, both. nt 
t:q.e Federal' Centre and in the Provinces. 

Sir . ..Austen Chamberlain. 

13,23L . Labour. is one of the concurrent 
subjects, is it not, Secretary of State Y-:-
Yes. "- .. · · 

i3,232. And, as I understand it, Mr. 
Morgan Jones is putting to you this 
case, that a law dealing with the condi
tions of labour is passed by the Feder:-11 
Legislature and assented to by the 
Governor-General ; that the Q-overnor
Gen~~l then findS it desirable or neces
sary . to issue instructions to the . Governor 
of a Provinae to execute that law. Your 
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answers have proceec1ed upon the ba&:i 
·that the Governor-General had so issued 
instructions to the Governor : is not that 
so f That was the hypothesis put to 
you f-I was dealing generally with the 
question whether outside the field of 
'special responsibilities, eithe]." the 
Governor-General, or the Governor, would 
be able to ttct at all. ·, 

13,233. That is a differen-t thing. Do 
not let us speak for the moment of the 
field of special responsibilities. I under
stood Mr. Morgan Jones to · have taken 

1 as an illustration labour legislation, 
·which is a matter of concurrent legislar 
tion in the Concurrent List t-Yes. 

13,234. And the basis of his further 
questions to you was, what is the 
Governor to do if he has instructions 

.from the Governor-General to execute thi.c; 
Federal Law passed in the concurrent 
fi.~l4 andl his provincial Government re-

.fuse to do it. I want to ask you whether, 
in view of ·the _answers which you g~ve 
to me yesterday and .of the meaning which 
you attach to . paragraph 125, the 
Governor-General could issue ' any such 
·instructions f-I think that is generally 
the ·case-the case as I stated it yesterday. 
I was thinking of the case of the border 
·line case of international obligations ; 
but apart from that, my answer is as I 
gave it to. Sir Austen yesterday. · 

. 13,235. Then;· unless the Governor
Ueneral acts in pursuance of his special 
responsibility in regard to foreign 
relations, he could give no such instruc
tions to the Governor of a Province 7-
That- is so. 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

.13,236. But even suppo~g the 
Governor-General could not m fact 
formally issue instructions; my question 
of difficulty still ·remains. What can the 
Governor .do in a Province to implement 
the Bill of the . ;Central Legislature !-
My answer is this, Mr. Morgan· Jones:. 
The Governor has no power except ·in 
the field of his special responsibilities. 

Chairman. 

- 13,237. Secretary of State, I am sure 
the Committee would desir~ to meet your 
convenience. Would you like ·us to go 
now for 20 minutes to paragraphs .l30 to 

135, ot would you sooner adjourn f You 
have had a very heavy morning f-1 
would suggest, my Lord · Chairman, that 
it might be a good thing to begin upon 
those paragraphs for this reason : they 
look .very technical and very formidable, 
but 1t may be that, after a short dis
cussion,. we shall find. that there is not a 
great deal that arises upon them. I 
could anyhow make . an introductory 
observation or two about them, and you 
could then judge whether it was a good 
thing to begin the examination or not. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,238. :May I say in order to shorten 
matters, that I have looked throu5h 
these matters very carefully, and ns f::-..'. 
~ I am concerned, there are no. qu~. 
t10ns to ask. The careful scrutiny of my 

.colleagues may have found something, 
hut my impression is that they are 
nearly all consequential on the rest of 

· t~£- documept f-Lord Salisbury is quite 
right. They are purely consequential 
-and they are really applying to the new 
conditions the conditions that were, 
generally speaking, included in the Gov
_ernment of India -Act, and I think, if I 
might just give a short explanation, the 
Committee will .see that that is so. . Thf> 
necessity for provisions on the 1ines of 
these proposals afises from the fact t]Jat 
under the existing Government of India 
Act the Secretary of State in Coundl 
can. alone sue and be sued in respect of 
any rights or obligations arising in con
nection with the Government of India. 
Thus all the numerous suits to wh~h 
Government is a party in India me 
necessarily brought in form by or 
against the Secretary of State in 

1Council as the case may be. With the 
inst~tution of provincial autonomy and 
the legal delimitation of the power and 
authority o~ the Provincial Governments 
c. f the future ·and of the Federal Govern
ment accompanied ·by the disappearance 
of the Secretary of State in Council as 
:~ corporation with sole final anthorit~
over . all Indian expenditure. it becomes 
necessary that the rie.-hts and obligations 
of Government in India should be appor
tioned· between the Federal and Pro
vincial Governments respectively, which 
'vi-ill _ consequently have to he ereatcd 
juristic persons for the purpose of suin~ 
and being ·sued. · At the} same time, it 
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w1i.l obviously be necessary that the.>e 
cuangc::; should not affect the existing 
rio·ht::; as against the Secretary of State 
irt' Council to a greater e~tent than is 
involved in the necessary consequence 
that they now become rights as again.;t 
the Secretary of State. These para.
graphs are, in short, a translation into 
terms appropriate to the Whit~ Paper 
scheme of the provisions of Sections ~8, 
2\J, 30, 31 and 32 of the existing Gov
ernment of India Act. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I hwe 
nothing more to say, as far as I IUD. 

concerned. 
Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] I have no 

(JUestions. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

13 239. There is just one question I 
wanted to put, if I might, and that is 
aF: r'egards claims by pensioners of the 
Services. Hitherto, I understan~ (it is 
only a theoretical thing, thou~h it might 
possibly arise) that the pensiOner has a 
power of suing the Secretary of State 
here in London for the alleged non-pay
mt•nt of his pension. Under the arrange
mpnts to be made, will such a pen
s!uner, if he had to ·resort to law, he 
under the necessity of suing in the courts 
in India, or does the Secretary of Sta~e 
assume responsibility 7-The right would 
remain intact and it might be nect'S
sary to define it to make it quite r clear . 

· that the right would remain to sue here 
if he wished, or in India. It is the in
tet;tion to leave the right intact. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

13.240. There is one point I would 
like to ask the Secretary of State about. 
It is in. regard to commercial leas~s. 
Af' 'I understand it, future commercial 
leases will be with th(l Governor-General 
or the Governor, but that existing C')Ul

mercial leases will be transferred from 
the Secretary of State in Council to the 
Secretary of State, not to the Governc•;
General and Governors 7-Yes, that IS· 

so. 
. Sir Hubert Carr.] Thank you ; that 

makes it clear to me. 

·1\fr: .M: R. 'J afjaker.' 

13,241. May t . ~sk one or. two ques
tions on parRoOTaph 131. · I· suppose that 

r£:fers to all 'property in India wherever 
situated. It would · include property 
within the territory of the Indian States 
also 7-Yes, it includes any property, 
except the property that is held under 
paramountcy. 

13,242. And it · includes under Proposal 
132, outside paramountcy again, all 
existing property rights, acquisitions, 
etc., within the territory of the States, 
outside paramountcy. I know · the 
special case of paramountcy; I am not 
touching that at the present moment 7---:
y es, if it is property. of the Crown.· 

13,243. I am only asking, because an 
argument has. been made that the States 
may have <*ded certain rights and •!er
tain property to the Crown, but that 
d0es not necessarily pass to the Federal 
Government as the successor of the 
Crown. That .is why· I·. am asking this 
question 7-Mr. Jayak:er is referring 
here definitely to property 7 

13,244. Yes 7-Not to jurisdi~tion, 
which is another thing Y 

13,245. I am not speaking of 1ights, 
which· come under paramountcy 7:-No, 
but I made the distinction to· be q1,1.ite 
clear what was the question. If .Mr. 
Ja.yaker is . dealing with property, my 
answer is Yes. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] Property in
cludes, unfortunately, in law, all rights. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour,] No, not ~11 
rights. · 

·• 
Mr. M. R~ ;Jayaker. 

13,246~ Which are vested in a paTty. 7 
-That raises surely another issue.. Thts 
clause here does deal only with pro-
perty. . . 

Mr. Jf. R. Jayaker.] Then the exist-; 
ing powers of . the Secretary . of S~ate 
will include, ;will they not, all mtangt!>le 
rights which amount to powers, outstde 
paramountcy 7 · 

f 

Sir· Manubhai N .• JJfehta. 

13 247. In relation to property Y-You 
sec 'here " powers in relation to 'pro-.,. . 
perty. . . . . . · . 

Mr. JJI. R~ . .[ayaker.] I am. askm;; 
about \s.Uch- po~ers. I .am keepmg out
side paramountcy altogether. I am kP.el,-
ing to the Federal :field. . . . . · .. i 
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Sir Austen ChamberZain. 

13,248. Does not this question really 
touch the same matters as were · put to 
your earlier, in connection with the 
other clauses, in which you said you 
would like to look further ·into it f --I 
tbink ·this is quite clear. It is· property 
'within the meanings . of these sedions 
here, Section 130 up to 135, but I do 
not want to have any misunderstanding. 
It. does not go farther than that. 

·13,249. I thought Mr. J ayaker said J1e 
was putting his . question in relation to 
questions which had been put earlier in 
the day f-Yes. 

13,250. I thought what he wanted to 
gt:t an ·answer from you about was the 
railways which had been transferred t
Yes. · 

l-3,251. ·The answer which you· ha,·e 
just given I understand is not intended 
to refer to . the transferred administt·a
tion· of the railways f-No, it simply 
covers · property which is within these 
clauses here. 

Mr . . M. R. Jayaker. · 
13,252. Supposing the railway W'\S 

transferred with the result ·that the land 
oovered by the railway line has become 
the property of the Crown, will it not 
pass under No. 131 !-· The jurisdictio'l, 
surely, brings in paramountcy. 

_13,253. I am not speaking of the 
jurisdiction ; I am speaking of the 
actual pwnership of the land 7-Yes-
tbe ownership of the land. Is there any 
question about' the ownership of the _land 
b£>cause the owners.hip of the ).and is tbe 
State's ownership. · 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar.] It was given to 
tl1e Federation. 

Mr. ~!. R: Jayaker~ · · · . . . 

13,254. It. is the property :of .·.the 
Crown at the present moment 7-· You 
mean land that is eeded ' . 

Mr. M. R .• Jayaker.] Yes. 
Sir Akbar Hydari.] I may say that, 

as a matter of fact, up to very recent 
years, the land on which the . railways 
ar~ built ha~ never been paid for. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] Then the ques
tion does not arise and it does not fall 
under Proposal 131. 

. Sir Akbar Hydari.] Therefore that is 
not the property of the Crown. It woulcl 
be the laqd of the State. 
· Mr. M. R. Jayake1'.] I am speaking of 
those eases where at present the land 
is the property of the Crown ; does not 
that pass to the Federal Government 7 
·Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] With reference 

to Sir Akbar Hydari's · remark, the land 
may not have been paid for, but in many 
cases of which I know land has · beea 
handed over without payment to the 
Crown ·and belongs to the Crown, so his 
remark that it has not been paid for does 
not conclude the matter. 

SiiManubhai N. Mehta. 

13,255. I do not think it belongs t(} 
the Crown. .The Crown at one time used 
to make agricultural profit out if it. 
Now the _Gove~ent of India say .they 
have no mtention of doing so 7-Apart 
from these wide issues, the answer is a 
Eimple one. Where the property is tho· 
property of the Crown it is transferred. 
Where it is not, it is not transferred. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
13,256. That is all I want. That i~ 

irrespective of . whethe:J;' the . property is 
in the territory of the Indian States, or 
is in British India 7-Yes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

13,257. And by " property " you mean 
not only tangible rights and property, 
but also intangible rights and property 1 
-I should like to see that question a 
little bit more concrete, not being a 
lawyer. · What is in Sir Hari Singh 
Gour's mind ? 
. 13;258. The property may be tangible 
rights in property like immovable :l>ro.! 
perty, land, and so on, and rights in 
property would be property in the legal 
concept, though it is not v.isible and. 
tangible '1-I do not like to give a legal 
opinion upon a question of that kind. 

13,259. May I put it differently-Yes. 
13,260. The word " property 1' is here 

used in the larger sense as including all 
that is, in the legal concept, property f 
-Yes. 

13,261. That is right t-In the concept 
of . property as used in the Government 
of India. Act. . · 
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13,262. And defined in the General 
Clauses Act f-(Sir ]falcolm Hailey.) It 
is a translation of the sections to the 
circumstances of the appropriate sections, 
~S and 32, etc., and you will find it will 
have no larger implication than those 
H>Ctions of the Government of India 
Act. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) And here let 
me say again, to make it quite clear, 
that this is property outside the field 
of paramountcy. 

1\Ir. Y. Thombcwe. 

13,263. As regards the allocation, for 
instance, of the railway property be· 
tween the Federal and Provincial Gov
emments, as Sir Akbar Hydari has just 
said, there has been land which has 

lli~ M. }l. Jayaker. 

13,268. There are War loans which are 
free from· income tax 7-I had better 
l~ok into Sir Akbar's point. · I will give 
him an answer when I have ' consulted 

· my financial -advisers. The desire under 
paragraph 134 is that all existing con-. 

· tracts should remain intact, and if para
graph 134 does not carry out that in-
tention we will alter the drafting. · · 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

13,269. You are aware of the exemp
tion from income tax of Indian Princes 
with regard to a lot of loans which have 
been issued with regard to which there· 
is· a special form for Indian Princes, and 
we do not want that that exemption 
should· at a subsequent period be called· 
into question 7-We will look into it,.but 
our intention is that all existing con
tracts should be safeguarded. 

13,270. A question of drafting : " on 
all the revenues of India, whether Federal 
or provincial "-;-we should have liked it 
to have been said " on all the Federal 
or Provincial revenues. " We are not 
quite sure whether " Federal ~~ includes 
us or not. · · 

Major Cadogan. 

_ not been paid for, so that the contri· 
bution to the railway property so far 
has come, we may say (it may be very 
little) from the States, and the present 
Government, so in that case will there 
be an allocation of that property be- ' 
tween the Federal and ·Provincial Gov
ernments and the Governments of the 
States concerned 7-1 would mnke the 
same answer to Mr. Thombare that I 
made to Mr. Jayaker. If there is Crown 
property (it is a question of fact) ou~ 
side the field of paramountcy, then 1t 
does come within the provisions of this 
clause. It is a question of fact. 13,271. On paragraph 131, I would like 

to ask the Secretary of State how far, 
13,264. But, if it is a question of pro- if at all, one cla.Ss of property vested in 

perty within the jurisdiction of para- His Majesty for the· Government of India. 
mountcy--7-Then it does not come . is affected by the allocation, namely 
within this clause at all. . . what, for want of a better phrase, I may 

13,265. Would it be considered. Would call Military property, barracks, and so 
it be gone into ; that is all 7-1 think it on. That apparently is not outside the 
must be gone into. Federal and Provincial sphere, or· are 

such properties outside . the Federal and 
Provincial sphere '-Do you mean both 
in British India and in the Indian 

• Sir Akbar Hyd-ar~. · · 

l3,266. I want to ask with reference States 7 . 
to paragraph 134; you have got" includ- 13,272. Yes 7-It would fall, I suppose, 
ing existing immunities from Indian In- . in British India into the Federal sphere, 
come Tax in respect of interest on ster- and, being in · the Federal sphere; it 
ling loans i:osued or guaranteed by the · would be transferred always remember
Secretary of State. " Is there any reason inf7 that Defence is a Reserved subject. 
why sterling loans have been specified to . rn"' the ease of the Indian States I sup
the exclusion of rupee loans l-It is pose there it would be a question of fact 
dealing with existing contracts and whether the land had been taken up 
existing immunities. under paramountcy, or whether it had 

13,267. But there are immunities with · not. In a case where it had not, it 
regard also to rupee loans f-I willl look would~~ transferred ; in the case where 
int.o the point raised by Sir Akbar. it had, it would not. 

L109RO ll: :i 
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Sir .Akbar Hydati. 

· 13,273. In the ease of Defence it would 
remain reserved t-In the case of Defence 
it would remain reserved, but,. tec.b.ni
cally, it would be within the Federal 
field. 

Major Cadogan. 

13,27 4. You say property outside the 
Federal field would not be affected by 
this allocation. Therefore, I take it for 
granted that that which is inside will be 
affected 7-Yes. 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw.) 

Ordered: .That this, Committee be adjourned to Tuesday next at 10.30 a.. m. 
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The Right Ron. Sir SAMUEL HqARE, Bt., G.B.E-., C.1I.G., M.P., Sir M..u.coLM 
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Chairman.] The Secretary of State Mr. F. 8. Cocks.] My Lord Chairman, 
will give evidence this morning on para- . on ~ point o~ order J?ay I make. a sug
graphs 106 to 109 of the White Paper, gesbon 7 This question ~as discussed 
which paragraphs deal with Excluded yesterday at Sub-Comnn~ttee D. ~ e 
Areas. · have not had an opportunity of seemg 
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ChOiirman. 

13,275. Secretary of State, I take it 
also that you would be willing to deal 
in discussion with any points which 
emerge, partly as a result of the exam
ination to-day and partly as a result of 
the examination of the witn~sses by the 
Rub-Committee yesterday 7-Certainly. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,276. Perhaps. the Secretary of State · 
would allow me to ask him this. First 
of all. would he let the Committee know 
what the White Paper means by a "Par
tiallv Excluded Area." Of course., it is 
evid.ent to. some extent, but perhaps he 
might add to that 7-Yes, my Lord Chair
man. At present there is more than one 
type of excluded area under the Govel"I!-
ment of India azrangements, the types 
depending, rollg'hly speaking, upon the 
standard of civilisation in the particular 
area. Lord Salisbury will find a detailed 
description of the backward areas on 
page 156 of Volume I of the Statutory 
Commission Report. He will there find 
set out in some detail the distinctions 
between one kind of area and another. 
We now propose to have two classes of 
area for these backward districts, namely, 
an area that would be entirely excluded 

Ll09RO 
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13,280. _Completely excluded !-Com
pletely excluded. The Province itself is 
administered just like any other Pro
vince, with one . or two specific changes 
due to military reasons. 

13,281. Therefore, the North-West 
Frontier Province would not come into 
question as a partially excluded area · at 
all '-N"'" ... •, 0111' ' ' . . • 

. 13,282. Then in regard to these ex
cluded areas and parti~y excluded areas 
there must necessarily .be a special staff 
associated with the C'TOVernor il:n whatever 
case it may be. , He ~ust have a special_ 
staff to administer them, I suppose f-In 
the excluded ·areas, certainly. In the 
partially excluded areas, so far as the 
Provincial administration does not cover 
the whole field. · · 

13,283. It is a question of degree. in 
the ·partially excluded areas 7-It is s, 
question of degree. 

13,284 .. The Secretarjr of · State will 
know that several of us have been in these 
discussions . very uneasy . as tO wher.e the 
staff is to be drawn from for these pur
poses. We anticipate, of course, that 
under the new state of things, if. it comes 
into being, there .will be. a great diminu
tion in the European employees of the 
Government· of India and the ·Provinces, 
and we wonder where all ·the staff is to 
be · raised from which is to take charge, 
letr us· say, of the excluded areas, or, to 
some extent, of the partially excluded 
areas ?-The staff will be just what it is 
no"· w These Services will not be special 
services for· the ·excluded areas. ·· The per
sonnel will be drawn from this or that 
o~ .the_ existing services~· 

. 13,285. But . the staff will. have to . be 
fairly· e~rensive, will. it. not ?-No, I do 
not think sq. I ·do not see why it should 
be,;any more .extensive than it is now .. 

·13,286. But ·there will not be the same 
scope · as there is now ?-For inStance, if 
I might give a -concrete case, take the 
case of. the totally excluded area, namely, 
the Assam· area : that is the· really only 
totally excluded area that we propose. · I 
wou]d imagine that so far as numbers go, 
even there the ·personnel of the staff is a 
corin1arativel:v small one. I do not know 
whether Sir ·Malcolm could give me some 
details about it. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 
I ·think it is actually four or five officers. 
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Sir Malcolm says it 

would be four . or five senior officers in 
all the Assam Districts. {Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) Superior of'Qcers. (Sir Samuei 
Hoare.) Who wonld, of course, presum
ably. be Secretary of State servants and 
recruited just as they are now. 

13,287. Will Assam be a partially .ex· 
eluded area 7-No; the Assam tracts are 
totally excluded. 

13,288. And in the same way, the tribal 
area on the North-West Frontier is 
totally excluded Y-The tribal area is out
side Indian administration . altogether, 
and therefore it does not come into these 
proposals at all. 

13,289. That is controlled . by the 
Viceroy himself ?-Yes, it is controlled 
by the Governor acting as agent for the 
Viceroy, · as far as you can accurately 
use the term " control." . 

. Marquess of Reading. 

13,290. May I ·ask a question' I am 
not quite sure that I caught the answer 
that the Secretary ·of State gave. Did 
you say, Seeretary of State, that the 
only totally excluded area that would 
come under this discussion would be 
that of Assam '-That is olir. proposal. 

Marquess of Z etland. • 

13,291. S~cretary of State, · I am not 
quite clear with whom would ·the officers 
who are in charge of the excluded areas 
correspond '-In the case of the totally 
excluded areal'; with the Governor. 

13,292; Direct with the Governor ?
Certainly. In the ease of the partially 
excluded .area with the Governor so far 
as they are not working under the Pro
vincial Government. 

13,293. That is to say, with the Gov
ernor's personal secretariat ?-Yes, that 
would be so. 

.Marquess of Salisbury. 

'13,294, Then, . may I take the Secre
tary of State to the . parlloooraph he re
ferred to · just · now-paragraph 108-
whicb deals with legislation 1 Prima 
·facie I gather that no ·Act of either 
Legi~lature, that is to say, the Central 
Legislature, or the Provincial Legisla
ture, will apply to the partially excluded 
area.c;. but by leave of the Governor they 
may 7-Y es, that is so. 
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· 13,295. But U1ey may. That is the 
point, is not it f-Yes. 

13,296. With or without amendment. 
When the Viceroy gives leave he may 
say : .. Subject to such amendments" !
Yes. 

13,297. He has complete control in that 
way f-Yes. 

1:{,~08. Now, in those circumstances as 
we have to oontemplate the ease when 
legislation may apply to them, would the 
Secn·tary of State kindly look at para
graph 109 where he .will see, I think, 
that there is a drafting point which has 
got to be borne in mind f-I only call 
attention to it because it leads to some
thing else. It reads like this : "Rules 
made by the Governor in connection with 
legislative procedure will contain a pro
vision prohibiting the discussion "-as it 
reads literally, he must prevent all dis
cussion. That is clearly inconsistent 
mth what we have just been saying in 
No. lOS, that in e.ertain ·circumstances 
the legislation may apply. If should be 
"may," not "will" f-I think Lord 
Salisbury is not drawing a distinction 
between the totally excluded areas and 
the partially excluded areas. 

13,299. I am speaking of the partially 
excluded areas f-In the ease of the 
totallv excluded areas discussion is 
barred. In the ease of the partially ex
eluded areas discussion can be allowed 
under the provisions of par~a-raph 109. 

13,300. So it only applies to the Ex
cluded Areas, but then there is a sen
tence at the end : " enabling the Gov
ernor, at his discretion, to disallow any 
resolution or question regarding the ad
ministration of a Partially Excluded 
Area "· f-Yes. 

13,30L So I m1derstand (I think that 
is a complete answer) that it will be in 
his power to allow it in the Partially 
Excluded .Areas f-Yes, for this reason, 
that in the Partially Excluded Areas the 
administration · will be to some extent 
under the Provincial Gove1-nment, and it 
therefore seemed to us justifiable to draw 
a distinction between a discussion rais.:.. 
ing questions of the Provincial adminis
tration and a discussion tor which only 
the Governor hirnc;elf was responsible. 
~ Marquess of Salisbury.] I· .. a.m. much 
obliged. The · Secretary of State·· has 
entirely -disi)osed 'of that ·drafting· ·point. 

Archbishop. of Ca11terbury~ 
13,302. ¥ay. I just ask a. supplemen-: 

tary question upon that t Is it meant by• 
par~a-raph 109 . that the Governor is' 
totally prohibited f:rom allowing any ques._ 
tion to be asked in . the Provincial Legis-. 
lature on a matter affecting- im Ex
cluded Area, or: is it only givin<r him 
power at his discretion to prohibit "'t-:rn:: 
the case of a Totally .Excluded Area 
discussion is barred. In the case of a 
Partially : Excluded Area discussion is 
admissible. . . 

13,303. So that not even any· question. 
could be asked in the Provincial Lerisla.; 
ture on a matter which would affect- an: 
E~c~uded Area. I · can imagine· eases 
ansmg where the question would be very 
natural ~That is our present intention. 
It has been urged upon us that discus-· . 
sions may be very dangerous in their 
r~actJons upon some of these very wild 
distncts. I gather that the, experts· who 
l!&Ve evidence last night at the Sub .. 
Committee very much.· emphasised that 
reason, _and it is because of that that 
we are nervous of discussions about the 
affairs in a Totally Excluded Area. After 
all, there is only one Totally . Excluded 
Area in the whole of India, namely, the 
hill tracts of Assam. 

13,304. But, of course, lJ the Gove~ot 
would have perfect power to say, '" This 
is a question which it is not expedient 
to ask," and then it is ruled out ; but 
this would prohibit bini in any sense 
from allowing a question· even if it waS 
a natural and inoffensive ·one f-Yes. · It 
is one of. those difficult questions where 
a good argument could be made on ootb 
sides. I think I might say in reply to 
His Grace that vou do not want to· create 
grievances. of pE"ople wishing to ask a 
question .... 

1 
and every time the Governor 

ha'\-ing to tell· the questioner that ·he 
cannot ask it. But it is one of .those 
difficult questions, I quite· admit. · We 
have been very much influenced by the 
opmion of the men who have actually 

·been · administering these Backward 
Districts, ·and they lay· great stre~ up~n 
the . d:anger of .· questions and of. dis
cussions reacting- ~pon these more or less 
b.ncivilised tracts.. . . . · • 

\Yr. M. ·R.· Jayaker. · · ·· ·: 
:·. '!3,S05. '!lien. mia·e~ Raragraph.~ 1~9,·. a·s 
you stated, ~ecretary of· State, It 1S nol 
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~sible to the Governor to make a 
rule, ' ma.kiD.g it depend upon his dis
eretion to allow · discussion or asking 
questions 7-Not for a Totally Excluded 
.Area. . For a. Partially Excluded Area., 
~es. .n: · 

13,306. I am speaking of a. Totally 
Excluded Area 7-No, under paragraph 
109 it is not. 

is not so. It is the Governor's discretion 
to disallow 7-In the case of partially 
exclUJd.ed areas. 

13,313. I am only speaking of that f-
y es, that is so. -

Marquess of Salisbury. 

· 13,314. And if the Ministers may ad
vise, then it also follows that the mem-

Marquess of Salisbury. hers of the Legislature themselves may 
13,307. At any rate we are quite clear ask to be allowed to discuss it 7-Yes. 

that in a Partially Excluded Area there 13,315. And, in point of fact, there 
.may be . discussion in respect of the will be discussions and ought to be dis
Partially Exeluded Area f-Yes, with the cussions upo~ the partially excluded 
Governor's approval. areas 7-,-I think there mig~t be. The 

13,308. If the Governor permits it 7- Provincial Administration, as I say, will 
yes. _ , be functioning in the area. You could 

. 13,309. By that the Secretary of State, not withdraw that field totally from the 
. of course, means that in respect of those discussions of the Proviz!cial Legislature. 
areas hds Ministers will have the right to • Earl. Peel.] But the .aiscussion I. su_p· 
approach him on a. subject and advise pose will be only so far as the ProvmCial 
him upon it f-Yes. He eould act at his ' Government has authority over the parti
discretion. .. · ally excluded areas. It will not apply to 

13,310. They will, therciorl', have ~hat po~ion of the administration whi~h 
access to him on all these subjects f- 1s restncted to the Government. It will 
Yes. not apply over the two fields. 

·. Marquess of Reading.] May I ask one 
question on that f 

Marquess of Salisbury.] If yo"9- please. 

::: Marq-qess of ReaiUng. 
'13,311. As I understand the language 

of paragraph 109, Secretary of State, the 
Governor only intervenes if he wishes to 
disallow ; it is not ·a question of his 
having to give permission. I am dealing 
only with the Partially · ExclUJdied Areas. 
There is no question there of his having 
to give permission for a question to be 
asked. .As I read the nile, it means 
that he has the power to disallow a 
question or to disallow discussio:q f-. That 
is so. .. -;.· 

13,312. But in the ordinary course, as 
I_ read this rule, there will b~ the right 
to discuss and the right to ask a question 
iind it will only be when the Governor 
at his , discretion thinks that the ques
tion should be disallowed or. the dis
cussion prohibited he would then inter
'Vene ; that is right, is it not ? I read it 

-so, because we were discussing it on the 
basis just now that there could be no 
discussion unless the Governor allowed 
it in an Excluded Area. I was pointing 
out that· if I read .Rule 109 aright that 

Marques·s of Salisbury. 

13,316. It will not apply to the ex
cluded areas 7-It will not apply to the 
totally excluded areas but there will not 
be two kinds of Government in the par· 
tially excluded area. There will be the 
Provincial Government controlled to the 
extent that the Governor tlii.nks fit. . 

Earl PeeZ. 

13,317. I gather that in the partially 
excluded areas there was a sort of. 
td!i.vided authority, was there not 7-No, 
the administration is the Provincial ad
ministration, but subject to these safe
guards in the hands of the Governor. · 

13,318. So there might be no re·striction 
therefore ?-No, there might not be. · 

Marquess of Salisbury • . 

13,319. This question might arise out 
of what Lord Peel has asked the Secre
tary of State : Could he give us some 
idea of in what respect an area. would 
be dealt with as partially excluded f 
W ouldl it be, say, law and order excluded, 
or would it be a certain area of subject 
.excJJ._uded, or a. certain territorial area 
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excluded '-No, it would not be a terri
torial area ; it would be the exclusion of 
certain subjects. Let me give Lord 
!:l:..E~bury one or two cases that occur to 
me. The kind of cases that might make a 
great deal of trouble in these areas would 
be cases dealing with the transfer and 
possession of land. The Governor, pro
bably, would exclude the Provincial legis
lation or the Provincial type of adminis
tration to that extent from the back
ward tract. Again in the ease of the 
administration of the police ; in certain 
of these areas, I am told that ·law and 
order is very effectively maintained Ly 
the headmen of the villages. In an ad
ministrative ease of that kind, I imagine 
that the Governor would exclude the 
ordinary police administration from the 
backward~ tract. 

13,320. But, in respect of all these sub: 
jects which are excluded, the }!"misters 
would be in a position to approach the 
Governor and · advise him to make 
changes Y-Yes ; in a partially excluded 
area they would be. · 

13,321. O'hat would be so. And the 
members of the Legislature in the same 
way, unless they were definitely for
bidden from discussing it, might pres! 
the responsible Government to approach 
the Governor ,_Yes. 

13,322. I only want the Committee to 
have it · quite clearly in their minds. 
Even in the ease of partially exclu:d'ed 
areas, and even in those parts of t~ 
administration which are excluded, there 
the local legislatures and the local gov
ernment would still have an oppor
tunity of access and influence. That . is 
what is intended Y-Yes, and Lord Salis
bury will remember that they. do have 
that access now. In all tlle partially 
excluded areas in our scheme there is 
possible this kind! of · discussion and 
influence now. In the partially excluded 
area we are really going on very much 
with' what is the present proceeding. 

Would that mean that the . Governor 
would consult the Provincial Legislature 
'On the matter before he came to thii 
decision,. or would he decide 'entirely so 
to say, off his own baf,-The object of 
paragraph of 106 is really this : I thin~ 
we intend, ·subject to what the Committee 
say, to put in a schedule of these totally 
excluded areas and of the pa.rlially ex
cluded areas in some· form in the Consti
tUtion Act. · The kind of contingency 
therefore that His Grace contemplates 
would not arise.· It will be in the Con
stitution Act ; but it ~s necessary to have 
provisions for malrlng future alterations 
in the boundaries. We do not contem
plate that it will be necessaey in . the 
future to bring in new 1 traets ; we rather 
contemplate that as the standard of 
living rises in some of these tracts, so 
it may . be possible in the future to bripg 
them more under the general adminis
tration, but, apart from that, I thi?k 
it is necessary to have some powe:r res1d· 
ing in the. Governor-General and the 
Governor to make alterations of a ·small 
kind in the actual Frontiers, and nothing 
more than that is contemplated under 
paragraph 106 ; but if the Committee 
thought fit, I thinlt there is P. good deal 
to be said for having a schedule of these 
areas actually in the Act. It will then 
show that the framers of the Act have 
no intention of withdr&wing large tracts 
·of territory from the ordinary wdminis
tration in India, and it will also show 
definitely the kind of tracts that we have 
in mind. · · · 

13 324. Any such seheaule would be 
. subj;ct to power. given in the Act for 
revoking . or altermg the 'Schedule Y'"7~~t 

. is what paragraph 106 does. 

13,325. That would be included m th;e 
Act '-The form, your Grace, that It 
would probably take, would! be tha~ of sn 
Order in Council ; the ~o.rm '!h1cb ~he 
revocation of · any proVlSlon, meluding 
those: relating to baekwar<\ tracts, woul3 
take, \would probably be that of an Order 

Archbishop of Canterbury. in Council. 

13,323. Secretary of State, jus~, o~e . 13,326. B~t th~d p~w~~e~de~a~ !~: 
question on paragraph · 106 ; · · H1s schedule which wo . e . th .Act 
Majesty will be empowered to direct Act .would be safeguarded m . e uld 
by Order in Council that any area within . itself 7-As at present prodp~:aa:,t :;~1: 
a . Province is to be an ' Excluded rest with the Governor .an . · . . v · . . ... 
Area ' or a ' Partially Excluded Area.' " General· 
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.. 
Marquess of Salisb'IM'y. 

13,327. I think His Grace . means that 
if it was put into the 'schedule there 
would be words in the Act giving pow~r 
to· apply paragraph 106 even in the c_~se 
of a schedule to an Act of Par!1a~. 
·roent 'l--8ubject . to .what restricti~ns 
Parliament liked. to put upon th_?_se 
powers. It might define the P?Wer of 
alteration as the power of altermg sm~ 
:tletails of boundaries, a11d for ~ny 
bigger question it m?ght pre~eribe the 
procedure of Order m Connell her~ •. 

• . . 
Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

· 13,328. Paragraph 106, as I read it, 
deals entirelv with Orders in Council f-
'Ycs. • · 

13,329. "His Majesty will be· ~m:. 
powered to direct by Order in. Co31n~ 
cil " Y-:Y es. 

_. 13,~30. Or by an Order in Council to 
YRrv those orders ,_Yes. 
~~ 1S,331. "His l\Ia.jesty in Council " 
means His Ma,iesty advisell by the Sec~ 
retary of State f-:Y es. 
. . 13,332. Then tl1e . Secretary of State 
h~\s once or .twil~e said ~ '' The 0<,>-y:er~ 
nor~GeneraJ . or the Governor '' f·-Yes. 
~ · 13,333. '' Advised by the Governor
General or th·e Governor '' f-Yes. 

13,334. But it. is not proposed, is it, 
that there should be aey Orders in 
Conncil issued ·on the advice of the 
Viceroy f The authority to tender _ad~ 
viee to tlu~ King would be the Secre~ary 
of. State !-:-That is so. 

13,3~5. And, in so far as the Viceroy 
or the Governor comes into it, it is as 
an a'dviser to the Secretary of State 'f 
-Yes, at his discretion, that is to ~ay. 

• • • 4 

' ' Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 

13,i}36. Should that not be t~efi.ned ! 
-It· would have to be defined in the 
Act, no doubt. 

13,338. With regard to the sdmini
stration in the partially excluded n~·eus, 
there will be, as · I · understand it, a 
system ·of dual control f-It is control 
subject to the Governor's supervi:iwn. 
There would not be two administr:J.tions. 
There is one administration applied to 
the backward tract in the way that the 
GoYcrnor says it should be applied. 

13,339. Y ~s, but I am lou king at the 
quf'stion from the point of view of _the 
District Officer 7-Yes. 

13~340. In the case of a partially ex~ 
eluded area, will the District O.ffi,cer 
correspond exclusively with the 1·espon~ 
~ible Govern.nient_, · or will he correspond 
in rec:;pect of certain subjects dirtlct with 
the Governor to the exclusion of the 
nsponsible Gove1nment 7-lle wo:uld 
carry out the Governor's instruetions as 
to how he should co1·respond. The 
Oovf'rnor would be perfectly free to 
~ake wtat rulE's he thought .fit. 

13,341. I see. Then the Gover!lor 
·might instruct the District Officers to 
correspond direct with him in re::;pect of 
certain subjects of the adruini5t:rn.tiou. 
Is that so 7-He Iillght, ceTtainly, jf he 
wished. I imagine what would happen 
(I do not know what Sir Mnlc<~lm would 
~ay about this) would be that .he wo:uld 

·ask to be informed upon certain c~te
gorical types of questions, and he would 
ask to have cel'iain pup~Jrs alw9.ys s_ent 
to . him and to be kept informed, to 
take a concrete instance, when the m~ 
on the l:)pot disagreed with what peo_ple 
were trying to make him say. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

13,342. I.s that yom· conception of 
.. thfl Governor~G~neral 's special respo_n
sibilities generally 7-No, I am tlcal_ing 

. now with _the pr,rtially excluded areas. 

13,343. · Yes, but that is covered by 
paragraph 70, clause {/). Are your re~ 
marks cohfined only to pa1·agraph 70, 
~clause (/) 7-Y es. I · am dealing now 
with the excluded areas only. (Sir 

· Marqu~s of Zetland~ Malcolm Hailey.) I think that we might 
13,337. Secretary of State, paragraph envisage the partially excluded areas as 

107, the first two lines, clearly refer to '!l11Jer _ ord~na~y . district adlll.-in~str~tion 
1 partially excluded areas in whid1 ·the ·-~ m .all theu II_J.CJdents, . but . wtt~ - .~he 
::Gcn·ernor·:will b~ :aeclarea · 1to ·.have·· a ·power· to~ the-: ·Governor;· to ·overt.:tde 
; ~s1>eci81 ies~emsibility. The'· next ·two ; ~iniste:s. ~n:· discharge; o:L · t~t; . speci~l 
"linf$s .:in the same paragraph:_appeai· to respons1b1hbes :~or thos~ nrea~! and. m 
·~deal~ with rwnolly,excluded 1 'ai;():l.S = . is ·pursuance. of that power hP. rutght. g~ve 
that so 7-:Yes. .:.:!·' . ·, ''d.i.reetioils~that:·: partLeular :•cla::;s·es ··of 
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cnses referring to those areas should al- " 13,347. ~~agraJ?h · 70 · (f) states : 
ways come to him. I would myself . The adm.1mstrabon of areas declared, 
imagine that they would come up in the m accordance with provisions· in that 
ordinary way to the Secretariat, but "t"he behalf, to ~e. pa1·tial1y, excluded areas ·,, 
Governor, in · orde1· that he might : be T~ose provisions. are· really the same 
kept informed as to what was happen- tlung, are they ~o~l ·ask the question 
ing in those partially excluded a.reas, -as the regulatlOI.ts under paragraph· 
would direct that certain e:.lasses of ~08 ?-Paragraphs 106-109. ~ 
cases should always come to him after 
tlwy had been seeu by the Minister, 13,348. I meant particularly that the 
and in that .way he would he able to Governor would be· empowered to do 
discharge his ·special . responsibiiiti.es various . things and you use the word 
:mJ, if necessary, override the " regulations " ?-Yes, hut it is wider 
:Minister. But for all ordinary. p. ll.r- than paragraph 108 ; it is paragraphs 

. 106-10.9. .. - ' .. poses those partially excluded areas 
would be part o:L the general admil;li- · 13,349. It refers to what will be pro
stration, that 4>, for adminbtrative vjsions in the Aet as well as to rc~a
purposes, but for legislative purposes bons ·of the· Governor and Orders in 
there might, under the provisions - of Council ?-Yes, It refers to . all the 
paragraph 108, be certain Acts which powers in paragra~hs 106-109. 
did not apply to them 01·, under the 
se·~ond part of paragraph 108, there Archbishop of Canterbury. 
might be special regulations which 
did npply to them. That· is for legis- . 13,350 •. Might I supplement that. 
IatiYe purpOS<::3 ; but I have uescribed Surely as paragraph 70 (/) is drafted, 
th(' position above for administrative these provisions merely refer. to t)le 
purposes as being one of ordinary· ad- declRrAtions of. certain areas to be P.~r
ministration subject to any spe~ial .ti:;~.llv excluded areas. It is " in accord· 
orrlers given by the Governor in dis- .. anc~ with provisions in- that behalf·;,_ 
ci1Rrge of his special rr·sponsibility. thn.t i-s the declarntion of certain. areaS 

to be partially excluded at·eas.. It qoes 
Marquess of Zetlana. not rf'fer as it stands_ to · paragraphs 

'10:6-109 7-I think His Grace .is right. 
13,344. I think I see how it would It dot>s specifically deal with paragraph 

work in practice. ·what yon have said 106, but it is intended to bring ,in para
would apply, would it, to the admPil- graphs 107, 108 and 109 by inference,' 
strntion of a !:>peciai regulation passed · · 
by the Governor for a partially e.x- 13,351. Then paragraph 70 (f) does 
eluded area 7 ·what I mean is this : not quite carry out what is intended as 
Supposing the Governor eru1cts a it is drafted 7-I will certainly look 
speeial regulation for a pattially ex- into the question of drafting. I think 
eluded area, the administratiiJu of that it does but I will look into it. 
regulation would come in the first in
stance to the Secretariat of the 
Jrcsponsible Government ?-Ye.s. 

13,345. But it would have to come 1,1p 
to the Governor in addition to that ?
Yes. 

. · L>rd Ra.nkeillour. 

13,346. Secretary of State, just go 
bae~ for one moment to the poin.t L~rd 
Sahsbury made .. The word " provi

. sions '; in .paragraph 70, I think -it ~s, 
. really means the .regulatio~s ; it is _the 
., same thing as _the i-egnlations under 
_puragruph 108, is it.not, or does it con
" template anything else. f.......:(sk.: Samuel 
..Ht. oare.) I .d? not ~uite: f?,llow. th,e_ que_f-

wn. . 

Lord RaMkeillowr. · 

1:1,3fi2. I think that i;:~ cleared up as 
far as it can be cleared up f->r the 
moment. Would it be true - to ~~y, 
spmt king very generally, that the pc;>si
tion of. the Governor with regard to .an 

-exclnfte~, or perhaps. to som_e ext~n~, to 
a ym.dially excluded area in a ~rovu~ce, 
wonid be very similar to that ·of the 
-Governor-General with regard ~ to . re
·served services. There·- wo-uld b~' an 
analogy between the two-· ?-'-There: wo_nld 
. be an .analogy -.certainly between :the 
Gove.rnor-Geueral. with thfl· reserved· ser
~vices .apd .the .. qovernot~. with .. the totally 
, excluile_d ll.J;<:as, .but ·not . ,the, ~Ye_I:_~<?r 
'\\·ith the ·partially .excluded areas. 
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. 13r%3. Except in regard to certain whole basis of our proposal is that thia 
subjects which were therein reservccl to particular area is so distinct in many· 
him under his own regulations f--Yes ; •ways from the rest of India that it has 
but I do not think that makes an to be · excluded altogether from the 
·analogy. The things are really in ordinary administration. A Chief Com
different categories. In the one • cnse, missioner's Province does not go half as 
departments are aetually reserved ; I in tar as that. 
th~ other ·case, t.hey are not, a~4 I · . 13,359. Then the Governor of Assam, 
think the analo~ 1s between the J:OV- I snppose it would be, would have cer
E·rnor-General With the reserved dep~rt- _ tain powers in this area or a Chief Com
~ents a~d the Gonrnor of the Pro- missioner would have in. Baluchistan 
vmces ... With_ the reserved areas. would he 'l-It is very difficult to draV: 

13,354. ~ ould you say that J:laragraph a close analogy, because Baluchistan is 
23 on page 12 of t~e White. Paper such a very unique territory in many 
_would rea.J!Y applyoo m the Prov:nc~s ! ways with the interlocking of .the Indian 
It says · .Althouch ~h~ reserv.,d de States a{ld so on, and the tribal tracts. 
J>R.rlments will be adm1mstered by the . . 
Governor-General on his sole res- _13,360. Then m the Andaman and 
ponsibility, · it , would be imposs!ble Nicobar Islands, I would say '-He would 
in practice for the Governor-Gene- have greater powers. 

_ rnl to conduct the affairs of these 13,361. Might it not (I do not ask you 
departments in isolation from the otper for a direct answer to this question) be 
activities of his Government, and unde- desirable, having regard to the very 
sirable that he should attempt to do so, special circumstances of this area and 
even if it were in fact possible '· Would the fact that it will require greater 
'he not have to explain and discuss his powers, that he should not be • open to 
policy with regard to excluded areas with any kind of pressure from the Provincial 
his Provincial Ministers t-I think in the Legislature and Ministers '-That is. just 
·case of Partially Excluded Areas cer- the object of paragraph 109. 
tainly and in the single case of the one 13,362. But might not it be better 
Totally Excluded Area, just as much as secured by putting it under a Chief 
he wished to. I do not at all want to Commissioner with'perhaps wider powers7 

· ·flee an irrevocable division between the _:_I think exactly the opposite would be 
two. The whole basis of our proposals is the result, and I think by making it a 
assumed to be the basis_ of co-operation. Commissioner's unit you will then bring 

.13,355. There might be persons who it into exactly the s~e .kind ~f c~tego~ 
would have their representation in the as .these other Commtss~oners umts, m 
Province who might have interests in ·Which .there would b~ hkely to be ru~~h 
the Excluded or Partially Excluded !Dilre mfluence and ~t:rference brort~JJt 
Armis, and naturally they would press to bear from the politiCians.. . 
:him on his policy with regard to them 7 . . 13,3?3._ Federal pre~sure m the Ch!cf 
-Certainly and that is the case now. CommissiOner's Provmce 7-It does not 

' . matter which. If Lord Rankeillour has 
1a,356. What would ~e the diff:rence in his mind a preference for bringing an 

between the Governors power m . a area like this directly under the Go-..
Totall;r .Exc\~ded Are_a ~d ~he Chief ·ernor-General and ta~g it out. of the 
C'?m~sioner s ~ower m a C~ef Com- Governor of the ProVInce, I thmk he 
m1;9s~oner's. Provmce ~-The Chi~. Com- will find that that change would be a 
miss~oner. m the Chief CommissiOner's mistake, for this reason : It is very im
Provmce lS really much more a ~ederal portant for these districts to have people 
officer at the head of a }:'ederal umt. dealing with them who really know in de
- 13,357. You only propose to have one tail the local social and economic con
Totally Excluded Area, do you not 7- ditions. We are definitely of opinion, 
That is our proposal. after some of the most expert opinion 

13,358. Is there any advantage in upon it, that they are ~uch more iikt;l:r 
havingo that attached to the Province at to be treated sympathetically and m
·an rather than the Commissioner's Pro- telligently if directly connected with the 
'vince f Is it not large enough Y-The Province,' that is to say the Gove:rMr 
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of the Province, rather than with :my - 13,369. Will that be definitely eon
more .central~d machinery .. Our. pN· tinued in the Constitution Act t-(Sir · 
poc;al IS defimtely, as we beheve, m the :Malcolm Hailey.) The S<'heduled Districts 
interests of the Backwards Tracts. Act of 1874 is an Indian Aet, Sir, and, 

• 13,364. I may say that all I was ~ubject to ~~g that may be · ~d 
driving at was that it should be rather 111 th~ C!>nsbtubon Act, that ~ould still 
the spcl:ial responsibility of the Governor- remam lD ~orce. The Comnuttee may 
General than be mixed up with any Pr~ have to cor:slder U:terwards how far. they 

· · 1 l't' t I d t think 't · would proVIde specially for the eontmua.-
vi.ncla P0 1 1~s - 0 n? . ~ . lS tio f that Sch duled Dist · ts A t. If m1xed up With any ProvmCial pohbcs. n. 0 . • ~ . nc . c 
Under paragraph 109 we have gone as I rmght explam It ~ the C~mmittee, the 
far ns we can to prevent it being mixed ~ffec~ of that Act 1S tha~ lD regard to 
np with Provincial politics. eertam areas referred to !-Il the Act ~e 

13,365. It is just a matter of opinion. 
You have come to the conclusion · that 
the special interests will be protected in 
that way 7-That is the definite view of 
the people I have consulted both on the 
Bpot and here. 

13,366. Then might I ask for a moment 
ab0ut the internal powers of the -Gover
nor. For instan~e, will hP. hA AhlP. to 
have h1s own special police force for the 
Exd uded Areas which work under him 
directly 7-He could have whatever he 
wanted. 

13,367. And the money for that will 
be non-votable f-Yes. 

13,368. Now the only other thing I 
want to ask you is this. I presume that 
in various places there are groups of 
scattered aboriginal tribes which it would 
be impossible to mpke excluded areas, 
and yet you might want completely to 
exelude them from the ordinary Provin· 
cial Government. Could you have any
thing in the nature of some special in
spection or protection of them 7-I can
not think of any group of that kind 
that it would be likely that we should 
want to exclude from the Provincial ad
ministration. There is at present a pro
cedure to deal with these scattered bodies 
of backward people under an Act called 
tll<> Scheduled Districts Act of 1874, and 
I think in anv new constitution there 
would have to· be similar powers of that 
kind. The difficulty, Lord Rankeillour 
'Will see, is really a practical difficulty. 
You have got these small bodies of people 
scattered • in and out of the ordinary 
life of a Province. Practically it would 
be quite impossible to exclude them from 
thP. Provin<'ial Legislature. What you 
can clo under this Act is to ensure that 
there ~ special treatment for thezn. 

Local Government can, With the perrms-
sion of the Governor-General, restrict 
the application of certain Acts or apply 
new Acts to it only with modification, ro 
that where you have scattered tribes like 
the Gonds and Bhils and tribes which 
are · widely scattered · in some parts like 
the Central :1-rovinces you can by that 
provide that land legislation, for in
stance, shall only apply to them in a 
particular way, and-it might be neces
sary, in considering the Constitution 
Act, to say how far the Scheduled Dis
tricts Act should be ~~ or not. 

Lord Rankeillour.] .You might put a 
elnuse in the Constitution Act continuing 
certain Indian Acts specified in a 
schedule to the Constitution Act, might 
you _ not-incorporating . them: That 
would be a subject for .cons1derat10n. 

:Marquess of Salisbury .. 

13,370. Let us be clear about this. 
What I understood from Sir Malcolm 
:was that this power is in the hands of 
the Local Government !-Subject to the 
issue of notification by the Governor: . 
General in Council. 

13 3n. So that, if it were simply em
bodi;d in the Constitution as it stands! 
that wouH be in the power of the 
responsible Government 'of the Province' 
-Yes. 

\ \ Lord Ranke&1lour. 

13,372. I think you have specially in 
-vour mind, have you not, Sir Malcolm, 
~.ases such as the law rel~ting to . fo~e
closure and restraint and such like 
matters !-Yes. 

13,373. Might· it not be desirable to put 
a more definite provision . as part !>f the 
Constitution, perhaps on the- ~~bon .of 
the Governor, applying the proVlSIODS you 
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-want;: wliether they are in . the Depressed - dulcd Districts Act. That would require 
·Classes Act or not, to the partially ; ex- examination in detail to see. how: far they 
·eluded . areas 9-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) still exist.· 
Lord Rank.eillour; if· I may interve~e, I Lord .Rankeillour.] If· the point is 
"thin~ is raising a new ·· point. !»- the seized, I will not press· it any· further. • 
partially excluded areas we retam these . 
powers~· . 
- 13,37 4. You have. retained them_ f-We 
.ha-ve, yes. · · . , · . : . · · : _ 

13,375.- Under · the ·D~pressed Classes 
Act !-Under .~he . partially excluded 

. 'areas the . Governor is free to apply 
what _ l~gislation he likes at his dis-
cretion. I understood Lord Rankeillour 
to be dealing with the di:fficu1t case of 
scattered backward tribes who are not 
inhabiting excluded areas at all. 
. · 13,376 .. Yes ;. and I think my last ques

·tion ought not' to have been " partially 
excluded "-I meant the scattered tribes. 
What J was asking was : Could not pro
;visions . for ~ · their protection-whether 
there: are ' enough in the Depressed 
Classes Act or ·not-be· incorporated in 
the: Constitution Act. f-(Sir Malcolm 
Ha·tley.}: -It would. require a rather care
ful study of the exact provisions which 
would have to be undertaken. . ... . 

:- Archbishop of Canterbury.] May I ask 
what- Lord · Rankeillour means by the 
;Depressed Classes Act f 

Lord .Rankeillour.] I· meru;1t the 
• Scheduled Districts Act-I beg your 
pardon .. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

~ ·13,377. Are not there alread)'"' pro
viSions in the various local Acts protect
ing these backward clisses and tribes 
like the Gonds and Bhils f-In some 
cases ·there are, bu.t there are · some 
tracts of· country like the Kumaun Divi
sion of the United Provinces, where the 
Scheduled Districts . Act applies, and 
under that Act there have been certain 
re&trictions on the powers of the Civil 
Courts. It was those cases that I was 
thinking of. They are not very numerous 
because · actually the . areas. now under 
the Scheduled Districts 'Act co:resi?oll:d 
fairiy ·closely with the areas wh1eh ~t. IS 
proposed to bring under the defimbon 
J)f. partially_ excluded , ~eas_, _ b?-t there 
)night be ~orne ~ases)yrng out~de_ thpse 
to which "I _underst9od;~_ord .Rankeil!our 
,P.Uu4ed,':fhl.cfmigh~_ .¥.Y.~ t~ ·oe J>~?_Vlde~ 
for_ b~ .S9~~ .such p~o~_1on· as the Sche-

Sir .Reginald..: Craddock. 

13,378. Secretary of State; I had been 
intending to put some questions about 
the Scheduled 'Districts Act. That has 
already been dealt with to 'a great ex:
tent, but I want to ·' know · whether a 
partially excluded· area. means exclusion: 
from the Constitution Scheme ; that is 
to say, would they be constituencies in 
those areas, or would they be excluded 
from sending representatives to the 
Legislative .. , Council ?-(Sir Samu~l 
Hoare.) They would be, Sir Reginald, in 
the same position as they a.re now. I 
am told that in certain cases they are 
divided into constituencies ;' for instance, 
I belieye, in some parts of .Chota N&ooopur. 
That presumably would continue, but it 
would be for the Governor to use his 
discretion as to whether it should con: 
tinue and as to how far it should con-
tinue. · 

13,379. Supp~sing h~ did not consider 
that the inhabitants of an area of that 
kind were really fit to exercise the fran
chise, would not he be able to nominate 
somebody to the Legislative Council who 
would be able to represent in that Council 
the interests of those aboriginals ; for 
example, I believe that in Bihar and 
Orissa, for some considerable time, the 
interests of the aboriginals were served 
on the Council by the nomination of a 
missionary ?~(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Pe-r
haps · I might, just for the information 
of the· Joint Select Committee, point out 
that there is· in paragraph 172 of the 
first volume of the Statutory Commis
sion's Report a cert~. amount of de~ail 
given as·. to the e::ustmg ,representation 
enjoyed .by what would in· future be called 
the. partially excluded areas. It says, for 
"instance · that in Bihar and Orissa the 
abori!!in'~ls have in three of the consti
'tuencies . a defillite preponderance, and 
have elected two of their own :Members 
in three. of.- those cons~it;uencies. 

I I • ' : • ~ • < • > 

. _. , . ,. Chairmq:n.., : .. '·, ·, : 

: · 13,380. 'Will you give bt.e :that reference 
again,· Sir Malcolm·~~t-·~-~~~:page·160, 
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my Lord Chairman. Whereas in the re
maining seven constituencies the :.;e~re
sentatives are not those of the abor1gmal 
classes at all. So with regard to Madras 
and with regard to Assam it gives details 
of the existing representation. It is pro
vided in the \Vhite Paper that there shall 
be special representation for the local 
Councils, for the backward' areas, on page 
93. It is proposed there, for instance, 
that in Bihar there should be as many 
as seven special representatives and nine 
in Assam. (Sir Samuel Hoare.} We 
have not specified as to how those repre-
sentatives should be selMted. ·. • 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

. 13,381. They will not be nominated 7-
W e have not made any specific proposal. 

• 13,386. I am ·asking' .. t~s -~question b~ 
~a use I have. a , :r;ecolle~tion . ,.that · . the 
Statutory Commission recommended that 
they might be given one or two seats in . 
the Cen~ral Legislature. · That·.- is· my 
recollection f-;Be that· as. it' may,' it is · 
really. a question for· 'us to consider 
whether one or two selected persons· from 
these admittedly very backward areas, 
"with _very little 'in common_ -with · the 
Fede~ation as. 8;. 'whole, · are really gomg 
to advance the mterests of the backward 
tracts. · ' ·· 

Sir PMroze Seth~a. · 

13,387. The same · argument : would 
apply 'to the Provincial. Legislatures y..,...,. 
I do not think so, because in the Pro
vincial Legislatures you can give obviously 

13,382. There is to be no nomination a more· effective ·representation; in the 
in the Provincial Legislature 7-That is Federal Legislature obviously they could 
what we have generally said. ~enerally -?ot have .~m;e than~-one· or two, .whereas 
speaking, that is the case, but It should_ m. a ProvmCial LegiSlature,· for ~tance, 
be noted that in Appendix III at page Bihar, we. suggest the! should have seven, 
91, sub-section (7), we have stated that and that IS an effective body. 
in· those exceptional cases the method o.f 
filling seats assigned to representatives 
from backward; areas · is still under in
vestigation and the number of seats so 
assigned would be regarded as provi
sional. I would like the Committee and 
the Delegates, if they. would, to regard 
this as a very exceptional case and not 
necessarily apply to it all the principles · 
that might be applicable everywhere else. 
It is a definite exception.. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13,383. Does the White Paper give 
them representation in the Federal Legis
lature ? If you will kindly turn to page 
90, Appendix II, where you have got a 
list, at the bottom of that list on the left
hand column is the heading :· ~'Non
Provincial " 7-r:-Yes ; we. do not give them 
any representation in the Federal LegiS
lature. 

13,384. you do not include them. in the 
words 'Non-Provincial" ?-No. 

13,385. I want, therefore, to know that 
they are not mentioned anywhere in this 
list ?-They are not mentioned purposely. 
We somehow felt that one or two repre
sentatives in the Federal Legislature 
really would not effectively · represent 
their interests. 

Dr. Ii. R. Ambedkar. 

13,388. -in Assam, th~re are .nine f~I~ 
Assam th~re are nine. 

Sir Reginald Oradftock. 

13,389. You mentioned, Secretary of 
State, that the · only totally excluded · 
areas outside the North-West ·Frontier, 
and so on, were to be found in Assam. 
There are also the Chittagong Hill tracts 
about which I , have no doubt Lord 
Zetland would k:pow, but, as they are 
on the borders of Burma near the· Arakru1 
Hill tracts, the}' would fall into the same 
category as trie excluded · portions of 
Assam, and the same no doubt would 
apply to the similar , areas- in Burma f
I do. not know whether Sir Reginald is 

.asking me. a question. If so, I am not 
quite s~re what it is. . · 

13,390. I wondered whether wheri you 
said ~~ confined to Assam," you had in 
mind 8.Iso the Chittagong Hill tracts and 
the parallel areas in Burma 7-Yes, I had 
first of all in mind, the Chittagong area 
and, under our proposals, we treat that 
as partially excluded and not totally ex- . 
eluded. We think it does differ in . some 
respects from these rather wilder hill 
tracts in ·Assam. As to Burma, I think 
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we had better discuss the Burma ex
cluded areas when we come to the more 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

detailed consideration of Burmese ques- 13,394. There was another point which 
tions. · was raised yesterday npon which I 

T · · d s"'.aould very much like to put a. question 
13,391. he only reason I me~tione to the Secretary of State. In the Cen-

that was because one of the Witnesses t · 1 Pl: · e th b · · a1 ar ou 
yesrer~y put forward. ~e pl~n that geo- _ n~ight ·:~c s~att:;:da ~n~fm:st e~!ery 
grapbu~_ally. and ad.m~stratively th~re district of the Pt·ovince, and, indeed, in 
were ee~ areas ":hich are now m- Berar too the Korkus are a special 
eluded m Assam which ha.dl ~e~ter . be aboriginal class. All these arens are 
bro.ught under the same ad.mmistrahon included in certain special districts of 
as the parallel areas '?n the ~rders of the ordinary ]a,v, and administration 
!Jm:ma.· I have mentioned th~ because goes on in. those areas and always lias, 
1t mterested me. The suggestion camo. but, at the same time, the interests of 
from an Assam officer. . I should not the aboriginal and backward tribes are 
llave dar~ to suggest 1t evenr.!-1 am apt to be sacrificed if you do not have 
always a _lit~e _nervous of ~tarting ~pon some measures for protecting them. In 
a new delimitation of Frontier· Provmces, the Central Provinces there was re
a.nd so o~ I do not know what. Sir M~- cently a measure to pr~vent the aliena
-colm Hailey wo~d· say from ~s expel?-- tion of land, to protl'Ct them and their 
ence on a pomt of that kind. (S1r lands from alienation. That was cer
·MaZcolm Ha~"ley.) The definite suggestio11 tainly right,- and certainly should have 
made was that there were certain areas been done earlier, but one of the ren.sons 
in the Assam Hill tracts which were ~o why you do not get legislation of that 
similar to neighbouring areas in Bunua kind put forward is that the communi
that it might be possible to constitute a ties themselves are so scattered under 
new Chief Commissioner's charge taking entirely different officers that case3 for 
up both the Assam and the .contiguous the necessity do not come to light until 
Burma tracts~ I think that would be a a great deal of the mischief ha3 already 
point upon which the Government of been done. The two witnesses yesteruay, 
India would have to be consulted, par- who were extremely anxious about the 
ticularly with reference to the strategic welfare of these tribes both in ana out
position and also the question of commu- side the forests, wanted some special 
nications, before it would be possible for protectio~ for them.. It can hardly . be 
the Secretary .. of State to commit himself geographical exce_Pt 1~ a few. eases !tke 
to any opinion at all. the Chanda Zemmdan, but It requires 

all the same someone who is specially 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

· 13,392. And not forgetting the ques
tion of finance 7-The communications are 
of extreme difficulty there. 

Major Attlee. 

charged with that duty, and I put it to 
the witness, and I also ask the Secretary 
of State about that, whether he would 
also take into consideration the possi
bility of attaching to the Governor ~s 
charge such a post as that of superin
tendent of aboriginal trib~s. It would 
only want one officer of that kind who 
would visit all these places in the Pro-

13,393. Was the suggestion a Sub-~o- . vinces, ~nd see how !ar the interests <'f 
vince of Burma !-Yes, a Sub-Provmce those tribes were bemg looked after by 
which would probably, according to the the several District Officers into whose 
witness, have to be administered from charge they happened to fall. Such ::m 
Burma but if Burma is to be separated, officer would then keep the Governor 
the whole question of the strategic posi- informed of any measures- that. were 
tion on the North-West Frontier would necessary for the protection of these 
have to be taken into consideration. tribes, whether as regards liqnor laws, 

which would have to be vary carefully 
extended towards these areas, or money
lenders, litigation, and so forth. One 
point that the witnesses made was that 
there were tribal customs and laws of 

Chairman.] It is perhaps doubtful 
whether that matter can usefully be 
pressed any further this morning, Sir 
Reginald. 
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these tribes, but such laws had not been 
reco•,.nised, and they were ·deDit with . 
und:'r the ordinary law, mainly that ap
plicable to the Hindus. I wanted. to 
know whether the Secretary of State 
would be prepared to consider an appoint
ment of that kind on the Governor's 
charge Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) The diffi
culty is that Sir Reginald's proposal 
really goes a very long way, and it might 
go further than I think he would desire. 
He admits himself what is the state of 
affairs now, namely, that these scattered 
people are also subjeet to the ordinary 
l:t w of the Provinces. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

13,395. Modified by special laws ncting 
in their favour !-'Ihe Scheduled Dis
tricts Act and other Acts. 

13,396. And modified by ·3pecial laws 
acting in their favour !-And bJ special 
local laws enacted in their favour. It is 
going a long way to give the Governor 
a special officer acting under him with a 
responsibility for dealing with questions 
that really cover the whole administra
tion. That is the practical difficulty. I 
would have thought myself that tha way 
to deal ·with these scattered people is 
rather on the lines of ·the Scheduled 
Districts Act and! the existing local legis
lation, rather than to set up that kind 
of special organisation, but I do not 
know what Sir :1\falcolm Hailey would 
~ay about it. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) I 
~ather that the proposals made by tne 
witnesses yesterday and, to a certain 
extent, endorsed by Sir Reginald 
Craddock, were that there should . be a 
special adviser for the Government in 
regard to these particular people in their 
particular areas. It was nl)t, as I 
understand, the intention to give the• 
Governor any special powers, nor was it 
proposed to bring these sp~cial nrcas 
under regulation as partially excluded 
areas. The matter was one for advice 
only. . :1 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

13,397. Yes, that is so, Sir Malcolm. 
What is required is a peripatetic office~ 
who would find out the actual facts in 
these various places, find out whether 
the various officers concerned in the 
administration were looking after or 
failing to look after the interests of these 

tribes and bring those facts to the 11otice 
of the Governor who would then take 
action or not as he thought fit. It is a 
question of intelligence and information 
about these tribes more than any inter
ference with administration, exeept in so 
far as the result of such reports might 
lead him by means of the Scheduled. Dis-· 
tricts Act or in exercise of his own re~ 
sponsibilities to such people to take 
action for their better protection Y-If 
I might say so, Sir, I think that that is 
a point which might well be considned 
as a recommendation, though it is a de
cision that would have to re:;;t with the 
local govenim.ent itself. 

13,398. Yes .7-The local government 
in· effect would be creating an officer 
silimar to that.which has been created in 
some Provinces for looking after the 
spooial interests of depressed t>lnsses ; 
in others, for looking after the special 
interest's of labour, and, in ouP. Province, 
for looking after what are known as the 
criminal tribes. Most of those officers 
are advisory, and their posts were 
created by the local government them
selves in order to obtain the . necessary 
information and advice. 

. Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
13,399. Might I just clear up <lne 

point which has been raised whieh ariE~es 
out of the questions put by Sir lk>ginald · 
Craddock. Un,der the White Paper 
Scheme, as you have it here, there is 
nothing which allows the Governor to 
enjoy special responsibilities over any 
backward tract unless that backward 
tract is declared to be a partially ex
cluded area '-That is so. 

13,400. Or a totally excluded areas f-
That is so. · 

. :Marquess of Salisbury. 
13,401. Is that quite cleat', that out

side an excluded. or partially excluded 
area the Governor has no special re-

. sponsibilities to look after the aboriginal 
trib~s~,f-Save iii so fa: as it mig~t.c.o~e 
under any of his spec1al respons1bil1hes 
described in Proposal 70. 

'Archbishop of Canterbury. 

13,402. But these deal only !'lpeeifically 
with Jl6lrtially exch~d~d ~treas. ~r. 
J ayaker has just anticipated the diffi
culty which I have. I understanll there 
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are these w:hat . may be .. called :::peeial, 
areas which are dealt witl;l no)v, I under
stand, · un:der. this particular Scht>du1ed 
Districts' .Act, but they are quite differ
ent from parti~lly excluded areas. 'fhe 
Gove!nor ~as a special responsibility for 
partially excluded areas, but I .think Mr .. 
Jayaker is right ; there is nothing in the 
White Paper to give him :my. special re
sponsibility over these special areal' !--:
That. is so (Sir Bamue_z· Hoare.) The 
answer is that it is so c..s His Grace 
suggests. 

~ Marquess of Zeilaful. · ·. 

13,403. Might not that come under 
paragraph 70 (b) f Might they not be re
garded as minorities f-The:v might be 
minorities, but it is also conceivable that 
they might be majorities in a particular 
district. 

.13,404. Not all over Inclia !-Might 
they not be a majority in n Province f 

Sir:Phiroze Sethna.] Never iii a Pro
vince. · ·· ' 

Mr. ""M .. R. J ayaker. 

13,405. ·There is no provhion like para
graph 108 with reference to minorities f 
-,-No. 

13,406. Therefore, that provision can 
be applied to. a .backward tract only in 
the ~vent of its being declared by His 
Majesty · iri Council as n · partially ex
cluded area 7-Yes. · (Sir Malcoltn 
Haile'!}~) · I described the . officer as an 
adviser to the local government, not 
necess_arily to the Governor, and I think 
that was Sir Reginald Cra~dock's own 
definition of him too. . · · 

.. . , Sir ·Reginald Craddock. 

13,407. I only want to know whethPr: 
the Secretary of State will consider any 
method of getting round (•r of extending 
the .special powers of the Governor to 
cases of this kind. They are territorial 
in a sense but not in a compact sense. 
They · come under the case under in
yestigation.simply because of the nature 
of the inhabitants and they mjght be 
found ip a corner of one district 
or in a .corner of another district, but 
they are so scattered that it i:; very 
difficult to treat them undel" the Sche
duled Districts' Act, for exa~ple !
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Certainly, we will 
look into the point. It bas not been 

absent from our mi.D.ds. .The tiifficuitv 
is the practical difficulty of dcali11g 'vith 
it. . . . . 

l\Iarquess of Zetland. 

13,408. Secretazy of State, fmrely it 
would be ~eld to come .untie.- paragraph,. 
70 (b), which says "In the administra
tion of the government of a Province 
the Governor will be declared to have a. 
special responsibility in respect of (b) 
the safeguarding of the legitimate in
terests of minorities." Surely, they may 
be held to be mmorities in the Province ·t 
-We have always had. in mind when we 
were dealing with minorities. the recog-· 
nised religions communities, namely, the 
communities that have formed the sub
ject of the various communal decisions. 
There is considerable practical difficulty 
when yo~ get away from that conception. 
You then get into all manner of difficult 
questions, as to. whether a particular 
body in one community are a minority, 
and_so o~, as to whether a particular 
party of people are a minority, and so 
on. That is our difficulty. 

13,409. Arising out of that, have you 
actually. drawn up ·a definition of 
"minority " !-We have never drawn up 

. a definition of "minority, " but in our 
discussions we have always assumed that 
the minorities meant the religious com
munities. 
· 13,410. That may be so in our dis
cussions, but when you are administering 
the Act, surely you have to have a 
definition of a minority if you are to 
administer it efficiently 7-I am not quite 
sure whether it . is so. I should like the 
views o.f the Committee upo.n a point of 
that kind, whether it is wise to make :1 
rigid definition. . . ' 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] On that point, 
Secretary of State, I was wondering 
whether you are correct in stating that 
it · has been in the disC.ussions assumed 
that the minority should be so restricted. 
If you will kindly turn to page 18 or 
the First Report of the Round Table 
Conference,. paragraph 16, which deal; 
with this matter, so far as the Governor
General is concerned, you will find that 
the expression there used in · the last 
three lines is " serious prejudice to the 
interests of any section of the popula
tion must be avoided." That is where 
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this particular safeguard started from. 
Then, if you will kindly look at page 28 
of the Third Report of the Round Table 
Conference, par~araph 7 (ii) 11 it was 
generally agreed that they should be the 
following : ( ii) the protection of 
minorities." There is a note on that at 
the bottom of the page which savs that 
"l\Ir. Zafrulla Khan proposed f~r the 
~vo~ding of ( i.i) ' the avoidance of pre
JUdice to the mterests of any section of 
the population '," so it was not assumed 
throughout that minorities should be 
restricted in the way you suggested. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
13,411. Also the fact that they are in

~lud~d in the Communal Award by hav
mg a certain number of seats assigned 
to them. Would that not also bring 
them under, the definition of " minori
ties " ! I. ~ean if, as you said just now, 
the nunonties would be those communi
ties that are covered by and included in 
the Communal Award, I should imagine 
the Backward Classes also would be in
-eluded in the Communal Award 9-1 
think after this discussion I had better 
look once again into this very difficult 
que~tion of these comparatively small · 
bod1es of people scattered about outside 
the Excluded Areas, and perhaps Mem
bexs of the Committee and · the Dele
gates will also think over the best way of 
meeting what appears to be a rather 
g-eneral desire. 

13,412. Might I draw your attention, 
~ecretary ~f State, to the p~culiar posi
tion occupied by the Criminal Tribes. 
The Criminal Tribes are more or less 
scattered in the general population. I 
am speaking of the particular experience 
of Bombay ; I suppose it is so in other 
Provinces. Now in order to protect the 
Criminal Tribes, which are, as I say,' 
Rcattered in the general mass of 'the 
population, there is, I think, a Govern
ment of India Act called the Criminal 
!ribes Act. I am giving an illustration 
~n order to suggest a method of protect
mg them. That Act gives the Governors 
Rome powers to make regulations with 
l'<'g"ard t~ th~ movements of these people. 
ancl . their mterests. W onJ.d it not be 
poss1ble for the Governor under para
grap~ 108 to pass some ·suoh regulation 
a_ff<>ctmg the mode of living or protec
tiOn of these people, although they may 
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be .scattered f-It would.~only be possi.Dle 
under th~se clauses in the Excluded 

·and part1ally .Excluded Areas .. ~ · . -· 

thi~3~~· :Jah~tt ltw'ishb"' fio. put" to you.·is 
· • 0 1 no e open, for instance, 
to the Governor under paragraph 108 
once ~e has got a definition of a perso~ . 

· be~o?gmg to a · tribal area or an ab
origii~al cl~, to make · e.ertain legislAtion 
affectmg him whether he stayed in the 
Excluded A~ea . or . '!hether he stayed . in 
ih~ J?opulatwn, as 1s the case "ith ·the 
C~al· Classes f . The legislation of the 
Cnmmal Classes a.:trects the members of 
the particular tribe no matter where. he 
stB:ys. f_;,(Sh·. Malcolm. Hailey.) . The 
Cnmmal Tnbes ~t ·is · ·n.o longer: a. 
Government of lnd1a Act. They ·have· 
become ~~tters of Provincial legislation. 
The Cnmmal · Tribes. Act gives to. tho 
Local Government . not specifically to the 
Governor, power ,to. control the move
ments, to register and restrict in various 
ways persons who fall within the defini,. 
tion of Criminal_ Tribes as notified by the 
Local Government. · Therefore it ·would 
be difficult to apply that analogy to. the 
extension of the special protection of the 
scattered aboriginals or Backward 
Classes. In any case, that is a matter 
which the local Legislature could under:
ta.k:e now of its own initiative. . My point 
was that it gives no special p<)\ver to the 
Governor as apart from. the local govern
ment. 

13,414. But under paragraph 108 the 
Governor could, for instance, by notifica
tion, classify people as belonging . to ab
original ()r Backward Areas, and then 
pass legislation affecting them, no matter 
where they stayed 7-(Sir Samuel Hoqre.) 
.J do· not think he eouid do that urider 
paragraph 108. Under paragraph 108 he 
could only deal with people living in the 
scheduled territory. · · 

Mr.· M. R. j ayaker. 

13,415 .. May I mention in this connec
tion \h*t although there is a feeling in 
India that proposals 106. to 109 of the 
White Paper withdraw from the in.fiu~nce 
of the Legislative Council I.arge tracts 
and large numbers of people who are un· 
fortunate Indians and who are in a back
ward state of civilisatioJ;t, may I assure 
him that if he goes on still adding to 
this principle by giving the. powe:r , to 

• N ... · 
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·the·- GoveinQ_r under paragraph 70 to deal 
-a.S -a special responsib_ility with llackwartl 
Tracts which are ·not declared to be _Par
tililly Excluded Arllas, that feeling will 
be considerably increased !-We have 
tried to take into account every point or 

'yjew, and _I am aware that tt:ere h~s 
been considerable nervousness m lndta 
as to the extent of these areas. Having 
taken those views into account, and hav
ing also consul~ed the best expert opinion 
that was available from the tracts them
selves, we think that our prop~8.ls are 

·:upon the whole .sound ones ; but I have 
always thought that somehow or other ~t 
might be a. good thing, whether by apph
:cation . of the Scheduled Districts Act or 
-some· plan of. that kind, to have done as 
much as we could to. safeguard the rights 
-of these small. scattered · communities. 
My" difficulty has been to find a practical 
way of doing it in which in the :first 
place you would n6t make a big issue be
tween the Local Government and the 
at~mpt that ,was made With probably a 
aisastrous effect upon the tribes them
selves, and also at the same time to safe
guard the· interests· of these people. It 
is a. difficUlt prac.tical question. 
. ·_ :13,416~ But . the'- Acts by which they 
a~e a( pr~simt governed are Acts of the 
~!!al Le~~ature !:-Yes. 
.· 13,417~- Those Acts.do not remove th~m 
from the purview of the Local MagiS
trates 7-No .. -
--13,418.· The suggestion was made that 

in those Backward Tracts which are not 
declared either Totally or Partially Ex
cluded Areas, the Governor woUld have 
the power of taking them out of the 
.Local Legislature by adding a clause to 
proposal 70 or by similar other provisions 
they will be removed from the influence 
of the Local Legislature !-What I have 
had in mind was some means of ensuring 
a continuance of the protection that 
they 8]ready receive under this Act of 
187 4 and under the various Provincial 
Acts. 

13,419. Provided you give th~ power 
to the Local Legislature to give them 
that special proteetion '!-Yes. I tlJink 
wh'at is in the minds of several mem hera 

--of the Committee is whether our obliga
tion does- not go somewhat further than 
that. 

-1-. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,420. Yes !-Namely, to make some 
special' provision under which these Local 
Acts will continue. 

Lord Irwin.] 'If I may interject, I sup
pose, Mr. J aya.ker, it might be argued 
that the Local Legislature of the future 
will differ in this regard in one vital 
matter, in that the official element will 
no longer be there, and therefore from 
that point of view it might be argued 
that if, as Lord Zetland suggests, it were 
thought desirable to extend the defini
tion of minorities to allow the Governor 
in the last resort, if the Privincial Coun
cil were not doing its .duty, to inter
vene, that special responsibility '\\·ould 
be replacng the official element. That 
is what it amounts to~ 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13,421. My difficulty is that I am not 
quite easy in my mind in assuming that 
the Local. Legislatures would be in
different _to or unmindfUl of the special 
protootion which these tribes desire. 
:After all, these Acts are. the Acts of the 
Loeal Legislature ?-Yes. Let me dis
abuse Mr. Jayaker of any idea that he 
may have in his mind that this implies 
distrust of an Indian Legislature because 
it is an Indian Legislature. :My distrust 
goes a good deal further than that. :My 
anxiety is to prevent politicians, British 
Indians or anybody else, interfering with 
people whose conditions are so different 
as to make the political conditions really 
inapplicable to them. I should say 
exactly the same of the British House 
of ·commons in -distinctions of this kind. 

1 _ -13,422. But perhaps the Secretary of 
State -is not aware that many of the 
class called politicians have been the 
prime movers in starting- societies for the 
regeneration of these Backward Classes f 
-That is certainly so, but the natural 
inelination-here perhaps I am g-eneral
ising from one's experience-of any 
democratic legislature is to attempt to 
impose uniformity upon everybody else, 
and it is just this· attempt to im.pose 
llniformity that• does make the trouble 
with people who ·are really living in· quite 
a different world.· 
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Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

13,423. May I ask one question before 
this point is left f ·Secretary of State, 
do you propose at any time or when 
drafting the Constitution Bill to introduce 
a definition of minorities f-We have not 
so far contemplated putting in a defini
tion. 

13,424. I am not sure that I am right, 
but might not a case be taken before 
the Supreme Court which would tum 
upon the question ":hether somebody was 
a minority or not, and therefore whether 
the clause of the Act which was in dis-
lmte did or did not lawfully apply to 
it f-No, it cannot come into the Courts, 
Sir Austen, under the last paragraph of 
Section 70 at the top of page 56 : " It 
will be for the Governor to determine 
in his discretion whether any of the 
' special responsibilities ' here described 
are involved by any given circum
stances." That is intended to safeguard 
the po~ition. Of .. :nurse, Sir Aust~n, if a 
more precise definition is needed one 
might use the vehicle of the Instrument 
of Instructions. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury. . 

13,425. ¥ ou see, the word is so very 
wide now. Everybody belongs to a 
minority f-I think: we have always con
f:.<>mplated that you would give instruc
tions to the Governor-General and the 
Governors as to how he coUld apply those 
powers. 

• HL . :d 
s~em ~ unply that the. sense of our 
discussiOn on that occasion was that there 
woulq have to be some further definition. 

M.ajor 0. B • .Aul~e.' 

13,427. Might I ask the Secretary :of 
State further on that, does· not it ·-go 
to the whole question "of' the power of 
the Governor-General with regard" to 
legislation f As Lord · ·:'Salisbliry . saYs, 
everybody is a minority; every Act ''of 
Parliament damnifies some· minority, ·and 
it is a very important point that the~ 
should be laid. down some restriction f:
yes ; but I would suggest that members 
of the Committee, before. they form any 
final conclusion upon. a ·point like this, 
should consider the alternative-whether 
it is. not better that the direction should 
be given in the .. Instruments of Instrnc~ 
tions. I think they Will find. when: they 
come to make a : precise definition of 
minorities it is very difficult. • They- may 
find that an attempt at .'definitio~···~ 
really do harm to what we have'' au got 
in mind, namely, that .. ce~' fairly 

. recognised minorities should . - be safe· 
guarded. · · -.. · 

13,428. Will not that alsa involve A 
definition, and as the instructionS can 
be alt-ered from time to time fliit _power 
of protecting minorities "onld be subject 
to the fluctuations according' to the in· 
structions from the Home Government 
·to the Governor f-You see; Major Attlee, 
it does not, tak:e legal form·in the instruc-
tions • it cannot be brought into· Court. 

Lord Ranket"Uour. One ~ants to avoid the .kind of contin-
13,426. It comes in under Section 18, gency evidently · felt by Sir .Austeil 

too f-I have ·just said so. Chamberlain. · ~-;•' : · _,- · · ·· 
Lord Winterton.] At the Third Archbishop' of· Canterbury.] -That is 

Round Table Conference· we discussed · an important point we have yet to e?il~ 
this matter, and the result of our discus- sider with regard to the Federal IDgh 
sions was mentioned by · Mr. Zafrulla Court, is it not, lfr; Secretary of State, 
Khan at an earlier stage at page 28. whether it ·-should have · any· pow": of 
There in our Report, we actually said : interpreting -Instruments o~ Instructions 
" The actual terms on which the several and UV'troments of Accession as well 7 
i~ms should be expressed formed the \. 
subject of some discussion, but it should Marquess of Reading. 
be made clear in the first plaee with re
gard to the list that the actual wording 
of the items does not purport to be ex
r>resscd here with the precision, or in the 
form, -which a draftsman, when the stage 
~omf's for drawing a Bill, would neces
iarily find appropriate." That would 

L109RO 

13,429. In so f~r as the !nstrume"?ts 
of Instructions .or of AccessiOn a!e . m• 
corporated in the Statute, whether m the 
Schedule or not, they_ are part of the 
Statute ~nd would be considered by a 
Court if the proper occasion arose.· I do 

:d 
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·not see how you ean prevent that 7-1 Sir .Abdur BaJKm. 
· i'honld like-to deal with that more gene- . . . . 
'ral ·.question when . -we · . come to the . 1~,437 • ~s th~ entire diStnct of Dar-
Ji'ederal Court. Jeelmg, u~cluding · the seat of Govern-
. . ment, Partially or Totally Excluded 9-

Lord lVinterlon.] ··But does not the I am circulating a suggested list of tbt~ 
difficulty arise there· of making it open districts that we ·should propose '" 

, fa the Courts to discuss .what · His schedule as Totally Excluded or Partially 
Majesty, has said 1 . Exeluded Areas . 
. q . 

· ·' · . ·"Chairman. 
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undGrstand it, the partially excludt>d · 
areas are areas of compact tribal popu
lation almost as much as the one totally 
t'Xcluded area which the Secretary of 
Htatc proposes f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
These areas are already divided into 
<:ategories ; they are divided I think into 
three categories. We have reduced that 
dtvision to two, and we have reduced it 
because in these areas where there :u·e 
<:ompact agglomerations of tribes tbe!'e 
a rr existing differences of administration. 
With the few small exceptions that I 
have just mentioned, we are going on 
with the present arrangement, namely, 
tliat we keep as totally excluded the 
only one big area that is totally excluded 
nuw, namely, the Assam Hill tracts, a:u.d 
we go on with the partially excluded 
areas very much on the lines on which 
they are administered now. 

13,442. Then the distinction really )s 
11. distinction of history rather than of 
reason or fact !-No ; it is a distinction 
o!: history based upon a distinction of 
fnct. My advisers tell me quite definitE--
ly that there is a difference in the tr~bal 
r.:>nditions and the general level of ~'he 
population between these type~ of ex
<·luded areas. 

13,443. But there is no difference in 
the extent to which the partially ex
cluded tribal area is a compact and 
homogeneous area 7-Compact, but ir1 a 
different level of life. 

13,444. You mean a more advanced 
!'tate of civilh;ation 7-I mean a more 
advanced state of civilisation. 

13,445. The regime of the partially ex
rluded area is so widely defined that, 
you can have any degree of sterilisation, 
i'fr to speak. of that area from the m·~re 
non-application there of certain revenue · 
and land laws to the total exclusion of 
the area from the. whole body of the 
Province 7-Yes. 

13,446. That is as far as law is . C·)n
t•erned, and administratively the adminis
Oat.ion of a totally excluded area would 
probably be drawil from the Provincial 
~<t>rvice so that in fact you may have all 
<l<>grees of administrativ~ independence 
~ht up to total exclusion !__:.Yes. 

13,447. And there may be very little 
difference between partial exclusion and 
total exclusion f-No, I would not liay 

that at all, from what I am told. There 
might be a grea.t difference. There . i3 
already a great difference if you: ·eom.
pare the administration in one of '~he · 
big partially excluded ·areas, namely, 
Chota.-N agpore, · with . the big area in 
Assam. .. . .. · 

13 448. I quite understand that therQ 
are differences. I am talking of •the eon
stitutional effect of the White Paper 
proposals. There is nothing to prevent 
a Governor by the exercise of his pow!:'r 
mak.inguii partially excluded area .prac
tically wlwlly excluded and practically 
synonomous with a ' totally · excluded 
area 7-Iil legislation, it is perfectly 
true that it rests at his discretion ·as · to 
whether the Provincial legislation should 
be applied or not. In the case of nd
ministration, there is this difference,. that 
in the partially excluded area, th~,. il(l~ 
ministration is provincial ; in . the ex-. 
eluded area it has its own administra- · 
ton. · 

13 449. Yes but the degree. of dircc-
' t . 11 .. ~, ~ . 

t;on which the Governor has over a 'Ihlut 

drawn from the Provincial_;(,\vil Servi~e 
and who is employed in d a totally · ex-1 

· eluded area, would be very · iil,tle 
different from which he ·would have ove~ 
one under his own control in a partially 
excluded area ?-You cannot generalise 

• on a qu,estion of that kind. fit ,-..i.XIust 
depend on the circumstances. •·... · :... . · : 

13 450. It w~s the degree of e~clusirm 
which was the point of my question.'. I{ 
vou are going to confine total excluslcn 
to one Frontier district, is ·.it n?t ·tl~e 
fsct that what you are really domg ts 
not to have two eategories. but to. have. 
one great category of partially exclu~~ 
areas which ·may. varyr::'enormously m 
their degree of exclusion !-I do ·, JlOt 
know· about "varying enonnously,", h;Jt. 
tl>ey certainly vary. · 

Major ..Attlee. 

13,451,. I ~ould like to ask .the· Secre
tary Of~ State, first of all. Wlth reg-ard 
to the general id~a · 0~ · these excluile~. 
areas. Is it the mtenbon of. the Go'l(-. 
ernment that they shoul~ contm~e ~o be: 
developed on their own lmes, or lS It the . 
"d that they should. be gradually ab-
I ea 1 dmi . t t" n ,_ 
sorbed in the genera a . ms ra lO . 

I should hope that t~ey . would . '()~ ' 
developed on thell- own .• ~mes. . 
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C:J.3';452. With·wregard to finance, the these areas was. that they should be l"Ull 

eVidence before · the Statutory Commis~ with a considerable degree of autonomy 
&ion' (the evidence that Dr~ Hutton a1>o by the people themselves '1-Yes. 
~ave us upon that) 'Yas that ~here WllS 13,462. With the advice of an rx
a~·reiu and. an actuality sometimes that perienced officer Y I:( you have :MinistC'rs 
:irie:ney would n~t be forthcoming 7-:Y e_'3. operating and the various servicrs 
. , 1:?,453. -What power will the Goyernor operating in the ordinary way, will it 2Jot 
have to ·see that adequate money lS pro- be difficult to secure that '/-Yes. At 
v.lded for these areas !-Money is non- tb~ same time, of course, it is also diffi.
Yotable. He can have what money Le cult _ _to withdraw !rom these areas the 
wants. . kind of connection . that they alreatly 
· 13,454. But take the partially excluded have with the Provincial administratirm. 
area.' There the _administration will be This is no new proposal. It is re~lly 
1mder the . Ministers subject to thP- going on with what the state of afbi:rs 

is now. Governor's powers '1-Yes. 
· 13,455. Take the· Education Minister ! 13,463. You said that your advi·:"~ 
.;_Yes. ·· had generally been against the exclusion, 

I think, of any area except tha Assam 
13456. The allocation, I take it, c.r area Y The evidene(.' we had from Dr. 

schools and so forth, is in · his hantl1::1, Hutton was that a large number of 
is it not f The allocation· of money for areas should be totally excluded, anfl that 
education in particular areas would be he regretted that some were now •lnly 
in the hands of the Minister, would it partially excluded which he would have 
not f-Yes. · liked to see wholly excluded. His 
· ·tS,457. How would the Governor be general line was the more exclusion the 
abiEi··tol ensure that adequate schools ~::.·e better ?-Yes, and Dr. Hutton would ~ot 
pu·t ·.hi the partially excluded areas T- be satisfied with the present system in 
He can put it into the budget. India. He . would .. like to withdraw a 
.. '13,458. Jie can . insist on ~he Minister number of . these areas that are !.OW 

S-pending so much '1-Y es. connected with the provincial adminis-
13 459. Take for instance Bihar Pt·o- tration and to <!ut them .away from the 

vine~ with the Chota-N~pore area .• provincial administration. We hav~ 
Can he insist that a certain portion ba~ed . our proposals re~lly upon contl
shoulq -be ·spent there '1-Yes, he can in- nurng the present practice. 
sist; · · 13,464. Would not continuing . tha 

13,460. The next .question I wanted tl) present practice defeat your intention of 
. ask you was with 'regard .to tbese par- preserving the present practice, because, 

tiallv excluded areas. Is it the :dea as far as YOU allow the introduction or 
tha{the general. organisation of the Pro- the reform' scheme of Ministers, and EO 

~c~ would be extended to these areas forth, do not you eat into the native 
so. that you wou~d have Ministers operat- rule altogether and practically destroy 
in~ in , those . areas, or would it be pr)s- it ?-. It depends on the Governor en· 
sible for the administration to be carried thelv how far that risk might take 
on on the lines· of the aboriginal trib~s effect .. Would Major Attlee addre~il 
assisted by ,the District Officer ?-In fhe himself, not now, but when he thinks it 
totally excluded area. the answer is, of over, to the other side of the problem, 
course, that it would go on as 1\Iaj<)r namely, the fact that, as Mr. Jayab::r 
Attlee: suggests. In the ·partially e-x-- stated earlier, there are a number of 
elude. d. area, we contemplate that it is the Indiai1s, administrators . and public mm~ 
:f»:rovincia1 administration, and, to thd who do take a very great interest iir 
extent, it is. the Provincial Ministers the.se ·backward tracts. We had one of 
who.· are . responsible for the· administra- them giVing ~vidence, :1\fajor Attlee will. 
tion, .• always, as· I said· earlier.- subject remember .. at the Orissa Boundary <lis
to> tile: special' llrovisions that the- cussions that we had a gent'eman who 
GQverno:r.. lllay make. obvionsly knew more about those parti-
·13,461~ The point was put to us "bat cular tribes than ·almost anybody liviw~. · 

the more · s&tisfactory • way of ·running It is going a long way to cut a large, 
•. ,.p ·l.l . . . 
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number of these areas entirely adrift Governor or by some special maehin~! 
from the l'rovincial Administration. -( :::iir Samuel Hoare.) But this is our 
Gentlemen like the gentleman I have in proposal. . . :) 
mind would sa.y that he would take per- 13,470. Surely it is not !-It ~:; the 
haps a closer interests in the conditions proposal under paragraph 108. · ~ 
in the tribal tracts than anybody. ·13,471. No. ''The Governor will also 

13,465. Is not there a distinction be empowered at his discretion to .make 
between the administration • and the regulations for the peace and gQod 
legislature f Has any Indian Legislature government of any area which is for, the 
shown much interest in the excluded ·time being an excluded area or a. par
areas ~nd the backward areas in its · tiallv excluded area,. and will be com
I'rovince Y-I think so far as legislation pete~tJ by any regulations so made to 
goes these PropoBals are perfectly safe ; repeal or amend any Act of the Federal 
that legislation "·ill only be applied to LeO.islature" ?-Will vou read the. first 

b . • ' 
the Provinces-- paragraph' ·· .. ,>; 

13,4G6. I am not speaking of legis- ' , . · · 1 

lation, but the Legislature-the Members Archbishop of Canterbury . . 1 . 

of the Legislature-Legislature as a 13,472 .. But, Secretary of St~te, . tha.t 
whole. Has any Legislature shown any applies not s.t all to these spec1al .. areM 
pal'ti<'ula.r interest in the excluded areas or special _tribes with· which we. are ileal
within its Province Y-I should like to ing just now, but only .to excluded or .Par
hear the views of some of the Indian tially excluded areasY~Exactly; but tJ;tat 
DekgateR on a question of that kind. - was the question asked. me by MaJor 

Att1ee and .by Lord,,;Eus4-~~Pe~W:. 1 Mr. N. JJf. Joshi. ] I b d 
Lord Eustf(,ce ·Percy, eg · par on ; 

13,·167. On this point of Legislature, I haYe missed thni. · .. ,., .. h ,;, · 

uid nnv Government nominate any .•. 
llemherv to represent the .aboriginal ·Sir. Abdur Rahim. 
elassrs in any Legi.c;lature Y-I do not 13,473. The. excluded· areas are a :re-
think if they did it would carry anybody served subJ'~ct, are they. not ~-Yes. 
very much further. I do not think one 
aboriginal in the Legislature would have 13,474. And all· legislation!Jhas to' be 
much chance against the rest. ' initiated by th" people in charge uf the 

reserved departments Y-Prpposal· 108 1\fr. N. JJf. Joshi.] I am asking the 
question, did any Legislature take any deals with it. 
interest in them Y In these subordinate Sir Abdur Rahim.] I mean under the 
tribes ~ people who were interested were present practice, under. th~ Government 

ld of India Act· all legislation has to be 
not in the Legislature at all, there wou 

1
.n

1
.t

1
. ated bv Members in charge of the 

be nobody to move the Legislature. 
reserved d~partments. . 

Lord Eustace Percy. Sir Hari Singh Gour.] No, I ·dd ·no' 
13,468. Might I intervene to put one tiJink so. 

question. As regards legislation, is not Sir Abdur Rahim . .. the difference this that under the pre
sent Proposals with regard to partially 
excluded areas, the Legislature will tend 
to pass, say, general land legislation Y_:. 
Yes. 
:. 13,469. The Governor will have to issue 
a special regulation saying · that this 
shall not apply. Under a greater 
measure af exclusion the Legislature 
would be in a much safer position and 
the Governor in a position· much less ex
posed to friction if no legislat~on passed 
by the Legislature applied to that . area 
ucept when specia11y applied by the 

13,475. I mean so far as. th~ Gov~rn
ment is concerned, not pnvate legiSla
tion Y-(Sir Malcolm Haile'!!.) There are 
very varving degrees applymg as shown 
on pdg~·159 and 160 of .the First Report 
of the Statutory Commission. . There are 
very various degrees applymg· to the 
areas at present. For tns~ance, Dar
jeeling · and LCharil are entrrely under 
the reserved departments,· the Governor 
. Council. In certain . other tracts,. the 
~Iinisters exercise . al;lthority, alt~ough 
under the' rules of busmess absence that 
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·authority has ···been limited. You must 
take_ each tract separa~ly in that way. 

13,476. Take Ranchi, for instance, that 
·is under a reserved department f-That 
is under a reserved · department. ~ ou 
must. take each one separately to get at 
the facts.· 

.,..:. · Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

13,477. In the Shan States, the Govern· 
-or has direct · charge of that area 7-
( Sir Samuel Hoar e.) But the Shan States 
is Burn1a and the Shan States . we have 
left outside any Burma proposals, as Dr. 
Shafa'at Ahmad Khan will remember. 

Major Attlee. 

, 13,4 78. One further question and that 
_is with regard to. finance. Have you 
'considered the possibility of making 
some · kind • . of grant from Central 
:Re,·enues . to Provinces which are bur
. dened wilth a deficit, such as Bihar and 
Assam f-\V e have not only considered 
the :· ~ecessity . of a grant of that kind,· 
but we . are actually proposing it in the 
case, . .Qf Assam. Assam is the only case 
in which we ii·e making a proposal of 
that kind, and we are assuming a sub
.stantial. grant to Assam for the backwatd 
traets from the Federal Centre. 

. . il· . . 
'n•; ' •. 'MaJOr Cadogan. 

· 13,479. Thf>y are un• deficit areas, I 
suppose t-Y es. 

, . . .. l\Iajor C. R. Attlee. 

, 13,480. Will tho~ grants be tied up, 
so.· to speak,· with administration ; that i'3 
to :>ay, will· they be grants in ·aid of the 
backward areas, or are they just contri
butions to the general revejnues of the 
Province ?-I have not conteniplaretl 
exactly what form they would take ; 
whether it would be a part of the general 
grant for making up the deficit of Assam 
or whether it would be ear-marked for a 
spe.~c pupose. 

there was one in Bihar or pos::;ibly for 
the new Province of Orissa, be definitely 
owing to the fact that they have back
ward areas for which they are respon
sible Y-In the case of Assam, which, a.-; 
I say, is the only case in which we make 
a proposal of th~s kind, the sum would 

· he given in view of the fact that there 
was this heavy expenditure involved in 
the hill tracts. Whether an actual 
amount should be ear-marked of not for 
e:Xpenditure in those tracts seems to me 
to be an open question. Offhand, it 
does not seem to me to matter a great 
deal because the Governor there has the 
right to have -what money he wants. 

13,483. :\Iy point rather was a:i to 
whether, as a matter of fact, that grant 
in Ao;sam, although put on those grounds, 
wa."l because A~sam e.ould not carry on 
without it ; whether there was not just 
as strong a case for ·making a grant to 
Bihar or, say, to 01issa if it has a con
siderable amount of backward area....; 
attached to it, so that in effect the 
legislatures in so far as they have to 
SJwnd. money would not feel that they 
Wl~re having a burden attached to them 
by political accident without recompense 
from the general body of · taxpayers in 
India f-We felt that we could not go 
further than to make this proposal for 
~1\ssam, in view of the general state of 
InO.ian. finances and we felt· justifieO. in 
making the proposal in the ease of Assam, 
.first of all, bE>eause the tracts are of 
great extent and involve a considerable 
sum c,f money, and, secondly, ~ecausc 
Assam is a frontier district. A grant of 
that kind coulrl be justified upon the 
grountl of defence, just as a grant is 
needed from the Federal Centre to th~ 
~orth-Wegt Frontier Province adminis
tration. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] And ).!ajor 
Attlee will remember that the Bihar 
finance '\\ill benefit by the separation of 
Orissa. 

13,481. As I understand at present in 
the financial proposals there are deficit 
Provinces . which, for one . reason or 
another, are • .going to- be given certain 
subYentions. Is not . Bengal, for instance, . 
going to be given something in respect 
of jute 7-Yes. 

Major C. R. Attlee.] Quite, but it wiU 
still be tied up· with <;:hota Nagpur ; that 
is all. 

Lord S'llell. 

13,484. How far are the people eon
eerned in the· backward areas settled in 
a locality and how far are they 
nomadic--migratory f-The areas whic~ 

13,482. Si~arly, would the grant, 
wht\t~;ver- it. he made. to Assam, or say, 

.., ~ > r. 
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we urc dealing ·with imply that they are 
:-:ettled in those areas. 

13,485. The oore of these peoples is to 
he undf.'r the Governor, but is that care 
LO he protective as against physical and 
Peonoruieal deterioration, as well as con
trol iu rPgard to law and order '/-That is 
just one of our objects in giving the 
Governor these special powers. It is not 
oniy law and order that we have in mind. 
J t is the whole field of government. 

13,486. Then I cannot quite foresee 
how 1 he Governor is to be kept aware of 
the postiibly changing condition of these 
backw~r~ peoples '1-He is kept aware of 
what 1s happening through the reports 
from the administration, whatever it is, 
111 the areas. • 

13,487. And the officers concerned will 
lie under an obligation to see that the 
C:rOYPrnor is aware of difficulties in a par
h<'ular area !-I would· rather put it in 
this way : The Govenor is under an 
,)bligation to keep himself informed of 
th('sl' affairs and he will give whatever 
fiircction he wishes for that pur'pose to 
the officials, to keep him informed. 

13,488. And there is no reason to pre-. 
sume that there is auy danger that he 
will not. be kept aw&.re of them !--If he 
is carrying out his duties, no. 

13.4S9. Then just one last question. l 
t'an see how the area is to be tied up to 
the Governor, but I ennuot see how it 
is to be. untied if the <~hamctet• &nil 
<'apacity of the population develop .'l
It would be untied by the procednre sug-. 
gested in paragraph 106, namely, an 
Order in Council removing a particular 
nrea from the categor:v of an excluded 
:.rea into an ordinary field of Provincial 
ndministration. , 

13,490. On the advice of the Governor 
nnd through the Secretal'Y of State f-v . . 

.o. fS. . 

Lord ]}fi.ddleton. 

13,491. l\Iay I interrupt for :.t" moment 
in regard to what Lord Snell was asking 
about discovering anything in connection 
with these aboriginal tribes f I would 
like. to reinforce what ·was put forward 
by Sir Reginald Craddock with regard 
t.o a plea for a special Ser\'ice ·Officer. 
I have had experience of •;om~ of these 
aborip-inal tribes and I (lo know that 
they form a very Rpecial study, nnd if 

we are to rely in future upon finding out 
about them from the ordinary District 

.Officers .very little indeed will he found 
out. I c~n give a ease in point. I 
stayed with· them ()n several occasions 
.in the Central Provinces and when I told 
my experiences to the District Officers 
they were surprised that I h~l'l obtained 
any contact with them, because they had 
never even seen. them f-Lord Middleton 
surprises me with what he says. . Some 
o! the grea~es~ experts upon th~se queS
tiOns are D1stnct Officers. E'or mstance 
I think Dr. Hutton, who ·gave cvidenc~ 
yesterday before Suh-Committee D, is 
the best known expert upon these ques
tions of anybody in India, and 1 think 
he is a District Officer. 

Sir Hari Singl~ Gour.] Yes. 

Lor4 ll!iddleton.] I think he is rather 
the exception. Certain tribe':i exist, I 
think, · in four districts ·of the Central 
Provinces which are so eln;.,;ive that un
less anybody knows them pretty .well 
they never even see them. · · 

1\Ir. F. S, Cocks, 

13,492. Secretary of State, following 
upon Lord Lytton's question. will any 
provision be made for SUt~h an Officer ., 
-1 gave a number 'of answers earlier 
this moming upon that very point, and 
I do not think I have got anything to 
atld to them. 

13,493. I am sorry, but. I di<l not re
member exactly what yotJ. hall s11id ; re
garding Proposal 106 you say that these 
areas will be embodied 'jn a schedule. 
Will,this Co~ttee have an opportunity 
later' on of discussing that schedule tt-
l said I was going to circulate a sug
gested schedule to the Committee. . \Vhe
tP,er the)' will discuss it or not is a 
matter for the Committee. 

13,494. I understand· that at the pre
sent time there . are - areas which, al
though not backward tracts iu the con
stitutional sense, come unfler the Sche
dulee pistricts Act whe~e the e~ecu!ive 
has a power of re~ervmg · leg:~slabon. 
What ·is to . happen to those !-That 
again is one of the questions that wa 
were discussing at great length this 
morning, and I said to the Committee . 
that I would take into nceonnt the
point . that hadl been J·ai;;cd and see 
whether some practical way r.ould be 
found to. deal· with them. 
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·· ·· 13,495. Under Proposal lOS the Gov- ·Earl of Lyttcm. 
·ernor is empowered at.his discretion to 
make regulations for the police and good 13,502. I would like to d.<sk the Scere
government of any of these areas. I tary of State one or two questions re
would just like to ask one or two ques- garding.the application of these }Jassag"• 
tions to see how far that power e~tends. to Bengal in particular. [n Bengal al 
Would it extend, for in::;tunee, to the the present time there are two excluded 
expulsion of undesirable residents Y- areas, Darjeeling and Lhe Chittagong 
Certainly. Hill Tracts. I understand fr.J.m answE.-rs 

13,496. Dr. Hutton said ou page 11 of already given by the Secretary of State 
his evidence that in certain areas the that both of these areas would in future 
ordinary police are not normally aJlowed be regarded as partially excluded 7-
:to interfere in tribal cases. ·wm the yes. 
Governor have pow~r to continue that 13,503. With l'egard to Darjr.:eFn~ dis-

. practice !-:-Certainly. trict, I think that is obviou:Sly .right, but 
I am not so well satisfied with regard io 

13,497. 'From page 25 of the s!lme evi- the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The Seere
dence I understand that lawyers are not tary of State has said that his objee' 
allowed in these areas without the per- as far a\ possible is to ~;nry on the 
mission of the Deputy Commi3sioner. exi::.ting system, but at the present me-

. Will he have power to continue that· ment the Chittagong Hill 'r1·ncts jg a 
practice f--:-Yes. · . wholly excluded area, is not it f-Yt.>s. · 
· . 13,498. Would he have power to make 13,504. I would ask the Secretary of 
regulations to prevent the alienation of State whether, in fact, the <:onditions 
land f-Yes. · among the tribes of the Chittagong Hill 

13,499. And, lastly, would he have Tracts. do not approximate almost c·xactly 
power to withdraw from the courts cer- to the condition of the tribes in the 
tain cases. involv-inu tribui customs '1- Assam Hill Tracts which it is pToposed 

...., to make an excluded ar".:!a '1-\Ve have 
:Yes, by regulation. ' been guided by the local GoverlJment i:n 
: 13,500. In answer to "Major .A ttlce you this matter. . We have taken their 
said that the Governor would hav~ power advice. I do not know ,\-hcther f;ir 
to allot funds for the devP.lopmeut of the :Malcolm could add any detail~ f1·om bjs 
backward tracts. Will ·that include knowledge. ·(Sir Mafcolm Hailey.) I am 
power to allot funds for education 1- afraid I have very little knowledge of 
Yes, for _any purpose that is required. · that particular area, if l mig-ht suggest 
. Earl Winterton.] J.Iy Lord Chairman~ this, that the particular question is one 
I do not think there i3 any question that · for discussion when the Committee sees 
~y ingenuity can possibly ~uggcst that 'the su~ge~tcd RchetlulP.-as to whether one 
has not already been asked by some 'other area should go into a partienlar elass or 
llember of the Committee, :::o I <lo nl't not. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) It is a fact, 
propose to ask the Secretarv of State as I say, that we have eo!lsultcd the 

yth
. · w local government 11nd this i~ their aJ-

~n mg. · ' .. · Af Lo · VIce. ter rd Lytton hag I'a ised th1s 

Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 

13,50"1. I. would like to :t!-5k the. Secre
tary of State : Does he anticipate t118t 
the administration of the barkwarll 
tracts will be to· any extent different 

·from what it. is ;tt present ! I ask that 
because I think the . admini.;;tr~.ltion of 
these backward tracts nt. the .present 
moment. is, as far as I ·know, RJj.d cer
~ainly was when I was in . Iwlin, very 
g'O<'d. I do not want to sec it .fl•Jtc!'io
·rate.f.-1 do not. myself see nnv reason 
.f;by;· Under th~S plan.it sh•)Uld' detPrio
rate, or should be materially changed. 

question I will look into it :~gain. 

13,505. May I. give you · one or two 
examples of how this sv;;tclll would 
apply in the Chittagong Hill Tracts if 
it is only a partially excl11ded :n·ea ' 
I undctstand that partiall.v cxcluued 
areas are to come under the general 
administration of the Proviaci.al Gov-
ernment ?~Yes. · · · 
. 13,506. Presumably ·they ar~ . to have 
representation in the Provincial Legis-
Ia tu;r~ ,_Yes. . . . 
. 13,507. Is it not reallv iuconceivnbl~ 
that tbe. Chittagong Hill ·Tract.;, r..s they 
are to-day, should eJect representative:~ 
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to the Bengal Provincial Cmmcil !-lt 
would not, of course, follow that th('y 
would send representatives to the Bengnl 
Council. That would depeutl upon the 
Governor's decision in a matter of that 
kind. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] The schedule does 
Dot provide for it. 

Earl of Lytton. 

13,50S. Then there would be a ·differ
ence between the position of a partially 
excluded area and the other parts of the 

• Province in respect of representation 7-
It need not be so necessarilv. It would 
depend upon the conditions· of the Pro
vince. It is not necessarily :t condition 
of a partially exrluded · area that it 
11hould hE' represE'nted in the Provincial 
Council. It may be a feature of a 
partially excluded area, but it is not a 
necessary condition of it and it would 
rest with the GovPrnor: 

13,509. I understood that the only 
difference between a partially excluded 
area and the rest of the urea of a Pro
vince was that in a partially excluded 
area the Governor was to have a special 
responsibility '-Yes. · 

13,510. But in the exercise of that 
tspecial responsibility do you now suggest 
that he might omit that area from repre
sentation in the Legislature 7·-Yes ; 
under Section 108 he has full powers. 

13,511. If the Secretary uf State is 
going to submit a schedule I can perhaps 
wait for further discussion of that sche
dule. I only raise it now because I 
should like to bring to the Secretary of 
State's notice the fac-t that when I was 
in Bengal and required spechl .expert 
advice with regard to matters connected 
with the Chittagong Hill Tract~ it was 
really only from the Assam District that 
I was able to find an officer who had 
had experience of tribes of that -kind, 
and although there were officers in the 
Bengal Civil Service who had spent their 
time as District Officers in the Chitta
gong Hill Tracts, they had no experience 
of the tribal conditions. I came to thC' 
conclusion that the conditions of those 
tribes in those districts were really 
exactly the same as the conditions of the 
tribes in the Assam . hill districts ,_J 
will certamly put· Lord Lytton's criticism~ 
and suggestions to the Governor of 

Bengal and later on we . can discuss it 
again. 

13,512. It is qui~e a different problem 
from that of the Darjeeling district 7--:-I 
see that, yes. · 

13,513. Which is, it is true, a hill p~ople· 
who di.ffe.r very much from the people 
of Bengal, but the actual administration 
of the Chlttagong Hill Tracts is quite pecu
liar. They have still a number of . chicf111 
who have certain powers and are recog .. 
nized as, in some respects, the headme11. 
of the districts-a feature which i~ nok 
common to any other part of ·Bengal, and 
it is not found amongst the Hill people 
in the Darjeeling District at all. There
fore, I · thought it was desirable · merel>· 
to mention the fact that the case for thtt 
inclusion of the Chlttagong Hill Tracta 
as an. excluded area. seems to me to be· 
worth.· consideration Y-Certainly. 

Earl Peel .. 

13,514. I would just like to ask about 
these officers. Of course, it is understood 
that rather specially qualified officers a1~. 
required to deal · with the tribes in a 
backward tract 'I What . I ·am not qui~ 
clear of is what is the range from which 
the · provincial government. can draw 
these officers Y You may remember tha.k 
in the .Statutory Commission it was sug~ 
gested that these tracts should be under 
a central authority because they would 
have power over the .All-India services. 
Would the ·local government or the GoT
ernor, in order to · get · these specia1 
officers, be able to 'draw from officers in 
other Provinces, or would he have to de- · 
pend entirely upon those who · were 
specially trained! in his own Province for 
this special work Y-The Secretary of 

· State's services, of course, would be avail
able everywhere. In actual practice my 
advice all goes to show that it is upon 
local knowledge that the provincial Gov· 
ernor chiefly draws, and it probably ii 
from people in his own Province. · . 

~ : . . 
.. 13,51.5. Then· they would ·tend rather tg 

be.· the same people who were employed ... 
If he wants to draw· upon the service-_ 
elsewhere, he communicates with thfil 
Governor-General 7-Yes. . ~ ~ ' : ; ~ 

13 516. For the ki.Dd o:£ man he wants f 
~ y ~s. It "-ill not be a ·distipct · ~~rvice,' 
those services , for the~ ·excluded , ttre~s ; . 

• '! ' '· ., (I ~ . • • 
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ihey will be served by the available per
l'Onnel in the other services. Our own 
Yiew is definitely against a . small sepa
rate service; There' is eve:r:y kind of 
administrative objection to it, andl I thir.k 
a small service· like that would be far 
less efficient than the present arrange-. 
ment, in which. we are able to draw upon 
the Secretary of State's services and the 
other services. 

13,517. I suppose they would specialise 
&fter a time no doubt in this particular 
clas~ of work '1-I think they will go on 
as they are. now. Most of these people 
a~·e specialists. 

Archbishop of Canterbury_ 

13,518. I have no right .to ask him per
sonally because he is not giving evidence, 
.but it would help us upon that math~r 
if Lord Lytton could tell us how he got 
the officer from Assam. I suppqse he 
must have been an All-India officer and he 
was administering the Province under 
the present system. I would like to ask 
that question through the Secretary of 
State !-I can answer His Grace's ques
tion ~ a more general way. The Gov
ernor could ask for the loan of an official 
from another Province. 

Earl of Lytton.] As the Secretary of 
State ·has said, I ·got him . by reference 
to the Government of Assam_ 

Earl Peel. 

13,519. I was not sure whether that 
transfer between Provinces would be quite 
as easy in the future as it is now by 
reference to the control of the Governor
flenerRI over the All-India service. That 
was th~ point of my question 7-I do not 
think there ought to be any difference. 
We are dealing after all with a very 
small number of officials. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

13,522. And our anxiety is not so mucll 
lest the Provincial Government should de· 
liberately refuse them justice as that it 
should be unaware of their conditio~ 
and, therefore, not provide the necessary 
remedy. Do you think it would be pos
sible to stipulate that the Provincial 
Government should appoint an officer 
whose business it would be to inspect and 
report upon these people '? That would 
bring to light their conditions and need~. 
We might then more confidently entrutit 
their fate to the Provincial Government 7 
-I agree with Sir Austen's suggestion 
that the officer should preferably be an . 
officer of the Provincial Government. I 
think there is great advantage in making 
him an officer of the Provincial Govern
ment. I think he would have more influ
ence on. that account. As to whether you 
should specify 'in the Constitution Act 
that an officer of this kind should be prt>
sumably appointed everywhere, I am nl)t 
sure that I could go as far as that. I 
can imagine that 1 there are certain pro
vinces in which there really would not 
be work for a man of that kind. I do 
not know what Sir Malcolm would say. 
JSir Malcolm Hailey.) . "\'te have practi-
cally no or very few aboriginals in the 
United Provinces ; they are practical!y 
confined to one· district. In the Punjab 
they have, it might be said, really none 
at all. They have their two backward 
areas of JJahaul and Spiti which are ::10 

cut off that there is little power of inter· 
vention with them. In Bihar and Ori~ga 
they have quite a_n.umber of districts in 
which aboriginals actually preponderate
three--and they are represented very 
largely in six other districts, and it might 
be found quite ·advisable to have some 
special officer capable of advising the 
local government in regard to the abori· 
ginals and people of that class where they 
are largely represented such as Bihar and 
Orissa, but I am doubtful in my own ~nin(l 
whet~r a permanent officer of that kiml 

13,520. Secretary of State, I want to _ is required, or whether an officer could 
reve:.;t _for a moment to the case of not perfectly well be appointed to make 
abongmals scattered through the Pro· reports to the local government from 
"ririces and not located either in a totally time to time. I think it would have til 
excluded 'or partially excluded area f- vary therefore ·in each province--the pr•'
Yes. vision you made on that account. (Sir 

13,521. If I rightly followed what was Samuel Hoare.) If I may complete my 
aaid by some other Members of the Com- answer, as I said earlier this mornix1g, 
mittee- earlier, I think that some· of us feel I will look into this point again. I put 
that we have a rather special respo'lSi- the difficulties on both sides to the Com-
bility · for these people t-Y es. · mittee. 
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Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,~23. It ~i~ht fo~ a special place in 
the GoYernor s mstrucbons f-That i::; ont' 
ft•ature of the question into whieh I w~ 
g-oing to look. 

. provisions deal exclusively . with backw&N 
areas, and they are not. intended to go 
further than that. 

Mr. M._' B.. J ayaker. 

1~528. It is not a weapon . in the 
Sir .A1Plm Chamberlain. . Government's h~ds to pqnish politically 

13,524. I think I am right in under- · trou~Jesome areas f--These provisions are 
~tanding you or Sir Malcolm, or one of not mten.ded for that purpose. If it 
the Delegates, previously said that s~lCh were fo~d ·necessary to make provision& 
an offi<>.er had been appointed in t>ome of· that kind, ~hey would have . to find 
Ntses by the Provineial Governrnt>nt another place .m .the White Paper or in 
already f-Yes, tht>re is an officer for the the Statute. 
dt'pressed elaRses in the Government of 
Bombay. 

Dr~ B. R. Ambedkar.] The baekwel'd 
elasses. There was a]so one in Madras: 

Sir .Auste·n ChambtJrlain. 

13_,525. So the proposal is merely 
making compulsory on all Proviile1al 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

. Governments where the case arises a pro
vision which the more advanced Pl·o
vincial Governments have already made f -
-They have made the provision because 
the conditions were such as to give work 

13,529. It is not a weapon in the 
~overnment's hands to : protect ·well
disposed people in certain. areas f-No · 
these J?rovisions are simply a chapter t~ 
.deal with one part of the probl~m. If it 
were · found necessary . to . deal with 
another part of the ··problem, · the place 
would not. be here. . 

. ·Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. .. . 
13,530. I want to ask you on'e or tw9 

questions to clear up the financial side 
of. this problem. I want to ask a ques
tion, first of all, with . regard to ' 
financing what are called the partially 

tn an officer of that kind. As Sir 
)~alcoh~l has. just said, there are pro
vmces m which there would not be jueti~ 
flcation for an appointment of that kind. 

13,526 .. There may not be need for a 
whole time appointment, but what 1 beg 
the Secretary of State to consider is 
":h~ther t~ere is not n.eed for some pro~ 
vision which ensures that the condition o£ 
these people shall be examined and re-
ported upon so that an informed publie 
opinion ma.y be brought to bear upon the 
Legislature ,_I will eertainly look into 
ft II t.he~>e points. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

13,527. May I ask a question with re
gard to proposals 106 to 109 as to their 
f:Cope. This morning, we have been dis
eussing tht>ir applieation to backwm·d 
areas on account of the backward eon~ 
clition of the people. Is it intended that 
they can be applied if necessary to cei'-
tain areas ; for instance, could they 
he applied if it were found necessary to 
·a district like Midnapore, because 'e.on
llitions connected with terrorism and 
crime were such that it was not adVisable 
for the constitution to be· allowed to work 
in its ordinary application ?....:...No ;· these 

excluded areas !-Yes. . · . .. , · 
13,531. I take it that· there would be 

·~ comz.non budget, .the provincial budget, 
,;_n ":hich the mpneys provided for . the 

parhally excluded are11 would· also ·· ~ 
included f-Yes. 

13,532. In that case, the whole budget, 
of course, wo'uld be open to discussion · 
by the· ·Legislature !-Yes, subject to 
paragraph 109. 
· · 13,533. I am coming tO that. It i~ 
()nly ·when the Governor exercises bil! 
·special responsibility "Under para-
graph 70 .that t:bey ~ould go outside 
the purview of the Legislature f Is not 
that so f-Yes, and paragraph 109. 

13,534. ·But ordinari)y· they would be 
pa:h 'of the provincial budget ,_Yes. " 
. 13,535. I want to ask a similar ques
tion with regard to the· wholly exclt!ded 
areas. I find that the special responsi~ 
bility of the Governor · under para
graph 70 · (/}, is · ccm:tined to partially 
excluded areas only f::-Yes. 

13,536. That. means. that for the ad
ministration ot the wholly excluded areas 
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·.the Governor could not draw upon the 
_provincial.· ful).ds f-Dr. ·. Ambedkar's ·very 
Rente mind has discovered a gap in the 
White Paper. That is so. . 

. ~ . ~ 
13,537. He could not ·draw upon· them f 

-As drafted he could not draw upon the 
provincial funds. · It is an omission that 
:we propose to set right in any final 
.draft. 

i3,5,38. Another· paragraph is 49 to 
wh'i.ch I also want to draw your atten· 
tion ·in this connection. There subclause 
( v) says that the expenditure required 
for excluded areas shall be the special 
responsibility . of the Governor-General f 
-.Yes~ 

13.539. Do I take it that 'in the ad· 
ministration . of the wholly. excluded area 
the Governor, who presumably would be 
the agent of t4e Governor-General, would 
.have to depend upon such moneys as may 
·be supplied to him by the Governor· 
General in the exercise . of his special 

:responsibility_ f-No; the Governor him
self will ask for the money froiD; the 
province. . 
f 13,540. So. you do propose to amend 
the . pro,ision dealing' with the special 
responsibilities of the Governor to enable 
bini to draw upon provincial furids for 
the administration of the wholly excluded 
areas also Y-Yes. 

. :Mr. ·M. R. Jayaker.] Does it not now 
fall under paragtaph 96, subpara., 
graph (b) : '' l'he Governor will ~a use 
a statement of the estimated revenues", 
etc:, and then . you have. given power 
_,to specify separately those additional 
proposals (if any), whether under the 
votable or non-votable heads, which the 
Governor regards as necessary for the 
fulfilment of any of his ' special respon· 
sibilities.' " Special responsibilities in
clmle expenditure to be spent on the 
partially excluded areas. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
I 

13,541. I am talking about wholly 
excluded areas ?-The point Dr. 
.Ambedkar has raised deals with totally 
excluded areas · and, by an error in 
drafting- (it is nothing more than that) 
it would appear . that the Provincial 
Gove:rno:r, while he could draw upon the 
provincial funds for P-artially excluded 
areas, - could not· draw :upon the pro-

vincial funds for the totally excluded 
areas. That is an. omission in drafting. 

~Ir. N. M,. Joshi. 
13,542. Might I a~k a gEmet·al ques

tion ahout the merit or demerit of the 
method which you have proposed of pro
te>cting the backward people· and . the 

· method of protecting their interests by 
treating them as a minority. I want to 
ask you what is the difference between 
the two methods-the method of protect
ing by giving the Governor special power 
to· protect a minority and the method 
which you have adopted to protect the 
backward people 7-'V c feel in the case 
of th!" backward people that they d() 
need some further and more definite pro
tection. That is the t·ea,on why we have 
:got these provisions 106 to 109. We feel 
that they are so far away from the 
ordinary political conditions in India 
that they really are in a different cate
gory, sny, to :Members of the great t•e-
ligious communities of India. -
· . 13,543. I · want to suggest to you, 
Secretary of Sta~ that there are two 
kinds of protection. The first is from 
the politicians, as you say !-Yes. 

13,544. The second protection is ·from 
an autocrat 7-Yes. 

13,545. I am not using that word in 
an o.ffPnsive sense. In the case of the 
method which you have followed in the 
case . of minorities, there is . protection 
both ways ; the minority .is protected 
from the majority of the politicians by 

··giving the Governor special powers and 
the minority also is protected against an 
autr>e:ratic use of power by any officer or 
by th£- Governors because the Legislature 
can deal with the questions of the 
minoritie::~. In the method which you 
hswe ·toll owed, there is no protection 
against the autocratic use of the powers 
given to the officers who may be 
appointed to those districts. I, therefore, 
want to know from you whether you d() 
not think that that method followed in 
the case of the minorities gives protec-

. tion both ways and therefore should be 
adopted in the case of these tribes also f 
.,_We d6 feel very definitely that· we have 
to take into account experience. All 
experience goes to show that these areas 
.have on the whole been sympathetically 
administered. It also goes to show that 
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it is very dangerous to make sudden instane~ of the harm that can be done 
ehang<>s in them. J ndged, therefore, by by an inexperienced office:r and of the 
the past it looks as if the aborigines care that has to be taken in·· adiirin.ister.. 
themselves will be both happier and safer ing these areas may · be taken from 
if the same kind of arrangement still Assam, where a range of hills owned by 
continues. I hope I have said enough the independent Najas was regarded u 

·this morning to show that I do regard important· on account of the presence of 
these backward areas as a very definite suppositions Qi} . or coal." Where big 
exception in the Indian picture, and as interests are · concerned, the interests of 
an e:xc£'ption that must be dealt with - the backward tribes may sometimes be 
by exceptional methods. We think, sacrificed. . He · gives another instance 1f 
judged by our experience, that this is -But, Mr. Joshi;· however, good those 
the best way of dealing with them, and instances may be, I still fail to see how 
as mon as you bring in the ordinary political interveDJt;ion would have been 
checks of Parliament and .politics, which likely to make things · better. I think 
may· be ~ery valuable and applicable in ·it ~ight Yery . well have made thing15 
many other directions, it really is going .worse. · 
to do harm in the long run to the 
tribes themselves. 

13J546. I am not making any allega
tions against any officer, Secretary . of 
State ?-No; I know you are not. 

13,547. And I am prepared to admit 
with you that on the whole the officers 
are sympathetic but, at the same time, 
Dr. Hutton himself in his Memorandum 
has given instances of cases where there 
wns a danger vf the interests of these. 
people being sacrificed. He mentions 
this one in his Memorandum :. " Anothe~ 

13,548. I will tell you how t-Dr. 
Hutton, so I am· informed-unfortunat~ 
-iv I eQuid not be at the Meetin~d not 
:{t all draw the conclusion · · which· Mr .. 
Joshi has just drawn ·from .it: The con:. 
elusion he drew was to exclude , these 
areas altogether. ' 

Mr. N • .M~ .T~shi.] I~ is. true Dr. 
Hutton believes in autocracy and, there
fore, he wants $elusion. 

Chait·~an.] .Mr. Joshi, I propose t& 
adjourn now . until half past two o'clock. 
. .\ . 

18th October 1933. 

Lord 'Archbishop of Cant~rbury. 
Lord Chancellor. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
.Marquess of Zetland. 
'Marqut'ss of Linlithgow. 
Marquess of Reading. 
EarJ of Lytton. 
Earl Peel. · 
Lord Ker (Marquess of Lothian). 
Lord IIardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 

Pru:SENT: 

Lord Hutchison· of· Montrose~ 
Major Attlee. . ·. 
Mr. Butler. 
Major Caoogan. · 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. ..1' 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 

. Sir Joseph Nail. 
;Miss Pickford. 

, \ Earl Winterton. 

The following In.dian Delegates were _a~so present:-· 

INDIAN .. STATES REPRESENTATIVES. · 

Rir Al;:bar Hydari. Mr. Y: Thombare. 

Sir Manuhhai N. Mehta.· 
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BRITISH INDIAN RE.PRF.SENTATIVES. 

'Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
·Sir Hubert Carr. 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 
Mr. N. M Joshi. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The MARQUESS of LINW.TIIGOW in the Chair . 

. Th{l. Right Hon; Sir SAMUM. HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALcoLK 
Il.uLEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir F'INDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I., are further examined as follows : 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

13,692. Secretary of State, yesterday, 
you stated in reply to my question that 
-you want to give the aboriginal tribes 
further and more definite protection_ I 
am not asking you questions in order 

· that the protection shall be · whittled 
down, but my anxiety is that there 
'should be · more protection than you are 
giving. In connection with that, I want 
.to ask you a question as regards para
graph 109. Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.)_ Yes. 

13,693. In that paragraph, you are 
allowing the Governor at his discretion to 
disallow any resolutions or questions 
aealing with the administration of a par
tially excluded area. I want to ask you 
whether this provision will not reduce the 
protection instead of increasing the pro
tection !-No. I do not take that view. 
I take the view that unless there is a 
safeguard of this kind debates and reso
lutions may arise in a Provincial Cham
ber that would stir up a great deal of 
trouble, or that might ~tir up a great 
deal of trouble, and that might do a 
great deal of harm in a backward area. 

13,694. But did not the Legislature 
contemplate this as one of the means by 
which injustices done by people would be 
redressed, and from that point of view, 
when you are establishing an autocratic 
institution in the districts, does it not 
reduee the protection ~hen no questions 
eould be asked and no resolution could be 
discussed regarding the actions of the 
Executive !-In the partially excluded 
areas, Mr. Joshi -will remember that it 
i!'! not an autocratic administration. It 
is the ordinary Provincial administration . 
acting, however, with certain safeguards · 
impo~ed upon it by the Governor. 

13,695 .. Yes,. but the Governor will 
have the power · either to apply or 
not to apply the particular piece of 
legislation !-Yes. I regard that as & 

very necessary safeguard. 

13,696. It is a necessary safeguard but 
at the same time when the Executive is 
not responsible to the Legislature, when 
you prevent questions being asked as re
gards the M-tions of the Executive and 
prevent resolutions being discussed as 
regards the actions of the Executive, 
you are reducing protection 7-No, I do 
not think so. I am afraid, Mr. Joshi 
and I do not agree. I base my view 
upon the very strong advice of the ex~ 
perts who have actually been dealing 
with these people in these· backward 
tracts. · They think that some safeguard 
of this kind is essential, otherwise you 
may get resolutions moved and discus
sions taking place that would stir. up all 
kinds of trouble in these very excep
tional districts. 

13,697. As regards the excluded areas, 
you prohibit discussion altogether. As 
regards these areas, I want to know 
whether the protection is not reduced by 
making the provision that there shal). be 
no discussion ?-I did not quite hear the 
last part of your question. 

13,698. As regards the excluded areas, 
there can be no discussion even with the 
permission of the Governor or of the 
Governor-General ?-Yes ; that is so. We 
are dealing with a very exceptional case 
in our Proposals--only one single case
and both upon the grounds of merit and 
also upon the grounds of practicability 
we think this is the best proposal. As 
to the grounds of practicability, there is 
this fact that the Governor would have 
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no official minister who could answer in
terpolations of this kind. about a totally 
t>xcluded area. In . the case of the par
tially excluded areas, of course, he has 
the Provincial administrators and the 
Provincial administration, but in the 
ca.c;e of the totally excluded areas he 
would have no representative in the 
Chamh<>r to d<>al with questions of this 
kind. 

13,699. As regards the protection of 
these people, the need for the protection 
of these people, as I have stated. in my 
questions so far, is against the autocratic 
aetions of the Executive or the arbi
trary actions of the autocratic Executive 
and secondly they also need protection 
against these people being exploited by 
others. There was a mention of the 
moneylenders exploiting them ; there is 
&l~o a possibility of the capitalist and 
the employers exploiting them. My 
question to you is this, that if you 
prohibit discussions and questions as re
g-ards the treatment given by employers 
to their employees, who in some indus
tries are people belonging to the abori
ginal tribes, you reduee the protection 
instead of increasing that protection ,_ 
I would prefer really, as I say, in these 
very exceptional cases, to tely upon the 
people on the spot. I think they are 
much more likely to be sympathetic than 
politicians, however excellent those poli
ti<'ians may be, outside. 
· 13,700. Secretary of State, I should 
draw your attention to a few quotations 
from the Report of the Royal Commission 
on Indian Labour. The Royal Commis
sion on page 115 says : • " The main 
<'oal-fields lie in or adjacent to areas 
<·hiefl.y inhabited by aboriginal tribes. 
r'rom these tripes the labour force was . 
first drawn and they still supply the bulk 
of the workers." So, in the coalmining 
industry the large, proportion of the 
workers comes from the aboriginal tribes' 
-What particular areas is Mr. Joshi 
draling with ' 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
13,701. The Jharia Coalfields ,_ 

"\Ylwre f 

Mr. N. ]f. Joshi. 

1::l,702. Some are in Bihar, some are 
m the Central Provinces, but mainly in 

L109RO ·· 

,. ' 

Bihar ~,d Bengai '-lf,_so, of -~urse; 
Mr. Joshi s question does not really apply. 
Those areas are partially. excluded areasi 
not totally excluded areas. AIL discus
sion would not be invariably barred .. 

. 13,703. I am dealing with your prohlbi.;. 
t10n to ask questions and prohibition .of 
~iscussions '-Ther~ is not a prohibition 
m areas of that kind. '"' · ·· 11~ 

13,704. Some of these areas · will be. 
partially excluded areas ,_Yes, and m 
the case of partially excluded area.S all 
that is necessary is to get the permission: 
of the Governor, · · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. · "' 
·· · t':n 

13,705. It is the other way about ; it is 
not a question of gettmg .the permissiptt 
of the G-overnor. He could stop it '~I 
beg you~pardon ;'yes, that is so. -

Mr. N. M. Joshi. ,, 

13,706. The fact is that the protection 
you are proposing is less ' because_ . the 
permission of the . Governor must ·be 
obtained '-He can stop the discussion if 

. be thinks the discussion is harmful. , 
13,707. That is exactly what I am sug

gef>tip.g to you : that, instead of increas
ing the protection, you are reducing the 
protection. Now as regards the other 
area of .Assam, from the .;Report .ot. ,the 
Royal Commission on the Tea Estates I 
shall read one or two small quotations,. 
On page 357 of that Report the Royal 
Commission say : . " About 126;000 
labourers are employed, most of whom 
are aboriginals from Chota-Nagpur and 
the Santal Parganas in the province of 
Bihar and Orissa.'' That is ;·one part 
of the tea estates. On page. 359 the 
Royal Commission say :. " At present the 
most important recruiting area for both 
vallevs is Chota N agpur and the San tal 
Paiganas, whose aboriginal population is 
preferred for work on the tea gar~e!ls.'' 
Here you will notice that these abongmal 
peopl~ 11-re preferred by the. employers 
because they are unable ·to protect them
selves. Now in the case of .such people 
is it not better on the wh?le t~at there 
should be · greater pro~chon . than. l?ss 
protection ,_Here agR1;n I should hke 
bl look into the details. . I !"hould be. 
surprised if these . Tea Estates were m 
the totallv excluded area of Assam. If 
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~ey_ar~ not~W, the ar.ea of total exclusion, 
then it does . not seem to me that th\! 
·fl~lp~J\as a~Y. .. beari.ilg upon the point. 

13,708. Now·•as· regards the danger of 
land··: being alienated,· as there is a 

··danger of land· being taken by . money
. lenders,· there· is also a. danger··of l~d 
being taken by· big eapitalists.lke the tP.a 
p:UW.ters and '•th.e mining people. I~ it 

· not possible for you, instead of ·leaving 
it·.• to the. Governor and the Distri·Jt 
Oilicer~· to 'put 'down· m the Constitudon 

. it~eU' or )n some" .way provide that land 
. liClonging : to· ·the aboriginal people 
. should not,. be taken away at all, beca·tse 
· iC: you -leave the protection to the 
~~fl1110rS it .is ' quite . possible that u.e 
Plj9tection may not be good eno!Igh 
.arutinst:. ~.i~,, (,l~italist~ f-All I can ;:,ny 
~r~at we have co~sulted the men who 
have been actually dealing . With· this 

b
, ns 

pro .tem on the spot and they support 
this kind of protection. I should like to 
see: every kind of practicable proposal 
c~rried into effect for preventing these 
baskw~rd people being exploited. I am 
not sure, however, whether you could in 
actual practice carry into effect a very 
general proposal such as Mr. Joshi has 

· just· suggested.· · 

1~,709 .. I shall put before you for your 
COI_l.~nderai;ion · one or two proposals. My 
~ · pro.p~sal_, is ·that you should lP-ave 
the '-Legislatures ·free to· ask questi'l"l3_ 
and ·to have- discussions. That · is one 
propos~.·, Then· my second proposal is 
tLat you should give these aborio'inal 
tribes not only representation acco;din,.,. 
to. -their. population but weightage i~ 
thf" · representation. You have ~ven 
weightagB~'in representation to minorlties 
which -are. much niore powerful than the 
aT}()righial . trioes, ·while in the case of 
the aboriginal · tribes you have not !!ivn 
representation· even accordin<Y to o th" 
population basis ?~No; and 1t is just 
bccaus~. of that,· Mr. Joshi, that we sre 
proposmg, as an alternative; this other 

'mt'thod. of ',dealin~ yith them.· The 
T~as!ln Is that . -w;~. feel that they are ;::;o 
dist~nct .from tlie other population of 
India that we · pmst give them special 
treatment. We . feel that these . very 
ba!c~ard people reallv cannot gain any
thln..., ~t ail by a small representation: 1!1 
a _ Leg-Islature about whi~h they might 
nnderstand nothing at an. 

13,710. In the first. place, I ·do not 
know why that representation should b6 
small f-Call it big. I do not mind 
·whether you call it small or big.· I 
would say that any representation of 
these very backward people would he of 
Vf:ry little. use to them . 

13,TI1. May I ask whether these baek
'Ward people will not be subject, either 
to Provincial or Federal taxation 7-In 
the totally excluded areas the adminis
tration will be the Governor's adminis
tr:.tion • 

13,712. But they will not be free from 
either the taxation of the Federal Gov· 
ernment or the Provincial Government~ 
How can they be free ·from customs tas:a· 
tion Y-That is the position now. But 
does Mr. Joshi suggest. really that 
head hunters living in the hill tracts of 
Assam could take an intelligent part ;n 
a Budget discussion about indirect taxa
tion Y 

13,713. Secretary of State, you may 
consider that they are head hunters. · I 
know some of these aboriginal tribes .md 
I' know the:y are not head hunters. Th~y 
can be well edueated and they can be 
veey . well civilized, and I am quite sure 
that if you give them representatit>n 
they will be able to :find representative9. 
You are not excluding from· the Federal 
Lt:gislature only the head ·hunters of 
Assam ; . you are excluding all aborigin:u 
tribes 7-No, that is not the position. 
In the totally excluded areas it is ·SO. 

. In the partially excluded areas it rests 
with the Governor how far representa
tion and all that. goes with it is appli
cable. 
. 13,714. No, in the. Federal Legislature 
you have not provided any representa
tion for the aboriginal tribes '1-I hE>g 
;your pardon ; that is so ; because we felt 
that no representation that we could -givl3 
to· these areas would really be effective. 
All that would happen would be to dralY 
them into a political machine that might 
very well crush them. 

13,715. I do not know how. any Legi3-
lature can crush them when the Governor 
has special powers 'to protect t'Pem. Any 
representative of the aboriginal tribes 
will certainly express himself as reg-ards 
how the taxation affects his community f 
-I wonder very much how in actnal 
practice you could find . orie, two, three, 



or four people to represent in a Federal 
J..egh;lature all· these very different tribP.S 
aud communities, and even if they could 
represent them, whether they would 

· make their voice effectively heard. 
13,716. The same thing used to be said 

about what are called the Untouchables 
some time ago : that . they would not 
b<' able to provide any representativE's. 
lf you put down in the Constitution no 
representation at all for the aboriginal 
tribes the same condition will continue, 
Dut if you give them representation it is 
quite possible that as in the case of the 
Untouchables we do not feel any difficulty 
11.ow in the case of the aboriginal tribes 
tlJer~ will be no difficulty as regards their 
r£'prescntation ?-Of course it is very 
difficult to say what it is they require 
and what it is they do not require them
selves but all our information goes to 
show 'that they do not . require this kind 
o.f representation, and I ~h~ D;. 
Hutton himself made the. pomt m h1s 
lfemorandum and the evidence he gave 
the other day. 

i3,717. May I suggest to you· that 
these aboriginal tribes require protection. 
against the autocratic officers, against 
moneylenders, and against capitalists· f 
They a1so require protection from arithro
pr·logists . who want these specimens . to 
bl:! preserved ?_;_And they also · require 
eafe!!llards from icrnorant politicians. n ,.., 

13,718 .. That you are providing against 
-you are providing against the. ignor~nt 
politicians. May I ask you another ~ues
tion 'I Yesterday Mr. . Seymour Cocks 
a1"ked you a question abou~ the power 
_of deportation and you said that the 
District Officers will possess the power 
of deporting. May I ask in what form 
this power of the deportation will be ex-_. 
pressed 'I Will it be expressed so that 
tl1e District Officers will be able to de
port the moneylenders and people who 
exploit, or will it be a general power of 
drporting anybody '1-It will be a· gene
ra] power of the Governor to . make 
rc!!ulations. for this and for other pur
p~es connected with his special responsi
bility to the excluded area. 

13,719. Might I draw your attention, 
tn the fact as stated in the quotation' 
which I gave you from the Report of the 
Roval Commi~sion, that many of the in
dustriPs are situated near the aboriginal 
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areas, - and if in those" litetii.~ there· -"~e 
s~m~- strike8 bY, workers"there;:i~ ai gr~at 
1ikelihood of people who take ·part- •in 
those strikes being deported.- , .. What is 
the protection against -stieh>aeti<lil-'1-+-r~e 
protection ' is really. :the .. eommonsen~e 
and the· good faith of the Governor.,.not 
to abuse his power.··. We f;lave no··'Ul· . 
terior' motive in 'our miio.ds · to use· ·these 
powers as strike-breaking powers. · A · ' ••• 

. 13,720~ 'I ani ~ot suggesting_'}hat· ~tbere 
are ruiy. ulterior motives ' iu your .. mmd, 
but I want to know whether there· is'·jtny 
protection. against 'the. wrong" use ."'of 
autocratic powers which generally exiSt 
when - .. Legislatures · ca.ruiot ·' discfis!l 
matters 'I-I wo:uid not :say ~~a:t· ·isHJth~ 
only check upon the IDISuse of poWers. 
There is th-e check of:·Parliament, ,there 
is the -cheek of Wliitehatl, and · cerl~iri1y 
there'Ua:te other cb:ecks. There is the 
check ·of· . public . opinion in' the: gross 
misuse of pow~rs. · ' · , · ,. ... : ~; 

13,721. J;Iow woul~ pu~lie. oplD:lO?i ~e 
expressed if. th.e Leg1sla;t,l;lre,s, cann9~, ,~
cuss. matt~rs Y-There is· such a; thmg. f:\8 
the Press. ·· ·. . 1 

Dr: B. R. Ambedkar~ ,. , . ·, .. : 

.. 13,722. Might I ask just ~ne i:J.uestion 
arising out ; of the questions put by 'Mr. 
.Joshi .. I just want.to .,d~aw the.· at~~n· 
tion of the. Secretary of .State.,t~),.lf. d~ffi
culty which I · feel.. Under para~aph 
10!.'1 as drafted th~ dist~~ion mad~ 'he· 
twee~ the Excluded Area aiJ.d the 'Par
tially Excluded Ar~a is· on the b!Lsis t?!l.t 
in the Partially Excluded Area discuss10n 
is possible or the Governor ha~: th~ powP.r 
to disallow it, while in the.iC~;>e o_f a~ 
Ex~luiled Area . the . Governor !s · ·rr~hi· . 

· bitcd· from allowing any • ll1scusR~on. 
~fv difficulty is this : Ye:sterday, I t'-'I~k 
in' answer to a question . by }lfRJ!?r 
A ttlee, you- statcll, Secretary o_f State, 
tb!lt the contribution • which tb~ Centre 
was bound to mll ke to Assam . In order 
to cm·~r the deficit arisi11g <'nt of.,i1tbe 
Exclud-ed Area 'there ~JlS. not _to u~,E).~ ~ 
ear-marked amount bUli, vvao; to be r.ar 
of the general rf'venues of the l'rovm~e 
of Assam. y: suppose I am correct m 

. saving that thnt was what. ynu_. stated ' 
-T think I left the qneshon som<·wh~t 
open as to wht>tber it shonltl.lu~· a spPcd 
fie grant or whetbE'T it. shoul_d ~3, mer~e 
in ihc general grant •. 

o!l 
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. - 13,723. ·The lim pression tha;. I formed 
.. was that you said you did not think that 
.~t. ')Vould -be an ear-marked amount 7-
No~o I· ~k what I said, Ol' anyl!ow 
.wl}at I mtended to say, was that in t,b.e 
figures that. we ~ad been dismtssing we 
.had assumed that it would be . part "of 
jhe- general .fuud, but as to whether 
thai~ was .the best way of dealing with 

• it 1 had au open mind. · 
, ·13,721. Very well. I will takP. .an
other aspect . of the · thing. ln answ.er 
'til a question which I put you stated 
. that1 so far as the financing of the Ex
eluded .Area WB.S concerned vou were 
.goi~g . to • \. rectify the omission in "the 
White Paper and allow the ·Governor 
of t_he Province· to draw upon the gene
ratr:fund of the Proviuce of Assam "for 
t!ie expenditiuP.<' that he was likely to 

. :incur under the E0cluded Areadl-:.Yes. 
. 13,725. The dift!culty that l. feel is 
'this, th·at if the Governor is to havl3 the 
powe1· to' draw moriey from the ~ro
~vineial Fund of · Assam in order to 
· c:arry ,on · that administration in the 
; Excluded Area, is it consistent with t4is 
; provision iln · paragraph 109 that t;he 
Legislature ·should be· altogether Rro-
hibited · from discussing the affairs. of 

, the Excluded Area which is suppq_s~d 
·.~ provide that money 7-I think Dr. 
· Ambedkar does· raise a difficult case. :n is not a case· in which a very laj-ge 
. 11um is. involved, for th·is reason, that ~Y 
'fnr J.th~ greater. part of the expenilitJire 
upon ·the Totally . Exclcdt:d Area of 

· Assam will be . found f.rcm Federal 
. funds, .but I think it may be assumed 
·that there will be a sum in mlnition to 
) Jlat neeq~~·. . . . 
. · -13,726.:':As. you said yesterclay, in all 
. these are~;;. where there will be Par
.ti:llly E::Jeluded Ar~as the. Budget would 
. be a common Budget, unless, l)f course,, 
the Governor certified an extra amount 

.. unuer his. extra responsibility, in wh_lch 
_ease the Budget as a whole. would be 
,placet! before the Legislatvre and op~n 
.t!-1 • discwssion. . I do not see how the 
· diffit'ulty would1:J?e got ovm· 1-We 1·ad 
tonsidered. the advantage in a ease of 
th11t kind of proceeding, say, by a c.on

' tract budget over a period of ye~rs. 
~What I am an.xions to avoid are fre
. quent discussions .. 

13,727. I suppose the purpose could be 
llest selrved by having a common pro
visi9~ for both, ·prohibiting discussion 

and a.llowing the Governor the power 
to prohibit it or disallow it, wh\chever 
he thought lJecessary f-It was presse~ 
upon us very strongly by the peo_ple 
working in these tracts that there was 
a great advantage in excluding discus
sions in the case of the Tot:1.1ly Ex
cluded Areas, but I have always seen 
the difficulty of the expenditurue ··in 
.AEsam from provincial fund~. I tbjnk 
the Committee and the Delegates might 
-consider whether supposing there ~as 
a contract budget for a period of yea!'S, 
when the contract was renewed there 
mighf then be a discussion ; but eyen 
tLat (I say it so that the Committee 
should kru:>w the wltole position) is 
contrary to the views of n. sood m~ny 
c,f the <'xperts. 

13,728. But I suppose the· purpose of 
the experts and the purpose that you 
havt> in view would be very well served 
py having this power of the Goverp.or 
to allow a resolution a11.d discussion !~ 
'Vhat we wanted. to avoid was ihe 
Governor comstantly having to ref)l~e 
discussions of this kind. ·It would put 
him into a difficult position, and we 
do not contemplate in the case .Pf 
Totally Excluded .AJ:eas that there would 
l\t> discussions, und we do not wunt to 
·take any action that would appear _t{) 
permit discussions th.at we think would 
Le harmful to the al'ea ; that is what it 
tomes to . 

Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar.] I was only 
· suggesting . that the Governor's po~er 

would be adequate protection · aga~~t 
that. That is all I ask. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

13,729. My Lord Chairman, I haye 
two questions only that I desire to a~k 
the Secretary of State. The first q~es
tion possibly may not arise or ·be _in 
order, and the Secretary of State ~ill 
eonect me. In the interpretation of t~e 
Partially Excluded or Excluded Are~, 
so far as the exclusion is concerned, 
there are other Excluded .A rea.s of India 
from legislation, such as the Ce!led 
Areas. They do not . come into this at 
all, do they ?-They do not comr i_nto 
thi:'; at all. 

13,730. The next qUf~st.ion I want to 
nsk you. Secretary of State, ic5 this : 
HaYe you considered what.legi.slation or 

. how legislation is going to be applied 
to these areas, considering the fnct that 
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that th~y are deruea . any politi~al 
voiee !--I think Sir Henry Gidney has 
one or two case~; in mind thu.t occur to 
linme of ns, but it reaUy does .not come 
into this chapter at all. 

13,731. You promised me that you, 
would make inquiries, and I know Y.ou 
are making inquiries. I hope the ~
qoiriec; will result in those areas being 
given 11 voice in the Legislature of the 
conntr~. They are to-day precluded 
from Any legi!'lativc views !-I thj.nk 
if flir Henry ·would raise a question of 
thllt kinll nt some period in the_ di!i~us
l!lionc;, I wmlld then deal with it. 

· l 3,732. Very . weli. The secund ~int 
is regarding the excluded and partil}llY 
exduded areas. I do not talk a.s · an 
expert in thP mattPr, but 1 have SP!:~t 
nearl~r seven year~ of my service in 
thost~ areas, and I am prepared to state 
that in tho totally excluded areas f:.:om 
my experience they are really not intel
lectuall~, capable of expressing any 
vie"·s on a political matter, and they are 
not <'OJlcerned in expressing. any views 
on such matters. In those areas, as 
Mr. Jo~hi has stressed (and Dr. AmbP.d-. 
k:tr ha3 pointed out ambiguity which 
might be got over), might I sugg,est 
t.h:{t u~e might be made of that very 
nohlt! army of Britishers, the mi~;sion
arics, I mean, who have established 
themf;P]ves in these areas, and wh•) really 
know more about these area~ than any 
district officer ; that they might be 
given the option of representing them ' 
-Of course, we can consider a point of 
thllt kind, but I still think myself, S}-tb
ject to our further consideration, t}lat 
it is really better frankly to accept t!:te 
fact tl>at these are exceptional areas, 
s.nd tltC'~' ~tre not susceptible to th~ kj~d 
of 1 reatment that the rest of India IS 
suscPptii.Jle to, and to give them a. r~
presentation, even although the rer!";e
sentatives might be excellent people l_ike 
the wissionaries, would really be a 
somewhat incongruous affair, and it 
might not help them as much as pur· 
proposals b-e]p them in frankly ·treating 
,them as an exceptional area. 

, Lieut.-Colonel Sir H . . Gidney.] . I . will 
·tell you why I stress the point.·; In m;v 
yetr:;: of service in the tLreas, I served 
jn t.hl' Garo !Iills,. the Na~a _Hills fmd 
the Kha.'sia and J aintia Hills, and. I, was 
in the head hunting exjledition of 

1913 when I ~6st. lostmny' lOwn'llcad. 
As a doctor, I have toured the foot'- of 
the Bhutan and ~ epal Hill~, . .and.., hi 
nil t.h~sc areas I did :finw oc(;asions wh~n 
~hr. v1llagers as .a body oppo~e<l ,0 r.iers 
1s~ned to tbem. by · · their Ghamharas 
~hhumbaras bemg a synon;}:mous name 
~or Putt:1s or .lamhhdars ~n tb:e ''illages 
m other ProvxJ:!ces), and.Jt was in tluise 
aren:;. where I met life-~and death al a 
surgeon that ·I got into close . touch. _wi'th 
the·;e aboriginal tribes as well as ,\'{ith 
tL?t. grea~ army. of splen<lid. men, the 
mxsstonanes, and I was particultlrll 
struck with the great confidence . and 
the g~eat trust th~t ~het>e aborigiua\:Pi.it:t 
the vtllages placed In,, th-ese· . mission.: 
ari~s, and I thought that if nny; ~ · :te.:. 
pr~sPnt.ation were to be given to th~tn, 
thts m1ght be a means .. by'•which fJwe 
C011ld give it. . ' . · .-

··/i ~ . . . 
Archbishop, of Oo;nterbury. . 

13,733. Befo~e you lea~e that.;, .;,sir 
Henry, may I ask whethei it is not .the 
ease (I think it is l that .in. some. tases 
already in the legislature,· such ret!i'OUS 
as those to whom Sir Henry' has .alluded 
haYe represented these -special· trih.es f 
.-Yeo;;, there is a case- in Assam,.,but 1 
think the case is the case ·of the· ·re.;. 
presentation of an area. that woulcl not 
be totally excluded, but partially ·('X

clnded. · I will ·look·.•it.up. ., . a "~ 

Mr. Butler.] It is referred to! oti \)'age 
161 of Volrime 1 of the~Report·of ·the 
Statutory Commission;ll~c:A:: 'Welsh'~tnis~ 
sionary represented the area; 

' . . . 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

13,734. Carrying the matter a· little 
furthPr and giving my atte/i.tion to the 
p~rtinlly excluded &rr>a-s with '-whi(·h :.I 
have bE'en very familiar, I do . t~-ipk 
thPre is a growing sense of responstbthty 
among these people, and I no .think 
thllt ~lineation, although of a pnm~:q 
nature, has spread very lar~el~ ow~g 
to the 1\rork of the mtssionartes, 
and' t,he hospitals there, and I 'think 
mvsclf that thPse partially E!Xeht1led 
n~eas eoulo with equal benef:it,. fiS has 
alreaoy been allowed to the depressed 
el:l~scs, be given som.etJlin~ it;t, th~ sh~p~ 

·of some. rC'pre.sen,tahon . w. • the l~!riS
Iat~res. of th~se· partially exclude<} B;r~as,.f 
~Yes ; we . do provide represeotavo?-- pl 
,tpe pro.vineial; legislatures. f~t: ·th~s~ .. ~~~
trict"s. -· 
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. , _13, 735~ 1· think that is quite enough, asking questions as you have done in 
myself t-¥es~··I!J am remlnded that there paragraph 109 Y You have gone even to 
js actually .._ provision for 21 seats in the this length, that . the Governor cannot 
various provinciai legislatures. make roles, that subject to his sanction, 

Meut.:Colonel Sir H. Gidney.] Thank questions ·may be asked and discuss:on 
you. I have no more· questions. take place. That is a very drastic pro-

4 pos.al, if I may say so '/-We have felt 
- .: - Mr. M • . B. J ayaker. that we must go very cautiously in deal-

·/13,736. Secreta...v of State, the whole ing with these aboriginals, and it is in 
., the interests of caution and their own 

assumption of this chapter is this, that peace and security that we make what I 
th~"Govemor, who will be a public man dmi • 
front England and the official on the spot, a "t Is a drastic proposal, but it is a 

. proposal a good deal less drastic than 
wiU·-be able to give these uncivilised the proposal made by Dr. Hutton in his 
people greater protection than public d 
opinion through the legislature ?-That is evi ence, namely,· that all discussion 
thd assumption: ·.Assuming that there is should be barred, not only in the totally 
no.,..racial distinction between Indian and excluded areas but in the partially ex-
European ·administrators. eluded areas ·as well. · 

: ·l13,737.'·I 1UD.'qtot· making any f-No. 13,741. Dr. Hutton is an expert, and 
·i3,738. Is it wise not to rely upon the I am always extremely careful about 

sense of the modern Indian .a.SL~regards accepting experts at their words, because 
his~ obligation to · bring up these com- all experts up to a certain point are 
triri'iiities y. Is it wise to ignore that. sense . blind! men. Their value lies in being able 

. cui to see one point. But may I point out 
altogether: f ._I quite see your diffi ty that. what you are proposing in para-
thAt' they. should not be submitted to graph 109 is more drastic than what you 
Je~s1ation for which they are not ripe. · are proposing in paragraph 52.. In para
i: agree· up to a' certain point, but do ·· · · • ki th graph 52 you have given power. to the 
you think you are nght m ta ng ese Governor-General in sub-clause (b) on 
poOi"' .. p~ople enti;rely out of the influence page 51 : '"prohibiting, save with the 
of tl;!~·legislature and public criticism to 
the extei).t' of -not even_allowinl? questions .prior consen~ of the Governor-General at 

~ his discretion, the discussion of or the 
under.' paragraph l09. 7-:-It ·is only ques- asking of questions· on" then : "matters 
tions in the_ one area totally excluded. conected with any Indian State other 
. -.i3,739. i a~g. speaking of that area. than matters accepted by the rnler of the 
My. fear is. th~t·- you· may, in course of State in his Instrnment of .Accession as 
time, stagnate. public criticism, and it being Federal subjects ; or (ii) any action 
will not be able to approach those peop1e, of the Governor-General taken in hii 

· and they 'will continue to remain for a discretion in his relationship with a 
long time as. exhibits of what civili£a- Governor ; or (iii) any matter affecting 
tion use.Y.'~o be at one time in India. relations between His Majesty or the 
The only safeguard is to allow the light Governor-General and any foreign Prince 
of· ·~publici ... ,Criticism to bear upon these or State." Even these questions can be 
people ?-My difficulty is that they are discussed with the approval and sanction 
so ·remote from the general standard of of the Governor-General, but if your 
civilisation -in IndiaJhat, in actual prac- par~o-raph 109 is to be followed, this is 
.tice, .-.bringing to bear upon them the the one subject where the Governor has 
light of· public opinion is reaJly going to no power to allow questions or discussion ! 
,rtir':bp'·a great· amount· of trouble, -and _: Yes. · 
ve~ ·ljkely do t~!IP an in~ust~~e ? ·_ 13,742. It is certainly a more drastie 
: ·13,740, That is 'so. Then the proper proposal than the case of a foreign Prince 
p_;otec~ion ,~s that 'Yhich · ypu. ~a~e p;.o- or State which _ can only be .disCll~sed 
VIdeQ' Iii paragr$h 108, that legislation with . the · approval· of the Govenior
~hieh Will n:Ormally"apply.in other parts General,_ but in th~ legisla'ture ·we c·annot 
:ofF~Jie:.fr~~ric~ will.'no_t;apply -~I~ss tbe ask any question or disc11ss· any· matter 
Governo.rthmks fit, hut stop .there. Why relating to the. totally--r ·excluded , areas. 
remdtre'' them: even from. the category·. of .That me.ans that they· -get a.·:niuch _highe.r 

•• ' . '!' ... ' (~ • • •• - 4 -· l ., . . • ~ ~-
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status than a foreign Prince does, so far 
as the asking of questions is concerned Y 
-I think on the whole they deserve a 
higher status, because they are less able 
to defend themselves. 

Legislative Council .will b" able to diseuSf!l 
every question excepting 'iii~ir own baCk- . 
ward areas, and they will .be able· to 
take part in all questions concernmg 
Assam except the backward tract for 
which they are going. to be the 'repi~-

Archbishop of Canterbury. sentatives in· the Council '-That is so •. · 
~ ,, p f, • ; '; 

13,743. May I, arising from that, re- 13,746. Is not th~t anomalous Y-It i! 
turn to what I ventured on a previous anomalous, and many ofuthese very Wfi
or.ca~ion to urge, that this paragraph 109 cult questions are bound to be anomalou~. 
is needlessly drastic. I suppose the ob- It is to avoid the risk on the other side,· 
ject . of legislatures such as these is to namely, this : Here we are dealing with 
educate people in problems vitally affect- v,ery uncivilised people ; I do not know · 
ing the affairs of their country.'· It must how many expeditions there have not 
be of great importance to legislatures to been in recent years for· stopping head-:. 
understand and know what is going on hunting, ·and . so on. -I am· nervous 4lf 
with the very interesting and res.ponsible · opening the. door to· a -discussion:J;}lat 
problem of these aboriginal lribes. It may set the whole place in .& bla:ze.:. · ;'l)·i.J 

seems to me most natural that sometimes - 13,747. What is t~ :point in'givxng 
a question should be asked about them so these ~kward tracts representation. in 
long as the discretion is given to the the Leg1Slature y What are those reprE!
Governor that if he thinks it is a highly sentatives instructed! to do Y-We are not_, 
inappropriate question, or would be giving representation. . We·, are. ,c_r#_-. 
likely to prejudice these excluded areas, stantly confusing two different thin~, 
he should prohibit it, but paragraph 109 namely, the totally and the. partially ·~
does not even allow the Governor to eluded areas. we are .not contemplatmg 
permit a question. I merely ask whether r_ epiesentation from. the totally _excluded.: 
(it is really in view of the importance of areas. . .: ,;.• , ~ 
the problem, and, therefore, the import-
ance of the Indian legislature having · 13,748. I 8m. mistaken.·· Do I' 'uilder
opportunities of knowing about it) so long stand that these nine seats resenred for 
a's you safeguard the right of the the backward tracts will give reptesenta- · 
Governor to obJ" ect and prohibit, you tion to the partially' excluded areas in · 
should not insist that he can und:er no Assam !-Yes. . . "''. '}'V- • . fH "!!' 

circumstances permit even a question Y 
-It is not a question, His Grace will 
see, of excluded areas. In our proposal 
it is a case of only one excluded area, 
namely, Assam. In the case of partially 
excluded areas discussion is permissible. 

13,744. Yes ?-We are dealing really 
with one very exceptional case, and in 
that very exceptional case, I feel some . 
hesitation in ignoring the very strong 
representations of the officials who have 
actually been dealing with problems of 
this kind. It is not that I am not con· 
scious of the strength of the argument 
on the other side ; I am ; but I am very 
nervous of taking an unwise step that is 
really going to stir up trouble in what 
are really almost totally uncivilised areas 
-some of these areas. 

Mr. Zafrulla K~a~. _ . , . 
. 13~745. An . anomaly. of,. this. is tbat 
their nine representatives. OJ1. the_ Assam 

Mr. M. B~ Jagaker. 

13,749. Do not you think tlie~ re~t of 
your proposals will be, as regards these 
agencies which are, at the pres~nt 
moment carried on, some ~;bY Indian 
politici~ns and some by Indian reformers, 
for the purpose of impro~g these· p_eople 
gradually, that their mfluen~e will be 
considerably curtailed by this sort of 
isolation of· these areas from the ~enefi.tl! 
of publie criticism Y-I do ~?t tlJ!nk SO· -
So far as I know :p.o obstacle 1s be;mg J?Ut 
in · theit way now ; indeed, I rmagme 
every \erleouragement is ,giyen to the.J:q. , ~ 
see · no reason why there should· be a 
change. · 

1 
. • .. 

· 13,750~ Nobody would tak~ any interest 
·in these matters, because they ·are out 
of the immew of the. Legislature Y~I do 
riot think so .. I do not think J)eople take· 
~0 interest in an~hi?g i~ it_does n?t .c.~ome. 
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_within the purview of the House of Com
' Jlions here ; in fact, J think rather the 
eontrary is_ t~e rule. 
i 13,751. May ·I ask you one or two 
.questions about paragraph 106. You ex
plained yesterday, in reply to some que~ 
tion, that you proposed to annex a. list 
to -the Constitution Act 7--Yes. · 

- 1'Mr. ··M. R.! · Jayaker.] Will that be a 
f!.nal _list or will that list be added to. 

· Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. ,. . 
' 13,752. ·or subtracted from 7-lt would 
be a. list no doubt .with ~ power by Order 
:in Council, or whatever might be the 
machinery, to make alterations, but. we 
$auld assume that that pow~r would be 
eiercised. fol," 

1 
diminishing the areag and 

·not for ·increasing the areas, or trnns
.ferring areas from one categon,: to an-
other. · · · ·1 

· 
J -: 

. Mr. M. R_. Jayaker. 

-··~~3,753 .. That is what I wanted to kuow. 
You are contemplating that ·in course of 

_ time what is a· totally excluded area· will 
pbs" into the list of a partially excludedi 

- .area and what is a partially excll1(1ed 
area will pass -into the list of the re
formed scheme Provinces. You are eon-

. templating such a change in course of 
time ?-Yes:- .;I- think that would be gene
rally··true provided that when one- uses 
the expression "_in co_urse ·of time," one 
does not assume it would be a short time 
in certain cases. _ 

_ 13, 754. I am not assuming that. Do 
you contemplate any form of machinery 
by whic.h . the change shall take place, 
that -.is to .say, . by which a totally ex-. 
~luded area .will pass into the category 
of a; partially excluded area and a 
partially excluded a.rea will pass into the 
scheme of the Provinces. Are you going 
to provid:e a periodical enquiry by Parlia
ment or a report by the Governor ?-I 
think a periodical enquiry would be ohjec
~onable and risky. I think it is much 
better to leave it to the Governor and hi:; 
staff and to . proceed by Order in Council. 
After all, we are dealing with compant
tively small areas compared With the great . 
size of India. · This is not a big problem. 
', 13,755_ What I want to know is, who 
is to take the . initiative 7 When ycu 
allow the Legis.lature to pass a resolu-

•_,i. 

tion recommending that a certain Par
tia11y Excluded Area be now absorbed 
into the Province, who is to take the 
initiative 7-I think that might easilT 
happen. If in the cause of development 
such a situation arose, then I think there 
would be such a resolution in the Legis
lature. 
· 13,756. Not about a Totally Excluded 
Area 'f-No. In the case of the Totally 
-Excluded Area I agree there is a diffi
·cul(y ; there is this block at present. 

13,757. SU:pposing that time is reacl'.ed, 
whose business will it be to take the 
initiative 'f-It would be the busines~ of 
the Governor-General making represeuta
tions ancJ the procedure being by Order 
in Council. That is our proposal. · I 
think Mr. Jayaker will agree that in 
the case of the Assam Tracts that kind 
of contingency looks as if it is a long 
way off. 

13,758. I do IJPt know enough of the 
Assam Tracts to say that. I am only 
asking on the question of principle. There 
must be some machinery. by .which it 
could be done. Do you see many diffi
culties in a Parliamentary Inquiry 
periodically'f -I do not like these periodi~ 
Inquiries, for this reason : They stir up 
a great deal of agitation. That is just 
what one wishes to avoid, particularly 
with these very inflammable areas ; nnd 
the trouble with a periodic Inquiry i:; 
that as soon as you say you are going 
to have a periodic Inquiry immediate 

.agitation starts to have it at once. 

Sardar Buta Sitt'gh_ 

13,759. May I know if any part of an 
Excluded Area has so far been excluded 
from that category and become a Par
tially Excluded Area 7-Yes ; indeed Sir 
Malcolm tells me that that has happened 
in certain cases. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

13,760. I am going to ask you one or 
two questions about Proposal No. 107, 
Sir Samuel. I understood from yc~tcr
day's discussion that as regards the Par
tially Excluded/ Areas they will be nor
mally subject to the administration of 
the Province under the Minister 7-Yes. 

. . . 
· 13,761. Subject to an overriding power 
in the Governor to interfere 7-Yes. · · 
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13,762. What kind of cases do you have 
in view where the Governor will inter
fere 'f I imagine they will not be con
fined to those specific cases in paragraph 
70 7-No. The kind. of case (I do not· 
know whether it is a good one or a bad 
one) that comes to my mind is this, that 
in certain of these areas law and order 
may be in the hands of their own. village 
headman. In that case the Governor 
would withdlraw those areas from the 
ordinary police administration of the Pro
vince. 

13,763. But you will have in the In
strument of Instructions to the Governor 
some indication as to the kind of cases 
in which be shall interfere 7-I had not 
contemplated any specific reference to 
this point in the Instrument of Instruc
tions. You see, :Mi-. J ayaker, it occurs 
to me it would be difficult to put any
thing in the Instrument of ,Instructions 
specifically about this for this reason, 
that the Partially Excluded Areas do 
differ very much one from the other, nnd 
what might be quite suitable in one would 
be not at all suitable in another. 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

13,764. There is a provision in the 
recent Governors' Instrument of Instruc
tions regarding the Governor's powet• of 
interference 7-Yes, we ·could look into 
that point. I do not know whether it 
would meet :Mr. J ayaker's point. I do 
not think it would. That is a more 
general point. 

. Mr. JJI. R. Ja.yaker. 

13,765. But that would be a wider 
power of interference than in paragraph 
70, I imagine. It will not be confine<! to 
any specific topic ; the Governor can 
interfere on any occasion ,_yes, in the 
partially excluded areas. 

13,766. Therefore, I thought it would 
be better if something could be said in 
the Instrument of Instructions as ·rega.rds 
what special care the Governor is to 
take. Take the exploitation of these poor 
ignorant people by Indian and European 
exploiters taking mining rights by giving 
them just a few trinkets, for instance, or 
the labour-employing agencies which of~~~ 
eome from foreign States, from the 1! IJI 
Islands-all these · people come- in · a.nd 
trad:e amongst· these ignorant people, and 

by taking advantage of their ignoran~e 
secure their employment. Now will you 
state something in the Instrument of 
Instructions being within the special care 
of the Governor regarding the protection 
of these ignorant people from such 
ravages T-Yes, I think we might certainly 
consider a suggestion of that kind. In• 
deed, it would be in accordance with what 

. is generally. the present practice. . I think 
it is. the present practice to call the atten
tion . ~f the Governors to their responsi
bilities for these areas in the existing 
Instructions. 

13,767. That is what I was suggesting! 
-Yes ; I think we might well look into 
that point and see whether we could 
make the Instructions to the Goven1or 
applicable to the proposals . in the Con
stitution Act. 

13,768: Now there are only one or two 
more points I want to put to you. I 
understood yesterday from yo~r replies 
that in the case of the partially ex~ 
eluded areas there will be no separate 
Budget for those areas !-That is so. 

13,769. Supposing,- for instance,. there 
are 100 square miles excluded in ·a <'er
tain Province, the Budget for the 100 
square miles will be included in the 
general Budget of the Province 7-Ycs, 
that is so. · · · · 

13~770. Svpposing, for iWotance, '~ben 
that Budget is being discuss~d (I !lm 
pointing out a difficulty that 1s troubhug 
me) a Member gets. u~ and . moves a 
token cut in a· certam Item as a means 
of bringing public opinion to bear· by 
way of condemnation of .certain acts that 
have happened there, then the Governor
General refuses to allow him to make that 
resolution · that is under Proposal 109. 
Supposing' a token cut ·is moved in the 
course of . the Budget discussion, will t~e 
Governor have power to refuse any dls
cussion of it under 109 7-Yes, he would 
pave power to do that. · 

13 771. It would be very hard on the 
Leki~lative Council to ~k -~oney fro~ 
it and not allow ·any di~uss10~ up<m 1t 
or any question to be raised wit~ regard 
to it ?-We bad assu~ed .that It · would 
depend · upon the. ci;r:~u~~t.an~es o~ .. t~ 
case, and if. ,i~ )o9~~'\ I~!!; a bo11q n fi~ 
motion fo~: a .~~~si,<?~. no:' dpu~t f: ~~ 
Governor would al,lP,~ _It· a· 'J

1
}·lf\:· -~etth-,s,utl 

whether Mr. Jayaker IS ea mg WI le 
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partially excluded- areas or with the 
totally excluded areas. 

13,772. I am speaking -of the partially 
excluded areas 7-The Governor 'vould 
have the power either to· allow it or to 
disallow it. 

13,773. Normally, questions would be· 
allowed f-Y es, perhaps. 

. 13,77 4. If the Governor disallowed' a 
question which arises in the course of. 
the Budget discussion it would seem 
extraordinary that the money is to be 
had from the Council- and no discussion 
is allowed. If, on the other hand, · he 
allows questions which come up in. the 
course of the Budget discussion; then 
Proposal 109 would be avoided on every 
question '/-The Budget, of course, does 
only come once a year, and. that means 
that a discussion of this kind would only 
~ake place once a year- ; it would not- be 
constantly coming. up in the Chamber. 

- . 
"i3,775. But m,any gri~vances come up 

iri ·the course of one year, spealing of 
the -Indian Legislature f-Y es. 

13,776. I mean, your Proposal wants 
illoney from the Legislature, but it will 
not allow the Legislature to discuss ques-

. tions relating to those areas. Tl1at is 
the trouble which I feel '1-I thir.k we 
inust all of us· weigh up the ru:;umen.ts 
on, both sides. They a1·e rstrong al·gu
ments on bQ.!!l sides, and th~ Committee 
.and the ·Delegates must give their minds 
to them both. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

. 13,777. May I interpose a questi<:m f 
Do I understand that the money reqmrefl 
-for the partially excluded areas would 
be a voted service. I bad understood the 
Secretary of State to say on the last 
oce.asion that the monev needed would 
be non-votable 'l-It would be voted, 
but the Governor could ip.se1't it. in the 
~ridget if it was not voteil. · If the 
Chamber refuse!'t to vote it the Governor 
would then add it .. 
-·.... . ' 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

: _ 13,778. That is under Proposal 96 !
-That ig under, Proposal 96. The difficulty 
'Bir Austen'ivill 1,see ·in milkin~ it .Jl{..n

.. ~9table'' i!:j 1 thaf fi'ii:~:'_'par_tially. ('Xeludei! 
~ai-i>a 1t··~ally-·;i~:rit'~tf~of1 the general 
·1'T6vfflcial'f.XNrid_itur-er u:rr•.m "l•:-~ -~ . -
AIL~ dfr·1.1 "'C.;:~!t~~~:-. ~·:r ·!·1::-~n~.rnT, :tlh .. '-C)c;.~ ·~ -{ , 

Sir Austen Chamberlain • . 
_ 13,779. May I put one :further que~t
tion 7 Turn to the totally excluded 
area 7-In the case of tho totally ex
cluded area the administratiou is not 
the ordinary Provincial adminis~ralion... 
On that account it is easy to keep the 
two accounts separate. In the case of 
the totally excluded area it would be 
non-votable. 

13,780. And could not ·J.Ilder any cir
cumstances, therefore, appe!ll." in a form 
which would give rise to <liscusl:lion on 
the Budget 7-No, that is Si>. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,781. Might I just put a c1uestio:a. 
upon the Secretary of Stat•~'l:l answer 
about the partially excluded .areas f U 
it is voted primarily by the J.~eg-isl!l.ture 
it would not be possible fo.r the Gover~ 
or to forbid discussion, because it would 
be the very elements of the vote_ 9:
Under Proposal 109 he could stc•p dUI
cussion. 

13,782. How could the Legi;;lntnre vote 
the money unless they discussed what 
purposes it was going· to be voted fort 
-The discussion could be stopped upon 
that particular incident. Pre,;umahly, if 
the procedure is like our I)Wn procedure 
here, somebody would make a motion for 
the reduction of a vote in order to call 
_attention to a particular bit of &.dminis-
tration in the partially cxeluded area. 
Under Proposal 109 the Governor eou ld 
stop that motion. 

Lord Ranke~"llour. 
13,783. And does not exa~tly. the tame 

difficulty arise in the l!,ed<'ral J.egi~
lature under Sections 49 anJ 52 '/--One 
could not give a general answer to a 
question like that because one w~uld 
have to go in detail into all these vanou!! 
provisions. 
· 13,784. I was ~hinking of thP. ~ordg. in 
Section 49-'' wlll be open to discussion 
in both Chambers, except in the c·ase of 
the salary and allowances of .the Gov
ernor-General and of expenditure re
quired for the discharge of t!1~ flm6-
tions of the Crown in, an1l amnng- out 
(lf, its . relations with the :Rulers of 
Ind>an. States," and. then. the· GoveT?or~ 
General's ·consent is. Teamred- to variOUS 
snh_ieetS of discussion ' und.~f 8ection 
52 (b). I suggest that the sai;ne sort~f 

-~- . • . . .. • , . • · .• v,;,__ -- , 
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difficulty ariseo there !--I would not 
bere compare the procedure at the Fede
ral Centre in questions of thi':l kind v1ith 
the procedure about the excluded areas ; 
the two questions are so entirely diffe- . 
rent. Speaking geuerally, in the former 
case we do not think that the diseussion 
would be dangerous in the same way that 
it would be in the latter case. . 

Major 0. R. Attlee. 

13 7S5. May I ask in the ~11se of the 
Bud~et proposals in a Pri,VI.nce ~,·ould 
the grants distiuguish expeudltnre ~n the 
)?rovince generally under an_:r JlUrtt,<'.ul~r 
heading, such as Edncatwn, I ubhe 
Health, etc., and would. there he a 
'separate sum for the parttully .exclu?ed 
area ! If not, you could not av01d lw.vlDg 
a general debate upon thP.. amount. aa 
divided between them Y-It 1s very dlffi
eult to give a specific answer t·J a ques
tion of that kind. I would have thought 
{I do not know what Si~ Mlilcolm would 
any) that in most cases 1t would fo1-m a 
part of the general vote r~thcr tha!l he a 
apecifie vote, but I wou.<l nut. hktl to 
exclude the possibility of a qpectl1c ,-ote. 
(Sir Malcolm I! ailey.) It would form p~rt. 
of the genera_l vote unles.;; tt-ny speCial 
aervice was devoted entirely to t~e 
partially excluded areas ~uch _n:i 11. spec·al 
school establishment, t'lr tht~ hke ; other
wise, it would form part llf the general 
vote. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 
13,786. I know that in As~am, in the 

partially excluded area, t~oo;o objPcts a~e 
served by the Governor hnnself from ht:.-l 
special funds-such as Pnbli.~ Heli lth.. I 
remember starting a leprosy compa1gn 
there and that wa!'! done by f;!'e1~ial funds 
nnd other things like that ¥-That would. 
be a wholly excluded area. of CllUrse. 
We are speaking of a partially exduded 
nrea. 

l\Ir. 11!. R.- J ayaker. 

13,787. With regard to Propo.:;_al 108, 
Secretary of State, there hoth kmch of 
aren!'! are inclnded-excluded l'\reas und 
part;allv excluded areas. I~ not that so ' 
-:-'-(Sir Samuel Hoare:) Yes. · . . -.. · 

13.788. And you m'aintain nq. distinc
tion hetween the 'two so fai; n~ the p-rq-, 
visi1'ns of los· are · conl•ern~d Z-:-~ ot f~~·~ 
the put-poses of ]egis1ation. ... ' . .'- 1 '.~ .• •• ·~.~;,~ \ 
.•1. ~' • _• .•.. :: '. ,._~.\\:'; ~;.~l:';.t)fl J,l ,1~ ...... ' 

13,789. But do you not think that in 
order to carry out the idea ":t: n. partially 
excluded area, namely, that it i::i nor
mally subject to the admiui:strntion of 
the Province, with· an ovel'ridin~ pow~r 
in the Governor, it woultl he better to 
limit Proposal 108 to excluded areas and 
as regards pv.rtially excluded areas to· 
rely upon the provisions of Proposal 9~ : 
'' In order to enable the Governor to dis
charge the_ ' special responsibilities ' 
imposed upon him; he will be empower7 
ed at his discretion : (a) to present, or 
cause to be presented, a Bill to ~he L~gis
lature, with a· Message that it is essen:
tial, having regard to any of his ' special 
responsibilities ' that any Bill so pre
sented should become law beford a dato 
specified in the Message; nnd (b) to 
declare by Message in respect of any 
Bill alrea~y introduced in t~e IJ<'gis
lature that it should, for similar reasons; 
beconie law before. a stated date in a 
forin specified in the 1\Ie;;sn:;?:~. " The 
peculiarity of Prpposal 92 is that nor~ 
mally the'' laws· of .that _Province _apply 
to the area; excepting that the Governor 
can come in under a special responsibi
lity and stop certain laws bei~ enacte~, 
either with or without amen<lmcnt3, · Jn 
the form in which he desires, and tJ1at 
will apply to the Bills to he presented 
and the Bills which have already been 
presented. Do not you think that· that 
powe~ is sufficient in the case o£ the 
partially excluded _areas 9 'Ve ru·e t?ld 
that there is really a great danger w~th 
these partially excluded e.reas of In
appropriate legislation i1eing introduced. 
It has been put very strongly t.o us that 
this precaution is a very vital one. 

13.790. But the Governor cau stnp 
legislation even from c.omin~~ bcf?re the 
Legislature. He can mterfPre m pre
venting legislation, too. Whn:t I ~m 
pointing out is that you remove the diS
t~nction in Proposal 108 between nn ex
cluded area and a partially exeluded 
area, apd it is not necess~ to ~o ~o far. 
It is htiite sufficient, I subrmt, thnt 1f ~ou 
give the Governor the po~er. accordmg 
to Proposal 92, you practically llaV~ an 
adequate safeguard to prevent .. legisla
tion from coming in. , I s~Qnlfl,.like.,yo-q 
to consider that 9uest~on, :.Sec.~·:-t:~rx.r.oi'~ 
State t-T wm· .. ce!ta,nly ~l)nst~t.er: ,~ll. 
th:ese:_-))o'ints ' .. <?~ ~ ~rr;, ~.ay,!ll~e~ ~~., ~,~~t~!. 
m.nst'not be ia'ken· to g:1V'e,~h~ Impre~.s~o:q, 

., J '"' , ..... ,);rJl1i (l.j _.t,l•·l'lll ,-~,, .. li.,Jlt. 
·~." t I :•: · '' .:~ J t. . • ' 
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that ~ do not think· these precautions are 
necessary.' . . 
. Mr. M. ·B. Jayaker.] I am not dealini; 
lrith the precautions ; I am putting some 
of the difficulties which I fael. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

13,791. Will the Secretary of State 
at the same time reconsider the point 
raised by Mr. Jayaker about the inelu
aion of this expenditure in the Budget f 
_:_Yes. 

1 
• 

13,792. ·I see the Secretary o.f State's 
difficulty, that where legislation can be 
generally · applied and is ·part of the 
general administration, it is appropriate 
~at the Legislature should discuss it, 
but when .the Secretary of State dwells 
so much upon the conceivable-dangers of 
a discussion, is he really e:~tisfiecl that 
the _Governor eould prevent the cliscus
$ion if the money touching those points 
is once in the Budget t-1 will certainly 
look into all these points again. The,. 
are difficult points. · 

. Mr. M. B. J ayaker. 
. 13,793. Then my last question is about 

·what you answered yesterday, Srcretary 
fYl State, as regards certain £leficits being 
made good by the Centre. Do you re
member that answer 7-Y es. 
·. 13,794. Will that be a case fa1Jin'7 
imder Proposal 144 : '' Provision will b: 
made for subventions to certain Govern
ors' Provinces out of Federal revenues 
of prescribed amounts ancl for prescribed 
periods ''7-Yes, it would lJe under Pro
posal 144. 

13,795. My difficulty is this, that you 
Interpret Proposal 144 and explain it in 
the Introduction in Paragraph 59 at 
page 30. If you will turn to that para
graph at page 30, you say : " It is also 
anticipated that certain Provl.nces will 
be in deficit under the proposed scheme. 
Tlu~ North-West Frontier Province will 
(a~ now) req\1ire a contribution from the 
Centre in view or its special position." 
And it goes on. Then you mention Sind 
and .Ori~sa, and then you mention Assam, 
and then you say : " It is intended that 
tf.ese .. P!o~ces ;shouid . re~eive subven
tfPn~}r?m,Federal ORevenues. Th~~e sub-, 
v.cnt1~ps '~.aYr: b~f,. elt~er.,:: pe~a~e~t,pr 
terw~n~bfe.: ,~Jt~t: : .~ -. P~rlQ<L ofye~r~.,." 
Th'ei·e;j .i ··is: 1 tiothi~g.. '-to .. iii'dicat~ J that -fb~ 

subventions mentioned in this paragraph 
and in paraoaoraph 144 are subventions in 
order to make up the deficit caused by 
expenses over excluded areas 7-1 think 
we might very well make that clearer .. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

13,796. In reply to Mr. Jayaker, Secre
tary of State, you observed that it is 
the intention to decrease in course uf 
time and if advisable, the sizes of ex
cluded areas or partially excluded areas, 
but, if ·I remember rightly, you said 
yesterday that you proposed to include 
in the Constitution Act a list of both 
excluded and partially excluded areM, 
and you would reserve the right of en· 
larging these areas f-No, I did not sAj. 
.Q.nything about that. 

·Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

13,797. I stand corrected !-Indeed, my 
proposal of including these areas in a 
schedule was to show how very limited 
they -were iri extent and in order to 
avoid the misapprehension that has grown 
lop that it might have been our inlen .. 
tion to exclude very large tracts from. 
the scope of the ordinary administrll~ 
tion. 

Sir H.ari. Singh Gour. 

13,798. The areas now described ae 
excluded and partially tlxcluded in the 
White Paper find no place in the pre-
sent constitution 7-(Sir Malcolnr 
Hailey.) I do not get the exact point. 

. 13,799. The general point I am ro,aking 
is that under the General Clauses Act, 
the definition of " British India " would 
include both excluded and partially ex 
eluded areas ?-Under the General 
Clauses Act f 

13,800. Yes f-Yes. 
13.80L Therefore, under Section 65 ot 

the Government of India Act, the Indian 
Legislature has power to make laws for 
all persons for all codes and for all 
places and· things within British Indi!l.. 
Therefore, the legislature at the present 
moment under , the present constitution 
bas the· -power · to legislate . as regarJs 
both e~cluded and partially. excluded' 
areai ?-:-I. think Sir Hari Singh .Gour 
ha~· :forgott~n Section 52 (a) of the Gov.;. 
ernment -of India. ,Aet which gives _ thQ 
Governor-General· power 't6 take· that· out 
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· 13,802. That is perfectly clear. The 
point I. am making at the . present 
momE'nt 1s that the Indian legislature. 

· at t~1e present moment has, generally 
~peaking, the power of legislating both 
w respect of excluded and partially ex
cluded areas 7-Subject to any notifica
tion issued under Section 52 (a) . 

13,803. Has any notification been 
issued under Section 52 (a) curtailing 
the power of the Indian legislature Y
~ es ; I think you will find this as apply
mg at all events, to take one typical 
example, to Spiti, another to Darjeeling 
if you have this book. · ' 

13,804. I have that book. I am refer
ring to that very book 7-You will find 
th~s~ t~ere, referrin~, · at all evenU!, to 
Sp1t1 m the PunJab, I think to the 
Laccadive Islands, and 1\Iinicoy, and to 
one or two othe1· small places at the 
same time. 

13,805. Except these one or two small 
places which have been excluded by the 
notification under Section 52 (a} of the 
present Government of India Act, .is it 
not the fact that the Indian legislature 
possesses power to legislate in respect of. 
all other areas Y-Yes, that is so, except 
those that are excluded by notification. 

13,806. Yes ; I have already Raid thatf 
-Yes. 
· 13,807. Do yo1,1 propose to add to the 
future Constitution Act to limit the areas 
to those comprised in the notification 
under Section 52 (a), or would your ex
clusion be not only vf those areas, but 
many other areas generally described and 
comprised in the Scheduled Districts Act 
of 1874 f-No, the disability for legisla
tion wc,uld apply only to areas which 
bad already been notified under Section 
52 (a). There would be no extension of 
the area. 

13,808. That is to say, that so far as 
the power of the future Indian legisla
ture to legislate is concerned, only those 
areas which are notified under Section 
52 (a) would be exempted from its juris
diction 7-Tbose would be the only areas 
affected, yes. 

13,809. Therefore, the future Indian 
leg:i~lature will have the unfettered power 
to legislate in respect of the other areas, 
wl ether they are partially excluded or 
not ?-Yes ; that is so. 

~ ~ l~,s1o~ And th'arefore; it · follows . th~ 
ba.vmg the power to legislate it wiJJ: 
haye also the ~owe.r to discuss the p:ro
pnety of. leg~slabon as it now has !-
Yes, certainly. · 

13,811. And neither the ·G~vernor nor 
the Governor-General at the present . 
moD?-ent has the right · tt- fette·~ the dis~ 
e~ehon. of the legislature in regard . tQ 
d1scuss1o~ ?-Save in certain cases where 

, he can disallow resolutions. 

. 13,812. I am not dealing with resolu~ 
b?ns ; .I am dealing with discussion f
DtscussiOn; yes. . 

13,813~ Under the future constitution, 
however, you are giving the Governor a 
larger power than. he possesses und,er the 
present constitution 7-Not in re!!ard to 
those particular areas. , . ~;o 

13,814. Are . they · not comprised in 
paragraph 109 of the · White Paper f 
!)lease consider paragraph 109 · of the 
White Paper 'f-There is no area ·which 
~1 be included under the pr('J;ent scheme 
m. paragraph 109 which. is not already 
provided for in notifications under sec
tion 52 (a).. I think I am right in say
ing that is substantially the fact. If. you 
compare them you will find that they are 
substantially the same. (Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) They are substantially the 
same, and these powers about the pro
hibitioq of discussion are actually the 
powers that are in operation now. (Sir 
Malcolm H011,1ey.) You will find them in 
these notifications. (Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
If you look at pages . 258. and 259 of the 
Government of India Act, you will see 
them set out. (Sir Malcolm Ha~1ey.) 
That refers particularly to Spiti, Dar
jeeling and Chittagong. (Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) Speaking generally, the areas 
are the same, and the powers are the 
same. The case is even better from Sir 
Hari Singh Gour's point of view. The 
areas are smaller in extent than the areas 
notified under section 52 (a), and the 
powe~ retained are very m.uch the same. ' ~. 

· Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney.. 

·-13,815. At·c there a•1y additional ureas7 
-No. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) That i1 
so. There is no area proposed imder 
paragraph 109 which is not already 
covered by notification under section 52 
(a), an,d some of the areas covered by 
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noiificatio:D l:mder section 52 (a) will not a.rU assuming that these subventions,. for 
l)e included in paragraph 109. · instance, to Assam and Bengal would ·b., 

made . once for all. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

. . 1~816. As regards paragraph 109, am 
I righ~ in supposing that discussions in 
the prov,ineial legislature or. asking ques
tipns on any matter arising out of an 
excluded area are barred, but the . same 
provision would not apply and extend 
to the Federal legislature !-(Sir Samuel 
Hoarf!.) It would· extend everywhere. 

13,817. But you have only specified th~ 
provincial legislature f-You · see, Sir 
Haii Singh Gour, the Federal legislature 
eould only 'deal with. Federal subjects. 

_13,818. ·Quite ' righ~Aild · this would 
.Jlot be· a Federal subject. 

13,819. But these areas will be fed by 
: Fede1·al :finance f-One area will be. 

·; 13,820. That is the area I . am dealing 
with !-Yes. · 

Sir. H~ri Singh G~ur.] Therefore, this 
area being supported by Federal finance, 
the Federal legislature should have the 
power .to discuss questions arising out of 
the budget relating to that area.. 
. Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Is Sir Hari 

Smgh Gour speaking of the totally ex
eluded area f 

Sir. Hari Singh Gour.] Yes; I am 
pointing out that the words '' prpvincial 
legislature " are used in paragraph 109. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] I understood 
Sir Harf. Singh Gour to say that whilst 
the provincial legislature might be - pro
hibited ·from: discussing, the money might 
appear in the· Federal budget and the 
Federal legislature would therefore be 
'able to discuss the affairs of the totally 
excluded area. 
_ Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Yes; that there 

is nothing in parRoo-raph 109 to preclude 
the Federal legislature from discussing 
that · question. 

Sir Austen ·chamberlain. 

13,821. -I thought the Secretary of 
State said in answer to me a mpment ago 
that the afflrlrs of the totally excluded 
area would neither be votable nor dis
eussahle f-Yes, I did, and I contemplate 
that the provincial subvention would 
certainly not come up for discussion in 
llie Federal legislature year by year. I 

Sir Hari Singh Gour . 

· 13,822. They might he made once for 
all, but . they are always part of ·the 
annual budget as Sir · Malcolm Hailey 
will point out Y-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 
No; they would not come up in the 
annual budget if, for instanM, instead 
of being made, in the form of a grant 
they. were made in the form of a share 
of taxation as in the ease of the jute tax. 
It depends ozi the form · in which it is 
made. · 
_. 13,823. The form is uncertain ; there":' 
fore, I say, so far as the Federal legis• 
lature is concerned, it cannot be pre
cluded from discussing these questions 
when· it is to finance the administration 
of the excluded areas 1-It would depend 
entirely on the form that the subvension 
takes. · If it took the form of an assign
:p:J.ent of taxation, as it might very wEll 
do, then it would not appear in the bud· 
get in a ·form which would render it 
liable to discussion. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

13,824. But if it took the form of a 
grant in aid annually out of the equivae 
lent of the Consolidated Fund of such 
and such a sum for the excluded area, 
would it then be votable and discussable f 
-It would be discussable, Sir, if it 
appeared among the annual grants, . but, 
of course, it is possible that the Indian 
legislature might adopt your form of per
manent appropriations for ·Consolidated 
Fund charges, which would not appear 
annually. 

_13,825. But, Secretary of State, is it 
not evidently a matter which, if we 
accept your thesis that it would be 
dangerous to discuss these things, must 
be laid down by superior . authority, and 
must . not be left to the judgment year 
by year of the Indian legislature wh~ch 
might underrate the dangers of which 
you speak and wish to insist on its right 
to discuss ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) ~ h~d 
eertainly assumed that these provmCial 
subventions would not come up fo:r 
periodic discussion. I can see. every kind 
of objection against their conung up con
stantly. I think they w~uld make great 
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friction between the Federal centre and 
the Provinees. I have assumed that the 
allocation would b~ made to the deficit 
provinces, and once made, it would then 
not be susceptible to discussion by the 
Federal legislature. · 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

. 13,826. May I ask for information f Is 
not that what you mean in paragraph 
144 by our friend the word "prescribed "f 
-That is so. 

13,827. That. it must be for a definite 
period, not. renewable year by year. 
Therefore, It would not be anything of 
the nature of a grant in aid t-Yes. 

Dr. Sltafa'at Ahmad Khan. • 

13,828. Did: not the Federal Finance 
Committee of the Third Round Table 
Conference state precisely what you have 
j!lst said f-Yes ; I think that is so. 

13,829. With regard to the subvention 
to th~ Pz:ovinces 1-I think myself that 
~yt?mg m the nature of annual grants 
m aid from the Centre to the Provinces 
would lay the Federation of the Provinces 
open to every kind of difficulty. 

Sir .Austeu Chamberlain. . . 
_ 13,830r I . have a note that when we 
were discussing paragraph 144, the Secre
tary of State explained that by "pre
scribed " he . ·meant prescribed by an 
Order in Council t-Yes. -_ . 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] In that case, 
surely it would not appear in the Bud
get t 

Dr. -B. R. .Ambedkar.] May I draw 
your attention to par~ooraph 149 t 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

13,831. May I have the answer f-(Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) It. would have to 
apl?ear in the. Budget if although pre
scnbed_ by Or-der in Council it came in 
the form of an annual grant. - There 
would be certain things laid down by 
Order· in Council · of another nature, and 
they will all come in the Budget if they 
cOJne · in ·the form of an annual grant. 
But, of course, you have not yet decided 
here what procedure you will really 
follow for appropriation. When you 
come to decide that question, you can 
provide that these things should not 

·come imder discussion if they . fonn per· 
mane~t appropriations. My point was 
that if they appeared in the annual Bud
get, as they would do in, our ordinary pro
ced_ure, then even ~h~ugh they were. pre
scnbed. by Orde; m Council they would 
be subJect to diSCussion unless you add 
a sentence to Proposal 49 to make it 
,clear . that. the! should not be subject 
to diScUSSion m . the same way as th 
salary and allowances of the Governor-
General, and so forth. - ·· 

Sir .Aus_ten Cl•amberlain. 

13,832. Secretary . or' State without . . . . ' pronouncmg any opm10n _ upon whether 
~he purp?se you ~ve sought to secure 
IS the nght one to aim at, that is to 
say, that there should not be a dis
cussion, is it not . clear that if that is 
your purpose, you must amend your 
White Paper f-(Sir ·Samuel Hoare.} 
No ; . I would not say amend the White 
Paper ; I would say make our intentions 
rathe~ clearer. 

Sir Austen Chamberl4in.] I thought 
that might be an amendment and even. 
an improvement. 

Lord Irwin. 

13,833. With regard to this discussio11, 
. might I ask Sir Malcolm Hailey, for my 
own information, whether Section 67 (a) 
of the Government of India Act is not 
relevant which provid~s in sub-section 
(iii) that the proposals of the Governor
General for the appropriation of revenues, 
moneys and so on, relating to the follow
ing heads of expenditure shall not be 
submitted to the Vote nor shall they be 
open to discussion at the time. when the 
annual Statement is under consideration 
.unless the Governor-General otherwise 
directs .!-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) That 
would guide existing procedure, but, in 
the future, the question of discussion will 
be regulated by paragraph 49 of the Pro
posals of the White Paper. _ 

13,834. Yes ; I appreciate· that. The 
only point of my question was to ascer
tain whether, if it was discovered that
on the ·assumption that 'Sir Austen 
Chamberlain made-it might be ·thought 
desirable to take steps to preclude dis
cussion in certain cases, the procedure 
that at present- prevails, un•der See
tion 67 (a) would not in fact be effective 
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-to do· it t-· U that proeedure were re
'Peated in the Statute .. _You would have 
to repeat that procedure. in. the Statute, 
and I would suggest that the way to do 
-it is simply by adding a word or two 
to Proposal 49 of the White Paper. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. • 
13,835. It is quite clear .. that pa.l'8-

. graph 49 gives no such power at presPnt t 
-That is so.' 

Lord Rankeillour. 

13,836. Might I ask Sir Malcolm Hailey 
what is the . procedure with regar.dl to the 
~penses of Chief Commissioner's of Pro
vices ! In paragraph 49 ( v) it mentions 
it with regard to Baluchistan, but not . 

· as regards the others. Does that form 
part of the Federal Budget and is that 
discussable ?~Yes. · · ·__ .. · 

13,831. Except the actual salary of the 
Chief Commissioner himself !-It is not 
votable but is discussable. 

Dr. B. · R. Ambedkar.] Evt>rything in 
. Section 49 is discussable. 

Sir H ari Singh Gour. 

13,838. S~me of the items in the 
budget of the Chief Commissioner are 
also. votable 7-Ye·s. Section 49 excludes 
very · little indeed! from discussion, al
though it excludes a great deal from the 
vote. · 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

13,839. It excludes nothing from dis
. cussion except the salary and allowances 
·of the Governor-General and of expendi
ture required for the discharge of the 
functions of the Crown in and arising 
out of its relations with the Rulers of 
Indian States t-That is all. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] All other "item's 
therein specified are non-votable but they 
are diiscussable, and expenditure on Ex
eluded Areas is expressly one of them. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

13,840. The discussion that has so far 
taken place, Secretary of State, does not, 
I hope, make you believe, that we are in 
favour of tightening up the provisions 
of Article 49. We think that the pro· 
visions of Article 49 should stand as tht''J 

are and that the provisions of Article lOV 
should be understood in the sense iD 
which ·· they · wou14 ordinarily be unde~ 
stood, namely, that the prohibition onlJ 
extends to discussion in the Provincial 
Legitllature and not. in the Federal 
Assembly. Now under tb9 proposals of 
the ·white Paper, 'supposirig the Governor
General and the Governor want to con
sult · their respective Legislatures on the 
subject of Excluded- Areas, you- have given 
tht:m no powe:r to consult 7-(Sir Samuel 
Hoarf.) Partially Excluded Areas, yes. 

13,841. No ; I am . talking of the Ex,. 
eluded. Areas. You have given them no 
power to consult !-That is so. 

13&42. But why sh()u]d you not have 
given them the discretion to consult the 
Legislature if they so desire 7-That is 
the question we have been discussing at 
some · length this afternoon really. I 
have my own views. I quite accept the 
faet that they are not the unanimous 
views of t>vecybody in the room. 

Sir .Abd·ur Rahim . 

13,843. I wan.t to know wliat is the 
position as regards the towns of Dar
jeeling and Ranchi, which are the 
Summer capitals of Bengal and Bihar. 
Are . they Partially Excluded Areas !
(Sir Malcolm Hat"ley.) Darjeeling wa:; a 
Totally Excluded Area, Ranchi, I think, 
was a Partially Exclude<~ .Area. 

13,844. In the municipal limits too, or 
the district f These are the Summer 
capitals of two Provinces, are they not ? 
-. I think the whole of Darjeeling was 
excluded . 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Including the 
Governmt>nt House, possibly. 

Sir .Abdu-r Rahim. 

13,845. Darjeeling is very largt>ly in
habited by civilised · Indians and 
Europeans, but you keep it Partially Ex
cluded f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Ye~. 

13,846. But you have got the po,ver 
and you propose to follow the policy of 
transferring Partially Excluded Arens to
the ordinary scheme of Provincial Gov
ernment 7-When the conditions are suit
able. 

13,847. But do you not think that as 
regards Darjeeling and Ranchi conditions 
are quite suitable f-N o, we do not, ot 
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we should not have put them. in the 13,852 .. They could be prevented by 
Schedule. the exerciSe of the special responsibility 
, 13,848. Of course,'you have made your and the special powers of the Governor f 

policy quite clear to us. I want to know -We . feel that that is· the. whole basis 
as regards Delhi, which is the Capital of of these proposals-that 'these are ex-· 
All-India--'1-That does not come in ceptional areas and they want further 
here ; Delhi is not an Excluded Area in exceptional treatment. · 

any way. , Dr. Shafa'at .Ahmad Khan.· 
13,849. I thought some questions were 

put regarding Delhi. Now as regarde - 13,853. There is only one point I want 
the Partially Excluded Areas, so far as to ask you about, · Secretary of State. 
I read the Memoranda of Dr. Hutton With regard to the subventions to the 
and Wing-Commander James, I gather Provinces, we made the followinao recom
that the people inhabiting these areas, mendation to the Government oat the 
the aboriginal tribes, are liable to become Third . Round Table Conference. I will 
the victims of moneylenders and nre read this passage : "We consider that 
likely to have their land swindlecl , out · there should be an enquiry shortly be
of them, and they are also liable to fall fore the new order is inaugurated in tlJ,e 
victims to certain forms of litigation. Provinces, as a result of · which the 
'l'hese are evils which are not confined. to amount of any subvention, where neces
thcse' tribes '1-No, but they are much sary, and its duration (if only required 
more dangerous to people who cannot for a limited period) would be finally. de
defend themselves. termined. It is important that the de.: 

cision should be final, as periodic revision 
Sir .Abdur Rahim.] I do not know the could not fail to react on constitutional 

source of your information, Secretary of independence and · :financial responsi
State. Take the peasantry of Bengal. bility." I hope that this recommendation 
They are very badly the victims of money- will be made ~bsolutely clear in the White 
lenders, and in the Punjab. they ltnd to Paper so that the financial autonomy of 
pass an Act prohibiting any u&urious the Provinces may not be undermined or
transactions of that nature. · seriously affected ?-I agree with the sug-

:Ur. Zafrulla Khan.] We do not want gestion in Dr; Shafa'at Ahmadi Khan's. 
to be declared an Excluded Area .for that question. It is most important that these· 

subventions should not be regarded as 
reason. d I hi h f t 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

13,850. I mean that these are the evils 
which are very commo~ in India ?-Per
haps they are common, but in some places 
they are worse tb~ in other~. 

13,851. Are there · any other . special 
reasons why they should be excluded from 
Provincial administration ?-I thought .I 
had given all the reasons which im
pressed me for treating these areas as 
very exceptional areas. If any Member 
of tho Committee or any Indian Delegate 
want more details,· they will find a num
ber of oetails· set out in the Report of 
the Statutory Commission. I havo got 
here a number of pages giving a ·series 
of cases in which the attempt to impose 
upon these Backward Areas legislation 
and systems of legislation that were un
~uitable to them led to great trouble and 
m some cases to very serious risings. 

J,I09RO 

o es w c can vary rom year o .year 
but they should be prescribed payments 
with the definite intention of setting the 
Provinces upon an even basis for making 
their own arrangements in the future. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

13,584. Secretary of State,· I am sorry 
. to recur again to the matter of the pro
hibition of discussion and questions under 
proposall09, brit I have one or two ·sug· 
gestions to put to· you in connection· with 

. them. 1\Iay I first take th~ . case of the 
Partially Excluded ·Areas. There, I 

• understand·, the position is this;'· Nor
mallf the administration will be. Provin
cial subject to the special responsibility 

. o! the Governor y_:_ Yes.· · · . . . 
13,855. Therefore if the raising of any 

· question or any discussion is likely to 
affect the discharge of the ·Governor's 

· special responsibility you think be. should 
have the power ·to prohibit that question 
and that discussion. '1-Yes. · " 

J' 
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13,856. ·As , a matter of drafting would 
you have any difficulty. in accepting the 
suggestion that at the end · of this pro· 
posal these words may be added : " so 
far as it affects his special responsi· 
bility" 7-1 would not like to say Yes 
or ,No to. a point of drafting offhand. 
Upon the face of it, it would not appeal 
to me to alter the. intention of paragraph 
109. I should like to look into the sug
gestion. 

13,857. My suggestion is that it puts 
it upon a proper basis without inter
fering with the object you have in view. 
It will J:nerely declare the purpose of 
that power to .. ~allow questions and 
re~olutions,' but t put it forward for your 
con~deration 7-~ am much obliged. 

13,858. Now I ani approaching, I am 
afraid, a matter on which there may .be' 
a difference between us, but the sugges
tion I make is this : As you are aware, 
there are two kinds of restrictions on 
questions, resolutions and discussions pro
vided for in the White Paper 7-Yes. 

· 13,859. One is that these matters may 
be disallowed by the Governor or the 
Governor-General. Of course, if not dis· 
allowed they are put in the ordinary way 
or raised in, the ordinary way in the 
Legislature. The other point is that 
some of these questions and resolutions 
with regard to some subjects can be put 
or raised but only with the previous 
assent of the Governor-General. Now 

. th I '~ With regard . to e atter categ<?ey, the 
difficulty that a question is tabled or a 
resolution is tabled and is disallowed by 
the Governor and causes irritation does 

· not arise, beeause the question or the 
resolution does not appear unless pre
vious sanction is given. Would you have 
any serious difficulty in accepting the" 
suggestion that . questions or resolutions 
or discussions relating to Totally Ex· 
eluded Areas may be permitted with 
the previous assent of the Governor '1-
The reason that I gave earlier in our 
discussion against that suggestion is that' 
that 'does imply a right of discussion, 
and that when you have implied a right 
of discussion you may have people 
constantly pressing to exercise it.· You 
then in practice have the Governor, if he 
thinks the discussions are going to be 

'" dangerous, constantly being involved in 

refusing permission. That is are reason 
that, so far, has impressed me. · 

13,860. Passing from that considera
tion for a moment, am I correct in 
assuming that the Governor of a Pro
vince, ·when dealing with a Totally Ex
cluded Area (under your scheme it will 
be only the Governor of Assam, but it 
does not matter which Province· it is) 
would be acting in that matter and res
ponsible, as it were, to the Governor
General and would! be subject to the con· 
trol and direction of the Governor
General 7-Y es. 

13,861. Therefore any directions issued 
by the Governor-General to the Governor 
in certain cases would be described as 
action of the Governor-General taken 
in his discretion, in his relationship with 
the Governor 7-That would be so, yes. 

13,862. That being so, may I draw 
your attention to Proposal 52 of page 51 7 
It would be action of a kind which is 
described in sub-proposal (b) (ii) 7-Yes. 

. 13,863. " any action of the Governor
General taken in hi~ discretion in his 
relationship with a Governor'' '1-Yes. 

13,864. You realise that with regard to 
such an action questions could be raised 
in the Federal Legislature and discus
sion could take place with the prior 
assent of the Governor-General 7-Yes ; 
that is so. 

13,865. So that the distinction arises 
that these matters may be under these 
provisions,· apart from the Budget pro
visions, with the prior consent of the 
Governor-General, discussed in the 
Federal Legislature, but conlcl not be 
discussed in the Provincial Legislature 'f 
-Yes, it might happen. I 'l5nppose also 
the Governor-General might make l'Ules 
to debar discussions of thi::; kind. 

13,866. Altogether 7-Yes. 
13,867. But the Proposal expressly says 

that the power of the Governor-General 
will be to prohibit, save with l1is own 
prior consent, the discussion of certain 
matters 'f-Yes, but I suppose tmder the 
rules of business be might prohibit a dis-

. cussion . of questions of this kind. 
13,868. That being so, what is your 

difficulty now in not putting the Govern
or in the same position as you have put 
the Governor-General 7-It is that he is 
nearer the danger point. A dis~ussion 
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at the Federal Centre would not appear 
to me to be so likely to stir up trouble 
in these tribal districts ns a di. . .:;(;ussion 
close by the spot might. 

13,869. So long as there ws.s a possi
bility of discussion in the Federal Legis
lature with the assent of the Governor
General I will not press the matter any 
further. I am not pressing that it may· 
of necessity be in the Federal L(•gisla
ture y__:I am much obliged to Mr. 
Zafrulla Khan for making this distinc
tion between the two and I will look 
into it aagin. · 

Mr. B. R . .Ambedkar.] The same point 
would be sectired if Proposal 49 remain-
ed as it is. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] ·And Pro
posal 109 remained as it Is. 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] Except this, that 
in Proposal 49 you could rmly discussr~t 
during the Budget, and under ~is with 

the . prior consent of···. thee. .Govel·nor
General you could discuss it a.t any time. 

A~chbishop of ·canterbury. . 
13,870. Mr. Secretary of State j~st 

one point. I was not quite . clear' when 
you said that the administr11tiou c,f -t•ven · 
the partially excluded areas would be. one 
in which the GovernoruGeneral would 
have a natural right to issue directions 
to the Governor 7--:-I was dealing, ~our 
Grace, with the constitutional as1-ect of 
the problem, namely, that the. tlhai!l of 
responsibility in all this :field of special 
responsibilities is the Governor of the 
Province; the Governor-Generh.l, B.lld 
Parliament. I was not Dl.~aning to imply 
that normally the Gbvemor-General 
would be intervening in questions of this 
kind. · 1 . , r 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] I see.~:;1 
thought you rather went beyond that~ 
answering Mr. Zafrulla Khan.: 

· (The Witnesses ·a,., directed to withdraw.) ··I1r: 

Ordere~ That the Committee be adjourned to to-morrow-10...30 o'clock. , ... , ....... 

19th October 1933. 

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Lord Chancellor. 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
Marquess of Linlithgow. 
Marquess of Reading. 
Early of Derby. 
Earl of Lytton. 
Earl Peel. 
Lord Ker ·(Marquess of Lothian). 
Lord Hardinge of Pensb.'urst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

Present : 

Major Attlee. 
.MX. Butler. 
·Major Cadogan •. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. · 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson. 
Mr. Isaac Foot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Sir Joseph _Nall. · 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Pickford. 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 
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The following Indian Delegates were also present :-

INDIAN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. Mr. Y. Thombare. 

Sir :Manubhai N. Mehta. 
LlODRO 
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BRITISH lND:r'A'N . REXPRESENTATIVES. 

· Dr. B. R. Ambedkar ... 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

· Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmnd Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrull,a. Khan. 

r:' 1 
· • l , . The MARQUESS of. LINLITHGOW in the Chair . . . 

The Right Hon'ble Sir SAMUEL HoARF, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir l\fALCOLY. 
lliiLEY, G.C.S.I, G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLA.TER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.:K, 
C.S.I., are further examined as follows : . .._ 

· · Chairman. :·to preface my evidence, if I might, by 
asking that the Memorandum that I have 
circulated should be published with the 
proceedings. 

'13,871, Seeretary of State, yon are 
good enough to take the witness chair 
this morning and you are prepared to 
give the Committee eviden:ce upon Chairman. 
·Federal and Supreme Cow·ts, parag10.phs 13,872. That shall be done f-It is as 
· 151 to 167 f-Yes. I think I should like follows :-

NOTE . BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA ON THE FEDE-
· .. , RAL. AND SUPREME COURTS. 

A reoonsideration of these paragraphs 
has ·led ine · to' think that some of the 
proposals require further explanation 
and that others may perhaps need 
modification. Since the subject is n 
very technical one, I think that it may 
·assist the Committee if I cii·cnlate the 
following explanatory note before our' 
discussions on these paragraphs begin. 

~t 1. The first matter. to which I wish 
to draw attention arises in co;nnexion 
with paragraphs 156 nnd 157,:· I am . 
anxious that there · sho.uld be' no mis-

. miderstaiiding . as io the underlying 
i:iitention of t_hese paragrapl1s. It is, I 
think, agreed ·that, so. far a.-:; constitu
tional issues are c.oncemed, there should 
be a means of . ready .. access to the 
Federal Court, which (subject always to 
a right of appeal to the Privy Council) 
will' be the interpreter nnd guardian of 
constitutional· rights. . On · the other 
band, it is obviously impo:;sible to allow 
the Federal Court to bo overwhelmed 
with' a mass' of appeals based upon the 
mere sugg-estion that a constitutional 
issue· -is inv()lyed ; and we, therefore, · 
propose tha~ ·an appeal shor.~Id only lie 
hy leave of the Court whos~ «lecision it 
is desired to challenge, or, · if that 
Court refnses . leave, by leave of the 
Federal sf:iourt itself, unless the value of 
the subJect-matter in dispute exceeds a 

specified amount, in which case an appeal 
will lie without leave. But we also 
intend, and the Committee witl, no 
doubt, wish to consider whether ex1)ress 
provision should not be included to that 
effect, that the Federal Court should 
have power to decline summarily to 
entertain any appeal, or any upplication 
for leave to appeal, where it appears to 
them vexatious or frivolous, or made 
only for the purposes of <lelny ; though 
it would have to be made dear that this 
power could not be exercised whc1·e the 
Court from which_ the appenl jg brought 
has already given leave to appeal. 

2. The procedure eontempl:tted by 
these proposals is, therefore, t1at a 
person who desires to 3ppeal from the 
decision on a constitutional issue of the 
High Court. of a Province or a State 
will ask that Court to state a Sp<>cial 
Case for the decision of the Federal 
Court. If the value_ of the subject-
matter in dispute exc,~eds a specified 
amount, it will be the duty of the Court 
to state a Special Case nccordin~ly. In 
other cases, the Court will be entitled to 
accede to the request or to refuse it, as 
it may think fit ; but if it refuses, the 
applieant will have the right to apply to 
the Federal Court for leave to appeal, 
and, if the application is granted, ·the 
Federal Court · Will then · call upon the 
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Court by which the application has been 
refused to state a · Special Case. for its 
consideration. - · 

3. As I understand it, the States have 
never dissented from the proposition that 

. in some form or other the Federal 
Court should have power to pronounce 
upon any matter arising in a State 
Court which involves a constitutional 
issue. Some of them, however, have 
urged that a procedure such as that out
lined above would subordinate their 
High Courts to an authority external to 
the State, and thereby derpgate from ~he 
sovereignty of the Ruler. In my VIew 
this is to . misapprehend the position 
which the ]~ederal Court would occupy 
under the Constitution ; for the Federal 
Court as an integral organ of the Federa
tion will, for purely Federal purposes, 
be the Court no less of the States than 
of the other units of the Federation. I 
assume, of course, that any Ruler 
acceding to. the Federation would under
take in his Instnunent of Accession that 
his Courts would comply. with any 
request of the Federal Court to s~te a 
Spel'ial Case and that e~e~t Will . be . 
given in his State to any deciSJ.on which 
the Federal Court might pronounce, 
whether in the exercise of its appellate 
or original jlll'isdiction. 

4, In this connexion I should like· to 
make it clear that it is not intended by 
paragraph 160 that the Federal Court 
should possess any power of. Federfl'l 
execution, either in British India or m 
the States. It will pronounce 'judgment 
on matters which ·come before it, but 
those judgments will be carried out and 
made effective through the agency of the 
Courts from which· the matter before it 
came. 

5. In paragraph 162 there is no inten
tion to give the Federal Court any power 
of control over the High · Courts of 
British India such as the High Courts 
themselves · possess over . subordinate 
tribunals in the Province ; no such power 
of control coulcl in any event be 
exercised over the State Courts. It is, 
however · necessary that the Federal 
Court should be able to give a binding 
decision in any case in which it ~as 
original jurisdiction, and in the e::rermse 
of its appellate jurisdiction to de~IgDate, 
in any judgment which it may give, the 

nature of the remedy, if ~y, which the 
Court f:om whom .t~e appeal is brought 
ought m the oplD.lon of ·.· the Federal 
Court to have granted. . · · · 

6, In t~e preceding paragraphs I have 
~ndeavoured ~o e~lain, without suggest
mg any ~o,dmcat10n of. them,· certain' rof · 
our proposlJ.ls in Part · IV of the ·White 
Pai?er .. fu the following_ paragraphs ·~ 
desiTe to suggest for the consideration 
of the Committee the. desirability of two 
modifications of the proposals . as they 
stand. 

7. Paragraph 156 limits the appellate 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court to cases 
involving the i,nterpreta~an of the Con· 
stitution Act or of any rights or obliga
tions arising thereunde:~,; .and. no pro
vision is therefore made for . securing 
uniformity of interpretation in ,,the 
several Provinces and States of Federal 
laws . extending throughout the whole 
area of the Federation ; though it is true 
that so far as British India is con
cerned, uniformity ;may to some .. extent 
result from the existence . of a right. of 
appeal to the Privy Council . Unifonp.ity 
of ·interpretation is, however, no less 
important in the case of the States tlian 
in the case of British India.. It seems 
to me that the proposals in·. the W})ite 
Paper might be held open to critici&D;J,, jn 
this respect, and accordingly I . sugg~st 
that the Committee might do well to 
consider the propriety of- extending' the. 
appellate jurisdiction of the Federal 
Court sbc as to include cases :iJnvolving the 
interpretation of Federal laws. If ~his 
suggestion finds favour I think myself 
that it would be necessary, and WC>.U;l.d, 
for all practical purposes, suffice. ( ey;en 
though the .distinction may not be an 
entirely logical. one), to de~e ~~Federal 
laws " for this purpose as meanmg law:s 
with respect to matters included in 
List· I of .A.ppendiix VI and nqt as 
including. thqse . with resp~ct to ~atters 
in the concurrent :field, With whiCh the 
States ~are not 'in any_ event COll.C~rned. 
If this \vere done, th~ jurisdiction .of .the 
Federal Court in a State _would,· · of 
eourse, extend op.ly. to laws on ~a,tters 
in Ust I which that State had accepted 
as a Federal Subject.~ 

8. Paragraphs 163 to 167 "emp?wer. the 
· Federal LegiBlature if and wheh It. thr~1~s 
fit to establish a Supreme Court of civil 

' 
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,appeal for British India., separate fi.om 
and independent of the Federal Court, 
and thus competent . to give final de
cisions in British India on all questions 
of the .interpretation ·of· Acts, Federal 
or Provincial, which do not involve con
stitutional issues. ·This proposal has 
been criticised on the ground that the 
establishment (If) two Courts gf this kind, 
neither subordinate to the other, but 
.each exercising a jurisdiction which, 
however, carefully defined, must almost 
inevitably from time to time overlap that 
of the other, is likely to lead to grave 
difficulties. I think that there is much 
force in this criticism. Doubts must 
JJ.ecessarily arise from . time to time 
:whether one- r, Court or the other has 
jwisdiction in a particular case (owing 
to· the practical .. impossibility of separa
ting rigidly questions of legal interpre
tation which do, from those which do not, 
involve constitutional issu~), and un
dignified_ conflicts may ensue, which will 
i!etract from the prestige and reputa
tion of both. -I suggest, therefore, that 
the Committee might with advantage 
consider whether,. in place of the scheme 
outlined in paragraphs 163 to 167 of the 
White Paper, provision might not be 
J[lade enabling the Legislature, if and 
when it was thought desirable, to extend 
the jurisdiction of the Federal Court 
ratbe:r than to establish a new and (in 
~ sense) .comp~ting . Supreme Court. If 
the Committee .. were to adopt the sug
geslion which ·I have made in . the pre
ceding para.,o-ra:ph, the argument . against 
the establishment of a separate and in
dependent Supreme Court acquires addi
tional force. 
'.Jo'_• 

This modification. if it were to be 
accepted, would be, I suggest, an altera
tion rather in form than in substance of 
the White Paper proposals. Importance 
has been attached · by eminent legal 
opinion in India to the desirability of 
ensuring that the Court of Civil Appeal 
for: India if and when it is established, 
shm1Id ·be established on sound lines, and 
that ·its Judg~s should be of a calibre 
to command 'respect. These, as I under-

. stand it. are the main desiilerata in the 
eyes of the protagonists of a Supreme 
Court. ; and the sugt?estion for the crea
~ion' .of .a;-tS~nn·eme Court separate from 
the. Federa1 Court wa~, I think, due in 

part to the in.:fluence of an idea which 
had taken shape before the question of 
Federation or of a Federal Court became 
an immediate issue and in part to the 
assumption that it would be impossible 
to combine the functions of both in one 
organisation in a manner which would 
be acceptable to the States. Objections 
of the la~er kind would, I suggest, be 
l~~ely discounted if, as I· assume, pro
Vlslon were made that the Federal Court, 
when endowed with the functions of a 
Court of Civil Appeal for British India, 
shm:ud be organised in two divisions, one 
of which would act as Federal Court 
proper and the other as Court of Civil 
Appeal : while the intentions under
lying the "'White Paper provisions for 
a Supreme Court would, for all practical 
purposes, be met by the modification of 
those proposals which I have suggested 
and without involving the disadvantages 
attaching to a separate Court to which 
I have drawn attention. 

It seems clear, however, that a modi
fication on these lines of the provisions 
of the White Paper would preclude the 
possibility of empowering ·the Federal 
Court (as might not inappropriately have 
been done in the case of a separate 
Supreme Court) to entertain criminal 
appeals from British Indian High 
Courts : for the possession of such powers 
would involve so large an accretion of 
business not germane to the functions 
of a Federal Court as to obscure a,nd 
overweight its primary purpose, and to 
necessitate . an expansion of personnel 
which might seriously affect its quality, 
and thus the prestige of the Court as 
a whole. If, therefore, the Federal Legis
lature is to be empowered, if ·and when · 
it thinks fit, to provide for a system of 
criminal appeals on the lines and of the 
scope indicated in paragraphs 166 
(second sub-paragraph) and 167-a ques
tion on which considerable difference of 
view has been expressed by representa
tives of Indian opinion-the Court so 
erected would have to be entirely separate 
from the Federal Court and subordinate 
to ·the latter in the sense that the 
Federal Court would have to be entitled 
to call to its own file ain.y criminal appeal 
which raised a cnnstitutional issue. · . . 

9. l understand .. that . fears have been 
expressed by some of the State that to 
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confer upon the Federal Court a juris
diction extending beyond strictly con
stitutional issues would tend 'to push into 
thl background its true function as an 
interpreter and guardian of constitutional 
rig-hts, and that so large an increase in 
the personnel of· the Court would be re
quired as to make it difficult to secure 
Judges of the necessary standing and 
quality. I doubt whether these fears are 
well-founded, if the right of appeal to 
the Federal Court, on other than con
Ftitutional or Federal matters, were, in 
addition to limitation based on suit 
value, to be strictly limited (as I hope 
would be the case) to cases where some 
important point of law is involved or 
where a divergence of opinion among 
Pl'ovincial or State Courts renders a 
judgment of the highest tribunal desir
able. I· assume also, as I have already 
mentioned, that · the Federal ·Court 
would, if its jurisdiction were extended 
in this way, sit in two divisions or 
clu1.mbers : and in that case I do not 
think that there would be any danger 
of its constitutional functions (in the 
stricter sense) becoming in any way sub
merged, nor that a small number of 
additional Judges would not be able to 
cope with the work involved. On the 
other l1and, it seems to me that the 
dignity of the Court would be enhanced 
by making it the one final Court of 
Appeal (subject always to the right of 
appeal to the Privy Council) ; and a 
powerful and respected Federal !Court 
is in my opinion essential to the success
ful working of the Federation. 

Marquess of Salf::.bury. 

l 3,873. Secretary of State, I am quite 
sure that the Committee have taken note 
o[ your wish that the Memorandum 
Rhcn{ld be published. Indeed, if I may 
hc· permitted to do so, I would try to 
ask my questions bearing in w,ind all the 
time the Memorandum which has been 
circulated, although I feel specially 
incompetent to deal with these technical 
m;d legal issues. May I. first of all, ask 
how you contemplate that the Fede:al 
Court should be composed f I am qmte 
aware of the phrases used in the White 
Paper in respect of it,· but especially in 
vit·w of the Memorandum the Federal 
Cnurt is to be so important that one 
'renders whether there will be any 

preference for. lawyers· · to .. serve M· 
Judges in the Federal Court. The' See
retary of State will remember that the 
point was raised with regard to the High 
Court, and I recall that he was not 
willing to change the ·provisions of the 
White Paper in respect of the High Court, 
but I wondered whether the same answer 
applied to the Fedetoal Court f~My 
Lord Chairman, we had not contemplated. 
that there should b~ any Judges-in th6' 
Federal Court .who had not been 
barristers and, indeed, Judges. I do not 
think there has ever ; been a . suggestion 
that there. should be appointed to the 
Federal Court persons who had not had 
a ' defi.riitely legal training .. and were 
members of the leg~' profession. • , 

Marquess of Salisb~ry.] That is a 
very important answer.'· 

Marquess of Reading.] May I;ljust 
ask one question on that 'I 

Marquess of Salisbury.] If' you please. 

Marquess of 1Reading. w·' 

13,874. Would that apply,, Secretary 
of State, to. the case of the· Civil Servant 
who was serving in one of the · ~Higli 
Courts Y Suppose he qualified under 
one of your qualification · paragraphs 
here, :for example, having served for 
:five years in a Chartered High :.Cburt, 
would that disqualify him because he is a 
Civil Servant 7-The qualifications, ·Lord 
Reading, are set out in· paragraph 153. 

13;s75. Yes, I was looking at them. I 
. am only _putting this to you. to ascet:1;ain. 

Assume, for example, in · the Service 
under the procedure which Lord· Salis
bury mentioned just now, and wh~ch. WI¥! 
discussed before, he · was appomted a 
Judge of the High Court, · and., ~sume 
that he has been a Judge for five years : 
if he had been a Judge of s. Chartered 
High Court would not he be' entitled 
tlJen to be . appointed a Judge of the 
Federal Court f-Yes, he would. 
Ma~quess of Salisbury:] QuaJified 7 ' ' . 

Marquess of Reading:··. "' 

13,876. Qualified is· quite right. That 
-is what it means 7-Yes, he would,' and 
I should wish to qualify my answer· to 
Lord Salisbury with this fu~her answer ·: 
It would qualify him. : H .. 
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M~rquess of Salisbury._ 

·1J,877. I thought that probably w~uld 
l>e the answer, but at _the sam~ time 
:-surely the . authorities . would ~ve a. 
"preference in matte~ which are g01.~g to 
-deal with most technical and .legal lSSues 
-surely they would ~ve a. preference. to 
a man· of legal trainmg f-Yes, I think 
that is bound to happen in practice. 

13 878. The new · :Uemorandnm as I 
read' it does not affect the original 
jurisdiction so far "fS it goes of the 
Federal Court. That remains · unaffected 
by the new Memorandum 7-Yes. 

13 879. The original jurisdiction of· the 
Fed~ral Court would be as in the White 
Paper to try cons~itutional issues ~ be
tween the Federation and the. un1ts, or 
as between the units themselves, or as 
between the States and the units. There 
would be no private. litigants Y-~nder 
the provisions of Proposal 155 that 1s so. 
· · 13,880. There, of course, is the special 
power· of the . Governor-General under 

. ParB.graph 161 to refer. points of · con
-stitutional difficulty to the Federal 
Court 7-'¥ es. 

13_,881. That corresponds, I think, to 
some· provision in connection with the 
Privy Council t~Yes. 

13,882. ·Then . we come to what is new 
or ·partly new in respect of the appel
lant jurisdiction of the Federal Court. 
The: phrase in the White Paper is very 
wide because it includes any rights or 
obligations arising thereunder-that is, 

· under the .constitutional statute. That 
would be ·very wide. I suppose the . 
_Secretary of State contemplates that it 
slwuld be very wide. For example, if 
,a private litigant brought an action 
about discrimination and then he took 
it to the Anpeal Court, it would come 
before the Federal Court f-On appeal, 
that is so. · 

13,883. And not only discrimination, 
but as to whether a particular issue 
arose· in the concurrent field as well as 
if it arose under a Federal statute or 
a Provincial statute : that would come 
before the Federal Court 7-Yes, I think 
it ·would. 
· 13,884. And all - these questions we 
·have · discussed, as to whether a par
ticular . alleged statute in India was re
pngn'ant to an Imperial statute-any 

issue of a. private litigant which ra.ised 
those pointrwould come before the 
Federal Court !-Yes. 

13,885. So that it would have a. v~ry 
wide jurisdiction because that would m
clude an enormous amount of litiga
tion in India; would it not !-I do not 
know about the word " enormous.'' I 
am not sure. 

13,886. I agree that the adjective is 
uimecessa.ry and absurd-but a · large 
amount f-It does cover a wide :field 
~d, indeed, I think it would be found 
that every Federal Court · everywh~re 
in every 'Federation must cover a Wide 
:field. 

13,887. It is quite true that the appeal 
is not of right, but in the new Memo
randum, on page 2, is shown the kind 
-of liti"'ation which is not to be .accepted 
-the .~<>appeals which are not to be 
aceepted because they are described as 
merely appeals for delay, or what 
are called vexatious or frivolous 
appeals, but any genuine appeal, 
although not of right, would be, in prac
tice, accepted by the Federal Court ':
Yes. 

13,888. Up to a certain amount, of 
course,, but in practice, even if they 
were not vexatious or frivolous, the 
right of appeal would be accepted by 
the Appeal Court in those cases '-Yes. 

13 889. I wanted to make quite sure 
that 'we· understood how wide the juris
diction . was. Then you would have 
a-ppeals foreshadowed from the StatP. 
Courts '-Yes. 

13,890. There is a phrase (I think it 
is.in the new•Memorandum) which seems 
to show that the se·cretary of State is 
not quite certain whether that right of 
appeal from the State Courts Ju:s. bee:n 
accepted by the States f-The pos1bon lS 

really this, that in our previous con
sultations . we have concentrated almost 
entirely 'upon a discussion of a~. appeal 
in . eases involving questions ansmg out 
of the :Conc;titution Act. We have come 
to the view that there must be some 
·a~.peal n1s'n in <'a.<:es involving the in
h'rt>retation of a Federl_l.l law : that is 
the. reason why I. expressed myself in the 

·way in which I have expressed myself 
in · · par&rnTaph 3.· I am dra~ng the 
sre<'ial nttRntion of the · Committee and 
of the Indian Delegates to a feature of 
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the problem which has not taken a 
prominent part in the previous discus
sions. 

13,891. So 'that I suppose we shall 
hear before the close of these discussions 
whether the Representatives of the 
States do accept the right of appeal 
from the State Courts to the. Federal 
Court 7-It is just for the purpose of 
concentrating that kind of discussion 
upon the problem that I have empha
si~ed it in the new Memorandum. I 
certainly hope we shall have the views 
of the States' Representatives upon _ it. 

13,892. And that, of course, if it were 
accepted it would not merely be upon 
is~ues between the State and the Federa
tion, but I suppose a private litigant 
would raise issues depending upon the 
interpretation of the law of the Consti-
tution 7-Yes. · · 

13,893. Then, merely to go through it, 
tl1e appeal to the Privy Council is main
tained as of right when it involves ques
tions about the Constitution ?-Yes. 

13,894. Would that apply to private 
litigants as well as to cas«;>s between the 
m;its · and the Feder·ation ?-Yes. 

13,895. Then we come to the· main pro
vision of the new Memorandum, which 
supersedes, if it be accepted, the para-_ 
graphs dealing with the Supreme Court 
in the White Paper, and under that the 
.Federal laws, as well as constitutional 
laws, will be the subject of appeal to the 
Federal Court ?-Yes. · 

13,896. There are certain limitations 
which the new Memorandum_ suggests. I 
think an object which the Secretary of 
.State ha·s in mind is to limit the number 
of appeals which this would involve. I 
gather that it will differ in that respect 
from the provisions as to the Supre~e 
Court in the White Paper under whiCh 
all Provincial decisions would be subject 
to an appeal to the Supreme Court, with 
·h~ave, of course, I mean, but tliey would 
be appealable to the Supreme Court ?-
1 o10 not quite follow that point. 

13,897. Under the paragraphs as .-t~ey 
stand in the White Paper now _proVIding 
for a Supreme Court there it would 
appear that the Supreme Court. would. be 
a Court of Appeal . over all the. H1gh 
Courts of the Province·s 7-Yes. • 

Marquess. of Salisbury.]" And not 
lii;nited, except in so far as their ·dis
cretion is limited to special kinds of law, 
but all the laws of the Provinces would 
be susceptible of ·appeal to the Supreme 
Court. · · -

Marquess of Reading.] Is that 'so 7 I 
do not quite read it so. We will hear 
what the Secretary of State says about 
it. - .. ' . 

Marquess of Salisbury.]. I am perfectly. 
certain that I 'shall be found to be quite 
wrong in many .ways. It is a most tech~ 
nical matter. . ·· 

Marquess of Reading.] We. only want 
to get it clear. I think if . you look at 
page 76 it -says that there is a pqwer 
to extend the jurisdiction. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] If Lord Read
ing would -look at paragraph 175--

Marquess of Reading:] But has no~ 
that gone---:-! th~k it has gone f 

Chairman. · 

13,898. I think we had better have the. 
Secretary of State's answer upon· that. f 
-I think I understood Lord' Salisbury's 
question to. mean : Does our. change re
strict the right of appeal from the Pro
vincial Courts ? 

Marquess of Salisbury.· 

13,899 .. That is right ?-The· answer is 
No. . · 

13 900. I draw attention to it just for 
the purpose of clearing it up ?-Sir ¥al
colm wishes to amplify my. answer a little 
bit. Substantially it is -correct, . but ~e 
wants to add a detail or two to it.. (S1r 
Malcolm Hailev.) . The origirial proposal 
of the White Paper was to constitute a 
Supreme Court which woul.dJ hear all the 
appeals from Provincial Co"!lrts on . all 
decisions at whti.ch they nnght arnve, 
whether those decisions --referred to ~he 
interpretation of Federal law or Provm
cial law. ·The proposal now is that the 
Federal C.ourt shall not ' only . hear 
appeals referring to the interpretation of 
the Constitution, but also app~als 
w.hether from .. State Courts or. High 
Coutts\referring ._to the interpret!ition <;>f 
the Federal _law. Subsequently if, what 
may., be described . ~- a Supreme Court 
side were added to the Federal Court, 
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then ~at Federal Court, on its Supreme 
Court side, would hear appeals from the 
Provincial . High Courts on Provincial 
law also. That is only if the second 
~tage were taken and what may be de
scribf;ld as a Supreme Court side were 
added to the Federal Court. 

is put in its place there will be this 
change and all the issues under List III 
on the Concurrent List will not· be 
appealable apparently to the Federal 
Court, whereas they would have been 
appealable to the Supreme Court 7-They 
will not at the ·first stage, but if the 
right of expansion which it is proposed 

Marquess of· Reading. to give in the Constitution were exercised·, 
· 13,901. That is only, is it not, if the and what we have previously described a!! 
power is-subsequently extended 7-Yes; a supreme side of the Federal Court were 

13,902. If I read the new Memo- constituted, then they would be heard by 
randum of the Secretary of State the Federal Court, but until that right 
correctly, he limits the rights of· appeal were exercised they would remain with 
to the Supreme Court to constitutional the Provincial High Courts and there 
question~ and to Federal laws 7-Y es. would be no further appeal in India. 

1t,903. But he suggests that there 13,909. So· that the answer of Sir 
should be power given hereafter . to Malcolm means that the later pledges CJf 
extend this right of hearing appeals to the new Memor3;ndum are intended to 
other cases which would cover all such supersede the earlier pledges. I am not 
cases if so desired whiCh would come · making a polemical point, but I am 
otherwise under paragrapli -165. That calling attention to it just to ma~e ~t 
is to say, it would then be,. if the right clear, because under para.,OTaph 5 1t Is 

was extended, a Supreme Court of clear that the concurrent field is ex
Appeal 7-That is so. eluded from the Federal Court 7-As now 

• 13,904. And subject always to a Iimita- proposed. (~ir B_amueZ H~are.) Lo~d 
tion ·at present at any rate on criminal Salisbury ~ think, if I may mtervene, ~s 
jurisdiction ?-That is what I have really talking about. the two ~tages as If 
described as a second stage-if the right t~ey were one. In the first st3:g& th~re 
were extended.. will be t~e Federal Court de.almg Wlth 

. • Federal cases. At the same trme, powu 
. 13,905. That IS how ~ understand the will be given to make this Supreme 
new Memorandl;llD: f-Yes, but that would -Court side of it. When the Supreme 
'lot apply to crrmmal cases~ Court side of it is made, ·then there will 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,906. No. Let J!S leave out criminal 
cases altogether for the moment. If that 
be so, may I call the attention of Sir 
Malcolm to the top of page 5 of the new 
Memorandum. , There he Will see that 
it is proposed to define the Federal laws 
for this purpose as meaning laws with 
respect to matters included in ·List I of 
Appendix VI and not as including those 
with respect to matters in the concurrent 
field ?-Yes. 

13,907. That is a limitation introduced 
·into the new Memorandum which did not 
exist in the White Paper under para
graph ·165 because. then the --laws in the 
concurrent field are not apparently to be 
appealable to the Appeal Court ?-They 
would under the original proposal have 
been appea'.lable to the Su~reme Court. 

13,908. When th-e Supreme Court is 
going to disappear and the Federal Court 

·be an appeal in the concurrent fieM, just 
as in the Provincial field, to the Supreme 
·Court side of the Federal Court. (Sir 
JfaZcolm Iia~?ey.) Might I add a word. 
In the White Paper, as you will see 
from paragraph 163, that was only an 
enabling provision to make a Supreme 
Court. It is still proposed to have an 
enabling provision to make a Supreme 
Court side of the Federal Court. In 
both cases, therefore, they are enabling 
provisions. 

Earl Peel. 

13,910~ Will not it be almost essential 
to have that extension almost at once. 
You c~not allow, can you, in the con
current field the _ Provincial Courts to 
deci.de whether the Federal law . or the 
Provincial law should prevail. There i! 
bound to be an appeal, is there not, 
almost· at once on those points 7-The 
field is one which is already with the 
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Provincial High. Courts, the Federal law 
in the concurrent field. The Federal 
legislation in the concurrent field is only 
introduced in order to secure uniformity 
in the codes and in certain types of 
Legislation like labour legislation, and so 
forth. 

Marquess of Reading. 

13,915. Supposing a question arose as 
to which law is to. prevail in the eon
current field ; there is a Federal law nnd 
a Provincial law, and the question js 
which law is to prevail !-That is a Con
stitutional question. It is a question of 
the interpretation . of the Constitution 
as to which law prev8.i.Is. 

.13,916. Take a pure question of inter-
13,911. But suppose a Constitutional pretation of Federal law in the concur

question arose ·with regar:dl to concurrent rent field-I am not. speaking of Provin
rights, then the Federal Court would cial law in the concurrent field ; that you 
have the power to deal with it on appeal, can. leave to the High Court-in the 
would it not ?-Yes. interpretation of such a Federal law is 

13,912. Unless it is expressly excluded, the decision of the High Court to be 
it would clearly come within Constitu- ;final and the party has no right to pro
tiona! questionS f-It would have to pass ceed to the Federal Court f-In the con
from the High Court or from the current field, that _would be th~ case, an~ 
Federal side of the Federal Court if it an appeal would lie to the Privy Council 
happened to lie there at the moonent, and not to the Federal Court. 
and be heard on that side of the Federal · 
Court which would be dealing with Con
stitutional problems. If we suppose, for 
instance, there were two divisions, there 
would be one division dealing with that, 
and - it would have to pass to that 
division. So, if any case of interpreta
tion of the Constitution arose, whether 
in the High Court or on one side of the 
Federal Court, it woul-dl still have to be 
disposed of . by that side of the Federal 
Court which dealt with Constitutional 

Marquess of Reading. 

13,917. Why do you draw the distin&-. 
tion as regards that, as it is apparently 
merely this question of the concurrent 
;field. I do not follow why the distinc
tion is drawn. Your general scheme, as · 
outlined by your Memorandum is, of 
course : on · Constitutional questions an 
appeal to the Federal Court : Inter
pretation· of Federal laws a~peal. to the 
Federal Court ; a certain nght of 
extension· which I do not deal with at problems. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

13,913. Is .not that on the assumption 
·that what has been called the Supreme 
Court side of the Federal Court has been 
brought into existence ?-No. In any 
case that would be so. In no case, would 
the High Courts have the last word in 
dealing with the interpretation of the 
Constitutional law. 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

_ 13,914. May I ask a question on this 
point to clear it up f I am not sure 
whether I follow. Suppose a point arises 
as to the interpretation of the Federal 
.law (not Provincial law) in the concur
rent field, is that question to be finally 
decided by the High Court, and the 
party has no right to proceed further as 
regards the interpretation of such a law f 
-That is the proposal unless it raises a 
Constitutional. issue, such as; for in,.
.rtance, of repugnance or the like. 

· the moment at a second stage if . it arises, 
but on this first stage you say that this 
interpretation of Federal · law, as dis
tin!!Uished from Constitutional questions, 
shall not apply to matters in the con
current field. I do not understand why 
vou draw that distinction 7-I think it 
would be justified on this ground, that 
though these are placed in the con,;. 
current field, yet they are· not really 
Federal ; they are really Provincial. 
They are placed in the concurrent field 
merely to secure uniformity of legisl~ 
tion. The · second reason is that were 
you to extend · jurisdiction over the 
wholE.> of the concurrent field,. then you 
would bring at once into the Federal 
Court all questions relating to the inter
pretation of our great codes like the 
jCririlmal Procedure · Code., the Indian 
Penal· Code, the Civil Procedure Code, 
and the like, an~ the work of the Federal 
Court would· be immediately extended to 
a degree that ·was ·not contemplated in 
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the first instance. The effect might be 
to all intents and purposes giving the 
Federal Court at once a very large share 
of the functions which would fall on the 
~\lpreme Court if it were constituted. 

Earl Peel · 
13,918. Under those circumstances you 

might be getting different decisions on 
the same point in different Provincial 
High Courts on one of these Federal 
laws in the concurrent field '?-That might 
be the case. It is, I am afraid, the case 
at present, that in tlie interpretation of 
some · of our codes, such as the Civil 
Procedure Code, and the interpretation 
"J>f 'SOme of our Acts which would fall 
~nto that concurrent field (the Limitation 
Act arid the like, and the Law of 
Evidence) you do have differences of 
interpretation between the High Courts 
at present.. 

Marq~ess of Salisbury. 

both cases, all that we do is to give 
powers for bringing either a Supreme 
Court into being, or a side of the 
·Federal Court that would do the 
Supreme Court work. In both cases, both 
in my Memorandum and in the White 
Paper, that power is an enabling power. 
We do not propose under the White 
Paper here and now to bring the 
Supreme Court into being. It is an 
enabling power that we propose.· 

13,921. So that what your answer 
amounts to, Secretary of State, is that 
there. was no certainty under the White 
Paper of co-ordination in these particu
lar classes of judgments and there is no 
certainty still f-This is only the case of 
the Provincial field where there is 
:uniformity of legislation. The problem 
of the States does not enter into it 

13,922. No ?-There is already the 
.appeal to the Privy Cou;ncil as the co
ordinating sanction. 

. 13,919. But, ·Sir Malcolm, ·you ·win Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar . 

.observe, will you not, that in respect of 13,923. Might I ask one question on 
Lord Peel's point, your Memorandum. is that point '? As I understand it in the 
different from the White Paper, because, concurrent field there will be an appeal 
under the White Pap!Jr, the Supreme to the Privy Council from the decisions 
.Court would have had cognisance of these of the High Court '?-Yes. 
iss-ues, and theref~re there would have 13,924. What I do not understand is 
been a co-ordination of the judgments of this, if there can be an appeal to the 
the various High Courts, but under the Privy Council in an issue arising out 
f!hange by the exception of the· con- · oi an interpretation of the concurrent 
current field, you are withdrawing all the law in the concurrenf field, what diffi
issues which arise in the concurrent field cultv can there be in allowing such an 
froni any power of co-ordination by the appeal to the Federal· Court '?-One of 
Appeal· Court,, and s-o there is a our reasons anyhow is that we-do not 
difference between the two systems 7- want to :flood the Federal Court with 
No ; if I may say . s-o, there is not really an enormous amount of work and the 
a difference, because, under the White demand for a very large number of 
Paper, there was an enabling provision Judges at the beginning. 
to make a Supreme Court. Under the 
)?roposals now put forward in the Secre
tary of State's Memorandum, there is 
still that enabling provision. Therefore, 
in either case, the question of obtaining 
identity of judgment in regard to these 
questions in . the concurrent field, and in 
Provincial Legislation, would depend 
upon: your exercising that enabling pro
\'ision. 

13,920. Do you · meari that there may 
he, after the Secretary of State's :Memo
·randum, still a · Suprem.e Court !-Cer
•tainly, yes; . (S.ir Samuel Hoare.) I do 
not think Lord Salisbury'realises that in 

Mr. Zafrulla ·Khan. 

13,925. May I put one question on this 
point 7 Secretary of State, do I under
stand that the chief difference between 
the proposals in the White Paper and 
the proposals in the Memorandum is this : 
The White Paper proposes that simul
taneously with the bringing into force 
of the New Constitution there shall be 
.established a Federal Court, which gen
erally speal~ing, shall take cognisance of 
matters _described in P~oposal 155, and 
also hear appeals whether in . the form 
of appeals or special references from 
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tl1tl High Court in matters involving (I 
mean speaking generally) the interpre
tation of the Constitution ?-Yes. . 

. 
to the Federal Court, and . with :regard 

_to appeals with regard to the remainder 
of the field, the position shall continue 
as is set out in the Wh,ite Paper gen-

. erally y:....:..That is so. · 

The Lord Chancellor. 

13,926. And this is supplemented by a 
proposal that power shall be given to the 
.New Federal Legislature when the pro
per time arrives for them to set up a 
Supreme Court for British India tO hear 13,930. May I ask a question 7 Would 
appeals in all other matters subject to you be good enough to look at para-
8neh limitations as regards their jurisdic- graph 2 of the Memorandum .that was 
tion,' and so on, as are prescribed in circulated last night Y-Y cs. 
the White Paper. That is generally the 13,931. I only want to read the . fust 
\Yhite Paper Proposal: Your Meii~;oran- sentence : '' The procedure contemplated 
dnm modifies it to this extent (i) That. by these proposals is, therefore, that ·a 
the jurisdiction of this Federal Court person who desires to appeal from the 
which is to be. immediately set up should · decision on a Constitutional issue of the 
be extended to this extent that, in addi- High Court of a Province ·or a. State 
tion to the matters which are described will ask that Court. to ·state a special 
in the White Paper, over which it would case for the· decision of the ,Federal 
have jurisdiction, it should also have Court/' That question I '\vant ·to· ask 

is this :·We are all agreed that whs.t we 
jurisdiction to hear appeals arising out want to get at is the meaning of '' a 
of the interpretation of Federal laws, Constitutional • issue.'' I quite under
whether for the moment you define them stand that you can define a Coristitu
as laws relating to matters in List I, tiona! issue by saying that it is any 
or whether you define them as relating issue which arises· out of any Act in the 
to matters in List I and III Y-We define First List Y-No, it is any case arising 
them 11!': relating to matters in List I. , out of the Constitution Act. 

13,927. I am not on that point for 13,932 .. I see. Now, what one wants 
the moment. The first change is that the to know. is this : Supposing you get 
jnri:;:diction of this Federal Court which ·some case in a Provinchl Court whif.h -
is to be immediately set up shall be to raises a Constitutional issue, are there 
that extent extended 7-Yes. (Sir JJ!al- ·certain circumstances under which that 
corm Hailey.) Yes. case. cannot go to the Supreme Court 

1 3,928. Then you say that with regard branch of the Federal Court ?-I would 
to the rest of the field, after you have say No. When an issue was raised in 
transferred from the remaining field another Court raising :m issue · under 
into this Federal Court field these ·the Constitution Act then that case 

would go to the Federal Court. 
mntters of Federal laws, in the remaining 13,933. You do not use the .. words 

;~~te y~~~e~~i=~nJe:~p:::' a ~:;re~! '' Constitution Act '', you use the wot·ds 
F d 1 " Ponstitutional issue. '', and there may 

·Court may be set up by the e era be Constitutional. issues ai·ising out of 
Leg-islature. But you suggest that that all those three. cases !-Generally spcak
Snp;·eme Court shall not be set up as a ·ing, we mean . the Constitution Act 
sPparate. Court but . shall · b_e : .only t~e here. · 
uthPr. stde, the second dJVISton, as 1t . 13 934 Th : I · · d ' : d tJ t · 
were, the Supreme Court division o£ the · . ' · ehn! h ~ er::;taut f la In 
F d · 1 c t IIJ ( s· 8 1 H ) every case w 1c arises ou ; o some-

e er.a . our 1
-:- Ir amue~ · oare. thing in the Constitution Act tl1ere will 

That lS so. be an appeal to the. Suprem~ Court sida 
13,929. The main difference, therefore, of the Federal Court ?-:-No, the Federal 

is that whereas appeals on questions of side. · · 
interpretation of Federal laws under the 13,935. Then, I do ~ot quite foJiow 
'\V1Iite Paper Proposals would not have th?\;¢ cases to which you refer which 
gone to the Federal Co1:1rt; but would raise_ Constitutional issues, and yet there: 
~nly have gone to the Supreme Court if is: ~o appeal from the Provincial High 
and when it was set up,' you propose Court ?-I do not' see what cases those 
that these appeals shall go · imm~diately would . be. All . Constitutional cnses 
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would have to go on appeal . to the 
·:Federal Court ; all cases arising out of 

the Constitution Act. 

MarquesS of Beadmg. · . 
13,936. Would not a Constitutional 

issue be a.n issue which arises as to the 
interpretation of some passage or part 
of the Constitution Act f-Yes ; that is 
what I mean. 

13,937. Then you go on afterwards to 
deal with a change in tha l!.,eileral laws 
which is a totally different thing. That 
is dealing with the laws which come . 
undez: the particular schedule whic? s.re 
the Federal subjects 7-Yes, that IS so. 

13,938. That is quite a ne\V thin~ !illd 
a different matter. Dat your Ol'lgmal 
plan is maintained to this extent, that 
the Federal Court is to be the Court 
to which appeals will c:ome, or which 
will have an original jurisdiction in all 
questions of issue, that is of controversy 
arising with regard to the interpreta
tion of any part of thl3 Aet conferring 

· the Constitution 7-Y es. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

13,939. Am I right in nnder~t:mding 
the position 7 Would the Supreme Court 
side when established .hear appeals raised 
on strictly Federal laws, that is All
India laws, and would there he t1ppcals 
heard by that SupremJ Court side both 
from judgments of British India as well 
as· State Courts, or is it your intcmtion 
that even after the Supreme Court siUe 
has· been established, nil cases dealing 
with Federal law strictly so-called, that 
is in List I, should go before the Federal 
side of the Court ,_yes. We v.re con
templating the interpretation of the 
Federal law as going to the ]'edernl side. 
We are not contemplatin~--1 hope my 
advisers will correct me if I am wrong ; 
this is a very technical affair-that 
States' questions should go to . th~ 
Supreme Court side of the Federal 
Court !-{Sir Malcolm Hailey.) .That is 
so. 

13,940. Even with regard. to cases 
arising out of List I in which State'3 
have federated !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
The List I cases would go to the Federal 
Court, and not the Supreme Court side 
of it. (Sir Malcolm Hailey.) If Sir 
.Akbar would kindly look nt the List. 

· he will see that the concurrent field of 

legislation, List ill, a.nd the Provincial 
laws with which the Supreme Court side 
of the Federal Court would deal, neither 
of them affect the· States ; they nre 
purely British India. Therefore, . the 
Supreme Court side of the Federal Court 
would d·eal only with Briti:!h India Acts. 

· · 13,941. Would the Supreme Court side 
deal with appeals from British Indian 
Courts on cases relating to List I T
No; that would be the },ederal Court. 

13,942. Those also would go to the 
Federal side ,_Yes. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,943. Supposing an ot;dinut-y litigant 
in a State. raises a question of a Federal 
law which applies to tha State (because 
under the Instrument of .Accession, there 
may be such laws) and he is unsuccess
ful and desires to appeal ; to what Court 
would he appeal 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
To the Federal Court acting in its 
Federal capacity. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

13,944. If there i::; a constitutional 
issue involved then the jurisdiction. as 
you said, would be in the Federal Court 

·on its Federal side '1-Yes. 
13,945. Also will t.he party have the 

option to go to the Provincial Court 
or to the State Court, because we have 
·also given the Federal Court appellate 
jurisdiction in such matters, so where 
will the venue be in the first instance 7 
Will it be to the Fedeml Court in its 
original jurisdiction or, as I understand 
it, would it be this 7 W11erc the party 
concerned is a. constitutional unit then 
he must go to the Feder~J.l Court, but. if 
he is a private citizen he ha~ the option 
to go to the Court of his own Province 
and then go to the FedE>ral Court by 
way of an appeal. I wanted that to he 
clear !-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) No. If 
you would look at paragraph 155, the 
original jurisdiction is between the 
federation and a province or a. state ~ 
or between two provinces or two states ; 
or secondly any matter i.nvoldng the 
interpretation of, or arisin~ under any 
agreement entered into after the com
mencement of the Constitutional Act be
tween the Federation and a Province 
or State. Those would be what might 
very roughly be described as State 
issues. . A private litigant would go to 
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his own Court first of ::tll whether he 
lived in a State or in a Province. 

13 946. That is what I understood Y
And1 if he. were dissaticsfi.ed with the 
decision of his own court, then the 
matter would' not lie within the original 
jurisdiction but within the appellate 
jurisdi.ction of the Federal Court. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
..) . 

13,947. May I ask a queshon as re-
gards the words '' constitutional issue '' Y 
Will you kindly turn to paragrnph 114 
of the White Paper, the !ast part there
of, '' In the event of a <'on!l.iet between 
a Federal Law and a Provincial Law in 
the concurrent field, the Federnl Law 
will prevail.'' I suppose there will be 
an analogous provision the Constitution 
Act bringing in this provision under. 
paragraph 114 !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) 
Yes~ 

13,948. Supposing that question arises 
which is embodied in the last part of 
this section which says, '' In the event 
of a conflict between a l~ederal Law and 
a Provincial Law on the concurrent :field, 
the Federal Law will prevail," that 
would be as regards the interpretation 
of a certain section of the Constitution 
Act, as Lord Reading interpreted the 
words '' constitutional issue '' ?-Yes. 

13,949. Therefore it will be a consti
tutional issue in that sense !-Yes. 

13,950. Yet the question will arise in 
the concurrent field 7-Y ~s. It would go 
to the Federal Court. 

13,951. Although it arise:3 in the con
current field !-Yes. I think J\fr. 
,J ayaker is not distinguishing entirely 
between the settlement of a dispute 
arising out of the Constitution Act and 
the settlement of a dispute arising out 
of the interpretation of a law in th.~ 
concurrent field. In the former case it 
would go to the Federal Cor.:.rt. 

13,952. What I fail to understand is 
that in your memorandum you are willing 
to give an extended jurisdiction to the 
Federal Court from the one which is 
mentioned in the White Paper, in all 
eases where Federal Laws h:we to be in
terpreted, provided the Federal Law 
&rises in List No. 1 7-Yes. 

13,953. And that, you E>Ry, is because; 
you want some authority to co-ordinate 
different interpretations which may be 

placed by different courts in the States 
and in the Provinces Y-Yes. 
· 13,954. How is the necessity for such 
co-ordination less in the cacse of: laws 
which are coronion to British India in 
the concurrent field and whose distin
guishing feature is only this that the 
States do not come in '1-But that is a 
very big distinguishing feature, it seems 
to me. · --: 

13,955. How are you going to co-: 
ordinate all those Laws ?-By the P1·ivy 
Council until you get the supreme eourt 
side in being. · · 

13,956. I thought you were going to 
create a court intermediate between the 
Privy Council and the Indian Courts 7-
y es, .exactly, but I was not sure whether 
:Mr. J ayaker meant at once or whether 
he meant when this second bench of the 
Federal Court is in being. 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] No the Federal 
Court is going to be an intermediate 
court between Indian courts-I am using 
the word " Indian " . because Provinces 
and States come in--and the Privy 
Council. If so, why deprive the court of 
the power· of co-ordinating the interpre
tation of federal lawg in the concurrent 
field 'I Why drop it out altogether and 
refer it to the Privy Council direct Y 

Marquess ·of Reading. 

13,957. He has given the ·reason for· 
that ; it would multiply appeals so much 7 
'-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) I think the 
Secretary of· State has already given the 
answer to that. We do not wish to :flood 
the Federal Court with a large number 
of references in the first instance but 
we do provide that ultirriately, if the 
legislature so decides, it can . bring the 
whole of the concurrent field as well as 
the Provincial field within the sphere of 
Federal Court decisions and, therefore, 
the Federal Court to that extent would 
be, as :Mr. J ayaker said, an intermediate 
court for other purposes between the 
Indian Courts and the Privy Council, 
but that is a secondary stage which 
should be taken at the option of the 
Indian legislature when they find it to 
be necessary and also :find that they could 
justi1=j: the expense. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 
13,958. That cannot happen for s~veral 

years and during that period in all these 
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questions the· Indian litigant will. have to would agree that the immediate exten
undertake .the expense of coming to the sion of the powers of the Federal Courl 
Privy. Council while all the time ·there to try, on appeal, cases in the concur
is a Court . sitting in Delhi or elsewhere rent :fiefd from provincial courts would 
which is capable of deciding these ques- undoubtedly lead to a volume of litiga
tions f-That may be the case but the tiori fa1· in dcess of that ·which would 
Indian litigant would ,be . under no· dis- be involved in the two original powers, 
advantage · under which ·he has not the constitutional and the purely Federal 
laboured for many years past and the powers. 
immediate constitution of a Federal Court 
on the lines. indicated by. Mr. Jayaker 13,960. ~lay I ask one other question 
would; undoubtedly place at once a very on that point 7 I think it is admitted 
heavy expenditure on the Federation. It that there is a great deal · of opinion 
would also to some extent alter the against having two courts, a Federal 
character of the Federal Court merely Court· and a Supreme Colirt. Is not this 
by the extension in its size, · and on · almost forcing forward the questi~n of a 
account of the very great attention that Supreme Court too much, beca~e If these 
would have to be paid to purely British cases ar~ exempted ~rom comn:~g bef?re 
Indian cases cases which now for . .the the Federal Court, With the obVIous diffi
m~st part_ st~y with the High CoUrts or. cult~es that a:r:ise in having different sets 
only occasionally go to the Privy Council of mterpretahon an~ all the . tr~u~le of 
--considerations therefore not constitu- an appeal to the Privy Council, Is It not 
tional but largely practical. Do you wish likelY: that that will force forward the 
at the outset to flood your court with enablmg powers to set up ~ Supreme 
all' these appeals and can you afford the 9ourt 7 . It is ~ost forCJ.J?-g 1t .to. be put 
extra judges required to try them 7 · The mto ~ction as. soon as possible, IS It not 7 
·proposal set forth in the Secretary of -. (Sir Samue_l Hoare.) I do not ~ow 
State's :Memorandmri is merely to leave '!Vhether that Is .so or not. M~ own VIew 
the deicsion of that question to the option IS that there will. be a necessity !or a 
of the Indian· Legislature at 5ome future Court of some kind to do the kind of 
date. · · work that we contemplate for t~e 

Supreme Court, and that unless there IS 
a body of that kind the Federal Court 
in its Federal sense will be . swamped. 
Our proposal differs from the White 
Paper proposal ·only in this respect, that 
we keep the two branches together in
stead of having them separate. All the 
evidence I have heard on the subject goes 
to show that having them separate 
which was a conception that was very 
much urged in some of our former dis
cussions, would almost inevitably lead to 
constant' disputes between these Courts. 
Our proposal is intended to keep the two 
together. Whether in the form that we 
have made it ·now it is more likely to 
bring into being the Supreme side of the 
. Federal Court or not, I cannot say ; I 
do not see why it should. I think on 
the whole it is less likely to. 

Earl Peel. 

13,959. You use the phrase " flooding 
.the court with these cases"· Is that not 
rather a liberal phrase, because we were 
told ; were we not, at an earlier stage 
that · really these concurrent laws would 
. be very few ·and they would only arise 
as a method as it were; of putting a 
seal upon a sort of agreement between 
the Provinces that they wanted legisla
tion of a particular character. Surely 
there would be very few of them and is 
not the question of flooding' the courts 
with appeals in these cases rather a strong 
statement 7-They deal with the whole of 
our. major codes and they would there
fore, in effect, afford a means of appeal 
to ·the Federal Court against a large 
number of important decisions of the 
High Courts and I think there would be 
a very general agreement that whereas 
you could look forward to some restric
tion in the cases which would come before 
the Federal Court on its constitutional 
eide and its purely Federal side, yet I 
think that all lawyers here at all events 

Marquess ·o~ Salisbury. 

13,961. I confess I was afraid, when I 
was trying to put my questions, that the 
:Memorandum involved a certain limita
tion on the right of appeal as compared 
with the White Paper, but I gather that 
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not so f-That is not so. . 
13 962. I do not kD.ow whether it is 

not ~ great impertinence in me to make 
a suggestion, but I ·am not s~re how far 
other members of the Committee are as 
little clear as to the final result as I am. 
If, ho,~ever, there_ is any ambiguity, I 
wonder whether the Secretary of State 
will consider ma~g a graph, like ·a pe4.i
gree, showing how the appeals _li~. ~rom 
the various Courts in a graphic fo~, 
~-;o that we· might have it before the Com
mitteE>, putting the High Courts,_ the 
State Courts, and then leading on to tl~e 
Supreme Court or the Federal Court, as 
the case may be, or to the Privy Council, 
and showing how the appeals wili lie_ f-
Yt•s, I think I could do that. . .. ·_ 

Marquess of Reading.] The only diffi
culty is that it is not so much a q.uestion 
of showing the Courts as showmg the 
~ubjeC't~ that come before the Courts. 

l\Iarquess of Salisbury.] You would 
have to add a little letterpress as well. 

Marquess of Reading.] Yes. That is 
where your difficulty comes.· You are 
uot changing anything otherwise except 
thHt you are instituting for the first time 
liomething in the nature of a Supreme 
Court on what I may call Federal ques
tions, meaning by that Constitutional 
questions and . the interpretation of 
Pederal law. That is all you are pro
posing to do,. I understand, but you add 
to it a power which at present is only a 
power to the Legislature if it c~ooses to 
t•xtend that, and it may extend It to the 
furthest degree of making the Federal 
Court the Supreme Court for all-India, 
so that all appeals would he able to pro
I'Ped from a High Court to that Supreme 
Court. That is something . which you a:r;e 
only giving the power to do in this White 
Paper and :Memorandum, but Y?ll are. ~ot 
now, as I understand, seeking to e~tablish 
anything more than this Federal Court, 
and! the Federal Court deals with parti
rular subjects.· If is not so much the 
Courts from which the appeals come ; ~t_ 
has an oriO'inal jurisdiction which is ex
c:lusive and then it has a jurisdiction in 
11ppeal. The jurisdiction in ·appeal. pre:. 
:mmably would be the same as if_ it came 
to a Supreme Court. But I think; if I 
may say -so.- I follow what--is in. Lor.d 
Salisbury's mind ; in ·order ·to IIlake It 

I,JQ!lRO 

.. .,. '.t.. •·.. ,. . . . 

Clear you would have to have some lettet::
P.ress explaining th~ limitatiops of ·the 
subjects._: . . . , __ . ' 

Marquess of Salisbwy. 

13,963. I have made the suggestion. 
The Secretary of State will consider 
whether it ·is· a possible one y___:_Yes; and 

· in the meanwhile let Lprd .SalisbUry be 
generally ,reassured . that there : is . no 
restriction of appeal at" all in 'our pro..: 
posals~ · · 
13,~~ Before ' I finish my~ task, IX1~i 

I just take the Secretary ·of State to tw:q 
other matters f In the first· place, there 
are· some phrases in the · · Memoran_d.1lln 
saying that the Federal Court ·iS.· to 
have no power to enforce its decisions. 
In paragraph 4 the Memorandum!says:c 
" In this connexion I. should like . ·.to 
make it clear that it is not intended · by 
paragraph. 160 that the Federal , Court 
should possess any power · of - Feder~ 
execution,. either . in British- India. ·or~ in 
the States. It will pronoim~e ·judgment 
on matters which co~ before . it, but 
those judgments will ·be carried out and 
made effective through the agency of the 
Courts from ·which the matter before it 
came." •Is that different ·from· the 
practice· in tlris country f-No~ I an1· told
that that is the practice· of the 'Privy 
Council. · ' · · 

Marquess of' Reading .. · 

. l:J,965. That . is quite right ; that is 
the practThce in the House of Lords and 
in the Privy Council f-We have modelled 
it upon the practice here. · · · 

Marquess of Sali~bury. 
13,966. The phrases are that ·.they are 

able to give a binding decision but they_ 
are not :to .have any. executive power !-· 
I understand what happens, ·speaking 
as a layman is that the. Privy. Council 
or the HoU:Se of Lords give a. decision· 
and the subordinate- Courts have to 
carry it out. 

Marquess of Reading. 

13,967. hhe House of Lords and the 
Privv · Council would not . have the 
machinery to put into execut~on all that: 
It ·is the ordinary course. The House of· 
Lords woUld pron<?unce a :decision ; that 
is put into' operation by the other Courts 

Q 
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by the executive powers and the officers 
which they· have f"f that purpose. As 
I · -q:Qderstand, it is exactly that scheme 
whi<:h you have in mind Y-Y es. 

Lord Rankeillour. 
'_tt.d3,968~ Is' that so in the United States 
With the Supreme Court, do you know Y 
·~''!.,..could not say offhand. I am not 
sure. Any.hci'(v we . have based it here 
~p~n our own procedure.· · 
· LOrd Chancellor.] Yes, it is ou:r OWJl 

p:z;ooedure, and if you look at Section 16,J 
on pag~,.18_'it bears out what the Secre
tru·y 'of State says. 
.. Ip~d R~nk~illour.] But we are not a 
Feder~tion, · and ·India and America are. 

Lord Eustace Percy.] I think I can 
answer : · the · question about America. 
The Supreme- · Court . has no executive 
power ; it ·executes either through the 
Federal Court in the States or through 
the State Co"Qi:t, according as the appeal 
has come. from the Federal Court or the 
.state co~rt. ~.;.. . 

. <Marquess' of Reading.], It is. just. the 
same as in this· conntry. · 

.. Lord_ Eustace Percy.] Yes, except that 
they ... have . got Federal Courts. · Of 

. course~ it will not' be the case in India. 
. ~n .:· . . .. 

· Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,969. There . is only one other ques
. tUm which we have avoided up to now, 

hamely; • ·an · appeal in ci'iminal cases. I 
undm"Stand the ·suggestion of· the Secre:

·U.ry of · · State is to set up a Court of 
Griminal Appeal f-We ,leave it to the 
discretion of "the Indian Legislature. 

. ·~ ·13,97(}. I should have said that, yes. 
':But· ··:ui:Ltir:'' the ·rndian: Legislature 
· exercises that right, what will be. the 

position as ·to criminal appeal ?-(Sir 
: Jfalcolm 1Iailey~ )' The position will be 
,tg:X:act~y the same as it is at present, in 
. i.whi-eh the' appeals do not go as appeals 

J>eyond- the High Court, though there is 
·a reference to the Privy Council, and 
;'fhat would temain in exactly the same 
position as 'It is at present. , ro r 1 .. _ 

, , , 13,971~·- Then -~n~ l~st questio~ on this : 
.J~ the· new. Le~islature do set up a 
>~ourt of Qri,minal Appeal, will there be 
Sflecial judges for it or will judg-es be told 
()if for it, aq is done in England f- (Sir 

Samuel Hoare.) 1 do not know about 
that. 

13,972. It is only a question of 
expense 7-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) It 
would be necesHary to have special 
judges, becau:;,e the Court would have to 
sit in ~orne centre at which judges would 
not he a,vailable from their. ordinary 
work. Undoubtedly if you have a Court 
of Criminal Appeal in India there would 
be a very Jarge number of cases indeed 
<>oming before it, and you would have to 
hato a separate Court. with separate · 
judges for the purpose. (Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) You see, Lord Salisbury, the 
po~ition depends a good 'deal upon the 
number of cases ; for instance, if you 
take murder· cases I am told that in a 
certain Province last year there were 
five hundred. · 

13,973. Five hundred mUrders '?-Yes ; 
I will not specify which Province it was. 

Marquess· of Reading. 

13,97 4. Only just ·one question on the 
last matter that you were dealing with, 
Secretary of State, to clear it out of the 
way. Of course, this question of the 
criminal jurisdiction a.gain does not arise 
in relation to the Constitutional enact
ment of a Federal Court ; it does not 
arise on that at all ?-No. 
· 13,975. It only comes under the 
enabling powers to the Federal Legisla-. 
ture ?-Yes. . . . 

13,976. Whatever those may be, power 
is given to the Legislature to decide what 
kind of Court of Appeal it will have in 
criminal and other · matters, and, of 
course, they. will take into account the 
question of expense and practical con
siderations. That is left entirely ·out of 
what we have to deCide on the Federal 
Co.urt.questiou. That is right, is it not f 
-Yes. What has very much impressed 
itself upon my mind is the necessity of 
keeping the criminal cases out of the 
Federnl Court and the Supreme Court. 
If von once Jet them in, the Federal 
Co~rl and the Supreme- Court sides will 
be swamped by them. 

-·13,977. There are only one or two other 
matters after the Ion¢ di~cussi.on we have 
had that I want to ask you about. .Just 
one question about paragraph 1 of your 
Memorandum in order to clear it uo. 
At the top of page 2 you say : " the 



F~eal Court. should have power to de
eline sum.m.a~ily . to entertain any appeal, 
91" any. application for leave to appeal, 
where 1t appears to them vexatious • or 
frivolous, or made only for the purposes 
of delay." I do not want to discuss the 
exact · form of drafting there which I 
think is a little open . to criticism but 
purely on technical grounds what ~ in
tended, I suppose, and if so I leave it 
at that, ic; that power should be given . 
to the Court to make rules enabling them 
t.o deal themselves with vexatious 
appeals. f-That is_ ~o. 

13,978. I do not want to discuss the 
technical language-it is a little diffi
cult exactly as framed-unless you inean 
that it is to be by rules which the Court 
1\"ill frame f-Yes. 

· 13,979. _Then, of course, the Court will 
by its rules meet all the difficulties that 
I have . in mind, and I need not ask you 
anything -about them. Now I want to 
put one or two questions to you about 
t~e States, because, of course, they do 
introduce a feature which requires care
ful consioeration and which interests the 
States. On the constitutional issues no 
question arises at all, as I understand, 
and it has been understood from the first 
that the States would be bound, just as 
the Provinces and the Federal GOvern
ment, by any decision on a Constitutional 
issue. That is right, is it not f-Yes .• 

· 13,980. No question has · arisen upon 
that f-No~- · 

· 13,981. Of course, on the extension of 
it, which you have now . introduced by. 
your Memorandum-that is giving the 
Federal Court the power and the obliga
tion to interpret Federal laws-the• States 
do become involved 7-Yes.· 

i3,982.. We shall he~r from theni what . 
they have to. say with regard . to it. I 
only wanted · to be clear about·- this. I 
am only asking the questions about the 
interpretation of Federal laws. I leave 
the Constitutional laws out of question. 
On the Federal laws, assume that a 
State in its Supreme Court, whatever it 
may be in that State, has made a pro
nouncement of the interpretatiom. on il 
Federal Ia~ ; what is proposed now is 
that a question of that charaeter could 
be dealt with ann should be dealt with 
if properly · brought before it by the 
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Federal -Court ! That is involved nee~ 
sarily, ic; it not ?....:... Yes. : : ·- - . 

•· -·· ,, .. ,,,j~ 
13,983. Of course, that _ does ):~v9lve 

the assent of the States to it !---.Ye~ .. 
,IJ <' 

13,984. Then I presume also from what . 
. you have sald that the execution of a. 

decree of the Federal_ 'Court, 8$Stunin.,. 
that it did. involve . a State,. would. -t: 
left tC? the. Corirts and the executive 
powers of- the State f_,Yes .. 

·· 13,085~ !t ~ollows. frc:un \v_hat 'yo'U .. have 
already mdicated in . your answel"S to 
Lord Salisbury. ·It makeS it perfecUy 
plain-and ·I think it is deSirable that 
the States should understand -.that......; 
that it is not suggested . "in. any way 
that there should be officers· entering the' 
States for the purpose of enforcing a 
decree of the Federal Court, but that 
it. '\YOuld be left to the officers of the 
State to execute such a deere~. _ Th&t is. 
quite clear, is it f-Yes. . --

' 13,986. Therefore the1 only interest' that . 
the State would have or the only pos
sible conflicting interest on the. matte:c 
is, I suggest, that the F~eral Court 
would- have the· supreme voice ·upon' not. 
only· Constitutional issues but upon the 
infcrpretation o£ the Federal laws, .. and 
would . if necessary override a . decision 
of a State Court just as it would of a 
High Court in India. There is _no. diffi.
cultv about that !-No. . ,.,,. . ,-~\. ,' 

13,987. That is, as·· far as 'I C&lJ. see 
froin your Memorandum and thinking-. 
about it, the onl:y way in w:.hich the· States 
would be involved. What I am suggest
ing is that really thell States would ·be·· 
only affected by this new proposal to the 
extent that it would mean uni~Q-p:p.ity as. 
regards not only Constitutional issuE'J'j but. 
thP interpretation of the Federal_ l.a~. f. 
-Yes. · · ~ · · · .. , : - ~: _ · · 

i3,988 .. And. not only uruformity.- but 
enetlv t be same position. for the· State 
Hiooh ·comt as fo-r the. Provincial,-.Uigh 
Co~rt, and indeed in the case o~1l the 
Hi!rh Court of Calcut,~~;L w~ch js Jn a . 
different capacity, exactly the •!faui.e 
pcc;itiou would apply, and the Federal 
df'eree would be the Supreme ' deen>e; 
which would mean uniformity th~,u~ 
on~ the St3:te . and . ~he rr?vwf'i:tl 
Colirts. That IS the positton, 1s ~t not f 
-Yes. -' 

Q2 
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··Marquess of Salisbury. 

13,989. Lord Reading will allow ~e, 
I .am sure, just to call attention to _the 
fact that in dealing with that in t'u! 
Memorandum the· becretary of S~atc 
nses .. the preliminvry' phrase, '' As I 
.und<>rstand,!' so thai he doe!' not kn<?W 
io-r _certain that that is so. It is m 
p~ra~1·aph. 3 'f-1 do not 

1 
~wish un(,lue 

importaiiCP. to ·.be aLtacher.. to n phr_~se 
.of that kind. . 1 do not mueh mmd 
wl:cther it is in or out. .It has not got 
.any . sin~ster intention behind it. · 

.13,.Q90. No ; it is only .that I want to 
.fiD.d the lirr\its of' what the Committee 
are. to understand !-Perhaps it wo_uld 
be better if. I took it out. It is P:Ot 
mllant tl) implY. that. . I wish to say ~o . 
mor.e than .that I have never heard R!lY 
objection urged to this proposal. 

'·'L~ra Chanc~Zlor..] I think it is only :~. · 
technical point · as to machineJ'!.. 
Assume for the sake of argument tp_at 
the .Federal Court gives a Judgment 
which affects a State or whi~h nffec~s a 
person in a State.: In most c~ses w:Qen 
vo11 are dealing with an outside body 
what happens then is this, that _the. 
State has machinery under which t]lat 
J ud~'l'Ilent can be registered, and w~en . 
that -Judgment of ·the Supreme or 
Federal Court is 'registered in ::t. St~te, 
thP.n · tlie State· ft~elf _ enforces _the 

· registered Judgment,_ and in th~t way 
• the sovereignty of the State IS pre

served and unanimity also is se<'uye.f 
becau~e they ugree to the Judgment, 
but they- ar~ the sovereign-the pe~ple 
who. ~nforce the registered Judgment. It. is ;,not quite the same in Engla.:_nd, 
bPcarise . when the .Hollse of Lords pro~ 
nounces a Judgment here, there being 
no executive machinery, they .retur1! it 
fu the King's Bench and the Kin_g's 
lien eli- t>nforce it through their exe_cu
tive ,.mach·inery which you assume. (I 
do . not: want an ·answe1· now) \\·ill en
force· the registered Judgment. 

. ' .. , .... 
t Marqu~s of Reaaing. 

Hot waut to go over the .ground again ;· 
I only want to put to you as I under• 
stand it what the position is. I th!nk 
I h:;1 vt.> got it right from what . Sir 
]lblcqJm said, that is to say that in 
thP<;t• matters in the concuuent field are 
included, of coul'se, everything that ·is 
at pa~e 110 ; that is List III.·. 'fha~- is 
right, is it not Y-Yes. · 

13,992. It you look at List Ill l'ou 
will see ·that it covers art immense field. 

~ 13,9~n! Secrebn·y of. State,, T want 
j aH ·to go . back for one moment to ,.t:1ear 
up, I hope, a matter., which has · been 
mneh discussed this morning. I . ·: ~m 
I't·ft'rl'lpg. to paragraph 7 of your )Ie!Do
r:UldlJm·; that,. is ··with respect to 
matters in the concuiTent :field. I do · 

I nm only calling attention to it, becaUse 
I myself asked a question as to '!hY 
this was done, and Sir Malcolm gave au 
answer which nt anv rute for. the 
moment seemed to me· satisfactory. I 
ju:;t wanted to explain why, if you l~ok 
at it,· you see, for example, jurisdiction 
powers and authority of all. Courts, 
civil procerlure-all matters now cover
crt bv the Indian Code of Civil I>roce
dme; and a number of other matters-· 
criminal procedure and so forth ; I do 
not want to go right through it. In 
substances, it covers almost every f<?,~ 
of litigation and issue that could c~me 
before the High Comt. Tperefore, es 
I nndPrstood Sir Malcolm in answer to 
a question put by myself and from the 
Secretary of State's e:xplanationg, the 
reHson why you have excluded tl1e c_on
current field here is not on any ma~ter 
of principle, but becauf:e if you w_ere 
to .include it you would be doing · ~~e 
nry thing which you are seeking to 
avQid, that is to say, giving a m~ti
plicity of appeals which would tend to 
swamp the Federal Court and COJ!Se
quently to make it difficult to get . deci
sions on the Constitutional issues and 
thP Federal laws. That is as I un(Jer
stand it 7-Yes. There are really two 
rPasonlf. The first reason is to keep 
the Federal Court for cases in which 
the States and British lndi3. are bOth 
involved ; the States are not involved 
in the concurrent :field. The second· 
rt>ason is the reason just stated -by · 
Lord Reading, that ·we feel that .if we 
hrf)u!?'ht the concurrent· fiehl into the 
F<'rle~·al jurisdiction we shonlrt sw~mp 
the Court ... 

13,993. But you are flping. nothing 
whiC'h would exclude . from the. Indian 
L(:gislature the_ ·power;. should · ~t. deE?ire. 
to ·exercise it, ~f_ extending the rjght .ot 
appeal ·to all the eo~current :fie}!~ .1-
Nothing. · -- .. - · . _ 

A ~' ! 
p' 
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1:3,994. Bat that depen·l~ upon tl!~m 
-and whether they are prepared to 
-iohoultler the ex.ptnse and inconveniepce 
-of it; that is how it stands ?-Yes._ 

13,fl95. The answer to me was satis
-factory, and I was just anxi~us to see 
that one understood it. I tlnnk really. 
thf'rc is only one other question that I 
w:mt to put to you with regard to· it, 
111111 tl1at is on the criminal -side. All 
that i~ excluded, I unJerstand-11ot ex
prrs~ly perhaps but nevertheless is in
tenrled to be exclud~d by your proposed 
le:;i:-;latiun constituting the }'cderal 
Court ?'----Yes. 

1.3,996. '!'hat is to say, the criminal 
Ia w doc!; not enter into it at all. 'Vhat 
I was rather wondering about that was 
this. I am not pressing for an answer ; 
I dare say it ha~ already been careft~.lly 

· con3idered ; but you might have, might 
not you, on a constitutional issile s~me 
ouestion which would involve either the 
Cj·iminal Procedure Code 01· perhaps the 
criminal law. It is not impossible, as 

. it seems to me, that such a ques~ion 
· oonld arise. If you do intenfl to ex-
• elude criminal matters from it, would 
it not, therefore, be necessary to ex
clude them by your Const~tutio~ Ac~ 7 
·I am not sure what the mtenhon Is, 
:tn•l ilHleed I do not press for an answer, 
bot it does involve consideration '!
(Sir lt!alcolm Hailey.) It is cle~r that 
t!H' Cnn:;titution Act mu&t provide .for 
thE" criminal side in the following res
pe<·tq. It mn?t in the fh:st: · •:!nse ma_ke 
it clear that 1f any question of the In
. teq)retation of the Constitutional law 
ari~es in respect of criminal 1aw · that 
must go to the Federal Court . ·e,ven 
thongh in other ways it ha::; no cr1mmal 
:-idP, lmt ·in the provisions of the Con
.stitntion Act also which enable YCIU to 
<'O!l<>titute a Court of Criminal_Appeal 
it will :1lso be ne<'cssary to provtde cer
tnin . limitations as to the extent of 
thr,s~ arpeals ; it will als? be necessary 
to provide for the exdus10n afte~ that 

·Court is <'Onstituted of thP. auth?rt~y _of 
the Privv Coun<'il, because the JUl'tsdlC-
tion of the Privy Coundl would be re
movE-d if a Court ·of Criminal Appeal 
were constituteod in India. 

Marquess of Reading. · 
: l:l~f}f.l7. ·would it Y · Why do you say 
·:tbnt, • Sir :MalcoJm ? Why. flo ·you sa;r 
,t . ' . ~ ... '-" . ·.. - & - • 

·that _the jm·isdiction . of the Privy 
C(nmctl WQuld be removed 7 · It woUld 
only b£> so if there '\\'ere an Act · of 
Parliament here that . removed 'rH 7-H 
~hould explain that it _is propvsed that 
1t should be removed. It i:~ proposed 
th;tt the appeal to tlie Court <'f · . Crj
mmnl. Appeal shall take the pllt~~ · .·0f 
the r<'ference tQ the P1·ivy Council now, 
nnd that would have to •be provided, i:ri 
. the Constitution Act. . l , . 

13,998. Are you suggcstin"' that tli~t 
will be in the Constitution Act !--(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) .It is already m 'par$
graph 167 of the White ·l!a.per •. ' (Sir 
Malcolm Ha'£1ey.) In paragraph.·167 itis 
ah·~:tdy proposed. , . . 1 ·, ... , ,, •. \ 

13,999. That brings me to - the very 
point I wanted to put to you on para
graph 167 '?--That is why you will haie 
to make special provic;ion for tho$.e 

. points in the Constitutiot~ Act itself, 

. Mr. M. R •. .Tayaker~] On' that., po~t 
; about paragraph 161-n:may I as'lt · Lhe 
Secretary of State a.· quE>stiun. on the . 
bst two lines : ''- In· criminal cases 'no 
appPal will be allowed to. His: Maj~s~y 
in Council, whether by speciat·le:\ve or 
oth£'rwise.'' Is· it possible io do away· 
with this rigb.t....,-th.e prer'Jgative of ]lis 
Maj(•sty to give leave by specjalleaV..e 
to henr an appeal Y ls,,jt ·possible to 
,lo nwny with that Y 

. ~farquess of ~!!ading., ,' <: l 

14,000. Secretary of· State,: that ·iS 
just the point. that I want£'d to J•Ut to 
you. That does. in¥olve a very. n;npo~
tant watter, I suggest to you~ Hltht-:r-

-to it has alwavs been the 'right to· appeal 
to His Ma.je.;.ty by au ···appe.i.l to. : :rr~s 
Majesty ii:t the Privy Conncil, ttn(l Jt 
has been verv much pl'izt>d. Of course, 
t!Je Hercise of it is very' limited, an~ J 
do no( want to- go into that, hecansc; _as 
the Lord Chancellor knoV~-·s pcrfe~tiy 
well, it has been laid down very dearly 
whnt would happell ort applicati:nl'" to 
tLc Privy Council for Sl•ecial leave to 
appt'al ; ' but I do suggest to. you . th~t 
although you may oay tlte1·e 1s to b~ ~' 
direct appeal . to th~ ' Privy· 9~unCll 
becanse' you · are puttmg .np an mteE
wediate Com·t wl1ieh .. is . the CouTt 
of Cririlinal Appeal, you. sh~_u1~ 
ni,t .take away .the rig-ht of nppcal'·'.i;o 
, the \privy CouncH .• Limit it as. :y~u 
. may tyi~~ ,rig~t,. bu~_,~Ul',C~Y. tl1.~r.~ opg.h,t 
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·to be some right of appea~J or ol special 
lcuv~ • of · appeal ; - 1 do not want 
to go into cases t-(Sir Samuel Ho~f'e.) 
Lord'fReading will no doubt remember 
from- h·:s experience the .litti.cultics t,._a.t 
a!"C' con~tantly- arising under the 11resent 
aysttom. Perhaps it would help the Com
mittee· U I 'read to them this short -note 
about the position, becaus!! it will bring 
to tlieir minds_· the practical · clifiiculties 
lVith which every Viceroy and every 
Secretary of State has been faced for a 
very _long time. The effect of the Pro
posals in paragraphs 166. and 167 of the 
White Paper, taking into account the 

·modifieations suggested in my ·Memo
randum, areulated yesterday to the Com
mittee, is· that· (if and when a separate 
Com+ of Criminal .Appeal is ·set up in 
British India . under the powers to l:e 
given by the Constitution ~ct). : (a) t~e 
right of appeal to the King In Council 
in -eriminal matters, whether by .special 
leave or othe~, will be abrogated 

. (p~graph 167; \ast sentence) ; but that 
(b) an appeal will lie as ·of right to the 
Indian Court of'Criminal Appeal against 
death sentences · or against orders of ·a 
High Court reversing an acquittal on . a 

·criminal charge ; andl (c) an appeal will 
·lie, to .the same Court in other criminal 
ea!;!~ it'· ~. cerMJ:i.cate has been given by 
the High Court..of the Province that the 
ease is a· fit one for a further appeal 
(piragmpJI_l66,-iaSt sub-paragraph). The 
,Ptiu-.Cou~cil has repeate~y _pronounced 
. th~$; it is not a Court of Cnnunal Appeal 
and that it will grant leave to appeal to 
it~f. in ,.criminal matters only (here I
qu.qt~ the ac~I, _JVords of its pronoun~e
ment). " if it •ls... shown that by a dis
re~rd of the forms of legal process or by 
soP.!~ · violation ; of the principles of 
nat~al 'justice or otherwise su}>stantial 
a.nj} grave injustice has been done ". 
None the less an average of some 30 
ap~lications for_ leave to appeBJ. against 
capital sentences are lodged every year, 

·an(j_,-- although tlie applications are al-
. mOat invariably rejected, the result of an 
application -.being- filed is that it is, . of 
· oonrse; necessary to postpone execution 
of the sentence · and if, as is usually the 
ease. the lapse of time between the filing 
. of ·the applicatioll and; its 'disposal by the 
PiiVy · CQuncil is _ conSiderable, the 
lu:ilhhrities ~ .... rn:dia are frequently faeed 
-.ritli 'the neceSsity . in the end of con-

sidering ~e propriety of commuting the 
sentence into one of transportation 
for life owing to reluctance to execute 
a eondemned prisoner who has been await
ing the execution of his sentenee for a 
prolonged period. It has to be remem· 
bered that unless a death sentence is im
posed by a High Court itself sitting as 
a Court of Session-which is the case 
with a very small proportion of the num
ber of .death sentence imposed in India
the sentencing Court is that of a Ses

. sions Judge and that every SJlch sent-
ence has to be confirmed by the High 
Court of the Province before it comes 
final~ The High Court in considering a 
reference from a Sessions Judge for con
firmation of a death sentence necessarily 
goes into the whole facts of the case, 
more -especially !lS the accused person 
almost invariably appeals to the High 
Court against his sentence, the appeal 
being heard at the same time as the 
reference by the Sessions Judge for con
firmation. In the event of the sentence 
being confumed by the High Court and 
the accused's appeal being rejected, it 
is then open to the convict to lodge aD 
application for commutation of his sen
tence, under Section 401 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, :tir8t to the local Gov
. ernment, and if that is rejected, ·to the 
Governor-General in Council, and the con
. viet in almost every-case· avails himself 
of this right. Further than this it is 
open to the convict to apply to the 
Governor-General to exercise on his be
half the delegated prerogative power· of 
pardon. 

14001. I agree and, as you say quite 
rightly, I am very f~milia;r with the diffi
culties that have ansen m that respect, 
but the point I am putting is not affected 
really, . I think, by that. What I am 
suggesting to you is that you should not 
shut out the right of appeal, that is, 
to the Privy Council for- special leave 
. to .appeal. You may limit it if you. 'Yill 
to particular cases, but by the ProVISIOn 
in the White Paper you shut it out en
tirely· and the passage that the · Secre
tary of State read, I think, only co~rma 
what I am putting. I mean that m & 

large number of eases, the Judicial Com
mittee refuses jt generally on .the ground 
"that. they will not interfere and they, will 
not · listen to discussion on it unles.cf a 
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miscarriage of justice has arisen it may 
be from a refusal -to consider various 
matters into which I do not want to go, 
but out of those thirty cases, some have 
been granted. As the Secretary of State 
read almost all have been refused ; I 
quite agree. I could give instances from 
my own experience at the bar where leave 
was granted and it is only in those cases 
that you would get the delay which you 
have suggested and which does occur, I_ 
know. All I am suggesting to you is 
that you should reserve the right of 
special leave to appeal to the Privy 
Council, which is very very rarely exer
cised by the Court, but nevertheless, it 
is in the King's power to intervene when 
there is Petition to him from any 
person condemned in India, and I very 
much myself dislike taking away that 
right for Constitutional reasons. . I hope 
you will consider that ?-Certainly we 
must take careful account of what Lord 
Reading has just said. The p~~t~cal 
difficulty is to fir:ld any means of lin;ritmg 
this appeal. As long as there 1s . an 
appeal, sentence must be suspended du~ng 
the period of the appeal, and, I think 
I am right in saying that every Secre
tary of State and every Viceroy, practic
ally without exception, has foun~ the pre
~ent state of affairs most unsatiSfactory. 

14,002. I agree there are difficul~ies, of 
course. May I make one suggestion 7-
The sentences must be suspended on ap-
plication. _ -

14,003. Certainly f-And it _may take. 
quite a long time before the Pnvy Coun
cil gives its decision. 

14,004. It may take a month or two, 
I quite agree because they may not be 

'sitting, but ' otherwise they hear t~em, 
as I have always underst~d, ~ap1dly. 
When they have had an application for 
.special leave to appeal, it has been he~rd 
at once ,_We have had one or two ~~ffi
culties within the last year or two ansmg 
from this delay. 

Marquess of Reading.] Will some 
attempt be made to deal with that, and 
I would ask the Secretary of ~t~te _and 
his advisers to look at the lim1tatwns 
that are placed on the ,right of ~PJ?e~ 
nowadays from the Court of Crunm 
Appeal in this country. When we esta?-
lished the , Court of Criminal .Appeal m 
this country,- presided over by the Lord 

.Chief Justice and other judges ~f ·tn~ 
-King's Bench Division, its decision was 
final and there is no appeal -unlesS it is -
certified that there is a question of "law 
which has arisen which is- of general 
interest, and only on _ the Attorny~ , 
General's certificate it can go -and haa 
gone to the House of Lords. , That is a 
very limited right of appeal, I agree. 
Generally speaking, the Court of Criminal 
Appeal's decision is final/ . I beg_ that 
attention ·should be ·given to this, that 
in some form or other we should not shut 
out from the Indian subjects whatever 
Courts we may be instituting this· right 
of appeal to the King; ~ 8( . 
. Lord Eustace Percy.J May I just ;ask 
Lord Reading this :- Surely,- '-as- -I under
stand Lord Reading's argument, it is: of 
the essence of the Constitutional point . 
that the King's right to intervene should 
be unlimited. · · · · 

Marquess of Reading.] That is what 
strikes me. ' '- . .. ., 

, HJ, 'lV 
Lord Eustace Percy.] Tnen you cannot 

apply to that. right any. limited ·matterJ 
that you apply alr~dy ·t_o, the Court of 
Criminal Appeal. 

Marquess. of Reading. '" 

14 005. You do. It is not an unlimite~ 
right because it is. exer~i~d in cert~~ 
ways in which certam of us who p_ra~t1se 
are fainiliar and is undoubtedl;v:~ ~~d, 
There 'may be an appeal to the.Ju.di~ 
Committee of the Privy Council .which .Is 

the way in which it js dealt With,_ an~, 
as the Secretary of State has sa1d, m 
almost. every case, the appeal. is ref~sed 
because the Judicial CoiDIDlttee thinks 
there is no reason to grant it, . bu~ w he:re 
they think there is they do grant 1t,. ~d, 
in· that way, you do- pres~rve the nght 
of ·the.· subject, and that 1s what I ~ 
anxious · to protect 7-0£ .. co~e, 4v_ 
would look with great attention mto any 
point which Lord Reading .makes upo~c: 
point of this _kind. T!te difficulty, wh!: 
we have not Ignored, lS · t~ fipd a means 
of limiting this appeal Within the ldnd_ 
of limits that he has ju8~:·suggested:"-~~ ' 

rr r;!~ Sir Phiroze Bethjz,a.. . .. 
, i 4 006. Is not this. right. o'f appeai ;pn
tulU~ to. the Canadian subject, althQugb 
there 'is a Supreme Court there f-lr ~o 
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.not Jmow about Canada. In Australia 
the appeal is barred unless the _High 
Court gives its certificate. 

. Mr. M. · R. J ayaker. 

: ~ 14,001 • . What I want the Secretary of 
·f) tate to . consider, with. his Constitutional 
.~dvisers is' a point , somewhat different 
from the one Lord Reading raised. 'It 
peing part of the Royal Prerogative, can 
you take away the right by. legislation f 
.That is what I ask the Secretary of 
State to consider with his · advisers. 
.Apart from the expediency of maintain~ 
jng some . contact between the Indian: 
litigant .and the King in England, do not 
;Y9U . think- it is desirable that this right 
0~: contact . between the litigant in India 
a~~ His Majesty, the Ki.rig, in England, 
ihould be ·maintained 7-I would like to 
look into the difficult question of pre
rogative. ' It is clear that changes can 
b~ made }n th~ manner in which. the pre
rogative ·js exercised from the Australian 
experience, where the High Court 
.appaxently .£ontrols the cases that may 
go .to the Privy CounciL 
. . . . . ' . . 

Marquess of Rea8-ing. 

14r008. I am not sure if you will just 
look at your words that you do (I rather 
think that you . do not) interfere with 
th~_-prerogative because in paragraph 167 
the words in question are " in criminal 
case~ no: appeal will be· allowed to His 
M~j~sty in Council, whether by special 
l~ave . or ·.otherwise." That does not 
interfere with the prerogative 7--No, it 
does not. . :. . . . 
.. 14,009. Prerogative is a much bigger 
question , altogether. · It does not touch 
that, but it does touch the points which 
I ~ putting to. you which are one away 
in. .. :which the King may choose to e:x:ercise 
his. j)rerogative by referring to the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun
cil i-I am -reminded that' there have, as 
a. mattc>r of ·fact, been perhaps two or 
three· cases durllig~ the last thirty years,, 
in which· ~he, Privy Council· have given- a 

_deeigion ·against the · &eision ·of the High 
Courts.,_.·--: : ·· '·.;: . ' · . · · 1 • ., .' '.· 

_E.arl.of Lytton •.. ;; 
• ..!i-:-.-~ ..... .t:.t .-;__.,.j)~-~-~ ~:_. 

. J4,0lQ, .. Apq .t~~re. has. b~en great, abuse 
q,t'·fhe:f)j:fi~I~ge._ hi! ~n?-6sf~very'; yea,r ' ..:.::.,:CnNsta tl ~,.,_...Jc ._,t..•~··--... ~.- ~- ·•• L' •• _ .... .•• J 
·~•/.._.,.~,1}_. 'J•• ..._~,')~) ..,._,. '"'"':;: ., ;I r. •c..•'• 

-*>I .... I 4...-:J~-.:.A.J ;l .. •\! ~•-'~.l.)_.1-· _...: .1V ~- ::_l"-4J,r..l~ 

\ 

.. Marquess of Reading.] You mean the 
appeals Y · . ,.,. 

Earl of Lytto·n.] In appeal~ 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

14,011. Is it not the case that the 
·Privy Council itself has repeatedly com:. 
mented upon the number of appeals 
which never ought to have come before 
'it, and has made representations that 
the practice of appealing in this shall 
I call it, reckless ·way, really amo~nts in 
many cases to denial of justice to the 
litigant 7-We have constantly had com
plaints of this kind. 
· . Sir .Austen Chamberlain.] I only want 
to put that as the other · side of the 
picture, because. it was very much . in1-
1>l'E'ised upon. m,e even in the couple of 
years that I was Secretary of State. · 

Marquess of Reading. 

.. 14,012. These are all cases which arise, 
are they not, on the special leave to 
appeal 7-Yes; the Privy Council has 
constantly protested against the present 
arrangement, and it has constantly stated 
the fact that it · is not a · Court. of 
Grim_inal ,Appeal. . 

14,013. That is why I suggested to you 
that you might look at our law for the 
purpose . of seeing how far you should 
limit it ,_yes, always remembering the 
great practical difficulty of dealing with 
a very large number of cases, running 
~nto many hundreds a year, it may be, 
and with the necessary delay of bringing 
a case from India here. 
. 1~,014. If you will forgive me putting 
1t, Secretary of State, you would not 
have hundreds. of eases a year applying ' 
for special leave to appeal to the Privy 
Council 7-I am perfectly willing to look 
into the point. So far we have found 
great difficulty in making a limitation. _.-

Marquess of Reading.] I think yoti 
said just now you thought there were 
t_hirty in one year. 
. Sir HMi Singh -Gour.] May I draw 

yonr attention to the present state of 
the Jaw in Section 84 (1) (a) which lays 
do_wn. '~A law. made by any authority: 
in;, Brit;sh , India. shall _ not be deem.ed 
i]iV.al~d-. soieJy .- on accoim~: of any· one o-£ 
mor~ .o.t~ ~lie following. reaso;ns (a)' ,iQ. _a 
~ti :-of .rui, ~et- 0£ ·the. In.<lian Legislature 
...... ~ '"- .. J. .,_J .' . t.•. -·~ .-.·... • ~ ,__ • .. -~·" .. J 
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.or a Local 14:,0'1Slature, because it affects 
the prerogative of the Crown.". We have 
at the present moment authority in the 
Government of India .Act which entitles 
tho Indian Legislature to make a law 
though it may affect the prerogative of 
the Crown. . · 
. :Ur. Zafrulla Khan.] Surely in this 
oase that possibility does not arise 
because whatever view is finally taken 
the Act will be passed by Parliament. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

14,01.5 . .A. fortiori 1....:._I always hesitate 
to give an answer on the spur of the 
moment about anything that affects the 
prerogative one way or the other. 

Sir· H.uberf Carr. 

14,016. The Indians attach very great 
importance to the right of appeal to the 
Privy Council in criminal cas_es and they 
di.-1 put it before· the Committee in 
giving evidence. It is on the file so I 
will not bother by referring · to it now 
but it is a right that they feel "lery 
deeply about although it is one which 
they very rarely exercise ?-I will cer
tainly look into the question again after 
the discussion we_ have had this mpm
in!!. 

Marquess of Zetland. 

14,017. Secretary of State, arising out 
of the questions asked by Mr. Jayaker~ 
I understand that it is your intention 
that the question of the possible estab
lishment of a Supreme Court side of the 
Federal Court shall be left to the de
termination of the future Federal Legis
lature in India. Is that so ?-Yes. 

14,018. In other words, you are pre
pared to give to India in this matter a 
greater measure of self-determination 
than apparently Mr. Jayaker is anxious 
to accept ?-That may be so. 

. 14,019. With regard to what "Y_ou said 
as to the two reasons for excluding Acts 
in the concurrent field of legislation from 
the appellate jurisdiction of the Federal 
Cour~, I quite appreciate the first reason 
which you gave-as a matter of fact, I 
think you gave it second-namely, that 
iou .. might .. absolu~ely .. overwhelm the 
Federal Court with wo_rk froiQ the. start ;. 
lntt I' also': un·derstood ,Y<>U; t?. sa_:r .~h~t; 

one reason for excluding such legislation 
from the· appellate jurisdiction . of ·the 
Federal Court. was that it was desirable 
to restrict that ·jurisdiction to matters 
in which· the Provinces . of British · India 
and the Indian States were jointly coq
cerned. 'Vas that, so Y-In. which· tlie 
Federation· as a whole were concenied_:_ 
I would rather put it ,that way~ · 

:14l020. Is not that the same thing f.:.
. I .. think it is rather · wider. I thought 
you restricted your question to the eases 

-in whieh "the Provinces were involved. ·I 
;would rather put it wider.. · . 

14,021. Those m~tters in which t~e 
Provinces of British India and the 
Indian States were jointly concerned f~ 
Y . ' es. · · • 

.14,022., I understood that to be yotir 
reason ?-Yes. · · , 
. 14,023. But you have not overlooked 

the fact that List I has been definite!,. 
divided into two parts ?-:-Yes. 

-~- .14,024. One part of it including matten 
.which are. really restricted to the Pro
vinces of British India. But you· are 
not suggesting that in those matters 
there. ~hould. not be an appeal to the 
"}l'ederal Court, are · you f-In which 
-matters ? I do not quite follow Loz:~ 
Zetland's question.. · 1 

14,025. You. are not overlooking the 
fact that in List I of the subjects, there 
is a division in two parts ?-Yes. : 

14 026. Namely, Items No. 1 down to 
No. 4s which are matters which are the 
eonce~ of British India and of . the 

·Indian States f-Yes. · 
' 

14 027. And Nos. 49 to 64 are the con-
cern ' of the Provinces of British Indi~ 
only ?-Yes. : 

14,028. You are not suggesting, ~ 
you, that matters arising under those 
heads, namely,· items Nos. 49 to 64, 
should be excluded from the appella~ 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court ?-No; 
I am not. .. . · . r • ~ 

14,029. I" was not quite clear ?-Th;:r 
nre vou will see, all of them potential 
Fede~al subjects to which the States ~a:r 
aecede in the· future even _if t~ey _do: no~ 
accede at the beginning. · · . ' .... r ~ : '. ~ 
- - . . .. . . ' ' . . .: ' . . . , ..... 1 

· .. :\4,030 .. There . is )>nly: <?n~ oth~· qu~, 
tlon for .. informatio1.1:; l_lpld~sHmd .. ~~ 

;... 1 _,"' .,. I • ' ! ' "~ • ~ 
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no decision by· the Governor-General or court 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes; there 
by a Governor of a Province taken at wa..:; a ease. 
his discretion, would be challengeable in 

'any Indian Court. Would it be 7-:-It Sir Hara Singh Gour. 

14,037. The Patna High Court 7-Yes. · eould only be challengeable upon the 
ground that it was outside the Constitu-

. tion, that in the Constitution Act there Lord Ranke,?lour. 
'Was no provision enabling him to give . 14,038. Then might I ask this· about 
a decision. Is not that so, Sir Maleolm f procedure : As I understand it (and, of 
(Sir Malcolm Ha1.1ey.) The act of the course, I am speaking only as a layman) 
Governor-General taken in his discretion a litigant coming to the Federal Court 
'Would · be · expressed as an act of his must plead a constitutional issue 7-Y es. 
Government and it could ·only be ehal- 14,039. No queRtion. of fact will aiise 
lenged in the Court if an act of the · 
Government in itself could be so chal- to be determined 'by the Federal Court 7 

· le;nged as · lying beyond. the law •. The -(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) If it were a con
. :fact that it was taken by the Governor stitutional issue under paragraph 155 M 

'or the Governor-General under his special between a Provin~e and a State, then 
responsibility or his special discretion the Court would go into questions of 

·would not alter its character as an act fact ; that is because it has original juris
of the Go'l"ernment itself and it could diction. 
·only be judged, therefore, as an act of 14,040. But not by way of appeal,_ 
Government. In the appellate jurisdiction it would be 

an appeal ·on a point of law. · 
14,031. In which court would proceed- . 14,041. And that limitation is saie

ings be ta:keri. in a case of that kind t- guarcled by the necessity of stating a 
-In the court which had jurisdiction over Special Case f-Yes. 
<tha.t particular class of act.. 
. . · · . .. . 14,042. Now supposing the Supreme 

. 14,032. The High Court in the case Cotirt side, as it has been called, of the :ot .8.. Province 7-. Yes ; I mean it would Federal Court were set up and a case 
ll~ challenged on the ground that such- comes up in which a constitutional issue 
and-such a law did not apply to the act has not been pleaded to the Supreme 
of Government, and if the · cause of Court side of the Federal Court, could 
· action arose within the Province then an amended plea be entered there in view 
-it would come before the courts of the of fresh investigation or, through the 
Province. 'ingenuity of counsel, that in fact a con
, . 14,033. And that, of course, would be stitutional issue was involved f-(Si:r 
ippealable to the Federal Court f_;_Jt Samuel Hoare) Yes, and it would be 
would be B.ppealable just as a case against open to the Federal side of the Court 
any person would be appealable as an· to withdraw it to the Federal side of the 
evasion 'of the law. Court. 
· .. 14,034r Then only one other question. 14,043. In other words, the Federal 
r assume that ·DO action by the Viceroy, side of the Court might compel the 
as distjnct from the Governor-General; Supreme si..ile to refer the constitutional 
in his relations with the native States, issue · which then emerged to itself ?
would be eballengeable in an Indian Yes. that is so, and no doubt cases of that 
eou:rt ,_. Withiln the -sphere of para- kind would he provided for under the 
mountcy 7 · tule~ of the Court. 
; 14,035. Yes f-No, not unless he brokt:> 
a Jaw in doing so. 

Lord Ranket1lour. _ 
... ,~ ... 

.'·-.14,036 .. Secretary of State, do not you 
recall that early last. year, or possibly 
late in 1931. a capital conviction was 
«JUa~he~ _ ~v t~e. Privy Council __ with' v~ry 
lle"Vere - refleebons upon the convicting 

Marquess of Readling. 

14,044. It would be only one eourtl 
would. it not 7-It would only be one_ 
eourt. · 

14.045 .. It would alwavs b~ the Federal 
Coin1 f-It would be the_ Federal_ Court 
withdrawing a case from one side· of 
itself tO the otheT. · · · 
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Lord Rankeitto·ur. 

14,046. What in practice will happen 
if counsel suddenly pleaded a constitu
tional issue-would the jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court side be ousted from that 
lllmr.ent until it had been decided by the 
other side 7-lt would depend upon the 
rules of the Court. 

14,047. And the rules of the Court 
might provide that it could first be 
argued in . the Supreme Court side with 
an appeal to the other side 7-It might 
be argued, I suppose (I am speaking as 
a layman) that as soon as the issue was 

· raised an issue · would be taken to the 
Federal side of the Court rather than 

. to the Supreme side of the Court. 
14,048. It is an obvious difficulty that 

will have to be provided for 7-I would 
put it this way to Lord Rankeillour, 
that if there is a difficulty it is much less 
a diffieulty having it dealt with by two 
branches of one court than by having 
two quite . separate courts, namely, a 
Federal Court and the Supreme Court .. 

Marquess of Reading." 

14,049. I was just going to put it to 
you that a good deal of conclusion has 
been caused by talking of the Federal 
Court and the Supreme side of the 
Federal Court. It is one Court. The 
Judges who will be appointed will be, 
I understand, Judges of the Federal 
Court, and I suggest · that no difficulty 
would arise because if a question comes 
up it would have to be dealt with by 
the ],ederal Court. You would not have 
to refer it· to another Court for that 
purpose ?-That is so. 

1\Iarouess of Readin,q.] They would all 
be Jud,!!es of the Federal Court as hap
pens, of course, now. In the Judicial 
Committee of the Privv Council they may 
he sitting. in two different bodies and 
takin~ two different sets of appeals, but 
it is the same Court. 

_Lord. Rankeillour. • 
· 14,050. Would· not it be better to find 

11ome other name than the Supreme Court 
side of the Federal Court 7-I think· it 
wm1ld very likely. · I am not using a term 
()f· art at alL 

14.051. Then mav ·I ask another thing. 
·What provision will there be, and here 

I spea~ as a yery. ignorant layman, for 
som.e kmd of mtenm proceedings. Sup
posmg under paragraph 155 a State 
pleaded that the authorities in some 
Province. were exceeding their .rights or 
were actmg ultra vires, could they go to 

. the Federal Court and obtain an interim 
injunction 7-I would like to think about 
a question of that kind. I am not sure 
that I appreciate fully what might be 
its bearings. . , . . . . , 

14,052. I will give an example. Sup· 
posing the police of ·a Province inter
fered with a passage of arms· into a 

·State, or something lili.e that---that being 
a Federal matter and a grievance was 
experienced on that account in the. State, 
could they then ·go and obtain an interim 
injunction restraining that · proceeding 
until the matter had been ~ecided Y-(Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) It would be exceed
ingly. difficult to do that because we en-

. visage that under paragraph 155, in 
pursuance of its . original ju'risdiction. in 
these what. I may describe- as . State 

·matters, the Federal Court would only 
giv~ · a binding decision : that decision 

. would have to .be binding, for instance, 
on a State or a Provincial unit · con~ 
cerned. · It would be assumed that a~ 

· soon as -a decision was arrived at the 
State would bind itself to carrY- it out 
as a State. Great 'difficulty 1vould arise 
if_ the Court were given. a power to take 
executive action by way of injunction 
against any particular State or Depart-
ment of State. · 

14,053. I am thinking the other way 
about. I am thinking of a State being 
the · aggrieved party f-(Sir SamueJ 
Hoare.) In either case the difficulty 
would be the same, I think. (Sir . Mal
colm Hailey.) It would be ·difficult to 
give a power to intervene where a Pro
vinC'e was concerned · by way of ndunc
tion procedure and )lOt where a State 
·was concerned ; and tltere was a difficulty 
quite frankly as we saw it. It may be 
possible to devise some form of procedure 
-hv which injunction should be given 
effect to, but just at the moment, to be 
quite frank, we have not seen how thal 
could be done. · · ' 

14.054. Whoever was concerned in .. a 
matter of that sort could go to the High 
COll-rt of a Province for an int.erim in
junction 7-They cotild not go to a Hig'll 
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, Court of a Province in any matter with 
which Paragraph 155 _deals,. but there 

_you have the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
Federal Court. · · 
. · 14,055. But k some other c~ f~That 
js always. open to them now. 
- ; -14,056. And that could stay the opera
tion of the matter complained of until 
·there was a · decision y...:.... Yes ; the State 
has ·the ··right · of going to the High 
Court of a· Province now to ask that 
action should be taken under the law 
of the Province itself. 

14,057. Otherwise,- . until the constitu- · 
tiona! point - had been decided and the 
High Court refused to grant the injunc
tion, there. would be no possibility of 
1taying the proceedings until the issue 
had been decided 7-N o ; otherwise there 
would· be no possibility ()f doing it. 

· · 14,058. Then with regard to. paragraph 
156, it reads a little ambiguously. At 
first . sight- it· might be thought to be 
oontrary to -paragraph 158.' The words, 
"No appeal· will lie. under this provi

. aio~ " mean no appeal to the Federal 
Court-; they d() not mean no appeal from 
the Federal Court~ That is right, is it 
not !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 

14,059. Then there is just one other 
question. · about machinery. ·The ques

·tion was; raised as to the execution 'of 
'judgments of the Federal Court. That 
would .depend, I think you said, on the 
Court 'in w~ich the . action originally 
atarted ?-(S1r Malcolm ·Hailey.) Yes. 

: 14,060. In the ease of som~thing com
. 'ing from . the. High Court of the . Pro-
Tince the ·.machinery would be that of 

··the Provincial· · High Court for execu
. tion Y-'Y es. 
. -~ 14,061. In cases where Federal OfficeN 
~were involved would· they come in ·at 
aD in matters of Customs and Excise f 
-They might do so, certainly, yes. 
- 14,062 .. But in' other c~es it would 
~be the: purely -Provincial machinery ?-
~Yes.. .. -_,. ..·. '. . . . ·, .. 
,:. 14,063. If that be so would that be 
snhject to· the directions which we have 

· ..already 'discussed :under paragra-ph 125 'I 
Supposing a:ny complaint of delay or of 
im~erfect . execution were made, would 
)he 1 (}ov~rnor~General, · be able to give 
fljrertio.ns··.for; e:ieeution. .under. par~irph 
J~~_:f7~~ 'i.(~o~ ~p.te#n~ll_lt~d-·;t}u~t ~,the 

Governor-Ge.neral would be able to give 
any directions as regards the manner 
in which a purely judicial High Court 
decree &hould be executed. · ~ 
· 14,064. ·The sort of case I eontempla~e 

is that judgment is given in the Federal 
Court, it is registered in the Provincial 
High Court for execution, a complaint 
arises that the execution is unduly de
layed or is imperfect : under those cir
cumstances would it be the duty, or within 
the power, of the Governor-General ·to 
give directions that that judgment should 
be forthwith executed 7-The power of. 
the Governor-General is limited in para
graph 126· to certain classes of cases. 

14,065. I am talking of paragraph 
125 7~That refers to the authority of 
the Federal Government. 
· 14,066. Th~ Secretary of State . said 
that in this case it would want redraft
ing, but he really meant here . tlie 
Governor-General in · his discretion 7--
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) No--:-if you · look 
up my. answers. I think there are a 
whole number of questions· arising under 
paragraphs 125 and 126, and I did not 
give· a general answer · of that kind. · 

14,067. I' think~ Secretary of State, 
~~ally~ ·on. the face of it, you did, but 
perhaps you did not mean to ?-Ob
viously, I could not have given a singl~ 
answer on paragraph 125 because there 
are two or three issues in it. 

14.068. I think you said that meant' 
the Governor-General, and you referrNl 
me to :some point in the Introduction '?-· 
(Sir lJlalco~m Hmley.) But apart from 
that, if I may say so, with regard to 
your immediate question, it would not 
be within the power ·of any executive 
authority to give directions as to the 
manner in which a judicial decree should 
be carried out. · · 

Lord Rankeillour.] . That ~swers th'e 
question. 

' 1\Iajor Cadogfm. 

• ~4,069. I only want to ask the Secre
tary of State one question arising out of 
a sPntence which occurs on paragraph~ 8 
of his Memorandum : " Importanee hM 
been . attached by eminent legal . opinion 
in India to the desirabi1ity of ensuring 
that the Court ()f Civil Appeal for India 
if .and when it iS established,. should· b~· .. . . .... ~ . ~ ·- . _,. ' . 
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established on soun.d lines, and that its 
Judges should be of a calibre to command 
respect." Am I right in taking it for 
granted that the substitution of a 
Supreme Court side for the Supreme 
Court, for which provision is made in 
the 'White Paper, would involve an eco
nomy of personnel f I am speaking, of 
course of the number of Judges neces
sitated by the enabling power to set up 
a Supreme Court side being given effect 
to f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I think· it 
~thould. 

14,0i0. Lord Reading has just now 
said that the Court would be the same ; 
the Federal Court and the Supreme 
Court side would be the same f-Yes, I 
would have said, speaking as a layman 
and basing my view upon a general con-

. ception of what is likely to happen, you
would be much more likely to have fewer 
Judges in one Court than you would have 
if you set up two. 

14,071. That would be an additional 
advantage of your revision of the White 
Paper seheme f-Yes. 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

does not enter into crii:n.inal cases at all. : 
Apart, however, from that. aspect of' his 
question, what we had hoped would .. 
happen· with the small States . would be . 
that they . would group themselves · ·.for' · 
courts. There has been some · discussion · 
upon the subject, and there is·· obviously ·· 
a ·movement afoot in the smaller States 
to group themselves· and· to· have 8: com
mon Court for a number· of small States. · 

14,073.· That, if I m~y say . so, is· a ·very . 
good idea, for States such as there are . 
in the Central Provinces, otherwise,. they 
would not have any machinery in their 
0",1 . States for civil cases-:nothing · 
approaching a High Court.· · Then there 
is just one word I want to say about the · 
prerogative. The prerogative . we. are 
accustomed to is the prerogative of mercy, 
and. that, of course, cannot be touched. 
Jt· is not provided for iiL the Criminal 
Procedure ·Code. The petition for com
mutation of sentence is ·made either to · 
the local government or. to the .Governor
General in Council f-Yes. 

14,074. But since Lord · Chelmsford's 
time the Viceroy has had. delegated to 
him the exercise of the Royal Prerogative 
as well. Previous Viceroys had not got 

14,072. Secretary of State, there ~re that prerogative and in. dealing with any 
only two or three points I want to raiSe crinlinal case they simply dealt with it 
at this moment. I am not quite clear as Governor-General in Council~ I need 
as. to what happens in respect of the ·small not go into the details of what that 
States which have entered the Federa- exactly meant, but since · U>rd Chelms
tion. They have not Courts of their own ford's time the Viceroy could, apart from 
of any great importance and in. the sm.all his Council, exercise on b~alf of His 
States such as I am ·well acquamted Wlth Majesty the Royal Prerogative of Mercy. 
in the Central Provinces the Chiefs them- I presume that all that is in the White 
selves are nearly always invested:· with Paper and in your Memorandum on such 
certain powers which do not extend to subjects· does not pretend to touch that 
life and death, and very often are still particular prerogative f-No, it is not 
more restricted, and in .those States tthhe touched at all. 
criminal law is administered with · e 

'd f th p l't' a1 A ent who for .. ~4,0~5. That would continue f~It ·re-
a1 o e o 1 lC • g • . ' . mams mtact. 
example, would be mvested w1th the . . .. , . 
power of a Sessions Judges with regard 14,07~. There 1S one oth,e.r questi~n I . 
to the State with which he is associated, would ·like to put· to you,. if . I. m1gh~, 
arid there must be a lot of minor States ~ecretary of State,. an~ that 1s that. 1t 
in India who would be included in the 1s well. known I think that ~he qu_estion 
Federation but who haye no very large of ha~g ·a Supreme Co~ m India has 
or eompetent courts of _their own. In ~een discusse~ M.d debatea for ~me 
th t a e does the Federal Court come hme past qmte mdependently of the 
· a c 

8 
d those small State"' which present propo5ed Reforms or the n~w 1n as regar s "' . c · ti · • y · · · 

h t H'O'h Courts or anything ,onsbtu on 1- _es. . . . _ 
ave go no I,., • 1 7. W uld. •t-b ·- ·t· to th t approaching a High Court'Y-(S1r ~amuel 4,0? : o 1 . e _corr~c say. a 

Hoare.) Sir , Reginald's question ·dealt · that_ caj>e for a SuJ?r~e Co~rt d~pends 
with to a great · extent · criminal · cases. upon. tl:e . sa~e m~nt~ P"t dements .as. 
He will remember that the Federal Court might have existed Without regard to the 
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setting up · of a Federation t That is was an ·ordinance, just as an act of . ~ · 
to say, that a. Supreme Court has noth- Legislature, and it would be questioned.· 
m.g .to do with the Federal scheme . &n:d on the 'ground that it was ultf'a vif'es of 
it is merely a question of whether· J.t lS the Legislatnre itself and that would come 
expedient to multiply appellate Courts before tho ordinary Courts. 
within India itself or to introduce a 14,081. But, in the meantime, would it· 
eonrt between the High Courts and the be pos&ible for the ordinary Courts or, 
Privy. Council ; that is to say that the above them~ the Federal Court, to issue 
pros and cons of that case are !l0 t an injunction to the local government or 
ehanged by this new propos~d Constit~- to the Governor to suspend the execu
tion,, but the c~e for or agamst them. li tion of the orders '7-If the ground taken 
prects~ly_ what 1t. was when the question were that it was ultra vires of the Pro
was discussed pnor to the ~eforms '1-· vincial Legislature, although it was an 
Yes. · I. am not, of course, m such full : ordinance, then it would be possible for 
possessiOn of the arguments that. have the Governor-General to avoid all mis~ 
been: .used in. the past ~or or agamst n chief on that ground by issuing an ordin
Supreme Court. Speaking generally, 1 ance of his own which would. have the 
should . s.~Y that the arguments for the. same value as Federal Legislation, and 
Supteme C?urt were very much what they that would be the most immediate way of , 
have been m recent years. . getting ou~ of the difficulty arising on 

14;,078. That is to say, not nece~sm:ily. that score. 
1 

a part of the new !ederal Cons.btution· 14,082. I mean, it seems obvious that 
at all. It is a que~hon ~0. be dec1~ed. on if it were possible for a Court to bold up 
the merits of practical civil an~. cnmll?-al an ordinance for the time being, the 

' administration '1-I would not hke ~o gtve very object of the ordinance might be 
an answer Yes or No to a question. of defeated. An ordinance would ordinarily 
that kind, be~ause I have got in my .mmd be issued in some kind of emergency 7-

- a feelirig th~t the setting ~p of a Federal (Sir Samuel Hoare.) We have met the 
Court may make the · ~ett~g up of · a . danger by enabling the Governor-General_ 
Suprem~- Court. branch of 1t more neces- to intervene if the occasion arose. 
sary _than it was before. , 14,083. But is the Governor-General'~ 
~14,079. On the gro1md of econom! an.d ordinance not similarly liable to challen~e 

so ·on, .with a· Federal Court which 1s in the Federal Court 'f-Y ou see, Su 
necessary· Un.der a Federal- s~heme, 8 Reginald, either the Gov~rnor-Gener~l or 
Supreme CoUrt,· or the funetion~ of. a the Governor m~st b~ ng.ht. The. lSsue 
Supreme Cout;t, c~uld be brought m WI~h would be : Is this P?Wer m~erent 1n the 
rather less expenditure 'f-I see what S!r . power of a Provincial LeglSlature 1 If 
Reginald mea.D.s. ~~ ~d I are. not ~ .. · it is n?t inhe:ent ~ th~ po~er: of the 
disagreement on this pomt. I think thi-; Provincial Legislature, It lS ~erent 
plan. of . bringing the two together . is a in. the power of the ~edera~ Legtslature. 

better ·plan. , ·14,084. I suppose under some of the 
14,080. Then. there i$ one other pomt I special responsibilities the:e might be 

woUld ·like to refer to. In ~oposal 1_03 some powers on a borderline 'f-No, I 
the Governor has power to ISSue ~r~- think this covers the whole tield--so my 
ances ·containing such provisions .. as 1t legal advisers tell me. 
w.otil~. hav~ ;b~en _ ·comp~ten~ under the. 14,085. 1 hope that that possibility 
proVlSions · of the Constitutio:q.. Act for may be examined !-We will take note 
the Provincial Legi~a~re. to en~ct.. It of what Sir Reginald says, but I am 
seems to. me that. 1t · IS. 1IDP0851~leh thbt . under the impression that the provisioniS. 
the ~egality of an oriD:ndanche tm.g t ~ are quite watertight in this respect. 
challenged oil the gro~ t a It . w~n 
beyond . the competence of t~e .P:t:ovmcial 
Legislature. In that case IS. 1t contem
plated that an application wo~d be 

, made in an ordinary court or stra1ght to 
the Federal Court !-(Sir ]fa'col"!" 
Hailey.) It would ~e judged, though 1t 

Lord Eustace Pe,.ey. 

14 086. Following on this question, I 
gatru;r the position is that the ~overno~-. 
-General's or· the Governor's action at his· 
discretion cannot validate an Act which 
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wouLd; have been ultra vires of the Gov
ernment altogether ,_yes. 
- 14,087. On the other hand, I gather 
that the intention is that an Act which 
is within the powers of the Governor 
cannot be questioned by reason of t.he 
fact that it has been done by the Gov-. 
ernor or by the Governor-General at h;s 
discretion and not by the Legislature !
Yes, that is so. 

14,088. I want to make sure about the 
point which was raised the other day. 
Is it the intention that the Federal 
Court should have no power to inter
pret in any way the Instrument of In
structions of the Governor-Gener-al ot 
the Governor 1-Yes, that is so. The In
struments of Instructions will be. not a 
part of · the Act. They will not be 
Fcheduled. · They will be referred to in 
the Act, but they will not be referr_ed 
to in such a way as to bring them into 
Court. 

14,089. I just wanted to get the in
tention clear f-Yes. 

14,090. There is only one other point, 
going back to the question of concurrent 
legislation Y-Yes. . 

14,091. I understand that the Federal 
Court will have a power in interpreting 
the constitution to say which of two 
Acts Federal or State does in fact pre
vail f-Yes. 

stitution that it should include both 
issues. 

14,096. Shouid include both issues,..:.,_ 
Should include both issues, yes. . . 

14,097. That the Federal Court sh~d 
have jurisdiction in both t-Where a con
stitutional question is involved • where it 
depen~ed_ on the interpretati~n of the 
Constrtubon Act. If it were necessary' 
.for the purposes of that that it should 
interpret the .t~rms of a law in the con
current field, it would be possible to 
arrange for that, but the major premise 
~ould. be that a. qu~stion. of interpreta
bon of the Constitution Act was at issue. 

14,098. May I put it to you that it is. 
not in a small number of. eases,· but· in· 
a very large number of cases, where that 
is likely !o arise, where the whole quel'l~ 
tion will, depend on what is the scope 
of the particular provincial Act~ It will 
probably arise in that form ; whether th~ 
provincial Act does extend to a super.
cession of a pre-existing Federal Act. 7- ' 
It is difficult to- say that that would be. 
necessarily a question of interpretation. 
I am afraia I am entering into an argu• 
ment on the point, but to my min.d; it is 
difficUlt to see that that would necessarily 
involve a large number of questions of 
interpretation of provincial and . Federal . 
laws, merely in order to decide the ques- · 
tion of repugnance.. · 

14,099. I merely raise the point 7-( Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) We will look into it. 

14,092. But it is not intended that it 
should have power in such a case to in
terpret either the Federal Act or the 
State Act Y-In the concurrent field f Mr. ZafroU4 Khan. 

14,093. In the concurrent field !-Yes, 14,100. On this, may I-· make .one sug·-; 
. that is so. gestion . to Sir Malcolm Hailey. ,No. 

14,094. Is there a possible distinction f doubt difficulties would arise, and that is 
Can you really in many cases decide which why the Courts are there to· make a pro
of two Acts should prevail without inter- nouncement, but. may not one look at· it 
preting one or both Acts and are yoU: in this way-wherever the question before· 
not in danger by excluding this con- the Court was which law ~ applicable to · 
current field from the Federal Court ·of this matter, apart from the interpreta-:· · 
getting a good deal of conftision between tion of that law, after it has been deter
those two-: things f-When you use the' mined which law is applicable, and in 
worq "State," you mean a Province t doing so it has to decide whether a pro-. 

14,095. I m~ant a Province ; I beg vinciallaw is applicable or a F.ederallaw 
your pardon·; I meant a unit '-(Sir is applicable, whatever may be the con
:Malcolm flailey.} The danger -of course siP,erations upo~ which -the· decision of, 
only arises if. it is necessary to interpret the question may depend, that would be · 
a law as well as to say which of two laws · a. €lonstitutional question, and it· would 
prevails. I do not think there could be not be necessary ·to arrange that theTe . 
many cases of that kind, but I think it may be an appeal. I venture to submit· 
would be possible so to frame the con- . that on the present proposals there- ·would, 
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tie: an appeal t~ the Federal Court· w·hat-. 
ever the decision on that may be. It is 
only where the question arises : What is 
the meaning of this particular provincial 
atatute, . assuming that it necessari'y 
applies that an appeal o~ that interprets• 
tion would not lie to the Federal Court1 
but may subsequently, when the Supreme 
Court is set .up, lie to the Supreme 
Court 7-Yes •. 
. 14,101. I think that is· the distin.ction 7 

·-.-Yes. •· · 

. ~ajor .Attlee. 

14,102. Secretary of State, I w~u1di like 
to ask you again on that question of the 
exclusion of appeals on concurrent leg:s
lation from the Federal Court. I under .. · 
stand that your reason was }hat you 

·thought there would be a flood of appeals 
which would ·overburden the Federal 
dourt !-There ·were the . two reasons 
which I just· gave to Sir Reginald 
Craddock. The other ' reason, namely: 
that . the concurrent field is a British 
India field and for the Fe,deral Court 
proper we wanted to keep it to deal with 
the federation as a whole. 
· 14,103. Taking the first point, if there 

is going to be . this flood of appeals, will . 
not you have a similar objection to that 
which you have· already had with regard 
to the Privy Council being overburdened ! 
--·No, I think the effect would be tha~ 
it would ·stimulate the Irudian Legisla
ture to bring into being the Suprem£. 
Court side of the Federal Court. In any 
case, the position would not be different 
from what it is now. 
.~14,104. Yes, but the fact that the con

dition exists does not say that it is right 7 
-If there was. this great demand, pre
iumably, ·then, . the Indian. Legislature 
:would bring into being the other Bench 
of the. Federal ·Court. 

·14,105. ·u there is this big demand it 
means that in o:nder to avoid an expense 
far· 'the·· indian· Government, you· are 
putt~g ~ heaVy' expense on citizens who 
wish to·take an-·appeal be·eause they have 
to take the· very expensive course of_ 
having to go to the Privy Council !-No; 
I ·do· not think so ; the ·position would be 
as it' is jJ.oW .. 'If there is ·a· great demand 
then· the ·Indian Legislature would bring 
into being this other Bench of the Court. 

- 14,106. I. do not' quite ·gathe~· exactly 
what you wanted to make that distinc
tion in your second reason, to keep the 
Federal Court only for Federal laws !-I 
should have thought the reason was the 
obvious one, that a Federal Court should 
deal with Federal questions in which all 
the units, generally speaking, are· equally 
concerned. 

. 14,107. Did not Lord Zetland make 
the point that of the present number of 
those subjects which. are classed aa 
:federal, in fact, certain of those subjects 
only apply to British India f-For the 
moment, but they are potentially Federal 
subjects, whereas the subjects in. the 
concurrent field would presumably remain 
provincial. 

14,108. Althoug.hl potent,ially Feder~,· 
on-: would gather that -there woul.d; be a 
c~nsiderable period of years before they 
would all becpme Federal 7-Yes, that 
may be so. 

14,109. Therefore, if there is a con
siderable anomaly in having tlle two 
hound up together, you are going to 
put up with that anomaly for a con
siderable numf>er of years '!-If Major 
Attlee would give his · mind to the 
alternative, the alternative is 'setting up 
a Court in which the Federal sfde may be 
snowed under by the Supreme Court 
side. Also the effect of it may be to set 
up a Court to which, rightly or wrongly, 
some of the States may look with some 
suspicion on the ground that it is mainly 
a British India Court and is not really 
u Fe-deral Court. 

14,110. Has not it appeared from the 
discussion that you are going to get 
into considerable difficulties in still 
retaining one lot of laws which go direct 
to the Pr;vy Council on ~tonf.titutional 
points and another lot that .roes, 1int of 
all, to the Provincial Court,. and then to 
th.e Privy t:ouncil f I~ it~. )h~t rnther 
anoJ:¥lous !-I, do r.ot think so. I 
do not think that is the impres-;ion left 
upon me by this discussiol'l. The im
pnssfon .left upon me by this discussion · 
is_ that it is better to keep the two 
branches of the Court together, and that 
it is better not to embark upon the com
pfete scheme until we know whether the 
Indians themselves want the second part. 
of it. 



Lord Snell. 

14,111. How and when will it be 
decided whether the Supreme Court side 
of the Federal Court is required 7-
Wheri the Indian Legislature pass a Bill. 

. Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

14,11?. Secretary of State, if the pro
posals m your memorandum are carried 
out, and for the Supreme Court which 
was contemplated in the White Paper. 
there is substituted a branch of the 
Federal Court : would you consider the 
name of the Federal Court 7 Is not 
Supreme Court a better name than 
Federal Court, which was only used 
because you needed two names before 7-
I would not like· to give an · answer 
b_eyond sayin~ that I will .certainly con
sider a question of that kind. One has 
to take into account the back history of 
names of this sort, and hitherto the 
name of Supreme Court has been very 
~uch assoc~ated with British India ques
tions, and 1t may well be that the rep:·c
sentatives of the States would prefer to 
]lave another name, but I will certainly 
take the suggestion into account. 
· 14,113. One has in mind the very high 

reputation attaching to the name in the 
case of the Supreme Court of the United 
States !-Certainly. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

14,114. Secretary of State, may I, 
before touching on matters which are 
referred to in your memorandum, ask 
you one or two questions with J"egard to 
the com,position of the Court as set out 
in Proposals 151 to 153 7-Yes. 

14,115. The· compulsory age of retire
ment in the case of judges of the 
Federal Court is suggested in Proposal 
151 as 62 years 7-Yes. 

14,116. Would it not be ad~able to 
raise it, say, to 65, in view of the fact 
that the kind of judge who is likely to . 
be appointed to the Federal Court will, 
for various reasons, be appointed at 
rather an advanced age, and supposing · 
a judge who was for the first time 
appointed to the Federal Court did not 
come from the High Courts but was 
sent out from England at an advanced 
age, he might not consider it worth 
while to go out for a small number of 

L109BO 
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years 7-There. is nothing sacrosanct 
about t?e proposal· of. 62 years ; it is. 
rather m the nature of a compromise. 
Some people have taken the view that it 
ought to be 60 and some have taken the 
':iew that it ought to be 65. I should 
like to hear the views of the Indian 
Delegates upon a point of this kind and· 
I will take note of what Mr. Zafrulla 
Khan has said. 

Mr. M. R. J" ayaker. 

14,117. May I mention another reason: 
is support of what Mr. Zafrulla Khan· 
has . said.. Und~r Proposal 169 the High 
Court Judge retires at the age of 62 f. 
-Yes. ·· 

14,118. And I can imagine cases where· 
such a retired High Court Judge, by 
reason of his special eminence, may be 
appointed to the Federal Court .. If you 
have. the same age limit, 62· in both· 
cases, you will not have the opportunity ·. 
of appomting . a ffitit Court judge even 
for three years to serve in the Federal 
Court '-Yes. I am not saying that it. 
would be wise or ·unwise, .. but you could · 
meet that point by reducing the age of 
the . High Court judges. . · · .· 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

· 14,119. The compromise I suggest is. 
that _the compulsory &.oo-e of' retirement in : 
the case of High Court judges may be 
fixed at 60, and in the case . of Supreme . 
Court and Federal Court judges at 65. f 
,__Yes. I am impressed by the point that 
has just been made, namely, that there 
ought to be a difference between the ages 
in order to enable a· High Court J ud.ge 
to go to the Supreme Court. · · . 

Sir .Akbar Hydari.] Secretary of State, 
I had· raised ·this case before,· and · yoU: 
will see in the Gw:yer-Schuster· Me~O.. 
randuni they have contemplated the age. 
of 65. · · · · 

· Sir Phiroze Sethna.] In paragraph 61· 
of . the Third · Report 9f the Federal 
Structure Committee, the retiring age is 
suggested at .65 f-Y es ; l will take .note 
of these views. · As I · say, there is 
nothing sacrosanct in our 62 age limit.-

. . 

, · Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

· 14,120. With regard to qualifications 
as described in Proposal153, may I draw: · 

~ 
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your attention ·to a point which ·is set 
out in sub-Proposal (b) at the top of 
page 77 :. · " has been for at least five 
years a judge of a State Court in India." 
Does that mean any State Court f Sup
posing he was qualified as laid down in 
the latter part of this paragraph 'f-It 
would mean in a State Court correspond
ing with- a High Court. ', · 

14,121. So the meaning is a Superior 
State Court, an Appellate State ((ourt f 
-That is so, the Highest Court in the 
State. · · . . : · · 

.· 14,122. W~th regard to sub-Proposal 
(c)JI it says : "has been for at least five 
years a judge of any Court, other than 
a Chartered High Court, and was, at the 
date of his appointment as such, quali-

. :tied for appointment as a judge of a 
Chartered High Court." I presume also 
here·. any Court means Commissioners' 
Courts, which are not Chartered High 
Courts but are in the position of High 
Courts ¥-Yes. ·• lll . 

· 14,123. Coming to PrOposal 155, one 
notices that there is a. distinction drawn· 
between sub-Proposal (i) and (ii). With 
regard to matters involving the inter
pretation of the Constitution Act or the 
determination of any rights or obliga
tions arising thereunder, the original 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court is pro
posed to· be ·limited to cases where the 

· parties to the ·.dispute are the Federa
' tion or a unit on each .side 7-Yes. 

. 14,124. But in regard to the second 
part . matters '' arising under any agree
ment· entered into after the commence
ment ·of the Constitution Act between 
the Federation 'and a Province or a 
State, or between two· Provinces · or a 
:rrovince ·and . a :_$-tate ", · the provisto~ 
wou~d ·obviously apply to disputes_ of all 
kinds, . whether they .were between the 
Federation · an:d a ·.unit or 'Units, or 
whether they were • between private par:. 
t~es or a private_ party on one -side .and 
the Federation or a unit. on the other f 
~Sub-paragraph (ii) is meant to be 
parallel·with'sub-par&oooraph (i), and not 
t() raise· a new. issue of that kind. 

14,125. So one understands that the 
limitation in sub-proposal. (ii) would be 
.obligatory ; the matter must relate to 
a matter of that kind and must also 
arise between the units !-Yes. . . 

14,126. Just "the sam~ as in sub
proposal: (i) 'f-Yes. 

14,127. With regard to proposal 15&. 
~d here one begins to enter upon 
~atters which are also referred to in. 
your memorandum), a question arises 
on the appellate jurisdiction of the 
Federal Court 7-Yes. 

14,128. From High Courts other 
superior Courts in Provinces or States.· 
I will draw your attention to your. 
memorandum on this point. You say in 
paragraph 1 : " On the other hand, it 
is obviously impossible to allow the 
Federal Court to be overwhelmed with 
a mass of appeals based upon the mere 
suggestion that a constitutional issue is 
inYolved ; and we, therefore, propose 
that an appeal· should only lie by )eave . 
of the Court whose decision it is de
sired to· challenge, or, if that Court 
refuses leave, by leave of the Federal 
\_Court .itself, unless the value of the 
subject-matter in dispute exceeds a 
specified amount." That is perfectly, 
dear, as far as I have read out 7-Yes. 

14,129. But then you. go on to say :.· 
" But we also intend, and the Com .. 
mittee will, no doubt, wish to consider 
whether express provision . should not be 
included to that effect, that the Federal 
Court should have power to decline BlliDr 
marily to entertain any appeal, or any 
application for leave to appeal, where 
it appears to them vexatious or 
frivolous, or made only for the pur
poses of delay ; though it would have 
to be made clear that this power could 
not he exercised where the Court from · 
which the appeal is brought has already 
giyen leave to· appeal." I understood · 
the intention was . to provide that you 
must get either the leave of the : Court 
from whose decision you wanted to 
appeal, or the leave of the Federal 
Court, and, in any case~ as your next 
p~ragraph provides in the . form of ·a 
Case Stated. If· the Court grants leave 
it must state a case for the Federal 
Court. If the Federal Court grants 
leave it must direct. the High Court to 
state a case. 'What· class of cases do 
you intend that this power of sum
marily refusing an appeal should apply 
to 7 Supposing the High Court has grant
ed leave to appeal 9 You say this power 
should not apply !-Yes. 
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14,130. If the Federal Court has grant
ed the leaw to appeal, obviously there 
i3 no room for this power. The thitd 
ease is wLere the \'"alue exceeds the limit 
you propose and the High Court does 
state a Case that the constitutional ques
tion does arise, and states a case to that 
effect. Then do you contemplate that the 
Federal Court in that case would say : 
" K o, there is no constitutional issue ; It 
is so fri\'"olous that we shall not entertaiu 
it" f-(Sir :Jialcolm Hailey.) All that 
was contemplated was that in cases where 
the original Court had not granted a 
certificate, and leave was asked of th~ 
Ft>deral Court, the Federal Court should 
refuse leave to appeal in eases which were 
frivolous or vexatious, without calling on 
the original Coutt ·to state. a Case. That 
was the intention. 

14,131. It is only a point of drafting 
as it is now. There is no difference ; 
but I thought once you had brought out 
that where leave to appeal is refused by 
the Court whose decision it is desired tll 
appeal against, you may come and seek 

. leave of the Federal Court itself, all those 
considerations are included in that. The 
Federal Court may refuse leave eithe!' 
on the ground that the decision of the 
Lower Court was justified, that there is 
no important question involved, on the 
ground that the appeal is frivolous; or 
on the ground that, although an important 
point is involved, there are decisions on 
the point already and their decision is not 
required !-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) It is, 
as .Mr. Zafrulla Khan says, merely a ques
tion of getting the drafting right. Tho 
intention is as he expresses it. 

14,132. I think the additional power is 
not necessary !_:_It is only desired to 
make it clear that there was this power. 

Mr. l.I. R. Jayaker. 

14,133. All these matters would go into 
the rules !-Yes. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

14,134. They would not be· in the Con
stitution Act. With regard to the ques
tion of appellate jurisdiction, that has 
been raised, as to the interpretation of 
Federal laws, and some question has 
been raised also with regard to the inter
pretation of Federal laws operating in 
the concurrent field 7-Yes. 

LlO!llW 

· ~4,135. I-_8m· merely reinforcing· what 
has been srud by the Secretary of State 
himself and some members of the Com
mittee already, that if one looks ·at the 
libt on page 119 of. the White Paper, 
and if an appeal were to be allowed to 
the Federal Court from the very begin., 
ning on matters arising in connection 
with that list, could _the Secretary of 
State's expert advisers tell him subst-. 
quently, or could the Secretary of State 
tell the Committee now, if he is prepared 
to do so, what scope would there _be left 
for the subsequent setting up. of a 
Supreme Court. What matters would. 
then be left out with which a Supreme. 
Court would have to deal if all these. 
matters could go to the Federal Court f .... -
There is, of course, the provincial ·list 
of subjects, List No. II. 

14,136. Yes !-But Mr. Zafrulla Khan 
is quite right in his general conclusion 
that List No. III covers a very wide 
field ! 

14,137. Yes. I do. not deny that there 
would still be some cases that would not 
be eovered, but am I right in saying that 
their number as compared with the nom-. 
her that arise here will be very Slnall 
indeed !-I expect Mr. Zafrulla Khan is 
right. I can only give an answer if I 
analyse rather carefully Lists II and III. 

14,138. I am only suggesting that the 
great mass .of law regulating matters out 
of which appeals to the Superior Courts 
arise is really, as .to the great mass of 
it, covered by this List on page 119 f 
I do not say that it is altogether covered f 
-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 'Ihere might be 
matters arising out of the Taluqdari Act· 
and similar _Acts relating to land. 
· 14,139. I am not saying it is_ all cover .. 
ed; but it is covered to a. very large ex
tent Y-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Ye~; ~ha~ 
is so.. There is no doubt about It. .. 

14,140. My suggestion is that. if_ these 
matters came in at the very begmnmg to 
the Federal Court, it would amount tq a 
decision. I am not opposing it but those 
who will assume the responsibility of it 
must keep it in inin~-~ esta):>lish one 
Court in the very begmmng .which would 
deal with almost aiLthe matters, or to a 
very, large extent, matters which w_oul_d 
be d~alt with by a Supreme Court If .tt 
were set up subsequently !-Yes ; I 
think that is so. 
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14,141. :May I draw the attention of 
the Seeretary of State to paragraph 161 ! 
-Yes. 

14,142. The GQvernor-General is there 
empowered "in his discretion, to refer 
to the· Federal Court, for hearing ancl 
consideration, any justiciable matter 
which he considerS of such a nature and 

· such public importance that it is expedi
ent to obtain the opinion of the Coutt 
upon it" !-Yes. 

a Member of a Government-was the 
Irish Bound'ary Case. In that case, we 
asked the Privy Council to give us their 
opinion upon a very difficult issue be
tween mster and the rest of Ireland. It . 
was an advisory opinion. The Govern
ment acted upon the decision but the 
Government did not divest itself of jts 
discretion. · 

14,148. I understand that the Governor
General would ask for advice and an 
opinion would be given to him, and then, 14,143. Is . it contemplated that the 

hearing of such a matter would be an 
ordinary judicial hearing, Counsel appear
ing, and so on, the same as the Privy 
Council procedure 7-What is in our 
minds is the analogy of the Privy Coun
cil, .and I imagine that the same kind of 
procedure would normally be adopted by 
the Federal Court. 

· no doubt, having obtained the advice of 
a Court like that, he"' would attach the 
greatest value to it !-Certainly. 

14,144. Assuming that that were so, 
then would there be a right of appeal to 
the Privy Council un,der paragraph 158 
from a decision given by the Federal 
Court on such reference 7-No; I do not 
think 'so. The Governor-General, I· sup
pose, could always take another opinion 
if he wished, but there would be no appeal 
as of right. · 

:·. Dr. B. R • .Ambedkar. 

· 14,145. There are no parties to it ; it 
is only· the Governor-General asking for 
an opinion 7-The opinion is . really an 
advisory opinion. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

· 14,146. Pursuing that matter' for one 
moment, I understand-! am· not quite 
sure ·about it but I will be corrected if 
I am wrong-that where a matter of that 
c}escription is referred under the corre
sponding provision to the Privy Council, 
although the Privy Council gives in form 
only an opinion, the matter is necessarily 
determined to the extent to which it has 
been remitted to the Privy Council in 
accordance with the opinion given !- . 
I do not think you can go to that length .. 
The Governor-General in coming to a 
decision asks for the advice of the Federal 
Court. 

14,147. I :first want to be sure whether 
that is the· case in 'fegard to the Privy 
Council 7-The case I have in mind with 
the Privy Council-it is a case that was 
dealt ·with during the time that _I was 

14,149. And he would not depart fru!!l 
it unless he was compelled to do so by 
very strong consideration~ f-I think that 
would certainly be the position. 

14,150. In that case, would' it not be 
advisable-! merely make the suggestion 
-that the rules should provide that 
although there may have been a hearing 
in the judicial manner, the hearing 
should not be publie in the sense that 
everybody would know what advice had 
been given, so that subsequently if the · 
Governor-General was not able to see 
his way to act in accordance with that 
advice an agitation could not be started 
because that advice was not taken f-I 
think" the more latitude is left in matters 
of that kind, the more use is likely to 
be made of this procedure, and it is 
likely to be a very valuable procedure in 
future. 

14,151. It is for that reason that .I am 
suggesting that if the advice were given 
in a manner which did not gain too great 
a publicity for the advice, the Governor
General might be encouraged to make 
such references because it would leave 
him free after he had gained the advice 
to come to his own decision although he 
may attach the" greatest value to that 
advice '-Yes. 

Mr. M. R. ;J ayaker. 

14,152. Who would enforce the judg
ment under paragraph 161. Would it be 
a judgment under paragraph 160 7-No, 
it would not be a judgment. It would 
be ·an advisory opinion. c 
. 14,153. Would the Governor-General 

give directions ':-It. ~epends entir.ely 
what kind of .a~~ce It. Is. and what kmd 
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of action he would take. It is ~ very 
~de proviso, covering a number of pos .. 
s1ble eases, and it is very difficult to give 
a de.fi.aite answer as to whether he would 
~ke action, and, if so, under what par
ticular power he would take action. 

14,154. You do not exclude it from the
operati~n · of paragraphs _125 and 126, 
where 1t does take the form of a subject 
in which he can give directions t-No. If 
it were in that field we certainly would·. 
not exclude it. 

(Afte,. a short adjournment.) _1 
Mr. ZafruZla Khan. Sir Hari Stngh Gour.] May I draw 

14,155. Secretary Qf State, may I now your attention to the other aspect of the · 
call your attention to the method of question f It may be that the issue which 
carrying an apneal to the Federal Court, . has been decided by the High Court may 
and one or two other matters that arise become un;necessary in view of the de-
in connection with that y....._ Yes. · cision of the _subordinate Court. upon . 

other issues ; and, therefore, if the 
14,156. If you will kindly turn to Pro- matter goes up to the Supreme Court, 

posal 118 at page 69, you will see that it may not. be a matter of res judicata, · 
one kind of case in which constitutional but merely an interlocutory . order- not 
questions might arise is proposed to be necessary for the decision of the case, 
provided' for in this manner, that where and, therefore, time would be ·wasted in 
the validity of a piece of legislation is going to the Supreme Court and delay : 
called in question on the ground that it caused· in the decision of the case which 
was not within the competence of the might ·. eventually be upon other ·issues 
legislation which actually passed it, then unconnected with the decision ·in ques
the trial Court before whom such a ques- ti.on. 
tion is asked will state the question and Mr. ZafruUa Khan.] May I take i~ · · 
make a reference with respect to that upon. myself to reply to Sir Hari Singh . 
question to the High Court of the Gour upon this point ! It is this : It 
Province or the State f-Yes. may be that the opinion of the High 

14,157. I presume that in the mean- Court, or if an appeal· was permitted to· 
time the suit reamains pending and stayed the Federal Court, the final opinion of 
in the Trial . Court f-Yes. the Federal Court may eventually turn · 

14,158. 'Vhen. the High Court has out to be ·unnecessary' for the decision of' 
·that particular suit, but, nevertheless, it 

heard the matter and pronounced an will continue to be a precedent for that~ 
opinion, would an appeal (because all · · il ti h th 
these matters are hound to be constitu- . question or sun ar ques ons w en ey. 

arise in any subsequent legislation. · The 
tional issues that we are discussing now) benefit of a precedent will not be one 
lie from that opinion to the Federal whit the less because it may subseq1;1.ently : 
Court, or would the subsequent course be be discovered by· the Trial Court that 
that the High Court sends down its that decision was not necessary. 
opinion to the Trial Court, which pro-
C'.t>erl~ to pronounce judgment upon the Sir Hari. Singh Gour.] No; ·it would 
whole matter. There is perhaps an be a decision that would be merely otiose, 
appeal from the Trial Court's judgment · and not necessary for the decision of that · 
on the other matters· involved to tl1r 
High Com:t and from the final decision 
of the H1gh Court on appeal to the 
Federal Court ,_I would like to ask my 
legal advisers about a point of this kind. 
It would seem to me that the simple way 
of mt>eting the position would be for the 
constitutional issue to be settled straight-
away. . 

Mr. Zafrulla 1\hau.] 
whatever my opinion 
would agree with you. 

I pe~o~ally, for 
may be . worth, 

c.ase. 

lfr. Zafrulla Khan. 
14,159. Supposing· it is· conte~plated 

that there should be an appeal at that 
staCI'e and I personally think that per
haps' would be the more convenien~ 
course, what would happen in ·other cases 
not covered by Proposal 118 in which a. 
question arose regarding the interpreta
tion of . the Constitution Act in a Trial 
Court :, in an ordinary suit f Would the. 
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Court in· th<.ose·eases be required ·to state 
a Case and· refer it to the High Court, 
staying the suit, as in ·cases arising under 
Proposal 118, or would it proceed to de
-cide the- question itself along . with the 
other questions arising in the case,. and 
let the matter. be taken up to the High 
·Court on a~eal in the ordinary way.,_ 
I think that, subject to what I have said 
-about consulting ·my experts' opinion 
~again on tbe: subject, my· answer would 
be the same as my former answer to Mr. 
-Zafrulla Khan, namely, that the con
'Stitutional ·issue would be decided at 
once.·. 

'14,160. ·'By reference to the High Court 
and · then· . an appeal provided to the 
Federal Court f-Yes: 

valuatwn :of · the suit which governs the 
course- of· appeals the Privy Council deal 
not merely · with. questions of law and 
interpretations, but in several cases, also 
issues of fact, and therefore that valua
tion has been prescribed and it· must be 
a really substantial suit 7-Y es. 

14,165. But here you would be dealing 
with abstract questions of interpretation, 
and should the course of appeal be deter
mined by the fact that as it happens the 
particular . suit is or. no value, although . 
the question that might arise may be of 

. -yery general and very great importance ; 
and should there be a right of appeal 
as a matter_ of course because the suit 
happens -·to . be·. of .very great value, 
although the question involved, although 

.14,161.- .That being so; there is a cate-· being of a constit-utional nature, is not 
gory .of cases with regard to which the of very great' importance '1-I see Mr. 
·White Paper ·says, and. your memoran- . Zafrulla Khan's point. 'What we were 
duni ·also says; that if the value exceeds anxious to do was to give the individual 
a certain limit, and a constitutional ques- a right provided it was a· substantial 
tion is involved, the . .High Court would case, and whether the definition of a 
be hound to state a case if it were ~. substantial·case should depend upon the 
q'!l,j.red: · tcr do so by any of the parties money value or not, I think is a ques- · 
for the opinion of th~ Federal Court 7- tion · for discm; .. c;ion. We took · it ·as a 
y simple ·way of· testing · the ·substantial 

_es. · ' ' character of a case. If there is a better 
·14,162. ·What kind of valuation have way of testing . it,"let us by all means 

you in 'view 7 ,. What is the valuation to have it. 
which you would refer for that purpose ; 
a.ri issue having been sent up by the 14,166. I have raised this question for 
Trial Court to· the High Court, the High the consideration of your advisers 7-Yes. 
Court, having pronounced their opinion .14,167. Because, supposing a question 
upon that issue, what value would you ·arose whether a certain Federal statute 
d~ci<le upon as to whether the right of was or was not ultra vires, it would be 
appeal to the Federal Court was to be hard if it should be determined by the 
given or not ?-I should like to have the amount that the plaintiff is willing to 
views of the British and Indian lawyers pay, because very often it is left to him 
upon a point of that kind. We· have no to value a suit as he chooses, provided 
sacrosanct ·figure in mind. The figure in he ·is prepared to pay Court fees up to 
the case of the Privy Council is Rs.lO,OOO. that amount Y-W~ will certainly consider 

14,163. I .was not so much on the figure what Mr. Zafrulla Khan has just brought 
you proposed, whether you proposed to our attention. 
Rs. 10,000 or Rs. 20,000. :My question was 14,168. I can imagine classes of cases 
directed to this : What kind of valua- where it would be difficult for the 
tion would you have in mind ; the valua- plaintiff even to :fL't his valuation. They 
'tion which the plaintiff has valued: it are ·recognised now by the Suits V alua
at ·in the Trial Court for the purpose tion Acts, and it is said that the value 
of the suit f....:_ That is the valuation. We of the suit shall be the value which the 
had in mind the Privy Council analogy ; plaintiff himself arbitrarily may fix '/
whether it is ·applicable to this case or Yes. 
not J · am not . sure, but· we were taking 
the ·Privy Council as our anal~gy. Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Therefore, I think 

this ouestion should depend not so much 
. 14,164. In the Prizy Co~cil there is . on vaJue ·as the character of the question 

this distinction, that whatever it is, the· raised. 
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Mr. M~ B. J ayaker. • 
14,169. E.ven on the . analogy ·of the 

. present. Pnvy Cou.ncil practice, when 

. ~hPre IS a substantial question of law, 

. It does not matter what the value of the 
suit i~. That itself is a ground for 

· appeahng to the Privy Council f-Is it 
·not the case that the special leave of 
the· Court is required ? · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
14,170. Yes ?-Here we are dealing with 

a class of cases in which the individual 
has the right without the leave of the 
Court. 

·Is it a case which raises a constitutional 
question, ·or is it a case which does not f 

·Xhe ~aluation may- be sati~ed, and yet 
~e High Court may say ·: " We have de-

._ci~ed that no . constitutional question 

. arises ; we are not bound to refer it.'' 

. ~he P.~ might conteD;d t~t that · ques
tion IS ~tse]f ~ constitutional question.·· 
I have raised this case because this kind 
of q~estion has creaf:ed difficulty in my 
ProVInce f-I am obhged for any points 
of this kind. We must · certainly take 

·them into account. 

· 14,175. Wit'h regard t~ one proposal in 
the Memorandum where you suggest that 

. in the event of your proposal finding 
. !fr. JJI. R. J ayaker. acceptance a Supreme Court may 'su~-

14,171. WI!at I was point~g out in sequently be set up 'as a division of the 
support of what Mr. Zafrulla Khan said Federal Court,· the acceptance of that 

·was· that when the case is stated in the proposal wouLd; necessarily lead tQ thi~, 
fo11n . of a !aw point, invariably it is a that a separate Court would have t() l:e 
case m which. a constitutional question set up for hearing criminal appeals of 
of a substantial character is involved. the kind that are provided for in para-

. Why should it be· affected by the fact graph 166 f-Yes. ·. 
that it arises in the course of litigation 14,176. I merely want to suggest t~ 
whose pecuniary character is very small f to you, that the ·Supreme· Court will not 
-Rurely those cases are safeguarded. be set up for some time after the intra
Those cases woul.d not be the cases in duction of the Constitution, and, in the 
which the individual would be appealing 'J meantime, the Federal. Court will have 

·· 14,172. Yes, it may be a case in which had time to establish its character; as .i~ 
the individual appeals because it arises were '1-Yes. 
in the course of his litigation which he 14,177. But, apart. from the fact that 
has started ?-I see this is a substantial naturally if you give larger jurisdiction 
point. We will take it into account. there would be more work for it to 
The difficulty is to find some equally good attend to the value of a criminal appeal 
and simple definition of the kind of case would be lost altogether if a Court of a 
that may be taken to the Federal Court. somewhat inferior status was to deal 

• with the criminal appeals from the High 
1fr. Zafrulla Khan. Courts. Looking at it from the point of 

14,173. There is one small point further view of the High Courts, I think that 
to which I wish to draw the Secretary whereas they might reconcile themselves 
of State's attention. Perhaps it would to their judgments in certain cases being 
only be a question of tdrafting in the subject to the scrutiny of the Supreme 
end. In his memorandum and in the Court, they might resent that in these 
White Paper also, it is assumed that cases appeals shouldt go from their judg· 
where a constitutional question is raised ments to an intermediate court, and 
in a suit which satisfies the valuation from the point of view of the litigant I 
test, then either party may require the think the value to him of an• appeal to 
High Court, as it were, to state a case the · Supreme · Court would be larger 
for the Federal Court on appeal ?-Yes. than the value of an appeal to a sort of 

14,174. Supposing the High Court. intermediate court that might be set up 
Biter it had heard the reference from consider appeals of this sort '1-I can only 
the Trial Court came to the conclusion say that all the expert opinion that· I 
that no constitutional question was in- have consulted here is very much against 
volved in this matter and remitted the putting the criminal cases into t~e 
reference to the Trial Court, I think that Fedel111 Court. They feel that .they ~ 
is a case which ought to be provided for~ really\_ smother the Federal Court With 
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:eriminal appeals and the result will be estii:nation. than the judges of the Court 
-that it will lose its essential character. from .which the. appeal i~ brought. 
~They also think the result will be a very That 1s got over m England m this way. 
·Jarge Court with a great many judges. When we started a Court of Cr.minal 
; 14,178. On ·the other hand, the niunber Appeal here, we selected seven out of the 
.of judges will not be any the less if you fif.te~n King's Bench J\lidges to hear the 
have a separate Court to deal with these cnmmal appeals which came from their 
:~al appeals ,_1 should have thought brethren. It was then found to be 
--but here I speak with great deference rather invidious to pick out seven of the 
, in the presence of a Jot .of distinguished fifteen Judges for the purpose and we 
_lawyers-that it is very important to passed another Act of Parliament under 
keep the standard of the Federal Court whic-4 all the Judges of the King's Bench 
very high, and if you· are going to keep form a Court of Criminal Appeal and 

. ~it very high, you must not have too big. hear appeals from their brethren. Of 
a personnel. ~ours~ the trouble about the whole thing 
: 14,179. That being so, do not you think ls this, as Mr. Zafrulla Khan will 
that the opipion in British India might readily recognise. The population of 
. then .. stiffen in support of the proposal England is very much smaller than the 
'that there shQuld be a separate British population of· India • 
. Indian Supreme Court which would deal Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] They are much 
with all kinds of app~als from the High more law-abiding, of course. 
Courts which are to be carried to the The Lora Chancellor.] I think if we 
·supreme Court rather than that had a very large number of criminal 
criminal appeals Should; be relegated to a !1-PPea.J:I in England, it would be quite 
sort of intermediate or inferior Court '1- rmposslble for the Court of Criminal 
Lordi Reading will correct me if I am A al wrong. 1 imagine ~t would be doin""' ppe ; as at present constituted, to do 

c. its work. I forget the number, but I 
very much what is the actual practice think there are less than 1,000 appeals 
here. · I do not think anybody here would 
say that the Court of Crjminal Appeal a year. 
was an inferior kind of Court because it Marquess of Reading.] And they 
was not a part of the House of Lords. usually sit one day a week. 

· 14,180. It is inferior to the House of Mrr. Zafrulla Khan. 
Lords '?-Yes. I was using the word 
"inferior" in a more general way. . 14,182. Will it not be better to work 

14,181. I was not using that expression ~ather~ ~he direction of ~urther restrict
in that sense at all not that the Court mg cnmmal appeals, 1f that would 
itself would be inferlor but a Court which · afford a solution ?-I would; not like to 
was ~ferior to the Supreme Court Y-1 g~ve aD: opinion on a question. of t~at 
do not know what the Lord Chancellor kind ~thout further consultatiOn With 
an:di Lord ·Reading would think about my adVIsers. As I say, the great body 
this. of advice that has been given to me 

has been against bringing criminal eases 
into the Federal 'side. Marquess of Reading.] It would not be 

so in the Court of Criminal Appeal 
because the House of Lords would only 
have jurisdiction in any case which is 
certified by the Attorney-General as a 
case which involves a. matter of law and 

. general public interest. 
· The Lord Chancellor.] I think the 

point Mr. Zafrulla Khan is making is 
this. He 'says-I am not saying· whether 
I agree or not-that if you have a Court 
of Criminal Appeal you do not want to 
have a Court of Criminal Appeal the 
judges of which will be held in less 

14,183. I appreciate that. On the 
other hand, what is proposed is to have 
your ordinary civil appeals which are 
appealable to a High Court under the 
rules framed and to go to the Supreme 
Court division or side of the Federal 
Court when it is eventually set up 7-
Yes. 
· 11,184. And eriminal appeals, when 
they are permitted, whatever may be the 
restrictions, to go to another Court 7-
Yes. : 
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. 14,185. Or the Federal Court to be en
tirely separate from. the Supreme Court 
and British Indian appeals to go to the 
Supreme Court. This is the choice t
Is. not there a third choice, that you 
might reserve the Supreme Court in 
British India for civil cases f 

necessarily must be, for the Head of the 
Federal Court to determine which of the 
~udges of the· Federal Court should 
lis~n to. the c~ 7 What I am thinking' 
of lS this : Is 1t d~sirable-I only want 
to know whether this has been considered 
-that you -should make distinction 
b~tw~n. th~ jurisdiction of Judges who 14,186: If you have two separate 

Courts, the Federal Court entirely 
separate from the Supreme Court in 
case the suggestion made by you in your 
l~emorandum ~oes not find acceptance 
w1th tb.e Committee or with Parliament 
afterwards and; a separate Supreme 
Court is subsequently set up, would not 
that Court then hear civil appeals 7-1 
should not like to give an answer to a 
question of that kind. I should think mr answer .would be that it might or 
might not ; 1t would depend what view 
was taken of the subject, but I can con
ceive a Supreme Court which would not 
have an appeal jurisdiction in criminal 
cases. 

14,187. If the proposals put for\vard in 
the White Paper were accepted, and 
given effect to, would not then the 
Supreme Court hear both civil and crimi
nal appeals f-Yes. 

14,188. Therefore, that is the choice 
between the White Paper and the Memo
randum circulated by you. That is the 
choice at present f-Yes, but it is true 
to say that I have had this very strong 
representation from the expert opinion 
in recent months against having the two 
kinds of jurisdiction in the one Court. 

:Marquess of Reading. 

14,189. l!ay I ask you one question, 
S£>eretary of State. Perhaps you may 
have answered it while I was away, but 
you have been talking, as I understand, 
of another Court or a division of a Court 
for the Criminal Cases which would not 
have the same jurisdiction as the Judges 
in the Federal Court. That is what I 
understand you have been saying Y-Yes. 

14,190. May I ask .whether you have· 
considered the wider question of allow
ing-, with the limitations that may be 
put upon it, and assuming that the ex
tension of the Act is given, the appeal 
to the Federal Court with the jurisdic
tion to the Judges of the Federal Court 
to determine it, leaving · it, as· it 

·will s1t m the Federal Court t Is it not 
preferable that the Judges who will sit 
there will have all the ·jurisdiction of a 
Judge of the · Federal Court, although 
you may divide them into certain · 
challihers for convenience for the pur
pose of hearing one class of· appeal and 
another 7-Yes. I am not quite sure 
whether Lord Reading is talking only of 
civil cases or of criminal cases as well. 

14,191. It really would apply in the 
same· way to· civil, but I thought your 
views did apply to civil cases. - I had 
rather understood that in the extended 
Bill that was to be given, assuming that 
such a law was passed by the Legisla
ture, there would be then an appeal to 
the Federal Court in civil' cases f-Yes, 
that is so. · · · 

14,192. Then. I contemplated-! do not 
know whether I was right-that there 
would be no distinction drawn betWeen 
the Judges who would sit to try those 
cases and the Judges who would sit to 
try the . purely Federal . law cases ,_ 
That is so :· there would be no distinc
tion. 

14,193. It is very desir8.ble that there 
should be none. There. never is in our 
Courts. It mny be that a question will 
arise during the cour:;e of a case, it 
might he hn a Federal matter or on a 
conc;titutional is!;ue, which might involve 
a que!'tion of civil law. You do 'lot want 
to have to refer from one branch to 
another. What I have · understood 
hitherto is that every Judge of the 
Federal Court will have the jurisdic
tion which is ~ven to the Federal 
Court and each J udgte will have 
the same · juri8dietion ; it is not a ques
tion of one having jurisdiction tq try 
constitutional questions and .another 

cla::;!'l of Judge having jurisdiction to try 
other cases. I should have thought it· 
woulil be - better to have one. class of 
Jndge ; he is a Judge of the Federal 
Court ; in other words, a Judge of the 
Su~reme · Court which is · to be consti-;. 
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tutecL ·Whatever cases come up would 
be· tried by Judges of. the Federal_ Court ; 
. certain Judges would be allocated for 
~ertain purposes, and no doubt __ they 
would . be interchanged so that they all 
havo the same experience. If that is so, 
and I understand it is, is it not . pos
sible to do. the same with criminal cases 
with the lim.itations that are· to be im· 
posed upon -Criminal cat~es 'f I am only 
putting this for the purpose of dealing 
With the points that Mr. Za:frulla Khan 
has put Y-. I can only say that there is 
no side of this problem upon which. my 
expert· advisers have expressed & more 
definite opinion,. namely, . that to bring 
eriminal cases into the Federal . Court 
will be to swamp it and to alter its 
ilharacter, ~ wJ:.atev_er limitations may . be 
placed -upon . ·those cases. . ·_ . . 
~ The: Lord Chanc~ll~r.} · Mr. Secretary 

i>f · State, , a$ we are discussing matters 
hete, -.:might .. I put through you a ques
tion to lir~ :Zafrulla Khan which is some
what important on this matter 7 Do you 
eontPmpl~te .that if you have ; a Court of 
Criw.inal Appeal that Court shall have 
~- power _trr increase sentences Y Let me 
just tell you -what the position is •. When 
~e ·started in England the Court had 
~o power .to increase & sentence unless 
there . was an appeal . against· a . sentence, 
but after many yearF/ working of the 
Court .of Criminal Appeal the Scottish 
people set · up ·theirs and · they came to 
the conclusion·· that it was better that 
in all .cases where you had an appeal 
to ·the . Court of Criminal Appeal that 
there ·should be power to increase the 
sentences. · The result has been some
what remarkable ; it has rather checked 
appeals. . Have you contemplated which 
system you prefer in any way f _ 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] Lord Chancellor, 
Tindf'r our -present system the High 

-Courts have not only power to enhance 
sentences . ..: they have also the power on 
appeal ! by a local government against 
an acquittal by· a trial court to substi
tute a conviction therefor. So. that 
that is provided for, and I do not know 
that it has checked the number of 

· appeals. · · 
The Lord Chancellor.] · You would 

JW-ant, then, that the Court of Criminal 
Appeal ~should have · power t() increase 
sentences in all.· appeals t 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

14,194. No. I think it should be a. 
power which is necessarily for the due 

·prosecution of the law, and wherever it 
is exercised is necessary. With regard 

-to the Provincial Courts, I have only one 
or two matters to draw your attention 
to, ~ecretary of State. With regard to 
-Proposal 169, on page 80, I have already 
_made the suggestion that the retiring 
age should be 60 and in the case of the 
Federal Courts 65. I have no doubt 
your adv1sers will consider that ?-Yes. 

_ 14,195. Proposal 172: I have a recol
lection that you explaine~ in connec
tion with this Proposal at some stage 
that~ although in the Second Round 
:Table Conference it was suggested that 
·adtlitional · Judges should cease . to be a. 
·feature · of the High Courts in India, 
-the Government of India had said that 
there were distinet advantages in re
~tainin~ these Judges. T;he objectiont 
from the Indian point of View is this, 
that ·under this . provision you have 
Judges, as it were; on, trial, and in
l,)tances have occurred where a Judge 
has gone on acting a.S · an additional 
Judge for five, six, seven, and ei?ht 
year,s before he is confir~d as a. High 
Court. Judge, with the possibility in be
tween that whenever the term of his 
·appointment expired he might be told 
that he was not going to be appointed, 
and from the point of view of the in
deN·ndence of the judiciary that was 
not a desirable state of affairs to have. 
Could you perhaps without an~ incon
'Venience disclose the reasons whiCh have 
prevailed with you to suggest that this 
svstem should continue ?-Yes, I cer· 
t~inly will give Mr. , Zafrulla Khan an 

· answer. I was assuming that we were 
not dealing with Provincial High Courts 
to-<lay. · 
· 14,196. Then I shall not press the ques

tion !-But Sir Malcolm could in a se~
tence just· deal with the question. (Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) The question really is 
purely one of expense. The difficulty 
to which 1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan alludes cer
tainlv exists but the alternative would 
be t~ have ~ permanent staff of Judges 
stron!!'. eno:11gh to ptovide a reserve,· be
cause~ you frequently find that a. Cou:t 
gets depleted by leave and the like m 
a ·-way. that it _would not do in England. 



Therefo1·e, _ .the. :device_ of having tem
porary or . additional · Judges has been 
resorted to simply to save the expense 
of creating a. permanent Court so strong 
that it contains a reserve .. 

14,197. Sir Malcolm has combined the 
two, temporary and temporary additional. 
I can · quite realise that when a Judge 
goes on leave for six months, during 
that period of six months you may be 
under the necessity of appointing an 
acting ·or deputy Judge·, but what I was 
alluding to was this regular system of 
lbaving _attached to each Court a number 
of .Judges almost permanently as it were, 
and y~t who, if they happen to displease 
those in whose hands lies their_ confirma
tion, may not be appointed ?-The case 
for additional Judges, of course, is some
what different from that of temporary 
Judges who fill a vacancy· due to leave. 
The reason for having additional Judges 
lies · in the necessity for appointing 
officPrs to catch up· arrears of disposals 
in the High Courts. Of late years the 
disposition, of course, has been to bring 
on to the permanent staff the additional 
Judges who are found· to be indispens
able. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

14,198. On a point of order; my Lord 
~hairman, are not we ~ealing with 
another section· on another day to dis
cuss ·these . High Court matters. ?-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) I hope very ro1uch we 
shall not get iD.to any detail with them. 
I was assuming that to-day we were only 
dealing with the Federal Supreme Court. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

14,199. Then I will not press the 
matter. There is only one further ques
tion, in case it is permitted, with regard 
to paragraph 175, and I want you to 
say whether I am right in assuming that 
paragraph 175 means only this, that it 
is proposed to clear up in the new Con
stitution Act that the power of super
intendance at present given to the High 
Courts under Section 107 of the Gov
ernment of India Act has no judicial 
aspect whatsoever and to define it more 
clem·lv in tl:.e Constitution Act ?-Yes, 
that is so. 

. J ·1.~00. If that; is so, then 'may I 
ns~uine that there is no· intention· to 

conf~r upon the.F-ederal Legislature any 
.pal';Jcular p~wer under; this proposal ? 
~.Nu, there -ts no such rntention. · 

Marquess of Reading. 

_ .14~~01 .. Secr~tary ~f State, may I usk 
you o-~~ question . \y1th reference parti:. 
_cnlarly to paragraphs· .158 arid 167; I 
only want to 'draw your attention to 'the 
fallt aud see that we understand what 
it i:i that is' proposed. I am drawl.ng 
attention _to it because of your Memo
randum. which somewhat changes than 
wht is appearing in paragraphs 163 to 
1()7; A~ I understand from. what you 
have sa1d to- us,· on any·. question of 
appeal to the Federal_ Court on consti-. 
tutional issues or· on the interpretation 
of· Federal.laws, ther~ would Jbe a. right 
of ,appeal to th~ Privy CouP.cil, subje~t 
always, as it appears, to the grant of 
~pecial_leave and so forth.· I ani Tefer: 
ri~1g . to .paragrftph . 158. ~t begi~s ; 
'' An · appE'al will lie ~·~thou~ leave to 
the King in Council from a decision of 
tht> · F'('deral Court in any matter hi-:: 
volYing the interp1;etation of ~he C_o_n"' 
stitution· Act, "~·and for. the pUI'pose. of 
your· Me.ri:wrandum one understands and 
of the Fe'derai, laws y..:_ Yes. · · · . ' 

14,202. Under paragraph 167, wher~ 
you are dealing with the ,establishn;l.(>nt 
of a Supr~me Court and,. of course, it 
would· only apply if there is . the Hxten-: 
sion which we are discussing at. the 
moment, the secon I sentence is : a An 
app<>nl from the Supreme Court t~ :p-is 
Majesty in Council will be allowed in 
civil C'LH;es only by leave of the Supreme 
Conrt or by special leave.'' If you. are 
<·nnst~tuting your },edeml Cou;t, and if 
tlwr£' is the extension to wh1ch re~er
ence has been made, you would have to 
mr ke clear, would not you, tha distinc
ti<.n which you draw in· your Dill_ 
h<>tween the right · of appeal from · the 
Federal Court in civil cases or the rj,ght 
of appeal on constitutional issues, o.r on 
the interpretation of a· Federal law J
Yes, certainly ; we should have . to mnke 
it clear. 

14,203. As I undersbmd, you mean to 
continue as :it is here ; that is, the right 
o£ appeal without -leave .on th? cou~ti
tntional and Federal laws questions, Jmt 
thE> 1·io-ht of appeal with-leava to the. 
Court "'on civil issues 7-I think th.it :is . 

' so. )\ 
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· Archbishop. of Canterbury. 

14,204. On t_!le s~e pa.ragrapb·~ ~Ir. 
Secretary of :State, 1f I a.m. lll>t mter
feJ·ing with other .question~, v.nd I upo
logise for not beii1g hero this Jn•Jtn.i..nO", 
supposing this alteration were ma.de sr:'d 
you had a Federal Court with its two 
· brane.l1es : the last sentence is : '' In 
criminal eases no appeal will be allowed 
to His Majesty in Council, whether by 
special leave or otherw1s,..'' · Has that 
b~en di,scussed this mornhq 7-Yes,- at 
ve'? great length, you.r Uraca. 

Arc~bishop of Canterbury.] Then . I _ 
will not ask you any questions upon it. 

Sir .Akbar Hydari. 

.· 14,205. I take it that when iu pro
posal 151 jn. the second sub-pat·agrapb 
you say, " appointed by His Majesty ", 

· it means His Majesty on the ad\·ice- of 
the Ministers in thco Unitt?d Kingtlom f 
-Yes, that is so. . . 
. 14,206. Then, Mr. Secreh.ry of State, 

J:OU remember I had asked you a q-qes
hon about the constituti•Jn of t!le Fede·ral 
Court in Proposal 153, Sf) n~ to pennit 
judges of the State Courts to be eli
gible, and you E:ai.d . you ''liJnld · k1ndly 
consider it ?-Yes, c~rtainly. 

14,207. I want to put it ·to you 
whether it would be possible for you to 
accept in paragraph 153 (a) the words 
u or of the High Court of :t State " 7 
-I ·think we certainly ought to lQok 
sympathetically into a suggestion of 
that kind. · 

14,208. Thank you. Then also in 
Sub-paragraph (e) you might have say, 
u has been for at least :fifteen years <H:. 
.Advocate ·or Pleader of any PNvinci'll 
or State High Court or any two or more· 
of such High ~ourts in ::tuccessio.n -,' 'f 
-I think we certJ.inly ought io lo9k 
into that. 

14,209. Thank you. Then with re
gard to paragraph 155 (i) an£1 p~ra
{,."1'nph 158 there may b~ agrE:ements of 
other documents which are not n.ctu~!ly 
part of the Constitution Act it:~elf but 
::re to h~vc the slime force !.lml :Jffect 
as the provisions, of the Co~titut_ion 
Act. 'Would thev be treated in the 
same 'category under 155 (i) or not ?
Wltat exactly has Sir Akbar llyd:H i in 
mind f Does he have in mina, for 
instance, the Instrumeat of Accession f 

· 14,210. You have said that they lt•'uta 
come in 7-Yes, they would come in. 

14,211. But there mi6hl be some other 
agrtements subsequently entered fnto 
which hav~ Constitutional laliuity and 
about which it is tleclared th1.t t~{'y 
lu1ve some force 7-You mean if thero 
were ful'ther Traati('s of the sam., Ii'ld 
m1 the Instrma.ents of Attle:::~siou 7 -

. 14,212. Yes f-: Yes, they would come 
m. 

14,213: Then only one mor~ questiO!l 
with. reference to your l\Iemo1·an•l:m1. 
I have not had tim<.' reallv to con3id<•r 
adcquat~ly . the proposals of the l5ellre
t~u·y of State for ~nla.rg1;1g the juri'lilic
tion of· the l 1'ederu i C•lut't anJ ful' pr:>
vicing for the establishment of· a 
Supreme CoUl·t of Ctvil Ap.p':}al for 
British India as a Divisional Court, ,but 
my pt·csent impres:;;ion is that the State 
might icel some h~sitation iu regard_ to 
these pr:oposals1 and especially niter 
what we have heard about the possible 
addition of the Bench• of Criminal 
Appeals to the same Court. One 
example of the hesitation that I hav~ in 
the proposal to give the Federal Co.:u.rt 
jw:isdic.tion to hear appeals aris,ing 
undE'r Ft.;d<'ral legi!,lation as distinguish
ed from the Constitution Act. I 
appreciate the advantage of uniformit} 
in the interpretation of ]'ederal legis· 
lation, but it occurs to me to ask 
whether the . Secretary of State has 
~onsidered whether his object would be 
met by a provision that any point of 
interpretation of Federal law ari3ing-_"in 
the course of a case before a Stata High 
Court should be taken for decision to 
the Federal Court and the case then 
remitted· to the State Court for Judg
meut on the mer.its ,_I have not had 
time to consider the sugge:stion · 
in. detail. Upon the face of it, it 
appears to me to be a suggestion t_hat 
is deserving of careful consideration; 
Sir Akbar accepts what I think we· ~11 
::~.r.cept, the need for uniformity in the 
:field of the Federal legislation. Let me 
give a single case in the great body of 
i:ases connect£·d with company law 1.!·!ld 
:.o on. He also appreciates the ~act 
that the Federal Court is just as mp~h 
n Court of the Statei'. as it is of Brit.ish 
India. .I wi11 certainly look into liis 
suggt>::;tion, and, n..o:; I say, it appears to 
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me to be deserving of very careful con-
sideration. ~ · 

wa~-. as. .re~ards the enlargement of 
thl· Jnrtsdlcbon. The reply !!ixen bv 
Rir Mll'za Ismail was : " Th~ Feder8:1 

Archbishop of Canterbury. . ~t;Jrl. s~ould have exclusive appeliate 
JUnsdichon from both the State ·md 
Pr~vincial ~i~h . Cour~s only in eas~~ in 
wh1ch a pomt ·of federal law is mvolved 
or in which any-issue arises mtder the 

- 14,214. On that point, Secretary of 
S~ate, you will remember that the Cham~ 
her of Princes was rather anxiou;:;. to 
1aect the point of appeal;:; from the 
State Courts on Federal laws ; it m~ht 
be possible to make some · spe~ial • 
arrangement or devise some machinery 
to dt:al with tl1ese particular cas~~ ! 
They rather pressed that point Y-1 do 
110t know about each particular cu.::.c, 
your Grace, hut I Lhink anyhow I have 
sai!l enongh to show that we will lgok 
very c·~nefully into this suggestion .. 

Sir llfanubhai N. Mehta. 

14,215. Secretary of State, I take it 
thht your new 1\Iemorandu.m has ·en., 
larged the sphere of the jurisdiction of 
the Federal Court, and I also take it 
that it will necessitate a revision of the 
language of Section 156 f-Yes, tha~ is 
so. 

14,216. '!'he words are : " any matter 
lllVt•lving the interpretation of the- C_un
stitution Act Ol' the determination of 
any rights or obligations arising· th~re-" 
under ". " Thereunder" would meau 
" Constitution Act "· You now m<'an 
under any Federal law !-Yes. · 
· 14,217. Rights or obligations arising 

unflcr any Federal law Y-Yes, Li~t. I, 
Fed<'ral Laws. 

14,218. So that '' arising th~re-
trnder " will have to be changed 7-res. 

14,219. In this connection I wo_uld 
l'efl•r to the previous Reports of the 
F"·leral Structure Committee and also 
thll Proceedings, in oriler to show w}:mt 
tl:e atritnrle of the Princes was ; it ~vas 
:-. very fnvnurable attitude towards ~his 
extension. Dealing with the Proceed
in~ of the 22nd October 1931, .Sir 
Mirza Ismail · was deputed by all tho 
States to put forward on behalf of _the 
Stat<'s what the States' attitude would 
be ns regurds the Federal Court, and 
this was the rE>ply given by Sir Mirza. 
Ismail to the Questionnaire. The q~c~
tion was : '' Should the Court hava an 
exclusive appellate ~jurisdiction f1:<•m 
State CoUI'ts and Provincial Hizh 
Courts, ·namely, in any matter inv,ylv
ing the interpretation of the constitu
tion 7 Please mark the question 

constitution. " He departs from the 
wo1·d " Constitution '' and uses the term 
"ferlE-rnl law "· He makes it suffi-
ciently wide· 7-Ye!'l. 

Sir 'Manubhai N. Mehta.] After that 
the Maharaja of Dikaner on the sruM 
day pr0poscd this limitation. and the 
reply given by Sir Mirza Ismail is : ''The 
Federal Court should have cxclmlive 
appellate jurisdiction from both the 
State and Provincial High Courts only 
in cases in which a point of federal law 
is involved or in which .any issue arises 
under. the constitution." " The words 
I am asked to suggest" (this is supple
mentary) '' should. be adcled are words 
which I think the Delegation had in
tended, but there has been ~ slip. They 
are _these words :-' except in matters 
which, though federal, are administered 
by the States themselves."' What ·his 
Highness meant was that in the case of 
subjeets where administration was re
s.erved by the States the States may not 
hke that the final aopellate jurisdiction 
may lie with the .. .l!,ederal Court, but 
their own judges may be vedte!l with the 
final powers. May I also take it that 
the Federal Structure Committee's Fu·st 
and Third Reports also _went to the ex
tent of limiting it to any issue arising 
from the Constitution Act. Now you 
have enlarged it so as to include nny 
issue arising out of any Federal law. 

Marquess of Reading. 

. 14,220. Arising under the interpreta
tion of any Federal law 7-.Arising Qut 
of the interpretation of any Federal 
law. · 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
14,221. That relief will be open even 

to the snbjeet of an Indian State f-Yes. 
I think Sir Manubhai will :find, if he 
goes into the kind of . cases an illustra
tion of which I gave just now · of com
pany law, that some eXtension of thiq 
kind ~s very necessary. _ 

' I._ .' 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta.] I_ do _not 
deny jt. ., 



Sir -Akba;. ilydari.] It is ju:;t possiblt:~ -you recognise. the court. of ariy State y_;_ 
. that that p~cular head might ha':e I ~id deal. wit~ that poi~t incidentally 
practically the sanie position as· the. po;,a- this mornmg m connectiOn with the 
tiori of a head in the concun-ent field . smaller· States, and it would want a dPfi
vis-a-vis the Province and the Local Gpv- nition exactly of what was meant by the · 
ernment. State Courts. We do not mean a very 

small Court in a very small !:)tate. 
Sir lJianubhai_ N •. Mehta. · 14,228. Will the Federal Court be 

14,222. That is another·q:uestion. That • given any power of recognising any 
i:; why this morning I raiSed the que:;- State Court or will it be obliged to 
tion as regards original j1~risdiction r~ognise the Court of every State 
which would be confined to a d1~p\lte be- tnat federates 7-1 think we should have 
tween one unit and another unit, a State · to make a definition in the Act. 
-and a ProVince or. a State and a ~ta!~' 14,229. I think so. I think it is abso-
but in the, case of the .appellated Jbuns:- lutely essential if I may say so 7-Yes 
diction the case may be startc Y .a ' · 
private- citizen ; he .will first exha~~t hts Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
"Temedy in the · State Court, and If he 
·has a grievance and wants to g~. to the 
Federal Court. of Appeal he Will have 
his case stated, and the State Court 
will send it.· up for re~e;ence to the
Federal Court for it~ op~on, !Wd w~en 
that opinion is rece1!e~ 1t · wtll decide 
according to that op1mon !-Yes •.• 

14 223. So that it will be a. d13Cislon 
still 'of the State Couxt in accordance 
with the· opinion of the Federal Court t 
-The State C(}\lrt will be carrying ou~ 
the decision· of the Federal Conrt. 

14,224. For this purpose the Lord 
Chancellor has promised. to the Sta~es 
some formula. empowermg the Privy 
Council and the · future Federal Court 
to exercise its discretion on behalf of the 
States. May I inquire when such for
mula will be supplied to us 'l-1 do n~t 
recall the actual incident;, but ·I will 
]ook it up and let Sir Manubhai Mehta 
know~ · ~ ·: · , _. . 

14,22.5~ In fact ·· that: Wfl.s w~at Si:ti 
Mirza Ismail·referred to t-I · w~l look 
it up and. find wh~t ac~ion was t~ken, 
and commu.nicat~ w1th Sll" M~n.nbh:u. ·· 

14,226. Th~se were his words : "The 
States natur;.lly attach great i~porta_nce_ 
to the principle that t~.e crea~wn of t~e 
Federal . ;Court should. not aff~ct . the1r. 
sovereignty in a.Ily degree .. ·It .w1ll lJe 
necessary, therefore; . to ~ake . It .cle~ar 
that thEr Federal Court denves 1ts JUl'lS

diction not from the Crown alone, but 
from the Federating States as well" ! 
-Yes, (:ertainly. · 

.Dr. 'Shafa'at _Ahmad Khan. 

14,227. Sii: Samuel Hoar<', what is 
exactly meant by a. State Court t Do 

14,230. Then one further point arisinoo 
out of the Report of Sir Claude Schuste; 
and Sir 1\Iaurice Gwyer ; it is this prac
tical difficulty : Supposing two States, 
two subjects, are involved in litigation. 
One State has acceptt.>d a particular sub
ject to be a },ederal subject and has 
entered it as such in its Instrument of 
Accession ; the other · State has not 
entered that subject in its Instrument of 
Accession. I take the subject of insol
vency : there are two contiguoU3 States 
and one State has accepted insoJven(;y aa 
a Federal subject and the other State 
has not .. Sir Claude Schuster thought 
that in such a case the Federal Court 
cannot have jurisdiction ; it can have 
jurisdiction only in cases where both the 
Courts have accepted the subject as a 
Federal subject !-That is '30. • 

14,231. So that will have to be re
medied also 7-Y es. 

14,232. It is not mentioned in your 
memorandum ?-'V e think it i3 covered. 
My memorandum is not in substitution 
for all these various provisions. It is 
rather in fuxther comment on them, and 
I think that point is covered in pro
posal 155. Anyhow, I agree- it ought 
to be covered. 

14,233. Then I come to the methods 
of execution. There, the two propo:;als, 
160 and 162, will also be modified by 
your pre:;:ent memorandum, because pro
posal 160 begins : '' The process of the 
Federal Court will run throughout the 
Federation,'' and in your memorandum 
you point out the difficulty !-Sir 
Manubhai, the memorandum really ex
plains what we contemplate will happen 
under Proposal 160. 
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' 14,234. So the language of Proposal 
160 will have to undergo a change f
W e will certainly look into it, but the· 
memorandum is meant to be a P.omment 
ou what will happeH under Proposal 160. 
Quite obviously, in the further dr:Uting 
we should have to make our intentions 
quite clear. 

14,235. What I wanted to know was 
that any execution which the Federal 
Court orders will ha.ve to be carried 
out through the proper agency and not 
by itself T-Yes, we accept that. That 
is the basis of our proposal. · 
. 14,236. The language was : " The pro

cess of the Federal Court will l"lln 
throughout the Federation " !-If if. is 
necegsary to amend the wording we Rhall 
have to amend it. 

Mr. Y. 'Tlwmbare. 

14,237. There is one matter about 
which I have. a question. A· question 
has been raised aliout the High Courts 
of smr.Jl States !-Yes. . 

14,238. About that the Butler Com
mittee made a dil:,tinction between States 
which find it difficult on account of tht>ir 
limited resources, to perform properly 
the functions of Government and the 
States which do not find any such diffi
culty !-Yes. 

14,239-40. Do I understana that this 
distinction will be borne in mind T-Y cs, 
c-ertainly. 

Sir" A.bdur Rahim.] On Proposal 161, 
I want to be quite clear as to what is 
meant. A justiciable matter, I take it, 
Jlleans any matter which is c~:~.pable of 
being adjudicated upon by the Com·ts. 
That, I take it, is the meaning of " jus
ticiable matter.'' The Governor-General 
is empowered·tCl make a reference to the· 
Federal Court and obtain its opinion 
on any such matter. · 

14,241. For his own use T-¥ es. 
14,242. That is not a matter which 

he is bound to puLlish, but it will be 
entirely for his own use. He. may n.ct 
npon it, or he may not T-Yes. · 

14,243. Although, I take it, in most 
cases he will act upon it. I think you 
h:we made that quite clear '-Yes. 

14,244. But what I want to be clear 
about is this : whatever opinion the 
Governor-General may have obtained 

from the ·Federal Court that will not in 
any way interfere with the rights of any. 
parties aggrieved in any matter to take 
it to the Court and obtain its decision f 
-The Federal Court could not be bound. 
Th~ is o~y" asJ?ng for an · opinion. 
QUlte obv1ously, 1t could not stop a· 
case. 

14,245. Exactly. The party ca.n take 
a matter to the Court and obtain its 
decision T-Yes. 

14,246. Whatever may be the opinion 
which the Governor-General has obtain
ed, and whether he acts upon it o:t not !. 
-Yes, certainly. I am assuming that 
the Court has jurisdiction for that pur-. 
pose. If the Court has jurisdiction for 
the purpose, certainly, yes. 

14.247. If it is a justiciable matter f 
-Within the jurisdiction of the Cou1:t. 
· 14,248. It will be within f.he jurisdic

tion of the Court f-No; I said, if it is 
a justiciable matter within the jurisdic
tion of the Court. • 

14,249. Would . not all justiciable 
matters be within the jurisdiction of the . 
Court !-No; only those matters would 
be within the jurisdict:lol of the Court. 
that are within the j\~diction of the .. 
Federal Court. '· • · · 

· 14,250. Of course, within the jurisdic
tion of the Federal Court T-Yes. 

14,251. ,It will be within the jurisdic
tion of some Court or other, but this will 
not apply if it is not within the juris
diction of the Federal Court f.-· I do 
not want there to be any misunderstand
ing between Sir Abdur Rahim and me 
on this point. If the· issue is within the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court, then 
anybody may take a case to the Federal . 
Court to get a decision, quite apart from 
the fact of ·whether the Governor-General 
has asked for its advisory opinion or has · 
n~t.. . 

141252. Quit-e Y-If, on the other hand, 
the case . is not within the jurisdiction 
of the Federal Court (say, for instance, 
it is within the domain of paramountcy,. 
or a dispute .outside the Federal sphere), 
then of course nobody ·could take it to 
the Federal Court because the Federal 
Court wonld not have jurisdiction. 

:14,253. That I quite understand. Then 
anoth'er matter ahout which I think you 
were asked some questions : that is as 
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regards the Instrument of Instructions 
to the Governor-General not being sub
ject to interpretation. by the Court 7-
1res. · 

14,254. I quite understand that, but, I 
take it, the Instrument of Instructions, 
as I think you made clear on previo.us 
occasions, will deal only with the manner 
in which the Governor---General · is to 
exercise his special powers and his special 
responsibilities. It does not in any way 
affect the law or override the provisions 
of the Constitution Act f_.:_No, the 
Instrument of Instructions confers no 
power whatever on the Gover.nor-General 
or the . Governor. It merely instructs 
him as to the relations between his 
Ministers, and so on, but it confers no 
new powei"& ~pon him. 
· 14,255. Therefore, any· interpretation 
by the Courts of any Federal law or any 
constitutional issue would not be affect
ted .in any way by the Instrument of· 
Instructions f-N o ; it would not. 

Sir Har~ Singh Gour • . 
14,256. Secreta§ of· State, as. regar~s 

your memoran~ I understand· that 1t 
modifies, as yoll"(\~e said, the provisions 
of the White ~er, dealing with the 
Federal Court and the Supreme Court by 
amalgamating the two Courts as far as 
possible in a single Court and conferring 
upon this Court the dual jurisdiction 
conferred in the White Paper on the 
Federal Court, and partially on the 
Supreme Court 7-Y es. 

14,257. The difficulty that I ex-
perienced is this : While this will 
undoubtedly make· for econox:ny, because 
the personnel of the Federal Court, who 
will not be engaged in dealing with 
questions germane to that Court, would 
be available for the disposal of matters 
coming up before the Supreme Court, 
the difficulty, I feel is this, that you 
have, if I may be permitted to say so, 
truncated the Supreme Court by taking 
away from it all jurisdiction in criminal 
cases, provided .. by Proposal 166, sub
paragraph two 7-Y es, we do propose to 
keep the criminal cases separate. 

14,258. But if you had left the pro
posals of the White Paper as they are, 
that would . have given the Federal 
Legislature a:n opportunity or enacting 
a measure creating a Supreme Court 

both for the disposal of civil and 
criminal appeals, and that power the 
Federal Legislature has now been 
deprived of, because ·the Federal Legis
lature can only now create a Court of 
Criminal Appeal and not a Supreme· 
Court dealing both with Civil and 
Criminal cases 7-No ; that· is not our 
intention. Our intention is to give 
power to the Indian Legislature to create 
bOth a Supreme Court and a Court of 
Criminal Appeal. 

14,259. And that Supreme Court would 
then be such a Supreme Court as is 
described in paragraphs 163 to 167 7-
N o. Keeping the Criminal cases 
sepArate ; but we have no wish to put 
any obstacle in the way of the Indian 
Lt>gislature having a Court of Criminal 
Appeal if they so wish it. 

• 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 

· 14,260. Then there will be a third 
Court 7-Yes. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
14,261. That will be a third Court 7-

Yes. · 

. Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
14,262. You say that in your memo: 

randum, do you not f-Yes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
14,263. In the constitutions of Canada, 

South · Africa, and · Australia, the 
Supreme Courts, so far as I understand, 
are more or less on the lines adopted 
in your paragraphs 163 to 167, that is 
to say, they ·are Supreme Courts both 
in regard to Civil and Criminal matters 7 
-1£ es ; the reason we have. excluded the 
Criminal cases is the reason I have given 
earlier in the· day, namely, that in India 
there are so many of them that it would 
swamp the Court and al~r its character 
as a result. 

14,264. But there is a strong feeling 
in India that there should be an appeal 
in Criminal cases ?-There would be, but 
it would be to a Court of Criminal 
Appeal. . 

14,265. ·Would you pay the judges of 
the Co uri of Criminal. Appeal differently 
from the· judges of the· .Federal Court ? 
-I had not thought about that. 



14,266. If their salary is the same, the 
-expense would be greater, because the 
Court of Criminal Appeal will have 
separate offices, an English and a 
vernacular office, whereas if they were 
jud~es of the Federal and Supreme 
Courts, the offices would be the same f 
-1 would, of course, take what Sir IIari 
Singh Gour says as a fact in a matter 

of this kind, but I still say that my 
advisers are strongly against bringing 
the Criminal cases into the Civil Court. 

14,267. On the two grounds you have 
stated ?-Yes. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

14,268. But in the lligh Court and 
the Priv-y Council there is no distinction 
made. The IIigh Court hear both Civil 
and Criminal matters ?-Of course, here 
there is a separate court of Criminal 
Appeal. 

14,269. But it is constituted out of 
the judges of the Iligh Court, the same 
judges ?-'V e could consider that possi
bility in India. 

Sir Abdur Rahim.] There is no need 
for a third separate Court. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
14,270. The difficulty would arise in 

this case ; if you constitute a Court 
of Criminal Appeal out of the judges 
of the High Court, you will have to 
add to the judges- of the High Court, 
because the appeals that would ~orne 
from the High Court to the Court of 
Criminal Appeal would necessarily en
tail the addition of judges ?-Yes ; that 
would be so. 

14,271. As regards the qualifications of 
the judges of the Federal Court,. I find 
that these qualifications are different 
from what obtain at present, for ex
ample, as regards appointment to the 
Privy Council. I have never come across 
a case, and Sir Malcolm w~l .c.?rre~t me 
if I wrong-, where any CIVIlian Judge 
from India has been appointed to the 
judicial Commit~e. of the Privy 
Council ¥-Not w1thm recent memory, 
certainly. 

14 272. Not that I am aware of, and 
the practice of the Privy Council has 
alwnvs been to follow the procedure of 
app~inting judges from the Bar, a prac-

L109RO 

tice which· has been adopted by the 
Dominions Y-Yes. 

14,273. Then _why should there be a. 
departure if you really want that the 
Federal Court and the Supreme Court 
should command the popu1ar confidence 
and respect which . they ought..:._they 
should follow- the precedent of England 
and of the Dominions, and that judges 
should be drawn exclusively from the 
Bar in the sense that barristers who 
are also judges of the High Court 
would be eligible 7-I think in an Act 
of Parliament it is very difficult to dis
eriminate against one kind of judge, 
although in actual practice the judges 
of the High Court may normally be 
taken from the class of barristers, and 
so on. 
. Sir Hari Singli Gour.] But that has 

been done, Secretary of State, in the 
case of the Colonies and in the case of 
your _own country. As a matter of fact, 
the whole history of your country is a 
history of professional men being 
appointed to discharge a highly tech
nical duty of ·deciding cases. 

Marquess of Reading.] Is not Sir 
Hari's point met by paragraph 153, sub
paragraph (d), a barrister of at least 15 
years' standing ? 
' Sir Hari Singh Gour.] A barrister is 
eligibl~, hqt m~y other people are 
eligible too. 

l\lr. N. lJI. Joshi.] Why not f · 1 <1; 
Sir Hari Singh Gour.] He has been 

put in the same category as judges of 
the High Court and Judges of the State 
Court, and so on, whereas my sub
mission was that judges of ti1e English 
Court are •exclusively drawn· from the 
Bar, judges of the Dominion Courts are 
excluRively drawn from the Bar, judges 
of the Privy Council are also exclusively 
drawn from the Bar, and the same 
practice should be followed here. 

--~Uarque'ss of Reading.] They may be 
from judges of the High Court. It is 
not necessarilJ a practising barrister. If 
a practising barrister becomes a member 
of the High Court, then he may either 
go to the Court of Appeal or to the.High 
Court, and from there is made a judicial 
member· of the House of Lords~ and in 
that case he sits also in the Privy Council, 
but· be i's not promoted directly from the 

s 
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Bar. It is because he bas distinguished 
himself as a judge. 

. Sir Hari Singh Gour.] That is the case 
I was referring to. I was asking the 
Secretary of State, and no doubt Lord 
Reading will be able to enlighten me, · 
has there been a single case of a Civilian 
judge of the High Court ever . being 
appointed to the Privy Council '? 

Marque·ss of Reading.] 'I do not recall 
one, but that is only a recent thing. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] There never 
has been a case as far as I am aware, 
and the reason is that the Privy Council · 
follows the practice of the English 
Courts, and the English Courts follow 
the universal· practice of appointing their 
judges from the Bar. 
· Archbishop of Canterbury.] Do I take 

· Sir Hari Singh Gour's point to be that 
among the jndge·s of other Courts who 
are' here qualified! to be , judges of the 
Federal Court, there ]Ilay be many who 
are not members of the legal profession f 

Sir H ari Singh Gour.] Yes. 

! ! ' Archbishop of Canterbury. 

· 14,274. Then I should· like to ask ·on 
that, Secretary of State, whether in the 
·case, of the Federal Court those reasons 
-willch' ··were urged in favour of not 
restricting even th~ Judge of a High 
Court, or a Chief Justice, to :Members 
of the Bar-administrative reasons which 
were fully explained because administra
. tion and law are so much combined in 
the Provinces--whether these considera
tions ·would apply in the case of Judges 
select~d; for the particular - class of 
business which the Federal Courts would 
have to transact, · and in that case 
whether it would not be really much 
better to restrict it for the Federal 
·Court, with its quite exceptional func
tion in the interpretation of the law and 
its final decision, to those who from the 
first have had an equal training ?-I 

· think in actual practice that is the way 
it would work, but I do feel considerable 
hesitation in agreeing to a proposition 
in the Constitution Act that differentiates 
between one High Court Judge and 
another. I · think, in actual practice, 
this small number of very distinguish~ 
Judges will be recruited from the Bar, 
but as long as judicial officials are 
eligible for High Court Judges, I think 

it is very difficult to discriminate be
tween them and the other people who 
are qualified for appointment to the 
Federal Court. 

14,275. But the reasons willch make it 
right for men to be selected as Judges 
for the High Court without being at the 
Bar or without having had a little train
ing do not apply for the purposes of the 
Federal Court. It may or may not be 
desirable not to discriminate between 
those who have been made Judges, but 
the reasons why certain men have been 
made Judges in the High Courts do not 
obtain in regard to Federal Courts '?-I 
would not like to go so far as to say that. 

:Marque·ss of Reading. 

14,276. He must have been a Judge 
for at least five years in order to be 
eligible under your scheme ?-Yes. 

Sir Abdur Rahim. 

14,277. There is another way of meet
ing the situation, and that would be 
through the Instrument of Instructions. 
The Governor-General would, advise, I 
take it, and make a selection 7-(Sir 
Malcolm Hai'ley.) No, the Crown. 

14,278. I know, but it is upon the 
· advice of the Governor-General 7-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) As I say, I see great 
difficulty in discriminating between one in
dividual, who has been a High Court 
Judge for such and· such a number of 
yea.rs, and another . 

Marquess of Salisbury. 
14,279. Does it make no difference in 

the view of the Secretary of State when 
he finds that Indian lawyers themselves 
desire tills discrimination to be made '?
Naturally I pay attention to views ex
pressed from every quarter in tills room, 
but I did make a strong argument the 
other day for retaining the judicial ser
vice as a part of the Indian Judicature, 
and, holding that view, I find some diffi
culty now in making a legal and con
stitutional discrimination against a par
ticular part of the Indian Judiciary. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I should certainly 
deplore any exclusion from the Federal 
Court of a Judge like the ·late Sir Ray
mond West. H~ was a very .distinguished 
civilian Judge of the Bombay High Court, 
one who is noted for his great ability. 
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Sir Ilar_i Singh Gour.] But he never 
sat in the Privy Councl. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] No. I say if you 
confine your selection to only the barrister 
Judges of the High Court, then you 
would excl)lde men of such eminence from 
the Federal Court. 

:Marquess of Reading. 

14,280. Is not the whole object of your 
q~alification of five years as a Judge to 
g1ve you an opportunity of seeinoo how 
he has comported himself as a oJ udge 
and how he . ~~s discharged. his duty 
whether as a- c1V1han or as a barrister ?-
Certainly. 

:Mr. !Jf. R. J ayakar. . 

14,281. :May I just point out to the 
Secretary of State this as regards his 
point that it would be invidious to make 
distinction between one High Court 
Judge and another f He may correct me 
if my impression is wrong, but is not 
the present rule this, that out of all 
High Court Judges, only a barrister 
High Court Judge can rise· to be made 
Chief Judge of the High Court ~-Yes. 

14,282. That discrimination is made 
unJer present law f-(Sir JJfalcolm 
Hailey.) , It is not proposed under the 
White Paper. · 

Mr. ltf. R. Jayaker.] I am coming to 
that, but there is distinction made at 
the present moment by Acts of Parlia-. 
ment between one High Court Judge and 
another High Court Judge. 

Sir Ilari Singh Gour. 

14,283. And that discrimination was 
sought to be set aside, I think, when 
Lord Peel was Secretary of State, and 
the whole of India rose up in arms 
against that Bill which had to be dropped 
in the House of Commons. The Secre
tary of State may verify these facts by 
referring to the fate of that Bill, which 
was introduced into the House of Com
mon's and had to be dropped like a hot 
potato in consequence of the overwhelm
ing opposition from all parts of India ?
(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Then all I would 
say is that if you want to do away 
with that discrimination in one direction, 
you ought to do away with it in all diree
tions. 

LlOflRO 

•. 14~28;!. 'Y e are not doing away with 
mscnmmahon at all. For 150 years, 
that post. ~as been held by barristers. 
The JudiCial Committee, at the present 
moment, are the final arbiters in matters 
of Constitutional law and procedure. 
They are manned exclusively by members 
o~ the Bar. Only recently, during the 
VIceroyalty of Lord Reading, two Indian 
Judges were ad.ded to the Privy Council, 
and they are both Members of the · Bar, 
and _it ":as so p~ovided. · The point I am 
makmg IS that m the law and history of 
British Rule in India, and for the matter 
of that of British connections in · tho · 
Dominionl:l overseas, there has .neve!' bee~ 
a case. of a civilian being appointed to. 
the Supreme Court, either of the 
Dominions or of the Privy Council, and 
we are making now, for the first time, 
a departure in introducing civilian Judges 
into the final Court of Appeal in 
India ?-No. Sir Hari Singh Gour-l 
say this with great deference as he is 
a great lawyer and I am not-is really 
quite wrong. There is no statutory limi .. 
tation at all upon anybody being ap
pointed· to the Privy Council. Anybody 
could be appointed to the Privy Council 
whether he had been a barrister or 
whether he h.ad not been a barrister. The 
actual practice has been that barristers 
have invariably been appointed. That 
may very well be so in the ease of the 
Federal Court. 

Marque'ss of Reading. 

14,285. Do you mean the Judicial Com· 
mittee of the Privy Council 7-I mean 
the iJudicial Com,mittee. Is ~ere any 
statutory provision f I am informed· 
there is not. 

14,286. I will not undertake to say. 
I do not think it has ever been raised. 
I rather think there is, but I will look 
at it, but there never has been a case 7 
.-We are not disagreeing about this. 
I am not 'saying there has never been 
a case but I understand there is no 
statutory limitation. 

14,287. I rather think there is ?-I will 
look it up, but my advisers here tell me 
there is not. (Sir JJ!alcolm Hailey.) The 
Judicial Committee Act, which lays down 
that certain persons shall be formed a 
Committee to be styled; the Judicial Com· 
mittee ·of the Privy Council, specifies 

s2 
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certain persons, including the Keeper of 
the Great Seal, and adds at the end 
" Two other Privy Councillors appointed 
by His Majesty." I have no doubt as a 
matter of convention they are generally 
persons of the ~egal profession. 

:Marquess of Salisbury. 

14,288. If the Secretary of~ State were 
to say to us that in ·point of practice 
there never will be a man· appointed to 
the Federal Court who has not got a 
training as a lawyer,· it does not. matter 
very much whether it is laid down in the 
Constitution Act or not if it is absolutely 
certain. In the same way I believe still 
~certainly up to a short tiriie ago
every Peer had· a right to sit as a Mem; 
ber of the House of Lords Court of 
Appeal, but, in point of fact, of course, 
no Peer who has not had a ·high legal 
training does sit. That is very often the 
practice in England, that a thing is done 
even though it is not absolutely legally 
prescribed. If that is what the Secre
tary of State means, I should not wish 
to press him, but I must say that I do 
think when we are laying down a Con
stifiltion of a most elaborate · and ·most 
difficult kind, in which the finest distinc
tions of Constitutional law have to be 
made, and that is to be interpreted as 
meaning gentlemen who have no training 
in thP. law at all--Y-Lord Salisbury is 
sm·ely overstating the case. This is not 
a question of people who have no train
ing in the law at all. This is a question 
of a High Court Judge for five years. 

14,289. He might have been Chairman 
of . Quarter Sessions for five years, as it 
were·f.-Judge of a High Court for five 
years. I do not know what Lord Reading 
would say about that. I should have 
said that that was very considerable legal 
training.· 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
14,290. He need not have been Chief 

J nstice of the High Court, but a Mem
ber of the High Court ?-Yes. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

14,291. Having regard to the quota
tion from the Act, governing the con
stitution of the Judicial Committee, I 
take it you say .. that that is a valuable 
example of the im;portance of conven-

tions in this country as apart from 
statutory provisions T-That is so. 

Lord Peel. 

14,292. I hope you will not take it 
that every Member of this , Committee 
objects to a non-barrister being made a 
Member of the Federal Court. I think 
it is high time that such posts were not 
confined to the legal profession Y-I do 
not like the idea of drawing a distin6-
tion between the qualifications of one 
kind of Judge and another when they 
have both the same lkind of service in 
the same Court. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

14,293. There is one last question I 
should like to ask. According to the 
!.lcheme of tlie White Paper and of the 
l\femorandum there will , be first a 
Fetleral Court and then a Supremp 
Court '1-·Y es. 

14,294. It may take some time before 
th~ Federal Court is established ?-Be· 
fore the Supreme side of the Federal 
Court i:-t established; it m~y or may :Q.~t. 

14,205. In the . meantime are you 
giving the Indian Legislature any power 
to establish a Court '1 Some of the func
tions of the Supreme Court for the dis
posal of cases, for example the judicial 
control of the Income Tax law, for which 
a Bill is now pending in the Indian Legis
lature ?-I am not fully conversant with 
the provisions of the Bill. What does 
it do '1 

14,296. It provides for an independent 
tribunal to dispose of <lertain cases, and 
the Government have accepted the prin
ciple of the Bill to that extent, the Bill 
lias gone to a Select Committee, and it 
is proposed to appoint two Judges having 
an All India jurisdiction, the intention 
being that these two Judges will in course 
of time become part ~f the Supreme 
Court. That is the intention ?-There 
is not anything in the provisions to stop 
a proposal of that kind going on. 

14,297. 1\Iy suggestion was that if you 
gave the .Indian Legislature the power 

. immediately to establish a Supreme 
Court independently of the Federal 
Court, that would give the Indian Legis
lature power to establish a Supreme 
Court for that purpose ?-I should not 
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~e offhand t? give an answer to a ques
tion of that kind, because I am not quite 
clear in my own mind as to how these 
Jncoruc Tax appeals would fit in with 
the other appeals, but if Sir Hari Sino-h 
Gour would like to have a talk with the 
experts at the India Office at any time 
and he will let me know we could go 
into this question with h~. 

Sir Ilari Singh Gour.] Thank :you. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
1 ~,298. On a point of order, my Lord 

Clunrman, I know we are discussing the 
Federal Court and the Supreme Court 
proposals 151 to 167, but therein has been 
raised tile question 'bf the appointment 
or not of a civil servant to the Federal 
C~urt. 'Vould it be competent for us to 
~alSe the point that it is an anachronisl'I\ 
1~ . these days even to appoint Indian 
CIVIl servants as judges of the High 
Court f-My Lord Chairman, _I would 
~ope . v~ry. much that we should not get 
mto tlns ISSUe to-day. w· e did disCUSS 
it at some length the other day, but as 
~ m~tter of fact before we get out of 
1t Sir Malcolm would just add a word 
to what I have said, because it would 
c~mplete. m~' answer on the subject to 
Sir Han Smgh Gour. (Sir :JJialcolm 
Hailey.) I only desire to add a word 
that the subject should not be treated 
as i! it merely meant the possible 
appomtment of Indian civilians to the 
Federal Cour~ What is contemplated is 
that anyone who has been for five years 
in a High Court will become elii;ible. 
A man might be appointed to a High 
Courl who was not an Indian civilian at 
all Lut who had entered the Service as a 
snb-.Tudg-e and who had spent the whole 
of his life in the judiciary. He enters 
after passing his law examination and 
som.etimes after a year or two as a 
pleader. After that he passes the whole 
of his life in the judiciary and is fre
quently appointed to a Hig-h Court. One 
~1as to take into consideration the claims 
of those officers also. 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 
14.299. Is there not some misunder

standin2·, because he would eome under 
(e) of paragraph 153 f-(Sir Samuel 
Hoare.) No, he would not. (Sir Jlfal
colm Hailey.) He would come mainly 
under (a) or (c). 

14,300. I thought Sir Malcolm said that 
sue~ a person as he had in view would 

- begm as a pleader in some subordlliate 
Court Y-He would begin as a sub
Judge. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

14,301. Would not a sub-Judge be a 
pleader Y-Yes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
14,302. Not necessarily '/-Not neces

sarily. 

Mr. M. R .. Jayaker. 
'.; 

14,303. He would have to be at the 
Bar for about two or three years before 
he is appointed f-N:ot always. 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

14,304. There are examinations for 
sub-Judges f-Yes. 

I I 

Sir Phiroze S ethna. 

14,305. Paragraph 153 deals with the 
qualifications of the persons who can be 
appointed Judges of the Federal Court. 
Under (a) it is a person who has been 
for at least five years a Judge of a 
chartered High Court. In reply to Sir 
Akbar Hydari, you agreed, Secretary of 
State, to add the words '' State High 
Court" f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) I· did 
not agree to any particular form of 
words. 

14,306. I think he wanted to include 
" State High Court" f-Yes. 

• 
Mr. JJI. R. J ayaker. 

14,307. But is not that covered by (b) f. 
-Yes. It was because of that I was 
careful about agreeing to any ·form of 
words, but I did think at the time that 
it was probably covered by (b). 

Sir Akbar Hya(lri. 

14,308. Not quite ?-Anyhow ·I will 
look into it. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna.] Under (e~ of the 
same proposal Sir Akbar asked if you 
would agree to include pleaders and ad
vocates in the State High Courts. Have 
I your permission, my Lord Chairman, 
to ask Sir Akbar Hydari if these pleaders 
and nd~ocates in State High Courts have 
the same qualifications as pleaders and 
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-advocate3 of any British Indian High 
Courts t 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Yes, I t~k so
. eertainly of my own Court. 

. Dr. Shafa,af Ahmad Khan.] In every 
State t 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I am speaking only 
·from w,hat I know. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna.] But you asked 
for the inclusion of State High Courts 

·under (e). 
Sir Akbar Hydari.] Yes. . 
Sir Phiroze Sethna.] It may be that 

the pleaders and advocates elsewhere may 
not have the same qualifications as 

·.pleaders and advocates of the State 
High Courts. . 

Sir Akbar Ifydari. 

14,309. The Secretary of State has 
said that· he will consider that ?~Any
how it would be quite incredible that a 
~igh appointment of this kind should be 
made of an advocate of very low train-

. ing. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

14,310. I admit that. You said . this 
morning that you would consider the 
.suggestion of raising the maxim~m age 
for a Judge to retire to sixty-five.. May 
I know if you have any proposah to 
Jnake to-day in regard both to the num
ber of Federal Judges and their 
sabries, or would you leave 1t to th~ 
Committee to make a recommencl:l.tic•n 
in thPir Report ?-Yes, either the Com
mittee or Orner in Council 1~te1.1 <in ; 
but quite definitely we hope that 1:1 t ·the 
start there will not be a large number 
of .Tudges ; the number woni.f l1e 
strietly limited. 
· 14,311. Have you any idea of the 

numbers ?-It is very diffiCllit to S!J.Y 
until it is quite clear what clotie:; are 
bP-ing imposed upon the Court. Per
haps I had better not give you a number. 
I could point to othei' Suprelllo Courts, 
and there Sir Phiroze woultl find that 
the n~tmber of Judges is very r:omall
e,·en m the Supreme Court of the 
Unit<'d States. -

14,312. As to' the snlariP:;, I take it 
th:tt they will' be highe1· tbm the 
salaries of _puisne Judges ?--·Certainly. 

14,313. Tbe amount has not yet bee11 
fixed f-No ; but the ame>uut would 
l1ave to be s1lffic!ent to attract the very 
best men. ' 

1!,314. In the Th·ird Rep•Jrt of .the 
Federal . Structure Commi~~-:!1!, which 
Etppears m the Proceedingd •Jf the Second 
R('und Table Conferenc~ ~;.t pngP. ~ 28 
pa~·agra_Ph 61, with regard to ull thes~ 
~mts It was suggested that t ~~~ mat tar 
m1ght be referreu to a small CommiLtee 
for report ~tit a. re:l.SQnably <.a;.·~y d.1 te. 
Was any Committee ever uppo:.ntocl nt 
any .date 7-! do not recall it repor.ting. 
I w11l look 1t up and see. . · 
· l\farquess of Readit&g.] Mav I just 
~cnl with th~s matter ; I have been ~ry
mg to l~o~ 1t up I'ather hurriedly ; b_ut 
the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council really consists of tho;;e who 
have held high judicial office and l\I~m
bcra of the House of Lords. The exact 
words are : '' The Judicial Committee 
of thP Privy Council consists of ·the 
Lo1'd Chancellor, the Lord Presid-ent 
and ex·Lords President," (They are 
n•1t, of course, necessarily lawyers and 
,(,> not sit.) ' 1 The Lords of Appeal in 
Ordinary" (those are the LeO'al :Mem
bers of the House of Lords) '/'and su5)h 
other l\Iembers of the Privy Council who 
bavt' from time to time held or hold 
hi~h office within the meaning of the 
Appellate Jurisdiction Act." If I may 
givt' an instance, having been Chief 
Justice, that makes me a l\Iember 'of 
the Judicial Committee ·of the P1·ivy 
Council and of the House of Lords • 

·but the appointments are not made £1~0~ 
the Bar to the Privy Council. TP,ey 
are made from the House of Lords ; 
then -when a l\Iember sits as one of the 
Lorfls of Appeal in Ordinary he bas then 
a right ipso facto to sit on the Judicial 

· Committee of the Privy Council. 
Lord Rankeillour.] But strictly, Lord 

Reading, the. Lord President need not 
be a Member of the House of Lords: 

l\Iarquess of Reading. 

14,315. I do not think so ?-(Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) He is not at the 
present moment. 

l\!arquess of Reading.] He is &pecial
ly mentioned. The Lord President ::md 
ex-Lord President have the right to sit, 
but in point of fact I have never known 
them sit. · 
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Mr. M. B. J ayaker. 

14,316. About paragraph 155, suh
p:mtgraph (ii), Secretary of State, did· 
I understand you to Eay in reply to a 
question by Sir Akbar that the Instru
ment of Accession would be included in 
this sub-paragraph !-Yes. ~ --

Mr. :M. R. Jayaker.] My difficulty is 
this : the sub-paragraph speaks of this : 
" any matter involving the interpre
btion of, or arising under, any agree
ment entered into after the commence
ment of the Constitution Act between 
the Federation and a State "· I unJer
stand from the scheme of the 'Vhite 
Paper that the Instrument of Accession 
v;-onld be entered into between the 
Governor-General at his discretion and 
the State. That is not the same as the 
J'edcration and the State, so ii you- in
tend to include .them, the par~o-raph. 'Yill 
ha .,.~ to hE' altered. It only speaks of 
agreement between the Federation and 
the State. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 

14,317. I thought the definition pro
rosl'd was under sub-par~CYI"aph (i) ~
It is so ; it is under paragraph 155 (i). 

~Ir. M. B. J ayaker. 

14,318. " Any matter involving the. 
interpretation of the Constitution Act 
or the determination of any rights or 
obligations arisi'ng thereunder ''; that 
is arising under the Constitution 4-ct. 
I wonder how the Instrument of Ac
cession can come under that word[ng, 
" rights or obligations arising und(>r 
the Constitution Act '' f-It is intend
ed that it should come under sub-para
graph (i). 

J.Iarquess of Reading. 

14,319. It would have to be redraft~d, 
would it not !-We are not dealing h_ere 
with a Bill, we arC' only dealing with _tpe 
~tline of a scheme. 

l\Ir. JI. R. J ayaker. 

14,320. Y cs ; then as to paragr~ph 
118, about which you were asked by 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan, I do not quite see 
hf•W the working of that paragr~ph 
win he. You say there : "In order_ to 
minimi~c uncerts1inty of ·law and 
opportunities for litigation as to the 
v:~.lidity of Acts, prQvision will be made 

liu~iting. the pc:>riod within . which an 
~h~ may he. called into question,,_ 

. ~n h~w will. the time begin to rnn
fiOm t.!e pass!Ilg of the .Act !-Yes I 
suppose so. ~ 

14,32L But supposir..g no case arlses 
for, say, 15 years about the particUlar 

· Act because nobody has brought the 
matter up. before the Courts, would you 
say the tune ran from the passin<r of 
the Act and 15 years after the m~tter 
coul~l n~t be raised !-Our present in
te~twn .lS tha~ the matter could not' be 
raised mdefinitely. ~ 

14,322 . .Although it is nobody1s f~nlt 
that the question does not arise in the 
course of 15 years f_:_The alternative is 
to lc:>ave this possible litigation -open 
inrlefinitely. I should have thought 
that was a bad plan. . · 

H,323. That is no har<hhip, beca~e 
even now questions come up with 
reference to Acts which are 70 or - SO 
Y.<'ars old. They come up for the first 
tu".J.e before a Court of law- and the 
Court considers them. It is no parti
cular hardship !---You see, Mr. Jaya~er, 
paragraph 118 is very strictly limited. 
"In order to minimise uncertainty. of 
Jaw :md opportunities for litigation as 
to the validity of Acts, provision will 
be made limiting the period within 
which an. Act ·may be called into ques
tion on the ground that exclusive 
powers to pass such legislation were 
vc:>sted in a Legislature in India ot]ler 
than that which enact-ed it." 

14,324. I am speaking of that. That 
means in the concurrent field, v_ery 
likc:>_Jy Y-Yes. 

14,325. But my difficulty is that !J.O 
case may arise which brings this ql!es
tion before a Court fo-r 10 or 15 years t 
-w·e will look into l\Ir. Jayaker's 
eriticism. Offhand, it does seem to me 
v<'ry necessary to do something to 
:rllinimise the unec:>rt.ainty of law and 
the opportunities for litigation if we 
can. 

14,326. The present condition is t]lis, 
Sir Samuel, that the Courts- have power 
to c•msider the qu<';;tion whenever it 
may arise. It may be 15,. 20, or 50 
years after the passing of the Act, a~d 
the Court is not d~barred from consider
in~ that question !-I am informe~ tpat 
a "'U<'stion of this kind cannot arise at 

' aU now. 



. 14,321. There are several Parlia· 
mentan Statutes which have been morli· 
:tied hy· the Indian LE"gislnture, and. · I 

· rt":nember several questions arising as to 
whether it was competent to the Indian 
Legislnt11re to. modify a Parliamentary 
Statute :applicable ,to ·; lnd.i.a f-{Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) That is not quite the 
ground here. It is a contest betw~en 
t\Yo authorities in India,· and it is. a 
\'ery narrow ground on which it_ is 
sought to effect limitation. 

14,328. In paragraph 156 you speak 
of the State Court. I suppose you m~an 
s Rtnt(' Court of co·ordinate- matters 
\vith the· High Court of British Indi~ 7 
-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Yes. 

' 14,329. That will have to be mp.de 
· clear ?-. Yes, it will. 

14,.33<¥. Pa.rllbooraph 158 says : "'·An 
appeal will lie without leave to· the· 
King . in Council from a decision. of _the 

FeclPral Court in any matter involvjng 
tlu• interpretation of the Constitution 
•Act." 'Vill you take that with the 

. next paragraph, paragraph 159 : 
'' Tht're wiU be no appeal, whether· by 
special leave or otherwise, direct to the 
King in Council.'' Am I to understand 
t~at this appeal to the King in Couugil 
from the decision of the Federal Court 
will arise in a matter which originally 
was considered by a State Court)-
Th!tt is so. • 

14,331. That means in the last re~ort 
a ciut>stion which arises in a State 
Cour.t, which is · o.f a constituti~tial 
ch~raeter or falling within the exteJl:d· 
ed juriscliction, that you coutem.rla:te 
will he in the last instance decided . by 
the~ Privy C'vuncil !-That is so, ye~. 

:Mr. M. R. J'ayaker.] · I wanted that 
to he made cleRr. 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw.) .. 
,()rd~red, That thi.s Committee be adjourned to to-morrow, 10.30 o'el~~k. 

Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. 
Lord Chancellor.' 
Marquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
Maxquess of Linlithgow. 
Marquess of Reading .. 
Earl of Derby. 
Earl of Lytton. 
F~arl Peel. 
Lord Hardinge of Penshurst. 
Lord Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

20th October 1933. 

Present: 

Major Attlee. 
Mr. Butler. 
Major Cadogan. 
Sir Austen Chamberlain. 
Mr. Cocks. 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. D~vi'dson. 
Sir Samuel Hoare. 
Mr. Morgan Jones. 
Lord Eustace Percy. 
Miss Piekford. 
Sir John Wardlaw.-MilM. 
Earl Winterton. 

The following Indian Delegates were also present :

INDUN ST.\.TES REPRESENTATIVES. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. Mr. Y. Thombare. 
Sir :Manubhai N. ·Mehta. 
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BRITISH !~DIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
Sir H uh<>rt Carr. 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidnev. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. ~ 
Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 
Mr. N. :M. Joshi.~ 

.. . 
Sir Abdur Rahim. · 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The MARQUESS of LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

Chairman.] My Lords nnJ. GentlE'men, 
the Secretary of State after the meeting 
last night asked me to find out whether 
the· Committee would be ngreeable . to 
break our programme to the extent of 
concluding the Secretary of State's evi
dence upon 'the Courts this morning 
before we proceed to discussion. I have 
not the least doubt that the Comti1ittee. 

' 
would wish to oblige . the Secretary of 
State in that regard. At the same time, 
it is a breach of the programme, and the 
Secretary of State has therefore befn 
good enough to say that if ltny Member, 
of the Committee or. Delegate not pre
sent to-day desires to put questions on 
the Courts, he will be pleased to ans";.er. 

The Right Hon'ble Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.:a.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir. M.u.cor,:M: 
HAILEY, G.c:s.I, G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.K, 

C.S.I., are further exaro.ineil. as follows : 

Chairman.] We are continuing the 
Secretary of State's examination on the 
Federal and Supreme Courts, paragraphs 
151 to 167. 

l\Ir .. JJI. R. J ayaker. 

14,332. I wish to call attention to para
graph 160 :"·The process of the Federal 
Court will rnn throughout the Fednra
tion," and so on ?-(Sir SUtmue~ Hoare.) 
Yes. · 

14,333. I suppose the same procetlure 
will be followed in the case of British 
India and the Indian Sta,tes 1-Yes. 

14,334. It will not be a question of the 
Viceroy being asked to enforce a deci
sion in the domain of paramountcy. 
The Court will operate on another 
Court 1-Yes. 

14,335. There was a tendency at one 
time to make a distinction between the 
process which will be operative in British 
India and the process which will be 
operative in the Indian States. I think 
it will be the same, one Court opernLing 
on another ~-Yes. 

14,336. Then, with regard to pnra
graph 164, I find in clause 2 of that 
paragraph that you have not I'•~peated 
there the provisions which you have pro
vided for in paragraphs 152 and 171. 
Is that omission intentional 7 If you 
refer to paragraph 152, the last line, it 

says that the salaries and pension;,;, etc., 
will not be liable to be varied to his 
disadvantage during his tenure of office 7 
-That is evidently an error in drafting. 

' 14,33'(. It is not intentional ?-We in-
tended to have the same safegunrdii for 
both. · 

14,338. I find it repeated in paragl'aphs 
152 and 171. It is not intention:,~l ?
No. · 

14,339. Then nhout paragraph 170,· the 
last line, would you still eonsidcr the 
question whether you will not leave the 
rule unaltered which at present obtains, 
that the Chief Justice will fllways be a 
barrister. There is a very strong feeling 
in this connection in India that a man 
drawn from the Bar should be the Chief 
Justice. I do not want an answer now, 
but I would like you to consider it, 
ha.viing regard to the very strong' feeling 
there is· in the profession and among 
the puhlic that the independence of the 
High Court is more likely to be main
tained if you have in the place of the 
Chief .Justice a man who will give a 
tone to the High Court and maintain 
the traditions of the lligh Court, and 
that these objects are mora likely to be 
attained if you have a man .:lrawn from 
the :Oar ?-I have taken nota of the 
view expressed by Mr. J ayaker and 
several other Delegates on the subject. 
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,Marquess of Reading. 

14,340. Will you also- bear in mind, 
when you are considering that sugges· 
tion especiaUy, that you have reserved, 
as at present proposed, the right of 
appointment of civilians with the pro
per qualifications to the Federal Court, 
and that therefore the suggestioi1 that 
yo~ should have a tr~ined lawyer as 
Chief Justice may have soma added 
effect 7 I only want you 'to b·~a.r that 
in mind Y-Yes. I feel sure wo must 
treat the whole of this question as a 
single whole. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

14,341 • .About paragraph 175, " the 
Federal Legislature will have power to 
regulate the powers of superintendence 
exercised by High Courts over subordi
nate Courts in - the Province." I be
lieve it is yonr intention to have in 
the new constitution a. p1·ovision anala. 
gous to section 107 of the Govemmcnt 
of India Act Y-Yes. I do not want to 
refrain from giving an answer to 1\Ir. 
Jayaker's question. ·I wouJ.l point out 

·that paragraph 175 is outside the chapter 
with which we are dealing, but, in order 
to avoid waste of time, I can tell him 
that that is our iiltention. 

14,342. I just want to ask two que;:;
tions on your memoranumn 7-Yes. 

14,343. In paragraph 5, you sny : "In 
paragraph 162 there is no intention to 
give the Federal Court any power or 
control over the High Courts of British 
India such as the High Comt:; them
selves possess over subordinate . tribu
nals m the Province.'' . I follow that, 
·but I suppose it is your intention that 
within the ~heres of its bein:r a Court 
of Appeal, it will exercise ~oi1trol and 
supervi~ion · over the High Coul'ts as 
Courts from which appeals come to lhlit 
Court '-Controlling and supervision 
has, so far as I remember, a rather 
technical meaning. I am not quite E~ure 

. what it _is that is in l\Ir. JayakC'r';:; 
mind. 

14,344. For instar:ce, in support of :m 
appeal from the High Court in certain 
events it must have the power of ea1lingo 
for the record. It must have power of 
control of the procedure of the High 
Court so far as appeals :1re conee1·necl ? 
-Yes. 

14,345. That supervision and control 
which is limited to the propeL' exercise 
of its functions as a Court of Appeal f 
-Mr. J ayaker means purely for the 
Court of Appeal f 

14,346. Yes; I am not speaking of 
control like the one that the HiO'h 
Courts have over subordinute· Courts 7:_ 
No. 

14,347. But being a Court of .Appeal 
and a superior tribunal, there ouO'ht to 
be some nexus establi3hed betwe;n the 
High Court and this Court 7--Yes, I 
agree. 

14,348. Then about paragraph S, whtJro 
you mention your proposal of staffing the 
Supreme Court as a side of the ],ederal 
Court, I just want to kno·iV one or two 
details. I suppose in the Constitution 

.Act Y,ou will have all the essential::; of 
the seheme enacted with permission to 
the },ederal Legislatm·e to bring them 
into operation wheu~ver they tiiink it 
desirable !-Yes. 

14,349. The essentials of the scLeme 
will be contained in the constitution 7-
Yes. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. . 
14,350. 'Viii that provide that the 

Court of Criminal Appeal would not be 
allowed to come in 7-Yes ; it would be 
upon the lines of the memorandum. 

14,351. Would it allow a choice to the 
Federal, Legislature for British India to 
have a Federal Court separate and a 
Supreme Court both for Civil and 
Criminal Appeals as in the White Paper, 
or do you difinitely limit the choice in 
the Federation Act to having only a 
Supreme Civil Court division added to 
the Federal Court and having a!! abso
lutely separate Court of Criminal 
Appeal ?-That is the general line in 
our mind, namely, the line set out in the 
memorandum. 

14,352. You would not allow the alter
native to .the Federal Legislature or to 
Parliament that if they desire they 
could have the Supreme Court on the 
lines of the White Paper ; that is the 
Supreme Court division and the Federal 
Court absolutely separate ?-I think it is 
-very difficult to put alt~rnatives into an 
Aet of Parliament. I would not like to 
say that a.nything is final. The Com
mittee no doubt will want to consider 
t"'-lis question further. 
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14,353. Yes ?-But our present plan 
would be to put one scheme into the Act. 

14,354. 'V' e are much more in favour 
as ~'OU know, Secretary of State, of 
~avmg the Federal Court absolutely by 
1tself 7-Yes. 

14,355. And we would agree to having 
the other Bench, the Supreme Civil Court 
Bench, with hesitation Y-I see. 

.Marques~ of Salisbury.] 'Vill Sir Akbar 
mmd saymg why they would so much 
prefer the other plan ? 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Our reason has been 
that, in the first place, we want a Federal 
Court to consist of judges who Rre really 
of outstanding merit, and the number of 
such jl!dges, as .Y~u may readily lmder
stand, lS very lrnuted. The smaller the 
number the more select will be our choice 
az:.d. then, · s~ondl_y, the judges on th~ 
C1nl Court sule Will have to decide cases 
fr_om Bri_tish India, and, therefore, they 
Will be ,Judges who have had more ex
perience of British Indian work. Look
ing at _human. nature as it is, they will 
cor~1~ w1th 11; bws. or a certain mentality of 
Bnh;;;h Iniha herng predominant, whereas 
in the Federal Court we want a number 
of jndges who are there selected actually 
with a view to constitutional questions 
and holding the sc.nle even between all 
the units of the Federation. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

14,35G. Thank you ?-Sir Akbar will 
no doubt keep in mind the risk of keep
ing the two quite st>parately, a risk that 
has been very much emphasised to me 
by the experts, namely, that if you have 
these two separate Courts, almost certainly 
th<'y will get into conflict with each 
other. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] I am not sure 
whether that cannot be prov~ded for in 
two ways : In the first place by allowing 
the Chief Justice of the Federal Court 
to permit judges of this Court to sit on 
the Supreme Court, but not vice versa, 
and, secondly, whether (I do not know ; 
I am a layman, Lnt I put it to you for 
im·estigation) you cannot arrange that 
tJH~ Chief Justice of the Federal Court 
might function also as the Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court Df-I think I know 
Sir Akbar's position. Of these two alter-

1 

natives be prefers one, but be does not 

go so. far as to say that the other is im-
practicable. · • 

14,357. _No. If that. is ado~ted, then 
~ would like that the refere:qces should be 
m the way which I have stated.f-Yes •. 

Sir ·Austen Chamberlain. 

. 14,358. If Sir Akbar Hydari's sugges
tiOns were followed in their entirety, 
would there be a very great distinction 
between the two Courts and the two sides 
o_f on~ Court, ·if the Chief J u·stice pre
s~ded m both and a considerable propor
tion of both were the same individuals 7-
I would have thought myself there would 
be very little difference, speaking as a 
layman. . · 

. Sir Akbar Hydari.] Uay I say that the 
difference would be this, that the judges 
of the Federal Court would be small in 
number whom we would require (about 
five or so), and they would be selected 
specially for that purpose, and nothing 
else, and they might be allowed to sit and 
hear appeals, but not the large number 
of judges that you would require for the 
other division. They would be selected 
with reference to the work. which they are 
going to do, and they might be reinforced 
by judges from the other siae, but not 
vice 't:ersa. That is the difference. 

Marquess of Reading.] It is rather 
dr~:twing a distinction "between t~j3 type of 
Judge that you would get for the two 
Courts when they are both to be of a 
Supreme Court. I do not want. to 
discuss it now as it will come up for con
sideration, but I would suggest to Sir 
Akbar Hydari that there really is no 
substance in the end in that, because you 
get men of high judicial merit selected, 

'as you must, for these places, which are 
the highest places on the Judicial .Bench 
of India, and although it is true, I agree, 
that there would be fewer of the most . 
outstanding merit, that would not pre
\ent the Court being a very effective 
Court. for some of the Judges who are 
really of greater merit than others. That 
must always happen. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Is it not well 
known, even with regard to. the. High 
Court Judges, that one Judge is supposed 
t,o be a very good eriminal Judge, another 
a very good civil J ndge, and so on 7 I 
have that sort of point in view. 
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l!arqtess of Reading.] That has the 
.advantage• that when the JudO'es are 
sitting together they get the be~efit. of 
that one Judge's view of gre&.t experience 
and they apply their own minds to it. 
That is the present practice. _ 

\ 

Mr. Jl. R. J ayaker. 

14,359. In your Memorandum, speak
ing of the Criminal Court, will ·you also 
have in the Constitution Act the essen
tials of this Court in the form of a 
scheme 7-Yes ; I think we ought to. 

14,360. Then you will leave it to the 
Legislature to bring them into operation 
in detail by its own vote 7-Yes. 

14,361. But the essentials will be in the 
scheme 7-Yes. 

.14,362. !.fy last . question is on para-
. graph 9. You there suggest : "I doubt 

whether these fears are well-founded, if 
the right of ·appeal-to the Federal Court 
on other than Constitutional or Federal 
matters were, in addition to limitations 
based on suit value, to be strictly limited 
·(as I hope would be the case) to cases 
where some important point of law is 
involved " and so on 7-Y es. 

14,363. My difficulty is that you will 
have to make the jurisdiction of the 
Federal Court co-extensive with the 
present jurisdiction of th~ Privy Council. 
You are substituting this Court as a 
.Court, in" certain events, which will take 
the place of the Privy Council, and, there
fore, ·you must make the jurisdiction of 
both the Courts co-extensive. You cannot 
limit it more 7-I thirnk that would be the 
~ase. I would like to consult my advisers 
<>n the. point, but it appears to me that 
that · must be the case. 

'14,364. This would make the jurisdic-' 
tion of the Federal Court more limited 
than the present jurisdiction of the Privy 
Council, and I am asking whether it is 
·possible and advisable to do so D?-I will 
certainly con~ider that point. 

Mr. N. lJI. Joshi. 
14,365. May I ask a few questions, my 

.Lord 7 My first question is on para
graph 155. According to that paragraph, 
private persons whose rights may have 
been violated have no right to go to the 
Federal .Court D?-They have no right to 
~o direct to the Court. They go to the 
Court as a Comt of Appeal. 

14,366. I will give ):ou an ~stance. As 
a Member of the Federal Legislature a 
m~n may have the right to introduce a 
Bill. It may be held that that Bill is 
~tltra vires of the Federal Legislature. 
The man feels that he has· a riO'ht to intro
duee that Bill, and he wants that Consti· 
tutional question to be decided by tile 
},ederal Court If-He must go first to his 
Provincial Court, and then eventually, if 
he wishes to appeal against its ruling, he 
goes to the Federal Court. 
. 14,367. 8<> the Provincial Court can 

take cognisance of the Constitutional 
matters of this kind 7-Yes ; certainly, in 
that way.. · 
.J-4,368. I put to you another difficulty 7 

-1 al!l not, of course, arguing whether 
the ruling of the Speaker of the Chamber 
might not come in. I am merely taking 
the point as put by you and assuming it 
is possible Within the Parliamentary 
rules. . 

14,369. It is possible, you mean, that 
according to the Parliamentary rules the 
ruling of the Chair cannot be made a 
subject of litigation 7-I think off-hand
this is raising a new issue-it would be a 
great mistake to bring questions of Par
liamentary procedure into the Courts. 

14,370. I gave that only as an instance f 
-Yes. 

14,371. There may be other rights which 
individuals may like to have decided by 
the Federal Court. My second question is 
on paragraphs 156 and 158, where you 
give a certain privileged position to peoplP. 
who have got more money than others. 
According to these two paragraphs, you 
give a right of appeal to the Federal 
Court to those people who have got more 
money and whose disputes involve large 
amounts of money. My question to yon' 
is this : As a · matter of Con~titutional 
propriety and natural rights, all people 
should be equal in the eyes of the law. 
"Why should you give a privileged position 
to people who have got more money than 
others ?-We do not want to give a privi
leged position to anybody, but we do 
want to prevent the court being snowed: 
under with an enormous number of cases. 
This is, generally speaking, the practice 
that is adopted everywhere. I think I 
slJOn}d be right in saying- that in every 
Federation there is some kind of restric
tion upon these appeals. 
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14,372. It is quite possible that in somo D 
th fi · 1 1 r. B. R • .Ambedkar cases . e nanc1a va ue under dispute is · · 

not eas1ly computed. I "ill give vou an 14,373. Secreta:r:y of State, I just want 
in~t~nce. Take, for example, ·a case . to ask one question about paragraph 155. 
ansm.g un(fler some labour law ; it is a I d~ not understand the distinction that 
questwn o hours of work affectin"' ~eems to be made there. I find on read~ 
millions of people. If there is a disput~ 1~g Jlara~raph 155 that you make a dis~ 
about an interpretation of a labour law tu~c~1.on !n _the matter of the exclu~:;ive 
affecting millions of i::-eople, although there ongrnal Junsdiction of the Federal Cou:rt 
may not he actual value in that dispute, o~ the basis that where the parties to the 
really t:peaking the total amount involved, dispute are as there mentioned in sub
if you take into consideration the fin:m- clauses (a) and (b), the exclusive original 
cial effect of the provision, may be very jurisdiction is given to the Federal Court, 
largP. ?-That is nl point that was raised but the Feder1_1l Court cannot have an 
by :Mr. Zafrulla Khan yesterday and I exclusive original jurisdiction if . the 
said I would look into it again. . I will parties are private indivduals. 'Now the 
look into it again. · question I would like to ask is this. The 

Marquess of Reading.] Secretary of issue in both ·cases is the same, namely, 
State, may I make one suggestion in the constitution issue involving the inter
answer to Mr. Joshi ? We have very pretation of the Constitution Act. What 
much the same kind of system here. I do I do not understand. is this. Why there 
not want to go into it in detail. You should be this distinction in the matter of 
cannot help putting a limit of value upon an exclusive original jurisdiction of the 
rights of appeal, but whenever such a Federal Court based on partes when the 
case as 1\Ir. Joshi mentions occurs, and, of issue is the same ?-I think this is what 
course, such cases frequently do occur, usually happens with Federal Courts that 
the. remedy in it is in the leave of the the original jurisdiction is jurisdiction 
court or in the leave of the Federal Court. between units, and it is in the appellate 
That is how these matters are always jursdiction that the individual comes into 
determined in our courts in this country. . it as of right . 

.1\Ir. N. 111. Joshi.] The point was, my 14,374. I mean, if the intention is that 
Lord, that in one case where the face where, for instance, the interpretation of 
value of the dispute is large you can make the Constitution Act is involved, the 
an appeal without the leave of the court, matter should. at once go to the Federal 
but in the other case, where really the Court, then I think there can be no dis
value to the community affected may be tinction made whether the parties are 
much larger, you require leave. parties which are units of the Federation' 

1.Ir. J!organ Jones.] 'Vould not Lord or of individuals Y-1 would have thought 
Reading's suggestion add to the expense ? that this was one of the necessary work
Applying for the leave of the court means ing conditions of a Federal Court. I 
added expense. think if it had original jurisdiction in 

l\Iarquess of Reading.] I should have individual cases as well it would be en
thought not because, at any rate, from tirely swamped with cases. 
experience of the courts here, when you Dr. B. R. .Ambedkar.] But, all the 
get a question, especially a labour ques- same, the issue in both cases would te 
tion, the amount involved in it may be . the same, namely, the interpretation· of 
small for the particular individual who is the Constitution Act. I can quite under
suing, but it may, of course, affect a large stand the distinction being based upon 
number of men, or may be a very import- • different causes of action, but where the 
ant question of right. The answer to it cause of action is the same, o:t: rather the 
always is that the Court gives the leaTe plea is the same, namely, that there is a 
for that reason and~ there is no necessity breach of the constitution, I do not see 
for any further expense. I am speaking, any justification in making this distinction 
naturallv, of the courts in this country, based upon units and parties. 
and I h~ve no doubt that there would be 
exactly the same system in India, where 1\Iarquess of Reading. 
the Judges conduct their cases as we do , 14,375. Is it not rather for the purpose 
here. 1 o! preTentingo numbers of applications 
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which might be made by individuals for 
all kinds of cases f They would be legiti
mate in one sense under the court,_ but, 
Secretary of State, you limit this origi
nal jurisdiction under the constitution to 
disputes between the units Y-That is so. 

14,376. Leavi.D.g it for agreement. after 
the Con'stitution Act for any individual. 
That is the limitation you place upon it f 
-That is so, and I think -Lord Reading 
would agree with me when I say that this 
is the regular basis upon which a Federal 
Court works. 

Mr. _M. R. Jayaker. 
14,377. There is another reason for it 

in support of this, that if ·you put under 
Proposal 155 litigation between a private 
party and a State or a Province you will 
thereby drive the private party in every 
case to seek his relief in the Federal 
Court 7-Yes. · 

14,378. And it will be more easy to file 
the suit in a Provincial or State Court 
where he is residing rather than in every 
case to go up and file a suit there. It 
would be far more expensive to. do that 7 
-I should have thought that certainly was 
so. · It is really bringing justice to the 
man's door. 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
14,379: And the man must, :first of all, 

exhaust his remedy in his own court 
before going to the Federal Court 7-Yes. 

..... Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. ' 

no reason to seek any specific relief 7-I 
~ave som~ hesitation, not being a lawyer, 
m answenng a question of that kind but 
if I Jnay give off-hand the answer ~f a 
layman I would have said that it was 
e~traordinarily ~ifficul~ to allow a general 
~ght of that kind without any specific 
Issue affecting the individual. 
Marq~ess of Reading.] May I make the 

observation that what you have said is 
really the law as it is applied in this 
c?untry. We do not allow these applica
~Ions of what are called Qia timet, that 
lS to say, merely a case of difficulty here
after to get a declaralion when there is 
no substantial dispute and the moment 
there is a dispute it can be done. 'Ve 
never allow it, anJ I do not think they 
do in India. 

~ir Hari. Singh Gour.] No cause of 
actiOn ; no nght of suit. 

:1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] Indeed there 
would be very great difficulties if such 
a provision were inserted in the Constitu
tion. You would. start a million suits 
being instituted in Indio. the moment the 
Act was passed. 

Dr. B. R . .Ambedkar 
14,381. I do not know whether every

body will exercise his right Y-It would 
be an excellent affair for the leO'al pro-
fession in India. o 

Lord Rankeillour. 

14,382. Did I understand you to say 
that you could go to the Provincial High 
~ourt at present. and get an interpreta
tion of the Constitution Act for what it is 
worth without any 'suit or action ?-No, 
I said exactly the opposite. 

Lor.d, Ranket1lour.] I thought it must 
be so. I understood you wrongly. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

14,380. Now. there is another question 
which I wish to ask the Secretary of 
'State, and it is this. I tdo not find any 
provision in the White Paper about it. 
Do not you think, Secretary of State, it 
is des1rable that there should be provision 
made allowing private individuals to ·sue 
for a declaration that a particular act is 
unconsitutional, although he is not seek- . 
ing any specific relief Y I mean, all the 14,383. There is only one question I 
cases that you have provided for I find want to ask. Is there anythinO' in the 
are cases in which some specific relief is. ~te Paper to allow a subject ;'f-Btr:itish 
asked for. It may be desirable that a India to bring a suit against a State 7 I 
private party, in order to safeguard his mean is there anything under any of 
future, may like to test at once if he has these Courts, th~ Supreme Court, the Pro
any doubts whether the particular pro- vincial. High Court or the Federal Court, 

. posal made by the Federation or by a by_ which that could be done ?-I am not 
Province is unconstitutional so that he qmte sure what Sir Hubert means. Doe's 
may safeguard his position for the future, he_ mean a case against a State, that is to 
although, at the moment, when he is say, the ruler of a State 7 
:filing th~ suit for the proceedings, he has 14,384. Yes 7-No, there is not. 
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14,385. The question came up at the 
Round Table Conference ?-I do not Eee 
how there could be unless the ruler of the 
State agreed to make himself amenable to 
a suit of that kind. 

14,386. Is there any suggestion of try
ing to secure that agreem~n.t ?-No, there 
is not, not in our proposals. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker.] Does h~ not make 
himself amenable by entering the Federa
tion f 

Marquess of Reading. 
14,387. A sovereign does not, surely f 

-I would have thought not. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 
14,388. '\\" ould it be possible under the 

White Paper proposals to institute a 
suit against the Government of a State f 
-I should like to look into this rathe:r 
technical question. If I may, I would 
send Sir Hubert Carr an answer upon it. 

:Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] The case I have 
in mind is this : Supposing in future 
the Govemment of the United Provinces 
enters into a contiact with a private 
person for the supply· of certain material 
and there is a dispute over that. That 
person, of course, can sue the Govern
ment of the United Provinces ; but 
supposing the Government of State A 
entered into a similar contract with a 
private individual, could a civil suit be 
instituted ? The real difficulty in that 
matter would .. be that very often the. 
ruler of the State is the Government of 
the State. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 
14,389. That is exactly the point I 

have in mind Y-I should like to look 
into this point. 

or not. Then once we give leav~ he can 
sue. 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Kha~.] British India has 
exactly the same provision. · 

Sir Manubl!a& N. Mehta.] I know 
sever:a~ States have exactly the same 
proVISIOn. 
· 1\Ir. JI. R. Jayaker.] I should like the 
~ecretary of State to consider tl;lis ques
tion. You cannot sue an Indian ruler 
except with the c.onsent of the Governor
General. 

Marquess · of Reading.] With 
limited conditions. 

·1\Ir. M. R. J ayaker. 

very 

· 14,390. That is alre~y s.o when there 
is no Federation, but when they come 
into the Federation and become a part 
of the Federation, does it not involve 
that they submit to all the obligations 
to which the Provinces submit, and if 
a Province oould be sued by a private 
individual under the circumstances 
mentioned by Mr. Zafrulla Khan I 
wondered why any distinction should 
have. been made between a State and a 
Province in that behalf after it ha's 
come into the Federation 7-As I say1 
I would prefer not to give an answer . 
upon a question of that kind this morn
ing. I will look into it and take note 
of whalt; has been said upon the subject. 

Sir Au~ten Chamberlain. 

14,391. If the Secretary of State pre
pares a note on the subject perhaps he 
would allow the Members of the Com
mittee to ·see the note and not send it 
only to Sir Hubert, who asked the ques
tion, because it is a matter of general 
importance f-I will certainly see that 
the note is circulated to the · Members 
of the Committee. 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] Where would the 
cause of action arise ? I mean, if the 
Government or the State entered into a 
contract about something in British Lord Rankeillour. 
India, then it would be a question, but 14,392. 1\fay I ask the Secretary of 
not otherwise. State a question to clear up somethi~g 

1\Ir. Zafrulla Khan.] You would not that was said yesterday Y I asked hllll 
give the right of a suit to a contractor yesterday what would. h:appen if an 
in Hyderabad. appeal on an ?rdinary matt~r ~ot 

Sir Akbar Hydari.] So far as we are apparently involvmg the Consbtubon 
concerned, we have got an Act that in went to the side of the Federal Court 
such cases where there is a demand which we have called the Supreme Court 
aO'ainst the Government it is first of all side, and if when it got there a plea on 
s~bmitted to our Advocate-General to . at Ccinstitutional matter was raised. I 
consider whether we should file that ca.se understood you then to. say that it 
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would have to go over to the other side, 
but late~; ·on in answer to Lord Reading 
I think you said that all the Judges 
would have equal jurisdiction as it was 
all one Court. If that is so would not 
the ordinary Court of Appeal have power 
to decide . an action · even though a 
Constitutional point was involved ?-No. 
I was contemplating that although the 
Court would be a single Court there 
would be these two benches-! think that 

. is the right expression-and a case like 
that would be withdrawn from one to 
the other. 

14,393. But only the point of law would 
be withdrawn f-Yes. 

:Marquess of Reading. · 
14,394. Do you mean in the Federal 

Court, Secretary ot State f-:Y es. 
14,395. Withdrawn from one to the 

other Y-:Y es. 

with those case's, but I did not want to 
say anything to imply that there was 
not a distinction between cases involving 
a Constitutional issue and cases that did 
not involve a Constitutional issue. 

·Marquess of Reading.] If I may say 
so, I quite agree with that. The only 
point that I was putting to you, and I 
thought you accepted it and do now, is 
that notwithstanding that. you have tl:e 
two branches each Judge of the Federal 
Court has co-equal jurisdiction with the 
other, that you cfo not limit it in that 
way, and that cop.sequently, as so often 
occurs in Courts here, and I have no 
doubt in India, a question comes up 
which that branch was not constituted 
specially to deal with, but they deal with 
it because the Judges are Judges for that 
purpose .although they are still in another 
branch ; that is a matter that comes up 
constantly in the Courts here. 14,396. I rather understood you to say 

the opposite yesterday, at least if we Sir Abdur ·Rahim. 
are understanding one another. The 14,397. It is the same in India, if I 
point did come up yesterday, and may say so ; each Judge exercises tl:e 
assuming that you have the two branches jurisdiction of the entire High Court ,_ 
composed of Judges of the Federal Court I will certainly take note of what Lord . 
and then in the one branch which was Reading has said on the subject. 
·dealing with what we may call · the 
Supreme Court matters a Constitutional Sir Akbar Hydari. 
question came up, I understood that the 14,398. That is what makes it more 
point that was put to you then was, restricted 7-That is why I was very 
would that Court have to refer it to the careful not to restrict myself to any 
other Court-that is the other branch of acceptance of the detail. 
the same Court. I suggested to you, and 14,399. Having heard all this and espe
I thought you accepted· it, that it cer- · cially what Lord Reading said about t~ 
tainly would not, because every Judge possibility of having a common L?rd 
of the Federal Court would be a Judge Chief Justice of the two Courts, I With
with the jurisdiction of. a Judge of the draw that suggestion 7-No, Sir Akbar, 
. Federal Court. Supposmg four or five you must not do .that. I have not gone 
Judges are sitting trying what would so far as either to accept or to refuse 
not be pur~ly . Constituti~nal question's the proposal with regard to details. 
and a Constitutional question came up, Sir Akbar Hydari.] What I said was 
they have t~e power because ~bey are that having . heard what Lord Reading 
properly qualified Judges to decide that said about the consequence of having a 
m the Federal Court and there. need be common Lord Chief Justice of the two 
_po transfer. . I thought :yo~ ~ccep~ed Courts I withdraw my suggestion that 
t~at 7-I think I a~cepted It m pnn- tlie Chief Justice of the Federal Court 
Ciple. I. ~ not 9mte sure whether. I mi bt also work as the Chlef Justice of 
accepted It m detail. What I have m g C 

· d · that the Federal Court would the Supreme ourt. 
IDlDIS · ] ill t y make its own rules for the conduct of Marquess of Reading. I w no s~ 
cases of that kind, and I did not want anything except that I hav~ not ~d 
to tie myself down too explicitly to the anything at all about the Cb1ef Justlee 
actual way in ·.which they woul~ deal of the two Courts. 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw.) 
Ordered, That the Committee be adjour1 Jd to Monday next, at 5 o'clock. 
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l\Iarquess of Salisbury. 
Marquess of Zetland. 
::\Iarquess of Readinoo 
Earl of Derby. o· 

Earl of Lytton. 
Lord l\I iddldon. 
Lord Ker (l\Iarquess of Lothian). 
Lml Irwin. 
Lord Snell. 
Lord Rankeillour. 
Lord Hutchison of Montrose. 

::\Iajor · Attlee. 
'Mr. B'utler~ 
~~ajor Cadogan. 
Srr Austen Chamberlain 
Mr. Cocks. · · 
Sir Reginald Craddock. 
Mr. Davidson 

· Mr. Isaac F~ot. 
Sir Samuel Hoare .. 
~~r. Morgan "Jones. 
S1r Joseph Nall. 
Miss Pickford. . 
Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.· 

The following Indian Delegates were also present :-
IN DIAN STATES REPRESENTATIVES. . 

Sir Akbar Hydari. 
• Sir l\Ianubbai N. Mehta. I · Mr. Y. Thombare. 

' 
BRITISH INDIAN REPRESENTATIVES. 

Dr. B. R. Ambed.kar. 
Sir Hubert Carr. 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari Singh Gour. 
Mr. 1\I. R. .J ayaker. 
Mr. N. l\1 Joshi. 

Sir A. P. Patro. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna: 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

The; MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW in the Chai:t. 

The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoARE, Bt., G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Sir lliLcoLM 
HAILEY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FINDLATER STEWART, K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I., are further examin€d. 

Chairman. 

15,3.63. Secretary of State, before you 
begin your evidence to-day, I under
stand there is a matter to -which you 
would like to make reference 1- (Sir 
Samuel Hoare.) There were three pre
liruinarv observations that I should like 
to make. The first observation is with 
reference to the Memorandum that I 
have circulated. Members of the Com
mittee will see that it makes no new 
proposals. 'Vhat it does attempt to do 
is to elaborate what is intended under 
Clauses 122 to 124 and to make our 

J .. 10!lRO 

objeet more precise. Secondly, I would 
venture to suggest to the Committee and 
the Delegates that we should restrict the 
E'xamination this afternoon to the ques
tions that directly arise from Clauses 122 
to 124 and from the Memorandum· that 
I have circulated ; that is to say, I would 
suggest to them that we should not deal 
this afternoon. with the question of the 
Fiscal Convention and tariff autonomy, 
a question which does not come within 
Clauses 122 to 124 at all. I have, how
ever, received a communication from 1\Ir. 
Javrker and Sir Phiroze Sethna asking 
for further elueidation upon certain 

~ 
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Points connected with the F1"scal Auto- T hose, my Lord Chairman, are the only 
·nomy Convention, as & result of the two observations I wish to make before 
evidence that was· heard last Friday. I my evidence. 
would sugges! to you, my Lord Chairman, 
that the time for that further elucida.- There is one further point, my Lord 
tion would be the moment when we Chairman. I imagine that in the course 
reach, I think it is, Section 6 of your of our discussions this afternoon both 
Agenda" . namely;, that head deal,ing members of the Committee and the Dele
directly with tariff questions. In the gation will constantly have to refer to 
meanwhile I should propose, in reply to the Memorandum that I have circulated, 
Mr. Jayaker's communication, to circu- & Memorandum that to SOine extent 
late a Memorandum on the subject to takes the place of Clauses 122 to 124. 
the Committee, .a Memorandum that it That being so, I think it would be· 'best 
may well be the Committee would desire · if the Memorandum were circulated as a
to publish with the ·Proceedings in due preliminary statement made by me to-day 
eourse. I think also, subject to what Mr. before my evidence. 
Jayaker · a.nd Sir Phiroze Sethna say, it · Chairman.] Thank you. I -take it the 
would be a good thing to circulate with Committee· is prepared to fall in with 
the Memorandum the letter tthat they the suggestion of the Secretary of State. 
wrote to me raising a series of questions. The following Memorandum is handed in. 

' · • November 3rd, 1933 . 
. CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM No. A. 68.-JOINT . COMMITTEE ON 

INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM. DISCRIMINATION (Paragraphs 
122-124). THE OBJECTS IN VIEW. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE SEORETAltT OJ' STATE FOR INDU. 

l. The gener~ principles upon which and ·recommended that these rights 
we have based our proposals in relation should be regulated on a reciprocal 
to Discrimination ;may be stated v:ei'Yi basis. 
shortly as follows :-

(i) -s. 96 of the mtisting Govern
ment of India Act, reproducing in 
substance s. 87 of the Govemmert 
of India Act, 1833, provides that 

" no native of British. -India nor 
any subject of His Majesty resi
dent therein shall, by reason only 
of his religion,. place of birth, 
:descent, colour· or any of them, lQ 
disabled ·from holding any offic:e 
under the CroWIY in India " 

and Queen Victoria's Proclamation 
of 1858 contained · well-known 
passages to the sanie effect. 

(ii) In January, 1931, the Round 
Table Conference adopted the follow
ing resolution :-

"At the instance ·of the BritiEh 
commercial community, the prin
ciple was ·generally agreed that 
there should be no discrimination 
between the rights of the British 
mercantile community, firms and 
companies, tra~ing in India and 

·the rights of Indian-born . sub
jects" 

2. Our proposals on this subject in 
paragraphs 122 and 123 of the Wh;te 
Paper were intended, broadly speaking, 

(a) to invalidate certain elasses of 
legislation with the object of giving 
general protection to all British su~ 
jects in India, whatever their 
domicile, against discriminatory 

.legislation (paragraph 122), and 

(b) ·by the same means to give a 
more 'specific protection (paragraph 
123) on a reciprocal basis for British 
subjects domiciled in the United 
Kingdom. 

Close examination has shown that 
it is difficult to make clear our exact inten
tions if they are expressed in · the very 
general terms of paragraphs 122 and 123 
as they stand. A · clear statement of the 
case necessarily involves exposition in 
considerable detail ; in particular, the 
attempt to deal, as the White Paper 
does, in the same sentences with both 
companies and individuals has result£d 
in some lack of clarity. 
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Fur~her, the general method of pre
senta~wn . adopted in paragraph 122 is 
s~ Wide m s~pe as to be likely, even 
With the proVlSos which are attached to 
~e paragraph, to place undue restric
twns upon the powers of the Legisla
tures. ~gain, the form of paragraph 
123 might . prev~nt the Indian Legisla
tures from Imposmg regulations reason~ 
able ~d . n~cessary in Indian c~nditions, 
upon mdiVlduals and companies engaged 
in trade in India. 

The purpose of this memorandum 
therefore, is to set out with greater pr:._ 
cision, but with no further change of 
substa~~e t~an is inv~lved in meeting 
the difficulties !o wh1ch I have just· 
alluded, the obJects which we had in 
vie~ in framing the proposals in the 
White Paper. · 

General declaration as to British sub
jects. 

3. (i) .It is proposed that the .Con
stitution. Act should contain a general 
<lecl~rahon that no British )Subjec~ 
(Indian or otherwise) shall be disabled in 
British India from holding public offiee 
by reason only of his ,religion, descent, 
caste, colour or place or birth, nor, on 
the same grounds, ·from practising any 
profession, trade or calling. 

Special provision for persons who are 
British subjects domiciled in the 
United Kingdom. 

(ii) As regards British subjects domi-
. ciled in the United Kingdom in so far as 
~hey are not covered by clause ( i), it is 
mtended, subject to what is said in 
clause (v), 

(a) to provide that no laws res
tricting the right of entry into 
British India shall apply to British 
subjects .domiciled in the United 
Kingdom, subject to the right of 
authorities empowered by any legis
lation -to exclude or remove un
desirable persons to exercise that 
power in respect of an individual, 
notwithstanding the fact that he is 
domiciled in the United _Kingdom ; 
and 

(b) to provide a special form of 
protection for British subjects domi

LlOVRO 

ciled ht the United. Kingdom, in 
respect of the followmg matters ·-

Taxation• ' 
Travel and residen~e 
The holding of properl) 
The holding of public 

office 
The carrying on of 

any trade, . business 
occupation or pro-
fession · . 

in 
British 
India, 

against statutory disabilities based 
upon . domicile, residence, . duratiQn 
of reSidence, language, race religion 
or place of birth. ' · ·· 

Special provision for companie~ incor
porated in the United Kingdom but 

. tradin_q in India. · 
(iii) As regards .companies which are 

or may hereafter be incorporated in the 
pni.ted Kingdom and trading ·in India, it 
1s ~t~nded to prevent (subject to the 
pr~vnuons of any Immigration .Law 
whiCh Dl;~Y. be enacted consistently with 
clause (u), and to the special provision 
as regards bounties and subsidies of 
cla:u~e (vii) (2)), .the imposition in 
,Bntlsh India of any discriminatory 
tuation • or of any statutory disability 
upon any such company, if the ·incidence 
of that taxation or disability is based 
'upon 

the place of incorporation of the 
, Company, or · 
the domicile, residence, duration o:f 
residence, language, race, religio:q., 
descent or place of birth of its 
Directors, Shareholders, or · Agents 
or Servants. 

Special provision for companies incor· 
porated in India. · 

(iv) In the case of a company which 
is or may hereafter be incorporated in 
Indi:\, British subjects , domiciled in the 
UniteJ. Kingdom will (subject to the 
special provisions as regards bounties 
and subsidies of clause (vii) (2)) be 
deemed ipso facto to comply with any. 
conditions imposed by law on the 
company in respect to the domicile, 
residence, duration of residence. lang
uage, race, religion, descent or place of 

*' ~ Taxation " is intended to cover im· 
port~ of all kinds, including, e.g., rates and 

eesses. 
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birth of its . Directors, 
Agents . or Servants._ 

Provisions for· reciprocity. 

Shareholdel'!, 

(v) It is, however, intended to pro
vide that ·if - any · restriction, disability 

\ ... 

. Exceptions in regard .to. bounties and 
nbsidies. 

(2) It is proposed that an Act, 
·which, with a View to the encourage
ment of trade or industry in British 

or condition of the kind, and based 
upon any of the grounds, indicated in_ _ 
clsuses ( ii), (iii) or . ( iv), is imposed by 
the law of the United Kingdom (or by 
provisions· having the force of law) 
affecting in the United Kingdom Indian· 
subject...q of His Majesty or companies 
in(~orporated in India, the provisions of 
those par&oo-raphs will not apply to any 
Indian law imposing in British India the 
like . restrictions, &c., based upon the 
same gronnd. 

· India, authorises the payment of 
grants, bounties, or subsidies out of 
public funds, may lawfully. require, 
in the case of any Company not 
·engaged in India at the time the 
Bounty Act was passed in the branch 
of trade or industry which it is 
sought to encourage, as a condition 
of eligibility for any such grant, 
bounty or subsidy, that a company 
shall be incorporated by or under 
the laws of British India, or 
compliance with such conditions as 
to the composition of the Board of Reservation -~f Bills whichr though not 

: ··in form, are, in fact, discriminatory • . 
(vi) In additio;, it is proposed that 

the , Constitution 'Act shall require the 
reservation for the signification of His 
Majesty's pleasure of any Bill which, 
though not in form repugnant to the 
provisions indicated in cia uses ( ii) , (iii) 
or (iv), the Governor-General (or Gov
ernor as the case may be) in hls discre--
tion considers_ likely to subject to unfair 
discrimination any class of His Majesty's 
subjects protected by those .clauses. 

ExCEPTIONS. 

(vii) The provisions indicated above 
will be subject to two other forms of 
exception or qualification :-

Savings. 
(1) It. will be necessary to save, 

notwithstanding the provisions of 
clauses (i),. (ii), (iii) and (iv) 

(a} ·laws which exempt from 
taxation persons not domiciled or 

' resident irr India ; 
(b) laws in operation. at the 

date of the passing of the Con
stitution Act (e.g., the Criminal 
Tribes Act) ; 

·- - (c) the due operation of the 
Governor-General's or Governor's 
special responsibility for the 
prevention of any grave menace 
to. the maintenance of peace and 
tranquillity ; . 

(d) the right to ·legislate in the 
sense indicated in ·the provisos to 
paragraph 122. 

· Directors or as to the facilities to 
be given for training of Indians, as 
may be prescribed by the Act. • . 

In the case of companies engaged 
in India in the trade in question at 
the time the Subsidy Act was passed, 
the general provisions indicated in 
clauses (iii) and (iv) will apply ; 
and such companies will be eligible 
for· such· grants, bounties or subsidies 
equally with Indian companies. 

Special provision for ships and shipping. 
(viii) While the foregoing provisions 

will· go a considerable way towards safe
guarding United Kingdom shipowners 
against discrimination in their Indian 
business, these provisions must be sup

-plemented for the ships themselves. It 
is usual in aU treaties relating to 
matters of commerce to 'specify not only 
individuals and companies but also ships, 
where it is intended to give rights i:h 
regard to matters of. shipping and navi-
gation. _ . · 

There are, moreover, certain points 
which are definitely not covered by the 
general provisions outlined above, e.g., 
there is no provision safe~arding ships 
registered in United Kingdom ports. It 
is also desirable to secure the right of 
U11ited Kingdom shipownerS" to employ 
in Indian trades officers holding United 
Kingdom certificates of competency, and 

*This proposal is intended to give effect 
to the recommendations of the External 
Capital Committee's Report, 1925. 
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to secure to such ofileers that they shall 
not be subject to discrimination. 

For these reasons it is proposed that 
a provision on the following lines should 
be inserted in the Constitution Act :-

"Without dero£ration from the 
generality of the provisions as to 
discrimination, ships registered in 
the United Kingdom shall not be 
subjected by law in British India 
to any discrimination ·whatsoever, 
either as regards the ship or her 
officers or crew or her passengers or 
cargo, to which ships regis~red in 
British India would not be subjected 
in the United Kin~dom." 

4. The proposals in paragraph 3 re
late only to discrimination by legislative 
ena<'tment, in which latter phrase is in
h·nded to be included action by any 
pC'rson or body exercising delegated legis
lath·e powers. It is intended to expand 
th(· phrase used in Paragraphs 18 (e) 
and 70 (d) of the White Paper t.o
" the prevention of discrimination in 
matters affecting trade, eol).}merce, in
dustry or ships" and, by means of this 
special responsibility of the Governor
Gmeral and Governors, to give· them 
such powers as are available to prevent 
discrimination bv administrative action. 
It will be realised, however, that the 
provisions relating to legislative enact
ments in the sense .iust described are 
not intended to interfere with freedom 
of contra<'t, or for example, that the 
stipulations n>lating to companies should 
in any way prevent persons desirous of 
fonnin~ a company from making in the 
Artides of the- Company such provisions 
relating to their Directors. Shareholders, 
etc., as they think fit, even though' those 
provisions 'inay be contrary to the priu
cip'es laid down· in elauses (ii), (iii) 
and (iv) of J)nra.g-raph 3. 

5. It should be specially noted that 
the proposal in elause (ii) of par~raph 
3 will not apply to British subjects 
dcnni<'i1ed elsewhere in the Empire than 
the United· Kingdom, and, in particula•.·, 
will not debar the Indian Legislatures 
from imposing- eonditions upon. or re
sh;rting, tl1e entry of such persons into 
India. For the grant of protection f~r 
the citizens of anv Domillion, if such IS 

-desired, India '\\-iii be free to neg-otiate 
with that Dominion,· and it is intended 



I am going to try to put to you, but I 
know 'you will be the first to recognise 
that the subject is very complicated and 
that the complication is reve9-led in a 
very striking fonn in the Memorandum 
which you have been good enough to' 
circulate ?-Certainly I agree it is a very 
complicated question. 

15,365. Therefore if I go over ground 
which you think is easily· understood per
_haps you will have some pity on the mem
_bers of the Committee who are not so 
familiar with the subject as you are 'I
I hope Lord Salisbury and the Commit
tee will also . show a reciprocity of treat
ment towards me too. · 

· 15,366. I should just like to ask, so that 
the Committee might know, whether the 
. Chambers of Commerce of the country 
hate seen this Memorandum which you 
have circulated to us, because we shall 
''Want. to know how it fits on to their 
·eVidence ?-. No; no one h'a.s · seen this 
Memorandum except 'the meml>ers of the 
Committee. 

·. 15,367. Not even the Manchester Cham
ber of Commerce whose representatives 

. were here on Friday last 7-No,· no
body. I can, however, say that we have 
had many discussions with representative 
people, and I think I am right in saying 
that upon the whole, apart from the de
tails, they have been in favour of making . 
the objects that we have in mind under 
Clauses 122 to 124 more precise, and that 
is what we have tried to do in the Memo
randum. 

15,368. All the Memorandum is im
·portant, of course, but the most material 
part seems to me to begin with para
graph 3. The first sub-paragraph lays 
down the general principle· of equality as 
between a subject o:f His Majesty in 
India and a subject of His Majesty in 
the United Kingdom '/-The general de
claration covers all subjects of His 
Majesty everywhere. 

15,369. Not in the Dominions ; that is 
to be dealt with separately afterwards 'I 
-No; the general declaration covers 
every one. 

15,370. But there is a speci~ provision 
about the Dominions. later on ?-I think 
I would put it this way. I would say 
that there is a special provision about 

:British subjects domiciled in the United 
Kingdom. 

15,371. When we come to consider the 
subject matter of discrimination it is 
dealt with in your Memorandum on its 
legislative side and on its administrative 
·side f-Yes. · 
· 15,372. I:f I may, I will take the legis
lative side first. It applies, as I said just 
now, to· British subjects in India and 
British. subjects and Companies in the 
United Kingdom ?-British subjects and 
companies trading, etc., in India, yes. 

15,373. It is sub-paragraph (iii) of 
paragraph 3 which deals with the rights 
of British subjects in India other than 
Indians, and then paragraph 4 deals with 
British subjects and Companies in the 
United Kingdom. Let me put it in this 
way : The one deals with British subjects 
and British Companies, etc., domiciled in 
India, not Indians, and the other with 
British subjects andi Companies domiciled 
in the United Kingdom, not Indian"'. 
My objec~f I ~an do so, is to direct the 
Committee, with the assistance of the 
Secretary of State, to· where we can find 
everything in looking through the Memo
randum ?-Paragraphs 3 and 4 deal with 
Companies incorporated in the United 
Kingdom or in India respectively, I 
perfer the use of the word " incorpo
rated " to " domiciled. " The lawyers 
tell me that "domiciled" is rather a 
dangerous expression sometimes. 

15,37 4. " Domiciled " is a better word, 
of course Y-Yes. The lawyers tell me 
that the term of art is " incorporated " 
rather than "domiciled". ' 

15,375. The Secretary of State will for
give my mistake I think it would per
haps help the Committee if the Secre
tary of State coul-d explain in a few 
words what is the ·difference of treatment 
'between British subjects and Companies 
incorporated in India, legislatively I 
mean, and those incorporated in the 
United Kingdom. I see certain differ
ences such as bounties, for example ?
As a broad answer to Lord Salisbury's 
question I would say that the treatment 
is reciprocal in both eases, and that what 
is possible for the one is possible for the 
other. The basis of it is. the basis of 
reciprocity of treatment. 
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Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

15,376. Reciprocity between whom, Sec
retary of State "/-Constitutionally I 
suppose, between the two Governme~ts. 

1~,37~. No ; we are dealing with Com
pa~Ies m paragraphs 3 and 4 "1-The 
bas1s of our proposals is this : We 
un~erta'ke . that In~i?' will not take any 
actwn agamst a Bnbsh Company that we 
here do not take against an Indian 
Company. 

~Iarquess of Salisbury. 

15,378. Is that the only distinction 7-
y ou asked me for the broad answer, Lord 
Salisbury, and that is the broad answer. 

15;379. I mean there will be a differ
ence as regards bounties ; bounties might 
be given to the one and not to the 
o~her "1-~ understood Lord SalisbUry in· 
Jus question to exclude the question of 
bounties. That is why I said my answer 
was a broad answer. I would prefer if 
he \'t'ould, to deal with the bounty ~d 
~he subl'idy side of it separately. . 

15,380. Very well. That is perfectly 
fair. But I would eall his attention and 
the attention of the Committee to para
graph (iii) of the Memorandum. There 
it will be seen that he says as regards 
Companies which are o:r may hereafter 
be ineorporated in the United Kingdom 
and trading in India, " it is intended 
to prevent ''-I leave out· a few un
neceRSary words-" the imposition · in 
British India of any discriminatory tax
ation or of any statutory disability upon 
any such company, if the incidence of 
that taxation or disability is based 
upon "-and then there are four heads, 
namely, the place of i·rfcorp'oration of the 
Company, tlw domicile, language, race~ 
religion, etc., directors, shareholders, or 
agents or servants. Those would be the 
points upon which discrimination must 
not be based under that provision. Then 
if we come to (iv) which treats with the 
Companies incorporated in India, the 
phrase is that they are to " be deemed 
,;tJso facto to comply with" ·a.n the Indian 
laws. Now what I want to· get clearly 
before the Committee is what is the 
difference between those two things : 
between the ipso facto compliance and 
the long list of heads which apply to the 

C~mpanies incorporated in the United 
Ku~gdom ."~-:-The object of (iv), Lord 
Salisbury, IS to e~able a .new Company 
t? be set up, agamst which discrimina
tion would not be permissible. (Sir 
Malcolm Hailey.) The effect of (iv) is 
~hat a~ regards Companies incorporated 
~n In~a o7 hereafter to be incorporated 
m I~d1a, if any Statute or Regulation 
apphes to .All-India Companies which is 
based on domicile, residence and · th~ 
like, then it will be held that the fact 
that persons are British subjects entitles · 
them to assume that they already comply 
with those req~rements. 

15,381. That is. under (iv) y_;_Under 
(iv). 

15,382. And with regard to (iii) 
t.he real truth is . that the list of sub .. 
jects .recited in (iii) seem. to me so in
clul:iive that I cannot understand how 
the words "ipso facto" in the !>econd 
paragraph add anything to them Y-(Sir 
Sam1~el Hoare.) Surely this is the point, 
Lord Salisbury. The point of (iv) is to 
safeguard new Companies and to pre
vent the disabilities b'eing inflicted upon 
new Companies that would: not be lt>b..J.ti
mate. in the case of old· Companies. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

15,383. Secretary of State, is that 
answer quite correct~ because the first 
sentence of (iv) runs : "In the case of 
a Company which is or may; hereafter 
be incorporated "-it therefore applies 
to a Company already incorporated in 
India as well as one which may be in
corporated in India in t}lp fnture Y-\'?es; 
it safeguards, though, both types of Cum
panies so far as the future is eo:hcernl'd. 
In the case of an existing Company some 
new condition might be isposed in India. 
In that case, if it is a British Company, 
the British Company cannot be disabled 
from the fact that it does not comply 
with that new condition. ·• 

Marquess of Reading. 

15,384. May I ask one question upon 
that, Secretary of State Y Would. you 
mind looking at paragraph (iv) t Is not 
paragraph (iv) intended to deal with 
British subjects domiciled in the United 
Kingdom who may be acting in relation 
to a Company which is or may be in.
eorporated t Is not the purpose .of tht 

., ' . \ 
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to show that these British subjects 
domiciled in the United Kingdom will he 
deemed ipso facto to comply with any 
conditions of the law of the country '1-
(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) We have to .con
sider two· types of. Company. There is 
the Company domiciled in Great 
Britain which,. may be trading in 
India. Now the Indian legisla-
ture could not 'lay down ·with 
regard to that Company that it should 
be constituted in any particular way . .All 
you can lay down with regard to a Gnm
pany that is incorporated in the United 
Kingdom and is trading in India is that 
it . should pay some extra taxation or 
that it should be subject to ce;rtain dis
abilities on account of the composition of 
its · ·shareholders or Directors~ and that 
is provided for in (iii). (iii) merely pl·o
vides that if a Company is incorporated 
in· the United Kingdom and trades in 
India, such· a Company should not be 
subject to any disabilities on account of 
the fact that it is inoorporated in the 
United Kingdom or that its shareholders 
are· of a particular composition or c1as3 
or nationality~ Then we have to eon
sider also- the Companies which are 
purely Indian Companies, that is to say, 
Companies incorporated in India · itself, 
and there . the Legislature · might Jay 

down. particular terms of incorp-:>r:ttion 
which might inflict hardships upon. cer
tain ·companies, that is to say, it might 
declare that the terms of incorporation 
should be such . that you must have a 
certa~ proportion of shareholders or a 
certain, clas~ of Directors. Now the 
effect of ( iv) is to say that if the Indi:w 
Legislature does .lay down those rules of 
incorporation, which, of_ course, would 
apply to all Companies incorporated in 
India, then it shall be a sufficient com
pliance with those terms, that the Com
pany shall be held to comply sufficiently 
with those terms as to domicile, residence 
and so forth if where the law lavs down 
that they must be 4-~sidents of India or 
the like they are domiciled in Great 
Britain ;· it has the. same effect. 

15,385. The ipso facto prov1s10n 
applies to British1 subjects domiciled in 

.· India 'I~ Yes. 

15,386. Not to the Company directly. 
!s it not for the purpose of proh~cti.'l.g 
.the Briti::;h subjects who are domieiletl in 
India and are either. Directors or· it may 

be officials of the Company incorporated 
or to be incorporated in India, and the 
provision is that these British !mbjects 
shall be deemed ipso facto to havo com
plied with the law relating to the Com
pany. That is what the language implies. 
Is not that what is meant !-That is to 
protect the Company itself against any 
law which declares that the directors, 
shareholders and the like should be of 
a particular composition, and it is in
tended, therefore, to protect the Com
pany. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

15,387. Take a very e.dreme example 
in the hope that I shall get it clear. If, 

· for instance, an Indian Ia w declares 
(that, to be incorporated, in a Com puny 
'of a certain type every shareholder umst 
be resident in India, if he were a British 
subject domiciled in Great Britaiu, he 
would be held to comply with that ('On
clition f-Yes, and therefore that is in
tended. for the protection of the Com
pany itself. 

:Marquess of Reading. 

15,388. But the · ""ipso facto" :rro
vision applies to British subjects domi
ciled in India 7-Yes. And it gives them 
a recourse to the Company in P.onse
quence. Otherwise I sugg-est to you you 
cannot very well make sense of thi"' pro
vision, because clearly the words 
"ipso facto n apply to the Briti;~h flnb
ject and not to the. Company. 

Marquess of Salisbury. 

15,389. No. (iii) applies to the Com
pany· and No. (iv) to British subjects f 
-Both apply to Companies. 

15,390. Under 3 (vi), there is a very 
proper res.ervation, where it is a {~ase of 
substances and not of form, giving power 
to the Governor-General, is it not ?
(Sir .Samuel Hoare.) To reserve a bill. 

15,391. Where he thinks it is likely to 
do a mischief . which these provisions 
against discrimination are intended to 
prevent. if. he thinks it is likely to do 
it, even though in form it does not do 
it, he must resei"Ve the Bill ,_Yes, when 
he thinks it is likelv to .subieet to unfair 
discrimination any class of His "M ajcsty's 
subjects protected by these clause:::. 
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15,3n. Anu it applies to the Governor 
as well as tlle Governor-General 'f-Yes. 

15,393. There are certain savings, first 
of all, the proviso, in Proposal 12~, are 
just mentioned f-Yes. 

15,394. I do not know whether the 
Secretary of .State would like to say 
anything about those proviso. It is at 
the end of the first paragraph in Pro
posal 12"3 ?-It· is questions such as the 
alienation of land in the Punjab, and 
questions of that kind that have tt> be 
specifically mentioned, otherwise it 
would be said that we werE! discriminat
ing against a particular class in the 
Punjab. 

15,395. Those provisos, of course, ought 
to be very carefully studied by those who, 
unlike myself, are competent to deal with 
them. They are very technical and 
difi1cult. Then there is the question of 
bounties. That I think comes under 
paragraph 3 (vii),· sub-section (2) 'f
Yes. 
· ·15,396. And in the case of bounties, 
there is a distinction drawn between ex
isting businesses in India and future 
. businessrs in India 7-Yes. 

15,397. As far as I understand, tl•ere 
is to he no condition as to existing busi
·ne~srs, no new discrimination as to 
existing busines!"es, but as to future 
businesses, certain discriminatory con
dition:> ma v be laid . down ,_yes ; we 
take as th~ dividing line ·the date of 
the Subsidy Act. Untii a Subsidy 
Act is passed, · there can be no in
sist~nce upon the kind of oonditions 
set out in the Memorandum. After 
that we feel that it is a new chaptPr, 
and that it would be restricting the G-ov
emmPnt of India too closely to prevPn_t 
its laving- doTrn these kinds of conditions 
fo~ the ·Post-Subsidy Act companies .. 

15,398. In the future, compliance with 
future conditions ·may be impose<l, nwy 
it not f-Yes ; after the Subsidy Act is 
·pas~ed. · 

15,399. So that as far as bounties on 
future businesses are concerned. there 
will be, or may be, ·discrimination ~~ 
·To the ext('nt of the permissible ecndi
tions that we have laid down. Nothing 
woul<l, of ' course,. derqg-ate fro~ . t.he 
Governor-General's sp~cial. respons1b1hty 
for safeg-uarding . the posit_ion . against 
diseremination. · 

15,400. We are speaking of legislation 
~II the tim:e, of course Y-We are speak
rug of legislation all the time, certainly; 

.. 1~,401. And un<ier the Legislative pro
visions, he can always veto, if he likes ! 
~-Yes ; the power of veto remains. 
Constitutionally also, ·:under his special 
responsibilities under paragraph 18,. he 
could intervene either in the field of 
legislation or the field of administration. 
There is no distinetioli diawn between his 
action in the one or the other. 

15,402. At any rate, to sta¢ with, as 
regards businesses after the Subsidy .Act, 
then there may be certain discriminative 
r:onditions imposed, namely, that the 
Company shall be incorporated by or 
Uilder the laws. o! British India or com
pliance with such conditions as to the 
composition of the Board of Directors, or 
as to the facilities to be given for the 
training of Indians, as may be prescribed 
in the Act. All this may apply i.o ·com
panies in India as distinct from com
panies incorporated in· the United 
Kingdom !-Yes ; but they will, 9f course, 
as Lord Salisbury sees, apply to all com
panies in · India, both British and 
Indian. · 

15,403. Yes Y-I would alro remind 
Lord Salisbury that that is, to some 
extent, a continuation · of the existing 
procedure~ There have been cases 'Of 
subsidies given, and there have been 
cases wheri conditions of this kind have 
been laid down. · · 

Marquess of Reading. 

15,404. They were laid originS;lly, . I 
think; .by a Commission of Inqmry m 
1924 f-Yes ; Lord Reading will remem
ber it was during his "Vi~eroyalty, and the 
proposals that we make now are based 
very much upon the Repo.rt of that Com
. mittee which was :Called the. External 
Capital Committee. · 

. :Marquess of Salisbury. 

· 15,405. Then I tum 'for a. minute .to 
the · provisions · protecting ·• co~pan1~s 

· a...,.ainst administrative· discrim.matlon Y-o . 
Yes. · . . . 

15 406. As· I understand, those are 
goin~ · to . be. pro~ded by a slightly 
developed drafting of proposal 18 (e) 
and proposal 70 (d). They . are the two 
special. responsibility, paragraphs f-Yea. 
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15,407. That is so, is it not f-Yes and 
the reason is that we found that phra. e 
c' commercial discrimination " without 
any addition to it, was not sufficient and 
that you have to define it more explicitly 
upon the lines that we suggest in the 
middle of paragraph 4 of the Memoran
dum. For ·instance, we are informed 
t'hat it is very necessary to include ships 
by name. 

15,408. It is intended to . expand the 
phrase used · in paragraph 18 (e) and 
paragraph 70 (d) of the White Paper 
too-and • then follows the quotation 
f' the preverilion of discrimination in 
matt~ . affecting ·trade, commerce, in
dustry or ships "f-Yes. The object of 
lhe change is not to introduce into the 
definition any new feature, but . to make 
it quite clear what ' it was intended to 
·cover. 

15,409. I would like to put a question 
to the Secretary of State of a more 
general character. · There are no direc
tory words to · the Governor-General or 
to the . Governor in the proposal as to 
.how . they are . to exercise· their special 
. responsibility. The whole of the new 
.Memorandum on the Legislative side 
deals with the matter in great detail f-

'Yes. 

· 15,410. But when we come to the 
·administrative side, which is really the 
more difficult of the two, the operation 
·Of the two clauses about special responsi
bility is left absolutely vague~ I have 
no .doubt that is intended by the Secre
tary of State, but I should like him to 
tell the Committee, if he will, whether 
he intends the Governor-General and the 

. Governor to exercise those special 
. responsibilities on the same lines as are 
provided for the Legislative side in the 
other part of his :Memorandum ; or is he 
leaving it· absolutely vague !-Speaking 
generally, my answer would be Yes. We 
do not make a distinction between the 
two in our minds. As to the indefinite
ness of the phrase " commercial dis
crimination," and the particular way in 
which the Governor-General or the 
Governor is to deal with it, we have 
really dealt with commercial discrimina
tion ~in exactly the same way as we have 
dealt with all the other special responsi
bilities under paragraph 18. We feel on 
the w.hol,e that it is practically impossible 

to be very explicit and that the more 
explicit you become the more you create 
suspicions on both sides, both British and 
Indian, and the more likely you are to 
find in the long run that you may very 
well have tied the hands of the Governor 
in a way in which his hands should not 
be tied. But Lord Salisbury will see 

·that this is one of the special responsi
bilities, and we deal with it just as we 
deal with the other ones. 

15,411. I was going to say, of ~ll the 
special responsibilities it will be most 
difficult to "administer. Would that be 
true ?-I do not think 1 would myself 
say so, but it is a matter of opinion 
t'eally. 

15,412. May I explain 7-Yes. 

15,413. I was very much struck by a 
passage in the Report of the Federal 
Structure Committee of the T.hird Round 
Table Conference which is very much in 
keeping with the evidence given by the 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce on 
:Friday. ''The real safeguard against 
administrative discrimination must be 
looked for rather in the good faith and 
common sense of the different branc.Ms of 
the executive government, reinforced 
where necessary by the special powers 
vested in the Governor-General and the 
Prov:incial Governors." That really, 1 
think, interprets the view of the Govern
ment in the- White Paper, does it not 'l
I think I would certainly say (and I do 
not think anyone would contradict it) 
that the real safeguard with all these 
things is goodwill on both sides, but that 
does not in the least lessen the import
ance that I attach to specific safeguards 
as an insurance against anything going 
wrong. 

15,414. But a specific safeguard which 
is the special responsibility of the Gov
ernor and Governor-General really will 
not be able to take the place of the good 
faith and common sense of the different 
persons engaged in it ~-It is a _ve~y 
different type of thing, is it not 'I It IS 

very difficult to compare the two ; they 
are not really in pari materia. I ·do. 
not think I can say anything more than 
I have just said, namely, that goodwill 
is what is going to make everything 
work, but. accepting all that, I still ·say 
that supposing on one side or the other 
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goodwill is not forthcoming, then I think supposing that the British tender on its 
these powers can be very effective. merits is quite obviously. the best but 

15,415. You think they can. Let. us S~Pl?osing it is not accepted by the' Pro
hope it will not take place but let us vmc1al Government, but 'a tender by a 
put the case in which the;e will be n . purely Indian firm is accepted, it seems 
responsible Government, either in a Pro- to me that that is the sort of case of 
vince or in the Centre, who would de- discrimination which might arise. Would 
ride to exercise unfair administrative the Governor in those circumstances be 
discrimination against British trade. I . justified in calling for the tenders ex
know the Secretary of State wants to ex- amining them and 'saving 'No, o~ the 
elude trade for the moment, so I will say merits of the case, it is quite_clear that 
against British Companies. Supposing the tender put in by the British firm is 
there was such a case, does he really the most advantageous to the Provincial 
think paragraphs 70 and 18, even when Government" and for that reason, and 
they are amended in the way he hopes, for that reason alone, laying down .that 
will be really effective ? There would be the British tender would have to be 
really nothing to be done if the adminis- accepted f-Certainly, if it was a serious 
trations were intent upon unfair dis- case. I could quite imagine that there 
crimination T-N o ; I should not at all might be doubtful ca.Ses, in which it. was 
say that. I am not quite clear what kind very difficult for the Governor to convince 
of discrimination Lord Salisbury means. .himself that the tender had been given 
It is very difficult to deal with a ques· we will say, on racial lines, but if it was 
tion in the general. If Lord Salisbury a serious case, then I 'Should say, it 
would give me specific examples of the would be the duty of the Governor to 
kind of discrimination he has in mind, intervene. 
I think I could show him that the Gov
ernor-General's intervention would be 
effective. 

15,416. I suppose it would be in the 
power of the Governments either in the 
Provinces or in the Centre to make it 
very difficult for a British Company to 
operate in India by administrative regu-

)ations, or even more subtly by instruct
ing th('ir officers to put difficulties in the 
way ?-Dut what sort of administrative 
rrgulations f Here again I find it very 
difficult to convince Lord Salisbury, i.f 
I do not know what is the specific danger 
that he bas in mind. Setting aside for 
the moment subtle propaganda, could he 
give me an instance of the kind of regu
lations that he has in mind ? 

Marquess of Zetland.] Might I put a 
case ? · 

Marquess of Salisbury.] If you please. 

Marquess of Z etland. 

15,417. The 'sort of case I have 
ihad in my mind is this. Sup
posing a Provincial Government calls for 
tenders, it may be for the Public Worh 
Department, for contracts for . road 
making or building or anything of th~t 
kind, and supposing tenders are put m 
by both Indian and British finns, and 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

15,418. Suppose · the Governor found 
that tenders · were awarded to Indian 
firms, irrespective of price, I suppose you 
would hold that that was discrimination, 
and that the Governor should interfere f 
-I should think certainly, in a case of 
that kind; the Governor would demand 
an enquiry and would satisfy himself or 
not satisfy himself that there had been 
discrimination. If he was satisfied that 
there had been discrimination, he would 
intervene. 6 · 

15 419. Take the case where tenders are 
not ~ailed for publicly, but where it is 
nlleged that the· Government, having 
both Indian and British firms. well fitted 
-to tender, calls for · tenders from the 
Indian finns only. Would that be an 
occasion for the Governor to act !-1 
· would certainly say it would be a case 
for the Governor to hold an enquiry and 
satisfy himself whether or not there bad 
been discrimination. 

15,420 .. If h~ found there had been dis
crimination, he would cancel the con
tract !-:-I could not bear. 

15 421. Would it be within his power 
if a~ a result of the enquiry, he found 

' thbre had been discrimination, to ~aneel 
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the contract 'f-IIis power is unlimited 
and undefined. · . . 

· 15,422. Could he hold up the contract 
_pending an enquiry 7:-Yes. 

Marquess of Salisbury . . 

. 15,423. I think one can see . that if the 
Government considered nothing · but 
tenders · from Indian Companies, the 
Governor-might intervene, 'but,. if it was 
a case'"'!lot quite so blatant as that, but 
where the Indian G~vernment obviously 

, ·preferred on several occasions an inferior 
Indian tender to a better British one, do 
_you think it wouldl be practical, as a 
matter of fact, for the Governor to inter
Jere 7-I think it IDllSt ·depend upon what 
importance the· Governor himself .attaches 
to the particular case. I can· quite 
imagine (in fact I admitted· it just now 
to Lord Zetland) that there may be very 
'difficult borderline ·cases, in which · it· 
would be difficUlt for anyone to say 
whether this or that tender had been 
accepted for this or that reason, but I 
am assuming that where it really was a 
case of serious discrimination the 
Gove'mor · would certainly have his atten~ 
tion called to it. These are nflt the things 
tha.t happen ;without· anybod'y knowing 
~bout them at ·all, and in that case, the 
. Goyem{)r sh~uld intervene.· · · 

Lord Hutchison of. Montrose. 

15,427. Secretary of State, Lord 
Salisbury suggested just now that if 
tenders would put out to Companies 
domiciled in India, and the Government 
excludled companies from Great Britain, 
it would be a form of discrimination, but 
surely an Indian Government might well, 
in order to get over unemployment, offer 
tenders to Indian Companies and exclude 
British. Companies 7-I do not think any
body is assuming that in every public 
tender in India British Companies from 
here would necessarily tender. That· does 
not happen now. 

·15,428. British Companies in India cer
tainly, but Lordi Salisbury's point rather 
was British Companies ,in Great Britain! 
-I did not take it to be so. 

Marquess of Salisbury.] I ·did not 
mean that ; I meant British Companies 
in India. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

15,429. To get your position clear. 
Secretary of State, as I understand, you 
do intend to prevent, and believe you 
have taken the proper measures to p1'e
vent, improper discrimination between 
two companies incorporated in J nclia ou 
any groutJ.d of race 7-Y es . 

. 15,430. But you would n{)t treat it as 
an improper discrimination, as I under

: .. M¥quess of Zetland. · · stand your White Paper, if the Indian· 
, 15,424. The .. position of. the =-Governor Gover:t;unent, to encourage the growth or 
would surely be a very difficult one. in a .creation of an industry in India, placed 
case of that kind, would it not 7-That · an order with a company, whether British 
is a matter of opinion. · We· can all give or Indian, incorporated in India, and, 
an equally good opinion 6n a point of impartially as between those two, but 
that kind. excluded companies e&tablished elsewhere, 
' · even though they were established in the 

Mr. Zaf_rulla Khan. . United Kingd'om 7-Certainly I should 
. 15,425. What would Lord Zetland pro·- _!lOt regard that as discrimination. / 

,pose on that !-Perhaps I might follow Major .Attlee. . 
-up. Mr. Zafrulla Khan's question. . I do 
not know what Lord Zetland would pro- ~ 15,431. May I follow that question up ! 
.pose as an alternative y · . · ·.. ~ 1Vould you regard it as discrimination if 

· · · ,. · ' · ' · a Provincial Government. restricted its 
Marquess of ·Zetland_. 

.15,426.: I beg your .-pardon 7-I do not 
.·know what Lor.;I · Zetl,and. would .suggest 
·as an alternative. · . 

1 
· 

· Marquess .of Z~t·l~nd.j I ·a~ ~~t at the 
. moment. sug-gesting any· alternative. ·I 
·am discussing ·. th,e .proposals of ·. tlJ,e 
Gove.rnment. · · · · · · ·· 

tenders to companies operating in. its own 
·Province 7-I think it must be a ca~e 
that must be judged. on its . merits, but 

·my uninstructed view· at the moment 
would be that it need ·not necessarily be 
discrimination any mor~ thari it is ·dis
crimination in the case of · a great · loclll 

. authority .h.ere giving' a pref~rence ~() 
industry within its bord'ers. · · 
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_:M:r • . M. R. Jayaker. 

15,432. Is the Secretary of State ·aware 
that at the present ·moment 'the policy 
of many Provincial Governments is to 
purchase their stores from manufactories 
established under their own supertision Y 
For instance, the Punjab Government 
buys its stores from places which· are 
under the direct supervision of · the 
Punjab Government and in which . those 
articles are manufactured Y~ I think that 
IS SO. 

Dr. Shafa'at .Ah.mad Khan.' 

15,433. Other. Provinces do the samei 
I think ?-Yes ; that is not. the kind ot 
discrimination that we are contemplating 
in these Proposals. That is something 
different. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. · 

15,434. Then that would not be i,m
plied in making incorporation of com
panies Federal ?-It all goes to show, Sir 
Akbar, that those cases must all be 
judged upon their merits, but, generally 
speaking, I can see no objection to a local 
government giving preference in certain 
cases to works of certain kinds. That is 
not the kind of discrimination that we are 
attempting to meet and to protect our
selves against in the Proposals. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

15,435. This is what you me~.n, Secre
tary of State, four lines· below : "It is 
not intended to' inferfere with a freedom 
of contract" Y-No~ Mr. Jayaker, that is 
a somewhat different point .. For instance, 
people coming into a partnership, or draw
ing up Articles of Association ; it is all 
that category of cases that we have in 
mind there. 

15,436: You do not mean to refer" to 
the freedom of contract of a Provincial 
Government to enter into a contract with 
a manufacturing company on such terms 
as the Provincial Government likes. That 
would· be included in it, would it not Y
No. This was another category of cases 
that we hadl in mind. 

Marquess of Reading. 

15,437. I want to be clear, if I can, on 
the matter of so-called discrimination, 
which is fo be permissive, that is to say, 
it applies only to companies incorporated 

after there has been some. law granting 
a bounty or a subsidy t~ Yes. 

15,438. As I ·understand what you pro~ 
pose here, the only exception to be made 
t? y~ur gene.ral rule against discrimina
tion . Is that m regard to companies not 
yet mco~porated in India, if .. ihey do 
become Incorporated in India after the 
granting . of the. bounty and subsidy, and' 
for the purpose ~f: getting the benefit o,f 
that bounty _or subsidy, then they may 
be madE! subJect to these conditions that 
is, putting it briefly, to the rupee c~pital~ 
to the number of . directors and ·also to 
facilities for training of Indians. Those 
are the only exceptions you make are 
they not ?~Yes, with this one·reserv~tion, 
the company need not necessarily become 
inco~porated in India. The phrase we 
use IS, " company trading in India." 

15,439. Yes, but I thought one of the 
conditions was that it niust be incor
porated in India ?-No, that is not so. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna.] But if it is to get 
the benefit of any bounties. 

Marquess of Reading.] If you look at 
the beginning of paragraph . (2), where 
you are dealing with the conditions-- Y 
-It is for a new Company, Lord 
·Reading. · . · . 

15,440. I. said .. so. I said a Company 
incorpprated after the grant of a bounty 
or subsidy ?-Yes~ that ·Is right. . ·: 

15,441. That is what I was putting to 
you. Those three conditions apply 7-
Yes. 

15,442. That, I .. understand, .is only 
done. for one purpose ; that is to say;. 
when in India. tb,ere has been. a grant 
of a bounty or subsidy which would 'apply 
to all Companies trading in . India and 
incorporated in India, it is to prevent 
Companies. coming and incorporating 
tht>mselves in India for the . purpose of 
getting a . bounty or subsidy that these 

· three conditions are imposed ?-Yes. 

15,443. I may remind you that that 
was the· very question whi~h was raised 
with the Manchester Chamber of Com
merce and that was the question which 
was put to them, and they agreed that 
that was not unreasonable ?-Yes, I ·was 
much interested in their a.nswer ; I was 
not 1surprised at it ; but this, generally 
speaking, is the proposal that was made 
by the External Capital Committee_, and 
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I think· durmg the last two or three 
years in our discussioils it has been 
generally accepted, anyhow by a great 
many people. · 

15,444. They gave these answers to 
Question,s 15,270 and 15,271 quite defi
nitely, that they did not regard it as 
unreasonable. The only other. point that 
I wanted just to ask you -about, because 
it is to some extent new. it this. It is 
with reference to ships and shipping. I 
do not want to go into it in any detail. 
The~ substance of your expansion of the 
meaning of the term " Discrimination " 
is so as to include ships and shipping 
and British sailors, from captains down
wards, who are trading in those ships1 

so as to give them protection. That is 
the objeet of it, is it not f-The object of 
it is not to include any new categories. 
We had always .intended to include ship
ping, but the. lawyers told me (I do not 
know whether .Lord Reading will confirm 
their . view) that a ship has a curious 
entity in the field of law ; it is n~ither a 
person,.. nor a Company, and yo'll ·can do 
things with ships that you cannot do 
with peoples and Companies ; therefore 
you must mention ships by name. 

15,445. You have really only expanded 
the language for the purpose of making 
clear · the interpretation that must be 
put upon it ; it is ·nothing more than 
that t-N othing more at all. 

Lord Rankeillour. 

15,446. Only one or two points, .Secre
tary of State. In paragraph 5 you say.: 

· ~'It is intended that appropriate pro
Tisions should be inserted in the Con
stitution Act to the effect that a Con
vention to this end concluded between 
Ir.dia and a· Dominion would operate to 
make applicabl«! to the citizens of that 
Dominion the provisions relating to 
British subjects . domiciled in the United 
Kingdom.'' Am I right in supposing 
that bv such a Convention between India 
and the Dominion these para,..OTaphs 
already relating to the United Kingdom 
could be embodied as a whole, but neither 
with . addition nor subtraction ; they 
could not make the position of a . 
Dominion more or less favourable than 
that of the United Kingdom 7-1 should 
not like to say that an a,OTeement be
tween India . and a Dominion must 

necessarily take exactly this form. We 
were .anxious, however, to put in an en
abling clause to show that we should 
welcome the accession of Dominions pro
vi<i.ed that India and the Dominions 
agree . upon these lines. It is more in 
the nature of a pointer than a definite 
condition that they can only accede 
upon this or that explicit term. 

15,447. But would it be possible to 
give the Dominion or to Jcive the United 
Kingdom preferential tre_amtent in such 

. Conventions 7-I can imagine that India 
:rri;ight make different agreements with 
!J.ifferent Dominions ; but what we were 
anxious to show was that this was the 
pattern agreement so far as reciprocity 
goes, dn our view. 

15,448. You will not suppose I am sug
gesting it as at all likely, but take a 
possible instance. Could they make a 
reciprocal agreement with the Irish Free 
State to the detriment of the United 
Kingdom f-We are not dealing, of 
course, with tariff questions now, and 
offhand I cannot think of what kind of 
agreement of that kind they could make. 
Lord Rimkeillour, if you take the basis 
of_ the agreement between Great Britain 
and India, the basis of full reciprocity, 
I do not see how any Dominion could 
get a better &.oOTeement than that. 

15,449. No. I do not want to argue 
the merits ; I was upon the construction 
of it . more or less. The words say that 
a ·Convention might operate to make 
applicable to the citizens of that Do
minion the provisions relating to British 
subjects domiciled in the United King
dom. Those words on the face of them 
might be construed as meanin~ those pro
visions and no more and no less !-They 
could not mean that ; it is not intended 
to mean . that. ·It might mean less, but 
I . cannot contemplate it meaning more. 

15,450. In fact those words would ex
clude its meaning more f-No, the words 
would exclude nothing, but I cannot con
ceive of any agreement that would mean 
more. 

15,451. I do not want to pursue that 
further. Then I have got a little diffi
~ulty in construing sub-parag-raph (vi) 
of paragraph (2). Sub-para6raph (vii) 
begins by saying that " The provisions 
indicated above will be subject to two 
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other forms of exception or qualifica
tion " ; that is, among others, sub-para
graph (vi) will be subject ~o two forms 
of exception or qualification !-Yes. 

15,452. Then when you come to para
graph (2) it reads as follows-! am leav
ing out words which are in a Eentenee 
in a bracket : " It is proposed that an 
Aet, which, with a view to the encourage
ment of trade or indu:;;try in British 
India, authorises the payment of grants, 
bounti('S or subsidies out of . public 
funds'' ; then it says : "may lawfuly re
quire ''-then I leave out other words
., or compliance with such conditions as 
to the composition of the Board of 
Direetors or as to the facilities to be 
given for training of Indians, as may be 
prPseribed by the Act." Now what I 
want to know is whether, supposin!r a 
Bill or an Act prescribing such com
plinn<'e is deemed by the Governor
Gmcral to be contrary to sub-paragraph 
(\i) above, which is going to prevail!
Sub-paragraph (>i) is unlimited. 

15,453. Sub-paragraph · (vi) is un
limit~d and will ce.rtainlv prevail over 
these words about compliance, etc. Y
y es. it will. 

15,454. The only other thing I want to 
ask is this : Having regard to the 
great complexity of this subject, would 
it be possible for the Secretary of State 
tc. bring up in a proper legal draft the 
provisions embodying these proposals, 
before the Committee reports Y-I should 
not like to give the pledge offhand, but 
I will do my best. · 

Sir Joseph Nall. 

15,455. Would you refer to sub-para
graph (iii) Y I think you have made it 
elcar that that reference to the British 
subject was to avoid discrimination 
against a )Company which happened to 
have any British resident or person 
domiciled in Great Britain on its Board 
or as a shareholder. Under this sub
paragraph (iv) such a Company having 
one or more United Kingdom subjects 
~sociah•d with it would be reg-arded as 
eomplying with Indian law. Turning to 
paragraph (2) as an exception, is it not 
the case that the bounties and subsidies 
to which paragraph (2) refers would be 
withheld in the ease of a new Company 
or could be withheld in the case of a new 

Co~pany,... which did. have one or two 
Umted Kingdom persons -on it !-Yes 
that could be so. ' 

~5~456: Therefore that would be a d.is
cr~ation Y-Yes. We have drawn 
attention to the exception that it would 
mean. 

15:457. I ~e it that this paragraph 
(2) lS explammg what it meant by, pro
posal 124 Y-Yes. 

15,458: Is it unreasonable to suggest 
tliat proposal 124 does in fact open up 
a new channel to discrimination Y~No 
it does not ; it .goes on with the present 
sy&tem. There are Companies now in 
India-I can recall one, a Flyin(7 Com
pany, that receives a subsidy ~d in 
which conditions of this kind do. exist. 

'15,459. That no United Kingdom resi
GE. nt should be associated with it in any 
way ,_I would not say that, but that 
the capital should be a Rupee capital ; 
tlH! Company should be incorporated in 
India ; the Directors would be such-and
such, and so on, just exactly as we do 
here · with the Imperial ~irways 
Company. 

15,460. I quite appreciate the inten
tion as indicated just now in . answer to 
Lord Reading, but do these words not 
in fnet enable a discrimination lo be 
d_rawn between two new Companies, one 
of which may be wholly Indian ; the other 
may be ·Indian in general but may in 
fact include one o-r two United Kin~
dom residents !-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) 
The intention is that as r~ards new 
Companies all that the 4-gislature would 
say is that in order to earn a bounty or 
a subsidy you should have a certain com
position of capital. that is to say, Rupee 
capital, and that your Directorate should 
be ·of a certain class. It would not ex
tend to their being able to debar the 
Company from eligibility on the ground 
that they c.ontain some proportion of 
British C'apital· or a certain number of 
British Directors. 

15,461. I appreciate that intention, but 
m,· point is that the Memorandum does 
n~t say so. Under the Memorandum 
paragraph (2) distinctly cancels the ip~o 
fa(fo provision in para.,OTaph ~' sub
psragraph (iv), so far as bounties ~. 
eoneerhed in the c.ase of new Companies. 
It may be a mistake, but I ·put it to 
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thf!. Witness that. as the Memorandum is 
drawn and as proposal 124 is drawn they 
do in fact enable that discrimnation as 
to domicile or birth to be enacted here
after 7-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) They do, 
and we accept that ; and the Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce accepted it last 
Friday. · 

Sir Joseph N all.] With great respect, 
I dd' not think the Manchester Chamber 
of Commerce . witnesses last Friday 
understood this discrimination which I 

·am endeavouring to indicate is now 
possible. 

Earl of Derby.] No, I do not think 
they did. · 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

· 15,462. As. I understand, Secretary of 
State, . if it is the case of a new com
pany incorporated, not doing business in 
India before the Subsidies Act passed, 
the Subsidies Act might say that to earn 
the subsidy· not only must the capital 
be rupee capital and the company incor
porated,. be incorporated in India, but 
that every shareholder must be resident 
in India .or - domiciled in India, and 
every servant an~ director of the com
pany domiciled in India t-Sir Austen's 
question was dealing only, was it not, 
with new companies after the Subsidies 
Act 7 

'15,463.' Yes 7-As our proposals stand 
now, there could be discrimination of 
that kind. · .. 

:Marquess of Reading.] Is that so f I 
am very anxious to understand it, because 
if it is it would· make a . very great 
difference. As I understood it, the only 
point of exception is as a condition of 
eligibility .for the grant of subsidy or 
bounty three conditions may be im
posed, 'but none of those ~onditions im
poses, first of all, that all the share
holders must be Indian ; so far as I have 
und_erstood, although I agree that there 
is no provision as regards the number 
of directors, I have always understood 
hitherto that the provision has been 
with regard to the number of directors 
a reasonable number, and certainly has 
never been held to include all the 
directors. I agree there is no con-

• dition of that kind. I thought it was 
going to be cleared up. 

Sir Joseph Nall.] Would Lord Read
ing allow me to put it in this way 7-
The ipso facto provision in paragraph 
(3), ·sub-paragraph (iv), relates to the. 
birth, colour, creed, and so pn, of an 
individual. Paragraph (2) at the 
bottom of page 5 says that that shall 
not apply in the case of bounties to new 
companies. · , 

Marquess of Reading.] I do ~ot under
stand it to. 

Sir Joseph Nall.] Or it need not apply. 
Marquess of Reading.] I do not under

stand it so, because, if you look, the pro
vision that we were · referring to about 
the ipso facto provision is in the case of a 
company which ·is or may hereafter be in
corporated in India, so, prima facie, it 
would apply to that. Then, of course, 
you get to what we call the exception' 
clause ; that is the one relating to the 
grant of bounties and subsidies, but the 
only provision with regard to that is as 
to the condition of eligibility for a grant, 
bounty or subsidy. To that extent it is 
an exception. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] That excep
tion is that all the directors are Indian 
and all the shareholders are Indian. 

Marquess of Reading.] From the time. 
this has been introduced there· has been 
no question of all the shareholders being 
Indian. 

Witness.] What we have in mind are 
the recommendations of the External 

· Capital Committee which reported in 
1925. I could have copies of it circulated 
to members of the Gommittee ; but, if 
they will refer to it, they will find, on 
page 16, that these are the condition's 
that were recommended by the Ccm
If.tittee, and these are the conditions we 
ourselves have in mind : (1) Reasonable 
facilities ·to be granted for the trading of 
Indians ; (2) in the case of a public com
pany ·that it should b~ formed and regis
tered under the Indian Companies Act ; 
(3) that it has a share capital, the 
amount of which is expressed in the 
l\Iemorandum of Association in rupee3 ; 
and f4) that such proportion of ~l:e 
Directors as Government may prescnbe 
consist of Indians. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

15,464. The Secretary of State will ob
serve that he has omitted the qualifying 
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adjective " reasonable " from before 
11 facilities."- It may be only an over- · 
sight ; and that there is nothing to say 
a proportion of the Board of Directors. 
He says they may make what rules they 
like about the composition of the Board 
of Directors ?-Yes ; I think that may be 
an error in drafting. In any case, Sir 
Austen will see that these conditions are 
not conditions in the air, but they must 
be specifically prescribed in the actual 
Subsidies Act. 

15,465. Yes. I have been very much 
alarmed about the possible abuse of these 
subsidies in consequence of certain ques
tions put in the proceedings before this ' 
Committee ; and therefore I think it is 
very necessary that the Government 
slwuld express their meaning precisely ; 
and that we should have, if we can, the 
r~xact terms in which they mean to grant 
this liberty ?-I will certainly take note 
of what Sir Austen has just said. 

Sir Joseph N all. 

13,466. I do not want to prolong the 
proceedings ; but I do want to ask the 
Secretary of State, finally, this : If (iii) 
and (iv) definitely mean that a person 
born or domiciled in this country is, for 
tht> purpose of the new company men
tioned in sub-paragraph (iv) definitely to 
be regarded as complying with a. proYi
sion l'elating to Indians, then it would 
set·m that that (iv) ipso fact provision 
definitely bas cancelled this sub-para
g-raph which says : "The provisions in
dicated above will be subject to two 
other forms of exception or qualification," 
one of which is that in relation to ex
ecption& in regard to bounties and suh
sidies the provisions of sub-paragraph 
( iv) shall not apply. I do not want to 
pursue it, but I hope the Secretary of 
State will be good enough further to re
view this Memorandum, as apparently the 
intention of the Report he has just read 
to the Committee is not, in fact, referred 
to or embodied in the Memorandum 7-
W e might make a reference to the Re
port of the Committee perhaps before we 
settle it. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

15,467. May I ask the Secretary of 
State whether the ipso facto clause by its 
terms means that it is subject to the 
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spec~a~ provision as regards boimties a.rHl 
subs1dies ?-Exactly ; that. is what I baTe 
said. · · 

Sir Reginald Craddock. 

15,468. There is only one point I 
would like to put to the Secretary of 
State, because I do not'' qUite' 'under
stand what is covered ·exactly. ·'I· will 
ask him to look at paragraph 3, sub-pa:J:a
graph (ii) (b) Qf . the Memorandum. 
Hitherto the . discussion lias been chiefi.Y · 
on the effect of the bounties clause, · but 
at the present moment, or when this, 
Constitution Act is passed, will it be pos
sible for the Indian Goverriment to re
qui!e the :companies ~c~wor~ted .jn}he ·. 
Uruted. Jr4!gdom,. sterhng comparues1 to 
convert themselves into rupee compames f 
There are many sterling c~~panies' 'in 
England now who are trading in , Jn<lia · 
in one form or another. Will it be ·pos
sible, for them to be required to convert . 
their capital from sterling into rupees 7 
-No ; and I cannot see, even i~ the 
Federal Government wished to do tba~. 
how . they could do . it. If Sir. Reg\n~!d 
Craddock will look at sub-paragraph.._(lU,) · 
he will see that any attempt ()f ihat kind 
would be ultra vires. , 

15 469. Would it be a statutory dis
ability based upo~ domicile be~ause\ P!t 
Indian Gompany ·mcorporated m India 
would have ntpee. capital as. a mat~J'r1 of 
course !---Anyhow, I think it 1S thoroughly 
well covered in the Memorandum.· If· 1t 
is not it would be certainly covered in , . 
any A~t -of Parliament. 

Miss Pickford. · · -"·, · 
. 15,470. If in any future S.u'?sidie~ .. Act 
which would lay down · cert~1ll con,d1tions, 
such as are outlined both m . ~be Memo
randum and in the Wh1.t~ ·. ,~aper~ 
supposing one of those conditions w~r 
that all the directors had to be of ~Indian . 
nationality, woul~ n,ot then that A._ct. b.e 
. itself discnmmatory f-I thmk lt 
:ght be. · It would depend. upon th~ 

rovisions in the Act. If lt were, o , 
~ourse nothing derogates from the power 
of the Governor-General and the Gov~:r
nor to intervene in their_ field of speCial 
responsibilities. • · 

15 471. Therefore, if it were held t? be 
disc~inatory, all the ?the~. protel~on: 
as' to' discrinlinatory leg:tslati<?n won a. 
once apply 7-Yes. 

'V. 
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,_ . . ·¥~quess . of Salisbury. 
.15,472 ... 1 ·only w~t to ask the Secre~ 

tary of State this question. He and I 
agreed how very complicated this matter 
was at the beginning. I am sure the 
Conimittee, if I may say so, would very 
muc.!l' appreciate it if he could let us have 
the-actual draft of the sort of clauses he 
contemplates-the;. bounty clauses, Lord 
Rankeillour has already suggested it to 
him·'l-Lord Rweillour a~ked me a 
similar question, and I said that at some 
tim~ .. or· other .I would certainly try to 
do so. · I could not do it offhand. . 

15,473., Perhaps you· would consider. 
that, would you !-Certainly. · 

. .. ·. . " • !}IHJ~' . 
. · . · Sir·. John· War~aw-Milne. 

· )5;4t4. 'l'lie questions I specially wanted 
to· ask thE(' Secretary of State are those 
wM~ nave been partly put by Sir Joseph 
N'all, a~d I understand that Sir Samuel 
is going to 'reconsider Clause ( 2), · in 
w~Hlli case I ·~1 p.ot pursue that matter 

~ any·~urther ,_ ns ; . but do not let us 
..talk about a clause here. we are dealing 
wft'h,~~·:M~morandiim, and I should like to 
niake it quite clear that what we are try
ing '"'to' do · in the :Memorandum is not to 
.set.'.out a series of clauses of an Act of 
Par\iament,. but to show the Committee 
orii. 'intentions. Those being our inten
tiofi~ :we. should then hope to put them 
into; statutory fo:gn in due. course~ 
ii6~475. r''aiii''sdrry; I used the wrong 

word·. when I said " clause." If you are 
going to reconsider that question of 
directors and reasonable facilities, I do 
notr-#ant to carry the matter any further. 
r wanted, however, Seeretary of State, to 
a~Jt yoli a question regarding · the re
ci;)rocal part of the :Memorandum whi<!h 
is· ~tintained in sub.:.paragraph (v). I do 
not "aJsire to'• raise any objection to it, 
~:x:cept t~ ask you whether you have con
-sidered in exactly this form it is actually 
eql}al in its effect. For example, what is· 
fu my , mind is this : Is it not possible 
that:· irt this coUn.try it might be neces
sary, say,. iii the case of companies which 
make a:t:rr.J.a~en~, to stipulate that such 
companies making armaments, and at the 

-same time perhaps makin~ other kinds of 
it~e~ or- iron work, might have to be 
British companies domiciled in this coun
try·f:.:_Thatrr'\Vould be a natural condition, 

,; - ~ 

I suggest, to set up ; but is it not possiblE' 
that India might say that these com
panies, because this exists in Great 
Britain, should be barred from tendet·inO: 
for ordinary materials in India Y I d~ · · 
not ~0~ whether it has occurred to you~ . 
but 1t seems to me there ~ a pos!-'ibl~ 
lo?phole there. I only suggest it 'i-I 
wlll take note of what Sir John . 
Wardlaw-:Mi1ne has just said. I thiQk 
it is a point my advisers have had in 
mind. It is not new to me, but I will 
keep it in mind. 

15,476. I only ask for .. information. 
because I r.egret to say I am very ignor
ant . about It, but I take it paragraph a 
is an entirely new proposal as regard~ 
the position between India and the D()· 
minions T-Which paragraph f 
: 15,477. I do not refer to immigrant~ 

from the Dominions so much as to the 
position of Dominion Companies, or com
panies trading with India domiciled iu 
the Dominions. As I understand this, in 
future whether they 'vill be allowed to 
engage in the trade of India will entirely 
depend upon the agreement between thP 
Dominions and India ?-The Dominions, 
of course, are equally entitled with any 
British Nationals to the general protec
tion_ against disclimination and di~
ability. In the ease, however, in which 
Great Britain, from the fact of its long 
ass~iation with India is receiving foro 
itself ·reciprocal trratment with India 
there we felt that it was a matter of 
negotiatio~I hetween · the Dominions and 
the Gov(•rnment of India as to whether 
they should receive the additional ad
vantages of reciprocity or not. It is 
therefore for the Dominions to negotiat..
agreements with India either upon the 
lines upon which we are making thi,o; 
agreement or upon other lines. 
: 15,478. But in each case,· it would haw 
to be a separate agreement!-. Yes. 

:Mr. lJf. R. Jayaker. 

- 15,479. :May I point out that what you 
are doing in that part of the memo
randum is in complete. accord with the 
Report of the Second Round Table Con-
ference at ·page 57 !-That is so. .. 

15,480. Where it is: stated : "It will 
be for· the future Indian Legislature to 



o.Pride whether and to what e:x:tent such 
::rg~t~ should be accorded to others than 
md.lVldua}~ ordinarily resident in the 
U mted KI.ngdom or companies registered 
th:re, subJect, of course, to similar ri""hts 
bcmg accorded to residents in India ~nd 
to Ind!an Companies." You are nowhere 
dPpartmg from what was at one time the 
understanding at the Round Table Con
f<'J"Pnce ?-That is so. 

l\I~. Zafrulla Khan.] Except in one 
particular to which attention will be 
drawn? 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

15,4~1.'I. am not suggesting ~ou are 
dPJHlrtmg m any way from the Round 
:z'able Con~erPnce, hut I was particularly 
mtPrcsted m what was to be the position 
of t.he Dominions ; and the Round Table 
Conference, if I may say so, with great 
r:spect, does not perhaps affect . their 
vwws of the matter. I only wanted to 
know whether this was a new proposal ? 
-I do not want to· be pedantic about 
words. . It. is. not a compl~tely new pro
posal ; It IS a proposal that we have dis
~ussod a good deal within the last two 
t•r. thr<'e years. 

. 15,482. On paragraph 6, you mention a 
d.tfficulty of which you give an illustra
twn at the end, about prescribinoo addi
tional qualifications for new entr~nts to 
professions ; but does not the word 
"qualification" really cover your difli
<·ult.y ? If qualifications could be estab
li:o:lwd, the fact of a lo<'al knowledO'e of 
some sort being required, whateve~ the 
profession, would operate equally with 
anybody who applied, would it not ? The 
qualification clause appears to me to 
cover it ?-The point in our mind was 
t.llis .: In certain cases, the British quali
ficatiOn would not be sufficient in itself. 
Take, for instance, the case of an 
accountant. It might be necessary for 
an . accountant to have a certain know
ll>dge of Indian Company Law. It would 
al:;::o be I_l.ecessary for a pilot to have, not 
only a lmowledge of seamanship, but also 
a knowledge of the tidal waters in which 
he was acting. It might also be neces
sary for a Mines Uanager to have a 
1:nowlcdge of the Indian 1\fining Legis
lation.· It is cases of that kind that we 
hnw~ ~n mind. 
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' S~r John WardlaUJ.-111 ilne. l. I 'thaught 
per aps the basic . qualificati uld .... 
cover all ap r t . on wo . 
f II b 

P ICan s and the rest would 
0 ow, ut I do not •t. · ·· · 

difficulty. press 1 I see your-· 
,. ··( 

Marquess of Reading.. . · i 

15,483. Ma! I ask , a questio~: u~~n 
~hat ? I notice the words :are very' ·wide 
Ill; paragraph 6, the paragraph to which 
Sir J.ohn "Wardlaw-Milne~- hhs- 'eallea' 
att~?bon. It is clearly reasonable that 
I nd~a. should be in a position to, require 
additional qualifications from new . en-· 
trants to professions which are justi
fi.ed by the special needs of. Indian condi:.' 
hons." Does that lang~age apply to 
the Bar Y • ·The language is wide enough 
to cover It ?-As Lord .oB,eading knows· 
th~ po~ition with regard ~ to the Bar, i. 
thmk! IS that no English barrister ,ha.S 
the nght to practis~ in India at all. "He'. 
has first to be made &;n adv~te 

1 
I,Uld .. 

t~en he has. to get certam other qualificar~ 
tions f-(S1r Malcolm Hp;7ey.) The High~ 
Courts merely admit barristers as . advo-; 
cates · who comply · with certain condi
tions such as having studied i:ri"chamberS.:: 
They do that under their own pow~~- . . : 

15,484. That applies to a.ll Members ot". . 
the Bar, ?r the Legal Profession. · JP.}~ 
not espeetally· applicable to the English: 
Bar ?-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) It d9-~ 
exactly what we have in mind. here,;·, i~. 
adds· something. to · an ~pglish qual..i.fU>~, 
tion. '·" (. · · · · · ..:.. ' '., 

15,48Ib It is not intended to do mora 
than that ; there have .been questions .pis-< 
cussed· at considerable length about ~~ t. 
-I do not follow how ... that differ~ J~m 
the cases I have just given ab9~~. the: 
pilots and accountants, and _f?O' C?n~ · ~ 
each case, something more is requir,~d 1nl 
India than would qualify the part1eula~ 
professional man here. • :; . ; ·. 

Lt.-Col. Sir H. Gidney. 

15,486. It is not so in ~di~in~ _t-I 
was dealing with cases like those I me~ 
tioned. 

Sir Huberl 'Carr. 
15,487. Might I put a fnrthe~ question 

to the Secretary of State on that because 
it' is: of such tremendous importance to. 
the British professional man .. in India, 

d 
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• .,.., ! l (: ..._ ,.:: I ,. "~ . • -,.'"lo - ~-

arid ,.It .~s-~pl&,,.to .me, in regard to the 
additional • ; qualifications, that what we 
&bouid' object to would be if Indian 
qtialifications. had to be gained · when 
B~tish·; qualifi~ations had been granted 
for identical purposes f-I could not 
qui$~ 'hear,. ( : · · · 
~)~· If 11\dliJD qualifications had to 

be- gamed for tl,le identical purpose for 
which,- Britishi.'l qualifications had been 
granted 7-yes.: . : 

'191489! ·.May · I illustrate it f-The 
'llemm·andun1 · takes pilots. · To enter the· 
pi.Jot 'service, one requires a qualifica
tiori' frdih the Board of Trade 7-Yes. 

i5,49o.'. Iii -~dition they have to serve 
as~. }Elad~_en . and , gain. their. experience 
an~. beco.~e. fully· qualified pilots before 
they can · llandle a vessel. What we 
wished to~ guard against was that the 
Board of Trade original certificate which 
qualified · them for the · Pilot Service 
&;ho~d not be accepted in India, but that 
switj_e• future 'Legislature might say : 
"q~'!Y Al:o~e. who hold an Indian Board 
o.t-,'rade, Certificate shall be qualified for 
the 'Pilot Service " f-The practical diffi
cu~tY' is to find accurate language with 
which · to . carry out Sir Hubert Carr's 
in%~tion,.,· I.f he could help us in the 
way. o:(, fin om!!' a formula we should be 
ver~ · m.~uch., obliged. What we have in 
miP:'l' · is · not · the kind of discrimination, 
an"'1.fxample ·<>'{~which he has just rnen
tioped, but . the permission to th~ Indian 
Government to· impose · the ~d4itional 
nc~. i:1'Rry qualifications of which" I have 
ju.' 

1 )'entu~ed to give some examples. 
t• . ·' 

· Sir :John ~Wardlaw-Milne.] That is 
why I ventured to use the words " basic 
qu.~li,tications.~' · 

Sir ·Hubert Carr.] We do not -want to 
hav~·. t1 dupl~cate them in India if they 
liave :been gamed in England. 

~- ·' } . ' 

. ~t.-Col. ·Sir 1jl.. Gidney.] I speak sub-
Jec~, ~o ~oJ7ecbon, but I believe I am 
co~~t; ~ statirig that at present the 
only certificate accepted by the Pilot 
Servic~ in Indi~ 11Jld Burma is the Board 
of:'Tr:tde. Certificate m London· and 
no~:Q,ing else. 

·. :M;~ :zaf~ulla Khan.'] What ·we- are 
difusf-H.~sl!l~., If what may happen in the 

tUre. · · 

Dr. Shafa'at .Ahmad Khan. 
15,491. It may be . necessary to have 

additional qualifications 7-I think that 
Imly be so. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney.,. 

15,492. To follow up Sir Hubert Carr's 
question you come later on to reci
prClcity in examination f-I do not quite 
follow that point. 

Sir Huberl Carr.] I have further 
questions on the professions when my 
turn comes. 

Chairman.] I do not know whether 
you wish to go any further ~in that 
matter now 7 

Sir Hubert Carr.] No, not until :U:W 
tum comes. "' 

Mr. Morgan Jones. 

19,493. May I ask you one general 
question in regard to these provisos, 
Secretary of State f Is there any pre
cedent for these in connection with the 
Constitution Acts applied to other parts 
of the Dominions f-Offhand I could 
not say whether there was or there was· 
not. I would imagine there was not, 
and I would say the reason why we 
include them in an Indian Constitution 
.Act is due to the nature of the partner
ship between British and Indian trade 
over many years. The position is quite 
different as compared with that of any 
other Dominion, if you take the great 
British interests that have been created 
£luring the last 150 years. 

15,494. As I see it, Sir Samuel, you 
provide in respect of two forms of taxa
tion. You provide against taxation 
generally and against discriminatory 
taxation. Let me leave discriminatory 
tnxation alone for the moment. Will 
you turn to paragraph 3 .f It is only 
discriminatory taxation. 

15,495. Then perhaps I am entirely 
wrong in 'JI'I~ reading of the positio:q. 
If yon look at paragraph 3, you will 
find in (ii) (b) (I will read the super
scription first) : . " As regards British 
subjects domiciled in the United 
Kingdom in so far as they are not covered 

. by Clause (i) it is intended subject to 
what is said in Clause (v) ...•. (b) to 
provide a special form of protection· for 
British subjects domiciled in the United 
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Kimidoru, in respect of the following 
matters ", and then follows the matters, 
ana the first matter is taxation. Then 
you define taxation, " ' Taxation ' " (we 
are told) "is intended to cover imposts 
of all kinds, including, for example, 
rates and cesses." Am I right in sup
posing that that means that a Briti!'h2r 
carrying on business in India but not 
tlomiriled in India is exempted in respect 
of taxation f-No. 

15,496. I am glad to hear itt-No such 
luck for him. If Mr. ~!organ Jones will 
look at the limiting words at the end 
of the Clause, he will see " against 
statutory disabilities based upon domicile, 
rei.idcnce, duration of residence, lan
guage, race, religion or place of birth." 
That restricts the field of taxation. 

15,497. I mny have misread it t-It 
simply means you cannot tax a man in 
those resperts more because he is · a 
Dritisher. 

15,498. If that is the explanation I am 
very mnf~h obliged, but I confess I have 
rend it over and over again, and that 
is the impression I got from it f-I run 
afraid that is perhaps inevitable in a 
!\Iemornndum covering a wide field, but 
it is definitely our intention that it 
should be entirely restricted to the field 
that I have just descrihed to Mr. Morgan· 
.Tones. 

15,409. Thank you very much. That 
removes that point. On the point of 
fliscrirrinntory taxation, might I put a 
proposition ·like this to you, Sir 
SamnPl f There are · at this moment 

"preferential rates Jriven to British traders 
by the Indian Government. Is it not 
true that as a result of Ottawa, certain 
preferences were given f Is not that so f 
-Yes. 

. 15,500. Suppose a future Indian Gov
ernment came to the conclusion that it 
would be in the interests of India to 
have a system of complete free trade, 
that would mean doing away with the 
Imperial Preferences, would it not f-I 
am quite ready to go on with Mr.· 
lforgan Jones with these questions and 
answers, but we did a~ee at the be
ginning of• to-day's proceedings (I am 
not surP whether he was in the room 
at the time) that we would leave tariff 
qnPstions to a separate discm;sinn. Sub
ject to what he may say, I think that 

that would be the better course becausto 
th.ere are a ~umber of ·issttes·'eoilnected 
wlth the t~ question, of- which, th~e 
are some. ~-· , - · · 

15~01. If the Secretary .of State thinka , 
thnt 1s a more convenient ·course, I will : 
be glad to leave it. It is my fault, . l ' 
dare say, but I really failed to under
stand the answer given· .. to --Lord 
Rankeillonr a few momentS asro. -I do . ~ 

not qmte understand the· exact ··meaning 
of that last sentence in paragraph 5. 
As I understand it (I am giving- my 
interpreta~on of it) it is . open to . the _ 
future Indian Government _to arrive at a 
Convention with, shall . we sa>!:t · the , 
Canadian Government in regard to their 
respective subjects f-Yes~b\,,· · · 

15,502. 'What is the effect of that last · 
sentence . upon such an~·' agr6ement or _· 
Convention f-None, I would sa;r; _,{;.; 

15,503. What is the meaning of the : 
words !_:The meaning of it is .~hat it, ~s · 
a means, more than anything- else, ·of · · 
drawing the attention of.,lndia .and th~ • 
Dominions Governments to the advantagQ 
of making agreements of this kind. ·but, 
we tie neither the Domiliions'--'Goverhi 
ments to attempt to make the . -&o~~ 
ment, nor do we tie the Goye~ment~ · 
of India to make the ~ooreement 1f th_l\ 
offer is made ; it is simply an- enablilig • 
provi:;:o, and it may be . that, having ~ no 
statutory force, the reasons agru'i~~ 
putting- it into an Act o(Pfrlia~ent -~!e 
~reaLer than the reasons for including 1t~ 
There · i~r $Omething, however, to be said 
for puttili1i' it in, to show that we are~ 
contemplating the picture of the . futu:r,ft· 
as an Imperial pictur~ and ~at we are 
not i!!!loring the pomt «··VIew of .. ~• 
Domjnions. .t .. ~ >J -~ i ~: 

15,504. Supposing the effect ?~ sur.h a 
Convention were to place . ~e Cihzen.s ,(I-t 
Canada, shall we say, in a .P.ositio~,~ess
favourable than the pos1bon of, i the 
citizens of this country. Does not the 
]a:::t sentPnce mean that in spite of that 
they will be entitled to t~e,,same p~
;visions as relate to Brttish subJects. 
domi,.iJed in the United Kin~dom ''""7No .. 
I would say that it does n?~ mean th~t,., 
but if there is any uncerta.mty about tt, 
we will make it quite clear in any future 
draft that it does not mean that. ·· 

M~. ~!organ Jones.] Then I' will no( 
press thnt. 
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Lqrd Bankeillour. 

· 15,5o5. 0~ ibis, Secretary of State, do 
I uiiderstand from what you have now 
said that this is really a superfluous pro
vision 7 You. spoke of .it as a pointer. 
Could they make such a convention with-
9.ut this provision 7-Y es, I think they 
w~d ; but I am not sure that I would 
tl.'3tt<;the wo~ .'f super.fluous ", because I 
did say there was an 'advantage in a 

. elause- of this:. kind in drawing attention 
to the Dominion position. Importance 
is· attached to it by a good many people .. . .. . . . . 

' ;. 
-~ . ::m Marquess of Beading. 

~- '15,506: Woilld not the effect, Sir 
Samuel, be···that, assuming they did 

···tnter' ··into ,agreement which, sub-
stantialJy, was;'to the same effect as pro
vided iri · the · Constitution under these 

·Cia uses, 'fhose provisions of the Gonstitu
tion would be made applicable to them 7 
~Yes>"'?·· ·. 

.!;A.~,507. It ·d~pends entirely upon their 
e<i:n!mg to an agreement 7-Yes. 

- · ::;.c-1§,508.-iif -they arrive at an agreement, 
they get the benefit of the statutory pro
nsions in the convention 7-That is 
~actly :tiO· . . -~ 

·::! J. ··- ,;· • Mr. M.organ Jones. .Jfi.. • . . 
. f • . I: .. •. '· 

·~;J5,509~ .. 1--n~1., if th~y do _not arr?-~e at 
a :,convenhohr what Is their pos1hon f 
Do you protect a citizen of the· .Empire 
-outside· the United Kingdom 7-We pro
·tect · th.e citizens of the Empire under the 
ge:neral protection of Ciause 122; but we 
~ailljl.Ot. guarantee to a citizeri o:f' the 

· ~jre the special advantages that arise 
C?-A(~L, a, treaty of reciprocity. 

~ ~.~li,Q10. S~ that actually (forgive me 
aga:ffi;jf: 1 am wrong) the effect of these 
prM-isos isy· first and foremost and, in
<l~d,· simply, to protect the citizens of. 
the<United. Kingdom 7-Yes, ·that is so. 

:'.15,511 . .And it is a m~tter for the 

Dr. Shafa'at .Ahmad Kha1t. · 

15,512. But it does not apply to those 
companies or persons which are at the 
present time operating in India_ !~No. 

15,513. It only appli~s to !uturc com
panies or person Y-Y es. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 
. . 

15,514. Secretary ef State, you provide 
that people . domiciled in this country 
shall have a right of free entry in India, 
subject to o.rainary treatment Y-Yes. 

15,515. You do not mean to say that 
your clause is wide enough to give free 
entry to India to the citizens of a 
IJom.in:.on which refuses free entry to 
Indians in that Domimon 7-Sir .Austen 
has put in the form of a question exactly 
what is in my mind and exactly what is 
the justificatiOn for drawing this dis
tinction between British Nationals of the 
U ruted Kingdom and Nationals of the 
Dominions . 

Major .Attlee. 

15,516. Just one further question upon 
that. I am clear now as to the position 
with regard to the United Kingdom and 
the Donunions. How . about the other 
parts of the Empire 7 There is no ~ 
restricted entrance, is there, for people 
from other. parts of the Empire, say, 
Kenya, for instance 7-The protection is 
purely to the United Kingtiom. 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne.] Purely f 

Major .Attlee. 

15,517. Therefore I take it · that it· 
would be open· to the Government of 
India to enter into negotiations, let us. 
say, with any of the East Afrienn 
Colonies, and to make reciprocal a~'l.·ee
ments, presumably, through the Colonial 
Office in the same way as they do ·with 
the Dominions 7-As Major Attlee saye,. 
through the Colonial Office. 

Archbishop of Canterbury.] H would_ 
appear that they. could not do it except 
through . the Colonial Office in thi~ 
country. . • 

Major .A.ttlee.] Quite .. 
:Marquess. of' Reading.] Except by-pet-. 

· eitizens of Canada and Australia to fend 
1-o~-.,#lem~elvc!f ~yes ; upon this li<>ld. I 
ha.vP. .•. said -already that they· get the 

_.general preteetion under- Clause 122, 
·~namely-, that there can be no disability 
"Or~ discrimination ir!tposed upon a~y su,b-
;tect, -ol jhe Crown. . ·. · , · _ · . . mission 9f U1e Secretary of . Sta~e~ .. ' 

' 
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Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

. 15,518. Secretary of State, I· want to . 
tome back to the question of subsiilies 
and the exceptions in regard to bounties 
and subsidies. '.lhe purpose of the ex
ception is set out in the second ·line. The 
purpose is the encouragement of trade 
or industry in British ln«iia ? I arn 
quoting from J.>aragraph (~) of your 
Memorandum ?-Yes. 

15,519. ·will you explain to me, that 
being the purpose, why you disti1tguish 
between existing companies. and futu1e 
companies Y " ]'or the encouragement of 
trade or industry in British lndia." I 
can quite understand that • they wust 
have the right to give a subsidy to a 
trader or company established in India 
and manufacturing there, for instance, 
aud to refuse to another British traG.er 
who is manufacturing outside India ; but 
why is it neces~ar;y- 011 the . ground ~~f , 
the date of their mcorporatwn to dis
tinO'uish between two British companies 
both manufacturing in India, or betwenn 
an Indian company and a l:sritish C'nm
pany both manufacturmg in India Y- - 'Ve 
have felt that a distinction ought to be 
made for this reason, that existing eoni
paui:s have been working. along existing 
Jines for many generatwns, awl that 
therefore you have got to be. extremely 
(·areful in altering the conditions under 
which thev are operating. It seemed to 
us theref~re to be. the fair thing to . <-.o 
to make the change when the Act lS 
actually passed. A period of time el~pses ; 
they have warning of th~ new cond1hol!s ; 
and it. cannot be said that, haVIng 
operated in India . per~aps · for m!inY 
oocnerations on certam hnes, those hues 
have suddenly to be changed .. 

15 520. I am afraid I did not make 
my ~eaninoo clear. You would encourHge 
industry i; India by saying, "'Ve ,,m 
give a subsidy from a future da~ to Cl~e 
elass of firm that manufactures 1D Ind1a 
but not to another ciass of fit;n th~t 
manufactures in India ,_y thmk. fiir 
Austen will see that WI:! have to tnke two 
sides of the picture into account : (ln 
the one hand the encour~Pment of In-
d . · dustrv and on the other hRn«l tllE~ Jan m . • . h t l e 
oblig-ations, ·direct or. inilirect. ~ a tr~v · 

own up as a Tel'lnlt of British. comp~n,es 
-~erating in India for many generattons. 

15;521. ~ am "not quesiion1ng 'the'-prO: 
!ect10n wh1ch you are affording- to exist:. 
mg . compan1es, but · what ·1 arD. "". putting 
to. Y?U ~~ . that. if you. s~t· ~ subsidy lUal 
be g1ven to lnd1an. comparues; -that :fa: to 
~;ay .. with Indian. shareholders ·only' to· 
new companies only if :they' are Indian 
and not if they are British,• even thongh 
both manufacture in India.-· and . mci'ijage 
trade and employment, you ·ar~ iroaking 
a distinction which does not bear out 
the purpose of your preamble.l-~We feel 
in the matter of subsidies· the future Gov
ernment of. India must• have:.•aUcert:Un 
latitude. So far . as I know, every Gov
erninent in the world which has eve:r 
given any subsidies at all has made cnn
ditions of ·this kind. , 1~81." in~tance,. w_e 
ourselves have made alffiost exactly SlJDI

htr. conditions in the case of 1 ,a co~p;mj 
that J was instrumen:t3l in Jorming; at 
the Air Ministry, namely, Imperi%rtiir
ways ; there we make conditions .aiio~t 
British eligibility and so on. . ~ ~hmk 1t 
would be very greatly . restncb~. the 
action.· of an Indian Government . m tbfi! 
future if you tied its! hand so fi~ht!y 
as really to give it little or no htt1t11d~ 
in . saying how its. inoney; 1shouJA.pe.;~P~· 
After all, the Government. IS .wting 
JI!.Oney for th~s pu!Pose. . ;~;/ 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker~ ·· · · ·' ··· 

15,522. Is. it not &: _factL Sir Sanu;.elt 
that at the present m,omen~ . the ·In~~"». 
Le!rislatnl'e bas the righ,t , . of ,att~~h!rJg 
tbe~e condi.tions e~en: when · giX!n.K 
bounties to an existing CQmpany '1.:-:-'fhat 

< 9:1< 
is s9r _ '-" , . .. . -:. 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milnt: ;:JI~·-· '· 
.: · . ,.fH)1'{> < 

· 15;523. W oUid Sir _A~~~~"?- ~low ;!P.~. ro 
ask a supplementary q~esh?P. Y:f-8:~~~~ 
the case that all you . are .•. !ls .mg 
British company to do .. is that if lt ~an~ 

.. the subsidy it must m; fac~ estah1ts~ .a 
St1hsidiary company in India. complyu~~ 
with the conditions that would afJp!~ to 
anv Indian company-that.gets. that._"u~ 
'd. 7-That is the way lt might ··wor 

Sl y . A .; r . 
out· • f· .. ~" . '· '·'· •··. • . 

~ir Austen ChamberlainJ _.:vb,at 
tl..,. does tbat mean t~· 'The sub~Idiary evac .J . • " ' " . di 

Compan.v mav have the" necessary con ~ 
tion!=! with which it. is to complY!! ll) ~(n;~ 
it should be incorporated m n Ia,: .• · 
th~+ it."! . capib1.l should ~e stated I~ 
· '1. and (3) that t"~it.S Boara of rupees, . 
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Directors ~ ... should consist entirely of 
Indians.·· 
· ·Marquess of Beading.] There is no sueh 
pro~io~ ·· _, ·. · 

Mr. Zt~frulla Khan. 

15,527. ~ecretary of State, you have 
ex:plainPd that except for the general 
p1·ovision in paragraph 3 (i) the substt-

. , Sir Austen Chamberlain. I}Uent provisions are based more or 
lesCJ upon a question of reciprocity and · 

·15,524. I do not say there has been are confined to persons, Brit1sh subj~cts 
iUCh a. provision; but I say thl\t so far domieilir..ed in the United Kingdom_ or 
as this Memorandum which you have Briti;;;h Companies inc01·porated in the 
laid before ·us goes there. is nothing to United Kirtgdom or in India 7-Yes. 
prevent that being made a condition 7- 15,528. But that paragraph 3, sub
I thought I had made it clear that what paragraph (i), gives to the extent -·to 
we intended was to act upon the lines of which it goes general protection to all 
the Report of . the Committee that I · British subjects. Can you girve any 
quoted earlier this afternoon. reason why this is not also based upon 

15p25. I will put one final question. Is reciprocity.and why it h·as beiln neces
there n<f danger that the result of this sary to give this protection to British 
proviSion, ·expressed as you have ex- subjeets domicilised in the Coloniei or 
pressed it, may be to create a monopoly British subjects in the Dominions, 
for existing· Indian and British firms or '\\hereas Indians admittedly do not cn
ctompanies i and prevent a new Company joy these right::; in the Domini!lnS 
from-starting 'I Take shipping : ·would :md the Colonies ?--we have felt that 
not. this ·mean that no new British Ship- ' this has always bt>en one of the prin
ping Company could ever get into the eiple:-:~ of Indian administration ~ince 
India: trade if there was a subsidv tlw proclamation of 1858 ; btginning 
~ttrtched ?-No.,Surely · Sir Austen is with 1~33, then Queen Victoria~s Pro
really~ .i£ I may say so without offence, ·d?.mation in 185S, then the repetition of 
greatly· :magnifying this question. We the Pl('dge in the Act of 1910, and we 
are dWin.g-·only·with Companies to whieh do fed that it- would be a v~ry retro
subsidies are ·gi~en. grade step nuw to go lack upon a con-

Sir' .Austen Chamberlain.] There is flistent line of policy c:>f that kiml tpat 
n.othing more ·likely- to draw a subsidy, hns always been in operation. · 
I ,f>Jiottld ·have thought, than shipping ; at 15,520. Is there not this factor tl?-at, 
·any-· rate· there--.is ·no trade in the world so far a~ the Uniteu King.Jom itself is 
geneially which is probably more rnb- eonct>rned, British subjects from In_dia 
iidisetl- to-day~ is·- there f · I do ·not .want arc givE>n the bame rights which are 
to. exaggerate, but.if you can show that given to Britisl1 suLjects domieiled in 
I am exaggerating I shall be very happy .. the United Kingdom when they go to 

Marquess o.f Reading.] May I suggest lYJrlia, and that therci'ore Her 'Mnjesty's 
that~i5all that ·would have to be done Proclam!ltion and other ~mch general 
w.ould be to form a subsidiary Company dN:hrations did establish a certain 
complYing:- with the· conditions, as is·done amount of reciprodty, almost complete 
r.r.ow:J , , -· . · . • J';•eiprocity, betWE>en India and the 
. . ""~:,_ . ·~ . . U11iterl Kingflom and that the same 

., ;_.._. Sir Austen Chamberlain. hope hns· not been realised with the res~ 
15J>26;: i: do not know how that would of the Empire. You are making ills-. 

apply fo this ?-But surely is not. Lord tinetions hP.tween India nml the Domi
Reading right f . In a case of that kind nions in other matters. Is there any· real 
it -Will be possible for a British Company t·eason whv that distinction should not 
to fonn an Indian subsidiary Company apply over .the whole field '!-That . i~ 
and to conform. to those conditions. For the ans"?er I have just given, namely, 
insta,nce, I am reminded (I had :fo~otten th~t if 'vonlil be contrary to all our 

· it' until Sir Malcolm Hailey . rewinded policy now . for a whole centuzy. 
me.of.it) that it is exactly. what ha~ hap- l\1r. Za_frulla Khan.] Very good. I::; 
pened .in .the last few weeks- -with .Jm-· it consistent with your policy that in 

. peri.al: Airways, . and the Indian Flying the future· a British Indian subject 
Company.,. · . . should not be eligible .for· appointment. 

• "'"'""' .· .I .. 
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l~t us say, to the Civil Service in Ceylon, 
but that a British Subject in Ceylon 
should be eligible for appointment · to 
the Civil Service in India. 

Sir Phiroze Set1ma.] And that is so 
to-day. 

Sir Hari, Singh Gour. 

15,530. That is a faet to-day t-1 
wonlcl like to think about the reactions 
of that question. I do not off-hand 
know what is the position in Ceylon ·as 
regards the Civil Service ; I would like 
to look into that,· but, generally speak
ing, 1 should say, that apart from the 
generttl declaration, there ought to be 
an opportunity for India to make reci
procal agreements with the Dominions. 

.Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

15,531. That we accept, but para
graph 3 ( i) would make it impossible 
for the Legi~lature or the Governmen.t 
of Indiu to impose restrictions of _the 
kind on Briti~h subj·~ets froUl the Do~i
ni·1ns aud the Colonie:i wh·ieh are im
post>d upon British subjects from IDdia 
when they go to those ColoniE-'S and the 
Dominions t-1 should have thought 
there the Gt\vernment of India would 
havf' an opportunity of negotiating a.n 
agreement nbout questions of that kind. 
'l'hey have got, after all, a very strong 
leYE"r in their power to refuse the right 
of entry. I 

15,532. May I put a specific point on 
th!lt to you 9 Supposing you in 
Englund here recruited a South African 
Briti~h snbjeet into the Indian Civil 
Service would it be open to the Legis
lat•ue in India to pass a piece of Legis
lati•m which would stop his rntcy into 
British India f-1 should not like to give 
an answer about a very ad hoc or ad 
hominem act of that kind, but would 
iRY rertainly it would be possible for 
India to refuse the right of entry of 
the nationals of a Dominion. 

15,533. Would not then this general 
provision under paragraph 3 (i) force 
tho new Indian Lf.gislature at the 
E"arliest possible moment to· restrict f\'f' 

stop the right of entry in order that if 
the r!ght of entry wero left open these 
rights in paragraph 3 (i) should not he 
unrestrictedly open to British subjnct.s 
frolfl tl1e Dominions once. they have 
entered India because. they are not open 

to British· Indians when . they go to 
thos~ Dominions. Would not you be 
forcmg the Legislature to apply the 
greater restriction to begin with so that 
the smaller privileges that you want ·to 
confer should be kept out f-I do not 
think so, but it is a matter of opinton, 
and I do not see in any ease a better 
wny of dealing with the posii.ion. - · 
. · 15,.1):{4. You are aware of the posi
tion of British Indian subjects in South 
Africa. in· ·the matter o.f professions, 
trades'·and callings, are you not t-Yes. 

15,535. · Do you think either pub lie 
opinion in India or the Indian Legil:ila
ture is likely to view with equanimity 
a provision which compels them to give 
equal opportunities with their own 
nationals and British subjects domi
cilf'd in the. United Kingdom, with re
gard to professions, trades and callings, 
to British subjects from South Africa t 
-l should still. say that even if that 
were the case, I should not be in favour 
of going back upon the policy of the 
last 100 years, and starting within 
lndiH itself a system of discrimination 
aga~t particular nationals of the 
British Empire. I think a step like 
tha.t would · be a retrograde step. 

15,536. But do you think that is con:~ 
sistent, or, rather, that what ha!!l 
happ"ned in the past is consistent, that 
the Serretary of Stat.c for India has 
not insisted on, or, if he has insisted, 
he has not ·been· successful in his efforts 
to. obtain, equal treatment for lnd4tns 
in the Dominions, and that he should, u 
th" result either of his neglect or his 
failure to succeed in his efforts now in+ 
sist that the present most inequitable 

· position. should be perpetuated ~1 
St.~ttute f-I would not accept the 'itrt~ · 
turc · upon my predeeessors. ·I wo11ld 
say that it had be.en a part of British 
aud Indian policy in India . over this 
cet•turv not to draw distinctions ii 
India itself between one national of the 
British Empire and another, and it i~ 
upou that ground ·that I stand ~ 
m~king this proposaL · 

15,537. However· restrictive might b~ 
the legislation or regulations in the 
Dominions themselves against India t
I would say in that ease it is a mutter-· 
for negotiation,- always keeping in mind 
the- fact that India retains this very· 
power;fnl instrument of negotiatio%4 
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·_namely, the right to 'vithhold the po~er 
()/ entry. 

< • 

- 15,538. You would lay no restriction 
wh:...hoever upon the right of India to 
legi<~hltP, barring the right ~f entry, if 
thPy chose to do so, barring the right of 
entry of British subjects who were 
domiciled in the Dominions and the 
Colonies f-I am sorry. I d~d not 
follbw exactly :Mr. Zafrulla. Khan's 
qnf'stion. . Will you repeat ·it f 
' 15,539. My suggestion is this, that 
·you do not propose any kind ~f restr~c
tion upon the power of the Indian Leg~s
lature to pass legislation barring the 
r:ght of entry of British subjects domi
ciled in the Dominions or the Colonies f 
-· ·They have a free' right to do t}lat 
UJtd<:r these proposals. 

Mr. Zafrulla Khan.]' No sort of re
·&triction ·is · required. 

Sir Hari Singh Gou·r. 

15,540. One such Act. was passed in 
1924 Y-I am· not now dealing with the 
exceptional case of PoHce Cases and Jlll
de~trable cases and so on. 
' Mr. Zafrulla Khan.] No. I· suppo.3e 
··.I must accept the position that any 
Legislature must, if they want to stoP. 
the smaller rights in paragraph 3 {i), 
altogether bar entry if they desire to 
do' so. · 
: .. : 

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 
,. · 15,Ml. Secretary of State, am I 
~ight in understanding that paragraph. 
122 will not have any effect of dep!"iv
ing Indian States' subjects of the pro
'tection against discriminat'fon , which · 
thl'Y at present enjoy 7-lt does p.ot 
toneh Indian States' subjects at all_. 

" 15,542. The language is '' The :red~ral 
lt>gislature and the Provincial Legisla
tnre.o: will have no power to make l~ws 
s:Ibjecting in British India any British 
1nhject." · So can tlu•y subject nny 
Indian States' subject to such discri
mi'lRtion Y-You mean the Federal Gflv
e:rnruent discriminating against the 
iubjt>cts of an Indian State. 

··· Sir. Manubhai N. Mehta..] Which at 
pr••st>nl they do not do. 
· Mr. N. !ti. Joshi.] Wh.1t about thP. 
po'tt.:r. f The present Government has 
tJie: power. · 

.. . . 
Sir Manubhai N. Mehta. 

15,543. That is what I want to ask t
It 1s certainly not intended that there 
should be any discrimination of tJJ,at 
killrl. In any case, the discrimination 
Wllnld have to be made by the Fed~ral 
)Government in twh-ich, of course, the 
Indinn States would be strongly repre
seut.·d, and by a Federal Legislature in 
wJ.ich also the Indian States would be 
strongly represented. 

Mr. N. M, Joshi. 

l 5,544. May · I ask you, Secretary. of 
Stat .. , i.u this connection, whether in the 
Treaties of Accession a Clause that 
British Indian subjects will not be dis
<:riminated against in Indian States will 
be found 7-That will not be found ill 
the tr~Rty of Accession. 

15,545. Where can we then secure 
rights of reciprocity in this matter in 
the Indian States 7-Mr. Joshi is raising 
quite a new issue. We are not attempt
ing to obtain those rights of reciprocity 
because we felt it would be a mistake 
and would be also, what is even. ropre 
serious sometimes than a mistake, a 
waste of time to try to impose condi: 
tions of that kind upon the Indian 
JStatcs. · 

Sir _.Abdur Rahim. 
15,546. Secretary of State,. I simp

ly want information npon one point if 
you can give it me. Are there ~y 
Indian Companies with Indian cap1tal 
and directors trading in Britain f-I 
could not say off-hand. I could find out 
and let Sir Abdur know. 

15,547. Do many Indian Companies 
like that have offices of their own here f 
-· Ther~- must be several; how many, I 
cannot .~ay. 

15,548. Will you kindly let me know. t 
-If the statistics are available we wlll 
get them. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour~ 

15.549. You 'said just now, Secretary 
of State, that you are pursuing a policy 
of the Government carried on during the 
laflt 100 years giving all British subjects! 
equal rights as regards the · elen:entary 
riO'ht of citizenship, namely, the nght t9 
etrter and live in British- India y_:.Not 
the right to enter,. no. 
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Sir H ari Singh Gour.] The. right '.of : of their colour, caste; des~e~t;· ~t reliooion 
residence. from holding certain offices or f~m 

following certain trades. or professions. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. Bnt India has not got the right of 

15,f\50. No ; holding public office, pur· ." reta]~a~ing against the offe:t;td_ing 
suing a profession, trade or calling Y-It J?o~umon to that extent. by prescn~mg 
ic; all set out in the memorandum and in s1mll~rly ~hat a.s th~ Indians su.ffer trom 
the Government of India Act too. It is . ce~am. d1squa.lifi.cabons, ~ay, m South_ 
SPction 96 of the Government of India Af:u~a or Kenya, the Nationals of s_outh 
Act. Afr1ca or Kenya, whether res1dent 

in India or not, or rather whether 
domiciled or resident· in India, shall also 
. suffer from the same disqualification 9--: 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

15..551. Has this practice been ob-
8<'rvcd when they were mere depend
encies or more colonies of Great Britain f 
-I do not know ; I could not say off

.. hand. 

I am very ·well aware that India feels: 
great grievance upon these points, and· 
;without saying anything indiscreet, from 
time to time I sympathise with them . 

15,554. And would you not help India 
15,552. Is it not a fact that the by . strengthening her , hanful · and· by 

1·estriction to the right of entry was for giving her full ric;ht of reciprocity to 
the first time recognised and enunciated which she is entitled Y-We have come to 
in the Imperial Conference, that it is the view that the way to draw a distinc
the right of the Dominions, l.ncluding tion · is to give power to withhold', the 
Jndia, to control its own population by right of entry ; that is our view. We 
restricting the right of entry Y-I do not evidently think that some distinction.. 
know whether that is so or not. In any ought to be drawn, and so far we have 
caRe, it has been the practice in India taken the view that that is the wisest 
for a long time. way to do it. 

15,553. The position to which we are Chairman..] I propose to. adjourn now 
relegated is this. In a place in South till · half-past 10 to-morrow morning, 
Africa, or, let us say, Kenya, Indians, when, according to our arrangem~nts;· 
although they have been resident there the Secretary of State will continue to 
nnd have been resident for three or four give evidence upon Commercial Di&:· 
generations, may be debarred by reason crimination. 

(The Witnesses are directed to withdraw~) 
Ordered, That the Committee be adjourned to to-morrow, io.so ·o'clock. 

7th . November 1933. 
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· The · follcrwing Indian Delegates were also present :-:

INDIAN Sr.An;s REPRESENTATIVES. 

Sir Akbar Hydari. · · 
Sir Manu1>hai ;N. Mehta. 

. ·BRITISH 

His Highness. the Aga Khan. 
Dr B. R. Ambedka.r. · , 
Sir Hubert Carr. . 
Mr. A. H. Ghuznavi. 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 
Sir Hari. Singh Gour. 
Yr. M. R. Jayaker. 

Mr. Y. · Thombare. 

INDIAN REP.RESENTATIVES. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
Sir Abdur Rahim. 
Sir Phiroze Sethna. 
Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Kh3.il. 
Sardar Buta Singh. 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 

·The MARQUESS o:rr LINLITHGOW in the Chair. 

. . 
The Right Hon. Sir SAMUEL HoAnE7 Bt., G.B.E., · C.M.G., M.P., Sir MALCOLX 

.·. . fun,EY, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir FninLATER ST.EW.AR'l', K.C.B., K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I.f ~e further examined ~:::; follows :- . . 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. with a view to early considerution .• , I. 
15,5_55. ~esterd~y, my 'Lord, I drew the wish to ask the Secretary of State whether 

a.ttenti?n of the Secretary of St~te to a effect has been given to this Re:;olution, 
resolution of . the Imperial Conference. paragraph 4 of the Conference of 1918, 
The resolution is No. XXII of the Im- placing India vis-a-vis the other Domi
perial War Conference, 1917, and it was nions of the British Commonwealth, in
implemented· by resolution No. XXI of eluding the United Kingdom, in· the S&l!lt 

the Imperial War Conference of 1918 in position as the United Kingdom 1-tands t, 
which the following words occur . '' The India ; in other words to establish a com
Imperial War Conference" (it is dated plete ·right of reciprocity · betwt~en India 
24th JuJy,·1918, on page 195 of the Pro- and the other units of the British Com-· 
c~di?gs of the Conference) •• is of the . rnonwealth '/-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) The 
opm1on that effect. should now l·e given position is, as. Sir _Hari Singh Guur 
to the p~ciple of reciprocity approvf'd shows. n- is the position we were di:i
hy Resolution- XXII of the Imperial War cussing yesterday. As to what the otl:~r 
Conference, 1917. In pursuance of that Governments have done other than the 
Resolution, it is agreed that : It is an Government of India, I do not know. 
inherent. function of the Governments. of - 15,556. The position that we cliscussed 
the several Communities ·of the Hritbh yesterday amounted to this, th-'lt while 
·Commonwealth, ·including India that the other ISClf-governing Dominions of the 
each should enjoy complet-e cont;ol of British Commonwealth have made lawa 
the composition of its own ponnlation bv placing a restriction upon the proft-',3-. 
means of restriction on immig;aiion fron1 sions and . occupations of Indians dowi
a.ny of the other communities." Tl-.en ciled in those Dominions, under your 
follow certain rul~ regarding the visit Cl.f scheme of the White Paper India -.vill not 
Tisitors for temporary purposes. 'l.'hen I have the corresponding and correlative. 
iraw the attention of the Secretary of right of placing the same restrictions. 
State to the last paragraph, paragraph npon the Nationals of those Dominions f 
~: "The Conference recommends the -Thatis so, under our proposals, but, a.~ 
other questions covered by the memoran.Ja Sir Hari Singh Gour will remember, I.Jid· 
presented this year. and last ·year to the emphasise the importan~e of the right of, 
Conference by the . representatives c,f refusing the power of entry. '. 
India in so far as not dealt .with in the 15,557. The Secretary of State knows' 
foregoing paragraphs of. this Jt~solution that the refusal of the right of entry waa· 
to the various Governments .. eoncernP.il conceded to India as· far back rur 1917.• 
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I have drawn the attention of tl1e Secre· 
tary of State to the Resolution and· the 
White Paper makes no improvement 
upon the status of India as defined by 
the War Conference of 1917 Y-I gave the 
reasons ye5terday, and I really ha-.;-e 
nothing to add to what I then sattl. That 
does not in the least imply that I w:n 
not conscious of the fact that there is a 
very deep feeling in India upon this 
question, and, when the Committee come 
to consider this question in detail th~y 
must not ignore the depth of this feeling, 
for which in my view there is a good deal 
of justification. 

Marquess of Reading. 

15,558. May I say one word, Secretary 
of State f It is quite clear, is it not, 
that what you are doing here is merely 
reproducing what is already in Section 96 
of the Government of India Act and is 
actually in force at this moment. I mean 
the particular first part of your memo
randum !-Generally speaking, that is c;o. 
As I said yesterday, it is a continuation 
not only of the Act of 1919, but the un
broken policy of more than a century. 

· Sir Hori Singh Gour. 

1G,559. That unbroken poliry of h cen
tury has been departed from by the 
Dominions in consequence of tl1e exaltecl 
status which they now enjoy under the 
Statute of West minster and under the 
rights conferred upon them by several Im
perial Conferenees. Therefore, while they 
have improved their position, India re
mains exactly in · the same position as it 
was a century ago Y-I should .~ike to see 
them conform their practice to India 
rather than to ·see India conformir1g her 
practice with one of the Dominions. • 

15,560. That is just the point I wa:> 
coming to. By stereotyping the rights 
and privileges of the Dominion subjects 
in British India by an Act of Parlia
ment you deprive India of the right which 
sh(' possesses of enforcing the princi~le 
of reciprocity in the future· Impenal 
C<mferences on the strict basis of 
equality !-That is Sir Hari Singh Gom:•s 
comment upon the proposal. :My com
ment I made vesterday, and I really ha"t"e 
nothing to add· to what I said yesterday. 

15,561. The Secretary of State has 
mentioned in sub-clause (ii) of paragraph 

1. ?f his Memorandum in which the a~ 
ClSlon of the Round ·Table Co:D.fc1·ence is 
q_uoted their recommendation .tht · tte : 
nghts of British commercial communities · . 
should be regulated on a reciprocal basis_ 1 . 
-Yes. -~ 

15,562. Is that complete reciprocity W! 
between the United Kingdom and bdia! 
-As near as we can make it. 

1~,~63. Fo: . example, the aubjf:ct of 
d!>nucile--Bntish subjects possess c-ertain 
nghts because they are domiciled 
Nationals of the country, and Leeause 
your Constitution is not a codified Con
stitution but is a fluid unwritten Con
stitution Indians are excluded at tlle 
present moment from several Services as, · 
for example, the Office~' Training Corps, 
and employment even 'Ul India in the 
Cypher Bureau. Do you think tM.t the 
proposal you have in view would in anv. 
way bring about that reciprocity to 
which you have referred in the para
graph I have quoted Y-Yes, I think St>. 

The reciprocity, as Sir Hari Singh Gour 
will remember, is restricted to · tertain 
definite subjects : Taxation, travel anti 
residence, holding· pro~erty, and ~o on. 

15,564. Then do I take it that in other 
matters the White Paper proposal~ giYe 
India the freedom to legislate in her own 
interests !-Outside the field of trade 
does Sir Hari Singh Gour mean ! 

15,565. Yes !-Yes. ,subject to the 
various provisions · in the White Paper 
that is so. 

15,566. Unfortunately those various 
provisions of the White Paper cut down 
the power of legislation to one · word. 
The Governor-General in his discretion 
may overrule the Legislature Y-In the 
field of his special responsibilities. · 

. . , . 

15,567. Yes ; that is exhaustive. of the 
rights which the Governor-General in his 
di..c::cretion mav exercise and which means 
the control of the Secretary of State and 
of the British Cabinet !-The ultimate 
cor.trol. But Sir Hari Singh Gour. will 
remember that there is no bar, speaking 
generally, upon the power to legislate. 
with one . or two detailed exceptions, in 
the White Paper. The Governor-General 
only intervenes where one of the special 
responsibilities is actually seen to be in 
dar.gBr. It may be in actual practice 
his intervention will be very rare. 



15,568. But the Secretary of State 
recognises that it is· the ultimate control 
that ·eounts· 7-No ; · I do not think I 
would ever give an answer Yes or No to 
a- very general question of that kind. 

"15 . .569. There is some little misappre
hension. I am quite sure that the drafts
man ·never intended· it, but it is there. 
I· drew the attention ·of Sir Malcolm
Hailey yesterday, and I wish to draw the 
Secretary of State's attention to-day to 

entry also includes the right to exclud~ 
those people and also to deport them. 
It is not necessary in my judgment in 
that case. T~ere is the right to restrict_ 
~ntry which really means to excludt
those people. It may also be implica- · 
tion go further !~But this point here h~ 
a rather different point. This deals with 
special cases, say, of a criminal, whereas 
th<> other right of exclusion would be of 
~ more general character. 

15,573. My point was, Secretary of 
State, that the bigger right includes the 

. thi-, : In paragraph 3, sub-clause (ii), 
C.'ause (a), ~t is stated· that it is " to 
p1·ovide that no laws restricting the 
right of entry into British India shall 
apply to British subjects domiciled in the 
United Kingdom, subject to the right of 
authorities empowered by any legislation 
to exclude or remove undesirable persons 
to exercise that power in respect of an 
individual, notwithstanding the fact that 
he is domiciled in. the United Kingdom.'.'' 

· smaller 7-That is a drafting point. 

I understand this clause to mean that 
the- right of exclusion and removal of an 
undesirable person i~ a right inherent in 
the Indian Government, in the exercise 
of which Colonial and other British .sub
je<·ts might be excluded, and this was in
tended to emphasise that persons domi
ciled in the--United Kingdom are no ex
crption to the gene~al rule Y-That is 
so. 

15,570. But I beg to submit that that 
might . be made clearer than it. is in 
this paragraph !-1 see Sir Hari Singh 
Gour's point ; at least, I think I see it ; 
he will correct me if I am wrong. . This 
paragraph says that an undesir~ble 
British subject domiciled in the U:~nted 
Kino-dom can be excluded. He Wishes 
to bow whether this power . of exclu
sion alsO. covers the right to exclude an 
undesirable British subject domiciled in 
the Colonies or the Dominions: That is 
so. It is meant to make both ex~lusions 
possible .. 

.15 571. I . therefore submit. that an 
independent. clause might be i~serted 
giving the Goyemment of India the 
riO'ht of exclusion of all persons whether 
~mbers of the British Commonwealth 
or not !-We can make it clear in the 
draft. 
· Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Thank you. 

Mr. N. JJf. Joshi .• 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

15,57 4. I think my friends behind me 
have not really appreciated the point I 
was making. They seem to suggest that 
the right of prohibition of entry postu
lates and carries with it the right of re
moval. That is not so, because if a per
son has unlawfully entered, then he has 
not. entered at all under the Act; and 
he is therefore removed, but the ri~ht of 
removal and exclusion contemplated by 
this Clause deals with persons who we're 
resident in India and may even be domi
ciled in India, but have proved them
selves to be undesirable persons, which 
gives the Government the right of r&
moval and exclusion !-Yes ; that is so. 

15,575. The two points, therefore, are 
quite distinct !-Yes, you are quite 
right. 

. 15 572. In the case of a British snbject 
born' in the Colonies, the right t_o restrict 

15,576. I have not yet been able to 
understand, Secretary of State, the real 
clear import of sub-clause (iv) of para
graph 3, which deals with the case of a 
CC;mpanv incorporated in India where the 
British· subjects domiciled in the United 
J}iDgdom are deemed to be domi~iled 
and resident when they are ne1ther 
domiciled nor · resident in British India, 
and the effect of which in pl~in words 
would be this : No law passed . by t~e 
Indian Legislature imposing any restnc
tion in respect of domicile, residence, 
etc., upon British subjects domici!ed in 
the United KinO"dom shall be of any 
effect. That is o the meaning- in plai11 
language of this Clause. Is it not so !
No· not at all. The meaning of the 
Cla~se is the meaning that Sir Malcolm 
Hailey and I explained in answer to a 
question of Lord Reading's yesterday . 
This Clause deals with the setting up of 
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ec·mpanies in India. The Indian Legis
lature can make conditions, but if those 
c:onditions affect domicile, residence, dur
ation of residence, and so on, a United 
Kingdom Company incorporated in India 
would for that purpose count as an 
Indian Company. 

15,577. That is the point I am ma.king, 
n&mely, that a person domiciled in the 
United Kingdom shall, notwithstanding 
~tn Indian Law to the effect that he shall 
be domiciled in India, be deemed to be 
1lomicilcd in India for the purpose of 
this Clause. That is the meaning 7-
y es ; that is so. 

15,578. That is e:Jiiil.ctly what I was 
driving at. In other words, you have 
f•n larged the meaning of the word 
" d0mieiled " and carried its import to 
the extent that persons who are not 
domiciled in India will be deemed to be 
domiciled in India for the purpose of 
this Clause !-I eould not accept that 
c~ornment, great lawyer as Sir Hari 
Singh Gour is. This Clause deals with 
c~ompanics of shareholders-the quali
fying of shareholders, etc. 

Marquess of Reading. 

15,579. It simply means to comply with 
the conditions imposed by the law in re
gard to these various matters. That is 
the intention of this paragraph !-Yes. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] This Clause does 
111ean this, Secretary of State, that to 
persons who have never been domiciled 
or resided, and never have had the 
language, the race, religion, or descent 
of an Indian, you are extending to every 
resident in the United Kingdom the bene
fits as if they had been domiciled, or 
resided, or had the language, the race, 
the religion, descent, etc., of an Indian. 

Sir Hari Sin~qh Gour. 
- 15,580. Y.es ?-For the restricted pur
pose of · this Clause. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Yes .. 
Ur. M. R. Jayaker.] That is so. 

People who have never been out to 
India, even for a month, under this ex
tPnded provision will get all the benefits 
aa if they had resided, been domiciled, 
Pte., as in this c!ause provided. 

Sir. Hubert Carr.] Provided the Com
pf.ny is incorporated in India. Is not 
that so' 

·.Marquess of Reading.] It is only-· ill 
reference to the conditions imposed : on· 
the company. It does not· go any fur
ther than that. 

Mr. ·JI. R .. Jayaker. 

of 15this~S1. I am speaking for the purpose 
. clause ; for the limited purpose 

of . this clause you are giving to every 
resident of the United Kingdom all the 
bene.fi~s as if he had resided, had been 
d"~nnclled, etc., in India T-1\Ir. Jayaker 
will. remember, however, that the ran.,.e 
of benefits is a strictly limited range."' 

15,582. ! es Y-:-~or the purposes of 
~at restneted limited range, his answer 
~s correct, but his questions seemed to 
ID1ply. a much more extensive range 
than Is really the ease under this ·clause; 

15,583. No. I said for the limited 
range of this clause ?-Yes. 

Sir Hari. Sinak Gour. 

· ~5,584. · Even for the limited range of 
this clause, is there any British law in 

· India. which gives to Indian subjects the 
same right here at the present moment ! 
-I could not say off-hand. I know verY 
little about the law on that matter. · 

15,585. If there were. no law on the 
subject, this clause would not be justi
fiable ?-Whether there is such a law or 
not I do not know, but supposing we 
did anything to the contrary, then, under 
the reciprocity arrangement we sh')uld 
lose this advantage~ · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] Yes ; that is 
so. 

1\Ir. J!. R. J a_yaker. 

15.586. May I ask a question on that 
point ?-You remember, Secretary of 
State, only about three or four months 
ago there were certain Sl'hnlarships given 
here by a public man (I do not want to 
mention names) and it was expressly 
stated that they were only' open to per
sons who were domiciled in the· United 
Kingdom. Would you apnly a principl.e 
like this, that all those who were domi
ciled in India would be, for the purpose 
·of obtaining those scholarships, regarded 
·a~ if thev wPre domiciled in the United 
Kingdom' !-Surely the ·~ase that Mr. 
J avaker is putting (I do not know about 

. jt inyself) I would imagine is not the art 
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of a goverli.ment ; it is the act of a private 
individual. 

15,587. I am merely mentioninoo the 
principle Y-This clause deals. with the 
&<!t of government. 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] Could we 
hear Mr. Jayaker's question! I nussed 
the opening words. 

Mr. M. B. Jayaker. 
15,588. I read in the papers about 

three or four months ago of scholarships 
being given by a public man with the 
express condition that they were to be 
obtained_ by people who were domiciled 
residents of the United Kingdom. I 
know it is the case of a private scholar
ship. Therefore, the instance is not 
quite in point. But I am explaining 
the principle of this clause : supposing 
an Act were passed in the Imperial 
Legislature here, in the House of 
Commons,. which said that certain bene· 
fits, either of ·scholarship or educational, 
were only open to residents domiciled in 
the United Kingdom f-Mr. Jayaker, 
this clause, really, so far as I can judge, 
does not deal with an issue of that kind 
at all ; this clause deals only with com
panies. 

Mr. M. B. Ja~aker.l Yes, I am 'speak
ing of companies. 
· Sir ·Joseph Nall.] May I ask this·: Is 
not it the fact that this is exactly copy
ing the procedure iri English law 7 Th~re 
is no discrimination against any English 
company if there is any Indian asso.:. 
ciated in it or with it. 

Mr. M. B. Jayakef".] I am not aware 
of that. The question wa:s ·asked by Sir 
Hari Singh Gour, and the Secref:\ry of 
State very .properly replied that be could 
not answer the question offhand. That 
is why I am not pursuing it further. 

Marquess of ·Beading.] I will answer 
that question and say that there is not 
in our Company -Law any such restric
_tion. That is the question I understood 
Sir Joseph Nail to put. 

Sir-Hari· Singh Gour. · 

15,589. My last ·question to the ·secre-
tary of - State is regarding the coastal 

:shipping: By ·this· clause you have pre
vented the Indian· Government from re
serving the coastal· shipping 'to Indian 
eompanies domiciled in India, and_ it is 

with reference to that that this clanre 
that "we have been· discussing becomes 
ver"? germane, namely, sub-clause ( 4) of 
mam Clause (3) f-Yes. It is really ruh
clause (8), is it not f 

15,590. Yes. The net result of thiS 
would _be that the Government of India 
will never be able to do what the Aus
tralian Government have done, namely, 
reserve the coastal traffic to the nationals 
of Australia 7-I speak with hesitation 
about what any Dominion does, 'But my 
impression is that that is not the case 
with Australia. 

Sir PhirGJe Sethna. 
15,591. Sir Samuel Hoare, yeSterday 

you mentioned to the Committee the 
recoll1.JD.endations made by the External 
Capital Committee, otherwise known as 
the i Blackett Committee ?-Yes. 

15,592-3. It not there a further rec~ru
mendation in that Committee's Report, 
or has not the Government of Ind. a 
been enforcing a further conditio!', 
namely, that in the case of new com
panies to be started in India whith 
desire to avail themselves of any con
eessions offered by· the Government, a 
certain proportion of the capital should 
be offered to Indians, in the first in
stance f I quote two · instances. In the 
Iridian Radio-Telegraph Company the 
Government of India stipulated that 
60 per · cent. of the shares should be 
held by Indians. Similarly, in regard to 
the Civil Aviation Companies that have 
been formed, it is also laid down that 
more than 50 per cent. of the shares 
should be held by Indians. Are you 
aware of that f . 

Marques...- of Beading.] May I ask you, 
Sir PtJroze, . when you say, "held by 
Indians," do you mean native-born 
lndia.us or persons domiciled in India 7 

Sir Phiroze Sethna.] It is said gener.
ally. I could not tell you, my Lord, 
whether it is meant domiciled in India 
or otherwise. 

Witness.] I could not say offhand 
whether the details are as Sir Phirozc 
states or not. My memory is · that 
the condition was that the shares should 
be offered . t() Indians. 

15.594. In the first instance 7-In the 
first · instance. 
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15,59?. Questions were put to you yes· 
ter~ay m regard to shares in such com
pames, w_h~ther. they should be held by 
thoso reSidmg m India. I do not re
member your answer, but is not it a 
condition laid down in the Reserve Bank 
Act that shares ~n tliat. Bank will only 
he allotted to residents m India t-Heie 
again it is very difficult without re
ferring to the Report of the Committee 
to give a specific answer. My memozy 
~oes .to "Show that that is so. I should 
bke to confirm the actual wordin.Qof 
the recommendation. o 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

15,596. Under the operation of ClauEe 
4, as you have worded :lt here, residents 
in the United Kingdom who have never 
resided in India would be entitled to that 
provision Y-If that is so, I think it 
v.·ould be a case for rather more ri!rld 
drafting and ensuring the R~rve B;nk 
~onditions. Moreover, Mr. Jayaker will 
remember that as the Reserve Bank Bill 
"·ill be passed before the Constitution 
eomes into operation, any conditions laid 
down in the Reserve Bank Bill will be 
~afeguarded. 

15,597. The point I was making to you, 
Secretary of State, was this, that the 
wording of Clause 4 has been made so 
inclusive that it would be difficult to 
draft a condition which is intended only 
to cover native-born Indians except by 
putting in the words " native-born 
Indians." It would be difficult to in
elude them by any conditions based upon 
clomicile or residence because you have 
go~ in this clause nearly every test by 
which a native-born Indian must be dis
tinguished from residents of the United 
Kingdom !-If that is so, it is a ease for 
:more careful and comprehensive drafting 
in the next stage of our discussions. 

Mr. Zafrulla K7~an. 

Clause 4 of your Memorandum. could be 
regarded as a· domiciled I di . 
I d. - . n an or an 
n Ian . resident in India would h • be 

able to. a.cquire that block' of share:,_ 
The safeguard Mr. Zafrulla Khan ul. d 
b th t . ' , wo e a 1n .that cas~ the Board could re-
fuse to regJ.Ster the transfer of the shareS 
under the Act. 

' .. \ .~ 

-.. ~ ~~~ ~ .. 
Sir Plliroze Setllt.;,, _ ,. 

15,599. What reason would they . ad
vane? . for sueht refusal !-I imagine the 
conditions under which the Bank would 
be set up. I imagine (I am now usi:Dg 
the phrase in1

• a gen~ral way) it would 
r~al!Y be outside thetr a.rtieles of asso
Ciation. · '. ~ . , ~j 

Marquess of Beading. 

. 15,600. If the Reserve Bank Act, when 
1t comes from the Legislature, contains 
any such clause, it would necessitate 
would it not, some provision ,which would 
meet .the exception whieh you hav.e put 
here m par~toooraph 4 !-It is a question 

-t.hen of drafting so as to meet that ·par-
ticular clause !-It might well be so. If 
it is not met .in another way, we might 
have to meet 1t here. ·. 

Lord llankeillour. · 
. ;_):j (· , ,...,: !-i~f· 

15,601 •. Will thfJ Reserve Bank .. be . an 
incorporated company withm the mean
ing of these words f-That is a lawyer'il 
question, I am afraid. . 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] If it is a share
holders' Bank it will be an incorporated 
company. 

:Marquess of Reading.] It must be. 
• • • 

Witness.] It will ·be· an incorporated 
company under special conditions. 

· Sir Har' Singh Gour. 
15,602. Incorporated under the 'pre

visions of that special AeU-Ye..;;. 

.. ·Mr. M. B. Jayaker. 

15,603. But it is incorporated in India ; 
those are the· words in Clause 4 !-Yes. 

Sir Phiroze Sethna. 

15,598. Secretary of State, with refer
ence to the second consideration that you 
l:tavA put forward, as regards the Reserve 
Bank Bill, that the Bill will · have be
eome a Statute before the new Constitu .. 
tion comes into force, supposing after 
the coming into force ... of the new Con
stitution a block of shares in the ·Reserve 
Bank . were . sought to be aequired. by 
somebody who under your definition in 

15,604. Mr.· Secretary of State, you 
have headed sub-paragraph (8) : ".A. 
Special Provision for Ships · and Ship
ping."' Is not this quite new f/·'W'as this 

LlO!IRO 
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~discussed. at any one of the three pre- merce to specify not only individual~ 
vious Round Table Conferences !-I can- _-and companies but also ships, where it 

'not remember whether we discussed it. js intended to give rights in regard· to 
:1 certainly · remember the question of matters of ship'aing and navigation.'' 
·shipping came up now and then. It is _ This, surely, Secretary of State, is not 
- in.2 1t.he 'Vhite Paper. This is merely a ·a treaty between two separate entitie::~; 
·comment upon what is in the White but this is more a matter of the Consti-
I>ap.~r. There · is nothing new het·e as tution in th-e making. Would you i_till 
compared with the White Paper. · in.5ist upon this clause 7-We certai,nly 

15,~05. Was it ever .intended in ;my insi~t upon the clause, and Sir 
discussions at the thrE"~ Round Table Phitoze's point about its not being ·a 
Conf.~rences, or is there anything to t\inty is not quite accurate. · The ob
sho"' .. in the White Paper, that ships. · jed of this reference is to show tjlat 

· registered in the British register can in · legal . documents, for instan~e, 
·also be registered in the Indian register treaties, you would have to make this dis-
· on terms of equality, as is proposed '/- tinction between ships and persons an1l 
The Clause is 123 in the Wh-ite Paper : companies. 
" Provi,sion will be made on the ::.;ame 15,612. You just now replied to l\Ir. 
Iinc~(for equal treatment on a re<~iprocal Joshi that your suggestion is on ·the 
basis of ships registered re.:~pcctivc·ly in ba~is of reciprocity 7-Yes. 
British India and the United Ki~.1g- 15,613. Would you regard reciprocity 

.dom." ·between such diverse interests · as · 
~~ _15,606.tF.e. do not remember having British shipping ·and Indian; shippi~ 
~d1sC1~ssed ·· this at any of the Round . as the diffP.rence between a giant and 
:?-'ahle ,Confer:nc~s. I do n.ot k~ow how ·a dwal'f 7 'Vould you regard that as 
.J.t has crept m m the White I aper _!- a fair means 7 The difference between 
"..I d.o . remember disc~ssions. I do not . India\1 ::;hipping and Briti..;lt shipping is 
::r~member how detailed they were.· s,, ·very vast that the British shipp4tg 
~ 3.5,607. Will not this mean that India h-as Herything to gain and nothing to 
·will be deprived of the advantage o~ a giye ?-I would not say that at. all. 
separate Indian register, such a~ is I would say that if Sir Phjroz.e, with 

:.maintained by other countries, in order · hiq business u.:perience, would look at 
.. to·· di,stinguish its Mercantile :Marine the rrofit and loss acco1mt of British 
from the Mercantile Marine of other ~hipping companies within recent ye~rs, 
countries Y~No,.. that is not Sl), Sir ·he would find that that is nry far from 

_ J>hiroze. _ th€' case. 
15,608. Why not,. Mr. Secretarjr ~f 15,Ci14. That may be so within recent 

~tate 7-I do not know .why. not, but It ·years, but it has not been so in the past, 
1~ n?t so, anyhow. I t~~ 1t would be . as yon cannot but admit, These ship
an .. unnecessary re£tr1ct10n upo:q the ping companies have all paid dividep.ds 
lnd1an Governinent. · and very large dividends. It i::; only (In 

- Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

.. J$,609: Can ~hlps register~d in India 
ha:ve any kind of preference over ships 
1·egist~red in the United Kingdom _7-
No,.-, 
· .15,610. Sir Phiroze Sethna 's question 

: i~ ! ~ Why· should people register th~ir 
·ships -in India 7-It is a part of the 
·general reciprocal arrangeznent---th~ 
SlUile treatment for both. . · 

· '"" ~ir Phiroze Sethna, 

~ ,)p;611. The second s~ntence of t}lat 
~ sull-r•axagraph reads : " It is usual in 
all' !reat!es relating to matters of c~ni-

• 

acconut of the world depression at 
presE'I•t that British shipping, !ike 
other shipping, is not doing as ~ell. 
It would simply. amount to this, that 
the all-powerful British shipping ~vill 
continue to crush Indian shipping a!i it 
ha::! n('~ne in the past 7-I should demur 
to evf!ry part of this statement. 

.15~615. Has not that been our ex
. perience in the pa.St !-I should saY.. it 
~had not. 

. 15,616. Are you aware, M:r. SecretaTJ 
o:f State, that between 1860 and 1925 · ns 

-many ·as 120 Indian shipping compal}ies 
. Wf!re formed wit~ a capital of about 46 
. erores o.f rupees, which in s~e:rling 
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amounts to more than 30 millions, and example, I _take it tlui.t you would ad"" 
that of those only a very few remain, v:mcc the theory that Indians, if they 
and all because of · competition 7=---:-I wanted to do •so, could oorri.e here , fU.iJ 
should very much doubt if it was all . start in the . coastal trade, aud there ;3 
be<~ausc of the competition of parti.:. uo objeetion· to the sanie.f-Yes._ .· ~ 
culnr British Companies. · 

15,617. ·If you would like proof of . 15,619· l suppose you are awa1·e w}la~· 
that I will quote from an English autho- ~ the .per~ent&ge of foreign shippibg 
rit~·, namely, the Chairman of the mterested m the coastal trade of thiS 
Madras Chamber of Commerce, who in country f-No. . ·r 'lH~ 
his evidence before the Royal Commis- Sir Phiroze Sethoo.] Not more '~~ 
sion E'aid as follows-the gentleman 2 per cent., and that in spite of such 
whose opinion I am quoting is the Hon. s~rong and well developed Ol'ga:J#a
V. G. Lynn, Chairman. of the Chamber twns as the Dutch and the Germaril3 
of Commerce of Madras : '' It is not havE' ; so ..it is next to impossible. fer 
geuerally known what is the nature- <1f ~ndia to compete mth British shippjng 
the combination, agreement, or under- mterests unless they are affordt>d ·some 
standing between the steamship lmes privileges. Lord Irw~ Will corrccf'ine 
serving Indian ports, but an agreement if I am wrong, but I think even hft :rn.en
or understanding of some sort undoubt- tioned during his Viceroy~lty iu rn:_a}a 
edly does exist between the British (I belil'!ve at Cawnpore) that it was 
India Steam NaviO'ation Company aud _ difficult in modern days of competition 
the Asiatic Ste~mship NavigatJo~ for Indian _shipping to .conti~ue with
Company to maintain freights and c,ut State .a:td, and I think Srr .:A.us_tcu 
paseenger rates and to create a mo)lo- C~~mberlam made. the obsen-at10n !!U't 
poly for themselves in the Indo-inter- mgh~ that th~r~ ~ no . t.rade . -~~·lCh 
coastal, Indo-Ceylon and Indo-Burman reqmres subsidi~atl?n or· IS. subsldtzed 
trades.'' He stated further : '' From more than is shippmg. 
~ime to time ~fforts have ~~en m~de by Sir ·Austen Chamb~riain.] I did no~ 
~dep~·ndent lines to participate m the say " whicp requires." Do n<'t let 
Indo-mtercoastal, Indo-Ceylon · a-';1-d me~ be represented as an advocate ·of 
Indo-Rurman trades, but the actiye that system. 
comrdition of the B. I. s. N. Co. and . . . ' . . ... 1' 

the t:1eit support of the Asiatic Coin- Sir Phwoze. S~thna.] You may .no~ ~ 
-pany has invariably resulted :in .. the an ~dvocate, Sll' Austen, but ·J'Q~ Ie-
opposing steamers and lines being cogmze the fact. . 
withdrawn after a short time.'' ·Sir Sir Austen Chamberlain. I · I recognize 
Hubert Carr says that the B. I. must the fact. 
be very effici~nt. I. would like~ to Sir Phiroze Sethna.] That iS all I 
pursue that pomt. Dul ·not the B. I. wanted. 
attain th_e _success t~at it ~id because_ of Witness.] But before we pass~ fro~ 
the subsidies that 1t r~cen:~d from the I will not aay questions, l>e~au.-;e I think 
Government, or otherwise 1t would _not really 8ir Phiroze has been express_i~g 
haYe started Y-I really ~ould _n~t a view, a view with which on t}1e wqole 
af:!swer Yes or No to a q_nestwn of ~h1s I do nut agree, I would ask; him to ~on
kind. These . are detailed questions sider the implications of his argument, 
co~nected w1t~ the p~st of a ~ot of namely, that there ·should be. discriini
private comp~ll1E'S. _It. IS ve~ difficult nation . against British trade. That 
for me t-o go m detail mt.o the1r rcc~r~s implication means the complete con
over a 

1 
numbe: of years. I should s.till tradiction of the general agreement that 

~n.y,_ w.wther 1~ be so or. n~t-and I hJ?l we have had in the past, namely, t}lat 
~ndmed to thmk that It 1S not so-1t there should not be commercial dis~ri-
Is ~et.:es~ary to have an agreement ?f mination. . 
rempro<>Ity between ooovernments m - · · , . · 
question of this kind. "' · 15,620. Not generally ~pea.nng, hut. 
· 15 618 11 • · • 1 • · · in S(lme cases such as thiS, _would you 
.• , . . J)fy pv~nt IS that tne recipro- . t ·ommend it !-No. . __ . _ 

City IS not possible between the. very no rec - . l 
strong and powerfu_l_ British sb·ipping in-, ~5,6.~1. That would mean· that Iuch:1~· 
terests and Ind1a11 ~terests. For sh1ppmg would never advance bey~!lw 

L109RO . . :x2 -: 
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wb.nt it is to-day f-1 should not agree to the wall in large numbers all over the 
with that comment either. world in recent years. 
~~"'15,622/Youoi(re aware that th~ nuvi- 15,630. I kno~ that, but the reasons all 
gational laws· of this country prevented over the world are different from the 
goods from being · brought ihto this reasons which prevail in India. ·Tha~ 
country ijn Indian bottoms, r SO · that is what I want "to bring out. In the Im
thtite wns discrimination ugainst Ind:ian perial Conference. of 1926, it ·was laid 
interests in this matter· years ago f-1 down that there would no longer be any 
Sll!>pose in · theory tht-re "as l::iuch Jis- doubt as to the full and com,plete power 
erimination in the seventeenth century, of any Dominion Parliament to enact 
but ·how far that ha.s auy beo.ring upon legislation in respect of merchant ship
ou.~t.pre:;ent discussions I fail to Sfle. ping, nor would Dominion laws be liable 
.,.1;'),.623. You say that becalSE: t)lat to be held inoperative on the ground of 
w~~ in. the 17th century it dot:s not repugnancy to laws published by the Par
apply· to-day .. Is that your ar.swer _f-.. liament of the United Kingdom. In 
L should have said that it had no bear- spite of that you are imposing this hard 
iog; ~t all .upon our present dtscucsiqn:;. condition on India and I am requesting 

15,624. But ac~ording to JOU1 Sir the Committee to consider whether they 
Sft:muel, it • has a bearing bec.u .. ~e in will, in the case of Indian shipping, 
Rnswer to M:t.-' Morgan Jonf's yesterday, extend to them some privileges as have 
you · sai1l that you are recommt:ndi~g been frequently asked for 7-As Sir 
this -process of reciprocity ou accoant · Phiroze Sethna is quoting these instances 
or the nature of the partnel.'ship that ;from the deliberations of Imperial War 
l;:ts existed ·between Eng laud aud In:.dia Conferences, he should also quote at the 
for decades or centuries ?-But does Sir same time Part IV of the British 
Plliroz~ Se~hna . really mean to im_pl~ Commonwealth Merchant Shipping 
that ·'India·· has ~ grievance because in Agreement, 1929, and particularly 
the 17th ·c~ntury . we had a discrimina- Article 10 ; " Each Part of the British 
tion "J' There · was not a single Indian Commonwealth agrees to grant access 
ship SJliling !n European waters then. to its ports to all ships registered in the 

·15)>25 .. yes, the~e was.. There was :British Commonwealth on equal terms, 
tha:famons--~ase of the steamship '' Corn- a.nd nnde~kes that n~. laws. or regula
wallls.~' Y-There.-.could not· have been a t~ons _!elatmg t? sea-gomg ships, at any 
st~tUl'lcr in the 17tll century. trme m force m that .part, s?all app!y 

• , . . . . more favourably to ships regiStered m 
_;HJ;626;·•You '' 1 ~re pe~ectly nght J- that part, or to the ships of any f.ore~gn 

. r ~ho~ld ~~ve ~~ought thi~ was. dra~gmg country, than they apply to any ·shlppmg 

. u~ 1 hisU>ncal mstances ~ llDagmary registered in any other part of the 
gnevances at the present bme. _ . _ . Commonwealth.'' 

·~- 15,627. ·I have broug~t it out for the 
siit'ij>~e r. rea.Son . that there are certain in-. 
dustries in In:dia which will require to 
be' helped, and rr_ this is one of those,. 
otperwise · Indian shipping will' never 
advat1ce;'rtfnd it',.does require to be sup
p&ftcd f..:_But Indian shipping has ad
v:ali'ced considerably in_ recent years. 

c q~~ .. 628 .. l would not say so 7-I have 
seen many memoranda showing the 
gr~at advance , that Indian compani~s 
have made in the coastal trade. 

'15,629·. There is only one company 
wJlich . is able to live to-day, because of 
an .. __ arrangement arrived at · with its 
p6~erful rivals. Otherwise the other 
!~fPRing c~m~anies have ~I gone to the 
waJr f-Sh1ppmg companies have gone 

15,631. I am. not aware of that. Thank 
you for drawing my attention to · it '1 
But what . I have quoted shows that 
the Dominions and the. Possessions are 
given a freedom which you are denying 
to Indians. Now; · Mr. Secretary of 
State, I am not going to touch on the 
subject of the Fiscal Convention, as you 
have suggested that that will be taken 
up later, but may I read to you the 
sentence ·from Mr. Montagu's Speech 
as · follows : " After that Report ", 
namely, the Report of the 1919 Joint 
Select Committee, " by an authorita
tive Committee of both Houses and Lord 
Cu!'zon's promise in the Honse of Lords, 
it was absolutely impossible for me to
interfere with the right _which I helieye 
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w~s wisely given and which I am deter .. 
mmed to maintain, to give to the 
~ovcrnmen~ of. India the right to con. 
s1der the. mterests of India first, just 
as we, Without any complaint from any 
other parts of the Empire, and the other 
parts of the Empire without any com
pl~nt from us, have always chosen th; 
tanff arrangements which they think 
best fitted for their needs thinking of 
their own citizens first."' Of course 
Fiscal Convention and commercial dis~ 
crimination are two different things but 
?o :r;tot ~ou agree that since the dbject 
m VIew IS the s!lme, namely, the develop
ment of Indian industries the same 
principle should apply, subject' to one im
portant modification which you mentioned 
m reply i~ Mr. Morgan Jones' question. 
\V e rccogmse that in the case of British 
C~mp~nies 3;lready established and oper
atmg m India there is a moral claim for 
protection ; but can you explain why in· 
future and in the case of companies not 
operating in India at present India 
s~oul~ not have the same rights .and 
hberhes as regards internal regulation 
as Great Britain and the Dominions 7-
Sir Phi~oze has made a Second Reading 
Speech m favour of commercial dis
<~rimination. I can only reply that I do 
not agree with it. 

15,632. Do you agree with the Conven:
tion about purchase of stores as laid 
down in the Simon Commission Report f 
Yon do not propose to disturb that, do 
you 7-No. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

15,633. May I just ask your attention 
~o paragraph 3, Secretary of State 7 "It 
lS proposed that the Constitution Act 
~bould contain a general declaration that 
no British subject (Indian or otherwise) 
shall· be disabled", etc. May I suggest 
to you that for the purpose of clearness 
it would be better if you· separated the 
case of Indians in India from those who 
come into India, either the residents of 
the United Kingdom or Colonials or 
others, because the case of India stands 
on a different footing and it ·will tend 
to clearness in India if you took out the 
c!ise of Indian born Indians, like minori· 
tws and their rights, because they stand 
on a different footing ' I am therefore 
asking if you will consider the splitting 

. f. • 
up· of thi ·-·cl · · ' · ~ .. :d77 

. . s a use mto two orie. de8.Ii:D., 
With nghts of Indian· ...... ,. !;g b "' th ill ...... lli\Ot .... ~es • ecau::;e 
i er w __ cbe fun?amental rights'-like the 

r guts .. .P#i holdm~ property~ etc. and 
another .clause dealmg with the rio-ht f 
!lon-Ind1ans to whom you give ~tee~; 0 

1n . the country DJ-I ill t P lQJl J , w a tend to Mr· 
ayaker s . suggestion. I would not ~ 

to cxpr~ss an opinion one way or. the 
other Without looking into it further. '. -· 

15,634· You make · no' .. distirlctian 
throughout your Memorandum, s~m-e· 
tary of ~tate,. as . regards bodies which 
were tradmg With India at the date .(jf 
the C~nstitu!ion Act, but which were 
not resident. m India. nor' l'iad estal11i.Sn-' 
ments there. You make no distinction 
between .bodies which wer~:ltradingc!•l1t.ld 
had . res~dence and establishments · and 
those wh1c~ were merely trading but who 
hadT n? residence and n.o establishm~nts f 
-No ! ~nd .I do not thmk you can make 
any distinctiOn of that kind. wJJ- , · 

15,~35. Because I am · as1d~g .. your 
a.ttentwn to the Report 6f · th~: Secotd 
Round .. Table C~nference at page .57 of 
~he. copies supphed to us; paragraph 24. 
Th1s was the Report o:f the Committee : 
"The question of persons· and bodies· 'in 
the United Kingdom trading with India. 
~ut neither resident nor posse£Sing'estab:. 
hshments there requires J:rather diffet"e.nt 
treatment. Such persons · and bodies 
clearly do .not stand· on the . .saltle ·footing 
as those with whom this · Re·port has 
hitherto been dealing. Neverthele~s,: the 
Con_unittee were generally of opinion that, 
subJect to certain reservations,· . they 
ought tQ be freely accorded,. upon, a. basis 
of reciprocity, the right }Q. enter '.nd 
trade with India." Y oJ. r have. made, no 
such distinction between these two classes. 
in the memorandum or hi . Prop.osaJs ·1~ 
to .124 of . the . White ·• Paper '-:::M:~\ 
J ayaker's pomt, 1f I undei:stand JMtn· 
rightly, is that reciprocity ought only 
to cover,. genuine traders in. and with 
India. 
.15~636. Yes ,_I wili ldok·into th~ p6ffit 

and communicate further with .him .. aqout 
l
•t . . .. · ' '. t 

• · · • r ·, 

15,637. Although we· differed .mater.ial\1 
on many of the points the utmost. agr~e .. 
~ent that was recorded was on. this p~i!~~· 
clple;· l, t~at. tho~e .wh?. were.r .. gen~~IJ(! 
traders J.ealmg mth InduJ. who had estab• 
lished themselves had a moral ·claim 



;_.hlch · did not belong to anybody · else. 
l'bat was the' basis on which we pro
reeded :.throughout, and I think those 
Indians who agreed with the ;'Vlews went 
on this principle, that those who were in 
India already under a different system of 
government should in no way be ·· -pre
;udieed by a change of Government. 
That moral claim, I am putting it to 
you, cannot possibly apply to others who 
eome in for .the first time after the Act 
i!i. passed or who are not genuine traders 

1
with India Y-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) The 
~istinction, I think, :Mr. Jayaker, will 
apply mainly to eligibility for bounties. 
It· -was that,,.! think, which be- had in 
h!s mind. . . · . · . .- . 
: · ·15,638. No; it wiil apply· beyond thai, 
~ir·· Malcolm. For instance, if India had 
, the libe1'ty of laying down conditions: 
which you prescribe for bounties only in 
.this memorandum, in the case of all com
panies which ·come in for the first time 
-~ftel' the o Constitution Act, India will 
eertainly have a very strong leverage for 
-Indianising those companies not only in 
·respect of bounties, but in the terms of 
'incorporation ; .but do you see any justi
;tication for according to people who come 
jnto · Indi~ after the Constitution Act, or 
iwho are not genuine traders with India 
~t _ all, the same protection as those ·com
panies which, have acquired an equitable 
an:d moral claim. to be protected under the 
New Constitution Y-We only protect the 
,new Companies coming in against certain 
regulations in regard to their composi

Jion.. That is the extent of the protec-
tion. f9r new Companies coming in. The 
ground for doing so is that if you did 
not give_ them that ·precise form of pro
tection you would be to that extent pre
judicing _not companies, but British sub
jects as such. ; . 
: r:l5,639. If that is your contention~ n'!.ay 
I point out to you in paragraph- -3, sub
paragraph .(iii) : "As regards companies
which are or may hereafter he incorpor
ated in- the UPJted -Kingdom,'' you must 
necessarily _ limit that expression " incor
porated in the United King-dom" by tl1e 
residents of the United Kingdom ?-I 
think the only way which you have, _in 
po~t .of law, of_ distinguishing in this 
~~~pect . is incorpor~tion. _ . _ . 

·Marquess of Reading.] -There is no such 
thing ·as a resident company. -It -is a 

e?mpauy which is · illcorporated in ·a par.: 
bcular place, which makes it· equivalent 
to residence or domicile in the case of a 
subject. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. - . 
- 15,640. What would happen to a Com-
pany incorporated in England, but which 
was .compose~ mainly or entiri!ly of 
Coloruals commg from a country which 
did not give equality to Indians 7 It 
would fall under your definition " incor
porated in the United Kingdom ", 
although the members who formefl that 
company we1·e all Colonial or Dominion 
men 7-We have to admit that there is 
point in what Mr. J ayaker says, that as 
olir only legal basis of distinction is in
corporation that might allow Colonials 
starting a company incorporated in Great 
Britain to get the advantage of this Sec
tion, but the difficulty is that yon can 
never tell at one particular time what 
exactly is the composition of your ~hare
holders' Jist. If you laid down that the 
company must not only be incorpor11ted 
in the United Kingdom, but must consist 
of. residents of the Unitei IGngdom it
self, you would be ·dealing with a con
stantly shifting body, and it would be 
very difficult in point of law at one time 
or another to say whether your shP..re
holders were residents in the United King
dom or were Colonial to take Mr. 
.J ayaker's instance. It is a continually 
shifting list. The only test we have been 
able to find for a satisfactory discrimina
tion in point of law is incorporation, as 
Lord Reading says. 

15,641. But supposing you took the 
nature of the -company at the time of 
its incorporation. I am aware of what 
you say, and I quite agree it would be 
difficult to say that the cond~tions were 
satisfied at all stages by the same c:om
pany, but supposing you take the cnse 
of incorporation, do not ·you think it 
will· prevent many Colonials getting the 
rights of trading in India. You are 
aware how strong is the feeling against 
·Colonials trading in India coming from 
countries which do not allow the Rflme 
advantages to India. I want to ensure 
that the benefit given by this clause is 
entirely irt favour of residents · in the 
United Kingdom and not in favour of 
Colonials who wiiJ come and form a com,.. 
-pany in England_ and go and get the 
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privileges which this country is g1ven m 't t t 
1 India ¥-:-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) \Ve will . 1 wan s · 0 exc ude non-Indians t'an 

ahv~ys use the expression ·" India~ • ·born: 
look into the point, but I do not J.isguise Indians,'' and then· your-•,Clause bec6rntls; 
that it is a very difficult question. nugatory. In the case . of Leoislation . 

15,642. You could say that a propor- that i&r•:to say, a company whi~h is in~
tion of directors or shareholders must be corpora~ed b;y Legislation, only in . S!lch 
residents of the United Kingdom, just c~ses will . thiS Clause come into op'era
as you do in the case of the ·bounties. bon, and, ~n such cas~s, may I point out, 
Tltere you recognise that a certain P!O- as Y?U pomted out nghtlyin reply to a 
portion of the directors must be of a cer- preVIous question, that it is alwuyif in 
tain nationality. You can do· the same the option of the directors to accept 
here. I am only anxious to prevent tl,at shareholders' application, · so it it!'also 
this clause should be made the occasion in the hands of the shareholders to 
of Colonials getting in India trading appoint directors. Similarly agents· und 
rio'hts which they would not get other- servants· js a matter entirely ·in the 
wf.o.:e Y-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.)' It is ex- bands of the company. Therefore,· even 
ceedingly difficult, no doubt, beeause in the case of a company which is· in:-· 
there is the case of the holding company. corporated by an Act of the Legislature, 
One company may hold the share:'! in to which this alone would apply, it would 
another. 1t is exceedingly diffienlt if he so easy to defeat this Clause· hy. 
you are to look behind your list of share- putting the words " Indian born." In 
holders at any time and say whether what cases do you think this ·clause is. 
they are residents of one particular opertttive ?-(Sir. Malcolm Hailey,) w:e 
place. I am sure everyone accustomed to fully realise what Mr .. Jayaker . says, 
dealinO' with companies' lists will realise · There is full liberty for the -compauy to 
that dltnculty. constitute itself under its Articles of 

Sir Jolvn Wardlaw-Milne.] Would not ~ssociation, to appoint what .directors ~t 
there be a difficulty in a case such as 1\Ir. hke.s, B;nd so on. The . ob.]ect 9f t.h1s 
Javaker sU.ggests, that you might have Clau~e Is -to I?revent legtslahon mak1~g 
no;nine<'s appointed ? That seems to me req.mrements m the case of c~ml)antes 
to be a cardinal difficulty at once. wh~ch w~uld act .to the preJ~dtce of 

1\[ f R d . ] 0 1. ld' "' Umted Kmgdom res1dents ; that lS .• all . 
.J. arquess o ea zng. · r a uo 1n0 . • • , 

company registered as the shareholdf!r!:l, 15,6~. ~hiS ~lause ,'!ould ID;e~n. thl~>,• 
E 1 w · t t ] I think we onO'ltt to to put 1t 1~ plam Enghsh .: Bntt~h sub-:_ 
""ar . . m er on.. . "' _ jects domiCiled in the Umted Kmgdom 

understand what lS meant m the ques ··u b ntitled . to," become directors,· 
tions and answers by the use of the term Wl e e t I t "c 1 · 1" Th t rm " Colonial" shareholders, agents and servan, s~ s no 

o .oma · e. . e . . 1 that so y It does not go beyond· that. 
appl~e~ to. Br~hsh subJects lil t le "will be entitled to become directors,: 
Dommwns 1s qmte out of use. By. ~he · h h Ide s aO'ents and servants" 7--. 
ter~ " Col~nial " do you mean ;Bnbsh ~:r~a~he/ ' that the compan'Y will not 
res1dents m the Crown qo~omes · or ff r 'n ~ny way as· a'' company if the· 
British residents in the Dommwns ? ~~re~to~s, shareholders and so .forth, ·are' 

1\Ir. IJ!. R. Jayaker.] I meant bo!h. United Kingdom residents .: msU~ttd of. 
I meant resid~nts in the 9~own Colomes residents of India. That is the extent of. 
and residents m the Dommwns. the· Clause · and no more. It confers no· 

Earl Winterton.] There is a very vital title on ~nyone to be a director or a 
distinction. shareholder; . . '.:. 

1\Ir. M. R. Jayaker. 15,645. Therefore, it come~ to this :. Ahtt 
. the most this Clause· only g1ves th.e rig 

15,643. I know ; I am much obhge~ to to the residents o'f the United Kmgdom 
you for reminding me. In Clause 3 (lv), to become directors, sbareholders,~··a.gcnts 
to which your attention h.as. been called or servants, as if they were ~nd1ana.~ I 
~y several 1\~embers,. what IS 1t. yo11 want am putting a short expresswnY,r-'Yes .. 
to se.c:zre, S1r Samuel, by thB;t. ettended 15 646. But" it do~s not take the Clau~:;e 
dcfimtwn ? you agree thatillln ~ e case b ' d that because if the company was· 
of private companies . it w ave ~~ l ero~ d il as to' discriminate between 
operation, because a pnvate company, 1 so· nun e ::.:~ 
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Indian· hom Indians and the Statutory 
Ix,dians, if I may use the expression, 
they . can always ' say that ' the directors 
will ·· be Indian· hom Indians 1-Un-
doubtedly. . 

1p,647. Therefore, what is the· opera
tio:u . .o:£ this Clause 7-1 think Mr. J ayaker 
must :read. the.,Clause as though it con
ferr~d ,certaip. rights on. British Indian 
residents to take part in. the company 
as sl~re]'10lders _or directors. The inten
tion · of the ClaU.se is merely to prevent 
a company from being prejudiced if the 
law lays down· that at its incorp~rati~m 
it should include a· certain proportion of 
Indians and the like. In that tase, 
Unite(I'.Kingdom'res-idents would come as 
Indians and there~ore comply with the 
law.:~ Th~ company having complied wilh 
the law to that 'extent would .not be pre
judiced in. point . of taxation, awl so 
forth. · · 

15,648. I see. Then in sub-paragraph 
(vi) you s~yt "in addition,- it is pro
posed . that the Constitution Act shall 
require the ·reservation :for the significa
tion of His Majesty's pleasure of any 
Bill which, though not in form repug
nant to the provisions . indicated in 
Clauses (ii), '·(iii) or (iv), the Govemor
General. in his. discretion considers likely 
to ·subject to unfair discrimination any 
ehiss .p:f J;Iis MllJ~~~y's s11:bjects." Is it 
anythn1g more than--paragraph 39 of the 
White ·Paper f ·You have in paragraph 
39, '' a Vefy'"' unlimited power to the 
Governor-General : " The Govenior-Gen
eral will be empowered at his discretion, 
but subject to the provisions of the _Con
stitution Act and to his Instrument of 
Instructions, to assent in His Majesty's 
name· to a Bill which has· been passed 
by both Chambers; or to withhold his 
assent,~ . or t~ reserve the Bill for the 
signification· ·of ·the' King's pleasure." Is 
it afi'Vfhing 'more than this f-The im
porta~i words in sub-paragraph (vi) are 
" thoul!h not in form repugnant to the 
provisions indicated in Clauses (ii), (iii) 
or (iv) ." · · · ... 

15,649. But· _surely the Governor-Gen
eral will' always consider it. He will not 
be bimded by the form of the Bill. I 
want 'to k:itow whether it takes vura-· 
graph 39 further !-You will· notice it 
makes the reservation obligatory. · 

15,650. Th~refore, you. say in · meh a 
case, hut of the three alternatives which 

., ... 

are open to the Govemor-Gener.al lll 
par~OTaph 39, he will not be at liberty to 
follow two out of the three. Is that what 
you mean ?-(Sir Samuel HoartJ.) Yea. 
that is so. 

15,651. If so, why are you making it 
strict, especially in the case of unfair 
discrimination in the case of · His 
Majesty's subjects ? I can unders-tand 
your making it strict in the case of dis
crimination in favour of the residents 
of His Majesty's Kingdom, but why are 
you so tender about -His Majesty"s sub
jects in other parts of the Dominions and 
the Colonies ?-But, Mr. Jayaker, this is 
not simply British subjects or Dominioll 
subjects. It is all subjects, including 
Indians, protected by these clau~es. 

15,652. As I was mentioning to you, 
the case. of Indians should be entire]v 
in a different clause, because it will create 
a lot of confusion if you treat ti.Je ea~e 
of Indians in all these clauses as on a par 
with residents of the United Kingdom or 
Colonials or Dominion people. I 1nn sug
gesting that the case of Indian minorities 
should be treated separately. As.auming 
you leave Indians out, I am suggesting, 
if you must make the Clause s > strict a~ 
to limit the liberty of the GoYernor
Gene,ral which is given by parag1·aph 39, 
why not confine it to cases of unfair dis
crimination as against the resid\?nts of the 
United Kingdom only 'f-1 understand 
the Clauses to be so in effect. 
. 15,653. It is " His Majesty's subjects" ; 
that is the expression ?-(Sir :Malcolm 
Hailey.) It only refers to sub-clauses 
(ii), (iii) and (iv). 

15,654. Sub-clause (vi) 'f-(Sir S1muel 
Hoare.) Yes, but Mr. Jayaker will see 
that this clause only refers to sub-clauses 
(ii), (iii) and (iv). 

15,655. Yes. it is mentioned there, tii), 
(iii) and (iv). That is just the reason. 
I just want you to follow my point be
cause it is a little intricate. You have 
mentioned Clause (ii) to which this prin
ciple will apply. If you refer to Clause 
(ii), it refers to the right of preventing 
the entry as you explained ye5t~rday in 
answer to Mr. Zafrulla Khan 'f-Yes. 
· 15,656. Therefore, if there is a Bill (I 
am explaining how sub-clause (vi) will 

· operate) which prevents the entry of any 
class of His }Iajesty's subjects resided 
in the Colonies and the Dominions, thi3 
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strict Clause will apply, and the Govern
or-General in such a. case .will be com
pelled not to act upon the two alternatives, 
but in every case he must reserve it for 
the signification of His Majesty's plea
sure~ "11y is such a strictness necessary 
in the case of His :Majesty's ~ubjects in 
the Dominions f-:Mr. Jayaker's explana
tion of sub-clause (ii) I do not think is 
accurate. 

15,657. I thought you said yesterday, 
in answer to Mr. Zafrulla Khan, th&t 
sub-clause (ii) gave the right {)f restrict
ing the entry of the Dominion~' and 
Colonies' subjects into India 'f-( S1r Mrl~
colm Hailey.) It gives the right of re
stricting the entry of residents from the 
Dominions and Colonies merely becau:.e 
it docs not apply to them the protection 
that is extended to residents of the United 
Kingdom. 

Clause 2, Sub-claUse (2), whe:re tho con• 
ditions are mentioned, one condition is,' 
"it has a share capital the. amount of 
which is expressed in the Memormdum 
of Association in rupee~". That comli· 
tion is not mentioned here !--:So i but 
those are the conditions we have in 1nind. 

15,661. Therefore . they are uot ex· 
haustive as mentioned there. That is the 
only thing I wanted to know. You have 
similar conditions to those which are 
mentioned. in this Report !-Yes. You 
mean they are not exhaustive in our 
Memorandum Y 

15~662. Yes Y-Yes. · 
15,663. For instance, as Sir Phiroze 

Sethna put it to you, a condition like. this, 
that a certain.proportion of capita~ sho~d 
be made available for subscriphon m 
India would be a condition of this 
character 7-Yes. The conditif)ns we 
have in.. mind are the conditions of the 
External Capital Committee. 

15 664. And similar conditions, becP.u'Se 
they' do not exhaust the conditions. I 
do not want any answer which will un· 
necessarily create confusion, but what I 
want to know. is this. ·you lta.ve mel!-~ 
tioned only two conditions fere, Sll' 
Samuel : composition of the Directors nn.d 
facilities-reasonable facilities, o.s S1r 
Austen Chamberlain pointed out-to boJ 
given for the training of Indian~ ; there 
are only two, and I want to know wbethPr 
you restrict yourselt only to two . or 
whether they are merely . ill~trat~ve Tof 
the conditions you have m vtew .-No. 
J did not read the whole of tpe Report ~f 
the External Capital Com.IDlttee. ··.It 11 
the- text· book upon which we are work
ing. 

15,658. That may be the way in which 
the prineiple comes in, but it does come 
in, I think. Take the words "to pro
vide that no laws restricting the right of 
entry iuto British India shall apply to 
Britl:;h tmbjects domiciled in the United 
Kinoodom." The necessary implication is 
that"' such a la.w can be made with l'efer
ence to pcoplP who are not British sub
jects domiciled in the United Kingdom. 
Therefore, it does give the right to the 
Legislature of India to prevent the entry 
of British subjects not domicilell in the 
United Kingdom f-I think ~t might be 
fair to say that if sub-clause (vi)· seems 
to have the precise effect. wuicll M.r. 
Jayaker thinks, then it will be very easy 
to alter it in order to give its true im
plication, namely, that it only stands as 
a prot<,etion to British subjects domicile.d 
in thl" Fnited Kingdom ; that i~ what 1t 
was intended for, and it can in drafting ::Mr~ N. M. Joshi. 
be restricted to that. 15 665. May I ask one question ! · .Are 

!.5.659. Then I" proceed now to par~.::., the ~onditions given in the External 
graph_ (2). There you mention, :Mr. S<>c-' Capital Committee's Report the la&t _worbd~ 
retarv of State some condition~. I ::tnl or· could they be added t~ !-I thmk su 
speaking of b~unties. You ob ... erved stantially this is the basiS of what we 
yestertlnv that those conditions arc the intend. . 
same as ~were mentioned in the Rl port o! 15 666. I tell you, Secretary of State, 
the Committee on External Captral '_; why 'I a'!l asking _this que~tlon~ \Vh~~ 
(Sir Sa.mueZ Hoare.) Yes. this question was d1scuss~d m tl.e !..egiS 

15,660. Am I to understantl that ihose lature I raised the ques!i?n whei~e; de 
conditions are illustrative and not ex- could not make a cond'ltl~n as ~~oar f 
haustive ? I will make my qupstion the emp~oyment ?f a c~rtamSnum_ed 0 • 

1 F · t t 16 · f you Indians\ m these mdustnes. ome m us c earer. or ms ance, a page , 1 
• . ' b t rted and. forei•"n labour 

have a copy of the Report, you find m tr1es may e s a o 
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15,670. I am asking you this : In yout 
schemz you limit the right to attach these 
conditions only to those Companies which 
are incorporated after the Subsilly Act ' 
-Yes. 

tnay be imported. I am not _,;uggesting 
that it is probable to-day, but it may 
happen that foreign labour may ~I! im
ported. I therefore suggested th&t one of 
the conditions should be that not more 
than a certain. percentage shnll consi.:;t 
of foreign labour. Would su<>h a condi- 15,671. Now supposing there ia an old 
tion be inconsistent with what ~ou nre Company which is. a Company which was 
proposing to do 1-I' do not think it £'xisting at the date of the Sub:;iJy Act 
would be inconsistent with tht~se condi- and it refuses to change with the nature. 
tions, hut I ·do not want it to be thoup;ht of the times, for instance it refuses to 
that we wish to go outside tn(> g{'neral allow Indians to become Directors ; it 
scheme of the Report · of the ExtE'rnal refuses to allow Indians to become share
Capital Committee. I should have holders ; it refuses to change with the 
imagined myself that the real safeguard spirit of the times, and it applies .for a 
against any fear of that kind in the cMe bounty out of the national funds : w~t 
that lir. Joshi has just suggestf.:d i3 the · equity is there that under yonr scheme. 
universal feeling in India. I cam10t eon- it should be entitled to receive this 
eeive myself of any Government here or bounty and support from national funds, 
anywhere else giving a subsidy to a C{lm- · while all the time it keeps the nationals 
pany for the encouragement oi . ih in- out hy refusing to allow them to become 
ternal development and allowing the work Directors or shareholders 7 What equity 
of the Company to be carried out by im-. is th£'re thai it should receive ~oney 
ported labour. I should have thought from the Indian taxpayers and yet re
myself that public opinion would have fuse to allow the Indians to come in at 
b_een so strong. as to make the iJ?lmig_ra- any door f.-The equity is really found-: 
t10n. of that kind of labour qmte 1m- ed upon what I said yesterday, that I do 
possible. not think it would be fair to impose new 

Mr.·JI. R. Jayaker. cond~t~ons. T~e conditions would be new· 
• - conditiOns owmg to the change of gov-

15,667. Now take a condition like this ernment. I would say that the altern
Sir Samuel : that a certain proportiou of tion in the form of government did. 
the capital should be offered for snb- materially alter the position. That being ' 
scription m Indi.a. You would not re- so,. we felt it was fairest to leave exi~t
gard that condition as inconsistent with ing Companies untra.mmelled .by restric-
the scheme of the Report, would you I__;, tions of this kind. , 
I would n.ot like to commit myself to an 15,672. I quite agree with the prin ... 
answer Yes or No, but I will take account ciple so far as they exist and the rights. 
~f" wha~ Mr. J ayaker has said. of these Companies are concerned. I. 

Sir Hubert· Carr. can see the· principle although I may 
differ from it ; but if the . Company 

15,668. May I ask one question with applies for funds or applies for money, 
regard to that 7 Speaking from memory, d.o you mean to say that the man whO' 
does . not that. Committe~ report · very pays the money has no right to say and 
<Je~Itely agamst a ~pecial allotment of . the Legislature which pays the money 
eap~tal t~ any sp_ec1al body of ~c.ople, , ha.S no right to say, "If you want help 

· Indians or otherw1s~ 7-I shoul.l like to from Indian funds you must take in In
look up the Report_ before I gave an dians, Y-Mr. Jayaker will remember 
answer upon that pomt. that the object of bounties and subsidies 

l\Ir. JI. R. Jayaker. is the encouragement of Indian trade 
15,669. Then you are aware that at and industry. Can you really draw the 

the present moment the Indian Leg-isla- distinction between one Company and 
ture. has the right andi has exl3rcised the. another as a result of the particular kind 
right to attach such conditions whenever of Board of Directors which they have 
bounties are given to any Company, Cl'Ot or their shareholders, when each of 
whether that Company is existing or them is equally encouraging Indian trad~. 
future· 7-Yes. . and Industry ? 
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· .15,673. Perfectly true,· but is not the 
taxpayer who pays the money entitled to· 
say that as between two British Com
panies one of whom is changing with the 
times,• allowing Indians to come in and 
so on~ and another BritJsh Company, 
both existing at the date of the Subsidy 
Act I will assume-one British Company 
changing with the times ; it has allowed 
Indians to come in ; Indians are getting 
experience of trading and management ; 
and another British Company which bolts 
its door and says, " No, hands off "-why 
should not the Legislature say as between 
the two Companies, " 'V e think Indian 
industry is more encouraged by the Com
pany which has changed with the times 
and is not encouraged by the Company 
which refuses to change with the times, 
and therefore we shall give our money 
to the Company which is helping Indian 
Directors " ? What is there \\'Tong in 
such an attitude ?-To say what is right 
or what is wrong is a practical question, 
and I cannot see myself how, when the 
object of the bounty or the subsidy is 
the <'ncouragement of Indian trade, you 
can draw distinctions between one Com
pany and another. 

Sir Joseph Nall.] Ought not some 
consideration to he given to the Company 
which is already established and . is em
ploying Indian labour Y Would it be 
fair to prejudice the further employment 
ef that labour merely to get another 
Director nominated to the Board ? 

1\Ir. JJ!. R. Jayaker. 

15 67 4. It would certainly get a long 
wav 'in favour of a Company which. is 
takino- in Indians and training them, but 
it co~es to this, Sir Samuel, that the 
Indian taxpayer, although he pay~. the 
money, has no right to attach ~on~hbons 
that his countrymen will be taken m .and 
tauo-ht the industry or anything of that 
kind ?-For future Companies and not 
existing Companies. l\Iay I remind Mr. 
J avaker that this is again, as far as I 
re~ember, the explicit propos~ of the 
Report of the External Capital Com-
mittee f 
. 1S,675. I know ; it is also ~he specific 
proposal of the Round Table Conferences,. 
but. we all differed from that, you know, 
Sir Samuel ?-I would not say. all. 

15;676. · At least I did. I . am. .m.etely 
painting it out on grounds of equity. 
Why cannot the Indian Legislature · say. 
this : " We will give you money provided~ 
you help the _Indians to become trained," 
or anything of that sort Y-Let Mr. 
Jayaker again, just as. I·· asked· Sir-
Phiroze Sethna a minute or two ago, look 
to the alternative, the alternative in which 
restrictions of this kind could be 
gen£'i·ally imposed. The effect of. that. 
n:i.ight be commercial discrimination of· 
the most extreme form against British 
Companies. • ' 

15,677. How Y-In the form of grant
ing subsidies. Take the case that Sir 
Austen Chamberlain me)ltioned yesterday; 
take the case of shipping. The procedure 
suggested by Mr. J ayaker might be used. 
for destroying the British Shipping Com
'panies altogether. 

15,678. It is one discrimination ItS 
against another discrimination. Dis-. 
crimination meets discrimination. The 
Company discriminates against Indians, 
the Legislature discriminates against that 
Company. Discrimination . often cures 
discrimination ?-There agam I do not 
agree. I put the discr~n~tion he has. 
mentioned, namely, the msiStence upon 
a particular kind of Board, '!lpon a ve~. 
different level from the kmd of dis
crimination which is going to destroy- th~ 

· whole of ·a great shipping industry.· 
15,679. I do not wish to carry the point 

a.ny further, but I am takinfr t.he. ease, 
of a Company whic~ disc~unmates. 

· against Indians and whic~ contmues to 
discriminate against Indians. . I ask Y~;' 
why should not discriminatjon of t~IS. 
kin:d be met by another kind. of._ ~s-: 

. crimination by the Legisl~ture m ~rder. 
that that discrimination nught be _.cure? f 
I think Mr. Jayaker has made ~Is pomt 
perfeet1y clear to me at an_~ ra~I' !fd 
we must take it into account.. . so 
have mado my point clear, whether they 
agree with it or whether they. do not~ 

:Mr. Hubert Ca.rr.] Might I .sugg~st 
to the Secretary of State that. thiS ques-• 
tion of the employment of Indian~ r}alli 
seems more theoretical than praebcath 
do not know of any concerns out ere 
who·· are importing English labour. at 
high cost -when they have got Indian 
employees possihle on th.e spot. 
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· Mr. M. R. · J ayaker.] I did not take 
the~ instance of labour. That was Mr. 
Joshi's point. I took the point of the 
refpsal to take · in Indian Directors. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] And.appren:. 
tices. · 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain. 

15,680. Secretary of State, . in the 
argument you have been conducting with 

. Mr. Jayaker you have defended the pre
vention of this discrimination against an 
existing Company. Am I right in under
standing from your answers to me yester
day that any such discrimination would 
be permissible in regard to a future Com
pany non-existent· at the moment when 
the Subsidy or Bounty Act was passed f 
-:-Within the lixnits of these Clauses, yes. 

Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 

15,681. One of the last questons I wish 
to · put to you is this, 1\Ir. Secretary of 
State : Your attention was drawn by 
.Sir Phiroze Sethna to cases of unfair 
competition. They are rare,· but still 
they are there ?-Yes. 

15,682. Generally what happens is that 
a strong Company, strong in its public 
support, strong in its capital and -strong 
in its ·Directors, makes it impossible for 
a new Company-! am not saying neces
sarily. Indian, it may be British and 
Indian-to come into existence or to 
prosper~ The way. they generally do it 
is by ·offering very favourable terms and 
by having rates ~hich cut the throat of 
the othe.r Company. I can give you a 
case which I am sure you m.ust be aware 
of, of· a Company which. took its passen
gers free and in addition to that it gave 
them clothes or a pair of. dhotics 
to wear ?-I believe it was an Indian 
Company. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.J I will not say 
whether it was· Indian or Britisl1, but the
Company was· there. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] And Handker
chiefs. · 
··_·sir J!hiroze Sethna.] :.And packets of 

there ought to be some legislation by 
which the Legislature would bring 
pressure to bear upon such a Company 
which: made it possible that terms of 
equality and equal competition may be 
established between the strong Company 
and the weak Company which is just 
struggling into existence, apart from 
racial questions 7-I should have thought 
that if there are cases .of that kind they 
would be dealt with by local legislation,· 
legislation against trusts and so on. I 
do not see how they come into this cate~ 
gory of cases. · 

Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

15,684. I would ask the Secretary of 
State whether, in giving that answer, he 
is aware that exactly the same conditions 
applied in this country in living memory 
in which not only were fares free between 
this country and Ireland, but presents 
were given to people going on board f
It does seem to me very difficult to re· 
strict competition by this kind of Con
stitution .Act. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker. 

15 685. The most effective way for the 
Legi~lature. would be by using s?me ~d 
of discrimination to prevent this unfair 
competition. If we are agreed that it is 
necessary that such unfair competition 

· should be prevented, then the . question 
is how to do it, and the easiest way 
would be to leave the Legislature free· 
dom in this exceptional case to pass a 
measure which may look like discrimina
tion~ That is what I am suggesting to 
you, but what discriminatio~ _is there to 
prevent such· unfair compet~twn ~ you 
have submitted for our consideration !
I think the great safeguard really ju~g
ing from the experience of m?st countnes 
in the world is that that kmd of rate
cutting competition in the end is un
economic. Certainly from my . own 
knowledO"e I can think of many cases iu 
thH last "'f~w years in particular in w~ich 
companies have tried that kind. of pol~cy, 
and within my own knowledge 1t has time 
after time failed. 

15,686. The .company I have in view 
is very . prosperous,. Sir Samuel.. ~t ~as 
not failed at all ?-I was also thmking 

. 15,683. I want to know whether _you. of an Indian Company. 1\fr. Jayaker, 
do not think that in a case of this kind · and if my information is correct, that 

· sweetmeats. · 

· . Mr. M. R. J ayaker: 
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kimL of policy has not answered and 
tLere is now a (•hange taking place. 

.Anhbishop of Cm1terbury. 

15.(i8i. ~lay I a..-;k a que:-;tion, Secretary 
of State : Supposing- the Leg-islature 
Lron~l1t in .--umc Bill to ~.l<·al with this 
kind of alnt.-.;('S whi<·h .:\[r. Jayakel' has 
lllt'll1 jpuc·cl, it wonlcl he open to the 
GcHntor-<:PnPral to <leci<.lc that they 
\Hl'<=' J;ot <lt~c·rillliJwtiolls of the kind con
tc•JJ!]'latc·cl in thc•,p proposals ?-That IS 
~(J. 

::ur. Jf. n. Jaya7.:er. 

l.'"i,li:-iS. Hnt that docs not meet my 
P"iJJt lw(·an,.:e your proposal, Secr<•tary 
oi' ~.tntc, is to make tile aet automatically 
inYalid. 'fhP (;onrnor-Geueral 's inter
fl'n•nc·P <·onws unclPr l1is special responsi
hilitit•s l!JHl<'l' paragraph 18. That only 
applit•s to non-lC'g-i:.;;latiYe discrimination. 
Lc·;_!·i,.bti\·e <1i.--erirnination, according to 
~·,,nr prnpo:-<als, is dN·lared to be void. 
TIH• <: oYc'rnor dews not f.ome in there, 
Sit' Sanmd. The Aet its('lf jg void, tt.ltra 
rirl'8 the Indian L('g-i;.;lature '-But, 
f'lll'Pl~·. tlJ(' pnsiticin is this, :Mr. J ayaker, 
tlJnt in these clauses we are attempting
to clea l with comm('rcial discrimination 
nntl notl1ing ('ls<'. The kind of cases that 
ycn1 haw mentioned fall into another 
category of ca~(' anc1 th('y would have to 
be dealt with, f'ay, in the way in which 
1 !.(• .A nwric:m F<'deral Government has 
att('mpt('(l to deal with rates, tn1sts, and 
so on. Tn the spr.ond nlternativl.", as His 
Clrae<' ha.-; just f:aid, the L<'gislation 
mi:2·ht wpll go throngh a:; not trenching 
npon thP field of commercial discrimina-

is the po:;,ition here. Either it is a valid 
act or 'd A · m , a vor ct. In etther case it 

n-:t ~o to the. only body competent to 
<lecrde the questwn, which is the Federal 
Court. The Gowrnor does not come in 'f 
-Yes. 

15,G:n. Th~n t1.1e last question I want 
!~ .. ask ~~~? Is ,;nth reg-ard to snb-para
,..1 :lph ( '.m) : There are, moreowr, eer
tam pomts which are dt-finitdy not 
<'
1
·_on·red hy the general proyi~ions out-
IIJ!.'d u bon> e ..,. th"I'C 1· ~ . • . . . . ' ·,.,:, \. ::; no pronston 
~~~( ~nardmg • s!nps r~gisteretl in r nited 
\.Jn . .,dom P?Ih. It IS also ch•.--irable to 

seeure the rt~ht of United Kin"'dom ship
own~rs to <·~ploy in Indian tn~les offi··ers 
holdmg Umted Kingdom certifieates of 
<·ompetency.': I follow that principle 
bn.t what. wrll he the position of British 
slnps \Yhich take part in the coa~tal 
trnde of Irtclt·a , •. 11• 1 a· · . ::s . . ' 1 t 1 1~rrmunate 
agamst Indwn qualifications 1 'Vould 
that be equallv prevented 6) Sl · 1. 1 • I l ll ps W llC 1 

<'arry on the. coastal trade of India, and 
therefore wh_Ich benefit J2Y Indian custom 
an.d .hy II_Idran support, but which dis
errmmate. m the sense that they refuse to 
e~pJoy. prlots or officers, medical or other
wr~e •. with Indian qualifications ; they dis
ctnmn~te against Indian qualifications ; 
how wrll that case be met 7 I 
hnYe t tl · see you 

' . me .. Je case of discriminatinO' 
agamst .Bntish qualifications ?-But thai: 
f'Urcly, rs a rase of private rather than 
of ~overnment discrimination. I am 
not m ~ny wax making an argument for 
rompanws whrch do not employ British 
la_bour, but it .does seem to me very 
c1~fficult to l'('E'tnct the rig-ht of contract 
or. a company to <'mploy the pPople it 

tiNJ. 
15 GS\l. But that will not depend upon 

111<' Gowrnor-Genl."ral 's decision ; that is 
'l'.l':'t I am pointin~ out ; it will b(' a 
ntH'stion for tlw F('l1ernl Court to decide. 
Snpposing somebody challenges this 
lr~i,.lntion as h('ing ultra vire.<~ the Legis
Jat nr<•, the Governor-General will not 
rome in ; it will he a question for the 

WJshE>s ~0 <'mploy. After all, the safe
guard IS that it IS rrciproeal :Mr. 
.] ayaker. ' 

lS,692. Ye~, ~ see that ; but I see oniv 
one part of It Is. met by your proposai. 
The other part IS not met by the pro
posal, and I want to know, in such a 
case, ":hether the Legislature \Vonld hav<:> 
~ome nght 7-Take the case of shipping : 
1t . w?uld be rlifficult to say that a 
sluppmg company should employ sncTt 
and. such . a number of British or 
In~r:tns ; It would be difficult for a 
British company to he for<'ed into an 
obligation of that kind. I imaci.ne it 
would be equally difficult for an ,...Indian· 
eom}jany to be forced into it. 

Fl·tlt'ral Court ~-Yes. 
15,600. That is what I am pointing 

out in rrply to Hi,; Grare 's question : 
Thnt tlw Governor-General's special re
sponsibility comes in when questions of 
nnn-lt•gislnJiye discrimination are con
N·J'I1Pfl ; questions of legislath·e dis
<'rimination go to the Court. They do 
not come to the Governor at all. That 



Sir John Wardlaw-Milne. 

: 15,693. May I ask the Secretary of 
State on that, before he finally. replies, 
is not it open ·under this clause for an 
'lndian-owned shipping company to em
ploy nothing but Indian qualified officers 
if they chose, just as a British . company 
could !-It is so, and it is with that fact 
in mind that I just gave the answer to 
)Jr. Jayaker: that our arrangement was 
a governmental· arrangement founded 
upon reciprocity, and we are . not 
attempting to interfere with the private 
right of contract either ~ the case of 
the British or of the In~hans. 

Earl Winterton.] Might I venture to 
bring out · another point in connection 

· with this f I venture. to suggest that by 
the proposal Mr. J ayaker makes, the 
aims that he seeks will not be reached, 
because if you were to make it a matter 
of governmental action in the_ case of 
these ships ~he ~overnment ~ght ~ho 
take action m th1s country ; It nnght 
take such action as not to allow Lascars 
to be employed in P. & 0. ships. There 
was very strong pressure of that kind 
at. one time. Up to now it has been re
sisted by successive British Governments. 

Mr. M. R. J a.!Jaker. 

15,694. Then the sum total of your pro
posal, Sir Samuel, i.s this, ve7Y briefly : 
that the Indian LegiSlature wlll have no 
right to see that certain important ~ey 
industries, which, by reason of the Im

portance of the manufactured article, or 
thP. importance of the times through 
which they are passing, should be left 
eutireiY in the hands of Indian nation
als . y_:I am always rather nervous in 
answering questions about key indus-
tries-- · 

15,695. · Vital iridustries 7-because I 
never know exactly what is in the mind 
of the questioner. Here we understand 
by key industries a few industries de
voted to producing pa~cular commodi
ties · that are necessary for defence ; we 
do not go· further· ·than· that. I am not 
quite sure whether Mr. J ayak.er means· 
tl:at. . . 
,. 15,696. I ain iaki~~ the expression 
from yoilr K~y. Indlistries .Act~ .. Sir 
Samuel. You have got an exp~ession in 
that Act which is. o:p. yonr Statute Book f 

. . . . 

-The Key Indu:;tries .Act is re::~tl'icled 
to a very few necessities of war, if I 
rE-member it-nothing else .. 

15,697. It might be optical glass in 
India ; it may be something else ; but I 
take the definition from you : articles 
which may have an importance owing to 
the emergency throug-4 which the coun
try is passing T-The contingency is 
war in this case. 

15,698. The scheme leaves no power in 
the hands of the Indian Legislature so 
as to arrange matters that industries 
which it regards for the purpose of de
fence or for self-protection as necessary 
and vital should be left entirely in the 
hands of Indians f..,.-Mr. Jayaker, I 
understand, accepts the 'definition that 
we have here of Key Industries, namely, 
a very restricted definition. I should 
have thought in that case what is really 
important is that these particular things 
that are necessary for Indian defence 
should be made in the country. That is 
the whole basis of our Key Industries 
.A ct. If they are made in the country 
it does not seem to me to matter whether 
they are made by a British ·company 
or an Indian Company. 'What does 
matter to India is that these good::~ 
should readily be available there and 
that India is quite certain of having 
them at· the moment of emerg-ency. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney. 

15,699. :My Lord Chairman, my que"-
tions will only refer to paragraph 6 of 
the :1\Iemorandum regarding the profes
sional qualifications, and · the Secretary 
of State said that he would have some
thing to say npon· that subject in the 
course of his evidence ?-Yes. 

15.700. Would it be appropriate to ask 
you that now f-Y es, I do not mind, Sir 
Henry. 

15,701. Continuing what :Mr J ayaker 
has referred to, Secretary of State, re
garding the discrimination of employ
ment, we will take,· fo-r instance, British 
ships. It is a well-known fact that 
British shipping· refu:ses to emplov any 
bnt British labour in certain of its de
partments, the · rea.Son being that they 
insist . upon certain standards of examina
tions . which are obtainable only in 
England· ; to quote ·one case ; · the Board 
of· Trade. To my· min~; it ·seems that 
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this places the Indian and those who 
are trained in India at a distinct dis
advantage, especially in those British 
companies who have a big coastal traffic 
in India. Would the Secretary of State 
a!!Tee with me that one of the ways of 
c;nntering this disadvantage is by having 
. examinations equal in India as in 
EnO'land-in other words, following that 
.ben~volent act of reciprocity f. In that 
·ease we would have an examination 
equivalent to the Board of Trade in India 
8.s we have in England, so as to allow. 
British or Indian companies to select 
their employees as they want f-It is 
difficult for me to give a general answer 
. dealinO' with a lot of rather teclmical 
featur:s like the qualifications of the pro
fessions but speak-nig quite generally, I 
should be id favour of that line of ad
vance. Sir Henry will remember that. it 
is a,ctually what is happeni?g now With 
some of the pilots of India. . I un~e.r-

. stand the Hoogolie pilots are mamly berng 
trained in India. 

15 702. The apprentice pilots are to-day 
· bein~ taken from the " Duffryn," which 
was onever done befor~, and that is cer

. tainly, as the Secretary of State states, a 
line of advance, but that only touches 

·the fringe of the subject. I am talking 
about the ships which trade along the 
coasts of India and Burma. I know that 
some companies do employ ee;tain sta~
tory Indians and Indian Indians, .bu~ 1t 

. is a hard and fast law that any shippll!-g 
coming from India to England gets nd 
of its Indian nationals and re-employ's 
Europeans ; in othe~ wo~ds,. t~ere. see~s 
to be a distinct raCial d1scnmmabon m 
even the passa{re of these officers to 
India Y-But would not there ~e the s~e 
discrimination in the Indian lmes agamst 
British employees f 

15,703. I do not think it is th~re 
·because the few Indian lines that do ex1st 
to-day have both British and Indian 

·officers. I think they take the c~e.apest 
and the best !-Here again the difficulty 
is that it is not a Governme.ntal arr~ge-

. ment. This is really a question of pnvate 
contract. 
. 15,704. I quite agree !-That does ~ot 
. mean that I am in favour of any raNal 
~discrimination ; I ~m not ; ~ut what Id-~ 
"saying is that it lS very difficult to . e 

-with a situation of that kind by legisla
tion. 

15,705. I stress this point" to implement 
·what Mr~ Jayaker said. There is the 
practice o~ racial discrimination by Ship
ping Companies in England, and that 
will be allowed. to continue, and India 
will have no way by which she can force 
her voice and have that clooc;ked -and 
stopped. It will · continue ad infinitum 
because, as I say, of this inequality of 
examination and qualification !-I Should 
like to know more of the detailed facts 
of the position, both in the British and 
the Indian lines, before I accepted a 
very general statement of that kind. 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney.] I think 
it is quite right.. Would it be right if 
I asked the Secretary of State whether I 
can refer either briefly or in full to some 
points as regards the medical profession t 

Sir PMroze S ethna. 

15,706. That is reserved to a later date! 
is it not, Secretary of State t-No ; I dia 
not make any suggestion one way or the 
other. about the med~cal question, did I t 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney: 

15,707. Secretary of State, will we have 
another opportunity of taking this as a 
whole t It is no use taking it piecemeal f 
I do not mind whether we take it now 
or later. 

Sir .Austen Chamberlain • 

15,708; Did not y;u ask that we should 
not now discuss the medical profession 
because negotiations are going on t-Yes, 
but I ·am now ready at the proper time. 
I do not suggest that this is the p~per 
time to make a statement, but I think, 
perhaps it might be best if, befo~e I 
made a statement or answered questions, 
I should circulate a memorandum ; but I 
am' in the hands of the Committee. If 
they like to go on with· the examination 
now, I am ready. · · · 

Lt.-Colonel Sir H. Gidney.] I would 
rather defer my c;~uestiollS. . 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
: ,, 15.709. May I ask the Secretary of 
:stau; __ the exact meaning. ~f the .words 
'' British subjects " domiciled m the 
.Unit~d, KinO'dom t What do you m~ - .. . ' ... ~. . ' 
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by '-"domiciled in the United King
dom "~a resident of the United King
dom f-The lawyers tell me that there is 
no suc~h thing as United Kinoodom 
citizenship or United Kingdom n:tion
ality. You therefore have' to make 
it clear that the British nationals about 
whom we are talking are British nationals 
whose domicile is here. That is the rea
son why the addition· of " domicile " is 
put in. · 

1\fr. N. lJl. Joshi.] In reply to l\Ir. 
J ayaker, you said that there is the difE
eulty of excluding the Colonials. This 
right does not apply only to Companies. 
Paragraph 3 (ii) applies to British sub
jects domiciled in the United Kingdom. 
'This refers to much more than Com
panies. My fear is that if you U$e the 
words ''British subjects domiciled in tle 
·United Kingd-om" withou~ any defini
tion, the Colonial British subjects will 
be included. 

Marquess of Reading.] Only those domi
.ciled in the United Kingdom. 

Earl Winterton.] In view of the fact 
'that, as great exception is taken in the 
Dominions to the term " Colonial " as 
is taken in IIidia to the term "Native", 
could not · we refer to these people by 
their proper name, namely, " Dominion 
British subjects" f That is the technical 
term. 

Mr~ N. M. Joshi. 

. 15,710. What is tve exact meaning of 
'' domiciled " f Does it mea.n born in 
Great Britain f-Sir · Malcolm Hailey is 
more of a lawyer that I am. He will 
.ten· you about domicile. (Sir Malcolm 
Hailey.) There are various ingredients 
in the legal composition of "domicile", 
but I think for the present purpose Mr. 
Joshi might take it that it mean·s resi-

dence " or " permanent residence " would 
~e the best test. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

15,713. In regard to paragraph 3 sub
paragraph (ii) (b), I want to ask you 
Secretary. of State, to give me some eon~ 
crete instances of disabilities based upon 
say,_ duration o~ r~~dence or language: 
W~at ~ort of disability will be imposEd 
which Is based upon duration of residence 
or l!lnguage f-(Sir Samuel Hoare.) Sup
posmg, t~ take_ a very simple case, there 
was the mtenbon in India to say that 
nobody could carry on business who had 
not an intimate knowledooe of the 250 
Indian languages or who 

0

had not livEd 
there for 50 years. . · 

15,714. I would draw your attention, 
Secretary of State, to the holding of 
prop~rty and the ~olding of public office, 
especially the holdmg of public office. If 
the Legislature makes a rule that in 

' order to be a member of a local district 
board, a man must be a resident in that 
district for one year, will that be a dis
ability imposed upon anyone based upon ' 
duration of residence Y-I should have 
thought a question of that kind is really 
a question of franchise. This does not 
~ect elect~r~l q~alifications or qualifica-
tions for s1ttmg m a public body. . 

. . 15,715. " Holding a public office " ; that 
IS what you say ?-Surely what is meant 
is this, that .supposing two people are 
qualified, the one an Indian and the one 
a British citizen, livinoo in India · pro
vided their electoral " qualificati~n is 
correct, no distinction should be drawn 
between them. 

15,716. What you really mean is that 
there should be no discrimination, but 
the paragraph, as it is worded, means 
that you will give protection against disflence, · very broadly. · 

Sir Hari Singh Gou'f. 
_.· abilities ·based upon duration of resi

dence f-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) Which 
paragraph Y ' 15,711. Permanent residence f-Yes. 

15,717. 3 (ii) (b) '!-That is not only 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan. referring to the holding of office ; it 

, 15,712. The difficulty is, is it not, that refers also to other disabilities. · 
it depends upon. inten~lon. ~ · Therefore, · 15,718. It refers to "a special form of 
when the question anses 1t has to be protection for British subjects domiciled 
jud~e~ w~ether a. person is or is not in the United Kingdom, in- respect of 
donnciled m a. parti~ular pl~e f-There the _fo~owing matters (in British India)_: 
are so many mgredients m It, but for Taxation travel and residence the hold

-Yr.- Joshi's ·purpose I thought "resi- ing of 'property, the holding of public 
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office, the ·carrying on of any trade or ruake such rules. Thh; rule disorimi
bu:>inc::ls." :My position is this, that, in ·nut.~s against Indians -in favour of 
certain matters, it will be justifiable to British subject:5. I want. · to kno\V 
lay down certain conditions as regar~s . whct~e~ the _constitution which you are 
duration of residence and eYen of lan- · p_rov~dl!lg ~vill prevent such kind ·of 
guage. If no disability can be imposed <II.~crunmabon not against Britishers 
on these two grounds a certain amount but ag:tinst Indians. I. am speaking (If 
of justifiable legislation will be t~e C_ypher Bureau ?n India. :My q1tes
prevented. (Sir Samuel lloa're.) Mr. hon IS that th('re 1s de.3nite di:5crimi
Jor,:hi, there is no intention under ~his nation against Indian" by rule · in 
paragraph of preventing a local b~>dy India Y-Let me say at once that I do 
having its own qualifications fur voting not know about these rules nt ull. I 
or for being a member. That mu:;;t be tlo n0t ~now ·whether tllero .is suc]l ·a 
really ~ question of franchise. · r11l.e or ~~ ~ot. .In any case it wo11ld be 

. Mr. N. JJI. Joshi.] l\Iay I therefore aili admlD..lstrahve arrangement. -wit~in 
sugg<'st a change in th0 wordin_g Y the Department. 
Yon say : "Rgaimt statuhlr_y disabi- Mr •. M. R. ·Jayaker. 
lities based upon domicile." \Vhat rou 15 7?1 With tll th' ~ 11 f l't 
rrrtllv mean is : '' In the matter of ' "" · • . 18 ta r o equn. I Y 
d ·• il · th t+ f d t' f there are occasiOns when a country 

onuc e ; Ill e rna .er o '.lra 1011_ o dasir"S on a ..... 1-v t' kl' 1· t' . , · 1 • ". th t · th · . t b ._. ~ ' 'e , 1c IS 1 qucs 10n, 
1 l~"'l< ~nc.e ! a Is, ere 18 • 0 e 1~0 that certain parts of the adm~uistra-
ilJscnmmahon, aJHl 0 ne perwd · l~ud tion or of industr · should be in. . th 
do~m f~>r Enropl,an~. and another. penod hands of its own'S nationals. That i: 
lnlfl _down for .Indi!tnl'l. That 1 ~ yonr the point I am :vutting to Sir Samuel V
ntt>nnmq ' . . . It i~ the point which Mr. Jayaker 'iras 
. 1\Ir. Zafrulla K_han.] There IS _no que::s- puttmg to me, but another point that 

Ltnn_ of any })CIIUd for an Indian. An is ~orth remembering is that the y;oi;Dt 
IHd,an who was horn there would be whiCh Mr. Joshi ha..c; raised now does 
presumed to have an In~ ian domir-~le .. not really come into this provision· at 
He does not need to acqmre an Inclt!tn all, ,hf'cam:;e here we are <lealin(J' with 
(lon:icilc by re!';idence in addition to ~tatutory disability. There is n~ ques-
ha\·wg been born there. tion of statutory disabilities here. 

Mr. N. JJI. Joshi. 

15,719. Is the condition of residence 
in a particular district or Province t.m 
nnjustilhb1e one ?-If it· is a mntter 
of drufting I will look into it. Our in
tentil'll, I think, is clear: and we do not 
wnnt to go further than our intent~on. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi.] I wanted to ask 
yon a question which I . have l'~tised 
formerly in examining one of tl·e '._vit
Jw.~ses. In India by a rule of the 
Fnn•ign Department, Jndinn::; eannot be 
·~rpointed to certfl.in post.s. 'fhe posts 
wJ1ieh I had in mind at that time were 
posts of those people who decypher 
G0vernment codes. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour.] The Cypher 
nurenu. . . . 

:Mr. N. M. J QShi. 

15,7:20. That has been done by .1, rule 
of the Fore:gn Dep1.1rtmcnt. ·'J'he 
.Poreign Dep:utment· hns th" po'\Yer, 
perhaps, under ee.rta.in legi~latwu; to 

L1C9~ . 

Mr. N. M. J os1~l. 
15,722. Disabilities wh-ich" sre im

posed by statute or regulations made 
undE>r a power giveu by statute. I am 
coming to _that point now ; I l:'hnll tell 
~ron how. In· paragraph 3, ::.ab-p~r~
graph {vii) (c), you are givin:: · po~\'er 
to the Governors and the Gtwm·rwr
General to discriminate wh(m there is 
a. ~·rave menace to the maintem1n~e of 
pe~ce a.nd tranquillit~. Under that 
clause a Governor-General may mnke a 
rule that to certain posts Indians shall 
not he appointed, but that only Briti!:'h
born subjects shall be appo!nted, so 
thi~ would be a stn.htto1·y disabaity !
It might eqn!tll.\' be the other way 

. ruun(l. 
15,723. It may be the other way 

r111und ; it is quite possible ; but you... 
rtre g-iving power~ ~o t~e Go~·er.nor
Gcnf'ral to discnmmate not m~r~ly 
a,.,.ninst any commun:ty hut even in 
f~v0m· ~f certllin communities, nnd 

l 'erbaps the point whieli I ha.vll l'ai_OOd 
"i 
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ulJont the lt,oreign Department 1'\1Je may 
b~ brought in nnder this clause. In 
spite of your constitution, the Gov
H~nor-Gcneral may say th11.t in cmploy
inC'J' Indians in the I•'oreign and Politi-
~ . 

c:,l Department there w1ll be a grnvc 
menace to the peace and tranquillity: 
and, therefore, certain pests in the 
Forcizn and Political Department f';LD
not b~ held by Jndial\s Y-In auy case, 

• I tlo not see how you can deal wit:q it 
by statute. Anyhow, we do not pro
pose to deal with it by statute. Thinti"B, 
of. this kuul must be a matter of office· 
administration. 

15,727. I am afraid there is some eon
fu~~on bet~een th.e two. kiuJs. Sup
posmg a Minister, m passmg h~:~ c.rders 
or making any appointments whieh may 
be in his gift, actually make3 d1sc1 imi
natioiJ, no doubt the Governor-Gt!ne1·al 
would intervell.e and say : " I'o.1 are 
discriminating and it is my special 
responsibility to see that that u not 
done,'' and he can intervene f-Y et:_. 

. 15,728. ·what I am saying is would 
It ·he possible to have rules permitting 
dis~rimination for eertain goou and 
vahd reasons, and would not this rule 
jje automatically involved under th~ 
provisions you are putting in your 
Memorandum, whereas, on tl e · other Mr. ZafruZla Khan.. 

· side:, there is the discretion t.hat wh(;re 
15,72!. If a provisjon of that l-~nd discrimination may be dc3irablo · it 

were made by administrative mte:-;, !OU woulrl be permissible either with or 
woTild have no objection to· thn.t ?--I withnut the permission of the .Guv•Jrnor
cannot gh·e an answer Yes or .No l•? 8 General 7 Would not the effect of the 
question· like that, because it must provis:ons you want to put into the 
i!el't~nd upon the case itself. Constitution Aet be ··that sue!! thin~ 

15,725. Suppos:ng the Federal G_oy- - are automatically involved, even if the 
emment made it 3 rule that cert_am GovE'mor-General ha~:~ ~tgrced that U•-ey 
l)osts for certain reasons of secrecy ••r are valid and there are good reasons 
rem;ons .of a political kind, should be for tlrcm 1-I will look into the posi
held only by Indian-born Indians and tion again with my advisers, hat ruy 
that nobody should be recruited to th_ose own view is very definitely that vuu 
po:;ts, would that b~ a kind ?f . t~ing cannot deal with matters of this l:i:p.d 
which you would thmk was uiscrtmtn•t.- - by StatntP.. · 
tion :md should not be permitted, or 
wonJd you· think that· ·was the kina . of 
thin"' whieh wa.o.; done in the F•1re1gn 
Df'p~rtmcnt for certain reasons, nnd 
thE-refore should be permitted to the 
Federal Govt:rnment, too Y-I should 
£ay tho case must be judged on its 
merits. 

·15,'72n. ·v;ould not the genert~l provi
sion· rule it out altogether '? '\Ybere is 
·the discretion left to any authority, 
the FE>deral Government or the GoV'
prnor-Gcnera!,· or anybody, to s'l.y that 
in certain· cases and for certain r£-a ~ons 
nn C'xception may be made ?-Surely ~ 
discretion must always reside in the 
.head of any. Department to ,o:ty how 
h:s office shall be run. You •io not deal 
with that by statute, either ltE're or 
am·where else. If it were fQund that 
th; :Minister or the head of a Depnrt-

... mcnt was making discriruination in tbe 
administration' of his Department. then 
the eese would· come W:th.in th.~ · fieid cf 
.thP C'·nwernor-GE>neral 's special l'C'ipon
-~ibil_~!eg;•..;.tnd he:····'WOuld ·hav-e td · .. l~i.de: 

15,729. True ; thereforE', nll we are 
pressing for is that your ~t:Hr•te f.houJd 
be so framed that this kind . of dis
Ciimiuation that ·may he ch~3irable 
should not be ruled out :mtomati,!ally 
by your Statute 1-1 see. f will t~tke 
note of this point, and I will look into 
it a~nin with my advisers. · 

Sir Austen Chamberlain. 

15,730. Secretary of St:ttc, ,.ould it, 
· in your opinion, be held that th ~ exc~lu4 

sinn of a particular class from a parti
cular office on the grnuncl of th,.a l't•curity 
of the State was diseriminat:on with'n 
tlJE.> mP.aning of your Paper ,--~'lo ; it 
could not. • 

Sir Austen Chamberlain.] As I under4 

st:md the questions, tht!T r~hte to some 
occasions in which the· see~tritv uf ·the 
eonntry i~ ·involved, and! in that rase, 
I should have thought th'lt the ne•·Ps
!'ary eom·se could not be held to b.3 · d:S.. 
crimination. :- · 
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Mr. N. M. Joshi. 

lfl,731. 'Ye were not dealin·Y with in
di\ irlu:tls. We are dealing ;ith class
es T-· -Sir. Austen's point, whieh I ·vc
cept, is covered by sub-clause ( vij) (c). 

15,736. You . are providing that th 
·hall b 1 . ' . ere 
~ e no. egiS.abon passed discriminat-
~g, . and, if ~here is any discriminatio~ 
It will be reciprocal. The Indian Lecis
lature cannot pass any regulation saying 
that B~tish sailors should not be em-

15,73:?. I want to know ~xactly what p~oY_ed ~ the Indian costal traffic. 
is the k:nd of scope of discriminatory Similarly if Indian Lascars also desire 
legisldion which th~ Gllvernors a••d the tha~ there 'should be no restriction on 
GoYernor-General will pass ; wh.d kind their. ~ployment, why should not such . 
of legislation do vou cnvkl·•e where restncbon · be prohibited t-Mr Joshi 
the Governors :md Goveruo~-General rt>~ly is. raising ,a case that I do not 
wtll have the power to cliscrininate t~n~ co!Des into these categories of dis
betwt>en various cla::;ses of Bnt:sh sub- cnmmahon cases at all. I am informed 
jerts t--I do not think we contemplate ~nd I will confirm my information that · 
any legislation of that !-::iad. - - It is a provision, first of all, in the in- ~ 

15,733. Then why do you give power terests of health. We have no intention· 
to GoYernors and the Governor-Gene- ":hatever of making it impossible that 
ral to discriminate between various either the British . Government or the 
cl,lc:ses of His :Majesty's subjects !- Indian Government should issue health 
The object of this is to de::tl with quite regnla~ions, and, secondly, it is a case. 
E-Xl'E'!,tional cases, Police cases, and- so of private contract- in which this con
on; dition, ram told, appears in the papers 

that are signed. · , 
15.734. I wanted to ask you oue Qlles-

tirn aLout shipping. You nre providing 15,737. My information is that it is not 
that there will be no Indian J .. gislaticn private contract ; it is a regulation of 
in~·isting upon the eruploymP.nt or any the Board of Trade here t-They are 
people belonging to any rae3. Yott may under the Indian Articles of Agreement •. 
be perhaps aware that Indian crews are I should have used that phrase rather 
not allowed under some kind of rule or than the phrase "private contract." 
regulation of the Board of the Trade here 
to be employed beyond a certain degree 15,738. '!'hey are based upon the 
of latitude. I want to know whether statute, the Indian Marine Shipping Act .. 
th t k" d f a· . . . J do not wish to. raise the particular 

a m o ISCrimmahon against question. I want to raise the Constitu-
Indian crews will be prohibited under tional question, whether any discrimina
the kind of provisions which you are tion can Qe imposed againSt Indians. 
making !-The particular case that Mr. That was the point. I want to ask you 
Joshi mentioned, I think, deals with now one question about these restrictions 
Lascars, and it is a regulation made in 
the interests of the health of the Lascars. ngainst British subjects following certain 

prohibitions. The point which I want to 
15,735. Secretary of State, your put to you is this, that by putting down 

advisers tell you that it is a regulation safeguards for the benefit of a few in~ . 
made in the interests of the health of dividuals as, for instance, Indians who 
the Lascars, but I have knowledge that will go to India as barristers, you are_ 
neither the shipping companies in India, overloading the Constitution with safe
nor the Lascars in India want that regu- guards. On that point I want to . draw 
lation. On the contrary they have been yonr attention to this fact, that there· 
agitating for some years to see that that are many Indians who come to England 
rt>gulation is terminated. It does not and acquire those qualifications. My sug
serve any useful purpose beeause, if . gestion to you is this, that this very 
Indians are not employed Malays and _ fact is a great safeguard, that there 
Chinese are t>mployed in their place f- will be no legislation in India prohibit
It is very difficult to go into a detailed · ing them from following those profes
case of this kind. I would have said that sions, and if that is a safeguard, why 
it does· not com,e within the question of should . you . overload . the - C~D;stitution 
discrimination at a.JJ... .rhis_ was simply, with · m~re . safeguards. to facil:Itate thr j 

rightly or wrOng:iy, 0. ·h~.fu 1et:,~i00' Jhitish. liUpjwts ·£9~· ~e_'~':"~ · ··uomo · · · -· · vB · · 
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professions in India f-The reciprocity 
is certanly a safeguard. I fully admit 
that fact, but you do want this insurance 
a~ainst the Ir~suse of powers in the 
future. I ·hope they will not be ·misused. 

. · Mr. M. R. J ayaker. 
15,739. I thought you were not asking 

for. any safeguard in your Memorandum 
against professional qualifications Y-We 
are not. Mr. Jayaker· is quite right. 

Mr. N. M. Joshi. 
15,740. In your paragraph 6, sub-para

graph (ii) you say : "preferably that the 
Constitution should provide that no law 
or regulations made in India for the 
purpose of prescribing the qualifications 
for any given profession shall have the 
effect of disabling from practice in India 
on the strength of his British qualifica
tion ·any holder of a., British . qualifica
tion" '-(Sir Malcolm Hailey.) We say 
it ,has been proposed. There is no con
clusion put forward in this· Memorandum. 

·Mr.· Zafrulla Khan.] The Secretary of 
State ·has not supported you. . 

'Mr. N. M. Joshi.] I am 11ot suggest
ing that you have· adopted it. I wanted 
to ask you whether the adoption is not 
really ·necessary at all, because there are 
many Indians , who have acquired those 
qualifications, and the fact that Indians 
woul<l like to follow those professions in 
India is a safeguard in itself. 

Dr.' B. R. A.mbedka·r. 
· 15,741; Just one question, ·Secretary 

of St11.te; dealing with the exceptions in 
(c), "Special Powers", as I understand, · 
the position is this : Generally speaking, 
the · Legislature cannot pass a discrimi
nnoory Act. I am speaking quite gen
erally Y-Yes. 
· 15,742. Administratively the Govern· 

m(mt of the day cannot discriminate un
less it satisfies the Governor that there 
is no :discrim.inafion in fact 7-No. 

Mr. M. R. Jayaker.] The Governor
General. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. 
15,7 43. The Governor-General or the 

Governor, because the proviso refers to 
both. That is theoretically and generally 
the position, is it not 7-Yes. . 

'15,744. Now under sub-clause (c) the 
, ~!er_~<?f-Qe~~ral."~ '""J?.av~ ~~ po~~ .~9. 

pass a legislative enactment · making a 
discrimination if it came within the terms 
of this proviso. I mean, this power you 
give to the Governor not only for ad
ministrative purposes, ~ut also for legis
lative purposes 'l-It is the general power 
;under Proposal 18 of the 'Vhite Paper. 

15,745. Governing both ; so that the 
Governor may discriminate although the 
Government may not 7-For the preven~ 
tion of any grave menace to peace and 
tranquillity. ' 

15,746. Yes. Now I want to ask what 
is -the import of this. I will put one 
or two specific illustrations to see if that 
is what you mean. I suppose under this 
clause it · would be possible for {he 
Governor-General, by way of prevention 
of any grave menacE.', to say that cer
ttlin persons shall not be employed in 
the Arw~. Would it be open to the 
Governor to do so under this 7-I sup
pose theoretically it would be, but the 
case would be very remote in connec
tion with a grave menace to peace and 

. tranquillity. I cannot, for instar.ce; . 
imagine putting the concrete case which 
is perhaps in Dr. A.mbedkar's mind, a 
Governor-General saying that a proposal 
to start a unit endangered the peace 
and tranquillity of India. · 

15,747. I am glad to hear that. That 
is what rather disturbed me 7-I am not 
saying whether from a military point of 
view it would be a good or a bad plan 
but I C'annot see that this would come 
within the scope of this safeguard. 

15,748. Nor would it come within the
special powers of the Governor in this · 
clause to say that the Depressed Classes · 
shall not be employed in the Police '1-
No. 

/ 

Mr. M,. R. J ayaker. 

15,749. I suppose it is ql.1ite clear from 
what you say in paragraph (vii) sub
paragraph (c) that this power of passing 
discriminating laws which the Governor
General employs will not be extended ~o 
Clauses (b), (c), (d); (e) and (/) of h1s 

- special responsibilities under :PI·oposal 
18. It is only confined to Clause _(a), 
l:lave I made my point clear '1-Certamly. 

15,750. It is. not extended '!-It is only 
confined to (a) here. Off-hand, I cannot 
~~~p~t~ ~h~, ;type 9~ J~lation. t~~~, 
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might be necessary. I have not got any
tiling- in mind. I would have said you 
w~uld have to take the power both for 
legislation and administration. I can
not conceive off-hand of the kind of legis
lation that might even be remotely 
needed. 

Sir Hubert Carr. 

15,751. Secretary of State, I would like 
to get clear in my mind one or two 
points "~th reference to paragraph 3 of 
~·our !\femorandum. It is proposed that 
the C'on.,titution Act should contain a 
gl'neral declaration, etc. That will . not 
be so narrow as not to embody the general 
protection given in Proposal 122,will it f 
Proposal 122 gives protection against dis
erimination and enables generally civil 
rights to be held, but paragraph 3 seems 
to be much narrower-the gener~l declara~ 
tiun which you have mentioned in para
graph 3 ?-Sir Hubert Carr must read 
the whole of the Memorandum together. 
I think then he will find that, instead of 
Clause 122 we have something more speci
;fically defined in our :Memorandum, 
namel~·, paragraph 3 (i), ·and then, in
stead or 123, again, we make our inten
tions more precise. We have done that 
for this reason, that as long as our iu
tPntions were in the general form in 
which they are in paragraphs 122 and 
123, Indians were Yery suspicious of 
them because they felt that we· were in
definitely restrieting the power of the 
Indian Government, but I understood 
that also British traders were suspicious 
of thelllj because they felt that· they were 
not precise enough. The main object of 
our amended proposals is to meet those 
two anxieties, namely, by making our 
proposals more precise, to remove these 
suspicions both in India and amongst the 
trading community here. , 

Sir Hubert Carr.] Thank you. That 
was what I wanted to get clear. It is 
only making it more precise. It is not 
narrowing it in any way. 

' Mr. Zafrulla Khan. 
15,752. I do not know whether· Sir 

Hubert put a question to the Secretary 
of State or made a comment, or if :J.e 
did make a comment, whether it was !lC

cepted by the Secretary of State. Sir 
Hubert Carr said : " I am glad to learn . 
it is not for the sak~: ot ~.vdn.t:e · itil<;l •· 

does, not narrow. the. sepp~ ;-o~ ::f!~P_?sal 
122. It definitely naJ;'x;ows the iicopcl (\f, 
Proposal 122 !-It narrows the~form1 l.11t; 
let me put it in the form -.of 1\ -eoll.el·~t,,, 
case, and Sir Hubert will .see hO\"l neces.:: 
sary this narrowing .WaS. :.A:.:man.·: w·lJ,< 
becom~s a bankrupt should. ceas~ to1• ~~J 
t~e dll'ector of a -~onipapy ~ . ~hat js_ :(h3 
~nd of case,. It 'fai$,. ~e~essa:·y,~· ,tlu~t~~~ 
fore, to restrict the .p_rov1s1ons 1i1. s_neh a: 
way as. to avoid .p~eventing 'the'· ~nqiaii' 
Government taking action ..•. That I thhi~ 
we should all agree , ~a;;_ . .' quite; nee.;~·:; 
sary. , 1· •• ··~·"' _ •. ·• • ...... ·• _ ~ • ·• 

' - - . \'' t-·~-~ 

Sir .Au;ten Chamberiain. ·· '; · .J 
. ·. ). ; : • • : 't "I 

15,753. I understan~, , Ser;rt•t.ary,: of~ 
State, you have not. cha,ng~d your f•'\lrr; 
pose, but you thought your .oFigi,na.l "'orda._ 
were not apt for t~e p~xyose Y-:-P~rta_i~ly, 
the purpose remams . JUSt the sa,me. · . 

. .. ~ .~ ·~··· - /'l· . . ., :·: l 

:Mr. M. R. Jayaker. ,._ , 

i5,754. But in certnil\1. mattet·s it does 
go beyond Proposals 122. to 124~ For in
stance, in that much disputed claus1~ (iv), 
the ipso facto clause;' I :firid 'there i:= no: 
provision between Pror)osals 1'22 · aud ·;t2·11 

which has the sam~ . effe'ct .is·· this:: pro;;' 
posed clause will have !-'It 'is .l assimiecl' 
to be in Proposal·1~2.':. '.;"· >''·' : .. i'dl 

15,755. It is assum~d',' I say;' .bu~ ~t '1$· 
not clear whether Proposals ;t~z·, to,· i~ 
go the length of saying"wh~t· yon' s~ay·in 
the proposed clause (iv)'!....:..N.J,''it. is· just 
a case of that kind that shows ·tJH~ 'iiecus-· 
sity of being more precisi·'~,~·:.:·J .·" ;J •• :·,-:. 

-
0 

: • " ,! ~. • '-~ : f .,: .~· j ) '_1, .' t ~~I ·, ..:.. 

Sir Hubert ·Carr.~.p .,,,. :•,; :1 

15,756. Then the, ·commercial -ti!Scrinri.l· 
nation, which is a ·sp,ecial, respoh~-ibiiitY,J 
of the Viceroy, will include· such iteu1's :as'' 
are set forth in your paragraph!; ::f (i)' 
and (ii) 7-Yes ... ·.· ;; -· ·" ... -.~:.'-. ~· '." 

15,757. Tbe next 'pollit:): ,wt~~<·~~: :is~· 
you about is with referen¢e ~to ."lang.utge. ~
I fully recognise that ·the· ·!Tirigli~b • J:iri-' 
guage alone will not be _sufficient_ ~o •1haF:-: 
fy anyone domiciled in the :Viiit~d ,]{!rig-'': 
dom for all posts in India; , hut·.' i!'; - it 
intended that, English, as the' official'' 
language of the F(lderation,.: shall be 
sufficient, and that any other. langrtage 
te:,;t that· may b.e 1·eiruired for 'a 'certa~n 
post shall be recommended ·l,Y:'the: G9v-:·. 
emor-General ; any :legislation.- :1\n.-hvini 
for an extra langUage 'shall bP. with .the 
pt~·vt ctin~t of: the'.Qovenior..doootat'~ 
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By Clause 3 (b) we mean a man'1:1 n:ttural Sir Huber' Carr. 
language. We cannot discriminate be~ 
twt>en him and- another .man nn the 15,761. I quite agree ; but in answer to 
ground. of his own language. When it 1\~r. Zafrull~ K_han, that is- exactly the 
comes -to -a question. of chang in~- the kmd of legu;labon which I gather id 
offl.cial-: language-is that Sir Hubert refe~red. t? in Clause 3 (vi). It might 
Carr's. point f _ be d1scrmunatory althouooh not on the face· 
: Sir_-Iiubert Carr.} .May I illu"St-JntP- it of it discriminatory ?~Paragraph (vi) 

by what is in my· mind : Supposing there deals with legislation. A case o£ this 
is-. a pgst in· 1\Iadras· : a man with lmow- kind I think almost inevitably will be 

administrative. ledge o::f the .English language upplie3 for 
it; and ·the. Government passes legislation Dr~ B. R. Ambedkar.] Take, for in
to "thi effect- that' nobody who -cl()e~ 110t st~ce, t~e. case ?f a school teacher ap
know Telugu . and Tamil, in a<idition to _ pomted m a. traming school to traiu 
English, ~hall. be . eligible for that post. teachers who are to teach in vernacular 
:My suggestion' 'is_ that ~uch legislation :;ehools ; such a .man must know the 
should. be- with the' prior assent of the vernacular in order that he may be in a 
G()verri<$r-General, so that . it may avoid position to .train the teachers who come 
any -easy niethod of .'discrimination. there. 
:Dt'~· Shafii'at"Akmad Khan.] He must Sir Hari Singh Go·ur.] And al::~o in the 

·have- a knowledge of English in any ~a:,;e of an interpreter ; he cannot be an 
case. : , ;. _ ·' ~. ·.·. Interpreter unless he knows the language. 

-- : '· . ·Sir Hubert Carr. Sir Hube·rt Car·r . 
.. J:; ... ·.r .~ .,: ~ .. 

. . ~1.5.~158. Yes_;_ that.-.is the official Ian- 15,762. In putting the question 1 fu!lv: 
gri~ge ?;:-Sir Hubert Carr will see that realised the difficulties, and that Is why 
ii. 'is- ~--diffie.rilt "question~ to deal with I asked whether it was intended that the 
by: l~gislation ; .: he .~ould, I think, agree Governor-GeneraJ ~houlcl give hi:i prior 
with: me that' .a" knowledge of certain assent- rather than try to make a statu
Indian . tanguages- would ·be necessary in tory rule which I think would be im
e~rtain_ cases~ ~ thi~k we are all agreed possib~e ?-I do not think you ean dtal. 
about that.·-~ -··, ~- '· ,. ··' . by· prior assent, Sir Hubert. I think in 
~.15,7.59. ,AbsolUtelY Y~That being w, I nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out . 

sliquld · havl!. th_oughf. the wisest way to of a thousand it will not be a case of 
deal· Witli .it·. waS, to-· deal . with it in the legi~l~tion at all ; in fact, I am not sure 
gerie~ai 'category of. :discriminatory case::;. that m .a thousand eases it will not. be_ 
Take the case '·up'ori ifs· merits with the administration. That being so, I think 
Governor-General's power and the Gover- you must depend upon the case bein"' 
~or's. _power Jo -cintervene in a case of dealt with on its merits by the Governor': 
definite discrit.nination. I think it is very General and the Governor under their 
difficult :to.-, deal c With. a c11se of that kin,l speeial responsibilities. 
other··than' ori: its merits. .. · 
< itr/ Zaf~~iza ~ Kh(ui.J Surely in the 

case that Sir Hubert put it could not be 
said' . that it 'was . discriminatory. That 
w<luld keep you· out and keep me. out, 
and 'it would necessitate if you and I 
wanted 'to"'apply. for that post that we 
niust '1ea;rn, Telugu. · Where is the dis
c:r.imination ? 

- I : >. - .-, • 

~·;-~ L. ~<~ Mr~.-·Jf::R. Jayake'f'. 

'.}5~760. ·It i~- diSc~imi~ation against the 
whole of,Jndia except Madras T-· Does not 
that' all go. to show that you had better 
deal . with cases- of that kind on their meli.it$ __ 11 •. , ----- • • - j-' r• 

~. 

Sir Hari Singh Gour. 

15,i93. But are they not special tases 
of discrimination ?-I think they are I 
thi~k they always should be ; but s~p
posmg unscrupulous people used them as 
a lever for making political discrimina
tion, then it would be a ease for the 
Governor to intervene. 

Dr. Shafa'at Ahmad Khan. 

· 15,764. These cases are purely adminiS-
tra'tive acts, and -you cannot expect tpro·. 
Governor-General to intervene in · these· 
matters. · , · :.· ·. ·· 

-·-·. '· .... 
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Sir Hubert Carr. 

· 15,765. The next point I wished to ask 
was, when an aggrieved party, Indian or 
English, g<>t-.s. to the Governor-General, it 
was !"uggested by the Assodatei Cham
bers of Commeree that that aggrieved 
party should have the right to demand 
an Inquiry, and the evidence rather went, 
if I may remind you, to the effect that 
perhaps it was not wise to allow them to 
demand an Inquiry. But would the pro
posals. envisage some reference to the 
possibility of an Inquiry being ordered as 
I would suggest, that if, as we hope, 
matters run smoothly, and perhaps for 
two or three years there will be no cases 
brouO'bt to the notice of the Governor
Gene';.al, then when a complaint is made 
unless some reference to his power to 
direct an Inquiry is made in the Act such 
a method of procedure might be over
looked f-I am not myself very mu~h 
attracted by the idea of putting the po~ 
!-'ihility of an Inquiry into the Consti
tution Act. The Governor-General is free 
to have an Inquiry when he thinks fit ; 
his hands are untied, and I would have 
thouo-ht myself from the point of view of 
Briti~h traders they would be unwise to 
insist upon one particular kind of In
quiry. The mere fact of mentioning ~t 
in the Constitution Act might make 1t 
appear to be the normal course to be 
taken, and I &hould have thought that 
from their point of view the normal 
eourse had much better be something of 
a more expeditious eharacter. When you 
talk about an Inquiry in an Act of Par
liament it means rather a formidable 
affair ; a number of people are appointed, 
taking weeks, it may be months, to come 
to a decision and so so. I should have 
thouO'ht myself (I do not want to dogma
fisc ~pon a point of this kind) • that 
elasticity nnd freedom in the hands of 
the Governor-General were really the 
better course. 

15,766. :My point in asking the Secre
tary of State whether he w_ould consi~er 
that is because the complamt, for. m
stance, might be against a :Minister, a~d 
it is obvious that no inquiry couH be. 
brought about except by appointing 
probably a High Court Jud~e or somo
bodv of that kir..d in an mdependent 
position, and it is just ~o indicate . f!.le 
possibility of ·an : Inqmry. OthelwiBe 

one is a little incl.ined to fear that ~ter 
two or three years of .-plain sailing. aud 
a complaint is made, the Governor·would 
Yery naturaly ask his Minister if .there 
was any reason for the· complaint, and if 
he told him' No' he might be Satisfied t
'\'e can certainly take the point into 
ateount. As· I say, I am not· much 

·attracted by it, hut .we <'an discuss it 
later on. · · 

l\Ir. M. R. Jayaker.) I :wan:t~ tO .'ask 
Si1· Hubert Carr in· the interests of . the 
British trader which he thinks·· is' better : 
tl>at the Governor- 'sbonld · · deci.de this 
question after making a· secret · investi
gation or that. there should be an open 
public Inquiry where evidence should be 
given on both · sides, and- agitation- Will 
grow up on both sides t .-. .. ·. ' · · · · c· 

..... . 

Sir Hubert :Carr •. . 

15,767. In answer tO that~ I would ·s8.y 
t.L~ class of Inquiry _I_ had· in · inind vas 
th6 Governor appointing· on~. · man in 
whom he had confidence to gQ' _ an:rl_ in
vestigate the cause . · of .. the· ~om plaint, 
which might lie thr~e'"or.' four hundred 
miles away from . the Governor's · seat t
He can do that. ·I would· say· that .:woUld 
bt> a mueh more eXpeditiol?-s :way th;a.n 
ha\ing :something · in· the . natUre · of .a 
Royal Commission or even' a .Joint Select 
Committee. . ' _. !' . :~~ : .• 

15,768. Now may I refe1·- to- the· posi
tion of Dominion subjects in .. Indiar- .AJ; 
I understand it, India . will have : the 
right to .. make . agreements:·· with .the 
Dominions with i-eferen~ to the .. entry of 
th('ir subjects. but I. am referring to those 
Dominion subjects ·who · are aqeady. in 
India holding positions.· I ima,.,aine. that 
those men when they go on" leave, for.in~ 
stm~ce, will have· th~ ri~rbt .o.f. ·~e-en!rv 
irresrective of an~ arrangem.:;~ts ·w:bu~h 
may be made between :India '"and J~ 
Dominion thereafter f-I think.i in. case$ 
of that kind there . must be .an ,: ~ee~ 
ment. I have made -enquiries.:.and .. wh;;t 
I understand happens ·hi .. Australia .Ul 
that the return of l)eop]e .from .. leave is 
not regarded .as a~.n~w_entrV,. _-Thev,_have 
a svstem of passes,."that admit ~.that, 
and I imagine that·. that ·is:-what... WO}llp 
happen in the Indian .cas~·-. as·::weiL;~ ;:. 
· 15.769. Then ~ theri: i~- nri. ~~feh-nce· '1n 
the :Memorandum_ to the auestion of. con-

. 'fi~an-''vhien is referted" to: ·m· .~lilt 
,_.:;.: .... ·~ l ... · . ~·· .:.J-=-~·_.,..,.,.. ..... ..! 
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·graph 75 of. the; lll.troduction. I ta.k~. it~· ~it· .quite ~eetS his point, but I think it 
that ._that -will be a special Part of the is -th~ general desire of everyone that it 
:Ad, . but it does .not come U.Iider this pro- .. should not · be necessary. either for an 
posal 'f-'\Ve -~ave always assumed that· lnilian. coming -to Great'" Britain or an 
somewhere' in the .Act there should be a · Englishman going · to India to have to 
Clause._ prohibiting . co1}1i.scation, expr~- . do all his basic examinations over a~rain, 
priation, and: :al~o, dealing with com pen:"-~ taking 1m · extreme case, but that there 
.sation.. . - ·.. . · 'Should be -this latitude for local condi-
, '· -: · Dr: Shafa .. :at ' .Ah~ad K_ 1~an. . tions. · , 

~ ., .... "' ..... 
.. : _15,77~ •. T __ hat will be in the· Act'f~l u- · M R J ke" ~- .. 
t

'l. . .au-. • • aya r. · 
·_ dnk so, pro~ably: ~ .. - . . · 15,774. I hope the Secretary of State 

. Sir Hari Singh Gour.] One of the fun- will make it clear at some stage thit he 
· ~anie#tai _rigb~, i,perhaps. does not regard . conditions like ·that·" as 
.:::-Dr._;. 8}/(cfo!at, Ahmad Khan.] Yes. di~crimination. ·Take, for instance, the 
, . -. -. . .· - · •. -. . . . case in this country ; you make it neces-

. . S1r H-ubert. Carr. • .. . . , ·' s'Rry that any person who comes to prac-
:. 15,771 •. Then may I refer to a question tisc here as a medical man should know 
which I was allowed :to ask .as a supple- English. That would not be regarded 
mentary ... question yesterday regarding 'in India. as a discrimination because it is 
the position-~of ,the· -professions. The a necessary condition which makes for 
British. community in, India- do feel that ·hi3 living here. Therefore I do hope the 
.this is _rPally a; very_' important matter, Secretary of State 'will make it clear 
.and :.'while , recognisirig. the difficulties that when he uses the word "discrimina
which. -you . pointP.d' out . yesterday, I tion, he baH not. in view conditions of 
would -suggest thl!.t it might be possible this character. For instance,·· a police 
to. arranl-"e tha.t. _qualifications received in officer should know Mahratta if he is 
$:nglaiid .. for .. the. ~den tical purposes ;for working in the Mahratta country, or the 
which -.future Indian Lecislatures misrht lru~gnage of that district f-Yes; I agree 
'drmaiid qualifications· "should carry in with Mr .• JayR.ker that somehow or other 
J:ndi.a T-Sir, Hubert means, does he not, we have to make a distinction between . 
. that·. the .pasic :qualifications should, be - di5crimination and necessary qualifica-
acceptecl . on .. both 'sides f . tions. .. -
. 15,772. On both, sides, yes t-Y es. 
Then thaf there sh6uid be a latitude for 
!mposirig :reasonable· local conditions· over 
ana above '· that '. ' . 
2 .15,773; Yes.:. We .. feel that 'there ·could 
be' no_ : objection · to . ;that. It must be 
necessazy , that .. there. may be certain 
9Hrriding .. ·:qualifications required by 
I~dia:Q Legislatures, but ·what the British 
c!'•1lllllu:g.ity. partic;ttiarly wish to avoid is 
tha_t ·having; gaineq' qualifications for a 
·speci:ficf Qbj~ct . here, · when they gb to 
I;n_dia to practise,' to' put into action that 
~Qiect: ~hey __ ~ho:uld not have occasion to 
gu_a~_ify :under Indianjules Y-That would 
appear Jo ~me· to ·_ be ~ very reasonable 
req~e~t~ . _Th~. qiflicultv _is to put it into 
li,_-pr~~i~·fortn. :without ·undulv tvin~r the 
bands. either. pt. the' British Government or ~-·of: the' :Indian~- Government. Sir 
Ifnb.ex(_has-. be~n kind' enouqh t() ltive me 
a forn:i o:t 'words. ' r . will look into that 
£orm -uf words;· Off-hand, I do not think 

.... .. .... 

Sir Hubert • Carr. 

. 15,775. There are many . points of very 
deep interest, of course, to the British 
community in India in connection with 
tbis r~uestion, but from Section 29 of the 
'Vhite Paper I understand that it is the 
intention of Government to lay down· in 
the Act that British subjects tradinO' in 
India shall in no case be in a le<:s fav~ur
able position_- than Indians. That is the 
prin~iple for which we strive, and I 
should like to know whether it is ae<>ept
ed in the White Paper ?-The principle 
of paragraph 29 of the .Introduction f 

15.776. Yes !-That is certainlv so, 
and our . proposals are ba_c:;ed upon this 
theory and praetie~ of reciprocity. 
. Sir Hubert Carr.l That is alJ I have 

t(). ask, my ·Lord Chairman. 
Chairman.] Thank- you very much 

Set>r-etary of State ; that eonchides you~ 
evidence .. 

TThe · W~aees are t1Meofed tr, w;thdraw.} 
LiOOR0.:2,0~29:I I-33-GIPS 


